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. ; Radio as well as other advertising media is looking forward to a

sudden outbreak of heavy spending as soon as the big corporations

get an insight into their earnings for this year and figure how much
of it will have to go to the Government because of the excess profits

tax. This sort of last minute splurge has happened before, but the

advertising agencies anticipate, because of the big business upturn of

. .this year and the size of the tax bite as the brackets go up, that the

extent of the rush will be greater than. ever.

Networks have already had some intimations of what is in store for

•them along these lines. Certain major manufacturers that have, been
quiescent about radio for some time are now -having their agencies

make inquiries about time and talent.

ison uamis sponsor s

Cancellation Threat Due to 'Expose'

• Dorothy Thompson stated Monday

(4) at a luncheon of the motion pic-

ture division of the Democratic Na-

tional Committee that because of

criticisms she made of advertising

agency fear* campaign technique in

the Presidential campaign she was

threatened with the loss of a lucra-

tive, radio contract. She did- not

name the agency or the account.

Miss' Thompson is on a Mutual co-

operative hookup Sund»" nights.

• Fred Mayer, who organized this

hookup for the commentator, con-

firmed Miss Thompson's statement

but added that, the account couldn't,

cancel if it wanted to and, anyway, if

it walked out he had another com-
mercial interested in buying several

stations on the same hookup; Mayer
explained that the agency and ac-

count, in question had had the day-

lights' scared out of it by a flood of

900 telegrams protesting against Miss

Thompson's campaign broadcasts in

President -Roosevelt's behalf and de-

manding that she be dropped from
the account's payroll.: The account,

he added, became highly disturbed

even though the telegrams had all

(Continued on page 21)

Dry Law for Canada

Scares Hotels.

Radio Commas Also?

. . Montreal, Nov; 5...

;
.. Ghost of Andrew Volstead is giv-

ing hotel men, riiteries and broad-

casters a bad case of the jitters as:

the
:
odious .spectre of total .prohibi-

tion hovers over Canada; A strong
drive is how. reported under way to
Sive the Dominion; a taste of the pro-
hibition laws which: were to a large
Extent responsible for both of the
bootleg and allied - rackets, in Amer-
lc* and

; created nationwide disre-
spect for the laws of the land dur-
ing the prohibition era.

- In guise of a war measure minor-
ity temperance groups: are active
throughout 'the country advocating
the adoption of prohibition, : Reports
persist that the Federal government

' (Continued on page 53)

Stone's 17 Yrs. at M-G
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

-Lewis. Stone has signed .'a new
contract with Metro, .which marks
his 17th year on the same lot.

First job under the new pact is

a 'Hardy Family' picture. .

Protests loss Of

Frank Hummert of the Blackett-

Sample-Hummert advertising agency
informed Variety yesterday (Tues-

day) that he has instructed his at-

torneys, O'Connor & Farber, to pre-

pare a protest and file it as soon as

possible with the Federal Communi-
cations. Commission. Hummert will

charge that 'the music . the American
people; love is about to be driven

off the air.* This Is In reference to

the feud between the radio industry

arid the American Society
\
of Com-

posers, Authors and Publishers.

; Agency official will act as a citizen

and a user of 'familiar music' in urg-

ing the Government regulatory, body
to take official note of the situation

as a development which he considers,

'not in the public interest.'

: Hummert's action- is the only move
by any .adman in this connection.

JOE. E. BROWN BUILDING

UP TO HATE PANCAKES

New Haven, Nov.' 5.
",

Joe E. Brown, who owns a piece

of the 'Elmer the Great' revival Star-

ring him, is currently suffering for

his investment "as well as his art. In

an effort to collect laughs, he has to

stow away an oversize quantity of

,
food including; orange juice; grape-,

fruit, jam, . potatoes, ham, pancakes,

coffee; milk, doughnuts, pie, .ginger-

continued on .
page. 53)

Class Hotels and Restaurants

Turn Underground Cellars

Into Night Clubs

FANCY PRICES, TOO

London, Nov. 5.

Wiseacres may have coined the
phrase 'upholstered seWer' derisive-,

ly, in applicability to sbme of Amer-:

,

ica's so-called night ciubs during the
Prohibition, era, but it's no gag here.

London -hotels and restaurants have
developed a new and very lucrative

trade, in underground night life,

thanks to Hitter arid his gang.

This can be dubbed as a 'Roving
Shelterer's

. clientele,' which com-
prises a section of Londoners who
cannot get away from town early
enough to avoid night raids and al-

though living in deluxe apartments,
with safe shelters, prefer to haunt
the class hotels and restaurants.

Wise -to the: situation; restaura
teurs and hoteliers have turned their

underground cellars into safety zones,

planting their bands and trimmings
there, and : are reaping a harvest.

Spots like the Savoy hotel, which
accommodates 400; Dorchester, 400;

GrOsvenor House, 3,00; and Mayfair
hotel, 250, are : doing an overflow
trade, with average Intake of at

least $6 per person. The lesser spots

such as Piccadilly, 300; Devonshire
House, 200; and Park Lane, 150;

. ; (Continued on page 23)

ON WAY
'Life With Father/ which com-

pletes a year's run at the. Empire,

N. Y., Friday night (8), will have
grossed a total of. approximately.

$980,000
;

,
' that time. Howard

Lindsay-Russell Crouse comedy is

still topping the $18,000 .mark week-
ly, having drawn more than capacity

business for the entire 52-week
stretch. In addition, second com- ,

pany, with Lillian Gish, is in its

36th week in ^Chicago; While a third

troupe, with Dorothy Gish, is firmly

established in Boston. Nearly $500,-

000 has" been grossedJjy the latter

two editions.

Show's first birthday will be cele-

brated Saturday night (9) with a.

special three-way; broadcast On -Na-

tional Barn! dance, over NBC by the

three troupes, followed by a party

on 'the stage of the Empire theatre.

' .(Continued on page 55)

IUS1C

Met Signs Auditioner

John Dudley, tenor, who appeared
on the season's first 'Metropolitan

Auditions of . the Air' broadcast re-

cently, ' has been given a Met con-
tract.

-Tenor... .was formerly with
. the

D'Oyly Carte Opera. C Only other,

singer to go from the D'Oyly Carte
to the .Met was Muriel Dickson, so-

prano.

Detroit, Nov, 5. -

Katharine Hepburn, here in 'Phila-

delphia Story,' said last week that

she hopes, to do a new Philip Barry
play this season, but hasn't yet seen
the script, She suspects the. play-
wright has completed a new play and
that he is withholding ft and refus-

ing to admit It is finished in order
to keep her touring iii "Story.' She
is definitely commlted to continue
with the. present play until after the
holidays,, when Metro's picture ver-
sion will probably be released.
Actress revealed {hat Barry went

to Europe shortly after the New
York, opening of 'Story,' ostensibly to
work on a hew play for her. That
Was during the spring of 1939 and
she believes he finished it during the
ensuing summer. However, he is,

not known to have actually shown
the script to anyone, so she can't
prove he ever really finished it;

Unless she gets another suitable play
instead, she admits ' she'll just.' have
to continue touring with 'Story'
until Barry decides to let her see
his new one. Having played in
'Story' for more than a full year arid,

made the .film version of; it,, she says
(Continued on page 20)

KNOW YOUR JOKES?,

NEW AIR SHOW IDEA

WOR, New York, studio-auditioned
Saturday (2) a new program tagged
'Can You Top This.* Show has three
gagsters,: Harry Hershfield, Joe
Laurie, Jr., arid Senator Ford, With
Fred Lewis as m.c. It's Senator
Ford's idea.

It's a : meter plan, the audience-
participant telling a joke arid the
audience's laugh-response measured.
He gets $10, but this is whittled
down $2.50 at a time If the pro gag-
sters can tell a switch on the same
gag and get a higher rating on the
meter.

Latin-American lads and lassies,

who have flpoded up from Mexico
and points' south on the crest of the
rhumba wave,, are getting unprece-
dented opportunity for a shot in
films; Virtually anyone who can
swing a chassis or warble in the
South American way has either been
screehtested or is about to be.
Stream of Latin pix, which has al-

ready begun to flow from Hollywood,
and which is

.
increasing with every

production conference, has created
the demand. Inasmuch as most of
the talent being tested doesn't savvy
too much English, it's of course be-
ing used for specialty spots. There's
hope, however, of landing a leading
man from among the group, and any
steps which can be taken to develop
one will be used.

,
RKO has two prospects, for build-

up to star billing. One is Desi Arnaz,
whose option was lifted last week'
after making his initial film appear-
ance in 'Too Many Girls.' He was
also in the legit version. New pact
is for seven years, with the usual
option renewal at the end . of each
year. It's for two pictures a year,
to be made Within six months of each
12. The other; six months each year
is to give him an opportunity to
Continue his stage work. He's going
into another legit musical shortly.
Second RKO white hope is Alberto

Vila, an Argentine, who was tested
(Continued . on page 22

)

Hush With Willkie, Or

Problematical With FDR

Is N. Y. Niteries' Big 'If

.
Nitery business in New. York from

now on is an 'if proposition to the
cafe men. If Willkie, the bonifaces'
expect it'll be happy-days-in-Dixie;
if F.D.R. for a third term, it's prob-
lematical, Variety went to press too
early last: night to keynote the an-
swer, but the trend is newsworthy
nonetheless.
What concerns the hotel and cafe

men is the hope that the bitterness
will wear off, and national unity cont

.

geal quickly, regardless of which po-
litical party comes into office. They,
rubbing shoulders directly: with as
Variegated ah assortment of ; Ameri-
can population as falls to the lot of
any business or profession, know full
well how bitter was. this .campaigni;
And it's not local strictly. If any-
thing it's perhaps as true a: cross-,

section of. national feeling as could
be concentrated in any one point, for
it's axiomatic that New

;

York's niter-
ies and theatres subsist by their pro-
vincial pull, more so than the" locals.

-It's conceded that a Roosevelt vic-
tory means that the masses will make
mild whoopee along Broadway, and
the tories that patronize the class
east side New York spots will go
home and sulk—or drown their sor-
rows. If Willkie, no question' of it's

immediate: effect on the market, arid

.that means a bonanza for the niterie9.
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New Music Critic Stirs New York By

• • Virgil Thompson, recently ap-

pointed music critic of the New York
Herald Tribune- filling - the :year-old

Vacancy, caused by the death of
Lawrence GUmajri,-has .alreadyvstirred
lip a furore in concert circles by his

reviews of name artists and classic

compositions.
, He panned: Jascha

Heifetz when the violinist appeared
recently at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., and
he likewise was critical of John Bar-

• birolli and; the New York Philhar-
monic -Symphony orchestra, when
they opened their : season. Both
Heifetz and the Philharmonic have
long been sacrosanct to New York
CritiCS. '

Thompson, noted as the composer
of Tour Saints in Three. Acts,' the
score for the film 'Plough that Broke
the Plains' and numerous other
works, is regarded as one of the
ultra-modern composers. Those who
have . bbjected to his reviews of Hei-
fetz and Barbirolli profess to believe
him

.
prejudiced against traditional

composers to such ah extent that he
is incapable of appreciating thehr
However, even some of those who
disagree with. Thompson's reviews
think that his unorthodox opinions

.

(Continued on page 21)

Hollywood Influence

IN HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood, Nov. .5.

Film history will be perpetuated
by establishment ~ of a Musium of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,

backed by a four-way combination
consisting of the film

.
studios, the

local Chamber of Commerce, the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library
in New York City and the Academy

;
of Motion ' Picture Arts and Sci-

ences. \ . ,

Probable site for the Museum is

the iold Trocadero nitery on Sunset
Strip, on which an option has been
taken by

;
Walter Wanger, president,

and Donald Gledhill, executive sec-

retary of the Academy. Arrange-
ments have been made with John
Hay Whitney, John Abbott and other
execs of the New York Museum for
the exchange of exhibits and mate-
rial.; Idea is to show the advance of
picture-making, with stress on his-

torical, mechanical and artistic im-
provements.

v Buenos Aires, Nov. 5.

Variety: rriugg here got a prac-

tical example of Hollywood in-

fluence while trying to get baek
: to town recently.

Stuck oh a road without bus
service' while doing, the manana

.
circuit, he started thumb-waving

,
for-; a ride—something never
done here. Within .five minutes:

•v a big car pulled up, stopped and
' the driver invited him "in. Rid-
ing to town, mugg: asked motor-
ist, how he knew what the
thumb meant and why he
stopped. .

'I saw it in the cine,' he re- •

plied. . 'And besides, I figured
you must be a North American^
No one else would do that.'

BUTTERWORTH'S $5,000

FOR COMMERCIAL SHORT

Charles Butterwortn has Just

completed a commercial ' short for

Westinghouse Electric,' for which hie

was paid a reported $5,000 for. five

days*, work. Believed first time a
Hollywood name has appeared in a
commercial short Picture was pro-
duced by Paramount at its Astoria
(N.Y.) studio. Understood Westing-
house will make

,
a number of addi-

tional shorts with other picture
names. It is trying to keep its pro-
gram in .this line secret for

:
the mo-

merit.

Paramount, which has previously
made only non-commercial, shorts of

the comedy, musical and educational
sort, is reported planning tp go into

the commercial . film market inten-

sively in future..

DeMILLPSJEMESiS

August: Schwartzman a Perennial
Pest

Scbflj Sues, Charges

as

Los Angeles, Nov. 3.

Frank Scully, writer and former
secretary of the State Department
of Institutions, filed $140,000 damage
suit against Dr. Aaron J. Rosanoff,
director of that department; Mar-
jorie J. Reuman, secretary, and Al-
berta Belford, deputy state attorney
general, charging malicious prosecu-
tion.

Scully was discharged from the
Department Of Institutions on Oct.

21, 1939, and later accused of mis-
appropriating funds. He was .ac-

quitted of . the charges and now
claims the accusations damaged his

reputation as a writer.

•"
.

• Chicago, Nov. 5.

Cecil B. DeMille, returning to Chi-
cago from New York, was accosted
by one August Schwartzman in the'

lobby of the Blackstone hotel last

week and for the rest of his stay in

town DeMille was guarded by the
police to prevent a • recurrence of
any such - incident. ' It

.
appears that

Schwartzman had been a perennial
pest for DeMille and at one time had
been sent to ah 1 asylum in Los An-
geles for bothering him.
Schwartzman was waiting for De-

Mille when the producer arrived on
Thursday (31) morning. He shouted
at DeMille, arid then ran out of the
lobby and disappeared. Police are
particularly anxious to learn how he
knew so accurately the DeMille
itinerary, and movements.

RENO'S REVERSAL

Beaucoup Marriages, Few Divorces-
New Gretna Green

Reno, Nqv. 5.

Whether it is the draft or just the

climate, Reno's marriage license bu-

reau has had a boom for six weeks
that has shattered all previous rec-

ords and rung the county's cash reg-

ister to the tune of .several thousand
dollars. '•;

; At $12 per copy. 3,690 couples pur-

chased marriage licenses here during

the six weeks' period ending Oct. 15.

Most of them were from neighboring

CalifoYriia,; and the ministers and
judges reaped a. harvest at a hiihi-

mum of $5 per marriage. During the

same period only 288 divorce suits

were filed, ;>' :•

.'
•

California's gin marriage law,

coupled with its recently enacted law
requiring physical examination of

license purchasers, is shifting a large

number of California marriages to

Reno, but in no six weeks' period in

the past has the cavalcade been so

large. It was about two, months ago,

when the draft talk, reached definite

proportions, that thie trek over the
Sierras began.

Reno is not the only beneficiary

from California's marriage laws, and
hundreds of couples are wed .in Car-
son City, Virginia City, Las Vegas
and other points hear the California

border. Las Vegas is taking much of

the business that once went to Yuma,
Ariz., from Los Angeles.

smen

Joan Bennett made a bid for the

crown formerly worn by her sister,

Constance Bennett, . when '/ she

snubbed reporters on leaving La-

Guardia Field (N. Y.) last week for

the Coast. Toward the close of a

day when reporters had interviewed

Betty and Benny Fox, Chicago-bound

after finishing their work on the

Sky High two-by-four platform at

the Fair; Ethel; Shutta, en route to

Chicago and .
Minneapolis; the

Astaires; C. V. Whitney, chairman
Of Pan-American . Airways, and
Mayor LaGuardia, to say nothing of

President Roosevelt on his. whirl-

wind' tour, it was Joan Bennett who
chose to. be haughty.

Miss Bennett appeared
.
fatigued.

When she turned her head to answer
a question her words had to edge
out sideward between barely opened
lips. For the anxious public it may
be reported that her next picture

now is titled something like 'Toarpar
(Continued on page 22)

TENNESSEE ROMEO

Eric Barnouw Thinks the Locale Fits

the Old Plot Ideally

Eric Barnouw, the radio author,

has collabed with Ethel Parke Rich-
ardson in writing a hillbilly version

of 'Romeo and Juliet/ . It's laid in

the Tennessee mountains, where,

.
Barnouw points out, they still speak
Elizabethan

]
English and

;;

: family
? feuds and 14-year-old brides are also

appropriate to the scene. , ; .

•Pasadena,. Cal., Playhouse, will try

out the play in January.

Refugee MacDowell Kids

Finally Get 20th-Fox Gall
Philadelphia, Nov. 5. •'.

Roddy and Virginia MacDowell,
British refugee child film stars, have
been living in nearby : Lansdowne
with broker J. B. Yarnall since their
arrival, here last fait For the past
three months they've been waiting
for a call from Hollywood, but no
soap. LastThursday (31) 20th Cen
tury-Fox telephoned Yarnall's home
to get the moppets out to Hollywood
pronto for parts In 'How Green Is

My Valley/ but the kids weren't
home. .-. ,.;

y '

,

.

:

\ *, ...

The call finally reached them at
the studios of . WCAU.

,
They were

getting tryouts for cuffo radio ap
pearances on the Horn & "Hardart
children's program.

:

Shell Finally Be Seen

Hollywood, Nov. '5.

.

Betty . Jane . Rhodes, billed by the
Don Lee network as' the original
television girl, goes under contract
at RKO. ..

Deal is for two pictures, with opr
tions* Gal As a singer and looker.

AHLEN'S PLANE PLANT
:

Wichita, Kans., Nov. 5;

Richard Arien, who has recently
formed / A r \en- Probert Aviation
Corp. at Van Nuys, Cal., flew in here
Saturday en' route

; to Visit parents
in St. /Paul. '

*. :/*
:
*."

•. •

'•

[ Keenly interested in aviation ex-
pansion here Arien said he would
fly back : here latter part of week
arid spend couple of . days with
friends and inspect local aviation in-
dustry. ;

'

7. ;

: :

Nv Y. to L, A.
Fred Beetson.

.

Earl Carroll.

Jose and Paquita.
Lynn Farnol.
Russell Holman.
Alexander Irice.

John LeRoy Johnson.
Nunnally Johnson.
CUff Lewis.
Torn Lewis. . .

Ed Perkins.
Bill Pine;

:
Charles: Schwartz.
M. J. Siegel.

;

Murray Silverstone.

Loretta Young.v

SAILINGS
Nov. 27 (Rid de Janeiro : to New

York) Cynd.a Glenn (S. . S. . Argen-
tine )» ....

'

:

;

y
y\i:

Nov. 1 (Los Angeles to Honolulu)
Kay Francis. (Matsonia).

.

;the berle-ing point
By Milton BerU

L; A^to
John Erskine.
Julius Evans.

.

Nat Flriston.

Edmund Gwenn.
Al Hail.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
John Healy.
Henry Herbel. •

• Henry Jaffe.:,

;

Cora Lane, \

.
Ralph Morgan. - \

'

: .
Manning O'Connpr.
Dorothy. Peterson.

;,:

J. Van Nest Polgiase.

Dick Porter.
:

. Harry Revel.

W. F. Rodgers.
Hubbell Robinson^

, Rosalind Russell. .

George J. Schaefer.
Nicholas M. Schenck'.

Spyros Skouras. .

Leopold . Stdkowski ;

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Arrived here by super-Greyhound and believe me, the sun : here is beau-
tiful. When the bus pulled, in it was coming down in sheets. 20th Century-
Fox was very kind. They sent an outboard motor to meet me at the depot
My house here is situated on a bluff. I arrived just before the; finance

company called my bluff. '. •
.' / \

Asked Jimmie Fidler .if he read my column. He said, "Yeh—arid if anyi
body calls you a writer—slug 'enx" I wonder what he means? .".'(

r

m try-

ing to be a second Fidler and he calls me a big bassoon,)

Have a lovely home in Beverly Hills-^-76 rooms and a kitcheneUe. It

has a gorgeous living room with a sunken butler, beautiful drapes and
termites to match.
; Saw Aicatraz Island out in the bay. Understand that if a prisoner be-
haves himself at Alcatraz he gets a two-week vacation at Sing Sing—
with pay.. \ ..." :> , \

Found out that you never have to be alone in Hollywood. All you have
to do is get a loaf of bread and in five minutes you're a hostess.

: Broadway Dept.

Understand that the new Ethel Merman musical makes it three hits in

a row for Buddy DeSylya. Broadway Sdm wired me (collect) that fiofn
how oni.-mprje people will pass through: the doors of 'Panama Hattie' than
through the locks of the Panama Canal.

.

In front of the Strand Bldg. one
^
actor

^
said;'.Tye gotta get work-^vaude-

ville is in my blood.' Replies the other, 'Oh—rso that's where it went.'

Abe Lyman is getting to , the age now '. where the doctor looks him over
and the girls, overlook him. (Well, there goes the plug on my new song,

•Li'l Abner.') \..
' "•

...

;

' ...
.

Saw John Garfield's gangster -picture, 'East; of the River ,* at the Globe.
The picture proved that crime doesn't pay—not the way it used t6.

Jack Whiting of the Jolsoh show bought himself a hew car. He says
it's a combination .8 and 12—eight cylinders and 12 payments;
Just before I left New York I did a command performance; for my larid-

lord. .
. , ;

..
.

'''/y'- "V-
Hollywoodlaha

.

Feels gteat to .walk down Hollywood Blvd. with Hedy. Lamarr on one,
arm and Ann Sheridan oh the other. That artist certainly did a great job
of tattooing. :

Ladies of the film colony don't use the5 expression, 'Tail, :Dark arid Hartd-
sqme" (from my picture of the same name) to describe good-looking young
fellows. They now say, ''Qoh-rne's sb conscriptiVe.' '

.
-

Judy Garland says I've- got.Rdbert Taylor's face. The only trouble is—
he's wearing it. ' .... :

The loss of the foreign market has made it a little- tough for people in

wdod. Anyone with a clean shirt is now a dress extra; V .

Asked Jimmy Ritr. wheri he was going to get his proboscis Operated on.

He said, 'Qne o'clock on the nose.*

. Matte Dept.
A youngster walked Into Bregman, Vocco & Conn with a tune that he

insisteid was absolutely - original. 'Shake, ' mister,' said Frank Bregman,
i never thought I'd be face to face with Beethoven.*
Several Broadwayites heard a certain

.
maestrq's recordings the other

day. Said one, 'It he's a conductor I want a transfer.'
.

Dave Franklin is: making plans to open his own music publishing. house.

His only trouble is figuring out how to get a piano into a phone booth.

. Radio Dept.. .

Wish Bob Hope and Jack Benny wouldn't be sq funny. Every time
they're on the air I get writer's cramp.
Heard a novelty band over KHJ. They played a tune the way It was

•written, v.':/.,
'

Hangnail Descriptions

Alice Faye: A bustle surrounded by Don Ameche.
'

: Three Stooges:
Fools rush in. Dr. Gaylord Hauser: Garbeau. Guy Kibbee: A. honeydew
melon with legs; Mickey Rooney: M.GM'.'S annuity. Lana Turner: Bhayr
leave. ' •.

Observation Dept.
With two Thanksgivings, the turkeys in California don't go •gobble

gobble' as they do back east. They wander around crying, 'Which week—
which week'.. . ,

•

Talking about Thanksgiving Day, a certain Indie, producer , doesn't know,
whether to release his newest picture at about that time or whether to add
a little cranberry sauce to It and serve the film for dinner. ,

. )

In Hollywood they getmarried for better or worse—but not for long. :

Eavesdropped at Grace Hayes' Lodge: 'Her sheep's eyes always bring out
the wolf in me.'

Eavesdropped at: t>aVe Chasen's: 'She's in love with him—and so is he.'

I came mighty close to being barred at the Lakeside golf course, r played
orm day wearing a coat and trousers that nearly matched.
Once made a picture so. bad that when they put it up on the shelf the

film next to it moved away. :

v

Whatever Became of — ? '.-.

Rice & Werner Charles & Grace Keating
Pasquali Bros. ' Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry
Harry & Dennis Dufor. Pressler & Klaiss.

Afterpiece .".
.

In Hollywood the. 10 best years of a woman's life are between the ages
of 20 and 23. :.- v' ' .V"

New Mex. Gov't to Keep
Lid on Gaming Spots

. Mexico City, Nov. 5.

Those who confidently figured that

the change of federal and territorial

governments on Dec. 1 would see a
revival of gambling at Tia : Juana,
Mexican, Augua Caliente and what
were other Lower California hot
spots, got .: sharp disappointment
with the information that the new
administration intends, to continue
President Lazaro Cardenas' tight lid;

on gaming.
President Cardenas clamped down

on these border spots soon after he
to'ok^officei in 1934. Gaming interests,

it is understood, got a defiriite nega-
tive when they sought to induce the
incoming governrnenters to ease up
on the restriction. .

Ardrey's Schedule
Robert Ardrey, in New York after"

a writing stint at RKO, leaves in

about two weeks for Texas, where
he'll author a hew legit play. It

won't be 'Death of ah Indian,' which
he's

.. had outlined for more, than a
year. ''.:<.:.

Will probably return to the Coast
next sumrner to do another screen-
play for Garson Kaniri to direct for
RKO. •"•

' ..'

'

Suit and Countersuit

Again Over Ed Sheldon

And Mrs. Barnes' Play

The mixed-up . action of Guthrie
McClintic against Edward : SheldOn
and Margaret Ayer Barnes, in which
Sheldon has started suit against
Charles Frbhman, Inc.; Paramount
Pictures, ; Inc., arid Gilbert Miller,
;was further complicated Thursday
(31) when Miller demanded that the
N. Y1

. supreme court force :Sheldpn
to bring in Mrs. Barnes as a co-

plaintiff against him> Paramount
and Frohmari, Inc. The application

will be heard tomorrow . (Thurs/).

.; MbClintic's . suit claims that under
his producer's contract; with. Sheldon
and Mrs. Barnes he was to receive a

percentage of the film- sale rights of

the play, 'Dishonored Lady.' Since
the ; autiiors collected from Loew's
and its subsidiaries for plagiarisrii i

.

'Letty Lynton,', McClintib claims he

is entitled to his percentage, the.

plagiarism constituting a sale. ,

Sheldon claims that McClintic. lost

all rights to recover any' percentage

when,' during the eight-year court

battle against Metro, the producer

. (Continued on \ age 22)
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Hollywood, Nov. 6.

Uncle Sam touched lightly on the

expensive names of the film industry

when he called his. nephews for

nillitary service. Most of the high-

salaried persbnages are above the

draft age and many of the younger
stars are in the matrimonial class.

Outstanding draft-age bachelor, is

: James Stewart, who drew No. 126

and is ready to desert Metro and don
a uniform as soon as the Army calls.

Other 21-35-year thesps, some of

whom are' married and some bache-
lors through the divorce courts, are

Robert Taylor, John Shelton, John
Carroll, Lew Ayres, Lee Bowman,
pah Dailey, Jr., Robert Young,
Douglas MacPhail and Tony Martin
at Metro; Andy Devirie, > Michaei
Healy, Broderick . Crawford and

: Noah Beery, Jr., at Universal; Errol
Flynn, John Garfield, Jeffrey Lynn,
Wayne Morris, Eddie Albert, Her-
bert Anderson, peter Ashley, David
Bruce, William Lundigan, Dennis
Morgan, William T. Orr, Anthony
Quinn, Ronald Reagan and : Cornel
Wilde at Warners; : Tyrone Power,
Henry Fonda, Cesar Romero, John
Carradine, Laird Cregar, Alan Cur-
tis, Don Ameche, George Mont-
gomery^ John Payne, Robert Sterling

and John Sutton at 20th-Fox; Gene
Autry, John . Wayne, Roy Rogers,
Don Barry, Frank Albertson, ," Bob
Livingstone and Smiley Burnette at

(Continued on page 54)

WB AND RICH'D AINLEY

SETTLE WITH SHUBERTS

Suit of Select Theatres Corp. (Shu-
berts) against Richard Ainley and
Warner Bros; Pictures, Inc., which
was discontinued in N. Y. . federal
court Oct. 7, ha? been, settled. The
Settlement withdraws the action, and
gives Ainley to Warner Bros., Which
will make weekly payments to Select
which totaling : $10,000 over the
period of a year. Should Warner
Bros, lift Ainley's option the follow-
iny year, monies paid Select will be
increased.

. Action had sought an injunction
and $100^000 damages against War-
ners for 'enticing' Ainley from the
plaintiff. It was charged the actor
signed a one-year contract with Se-
lect on Jan; 22, 193d, at $300 weekly
"With options to 1943. A deal was set
up by Select with Loew's to lend out
Ainley at $1,000 weekly for the first

year, to $2,500 at thtfehd of the third
year. While negotiations were in
progress the actor signed With War-
ner Bros, at $650 for the first year.
Select charged breach of contract
and asserted unless a temporary in-
junction could immediately be se-
cured to prevent Ainley working for
Warner Bros., the Loew's deal would
be cold. .

Boyer and Colbert WiH

'Hold Back Dawn' at Par

••_'.'• > Hollywood, Nov. 5.

. / Charles Boyer and Claudette Col-
bert team up for Paramount in 'Hold
flack the Dawn/ to be directed by
Mitchell Leiseh and produced by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder

re scripting.
.

TIME FOR COMEDY
Lombard Wants Lighter Yarn After

Bon of Drama

• ".: Hollywood, Nov. 8.
Carole Lombard is off the heavy

stuff for the time being : and is
studyuig scripts to find a comedy form next starred at RKO. Her. latest,
Mr. and Mrs,- Smith/, now in the
cutting room, is on the lighter: Side
»na she wants more* in that vein.
Previous to the 'Smith' film, Miss

jombard's recent pictures had run to

Vacation?

James Stewart, who received
a low number in the draft lot-

tery last week; has told friends
that he will not offer any ob-
jections or excuses for being
called for training. He explains
that he will welcome a year's ',

vacation, which_ he's been unable
to obtain under; the strenuous
schedule Metro has maintained
for him.

,

Actor says he has the money
to afford a 12-month layoff,

which he hopes will be good for

his health. He is unmarried.

Robert North, will likely be upped

to the top associate producer spot

at Republic, M. JV Sieged studio's

production chief, said in New York
Monday (4). With Rep about a year,

North will take over the job vacated
by Sol Siegel, who has gone over to

Paramount.
North is now working on 'A Flag-

pole Needs a Flag* and recently com-
pleted 'Meet the Missus,' Higgins
Family opus, about to be released.

He also did 'MeTody und Moonlight,'
'Sing, Dance, Plenty Hot,' 'Girl from
Havana' and a flock of others. He
produced for ' Columbia; before mov-
ing to Rep,
Albert J. Cohen,, story -and scen-

ario head, who waar reported in line

for the Sol. Siegel spot following his

production Job on .'Who Killed Aunt
Maggie,' is needed in his present
position, Siegel said. He will be
handed, additional picture to produce
however, ..the. Rep exec declared, to

give, him further experience; Per-:

manent promotion to producer ranks
may come, Siegel. said, When Cohen's
assistant, Morris Hanline, is able to

(Continued on page 22)

DISNEY MULLS 'UNCLE

REMUS' FOR FEATURE

Atlanta, Nov. 5.

Walt Disney is skedded to blow
into this burg this week for purpose
of doing spadework for cartoon fear

ture based on Atlanta's beloved Joel

Chandler 'Harris' "famed 'Uncle

Remus' character. Writing to a per-

sonal friend, Mike Way, executive
secretary of Kappa Alpha Frat, Dis-

ney said?

'We are chiefly interested in find-

ing oUt all we can about the 'Uncle

Remus'- country—the atmosphere,
dialects and so on, and I believe the

best way to do this would be to make
side trips about Georgia, with head-
quarters in Atlanta.

.'The main purpose of our trip is

to get an authentic feeling of the
Uncle Remus cbuntry so we can do.

as faithful a job as possible to these
stories...' •'.

'
•.:"'''•"• •/• ';

Atlanta;
.
through its mayor, Wil-

liam B. Hartsfield, has already put
in bid for 'Uncle Remus' preerri. In-

vitation was made last January when
it was announced; that Harris family

and Disney had closed for rights to

make pic.
:

-

The Invisible Voice
William. Powell is heard but not

seen in the role of Fiorenz Ziegfeld

in Metro's 'Ziegfeld Girl.' ; '
•;

Voice of the Broadway producer,

simulated by Powell, is heard once,

speaking over the telephone to Ed-

ward Everett Horton, who plays a

press agent; .

Lack of Authenticity on VS.
Pictures with South-of-the

Border Themes Is Basis of

Squawks—Many Disputes

Arise oh Patriotic Themes

CAUSES FRICTION

Buenos Aires, Oct. 29.

Unless '

.HoUywood is Willing to

spend the time, and coin on research

and be very careful about subject

matter and handling, , it better- stay

away from South American pix

themes if it wants to stay in the good

graces of Latin audiences. That's
the consensus of U. S. film represen-
tatives long

1

. resident here,? of the
local industry, critics and a sampling
of the public. V:

; Upbeat of interest in things south
of the border, instead of pleasing the
industry, which' centers here; has
many worried for fear some blunder
may cause offense and prove a kick-
back. Those surveyed; emphasized;
that U. S. audiences and officialdom
laugh off things which South Ameri-

(Continued on page 22)

Pic Biggies Get Took'

By Jocks (Gotten To)

• With ajtrong Pidl

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

• Seven jockeys were yanked out of

their saddles and a lot of motion pic-

ture biggies are reading official

scripts to learn how. they lost ap-
proximately $500,000 on various
steeds which Were, 'sure' to win on
various California tracks but were
delayed in transit.

The breakage started up in San
Mateo; county, where the riders read
their, script at Bay Meadows. Jerry
Geisler, new chief of the racing game
in this state, didn't think the acting
Was according to script, so he ordered
an investigation. A flock of jockeys
ad libbed, and now there is confu-
sion in the California horse game.

. improving the breed of horses,
promulgated by some of the most
substantial producers of -Hollywood,
is staggering on all four hoofs as a
result of the jolt which revealed that,

a ring of gamblers was pulling the
reins on. horses which carried im-
portant money.

.

Horse racing has become Holly-
wood's leading outdoor sport; Exec-
utives, producers, directors and ac-
tors have been building up breeding
stables to saddle steeds on. the five

California,tracks and to send a few
ambitious entries to the eastern
ovals. And along comes a' gang of
slickersi . .

•

Long before P. T. Barhum there
was a quaint adage:
'Never buck the other guy's game.'

Col; Signs 'Greatest

Option Writer on B'way'

Columbia has . signed. H^nry K.
Moritz, who • terms himself 'The

. greatest option writer on Broadway,-'

to a straight six-months contract.

He's due : -the; Coast ' in . about, a

week. .

'
.

"
,

•: Amorg plays which Moritz has had
optioned but . never produced is 'TO

Helen,' which Jerome Mayer, helflj

and 'M Is for the Million,' which
Milton Bender and Al Lewis held

and in which Jed Harris is cur-

rently showing interest. He also au-

thored 'Angels on Wheels,' produced
in San Diego..

Harry Cohn, Col prez, who's in the

east looking Over talent,: inked

Moritz. Writer is a former publicity

man and musical librarian for Hugo
Reisenfold.

asse

Mix St.atU

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Tom Mjx Street is the new
name for the bid western thor-
oughfare on Universal's back lot
where more than 1,000 films have
been made, wholly or in part.

Studio claims it is the most
photographed street in the world.

IN SPRING

.
Alfred . Lunt

: and Lynn Fontanne
Will bring Robert E. Sherwood's

•There Shall Be No Night' back to

Broadway' for a week next spring,

at the completion of their present

tour. Couple; closed their engage-
ment at' the Alvin, N. Y., Saturday
night (2 ) to a capacity-plus audience.

Gross climbed during the final weeks
and topped $22,000 the concluding
stanza.

Lunt ^announced the plan in a cur-
tain speech at the final performance,
after an ovation from the audience.
Thanking those present for their re-
sponse, he revealed the intention of
bringing the play back to New York,
and concluded, '.We think it will still

be good next .spring—we think it

will be good as long as there's a
cause for the freedom of the human
spirit.' Intermissions for the. last

performance were shortened, to al-

low the company to catch a train for
Ottawa, where they opened the tour
Monday night (4).

'

-

:

'Night' played a total of 23 weeks
on Broadway, with a four-week lay-
off during August. Total gross for
the engagement was about $390,000,

according to Variety boxoffice esti-

mates. •-;'

HOPE GROSSES $49,500

AT S. F. AUTO SHOW

San Francisco, Nov. 3.

Bob Hope -wound up his nine-day
auto show appearance in Civic Audi-
torium, here with total estimated
gross of $49,500.

Evenings were excellent through-
out, but in first five days., matinees
were way off, failing to respond to
the most heroic treatment. After-
noon business improved, however,
last Tuesday (29), when extra acts

were 'added. Saturday (2) broke
all-time record ; for single day's at-

tendance.

-Hope got a page-one splash Thurs-
day (31) with a draftee gag where-
in Hope played host to the first 28
localites called; .and their: lady
friends: Affair started with . cham-
pagne dinner at Sir Francis; Drake,
including an NBC airing at. 8 p. m., a
trip to the Auto Show and a grand
finale at Tom Gerun's Bal Tabarin
hitery.

'-
; •'•;'*.

..• •.
'•

<\ v.;.::;.

Critics Will Storm Their

M.E.'s for This Assignment

Hollywood, Nov. 5:

Harold Lloyd isT- mulling the idea
of preeming his RKO picture, Three
Girls and a; Gob,' in Honolulu dur-
ing the Christmas holiday season,

Fleet puts in at Pearl Harbor for
the holidays, which means close to
100,000 sailors, soldiers and marines
as potential customers.

The old /illustrated song slid*

singer, a familiar figure in American
theatres until about 12 years ago,

may be resurrected in modern form
because of ; the withdrawal of the
music of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,
from radio broadcasting after Jan. 1
next. Songpluggers of this type
went from; theatre to. theatre in the
chief cities and; got up in the audi-
torium or upon the stage if there was
one, to yodel the. current plug songs

.

of Tin Pan Alley without pictures
thrown on a screen. In the early
days of broadcasting the same pub-
lisherremplbyed singers began mak-
ing the primitive radio stations; They
would come galloping into a radio
studio and nudge the announcer,
'Quick, put me on the air. I'm on a
marathon,'
With music publishers affiliated

with ASCAP now obliged to re-
examine other sources for song ex- -

ploitation it is further expected that
vaudevillians may get a break, if their
pipes are still in working order.
Imminence of a split between ra*

.

(Continued on page 18

)

;

BANKRUPT; OWES $2,566

Christine Dunbar, known as Dixie
Duhbar; actress, employed at the
Plaza hotel, N. . Y., until this Week
when a new show opened at the
hotel's Persian Room;: filed a volun-
tary petition of bankruptcy Saturday
(2) in N. Y. federal court, listing no
assets and liabilities of $2,566. Dur-
ing 1939 Miss Dunbar earned $11,000
and this year only $2,000.
Largest creditor is I. Magnin &

Co., owed $1,686 for goods purchased.
Bautzer & Ryan of Hollywood are
owed $144 for services.-
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Report Steuer Had Goldwyns UA

Settled But Producer Balked

Kyser Army Pic

Settlement of the long-standing
feud between . Samuel Goldwyn arid

United Artists was all .. but con-

summated last July, but Goldwyn at

the last moment repudiated the steps

taken by his counsel, the late Max
D. Steuer, and called the whole
thing off, it has; Just come out
Preliminary terms had been agreed

on and attorneys for the principals

were ready to sit down to work out

final details when Goldwyn inter-

.
jetted his nix.

'''• •'.

Agreement called, for the abroga-

tion of the contract for distribution

of the Goldwyn product through UA.
Proviso was that Goldwyn would sell

his 20% stock interest in the dis^

tributihg company for $250,000, and
UA. immediately would, forego ' its

' percentage as sales agency- for 'The-

Westerner,' giving the producer the
right to distribute the picture through
one of the other companies. At one
time he was ' negotiating with War-
ner Bros, as the sales organization
for 'The Westerner,'

• Reason Why the settlement agree-
ment, tentatively set by Steuer, was
called off by Goldwyn is not. known.
Chief cause of his complaint against

. UA was .'that the 'company had made
distribution deals with several inde-
pendent producing units to which
Goldwyn objected

:

but was over-
ruled by stockholding associates.

Battle ' between the distributing
company and the producer has been
a bitter one, and the present dis-
closure is the first intention of any
effort by the - sides to get together.
Although the principals have always

... been the essence of politeness in ex-
pressing regard for each other, there
has been a strong undercurrent of
recrimination. .

; -Next step in . the. legal shadow-
; boxing may take, place this week
when UA will mjake a motion that
Goldwyn's whole suit against it . be
thrown out of court. Distrib will
maintain that Goldwyn's attorney,
George Z. Medalie, has not followed
the instructions of Judge Vincent L.
Leibell in filing an . amended com-
plaint; U, S. district . court judge,
ordered, according to UA counsel,

,

'that Goldwyn's '• request for an in;

junction be separated from demands
to break off his connections with UA.
These are still scrambled together,
UA will maintain, /in the amended
complaint..

:
?

:

•;•

With two major law firms already
In its legal bullpen, U Y m the past
couple weeks has lined up ' another,
former judge, Joseph M. Prosbauer;
patter's activity will- be limited to
the Goldwyn matter, while O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery; and Schwartz &
Prolich Will continue to take an ac-
tive part in the. producer suit as well
as handle general legal mattersV

^Nd War Stuff' Order

, No newsreels with War or
battle scenes In them can be
played ' theatres in conjunc-
tion with Charles Chaplin's 'The
Great Dictator,' Word to that

effect was sent out by United
Artists last week to all of its

.

exchanges. /
'. Ruling was made by Chaplin

.

himself; who feels there is

plenty ; of reminder in; the pic-

ture of Hitler and war without
any further contributions from
the newsreels. :

;.

Labor's Truce; Co-op To

to
Premiere on

Electricians . and sound men
.
In-

stalling special equipment for : Walt

Disney's 'Fantasia' at the 53d St. the-

atre, N. Y„ are working night and

day to get the job completed in time

for a press preerii slated next Tues-

day (12 ). Jurisdictional dispute, be-

tween two unions delayed the work
for six days, necessitating, the pres-

ent rush. '

.
Compromise between the two la-

bor groups involved ended the tieup

at - midnight : last Thursday .
(31).-

Members of both are working side

by side, in at least temporary
amity, after Disney offered to go to

almost any .lengths to get the in-

stallation under way. Unions are

Local 1, .
IATSE, : which generally,

handles equipment maintenance and
operation, and Local 3, International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
which

.
ordinarily makes installations

in new buildings*

Socialite preem has been set for

'Fantasia' Nov. 13, proceeds to Brit-

ish War Relief. Hal Home, Disney's
eastern rep, was particularly anxious
to avoid a . delay in this, as well as

the publicity and promotion in mags
which also are set to break around
that time. :

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

RKO ! trying to clear Kay Kysar
for a February start on his next

starrer, 'In the Army Now/ orig-

inally slated for summer produc-
tion.

. ; Studio execs ' fear ,the draft story

may be dated by next summer;

Joe Kennedy States It s Too Soon

MILITARY CYCLE

XOth-Fox Rushing Its Pic— Metro,
Par and Lloyd All Set

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

20th-Fox Is shoving 'Rise and
Shine' ahead on the production
schedule for a November start in the

race to hit the market with military

service features, . Story deals with
reserve officers training camp. .

Metro's 'Flight Command' is in the

cutting room; Paramount's .'I Wanted
Wings' ; is hearing, completion, and
Harold Lloyd's 'Three Girls and a

Gob' is approaching its final scenes
at RKO.

20th-Fox will make 'The Eagle
Flies Agam' with Henry Fonda and
Don Ameche in the leads; Yarn, by
Robert Hopkins . arid Martin Hudson
Is. based on exploits of young U. Si
fliers Who joined Up with Britain's

- raf. -
:

• -
:

...

Farnol Precedes UA

Head^Atfy to Coast

Lynn Farnol, United Artists pub-
ad chief, will plane to the Coast to-

day (Wednesday), preceding Murray
Silverstone and Charles Schwartz,

company's head and attorney, re-

spectively, who leave tomorrow
(Thursday) by train.

Farnol will be on the Coast about
a week making preliminary plans

for a campaign on 'Flotsam,' Loew
Lewin production, and also work on
opening of 'Great Dictator* In L. A.
He'll be gone about a week.

Silverstone and Schwartz will be
away from New York from two to

three weeks on business which in-

cludes revision of Edward Smali's

producing deal with UA.

• Picture business set up an industry

Coordinating Committee on' U. S.. de-

fense last week in order to facilitate

the contribution of motion pictures

to the nation's defense program.- It's

all. to be worked out by various

divisions of the filhV. business, plan
being sponsored by Barney Balaban,
Nate J. Blumberg, Jack Cohn, Sid-

ney
j R. Kent, George J. Schaefer,

Nicholas M. Scherick, Maurice Sil-

verstone and Harry M. Warner.
The Coordinating. Committee con-

sists of George J. Schaefer, chair-

man; Barney Balaban, Joseph 'H.
Hazeri, William C,. Michel, Nicholas
M. Schenck and R> B. Wilby. Francis
S. Harmon, executive • assistant to

Will Hays, has been selected as

Coordinator, reporting to this com-
mittee,; He '. already has made the

essential contacts with national de-
fense agencies, with suggestions to

be transmitted through him.
The importance of theatres in na-

tional defense effort has been taken
care of through a special theatre
committee comprising Joseph Bern-
hard, chairman; A. H. Blank, Harry
Brandt, Si H. Fabian, John Harris,

Ed Kuykendall, Charles C; Mosko-
witz, John J.

.
O'Connor, R. J, O'Don-

nell, E. V. Richards^ Spyros Skouras,.

R, B. Wilby arid Nathan Yamins.
Notified of the film business' pur-

pose, Secretary of War Henry L.
Stimson lauded the patriotic spirit'

which prompted the plan; Secretary

:

of Navy Frank Knox declared he was
delighted with the arrangement
while Secretary of State Cordell
Hull likewise • voiced approbation of
the industry, action.

:'-'

Third committee, equally vital, Is

the Studio Production committee on
the Coast, headed by Y. Frank Free-
man. Other committees already
functioning are Newsreels Commit-
tee,. E. B. Hatrick, chairman; Short
Subjects, William Clark, chairman;
Distributors Committee, William A.
Scully, chairman; and Theatre Pub-
licity .committee Oscar Doob, chair-

man, :V:-
;

V' -
'

';•;:
'

':-

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Jerry Wald aria Richard Ma«
caulay pick seven outstanding
films in: their just published an-
thology 'The Best Motion Pic-
tures of 1939-40' (Dodd, Mead;
$3;50), ,

'

Topping the list are 'Goodbye,
Mi-. Chips,', 'Mr. Smith Goes

: to
Washington,* 'Nlnotchka,' 'Destry
Rides Again/ 'Bachelor/ Mother,'
'Rebecca' and 'Dr. Ehrlich's

Magic Bullet.'

Raft PowdersW

,
l^r^ta Young West

Loretta Young, in New York va-
cationing with her

.
husband; . Tom

Lewis, Young & Rubicam ad agency
,«xec, will return'. to the Coast next
week. She's slated for an appear-
ance on the Screen Actots Guild air

show Opposite Orson Welles on Nov.
, 17. Vehicle is 'A Star Is Born.'

Miss Youi»g's next fttrh cOmmit-
. ment is' ''Ballerina,' skedded to start
at Paramount around Dec. 1.

Hollywood, Nov. .5.

John Garfield took over the role

turned down by George Raft in .'The

Sea \ Wolf,' the Jack London story

which started yesterday . (Mori.) . at
Warners with . Edward ,. G. Robinson
in the starring role.

Raft has been at odds with the
Burbank studio; Since . he refused to

play in 'South of Suez,' a role turned
oyer to George Brent. 'Siesta in

Manhattan,' to which Garfield had
been assigned,

.
has Wen shelved

temporarily .' ;'.'••' '.'"•'.".'

. Hollywood Committees :"'/;

> Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Motion picture Industry Is tossing

all its facilities to the United States
Army in the production of films to

aid the training of the nation's new
soldiers for defense. Officers frorn

the U.S. General Staff are due here
this week, and shooting of military
training shorts starts Immediately
after their arrival.

Filming of ail training pictures is

under supervision of the . Academy
Research Council, with Gordon Mit-
chell as general manager. Y. Frank
Freeman, chairman of the newly or-
ganized Motion Picture Production
Defense Coordinating Committee, ap-
pointed. Darryl F. Zanuok, Sam Bris-
kin and Major Nathan Levinson as a
sub-committee to work in unison
with General Joseph O. Mauborgle,
chief of the U. S. Army Signal Corps,
and carry out his plans for team
work between the studios arid the
training campsv
Zanuck designated the Research

Council, consisting of the leading
technicians of the film industry, as
the functioning group, and Mitchell
was sent to . Washington for techni-

(Cbntinued on page 20)

Hoofers' Film Deal 7

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

SOth^Fox signed the three Wiere
Bros., comic precision dancers in the
local -Folies Bergere' company, for
one picture with options.

,

Trio will be spotted in one of the
Vlant's musical films.
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Erlanger, Hiilly, If

Would Buck Warners

; ;
Philadelphia, Nov. S.

William Goldman, former boss of

the Stanley-Warner circuit here and

now operator of art indie chain, is re-

ported, dickering' for a lease on: the

Erlanger with a view 6f giving
Warners a little competition down-
town, v ':•'.'. :•:.'".

If the deal goes through, It will
make, the first threat to Warriers
strangle-hold on the first run situash
here in five years. It's no secret that
the' distribs would like to see an
iridie in the first run field so that
they'll be able to get better prices
for their product.

"

A couple of weeks ago Paramount
had balked at the deal . offered by
Warners but had to capitulate be-
cause there was no other outlet for
its. product ^downtown. Because deals
have already been set for this year,
Goldman (if he gets the house) will
probably, run the Erlanger for legit

productions until the new season's
buying starts.

With the Erlanger for first runs,
distribs would be able to sell to the
Sablosky-owned Arcadia for second
runs arid to indie nabes in the. event
they are .unable to get satisfactory
deals from Warners, i

The Arcadia Is the only Indie
house in, the central-city - area at
present outside of the tiny Studio,:
which specializes in foreign and arty
pix.'/ .:.

••'

Scaifen's $92,^
Vs. Sonja Neafs Its End

Trial of Dennis R. Scanlan's $92,-
000 action against Sonja Henie, which
has been Jn progress for a week In
N. Y. supreme court, drew closer to
its finale Monday (4), when the
actress took the stancf for several
hours in her own defense. Suit
claims commission for allegedly se-
curing Miss Henie her Job at 20tb>
Fox. .

;
/ . ._.' .

- .;

'

.
Scanlan claims to have met the

skater In 1935 and to have nego-
tiated an oral contract calling for
15% of her earnings on any fiim job
he could secure Her. Howard Nich-
olson, ice coach, testified as to the
introduction Of the two, and Irving
Marx, European representative of
Orsattl & Co., testified as to discus-
sions of a film contract with them in
Europe. It was also disclosed by the
plaintiff that the actress has earned
$639,895 to date from 20th-Fox, and
her contract has orte more picture to
go at $135,000. Miss Henie also had
not paid Scanlan for her passage to
the U. S. or that of her father and
mother, as well as living expenses In.
1936. She_has paid him a percentage
Of her earnings In Ice-skating exhibi-
tions, however.
While on the stand the actress de-

nied the existence of a contract and
blamed circumstantial evidence for
the apparent agreement. She Insists
that Scanlan had nothing to do with
her securing of a fllrn contract. Trial
will probably, end today (Wed,),
when the actress will be cross-exam-
ined. '' '.': ''''• ''"

Sperling's 20th Tee-OfFer
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

•Stand Up and Cheer,' first pro-
ducing chore for Miltou Sperling at
20th-Fox, goes before the cameras
early in December.
Sperling has three other produc-

tions on his schedule, 'Sun Valley,'
•Whispering Wires' and 'Dangerous
Lady/ '

.

:

-

Result* of negotiations in London
to. get frozen U.S.

. film coin out of
England probably; will be ki.own at
the end of thl* week, Ambassador
Joseph P. Kennedy told Vaiuett
Monday (4!). Kennedy has been con«
fabbing with WUl Hays On the $itua.

tlon Bince his arrival in this country

last week and has been in touch by
cable with the negotiators abroad.
Whether or. not the situation looks

favorable for American corhpanles to
Increase the coin they were per-
mitted to withdraw under the old
agreement, or whether it can be held
even at the same" level, Kennedy re-
fused to say.

'

1 won't prophesy,' he declared, Tie.-

yond the fact that there will proba-
bly be something definite before the
end of the week.'

.'

U.S. Embassy In Britain is par-
ticipating In the negotiations, Ken-
nedy, said. They are being carried
on principally by F. W. Allport, Hays
office rep in London.

;

Agreement in force during the past
year expired on Oct. 31. It permitted
removal to the U.S. of $17,500,00() by
seven major companies, with Uni-
versal getting ah. additional $1,500,-

000 or- thereabouts under; a separate
agreement. There have been vary-
ing reports since negotiations started
for a new pact that the total might
be .

•
. reduced . . to anywhere - V from

$5,000,000 to $12,000,000.

British Proposal :

Current, deal suggested by the
British, which has not been finalized,

would give the' seven U. • S. dis-

tributors $6,000,000 outright arid 50%
of the next $8,000,000 on an 'if

earned', basis. This 'is. figured by
ArneriCan foreign departmerit offl-

:

dais as amounting to $12,000,000. For
the year ending last Oct. 31, the

seven coriipanies were : allowed to.

transfer $17,560,000 from London to

U. S. This was figured as half what
the seven, distributors would earn, in

the 12-month period after 30% Was
deducted for Operating expenses:
This figure was Worked out in

American dollars, and the present
one is being aligned on the same
basis. Distributors claim that it Is

the only equitable way the frozen
coin situation can be handled.

Hays will confer again with Ken^
nedy, who as U. S. ambassador to

England naturally represents all

business in any such trade negotia-

tions. They may meet today (Wed-
nesday ) or later this week. Hays •

likely will be; back in N. Y; today or

tomorrow from his home in Indiana,

where he went late last week to

vote. In the presidential .election; Uny
til; the final order on frozen money
is handed down by -the British, all

American distributor coin is being
held temporarily in . Great Britain.

Ambassador Kennedy spent most
of his time last week at Westchester
after his radio talk last week (29) in

defense of. the Roosevelt administra-
tion. Some of his friends claim that

he is not in particularly good health

and: wanted a much needed rest. Ken-
nedy may not return to London as

ambassador. He has been variously

mentioned for the cabinet or to head
the National Defense Board. Ken-
nedy was the first head pt the Se-

curities & Exchange Commission/
later in charge of the Maritime Com-
mission and then was named ambas-
sador. V

ALL PREPARED

Giveaways (New in London) an Old
" ' Story In America

Columbus, Nov. 5,

Arthur W. Kelly, UA vice presi-

dent, speaking at the testimonial din-.,

ner in honor of ITOO president

Martiri Smith last week, at the Desh-

ler Wallick hbtel^ told of the hard-

ships being faced by British exhibi-

tors. He explained how bombing at-

tacks frequently made it necessary

for the showman to keep patrons in

the theatre bomb shelters for 24

hours at a stretch, making it: com-
pulsory they keep ample supplier*!
fodd, dishes and silverware, blank-,

ets, etc. on hand.
President Smith, in his address,

told Gen. Gilson tight, adjutant

general of Ohio, another guest at the

dinner, to advise the.War Dept. that

the American exhibitor organizar.

tions were prep&red. Said Smith,

'It won't present;any problem to us;

we've been giving away for years

all of the things^meritioned by Mr.

Kelly / as necesslfiesl'
+'
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000,000

Reported that Paramount has al-

ready worked out the sales method

. that will apply in the selling of its

1941-42 product In blocks of Ave un-

der the consent; decree, and that this

will be concerned in conferences

slated to- start on. the Coast Nov. 10

in connection with the 194L-42 prod-

uct. ;
';

' :-:c
"

: :r ^

; '[],.';./

Neil F, Agnew is said to have fig-

ured out the entire: distribution; plan

in the merchandising of pictures in

.. groups of five but, so lar as the trade

is concerned, it's under wraps until

he is ready to sell.
::

"-,

It Is believed not unlikely that the

!4,1»42 program 1 for Paramount may
be even shorter than that of this

year,? which represented:; a
.
drastic

cut from last season's ('39-40)

schedule but that in setting up the

.. budget for a curtailed product the

studio will apportion larger sums for

its pictures than ever before.

Barney Balaban and Stanton Grif-

fis are leaving today (Wed.), follow-

ing their voting in New York. Agnew,
Russell Holman, Sam Dembow, Jr.,

Leonard Goldenson and Leon Netter
are also scheduled for. the "Coast
huddles beginning Nov. 10 but may
make some stops on the way out.

Adolph Zukor, who is registered in
California, arrived . there during the
past week to vote and await the NvYY
contingent.

0DLUM ADDS RKO, KENT

DUMPS 20TH SHARES

... Washington, Nov. 5.

Appetite of Floyd . Odium's Atlas
Corp. (Jersey City ) for RKO stock
remained hippy, throughout Septem-
ber, according to. the Securities and
Exchange Commission's •summary of
transactions released today (5).

. Corporation picked up 100 shares of

Radio-Keith-Orpheum : 6%; converti-
ble papers on. Sept,' 13; 100 additional
shires of the same on the following
day; and 300 shares on Sept. 27. At-
las—Odium's holding company—was
credited at month's end with 32.581

shares of the 6% convertible;, 594.318

shares $1 par common and" 327i8l2
warrants for common, with the firm
listed as beneficial owner of more
than 10% of the RKO registered
equity security. American Co. also
appeared as owner of 268.230 shares
of the $1 par common stock.

. Other motion picture stock tran-
sactions included dumping of 1,000
shares 20th Century-Fox no pat-

value common by Sidney . R, Kent,
prexy. and 700 shares of the same
stock by Seton Porter, 20th Century's
New York director, Kent retained
only 2,180 shares, while porter's hold-
ings were reduced to 176 shares.
Loew's, Inc., of New York, gob-

bled an additional 309 shares of the
$25 par common stock of its New
England siibsid, Loew's Boston The-
atres, bringing its total holdings to
117,783 shares. Purchase of 100
shares of General Theatres Equip-
ment .Corp. stock (capital no par
value) by R. B. Larue, New York
official, also was announced, with
Larue listed as owner of .600 shares.

LAGUARDIA GIVES IN

Concentrating on '; Luring Other
".

. Business .: to : 'N.Y.- .

Mayor . LaGuardia has . apparently
concluded that: the energy expended.,
in last season's "fruitless struggle to

bring film production to New;York
can be more profitably, directed in

other/channels. •

George Sloan, chief of the Depart-
ment of Commerce, in whose hands
falls the. task of interesting new in-
dustries; in the advantages of the
town on the Hudson, admits about
films, ; 'We've given tip ..the idea,

We're concentrating ph other: busi-

nesses.'.-'
*

:
- ..

Of 26.IXH) K-A-0

Schaefer Flies East

Hollywood. Nov. 5.,

George J, Schaefer planed. . east
Monday (4) on home office /matters
and to work out deals lor two stage;
players fceirig considered for film
buildups.

. Other changes to follow recent
studio Shakeup expected upon his
return , to . the studio end of this
week.

FORD TAKES ^EOAD' ;

Hollywood; Nov. 5.

John Ford was handed the direc-
tor job on 'Tobacco Road,' which
takes

.
the place of >Mah Hunt' on

th e 20th>Fox production schedule/ 1

.

Director leaves Thursday (7) for
Georgia with a camera crew to shoot
backgrounds.

- \

The RKO deal to acquire some
26,000 shares " of KeitK-Albee-Or-
pheum preferred stock held by .Mike
Meehan is reported .nearer .

com-
pletion this week than jat any time
since, the parent RKO corporation
announced its desire to bring' pre-
ferred shares into the treasury as
part, of the plan for simplifying the
corporate structure. Several stum-
bling blocks still remain in the path
of actual consummation, according to
official ,views ort the situation, but a.

pact satisfactory to fall financial

groups in RKO appears near.

. 'Meghan's KAb preferred repre-
sents about, one-third of : ail shares
outstanding. They are valued at

more than $3 000,000 at present, quo-
tations. RKO would like, to have
them in* the parent company treas-
ury, to save the cost On dividend dis-

tribution ea chi year. ':
, Also with no

KAO.. .preferred 'outstanding, the
RKO management would be able to

gov ahead with other plans lor sim-
plifying the entire . corporate- struc-

ture along more economical' basis.

Presently are four, groups in RKO
Which makes it difficult to reach an
amicable agreement for .the Meehan
stock. Atlas, Rockefeller, RCA and
Lehman Bros, each has a stake in

the parent corporation/ and thus far

has shown no particular
.
disposition

to agree among themselves. Atlas
(Floyd B. Odium) is about tops in

the: matter of stock ownership, with
594,318 common shares ahd .32,081

preferred to its credit as result of

acquiring an additional 3,228' shares
of common and 1,400 shares Of pre-
ferred' about a month ago.:

Whether some sort of stock trad-

. ing deal can be worked but to the
satisfaction of all parties: concerned,

or whether the Meehan shares will

be Obtained through an outright purr
chase- has not been disclosed-, thus

far! RKO is i prevented from bor-

rowing any coin for; such purpose
under the stipulated rules . of the

court plan whereby it emerged, from
77-B. .

'

Sabu Back in jungles

;. Hollywood. Nov. 5. .

Rudyard Kipling's
. 'Jungle Book' is

ihe next starrer for Sabu, to be pro-

duced early next year by' Alexander
Korda - fori United. - Artists .release';/: :

Zoltah Korda directs from a script,

by 'Laurence; Stallings. ;/';'•

Beetson Back West
; Fred Beetson, executive; yicerp.resL-

detit of .' the Association of. Motion.

Picture Producers, has left -for. the-

Coast -after huddling for about. 10

days with '•'. Hays , office. .
officials.: in !

N. Y. ' .-

'' Beetson came. east. by. boat . via ,the

Panama Canal.

Distribs Conclude It's a Mild

Racket, With SO-SO Local

Ad '[ Costs Actually Bur-

dened vChiefly :: on; the "Ex-

es

REBATE GAG

' Complete re-vamping of the ;film

industry's practice of placing daily
newspaper advertising cooperatively
with exhibitors,, as a stimulant for
first-run grosses and territorial book-
ings* is being seriously considered
by some of the major companies. . It

is variously . estimated that the com-
bined expenditures by. the- companies
for. this type, of exploitation exceeds
$3,000,000 annually, Which is allo-

cated among hundreds 'of news-
papers. * '•";':'".

V Reasons for a contemplated .change
in. prevailing policies are attributed

to dissatisfaction among distribution
executives with , the ever increasing
exhibitor demands for additional
home office appropriations' and ac-
counting, complications which result

form lack of uniformity of space
rates among newspapers. It is. even
charged in some quarters that many
exhibitors have not been too scrupu-
lous in the divisions or costs, ahd
several have not been' above taking
ah advantage of money spent nation-
ally by distributors \by : obtaining
substantial reductions in local rates:

Amount of money spent in boop-
erative newspaper, advertising has
increased by leaps and bounds dur-
ing the past several years. As orig-
inally handled, it was the /practice
of some of. the larger distributors
to. appropriate sums, for extra news-
paper space in first-run Cities in or-
der to spur the boxoffice returns on
percentage

,

bookings. Where a thea-
tre normally spent $500 weekly in

newspaper advertising and the dis-

tributor believed • the receipts ' of a
special film' would be materially
benefited by a heavy campaign, an
agreement was reached to double
the display space, ^with the distribu-

tor sharing one-naif of. the, extra
amount. If a total of 1 1,000 was
spent, the distrib, paid $52au as his

share.
'' " y

Business departments : of . the
dailies were quick to grasp the. op-
portunity for increasing amusement
lineage:

.
As. inducements to dis-:

tributors many newspapers extended
to the companies the commercial
rates, predicated .. on a vtnume of

space to be Used in a series of pic-
ture campaigns. The national ad-

(Continued on page 20)

Winds Up First-Run B way Situation

SALUTE TO FRANK WALKER

Democratic Luncheon Really a Trib-
•" ute to Ex-Exhib

\

Luncheon which the motion pic-,

ture division of : the: .."'. Democratic :

party tossed, for Frank C. Walker,
postmaster general, at', the Hotel
Astor, Monday. (4) noon, turned out
to be an /industry, tribute to the
former exhibitor.

Former Comerford- circuit execu^
five is / highly, regarded throughout
the film business, and this was the
first opportunity the industry, has
had to greet: him. since accepting the
position formerly held by James A.
Farley, :(W:

earn d.u.

RECORD OCT. N.Y. DAILY

AD LINEAGE BY AMUS.

.
Combination of events and open-

ings during October gave New York
newspapers - their heaviest monthly
quota of amusement advertising in

years. New York Times, with 72,-

504 lines,; carried the largest volume
since December, 1930.

. Films accounted . for the heaviest
portion.. 47.000 lines. Legit was. next
with 15,0.66, and miscellaneous -

tcrtainment, such as", concerts,

brought in .10,000 more lines. Help-
ing to raise the total /was Loew's
action in discontinuing its handout
sheet in favor of a newspaper. direc-:

tory.. It was the largest single ad-
vertiser on : the Times', amusement;
pages with 9,516 lines. '-..

Another, account ..which" bought
large, space- for, the first; time . in

months was the Roxy, which/used 2,-

000 lines,; Much; of it .was for. 'Brig-

ham. • Young'-
.
(20th); -with

.
"Spring

Parade' .- (U).- and 'Argentine Way'

.

(20th) adding up in ihe, remainder.
: Opening of 'The Great Dictator^ at

the. Capital" and Astor- was .• also
' a"

big space user, taking care of 5.845
|

lin'es. : Piu-amount : took 5,004 lines i

ahd; -ItKO, -for its .directory, 3,340
|

lines. I

Luncheons which Metro has al-

ready tendered exhibs in four cities

have become • definite part, of ; the

company's policy in its effort to push
up domestic grosses and will be ex-

tended to every exchange center in

the . country, . it was learned this

week. Friendly get-togethers of

this nature have been tossed by
other companies at scattered times,

but this is the first effort tb make a
regular part of sales policy. Idea
has long been held by William F..

Rodgers, Metro sales chief; V and
they've been inaugurated, since the

switch from RKO of Hy M. Riehey,

exhib relations contact.

Luncheons have been tendered in

Philadelphia, Cleveland, : Chicago
and. Cincinnati and will be slated

for 'other keyi as rapidly as they
can be scheduled. They'll be held

at least . once a year In each terri-

.tory. Rodgers, *Richey and the dis-

trict and exchange managers repre-

sent the company at the meeting;

Reason for the
.
conclaves, Rirhey

said, is the company's conviction

that saies terms; to exhibs are how
as high ai feasible and the

:
only

way greater revenue can be achieved
to offset foreign losses is by increas-

ing trade through the wickets. Metro
is therefore sitting down with, ex-
hibs in friendly fashion to talk over
the problem of upping profits for

both sides.

'At the lunchepn meetings we have
held so far/ Richey said, 'we have
discovered that theatre owners were
never more conscious of the need
of film producers for: more revenue
and were- never more ready to help.

They've cheerfully discussed all pos-

sible plans with ug and have, con-
cretely evidenced cooperation in

pushing .up admissions for 'Boom
Town.' ; In addition they've been
very active in refurbishing theatres,

putting up new. fronts" and installing

new equipment to make, picture-go-
ing more attractive, he added;

Metro's campaign to. improve ex-
hib relations ; has .also increased
Richey -s. traveling schedule. He has
just returned from attending exh'b
conventions in Atlantic City, Mil-
waukee, Jackson, Mich., Memphis,
Pittsburgh and Columbus. He leaves

shortly for the meets of the Inde-
penden t:. Theatre Owners of Indiana
at; Indianapolis; Allied of Texas at

rJallas,; and ITO of Arkansas at Little

Rock. ':'•.'•"';.-

The flrst-run situation hi . New
York which finds

,
numerous second-

ary theatres battling in the open
market for film for ; the, ; current'. .

(1940-41) season is. expected , to be ;'

flnaiized. under a. deal . which will
split; the Universal product under se-
lective contracts between, the Roxy
and Rivoli. Negotiations in this direc-

.

tion between U and the: two Broad-
way, houses have been on the fire for
Sometime but are likely to be con-
summated at an early, date.

Under the closing of a split deal,
the product of all majors will be,on
commitment for . downtown .•New .

.

York and for subsequent
. run. This

includes U, which is split on second
run downtown and in nabes between
the Loew and RKO circuits. ' The
Btoxy-Rivpli deal is one bf the last

.

on the agehd^ for;-.U, which, accord-
ing to its sales manager, W. A.

:

Scully, is running about 10% ahead
of last' year on its, deals.

'iSeven Sinners' has been sold to
the Rivoli pending flnalization of ne-
gotiations, while a few .weeks ago U
gave the Roxy the Durbin picture;
'Spsing.Parade.', It also sold Loew'
'Argentine Nights' for first-run at the
State, and in August made a special
deal with the Paramount, for Jules
Levey's 'Boys From Syracuse.' :

'.. Other Deals
As deals now stand, the Music Hall

has selective contracts with RKO and
Columbia, It also gets first call on .

United Artists product, as available,
and now

.
and then , is Offered some

film from Metro,and Warner Bros,
Metro has its own showcase, the.

:

Capitol, as first choice and the Cri-
terion as second choice jfirst-run iii

event certain films are not submitted
to the Hall, while Warner places the
majority of its product in the Strand.
WB has hot bought an outside picture
for the Strand in years.
Paramount, has its own Par as a

showcase for its: product but for :

overflow favors the Criterion unless,
something of higher , than secondary
.first-rurt quality ' can be . sold away
such as 'Christmas in July- and •Vic-
tory; which the Rivoli have bought.
Twentieth-Fox shunts its ace pic-

tures into the Roxy, the pending deal
with U being to fill out oh the year.
Otherwise, 20th books first run
pretty openly in the market, includ-
ing on double bills at the Palace.
Such first-runs as the: Rialto, Globe,

Criterion and Bryant (latter occa-
sionally getting a film on first crack ),

are forced to buy wherever they can
get pictures since they do not have ;

contracts with any of the major dis-
(Cbntinued on page 23)

Tone in Wall Street
;

..:;>: . Hollywood, Nov; 5.:->.

•; Joan Bennett, arid. Frahchbt- Tone-
were signed as- co-stafs, in 'A Girl's

Best Friend Is Wall Street,' first of
a. scries of pictures to be produced
by Charles R. Rogers for Columbia
release. •

'

. .
.

Filming
, starts . when Toiie ''.fi hashes'

in 'Nice Girl- at Universal: Richard
Wallace directs 'Wall Street.' •

ERPI'S NEW FILM PTG.

GADGET NOW IN USE

New optical gadget, the Integrat-
Ing-Sphere Densitometer, just . made
available to Hollywood .picture pro-
ducers by Electrical" Research Prod-
ucts, Ihc, speeds up the developing
of film and vastly increases the Uni-
formity of final product. New de-
vice not only saves, coin in speeding
the finishing operation, but. improves
the quality. Instead of depending
on the eye and judgment of- the
dividual operator; this eliminates the
human .element without

. meddling
with the accuracy; :

-'•

.

Instrument, developed in ERPI
Coast labs, Is said to make the sound
reproduction more lifelike than ever
before;

.

Washes Up S-I

.;.:..',,..:...:;/ HollywpocU Nov; 5.

JOck Whitney, former chairman of i

!

the board of Selznick-International
pictures, spent several days in town

(

\yinding up the dissolution
. of the.

.company. i
j

" In addition, Whitney went into-

i huddles with film execs as a member:.

I
of the Nelson Rockefeller comvnis*
'sion seeking to improve friendly bc-

j

twepn the ' U;S. and- Latin-American,

I--- ?:

3

: f :
:
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i
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U.S. Rules That Even Alien Hmers

, Washington, Nov. 5.

Principle that the California* com-
munity property laws apply even to

alien film actors, although their

wives may hot be in the United

States, was further entrenched in the

American tax statutes last week by
a ruling in the case of Paul Cava^

nagh, Britisher, whose spouse has

spent only a few days in this coun-

try. '".
'

'
'

Following the reasoning employed

in deciding a recent tiff involving

Herbert Marshall, the U:S. Board of

Tax Appeals denied a claim of the

internal Revenue Bureau that Cava-

nagh (Teal name William G. Atkin-

son) is responsible for the income

tax on ail of his film earnings.

Amount involved was not disclosed,

although, the controversy revolved

around a Government demand for

additional $982 and actor's attempt to

collect overpayment of $1,995.

Two. issues were presented by the

case. First; which Cavanagh lost,

related to advance of $3,500 to a

iiqU.br salesman seeking added cap-

ital for his business, which served

studio workers primarily, The other

was on the oftenrdisputed community
property law*

'After holding that Cavanagh could

not deduct as a 'bad debt* the $3,500

given one Rudy Pauly, the Board of

Tax Appeals reaffirmed that . the
domicile of the husband is the domi-
cile of the wife' and the actor was
entitled to split his earnings, thereby

halving his tax .
liability. His wife

left him in Alberta in 1922 and has

lived subsequently in Canada and
England, Visiting New York only

once.

The Government again endeavored
to establish that, in order to take ad-

vantage of the California community
property law, ah actor must show
that his wife also lives in California.

With one member dissenting, the

board of umpires said 'even though
the wife never entered the State

of California in her life, we must
conclude that . she was domiciled

therein anji can thus avail herself of

the benefits of the community prop-
erty statutes.'

;

Catch in the decision, however, in-

volves the wives in such situations.

While all of the film earnings can be
divided-r-regardless of what share the

frau receives—under the precedents,

the Board held that the wives, must
make . a tax return on half of the

hubby's income.' What happens when
' she is not a resident of the U. S. was
not answered; presumably there is

nothing this country can do about it

ttnless she comes here and Is served
"with a. deficiency assessment.

DURBAN'S SUPPORT

Flock of Name Players to Be In 'Nice

Girl* ..

After experimenting with and
Without other b.o. names to back up
Deahna Durbin in her recent star-

rers, Universal has decided to pile

up added talent for the next. Lined

up for the comer, "Nice Girl,' are

Franchot Tone, Helen Broderick,

Walter Brennan and Robert Bench-

ley, in addition to some lesser names.
Picture-before^last, 'It's a Date,'

featured Kay Francis and Waiter

Pidgeon with Miss Durbin. Last one,

'Spring Parade,' depended Upon the

young femme almost Wholly for b.o,

draw. Results obviously dictated the

new policy.

Henry Koster, who directed 'Spring

Parade/ is expected to arrive in New
York this week for a short rest ber

fore beginning work on "Nice Girl.'

He had his tonsils nipped but about

10 days ago: His wife has been east

about six weeks and he'll join her

in Manhattan.

RKO circuit In Greater New York
has found the new handling of dual

features at the night shows so satis-

factory at the 86th St. theatre that

it has inaugurated the same scheme
at four other houses, the Columbia
and ; Strand, Far ' Rockaway; the

Park, Rockaway Park; and Marble
Hill, in the Bronx.

Specific realignment of two fea-

tures so that the main picture goes

oh at 9i30 pjn. was made to satisfy

patrons who might want to see the

top feature and not the second one.

This arrangement enables customers

to be but of the theatre by 11 p.m.

and makes it unnecessary to sit

through the minor feature to see the

main film at a late hour.

RKO STALLING ANY

PFD. STOCK DIWY

A Conspiracy!

Detroit, Nov. •.

\ Detroit, which often has fell

that it has been neglected as the

locale for motion pictures, still

is shaking its head groggily oyer

this one: .

''

Par amount's forthcoming

flicker, -F.Q.B. Detroit,' starring

Joel McCrea, will have as its

locale Nash's modernized auto-

. mobile plant—in Kenosha, Wis.

Directors of RKO again considered

the subject of dividend declarations

on the preferred stock at the. meet-
ing last Thursday (31) but again
took no action. Understood that the

Company does not intend making any
dividend distributions until, all claims

of creditors and Others involved in

the; corporation's emergency from
77-B have been entirely settled.

The court has trimmed many of

these but until the final settlement is

known the company does not be-

lieve the true financial -picture will

be available for consideration on

divvy matters.

RKO earned its dividend require-

ihents on the preferred for the first

six months this year. Thus 'far, the

dividends accumulated and unpaid

on such stock totaled $4.50 per
' share. 'V

:

'

RKO's $317,816 Net

Despite a writeoff of $1,328,374 for

depreciation and
;
taxes, RKO and

subsid companies reported het profit

of $317,186 for. the 39 weeks ending
last Sept. .28. No equitable com-
parison With last year's earnings

;
statement for that period because the
corporation still was in receivership
at. that ' time and had numerous in-

cidental expenses then;

.
Profits, from, operations before de-

ducting all charges totalled $1,865,-

142. RKO also deducted $219,581, as
./;• 'proyision. for dividends accrued dur-r

Ing the period on preferred stock of
a subsidiary company; in hands of
public {this presumably is Keith-Al-
bee-Orpheum), before arriving at its

net profit figure.

RKO HOME-OFFICE HQ

REyAMPS rrs layout

RKO is planning to rearrange its

home office quarters in the JIKO
Bldg., N. Y . so that the theatre

,
de-

partment and picture units are more
closely integrated. Actual plans

have been drawn up, with only final

okay by president /George J.

Schaefer remaining to put them into

action..

One of principal changes will be
moving the ad-publicity-exploitatibn

department tb4he 10th floor to give

it more room. Presently in cramped
quarters on the 12th floor, but under
new setup nearly the whole 10th

will go to this department
. Also in the realignment, an at

tempt will be made to keep various
theatre divisions together and apart
froth the distribution end of the cor-

poration. . Film portion Similarly

will be. concentrated on convenient
floors. Shift of the picture company
publicity-advertising staff to the
new floor will make necessary mov-
ing the purchasing and research

: divisions,
.
negative and print depart-

ment and possibly ad sales.

^ Philadelphia, Nov. 5.

The Pennsylvania Board of Mo-
tion Picture Censors on Thursday

(31) changed its mind about/banning

the RKO-March of Time's documen-

tary, 'Ramparts We Watch,' and al-

lowed it to be shown in the State

after several very minor deletions

were made. Only 105 feet of film

was snipped, or a total of one min-

ute and 15 seconds of running time.

The scissoring . was done in- the

scenes from the reels taken from the

Nazi-made. 'Baptism of Fire,' whose
inclusion caused the -original ban by

the censors last month. ..

The about-face of the board took

place at a reviewing at the censors'

projection room. William Clarke

Mason, attorney for RKO-MOT, an-

nounced that his appeal to the State

supreme > court had been dropped;
'

The scenes deleted were 22 feet

depicting Nazi troopers pouring

gasoline on a building in Poland; 36

feet in which the commentator tells

of what the Nazis plan to do to

America, and 47 feet of the com-
mentator repeating the Hitler threat

to the New World.
The film reopened the same day

at the Park, Reading, and the Sen-

ate, Harrisburg, from where they

were yanked originally following the,

ban. '• Crowds greeted the film at

both houses. At the Senate, Bod
Sidman, manager, hung 105 feet of

film outside the theatre to show how
little was snipped. Advertisements

in the Reading dailies batfyhooed the.

film as one that 'the German Gov-
ernment taied to suppress.* .

This echoed the statement of the

MOT producers who blamed the

censors' barring ol the film on pres-

sure brought by the Nazi embassy,

which the board vehemently denied.

The film was originally okayed by
the board and a seal granted. But
later when the 'Baptism' reels, were
tacked on the pic was barred on the'

ground that it 'tended to impair the

morals and was inflammatory.'

The ban brought a storm of pro-

test from prominent Pennsylyanians
and newspapers. . which was re-

doubled when the board turned its

thumbs down on Paramount's 'World
in Flames.* This bar was subse-

quently lifted upon appeal to the

board. .,'

Reports were current : here that

Mrs. Edna Carroll, board chairman,
would be. supplanted after Jan. 1,

but she denied it.

'Someone
.

' trying to needle me.'

she said. Mrs. Carroli is also vice-

chairman ' bf the Republican City
Committee. , She was placed in an
embarrassing position, by the ban on.

'World in Flames' when the film got
the approval of Wendell Willkie, for
whom she had been campaigning
vigorously. :\\^: :

-:'-''

Contracts

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Mary Brodell drew player deal at
Warners. : . 7.

Carol Adams inked acting pact at
Republic.
.'• Metro signed Arthur Rosenstein as
vocal coach.
June Johnson signed; to-acting con-

tract at Republic. •

Metro handed Melvyn Douglas hew
player ticket. .

;

. Charles Quigley- penned an actor
contract at RKO. ,

Warners lifted scripting options on
Phillip and Julius Epstein.

Virginia Van Upp drew new five-
year writing deal at Paramount.
Alexander Knox inked an acting

pact at Warners. > .

.;>'..

Paramount handed Walter Abel a
term deal.

By. TEE SKIRT

Best Dressed Woman of the Week
ETHEL MERMAN
'Panama Hattie'

, 46th Street Theatre
Mr .

Pitt's Blf B.O.

.

•
y Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

Original Pennsylvania State Cen
sors ban on 'Ramparts We Watch'
proved a pot o' gold for little Ritz
here where it was hurriedly booked
in within 48 hours after, picture got
an okay. On opening day last Thurs
day (31), 800-seat house rolled up
gross of nearly $1,000, almost double
biggest single day spot has had since
it became a first-runner last January.

'Ramparts', would have originally
gone into 2,000-seat Warner but that
house is tied up with Chaplin film
and WB wanted to cash in while
news of censors' change of mind was
still hot.

Metro Suspends Rita

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Metro yanked Rita Hayworth off
the payroll for refusing a part in
'Maise Was Lady.'

'

'

Dissatisfaction with her role has
been brewing for some time.

The Tropkt Wouldn't Know Themselves

The 46th Street theatre is a theatre where you can see and be seen.

Built like an arena it is. Just the place for a circus and the opening of
'Panama Hattie' was a circus. Trouble was the audience was a competL
tive attraction opening night. In terms of applause the show Was almost
coldly received; The women were so swathed in furs they didn't have
freedom of their hands and the escorts must have suffered with lack of

But 'Panama Hattie' is in. It is a field day for Ether Merman* .She

shines as Hattie. Clothes set easily on her slight, trim figure and pretty

limbs and feet. She is able to handle grotesque as well as modish gowns.
Appearing with a huge sheep dog* Miss Merman wears a short orange
cloth skirt with tan bolero jacket dotted in gold. A chartreuse dress is :

simply* made and the sort of Kiki dress of white with all sorts of frills

and very tight skirt, with veiled hat \meant for comedy , is nevertheless

becoming. There . is an amusing bit of business with a mauve dress deco-

rated profusely with cerise blows. It is a long white crepe gown that

draws ah's from the women in the audience, It hugs the figure closely

and oddly enough it had *ut one sleeve. The other side is off the shoulder

and banded in silver beads, the bead motif also forming a half circle at-

the sleeved side of the bodice. Chamois and grey with a tan belt is an
odd combination but lovely. Almost too simple is a turquoise blue organza
With full skirt, tiny bodice, and puffed sleeves.

Phyllis Brooks from pictures bobs up in this show in a part that is a
little :hard to take. Affecting a -raspy: voice it isn't nice. But Miss Brooks
does wear nice clothes.: Rabul Pene Du Bois saw to that, His colors and ,

more colors, and materials, run wild. Very costly must have been this

production. The Brooks gal ' wears several outstanding numbers. One :of

an embroidered brown chiffon over green, is a dream, A periwinkle

beaded dress is.worri with a long mantle. There are also many short cloth

dresses. Her hats are of the new. off the face variety. A girl • named
Carmen D'Antonio has a body that a sculptor (or a broker) dreams about
Her first number has this body painted with bronze and her one other

number has but. a front and back panel with the tiniest of. brans. Apples

are the decorations, also a. large white hat.\

Panama City and the native girls down there should see this show and
not recognize themselves. ; Colors, run riot; with reds and: purple .the pre-

dominating note. - Fashioned in tiers and sarong they are breath taking.

Head/dresses are of gold and every color of coque and pheasant. Joan.

Carroll, a child, is another Shirley Temple Opening night her scenes

with Miss Merman aroused the only real enthusiasm. Betty. Huttbn does

her usual m her usual peter pan colored frocks.

In the audience .at ..-.the opening were noted Ted and . Adah Lewis,

Jack and Winnie Pearl, Earl Carroll, Kitty Watts, Charlie and Mae Ein-

feld, Milt Pickman, Billy ROse and his Eleanor, Jack and Flo Haley, Sari

LeMaire,"Edie Simons, Mrs. De Sylva, Max Gordon, Irving Berlin, Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Kennedy, Mary Margaret McBrlde, Dave Marx and Char-

iene, Sylvia Sullivan with Ed, Cecelia and Milton Ager, Dorothy Kilgallen,

Ben Bernie with the missus, Moss Hart, Bill and Jerry Morris, Nate

Spingold, Jack Cohn, Louella Parsons, who sneaked in' between shows

at the State with Doc Martin, Lee Shubert, Major Bowes,'Mark and Gladys

Hellinger, Sophie Tucker, Harry Hershfleld and Louis Shurr.

.:::. •/;..;•. Lewb-Tacker-Richinan

The show recently at Ben Marden's Riviera is at the State for two weeks.

Joe Lewis, Sophie Tucker, Harry Richman and the Chandra-Kaly dancers

perform with the theatre orchestra on the stage instead of in the pit. Ed
Shapiro, Sophie's right hand man, has the baton.

Joe Lewis, the best m.c; in any language, starts things rolling, and, of all

things. Soph opens the show proper. She wears white. Plain skirt with

gold ,embroidered top. Costly orchids • decorate :0ne shoulder, a diamond
necklace glitters around the throat.

The Chandra-Kaly dancers, very Latin,, wear the usual ruffled costumes.

Joe Lewis' bit about commercials oh radio is luscious. Harry Richman .is

Harry Richman, the best dressed man of any week.

pressing 'Return Engagement*
Jenkins made most of the sport clothes in 'Return Engagement' at the

Golden and they are stunning, although there was too much repeat in the

modelling. Bonwit Teller also gets program credit. Mady Christians makes
her first appearance in a tailored two piece suit consisting of two shades of

blue. A large felt hat turned up in front matched. White shark skin slacks

and a white skirt has a print jacket. In the last act a flowing gown ia of.

orange and lemon chiffon. With a full length cape matching. :

The best dressed woman in 'Return Engagement' is Leona Powers.
Jenkins made all her dresses but one. For the most part they are sport

clothes with one white chiffon evening gown, made with: no trimming
whatsoever. Long, full skirt, full sleeves and square cut neckline; An odd
dress, but beautiful, worn presumably for yachting was of orchid lace over

same color satin foundation. Audrey Christie wandered, but pleasantly,

through proceedings in slacks and sport clothes with one yellow accordion

pleated evening gown; Evelyn Varden who more or less ran away with

the show as the manager of a summer stock company wears simple summer
frocks, and a comedy evening gown. Augusta Dabney, Ruth Lbtt, Caryl
Smith and Helen Reid made up the rest of the female contingent all dressed

in the Jenkins manner.
Bert Lytell noted as one of the best dressed men of the American 6tage

wore suits to rave about. They were stunning and although Bert's tailor

doesn't get credit, he could. X\

Norma Shearer's New Hair-Do
•Escape' has finally arrived. It's at the Music Hall and the talk of the

town is or should be the comeback of Nazimova. She has little to do but

how she does it. Nazimova proves the excellent performer she always was.

Norma Shearer screens beautifully as ever, and she has a quiet dignity

worthy of any great actress. Clothes don't much matter in this picture,

but the few Miss Shearer wears are truly loveiy and her new hair-do is

most becoming. For the most part the hair is parted in the center with a

cluster of curls at the neck, and for a. little while the long hair is worn in

a coronet style. A house coat with a long cord at the waist line is the first

worn. A checko peasant dress was of the full, skirt .and blouse with the

embroidery of that country. A long black* gown is severe in its simplicity

with only a. brpoch as ornament. In a concert scene a white cape ankle

length is trimmed with gold braid. .

'

The stage show at this theatre has once more turned to the magazine
rack for inspiration. Thus, for Madembiselle mag. the ballet corp is in

lovely, white meline costumes, heavily trimmed with silver sequins. Movie-
Radio Guide backgrounds three men and two girls, the Revuers a new act

around town. Coronet bit is truly lovely. Three pictures hang at the back

drop. One, Blue boy, Laughing Cavalier and .Whistler's •Mother. The pic-

tures came to life and,were given a few comedy lines. Katherine Warren
comes out of the frame to do a tap after discarding the skirt of Mother.

Underneath is. a black tunic ending in red sequin ruffles and her' legs look

nice in sheer black tights. . ' :

.

Feeding Familiar Faces .

Sardi's, at lunch time! Zorina, with George Balanchine several tables

aWay, Edgar Allan. Woolf, Mrs. Sherman Billingsley, Beatrice Kaufman,
Stella Adler, Margaret Wycherly, Margalo Gillmore,, Otto Preminger,
Richard Aldrich, Vinton Freedley and Ben Hecht. ,
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Angle on the consent decree brought up last week by Abram P.

Myers, Allied general counsel, has intrigued both distribution, arid

exhibition interests in New York, providing something to ponder over,

it4s said, before the hearing Nov. 14.

• Squawks that gave rise to the Government • suit, Myers pointed out,

were that the major companies by their theatre holdings created a
monopoly in restraint of trade. Consent decree, he said, will;only serve

to freeze for three years the status quo of the majors' theatre holdings,

; In other words, Myers maintained; .the Government by its own
action is fostering the continuation Of a monopoly, exactly opposite to

what it started to do when it brought the anti-trust proceedings; Con-
trols • placed upon the maj ors in the decree, Myers admitted, will pre-

vent them from flagrantly exercising monopoly privilege as they have
done in the past, but nevertheless the monopoly itself is being con-

tinued under U. S, sancjibri.

,

Buffalo, Nov. 5.

:-. Charges that officers of National
Allied had openly betrayed the mem-
bership ; of the organization were
"made by. Max A. Cohen, president of
Allied. Theatre Owners of New York,
in an address before a meeting of

the Syracuse group of the M.P.T.O.
of N. Y. State, Inc., * at the Hotel
Syracuse last Thursday (31).

•I openly charge/ said Cohen, that
Commissioners Abram S. Myers and

. Col. H. A. Cole, for purposes of their
own, deliberately sold the exhibitors
down the ; river/ Cohen, discussing
the history of the trade code as pro-
posed by the distributors: and Allied
nt Chicago and subsequent develop-
ments in the Government suit,; out-
lined the

. negotiations .at. Chicago
leading up to the acceptance in prin-
ciple by National Allied of the pro-
posals of the distributors with . re-
'spect to ; the code. He stated that
after, public acceptance by Allied of

the code, Myers and Cole had repu-
diated the agreement against the ex-
pressed wishes of the rank and file ;of
the membership..

:
According to Cohen, Myers' . and

Cole's avowed acceptance of the. con-
sent decree was in direct contravene
tion of the sentiments of National
Allied, which has stated its opposi-
tion thereto.' He outlined the pro-
vision of the code, pointing out that
irk his opinion it amounted to a com-
plete victory, for the producers and
distributors

.
over the Government,

and in his support, of his cohteritiori-

cited verbatim sections of the code
of trade practices as agreed upon , at

Chicago . arid then compared them
word for word with sections of the
consent decree as now formulated.
He concluded that the practices and
procedure imposed upon the industry
under the decree would make it prac-
tically impossible for the smaller' ex-
hibitors to continue in business.

Officers
'

At the business session of the
meeting, Sidney L. Grossman of Syr-
acuse was elected a v.p. of the new

: state: organization and J. Myer
Schine, Gloversville; Ray Pashley,
Interlaken, and Jack Karp and Rbp-
ley Merrimari; Syracuse, were elect-
ed directors for the Syracuse district.

Others officers and directors are:

President, A. Charles Hayrhan, of
Buffalo arid Niagara Falls; vicC^-presr

;

ident, Vincent H; McFaul; secretary,
Marion O. Bueth, both of Buffalo; di-
rectors, Vincent R; McFaul. Nicholas
J. Basil, Jacob Lavene, George A.
Gammei and Henry Dillemuth, all of
-Buffalo; John A. Reed, Gbwanda;
Merritt A. Kyser, East Aurora;
Michael, J. Kallet, Oneida; Michael
Carr and William Cadoret, Rbches-
ter; Arden. D. Gould, Frankliriville.,

i '•, The meeting.w5s also addressed by
Sidney B. Pfeiffer, Buffalo, counsel
for the organization.

r
Hayman, who

presided, stated to the meeting that
the association now embraced 200
affiliated and unaffiliated theatres,
including both individual and .circuit
operated houses, and that an eventual
membership of 250 ' theatres irt the
upper New York State area? was in
Prospect by the first of the year. .

Strongest Single Unit' Jo MPTOA
_ Effecting close harmony between
the upstate Motion Picture Theatre
Owners and the . downstate Allied
-Theatre Owners of N. Y., Max A.

(Continued on page 20)

Gal Who Came to Warners

. Hollywood, Nov. 5.
•'•

Mary Wicks, currently in .
the

Broadway play, 'The Man Who Came
to Dinner,' is the first member of the

stage cast to be signed by Warpers
for the filih version.

.
Filming starts early next year;

with George S. Kaufman and Moss
Hart producing on the Burbank lot,

; Warners is dickering with Edith

Atwater, femme lead in 'Man Who
Came to Dinner,' to repeat the part

in the picture version.

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Consensus among the top execs in

the film studios is that the consent

decree, dissolving the Government's
anti-trust suit against the major pic-

ture companies, will in no way cur-

tail the number of features pro-

duced annually in Hollywood.. Pro-

ducers are agreed that the only thing

that will curb the current flow of

production is the- demise of double

bills, arid that will mean a higher

quality^J/LJess .
numerically, in the

making of pictures.

Better pictures, execs admit,, will

necessitate an infusion of new ideas

in the production ranks . and a re-

lease of new ideas in the produc-

tion ranks and a release of run-of-

the-mine producers who have been
hanging on through personal friend-

ships and studio politics.

MacKENNA'S METRO

HUDDLE ON SCRIPTS

on

Thursday (14) Will Find Ex-

hibitors Staging Blitzkrieg

Its Proviso* Before

Goddard in New
York-—Indie* and Affili-

ates Alike Object to Divers

Clauses

LEADERS CONVERGE

Kenneth MacKenna, Coast story

editor for
:

Metro, arrived in New
York Monday (4) for confabs with

eastern production department heads.

Principal discussioris are. with vice-

prez Robert J, Rubin arid story ed-

itor William Fadiman on prelimi-

naries .to purchase of properties for

the 1941-42 season.

MacKenna will be east about two

weeks. during which he's also gan-

dering the Broadway shows.

Talkitones Go for Spin
.' Hollywood, Nov. 5.

: First batch of Hollywood Talki-

tones goes . into work, at the Hal

'

Roach studios this week with Herb

Moulton in charge of production and

Cecil B, De Mille in an advisory ca-

pacity.

Company holds a national conven-

tion here Nov. 18-20 to familiarize

salesmen with jukebox machines and

product. .Morry and Fr-arik Kizinsky,

vice-president, are in charge of dis^

tribution. -

"'

Following careful study of the con-
sent decree in all its rarhiflcationsj

including 'jokers' which . . sus-

pected here and there, exhibition,

forces are .girding. 'for a last-ditch

and- desperate fight against accept-
ance of the agreement by the Federal
courts when a hearing is held Thurs-
day (14). t is doubtful just how far
theatre owner associations and

.
indi-

vidual operators may be abie . to

carry their , offensive but all indica-
tioris are that the opposing exhibitor
factions are going: to retreat only
after being badly licked.

. A blitz • agairist the . decree is an-.

ticipated at the outset Thursday (14)

in the hopes of turning the court
quickly towards a considerate arid

sympathetic view of the exhibitor
complaints which: have arisen over
the decree. Hearing will be held be-
fore Judge Henry W. Goddard in

New York. Should the coUrt be dis-

posed to listen to the full extent of
the exhibitor squawks concerning
the decree arid permit detailed
grounds for such squawks •'. to be
aired, it may be that the retailers of

film will have a. chance.
Pending the Nov. 14 hearing, how-

ever, it is impossible to predict what
status the. aggrieved exhibition pha-
lanx will enjoy before the court.
During the: past week exhibitors and
exhib

.
organizations, including lead-

ers and attorneys, have been exam-
ining the decree minutely in prepa-
raUon for a battle to prevent its

signing. While it has been intimated
that the Court may give only small
heed to exhibitor protests and stymie
efforts for intervention, exhibs may
come, in under what is known as
'athlcus curiae' (friends of the Court).
,' In the event of; frustration, it is re-
ported efforts may be made to obtain
injunctions restraining the Court
from accepting the consent decree
based upon the : opposition of the "ex--

hibition field generally to it. Should
an application for a temporary in-

junction be denied, it may be that

an appeal will be made to the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals. This, in turn,

might delay the signing of the agree-
ment between Government and dis-

tributors for several months.
According to Schechter, N. Y.

Allied will make application to in-

tervene and believes an unfavorable
ruling by Judge . Goddard may .'be'-.!,

carried to. the Circuit Court Of

Appeals.
Opposition on the theatre side of

the fence to the decree will . come
j

not only from leading independent
exhibitor associations and leaders

|

but also from R. B. Wilby and Fred
j

Kent, cpmmittee of two representing
|

all the Paramount partners who
were

. fi rst ' to- start the ball rolling I

against the settlement. agreement
f;

some months ago.
• ;

j

Reports that, the Par ' partners {

would withdraw their
. opposition !

Went into- circulatibii during the past j

week. To these rumors,- Wilby states (

from Atlanta: ..

: 'I will be and I expect Kent will

be in; New York at decree
.

hearing

oh 14th. . I am no less opposed to

consent decree now than from begin-

ning and if there has' : been any
change of opinion on the part of any
other southern Paramount partner.

;

I do not know of it. if }we were; di-

rectly involved as defendants surely

we' • would, have been present at all

of those conferences, so surely we
can't be defendants.'

Impression had prevailed in some
quarters, including .. among certain

Par partners, that they, woiild legally

(Continued on page 21)

Maybe a Poor Connection

v.Y Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Joan Bennett checked out of the

cast of Hal Roach's 'Topper Re-
turns' because the roie did not suit

her. Understood, the part will be
taken over by Carole Landis.

:

Miss Bennett is reported to have
accepted the role when it was de-

scribed to her over the loqg distance

phone in New York two. weeks ago,

but withdrawn when she found the

script did .not coincide with the tele-

phonic description, ...

•

The Stanley-Warner company has

apparently embarked-on a policy of
appeasement with, the indies in an
effort to stem the tide of anti-trust

suits Which, for a time, threatened

to assume landslide proportions..

Quietly indies who : have squawks
against the chain arid the major dis-

tribs have been taken aside and their

grievances, have been ironed Out.

Counsel for both sides have come to

the ..agreement that litigation in /the

courts is expensive to. both sides

and wind up in washing : the indus-

try's dirty linen in public.

The. consent decree and threat of

Government intercession into the

;
situash here is also a factor in the

out-of-court deals on the fire.

First of
.
the suits to be settled: out

of court was that of Harry Fried,

owner of three houses on the Main
Line. Shortly afterward David Mil-

gram, head of the Affiliated Theatre

chain, dropped his suit when his

differences with the majors and the

'

S-W were Ironed out. This was,, fol-

lowed by a settlement between War-
ners and William Goldman in which
product of their houses in. German-
town was pooled.

This week Morris Wolf, S-W attor-

ney, revealed that negotiations had
begun for an out-of-court adjustment
of the $225,000 damage suit brought

by Reuben Shapiro, operator of the

Admiral in North Philly. Wolf said

he believed 'an equitable settlement'

was in the offing.
; 'With all the headaches besetting

the industry from the outside, we've
decided that we shouldn't be fighting

among ourselves,' he said. 'We've
got. to hang together ^ or we'll find

j

that we'll be hanging separately:'
.

j
.^.I.t.^.wa's

;-als.6' reliabiy^-:reported'
;

that

'

feelers have been sent.out for a set-

!

tlemerit of. the' three-year-old suit •

against Warners filed- by the Carman,
|

which; is. -ribw under reeeiversh ip„
:

:. Only, outstanding - Suit against 'the j

circuit, now: is one fllcd last, fall
.
by .

Henry Friedman, operator of the

'

Lansdowi.ie'. It has not yet been
|

listed for trial.

wobber, McCarthy to

coast on new films

Herman •' Wobber, 20th -Fox sales-
manager, left last week on month's
trip to the Coast. He's making a
number of stops at branches on the
way out and back, having already
covered Chicago. He's how in. San
Francisco. ..a ;•

Charles \ McCarthy, 20th : pub-ad
head, leaves in' a couple weeks for
a quickie .visit to the studio. He's
aiming to get a gander at 'Western
Union,' 'Chad Hanria' and 'Tin Pari
Alley* to size up cainpaigris planned
for them.

Washington, Nov. 5.
' Clauses containing jokers or giv-

ing inadequate protection for inde-
pendent theatre owners will cause
Allied States Association

, to oppose
approval of the film anti-trust suit
consent decree. Definite wanting
that the major's worst gadfly will
buzz around the New York court-
room is contained in a 6,000-word
analysis sent by Abram F. Myers,
general counsel and board chairman,
to all trade group • members last
week. '

:

. "V .
;.

Although generally pleased with
the arbitration features,and agreeing
many . sections contain some relief,

the Allied, head registeredl stern dis-
approval of the five-picture package
scheme, assailed the Justice Depart-
ment . for shelving the divorcement
phase of the bill of complaint, charged
the. 'escape' clause, contradicts the
Sherman Act, and concluded the truce
as a whole is more 'beneficial to the
defendants than to their customers.
He also was . piqued because only
five of the eight companies are will-
ing, to sign up and because . the pro-
posed settlement still would . allow
the participants to favor their own
affiliated: houses.

The features of the proposal which
Myers, finds- most, acceptable deal
with arbitration, though he still i*

suspicious that . the machiriery may
be operated in a manner that will
hurt complaining exhibs.; Particular
objections are that the adjustment of
controversies will be delayed and
theatre owners may be saddled with
huge expenses. ' Extreme care must
be exercised—though the American
Arbitration

.
Association was com-

mended— that the majors do not
dominate the . panels by getting
stooges named as clerks orT appeal
board and; in similar capacities, the
Allied leader fears. .

: Veiled suggestion that the D. of J.

was high-pressured by prominent
Democrats is made in the Myers an-
alysis. Though he says he does not
want to make insinuations, the Allied
head is avowedly suspicious of the
trust-busters since they agreed to
shelve '. the . divorcement plea and
have approved a • provision dealing
with producer-exhibitor connections
that he feels is wholly unenforced
able. ;.'.';'

Gov't Brushoff
Aside from Myers, about the only

beef reaching Government ears is

the Motion Picture Research Coun-
cil's. Through its legislative com-
mittee, the reform outfit, which has
been in forefront of the Neely bill

crusade, termed the proposed, decree
'very disappointing,' This crowd, as
might have been expected, is irate
about, the escape clause and still be-
lieves only a legislative ban On
group rentals will provide -the right
/of 'community selection' for" which
it has clamored. -

The long Myers analysis, noting
that a consent decree cannot be. used
as a basis for private suits to re-
cover triple damages, indicates some
appreciation for the trade showing,
requirement, the bah against forcing
shorts, the obligation -

to lease filrns
some run to reputable exhibs, arid

for the attempt to curb circuit buy--
ing power. But Allied considers un^
satisfactory the sections concerning
withholding prints, 'rejection of . films
on moral grounds, discrimination ori
runs, and the escape clause.

,
Strong criticism is, directed at: the .

fiverpicture rental innovation. While
some of the conditions seem pleas-
ing, Myers charges that distribs still

can
: punish - exhibs by packing de-

sired groups with stale or unwanted
numbers and the new arrangerhent
deprives exhibs of present cancel-
lation privileges, may lead to-higher
rentals, and may cut off ani assured,
continuous supply of product. ,.

•

In regard to forcing . westerns,

.

newsreels, foreigns, etc., Myers said

the decree clauses 'a re. clear-cut and
unequivocal'. . He added that the de- .

cree . on this point 'is a great 'ad-'

vance over sjich - proposals in the
(Continued ori page 23)
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Learning at first-Hand

While it's nothing new to film

salesmen .who see what happens or
doesn't happen in the field, producers
are themselves beginning to learn

about and lament the apathy of the
average exhibitor in getting behind
pictures which they place. Among
these of recent date was Walter
Wanger who is reported to have
been shocked over the lack of show-
manship interest exhibited by many
accounts in selling their product to

the public. ;•>'..'•

The .lack of support among exhibi-

tors is not confined to the. smaller
independents but- includes larger

chains/particularly |hose: which have
whole towns sewed . up and buy the

pictures of .all companies. Where
this occurs, the average, manager'
merely uses small ads in the papers,

often taking them from the press
books or getting put cheap copy
themselves. The lack of effort ex-
tended in getting local publicity and
in exploitation tieups is also decried
by distributors -as well-as the pro-.

;. ducers who are not so familiar with
the activity of the

1
' exhibitors.

.
It is pointed out by a leading

showman that most top-bracket or
high-budget pictures have . received
'sOihething' from . their producers
but that advertising and selling must
put into such pictures what they
lack, this being where showmanship
counts. There is no doubt but that
many pictures are put over for big-

ger gains- in New York and some
other highly-competitive keys be^
cause . the \ theatre managers use
every' means at their command to.

Bell whatever they are playing.
•
': This costs the.theatres money but
it frequently is bread cast upon the
waters that comes back many times

;

whereas in scores of situations, from
small to comparatively large that are
controlled by circuits or local indies,:

the lines of least resistance are fol-

lowed. In highly competitive situa-

tions an account often, goes out of
the way to. get a good showing for a
distributor so that he ,might continue
to be favored as a customer through
his capable efforts in putting film'

over. Against this, where a town is

controlled, the distrib has to sell the
same customer over and over again
regardless of what happens to his

product when it is dated. Meantime,
these accounts are constantly com-
plaining about rentals, whereas if

effective local • showmanship figured

more importantly, the money on the

gross that applies to rental might
- turn out to be comparatively reason-
able. Without the showmanship, the
fixed rental might otherwise appear
excessive.

Gloria Jeaii arrives east tomorrow
(7) for appearances in various RKO
theatres on that day, Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday in. connection with
'Little Bit of Heaven,' in which the
12-year-old singing starlet has a role.

. Putting in personals in.Westchester
RKO houses .tomorrow. (Thurs),
youngster Friday (8) will take bows
at the Albee, Brooklyn, and various
Queens theatres; Saturday (9) in the
Bronx . and upper East Side
and Sunday in Brooklyn nabes.

NW AiG^ A^s More

Baliy, Extended Time

For th^ Belter Films

Minneapolis, Nov. 5. ;

Man bites dog story gets new
twist with Northwest Allied .here
coming out for 'greater; emphasis, on
exploitation of the better pictures
through various means' of publicity
and . extended . playing: time' , as . a
means of 'renewing the public's in-
terest in movies and building greater
theatre attendance/ Usually this ter-
ritory's independents place all the re-
sponsibility for unsatisfactory grosses
on the producer-distributors because
of inferior product, and meetings are
given over to recitals of grievances.
At the organization's district, meet-

ing, : however, the better exploita-
tion, and the extended playing time
were declared to be 'the most ef-

fective solutions of the problem that
could be; adopted;' But it also was
pointed but that : 'never in the indus-
try's history have . there been so
many forms of . competition' for the-
atres to combat. -V - .''_ .

As to advancing admission, prices
for selected pictures, the exhibitors
decided that 'there must be a differ-

ent method of releasing and protec-
tion granted to exhibitors agreeing
to boost scales'—a method different
from that employed by M-rG with
'Boom Town.'

-

WB STARS TO NEW MEX.

FOR 'SANTA FF PREEM

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

New Mexico takes a three-day
holiday Dec. 14^16 to celebrate the
world premiere of Warners' 'Santa

Fe Trail' at Santa Fe. Picture is ex-
pected to fetch 80,000 customers into

town, with openings in three thea-
tres at $2.20 top.

Scheduled , for . personal appear-
ances .are Errol •: Flyhn, Olivia de
Havilland, Raymond, Massey, Alan
Hale, Ronald Reagan, Guinn Wil-
liams and Van Heflin.

.

Merchants, Theatres In

AMround Rock Heap

Rochester, N. Y.; Nov* 5.

First complete merchant-theatre
tieup was arranged here by manager
Lester Pollock, Loew's, and manager
Jay Golden, RKO Palace, with 'Shop,
Dine and Go .to a Movie* week open-
ing Nov. 21. Chamber of Commerce
and newspapers are cooperating.

.

Idea, which was initiated by Loew's
district manager Charles Kurtzman,
includes selling the public by every
form of exploitation, radio, special

ads, editorials and street decorations.
Sponsors figure to get people down-
town,, sell them some bargains, give
them a swell time and thereby, tend
to make it a habit as height of sea-
son approaches.

s

Del Exhib Hypoes B.O.

Via

Detroit, Nov. 5.

Kramer theatre here has turned
. its back on the present .film, era and:
all \ Saturday midnight shows are
showing films more : . than 20 years
old. ; V-

Initial program was 'Cash Parish's
Pal,'- With William S. Hart; 'Race for
Life,' with Barney Oldfield; 'Mystery
in Manhattan,' with Douglas Fairr
banks and Jewel Carmen, and a
newsreel containing shots of the San

;

Francisco earthquake and bathing
beauties of 190^;

First try. was successful and idea
Is being continued.

00 TEARS FOR HOLDTTF
Laredo, Texas, Nov. 5.

: Fred Torres, arrested in San An-,

. tonio several months ago in connec-
tion with the attempted holdup of
the. Tivolo here last August, was
found guilty and assessed 50 years
in the state penitentiary. >

Gene Autry party, similar to the
one recently heltTin New York, will

be tossed at the Hotel Manger in
Boston Saturday (9) for kids se-

lected by 75 theatres in the terri-

tory which show Autry pictures.

Warbling cowhand,, who • is appear

•

ing with the rodeo in Boston, will

play host to the kids.

, Stunt is being promoted in Boston,
same as in N. Y., by Dave '. Whalen,
Rep publicity head. Bill is footed

by the participating theatres. Each
one sends a boy and a girl chosen
on a bingo idea from stubs dropped
in a. box during showing of an Autry
picture.

Pleasant Queue-Wait
'

'
• Toledo, Nov.: 5.

Believing that
.
many would be

standing in line at the Loew's Yal
entine to see 'Great Dictator' biiert

ing day (31V Jack Lykes, manager,
arranged with the Willard hotel grill,

adjoining the theatre, to have
waitresses

:
serve hot coffee and

doughnuts to those standing in; line
A chain service from the grill was

maintained throughout the morning.
In addition, Paul Spor and hi5 or-
chestra were in front of the house
to play some of the score of 'Dic-
tator.'

Tog Tickets' Rainchecks

At Drive-In Theatre
Houston, Nov. 5.

*Fog Tickets,* Issued to patrons of

the Texas Drive-in theatre in an
emergency when a heavy fog rolled

up from the bayous, are ah innova-
tion established by F. F, HcHenry,
new manager of the Drive-In. v

The theatre operates every night,

regardless of the weather, but if a

heavy fog rolls in or a heavy rain-

storm obscures the screen, 'fog tick-

ets' redeemable at any show within

a : month of the date, are issued to

patrons. ;;.
••

;y

Nearly 400 Theatres

Represented at Ohio

Columbus, Nov. 5.
.

Annual 'convention ot the Ohio

ITO, held Oct. 30-31 at the Deshler

WaUick hotel, proved to be the out-

standing get-together of indie exr

hibitbrs in recent years. Nearly 400

theatres were represented, plus reps

from the major film distributors,

equipment companies ' and other

Allied units.
;

Contrary to
,
precedent—most ex-

hibitor meetings have plenty of idle

chatter—each of the speakers oh the

two-day program contributed at least

one constructive thought. Sidney
Samuelson, Philly chairman of AID,
explained the activities of the new
Allied information bureau, 'Ultimate

purpose of this office is to supply
exhibitors • with data on their . own
businesses comparable, to that al-

ready possessed by ; film salesmen'.*

He told of the difficulties over 'Ari-

zona* with Abe Montague of Colum-
bia, convention passing a resolution

otesting. company's refusal to co-

operate with AID.
Abram F. Myers, cdunser for Na-

tional Allied, discussed, in detail the
consent decree, observing, 'Nothing
can prevent the film companies from
grouping, one desirable picture with
four Unwanted ones, therefore I can-'

not see where the settlement is in

the interests of the independent ex-
hibitors.'

Arthur Kelly, v.p. and general
sales manager of UA> impressed the
indies with . a straightforward dis-

course on the problems facing the
industry today. Admitting there may
be a need for adjustments' he voiced
the plea that everyone in the indus-
try recognize 4he difficulties facing
each branch, cooperating in preserv-
ing the high standards of; the Ameri-
can film .business. •

: He stressed- the
point that quality of production must
be maintained^-or else!

H. M. Richey of Metro could see
nothing wrong with the industry
that good pictures couldn't solve. He
expressed the hope that someday he
might attend an exhibitors' meeting
where the discussions were on how
to Improve business-^not the fight to
justify existence. :

Presided over . by Judge Arthur
Day of the Ohio Supreme Court, the
testimonial dinner honoring ITOO
president Martin G. Smith, Toledo,
was the highlight of the convention.
Speakers included Myers, , Samuel-
son, Richey, Kelly and Billy James.
Nearly 200 attended, prominent
guests Including Fred Harrington of
the western Pennsy unit, D; H. Pal-
freyman of the Hays office, and Gen.
Gilsoh Light, adjutant general of
Ohio. Smith was presented with a
new Buick by *the convention in ap-
preciation of his 20 years of service
to the organization.'
Heading the ITOO for another

year will be Smith. Other officers
in 1940 will be:; vice-presidents, Wes
Huss, Jri, Cincinnati, and . Max
Stearn, Columbus; treasurer, Hoy
Simons, Washington C. H:; and di-
rectors: Henry. Greenberger, John
Kalafat, both of Cleveland;. Harold
Bernstein, Cincinnati; Nat Charnas,
Toledo; C. A. MacDonald, Columbus-
Henry Fickinger, Galiori; L. F. Eick
Martins Ferry; Ray Wallace, Al-
liance; J. W. Trunk, YotingstoWrt; C
F. Pfister, Troy; Jerry Steele, Ober-
lin; Leo Kessel. Lancaster, and Henry
Thomas, Oak Hill. /

Loss of License30-

For Failure to Pay Taxes
;/ / Columbus, Nov. -5.

Amusement tax license of. F. C.
Buben, operators of the National
theatre, Akron; was revoked for 30
days last week by William S. Evatt,
head of the State Tax Commission.
According to Evatt, suspension was
ordered when Buben failed to pay
$426.63 in back admission taxes and
assessments; .'

Amount is due on the National and
Palace theatres, latte* formerly op4
erated by Buben.

Albany, Nov. 5.

Bert Robbins, son of Herman. Rob-
bins, president of National Screen
and its subsidiaries, is now working
at the New York office after break-
ing in here. He was attached to the
local branch . during the summer;
spending weekends with his parents
at their vacation villa on Schroon
Lake. Robbins left school to enter
the trailer-accessory-poster business
operated by his dad.
A $50,000 mortgage on Palace the-

atre property, the largest and costli-

est of its kind in Northeastern New;
York, was filed in Albany county
clerk's office. . Recorded atv same
time was an agreement between
Copia Realty Co. (a Fabian corpora-
tion) and RKO Proctor Co., amend-
ing a lease on the building.
The lease, which will expire Jan.

31, 1940, outlines the manner of pay-
ment. Mortgage given by Copia
Realty to RKO Proctor is subject to
two other mortgages. One is for
$500,000, given by Copia to Equit-
able Life last May; The other, on
which a balance of $80,809 was due
in May, was from Copia to the Pru-
dence Co., Inc. •

"

Palace, seating 3,700 itself, was
projected in 1929 and finished in
1931. Fabian circuit has operated
on lease for some time. .

The signing of a modification of
an old lease by Fabian Theatres
Corp. on historic Harnianus Bleecker
Hall (destroyed by fire last winter)
with Christopher H. Buckley took
pla'ce here. Buckley, who now owns
two theatres in Bennington, Vt„ said
he thought the deal indicated a hew
playhouse would be erected on the
site. Lou Golding, Fabian division
manager, who was in New Jersey,
stated no plans had been made as to
construction. .

'

Arthur Heads St. L. Variety
; St. Louis, Nov. 5.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., directing head

of Fanchon & Marco's interests here,
elected Chief Barker of the St. LOuis
Tent- No. 4, Variety Club. Others:
Lou Ansell, first asst., chief barker;
Harry Hynes,. second asst. barker;
George Wiegand,, dough guy: C. B.
Nelson, property master, and mem-
bers of the board of directors, Clar-
ence M;.Turley, Sam Shuchart, Clar-
ence D. Hill, Alvin Wolff, Herb Wash-
burn, Joseph Ansell, Harold W.
Evens, Ray Cdlvin and Barney Ro-
senthal. Delegates chosen are A. L.
Matreci and Ray Colvin and the na-
tional canyassman is Louis K. Ansell.

Geo. Hoover Gets the Job
• . Miami, Nov. 5;

'
':

Appointment of George Hoover,
manager of the Sheridan theatre in
Miami Beach, to newly created post
of city manager of Paramount Enter-
prises, has been announced by S. A.
Lynchr prez of the Par affiliate.
Hoover's elevation comes as result

of resignation of W. R. Lynch as
general manager of the chain/ Duties
will be identical, but general man^
ager tag is being discarded.
,.HV Fine, district manager of the
Mullin & Pinansksi chain in New
England, was first considered for the
post, but discussions held here were
non-productive, and Hoover was
given the nod.

Newsreeler Goes Revival
Hollywood, NOV. S.

Newsreel theatre, off : Hollywood
and Vine, gave up the' ghost and
goes in for revivals. Opener is
'Great Train Robbery,' first feature-
length film.

Beedle Heads Pa. Body ^

_ Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.
Fred A. Beedle, Cannonsburg, Pa.,

exhib. has been named president of
the AMPTO of western Pennsylvania
for 1941, succeeding M. A. Rosenberg,
operator of three local nabe houses,
Harry Walker elected vice-president
at annual convention last week and
Joseph Galman and Fred Herrington
chosen to retain their old posts of.
treasurer and secretary, respectively.
Rosenberg was named to the board

of director and Carl Poke was re-
elected to the board. William Walk-
er, brother of Harry Walker and his
partner in exhibition, also placed on
the board 4o succeed Peter Antd-
noplos... -'.:' '.'.;•:

...?^rris interests have purchased
William Penn theatre, Northside
nabe house, from a realty group in
that district, - Spot has been operated
by- circuit for several years under a
lease, with outright sale consum-
mated recently after . couple of
months of negotiations. At same
time, Harrises reopened Senator,
formerly. Loew's Aldine. following
five-month shutdown during the
summer. Senator had been waiting
to. get under way. again for a h.o.
click picture from its sister house
downtown, the Alvin, and finally got
it nvU's 'Hired Wife,' which had two
big weeks at latter spot before be-
ing moved.

; McClure on North Side reopened
under management of Mannie Gol-
den, vet exhib who has been away
from the business for several years.
Golden's son is an asst. mgr. with
WB here. Y
Herbert Schaefer and Herbert J.

Staminger, partner-exhibitors in in
cal area, have taken lease on En.
worth (Pa,) theatre and already £
sumed operation. House was on
erated until recenUy by John anrtWerner Lund, and was

' later man-
J. Booth, long identified

with this spot.
^

Work wUl start in next couple of
weeks^on new WB-FN exchange on
Film Row. ^

6
;

vu

WB has just taken over new
Whitehall in Brentwood ^district
from indie interests. House was
completed in big shopping center
only few weeks ago and will open
Thursday (31). Deal with builders
and Warners has been pending for
few months and closed within last
fortnight although announcement
wasn't made until weekend. . Charles
Shannon, of Boulevard, named man-
ager of the house. . He'll be suc-
ceeded at Boulevard by James Laux
moving from Cameraphorie; with
Paul Williams, asst. at Sheridan
Square, getting, upped to Laux's post.
Albert Schemel, asst. at Melrose, re-
places Williams. :

Garbett's Acquisition •

Des Moines, Nov. 5.
E. M, Garbett, who recently took

over the Grande • Uast Des Moines,
and operates the Varsity, Avalon,
Lincoln and Forest neighborhood
houses in Des . Moines,' has . bought
the Marion at Marion, la , from H
CMershon.
The Nashua theatre, Nashua^ la;,

sold to ; G. Hi Ballard by C. A.
Menold..

Select's 20 Branches
A total of 20 branch offices have

been established by Select Pictures,

.

independent distributor headed by
Charles Kranz and of Which Eddie
McAvby,

.
formerly . eastern . sales

manager of RKO, is v.p. over dis-

tribution. ,•.' -

In 10 days or two weeks Select
will hold a sales :meeting, either in
New York or Chicago, attended by
all branch managers, to discuss sales
plans on the indie product the com-
pany will release.

Imhof to Chi Metro
Milwaukee, Nov. 5.

Joe Imhof, office manager here for
Metro for :20 years, transferred to a
similar post in the Chicago branch,
succeeded

.
by Joe McMahon, chief

booker for M-G in Chicago, . /

Toby Ross Shifts
Rochester, N: Y.. Nov. t>,

Toby Ross, manager ', of ; Schine's
Elmwood, Penn Yan, for last three
years, transferred to Andrews, Sala-
manca; ' He is a violinist and one-
time leader of RKO Palace orchestra
here. Wallace Fblkin moves: from
the State, Rochester, to the Penn Yah
house, and Clayton Cornell takes
over at the State.

John Allcock, Ashland, O, suc-
ceeds Bill Brimmer as manager of
the RialtO, East Rochester, and Sam
Shafer returns from Herkimer to

take charge of the Dixie, succeeding
Joe Deacon, who resigned. Morton
Berg made house manager of the

Madison under Schine city manager

.

Bud ' Silverman, . and Joe Goldstein
takes charge of the newly acquired
Webster.

Rowland's Addition
Columbus, Nov. 5.

Fred Rowland, owner of small
local indie circuit, has taken over
the ultra-tricky Bexley theatre. Bex-
ley is famed duo-auditorium theatre.

Projection and sound equipment de-
signed by one of the owners, Ted
Lindenberg. Lease calls for use of,

the special equipment. Bert Wil-
liams has been retained as manager.

.

Rowland has the Main, Parsons,

Columbia and .
Hollywood nabe

houses.

: . Tawson Succeeds Cildweli. ,

Denver, Nov. 5.

William Caldwell has resigned as

20th-Fox. salesman, succeeded .
by

George Tawson, assistant booker.

Caldwell left for Oklahoma City,

Assistant booker job goes to Howard
Metzger, head shipper. •

Marie Giesler, cashier at the Ori-

ental, and Larry Morahan, assistant

manager the.Egyptian, married. u
R. A. Spurlock sold Fairplay the-

atre at Fairplayr Colo., to. R. D. Er-

win, who has added it to his string

of small towns. ^
Premier Exchanges here and Salt

Lake City become Select Attractions

following signing of a 10-year fran->

chise on distribution of Select films.

Sam Feinstein remodeling the ola

Zaza, and will rename it the Klya.

,C. A. Mulock; manager of the Pal-

ace, expects to leave the hospital vri

a couple of weeks, after recuperating
from an operation.

In parts, of Colorado and- New
Mexico politicians were having' a

hard time getting audiences to -po-

litical rallies until they hit on th?

plan of renting theatres and giving

the crowd some films along with the

speeches.
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Chaplin $34,000, 2 dd Spots;

'Glamour^MaxweD Unit $15,000,

Chicago, Nov. 3.

Business is holding currently and
indications are for satisfaction at the

box-office generally. > There has

been much pro and con on the 'The

Great Dictator' but the. Charlie

ChanJin picture got away , to a fast

starrwith its reserved seat opening

night at the Roosevelt arid the

•Apollo, and is now continuing at a

smart clip at $1.65 twora-day in the

Apollo and on a grind policy in the

Roosevelt at 55c. and $1,10.

'Mounted Police' • has indicated,

and 'Dictator' is emphasizing, that

the boosted admissions, cut down the

number of tickets sold to an ad-

mitted degree, but the difference in

price is reflected in a satisfactory

gross. 'Whether the upped admis-

sion price is actually holding down
the gross is not proved, but there is

no question of the healthy coin re-

ceived under the higher ducat
charge^

. ^ ;.' . •

'• :V ;
' •

'Foreign Correspondent' opened in

the United Artists on Saturday (2)

and is off to a fine start that should
get plenty of mazuma from a public

strictly foreign news conscious at

this time. :
'

'/'..

Estimates for This Week.
:

Apollo (B&K). (L200; 85:1.10-1;65)

'Dictator' (UA). Opened on Thurs-
day (31) night and, got; away fast,

heading to excellent $14,000. Last
week, under standard 35-55-75 grind.

'Carsoh' 9UA) flriished. a 12-day en-
gagement to meek, $4,700 for final

seven days.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 44-55-85)—

Taunted Police' (Par) and stage
show. Betty Grable and Ken Mur-
ray on stage. Hold-over for entire

set-up following powerful initial

week's take of $47,700, and currently
heading for fine $35,000,
Garrlck (B&K (900; 35-55-65-75)—

•Wyoriiing' (M-G) arid 'World
Flames' (Par). Moved here after ex-
cellent week in the Roosevelt and
going to $7,000, fine. Last week,
'Rockrte*. (WB) in third loop session
took neat $5,800. .

Oriental (Jones) (3,200: 28-44)—
'Glamour Sale' (Col) and Elsa Max-
well unit on stage. .Miss Maxwell
and quartet of Coast name adding up
to a satisfactory boxoffce stanza, at

$15,000.. Last week, 'Golden Fleec-
ing' (M-G) wth Tiny Hill orch on
stage managed so-so. $12,100.

.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—
.Spring. Parade' (U) and 'Men
Against Sky' (RKO) . . Second, week
for the combination holding to
healthy $9,500 on bang-up selling,

after taking beautiful $14,200 last

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 75-1.10)—'Dictator* (UA). After Teserved
seat opener on Thursday (31) night
went into grind policy arid ripping
through to $20,000, powerful take
froiri get-away indications.. Last
week, at 35-55-65-75, 'Wyoming*
(M-G) and 'World Flames' (Par)
galloped home with nifty $11,900.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44 )r-
'Argentine Nights' (U). and 'Holly-

. wood on Loose' unit on stage. .
Trio

of Coast film names on the stage
adding some glitter to the week and
ambling through to sufficient coin ".at:

$15,000. Last week. 'Flowing Gold'
(WB) plus Clyde McCoy band on
stage was a bit of a disappointment
at $14,800 after healthy start.

United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700
35-55-65-75)—'Correspondent' (UA)
Cot away from the post in whirl-
wind, fashion on Saturday (2) ana
looks for mighty fine $16,000 for
opener. Last week, 'Strike Up Band'
(M-G) finished a rousing four-week
convention to bang-up $7,500.

DICTATOR' NOT SO HOT

IN MEMPHJSAT $9,000

Memphis, Nov. 5.

Chaplin's 'Dictator' is playing to
extremely frail houses at Loew's
State despite favorable reviews in
the local press, but . the upping of
scale will, send it to a normally im
pressive figure.
Matinee houses are ' no good

all;, nights are only fair. Another
.anti-Nazi effort, the Warner's 'Pastor
Hall, .is. getting high .pressure cam
paign,

:
:

.'•;;

Estimates for This Week
; Loew's State (Loew) (2,600; 75
.110)—'Dictator' (UA). Will pul.
around $9,000, which is big money
ordinarily, but n.g. at the prices of*

y lered arid way under, smallest week
for long run of 'Gone With the
Wind.' Last week (10-33-44), 'Knew
What. Wanted' (RKO), $3,800, Weak

..... Warner (Warmer) (2,300; 10-33

L~Y
'pastor Hall' (UA). Good

campaign is pumping this One to
mebbe $3,200. ': Last , week, 'TugbOa
Annie' (WB), $3,000.

"

" New Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10

33-44)—'Northwest Mounted' (Par)
(2d wk). May nab $5,000 on sec-

ond week. Last week, wham $12,000.

Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-

33-44)—'Hullaballoo* (M-G). Good
notices- and. word of moUth priming
film to possible $4,000. Last week,
Dulcy* (M-G), $3,300, better than
expected.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-

44)—'Cherokee Strip' (Par); three

days; 'Ladies Must Live' (WB), two
days, arid 'Mummy's Harid' (U), two
days. All nice pullers, likely $1,900.

Last week, 'Mad Men Europe' (Col),

three days; 'Saps Sea' (UA), two
days, arid 'Three Men Texas' (Par),

two days, $1,800, okay.

IN BUFF PREEM

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Chancre)

..-; Week of Not. t
Astor—'Great Dictator* (UA)

(4th wk.). ....

Capitol—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(4th wk.).
Criterion— "Golden Fleecing*

(M-G) (6).

(Reviewed in yAiasrV, Attcr. 21)
Music Hall—'Escape' (M-G)

(2d wk.).
Pa rambun tr—'North West

Mounted Police* (Par) (6). ;

.
(Reviewed in VAiarrr, Oct. 23)
Rlalto—'Devil's Pipeline' (U)

(9).

Rivoli— 'Christmas in July'
(Par) (5).

(Reviewed In VAiory, Sept. 18)

. Roxy—'Mark of Zorro' (20th)
(2d wk).

.
.

Strand—'Tugboat Annie Sails

Again' (WB) (8).

Week of Nov, 14

(UA)

''••.• Buffalo, Nov. 5.
;

Heavy- competition which sapped
a good deal of last: week's boxoffice

vitality is still showing its head cur-

rently although with less; noticeable

results. Attendance at political

rallies, especially at the new Munici-
pal Auditorium, has/ averaged close

to 15,000 people for each event; foot-

3all has been seeing capacity crowds
in the new municipal stadium; ,

and
opening game of Sunday night

lockey, also at the city-owned Aud,
drew a gate of 12,000 persons.
Charlie Barnet is spinning the

Buffalo's wickets at a -snappy rate,

while numerals tor 'Dictator* are not

oo fancy. Jimimie Luriceford looks
; Ust fair* ;.:.' -..V'

'

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-40-60)—

No Time Comedy!' (WB) and Charlie
Barnet orch on stage. Should snag
very nice- $19,000. Last week, Third
Finger' (M-G) disappointing, under
$i2;ooo.

.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 75-

$1.10) — 'Dictator' (UA). Including
special opening show : Thursday
night (3), should get fair $20,000.

Last week (35-55), 'Reuter's' (WB);
and 'Hold That Woman' (PDC) soft

$4,500. v
. ,

,':
,. . .

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45) —
Rangers of Fortune' (Par) and
•Quarterback* (Par). Mildish $6,000.

Last week, 'Brigham Young' (20th)

and 'Profile' (20th) fair $6,000.
Lafayette (Haymari) (3,300; 30-40)

—'Little Heaven* (U) arid 'Diamond
Frontier' (U). Hopped up by
Gloria Jean's personal opening day,
should snare satisfactory $7,000. Last
week, 'Angels Over Broadway* (Col)
and 'Military Academy* (Col); fair

$6,000.
20th Century (Dlpson-Basll) (3,000;

30-40)—'Queen of Yukon' (Mono)
and Jimmie Lunceford orch on
stage. Under preceding frame, pas-
sable $11,000. Last week, 'Boys of
City*. (Mono) and 'Hollywood Hotel'
revue on stage shaped up for Okay
$12,000.

mouNTiES'm H.O.

PACING NG MONTREAL

Astor—'Great Dictator'
(5th wk.). "

; ; •;., V.-

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(13). >; ;;„••.' :,

Capitol—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(5th wk.). •

Criterion— Sky Murde r
*

(M-G) (13). : .

Music Hall—'Arizona'
.
(Col);

•

•'.v Param ou nt—'North ''West

.

Mounted Police' (Par) (2d wk.).
(Rivoli—'Christmas in July*

(Par) (2d wk.).
Roxy—'Tin Pan Alley* (20th)

(15).
[

.

'•; Strand—Tugboat ' Annie Sails

Again (WB) (2d wit).

Montreal, Nov. 5.

'North West Mounted' at Loew's in
second week will again top all

grosses currently. ' with 'Reuters' at
Capitol 'second, and the balance be
low average.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2.700: 25-45-55)-

'Third Finger* (M-G) (2d wk). Medi
ocre $4,500 after fair $7,500 last week.

Capitol (CT) (2,700: 25-45-55)-
'Reuters' (WB) arid: 'River's End
(WB). Nice $6,000 in sight. Last
week, 'Pastor Hall' (UA) and 'Slight

ly Tempted' (U), started well but
slipped later to fair $5,500.

Loew's (CT) (2.800: 30-40r60)—
•North West Mounted' (Par), (2d wk).
Sighting for good $7,500 after smash
$12,000 last week.

Princess (CTJ (2,300; 25-34-50)—
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G) arid

'Kildare Goes Home* (M-G). Prob
able $3,500. Last .

week. 'Knute
Rockrie* (WB ) arid 'Father Prince'

(WB). average $4,000. v ... \
> Orpheum (Irid) (1,100: 25-40.-50)

'Diamond Frontier' (U) and 'No-

body's Sweetheart* (U). Not . much
over $2,000 iri sight, weak. Last

week, 'Hit Parade' (Rep) arid 'Girl

God's . Country* (Rep),, middling

$2,500. s
Cinema de -Paris (France-Film)

(600: 25-50)—'Battements de Coeur'

(2d wk); Nice $1,500, Last week,

good $2,000.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300: 25

34)—'II est Charmant' and 'Poule sur

un Mur.' Average $4,500 in sight.

Last : week; 'Terre d'Angoisse and

'Le Farttbme.' good: enough $4,600;

'Escape' Big $100,000, 'Zorro*

Detroit, Nov. 5.

(Beat Exploitation: Michigan)
With election interest running high

in this key state, final campaigning
has slowed down Detroiters on their
picture going, at least until after the
balloting. Business had been perk-
ing up here until the final

1

blasts
were put ori with plenty of evidence
that the local folks are taking this
election seriously.

In the hopes of coaxing them out,
three of the* houses brought in new
product. Fox with 'Spring Parade'
and 'Meet the Wildcat,* and the
Michigan offering 'Knute Rockne'
and 'Money and the Women' making
it a race for the top spot. The young
draw on the Deanria- ' DUrbin prob-.
ably will be a factor in this elec-
tion week. United Artists brought
in 'Escape' and 'Hullabaloo' with the
Palms -State and Adams riding
through on hold-overs.

Michigan helped along its football
picture not with just the simple de-
vice of getting the local Notre Dame

:

Club behind it A campaign was
extended to extensive Catholic parish
here wrth the Archbishop

x
and other

ecclesiastics invited to . a special
screening, the coaches from the
dozens of Catholic high schools here
brought out-rin fact, most of the
sports world was brought in on the
ballyhoo.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Argentine Way' . (20th ) and 'Glamour
Sale' (Col). Former picture is be-
ing, tried for a second week after an
earlier week at the Fox. Expecta-
tions not above a dull $4,000. Last
week, . 'Argentine Way' (20th) was
teamed with 'Diamond Frontier' (U)
for an okay $5,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-
55)—'Spring Parade' (U) and 'Meet
Wildcat' (U), Looking for a good
$17,500. Last week, 'Public Deb'
(20th) and Elsa Maxwell, Marjorie
Weaver, Mary Beth Hughes, Mary
Healy, Kay Aldrich on stage; big

$21,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-55)—'Knute Rockne' (WB) and
'Money. Woman' (Par), Sports in-

terest iri this town will help push
this bill to a good $16,500, Last
week, 'Westerner' (UA) and 'Danc-
ing Dime' (Par) came off with an
all right $15,500.

.
.* / . r

Palms - State (United Detroit V

(3,000: 30-40-55)—'Westerner' (UA)
and 'Third. Finger' (M-G). This, is a
pairing of .the' top two. pictures from
last week's bills at the Michigan and
United Artists, and looks for a fair

$8,000. Last week. .'Ramparts' (RKO

)

and 'Queen Yukon' (Mono), tapered

down to a still good $9,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000: 30-40-55),— 'Escape': . (M-G)
and" 'Hullabaloo' (M-G). Doesn't

indicate much early strength and.

seems bound for' fairish $9,000. Last

week, 'Th ird Finger' (M-G) and
'Dulcy' ' (M-G) (2d wk) put a nice

$10,000 behind a good $11,000. ••

(Best Exploitation: Music Hall)
Regardless of the hot interest dis-

played iri the Election, with radios
getting overheated by Presidential
ballyhoo,; the downtown New York
theatres are more than holding their
own arid, with holiday prices placed
into effect yesterday (Tues.), the
managers/are handicapping,the situa-

tion as pretty satisfactory. Imprest
sions ^mong the theatre operating
gentry on Broadway yesterday
(Tues,) were that although the kids
were out of school and increased
boxoffice scales were in effect, the
grosses would not be comparable/to
that on an Ordinary holiday, how-
ever; because, of the advance likeli-

hood that election crowds could
riot be anticipated for the film -thea-
tres. All. of the Broadway houses
advertised heavily for the downtown
mobs that;the great presidential race
was sure to bring out and sought to
share extra business, through flashing
results from stage or screen. Some
of

;
the houses had tieups with news

services,, others- relied on the radio.
The / .Paramount introduced an in-
novation by . throwing ;

- results
from the; booth on the screen dur-
ing the running of the picture by
superimposing it ori the ' bottom of
the film. This without disturbing the
performance by the picture;
.eBusiness Monday (4) was : generally
good during . the entire day and. yes-
terday started out "all right. Due to
higher scales ' arid scheduling of late
shows by all houses, it was esti-

mated the take would be double that
of Monday or better.

'Escape' and 'Mark of Zorro' are
the two new major first TUtjs of the
week. Both are tearing around the
back stretch for big weeks. At the
Music Hall the Ethel Vance, storyrf*
widely read, will upset the dope con-
cerning anti-Nazi filiris by doing a
possible $100,000 and holds Over;
'Mark of Zorro' was brought into the
Roxy Saturday (2 ) instead of the
customary Thursday change day .and
started off very powerfully, looking
perhaps- $52,000 on the week. It also
will hold.
.

'Dictator;' in its fourth, week at
the Capitol and Astor today (Wed:),
is not. filling the former but at the
twice-daily Astor is coming close to
a capacity . sellout. Tl\e third week
at the grind Cap, where seven shows
are played during weekdays, .five on
Sundays, the third week ending last
night brought the b.o. statement to
around $65,000. This compares with.
$75,000 for the second Week. At the
Astor. with 16 shows on the week at
upped admissions, reserved seats, the
second week was $21,500, while the
six days on the third through Mon-
day (4) was $18,500.
The indications are that the Chap-

lin, picture will remain indef at the
Astor the same as 'Gone With, the
Wind' but that, it may go out Of the
Cap on its grind run there in three
or four weeks.
Holdovers on Broadway show; par-

ticular strength. 'Arise, My Love'
and a stage show of Tommy Rey-
nolds, Jon Hall arid Frances Larig-
fbrd; closed so potently at the Para-
mount last night ^Tues.) at $39,000
that a fourth week would have been
scheduled but for prior commitments.
This ' also true of the Strand,
where 'Knute Rockne* and Woody
Herman are gathering terrific mo-
mentum for possible $27,000. Very
close behind the second week s take
of $30,000. Strand, however, also will
riot hold over, though 'it could have
done so.

. Even the Rivoli has picked up pace,
with the fourth week of six days
ending Monday night (4) bringing
the house $13,000 as against $15,000
the prior stanzai
•Loew's second-run State marches

on ;in the big profit column, this week
•looking around; $32,000 with 'How-
ards of Virginia,' which didn't do so
hot at the Music Hall, plus a. b.O.

stage hill headed by Harry Rirchman.
Sophie Tucker, arid Joe E. Lewis.
House hit an excellent $34,400 last
week with 'Foreign Correspondent'
and the Louella Parsons unit. ...

;Aided by effective teaser ads, the
exploitation campaign on -'Escape',

for the Music. Hall, put ori by the
theatre and Metro, takes the Broad-
way cake,;; More than the average
amount of money was spent for ad-
vance and run.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 75-85*$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)-—'Dictator' (M^G) (4th week). Still

going • strong here. Last week (2d)
was $21,500, while the six days: on
the third week, including Monday (4)
was $18,500, very .close to capacity.
Good extended run indicated here,
though . picture may depart from its

grind run at the Capitol at an early
aate. .

• •
'

"'

Capitol (4,520; 75-$1.10)—'Dictator*
(M-G) (4th week). Begins the stint
today (Wed.) that will add' Up to a
month with the third: stanza through
last night; (TueS.)/totaling $65,000.
The. second week was $75,000, in both
cases fine.profits: .

Criterion (1,662; 28-44-55-65) —

'Goldeti Fleecing'. (M-G) opens hero
today (Wed). 'Haunted Honeymoon*
(M-G ) ground

.
through on seven days .

stoutly to $9,000. In ahead, 'World
of Flames' (Par), $8,500, good.
Globe (1,700; 28-35-55)—'East of

River' (WB) (2d-flnal week); Gath-
ered a far-abOve-aVerage $9^000 on
first week and augurs around $6,500
on second, okay.
Palace . (1,700; 28-44-55)—'City for

Conquest' (WB) (2d run) and
•Slightly Tempted' (U) (1st run),
doubled. This .pair is pulling for
about $8;300, fair. Last week's brace,
^No Time for Comedy' (WB) (2d run)
and 'Gay Caballero' (20th) (1st run),
$7,500, fair.

".'

Paramonnt (3,664; 35-55-88-99)—
'Northwest Mounted , Police' (Par)
and Glen Gray orchestra Open today
(Wed. ). If it were possible to . defer
this booking, theatre would hold over

.

.Arise, My Love' (Par), based 'on a
$39,000 gross for. third week ending
last night (Tues;), swell profit. Stage
aid

: has been received from Frances.
Langford,

.
Jon. Hall and Tommy

Reynolds orchestra, second week for
the show having been $46,000, ex-
cellent, and the first $58,000, sock-
eroo.

;
Prices for 'Mounted' will be

tilted a little in accordance with
crowds arid hours drawn.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980;. 40-

65-85-99-$1.10-$1.65)—'Escape' (M-G)
arid stage show. Big from the bar-
rier and will cross the wire at $100,-
000 or close, immense. Holds. Over.
Reserved seats, scale which ups to
$1.65 at night, have been, selling, but,
with picture drawing a class trade
and getting a much bigger play at
night than during the day, though

,

steady at all times. Last week, 'West-
erner' (UA) let 'em down, only
$70,000.
Bialto (750; :

28-40-55)—'Cherokee
Strip* (Par). Moved in ^onday (4)
and away okay for possible $6,000.
In ahead, 'Mexican Spitfire Out
West' (RKO) did only $3,500 on five

days. Behind that "Meet Wildcat*
(U) b. k. $6,000.
Rivoli (2,092; 35-40-55^75-99)—

'Christmas in July' (Par) Opened
here yesterday '. (Tues.) after four
weeks, of 'Long Voyage Home' (UA),
which ended on a muscular note
Monday nighF (4) at $13,000 on six
days as against prior full week of
$15,000. v

Roxy (5,835; 35-40-55-75) — 'Zorro*
(20th) and stage show. Away with
a rush and looks to come under the
wire with $52,000 or thereabouts,
very good, and holds. Last week,,
second for 'Argentine . Way' (20th ),

topped $30,000, all" fight, with two
extra days getting $7,000,

Stole (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Howards*
(Col ) (2d run) and, on stage, Harry
Richman« '. Sophie Tucker,. Joe E.
Lewis: Undoubtedly the. iri-person-

trio Which was at Marden's Riviera
is counting plenty at the ticket win-

:

dows; indications : point to a fine

$32,000 or in that. -vicinity, ' Last,
week, 'Foreign Correspondent' (UA)
(2d run) and. the Louella Parsons
unit, $34,400, powerful.
Strand (2,767; 35-55-75-85-99^-,

Knute Rockne* (WB) arid Woody
Herm;.n (3d-flnal week). It's flying
hoofs through the stretch, ' with ' a
very sturdy $27,000 in the bag. This
nears the second week's take;of $30,-

000, something that's very unusuaL
Initial seven :

days* take was close,

to $44,000.

Dictator,' $12,500, Not

Up to Louisville Hopes;

Louisville, Nov. 5.

. Lack of riew product on downtown
screens, the unseasonably warm
weather which has prevailed for the
past few Weeks, plus intense interest
in the elections, has slowed up b.o.

traffic in this towh.
:

H.o;s at .the
Mary. Andersori and Brown are the
only bright, spots in the : local picture.
Windup of Churchill Downs, race,
meet to. perfect weather conditions
was no help . to b.o.'s Saturday (26 ),

'Great Dictator,* at Loew's State,
priced at^5c. arid $1.10, is riot as big
as expected.

: Estimates for This Week
: Brown (Loew.'s-Fourth - Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Argentine . Way'
(20th) arid 'Still Alive* (RKO) (2d
wk. ).. . Built steadily .

moveover
and will top last week's riiark with
$3,200. Last week, fine $3,000.

' Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Drive Night' (WB) and 'Rhythm
River' (Par). Moving ; along toward
:gbod $1,600. -Last week,,. 'Frank
James' (20th) .arid. 'Young People*
(20th), okay $1,500.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3.100; 75-

$1.10)—'Great Dictator' (UA). - Big;

things were expected of this one.

However, public. is not buying, no
doubt influenced by critics' cool fe-

• (Continued oh pace 22)
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

(Best Exploitation: Stanley)
Biz- very good, everything consid-

ered. . Public ^.'.obviously
.
getting , a

little fed up oh political hoorah oh
the radio and they're looking around
lor some amusement Election Bay
being: fortilled,, too,- with everybody;
announcing . regular returns in. the
theatres at 10-minute intervals fol-
lowing close of-polls^_ •

Stanley taking the lead easily with
'Scandals' on stage and:

;
'Dispatch

from Reuter's* and shooting for merry
dOugh while 'Arise My Love* is

plenty okay at Penn. and 'Ramparts
We Watch' has the Ritz in line for
small-seater's biggest, week since it

went' first-run. 'Great Dictator' at
Warner slipping few grand in second
week and opening session's short fig-

ures indicate generally disappointing
engagement. .H.o. of 'Spring Parade'
plenty satisfactory at Fulton and
Diirbin picture should get a third
round. Only Alvin, with heavily-
panned 'Kit: Carson/ and Senator,
which took 'Down Argentine Way'
-from Alvin where it had played fort-

night, are oft*.

F6r 'Scandals' and 'Reuter's. 'Stan-
ley went to town on both, screening
picture for press and publishers .and
coming in for some nice breaks,
sending pigeons to columnist and
spotting its flesh generously on the
radio, and making much of fact that

: show, had been, at Nixon last season
for $3:30.. ;

;

Estimates for This. Week /

Alvlh (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)-^-
'Carson' (UA). Western didn't rate
very good notices. Will be .lucky to
get $5,000, which isn't . sb hot here
these days. Last week second of
•Argentine Way' (20th) around $5,700.,

Fulton (Shea) : (1.750: 25-40)—
Spring Parade' (U) (2d Wk.). Do-
ing very nicely on h.o- Well enough,
in fact, to rate a third week and
management is even hoping for a
fourth. Looks easy for $6,000, and
that's really dgugh for this spot. Last
week, swell $8,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 25-35-
50)—'Arise Love* (Par); Heading
for at least $14,500 and may jump
over that figure. Last week 'Third
Finger' (M-G) about the same, arid
would have moved to Ritz had not
WB-Loew pool wanted to get in

.'Ramparts' immediately following
censors' okay. **

Rita (WB) (800: 25-40)—'Ramparts'
'(RKO.). Small-seater all that was
available so March of Time feature

. was. shot in 48 hours after censor
board lifted, its ban, with hefty cam-
paign hastily assembled. Gave house
biggest opening day in its history arid
should have no trouble clocking $5,-
400, little short of phenomenal here.
Last week 'Knew What Wanted'
(RKO), on move-over from Penh,
only fair at $2,200.

Senator (Harris) (1,700; 25-35-50)
—'Argentine Way' (20th). Hardly
rated a third session downtown, mu-
sical having obviously absorbed its

first-run draw in fortnight at Alvin.
Won't do more than $1,800 here.
Last week 'Mummy's Hand' (U) and
•Yesterday's Heroes' (20thV terrible
at $1,300. •

Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60 )-^-

•Reuter's (WB) and 'Scandals.' Swell
combination. First stage show here
in almost two months, and they're
ready for it. Around $22,000 looked
for. Last week 'Wyoming' (M-G)
out of the money at $8,700.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 75-$1.10)—

'Dictator' (UA) (2d wk.). Dropping
off a few grand on h.o. and around
$11,000 is all that can be hoped for
Picture didn't get a very good recep-
tion : frorn crix, word-of-mouth . has
been poor, arid that stiff

.
scale is

hurting, tod. - Opening
.
stanza for

Chaplin starrer around $16,000. in-

cluding reserved-seat premiere. That's
disappointing.

tier' (U), split with 'Argentine
Nights' (U) and 'Money and Woman'
(WB). Okay, especially last half,

$2,500. Last week . 'We Are Young*
(M-G) and 'Magnificent Fraud'
(Par), split with 'Flowing Gold'
(WB) and 'Calling Husbands' (WB),
not bad, $2,400.

Stuart * (J. H. Copper-Paramount)
(1,884; 1 0-25.-40 )—'Wyoming' (M-G).
Making it eight days, and doing neat
$4,000-. on the stretch.. Last week
'Golden Fleecing' (M-G) and Bowes'
uriit on stage, . three days, $2,700,
okay, '•'•••

•..

1 Variety (Nobie-Federer) (i.000;

10-20r25)—'Ape' : (Col) and 'Boys
City' (Mono). Kicked off with a
Hallowe'en midnight show, should
get $2,400 on the week, good. Last
week 'Father Prince' (WB) and
'Orphans North' (Mono); . five days,
light $1,300.

Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100;
10-25r40)—'Kit Carson' (UA). Will'
bite off its share, around $3,200, okay.
Last week 'Too Many Girls' (RKO),
couldn't get . more than average
money,- although bombshelled in ad-
vertising, finishing with $2,900 on
the week.

Wyoming' 4G 8 Days,

Lincoln;W $3,800

. Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 5
Two westerns are in the money,

and '*.one -sophisticated pic is • making
but rather nicely, .this week. 'Wyo
mihg' is getting an extra day to
day (5) at the Stuart* making eight
in all, and 'Kit Carson* is. In easy
stride for pretty fair gate, Varsity.

'Hired . Wife' is being word-of-
rriouthed into a build at the Lincoln

Estimate* for This Week .

Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Fedefer

)

(750; 10-i5)—'Wild Horse Range'
(Mono) and 'Fisherman's Wharf
(RKO), split with. 'Great Man Votes'
(RKO) and 'Bill Hickok' (Rep). Fair
$800. Last : week 'Rainbow Range'
(Mono) arid 'Saint London' (RKO),
split with 'Annabel' (RKO ) and
'Gentleman California* (PrinjL also
$800.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Paramount)

(1,503; 10-25-40)—'Hired Wife' (U).
Very good $3,800. Last week 'Strike
Up Band' (MG), which piled up total
of $7,000 oh 12 days; fine.

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Para-
mount) (1,236; 10-20-25) -r-'Nobody's

week 'Wyoming' (M-G) and •Dr. Kil«
dare Home' (M-G). . Nice $5,000, and
moved to the Mayfair. .

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 35-40-50)—'Wyoming' (M-G)
and 'Dr. Kildare Home' (M-G).
Moveover average $3,000. Last week
'Rockne' (WB) and. 'Young People'
(20th) closed second stanza to aver-
age $2,800..

Orpheum (Harririck r Evergreen)
(1,800; 35-40-50)—'Knew What They
Wanted' (RKO) and 'Dance, Girls'

(RKO). Looks good for $4,700. Last
week 'Reuters' (WB) and 'Profile'

(20th) fair $4,000;
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 35-40-50)—'North West Mount-
ed' (Par) (second week). Still get-
ting nice $4,400. Last week great,
$5,800. .-

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-
40-50)—'Third Finger' (M-G) and
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G), Hold-
ing up well in its second .week, $4,-
200. Last week strong $5,000.

But Lolly-

Cincinnati, Nov. 5.

.

Hypoed by three-day fiesta honor-
ing homecoming of Tyrone Power
for the world premiere of 'Mark- of
Zorro,' burg's aggregate b.o. cur-
rently is plenty high. . 'Zorro' is

racking up Cihcy's biggest gross for
sqme time, due . to personal appear-
ance of Power and pic's simultane-
ous showing Oft first day, Friday (1)
in Albee. arid Shubert. Also doing
a p.a. with Power at both . theatres
that night, were his wife, Annabella,
and Kate Smith and Ted Collins.
Kate Smith's • CBS program \ for
Grape-Nuts originated here in the
indie': Emery auditorium the .night of
Zorro's' kickoff, with Power guest-
ing.

'"

"Too Many Girls' likewise is on
the healthy, b.o. side this week, with

good Palace figure. It fetched
1 lotcha notices. Keith's and Lyric
are under par on 'Rangers of For-
tune' and 'Blondie Plays Cupid,*.

Estimates for This Week:
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—

Zorro' (20th). Preeming to a wham
! 118,000, sparked by p a. of Tyrone
Power. Estimate includes first day's
additional simultaneous showing of
pic in the Shubert. Last week,
Westerner* (UA), excellent $14,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—

Westerner* (UA). Moveover from
Albee , for ' second week. Okay . .$5,-

500. Last week, 'Rhythm River'
(Par) (2d run), fair $4,000.
Family (RKO ) (1,000; 15-28)—

'Range Busters* (Mono) and 'Yester
day's Heroes* (20th), split with
'Mystery Sea Raiders* (Par) arid

Calling Husbands' (WB). AH right
$2,100. Same last week on 'Gay
Caballero* (20th) and 'Military
Academy' (Col), divided with
'River's End' (WB) and 'Sing, Dance
(Rep).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)--

'Hullabaloo* (M-G). Pleasing $5,500
Last week, 'Rockne' (WB) (2d run),
good $5,000.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
—'Rangers Fortune' .

(Par). Poor
$2,800. Last week, 'Christmas July'
(Par), no dice at $3,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 33-40-50)—

•Blondie Plays Cupid' (Col). Nisih
for $3,000. Last week, 'Strike: Up
Band' (M-G), third run and fourth
week . on front line, hotsy-totsy $4,-

000. ' ';. ;

Palace (RKO) (2,800; 33-40-50)—
'Too, Many Girls' (RKO). Surpris
ingly good $10^500. Pic pulled rave
reviews, and was . puffed with extra
ad. campaign to spread spotligh

;

from 'Mark of Zorro' kickoff. Las;
week, 'Burma' (Par), dipped to $4,-
500 forMason's low in this house.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150: 33-40-50)

-^'Rockne' (WB) (3d ruff), six days.
Fair $2,500. Last week, 'Quarter-
back* (Par) and 'World in Flames'
(Par), combo, sorry $2,000.

Washington, Nov. &VV
Third Finger, Left Hand' is riding

on Loy-Douglas lure: to lead town by
an easy margin this week at Oapitol.
LoeW's big vauder. 'Rhythm River
at Earle arid 'Down Argentine Way'
at Palace are battling it out for av-
erage second honors.
Major disappointment is 'Too Many

girls' at Keith's, which rated hefty
praise in all reviews, but is dying,
apparently from lack of riames.

Estimates for This Week '

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
—Third Finger' (M-G) and vaude.
No-name revue leaves it :up to Loy
arid Douglas to lead town with good
$20,000. Last week 'Kit Carson' (UA)
pitiful $11,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—

'Brigham Young' (20th) (2d run).
Back downtown after fair week at
Capitol and will see passable $4,000.
Last week, 'Strike Up Band' (M-G)
(3d run) solid $5,000. ,

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Rhythm River' (Par) arid vauder
Oke $15,000. Last week, 'Christmas
in July' (Par) arid Jimmy Dorsey
orch slipped after sock weekend for
solid $18,500.

;

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—'Too
Many Girls' (RKO). Dying despite
good reviews with weak $6,000. Last
week ,'Knew What Tthey_Wanted'
(RKO) (2d wk) held to strong $7,500.
Met (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—'City for

Conquest' (WB) (2d run). Back on
main stem after good week at Earle
and will hit average $5,000. Last
week 'Westerner* (UA) (2d wk) oke
$8 500 ''"
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 39-55)—

'Down Argentine Way' (20th) . Aver-
age $14,500. ; Last week /Westerner*,
(UA) (2d wk). oke $8,500.

1

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

e »u * , ~ 50)—'Hullabaloo' (M-G) and 'Mum-
Sweetheart* (U) and 'Diamond Fron- 1 my's Hand' (U). Okay $4,800. Last

., Ore.

••' Portland, Ore , Nov. 5;

. Knew What They Wanted*
got fine start at the Orpheum with
personal of Charles Laughton. Looks
as though it might hold two- stanzas.
Only other new pic is 'Hullabaloo,'
holding its own at the:Broadway.- ;

Other three major houses were
holdovers.

Estimates for This Week

Dictator^ Sock $18,000

In Seattle; Election Hurts
Seattle; Nov. 5.

Plenty of b.o. pix mark
.
this

week's downtown film fare, with
'Dictator.' at Fifth Avenue at road
show prices; Charles . Laughton in a
one-night personal a* the Paramount
for 'Knew What They Wanted'; Gary
Cooper 'The Westerner' soloing at
Liberty and 'No Time for Comedy' at
Orpheum. Election has been hitting
grosses, with 'Dictator' considerably
under grosses for 'Gone,' put nifty
nevertheless.
Coliseum is stepping up second

run of 'Boom Town,' top . being 41c
instead of 35c.
Figuring Monday a better change

day. Sterling chain (John Danz

)

switches to this ^policy at Palomar
and Roosevelt. Latter is subject to
advance to Friday when taking
Warner. Bros, moveovers from Or-
pheum.

; Estimates for This Week
•'

Coliseum (Hamrick -Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-30-31)—'Boom Town'
(M-G) and 'Chari Museum' (20th)
(2d run):. Indicated $5,500, great,
and may hold. v Last week (21-35)
'Rhythm River' (Par) and 'Kit Car-
son' (UA) (2d run) impressive
$3,600.

. Fifth Avenue (Hamrick, Ever-
green) (2,349; v 75-1.15)—'Dictator
XUA), Big newspaper campaign,
lineage upped 300%, anticipates sock
$18,000, with matinees near capacity,
nights not. Last week (30-40-50)
'Third Finger' (M-G) and 'Yester-
day's. Heroes' (20th) (nirie days)
strong $9,200.
Liberty (J-vtt) (1;650; 30-40-50)—

'Westerner' (UA). Using plenty of
newspaper space, expect . big $7,000.
Last week, 'Howards' (Col) (2d wk.),
$4,100, . okay. ' /
Music Box

. (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

<850; 30-40-50)-^'Third. Finger'
(M-G) and 'Yesterday's Heroes'
(20th). Moved from Fifth, anticipat
ing good $3,200. Last week, 'Argen
tine' (20th) and 'Profile' (20th) $3,200
for nine days. Good.
Orpheum (Hamrick .- Evergreen)

(2,600; 30-40-50)—'No Time for

Comedy' (WB) and 'World in
Flames' (Par). Paced at excellent

$16,000. : Last week, 'Tugboat Annie
Sails Again' (WB) and 'Nobody's
Sweetheart' (U), $4,500, slow.
:' Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40-

50>—'Dispatch from Reuters' (WB)
plus vaude; Looking for big $5,500.

Last week, 'Hot Steel* (U) and
'Ladies Must Live' (WB) (five days)
$3,400, good.
- Paramount . (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,039; 30-40-50)—'Knew What They
Wanted' (RKO) and 'Mexican Spit-
fire' (RKO) with personal by
Charles Laughton opening day. Eye-
ing fair $4,500. Last week, 'Dulcy*
(M-G) and .'Cherokee Strip' (Par)
poor $4,300.
Roosevelt (Sterling) iBflO: 2 J -35)—

'Stayed for Breakfast' (Col) and
'Captain Caution' (UA) (4 days ),

fair $1,100; split with 'Brigham
Young* (20th) and 'Girl Avenue A'
(20th) dual (2d run). Headed for
big $2,400. Last week (30-40-50 )-^

•City for Conquest' (WB) $2,300, fair.

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16-
32)—'Boys Syracuse' <U ) arid 'Man
Talked Too Much' (WB) (2d run):
Expect fair $1,800. Last week,,'RamV
parts', (RKO) and 'Maisie' (M-G)
(2d run), $2,000, good.

Boston, Nov. 8.

House managers expect to take a
beating from the last-minute, heat of
the election, Which keeps the patron-
age- glued to radios, but.-.they were
beaming over the weekend as heavy
rain drove would-be football fans
into the film stands. 'Great Dictator,'
at tilted prices, lis out in front oh
gross basis, but disappointing in at-
tendance.
'No Time for Comedy' Is a strong

card at the Met, and 'Streets of Paris,'
at 65c top, is a good stage draw at the
RKO Boston. 'Long Voyage Home' is

betterrthari-Ave'rage at the: Merriorial,
and will probably hold oyer. .

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 33-44-55-65

)

•'Gay Caballero* (20th) with 'Streets
of Paris' unit on stage for full week.
Will hit a hefty $18,000. Last weekt
'Queen Yukon* (Mono) and 'Marked
Men' (Prod) , with Blackstone magic
shoe bn

!

stage, four days; and 'Lady
Question' (Col) (2d run) and 'Who's
Guilty?' (Mono) (1st run), three
days, okay $10,000.
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 28-39-44-55)—'Knute Rockne* (WB) and 'Calling

Husbands' (WB) (both continued run
from tWp weeks at Met). '

Still okay
football season draw. Around $6,000.
Last week. 'Burjna* (Par) and 'World
Flames' (Par), ditto.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 28-

39-44-55)—'Long Voyage* (UA) and
'Little Heaven' (U) , plus two per-
sonal appearances by Gloria Jeari on
Monday (4). Will hit around $16,000,
good. Last week, 'Too Many Girls'
(RKO) and 'Sandy Gets Man' (U),
same. . .

•
..

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367: 28-39-
44-55)—'No Time Comedy' (WB) and
'Father Prince' (WB).

,
Aiming at

very good $18,000. Last week, 'Knute
Rockne" (WB) and 'Calling Husbands'
(WB) holdover, $14,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75c-$1.10)—'Dictator* . (UA), Received politely

but not enthusiastically by the press,
and the opening was decidedly dis-
appointing here. Film not strong
enough to draw, capacity houses at
these fancy prices. Rainy Weekend
helped substantially, and final tally
will be around $25,000. Last week.
'Howards Virginia' (Col) arid 'Dulcy'
(M-G), okay $16,000. .

Paramount (M&P) (17817: 28-39-44-
55)—'Knute Rockne' (WB) and 'Call-mg Husbands'. (WB) (both continued

£
UP ^om«

two weeks at Met).. Should
hit $9,000, Very good. Last week.
^urmaI„ I

Par) and 'World Flames'
(Par), $8,500.
Scollay (M&P) (2.538; 28-39-44-50)

—'Argentine Way' (20th) and 'For-
eign Correspondent' (UA) (both 2d
run) .: Around $4,000 expected. Last
week,/Wyoming' (M-G) arid.'Kildare
Home' (M-G) (both 3d nin), same,
i

State (Loew) (3,600; 75c-$1.10)r-SA01
r
(UA); Headed for good

^6.500. Last week, 'Howards Vir-
ginia' (Col) and 'Dulcy' (M-G), $10,-

MohoV Gottiy Move
. ....

. .
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Monogram's home, office trek from
New. York to California meant the
expenditure of $25,000 ori new con-
struction at the Ralph Like studio
and a. like amount within; the next
few months. .

Two new buildings have been set
up to accommodate various depart-
ments, -and appropriations have been
made for other irriprpVements, In-
cluding the remoflpHng of stages.

r»_ V « Philadelphia, Nov. 5
Pre-election day blues arc str kincdowntown b.q.'s this week, an ( it'sbad news all along the line. Phi „!

delphians are hugging their loud-
speakers and^ shunning the bright
lights.: Even the heavy product that'sbeen ^potted here for this sesh is
failing to.lure Mr. and Mrs. Voter-
out of hiding. •

ier

Only the Earle, With Lolly Parson^'
unit on the boards, the holdover ot
•The Great Dictator' arid "World .inFlames'^ are doing profitable busi-
ness. Paramount's -' documentary *

being hypoed greatly by the advance
p^uClt^ ^ught. about by the barior the film by the censors arid its
subsequent release.

;

Estimates for This Week
^Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 75-$l.l4)-
Great Dictator' (UA) (2d wk) Fall-
ing off, but still an okay $18,500
Opener socko $28;300.

f
' .

w
Arcadia^Sablosky) (600: 35-46-57)

-J^f Band (M-G) (third riin)
(2d wk). A little shopworn, but still^od^for $3,200.

, First: week, fair

1 1
Boy*, <WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)-

Arise My Lover (Par). Not hit as

*?»i?;«
as ^he others, With profitable

?16.50p. Last .week, 'Third Finger'
(5Ii?A^anked ***** one week's take
Of $13,600:

,
(WB) (2 ;758; 35-46-57-68)-

*Quarterback* (Par) With Louella
Parson's Hollywood unit. In the blue
chips with $24,000. Last

; week,
combo of 'Hit Parade* (Rep) with

§4000
orch€S

»
equally potent

•

.
Fox ' (WB ) ; (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—

•Dispatch Reuters* (WB). Weakie
with bare $13,000 in the tills. Last-
week's six-day trek for 'Spring Pa-
rade* (U), in second sesh, so-so $10,-
400.. .

Karlton (WB.): (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Knew What Wanted* ((RKO) (2d
run). Better than expected with
$4,200. Last week. 'Angels Broad-
way* (Col), poor $3,700 for: second
run. :

'
.

Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)-
•Spring Parade' (U) (2d run). De-
fying doldrum with fair $4;500. Last
week, 'Argentine Way' (20th), just
under with $4,400 for second run.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-45-57-68)—

'Moon Burma' (Par) with 'London
Can Take If (Par). Very poor $12.-
500. Last week, 'Hired Wife* (U),
shade better With mediocre $1,300.

,«,
Stô *?n«,(WB) . (M57; 35-46-57)-

•World in Flames* (Par). Getting the
news breaks and netting sweet $5/500.
Last week, 'Rangers Fortune* (Par),
neat $5,800.

'Mounties' 2d $9,000,

K. C; 'Sinners' $7^00

Kansas: City, Nov. B.
•Northwest Mounted Police* in its

second week at: the Newman con-
tinues to stand out in the boxoffice
sprint.

;
In its No. 2 sesh it looks to

exceed a gciod initial week for most
of the better films in this spot, and
at that rate it's a cinch to go on for
additional time, all the more note-
worthy in view of the 30% hike in
admissions.

'Great Dictatorf at. the Midland is

running continuously, but at. prices
of $1.10 and 75c. is finding the goinK
slow and the take comparatively
low. Upped prices evidently the
stopped here, and house is operat-
ing with closed balcony and still

having plenty of seats.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire and Uptown (Fox Midwest)
(820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—'Seven
Sinners' (U). At $7,300, fair enough.
Last week, 'Spring Parade' (U) went
nine days to reap a sturdy, though
not big $8,500.
Midland °Loew's) (4,101; 28-75-

1.10)—'Dictator* (UA). Customers
are taking to it slowly, and while
the take of .$8,500 is a fair week for
the house, it's a turkey, at these
prices. Last Week, 'Kildare Goes
Home' (M-G) and 'Dulcy* (M-G)
were a lightweight duo and slipped
to $6,000.

;

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 15-

31-36-55)—'Northwest Mourite d

'

(Par). Goes strongly into second
week, and $9,000 follow-up will be
in advance of .any other second week
in years and ahead of most first

weeks. Third week easily in sight.

Opening week of $13,000 beat any-
thing in.recent years.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

^'Too Many Girls'^ (RKO) and
'Laddie* (RKO). Getting the. musi-
cal comedy fans\:and rejgistering. a

pleasant though hot large $6,600.

Last week, 'Knew What They
Wanted' (RKO) and 'Mexican Spit-

flre* (RKO) dualled with Charles.-

Laughton p:a. Opening day drew
$7,300, good, but not up to expecta-
tions.

Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—
'Yesterday's Heroes' (20th) with Joe
Sanders oi'ch on stage. Home town
rep of leader helping arid take of

$7,8Q0 is in advance of usual takv
here. Last Week, 'Argentine. Nigtit^

(U) with vaude revue, above-aver-
age at $6,500..



Wednesday, Novemut* ...

Han B. 0.;

$9,000, Rest Dreary

Minneapolis, Nov. B.

With the Minnesota-Northwestern

football game at Chicago augmenting

pre-election 'detractions,, gloom in

the loop continues thicker than the

proverbial London fog. More than

10,000—many of them undoubtedly

prospective theatre customers—made
the Windy City trip.

: v
;

'-\

They're still digging up plenty of

alibis for the protracted public ne-

glect of the film entertainment em-
poriums. One hears that there has

- been! hoarding of resources for out?

of-town football trips and to meet
real estate tax payments, radio po-

;
litical Oratory diversions, conscrip-
tion arid election uncertainties,

strong night club and ether wave
opposition, disruption of matinee
trade by a newspaper cooking school,

arid generally adverse business con-
ditions due to the minor Amount of

war and defense spending here-
abouts; . • : .

'

There's nothing in the current pic-

ture line-Up, either, to cause a mad
rush of - customers to the theatres.

The lone important newcomer is the
State's 'They Knew What They
Wanted,' but it's away under expec-,
tions at the b.o. Two hold-overs and-
the same number of stage shows are
of no major boxofflee consequence.
Due to an advance commitment,

.
rather than pulling power, 'Down
Argentine : Way' has moved over:
from the State to the Century for a
second week. 'No Time for Comedy,'
which has done very well for itself

both at the Century and World, re-
mains a third week •;. at . the latter
sure-seater house, but now; naturally,
it's on the ;way out. .'

.

.

'

• Flesh entertainment comprises the
Major. Bowes' 'Prize Winners' of
1940' Unit at the Orpheum- and the
Alvin's revue headed by Ruth Lowe
and Edythe Wright. Neither stage
show has' anv substantial, screen
backing. ' '".'

Estimates forThls Week
Alvin (Hirsch-Katz) (l,400r 28-44-

55)—'Hold Woman' (PDC) and stage
revue, with Ruth Lowe and Edythe
Wright; Show meeting approval. A
money's worth in entertainment, but
the public here is spoiled by super-
shows and dernands . tremendous
values, and the tough customers
don't get too excited over these lay-
outs; Pretty good $4,000 hoped for.

Last week; 'This Man News' (Par)
and stage show With Estelle Taylor,
$3,600; mild. :

.

Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—
'Mummy's Hand; (U) and 'Yesterday's
Heroes' (20th). Dual first-runs in
for five days and fair $1,200 indi-
cated. 'Captain Caution' (UA) and
'Diamond Frontier* (U), also dual
first-runs, open - Thursday (7) for
week. Last week, Three Men Texas'
(Par) arid 'Calling Husbands' (WB),
dual first-runs, split with 'Wagon
Train' (RKO). and 'Father Prince'
(WB). also- dual first-runs, satisfac-

tory $1,500. :

Century (Par-Singer) (1.600: 28-39-
44)—'Argentine Way' (20th) (2d wk).
Moved here from State; Will be
lucky to reach $4,000, pretty good;
Last week, 'Knute Rockne* (WB) (2d
wk), good $4,300 after big $9,600 first

week at State.

.

Esquire (GUlrrian ) (290; 28)—'Aw-
ful Truth' (Col) (re-issue). Doing
all right for itself and should reach
satisfactory $900: Last weeky 'Villain
Pursued Her' (RKO), yanked after
five days, light $400.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)—
'Public Deb' (20th). Well spotted in

.
this house Which caters

.
to the

younger element. Punched toward
fairly good $3,000.. Last week,
'Rangers 5

Fortune'; , (Par ), $2,200,
mild.

Orpheum (Par-Singer)" (2,800; 39-
44-55)—'Kit Carson' (UA) and Ma-
jor Bowes*

. unit...-•Stage, show okay,
but picture of little box-office value
and not contributing to gross. Good

: $9v00O indicated! Last week, 'Dulcy*
(M-G) and Glen Gray's 'Casa Loma'
band, Casa" Daley, etc., on stage; with
Gray arid Miss Daley probably erir
tirely responsible for big $17,000. - •

: State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39-
44)—'Knew What They Wanted'
(RKO).. Favorable critics' and audi-

.
ence reactions, but not doing well
and put after six days' probable $4„-
500. Advance, trailers and newspa-
per ads .state picture .'will neither in.-:

: terest rior entertain children.' Point-
ing toward good $9,000, Last week
Argentine Way' (20th), $5;000, light.

Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)—'For-
eign Correspondent' (UA); :' First
neighborhood showing. .

'-, Film ap-
parently lacking in feminine - appeal
and- did. only mildly.; in loop, first-
run., .and disappointing results indir'

«o«ed here. too. Looks like slow
,£M)0, -Lasf week. 'Lucky Partners'
(RKO), $2,500, oka*. ' - '•

„ O
wor»d (Par-Singer^Steffes) . (360;

^-39-44-55) — 'No 'Time Comedy'
< WB) (3d wk). Surprise top grosser.
Wood: enough $1,500 in prosoect after
big-- $2,300 second week, "following
;C.m-king $5,700' first canto . at Cen-

.
Ulry. '.. .-

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
this Week ... ... .... $1,831,400

• (Based on 26 cities, 179 thea-
tres, chiefly first runs, including
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
,:; Last Tear ;

.

'. .... .,.$1,564,700

(Bdsed on 26 cities, 172 theatres}

Indianapolis, Nov. 5.
' '[

Tha weather man is ' the most
popular fellow In town this week
with the natives, and tho worst ene-

my .'df .managers of houses in the

downtown sector. With perfect

weather potential customers are

taking a last look at the countryside
arid,: as a result, week-ends are suf-
fering at the boxoffice.

Biggest disappointment, is Loew's
where 'Dictator' at a $1.10 top . is

way under expectations after . a
lavish buildup with national assist

ads prior to
.
opening. ' Picture was

;

booked in on Thursday with the in-

tention to
.;
keep it eight days orL

longer,, but house is turning it loose
after the usual week and returning
to double features. Circle and In-
diana, are about • even with former
showing 'Seven Sinners' and 'Slightly

Tempted' and latter with 'They
Knew What They Wanted' and Tm.
Stiff Alive/ Lyric is\ about normal
with 'Tugboat Annie Sails Again'
arid Tommy Tucker orch on stage. :

Another thorn . in the side of
downtown movie house operators
is the opening, of the hockey season
at the Coliseum on the. State Fair
Grounds. This is' the second season
for the Icemen, . last year having
played to 125,000 paid admissions
during, the at-home games,

.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

40)—'Seven Sinners' (U) and 'Slight-

ly Tempted' (U) , Okay $7,000. Last
week, 'Quarterback' (Par) .

and
George White's Scandals on stage did
profitable $12,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-

40)—'Knew What. Wanted' (RKO)
and 'Still Alive' (RKO). Fair $6,500.

Last week, 'Ramparts' (RKO) and
•Mexican Spitfire °RKO), .bad $4,600.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 75-1.10)—
'Dictator' (UA). Opened a day early
with great hopes, but no dice for a
puny $9,500 at the. upped prices
which means plenty of empty seats
during the continuous showing. Last
week, 'Wyoming' (M-G) and
'Haunted Honeymoon* (M-G), ; six

days, okay $6,500 at regular prices.

Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Tugboat Annie' (WB) and Tommy
Tucker orch. Fair

. $10,500. Last
week, 'Melody Moonlight' (Rep), and
Laurel & Hardy heading vaUde, good
$12,500.

'

'DICTATOR' 18G, BEOW
PROV. EXPECTATIONS

Providence, Nov. 5.

Driving, rain over the weekend
which cut attendance to the borie all

around put a crimp In what, might
have turned put to be unusually high
grosses. Clearing weather late Sun-
day gave an immediate .boost.

Chaplin's 'Great Dictator', playing
-Loew's: State at an increased, price

policy isn't drawing as well, as ex-
pected and indications point to only
fairish take in view of expectations,

'Northwest Mounted' still pulling

strong at Strand in second, week.
Gloria Jean personal two-day stand
"at Majestic's showing - of 'Little Bit

of Heaven' cornered, plenty of juy.e

trade; .-•
:.-

..';'
:

::\ : :.-•..
'

" •.-'.

Strong publicity campaign which
drew plenty in co-op advertising,

and radio time, And which made
good use of the rnaiis for personal

contacts, ;was put to use by Loew's
State, for its. current . showing of

Chaplin's 'The Great Dictator.'

Street , stunts : had Charlie- Chaplin
imitators walking aboiit the downV
town district.;with- signs'.plugging the,

show;:.
; Estimates for This Week

: Albee (RKO) (2.200: 23-39r50)-^

'Too Many Girls' (RKO) .and

'Stranger Third Floor* (RKO). Head-
ing for good $7,000. . Last- week,
'Knew What They Wanted'. ;.(RKO).

$5 000
?OP Pays' (RK0) (2d wk->» nice

,„Car"on (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-
50)—'Argentine Way' (20th) and
"Great Profile' (20th) ( 2d run).
Keeping healthy for good $3,200.
Last week, 'Rockne' (WB) and
'Pier 13' (20th) (3d downtown wk.),
swell $4,000.

Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 15-28)—'Bill
Hickok' (Rep) and 'Sandy Gets
Man' (U). Holding own for good
$4,000. Last week, 'Hell's Angels'
(reissue; and 'Triple Justice' (RKO)

,

good $4,200.:

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Bit of Heaven' (U) and 'Reuters'
(WB) with Gloria Jean on stage
Saturday and Sunday. House played
to standing room Sunday with em-
phasis on the younger element.
Spotted for swell $9,000. Last week,
'Argentine Way' (20th) and 'Great
Profile* (20th), nice $8,000.

:

. State (Loew) (3,200; 75-1.10)—
'Dictator*

, (UA). Generally apathe-
tic attitude enhanced by bad
weather seridoff keeping gross be-
low expectations, though expected
$18,000 not to be Sneezed at. Last
week,- 'Kildar^ Goes : Home' (M-G)
and .'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G),
fairish $9,000. ,

Strand (Indie) (2,000; 35-50-65)—
'Northwest Mounted' (Par) arid
'Girl Havaria' (Rep) (2d wk.)V HoUse
still packing them in for socko
$8,000, after record breaking $14,800
in first week.

San Francisco, Nov. 5.

The boys are crying the blues this
week. Campaign speeches have kept
the fans glued to their radios and
those who

t . have come downtown
have been dropping between $4,000
and $6,000 nightly to see Bob Hope
and the new cars in Civic Auditor-
ium auto show. Holdovers and hold-
downs on ads and expenses are. the
rule. All first runs threw in 'London
Can Take It' (WB) this week. Pro -

ceeds to British War Relief.

Estimates for This Week V
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

'Arise My Love' (Par) and 'Street of
Memories' (20th). COlbert-Milland
starrer well received. May hit $16",-

000 despite election dent. Last (2d-
final.) week, 'Third Finger' (M-G)
and -Cherokee Strip' (Par), weath-
ered storm for $9,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

55)—Too Many Girls' (RKO) and
vaude. Election hurting here, too,
holding tally to $13,000. Last week,
'Spitfire West' (RKO ). $10,500, mild.
Orpheum (F£M) (2,400; 35-40-50)

—'Spring Parade' (U) and 'Glamour
Sale*, (Col) (3d wk). Stays to ride
out election blues with $6,500. : Sec-
ond week, $9,000. :

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-40-
50)—'Argentine Way' (20th) and
'Quarterback' (Par) (3d wk). Will
be good $6,500 unless things get bet-
ter. Last (2d) week got $9,500. ':

St. Francis (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-
50)—'Burma' (Par) and 'Round
Mountain' (Par) (moveover). Will
do well to get average $5,000. Last
week, 'Knute . Rockne* (WB) and
'Girl Havana' (Rep) -finished third
slot with $4,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

40-50)—'Westerner' (UA) (3d wk);
Looks like at least $6,000 and stays
for a fourth week- with 'Dictator'

(UA) following. Second week, okay
$8,000;
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 34-40-50)

—'Reuters' (WB) and . 'World in

Flames' (Par). Probably won't do
over $9,000. Ought to pick up after

election depresh 'ends. 'Flames', was
tossed in at last minute, replacing
advertised 'Father Is Prince.' Last
week. 'Burma' (Par) . and 'Round
Mountain' (Par), only so-so at $11,-

ooo. •:

L A. Also Sings Campaign Blues;

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . ; . . . . . $376^300

.
{Based on' 12' theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$298,800

{Based on 12 theotres)

FJ),Ri Speeches Stall

Omaha; love' Slow 8G

Omaha, -Nov.- 5.

Nobody's bragging about business
this week, grosses being well down
from the high spots of the past
month. State will do pretty well,

around $1;500 for the first half of the

week- With the Disney .festival, plus,

'Snow White.' Omaha, with 'Arise

My Love' won't get more than $8;000

even with Colbert's popularity at

the house. ' Orpheum with 'Rangers
of Fortune' and 'Public Deb No. 1'

will be'lucley to-.wind up with $9,000.

'

. Political ' blasts doming .via air cut

into the theatre take /all week, the
night Roosevelt's talks are on mak-
ing a fairly deep dent:- ": Kerinedy.'S;

talk cut in too. Parades and final

mass meetings took heavy' toU Sat-

urday night. , . .

;
'

Estimates for This Week
.Omaha (Trislatcs) (2,000; 10-30-

40)—'Arise Love' (Par) and -.',Yester-

(Continupd on page 22) ,-

Cleveland, Nov. 5.

: Schpolmarms' cohventioh- last Fri-
day, gave all houses a well needed
break, but outside of 'Great, Dictator'
at .StillmaUi majority are being cut
down by the election hullabaloo.
Business Saturday . (2) was com-
pletely shot by visit of FJXR., whose
parade tied up street traffic.

Chaplin satire at hiked prices is

zooming up to a grand $28,000 under
linpetus of a smash opening that
came within $400 of first-day record
for 'Gone with Wind.' Xavier Cur
gat's rhumba crew collabed with
.'Too Many, Girls' managing {o do
okay for Palace, but 'Moon Over
Burma' at State :is dropping into the
so-so class. Ditto for . 'They Knew
What They Wanted' at Hipp.

.

'
: Estimates for This Week ,

:

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42.55)--
'Knute Rockne' (WB). Corralling
Very, nice $4,000 ojn moveover. Last
week 'City Conquest' (WB). on shift-
over got poor $2,800.

Hipp (Warner) (3,700: 30-35-42-55)
-^'They Knew What .They Wanted'
(RKO). A little too heavy for this
stand, with barely $10,000 in sight.
Last week 'Knute Rockne'. (WB ) had
excellent send-off. but slowed up at
the half-way mark to nab satisfac-
tory $13,000.
Lake (Warner) (900; 28-40>—«Gay

Caballero' (20th.) and * Chan Wax
Museum* (20th). House seems un-
able to build up any sort of profit-
able clientele : with dualed B's,: this
pair dribbling along to miserable
$800. Warners may close it if biz
doesn't pick up. . Last week 'Ladies
Must Live' (WB) and 'Military
Academy' (Col), also $800.

; Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-
65)—'Too Many Girls' (RKO) plus
Xavier Cugat's orch. Good combo,
and $14,000 is over the ordinary; Last
week . 'Reuters' (WB) with George
Jessel's unit; $15,000, okay.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-43-55)
—'Burma' (Par)/ Dreary $8,000, and
being kept only six days to make
way for 'Escape's'.

1 advanced Thurs-
day opening. Last week 'Third Fin-
ger' (M-G) , above average, $12,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (1.972; 75-$l,10)
—•Dictator' (UA).w With tilted gate,
swell promotion and dress-up shin-
dig for opening, which resulted in a
sell-out day, Chaplin comedy is

whamming out $28,000, socko stuff.

Last week 'Kit Carson' (UA) a smart
surpriseat $5,000.

'ARISE LOVE' $24,000,

B'KLYN; 'ROCKNE' 22G

Brooklyn, Nov. 5.

Despite intense interest in the
presidential campaign and presence
of Chief Executive at local Academy
of Music last Friday, night for his
major .address; downtown deluxers
weren't aft'ected too muc;h at' b.o.'s,

Fabian Parariiourt t doing top biz with
'Arise My Love'

:
. and 'Five , Li tile

Peppers in Trouble,' wfiile sister-
house down the street, Fabian F6x,
with 'Knute Rockne—AH American'
and 'Melody and Moonlight' will be
second in line. Loew's Metropolitan
also looks forward : to a pleasant
week, showing 'Strike Up the Band'
arid- 'Diamond: '-Frontier.'''' .

':

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.274; 25-35-50)—

'Argentine Way' . (20th) and .'Still
Alive* (RKO)

. .
Satisfactory $18^500.

.Last week, 'Knew What \ They
Wanted' • (RKO ) : and 'Slightly
Tempted' (U), nice $20,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4.089; 25-35-50)—'

'Knute Rockne'. (WB) and 'Melody
Mobrilight' (Rep). Combo will reach
for nifty $22,000. Last week,
'Howards Virginia' (Col) arid 'Quar-
terback': (Par ) (2d wk;), good $15,500.
Met (Loew's) v(3.618:- 25-35-50)—

'Strike Up Band' (M-G) and 'Dia-
mond PronUcr*. (U). Strong $20;000. I

Last Week,. 'Foreign Correspondent' i

LosAngeles, Nov. 5.

(Best Exploitation: State) •'.':

Unprecedented election interest is
keeping down attendance in most of
the

: local first-runs, exception being
the Paramount, where 'Northwest
Mounted Police' is heading for ter-
rific; $30,000. Only other houses to
cross the lOG mark are Loew's State,
with a comfortable $12,000, and Pan-,
tages, expected to reach $10,000 on
first Week of 'Howards of Virginia.'
Third Finger Left Hand' looks like
okay $21,000 at the State and Chi-
nese. 'Dispatch from Reuter's' fold-
ed at Warners. (4) after weak $14,000
for the two houses. .,

Novel exploitation idea was con-
ceived and worked out for 'Third
Finger' by George Watters, Hun-
dreds of women, who wore- wedding
rings but nxj diamond engagement
rings, had their left hand photo-
graphed, with tieup made with a
leading downtown jewelry house to

.

give • away a diamond ring daily to
the woman, whose photographed hand
appeared in the store window. Jew-
elry house took newspaper ads boost-
ing the picture and the giveaway,
and drew hundreds of prospective
customers of diarhond rings, espe-
cially married women who have not
as yet been given an engagement
diamond. Only cost to F-WC was fOr
a photographer. Jewelry house sup-
plied the rings arid newspaper ad-
vertising.

;

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 55c-

83c-$l;10-$l,65)—'Thief Bagdad' (UA)
(3d week). Dipped to $4,800 on third
stanzra, with one -more to go before
The Great Dictator' rnoves in. Last
week, 'Thief ended wi% slim $G,600.
Chinese (Grauman-jT-WO (2.024;

30-44-55-75)—'Third Finger' (M-G)
and 'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G).
Will likely hit around $9,000, with
election hysteria hurting. . Last week.
'Wyoming' (M-G) and 'Kildare Home4

(M-G), slim $8^000. ;

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 30-44-55)
-^-'Dispatch Reuters' (WB) arid 'Mel-
ody Moonlight* (Rep). Election in-
terest undoubtedly held trade down
to . g. $7,000. Pulled yesterday
(Tuesday). Last week, five-day
holdover of .'City Conquest' (WB)
and 'Nobody's Sweetheart' (U), very
good $6,000.
Four Star (UA-F^WC) (900: 55-75)— Foreign Correspondent' (6th wk).

With one more week to go,, trade
weak currently at $2,400. Last week,
sliehtly over $3,600.

—

-

Hawaii (G&S) .( 1.100;- 30-44-55-75)
—'Snow White* (RKO) and Disney.
Academy winner shorts (4th wk).
Nearing end of run, with another
$2,300 in sight this week, Third week
dipped

, to $2,800, but still profitable.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-44-55)

—'Dispatch Reuters' (WB) and 'Mel-
ody Moonlight' (Rep), dual. Got
away to good start, but sagged as
week progressed and wound up . Sun.
(3) with .poor -$7,000. Last week,
'City, Conquest': (WB) and 'Sweet-
heart* (U),.on five-day holdover, okay
$5,000. '. •

"

Panta^es (Pan) (2.812: 30-44-55)—
•Howards Virginia' (Col) and 'Lady
Question' (Col). Okay $10,000. Last
week, 'Know Wanted' (RKO) (2d
wk) and 'Meet Wildcat' (U), topped
$6,100. '

•

'

Paramount (Par) C3.595; 30-44-55-
75—"North West Mounted' (Par ) and
stage show. DeMille opus getting
smash $30,000. Will hold. Last week,
holdover of 'Moon Burma* (Par) with
'World in Flames' (Par) added, fin-
ished with $17,000, as expected.
RKO (RKO) (2,872: 30-44-55)—

.'Howards Virginia* (COD and 'Lady
Question' (Col). Headed for good
$9,200. Will hold. Last week. 'Knew
What Wanted' (RKO) (2d wk) and
'Wildcat' (U), good $6,400.

State (Loew's-F-WC) (2.414: 30-44^-
55-75)—'Third Finger' (M-G ) and
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G ). Un-
less unexpected happens, will hit
okay $12,000. Last week, 'Wyoming'
(M-G) ahd 'Kildare Home' (M-G),
very good $13,400.
s United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44r55)—•Wyoming' (M-G) and
holdover of 'Argentine Way' (20th).
Looks like satisfactory $5,000: Last
week. Argentine' (2pth) and 'Sky
Murder* (M-G ). okay $4,000;
Wilshtre (F-WC) (2.296; 30-44-55)

—'Wyoming' (M-G) with holdover
'Argentine Way' (20t*O. Moveover
not so hot here. . and.. best in. steht
$5,200. Last. week. "Argeritine* (20th )
ahd 'Sky Murder* (M-G), good $6,200.

(UA) and 'We Are Young* (M-G).
(2d wk.), good $17,000.:
Paramount (Fabian ) (4.126;- 25-35-

50)^r'Arise My Love' '(Par) arid
'Pepper Trouble': (Col). Booming
$24,000. Last Week,' 'City Conquest*
(WB) arid 'Earl Puddleslone': (Rep)
(3d wk ), okay $14,500.
Strand (WB) (2,870; ; 25-35-40)—

'Calling Husbands* (WB)
;
and 'Drums

Desert' (Mono). . Uneventful $4,000.
Last week, 'Coming Round Mountain'
(Rep) and 'Fugitive Prison Carrip*

.(Col), good $5,00.0. .

:
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Buenos Aires, Oct. 29.

Selling the producer instead of the

star or story is the newest angle

being tried iri South Arnerica by

United Artists. Slant' was revealed

. s.t first international continent con-
• vention . held by UA attended by
representatives from > Argentina,

/Chile, Uruguay, Brazil; and Peru;
. According to Walter Gould, as-

sistant to Arthur W. Kelly, p. in

Charge of foreign distribution, world

conditions have shifted sd rapidly in

recent months that attempting to sell

a definite schedule of, pix is risky,

especially here; where theatres and
distribution centers are scattered

over a tremendous area. /•'.'..'

Gould told conventioneers records

and talents of such men as Selznick,

Gbldwyn, Korda, Wanger and Roach
could be deperided on, regardless of

whether they picked this yarn or

that and whether or not war and
other conditions would change Hol-

lywood plans.' Stressed that if dele-

gates could get this across to exhibs

they would not only be making
things better for themselves, but test-

ing a plan which might be followed

in the States.

New season will' open with Charles

Chaplin's 'Great Dictator,' which has
- had much, advance . interest in the

South American press. Although hot

mentioned at the ebnfab, it's more
than likely that strong Nazi pressure

will be brought to bear to ban the

pix in several countries, particularly
* Brazil and Chile, which have large

German groups: No protests have
yet been officially registered.

; Also too early to know if selling

producers will, get across; While; they:

get top billing in B. A. and a few
other major ' cities, inost fllmgoers

know the start above anything else

and line up at the boxoffice on that

•.'basis-.'.

Gould sailed from B. A. Oct 25,

planned to spend a short time in Rip
and then -fly; "north; ;.

'
,'•

Gould Steps Up
. Walter Gould was named Monday
(4) to act as head of the foreign de-
partment of United Artists by Mur-
ray Silverstone, UA chief; He will

- .fill the spot left vacant by the pro-

motion recently , of Arthur Kelly to

general sales manager.
Gould's appointment was made

following his return Sunday . (3)

from a ; four-month visit to ' UA's
exchanges in Central and South
America, where he presided oyer, a

;
convention in Buenos Aires Oct: 20.

His title was division, manager for

Latin-America, but he functioned
largely as ah assistant to Kelly, with

-particular, attention.' to. South
America.

'.', Sam Seidelmah, Whose title is New
York representative; for Latin
America, but who concentrated on
Central:: America, will step up to

. Gould's post, handling both Central
and South America, , but will hot
take Gould's title. He is currently
in Buenos Aires.
Thomas P. Mulrooney, . foreign

... sales manager, is not. affected by the
shifts. Gould has been in the UA
foreign department since 1926 and

;.
has headed the Latin American divi-

sion for the past eight years.

In London Studios

London, Oct. 22.
Leslie Howard finally '.underway

With his. director-actor ticket. Story,
is 'Professor Pimpernel Smith,' with
Howard as smuggler of refugees
froni Germany, Valerie Hobson
draws femme spot. Scripting chore
goes to R. de Grurirwald. : .

New outfit, GHW Productions, put
Better Than . Light', into work at Den-
ham. Pic stars Wilfrid Lawson and
•Mary Jerrold, -Norman Walker di-
rects from script by Manning Haynes.

^
Eilloff Studlos under Michael , Bal-

con announce schedule of seven picts

„
or coming months. Titles for three
are

.
Murder at St. Michael's,' Will

^tarrer; 'As You Were/ legit hit;

n^L- ^ge Formbyj. 'Leave Train,'.

}

°"g
!
nal by PatKirwan. Remainder

are m construction stages,

n'*?'
1
*!*- Meeting/ which; is the

* *!
;

scbeduled for production by
^ciated British- Picture Corp. at

ZulKn
' wlu «ive Sarah Churchill,3ht*r <>* the English premier and

rnnJ
VlG °Hver, her first starring

le
* Nova PUbeam is also in cast.

NIXES THE BULL

Femme Matador Paid In Advance
Though Others Get promises

Mexico City, Nov. 5.
';'

- Conchita Cintrbn, the ace lady
matador, who has a dash of Ameri-
can in her, is a businesswoman. She
was the only bullfighter to profit at

a blood ,and sand fiesta that flopped
because . of bad management in
Toluca, capital of the state of
Mexico, near here.

All the male fighters, including two.
celebrated matadors; not only didn't

get a centavo; for their time and
trouble but they were, out carfare
as well. But the senorita demanded;
and received, $1,000 . (Mex): before

1

she left here for Toluca. . '."'

; Instead of what had been . ex-

pected to be a shortage of European

pictures, mostly; French-made, due

to the
.
war, there: probably will be

a surplus of these productions dur-

ing the. next six or eight months

Reason .for th is paradoxical situa-

tion—with French producers turn-
ing out few hew pictures—which
finds so many features available is

that
;
foreign-language film distribu-

tors always are a year
; or two be-

hind production schedules, particu-
larly in France; There naturally is

a large backlog of product available
consequently. V . . \
Besides, six French productions

presently running, booked or recent-
ly concluding runs at N. . Y. . arty
theatres; there are 14 other features,

produced in France on hand await-
ing future release. Several others
probably will be made available be-
fore the end of the year,

•v Survey of : French product situa-

tion shows 'Mayerling to Sarajevo'
at the Little Carnegie; Two- Women'
at the * 55th Street Playhouse;
•Baker's Wife' at the World* 'Heri-

tage' at the Belmont (opened Mon-
day, Nov. 4) ; 'Hatred* getting ready
for a run at the Fifth Avenue Play-
house and 'Grand Illusion' (reissue)
recently run at the Plaza. . Besides
these, the, Czech film; 'Merry Wives,'
is slated to go into the Bryant (old

Cameo on 42nd Street), on Nov. 11.
:

; 'In addition, the French-made pic-

tures which have been shown in
France but still await release here,

include. 'The Patriot/ handled by
World Distributors; 'Man of the
Hour,* with Maurice Chevalier;

Twins of Brighton,* with RaimU, and
'Musicians of Heaven/ both in the
hands of Leo Films; 'Have . You
Nothing to Declare'; Tepe le Moko'
(U. S. remake is . 'Algiers'):, with
Jean Gabin, handled by , Mayer it

Burstyn; The King Is Amused';
'They Were Nine Bachelors' with
Sacha Guitry: The . White Slave'

with Dalio; 'Retour A'lube' with
Danielle Darrieux; : 'Schpoohtz,'. with
Fernandel, being distributed by
French Films Import (Andre R.
Heymann) ; 'Drama of. Shanghai/

'Moulin Rouge' and Trapped' with

Maurice Chevalier.
.
$ome of these

imports have not even been titled

iri English for U. S. consumption.

While there are an increasing

number of features coming up from
the Latin-American .market; iespe,-

cially Mexico: and Argentina, .bulk

of these pictures thus- far have not

evidenced the:\ stability/-essential to

make them stand; up for long runs

in arty houses. •..'.
.

Russe Pic's RY. Date
Soviet-made films, which had a

tough time locating a new. showcase

in NeW Yorki City, finally,' via Art-

kino Pictures, hew distributing outr

fit for the Russian government, . Ob?

tained the Miami, grind house, on

Sixth Avenue. ",

The Great Beginning' opens there

about Nov. 14, and is the first mid-

town run for Soviet pix since the

Cameo shuttered last spring and

subsequently reopened recently as

the Bryant, on West 42nd street out

with a new film policy.

London, Oct.. 22;
!

Argyle theatre, Birkenhead, which
has played most American acts visit-

ing England in prewar days, has
been demolished by enemy bombing.

Jack Hulbert, who is a war. cop, is

on duty outside the London Hippo-
drome. :", V .

Arthur . Greenspan's household
goods;'[ demolished by bomb. Like-
wise homes of David Macdbnald, the
film director, and Billy .Cotton, the
band leader.

'. Erie' Maschwitz how full fledged
major at the War. Office, but still re-

tains his interest in the British

Broadcasting Corp,, although only
'

advisory capacity

Frank Preston (Lucille and Frank)
has joined the Royal Air Force. ;

Doreen Blake, daughter of
:
Tom

Payne and Vera Hillyard, just turned
18, has taken up '. nursing as

.
career.

General Theatres Corp.. and Moss
Empires to stay open despite fort-

nightly notice to staff, -which is only
a precautionary measure..

Jack Hylton has been offered $10,-

000 for his life story; which
.
would

be titled 'Jack Looks Back,' but is

holding Out for more coini .

'

: Charles Heslop's house bombed in

London while he was away broad-
casting for BBC.*

.S. Producers Plan

To Be Made in Antips

Sydney, Oct. 15.

Providing present plans mature,
two or three U. S. producers are pre-

pared to Clipper a marquee name,
technician and .cameraman here to

work with local producers . in pro-
ducing several pix, mainly of the
program type for use here and in

U. Si In this way, the U. S. producers
see a way out to unfreeze some of

the coin held by the government to

conserve dollars for wartime needs.
The producers would be allowed to

use their frozen money locally. A
certain amount of finance, however,
must come from the local units.

'

Most interested in the, scheme
are Cinesound, National and Argossy.
Aubrey Scotto, Hollywood director,

is' said to be representing certain

U-...S. Interests keen. . to . break into

the Aussie field on setup as outlined.

Scotto boated in some weeks back,

for conferences with' those most in-'

terested in the home production
field.

Argossy and National, units headed
by the Denison newspaper group,
with Fred Danieils in charge, would
like U. S. picture men to take two
pix already completed locally with
governmental r: dough, That. Cer-
tain: Something' arid 'Power V and:

Glory,' directed by Clarence Badger
ah.d Noel Morikman, respectively,

with a homebrew talent, lineup..

However^ U. S. men prefer, especially

for own market, to have a name
with marquee pull.

(J, S. Control?

GOV'T BACKS TROUPE

Mexico. Sponsors Amateur Legiters

••/At $30 Monthly to Each

'.•' Mexico City, Nov. 5.

So that the drama won't go en-
tirely to

i(
the dogs here, the Ministry

of Public Education has organized a
company of 17 players to present
three picked plays during this season.

Each .player receives . $30 a month.
They are all amateurs.

.

:

.

A decided leftist drama that "was
to. have been the debut bit for this

company was dropped after several

rehearsals because of the new right-

ist trend in Mexico. '

)
'.

- .

: Sydney, Oct. 15.

Charles Muriro, managing director

of Hoyts, is presently working out. a
scheme with local industry assistance

to transport, to Australia for the
war's;.duration children of British pic

people. Scheme will, be worked
through the cooperation of the Brit-

ish and local governments insofar, as

transportation :1s concerned, . with
finance ,.fpr-:'.'-niainten'ance coming
solely from 'the home industry.

Believed that U; S. interests oper-
ating here via the Motion Picture
Distribs Assn. will also come to the
fore with monetary assistance to

make the scheme, workable, arid that

the Exhibs Assn. . will back the
kiddies' upkeep to the fullest possible

extent. Many industry ;
members

have signified their intention of tak-
ing British kiddies, into their homes
for the. duration.

MGRS. SEEK

TO REOPEN LEGITS

London, Nov. 5. .

Managers of West End theatres are
continuing to confer with the gov-
ernment '.Jn."-their efforts to reopen
theatres ^ at least on a part-time
basis. ' They have submitted a pro-
posal whereby all houses in London
would be open for afternoon per-
formances, including Sundays.
, Reported that the government Is

considering the idea favorably i re-

garding it as of assistance in restor-
ing the temporarily defunct field.

1st Divvy for GUT Unit
Melbourne, Oct. 15.

: Greater J. D. Williamson, unit ol
Greater. Union, has, after 11 years,
declared first dividend amounting to

6c per share.

Revenue comes from, lease of
Melba theatre at $600 Weekly.

Sydney, Nov. 5. /

Certain British film exhibitor in-
terests may make a buy into certain
independent circuits of 1 Australia
and New Zealand. Move is predi-/
cated .on the desire of London ex-
hibitors to overcome losses caused
by the Nazi air blitz in England by
extending - their holdings to - other
parts of the . British empire.. >.

With the Greater Union Theatres-
Hoyts booking accord timed for final

consummation next. Jan. 1, following
final pressure from 20th-Fox, which
holds controlling . interest in Hoyts,
British capital is likely to : flow to

this territory to offset also any pos-
sible American control. British pro-
ducers see the agreement as a hin-
drance to more open distribution.

The Hoyts-Greater ; Union ;
deal

would establish 1 General theatres: as
a booking, unit for both y theatre,
chains, insuring strong product for
both. J

:

. . . Problem Up Before .

Fear of American - control
; of

Aussie picture houses has been up.
many times before. In fact, it was
the. complaint of Greater; • Uni6h

;

Theatres over inability to obtain
first-run. product from top American
major distributors that eventually
resulted in

.
the pending setup be-

tween Hoyts and Greater Union so
that both, circuits, would be insured
of strong U. S. screen fare,

:

C. I DEFENSE COIN UPS

PANAMA PIX BUSINESS

RKO has entered the. production

field in Spain as ah experiment, with
the idea of getting part Of its frdien

coin, out of that country. If ths ini-

tial p roduction works out. as. well as

expected, and difficulties are not en-

countered in money remittances, ad-

ditional features may be made there.

Film- will be made in Spanish,: but
would be dubbed .

into English if

found; strong enough for the Ameri-
can market.

: Understood that RKO may ;be able

to realize only half of actual rental

money obtaitied through' distributing,

this, .picture / iri the worjld market.

The original proposition made by
the Franco : government was . for

50% of the money collected frorri

distribution of the picture to be re-

turned to Spain because of the need
for dollar exchange in that coun-

:

try. However, RKO will have been
able to use frozen coin held in Spain
for production expenditures. Also

it is, understood that the- company
is hopeful of getting more satisfac-

tory deals in .the future as a result
of the. -cooperatiye spirit shown by
RKO in going in for production. .

;

Reginald Armour; company* Eu-
ropean manager, is clippering back
to Barcelona within the next - week
in order to be in touch with pro-
duction oh the picture in that city.

,
Other major companies have been

given production
. propositionsi by : the

Spanish
. government = similar to

RKO's, but none is repotted going in
for film-making in

. Spain; One of
the things Fred Lange^ Parambunt's.
European manager, went to Europe;
for was to check on feasibility, of
employing .'.company money; frozen
in that country, in making features,
for the • Latin-American market.
Ludwig 'Laudy' Lawrence, Metro's.
European chief, also is reported
checking similarly for his company
while abroad.

Washington, Nov. 5.

Tremendous impetus has been
given to the motion picture industry
iri the Panama Canal Zone, accord-
ing to a report received by ihe De-
partment of Commerce, with sus-
tained improvement guaranteed over,
a period of years, because pf the long-
range program ofconstruction which
the Government has undertaken.
According to Commercial Attache

A; b; Sowell, of Panama City/ the
defense program has brought em-
ployment to an all-time high, with a
corresponding boom in the motion
picture industry. With 'a number of
new theatres' planned for the Canal
Zone itself. There are at present 32
houses operating in the Panama Re-
public, having, a total seating, ca-
pacity . of 21,000. Fourteen are lo-
cated in Panama City, four in Colon
and 14 at 'interior points.' .In the
Canal Zone there are 30 houses, with
a seating capacity of 12,500.
The Panama attache described the

American film as *a powerful indirect
salesman of American ideals;: cus-
toms and goods' in Panama, a strong
desire for

. 'improved '• standards of
living* has developed, he added, and
'experience has shown -that the him.
that portrays: without exaggeration
the American way of life is an edii*
cational force of incalculable Value
to the people of this Republic.';

.

German Animal Trainer

Interned as Enemy Alien
St. John, N. B., Nov. 5.

Capt., Wilhelm Schultz, a German
wild animal trainer who. has pre-
sented his circus act in theatres, with
carnivals, and at stationary, zoos in
the U. S. and Canada the past dozen,
years, has been interned as an enemy
alien by the dominion government.
Not only that, but a warrant has
been sworn put against him in Am-
herst for his court appeararice if and
when he is liberated. In the court,
he must answer to a' charge of as-
saulting a Canadian soldier.

Schultz had been operating a zoo
at Amherst for the past year when
not oh

:
the road with his 'act. Pre-

viously, he had ' been located at
points in northern New; York State
and adjoining Ontario.

Aussie Quota Stands

Sydney, Oct.- 1 5. -

Filitis Commission has set British
quota at 15% .arid -. local a t 2% % . for
exhibs to cover 1941. '-. ......

- Quota is same as previously.

•Our Town' pic has fared; poorly In

Australia, despite press raves.
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POOR PK,

PICTURES 15

An' 'Associated Press of the news-

reels/ idea long advocated as a sound

business 1 proposition, is definitely a

thing of the past; Final blow- to the

joint, coverage plan, basic feature of

$uch A.P. newsreel setup, was caused

by strict enforcement of the present

contract held . by the cameramen's

union. A couple of newsreels re-

cently were hauled on the carpet for

/failing to assign photography crews

oh a story, using clips from, friend*

•ly reels.

Spokesman for Local 644 of the

International Photbgraphers cif the

Motion Picture Industry claims that

the practice of joint . coverage had
been fairly well broken up. Under
the.present pact with No. 644 (which

•
. dominates the newsreel operations),

reels which fail to cover a big na-

tional story with their own crews

but take dupe prints of same from

; . another newsreel are subject to as-'_

Cessment equal to what would have
been paid if cameramen.' had been

assigned to the yarn. It's up to the

union inspectors to catch violations,

and so far almost all have been.

Newsreels long have advocated ro-

tary handling of large news stories

because of the saving. Thus, by
.
doubling up, as was done on much
European war coverage, two reels

could handle the same yarn with one
crew, prints being inter-exchanged.

.

Also, a greater saving was possible

> where three newsreels agreed to

swap prints • after one camera crew
and sound track had handled a story.

But now the Associated Press plan,

has been abandoned in recent

.
months, with the reels; having their-

own sound ; trucks on news events

even when the Government allows

only two newsreel camera crews to

, certain events where space is limited.

: Some conception of what the pool-

ihg of interests means in dollars and
.cents is gleaned'from the actual out-

. lay on. the Presidential campaign
this fall. Each of the five newsreels

—r^Moyietone, Paramount, Pathe, News
,of Day, and Universal—has used its

own crews on Wendell Willkie and
Franklin D. Roosevelt. For six weeks
of the campaign to date, it's esti-

mated that the 1940 election has cost

the newsreels $20,000. The annoying
feature to major film companies is

that the newsreel outlay for this

single national story does not bring
a nickle of additional coin. The only

thing it gives the newsreels is a flock

of boos from partisan audiences.'

Willkie Coverage Cost More

The 1940 Presidential campaign is

costing the newsreels more to cover

Wendell L. Willkie's drive for office

than President Roosevelt. Estimated
that six weeks of campaigning by
the Republican nominee will .cost the

five reels $12,000, while . over the
same period F.D.R.'s inspection and
speechmaking trips . have set the

:

newsreels back $8,000. Actual outlay
•for each newsreel's camera crew is

about $200 per. week, but each one
spends $200 additional weekly for car
hire and other expenses. .

Reason for the difference" accord-
ing to newsreel men, is that Willkie
began his speechmaking earlier,

. made more talks and covered more
•territory.; Consequently, the actual
Vworking -time for Roosevelt's cam-
paign is listed at four weeks against
Willkie's six.

RKO CLAIMANTS INTO

COURT ONCE AGAIN

The RKO reorganization which

supposedly .' was dead and burled

uttered a faint peep of life in N. Y.:

federal court Thursday (31) when
Kommel & Rosenberg, attorneys, for

H Cassel & Co., brokers; filed an ap-

peal to the circuit court of appeals

in N. ;Y. from a decision; on Sept

11 by Judge William Boridy, denying:

them counsel fees and disbursements

for services in the reorganization.;

Attorneys had sought $15,000 for

their services, with, the court deny-
ing the request completely.

.

On Friday (1 ); Judge Bondy de-

cided to allow reargument on three

applications for allowances by dis-

appointed parties who felt they de-
served more than they received. Re-
argument will be heard in the case

of George L.: Schein^ attorney for

the/Independent Protective Commit-
tee for Comhion Stockholders, who

:

had asked for $101,404 for his serv-

ices and received $9,325. Schein

bases his claim oh 3,142 hours spent

working on the reorganization from
1935-1939.. ••'••••./•

The others are Abel Gottheimer
and Bernard Bercu, accountants for

Schein's committee, who sought $30,-

000 for 4,238 hours work covering

the same period and received $2,000.

Lastly, Dayid Stock, cp-attorhey for.

Cassel Co.; with Nathan Rosenberg,
is seeking a fee, the $15,000 request
of this attorney having been com-
pletely disallowed.
On Saturday (2) Judge Bondy set

Nov. 14 as a date for .a hearing in his

chambers at which time he will con-

sider an application for an allowance,

of . $i5,000 plus $142 disbursements
to Thomas K. Finletter, special

counsel employed by RKO. Finlet-

ter was hired. May 28, 1940, to. fight

applications for allowances in the
proceedings, and points out in his

plea for an allowance, that requests
totaling $1,976,717 were filed plus

100,000 shares of .common stock,

which was eventually cut to $638,-

073 plus 120,000 shares of common.
The former trustee, Irving Trust Co.
is expected to be present at the
hearing on the 14th.

Court to Decide Rental

OnWB

Power Off 'Commandment'

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
;

Darryl .Zanuck changed his mind
about remaking 'The Great Com-
mandment' as a starrer - for Tyrone
Power. Feature is slated for early
release in. its present form.
20th-Fox bought the completed

picture at a reported cost of $160,-
000 from Cathedral Films last win-
ter with the idea of re-shooting it

Technicolor on a more elaborate
scale;. Power's crowded schedule of
swashbuckling roles prevents his' ap-
pearance in the xeliglous, film.

Albany, Nov. 5.

' An action has been instituted be

fore Supreme Court Justice William

H. Murray of . Troy to determine

whether Stanley-Mark Strand Corp-,

operator of Strand,. Albany, must

pay $12,000 or $18,500 annually for

the next 21 years, Divisees of the

estate of Henry M. Kramrath, Al-

bany realty -man who built the first

run house, seek a declaratory judg-

ment for the higher figure. Theatre

corporation, joining the motion, asks

for an interpretation of the lease as

to rental for the period stated above.

Justice Murray' has reserved de-

cision after hearing attorney J.. W.
Perkins, for Stariley-Matk Strand,

and Edward S, Rooney, of Albany,

for the owners. .':•

'

Original 21-year lease expired May
i, 1940. It provided for annual ren-

tal of $12,000, plus $6,500 yearly, the

latter going to the payment of
;
.a

$130,000 mortgage. Tenants were
required to pay taxes, cost of repair

arid insurance; There was an option

to renew lease for "an additional 21

years. Theatre company contends

that inasmuch the mortgage has

been cleared off, it is not obligated

to pay the $6,500 each year for the

next '21 years. - Owners of building

claim it is h° business of theatre

concern what is done with the $6,-

500. ;..
': •

-
.'.

:

Strand has been rated a profit pro-

ducer from . the outset. :

Dearth of Strong Product In-

creases Audience Stunts in

Direct Ratio— More So
Now Than in 3-4 Years

EVEN AFTERNOONS

WEISSMAN'S U.S. INDIE

CO. TO FILM 'SAN LUIS'

Dearth of strong .product, particu-
larly to fill out double bills, is forcing
exhibitors : throughout the east, in

key cities, to expand their outlays
for giveaway and audience, coin

games. The 'B' films lately have
been under par. There are probably
more different varieties of such con-
tests staged for prizes in current use
than at any time for three or four
years, or since the vogue of bank
nights. Lack of product and stalling

on deals is also causing the booking
of a lot of repeat' films or^reissues.

\'

Tipoff oh the extent giveaway
games are employed is the continued
use of such by affiliated circuits.

RKO employs Saratoga, Ten-O-Win,
Lite-O-Win, Banko and Screeno for
their off-days, usually scheduling
these for Tuesday and Wednesday,
rated the dull b.o. part of the week.
Loew's . also spots 'em midweek but
in certain spots stages Saturday Fun
shows when Screeno is used. Bank
nights also are employed. A number
of indie exhibitors: in Greater New
York are so desperate in their efforts

to bolster business they offer give-

aways nearly every night and, in

some instances, use theni -even for
afternoon performances.

]

At one time, independent houses in

Manhattan found . Screeno and kin-
dred games so popular they were
able to tilt the scale slightly for such
special nights, sharply cutting the
admission price after the games were
over.

••'

Gimmicks to encourage additional
patronage are f airly-, prevalent
throughout the country. It will be
recalled that Commissioner Paul
Moss attempted early in 1939 in New
York, City to enlist the cooperation
of exhibitors in wiping but such
games as Screeno, Banko, Lucky and
Sweepstakes ..but without success.

He failed to get the anticipated co-

operation and when he took some
violators to court, Moss finally lost

on appeals.

Since then, they have continued
unhindered excepting for occasional

flareups when patrons reported • al-

leged violations on the lottery angle.

Bulk of contests or games evade this

by making admission to the theatre

hot entirely pre-requisite and an-
nouncing winners in the lobby/

$15,000 IN BACK PAY

TO ST. LOO IATSE MEN

St. Louis, Nov. 5.

About 50 members of IATSE, Lo-
cal No. 143, have received approxi-

mately $15,000 back pay from St.

Louis Amusement Co.; a3 provided
for in an amendment, to a wage con-

tract recently negotiated. The
Amusement Co; operates 24 habes in

the city 'and adjacent St. Louis
County under the management of

the Fanchon & Marco Service Corp.
Under the terms of the original con-

tract which expires on Sept. 1, 1942,

the operators were granted gradu-
ated wage increases for the next
three: . years but this clause was
stricken out in lieu of the payment
of the back. pay.

.
. ;

••-, .•'•'.
' '<.'"

Local No. 143 also has renewed a

two-year wage pact that expired last

Sept. 1 with indie exhibs here. .The
renewal does not carry any. wage
increase. " '.'•

FRIENDLY H0MOCIDE
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

.

20th-Fox
1

borrowed John
:

Hubbard
from Hal Roach for the male lead

in the comic mystery, 'Murder

Among Friends,' slated to roll Nov.

ii. >.-''.'.':>;

. Ray McCacey . directs. . .

New producing organization is be-

ing set up in! this country by Her-

man Weissman, son of C. H. Weiss-

•

man, - of the top financing, pro-

ducing and 'distributing powers of

Europe until, Hitler . marched into

Czechoslovakia. . Elder . Weissman^
who is Swiss, is contributing largely

to the banking of the new outfit.

His son is attempting to get the nec-

essary papers to bring him toi the

U. S., along with another son, Jo-

seph, who. was also active in the

business in Europe. . :

. New company has taken an option

on 'Bridge of San . Luis Rey,' to

which ' Metro - owns screen
;
rights.

Irving Thalberg made a silent ver-

sion of Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer

prize novel in 1929. Weissman has
already ' arranged with Wilder to

work oh the screenplay and is ne-
gotiating for cast and director. He
expects to start, production oh the
Coast in about three months. No re-

lease has been set yet .and, Weiss-
man' said, inasmuch as aid of a dis-

tributing company is not needed to;

obtaih-.capital, -it .is possible the! film;'

will be .completed before a sales

agency is arranged' for.. ;'

Weissman, who is under 30, came
to this country two years ago. Last
year he backed 'Soliloquy,' a legiter,

which did a quick fade on Broad-;
way. Outfit which his father op-
erated for more than 20 years, and
in which Herman and his brother in
recent * years took an active part,
was known as the Emelka Co. It

started but Wholly as a film financ-
ing organization, but as it gradually
obtained interests in studios and disi
tributing companies throughout Eu-
rope undertook added tasks. Among
the .studios it controlled was Sascha
Films in Vienna.

.

Young Weissman was brought up
in the . film business and worked in
every department from cutter to ad-
vertising and publicity. He wound
up with his principal duties in the
financial end of Emelka. Lack of
films and markets has now shrunk
the business abroad to nothing.

Browne-Casey Confab

In N.Y. Farther Stalled

Discussion of International Alli-
ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
demands as to jurisdiction and
working conditions oVer about 8,000
sttidioites, . has been further tabled
due to George E. Browne being de-
layed in Chicago longer than antici-
pated. Reported that among other
things he is remaining there in con-
nection with : some bartenders' union
trouble. '.; .•' ;;

'

'

• At. first due in New York last week
to huddle with Pat Casey, who
awaits him, Browne was . subse-
quently expected east the end of last
week. Then

,
the election yesterday

(Tues.), further' interfered, with
Browne staying on in Chicago to
vote. He no doubt will arrive east
by the end of this week so that the
question of jurisdiction over IA
workers, ..the matter of local au-
tonomy and increases may be gone
into without further . delay.
•Pending Browne's arrival and con^

ferences, Casey has not been in-
formed as to what

. the .. producers
might expect.

'Earth' for Macgowan
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Kenneth Macgowan draws the as-
sociate producer job on 'Replenish
the Earth,' based on Steven Long-
street's hovel recently purchased by
20th-F6x.
Frank Nugent h dofog the screen-

play.
: ....

'

:

Hollywood, Nov. 3..

' New minimum wage agreements

with Sound Technicians Local 695,

IATSE, was signed yesterday (Mon-

day) by 37 indie producers. It pro-

vides for minimum of one day's pay,

with a four-man- crew on all com-
panies. Local is given jurisdiction

over all sound work. ;, ', \

Reps of 2,500 film workers who ;\

pulled out of Building Service Em-
ployes International formed a . hew. v
indie outfit calling . itself Studio
Maintenance Guild. ".'

, Membership
scrammed when the International,

formerly headed by George Scalise,

sought control of the local. After ;

adopting . constitution and by-laws,
outfit elected Ray Finelli

.
prez and

biz rep.

Raised Themselves 10%
The Screen Writers Guild put over • :

a fast one oh the producers, it was' :

disclosed this week in the announce-
ment that the SWG will have a 90%
industry-wide Guild shop. The
Guilders had asked' for an 80% shop,
but. the company executives insisted

the percentage be based on the num-
ber of .SWG members employed on -;

the individual lots when the con-
tract became effective Oct.: 10.

The SWG put on a whirlwind
membership drive that gives them,
virtual control . of the film writer
situation, at least during the six-

month life of its current deal.

The smallest individual. Gi :.ild shop
;';'

percentage is 80% at Columbia, and
ranges upward to 100% at Samuel
Goldwyn. Metro, formerly a hotbed; ;

for Screen Playwrights, Inc., will
have a 96% Guild shop..

Individual Guild^shop percentages
follow:

'

Samuel Goldwyn. .
.'.

. . ; . . 100%
•' Metro ' 96%
RKO . .. 93%-.'

.

20th-Fox 93%
Warners \. . . ...... ^ ...... . 86% .

Paramouht 85%
Universal v 84%
Columbia . ; .... . . ... . . . . . 80%.

The ratio of Guilders who must be .

.

employed is even . larger than the:

percentages indicate. For instance,

only three; non-Guilders were em-
ployed at Universal, but the per-
centage fell to 84% because of the
small number of scriveners em-
ployed at that time. At RKO only
one employed writer , was : a non-
Guilder. '.-.,

. The SWG is now busy setting up
machinery to police the lots to see
that Guild shop percentages' are
lived up to!. They also are prepare

.

jng- standard forms for arbitration
and protests on screen credits.

Representatives of the various stu-

dio unions and Guilds are conferring ;

with E. V. Cocking, survey analyst-
of the. Wage-Hour Division, A ma-
jority of the workers are for shorter
hours, but do not want to take any
cut in earnings. The business agents
of the 10 IATSE studio locals were
headed by Harold V. Smith, head of
Sound Technicians' Local 695, with
attorney George E. Bodle appearing
for the Screen Publicists and other
independent units.

;

;.
The Law on Its Own •

;.

.

..Policemen at 20thrFox have organ-
ized ah independent guild and voted
100% against :. affiliation, with the
American Federation of Labor. Tom
Doyle is president of the unit, Ed
King, vice-prexy; William StrattQh,

secretary-treasurer. Members- of the
board of governors in addition to the.

officers are Phii -Fleisher, Bill Bomb, .

E. L. Smith and C. R. Upham.
Lineup, clerks in the transporta-

.

tion department' at Technicolor have
voted to affiliate With

.
Laboratory

Technicians' Local 683 of the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes. The Screen Office Em-
ployes Guild is amending its petition

before . the National Labor Relations

Board so as to waive jurisdiction
'

over these workers in accordance
with an agreement between the two

;

unions.

I!
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THE MARK OF ZORRO
Hollywood* Nov. 2.

20th Century-Fox'productloh and release.
Stars .Tyrone Power; features J..|nda Dar-
nell, Basil Rathbone. Directed byitouben

''Mamo.Ull.in,' Screenplay . by John Talntor
Foote; adaptation by Garrett Fort arid ltosH
Mc.redyth; based on story, by Johnston M'e-

•Culley; >nmera, Arthur Miller; "nlm editor.
Robert Blschbff,. Previewed, at Graijmnn'a.
Chinese, Nov; I,, *W Running lime. 1>3

MINS. ,.-;' ::'; •:;: ":,'. ' •,-'••'•
.

..

' Kiago. ',.'.'.. .-; ;'.
. .-.

;

I.ollta QuiiUero. . ;

.

. A.*a|it;« iVv .listi?l)an ':i5<iuh

::J"npsfe .Quiiiioro, .
;'.-,

Fray Felipe-.'-.': .
.'.

.

J56n Jm\,s Quinl'ero
. l)oh Alejandro 'Vos

.' Sen ora' Isabel la': Yen
Jlodrlgo. ...

.

:

. . . ...

Turnkey , ; . . . . . .
..'.-.

Serjeant '. Gor.?,-i lea ...

.Maria ;..v... . .';,;;,.

Pedro,.;.. , ; . ...

.

:

Propiiethi'. . . • ; . . :'.

.

. Officer of the Day,
Don-. Mljjuol . . . . .V-V.
Don Jcse_; , .. . v .':.. -.

:

. . . . J.

;:t\ .:.'-,

<a. . •

-

« « . .

«

i * t '• •

.

..-» . .'.Tyrone - Power
'.

'. . . , Linda Durnell
le.; .Tlasll' ltaihlione
,'tinle -SonderKaard
; . .iEufiene Pallet,to

Kd\vnrd Brnmbcrff-
.

.
'; .M'ontajru . Love.

-....Janet; Jleech.er,
,'. .Robert bowery
iChrls-Pln Martin
i-.'.

',. .George Regas
....Belle Mitchell:
......Jdhrt Bleifc.r

.;. ...Frank- Puplia
: . ; Eugene- Btirden
Pedro De- Cordoba
....Guy D;i5rinery

Twenty years ago.
_
Douglas Fair-,

tanks started his. series of fantastic
•historical .super-spectacles with 'The
Mark .of Zorr6/ a tale of early Cali-
fornia under. Spanish rule, adapted,
from Johnston McCulley's.story, .'The
Curse of . Capistraho.' In "presenting
the remake of Fairbanks' original
pictiire, 20th-Fox inducts Tyrone
Power into the .lead .spot and invests
the' present offering with some sure-
fire audience ingredients. .- Combo of
original title and Power for marquee
dressing insures healthy grosses .. in

the regular runs, although holdovers
will be the exception ratner than the.

rule. .
- '•

. •
.."

:

The colorful background, detailing
Los Angeles as little . more than a
pueblo settlement under the Spanish:
flag, is utilized for some thrilling
melodramatics unfolded at a consist-
ently rapid. pace. picture consumes
a . third of its

:
footage in setting the

characters, and period, and in the
early portion' drags considerably; But
once it gets tip steam it rolls along,
with plenty of action and, despite its

obvious*, formula of hooded Robin
Hood who terrorizes the tax-biting
officials of the: district to finally tri-

umph for the peons and caballeros,
picture holds plenty of entertain-
ment for; general audiences.

Power is no prototype of the origi-

nal Fairbanks, but, fortunately,
neither, the script nor direction forces
him to any close, ,comparison. He's
plenty heroic and sincere in his. mis-
sion, and delays long enough en route
for some romantic interludes

;
with,

the beauteous Linda Darnell. ..But

overall, it's a fanciful character done
up in a neat enough ' package - to hit

public fancy for good biz. -

After an extensive education in the
' Spanish, army in Madrid, Power re-
turns to California to find his father
displaced as Alcalde of Los Angeles
by thieving J. Edward ' Bromberg,
Latter, with, aid of post captain Basil
Rathbone arid his command, terror-
izes, the district and piles on burden-
some taxes. Power embarks oh a
one-man Robinhopdian campaign of
wild riding and rapier-wielding to
clean up the situation-and . restore his
father to his rightful position. Arid
there's a sweet romance with Itiss

Darnell* niece of Bromberg, who is

unsympathetic to his policies.

Supporting -Power in the starring
spot is a competent cast, with Rath-
bone arid Bromberg particularly ef-

fective\ .as the villainous officials.

Miss Darnell is sweet and lovely, as
the virginal miss who falls in love
with Power on sight. Eugene Pal -.

lette is a fat and friendly padre, and
Gale SOndergaard is Bromberg's flir-

tatious wife. Montagu' Love arid

Janet Beecher are Power's parents.
•

. Picture displays plenty of color of
the period, in addition to wild riding
and numerous hair-breadth escapes
by Power. Sword duel between

. Power and Rathbone; running about
two minutes; is one of the most spec-
tacular ever staged, and a melodra-
matic highlight.

Production mounting Is A grade all

through, with camera work by Ar-
thur Miller of consistently high
standard. '-'

-..: Walt.
"'

diousness. Tab it for program sup-
port in the duals.
The love insurance angle of Big-

gers' yarn has made frequent screen
appearances through the years. In
this instance, Allan Jones sells his
pal, Robert : Gumimings, :an insurance
Solicy on latter's marriage to Nancy
lelly; But Jones falls in loves* with

the gal arid picture swings through
the usual, series -of. cothplicatiahs to
wind ; up . happily" bri- a West Indian
island. .'•.. '

. .

In their initial film .appearance,
Abbott and Costello present a num-
ber of their routines"from radio and
stage, shows, to provide the brightest
spots in ; the picture. Fast-talking
arid slap^ticky .in turri,:

. the team
clicks solidly with, six 'specialties, for
solid laughs in each instance.

•"•'

Musical riuhribers by Kern, .with
four sets of lyrics by Dorothy Fields
and one by' Oscar Hammerstein. 2d.
fail to impress, Jones does as Well
as can be expected with, them; Peggy
Morari sings one tune in a night club
setting, while Nancy

.
Kelly .teams

with Jones for a duet: in the tropical
moonlight. :'

:
. Jones is- the breezy insurance
broker who will write policy on
anything, adequately handline the
uriirhpTessive material at hand. Nancy
Kelly, is okay as the femme lead, and
Robert Cummings overplays the role
of the lovesick playboy. Support in-
cludes Miss Moran as a might ch'b
singer in love with Cummings; Wil-
liam Frawley.a gambling: club oper-
ator; Mary Boland, a fluttefy social-
ite:, and Leo: Carrillo, an island bf-> ;

ficial. •-''.''•:
-

"
Eddie Sutherland directed with an

eye to corned ic values, but was hand-
icapped, by stilted story and script.
Production- values are. adeouate
throughout.:

; r
WalU

,

;

Tex. Rangers Ride Again
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

' Paramount production and' release. Stars
John HoTirard: and '..Ellen: pirew; features
Aklm Tamlroff.: "May Bobsoh. Brodcrlrk
Crawlord, Charley. Grapewin. . Directed- by
James Hogan. Original sdreenplay by-. Wil-.
Hani-- R. :

Xilpnian ..and '-. .Horace' • 'McCoy;-'
camera! Archie Stout; editor,/ -Arthur
Schmidt; osst director, Harry 'Scott.' : Pre--
viewed at Paramount. L. A., Oct. 1!0, '40.

Running time, 87 MINS.
Bllen 'siats' Dangergfleld .... . .Ellen Drew
Jim Kingston..... John Howard
M16 Plo-. . .-.'..., ;.'.;.. ... .;..'Aklm Tamlroff.
Cecilia Dangerfleld. ... . ...... .May Robson
Mace Townsley. ..... ,..BroderIck Crawford
Ben Caldwalder. . , , ; . , j . iCbarley Grapewin
Carter Dangerfleld . . John Mlljan'
Capt. Tnglls. . ...... . i t . .;.William Duncan
Joe .Yuma. ... '. ; . .v; . Anthony

.
Qulnn

Blair ; . . .
,','. Harvey Stephens

Maria.:. »'. . .

.

-i . .1 . . ; . .. . . . . » ^ Eva PuIr-'
''Comatock, ; . ......Harold Goodwin
Palo Pet'e'.....,....,i'.i..-.v'.'.Edward PaWley
Mandolin i ... . .Eddie .Foy', Jr.
Johnson. .'.;.<-. .......'.....; . . Joseph Crehan
•HiKh Boots. , .v; '.

. . .Jim Pierce
Slide Along/. ... ; . .... . . ; . . . . . .'. .Monte Blue

Miniature Reviews

One Night in the Tropics
(WITH SONGS) .

: \
''..

.. Hollywood, Oct. 31.

ITnlversal release .of' Leonard • Splgelgass
production. 1 Stars Allah Jones, Xancy
Kelly, Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Rbbert
.Cum.mlng's; -features Mary Boland-, "William

'" Frawley; - Peggv. Mornni. Leo - Carrillo.- Di-
rected- by - A. Edward.' Sutherland. Screen-
play by- Gertrude Purcell and Charles
Gray. .;

' a'daiited. by.- Katlityn- Scola and
Francis Martin, • from, novel ,by Earl. Derr

. Blggers; :qamera,.. Joseph-
;
Valentine: ..edlr

•tor, Milton Ch'rruth; assti: -director, 'Joseph
. A; McDoriough.; ' BongB, Jerome - Kern, - Dor-
othy Fields, Qscar Hdmtjiei'steln ll. : Pre-

'. viewed at Alexander. GlehdTle; Qct. UO,
MO; Running time, «S MINS. ;

'

,
Jim... . . . '. i i ... . . .

.'; .:. . ... i'Atlan Jones
Cynthia. .. ... ; . .. . . .

'. . .; . . . .N'n'nc'y -Kelly
-Abbott; ... .;. ; Hud. Abbot

t

. Costello, ,'.';
. .'.... . . . . . . ...Lou. Costello

"Steve; . . . .
,'. . . .. .'. ...,<. . .Robert Curinnlng's

Aunt Kitty. . . . ;'i . ; .. . .Marj* Boland
. RoscboV., . . ; , . . . . . ;',.-. .....'.William' dTrawrey.
V Mlcltby; . , ; . ,\ .. ..... * .... , ... ; Peggy. ' Moran
. Escobar. , . . . ^ Leo Carrillo

Riidoljft). ; . . .... . . . ... . . .;>;-.'.-. . . Don .Alvarado
-• Nina .-,'

. , . . , . . . i , . Nina :Orla
: - Mr. Moore.:. . ».,; . , . .

.'. .... ;•; .Richard . Carle

; l*his is a lightly textured- filrriusi-
' comedy based on Earl Derr Biggers'
"• novel, 'Love Insurance,' first made
by Paramount 20 years ago with

'- Wallace Reid. It's a. slim story that
:
fails to. hold together with any sus-
taining degree, .and the

:

music by
Jerome Kern fails- to reveal one tune
that will be remembered. Only the
comedy of Abbott and Costello, neat-
ly spotted for periodic ap"pearahces,
eaves the picture from general te-

Despite ah obviously formula plot,

which appears periodically in- all

types of westerns, Texas Rangers
Ride Again' CQntairis ' sufficient wild
riding and. gun-toting, . paraded
against . some fine .

eye-appealing
backgrounds, to provide the type Of
entertainment relished by action au-
diences.' ; Spotted as solo or bill-

topper in the secondary keys, pic
will catch moderate grosses;.but best
groove is as strbng action supporter
in the regular runs.

.

- Although title tabs picture as re-
lated to Texas Rangers,' which was
released four years ago, there's no
similarity between the two except
having Rangers as prominent char-
acters. In this case, the Texas law
enforcer^ go modern, with horse,
trailers attached to high powered
patrol cars, short-wave radios, car-
rier pigeons and other modern
props.

Iri the modernization prpcess of
converting, the time-worn yarn., of
cattle rustlers, scrlpters William
Lipman arid Horace McCoy set the
action in a huge Texas ranch of
1,500 square miles, where the cattle
are numbered in the thousands;
Rustlers use current racketeering
tactics in. rounding ;up ; hundreds of
steer at a clip, dressing them right
on the rartch, and shipping td the
railroad iri trucks, . The treatment
pfovides some semblance of dress
in; up an old story.

With cattle disappearing from

a

large ranch iri wholesale
;
lots, Texas

Rangers John, Howard and Brod-
erick Crawford are

.
assigned

:

to
handle the case. They- arrive : as
fugitive bandits; are taken ori as
cowhands;, arid eventually bring on
the Rangers for a walloping gun-
fight finale. . Iri between, there's a
light - romance between Howard and
Ellen Drew, which tends to the cbrii-

edy side throughout and keeps the
tale from going too far overboard On
the Wild arid woolly side.

Howard and Crawford team as the
Ranger buddies, and troupe in ex^
cellerit. -fashion.

. Miss Drew is okay
as - the girl . whose- Ion tenure at
eastern 1 schools softened her up from
the girlhood life, of an outdoor en-
thusiast.- . May Robson capably han-
dles the .role of the grumpy mistress
of the huge .'ranch, and 'finally suc-
cumbs, to romantic : overtures of
Ranger Charley. - Grapewin. Akim
Tamiroff turned, in his usually fine
characterization as ' the Mexican
ranch banc},, while John Miljan ahd'
Anthony Quinn are leaders of the
rustling gang.

.

'

.
V •

•

James Hogan's direction unfolds the
yarn at a zippy pace, which does
much to iriaintam general i rarest
in the proceedings. Photograpny by
Archie Stout is one of the. highlights
of the picture. V Walt*.

The Mark of Zorro* (20th).

Tyrone Power in remake of
colorful adventure story.. Good
grosses indicated.

'One Night In the Tropics' (U).
Program musicomedy . .held to- .

.
gether by comedy specialities by
Abbott arid Costello. Mild dualer. :.

'Texas Rangers Ride Again*
.

' (Par). Obvious western freshr '.

eried by gmodernization and fast .

pace; Good program actioner.

•Caillnj All Husbands' (WB).
George Tobias and Ernest Truex
in a domestic comedy, good, but
hard to, sell.

:

•Father Is a PrlnceV (WB)
Lacking nairies, this Warner pro-
gramer .

' for the minor, duals.;

. 'Who Killed Aunt Maggie' :

(Rep). Fair enough murder mys-
. stery for; the. duals, . :

' :

'

'Orphans of the North' (Mono).
Melodrama in Alaskan setting .

with wintry spectacle. Only for
fill-in.- .; ;' '

.

'Rainbow Over the Range'
(Mono ). Tex Ritter clears up a

. hoss-.pilfering : situation. Average ",

mustanger. ';.';

' 'Heritage' (French), .Mild saga
Of Spanish.^ soil tiller's struggle
for water rights; fair arty thea-

;

: tre biz. ' • >.. -':,'..

; 'brums of the Desert' (Mono).
Feeble; nieller about the Foreign
Legion lacking marquee names;;
lower dualers only, .-. ...

-'The Ape*; (Mono) . Boris Kar- :

loff wears ape-fur and commits
murder' ..to get ,. spinal fluid" for

,

paralysis experiments. . Poor. :

'Two Women' (French). Exj- •

. cellent French-made -tragedy
with boxoffice pbtentialiti^s.

.

.-

Calling All Husbands
.Warner Bros.- production'' .and '.release.,

Fd'atures Erii'eBt .
Truex; George Tobias,

Tjuclle Fairbanks.. Directed by Noel: Smith.
Screenplay, -: Robert' Kent, ;vfrom play by
Martin .' Flavin; camera, - Ted McCord

;

editor. • Frflnk Magee. . Reviewed .' at
Nebraska, Lincoln,: dual. Running time:
64 MINS.
Armstrong......
Betty....;......,
Trlppe.
Williams..

.

Mrs. Trlppe.
Weaver.
Mabel. .....
Sheriff.
judge:;....... ..:

Nappy.....;..,.;

......

... *..'

... . ..

./..George Tobias

. Luclle Fairbanks-

. . . .:. Ernest Truex

. . . .George Reeves
-. . .'Flbre'nce. Bates
i, .Charles Haltoh
.....Virginia Snlc-
, . .John Alexander
. . , . .Clem Beva"ha

. ...Sam-McDanlel

.
Cheerful bit of domestic comedy

which Won't be worth chancing out-
side of duals and nabes, 'Calling All
Husbands' is nevertheless an enter-
taining : piece for those showing up.
It is completely without n>arc[uee
baiti and .. the only name which one
might recall is three rungs down iri

the. cast, Ernest Truex.
And it's Truex's picture all- the

wayJ It's the Old henpecked bus-,
band story, the guy who -slaves' unV
der a . simonlegree at the store all

day^ and comes home to have all the
men his. Wife might have married
arid a sihkful of dirty dishes thrown
at him each night. He has One
champion—r-his daughter, . and .'she

fronts for. him, trying to stiffen his
back to the point of okaying, her
marriage, which is fnuch against her
mother's wishes. <-

. The family trio is made up of
Truex, Florence Bates, the nagging
wife; Lucile Fairbanks, the under-
standing daughter, and Virginia Sale,
.her maiden aunt. George Reeves
is trying for Miss Fairbanks, with
her sanction, and Truex ?s agreement
to look the other way even though
he 'won't be pinned down to an
affirmation. Miss Bates does a good
job of picturing the old gal who
still envisions her boyhood sweet-
hearts and has pangs of disgust when
she believes she made the worst
possible choice; The youngsters,
Reeves arid Misi Fairbanks, : . arie

equal to their, rprnarice call. ,

The two comedians, Truex. arid
George Tobias,- make the show, how-
ever., Tobias is the man to whom
Miss Bates continually refers as the
much .better of the two men who
used to woo her by the old mill.
:He finally shows up. a jvmp ahead
of the law, begging handouts at the
back door. Truex saves him up to
spring ori his Wife and shut her, face
for all time.

.

Noel. Smith runs the cast through
the script, without , allowance for:
slack,, the finished product showing
suspense, -' liberal corriedy . arid
numerous domestic : tricks which
establish H as reasoriable,' though
fictitious. - Art. .

Father Is a Prince
Warner Bros,, .production and release.-

, Feature* Grant Mitchell. Nana Brvahtj
John Mtel,

: rjlrectcd by Noel smith. Plav,
Sophie Kerr UrtderW6od, Aniid S. Richard-
(ion: screenplay, Robert. Kent; camera, Ted
McCord; editor, Frank Mngeie. Reviewed nt
Variety, Lincoln, , dual. Running time; 60
MIN^. -.' '. -

'"•

Mrs. Bower. ,,.,,'Nana Bryant
Bower. . . ... .Grant,.Mitchell
.Dr. Stone. . .-. . ........ ... . ; . ..... ..John Lltel
Gary; . . . ..... . .....,.....;...George. Reeves
Connie. . . . . . .v. ;. « . . i.'.Jati Clayton
Ati'nf. . . . . .... , . ..... . . . ; . ,-. .-..Lee Patrick
Mr; Lee. . . , . . . . . , ... , .

,-. ; .Pierre : Watkln

shining angel tfter they lamp: Grant
Mitcheil do : a nickel-pinching head
of the house that's a gem, As the
prospective, patron looks: at it, the
picture contains nobody of interest,

so it will have to .be pinned to the
shift-tail of another attraction and
duated;.- - .. : .'

' Idea for this picture came from
Sophie Kerr Underwood-Anna S.

Richardson play, screen scripted by
Robert Kent. It has; no letdowns,

arid the scenes wherein Mitchell gets
roughest are mean/' He's, the head
of .a: vfarriily which includes 1 Nana
Bryant, his wife; Jan Clayton, a ma-
turing .daughter, : and two boys. He
tolls off the Government because he
cheats at income tax time; he yanks
out electric lights, lectures on sav-
ing money ,from the.^tirrie .he . gets
home until he leaves, and both
works

. and worries his wife until
shefs hear a bfeakdbwri; peak, scene
is when he's called on to meet the
family his daughter's about to marry
into, and he indulges, iri: a" boorish
fit . which will make an audience
cringe. It's a lot of the old hoke,
building tip .to .Misis Bryant's, - final"
collapse When he promises her that
if she'll get -Well, he'll reform.
-Miss Bryant's portrayal is nicely

managed as the .mother who realizes
she .should have put her foot on
Mitchell's neck before he got put of
hand, yet tries to manage the affairs
Of her children tp their best inter-:
ests.

"

'
, ; The .youthful hand-holders,

George Reeves arid Jan Clayton, are
oke. No future in,money, but pleas-
ant family fare. •: Art.

Who Killed Aunt
ier.';-

Republic release of Albert J. . Cohen prc-
ductloci. ,*i.a'rjf John Hubbard and Wendy
Barrlev Plrected by. Arthur Lubin. Screen-
plliy. Stuurt l'almcr. based- on. novel-'of same
panie by .Medora Field; additional dialog,
Frank. Bill. Jr. and Hnl Flnberg; camera.-
Reggie Lannlng; editor;

: Edward 'Manri;
music, Cy. Feuer. .Previewed in Projection
Room. N, Y., Oct. 3.1, '40. Running time,

...... ...John Hubbard
'. .-:'.:,

. . ; .Wendy Barrie
.'. .v .-. . Edgar Kennedy
. ; .Kllzabeth PatterBori
. . : . .Onslow Stevens
..... . , .'. Jciyce Cohipton
..,....;.-... .WAltcr-Abel

. -..

.

:

. . . , . ,'Mona Barrie
WIMb -Beat

Daisy J,ee.:-Mothershed
.. > .. . . .Milton Parsons

. .Tom Dugan
........William Haade
. . . .... . . .Joel, Frledkln

Kirk - Pierce. .'^ .

.

Sally Ambler.;.
Sheriff GregDry.... .;

Aunt."
- Maggie .

-.'
. .:-.

.'.

Bob Iaunbur
'._ ... -, ; -. . .. .

Cynthia, Lou'...,. .:

I>r.. George Benedict.
J3\'e. Benedlcti.. .

,-. ...

Andrew .... . . ;. .'.,.-

Bessie................
Mr.

. Lloyd ........

;

Trooper Leroy ; ; .

.

'. .

.

Trooper Curtis,-.-

Coroner Dodsoti . .-
. ...

Webster, grubstaked by. Mary j0Vcp
aviatrix and storekeeper, keem
up a search for him. About th*same time he locates the,stakcd-out
ml..e, which had caved,

-

0n Z
girl's father, she lights out ori a hunt
of her own, and the search for her
takes most of last half of the filmThere are some good scenes of ice
breaking up in. the rivers, arid bores
peeling off . the glacier ends, which
are the only compensating moments
in all Of the production. No b'17 in
sight here.

: . ;

'

/. Art.

Rainbow Over the Range

..'Monpgiiam reioasa of E4waid Flnnov nro.
Ruction., Stars. Tex. RHter; feature.*

-

, jsilm'
Andrews, Dorothy Fay, Gene Alsucc di.
rected by Al Herman,

. Orlgiiial ' ^•i-cVnnliiy
Robert JOmrriett; camera, Marcel T.e Picuid'
editor, •' Fred Bal.it;. songs, Fleming. 'Alton*'

-

'

Johnny Lange, Low- Porter,: .i-ini-hmd Fdi:

mundson. Reviewed Colonial. ' Lincoln
Nob;;- dual. Running time": Bfl MINS,. '•

''011*" ' '
*
'' ""

'

,v*'-** ' '" " *
'
•" ' -''j***'

- Witter
Slim. . , .; . . i... ; ... , ;'.

.i , .
;'

. . SlI.Kl Al'ldL-fWB
Mary, . . . ............. l.)oroiliyV.Fny
Bart, . . . , , , , , ,-. , ; i . . .Geiie Aloiice
Gene. .\. .-. . . . ; ... Warner Hlclimohd
Jim. ... .. ..... .Jim Pierce
IJuclc, . . . ,.....;. '. i .. ... . ....... Chih-U, Miii-i-ison
..Manners..;. i...;;y i ....:;-,--.-;V...-u'ennls Moore

Art Wilcox and Arizona- -Hangers
7

.

Family trade Will be the best bet
for 'Father Is a Prince,' arid no mat-
ter how bad the father is iri the fam-
ily seeing it, he'll look like a bright,

Murder, mysteries as a - rule ' don't
fall ' within Republic's production
schedule, but one of its few attempts
into that classification, 'Who Killed
Aunt Maggie,',emerges as sufficiently
tight, entertainment to

:

suggest that
it'll win back its production, costs
and some profit. It's for the duals. -

: ;: This is Albert J. Cohen's, first pro-
duction attempt for. Republic/ the
company's

:
story: . department chief

making a bid for the mantle of the
company's top producer, Sol Siegel,
who left to join Paramourit's, pro^:
ducer ranks. Generally, it's a com-
mendable, effort, enhanced by a
competent cast, Arthur Lubin's coh-
s'istently good direction' and some
excellent comedy: dialog.
Medora Field's; original crime

mystery,, which forms the basis for
the film, has the characters getting!
bumped off quicker ,than you can say
Aunt Maggie. It seems they should
have rriinded their own business..
And not bothered to learn about the
'secret room.' :

''

Some - excellent laugh, lines are.
given to the colored Willie; Best,
who's involved in typical situations
in which he .clicked, so well with Bob
HOpe in Paramount's 'Ghost Break-
ers.' In fact,. Best, as the terror-
stricken menial,, garners' the film's
major acting honors, though Wendy
Barrie and Jo h n Hubbard are
starred. Rest of the cast, including;
Edgar Kennedy, in a typical, frus-
trated ' detective role; Elizabeth
Patterson, as Aunt Maggie; OnsloW
Stevens, Joyce Compton, 'Walter
Abel arid Mona Barrie perform well
enough, when One the: other, is
getting knocked, off. Kan. .v

Orphans of the North
Monogram

;
rclea.<e;'of-. Nofnian Hawn

.
pro-

duct lort'; directed by Dawn; camera and
screenplay 'also'. by. Dawn.. .Foatur.e3 Mary
Joyce,: n0h Webster. /Continuity, Susan
Dennis; :cditor', Charles Hunt; At' Variety,
Lincoln, dual,. Running time: 5« MINS.
TlrpwnV. . .:. . .. ; . . * . , . . . ... ;.;.'. Bob. Webster
Mary. . ,. . . . , ; .... .Mary . Joyce;
-Joy. . . ./.'. .

.-.' .....-.;•..'.., .
...'.;' -.Ann Henning

Joy's Mother: ,.:. lileanor Phillips
Trapper. ... ...... ..1 . ; ......

.

; . JoUn POol

.. 'Orphans Of the JJorth' is an
;

. ultra
Weakie butdoorer, made . with a
native: Alaska recruited east, "and
very obviously straining all the time
to maintain interest and space out
a short story into a full-length fea-
ture. ; -The orphans are a couple of
baby bear; cubs, On whom at least a
third of the film footage is used, and
they're by far and away the better
actors. .'-;:.

.
. .;,/

'•

Norman Dawn did ione of these
before,- iTuri.dra,' this. -being' his sec-
ond go into, the north country. His
original idea—that : of telling one of
the stories of the snowy wastes with
his camera—must have sounded, good
ori paper, but when .turned loose to
the limite'd dramatic ability, of river-
head, trappers and traders of Alaska
it becomes Very dull. .

'

It concerns a little girl primarily,
whose, father was a prospector and
went away on a gold hunt never to
return. His pal, played by Bob

Extremely: spotty outlook is
:

the
future of 'Rainbow Over the Range •

all the familiar, gags of antiquity in
Westerns having been thrown. togeth-
er arid not even shaken well before
using.

:
In no territory will this come

up ais a b.o. -bonanza, and the exhib
who buys it can't expect niuch in the
way of income outrunnirig expendi-
tures during its stand.

In one case, it does excel other
Ritter flickers,: in that one song
stands, up. Fleming Allen's 'Rain-
bow Over the Range' doesn't sound
badly. Johnny Lange arid Lew
Porter are credited with 'Poor Slim'
and Garland—Edmundson with 'My
T6nt6 Basin Home.* That's the size
of the music .rack.

Ritter is a U. iS. marshal who ar-
rives tp clear up a hoss-pilfering
situation which is about to lose Dor-
othy Fay's government contract to
furnish .cavalry stock: > She

-

.'
. who

.

doubles . saddle arid , schooMeaching,
is also about to be locked out of her
school . job, too./- - Ritter " discovers .

that;: the most respected members of
the town's, administrative staff are
using their offices to make it tough
on the gal, all of which makes him
gunnin* mad,
Slim Andrews is the Ritter part-

ner for comedy Relief; and he?s just
bad enough to be good enough for;

a western comic. Andrews, .a for-
mer fave. With midwest tent rep
shows, is held down by not being
allowed to spread himself in some
of the comedy musical routines
which won plaudits: for him on
boards. . Just riding- arid speaking a
few dumb liries as he has so far in
this, series Won't oarve him much of
a niche. All other characters are
very run-of-mill.

: : ; Art.

HERITAGE
('Aux Jardins de Murcle')

(FRENCH-MADE)
French Films release of Marcel Gran pro-

duction, directed by Gros. Featuroa .luanlta
Montenegro, Hubert Preller. Vital. Screen-
play "by Max Joly-' and MtccI Graa from
Fellu Gbdlna's. play. 'Maria "del Carmen';
music by Allan Smalt, Jean.PouelBh: F,n«t-
llsh titles by Charles Clement. <?erry H.-
Saunders; camera, Rbcer Cbrhean. At 1

Bolmont, N. T., Veek Nov. 4, 'AO. Run-
ning time; 77 -MINS:
Maria. . .. . , ,.-'.-;. Juanlta ' Montencjrro
Pencho. .

.

'. i . , ..... ........... .
;•

;

; . Vital
Xdvler....'.;;.. ; ...Hubert Preller
Domlnjro. . . ; . . . . . . , . .Marcel Delaltre
Fuensantlea. . . . . ... Annette Dorln,
The Doctor. . . ... . . . . . .Georges Mauloy

fin French; with English Titles)
'Heritage,' like other French

dramas of 'the peaisantry life, may
catch on with patrons of class, arty
theatres, Others have appealed, such
as 'Harvest.' Otherwise, its inherent
entertainment Is stretched mighty
thin. Lags considerably behind other
fine Vehicles from France; but should
get; some business in certain foreign
language spots.
The production is far too wordy

for American audiences who must
depend on English titling, for their
comprehension of what is' transpir-
ing. Much of the crisp Gall ic dialog'

and nuances are lost;: in the bald
translations; And like so many of re-
cent films to come from France it is

a grim drama with only feeble at-
tempts at light humor.
Marcel Gras has based his screen

fable ' on this Spanish drama, 'Maria
del Carmen.' This made necessary a
Spanish locale; with the- producer
claiming the whole picture was made
in Spain Without benefit of a '-studio. v
A studio and more care on produc- •

tiOp details might have helped: p.ver

:

;

theVrriore, rocky passages arid some-
what- tiririg scenic efforts; :

.

. Central theme concerns the strug-
gle between the richer, controlling
class arid the. laboring soil tillers in.

Murlcie, southern ; provirice of .
Spai ri,

,

fOr Water rights; : Said- soil first is

depicted as cement-hard arid, then is

shown sprouting .first wheat and
then CQrn,,latter. riiore than six feet;

in height. This, is merely a 'prpduc-;

tion flaw, soon overlooked when the
budding - romance flares between
Pencho, the leader of the underdog
W.orkers,-and the comely Maria* Fol--:

lowing a . near, fatal .stabbing of

:

Xavier, son of the cOmmuriity's rich-:

est landowner, the producers drop.

Pencho out of the action like a hot
potato by simply implying ;he 'has

gone away.'
In the meantiirie Maria nurses

(Continued on page 18) . .
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.Continued from page 16.

HERITAGE picion, he uses the masquerade of an
ape.
Camera follows Karloff nearly all

. . , . . ... IU „ of the time and includes very few
Xavier back to health -with the lat-

of the other people in the cast except
ter falling in love with the nurse. At i -M^fic w.ri.vnn s^mo nt *h* film

least, that is what the audience is

msked to swallow. Then there is the

familiar angle of trying to force the
girl into a loveless marriage, even
though the titles proclaim that Pen-
cho, now back on the scene, still

madly loves her. And there is the

traditional ending after reams of

dialog.
•

Juariita Montenegro, as Maria,
shows some possibilities, but not so

well in closeups. Vital is the most
vital personality in the film, as Pen-
cho, though : Hubert Prelier con-
tributes a nice performance in the
role of Xavier, despite stupid lines

and episodes. Supporting' cast is

humdrum.
Director Gras is extremely labor-

ious in telling his ' story, but : a .
por-

tion of the. jumpy continuity may
have .been due to scissoring in U. S.

He's also, credited with the script
and dialog along with Max Joly, in-

dicating he had too much to do. Film
is magnificently scored. Wear.

DRUMS OF DESERT
.

• .Monogram --release of -Pnul Malvern, pro-
duction. -Features! /-Ralph-. 'Byfd. Lorna
Grny. '...- Directed by George Waggmr.
Screenplay by Dorothy Held,. Joseph "West;
from story by John T. Neville; editor, Jack
Ogilvle; camera. -Fred Jackman.' Jr.. At
Strand, Brooklyn',- week Nov. 1,- '40, dualed.
Running time, 64 MIXS.
Paul Dumont. . . . ..... ...

Maris Wrixon. Some of the film,

approximately five minutes, is cut in

from circus shots to establish the ape,

its hatred for its keeper, and its es-

cape which eventually leads it to the
home of Karloff.
. • .-Miss. Wrixan'svw^rk, :

. until the fade-
out, is -in a wheelchair, so she has lit-

tle chance of showing anything. Gene
O'Dbnnell is the boy friend who can't

savvy the doc, or what : he's, doing,
and cuts out a fair portrayal. Henry
Hall, the sheriff, is the better mem-
ber of the ..character people. .

Business will be only fair after the
first rush. It's an exploitation pic,

pure arid simple, so it'll have to be
sold for a big opening to get anything
at all.' . .

Art.

Helene.
Raoul.;
Abdullah, v...,.
Rut. Williams."';
Col. Fouohet. . . ,

Mnie, Fouchet.

.

Capt. Andre....
Ben All.
Hassan. ........

.. .. Ralph Byrd
Lorna Gray

...Peter George Lynn

.. . .William Castello
;. ., Manton Moreland

Jean Del-Val
........ . . Ann Codee
. .. . .. .. .Boyd Irwin
.'...'...; . Neyle Marx.
... . . , .Albert Morln

TWO WOMEN
(FRENCH-MADE)

.

Pai-ngon Pictures release of E. Zama
production. .Stars. Pierre Blanchar. Annie
Uuoaux, Blanchctte . Brunoy, Ginette

Leclerc. Jacques' Dumesnll, Pierre Lartiuey.

Directed bv Leonid Moguy; screenplay --.'by-

Charles' Spank, from novel, !L'Emprelnto

du j>ievi, ' by Maxcncc v:in; der Aleccsch;

camera, Otto Heller; Enpllsh- Uf lea, Julian

L-clgH.: . Previewed In Projection Room.
N V., Oct. 31,. '40. Running lime: 97

MIXS. '
'

.Pierre Blanchar
:
. ; . . . Annie SDucaux

.. . . . . .Blnnchette Brunoy

....... . Jacques Dumesnll
.......... Pierre Larquey
......... /.Glnette Leclerc

Van Bergen.

,

Wllfrlda. :

Karelina. . . .

.

Gomar. ......
Mosselmann .

,

Fanny . . . .

.

This is another fable of the French
Foreign Legion, with parachute
troops added. That addition is not
enough. Result is a lukewarm, sec-
ondary feature which will have a
struggle to see light on a double bill.

Picture is bereft of steady direct-
ing, worthwhile performance (with
a few exceptions), sprightly writing
or redeeming originality, Ralph Byrd,
who's done Dick Tracy roles on the
screen, and Lorna Gray, a comely
lass lacking necessary thespian abil-
ity, are co-featured. Support is also
little known, with Manton Moreland,
colored comic, contributing the sole
outstanding performance.
'Drums of the Desert,' a catchy

title with scarcely a drumbeat heard
. in the production; fits into mould No.
;177 of Foreign Legion traditional ad-
venture

1

stories. It's . the one about
two men (both Legion officers) being
in love with the same woman, sketch-
ing the sacrifices of the two until the
final sacrifice by the unlucky one
to save the pair of lovers, and the
customary native two-timing: Whole
thing has been done so often its lus-
tre has worn thin. ,

Idea of having native Moroccoan
blacks inaugurate the parachuting
idea to point

.
up the modern war

technique might have been made
much of. Instead, here it becomes
more or less incidental to the time
worn plot, . with the typical colored
comic sequences taking away what
strength it builds. Platoon leader,
Manton Moreland, . is laughable in
these scenes, but too often too hokey
for the melodramatic content. No
fault of his, but of the material hand-
ed him.
Byrd offers a stilted performance

with even more stilted lines as the
heroic lieutenant, while William Cas-
tello is fairly lifelike as the Morocco
chief. Boyd Irwin, Jean Del-Val and
Ann Codee head the support. Dialog
is as familiar and heavy as the script
cooked up by Dorothy Reid and Jo
seph West. Wear.

THE APE
Monogram production and release. Stars

Rorls Karloff: features Marls Wrixon;
Gertrude Hoffman,' Henry Hall. Dlfected
by William Nigh. Play, Adam Hull Shirk

' screenplay. Kurt. SIfldmak, Richard Carroll
camera. E. R . Hlckeon; editor. Russell
Shoengarth. Reviewed at Variety. Lin-
coln, dual. Running time, 63 MINS.
Dr. Adrian. ; ... ... . .Boris Karloff
•Frances Maris Wrixon
Jjousekeeper. ............ Gertrude Hoffman
Sheriff .................... Henry Hall
Danny . . ......... , .Gene O'Donnell
Tomllri. . . . . . v . ............ . . . Jack Kennedy
Mrs. Brill . ; ............. Jessie Arnold

(In French; with English Titles)

A testimonial of the former great

French film industry emerges in the

form* of 'Two Women,' completed
shortly before the Nazi invasion. A
drama of the love of two women for

one . man, laid in th ; background of

the soil, the picture combines several

good performances and first-rate

scripting by Charles Spaak. Okay
for arty houses, but that's all.

Direction by Leonid Moguy un-
folds this at-times sordid story, in

uneven manner. At times the direc-

tion is in the best French tradition,

but also like other French films, the

meat of the story—the conflict be-
tween the two women^is surround-
ed by too much early extraneous de-
tail. Six-player cast nearly meas-
ures up to the story that won Max-
ence van der Meersch France's high-
est literary honor, the Goncourt
prize. .

The picture is typically French,
but the gehuineness of the yarn it-

self, coupled with several smooth
performances, manages to overcome
scenes that the Hays code likely

would eliminate. Although they are

all leading characterizations,, the
Sympathetic portrayal of Blanchette

Brunoy remains outstanding. Miss
Brunoy has an elflike quality to her
playing of the unhappy Karelina,

who's wed to the beast-like Gomar
(Jacques Dumesnil), that stamps her
as a Hollywood possibility.

The story has assumed a neat

transition through Charles Spaak's
screenplay. It deals with the pro-

tective custody in which Karelina
places herself ' in the home of her
friend, Wilfrida (Annie Ducaux),
and her - husband, Van Bergen
(Pierre Blanchar) - when she flees

from Gomar. The tragedy of Van
Bergen's slaying at the hands of

Gomar when he learns that the for-

mer is the father of his wife's child

is consistent with indelible, typical

French drama. ^
Blanchar's performance is one of

his better jobs, while Annie-Ducaux
as his wife remains one of the sock
beauts of French films in addition

to being a fine actress. Ginette Le-
clerc, as Gdmar's mistress; Jacques
DumesnnY as Gomar; and Pierre Lar-
quey, as the old benefactor of Kare-
lina, round out the starring cast.

Many exteriors are '". authentic.

These are the ones in the windmill
country which extends from the
sand dunes of Dunkirk to the coast

of Holland, in French and Belgian
Flanders. They. form the locale of

the film. Recent history, of course,

has added to their significance.
' Kan.

'

The Ape' is a Boris Karloff starrer
presumed at the outset to be a thrill-

er, but it misses by a considerable
margin. Ultimate Weight of the flick

as a suspenser is nil, and most of the
footage is extremely boring.

.

Again, as in most of the Karloff
pix of this type, he's a- doctor strain-
ing against the bounds of normal
medical science with experiments in
effort to find a- cure for a type oi!

paralysisi He's feared by the people
' who live in the town, where he's ban-
ished himself, and cordially hated by
everyone save Maris Wrixon and her
mother, Jessie Arnold. Miss Wrixon
is a victim, of the paralysis he's try
Ing to master, and she submits to his
experimentation.
Wrinkle in the story which sets up

the whole motivation is that Karloff
must have a spinal fluid as the serum,
so he sets about getting it from peo-
{)le who don't deserve to live. To do
he murder missions, and avoid sus-

cannot adapt themselves to other

methods. Their personal contact with

leaders of outstanding name bands

on the air has made them highly val-

uable to publishers; and so that these

same contactmen could maintain

their sbcial relations in the right

style it has been customary for them
to receive not only substantial sal-

aries but fat expense accounts.

Deprived of such air plugs, the big

salary exploitcers face a critical

turning point in their careers. If the

break occurs, they'll have to adjust

themselves in two ways, first, as to

income, and then as to a radical re-

vision of their mode of operation.

Some have alr.eady let themselves in

for- defeatist attitudes,, while others

have adopted a philosophic outlook
and state that even though radio's

potency for sheet music merchan-
dising will be hard to replace, the
fact that other fields must be con-
centrated on may prove exhilarating
to the music business.

It will take much more time to' get
a song started but the circumstance
that it isn't being quickly pounded
to death on the air may result in

such an .increase in total sales that,

if the break lasts long enough, the
music industry will find it expedient
to revamp its entire evaluation . of
exploitation channels, Publishers may
decide that although highpressure
methods bring quick 'results the
profits would be greater the other
way.

Most publishers are actually anxi-
ous for the test. They regret the re-
adjustments and personal hardships
i;hat they will have; to make in their
setups and overhead but they feel
confident that. With the networks as
an all-consuming Moloch out of the
way, the. music industry will recover
in huge measure its essential en-
deavor^—the sale of sheet music.

Starr's Viewpoint

Herman Starr, head pf the Warner
Bros, music combine of Harms, Re-
mick and Witmark companies, is of
;he opinion that the imminent breach
of Radio-American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers rela-
tions will help the music biz more'
than hinder it. The thoughts were
contained in individual letters to all

employees of the three publishing
companies last week, assuring them
of the safety of their jobs, no matter
what transpires as a result of the
Jan. 1 breakoff of ASCAP-Radio, if

it happens*.

Starr answered queries of em-
ployees who had been hearing - ru-
mors of wholesale staff cutting by
saying that the music business will
be better and that songs will sell in
higher quantities, if they're good,
without radio to kill 'em off by repe-
titious playing of them.

Lombardos' Economy
. Lombardd brothers have put strict

economy measures into effect in

their publishing business, the Olman
Music Corp. Elmore White will be
through as general manager pf the
firm next week, with Monroe Golden
remaining to handle things generally.

The brothers made the
1

catalog
available for purchase several
months ago but switched their in-

clination when *I Can't Love You
Anymore,' became a. best seller. -
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WEEK OF RELEASE—9/20/40

Before I Hang (Col) 10/2
Haunted Honeymoon (M-G) 8/7
That Gang of Mine (Mono)
I Want a Divorce (Par) 9/4
Triple Justice (RKO) 10/9
Colorado (Rep) 9/4
Yesterday's Heroes (20th) 10/9
Mummy's Hand (U) • 9/25
Ragtime Cowboy Joe. (U) 10/2
The Westerner (UA) 9/25
City for Conquest (WB) 9/11

M

'

62
D 99
M
D 91
W 65
W 57
CD 60
M 65
W 68
W 97

D 105

B. Karloff-E. Keyes
R. Montgomery-C. Cummingi
B. Jordan-L. Gorcey
J. Blondcll-D. Powell
G. O'Brien-V. Vale
R. Rogers-G. Hayes
R. Sterllng-J. Rogers
D. Foran-P. Moran
J. M. Brown-N. O'Day
G. Cooper-W. Bremian
J. Cagncy-A. Sheridan

.

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/27/40

Angels Over Broadway (Col) 10/9 D 78
Glamour for Sale (Col) 10/23 D 58
Prairie . Schooners (Col) W
Strike Up the Band (M-G) 9/18 MU 115
Sky Murder (M-G) 9/25 M 71
Drums of the Desert (Mono) 11/6 M > 64
Rangers of Fortune (Par) 9/11 D 79
I'm Still Alive (RKO) 10/2 RD 70
Under Texas Skies (Ren) 9/18 W 57
Brigham Youne (20th) 8/28 RD 112
Spring Parade (U) 10/2 MU .89

D. Fairbanks, Jr.-R. Hayw'rtH
A. Lbuiss-R. Pryor.
B. EUlott-E. Young
M. Rooncy-J. Garland
R. Jolinson-W. Pidgcon
L. Gray-R. Byrd
F. MacMurray-P. Morlson
K.Taylor-L.Hayes
A. Mesqultecrs-L. Ranson
T. Power-L. Darnell
D. Durbin-R. Cummings

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/4/40

So You Won't Talk (Col) 10/23 C 68
Dulcy (M-G) 10/2 C 67
Ole Swinunin' Hole (Mono) C 80
Quarterback (ParX 10/2 CD 71
Wagon Train (RKO) W 60
Gay Caballero (20th) 9/25: W 58
Diamond Frontier (U) 10/9 M 71
KnUte Rockne—All American (WB) 10/9 D 97

J. E. Brown-F. Robinson
A. Sothern-I. Hunter

'

M. M. Jones-J. Moran .

W. Morris-V. Dale
T. Holt-M. O'Drlscoll
C.Romero-S.Ryan
V. McLaglen-A. Nagel
P. O'Brien-G. Page

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/11/40

Third Finger, Left Hand (M-G) 19/16 CD 9»
Trailing Double Trouble (Mono) W 56
Cherokee Strip (Par) 10/2 . W 84
Villain Still Pursued Her (RKO) 7/24 C 66
Melody and Moonlight (Rep) 10/16 CD 73
Frontier Vengeance (Rep) 10/9 W 57
Down Argentine Way (20th) 10/9 MU 92
Father Is a Prince (WB) 11/6 C 59
Little Bit of Heaven (U) 10/16 CD 85

M. Loy-M. Douglas
C. Corrigan-J. King
R. Dix-V. Jory
A. Louise-R, Cromwell
J. Downs-J. Frazee
D. Barry-B. Moran
D. Ameche-B. Grable
G. MitcheU-L. Patrick
G. Jean-H. Herbert

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/18/40

Nobody's Children (Col) D
West of Abilene (Col) W
Moon Over Burma (Par) 10/14 D 7«
Night Train (20th) 10/30 M 90
Laddie (RKO) 9/18 D 69
Slightly Tempted (U) 10/30 C 60
Dispatch from Reuters (WB) 9/25 D 89

E. Fellows-L.Wilson
C. Starrett-M. Coolcy
D. Lamour-P. Foster
M. Lockwood-R, Harrison
T. Holt-S. Bylngton
H, Herbert-P. Moran
E. Robinson-E. Best

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/25/40

Girls Under 21 (CoD
HuDabaloo (M-G) 10/30
Phantom of Chinatown (Mono)
Christmas lii July (Par) 9/18
Knew What They Wanted (RKO)
Young Bill Hickok (Rep) 10/2
Great Profile (20th) 8/21
Tugboat Annie Sails Again (WB)
Seven Sinners (U) . 10/30

Song Slides
.Continued from page 3.

dio and ASCAP has akeady caused
much worry among contactmen. A
group of them weht so far the past

week as to call on^ Frank Collins,

Heyr. York state organizer for ..the

American Federation of Labor, with
a plea that the AFL take some step

to stymie wholesale discharge of ex-
ploitation' nien by ASCAP publish-

ers Jan. 1. Collins, who was. instru-

mental in getting a charter, for the

contactmen from the AFL, advised
his. callers that their' concern was far

too premature and that it was ridicu-

lous for them to get wrought up un-
til they had received their notice.

Fear Job Loss
The chief worriers are the con-

tactmen who have come into the
business since the advent of radio
and not only know hP other methpds
of exploitation but fear that they

Temporary Curtailment?

Chicago, Nov. 5.

Increasing pressure of the ASCAP-
BMI fight is indicated in the num-
ber of second men and office help
being displaced in local music offices.

Likely that the staffs will be restored
to full force as soon as an actual de
cisidn is arrived; at, but for the time
being the eastern headquarters feel
that a smaller payroll is indicated
Olman music firm closed its local of-

fice, which lets out Lew Butler. Milt
Stein, , who has been second man to
George Pincus for Shapiro-Bernstein,
has left that outfit, and the Remick
office has displaced Hugh Keough.
However, with the music men evi-

dently determined, to seek other
means of plugging their tunes,, how
that the radio outlets have clamped
down on the ASCAP tunes, it is like-

ly that the staffs will be increased
rather than decreased after a final

splikup between radio and ASCAP,
with the publishers turning to; tav
ems, theatres and other, non-radio
outlets for their song plugging: .

And Long Green to Match

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Most expensive set . built by 20th-

Fox this year is being rushed at a
cost of $100,000 for 'How Green Was
My Valley.' Crew of 100 started
work yesterday (Mon.), ainiing to

finish the job, by Dec. 4. Set^repre
sents a Welsh coal mining village.

Shooting schedule calls for 72 days,

with William Wyler directing.

D P. Kelly-R. Hudson
MU 77 F.Morgan-B.Burke
D K.Luke
CD «0 D.Powell-E.Drew

10/9 CD 9U C.Laaghton-C. Lombard
W 59 R. Rogers-G. Hayes
U 79 J. Barrymore-M. B. Hughet

10/23 C 75 M. Rambean-A. Hale
RD 85 M. Dietrich-J. Wayne

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/1/40
Escape (M-G) 10/30 D 105
Blondie Plays Cupid (Col) 10/30 C 67
Take Me Back to Oklahoma (Mono) W
Dancing on a Dime (Par) 10/16 D 73
Too Many Girls (RKO) 10/9 MU 84
Li'l Abner (RKO) C 77
Who Killed Annt Maggie? (Rep) 11/6 M 70
I'm Nobody's Sweetheart Now (U) C
Devil's Pipeline (U) M
Always a Bride (WB) C

N. Shearer-R. Taylor
P. Singleton-A. Lake
T. Hitter
G. McDonald-R. Paige
L. Ball-R. Carlson
G. Owen-M. Ray
J. Hubbard-W. Barrle
D. O'Keefe-C. Moore
R. Arlen-A. Devine
R. Lane-G. Reeves

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/8/40

Bitter Sweet (M-G) MU
Chamber of Horrors (Mono) M
Arise My Love (Par) 10/23 D
Friendly Neighbors (Rep) C
Mexican Spitfire Out West (RKO) 10/30 C
Trail Blazers (Rep) 10/30 W
The Mark of Zorro (20th) 11/6 D
Sandy Gets Her Man (U) C
Pony Post (U) W
East of the River (WB) 10/30 RD

100

7B
58
93

73

J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
G. Malo-L. Banks
C. Colbert-R. Milland
Weaver Bros, and Elviry
L. Velez-L. Errol
R. Livingston-B. Steele
T. Power-L. Darnell
S. Erwin-U. Merkel.
J. M. Brown-F. Knight
J. Garfield-B. MarshaU

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/15/40
Lone Wolf Keeps a Date (Col)
Beyond the Sacramento (Col)
Gallant Sons (M-G)
Three Men from Texas (Par)
Remedy for Riches
Melody Ranch (Rep)
Street of Memories (20th) 7/3
One Night in the Tropics (U)
South of Suez (WB)

'MW
D
W
CD
W
D

MU
D

65

W. WlUiam-F. Robinson
B. Elliott-E. Keyes
J. Cooper-J. Preisser -

B. Boyd-R. Hayden
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
G. Autry-j; Durante .

L. Robcrts-G. Kibbee
A. Jones-V. Bruce .

.

G. Brent-G. Fitzgerald

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/22/40
Escape to Glory (Col) M
Little NeUy KcUy (M-G) ' MU
West of Pinto Basin (Mono) W
North West Mounted Police (Par) 10/23 M
The Fargo Kid (RKO) W
You'll Find Out (RKO) MU
Texas Terrors (Ren) '

: W
Youth Will Re Serve.d (20th) C
Meet the Wildcat (U) - 10/30 D
The Long Voyage Home (UA) 10/30 D
The Letter (WB) D

125
63

61
103

P. O'Brien-C. Bennett
J. Garland-G. Murphy
R. Corrigan-J. King

. G. Cooper-M. Carroll
T. Holt-J. Drummond
K. Kyser-B. Karloff
D. Barry-J. Duncan
J. Withers-R. Conway
M. Llndsay-R. Bellamy
J."Wayne-Tj MitcheU .

B.Davis-H.Marshall

WEEK OF RELEASE;—11/29/40

EUery Queen—Master Detective (Col) D
Little Men (RKO) D
This Thing Called Love (Col) C
Comrade X (M-G) M
Meet the Missus (Ren) C
Tin "Pan Alley (20th) MU
The Bank Dick (V) C
Blackout (UA) D
Lady with the Red Hair (WB) . D

R. Bellamy-M. Lindsay
K. Francis-J. Oakle
B. Russell-M. Douglas
C. Gable-H. Lamarr
R. Karns-R. Donnelly
A. Faye-J. Oakle
W. C. Flelds-F. pangbor11

C. Veldt-V. Hobsbn
M. HOpklns-C. Rains

.

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/0/40

Thundering Frontier (Col) 9/18
Go West (M-G)
A Night at Earl Carroll's (Par)
Border Legion (Rep)
Charter Pilot (20th)
Margie (U) 9/18

W K C. Starrett-I. Meredith
C Marx: Bros.-J. Carroll

MU K. Murray-R. Hobart
W R. Rogers-G.. Hayes
CD L. Baii-L. Nolan
G. 58 t arown-N. Grey
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$2,200,000 Foreign Writeoff Accounts

For 39-Week Net Loss of $1,075,611

By 20th; Par's Net Profit Up $2,000,000

Writeoff of $2,200,000 as special
provision for reserve against foreign
assets spelled the difference between
a substantial profit and a surprisingly
large consolidated net operating loss

for 20th-Fox for the first 39 weeks
ending Sept. 28. Corporation last

week reported consolidated net ope-
rating loss of $1,075,611, after all

charges including the $2^200,000 de-
duction for foreign reserve against

assets and revenues, as compared to

$3,152,595 profit in the first 39 weeks
of 1939. Without this writeoff, the

company could have shown around
$1,124,000 net profit.

Third quarter ending on the Sep-
tember date showed 20th-Fox with a
consolidated net operating loss, after

all charges including a provision of

$1,400,000 for reserve against foreign

assets, of $1,192,824. This compares
with a profit of $627,069 in the third

quarter last year and only a $236,163

loss in the second quarter this year.

This plainly indicates that the

foreign situation prompted the sub-
stantial writeoff for the third quar-
ter, being twice as large as the de-

ductions for the previous two quar-

ters combined.
Company explained that the pur-

pose of the additions to the special

reserve against foreign assets is to

exclude from current profits those

profits earned during the period in

foreign currencies, principally ster-

ling, which are not realizable in U. S.

dollars and therefore are not avail-

able for use in the corporation's

operations in this country. It also

stated that these profits now are

represented by foreign current as-

sets (principally cash) and at such
future time when they may be con-

verted into U. S. dollars, they will

be included in the profits of the

period in which realized.

No part of the earnings of National

Theatres were included in the fig-

ures since no dividends were de-

clared by that corporation during

the three quarters.

Gross income from all sources

totalled $34,938,269 for the three

quarters while expenses amounted to

$35,720,068. Other charges included

$251,404 for depreciation of fixed as-

sets, not including $581,959 deprecia-

tion on studio buildings and equip-

ment absorbed in production costs,

and $40,500 provision for Federal in-

come taxes.

Par's 94.819.W

Paramount earnings Increased

nearly $2,000,000 for first nine months
this year as compared with the first

three quarters last yea^ according to

the earnings statement issued Friday

(1). Par earnings for the nine-month
period ending Sept 28, after provid-

ing for increased taxes under the

Second Revenue Act of 1940, were
estimated at $4,810,000 as compared
with $2,840,000 for the initial three

quarters of 1939. This Is equal to

$1.60 per common share against 79c

for the nine-month period of last

year.

The $1.60 per common showing
was even better than estimated and
appears to insure the company of

more than $2 for the full year of

1940. The nine-month total includes

$1,355,000 share of undistributed

earnings of partially owned non
consolidated subsidiaries and $88,000

profit on purchase of debentures.

Paramount statement estimated

third quarter (ending Sept. 28) earn

lngs at $1,726,000 after, providing for

additional taxes resulting from the

increased rates of income tax and the

excess profits taxes under the Sec

. ond Revenue Act of 1940. Before re-

troactive adjustment based on these

increases/ the total was $1,944,000,

which however, was after interest

and all other charges. This com
pares with $710,000 for the corre

sponding September quarter last

year.

The $1,726,000 figure includes $316,

000, representing Paramount's direct

and indirect net interest as a stock
holder in the combined undistributed
earnings for the quarter of partially
owned non-consolidated subsids, as
well as $22,000 profit on the purchase
of debentures. This equals 58c on
the common for this third quarter as
against 17c in the comparable quar-
ter last year.

Acquired 2 Isaacs
Paramount reported having ac-

quired 7,982 shares of first preferred
and 11,200 shares oi second preferred

value of both issues so acquired. Com-
pany obtained the shares at a dis-

count of about $170,000 which has
been credited to a special capital

surplus account.
Company reported 136,689 shares

of the 6% first preferred stock out-
standing on Sept. 28 this year and
543,870 shares of the second pre-
ferred on the same date. Besides
paying 30c on the common shares so
far this year, Par has maintained the
60c rate on the $10 second preferred
and $6 annual rate on the $100 first

preferred. On the same date, there
were 2,465,927 shares of common out-
standing.

Ability of the corporation to secure
the conversion of any preferred
shares into common stock in the
present desultory market speaks well
for the future stability of the com-
pany. Corporation ultimately hopes
to get the bulk of both preferred
issues converted into common stock,
thereby saving around $1,000,000 an-
nually In dividend payments on the
preference issues. The large earn-
ings shown on the common despite
maintenance of distributions on both
preference issues indicates increas-
ing value In common shares, which
in turn is likely to be reflected in
further conversions into common
stock.

Roxy Theatre, Inc., directors de-
clared a quarterly dividend of 37%c
on the preferred last Friday (1).
Diwy is payable Nov. 30 to stock on
record, Nov. 16.

K-A-O and Keith Ahead

Earnings statements by both Keith-
Albee-Orpheum Corp. and B. F.
Keith, covering the first 39 weeks
this year, showed the two companies'
profits running ahead of comparable
period in 1939, Keith's being more
than $123,000 higher and KAO being
nearly $13,000 ahead of last year.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum showed net
profit (after all charges) of $489,259
against $476,540 for the 39-week
period ending Sept. 28 as compared
with similar period of 1939. This is
equal to $7.69 on each preferred
share against $7.41 In the comparable
period last year. Profit before in-
come taxes ran approximately $38,-
000 ahead of 1939. Profit before de-
ductions totalled $1,148,766 compared
with $1,550,743 In 1939, writeoff of
$510,597 for depreciation being the
largest Item.

B. P. Keith net profit after charges
amounted to $279,685 as compared
with $156,571 In similar first 39
weeks of 1939. Provision for income
taxes, $66,835, was virtually double
that of the 39-week period in 1939.

Profit before deductions totalled

$702,352 against $980,207 but there
was no $400,000 writeoff this year in
settlement of lease
last year.

1st War Casualty

San Antonio, Nov 8.

List the first casualty In the

picture theatre field to the cur*

rent draft measures. Through*
out the state many new house-

are being planned, built end are
being opened to take care of the

great number of soldiers ex-

pected to be drawn to various

training centers. But here, one
house has been closed due to the

fact that so many of its patrons

have joined the fighting forces,

not waiting for the draft. It is

the Royal, Negro nabe owned
and operated by Julian Amols.
According to Amols, in one

week over 125 boys and men
signed up for service Which
caused a huge dent in his list of
patrons. According to reports
from the local board no one is to

be called from Bexar County in
the first draft due to the fact

that it has reached its quota of
men. Bexar County includes this

city.

FILM FUMBLES'

IS GIVEAWAY

STUNT

Detroit, Nov. 5.

Plans to. run $5,000 weekly terri-

torial giveaways have been com-
pleted here by Monogram.
'Film Fumbles,' based on boners

in pictures, will be released by Mon-
ogram on a local basis in Detroit,

Charlotte, N. C, Memphis, New Or-
leans and Atlanta, with the arrange-

ments now being completed for Cin-
cinnati and Chicago, according to

Lloyd Hammond, the_ producer.
Other territories will be dated up
later.

The project calls for moving -all

prints at a time from one terri-

tory - into another. This allows a
synchronization of the $5,000 ^weekly
/giveaway among all participants in

one territory who will be playing
day and date on the booking.
Quicker, granting of awards is pointed

to as one of the advantages^ whip-
ping up interest in the participa-

tion series.

P0SEN SCORES POINT

AGAINST 2 ELECTRICS

Preliminary skirmish in Samuel I.

Posen, Universal director's stock-
holder suit against the film Co.,
Standard Capital Corp., Big U Film
Exchange, Inc., Western Electric,
Eastman Kodak, Electrical Research
Products, Inc., and officers and di-
rectors of Universal, went to the
plaintiff, when on Monday (4) N. Y.
supreme court Justice William T.
Collins denied Western Electric's
plea to dismiss the complaint. The
court ruled that the complaint stated
a cause of action against W.E. and
Erpi and ordered the defendants to
file an answer within 10 days.

Action seeks damages of approxi-
mately $2,000,000 and charges waste
and mismanagement, and seeks the
dismissal from the company of J.
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board of directors, claiming that
most of the company's woes are
traceable to Cowdin's management.

GILBERT BUYS OUT HIS BOSS
Detroit, Nov. 5.

H. Vinton Gilbert, the manager,
has bought out the interest of Bert
Williams, president of the Allied
Film Exchange, the newest of the
Detroit independents.
Williams has left for St. Louis

Wis. Bootleg Bingo

Milwaukee, Nov. I.

Although the Wisconsin supreme
court outlawed bingo nearly a year
ago as result of court action by local

theatre interests, after bank. nights

had been legally banned*, the game
did a noisy comeback this past week
under "patriotic' auspices,.

Edward Zrimsek's' Bahn Frei hall,

which had been 'perpetually en-

joined' from presenting bingo, was-

leased out by its erstwhile owners
and reopened as the Grand Army of

«S««r« tthe Republic Drum Corps club-
obhgation as|

house^ thjm lfiQQ bingQ playCTs

participating in the opening night's

play. Winners received 'merchan-
dise certificates,' then turned them
In for a bottle of beer or av cigar

and got the balance in cash.

Bingo games are now going full

blast, sponsored by churches, fra-

ternal orders and various 'patriotic*

organizations, and theatre men, as

well as civic purists, are waiting un-
til after election to see whether any-
thing Is going to be done about it

by the law enforcement officials.

Co-op Ads
.Continued iron page 5.

Hepburn
.Continued from page 1.

she is fed up with the play. Barry,
however, wants to keep it going as
long as it continues to make money.

during the first nine months this
j
where he plans to open a new in-

*Wl A9iW, .45*W./ar
' dcP«°ent exchange.

Philip Barry, author, of 'Philadel-
phia Story,' is not known to have
completed a new play for Katharine
Hepburn, but. has another script
called 'Liberty Jones,' which the
Theatre Guild has on this season's
schedule. No one has been mentioned
for the cast. However, the playt
wright has several times been re-
ported working on a play to follow
•Story' for Miss HepbUrm

Splurge on 'Carnival
9

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

'Carnival,' currently in production
at Warners, gets an increased budget
and longer shooting schedule.
Company is building up Humphrey

Bogart, following his recent work in
'High Sierra*

• i t.\> < ii :j > . i i / . ,

vertislng agencies, In competition for

film company accounts,: developed

the co-op plan, with the expertness

which larger commissions stimu-

lated. .

•'•

Burden on the Dlsirlb .

It was not long, however, before

many first runs, both ;
affiliated

and independent circuit theatres,

trimmed their 'regular' newspaper
appropriations materially. When
extra space was desired by the dis-

tributor, the' division of expenditure

switched from a 50-50 basis to

a larger share for the film exchange.

In - situations where one exhibitor

controlled all the first' run theatres

in a key spot it. is not. unusual for

the distributor, in order to get quick
play-dates, to kick in as much as

75% of all the newspaper advertis-

ing..

With the acceptance of the major
film companies of the * terms of the
new consent decree in settlement, of

the Government's anti-trust suit, a

general switch in the prevailing
rules of newspaper cooperative ad-
vertising is anticipated. " Under, the

decree sales of films will be limited

to groups of five features, the play-

ing and advertising terms' of each of

which will be designated at the time
of .the: sale.; '.

Where it would be difficult or al-

most impossible for any one,, or two,
distributors to clarify the current
methods of. placing the co-op ad-
vertising with exhibitors, it . is be-
ieved that the breaking up of the
blind selling plan will furnish the
opportunity for a radical revision of
the present practices.

Scheme which has. been discussed
among top distribs is that the news-,
papers will be charged .with the re-

sponsibility of breaking up what is

now being regarded, in the trade as
' he 'co-op racket.' Under the new
plan a definite space appropriation
will be assigned to a given news-
paper, to be released wholly on 'a
contingent basis that the newspaper
will persuade the exhibitor: account
to. match the space with 'extra' ad
vertising. It is thus believed that

there will be a general return to the
original equal cost <.-' division •; of
'extra' advertising.

Under the new : plans also dis

trlbutors will pay their bills direct

to the newspapers, and not through
the theatre accountants.

Allied Charges
.Continued from page 7

.

• Uohen, president of latter, prophesies
that the two ..organizations will pro-
vide the strongest single unit in the
national MPTOA, of which Ed L.
Kuykendall of Columbus, Miss., is

president.

Cohen states that his Allied Thea-
tre Owners relinquishes jurisdiction
above Poughkeepsie, leaving the rest
of the state north of there and west
o Buffalo to the newly-founded
MPTOA of N. Y. of which A. C. Hay-
man is president.
In addition to all of Greater N. Y.,

Long Island, Staten Island, West-
chester county and points as far
north as Poughkeepsie, Allied of
N. Y„ however, will branch out into
New Jersey, according to Cohen.
Now having a membership of 200
Allied will take in New Jersey ex-
hibitors from Trenton up; leaving the
southern part of the state to: the
United Motion. Picture Theatre Own-
ens of Philadelphia; : also affiliated
with the MPTOA. .

Defense Bodied
Continued from page 4_ _

cal consultations. As a result, Major
Richard T. Schlpsberg, chief of the
photographic division of the Signal
Corps, and Col. Bruce* of the General
Staff in charge of the training divi-
sion, are due in Hollywood this week
as technical advisors on production
of the films.

Hal Wallis, production exec at War-
ners, is the latest addition to the co-
ordinating committee, which will
serve in an advisory capacity for
the films, not to be exhibited to the
general public but shown as a visual
educational course in Army camps.
Pictures will be produced at various
major studios, With the co-ordinating
committee designating the lots.

Tremendous price paid by Para-
mount for screen rights to Ernest
Hemingway's Tor Whom the Bell
Tolls' was termed 'unhealthy' by t
number of top film execs in New
York this week, despite their ad-
mission that' their own companies
would have liked to have bought the
novel..'"'- '•/.•.'''•.••'••..'" :

'-./: '

Hemingway book sold for what
will likely amount to $l3o,000. Ef-
fect, it is felt, will be to push up
the price of all story properties at a
time when,every studio is attempting
to trim

.
costs. Permanent jumps in

sums demanded for novels and plays
have always followed purchases at
record prices.

Difficulty In paying so much for a
book is that it gives the studio a
$250,000 nut, or thereabouts, to
hurdle 'before actual shooting even
begins. When such a price' is paid
for a novel, the studio is naturally
not inclined to employ: a hack to do
the screenplay and a top writer
pushes his fee higher than ever on
a book on which he knows so much
has been spent Director and cast

are likewise prone to demand a share
in the gravy; which adds to costs

all along the line. 1

\
Another .difficulty pointed to w ith

books that reach the tremendous sale

promised by Tolls* is that the pop-
ularity becomes a double-edged
sword; So many people are familiar

with the story that scarcely a change
can be htade for politic or. ethical

reasons without setting up a squawk.
In the case of Tolls,' which has as

its background the controversial
Spanish civil war; this may .be a
serious drawback. There's also a sex
angle to be dealt with,

Despite the defects and difficulties

they now see in it, however, there's

not a studio which wouldn't want
Tolls' if could it get. It at its price.

Details of the contract for the
Hemingway purchase by Paramount
have, yet to be confabbed on by at-

torneys. Holding; up the gab is de-
lay in receiving copyright number
from Washington, which must be in-

cluded in papers. Sliding scale deal,
depending on number of books sold,
is anticipated as making the contract
a particularly tough one to draw.

George W. Weeks has purchased
'Gun Smoke. Valley,' original by
Oliver Drake, to go into production
shortly as one of . the Range Busters
westerns in the series Weeks is mak-
ings for Monogram release. Ray
Corrigan, John King and Max Ter-
hune will be featured.

RKO last' week purchased 'Unex-
pected Uncle/ mag serial by Eric
Hatch, for about $10,000. Story is

currently running in Liberty. It's

about • deb"*who runs out of coin,
and is guided through the throes of
poverty by her W. C. Fields-type
uncle.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood^ Nov. f.

Harry Sherman purchased bean
Reisner's story, Tombstone, Ariz.,'
for production at Paramount

FEAR'S PROCESS SUIT

VS. METRO TO TRIAL

Los Angeles, Nov. 5.

Jury in U. S. district court of Judge

Ben Harrison is hearing case of

Ralph Gordon Fear vs. Metrp-Gold-

wyn-Mayer, who asks heavy dam-

ages for alleged breach of contract

growing but of
, his invention of ..a,

developing process machine. Case

was started early last week but in-

dications are it will continue
.

for

several more days.
Fear, whose action was

:
filed two

years ago, charges that Metro vio-

lated a licensing agreement by using

his invention for outside work;

Whereas contract entered into pro-

vided studio could only develop and
process its own films. Present de-

fendant went into U» S; court here

several years ago to secure declara-.

tory relief but was ruled against by
District Cburt Judge George Cos-

grave.

Latter's ruling was somewhat mod-
ified by Appeals Court, which held

that Metro's licensing agreement

provided not only it-, could do its

own film developing but was also

permitted to develop and process any
other film: which It might own.
«l«>. »'.* t*« A wtLa fc»»fi Wit:a 'J U 'i *« * " ' " f

.
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J Bowling Alleys

Detroit/ Nov. 8.

Putting it all under one roof seems

to be *he idea of Sydney and Irving

Moss who ' opened, their new Park-

glde theatre here. Three of the most
popular diversions of the day have
been combined by the Moss brothers

who, in the same building with their

pOO-seat theatre, have 20 bowling
alleys (sound-proofed) and a cock-

tail bar.

The theatre building was espe-

cially designed, at a cost of $220,000,

to get a play from the three princi-

pal away-from-hbme amusements of

these times. House is managed by
Eddie Jacobspn, formerly: at the
Harmony theatre.

: Suburban building also continues
heavy :here' with .. Bernard Brooks,
operator of the President,, starting
construction of a new house in River
Rouge which for 15 years has had
only one picture house. Roy Shook,
owner of the Shores, will , erect a
1,000-seater in 'the same community,
St. Clair Shores, east side suburb.

:
Meanwhile Louis Schlussel, owner

of the Farnum in Hamtramc.k, is go-
ing ahead with, his plans for a 1,500-
seater, the Mel, in suburban Melvin-
dale. Project has been tied up
through litigation in Circuit Court
•over property heeded for the thea-
tre's parking lot.

Kannapolis, N. C, 3d House .

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 5,
The new Sawnee, Kannapolis,

opened, H. R. Butler manager. He
moved there from the Dixie, also at
Kannapolis, succeeded . at the Dixie
by Harris Rainey,. former doorman
at the Gem, a third Kannapolis
house.

Anderson's' 900-Seater

; Los Angeles, Nov. 5. .

' Jack Anderson building 900-seat
house in Ontario, Cal. In partner-
ship with Fox West Coast, Andfersbn
operates California and Granada
theatres In Ontario.

. Muscle Shoals Cinema
Sheffield, Ala., Nov. 1

Muscle Shoals Theatres will start

the construction of a 1,000-seat the-
fctra here shortly, to be ready next
February. Louis Rosenbaum an-
nounced the project to take care of
the rapidly growing Industrial pop-
ulation in the Muscle Shoals dis-

trict.

San Antonio's First Drive-In
San Antonio, Nov. 5.

This city's DriverIn was ; formally
opened recently. Managing director
Is Hal Norfieet; capacity 484 cars.

.
Built through the Underwood and

Ezell interests Who plan several
others throughout the state.

4 New Theatre Bids
Ashland, O., Nov. 3.

Mayor Howard S. Lutz, has re-
ceived four bids for a 25-year lease
on the proposed theatre in the new
Ashland municipal building, Voters
decide today (Tues.) on issuance of
$230,000 in bonds to finance the con-
struction. High bid was that of the
Ohio Amusement & Vending Co. of
Cleveland/ which bid $303,000. Sec-
ond highest was Bellpik Theatre
Corp. of. Cleveland, which bid
$280,000. .:•

Consent Fight
.Continued from page 7.

~\- Jr .1:1 -«.

NEW YORK'S
Most Convenient Address
Central Park, with Us many
opportunities for recreations, Is
at your doorstep . . . and all
mldtowh Is within easy walk-
Ins; distance. Bates from 13.00.

// [ /////////u (

tfMC;;

have the right to intervene against
the decree in view of the fact that
circuits affiliated with Par are co-
defendants actually in view of the
fact that they constitute subsidiaries
of Par. .,

••

Ed L. Kiiykenhall, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, informs Varibtt from Co-
lumbus, Miss., that he will arrive in

New York Monday (11) and 'will op-
pose decree to the limit with repre-.

sentation by able counsel.'

\ Qther leaders in exhibition and as-,

sociatiort politics who will be on
hand at the Nov. 14 hearing Will in-

clude Max . A. Cohen, president ; of
the Allied Theatre Owners of New
York, affiliated with the MPTOA,
together With his counsel, Jacob
Schechter; Harry Brandt, president
of the Independent Theatre ' Owners
Assn. of New York, also a leading
N.Y. chain operator, With Milton C.
Weisman, his attorney, also attend-
ing; and, in all probability, a repre-
sentative of Allied States. This may
be Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
though he had not indicated up to

yesterday (Tues.) whether he would
be on hand, r

:

Cohen stated Monday (4) that on
behalf of Allied Theatre Owners of

N.Y., he and Schechter would object
to the entire decree in both its por-
tions, that which covers selling and
that which covers arbitration.

$500,000 a Tear Budget
Budget to cover the cost of arbi-

tration will be somewhat under
$500,000 per year,' it is understood,
with the signers to be assessed the
cost based on grosses, during the
1939-40 season. Arbitration setup
will begin to function Jan. 1, 1941,:

under plans, with the three men who
will be appointed to the appeals
board still in the air as to salaries.

Two tentative sets of figures have
been advanced: These are .- $25,000,

$20;000 and $20,000 in one group, and
$17,500, $15,000 and $15,000 for the.

other. Final figures will probably be
determined before the revised docu-
ment covering arbitration Is submit-
ted to the court Nov. 14.

During the past week, Dept. of

Justice attorneys returned to Wash-
ington to complete the drafting of

the new complaint to be filed against

Columbia, United Artists and Uni-
versal, who are not party to the con-

sent decree/ Originally it was
planned to present this new com-
plaint to the. Federal court In N.Y.,

also Nov. 14, but subsequently it has

been decided to submit it Satur-

day (9).
'

On Monday (11), Herbert J. Yates,

president of Republic, denied reports

that Rep was contemplating any

change in distribution policy as a re-

sult of the consentvdecree. He added

that he had not yet had time to ana-

lyze the decree and 'therefore, was

not in a position to say whether it

would affect Republic operations in

any way,' in a prepared statement

which he released. .

Mpls.-St. Paul Indies

Take Decree In Stride'

Minneapolis, Nov. 5.

; Twin City independent exhibitors,

supposed to be bitterly opposed to

the consent "decree, are taking it

mildly and appear to be unconcerned

despite the fact that their organiza-

tion,
:

Northwest Allied, has gone on

record several times against it.

The individual independents seem

inclined to take the development 'in

stride' and appear to be unwomed
over its effect on them. The general

belief is that anything tending to

eliminate strife within the industry

is likely to prove beneficial to ,' all

factions and the hope among the

boys is that this will be one of the

things to eventuate from the. decree.

Several also are confident, that it will

result in better product and they

think.' that it represents .
'some- gains'

for the independents- and Will better

their lot, even though it's not suffi-

ciently inclusive in its attack upon

allegedly unfair trade practices.

19 Vocational Night Courses m Pk

to

Five Big Majors May Go For
Helping of Thriller Coin;

Cornered by U, Rep atkd

Col—Marquee Actors Into

Episodes

BIG AUDIENCE

By BOB MOAK .

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

With. the entire production end of

the film'industry grabbing at straws

in. its search for anything that will

bolster, the flow of coin into theatre

boxoffices, it wouldn't be surprising

if practically all the majors take a
flier into the serial field -within the,

next year. Although the market is

now controlled by Republic, Univer-
sal and Columbia, other; outfits, in-

cluding Paramount, Metro, 20th-Fox,

Warners and RKO, the 'big five' of

the Hays group,, are understood .to

be gazing at the trio's cliffhanger
takes with envious eye.

No other form of talker-making
production today offers the secure
profit-grabbing possibilities of the
chapter films. This is vouchsafed; by
execs of the three companies whose
hats are already in the ring. Serials,

they point but, have a fixed market,
which- assures grosses ranging any-
where from . 100 to 300% over and
above the lensing outlay.

Republic's 'Ranger' Profit

. Case in point is Republic, . which
two years ago sank' $325,000 into a;

number called 'The Lone Ranger.'

Cliffer lined Rep's treasury With
approximately $1,250,000. : The same
company's first .'Dick Tracy'

.
serial,

made at a cost of $300,000, has col-

lected $700,000 for Rep to date and is

still going strong.

'Show me the feature made on an
equal investment that can duplicate
those figures,' is, the challenge of
Herbert Yates, Rep's chairman,
whose sentiments are echoed by Nate
Blumberg, Universal prexy, '. and
Harry Conn, Columbia's big boss
But there is no retort in these days
of shuttered foreign markets and
anemic domestic takes.

True, ;the cliffhanger has suffered
fronv the march of the European dic-

tators just as have other classiflca,-

tions of Hollywood product, but even
with its current territorial limita-

tions it's still good for that $1,000,000
or better gross on the \ North and
South American continents alone.

Now comes Universal with a drive
to expand the number of domestic
and Latin?American outlets for the
continued-next-week brand of cellu-

loid fare. It's ah important experi-
ment that the Nate Blumberg organ-
ization is conducting via 'Riders of

Death Valley,' and one that recalls

those early days of filmdom when
the serial was the thing and the fea-

ture picture was yet to flash across

the silver sheets.

Treated Like An Opus
While U is shooting around $325,-

000, a record sum for an
:

episoder on
that lot, into 'Death Valley,' an even
more important factor in its manu-
facture is the fact that U's front of-

fice is treating it with the same con-

siderate care it would give a Deanna
Durbin 'Spring Parade' or a Marjene
Dietrich 'Seven Sinners.' •

The chapterites, be it known, have
long been regarded more or less as

stepchildren even oh the lots where
they've been the bread and buffer'of

the.annual output. Blumbergj though,

is going to. try. to restore them to ;a

place in de luxe house marquees.

. 'Death .Valley' is getting real

attention from both home office

'

and .studio, toppers. Listed as a
Blumberg-cbnceived idea; it has been

cast with- 'names,' something that has

.

been more dr less lacking in- serials

in the last decade and a half. ''.

V , Must Convince Actors
: '': Selling .

Hollywood, especially the

talent ranks, on cliffhangers is not

an easy matter. Actors, who have

gotten anywhere in features* look

: (Continued on page 23)

.Continued from page 2_

are a stimulating influence on the
concert world.

:

A personal appointee of Mrs. Ogden
Reid, publisher of the Herald Trib,

Thompson is said to have, been
recommended for

s
the job by Geof-

frey Parsons, member of the edi-

torial staff familiar, with music. VHis
selection was not announced in ad-
vance and. apparently took others in

the paper's music department com -

pletely by surprise.. P. D. Perkins,
acting critic since ,Gilrnan's : death,
was expecting, to coyer the opening
Philharmonic concert, when Thomp-
son entered the office to announce
he was the new critic : and would

,

handle the assignment. Others'in,
the department are Jerome Bohm;
Robert Lawrence and Walter Terry,
the last being dance critic.

Thompson,«close personal friend of.

lyric writer John Latouche, com-
posed an original score played dur-
ing the latter's wedding in New York
last Wednesday ; (30) to Theodora
Griffis, daughter, of Stanton Griffis,

board chairman of Paramount Pic-
tures.

Dot Thompson
. Continued from page 1,

the earmarks of a single source

campaign;
Miss Thompson, in a radio address

under sponsorship of Business Men's
Committee .. for Roosevelt, 'went to

work' on certain; phases of advertis-

ing and its technique, including use
in political field, as few speakers
outside those from consumer groups
and the like, have yet- done. on. a'

nationwide . broadcast. It must have
caused comment, in and out of trade.

N. Y. Herald Tribune columnist,

said .plenty about advertisers' belief

in and employment of the 'fear' mo-
tive. After discussing how it is used
to sell products, Miss Thompson de-

tailed what she thought were in-

stances of employment by Republi-

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

.. Establishment of a vocational ad-
vancement night school for studio

workers will be
.;
proposed . to . the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences at the- board meeting Nov.
15. Planned are 19 courses, with at-

tendance restricted to regular em-
ployees and on-call ' workers identi-

fied with the industry. - v '\.
'.

Curriculum would include develop-

merit of. the American silent ; film;

review of foreign
:

films; review of

documentary films; structure and
work of studio departments; work-
ing methods of representative direc-

tors; symposium of still photography

;

technique of film scoring; assistant

direction and unit management; ad-

vanced secretarial technique; special-

ized practices in .production; course

in" advanced sound recording; ele-

ments of art -direction; adyaribed set

design and art direction; cinematog-
raphy arid film editing semiriar;'

laboratory
;
practice; elements of. act-

ing for younger players; supervised

practice course in screen writing.

With attendance limited to mem-
bers of [ the Screen Writers Guild,

idea is to . promote additional oppor-
tunity for those in industry with
training necessary for qualificatiorL

Enrollees would pay tuition fee one-
third, cost of instruction with bal-

ance cost shared ... by studios . and
academy. Experts in various fields

would deliver lectures and supervise
practical seminar and demonstration
sessions. v

.

Acting, course limited to players
currently under term contract in in-

genue and younger leading men
classifications, with others taken in

by spec ial arrangement. Tentative;

outline instruction includes publicity

problems' in .star buildup.

cans in presidential
.
campaign.

Speaker aimed hot shots at Bruce
Barton, the name of whose adver-
tising firm she gave./ Miss Thomp-
son stated that Barton believed
'everything can be sold by advertis-

ing, including Jesus.' Quoted from
Barton's book on Jesus and then em-
phatically dissented from advertising*

executive's slant on The Saviour.
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Charlie Chaplin Thf Great DICTATOR
In his . new comedy

CAPITOL, Broadway Sc 51st St.

Continuous performances. t)o6rB:open
10 A.M. 75c before 6 P.M; (Saturday,:
Sunday and Holiday Before 8 P.M.)
$i;i0 afterwardB. : Mldnite Sho>? Every
Nile.- Tax Included.

Iteleaaed Thru United Arllxta

ASTOB, Broadway St 45th Street
Seat* on Sale for Today'* Mat.

Reserved Beats Mat. at 2:46. 76o to
$1.10. Eves, at 8:45. $1.10 to $2.20.
Extra Mid. show Hat. & 0. P.M. Sun.
(also Sat., Sun. & Hoi. Mats.) 7fio to
$1.6G. Tax Included.

?i«
0 MUSIC HALL

HELD OVER

Spectacular Stage Productiona

PARAMOUNT
"Northwest
Mounted"

with
r.ARv.
COOl'KR

MADELEINE
CARKOl.li

Mltlnlte Screen Shows

. In Person

GLEN GRAY
CASA LOMA

Ore.
:

-. EEB
SKELTON

"CHRISTMAS
IN

M.

UNITED PTVOLI Broadw#v
ARTISTS at 49th st.
Door* Open 8;30 A. M. MI0N1TE SHOWS

E. Port Major Quits WB
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

:

:

'. E. Port. Major resigned as head
booker of Warner Theatres here ;

Formerly with FoxrWest Coast in

similar capacity.

6 WAY 8.

4 711. SI.RKO PALACE
Week Beginning; ThurAday Nor. S

CAROLE LOMBARD
CHARLES LAUGHTON
"THEY KNEW WHAT
THEY WANTED"

AND
GLORIA JEAN

"A Little Bit of Heaven"

At the Strand, Nov. 8th

"TUGBOAT ANNIE
SAILS AGAIN"

A' New Warner Bios. Hit Starring; =

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
. In Person

Prlsclllb. Xan« • ' Jack Ilalejr .

Teddy Powell and Orchestra

B'way CTD B fJT\T^TE SHOW
& 47th st. D*RnTiU. NiTKLir

fTIMIfl
to

Last Time* "Wed.
"HOWARDS
OF VIRGINIA"

In Person
Harry Rldinian
Sophie Tuckqr :

Joe. E. LewlM

SUrtl Thuri.. Nov. 7]

''STRIKE VP
THE BAND"

.Tii hereon.

HEOQ bVEJt
Hurry Itkhman
Sophie TuoKw
Joe E. L«*wls
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Joan Bennett's Ritz
.Continued from page 2.

Retor.' That's what; Topper Re
turns* sounded like, coming . out
sideward. *'.

.,

Sunburned from her three-day
stopover at Tucson, Miriam Hopkins
stepped off. the American Airlines'

Mercury ; into a rainstorm as . fierce

as
:
on a film set when she reached

the airport last week.
The blonde actress had just fln

ished . work in the Mrs. Leslie Car
ter role, the title part of The Lady
With Red Hair* for Warners. East
for casting and rehearsing ' of the
new Theatre Guild play, authored
by the Mississippi writer with '•the

hillbilly
:
name, Tennessee Williams,

Miss Hopkins spent three days in

Tucson where ; her. nine-year-old
adopted son is a pupil at the Ari
zona Pesert School.V.
On : the same flight, Mrs. :Claude

.Rains and her daughter came in
from the Coast
Fred Astaire and- his wife, the

former Phyllis Baker, came out of
the clouds for a two-week vacation
in New- York. Astaire said he had
just finished .'Second Chorus' and
probably would push the vacation
into a Florida visit ' before returning
to Hollywood. . Two Or three pic
tures are on tap,' he said. ; .. X
7 Michele Morgan, French cinema
star, who has

.
. played' opposite

Charles Boyer. took a TWA plane to
Los Angeles Thursday (31) night on
which was Reginald Maurer, RKO
foreign agent Miss Morgan is to
work at RKO. Other departees,
same night, same linei were Ben
Hecht and Bill Pine, the Paramount
executive.

.

.":.;,'

Whodunit
Judy Cahova flew in Friday (1)

morning on Eastern Air Lines from
Atlanta where she attended the
preem of 'Who Killed Aunt Maggie,'
the Republic killer-diller. Thriller
was written by Medora Field Perker-
son, wife of the newspaper publisher
in Atlanta, explaining the Atlanta
premiere. Biggest moment of the
junket, said Miss Cahova, was meet-
ing Margaret. Mitchell, who auth'ed
GWTW. Miss Canoya said she was
to make, personals in Newark and
Baltimore before hasting back to the
Kiiegs. .'

Vote
Tall, dark and handsome, 26-year-

old FDR Jr. would be a likely can-
didate; for the screen if he were to
seek a career. He turned on charm
for a press conference at the field

late last week in which he forecast
an overwhelming victory for his
father. By the time this gets into
print he will know the answer to a
question that's been bothering him
a little. He could hot tell how his
wife, the former Ethel Dupont, was
going to vote. T never discuss pplN.
.tics with her and she doesn't discuss
politics with her family,' he said.
'You know, being a Dupont, haturally
she's sort of in the middle.' .'•.'..'

Many a nose adorning stagefolk,
and others, has been sliced from a
liability into an asset by the scalpel
of Dr. Louis Wolfson, Boston plastic
surgery expert By this time the
doctor may, be at work restoring
bomb-blasted faces to normalcy. He
flew out by Clipper last Thursday
(31 ) en route to London.
Scores of Broadway and Holly-

wood celebs, disappointed when they
sought passage on the sTWAtoliners
a couple of days last week, were
mollified when they learned that the
multiple cancellations of the 'over
the weather' planes because of bad
weather would not continue long.

Because the stratoliners are *new
equipment* under . the classification

of Federal aviation rules, they must
observe stricter limits than other
planes with which everyone con-
cerned, is totally familiar. Under
company and U. S. rules, for in-

stance, a stratoliner may not land, at

LaGuardia Field when the ceiling is

lower than 800„feet, although Doug-
las transports may land when the
ceiling is down to 500 feet. In

;

.an-
other few months equalized, regula-
tions . will

.
probably be in - effect.

Meanwhile, the stratoliners will fly

. most of the time, laying off only in
plumb: nasty weather.-.

;' Sir Cedric Hardwicke, who has
.been doing yeorriah service in raising
funds for British relief,,arrived from
California Via Mercury last Fri-
day (1). •/

;V v
;

'-Vr'V ;\
•'

• Longhair

Benny Goodman, another musicker
going longhair with concerts, on the
schedule for Carnegie Hall, flew to
Baltimore Thursday (31) on an East-
ern silverliner. "':.." ••.

Madeleine Carroll fans at the air-
port steamed out their best hats as
reports spread that the beauteous
blonde was in town awaiting the ar-
rival, by Clipper, of Richard D. La

Roziere, her fiance. He holds the

rank of lieutenant in the French
Arniy, but his present status was
something reporters planned to quiz

him about. .'.

Gene; Autry has two pictures

awaiting him in Hollywood, he said

before hopping Bbstonward Thurs-
day. (31), but first there was the 1Q-

day rodeo at Boston, then a three-

day stay at Toronto before he could

climb on Champ in front of the

cameras. The same day Bruce Cabot
took .American's , 'Plainsman' to

Dallas, and Bea Wain, of the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade, left at dusk for

Providence.

Big In 2d Denver Wk.

• Denver. Nov. 5.

"Northwest. Mouiited Police,' at
Denham, continues best money-getter
here, its second weekend being very
few dollars below the first Picture
holding, of course.

. Estimates for This Week .

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'No
Time Comedy' (WB) and 'Great Pro-
file' (20th), after week at Denver.
Fair $3,500. Last week 'Argentine
Way' (20th), after week at Denver,
nice $4,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)

—'Third Finger' (M-G) and 'Laddie'
(RKO), after week at Orpheum. Fair
$3,000. Last week 'Knew What
Wanted* (RKO) and 'Mexican Spit-
fire' (RKO), after week at Orpheum,
fair $2,500. ' ;

Denluun (Cbckrill) (i.750: 25-35V
40)—'Northwest Mounted' (Par) (2d
wk.) ). Big $14,000. Last week same.
Dener (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)-t

•Knute Rockne' (WBJ and 'Girl Ha-
vana* (Rep). Nice $10,000. Last
week 'Comedy* (WB) and 'Great
Profile* (20th). nice $11,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—Too Many. Girls' (RKO) and
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G). Poor
$7,000. Last week 'Third Finger'
(M-G) arid 'Laddie' (RKO), nice $11,-
500.

'

•'

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Hit Parade 1941* (Rep) and 'Meet
Wildcat' (U). Fair $3,700. Last week
'Little Bit Heaven' (U) and "Night
Train* (20th). nice $4,500.
Stelto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Argen-

tine Way* (20thX after a week at
each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'Drums Desert' (Mono). Okay $2,200.
Last week 'Westerner* (UA). after
week each Denver and Aladdin, and
'Glamour Sale' (Col), nice $2,500.

Robert North
.Continued from '. page 3

,

handle the scenario-story depart-
ment himself.

If another producer Is needed be-
cause of the limited output to which
Cohen Will be restricted, Siegel de-
clared, it's likely, that someone else

from within the company's ranks
will be lipped. 'There's only small
chance, hie said, that ah outsider will
be brought in. /;.'••:

Siegel, who has been in New York
for about two weeks, trains put for
the Coast on Friday (8). He has
been confabbing with chairman
Herbert J. Yates oh the producer
problem, as Well as a number of
othef matters. Yates is' heading for

Hollywood around the end of No-
vember.
Siegel declared there will be no

change . in company's policy of 66
features and four serials announced
last spring. . Musicals and pix with,

songs, of which Rep has recently
turned out a batch, will be continued
Siegel' said, as long as they continue
to hit the current strong biz.

.Continued from page 2.

allegedly aided .'. the
;;
film company

with affidavits, and in Paramount's
case by appearing as amicus : curiae
to aid its film rival. Sheldon asserts

that the original contract signed in
1928 granted McCiintic producer

: rights with certain provisos, some
of which were that the contract was
hot assignable. (It is claimed it was
assigned to Miller, Paramount arid

Frohmari,' Inc.). ; That it could not
be sublet, which Sheldoi claims it

was, and :that rip London productibh
was to be made without the consent,
of the authors' to the cast arid di-
rector.. In this instance, Sheldon
claims that oyer his and Mrs. Barnes'
protests, a London production was
put on by the defendants. On this
count he is suing McCiintic, Miller,
Frohman and Paramount for $50,000,
claiming had his contract been lived
up to, and his advice heeded, the
London production would have
earned; him that amount in royalties.

Dictator,' $30,000, Tops

Election-Bine Baltimore

Baltimore, Nov. 5.

Election blues cutting into local

b.o.'s to some extent. The Great
Dictator,' at Loew's Century at 85c

and $1,10; finding those prices a

hard hurdle to top, but is figured to

turn in a fairly consistent opening
week with a second session already
in the bag. 'Angels Over Broad-
way' is getting a world of support
from Jimmy Dorsey and orch at the
combo Hipp, chalking up one of the
best takes there in weeks.

. Rest of town just sb-so.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 85-

$1.10) — 'Dictator' (UA). Getting
sorhe biz in spite of up'ped price re-

sistance and may build to $30,000
arid a second week. Last week (15-

28-44), 'Third Finger' (M-G), okay
$10,40Q in six days.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

15-28-39-44-55-66) 'Angels Broad-
way* (RKO) plus Jimmy Dorsey
orch. Pointing to healthy $15,000,
best here in recent weeks. Last
week, second ..• Of '• 'Knew What
Wanted* (RKO), fell down with n.g.

$8,900 after fairish opening round to
$12;200. .

Keith's (Schariberger) (2,406; 15-
28-33-4Q-55)—'Seven Sinners''

;
(U).

Opens : t6morrb\v (Wed.),, after, inild
week of 'Want : Divorce' (WB) arid

'World in Flames' to. $5,500.
New (MechanicV (1,840;. 15-28-35-

44-55)-^'Mark Zdro* (20th). Getting
some daytime response to possible
$5,000. Last week, 'Hit Parade 1941*

(Rep), failed to draw at $3,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; .15-28-39-44-

55)—'Reuters' (WB). Fairish action
to $8,000. Last week, , second of
'Rockne' (WB) , .added nice $7,700 to

strong opening round at $14,400.
:

OMAHA
(Continued from page 11)

day's Heroes' (20th). Light $8,000.

Last week, Third Finger' (M-G) and
'Million B.C.' (UA), pretty good
$9,500.

'

Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30-
40)—'Rangers Fortune' (Par) and
'Public Deb' (20th). Will get no
more than' $9,000. Last week, 'Ar-
gentine Way* (20th''). and 'Calling
Husbands' (WB), fair $9,700.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35^0)—'Angels Broadway' (Col)
arid 'Blondie Servant Trouble' (Col).
Fair $5,500. Last week, 'Hit Pa-
rade' (Rep) and 'Laddie' (RKO),
good $6,800.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
'Snow White* and 'Disney Revue'
(RKO) plus 'Maisie* (M-G), split

with 'Gow' (Ind) with stage lecturer
and 'Dance Girl' (RKO). Good $1,-

500. Last week, "Lucky Partners'
(RKO) arid 'Stayed Breakfast' (Col),
split with 'Barber Fleet St.* (Select),

'Return Frog' (Select) and 'Sporting
Blood' (M-G, fair $1,200.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)

—'Ride Tenderfoot' (Rep), Tunv-
about' (UA) and 'Awful Truth*
(Col) split three ways with 'Murder
Afloat* (M-G), 'Swifty' (Cap) and
'Pony Express Days' (WB), T-ost

Horizon' (Col), 'Lucky Partners'
(RKO). Lively $1,300. Last week,
Texas Skies' (Rep ), 'Alias Deacon'
(U) and 'Military Academy' (Col),

tripled with 'Millionaires Prison'
(RKO), 'Sandy Lady* (U), 'Heart
North' (WB) and 'Boys Syracuse'
(U), 'Love Back' (U), fair $1,100.

Avenue -Military - Dundee (Gold-
berg) (950-300-600; 25)— 'Snow
White' and 'Disney Revue' (RKO)
and 'Mai6ie' . (M-G), split with
•Turnabout' (UA) and TOance, Girl'
(RKO ). Good $1,300. Last week,
•Lucky Partners' (RKO ), 'Stayed
Breakfast' (Col) split with 'Return
Frog' (Select), 'Barber Fleet St'
(Select) and 'Sporting Blood' (M-G),
fair $1,200.

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 9)

ception. Patrons are either hot or
cold, coming out enthusiastic in
praise or going to the other extreme
arid

;
expressing violent condemna-

tion. Returns , are pointing to good
$12,500, although much more was
anticipated. Last week (15-30-40),
•Kildare Home' .-. (M-G) and 'Kit
Carson* (UA), light $5,000 on six
days.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Knute Rockne' (WB) (2d
wk). Still bringing . in biz and
Stepping along for fine $4,500. At
current pace, looks like another
week will be added. Last week,
£r€dt $7 000

Rialto' (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-
30-40)^'Knew What Wanted' (RKO)
and 'Dancing Dune' (Par). Going
along at :okay clip with . favorable
factor of two holdovers in town, and
balance of opposish none too potent.
Headihg for pkay $7;500. Last week,
'Rangers Fortune' (Par) plus Cab
Calloway's band and revue on stage,
fine $10,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15^30-40)^'Little Bit Heaven* (U)
and 'Meet Wildcat* (U). No out-
standing jnarquee names arid fair ap-
peal in this pair promises average
$3,500. Last week, 'Dreaming Loud'
(RKO and 'Melody Moonlight* (Rep),
showed remarkable strength at
wicket to register fine $4,500.

Films 9 Latin
^Continued from page 1.

by Lou Brock . about eight months

ago in Buenos Aires and was brought

north last week to work in Brock's

next, They Met in Argentina.' Vila,

in addition to being touted as a

looker and a good actor, is said to

have excellent pipes for warbling.

His English is ri^s.h., but, as; Arthur

Willi, RKO talent digger, points but

•neither was Charles Boyer's.' Studio

went right to work on Vila's Eng-

lish upon, his arrival on the Coast

two weeks ago. * "

Metro's Gander '••

. Metro is giving the: New York cafe

Latinos an expensive arid extensive

gander. Arthur Freed, who's about

to produce 'In Gay Havana' for M-G,
returned to the Coast last Friday (1

)

after 10 days of haunting any night

spot that had anything that even

srrielled of Latin-American talent.

Airripst any performer with even a
glimmer of possibility was lined up
by Freed for a screentest. Entire

show at La Conga has been tested by
either Metro or 20th-Fox, including

Rosita Rips, Galvari's : Sans Souci
dance trpups; Gloria Belmont arid

Ramon Serrano, ballroorri duo* and
Marco Rosales, baritone. To be
tested by Metro later this . week are

the Velero Sisters, Vibleta and Ro-
sita, who- sing and baton: their own
rhumba band at Fefe's Monte Carlo.

Outside the Latin ranks, but also due
for an M-G test on Freed's suggest

tipn, is
.
Constance Russell, an . Al

Siegel-George Woods protege, who
was singing at the Famous Door,

N. Y, Al Altman, of the Metro tal-

ent department, is directing the
tests.

Also gandering S. A. . talent and
running off a flock of screen tests was
Columbia's prexy. Harry Cohn, while
in New York last week. He's since
returned to the Coast, One of the
top reasons for his stay in New York
was to talk to! embryo Writers and
look over the test talent which has
been lined up for him by the eastern
staff. Like a number of other com-
panies, Col announced ho pictures at

the beginning of the . season with
Latin-American motif, but is appar-
ently planning- several according to

the quantity of talent Cohn is test-

ing. •

.

Brock recently returned to the

Coast after several weeks hi New
York covering the same territory as

Freed. He took plenty of notes back
with him, but is waiting for the

script to develop farther to find put

exactly what type and how much, of

the S. A. talent he can inject. Willi

will handle the testing and signatur-

ing as soon as he gets word from.

Brock.

iBendspheric Soildarlty

Hemispheric solidarity, good neigh-
borliness and. the like was . called by
Freed only a background reason for

the flood of South American pictures.

'I think the actual reason,' the
Metro producer declared, . 'is the
popularity which has developed in

the United States for South Ameri-
can music. It seems to me that swing
music, which has held the stage for
five or six years, is now passing out
and the rhumba stuff is jumping into

No. 1 position in the American taste.

'Of course, back of the' popularity
of the Latin-American rhythms and
responsible for their rise is no doubt
the new consciousness the people of
United States have developed about
South Ariierica. We have begun to
realize that Our contacts with Eu-
rope and Asia are growing slimmer,
and we must live closer than ever
with the South Americans. Thus we
have become more ready to adopt
their art forms/ :

:

Above all. Freed .warned, Holly-
wood must avoid errors of both fact
and tact if the pictures, as a side'
purpose to being prime U. S. enter-
tainirierit, are going td serve in
the cause of good-neighborliness.
Squawks heard from S. A. on a num-
ber of pix already, released are fully
justified, he said, admonishing that a
producer must wholly understand his
subject, before attempting to deal
with South American backgrounds.

(Further details in International
Section).

Twentieth-Fox erred on 'Down Ar-
gentine Way,' he declared, in pictur-
ing the Argentinos as operating a
phoney race track, while the gents
from, the U. S. were the good
folk. (There has also been soine
criticism on the casting of Carmen
Miranda as an Argentine. She's a
native of Brazil.) '/'

Freed*s 'Havana' will go into pro-
duction after Jan. 1, he said. Busby
Berkeley will direct from Jack Mac-
Gowah's script. Music Wiil be large-
ly by native Latiri-American com-

posers, producer asserted, with nego-
tiations now on to' bring several of
them to Hollywood.
Argentina appears to be hot only

a favorite, locale for the S. A. films
but a fave hunk of title, In addition^
to 20th's 'Down Argentine Way' and
RKO's 'They Met in Argent,ina,' Uni-
versal recently released *• 'Argentine
Nights.* Metro has slated as the
Marx Bros, vehicle after the one on
which they are now working, just
plain 'Argentina,' although, that is

open to plenty of change before it

goes into work, •

Metro's In Gay Havana' has al-

ready had minor competition this
season from Republic, which released
'Girl from Havana.'

More/Latin

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

. Robert Z. Leonard goes Latin in

his next . picture at Metro, 'Clouds
of Destiny,' based oh a story which
he owns personally. '.' Following a

plane flight to Argentina, where the
tale is backgrounded, ' Leonard is

salted to produce and direct the pic-

ture next March. .
•

Currently he is directing 'Ziegfeld

Girl,' ' which will keep him busy un-

:

til January.
.

'•' '':
:

.-,,..f'
:

Camera crew from 20th-Fox shoves
off for Brazil this week to shoot

tropical backgrounds ih Technicolor
,

for The Road to Rib,' for which
studio " production starts late this

month.
" In addition to scenery,; cameramen
Will make tests of Brazilian girls for

possible roles in the picture.

Wwood Boners
Continued from page 3.

cans grow heated about . A proud,

sensitive people, they're quick to ex-
press approval and disapproval at

the boxofflee.

Despite warnings- and alleged re-

search, boners have continued to

creep into the occasional South

American films in the past with regu-

larity; General advice
.
is to : steer

clear of patriotic themes. In many
countries, disputes about- who won
arid how are by no means encylo-

pedia issues.
:

Old-timers point put
that while the States can take 'Gone
With the . Wind' without Georgians
moving for the old musket, such an
attempt here would cause plenty of

trouble. Instead, of aiding inter-

American good will, many fear films

with a South American iocale will

only cause friction.

Bolivar 'Authentic*

Metro, currently making the story

of Simon Bolivar, the 'Washington of

South America,' claims research and
attention going into the epic offset

the probability of a beef. Warners'
'Juarez,' with a Mexican locale, also

benefited from extensive advance
probing and got by without trouble,

it's claimed. ; Rather than being ex-

ceptions, such films prove the point,

those questioned explained.

Carriien Miranda is being featured

in the new 'Down Argentine Way,'
arid while she's known iri Buenos
Aires and Rio de Janeiro, she is little

known iri the interior or in Chile,

Peru or elsewhere in South America.
What will happen when the film gets

here no one knows but advance press

notices that Miss Miranda is 'the . idol

of South America' have broughtu
nothing but laughs—laughs of. the

kind that don't bring biz.

The gaucho is the Argentine cow-
boy and he exists in no other coun-
try. The 'Gaucho Serenade' tune

currently being played in the States

has only been heard here by : short-

wave, but it's already cited by many
as 'proof : that North Americans
know little about South America arid

aren't interested. The lyric places

this particular gaucho in Rio de

Janeiro, hundreds of miles from his

actual habitat, the Argentine pampas.
Mexicans are frequently cast' as •

South Americans and nothing brings

more grumbling. A Hollywood
writer, here recently, explained that

seeing the treriiendous number of

European types, he had an entirely

new conception of casting possibili-

ties for authentic South Arrierican

locale pix. .Nothing draws more re-

sentment thari the impression that

North Americans ; believe .
South

Americans are part Indian*

AH over South America, dress is

similar to that in the States arid Eu-
rope. Yet films come here showing
South American characters' in tight,

laced pants and long sideburns or

shawls and mantillas. That's museum
stuff, film men here argue, and it has

no excuse.
'
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MINNESOTA THEATRE

TRUSTEES TALK SUIT

Minneapolis, Nov. .5.

Trustees in bankruptcy for the

$2000,000 4,000-seat Minnesota thea-

tre are expected to recommend to

the U« S. referee; who appointed

them, the filing of a $1,000,000 dam-

age suit against major film distribu-

tors and the Minnesota Amus. Co.

(paramount-Singer) for alleged con-

spiracy to deprive the house of

major screen; product , and thus de-

stroy its value. The trustees, in-

cluding Gordon Greene, managing
director, of the theatre on two differ-

ent occasions,, weice appointed by the

Federal court to decide oh what dis-

position should be made of the .prop-

erty. .

..-

It is said that several- interests are
angling for the theatre and the dam-

" age suit proposal hinges, on whether
or not a deal can be closed, Owners
were unable to find a tenant, but the
trustees feel that theatre is 'not en-

tirely a lost cause yet.'
;

:

Before Minnesota Amus. took over
their Palace theaU'e ini the. loop here
on a lease, the Benz Bros., who re-
cently operated 1 the Minnesota un-
successfully, were threaten
spiracy action against the major film

\distribii.t6rs'
,;

an4'.:'the: Paramount -cir,-'

• cuit. When its lease was up, Minne-
sota Amus. relinquished the theatre
as a 'white elephant.? The owners
tried to operate it themselves with
\vaudfllm..a'h^ytb;bk

;

/a\.finan<l|ar.Deat-

lhg. The Beriz'es were unable to put
it oyer, either; blaming their lack of
success to inability to obtain' major
film product which is tied up by the
Minnesota (Par)-Sihger pool.

eels

'era
.Continued from page 1.

Prospects of DuPont Film Mfg.. Go.
cutting a hefty dividend melon be-
fore the end of the year is buoying
interest, marketwise in . Pathe Film
shares. As last year, present inter-
est is wrapped up . in the expecta-

' tiori that DuPont Film earnings will
be sufficiently large to produce a
distribution of $30 or more , per
share. Since Pathe holds 35% inter-
est in this company, stockholders are."

looking for a year-end distribution
of around $105,000 from this source;

.;.' Pathe Film no longer has to write
off as much each year-end as under
its old corporate setup' because the
operations are carried on by the sub-
sidiary company^ ; Pathe Labora-
tories, Inc. This leaves Pathe Film
as the parent corporation;

Foliage au Natural
. . Hollywood, Nov. 3.

Metro designated 'Blossoms in the
Dust' as a Technicolor picture, slated
to start Nov. 21 with Irving Asher
producing and Mervyn LeRoy direct-
ing.

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
share top spots.

Roxy'Rivoli
.Continued from page Sj.

tributors. Republic sells the Cri-
terion more than any other house,
while Monogram now and then gets
a booking for the Globe. Rialto plays

:

RKO, U, Col, an occasional Para-
mount and Warner pictures, some-
times a foreign, but since the Cri-
terion went under Loew control it

has been unable to get any Metros.
Globe never gets any of the .latter
but between 20th-Fox, Col, WB .

and
Monogram, plus some foreigns, car-
ries itself along. A couple UA's
have played the Globe recently.
Rialto also had a couple during the

• Past season; •

•••

The RKO and Loew circuits find
the; latter with a larger supply of
product on subsequent, run, under
deals made, including some that are
under long-term franchises. '.

: Loew's, on subsequent run, has all
of. Metro,. Paramount, UA and Col,

.

Plus one-half of tt. RKO has its own
(RKO) product, all of Warner Bros,

•vand 20th-Fox, plus one-half
, of U.

Both chains also use Republic vand :

Monogram on deals made ordinarily
for. pictures as they are available.-

Minnesota Amus. Pact
"

Another late deal of major im-
portance for RKO on which iiegoti'a-

Jions have strung out is with . the
Minnesota AmusemeritjCo., operating
82

-
theatres for Paramount in Minne-

sota,..Wisconsin, and the Dakbtas.
Contract covering the 1940-41 prod-

uct was
:m

'

aae by John. J. Friedl for
Paramount with a group of RKO
rl «offlcials including Andy Smith,

J
r

'- Cresspn E. Smith, L. E: Gold-
nammer and C. J. Dressell, -latter

manager at Minneapolis.

past* because of the arbitration op-
portunities.

Sectiori specifying that some run
must be made available to respon-
sible exhibs 'perhaps as good as
could

;
be ilevised,' Allied members

are informed. .'. "Myers commented
that the difficulty in helping theatre
operators who . have been unable to
buy any product is the danger that
the decree might force licensing of

non-theatrical.V.accounts:. and fly-by-
night competitors. :

Cancellation privilege ' insuf-

ficient, in Myers' estimation.. Prin-
cipal squawk is that exhibs are not
allowed ample time to .ascertain com-
munity sentiment, though he hopes
the trade press : wilr. 'give timely

r warnings of .. danger points in the

pictures reviewed'. .";.';.•.
v

Okays Arbitration

The, arrangement for, arbitrating

clearance disputes is 'a clear advance
,.pver.;-°ahy'°'^imUar\'^prbpysal'' in the
past/ recognizing the right of exhibs
to • complain to the distributor and
limiting the power of the circuits',

Myers concedes. He is displeased

at the idea that ah indie cannot pro-

test about the clearance granted a
major's own- affiliated houses', re-

marking sourly that the authors of

the decree 'adopted , the principle

thatra distributor' may\- deal with its

own affiliates theatres 'oh whatever
terms it may see fit* and wondering
what will happen .- if the protection

given by other distributors: is cut

down by an arbitrator. V •

'Meaningless window dressing' is

the term Myers , applies to the clause

forbidding distribs to withhold deliv-

ery of prints. This feature of the

agreement provides no sure cure, in

his view. The ^analysis adds that Al-.

lied has been unable to get the Jus-

tice Department to consider serious-

ly the practice of withholding prints

from
. a subsequent rixn in ,

order to

prpvide excessive clearance to ah
early-run rival.

..

': A good ;many features of. the pact

seem . intended to ' protect the de-

fendants at the expense of the in-

dies, according to the Allied blast.

Criticism ;

' [ registered that the

agreement
:
would 'immunize' . fran-

chises which contain 'favoritism,

preferences : and discriminations

which the Government alleged in its

complaint'. '

]

::
- [:

Pat on the back for the American
Arbitration Association is partly

nullified by Myers' fears that 'men
outwardly impartial but actually

sympathetic with the major interest'

may worm into the machinery for

settling disputes. He has fears about
the Appeal Board, although he
agrees that 'the . use of impartial ar-

bitrators is the only method by
which controversies, involving clear-

ance,: runs and discrimination can be
adjusted without ^the embarrassing
obstacles' such as were encountered
under the NRA code.

Time and .cost: elements are . ob-

jectionable to Allied. Myers notes

that 24 days may elapse before an
arbitrator, is appointed and that 59

days may be used up in waiting for

different deadlines, without includ-

ing the time consumed at a hearing.

Rules must be changed to speed up
adjustments and prevent distribu-

tors, by dilatory tactics, from load-

ing exhibs : with costs.

While Allied will fight approval of
the agreement, Myers has his fingers

crossed and said exhibs may have- to

'make the best of a bad bargain'.

LondonNightLife
'

:
-'-

:

: Continued from page l ___

average nearer $5 per, with Cumber -

land hotel, which can easily squeeze,

in over 400, $2.

.. Among the restaurants, Boulestiri,

holding .50, tops ..it with $4 per head,

:

with Hatchett's and Hungaria, both

holding around. 100 at $2.50. This

includes a meal, and dancing to the

band, with drink's extra, and sleep-

ing accommodations which rank

from an easy chair to a roughly ar-

ranged bed. There
"

'.
.
also the

Brasserie Universelle,. a very mixed

spot, holding "800, where one can

munch .sandwiches with coffee, in.

chairs, to' the tune ,
of a buck .till the

all-clear is :
screeched. .

Mecca Cafes, which used to spe-

cialize in cheap dances, controlling

around 20 such spots in, London and

the provinces, ;
being compelled to

shutter most of these due to lack, of

customers, have suddenly, taken a

new lease of life. They have re-

opened their Astoria and Paramount

cafes, in Tottenham Court road,

charging 40c for hopping, with talent

supplied among the customers. Each

ticket carries with it a guarantee for

Happy Writes Buck Ail

Unsubtle Masb Note

• By BILL HALLIGAN
.

Hollywood,. Nov. $.

Mr. Buck O'Garrity,
NVA, N.. Y. City '

' .Vy/
:

Dear Sir: '. ''•',.

I hope this letter finds you stiff

in every room in the Pennsy Hotel.
I always said I would like to see
you riding in a*big 12-cyiirtder car.

and I still do only I hope it's a
hearse. You is. in my opinion lower
than the- hite watchman in: the Hol-
land Tunnel. I has had the brush-
off from xperts; and I has seen all

the gyps frbm the Olean State Fair
to the pitchmen' on the greater Cole
Younger Mastadon . Carnival but
they is Babes In Arms compared to
the ex-pal of mine which everyone
I speaks to says didn't.:! told you so*

Nice louse ' you turned out to al-

ways have b'een;V After you- tell, me
to come to Hollywood and takes a
run-out . powder on me. .-, I has a
tough time thumbing my . way out.

hear as I meets a guy in : a jalopy
outside Harrisburg and he I is com-
ing out the hard , way hisself but I

gives him a tale and he-', goes for

same - then I segways into Julius
Tannen's old routine and I has him
in my back pocket.

'

; .
When we gets to- the California

boarder we brakes down arid con-
fesses we has ho •. seeds, plants or

bulbs, only-two nuts from Hazelton,
Pa. which same hands the Sharhuses
a big

.
laugh.

. Well when we hits

Hollywood I goes ta the address yoii

give me and I rings the doorbell
and : No. 2 company ' of Polly;

Moran answers the door and I says
I am iooking for Mr.: Buck and. she
says you got nothing .on me son, so

is I, and I has the- assistance of the
Sheriffs -.-.office

1

: who is as curious as'

I is due to a bouncing reader. I

cashes for the sum of $88.88 and
plus the fact that person left in the

still of the night and stole my best
mattress besides. - But we will get

him. Weight and see. .. .

• Campin* Oat ,.;;''

So I gives Mrs. Bronchowsky
your address care main floor terrace

154 West ;47th which is the sidewalk
in front : of the Somerset. .So if this

letter is forwarded, to you in; jail

you will know' how you got their.

In carceratioh vile!.

So I says to the landlady, has you
gota place for me to kip. and has you
a room for; 4 bucks and she says

you can have the room your friend

slept in as the fumigators, has just

left and I is now enscounced in your
old room without bath as you know
the Chick Sale is in the Yard, «Ma
Hold The Lantern'^ '

>

They is a cute little, wren living

next door and she puts, on shorts

every morning - and. take a sun bath
in' the yard and she is a dish and
.as; soon as I get a few bob who
knoes she for me and a ranch in the
valley.; She. may: be another Lana
Turner waiting for a hidden Paster-

riaki . .... . V
I don't know why I am telling you

all this except to suggest you sent

me that 50 slugs I loaned you as

same will come in very Handy Andy
as I is having 15c breakfasts and
washing out my sox to stretch out
my short B. B. until I here from
you, you rat. So senid same at once
or. I will got to the G Men as I un-
derstand you do. not make the trip

to New York alone and State Board-
ers is still . State Boarders—Hey
Buck? A word to the wise makes
jack.

'

. Your Former Friend,
;

Happy Hemingway,
"•':./'-

• Hollywood.

He a Baddiey Too? ;

; : ,

; Hollywood, Nov. 5. •;.

Lionel Barrymore, shares top bill-

ing with Wallace Beery in >Bad Man,'
the J. Walter' Ruben production at

Metro; with Richard Thorpe direct-

ing.
"

:

'\ , . V- '; /.

Filming is slated for location hear
Tucson, Ariz.

PATHE BACK AT OLD PLACE
Pathe Film Corp. and Pathe Labo-

ratories, Inc., moved back into its

original home dn West 45th Street—

the old Pathe building—this week.
. Two , companies : quit the'•.•'•RC

A

building as an ecoriomy move, and

also because of a desire of the man-
agement to be closer to tHe : N. Y.

laboratory . of its Joper^tih'g sUbsid,

Pathe Laboratories.

By Jo? Laurie, Jr.

Dear Lefty:
Hollywood, Nov. 5.

Yours received telling me about the anonymous letter you got that was
unsigned, telling about me running wild here in Hollywood. I have an idea
who would write a letter like that if she could write; she's a battleaxe who
posed for the original picture of 'Before' from the picture 'Before and After
Taking/ She talks so much she has bags under her tongue. It*s; Freddy
Hilly's mbtheivthe kid who is playing,the;iead in Junior's^ picture; I donk

t
know why you pay: any attention . to a letter like that when you don't
believe the Exchange manager's letters when he tells you that he's send-
ing you a great picture, and he storo his letters.

It's funny to me when the party sez that I've been running wild around
Hollywood. First place nobody runs here, and the only time you get wild
out here is when you're butta work oi trying to cross the street without
being hit by a re-claimed car. As for being oh wild parties, I've had a
$1 bottle of gin since I've been here and I nearly got half of that left. I
only take some when my arm bothers me, so I can get some sleep. I haven't
been any place but to the studio and to the market to. do my shopping,

I think I know why. that prune-puss thought it .was me running around
drunk; There is a nice girl that lives in the house here that wanted to go
out and had no

.
decent coat so I loaned - her mine so' she would look good

and maybe get a job; You know there's a lot of producers that judge act-
ing by clothes or no., clothes. Well, this poor girl hadn't eaten much- so
when she drank a few cocktails with a zombie chaser she kinda got talk-
ing loud and got in a few arguments which it is very easy to get into here,
especially around election time, and 1 guess . this Hilly woman saw her
from the back and recognized my coat and figured it was me. She is

always shenanigan around those night spots 'with a young feller who is so
young he' loolcs like a calf out with his ma. ; When -she dances you think
it's firecrackers going off the way her bones, shap. I could tell you a. lot

more about her which I hear around the studio but I know it don't interest
you as all you; think about is politics. And by the. way she voted for
Willkie which is the iipoff what kinda woman, she is.

'.'"" Junl»r Sounds Off

. I inust tell you about Junior walking into the producer's office and he'

let. Junior play with his desk phone and everything. Junior got to like him :

and said, 'Are you the snoopervisor?', and when he Jot a: laugh .he said,

'Is ,it true that you. had ah' appendic operation and that's the first time
anybody ever got anything from you, and they say they had to chloroform
ypu to get it?' : Well, the producer laughed and sed, 'Who da .you . mean
by they?' and Junior sed,. 'Oh everybody on the lot'. But instead of him
gettmg sore he took him on his lap and got him- candy.
Now he walks around the studio with. Junior hand in hand and everyone

of the mothers are so jealous they can't see straight. What's worrying,
me is if Junior told him about the things I said; I tried . to get Junior : to

:

tell me if he. saw anything going on in the office, thinking maybe the kid
caught' the guy at something and he's being nice, to Junior to. keep him from
blabbering. But I can't get a thing outta- Junior except, what he said to
him. I don't know where- he gets the idea of telling what he hears, after
us learning him not to repeat what the customers say after they see our
pictures at the theatre. You remember the spanking we gave him when
he stood outside of the theatre and yelled, 'Don't go in its lousy* everybody
sez so.' I thought he learned his lesson then, but it -don't look like it, :;

• That's about all I have to write how. Don't pay any attention, to un-
signed and' anonymous letters about me. .. I never paid any attention to .

what dames on the bills told me about you all these years, and they were
true. I do feel flattered that you should be worrying about an old lady
like me. . ';.

„
:

.::; -:;-
: ' ' ';; v.'^-..

'

:

v.;

Take care of the laundry and send it out, defrost the icebox, water the
plants and don't eat on the tubs where the ants can get at the crumbs and
take care of yourself alittle tod: Love and kisses from Junior and

Your -
:

.

•':.::
^

• .

-•':' " Aggie. ...

P. S.—Ray Peck sez, 'I remember the day when double-crossing was.
what devout people did when they knelt at the altar.'

Serial Cycle
.Continued from page 21.

a comfortable sleeping chair.: ' -Biz is

capacity, with .
turnaway on many

nights.

.

:

: •: 1
On. top of the nightly intakes, both

in thfe ritzy . and cheaper spots, there

is also a :big breakfast trade, which

is raking in several 'thousand dollars

each morning.

upori the longies as something akin

to the end of the professional trail,

ancL^ringe at the thought of lending

their art to the production of them:

They fail toi take into cbnsideration

the profit sid5 of the setup. ;

It was no easy task, then, for U
officials to convince such thesps as
Dick Foran, Leo

.
Carrillo, Buck

Jones and Charles Bickford, . who are
co-starred in *Death Valey,' that tak-
ing the assignment would in no way
affect their .professional

.
standing!

Nor was it any more of a: cinch to
coriyert. newcomer Jeanne. Kelly
who has the femme lead, Guinn (Big
Boy) Williams, Noah Beery, Jr.,

Mopte Blue, Lbn Chaney» Jr., and
Glenn Strange,; who ' are featured,
from the belief that they- would be
'typed.' for nothing.but serials in the

.

future;

?Death Valley' is being produced
by Henry MacRae, who has been
grinding out serials: for 30 years.

He's :

still turning 'em out at the rate

of four annually for U, where he is

ih command. Of the cUffhanger de-
partment. ':':

:

;

Hiram Brown, Jr.; is responsiple

for Rep\s .anhuar contribution -of.

I four. ,a chpre he. '.has been handling
' for 18 months since succeeding Bob
' Beche, ' Larry Darmour produces Co-
lumbia's slate of four. v

Keep Running for Year z -

- So loyal are 'eiiffhanger .fans,yand,
in turn, the exhibs screening this

brand ofi v
entertaj'nm'eh't,-...:'that'-.' com-

panies entering the rate
:

must guar-,

antee theatre operators- 52 chapters
for each 12 months! In Other words,
ho wfiek ..is'.;Qompl'ete:

:

.wlthpu't- an in-

stallment. That's why each of the
production, outfits - satisfying the de-
mand-sets its individual skeds at

four serials, with the group ranging
in footage from 12 to 15

:
chapters,

v At least 80% of the material used
nowadays for- the chapterites is

backgrounded against, characters
that , have been widely built up via
newspaper comic strips or radio
serials. Producers have discovered
that these figures have pre-sold au-
diences for the film versions, as was
demonstrated on the remarkable
showing on Rep's 'Lone Ranger,' an
ether product.

Serials are made . a year in ' ad-
vance, and are given two types , of

distribution, pre-release and regular
runs." ; In other words, U's ' 'Riders
of Death Valley,' which is listed for
the 1941-42 sales program, will get
its initial screenings next March. U.
still has to make 'Sky Raiders,'

which winds Up its 1940-41 serial

roster, and which will, go into re-

lease in January. Rep Is currently
shooting 'The Mysterious Dr. Satan,'

which will be followed by 'Captain
Marvel.' Darmour.-Cblumbia mOr-
mentarlly has 'The .Green Archer/
based on the Edgar Wallace yarn, in

work:'- '' .

';

;
' .•'.

Serials are almost as oid as the
picture biz, itself. There was : talk
at the time sound zoomed in; that
dialog recording would make their '

costs prohibitive, but veterans of the
game, like MacRae, solved the prob-
lem by speeding up production and

:

seeking shortcuts. ::
.'.':':'

Ruth Roland, Kathleen Williams,

Pearl White, Grace Cunafd, Marie
Walcamp ; and; : Eddie Polo were
among the top serial stars in the

era when MacRae. crashed the game.
Jack Holt arid Hoot Gibson started

up the 'cinematic ladder . over the

cliffhanger route. -/ ,
•:'- ::,.:

Serial, were among William Ran- ,.;

dolph Heart's -first ventures ' the

film realm. His greatest grosser was
'The Hope Diamond,' made more
than 20 years ago. Filmed on an
outlay of afbund $300;000, it,gr.ossed

well over $1,500,000.

'I
-. : i ...

.; ;
> -.(
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RADIO'S FUTURE AND THE MIDDLE CLASS

The politicians liavc just been saying that, it be-

hooves them to clo:this, and behooves them to do that. •

Perhaps nqvy, in . the lull following the screaming^

.

rstdio anight indulge in a little behodving on . its

own account. \Yhat could radio learn .froin recent :

events to. apply to future strategy and planning?
The- ali-i'inpprtancc; of radio in

.
politics is neuiy re-

proven, biU. politics is onh one part of ; the radio

problem r as political campaigns are only the more
vehehient and picturesque expression of the snarl-

ing elements of modern life.; It presumably be-

hooves; radio to consider nothing ' les.s than .
this

gigantic prpposition^that more ari<l more and day
'

by day it gets deeper and
.
deeper into the middle

and the muddle, of mid-20th eeritury struggle for

existence .'and the nice questions of who gets what-
and for how long.

but" neither the Government nor the industry has

had a definition of 'public interest.' Originally the

Goycrinnent hardly, went beyond hinting that sta-

tions shouldn't be vulgar, piggish or slanderous;,

originally stations hardly went beyond appeasement
of the more -influential and pugnacious pressure

groups. But unofficially, in, the give and take of

daily operation and with a gradual extension of

.

''

understanding, there :has developed a condition of

check:. and cqunt^^ all things consid-,

ered, is as brilliantly success ful: an exam pie of
\'

:

de.iji'6c>j^

now holds. / .

; v >•.:'

Does
onions

1: it not behoove :bpoadcastiirg-\to-: consider the

of the; 1940'* a little niore imaginatively?

Thei^. m ay develop in the: next few yearij a. den)

that radio play a more conscious, purposeful, blue-

printed part in modern life; . This^ expectation may
be greater as- and if -the present teiiclehcy of radio

to run away with the advertising pie continues,

and it probably will. >

Years ago., when children's programs were being
widely criticized, some radio inch -defended ccrta i 11

shows as 'hot bad.' To which a pat rejoinder was

.

made : 'Not bad' is not good enough for a medium

.

that can mould the future of America.' Here was
the., negative not-doing-any-harm attitude in sharp
clashwith the positive not^doing-any.-good atti-

tude. =

':
\ -. ; ' V '^Vx-.

Many broadcasters entered radio under the jn-

conipi ete impression that broadcasting was a busi-

ness arid that they were business men. It would be
truer, we think, to say that a broadcaster is also:

and incidentally a business many but first and fore-

most he is the custodian of a part of the public do-
niairi which he is charged with devoting to the pub-
lic interest. Perhaps none is possible or desirable,

".- ;But, of Course, radio progress cart never rest on
it

s
' laurels. Rad i6 today i s doing a; lot for educa-

tion, charit)', religion, science, public, discussion. In
doing so it shows a shrewd ; avvareness of its re-

sponsibility. It must hold its ground and continue
to advance. Itmust keep the upper hand in public

service arid not, as with commercial programs which
passed into the con trol of the advert i sing agencies,
allow outsiders to encroach in this realm upon inan-
agcriient; It may seern like an imaginary menace
at this particular moment by the clock, but the
tempo of social development today is riot far behind
the Lockheeds in speed. •

v
.

It behooves broadcasters to ask if they, not out-

siders, are developing the skills and techniques of

public: service programming. At the moment they
are. At the moment the organizations that seek
radio tiriie arc neither able enough nor powerful
enough to 1 impbse their Vill. Radio management, is

in the saddle. : But there are experts now in trains

ing, outsiders who one day may know, everything
a radio producer knows about scripts arid sound
effects arid " music, and when there are enough • of

these pressure group slioWmen around they might
form strategic combinations for some sriiart squeeze

.
piays. : Broadcasting should not make the mistake
of thinking that nobody is thinking along these
lines, lake Variety^ word for it-M:hey are.

This behooving business is many-sided. Many
;
separate threads tie in, For example there were
pertinent developments at the recent; White Sul-
phur Springs .convention of the Association of N ac-

tional Advertisers. At that meeting, newspapers
through a spokesman* frankly offered themselves
and' appealed for support as the 'defenders' of busi-
ness.

;
Many eyebrows went up at that and have

stayed up in the ensuing fortnight. It may vwcll be
one of the omens of the times that radio must
poiider.. Unless Government

. and business should
merge/and beconie co-extensive (which wouldn't be
democracy), radio cannot ever offer itself on any:
such narrow base of appeal. Radio belongs to

everybody, and that is why radio is_ great and why
the struggle to control it will intensify, and why
radio's owii job of protecting its independence is so
delicatei -:>v -. -.: :.

:,\-' ••.
v'--..

•

What happened at the While Siilphur ^Spniigs
convention seems to be fundanieritai to the 1940's

and not just a casual sidelight on a business man's
session. It didn't inspire those who appreciate a
balanced system to see one medium so. broken in

spirit. The dominant, self-sure, showman ly net-

works stole the A.N.A. convention, but this tinie it

seemed to be a lot riiqre significant than simply super-:

ficial cleverness^ It suggested new responsibilities

and difficulties, new alignments 6f power.

What, then, might logically be . the long-pull pur-

pose and fundameiital dedication of American radio

?

To what constructive, thoughtful
, planned ob j cct ive

may it devote its public service in the near future,

when, all these now-nebulous elements are crystal-

ized? :
. One suggestion', in line with much of the

best modern thought, might be that radio recognize

that the preservation and protection of the middle
class is an absolute necessity for the continuance
of Anierican democracy. It seems hard to think of

a higher, better or more congenial dedication for

American radio in the next decade.

JIMMY DORSEY

TO 20

Jimmy Dorsey has been engaged

for the 'Happy Birthday to You*

program which Twenty. Grand cig-

arets will debut on the NBC-blue

Jan. 3. The program Is slated for a

warm up of several weeks but the

band won't join it in any studio

broadcasts until the January date.

Because the song, 'Happy Birth-

day to You,' belongs to ASCAP the
producer of the program is under
the necessity of finding another title

and ' getting an original sprig em-
bodying the same idea.

.

WSB MAN DIES ON JOB

Harold Kelly With Atlanta Station

For 20 Years

ct

As Radio Director Of

New Ted Bates Agency

With the establishment of the new
Theodore L. Bates agency it is exf
pected that the ' radio "directorship

will go to George Christbff who has
a Blackett-Sample-Hummert back
ground. Bates follows arid is fol

lowed .by ti>e Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet business out of the Benton &
Bowles agency. Therein reportedly
lies a tale of daytime radio and of

Colgate's' rival, Procter &. Gamble,
running away with the daytime radio
leadership to the eventual creation

of the situation wherein Bates was
practically • obliged to break free of
his , connection with B&B, where he
was Colgate . account exec also

Continental Baking.

Following the Colgate notice of
departure the radio department at

Benton & Bowles became the sub-;

jeftt of speculation.
;
Tom Revere

turned down an exit proposition and
stays as

:

y.p. arid radio director. It

Is not reported if Kirby- Hawkes
. tvho came east from Blackett-Sam-
. ple-Hummert in Chicago as the Ben-
ton & Bowles specialist on daytime

.
programs will be affected by the new
eituation' . when / finally clarified. :

Atlanta, Nov. 5.

Heart attack ended life Of Harold
H> Kelly, WSB's veteran transmitter
engineer, arid kept 50 kw. 'Voice of
South' off air for 40 minutes. Studio
Engineer Andy Bellinger waited in

control rooms for Kelly's go-ahead
signal and when ?

it wasn't forthcom-
ing he telephoned control tower . at
nearby Tucker, Getting no response
he got in touch with Chief Engineer
A. W. Shropshire, who; went to con-
trol tower and found door locked.
He kicked in door and found Kelly
lying face, down on floor near desk
Where he had! been working on sta-
tion^ log. '/..-;. '•.•..;:...:".

Kelly's last entry in log was made
at: 5:15 a.m. and station was due on
air .15 minutes later. Everything had
been turned on except antenna
switch. Kelly was rushed to Emory
Hospital, but was pronounced dead.
Kelly was 56 and native of Cum-

ming, Ga. He was foreman of crew
that Installed WSB's first transmitter
20 years ago and also supervised in-
stallation of present transmitter,
which he had operated from mid-
night to 8 o'clock each morning;

,
Burial wasr in Atlanta. Wife, son

and two daughters survive.

Civic Participation;

To Commend Air Merit

FOR OUT FRONT ONLY

Frankle Masters' Music a Victim it
Political Gasslnr

Cleveland, Nov. 5. /

;
Various : civic groups have becoriie

members of the newly organized'
Cleveland Radio Council. Latter's

purpose will be to encourage the
presentation of better radio' programs
and appoint a board of review to
pass, on the merits of programs.

Council has representatives from
the Federation .. of Womens Clubs,
Federated ; Churches of Cleveland,
Parents - Teache r s Associations,
Daughters of the American. Revolu-
tion, the Young Men's Hebrew Asso-
ciation and the Catholic Youth Or-
ganization,. Mrs. Walter

. V. Magee,
chairman of the radio study division
of the F-WC is president of the coun-
cil and Carl George, program direc-
tor of WGAR, and Dr. William Lev-

enson, radio director .of the Cleve-
land Board of Educations, are vice-
presidents.

as

: Norman Corwin's 'Plot to Over-
throw Christmas,'' first done on Co-
lumbia Workshop two years ago, will
be repeated on the' same show this
Christmas Eve. :

Washington,. Nov. 5.
' Cooperation between radio arid the
government has helped 23*000 men
get jobs in the 30-day period ended
Oct. 15. That is the estimate, of the
National Association . of Broadcasters
in reviewing the effort to help, exi.
pedite the national defense program
via

: microphone^ appeals for skilled
tradesmen... A
Blurbs have been heard on 600-odd

stations since the U. S., Civil Service
CominissiOn begged for: help in put-
ting job-hunters in touch with em-
ployers. •

Sarnoff's Quiet Visit
San Francisco, Nov. 5.

r CBS ;
thinks Al Nelson gets too

much publicity but pjoof he can
hold back on hot : copy on. occasion
is manner in which he screened
David Sarnoff, RCA-NBC biggie,
from limelight during ' latter's 10-
day stay with local NBC chieftain.
Not an interviewer got through ajf-

ter Sarnoff expressed desire for
peace arid quiet.

Appointments, however,
, were set

up for Sarnoff's next visit—in March.

DEODORANT SPONSORS

FOOD MARKET QUIZ

Hartford, Nov. 5.

WTHT has pacted with the Garbex
Co. of Syracuse for a series of
Thursday

. afternoon customer quiz
shows from the Popular Food Mar-
ket on Albany avenue here. Quar-
ter-hour show, aired from 4:00 to
4:15 p.m., is a takeoff on the curb-r
stone interviews.
• Garbex Co., manufacturers of a de-
odorant, in a t^-up with the store,
will award merchandise prizes to
successful interviewees plus samples
of their products to everyone aired.,

Paul Schwimler arid Stuart Wayne,
of the station staff, will do the in-
terviewing. Show is tagged 'Market
Time.* ',

New Corporation Setup

ForWLW Booking Subsid
Cincinnati, Nov. 5.

Incorporation of WLW's talent
booking subsidiary has been changed
from General Program Servi cc, Inc.,

to: WLW Promotions, Inc. New 6r-
gariization's officers are L«wis Cros-
iey, president; Jarives D. Shbusc,
executive vice-president; E. P. Bauer,
secretary; George Smith, .comptroller.
Robert E. Dunvilje ts a director..-

' William McCluskey continues as
the subsidiary's booking manager, .

: Frankie Masters' band, bought for
its fifth shot at the Fitch Bandwagon
show on NBC Red Sunday night (3),

went through its whole show for the
benefit of only a studio audience.
Show had been regularly scheduled,
but at practically the last minute the
time was sold out from underneath it

for a political speech. :

Masters completed the broadcast
that didn't hit the air arid will, be
paid for it. He may get another shot
later.

Honor Albert Warner

Washington, Nov. 5.

Albert Warner, CBS news com-
mentator in Washington, has been
notified that he has been voted the
first annual Sigma Delta Chi award
for radio newswriting. The award
was one of five made by;-a comriiittee
from the professional journalistic
fraternity for general reporting, edi-
torial writing, foreign correspond-
ence, Washington correspondence
and radio newswriting, the . latter a
new category this. year.
Presentations will be made Nov.

16 at the organization's annual con-
vention in Des Moines^ Judges who
made the awards were Roy Roberts,
managing editor :of the Kansas City
Star; John W. Owens, editor-in-chief
of the

;
Baftimore Sun; Paul Scott

Mowrer, editor-in-chief of the Chi-
cago Daily News; Arthur Krock, po-
litical writer of the New York Times,
and Frederic

. William Wile of the
Washington Star.

John Swanik Draws 158
Tuscola, 111., Nov. 5.

John Swanik, the,'Uncle John Bar-
ton' of local station WDZ staff, had
number 158;. theTflrst ni^hiber draWTi
in the conscription;

;
Interviewed on th.e air shortly

afterward, he said he was willing to
go. He Is married and has a child,
his wife being in 'The Barton Fam-
ily' series with him. :

Promote John Whalley
:' Chicago, Nov. 3!

John Whalley has been upped to
post of business manager of . NBC
here.

. Appointment made by Harry
Kopf, new chief of the NBC central
division. ....

Whalley. had been office manager
at NBC in Chicago since 1931. /

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Singles for quick sale and at low
production cost ere being framed at

NBC, with the blue network in

mind. Artists service is rounding up
performers who can fill a one-mari
spot without the necessity of sup«

port or musical backup. In demand
are singers who can do their own
thumping or strumming.

First to be set up in this category
for sponsorial inspection are Vaughn
de .

Leath, veteran of . 20 years of
radio, who knows her way around
the keyboard of piano or novachord
and Johnnie Johnston, guitaring his

own accompanist. They get quarter

hour spots across the board.

'Ellery Queen' Up For

Luxor's Air Return;

In addition to lining up a network
show . for Luxor cosmetics Lord &
Thomas is revising the Vtrariscription

series which have been running on
several stations for Treet,-which is

likewise an Armour it Co. product.,

Presentation on the suggested

changes in Treet program was made
to the company in Chicago Friday
(i). ^

.: •
—

Time which Luxor has. contracted

for on CBS is 4:30-9 p.m. Simdays.
'Ellery Queen' had been submitted
for the spot. The recording of an-

other show is being tsdeen out to the

account this week.

Edward J. Cahhan Pies

. Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Edward J. Calahan, manager of

KDKA-Westinghouse , Artists Serv-

ice, died suddenly at his home here

last week of a heart attack. He was
54 and had been in charge of sta-

tion's artists bureau since first of

year. .'; :.:: •;
.

Calahan, an €X-broker, joined

NBC's real" estate! division in 1938.

He played a part in negotiations in-

volving company's move from 711

Fifth Ave. to present quarters, ifi

Radio City. Transferred to KD1CA
in 1935. He leaves his widovv sum!

three children.
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COLUMBIA

January
February
March

May'
June
.-July

August
September
October

Total

January . i

February.
March ...

.

April.'

May ... .

.'

,

June .........

July
August ; .

.

September
October ...

total

January y.

February ,

March ; .

April . ..

.

May .....

June... .'.

July ......

. August
September
October .

.

total .

.

1940

$3,575,946

3,330,627

3,513,170

3,332,689

3,570,727

3,144,213

3,067,870

2,875,657

3,109,863

4,023,617

1939

$2,674,057

2,541,542 .

2,925.684

2,854,026

3,097,484

2.860,180

2,331,953

2,341,636

•2,563,132

3,366,654

........ $33,537,907
;

$27,556,348

MUTUAL
^: 1940
;. $317,729,

.. 337,649

.. 390,813

363,468

.. 322,186

. . 299,478

. . 235,182
.. 227,865

283,463 v

. .Not Reported

1939

$315,078

276.605

306,976

262,626

234,764
: 228,186

216,583

205,410

210,589

428,221

$2,777,833 $2,685,038

NBC-RED
1940

$3,496i393
3,226,983

3,338,440

3,128,685

3,216 940

2,919,405

3,141,902

3,072,338

3,132,005

. 3,842,195

1939

$3,211,161

. 2,975,258

3,297,992

2,879,571

2,886,517

2,759,917

2,713,798

2,737,926

2.750,688

3.444,139

.$32,515,286 $29,656,967

1938 , 1937 .

$2,879,945 $2,378,620

2,680,334 2,264,317

3,034,317 2,559,716

2;424,180 2,563,478

2,442,283 2,560,558

'1,121,495 2,476,567

1,317,357 1,988,412

l,yt)0,Zo\l
o noo cot :

<fc*>i Q'iro <iAt

" .:*-'.
v

1938 •.,': 1937

.
$269,894 $213,748

253 250 231 286

232,877 247,421

. 189,545 200,1i\

194,201 154,633

202,412 117,388

167,108 101,458

164,626 96,629

200,342 132,866

.347,771 238,683

$2,220,026 $1,735,256

•1936 1937
$2,634,763 $2,374,633

2.507,123 2,273,973

2,736,494 2,531,322

2.458;487 2,304,035

2.627,721 2,261,344

2,550,040 2,209,304

. 2,377,065 . 2,018,820

2;368,16l 2,094,306

2,397,333 2,057,513

2,798,739 2,222,803

$25,455,926 $22,348,053

NBC-BLUE
. 1940 1939 .. »1938 1937

January ;>,;-,, $908,815 $822,739 $1,158,753. $1,167,366

February 905,101 773,437 .990,930 1,021,809

March 965;904 : 872;860 1,070,335 1,082,961

April, 912,833 681,412 , 852,018 , 973,475

May / 817,682 815,585 . 786,479 953,475

-June' « k • . . . 722,695 622,487 650,529 794,083

July • • •;• • • . • .
'.*

'

• .688,536

.

569,757 581,643 688,630

August 665,924 574,644 572,938 690,871

September 747,774 564,619 581,908 793,068

October 1,203,49? 773,119 975,225 1,116,936

l^otsl • * * • • * . .

.
'.'

. $8,538,763: $7,070,659 $8,220,760 $9,282,674

Small Number of Big Na-
tional Advertisers: : Now
Control Network Time and

: Jlave Options in to Grab
Whatever Else Opens Up
—Discounts a '' Big. /Com-
petitive

WAR DOESN'T HURT RADIO

BLUE/ MBS OFFSET

•Different system for allocating billings to the red and blue networks
prevailed these years.

SPECTOR ASKS

8-

Hay Spector agency is offering

• stations a special proposition in con-

nection with Blackston*. Products,

which Includes Aspertane, Tastylax

and its own brand of aspirin. Spec-

tor Is asking the : stations to play

:
along with the; account on a con-
tingency basis. •/

' Deal calls for eight weeks of free
time. If upon a check. . of sales in

• the territory the campaign proves to
have been successful the station will
teceiye not only payment for this
tin?e per card rate but a contract
covering'..'a minimum of 13 weeks.

'S

ON TEXAS WEB

•• ^
''' ''•' San Antonio, Nov. 5.

Replacing •
. the -nighttime ' "three

times
' weekly broadcast of 'Short,

fcnort Stories,' Double Danderihe, a
sterling pro(juct will present a three
times weekly morning stanza titled
sweetest Story Ever Told.'
" Program is presented through the

. -*exas State Network and was placed
Dy Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

Drive to Los Angeles For

Show That Doesn-t Air
Minneapolis, Nov. S.

. The Plehal brothers of WCCO here
drove all the way from Minneapolis
to California to appear on the -Al
Pearce radio show last week. When
they got to Los Angeles they found
that the show had to be .eliminated

because of a political broadcast.

Previous commitments here made
it impossible for them to remain over

another week for Pearce.

N. L
Radio-Smothering ofPress

WouM Provoke Evils

'.'.
; Calgary, Alta., Nov. S.

Radio should bt used to augment
the newspapers, . not to take their

place, in the opinion of N. L. Nathan-

son, vice-chairman1 of the Canadian

Broadcastihg Corp. and. president of

Famous Players Canadian Corp., who
visited here, recently.

.
,-

Nathanson said that undoubtedly

the radio newscasts skimmed a cer-

tain amount of the cream off the

news before it could be painted, but

he felt that radio could never take

the places of the newspaper. If such

a thing ever happened it. would be a

sad day for the democracies, he felt.

Florence Murphy, WCCO Minne- j.

apolis feminine newscaster,; an ardent •.

supporter of -President Roosevelt,
j

was cast for:ibe-
,

ToreVQf\.aVc;ru^adirije'.

Willkie woman in one' of station's

radio skits.

Bui Held to Delay That Much-Post-
poned New NBC. Building: in Frisco

. -A small number of big national

advertisers are more arid more con-

solidating a monopoly near-

monopoly of . the time of American

radio, networks. The latter know it,

regret it, arid, don't quite know-how

to- stop it. since, as business .men,-' they

cannot .•gracefully refuse their, big-'

gest customers when the latter put

in. options 'to buy time as ; and when

vacated by other advertisers. Thus

the small number of many^brand
merchandisers who. stand willing to

buy ..as.- much time as they can get

(almost *•'. literally), are- leading to

crowd out or prevent the entrance

of other advertisers.

. Warnings have been sounded be-

fore now oh this predicament of net-

work broadcasting. The more .
in-

vidious implications of 'monopoly'

are, of course, avoided because there

is still the NBC blue arid Mutual and
the tie-up is true primarily of . the

Columbia and NBC red loops. • Also,

there still is the transcription , al-

ternative, via spot placement lo-

cally'. However
;
industry, strategists

deplore the situation as a case , of too

many, eggs in too few baskets, as an
invitation . to fault-finders and as

tuning network radio into a 'closed

business*, even though it is a con-
stantly more prosperous industry.

Powerful Competition

The domination of their own fields

through merger* and acquisition of

trademarks or multiplication of prod-
ucts places ; the big packaged goods
distributors in a powerful competi-
tive position. Only another giant can
go up. against them. This advantage
of bigness is increased' in the case
of the networks by the discount sys-

tems which favor the advertisers

with many products and therefor

many shows as against the smaller
advertiser with: only one product to

sell. Station for station and minute
for minute the small advertiser must
pay more than the big one. Thus
does . the . broadcasters' wheel of

dilemma go round and round and
nobody knows where it stops.

More than ever before the com-
mercial time, schedules on the NBC-
red and Columbia this season tend

to confirm the prediction 1 made by
some agency men that by 1942 the

choice periods' on these two net-

works would be, absolutely-con-
trolled by a handful of accounts.

Although both webs have more
commercial program's running and
more time sold than ever before

CBS for one can lay claim to the ad-
dition of but one new account, Lib-
beyrOwens-Ford, and the red to but
two, Hall Bros., Inc., : and Illinois

Central, and these . are Sunday mati-
nee split networks out; of Chicago.

'Can't Be Helped'

.-. Network officials admit that this

tendency toward ' bunching up their,

business '. Within a. few corporations

is riot'; the '-most healthy one, but they

hold that it's a situation that can't

be helped. At least they don't know
how. As . soon as a sjpot ' becomes
available' they have no", choice but

:

to offer ; it to spme account already
j

on the books, since many of these
[

have standing bids for more time.
;

A few' cases m.point ar.0. Lever Bros.,

.

Procter & Gamble, .. General - Foods,:}

Brown ; ; & Williamson, Campbell {

Soup. There are times that these

networks would.'.like to bring in a •

newcomer, '

if
' only -for 'the sake Of :

novelty, but their: . reasoning" for.

stifling such inclinations' is .that it's

.

.' San Francisco, Nov. 5.

Crisis conditions haven't hurt
radio sales one little bit, according

to J. C; McConnell, NBC national

spot and local, sales, manager, on his

first Frisco swing' in' five years.

Asked if there was any holding
back

:

' radio to ;
parallel' film ex-

hibitors Who . are stalling on iiew
product deals . pending some. idea

,
of

future events, the . New> York exec
pointed out . that for NBC, each
month's biz has been better than
the last.

. ; v
Webb, however, is still delaying

proposed new building here due to

doubtful future conditions.

amst

Labor Counsel in Suit

Alleging Air Slander

. Seattle, Nov. 5.

KLV, Inc., as operator of KEEN,
was cleared last week of a ; slander

suit brought, by E. B. Fish, labor
counsel. Latter had asked. $25,000.

damages from the Little Business
Men*^; Bureau, Inc., and the station,

alleging that remarks derogatory to

him had been broadcast over KEEN
but a jury, before Whom the issue

Was tried, decided in favor of the
defendants. .

Station claimed that'the statements
in question were deleted from the
script before the speaker went on
the air.. KVL,. Inc., subsequently
sold KEEN to other interests and the
station's call letters now are KEVR.

Politics' plus the season's big upr
surge commercial business ac-
counted for

;
record breaking time

sales for the networks in October.
For the first time; NBC reached the
$5,000,000 and CBS, the $4,000,000
brackets. NBC's gross billings for
last month were $5,045,694 and Co-
lumbia's $4,023,617. iWith NBC

,
it;

Was $640,000 over the previous top
figure for any one month; •;';.

Compared to October of 1939 the
margin this tirhe was ; 19. 6.% in the

'

case of NBC, .and 19.5% for Colum-
bia. Of the NBC take $3,842, i'95 was
credited to the red link and $1,203,499
to the blue network. In companson
with October" '39 the red's edge was
11.5% and the blue's 55.7%, record
high in this category for • any net-
work. .

NBC's previous monthly high came
this past January, $4,405,208. While
the exact figures won't be available
for a few weeks; ;it is estimated that
NBC's billings on politics Will go
well over $1,000,000 and Columbia's,
around $400,000. The big gainer in
this instance will, be the blue net-
work, since CBS and the red Will be-
cause of their full commercial sched-.
ifles have to. rebate the greater por-
tion of this political money.

DOLLARS TO DONUTS

BET ON WIP, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Nov. 3. .

Mary Jane Shoe Stores will bank-
roll WIP-'s new quizzer, 'Dollars to

Doughnuts' beginning Friday (8).

The program, handled by Fred
Woods, bets dollars to doughnuts
against contestants answering cor-

rectly^

The program will be aired from
the stage of Fay's Theatre.

Washington's New Station

Not on Air But Felt
Washington, Nov. 5;

Newcomer-station, WINX, contin-

ued last week to report progress in

the sales field with prediction that

it will soon go over the top on its

sales quota and take its place with
the four chain -affiliated transmitters
operating ' the Nation's capital. '.

Operating on .a 24-hour basis as a

purely local enterprise, station ex-
pects to start, broadcasting shortly.

Has been wooing numerous members
of the staffs of WMAL-WRC, the two
NBC . stations; WJSY, Columbia's
Washington transmitter, ,and Mu-.
tual's WOL.

;

Latest addition to the

staff is Bob Callahan, Music Rights
supervisor for NBC, who will join.,

the new WINX'- staff as organist-

pianist. •. ... '. :

;.

ON CLASSIC

never good business to disregard the
wishes of an bid'-; customer.;''::.

;
With, the red and CBS having

become pretty: much exclusive
clubs : " '; the advertising ' world, I

the lot has fallen to the NBC-
''

blue and Mutual to do the pros- I

pectjrig ,for \accounts. new; to. riet-;

work radio. The .blue has. so far

'

this season brought in Axton-FLsher
(Twenty Grand cigarets),

;
Clapp's

Baby Food, Knapp-Monarch, United-
j

States of Brazil: " arid Williamson
Candy. Newcomer on Mutual's list

is United .'.Airlines;' '
-

;

Mutuara acquisition . last week of
the Philadelhia Orchestra and the
Chicago Opera broadcasts brings ah
unprecedented lineup of symphonic
and operatic broadcasts on the net-
works over weekends. There are
now six major musical organizations
whose regular performances will be
aired. In addition, several network
commercial shows stress classical
music arid there are such live broad-
casts as the New York City Civio
orchestra over WNYC,. the Alfred
Wallensteiri ,' concerts " over Mutual
and a number of recorded opera
and. symphonic programs over varlr
ous New York stations. •

The list of regular musical groups
heard over the networks Ls as fol-
lows: -.

Chicago symphony orchestra,
Thursday nights, Mutual, sustaining.

:

Philadelphia orchestra, Friday aft-
ernoons, Mutual; sustaining.
Metropolitan Opera performances,

Saturday afternoons (Starting in
several weeks),

; NBC blue (WJZ),
for Texaco.
NBC Symphony orchestra, Satur-

day nights, NBC blue, sustaining.

.

New York Philharmonic-Sym-
phony,, Sunday afternoons, CBS,
taining. .

'. '

.

-"' '

• Chicago \ Ci vie
. Opera, Monday

nights, Mutual, sustaining!

Arhong the network commercials
specializing in classical music are
the Ford hour Sunday nights over
CBS, the Libby-Owens '

. Sun-
day, afternoons on CBS, plus -seveiral
others- usirig semi-classical stuff,
.such; 'Musical Americana, . etc.

There's a timely angle in the
.'

crease of classical 1 music on the net-
works at this moment. That /
most classical music is in the pub-
lic domain and will thus be un-
effected by ';- the expected, battle be-
tween ASCAP and the networks;
However, that is not regarded as the
motive' in: . the . hat works' pb.tai hi ri?
the added classica I programs.

' Elias Brecskin. en ^roufe' fof. a con-
cert appearance in Mexico.. City,
paused, in San Antonio to! appear as
guest' soloist with Monette Shaw Over
WOAI. •

'.!-.

I;
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NOT BECLOUD ISSUE WITH RADIO BIZ

ort Society Wants Any Agreement to Have En-

during Qualities-^'No Munich of Music- Is New
Attitudes-Nuisance Litigation Is One Phase

t

James C. PetrillOj head of the

American Federation of Musicians,

will not step into the, ASGAP-radio
controversy unless requested to do

o, by the Society,' and it was made
. clear -over the ; weekend by a high

ASCAP official that. ASCAP would
prefer to have {he union remain en-

tirely on the sidelines; :
The message

conveyed to the AFM chief through

an unofficial intermediary; who is a

member of the union was that

. ASCAP .was determined to fight the

thing out by itself and that any
mediation would serve only to give

the networks an out from their

present stand of .no negotiations and'

befuddle the fundamental issues in-

volved. Petrillo was at the same
time thanked for his interest and the

ASCAP spokesman stated that he
felt assured that. Petrillo

\
would ap-

preciate the " spirit in which the

answer was made.
• It was. pointed out that the temper
now prevailing in ASCAP. is against

entering into'any pact that, will; not

assure peace between the radio and
' music industries for years.' Any new-
agreement, must contain a goodwill
provision under which • radio would

. ; guarantee to refrain from the sort of

harassments, legislative and litiga-

tory, which ASCAP claims it has
. been subject to since the signaturing

of the last contract (1935). ASCAP
wants no Munich, it was further

stated.

Relieves Admen
Foregoing feeler exchange be-

tween Petrillo and ASCAP tends to

answer a question that has agitated

the advertising agencies more than
that concerning the availability of
non-ASCAP; material. The agencies
have wanted to know what positidn

Petrillo has indicated he would take
i in the performing rights controversy
and whether there was any chance
of his doing something about .a set-

tlement if the ; showdown resulted

. In a reduction of radio employment
among musicians. ,

. . ; Agencies . With programs . using
standard music are . pretty

,
well

agreed that there is enough material
available to them in the public do-
main to keep them going for a long
time. Some of them have checked
their standard repertories for the
past year andwfound that as high as
60% of these' numbers stem from
the public domain. The networks
have had their music checking divi-
sions busy the past several weeks
preparing list of public domain num-
bers for submission to agencies hand-
ling this type of program and which
these checkers think are geared to
such programs. This task has In-
volved studying each program and
documenting all public domain num-
bers that are available for a particu-
lar program. The agencies, admit that

" they will find it tough to make their
programs

:
of , standard or current

music highly diversified, but they at

the same time feel that they can sell

. this limited line of music to the pub
lie / ... .

ASCAP has in the meantime
. undertaken to set up listening posts

in every state in the union so as to

be in a position starting with Jan. I

to obtain infringement reports on sta

tions that have not taken out
ASCAP licenses.

GAME OVER, NEIGHBORS

AND PLAYERS HEAR IT

San Antonio, Nov. 5.

l)ue to the political broadcasts, fill-

ing the local airwaves football games
have had to make way on the

schedule for the political talks. Odd
quirk was the consequence on Fri-

day when a play-by-play account of

game . between two local high-

schools was recorded and played

back one hour later after the game
had started. - V • „.;/

;;;
•

Telephone board at the station was
bombarded with listeners near the

stadium laying that they were list-

ening to KABC broadcast a descrip-

tion of the game when they could see

but of their Windows and see the

lights shut off . and no one even near

by, who resembled a football player.

Other callers Were players and fans

wondering what it was all about,

hearing the game- after they had al-

ready left the stadium.

MEW RADIO SALES EXEC

J. Kelly Smith Sets Henry Jackson
At Chicago

Chicago, Nov. 5.

J. Kelly Smith, general sales chief

of the Columbia Radio Sales Divi-

sion, has named Henry Jackson as

manager of the Chicago office of

Radio Sales; Jackson has been Work-
ing for Radio Sales in Chicago for

two months after four years as sales

manager for the northern division of

he Columbia web on the Coast. .

Smith had been handling the local

managership for some time along
with his assignment as general sales

manager, but the pressure of the na-
ional sales job made it necessary to

allocate some of the duties in Chi-
cago.

.

".

Likely that; Smith will continue to
leadquarter : in the local Columbia
offices, figuring Chicago as the
ogical spot for> keeping an eye on
the national situation.

Strotz Now at Desk

Sidney Strotz, NBC's new v. p. in
charge of programs, settled, down
into this post Saturday (4). He ar.

rived that day from Chicago.
He was at NBC headquarters a

couple weeks ago but it was merely
to meet the trade via a cocktail

party. . •., ...

est

Not at Britain Bali
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Cincinnati, Nov.' 5. ;

'

:
,

Only unpleasant incident of the
visit here last week by Kate Smith
was, a criticism appearing Friday (1)

in the Tirnes-Star about her . non-
appearance at the Bundles for Brit-

ain ball, held the night before in the
STetherland : . Plaza hotel. Tyrone

:

Power, back in his home town for the
premiere of his latest picture, 'Mark
of Zorro/. appeared at the affair with
his wife, Annabella, through arrange-
ment by 20th-century Fox.
To clear

;

upi the criticism, Ted Cpl- 1

ins, Miss. Smith's manager, issued a
statement which the paper published
Saturday (2 ). His explanation:

'20thTCentury Fox does not repre-
sent me. Nine days ago in NeW York
CUy I received a request to have
'. Miss Smith appear at '.the ball. At
that time I wired to Cincinnati say-
ing

; an engagement previously made
n Cincinnati for that night and also

he time necessary, for rehearsals

for Miss Smith made it. impossible
for her to Appear at. the ball. . .<

.

.'I doubt , if the .tickets were printed
at that time, but learned later: that
when they did. appear they included
the name of. Kate Smith.

'Insofar as the statement is con-
cerned that the -Bundles for Britain
ball was a big success in spite of the
fact that.Miss Smith did not appear,
I think that is a ridiculous and most
unfair statement.

'If the local committee for Bundles
for Britain within the next 25 years
will be responsible for raising the
amounts of money for charities that
Miss Smith has raised during her
career, I believe they will dp a very
noble work. I deeply regret, and so
does Miss Smith, that time would not
allow her presence at the ball, but
I also deeply resent the necessity, of
having to make. a statement to soothe
the feelings of persons who, I under-
stand, had charge of an affair for
charitable purposes.*

,

Tyrone Power guested on the Kate
Smith show, broadcast . Friday night
by CBS for Grape-Nuts. He did a
dramatization from the 'Mark of
Zorro' picture. Air program origi-

nated in the 2,500-seat
.
Emery audi-

torium, which was packed for the 8

o'clock Eastern outlettihg and for the

midnight repeat to the West Coast.

Bill Thomas headed a group of

Young & Rubicam agency men who
came on from New York to arrange
for theatre and ticket distribution

details.

.

Miss Smith and Collins personallfed

with Tyrone Power and Annabella at

the Albee and Shubert theatres,

where 'Mark of Zorro' was preeming,
between the two air shows.

IN NEW YORK CITY
Joe Julian, of the 'Just Plain Bill' series, has authored an. original play

let, 'Gardenias—10 cents,' which appears in the forthcoming One ActOPlav
mag. ... iBoyd Crawford, juve lead on 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' pro.

gram, doubled on the Helen Hayes stanza last week, but he couldn't co
to New Haven for rehearsal, so Phillips Holmes read the part for the
tune-up..7;Eff^
ers,' and Geraldine Kaye, of the same show, also with Helen Menken's
'Second Husband' troupe. . . .James Krieger, of 'Orphans of Divorce,' study,
ing law at Columbia. .. . ;John Brown doing the Fred Allen show the
Famous Plays' series and 'Lorenzo Jones'. . . .Lucy Kilpack, sister of Ben-
nett Kilpack, title player in 'Mr. Keen,' has joined him from London.
Peggy Gould and Helen. Larmon, legit actreesses, writing and spieling

a weekly series on WFAS, White Plains, for a lpcal department store,

.

Songs composed by Raymond Gram Swing will be played at a concert at
Henry Hadley studi6, New York, Sunday night (10) . . . .Frank Thomas,
motor and food show announcer at the World's Fair, back again to net-
work and agency programs, v . .Ezio. Piriza guesting on the Kraft Music
Hall tomorrow night (Thursday ) . . . .Minnie Dupree, legit and film actress
now a regular on the 'Aunt Jenny's Real Life Stories' series. . . .Kayveil
Aliki added to 'Big Sister' troupe.

Ruth Howard and Sanford Dickinson, who do a daytime - program on
WOKO, Albany, have been set for a guester on Campbell Soup's 'Short
Short Story' over CBS. Miss HoWard is ' a daughter of Comedian Tom*
Howard; her Albany ; program with Dickinson was recently reviewed in
Variety . . . .Sherman K. Ellis, Inc., has been dissolved. White & Case
filed the papers in Albany. .

Albert Spalding and John Charles ; Thomas auditioning with Andre
Kostelanetz for Coca-Cola. . . .Brian Aherne will guest oh 'Lincoln High-
way' this Saturday morning (9), as well as playing opposite Katharine
Cornell in bits from 'The Barretts of Wimpole Street' on the Red Gross
broadcast Sunday (10). . . .Marian Snockley, back from Caribbean cruise .

with director-husband George Zachary, guesting tonight (Wednesday) on
'Manhattan at Midnight.'
When Augustln Llopis de Olivares, announcer of NBC's international

division, reported for his short-wave program one day last week he had
just had drops in Tiis eyes and realized he couldn't scan regular-size print

v. Someone located a typewriter with giant letters, however, so de
Olivares went on the air as scheduled, reading his spiel off cardboard strips

. . . .Dwight Cooke of Henry Souvaine office scripted and produced for the
Democratic National Committee's Mr. Johnstone oh the two hour program-
Monday night. Cecil Carmichael, special courier frprh, James Shpuse of
WLW, in town . . . .Joe Kplling not far behind....
Mark Hellinger did a routine of jokes, puns and wise cracks for Ted

Husing of CBS, between halves of .Notre Dame-rArmy game.
Margaret and Gordon Munro are in Manhattan to seek their radio for-

tunes after a spell at KMBC, Kansas City . . . .William Morris agency han-
dling them.-. .. :

-r •

'

IN HOLLYWOOD
Lawton Campbell dropped in on 'Big Town' and helped himself to a load

of California sunshine, which ran up a terrific C.A.B. during his sojourn
. .Henry Jacobsen. head drum beater for .the McClatchy. web, en route to

Fort,Knox, Ky-» to serve his lieutenancy, in the armored division . .Young .

& Rubicam office gang .serenaded Joe Stauffer in the early hours of Sunday
Oh the occasion of his passing another milepost . ; . .Harry Norwood in from
New York to settle the. Merry Macs herevwith enough Work to make them
permanent -residents. . . .Dave McCosker

:

. installed as Coast rep for H. W.
Kastor agency. He was KFWB national sales manager for

. the past five

years. ...Amos 'n' Andy passing up^their seasonal stand at Palm Springs
for the winter. .. .Arch Oboler gave up last week's time to President
Roosevelt and saved himself a trip to New York where he was to direct
Joan Crawford in his original, 'The Word.' Program genes; over to Nov. 22,

with Mary Astor in 'I'll Tell My Husband- skeded for Nov. 8. . . .Fox Case,
Columbia's Coast special events director, named chairman of draft appeal
board in

i the Hollywood^ectpr/; ^..GarroU.'Carroll "\^as. equal tP the occasion
when Fred Whiting, bass irt John Scott Trotter's orchestra, drew the now
famous '158' in the draw. He had him saw off a few bars of 'Beat Me
Daddy (158 to the Bar)' on the Kraft program. .V.Hal Styles launching a
participating sponsorship program on KFWB additional to his 'Help Thy
Neighbors,' optioned for another quarter.,..Parks Johnson and Wally
Butterworth coming for one 'Vpx Pop' broadcast Nov. 21. .. .Aifmand
Deutsch, Coast head of McKee-Albright agency, helping Rudy Vallee keep
in shape on the tennis courts. . . .Ken Higgins, KFI-KECA barker, peddled
a yarn to Metro for its' 'Thin Man' series. . . . Hubbell Robinson flew back
to N. Y. after looking over the talent crop. . .'.H. Sayle Taylor (Voice of

Experience) on the Verge of signing for a Coast show.

Coast Branch of Radio Writers In

WEMP HERE TO STAY

Dire Outlook of Five Years Ago Is

Reversed

Italian Show in English

Doesn't Pay at WEBR
Buffalo, Nov. 6.

WEBR Italian Hour, which Was
Anglicized six. months back in

;
the

interests of national unity, finally

has folded under the strain. Emelino
. Rico, its announcer-salesman, moved.

:
program this week to WBNY, which
still allows foreign tongues.

WEBR cleansed its Polish and Ital-

ian programs of their native,tongues
a day; after President Roosevelt's
unity 'plea; station expressing hope
all 'patriotic-minded' listeners would

- applaud the ; move. English an-
nouncements were substituted, al-

though foreign language vocals on
platters, banned at first, finally were
allowed, to stay on. ;

"": Sponsors were responsive at first

but soon began dropping off. Al-
though its , revenue was ' cut, station

Milwaukee, Nov. 5.

'

Although dire predictions for its

future were made when WEMP
started out as an independent sta-

tibn, with two well established

broadcasters, WTMJ (NBC) and
WISN (CBS), already covering the
area, the station celebrated its 'fifth

birthday anniversary early Friday
night (1) with a party in its studio.

WEMP has not only prospered, but
six months ago became, key station
for a new state loop known as the
Wisconsin Broadcasting system, and
in the

;
past month did . the biggest

business in its history.

Celebration had double significance
as it also observed the birthday of
C. J. (Chuck) Lanphier, station man-
ager, who was presented with an
elaborate desk set for the occasion.

Ray C. Schroeder, the original 'Mr.
Fixit,' completed his tenth consecu-
tive years on. the air last week over

, .
- .

WIL, St. Louis, currently bankrolled
kept program in its 90-minute size, 'by Fels Naphtha.

. Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Adoption of a ruling to prohibi
members of Radio Writers Guild
from working on or leasing materia
to transcription ' companies Which
are on the Guild's ; 'unfair list' wil
be asked of the membership at an-

nual meeting Thursday night (7)
Under the proposal, RWG stamp
would be Impressed on all materia
to establish identity; of the writer*
Another resolution to be pre

sented asks that a national vote be
taken on an amendmeht to exclude
executive writers from the elective
posts of national president or re
gional vice prez. Term of latter
would be fixed at one year.
Coasters Will cast their vote for

Forrest Barnes as prexy of the ha
tional body, with Paul Franklin and
Sam Moore v.p. choices. Twelve
members ! of the Western Reglona
Council will be elected from the fol
lowing nominees; George Backus.
Forrest Barnes, Hector Chevigny;
Peter Dixph, Paul Franklin, Frank
Gill, Jr.,. Wolfe Kaufman, Leonard
Levinspn, Sam Moore, Carlton E
Morse, Davis Nowinson, Arch
Oboler, Don Quinn, Robert Redd
William Robson, Ted Sherdeman
Jerry Schwartz, Everett Tomlinsoni
Leo Townsend and Maurice Zinn.

/JV CHICAGO
Jewel Kimbefling playing new role in 'Right to Happiness' over CBS

... .Bob Morard, Columbia special events and hews staffer, in West Subur-
ban hospital following auto smash-up Bill Hodapp has turned out. a
couple of play scripts. .. .DeWitt McBride added to 'Tom Mix Straight
Shooters,' Hugh. Rowlands and Mary Young to 'Li'l Abner' and Claudia
Morgan to 'Lone JPurney' . .. . Walter Hagen, Jr., son of the golf name, now
member of the NBC, spieler gang here. . . .Verl Thompson has quit NBC
here to join announcing staff at WXYZ, Detroit....

IN SAN FRAhCISCO^~~ .

Burns and Alien hiding away in the or home town for a short rest.

Gracie's a local gal, once ran a dancing school here. . . .Pete de Lima, late

of CBS Artitsts Bureau, auditioning junior college show patterned after

'We, the People'.... 'It Serves Me Right,' introduced on Kraft show by
Dorothy Lamour, Is joint effort of Henry Busse and Dick Aurandt, KSFO
batoner. . . .Dock Howard, KSFO technical boss, writing radio section for

a Govt. CCC manual. . . .Ruth Sprague, 'Suzie Q' of KPO-KGO, got spot

on Bob Hope's Pepsodent show aired from Community Playhouse here

....played part of 'Miss Smith,' head of mythical fan club... iMilt Samuel,
NBC press chief, victim of smaUVtown technicality: on vacation .when hick

cops hauled away entire block of cars and charged owners impounding fee

and fines for technical violation

.

Frisco radio circles happy over word that H. M. Jackson, who left the

local CBS office Sept; 15 for a Chicago berth, has been promoted to post

of sales manager for Chi office of Radio Sales. . . .KYA has inaugurated a

Garden Gossip quarter-hour with Mary Ashe Miller of Argonaut maga-
zine, plus a new Hollywddd show handled by Lenh Curley . . . , Pressings of

Bill Adams' KSFO Farm Journal broadcasts have been requested for

study by M. J. Rowell of the .Department of Agriculture marketing^ di
-

vision
^
in Washington. ^KSFO spares earlyrrising farmers necessity of

staying up all night to hear election returns. . . .Special summary of what
happened aired at 5:30 a. m. on Bill Adams Farm Journal. .. .KPO-KGO
lost two members of its technical staff tb Uncle Sam this week. Super-
visor Proctor Sugg and Studio Engineer Frank Fullaway, both Naval re-

servists, volunteered for active duty and got it. :

Reglna, Sack.—New addition to
the sales staff of CJRM is Fred Luce,
singing salesman of CJRC, Winnipeg,
for the past six years. James Horton,
SJRM news editor, has moved to
Calgary..

'

SuffPlw, Va—Robert Wasdon, sales

manager of WfcPM. Suffolk, Va., has

resigned effective Nov. 9 to join the.

sales staff of WBIG, Greensboro,

N. C. He was with WRAL, Raleign,

before joining WLPM.
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That'i the Way Cairipaigii; Ends for

Johnson's Jewish References Cause .Jitters

Radio may- be represented as

literally hfaving one vast collective

sigh of relief this morning (Wednes-

day) that one of the most acrimoni-

ous election campaign* in American

history is over; More, than 500 sta-

tions were on the air all through

Tuesday night and Wednesday morn-

ing giving the public the returns.

What momentarily seemed likely

to develop into a vejy embarrassing

incident for WOR and Mutual on

Monday night was perhaps typical

in exaggerated form of the dangers

and the qualms involved in this

campaign. Gen. Hugh Johnson, said

a rumor, that flew all. oyer New.
York around 10 p.m., had made an
anti-Semitic speech. Word-of-mouth

was quickly quoting him as having

aid more than he did say.

Sensing theme of great political

delicacy on election eve, some New
York da ilies oh Tuesday ignored the

speech altogether. Other newspaper
quotations from the asserted John-

son script, seemed not to coincide

with the wording or the sense of

Johnson's remarks as they were re-

called and repeated by persons who
actually were tuned in. Whether
Johnson was ad libbnig, varying the

text as he went along, or whether in

the heat of their reactions listeners

made it worse than it .Was, is prob-

ably:' going to be one pf
:

those two-

version tales from here in unless a

recording was made. Suffice that

Johnson apparently did use Jewish

dialect. In combination with his

reference to Major Ginsburgh of the

United States Army, with mimickry
effects, plus a charge that jews
voted for Roosevelt because of

spleen against Hitler, this was taken

as anti-Semitism being openly in-

jected into the campaign.
Johnson ended his remarks- by

calling the Reich leader "that anti-

Jew, anti-Christ Hitler*.

DOMESTIC STATIC

WTMJ's Record No Credit to Radio
: ^ Saya Ex-ya«deyiliiaii

;

Milwaukee, Nov. 5.

Maybe radio has nothing- to do
with it, but nevertheless there's a lot

of speculation around WTMJ con-
cerning the activities of the stork on
recent weekends among members of

the staff. The record—up to press

time:
Saturday, Aug. 31—William" Man-

ley, WTMJ new: editor, became the
father of Patricia.

Monday; Sept. 9—George Comte,
announcer, became the : father of

Karen.
Saiturday, Sept. 14—Charles Goll-

ihgi : continuity' staff, , became the
father of Cynthia. ~

Saturday, Oct. 26-rRussell Tolg,

continuity chief became the father of

Tommy.
*

Roy Peterson, the station's assist-

ant musical
.
director, and father of

ten children, scoffs at- the implica-
tion of radio influence, citing the fact

that his: offspring arrived while he
Was a musical conductor in vaude-
ville, and before he got into radio:

Four Coast-Wise Networks
:' Now Doing $3,000,000 An-

nually in 'The Lost Hor-

izon* of American Radio—
; Time Differential Makes

: C 0 nip<e t iti on "Entirely:

Changed

TOP SHOWS

Eric Davis, who has recently re-

signed from the British Broadcasting

Corp. in London, has been in New
York City, for, the past week. He is

en route to Singapore, where he will

engage in radio broadcasting ac-

tivities. .

At the BBC he was. connected
with the Empire programs.:

H. G. and Orison Meet
San Antonio, Nov. 5.

Radio history was made here last

Monday when H. G. Wells and Orson
Welles met here, the author to make
a talk before the National Brewers
Convention and: .the actor pass-
ing through on a speaking engager
.meni at El Paso. Both agreed to air

their views over KTSA in a 25-

. minute discussion of current, events;

.

Included in the. broadcast was a
mention, of the Orson, Welles' 1938

: broadcast: of H. G. Wells' book 'War
of the Worlds' which caused a 'panic'

and Princeton research project.
Prior to the meeting actor stated that

, he 'was somewhat apprehensive oh
meeting the English author due to
the disapproval voiced by Wells after
the panic of the 1938 broadcast; After
both were introduced to each other,
they exchanged pleasantries and
spoke lightly of the hoax. Later they
both spent the day together aU a
nearby ranch.

Generally- expected in the trade

that/ with the Election now out of the

Way, there will be a decided spurt of

radio activity among the ad agencies.

In a number of cases accounts had

been led to the point of making ten-

tative commitments, but the agencies

got themselves so. wound up in cam-

paigning that they let up on business

pressure. . .

"<.:

Indications have already been

given that several, network programs

are due for replacement around the

first of the year. Talent; agents are

getting inquiries' in connection with

certain accounts that . are known not

to have orders with the network for

additional time. .
Some of the in-

quiries, it is figured, may have been
influenced by the potential break be-

tween, the networks and .ASCAP.
Such accounts; it is assumed, are

scouting the . field to find out what's,

available in the event they want to

pull their . musical shows.W ENVIRONMENT

ORIGINATIONS

By WILLIS WERNER
. San Francisco, Nov. 5.

The Pacific Coast, famous 'lost

horizon': and 'export market' of;

American radio, is continuing its

prosperous if (to the east) little pub-
licized way. Not only . are the four

Pacific networks severally and in-

dividually clicking as producers of

revenue . but the ; Coast, now has in

full operation . its own special time

zone C- E. Hooper equivalent of the

Cooperative Analysis of Broadcast-

ing popularity ratings. Which is an
important development.
I ; Some of the recent Hooper ratings

for this side of the Rockies are as

follows:

,

One Hour Shows

Chrysler (Major Bowes), CBS,
Thursday, 6 p.m., 14.3.

Lux (Radio Theatre), CBS, Mon-
day, 6 p.m;, 13.

Lucky Strike (Kay Kyser), Red,
Wednesday, 7 p.m , 10.3.

Alka Seltzer (Barn Dance); Red,
Saturday, 9 p.m., 9.8.

Tex&io (Fred Allen), CBS,
Wednesday, 9 p.m., 9.7.

Kraft (Music Hall), Red, Thursday,
6 p.m., 8.4.

Ironlzed Yeast (Goodwill 'Hour),
Blue, Sunday^ 7 p.m., 5.4.

30-Mlnute Shows
Hormel (Burns &. Allen), Red,

Monday, 7:30, 12.4.

Ipana (Time To Smile), Red,
Wednesday, 9 p.m., 12.3.

Eversharp (Take It Or Leave It),

CBS, Sunday, 7 p.m., 12.

Woodbury (Hollywood Playhouse),

el! Buys Plays

4 ,
Campbell Soup has decided on the

•Playhouse', pattern for its Friday
night half-hour on Columbia. Series
win make its debut Nov. 22.
.Policy will be dramatic and guest

stars, but the initial names of script
haven't been settled.

San Francisco, Nov. 5,

.
Performers on network commer-

cials have discovered that, they can

get a warmer: response from audi-

ences in the Community Playhouse

than from gatherings in the regular

network studios and NBC thinks

that this Will inspire talent to do

more originating from San .
Fran-

cisco.": Program casts, haven't fan-

cied working in these because of the

chilly behavior from out front. .V
Bob Hope used the Playhouse for

his Pepsodent show last Tuesday

(29) and liked the . results. Others

that have recently staged their pro-

grams from this spot are Horace

Heidt, Meredith Willspn and .Bob

Crosby.
'

Eddie 0'»Shea, WTlC, 111

:' Hartford, Nov.. 3..
'

Eddie O'Shea, sound effects man at

WTIC, is at the Hartford hospital re-

covering from . a major operation.

Temporarily replaced by Kurt Uh-

kelbach.
''•

Red, Wednesday, 8 p.m., 11.8.

Pepsodent (Bob Hope),. Red,
Tuesday^ 7 p.m., 11.7.

Johnson . Wax (Fibber McGee),
Red, Tuesday, 6:30. p.m., 11.6,

, Maxwell House (Good News), Red;
Thursday, 8:30 p.m., 10.8.V

Across-the-Board Quarters
/Richfield Reporter, Red,: 10 ; p.m.,

9.1

:
; Chesterfield (Fred Waring), Red,

8 p.m., 9.1.

Alka Seltzer News, DLBS, 9 p.m.,

8.3

Raleigh (Paul Sullivan), CBS, 10
p.m., 7.8

Franco American ' (Lahny Ross),
CBS, 7.7.

Campbell Soup (Amos & Andy ),

CBS,
. 8 p.m., 6.4.

Once-a-Week Quarters
^

Jerjens (Wirichell), Red, Sunday,
9 p.m., 20.6.

. Woodbury (Parker Family), Red,
Sunday, 9:15, 14.1.

Welch (Irene Rich), Red, Sunday,
8:15 p.m., 10.1.

;

: Cardinet Candy (Night Editor),
Red, Sunday, 8 p.m., 89.
Telephone .Coincidental method : is

used by Hooper, surveys being made
in San Francisco. Los Angeles, Port-
land

: and . Seattle during: actual
broadcast of program; being tabbed.
(Roosevelt's first; campaign .speech;
on all networks, arriving here at 6
p.m. on

;
a. Saturday, docked 32.6.

Willkie, on the Red only at . 7:30 oh
Tuesday got 24.9

)

; :

• Pacific Coast's regional networks
now mean something like $3,000,000
in extra billings to the major chains,
according to a survey recently made
by : A, J. Kemp, CBS Pacific Coast
sales manager. ' 'V;;.

'The significance of these regionais
is something: it; see'rhs. impossible to

understand until, one . has come out.

here and worked with them,' Kemp
points put. 'Back east, we have all

kinds of regional webs, but often
':..;' (Continued on page 32)

$15 Talk for Free

Philadelphia, Nov! 5.

Stan Lee Broza and Joseph T.

Connolly, program director , and
promotion , exec respectively of

WCAU, had a first class scrap on
their hands last Tuesday as . a
result of the draft lottery. A
husky

;
young : lad from

:
South

Philly arrived with ja couple of
henchmen and announced he was
a holder of '158'—the first num-
ber pulled in Washington^ After
he had gone oh the air for a five-

minute interview, he turned to

Broza and asked:
'Where's/me fifteen bucks?'
Broza was stymied. The South

Philly contingent threatened to
'take the studio apart' until one
of them suddenly remembered: .

the '15 buck' -offer ; had .
come

from WFIL. They departed
sheepishly. :

HARD HIT BY

Buffalo, Nov. 8.

Hard hit by James Petrillo's ban
on ,use of musicians in cooperative

network commercials wiil be WEBR,
which stands to Ipse three and
three-quarters hours of sponsored
time weekly on NBC's 'Breakfast

Club.' Station has sold largest num-
ber of local clients for the show
since NBC started the co-op stunt.

Four firms
,
currently, buy three

quarter-hours each week, having
contracts that run to Dec. 28—Dates
laundry, Jay shoes, Charles clothiers

and Bettinger coal dealers. Two ad-
ditional commitments for three quar
ter-hpur spots will have to be turned
dcjjvn under Petrillo's bah holding
that such network-local tieups tends

to discourage hiring, of local union
men.

.

'•:,;,,.,,; Philadelphia; Nov. 5.
:

The. feud between the dailies and

the radio stations,, dormant for the

past couple of year?, broke out anew
last Tuesday (29) when the news-

papers.froze the ether crowd out of

the., local draft
.
lottery setup. The

Selective. Service Board only, had

one extra list of the names of 275,000
Philly registrants, and this one -was
handed to. the newspapers, who had
pooled , their . interests for the occa- :

sion. ' When the radio, stations heard
about this .they ' raised a '.. squawk,
contending that they were legitimate
news dispensing agencies, but the
draft officials

.
gave them the cold

shoulder.
Several of the stations had been

'

set to snag the first localities to come
under the draft and bring them to -

their mikes for interviews.

Because /; of' the'-; freeze-out they
were forced to wait until the after-

noon editions of the evening papers
hit the street before they were able
to learn Who held number 158 hejeY
One station even had, lined up a
spbrisor for the • stunt, if the. outlet

could guarantee ah aiir scoop.

, To get around the closed door
policy of the dailies WFIL an-
nounced it would pay 15 bucks to

the holder of the first, draft number
.

Who telephoned; the station. . To the

'

next 40 Was offered a Farnswprth
radio, with $2.50 for the others. Of
the possible 84 in Philly, 45 contact-
ed ? the station and received the
prizes; Several; were interviewed,
while others had their quotas plat-

tered for future play-backs.
WIP spotted taxis in various parts

of the city and picked up the -lucky*

registrants as soon as .their names
were announced in the papers, and
brought them to the studios for in-

terviews.

ON FARMERS

Rosenbaum Protest*

Sam Rosenbaum of . WFIL, Phila
dclphia, addressed a protest to Pe-
trillo last week on his ruling -sayirig

in, part: 'Stations express the view
that your prohibition is contrary to

the spirit of the undertaking which
they voluntarily, entered Into when
they increased their staff expendi-
tures for live musicians . . . 'The
Breakfast Club' does not, In a single

instance that , can be pointed out,

replace the employment of live mu-
sicians.' '

:

'

On behalf . of the Independent
Radio Network Affiliates Rosenbaum
further asked PetrillO for a chance
to plead the A.F.M. board that the
order be cancelled. . : ;:

LINK 33D

DON LEE AFFILIATE

Hollywood, Nov. 5.

• Don Lee network moved : into

Alaska last week and. signed KGBU,
Ketchikan, 1,000-watter. Site picks-

up the • signal' from Seattle, 900 . air

miles to the south. Forging Of -hew
link, gives the chain, its 33rd affili-

ate. :' : ...

Web's
,
border stations also' service

Mexico and Canada. .

Sprucing Spartanburg J
Spartanburg, S. C, Nov. 5.

With WORD a CBS affiliate and
WSPA licensed for full time broad-
casting, the quarters of the. two sta-

tions are being modernized and
WSPA will get a new transmitter.

Outlets, are owned by the Spar-
tanburg Advertising Co. and Walter
Brown is the general manager.

'

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 5.

.
Frank E. .

Mullen, vice-president

'

and general manager of NBC, in a
talk (1) on WGY-GE's 'Farm Paper
Of the Air' marking fifteenth anni-
versary of agricultural broadcasting
by the Schenectady organization,

said 'I have always maintained that

the farmer and the farm family
have a greater stake in radio than
any individual or family.' Mullen,
whose remarks were heard by na-
tion-wide audience of The Farm and
Home Hour (originated by him for

NBC in 1927),' traced history of farm
broadcasting, back to 1923. That was
the year in which he launched on a
Pittsburgh station (not named), the
first program directed exclusively

toward a rural, audience. He sa^id

he entered radio 'by accident,' part

Of his job as editor of a Pennsyl-
vania. farm paper being to create

a farm' shot.'

. Mullen remarked The temptation
is: great to discuss the early days of

farm broadcasting—-then talking into

the 'tomato can;'' as we called it,

was almost for the pleasure of hear-',

ing your own
;

voice; speakers said

things like 'Hello, mama,': with; the
hope the little, lady back .home
would possibly be Jable to

.
hear your

greeting.'
. . T . ... . i

r

:
. Mullen continued that the . impor-
tant contribution of rad ib was it had.

.brought, the city and the ..world to

-farms',': the .latter were no . longer
isolated, regardless 6i their, locaition.

This factor of. 'isolation,' said'- Mul-
len, was one he keenly realized, al-

'

-though farmers
. in New . York State,;

might, nbt. He 'did, because he 'was
' born • and brought up ' on • a South
Dakota, homestead; :

studied at Iowa'

'.State,- Ames, la., and was a farm
page editor, in ,'Sipiijc City/ Radio
'has provided the farmer with a
substitute, for the business . man's
tricker; it gives.: him the feel of the.

market/ added the NBC exec. :

•.
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Broadcasting Foresees Many Issues as Showmanship

Bumps Into Military Viewpoint— Ed Kirby Is

Probable Smoother-Outer for Industry

Washington, Nov. 5.

-The showmanship-minded 'radio

Industry i.5 talcing ^teps: already to

smooth tlTp path of its special events

experts in doing business with the

what's-this-mindcd brass hats of#the

United States Army. Innumerable

.-questions' ,are now arising or- antici-

pated in which the desires of radio

^stations' and' netwprlcs ..' to broadcast

from military camps bump into the

lack at military. .
precedent for the

proper granting of permission.

The heed for a practical diplomat
/' with both radio and military, experi-

ence to help facilitate relations is

chief motive behind the pending

and probabie appointments of Ed
Kirby to be broadcasting's dollar-

-'

year contact, with the War Depart-

ment. He would be given leave from
the National. Association of Broad-
casters which would continue to pay
him his regular, salary. As to the

chap who fed soothing syrup to the

clubwomen Kirby is considered toi

possess both tact and training of the

kind now needed; 1

V [' Some details remain, to be ironed

but, since Kirby no longer is a mem-
ber of the army reserve. Whether

he will receive a comrhissiori or be

attached -as a civilian expert is one

of the matters still unsettled. Just

what obligations and authority he

will" have in either status is being

negotiated.

. With the army expansion to more

than 1,000,000 under the emergency
precaution program, the gerierals re-

alize the necessity of having a liaison

man who knows the, interests of both

the military establishments, arid the

industry. Kirby, whose experience

includes newspaper work several

years back, able to understand

both' viewpoints since he was for' a

time an officer ' the Field Artil-

lery reserve.
Entertainment

Among the matters which would
be assigned the radio relations wing

of the general staff are station cover-

age of activities ; at cantonments,

preparation of programs for enter-

tainment of the ekpahded defense

forces and getting maximum value

from radio in '. building the civilian

morale. Without experience in show-
manship, the brass-hats have been
puzzled about some overtures-from
the industry arid do not know what

He'd run like blazes up one

BeforeWBT was knownBy

those call letters the transmitter

was in the back of a radio shop

where three local boys operated it.

Whenever they decided to broadcast,

the most fleet-footed of the three would dash out of

the shop and run like blazes up one street and down
,

another . . . yelling to folks to. tune in.

WBT grew into the top station, of the whole, rich,

Piedmont area of 3,000,000-plus population. Twice,

now, in less, than two years, broadcasting time had

to be stretched to satisfy listeners who wanted more

WBT programs daily. Today WBT is on the air at

the crack of 5:00 A.M., and for 20 solid hours.

What's more important (and shows how radio ad-

vertisers know which Way the wind blows when sell-

ing this area) , 18 of those 20 hours are commercials.

Business is great, down WBT-way. Right now it's

cotton pickin- time, here where it's always profit

picking time. What are YOUR plans for WBT.
Piedmont Area-selling this fall?

WBT
CBS

5 0,000 WATTS • CHARLOTTE, N: C,

Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem. Represented by Radio Sales: New.' York, Chi-

cago, Detroit, St. Louis, Lbs Angeles', San Francisco

to do with sorne of the physical

problems already encountered.'
' Policy rulings still

; have not been

made on such things as commercial
sponsorship of programs originating

at army reservations. It is antici-

pated, for example, that when a lot

of draftees are put in khaki, there

will be great interest' in activities at

various posts and' camps, especially

athletic contests and' reviews, and
that local stations and advertisers

will want to air descriptions with
a plug for some article on the mar-
ket. The. army fears its. dignity

might suffer if blanket permission
is. granted to pick up features from
the parade grounds . or recreation
centers.;

: Also, thie-ineri called to arms will

be anxious to get various types of
entertainment and news via radio,

special programs for their diversion
undoubtedly will be suggested to sta-
tions in the immediate vicinity of the
principal camps. :

•

So far, Kirby has been ironing out
problems involving chiefly sustain-
ing announcements. Notably duplica-
tion of : appeals from-' the recruiting
service (wanting volunteers for the
long hitch), the National Guard, arid
the Selective Service Board.

NBC expects to begin covering
U. S. Army, camps within the next
four or five weeks with a. mobile
transmitting unit. NBC expects to
Visit every camp "in the nation be-
fore its special unit returns It's

all part of the networks coopera-
tive effort with the military forces
in its national defense campaign.

, Portland, Wins

ant Priority In

CaseW^

i v Washington, Nov. 5.
Priority of WGAN, Portland

Broadcasting System, Inc., of Port-
land, Me., has been reaffirmed by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission in its recent refusal to re-
designate for hearing the station's
application for a change of fre-
quency and juice-jump. Interna-
tional relations entered into the
grant to WGAN arid the denial of,

two petitions, filed by WABI, Ban-
gor, and Williairi H. Rines, new-
station applicant of Portland, for a
rehearing of the WGAN okay.
Previous assignation of the 640 kc

frequency to the Portland Broad-
casting System, was objected to by
VONF, a Newfoundland transmitter,
and the Newfoundland Government,
which argued that VONF (operating
on 640 kc) is the only effective means
'in many instances* through which
the public of Newfoundland is kept
abreast of weather information, gov-
ernment decrees and other news.
Operation of WGAN caused 'serious
interference* to the secondary serv-
ice of VONF under its old assign-
ment, it was charged, and this in-
terference would be increased by a
switch to 640. Dicker was proposed
by the Newfoundland government,
through which all claims to the 560
kc frequency assigned to Newfound-
land would be relinquished to the
U. S., if the 640 kc berth were not as-
signed to any American station. ;

Assignment of the 560 kc fre-
quency and a boost from 500 watts
limited time to 5 kw, unlimited, was
only okayed for WGAN, after the
U. S.-Newfoundland parley. Petition
of WABI—which has requested a
frequency change from 1200 to 560
arid a boost from 250 watts to 1 kw
—for a rehearing was turned down,
and William H. Rines was likewise
snubbed.
A grant to WGAN would better

service the public interest, conveni-
ence and necessity, Commish de-
cided, because two stations already
serve Bangor, white Portland has
twice the population of the latter
city. The Rines application for a
new station on 560 kc with 5 kw
days and 1 kw nights, involved in-
terference to CJKL, Dane, Ont., and
'the Rines fariiily is interested in
Portland's other station—WCHS-^as
well as WRDO, Augusta, Me., arid
WFEA, Manchester, N. H./ the F.C.C.
pointed out.

Cincinnati — Dave Ward joined
WKRC, Mutual outlet in Cincinnati,
Nov. 4 as an announcer. He for-
merly 1 was on special events for
NBC in Hollywood.
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Hero Turns Heel Written Out

Recent title switch of 'Linda Dale,' daily serial over NBC blue (WJZ)
from its former tab of 'I Love Linda Dale/ involves one of those in-
stances of a character getting beyond the control of its author. In this
case, Bruce Porter, the romance of Linda on the series, turned out to be
a warranted pure Para heel,, so he was written out of the show by
being sent back to the sticks where he came from. That removed the
T from the program's title, so beginning last week it is called merely
•Linda Dale.'
- Scries was conceived by Elizabeth Coe Todd and Welbourn Kelley,
but Richard Morenus has since replaced the latter as scripter.

'

Doll Up WIW Premises

Cincinnati, Nov. 5.

Work has started on the transfor-

mation of the Crosley building's

sixth floor, containing 15,000 square
feet of floor space, into new offices

for the WLW-WSAI business de-
partments. NeyV set-up also calls

for building of seven new studios

on the eighth floor, where the of-

fices, arid; studios are riovv located.

Improvement is scheduled to be
completed by Dec. 1.

Nab 2 Boeing Employees

mo Operated Dlegal

Radio Station in Home

Seattle, Nov. 5.

: . Two Seattle men. Miles ' R. Peters
and Larry M. Reed, were arrested
by U. S. Marshal Anthony E. Mahd-
ery, charged with operating a high
powered amateur radio station in

their local residence without a li-

cense. A. K.. Robinson, inspector of

the Federal Communications Com-
mission, filed the complaint and . all

eqUipirient was seized by the Gov-
ernment men.
Peters is employed; .by research

department of Boeing Aircraft Com-
pany, while Reed is traffic control
man at the Boeing air field. Both
men appeared before U. S. Com-
missioner A. C. Bowman, waived a
hearing and were bound over to Fed-
eral grand jury after posting $250
personal recognizance bonds. After
the hearing they were taken to office

of : Federal Bureau of :
Investigation.

Federal officials admit the case

might become Very, serious because
of present war activities. One of

the men, Reed, refused, to have pic-

tures snapped by news photogs and
hid his face ' while Peters did not
seem to mind. Pinch was occasion
for many circulated reports to the

effect that huge transmitter • outfit

was sending out Info to enemy coun-
tries now at war.

.

Detroit, Nov, 5.

Wayne University here is' turning
into an extensive production center
for radio programs, new tie-ups with
WWJ, Detroit, and WCAR, Pontiac,
having been arranged for the current
year by Garnet Garrison, director of
the school's Broadcasting Guild. Mel
Wissman, WWJ program director,,

has okayed a Sunday spot for an,

elaborate panorama of Detroit's his-

tory, These Our Yesterdays' the
series has the cooperation of the De-
troit Council pin Local History. The
iriembers of this organization con-
tributed research data .which,.

'

checked by Prof. Joe Norris of
Wayne's History Department and
whipped into radio style by Frank
Telford. Ernie Ricca . of WWJ is

producing. \
WCAR is picking rip. -threes weekly

broadcasts from the school, Time for

Entertainment,' 'Guild Playhouse'
drarha series, and Time for Music,'

a series direct from the Guild's stu-

dios on the campus. Stanley Schultz,

WCAR program director, arranged
for • a direct line into the college.

Two other series, both of which re-

ceived prizes for educational excel-

lence at the Columbus meetings, are

to be continued for another year.

.'Short Story Time' makes its way
onto the air over WXYZ, and is re-

ceived in classrooms all around the
Detroit area and in the state. The
World of Music,' which goes over

.
WWJ, features the larger organiza-
tions of . the University's department
of music. •

8,000 Poetry Books Go
Like Show in the Sun

Cincinnati, Nov. 5.
" WCKY's supply of 8,000 copies of

a 60-page book, which assembled the

poems of Mose, mythical Negro,
character on Al Bland's *Morri

Patrol* series, on all of the Cincy
Reds' games in the National League
and world series this season, was ex-
hausted last week several days after

th3 station offered them at 35c each.
Bland's program is sponsored by

Bond's Clothing Store.

"THE but ya'rditict for mooiurihg our

: worth as radio station roprosontahVoi

it tho. staady progros* m tho national

fi»W of ovory radio station wo roprosont.

Tno avordgo incrooto during 1939 was

17% ovor 1938! in business contracted

our office. This year the gain

,
Will bo even greater.

RADIO STATIO/V REPRESENTATIVES
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Cheaters Among Advertisers

And Salesmen to Draw
Frown From Industry

;
.—

.

Stations That Strictly Ob-

serve Code Resent Those

Who Don't

PUBLIC TRUST

thing but the control board in order
to get a signature on a contract.
Code committee hopes to impress on
this faction, as well as on the agen-
cies, that excessive verbiage may
offend the dialers and thus defeat
its own purpose.
Free offers is another of the . more

troublesome matters to be debated.
For some reason, in recent months,
broadcasters have been deluged with
disguised advertising material for
which no compensation is proposed.
Some highly respecable and well-
known agencies and advert: vs have
been trying to snare gratis time on
far-fetched pretexts and a system
under which all member stations will
help, discourage this, scheming is de-
sired. Proposed contingent, deals
have become, quite numerous, and in

some cases it is hard to draw the
line.

. ;
.

:

:
:

•

Circumscription of this twilight

zone is the objective of the code
committee. Agencies 'will be asked
to help discourage .clients, notably
trade associations, from trying to put
oyer programs ' that masquerade as
sustaining and non-commercial,
Since... they get no commission out . of
such business, the intermediaries
should listen to reason, the broad-
casting group feels. As things stand,

radio seems to' be in the • middle of

a war. among agencies fighting for
each other's accounts by holding but
prospects of sharing, free advertising
from gullible station proprietor's.

In this connection, the code com-
mittee is up against the difficulty of

deciding when legitimate coopera-

tion with an advertiser in merchan-
dising his product amounts to viola-

tion of the code. Some yardstick
seems imperative before the giving
of - gratis assistance in return for a

sponsored program break down , the
ban on free offers. Remarkably,
some of the most greedy sponsors are
those who spend very little on any
form of promotion for their products.

/ A couple of unique problems have
arisen since the code went into effect.

No intention of violating the. pledges
can be charged against the individ-
uals involved,: but something still

must v be done if . the commercial
clause is not to be undermined.

Opera Dilemma
. For instance, there is the Metro-
politan Opera program soon to re-

turn to the air under partial spon-
sorship of Texaco. Trouble which
NBC faces is whether to limit the
oil company plug to the first hour,
which is paid for, which would de*
priye the sponsor of some of the time
to which it is entitled, or to air the

blurbs after the! time for which it

paid has run put. Since the feature
will exceed the period which Tex-
aco, has bought, some

\
interpretation

is vital. ; \\'

/ The matter of old transcriptions,

manufactured before the. code pro-
visions went into effect, has arisen.

Obviously it is impossible to specify

that all of the waxed commercial
programs: must be recut,. with the
copy pruned. Some time limit after

which these pre-Qctober discs will

be banned seems likely.

No particular class of account
seems to bother, the industry. Chis-,

Jers and unintentional violators

embrace almost every group of spon-
sors using radio. Some notorious

grabbers, of course, are a perplexing
issue, and it is felt these can be taken
care of through the N.A.B.'s bureau
of advertising.

. On the whole, the first month's ex-

perience was encouraging,: •;

Washington, Nov. 5.

Long-winded advertising messages

on the radio will be ^frowned upon

by the industry's leadership as never

before; The grace" period is over

and the serious no-fooling-no-cheat-

ing application : of the code of the

National Asociation of Broadcasters

must begin. The penalty would be
]

loss of public confidence- in radio's

sincerity. ,;: To further prove its

ability to self-regulate its own ex-

cesses the radio, industry's leadership

will meet this Thursday (7) in Chi-

cago to map ways and means to per-

suade radio advertisers not to resent

the stop-watch on their gabbiness.

Problem of
,
preventing chiseling

now that the commercial copy lim-

itations have gone into effect will be

analyzed by a new National Associ-

ation of Broadcasters code commit-

tee. While cooperation generally

has been gratifying, the ethics en-

forcers have run up against some
real worries 'and Various stations are

upset about diversion of business in
instance's where long-winded blurb-

writers .or sponsors do not like the

•use of a stop-watch on their plugs.

Nothing serious has come up in the

way of violations, though some
I

clarifying . interpretations my be

necessary.
Composition of the committee for

1940-41 with Edgar, L. Bill of

WMBD, Peoria, staying in the chair,

is:. Earl J. Glade, KSL, Salt Lake
-City; Gilson Gray, CBS; Hugh A. L.

Halff, WOAI, San Antonio; Henry
P. Johnson, WSGN, Birmingham; J.

O. Maland, WHO, Des Moines;

Frank Mullen, NBC, Calvin J.

Smith, "KFAC, Lbs Angeles, and
|

Theodore C. Streibert, MBS.
Missionary Work:

Missionary work among, the agen-

cies and station reps is one of the

principal obligations which the com-
mittee must assume. Despite the

wait of a year to put into effect the
]

copy-limiting provisions, require-

ments of the code do not seem to be

understood or appreciated by many
time salesmen or program pro-

1

moters; The industry is faced with

some defections from its own ranks,

as well as continuing resistance!

from the sponsors and middlemen..

Since the commercial clauses went
into operation last month, some sta-

tions have complained about lost ac-

counts. Sponsors in certain in-

stances have; shifted to non-member
plants, which are not bound by the

time limits, while a minority of the
|

N.A3. roster has winked at the
promise to restrict the. blurbs in

cases where an especially lucrative

account hung in the balance. Natu-
rally, those living up to their obli-

gations don't like to see the fellow
across the street profiting because of

less sense of responsibility.

Invitations have been sent to

agencies and. station reps to join the
huddle, so the N.A.B. gang can

.
try

to point out how desirable it is from
everybody's standpoint to put some
checkrein on the gabbers. The code
committee, is convi iced that not only
radio, but sponsors will profit from

... living up to the limitations; which
are intended to meet listener com-
plaints about an excess of plugs.

. . Radio missionaries will argue that

advertising is more effective when
there is enough white space to arouse
attention and curiosity of the pros-

pective customer.
Promise Anything Boys

. The station reps, as well as some
copy writers, are guilty of making

.
things tough for the N.A.B. mem-
bers. When pressed by a potential

advertiser, some of the middlemen
have been willing to promise every-

"We consider Station WLW the finest medium for sales promotion In our territory.

This applies especially to new items and to other items thai have grown 'stale'.

"As soon as we are notified that an item is going on the air aver WLW, our buyers

check stock and get additional supplies In to take care of the Inevitable increase

in demand. WLW's efforts during NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS WEEK have

always been particularly effective.

"We are situated In the corner of Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia where WLW

has a complete coverage and invariably our seven salesmen ask, 'Is It on WLW?'

when we speak of an advertising program for a product."

(Signed) J. M. Chamblfn,

Manager
Huntington Division

McKESSON 9l ROBBINS, Inc.,

Huntington, W. Va.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^MttVffiVt_j^^BJmm"^ —'
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WE
HATE
OBOLER

The last and only time he wore a sweatshirt was

in 1 803 when he ran ninety yards against

Harvard and a blonde!

He has a pretty wifel

He is a lazy so-and-sd only having had over

four hundred original plays broadcast both

sustaining and commercially on the networks

in the last five years!

He thinks that radio drama can be entertain^

ing and yet actually have ideas in it!

He has a pretty wife!

He gets screen credit for writing "Escape-' as

his very first picture and now that nasty Music

Hall is running it and Variety says it's a "smash

box-office" and ?,
a release from the conven-

tional formula e' '

!

He was silly enough to pioneer, as a radio

writer, in asking for the same rights and pro-

tection that other dramatists get as members

of the Author's League of America!

He has a pretty wifel

Random House has just published a book of

his radio plays—the first volume of its kind—

and they actually paid him for if!

He actually thinks that, in times like these,

there are more vital things to be discussed in

^ the editorial columns of Variety than men's

haberdashery!

As his first directorial effort in pictures he

thinks he is going to do an A picture for Frank

Lloyd Productions!

Hollywood stars and pjain AFRA members are

chumps enough to like the guy because he

respects the art of radio drama so much he

thinks you actually have to work at it!

He has a very pretty wife!

(Signed) :: '

: \:
;
/- V

*

:

^ Hob saisdry • o

FLACK PASTY ;

(Arid the line forms to the right)

; (Thit ad inserted jty the Non-Partisan League to Leave

Arch Obdler Alone in Peace to Do His tPark* Amen).

Pacific Ratings
, Continued from p»ge 27.

Two Cola Transaction Campaigns

you'll find representatives of nil

three major chains, plus various in*

dependents, lined together. Here on

the Coast, it's different; we have lour

miniature editions of the transcon-

tinental hookups—every station is a

. basic CBS or a basic Red or Blue or

Mutual-Don Lee..'

This fact may be more or less hazy

in Eastern offices, he points out, but

it now means nearly $1,000,000 a year

in billings for CBS alone. And
that's starting from zero' less than

three years ago, after CBS broke

nw.vy/ frpin affiliation with the Don
Lee web. .-. V- '.' :'•

.. i

. A major factor is the' mileage coy-? !

er.c'd
;

'
; the West. 'There ": are no

.

(

overlapping territories out here,' the;

exec points out; 'instead, we find five I

major centers, most of them hun-
dreds of miles apart, with the bulk
of. the listening audience clustered

around these key spots—Los An-
gelas, San Francisco-Oakland, Port-

land. Seattle, Spokane and Salt Lake
'City.'. . :

Standard ratings out here are by
i C. E. Hooper and are figured: Ori . the

on ion

Orson Welles Panic Tale

Set for XEBZ, Mex. City
Mexico City, Nov. ?. ;

Local radio station XEBZ : is ar-

ranging to stage a broadcast in Span-

ish of 'The War of the Worlds,' with

all the fireworks Orson Welles used

in his CBS presentation. ... ;

Authorities have; not raised the

least objection to it.

basis of regional nets, checking be-

;ln£j coastrwide. C;A.B. tallies in the

East mean little here- because» due to

i
time differences and repeat shows, a

major .•prbgram will . usually play

. against different opposition on the

Coast,; this either helping or hinder-
ing its chances.

Nelson's Opinions

Kemp's sentiments ; are ;
heartily

j
echoed by Al Nelson, of NBC, who
considers that the 'surface has only
been scratched.'/ The potentialities

1

1 are at least double anything yet

|
i
achieved, he believes -and adds 'that's

a conservative estimate.'. It's recalled

\.\ here that Nelson fought the battle to

put delayed relays of eastern shows
on Coast webs at an hour when

|
|

somebody, could hear them. . Wit-

|

i;ne'sses who . were present at a meet-
ing with John Royal in Hollywood

j
noint out that largely as a: result, of
Nelson's campaigning

.
the .. chain

.{ ccrapped its taboo on wax and 'In-

formation, Please,' began rolling off
i the platters in mid-evening instead
' of late afternoon. . No comparative
ratings are •available as Hooper is

i only a yeiar bld.on the- Coast but the
great number of repeats, both live

j

and wax, which have followed are
evidence of the listener acceptance.

I
'The West itself is not. radio con-

scious as we know it in the East,'

Nelson, contends. 'There is a great
job of educating yet to be done.'

This verdict from a relative new-
comer draws the hod from William
Pabst; Jr.,. KFRC (Don Lee) chief-

j

lain. 'The Coast has long equalled
the East in generating program ideas
—from ^a radio standpoint, we can

j

match theim.; But nothing much has
I
been

. done about, the; listener. It has

j

only been in the past year or so that

j
an intelligent effort has been made
to. segregate what we have to offer

and put it on the air at hours; when
it can be heard.' The Don Lee web
has pioneered in this field, being

I
primarily a' regional and, prior to

I affiliation with CBS and later with
I Mutual, depending upon its ability!

; to sell the regional idea to exist,

i Just what the Coast means Is

!

vividly pointed up by the fact that

; the heaviest listening period is be-
tween 7:30 and 8 p.m., PST, whereas

i shows playing to peak hours, in the
1

East hit h<ye around 5 or 6, or, in

j
the case .of daylight saving, as early

i
as 4 p.m;, local time. •

[ Columbia has been especially
active in 'discovering' this entirely
separate Western market and ac-
counts signed for the CBS regional

I during the past month alone repre-!

i
sent billings of approximately $7,000
a week. Included are Old : Gold,

• Smith Bros., Ludens, Pbstum, Plant-
er's Peanuts, General Petroleum and

• Alber's. Milling. • ••
••

NBC, under Nelson, is giving six

sustaining shows a special ride now
; and : has three more cooking, with- a
view toward filling up chinks in the

J regional skeds. His idea is to prove
' that shows tailored for the West
mean as much as stuff, piped over

. the Rockies at less advantageous
hours. y-.: .-:

:

Montreal, Nov. 5.
' Beginning Nov. 10 no radio pro

grarps withI . contest .;dr;\-ptize ;'tifeilis/

will be permitted on Sundays. Ban
on Sunday contest shows applies only

to programs going over network of

either government private • '
J
star

:

tions. '

/
' : y/ .

:

;

Sunday contest programs on indi-

vidual stations, providing there is no
hookup with any other statiori, are

for the time being unaffected.
" New ;

regulation is ;
result of repre-

sentations made by the Lord's Day
Alliance to the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp.

WOV BACK ON AIR

AFTER DAY'S STRIKE

Pepsi-Cola has expressed interest
in launching an extensive transcrip.

tion campaign but it won't commit
itself on the proposition befprg it

while tht signaturing of a new
licensing agreement between the
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers hangs fire

Presentation submitted this beverage
company, is similar to the one that
Coca Cola has been underwriting the
past three years, namely, lb-minute
musical discs scheduled for several

'"

times a week.
1

Continuance of the Coca Cola
transcription campaign likewise de-
pends on the settlement of the
radio-ASCAP tangle. Coco Cola's
station list is now down to around
150, Sinde many of- the contracts

.

lap over into 1941 the beverage out-
fit is protecting itself against the
hoh-ASCAP contingency by using
public domain tunes for the few re^ •

maining recordings.

in

m
North Garofiha Station

After a full . day's silence, WOV,
New York; went back on the air

Monday afternoon (4) with Ameri-
can Communications Assn. ;(CIQ).

pickets patrolling
;

.outside the build-

ing.-; Walkout of most of the engi-

neering and announcer stall Sunday
(3) put fhe statipn off the air.

;

;As in most labor disputes, the op-

posing sides give conflicting accounts

of the issues. The union claims that

the station has refused tP bargain,

violated its contract and refused to

abide by the decision; of the arbitra-

tion award, which both sides agreed
in advance would be ;bihding. Hyla
Kiczales, manager of - the station for

owner Arde Bulova, asserts . the

strike was called without warning
while negotiations, were still in

progress. Miss Kiczales says the
station is now in operation and will

continue with non-union employees.

;
:: Charlotte, N. C-, Nov. 5.

: Statesville Broadcasting company
has been organized at Statesville to

seek, a radio station for that cityi

The station will be sought as a com-
munity, enterprise, with stock in the
corporation available to any person
wishing to have a piece.

Dr. James W. Davis, surgeon and
operator of Davis hospital, is presi-

dent of the company, Frank L. John-
son is yi.ee president, Ralph Lazenby
is secretary and treasurer, and Ful-

ler Sams, L. G; Churchill, Fred
Bunch,

.
Jr., and Lynn Casler are di-

rectors. -v,

Hal Kean, Blind Singer,

Resting in Houston, Tex.
Detroit, Nov. 5.

Harold Kean, blind singer who has
been heard over WJR here for more
than a dozen years, left late last week
for Houston, Texas, to . recuperate

from a nervous breakdown which
seriously effected his-yoice. He not

only worked as a soloist but. was a

member of the Three Acei and the

Don Large chorus. • !

Few singers in the country are be-

lieved to know the words and music

of as many song* as the blind singer,

noted like others with /hi* affliction

for his unusual memory:
.

ACETATE '

Recordings
Processed ^and Pressed
In Canada
Vertical or Lateral
Also line
Recording of
the highest
Quality
Many-

Satisfied
U.S. Clients
Compo Company Limited
Lachine Mont real , Canada

.

Transcription headquarters
For Canada.

Cedric Foster's Hopper Rating

;

Hartford, Nov. 5.

Mutual is now airing a daily news
'commentary by Cedric Foster, sta-

tion manager of WTHT. Quarter
hour spiel on' world events is early
.afternoon aired. A. sustainer.

:

: Mutual is said to have - decided tn
use Foster after a Hooper Holmes
survey of listening audience in the

: Hartford area indicated a high lis-

tening audience for the :, ex-hews-

;

papermah, station manager and
{news commentator on his 9 p.m.
show.

'
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Troy, N. Y., Nov. 3.

An attack on the 'unfairness of the newspapers in Albany and Troy'
. was coupled by Congressman William T. Byrne, at a political rally ill

Troy, with the declaration that 'if it were not for the radio the Demo-
cratic Party would have no medium through which to bring its accom-
plishments and plans for the future before the public.' Although Albany
is overwhelmingly Democratic and most of Troy's officials for years

have been Democrats, the sheets in both cities have been bitterly anti-

New Deal and anti-Roosevelt.

Washington, Nov. 8.

Era of good-will* inaugurated by
the Federal Communications. Com-
mission in its recent renewals of the
Westinghouse applications —-after

. termination of the trouble-making
'Westinghouse leases—was extended
In tHe ; cancellation of a hearing on
the request of WGY, General Elec-
tric Co., Schenectady, for new pa-
pers.-

'••

Commissioners followed the policy

established in the Westinghouse re-

newals, in granting the application

without a hearing after finding that

a 1932 contract . between G.E. and
NBC had been cancelled and that

the existing contract 'is in the usual
chain affiliation form.'

Sioux City—Louisiana Lou, for-

merly of the Iowa Barn Dance pro-
gram, has been added to the talent

troupe of WNAX, Yankton.

MAY LOSE BEER ADS

South Carolina Votes, but Issue Not
. Clear Cut

Spartanbug, S. C, Nov. 5. -

South Carolina's stations are faced

With -the loss of business from the

brewing industry as the result of the

prohibition amendment which was
passed by a majority of over 50,000

votes several months ago. The state

legislature had 60' days in. which to

act on the amendment. •

Legal experts point out, however,
.that the. dry victory may be nullified

if the legislature is influenced by: a
recent state supreme court, ruling

which held that several millions of

dollars of state highway funds can-

not be diverted into . the general

state funds. Latter has : a huge
deficit.

''

LABOR THROTTLE
^romPts<ASCAP Significance Question

San Francisco: Station's Re-
fusal to Renew Contract
oil Grounds of Conflict

With N.A.B. Code Embit-
ters John L. Lewis Group
—FCC Declines to Inter-

vene 'In Trade Practice

Matter'

IMPLICATIONS

KXYZ 100% to Jones

Houston, Nov. 5.

Transfer of 50% of the capital

stock of the Harris County Broad-
casting Co. (KXYZ) from

.
Fred

Heyne to Tilford Jones, was made
public last week by. the Federal
Communications . Commission in

Washington. Transfer effected at a

consideration of $95,000. ; Transaction

gives Jones complete ownership of

the station.

Washington, Nov. '5.

Attempt of the Congress of Indus-
trial Organizations to get the Fed-
eral Communications Commission to

slep into the row over the National
Association of Broadcasters' code
ban on sponsors controversial dis-

cussions failed last week when the
regulators: sidestepped a protest over
the attitudes of KYA, San Francisco.
The .Government outfit would not
touch the John L. Lewis complaint.
. Stating it had no authority in such
a situation, the: Commish indicated
it is ignoring demand of John L.
Lewis that the license, of the Hearst
outlet should be put down for hear-
ing to see whether the public inter-

est was . violated when the station

refused to renew the contract under
which the. CIO reporter program had
been, scheduled for two years. No
formal statement of the FCC's posi-
tion was given but none of : the top

(Continued on page 39)

Tickertaping Hockey

Omaha, Nov. 5.

Falstaff Brewing Co. will spon-

sor; broadcast over WOW all

home and out-of-town hockey

games of the Omaha JCriights,

which season begins Nov. 16. Out-

of-town games will be brought

to sportscaster Tom Dailey via

ticker tape, and he will do the

interpreting into the mike.

An earlier-in-the-day program
by the same sponsor will offer

prizes for guesses on scores.

Mexico City, Nov. 5.

Add to the many small evidences
of a new, friendlier attitude- toward
the. United States the giving of les-

sons in English over Station XEQ
broadcast starting hereafter by
'Novedades,' a morning publication

which haa recently installed an Eng-
lish section.

Never before has . there/been les-

sons iri a foreign language heard
here. XEQ thinks perhaps 25,000

prospective students may be expect-
ed to tuhe'in to learn how to angli-

cize an 'h.'

. Detroit, Nov. 5.

More than 16,000 music teachers,
professors and supervisors of music
are putting their own program on
the air. First of the series took*6ff
here Sunday

. (3) over the red v net-
work of NBC with the Wayne Uni-
versity a cappella choir using Alex-
ander Gretchariihoff's unpublished-
choral arrangement of Stephen Fos-
ter's . 'Nellie Bly' as the centerpiece
of the half-hour program which will
be a weekly series sponsored, by the
Music Educators National Associa-
tion.

Whether this shows any lining, up
of the nation's music teachers on the
growing split between ASCAP and
the radio industry or is just a means
of attracting attention to their busi-
ness of teaching singing started,
speculation here' but no explanations
are available at this end. The na-
tionwide membership of the Music
Association, which also has consider-
able influence on the young* would
not be an unimportant factor in the
growing struggle if it chose to take, a
sidei

It marks the second national
broadcast of the university choir
which also is using compositions by
Schaedov, Tschesnokoff and . Cain.
PrOf. F°wler Smith, director of
music in the Detroit public schools
and president of the'M.E.N.A., gave a
short introductory talk. \

Providence.—Theodore F. Allen,
former executive of the National
Broadcasting Co.; has. been named,
manager of WFCI, new Pawtucket
radio station. Expected to begin op-
erating about Jan. 1.

•i':'
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£ Office Gadgets

l. Washington, Nov. 5.
,

New efforts to minimize the spuri-

ous radiations and cut down the

exasperating interference of elecr

trical apparatus used in various

types of medical practice are planned

by the Federal ;
Communications

Commission. Without waiting for

Congress to act on various sug-

gestions Which might strengthen

Government control, the regulators

last Week called an informal engi-

neering conference for Nov. 29 to

consider setting up standards of

good engineering practice to: cover

the operation of such electro-medical

equipment.

; With television
,
and frequency

modulation expanding, the. problem

has become much more. Important

than ever before. Only in isolated

cases in the past have listeners been
bothered, although receiving sets in

the immediate vicinity vbf doctors'

offices often have been knocked
askew by the therapy emissions.

Exasperated dial-twisters have ob-

tained little relief from service men,
since experts still have found nothing

to match proper shielding of the

equipment which sprays out the

Interfering signals and few doctors

have taken the precautions needed
to prevent disruption of regular pro-

gram service. •

'

. The regulators remarked that they

appreciate the impoI*ance of elec-

trical equipment in the practice of

medicine but cannot longer disregard

the seriousness of the interference,

which brought a report to, Congress,

a couple of years back urging amend-
ment of the law so the FCC might
license and supervise such installa-

tions. Trend of commercial com-
munications into the upper part of

Jthe 'spectrum is.the reason for solicit-

ing the cooperation of all groups and
study of possible allocation of specific

frequencies,
.

requiring '.
. automatic

frequency control equipment, and
otheY safeguards.

World Affairs, »nd Fashions

St. Louis, Nov; 5.

Griesedieck Bros.
.
Brewery Co.,

through B. -B. D. & 6., is currently
bankrolling Josephine Halpin, KMOX
news analyst.

Program, heard Monday through
Saturday, from 9:45 to 10:00 am., set

to catch the housewives arid discuss
World affairs and current fashions.

KCMO SALES UP 2S%

OVER '39; WHB, 10-15%

. Kansas City. Nov. 5.

Commercial radio biz at the peak
of concentration from the political

cainips arid most everything else

overshadowed this particular week-
end. Means some upping of revenues
in each set of.books, but not over-

whelming as some normal.business is

edged put. ' /-. "...

Network commercials are hitting

new highs since recent hook-up has
put Mutual through the WHB switch-

board, which operates daytime only,

to KITE at night.: With the Red
Grange MBS program also being
carried by KCKN, on the. Kansis side,

this puts Mutual on three K. 'C. sta-
tions at various times. ' And with
WHB also feeding to, the ; Kansas
State network, this station is setting

some kind of a mark covering the
community.
Manager Jack Stewart of KCMO

announced that the station's lineup is.

25% ahead of that for the same
period of 1939 on the basis of bill-

ings and 100% ahead on the basis of

sales currently made. Clarence Bra-
zeal, business manager, stated un-
officially that the October balancing
of the books was certain to show the
best October biz in.the history of the
station.

John Schilling of WHB flnds cur-
rent business running., about 10-15%
ahead of -.previous year's period in

every department.
KCKN: Veretta Bowling Alleys,

quarter-hour of •bowling news, Sun-
days, one year, placed direct; Dan-
iel's Cleaners, sponsoring Jim Por-
ter's column, quarter-hour, Sundays,
one year, placed direct.

Nov. 2 Compared to Oct. 26

Network Local ... National . Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
6,337 5,430 6,357 18,124

6,340 5,148 6,215 17,703
.' *' +5.5% +2.3% . +2.4%

* No change.
(Included: KCKN. KCMO. KITE, KMBC,

. "WDAF. WHB)
:

New York. — Seymour Morris,
formerly an account executive with
Benton.. & Bowies, has joined the
Compton agency :in similar ca-
pacity.

are on

TEN to one you've already been

thinking about stepping up your

advertising in the "Second Three"

markets. You know how Detroit, Los

Angeles arid Cleveland have been "on

the boom." You're not going to pass

up such opportunity. And perhaps,

like many others, you've already dis?

;

covered that the; easiest, quickest

method of blanketing these markets is

through WJR. KMPC and WGAR!

It's the economical way, too. Fif-

teen minutes of Class A time on all

three stations totals less than four

hundred dollars weekly on a 52-tteek;

basis! Try to figure any. other way

of talking to nearly eight million fam-

ilies at such small cost! Yes, for in

addition to the immediate trading

:area? M»f , Detroit, Los Angeles and
.' Cleveland . . .;you also will -get bonis

.
coverage in five different states! ':.

Be sure that the "Second Three'*

;
cities; get the consideration they de-

serve in your plans for 1941. And Be
sure your advertising will do a job in

these vital markets. Put WJR,KMPC
iittid WGAR on your schedules!

//

Thi goodwill station

Detroit

IH THE

NATION'S4TH lAtC I ST

MAR KIT

THE STATION Of THI STARS

Beverly Hills * LosAngeles

IN THE

NATION'S 5 TH LARGEST

MARKET

THE FRIENDLY STATION

Cleveland

IN THI

NATION'S
ATH uroist
^EtF MAIKIT

i DENVER PEPPY

Local Units Soar 13.8%—National
Spot arid Network Healthy

Denver, Nov. 5.

Tallies" look good in all divisions

in Denver, with political biz still ap-

plying the hypo. Local units made

the biggest climb with .an increase of

13.8%, while KLZ topped the week's

take with about 50 quarter-hours.

KLZ: Bekins Moving & Storage
Co.,. through Brooks agency, 52 an-

nouncements; ' Democratic County
Central Committee, through Hall
agency, political talk; Max Goldberg,
through- . Max Goldberg

.
agency, 15-

minute political talk; Jolly Time; Pop
Corn,

.

through . Buchanan-Thomas,
four spots; American Cranberry Ex-
change, through BBD&O, 26 spots;

United Drug Co., through Spot
Broadcoastihg, three . quarter-hours;
Denver. Jewelry Co., through Max
Goldberg, three quarter-hours ' per
week,, three months; America First

Committee, through BBD&O; five

quarter-hours;. J ant e s Parriott,

through Max Goldberg, six political

announcements; Gigantic Cleaners,
through MacGruder agency, four
spots; Denver Motors Safety Service,
Ave announcements.
. KOA: Merchant's Biscuit Co.,

through Ball & Davidson, five time
signals and one spot daily, two days
a " week, one year; Plough,1

.
Inc.,

through Lake-Spiro-Sherman, 300
announcements.

Nov. 2 Compared to -Oct. 26

NetWork Local . National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
8,905 5,099 1,599 15,603

8,545 4,480 1,515 14,540

+4.2% +13.8% \ +5.5% +7.3%
(Included: KFEL, KLZ, KOA. iCVOD)

Book Reviewing for Dept. Store
Montreal—Eaton's Department Store, only one of its kind using a radio

pvogram here, resumes With weekly Book Review program this week over
Canadian Marconi station CFCF. Mrs. (Dr.) Little is handling commentary
this year iii place of Chris Ellis whose

i

commitments with Molson's Brewery
no longer permit him to appear on the program he had established in two
previous seasons. .

•

.

Christmas Expected on Schedule
Milwaukee—'Biilie, , the Brownie,' a juvenile pre^Christmas V 15-minute

program sponsored by the three Ed. Schuster & Co. department stores, re-
turns to WTMJ this week Friday (B) for its ninth consecutive season, being
aired daily at 5 p.m., including Sundays, through Dec. 24. Up to the 'Satur-
day following Thanksgiving, the program is a plug for the annual parade
that brings Santa Claus to town with live reindeer and a string of floats on
flat cars, the free outdoor show regularly attracting about half the city's

600,000 population. From then until Christmas day. 'Billie, the Brownie'
tells of Santa's daily activities.

SEATTLE STEADY

Network Units Up 2.8%—Other Cate-

gories Show Small Gains

.
Lbs Angeles, Nov. 5.

Biz continued on the upsurge in all

departments except national spots.

With
:

politicos.out of the way all sites

will be back 'on their own* in normal
gait.' Pickup in network : units

showed the best gain last week.

All stations, shared in the spread of

new business. KFWB, only local sta-

tion signed to the new contract with
ASCAP, is laying plans for the big-

gest campaign in its history if the
ASCAP-brdadcaster impasse contin-

ues into next month.
KHJ: Bond stores, 368 quarter-

hour programs, through Neff-Rogow;
Gallo. wine, 1,092 announcements,
through Ted Dahl; Lyon storage, 30
spots, through BBD&O; U. S. Play-
ing Card, 78 spots, through J. Walter
Thompson; U. P. railroad, 40 spots,

through Caples Co.; Red-ee Food, 12
participations in Eddie Albright pro-
gram, through Elwood Robinson.
KFI: Chemicals, Inc. (Vano), 20

participations in Agnes White pro-
gram, through Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner; Grayco, 40 participations
in Art Baker's 'Notebook'; Packard
Motors, 21 -transcriptions, through
Young & Rubicam; Planters Nut &
Chocolate Co., 39 participations in
'Notebook', through Raymond R,
Morgan; Bullocks, A26 one-minute
transcriptions, through Dana Jones.
KECA: Gullocks, 65 quarter-hour

broadcasts of 'Ambassador of Good
Wiil;' through Dana Jones; Todd
Clothes, 39 quarter-hour

:

programs,*
through N. J. Newman; Victor Cloth-
ing, 13 announcements, through1

N.. J.
Newman.
KNX: Folger Coffee, 105 quarter-

hour broadcasts of 'Tonight's Best
Buy,' through Raymond R. Morgan;
Sheafer Pen, 24 time signals/through
Russel M. Seeds; Bullocks, Z2 an-
nouncements, through Dana Jones;
Forest Lawn Memorial Park, nine
quarter-hour programs, through Dan
Miner. -

|
Nov. 2 Compared to Oct. 26 I

Network
Units

13,172

12,341

+6.7% •

(Included:

Local
Units

11,922

11,614

+2.7%
KKCA.

National
Spot Units

2,213

2,275

—2.7% :

KFI, KFWB,
KNX)

Total
Units

27,307

26,230

+4.i%

:

KI1J,

Seattle, Noy. 5.

Seattle biz continued on a steady

keel, with small gains registered in

ail departments. ':

Nov. 2 Compared to Oct, 26

Network Local National Total

Units Units Spot Units Units

5,775 10,947 777 17,499

5,615 10,865 772. lT,2b2

+2.8% +0.8% +0.6% +1.4%
{Included KIRO. KOL. KR3C)

Baltimore's 5th Station

Baltimore, Nov. 5. .

. Construction permit granted to

Thomas G. Tinsley, Oct. 29, will give

Baltimore its fifth radio station. New
-tetup• will have a power of 2SO watts

on 1200 kilocycles.

Tinsley, now engaged in organiz-

ing his persohel, will shoot at strictly

local advertising ;and program cover-
age with rate card held down in pro-
portion. New station will be only
local studio without a chain affilia-

tion.

, Prior to taking hold for himself,

Tinsley was general manager at

WDEL, Wilmington, Del., salesman-
ager ; of WIBG, Philadelphia and
later of WBAL, Baltimore.

Betty McKinney Injured
: Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 9.

Betty McKinney, of KFAB's enter-

tainer staff (Girls of Sunset Trail),

is in the hospital here with a broken
leg, and a couple of fractured ribs.

Was : Tiding with KFAB publicist

Scotty Nicpll and bumped into a
dead end street.

Verda Este her partner. Is carrying
on without her.

Poiiticos Clog Air >

In Hot Fight For

Key State of Mick

Detroit. Nov. 5.

• Unnatural conditions ' 6f top-heavy

political advertising continues strong

here up to the eve of the election,

with all
.
stations participating in the

heavy buying.

. Ail categories took a shove upward
with a heavy push in the local time,
since the local poiiticos are spending
heavily and getting national help in

trying to land Michigan, one of the
key and fluctuating states in.the na-
tional election.

. Sorting out of time has beebme: a

headache, with, some 15-minute peri-

ods split into three five-minute peri-

ods for various 'causes. Time has
grown scarce and political campaign
has distorted the picture here which
won't reflect normal conditions until

after Nov. 5.

|
Nov. 2 Compared to Oct. 26 I

Network Local
Units • Units
8,815 12,814

8,665 11,923

+1.7% :+7,5%
(Included: CKT^W. WJBK. WJR.

WWJ. WXYZ) '

"

National
Spot Units

5|342

5,171

+3.3%,

Total

: units

26,971

25,759

+4.7%
WMBC.

.

Extend Dog Expert
San Antonio, Nov. 5.

Jack O'Brien, dog authority, cur-
rently presenting a series of pro-
grams over KABC sponsored weekly
by the Ormsby Chevrolet Co., titled

'Going to thi Dogs.' :

Response has been so favorable
that programs are to be heard twice
weekly starting Nov. 11;

St. Loots.—Francis P. « Douglas,
'

city editor of the [ Globe-Democrat, i

has been named to head the news
bureau of KMOX. He succeeds
Marry W. Flanhery who recently
was assigned to Berlin as a CBS
commentator.

50,000 WATTS
fh« gr«ote$» selling PQWER In Hi* South't grMtosI ch>

£** APflllATf . . . NATIONAI MPUCSWTATIVe . . . THE KA1Z AGCNOT. INC.
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Active National Spot Accounts
(According to Reports from VARIETY'S 'Radio

Market Cities')

i « * • • •.»> •

•

Account
American Pop Corn.

.

Armand Co. (Brisk Shave
Cream).

Campana 'Sales.

Carter Products (Arrid) ......

pu pont (Five Star Anti-Freeze).

General Cigar Corp..........

Grove Laboratories. .... ...

Gunther Brewing. ... .;. . ... .

.

H-B Cough Drops. . . . ; . ; . , ./
jests; .... ..... . • • • • ... ''/•• •

Lever Bros. . .... . ..... . . .

.

p. Lorillard (Old Gold). ... .

.

Maflin Firearms. .. . ,.; , . ,
.'.

.

: May Co. .. . .. .... . . >

Mentholatum Co. . . ....... .;.

Morton Salt/. ... ; . . . ....

.

Musterole. . . . .

North American Accident Ins

p & G (Duz). . . . .. ....... .-.

.

Packard Motors ..... . . . . . . . . . . .;.

Par Soap ...... . . • . ... . ... ... •• •

.

Piso Co. .... . ;
..' i . . . . . . . . .....

Plough, Inc. /. . - ... . . ...

Potter Drug (Cuticura ) ... . .

.

Remington-Rand. . . . . ...

Remington-Rand (Razors). ...

Riggio Tobacco (Regent
Cigarettes) . . . .

.
, . ...

.

Jacob Ruppert Brewery. .

.

Shaeffer Pen Co. . . . . ....

Smith Bros. Cough Drops. . . .

Standard Oil of Indiana,

United 'Drug (Rexall) ,\ . ....

White Laboratories ... . . . . . ...

Agency
Buchanan-Thomas

Time Purchases
... . . . . .Spots

Russel M. Seeds . .... ..... . Announcements
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace. ... . . ... . .Spots
Spot Broadcasting. . . .Spots
BBD&O . . . ... ....... . ... .Announcements
J. Walter Thompson. . ... ....... ...y4 Hours
J. Walter Thompson. .. . . . .Announcements
Ruthrauff & Ryan.. . . . . . .Election Returns
Horton-Noyes .Spots
Jos. Katz. . ... . . v. . . . . .... . Announcements
Ruthrauff & Ryan. ; . •

. . . . .Announcements
Lehnen & Mitchell .% Hours, 10-Min. Spots
Craven & Hedrick. . . . . . . .. Announcements
Milton Weinberg . ..... . . Announcements
Dillard Jacobs.. . j

:

. . . . .Announcements
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap.. ,5-Min. Spots
Erwin, Wasey. . ... . . . ..... . Announcements
.Franklin Bruck. . . . . . ... . . . . .5-Miri. Spots
.Compton Adv............ , . ;. . . Spots
Young & Rubicam . . .

.

.Tomaschke-Elliott. . . .

;

Laike-Spiro-Shurman
Lake-Spirb-Shurman

, Atherton & Currier
. ,

,

Franklin Bruck 1 ... . .

.

National Spot Rises

11.1% in Des Moines
Des Moines, Nov. 5.

Units here registered all-around
gains, with national - spot contribut-
ing a slick- 11.1%. Local .units pulled
themselves out of last week's dol-
drums to the tune of plus 6.8%,
while web biz increased 7,3%.

Nov. 2. Compared to Oct 26

Network
Units
.9^160

8,540

+7.3% . .

Local
Units
3,475

3,254

+6.8%
'

National
Spot Units

3.805

3,424 .

+11.1%
(Included : KRNT. KS.O. "WHO)

Total
Units
16,440

15,218

+8%

Salt Lake City.—KUTA. adds Earl
Stephens to staff of technicians.

Conference to Tag Person, Most Useful to Educa-

> tional Broadcasting

Chicago, Nov. 5.

Top
.
names in the radio education

held will participate in the fourth

annual School Broadcast. Conference,
which will be held in the Congress
hotel here Dec. 4? 5, 6. Among those

set for the confab which is sponsored
by the Radio Council of the Chicago
Board of Education headed by Har-
old Kent will be George Denny of

'America's Town Meeting,' Lyman
Bryson of the Columbia Board of
Adult Education, and Raymond Gram
Swing, news chatterer on Mutual.
Both NBC and Columbia will web
coast-to-coast periods from the meet-
ing..-'

Others in on the meeting will, be
Clifton Utley,. chairman of the Chi-

(Continued on page 37

)

Leeford Agency , . . „ ...

.

,M. H. Hackett..
Ruthrauff & Ryan . .

.

Russel M. Seeds . . . . . ,

.

J; D. Tarcher^. . . . . ; . . .

,

McCann-Erickson
, Street & Finney . . ......

H. W. Kastor. ..... . ...

.

.

'.

. . ... . ... .Spots
. . .. . .. .% Hours

, .Announcements
, . Announcements
. . . . ... . . . . .Spots

. . . . ;5-Min. Spots
, . Announcements

... . .News Flashes,

. . Announcements

. . Announcements

. .Announcements
..Station Breaks

.Va Hours
. .Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

Store

Brager-Eisenberg Dept. Store

.

Franklin Dept. Store. . . . ...

Golden Eagle Store. . . . .

.

Hub Dept. Store . .... ;.. . . ...

i «,*»••» « <

• City
..Baltimore,

, .Detroit... . ^. i

.

.Denver. .... . . ;

.

. ... . . i .

,
Baltimore . ......... . . .

.

Time Purchases
....... .% Hours
. .%;-Hour News

Hours
..Announcements

Chicago, Nov. 5.

This -week's list of biz, as well as

previous items, points to the general

spread of strictly seasonal time pur-

chases by purveyors of cold cures

and remedies. .
Indications are that

similar accounts will roll in for. the

next few weeks.
WMAQ: Morris B. Sachs Co., re-

newal of flye-a-week five-minute

news periods, through Wade agency;

Manhattan Soap Co., for Sweetheart
Soap, renewal of ftve-a-week five-

minute news periods, through Frank-
lin Bruck; Potter Drug & Chemical
Co., for CJuticura, 12 one-minute an-

nouncements weekly, through Ather-
ton & Currier; Ad Richter Co., three

one-minute announcements weekly,

through H. W. Kastor; Briggs Co., for

H-B Cough Drops, three one-minute
announcements v^eekly to March,
1941, through Horton-Noyes; Mary-
land Pharmaceutical Co., two one-
minute announcements weekly,
through Joseph Katz.
WBBM: Sawyer Biscuit Co., one

and one-half-minute announcements,
three times weekly, through Neisser-

Meyerhoff; Bifd-Sykes, Motor Co.,

one 30-minute participation, through
Dave Bennett agency.

Nov. 2 Compared to Oct. 26

Network Local National total
Units Units Spot Units Units
9,710 5,989 11,331 27,010

9.740 5,944 11,250 26,944
—0-3% +0.4% +0.7% +0.2%
(Included: -"WBnM. WBNR, WGN. WEND.

;
WJJD. WLS*. WMAQ)

POLITICS SPUR CINCY

All Units Gain as Candidates Enter
the Stretchy-Spot +5J%

Cincinnati, Nov. 5.

National, state .and county office-

seekers made another, contribution
last week to bulge marks on all

brackets of time sales.

|
. Nov. 2 Compared to Oct. 26

|

Network Local
Units Units
6,955 10,032

6,730 9,665

+3.3% +3.8%

National Total
Spot Units Units

6,989 23,976

6,603 22,998

+5.8% +4.3%
(Included: WCPO. "WKRC, WLW, WSAI)

New Pittsburgh Kz

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

New biz reported last week, at

WCAE follows:

Vick Chemiool, 100-word an-
nouncements five

.
times •weekly to

Feb. 7, through Morse Int't

Commercial Solvents, 6 weekly
participations in Morning Express
for 6 weeks, through Maxon, Inc.

Manhattan Soap, quarter-hour
morning news six tithes weekly for,

13 weeks, : through Franklin Bruck.
Wtlen Bros., six announcements

weekly for 52, weeks, through Well-
man Agency.
Lutheran Laymen's League, half-

hour every Sunday for 26 weeks,
through Kelly-Stuhlman-Zahrndt.
Braun Baking, renewal of weekly

'Show of Week* until June 22,

through W. E. Long.

THEATRE QUIZ ON WA6A
Atlanta, Nov. 5.

New quiz show, originating in

Miller theatres, Peachtree, Garden,

Fairview and Temple, here, debuted

last week over WAGA.
Quizzer Is assisted by station's staff

on stage and two girl aides in audi-

ence.,

Sales

MAKES
BUSINESS SNAP

OUT OFv

. . ( ciil i ;i I
< Hiii)

WNEW DELIVERS)
It's today's hottest radio buy!

1. ONE-THIRD THE COST off any New York net-

work station. 2. The Nation's Biggest Market. (The

50-mile metropolitan trading area.) 3. Twiqi the Audi-

ence of any other New York independent station.

(Hooper-Holmes and other impartial surveys.) 4. Radio's

Outstanding Programs. ("Make Believe Ballroom"with

Manfn Block, "Milkman's Matinee" with Stan Shaw. And

many others.) 5. Iocai Advertisers fcwwr WNEW
moves most goods-^fastest. 6. More Commercial Time is

bought onWNEW than any station in New York.
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Few Stations Exist at Moment Except On Paper

Must Produce One Hour of Live Talent; in

Six—-Sunday a Holiday

Washington, Nov. 5. •

Starting gun went, off for Fre-

quency Modulation broadcasters

Thursday .
(31) when the Federal

Communications cranked, .
out : the

first batch of permits; authorizing

commercial operation by 15 plants

in 10 States-from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. Remainder of more than 50

requests on file will be disposed: of

'at . the earliest opportunity, v

Required to. run.: six hours daily,

Sundays excepted,- following re-

ceived tickets enabling them to start

serving specific areas under the reg-

ulations designed to : provide new.
types of programs and prevent any
monopoly in the radical type of

transmission/ .

Detroit Evening News, Don Lee
System, Baton Rouge Broadcasting
Co., Zenith, Radio Service Corp. 6f

Utah, . Yankee Network; Milwaukee
Journal; National Broadcasting Co:,

William .G. H. Finch, Marcus .Loew
Booking Agency^ Evahsville on the
Air, . Howitt .Wood Radio Co., Fre-
quency Broadcasting Corp;, . WBNS,
Inc., and Capitol Broadcasting Co.
With several of the transmitters

already in existence and operating
on an rcperimental basis, commer-
ciaT service in some of the areas
begins immediately^ Most of the hew
outlets exist, however, only on pa-
per and cannot throw the switch for

several weeks. Action was described
by Chairman James L. Fly as mark-
ing 'an important milestone in the
continued advance of the radio in-

dustry' and sure to encourage 'rapid

development of this hew program
art.' ,

As soon as all of the starters go
into operation; the medium-high fre-

quency signals. Which engineers pro-
claim much superior in fidelity to
standard station emanations, will be
available for more than 27,000,000 lis-

teners in 110,000 square miles of po-
tential service areas; the Commish
estimated. ..

Lion's share of the grants went to
New York State, where six of the
pioneers will be launched. Three
for Manhattan, one for Brooklyn,

one for .• Schenectady and one for

nearby Binghamton. ...

. Exploitation of the special band
set aside for . educators—43 to 50

megacycles—is expected to go for-

ward quickly now that the green

light has been flashed for the com-
mercial plants. Production of equip-

ment, both transmitting and receiv-

ing, is expected to accelerate with

the uncertainty ended. Already the

FCC has atithorrzed Cleveland Board
of Education^ WBOE to shift from
amplitude to frequency modulation.
Outlet has been serving 151 schools

since November, 1938. The band
is adjacent to the stretch of the spec-

trum available for commercial use,

so pedagogues, hope the regular in-

dustry will be more alert to the: pos-

sibility of sandwiching in cultural

sustaining programs, and at the same
time, there probabl/ will be more
general interest " educational mat-,

ten Several cities plan educational,

transmitters.

To dramatize the development; the
commish is trying to dope out a new
call letter system • which will differ-

eritiate the FM outlets from regular
stations. .

Must Produce l-ln-6.,.,

The recently approved rules make
it necessary to operate a minimum

• of three hours at day and same per
' riod after dark. To demonstrate the
capabilities of the new system and-
arouse listener interest, stations must
spend rat least one ' of the six hours
spraying programs not duplicated si-

multaneously, meaning they will

have to embark on an original type
of production. The rest of the time
it will be permissible to carry fea-
tures obtained from chains or indi-

vidual stations in the standard band/
The specific assignments are:

Detroit News, 44,500 kc; Don Lee,
Los Angeles, 44,500; Capitol Broad-
casting Co.> Schenectady, 44,700;
Marcus Loew (WHN) , New . York
City, 46,300; NBC, New York, 45,100;
Finch, New York, 45,500; Frequency
Broadcasting Corp., Brooklyn, 45,900;
Evansville (Ind.), on the Air, 44,500;
Yankee Network, Mt. Washington,
N. H., 43,900; Howitt-Wood, Bing-
hampton, 44,900; Baton Rouge Broad-

casting Co., 44,500; WBNS, Columbus,
O., 44,700; Radio Service Corp., Salt

Lake City, 44,500; Zenith, Chicago,

45,100; Milwaukee Journal 45,500.

Commish remarked that the serv-

ice area of the Salt Lake City plant

will be. 'considerably . less', than the

basic trade area, due to topographi-

cal limitations. Similarly, the shape
of the trade area, in the Los An-
geles area means the Don Lee plant

probably will not cover all of the

principal market. 1

A NBC Okay9 WTMJ Opera ,-.

Milwaukee, Nov. 5.

Execs of W9XAO, The Milwaukee
Journal's FM station, had a jittery

few hours when, after having an-
nounced the first FM broadcast of a

grand opera performance direct from
the Pabst theatre, stage, they were
confronted with an eleventh hour
doubtijis to whether it could be put
On the air, due: to the guest star's

NBC commitments.
Giovanni Martinelll was sched-

uled to sing 'Pagliacci' with the hew
Milwaukee Opera company. The
•opera itself was cleared, so far as

copyright restrictions went. . Special
wiring had been installed, three mi-
crophones set and the management
was enthused over the publicity it

was getting for its Saturday night
perforrhance. The hitch came when
Martinelii arrived in town. He would
be only too happy to participate in

the broadcast, but there was the mat-
ter of his NBC contracts. ••.

W9XAO's. officials immediately
tried to contact NBC in. New York.
But it was a weekend and. the right

man was hard to reach. Finally,

however, L. W. Herzog, manager of

radio, for The Journal, got -Niles

Trammel on the long distance phone.
The sough t for : * permission for

Martinelli's broadcast was readily
granted; and the opera went on as
scheduled;
Listeners with FM receivers said

it was the finest thing they had ever
heard on the air, even though the.

sensitive microphones picked up
such detail as whispered promptings
off stage, which, instead of marring
the broadcast, made it only so much
more realistic.

John Drake, program director of

station KCKN, Kansas City, Kansas,

last week was made an honorary
member of the Regular Veterans' as-

sociation.

IT WDULDNT FITANYWHERE

ELSE ON THE MAP

» » u

No amount of work will fit Oklahoma into any
|pot on the map except the Southwest WKY would
fee just as out of place in any other location. Its
power in kilowatts could remain unchanged but its

power to influence listeners hat been built to. the

Southwestern pattern.
. V j,

.

WKY program builders take Oklahoma's likes
into consideration. And because Oklahomans like
the way WKY is programmed sponsors continue to
use, WKY year after year. They have found its way
of moving into more radio homes in the state than
any other station is matched by the way it moves
products for dealers.

OKLAHOMA CITY *NBC Affiliate* 900 Kc.

Owned and Operated av T« Oklahoma Publishing Company •* The daily Oklahoma*
Oklahoma CityTimes * The FAbmer-StockmAn * mistletoe ExpressM KVOR, Colorado Sfimnos.

tiiX Dcnver (Under Attitititd fifMtfetntnt) M Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

v KDKA's weekly Saturday night broadcasts to the Far North have been
resumed for the 17th consecutive season. Series of programs came
into existence because of oh emergency back in 1923 and has been
on the air every winter since then. Nutting Expedition had left Norwav
in an oar-propelled boat 17 years ago with purpose of retracing exact
course taken by Leif Ericson in his famous voyage to New World. Shin
became lost somewhere in North Atlantic waters, and friends and relatives
of missing men appealed to KDKA to notify those along the Labrador
coast and other points in northern Canada to watch for expedition. Dra-
matic incidents in (he following two years served to establish program"
Weekly broadcasts consist entirely of messages to those listening in. Let-
ters read on the air come

I

from all. over the world, starting as a thin trickle
in October and increasing in

.
volume until^ a the holidays, it's not

unusual for station to stay on air until 6 a.m. sending greetings from rela-
tives and friends to men in northern outposts; Programs are sent over
both KDKA and its short-wave affiliates.

;
Dorothy Thompson, in a radio address under sponsorship of Business

Men's Committee for Roosevelt, 'went to work' on certain phases of adver-
tising and its technique, including use ih political field, as few speakers
outside those from consumer groups and the like, have yet done on a
nationwide broadcast. It must have caused comment, in and out of trade.
,N. Y. Herald Tribune columnist said plenty about advertisers' belief in and >

employment of the 'fear' motive. After discussing how it is used to sell
products, Miss Thompson detailed what she thought were instances of
eniployment by, Republicans in

shots at Bruce Barton, the name of whose advertising firm she gave. Miss
Thompson stated that- Barton believed 'everything can be sold by adver-
tising, including Jesus.' Quoted from Barton's book on Jesus and then
emphatically .dissented: from advertising executive's slant on The Saviour.

.
What's believed to be the first instance of political party urging sup-

porters to crash interview, broadcasts with propaganda came to light in
San Francisco last week; 'Willkie Bulletin,' issued by ; Northern Califor-
nia Republican Campaign committee, specifically singled but Art Linklet-
ter's 'What. Do You Think?' program, urging Wilikieites to %et on mike
and express theii preference. Sheet listed suggested short, punchy sen-
tences to use in brief time allotted to each person interviewed.
Inasmuch as show is aired from Telenews theatre; plug is worth money

in the b.o. ticket must be purchased to get to radio studio. Opinions
aired are kept in balance anyway, so . Telenews attaches are happy about
the whole-.thing. ,,, . .:

"..<.-'

The Evangelist, organ of Albany Catholic Diocese, in a now much-
discussed 1 editorial capitioned -Penalty for Holding-Back' asked, 'Why are
not Catholic college teams given a '. fair share of broadcasting time or of
space in. sports columns?' Inquiring, wnether 'broadcasting companies/ are
bigoted or the . commercial firms, that' sacrifice their time or sponsor the
programs, iMiflcrent or opposed to Catholic patronage:, and whether
sports editors are prejudiced or the news services, such as Associated Press
or United Press, intent on keeping publicity for Catholic teams to a mini-

;

mum.' the .weekly wanted to know, 'Are our local radio; and newspaper
managers unaware they serve a population in this area from 35 to 60%
Catholic?'

'

One of first times a definite radio station has received plugs hi a novel
is noted irt those given WGEA, a General Electric short waver. References
are in 'Landfall,' latest war. story of Nevil Shute. Shute pictures his British
aviator-hero as consoling himself by listening to transatlantics from the
powerful Schenectady transmitter,: while he is falsely accused of bombing
a British submarine. With the assistance of his beloved,

. flier proves its

a. U-boat, and the fadeOilt. is a happy one. As a matter of fact, WGEA
receives considerable fan mail from vicinity of Portsmouth,. Great Britain
naval base, where the novel is localed.

NBC . last week denied the report that it's adopted a policy of issuing
generally 10-year, contracts to station affiliates. The general practice, it

stated, was still a five-year agreement and that the only time it has made
it 10 years is when a station has pointed out that such a long term deal
would help it on a financing deal.

Arch Oboler Is said to be the .first author to have a collection of radio
scenarios published in book form, This is '14 Radio Plays* which Random
has published. Douglas Coulter, of CBS, once edited and Whittlesey pub-
lished '14 Radio Dramas' by different writers.

Buff Missed and Miffed

About The O'Neills'

Buffalo, Nov. 5.

..Procter Si, Gamble serial, 'The

O'Neills,' was put back on WBEN
this week in. response to deluge of

fans' requests. In switching net-

works, from NBC Red to CBS two
weeks ago, sponsor neglected to pro-
vide a Buffalo outlet and clamor
started.

.
WREN counted 800 calls at its

switchboard alone, and other sta-
tions were swamped, too. Hubbub
changed agency's mind, and waxing
of the.; soap opera on, CBS novv goes
on each morning at 8:45 over WBEN.
NBC outlet.

OKAY EXPERIMENTAL

(CLASSJ0F0R CINCY

Washington, Nov* B.

Okay for a new Class II experi-
mental station for Cincinnati, O.,

was given Wednesday (30) by the
Federal Communications. - Commis-
sion for the development of facili-

ties which will simplify transmis-
sion of aural signals between the

announcer or speaker at public
gatherings and the loud speaker
system, in instances where it is not

possible or practical to use micro-
phone cable.
';" Experimenter applying for the sta-

tion is Guy S. Cornish, of Cincin-

nati, who proposes to construct a

transmitter using the frequency
310,000 kc, with 1 watt, and type A-3
emission.

DON'T MISS
PALMOUVE'S

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide Marston

Dedicatedto the women of America.
.The story of • woman who must,
chops* between love and the career
of ising other women's children.

WABC-CBS—.10:30-10:45 AJM.. EST
78 Stations Coastrto-Coast

Direction BENTON & BOWLE8, Inc.
Management ED WOLF, RKO BUILDING, New York
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H. Wooten

Version of the

es a Selzmck

Memphis, Nov. 5.

Hoyt Wooten and the three other

Wootens tossed up a southern-style

shindig for the opening of the new
WREC studios in the Peabody hotel

here last week, bringing newspaper
and agency men in from all parts

of the nation ; to join in the dedica-

tory festivities. Bringing agency
men in from New York, Chicago, St.

. Louis and. Kansas City by special

plane, the Wootens proceeded to. give
'em part of Memphis and- showed
'em a new plant which looks 'as* if

it really cost the $125,000 mentioned;

For 'the ceremonies themselves
there was a 60-minute show with
congratulatory speeches from Wil-
liam S. Paley. of Columbia, Robert
Ripley, Edward G. Robinson, Amos
'n' Andy, Percy Deutsch of World
(Who alone tread out of bounds with
a commercial . plug),/: and - Hoyt
Wooten along with Gov, Cooper of

5000
WATTS DAYandNICHT

WSPD can honestly say

that it rates Number I

in audience in this Id-

eality in more ways

than one. The answer

is really simple—- be-

cause WSPD has the

shows— and the signal

that covers the big

Toledo markets Then,

too, WSPD is the lis-

tening habit of this

area, lor it has been

servicing this commun-
ity for nineteen years.

WSPD is a Basic Red
NBC station, and its list

of NBC Commercials,

ai well as National spot

accounts, classifies it a?

ah important advertis-

ing medium.

retcnted nationally

THE KATZ AGENCY

TOLEDO

A Fori Industry Station

Tennessee and Mayor Chandler of
Memphis.
Most effective part of the 60-min-

ute program was a pageant of the
history of WREC, with particular
emphasis on the heroic job turned
in by Wooten and his gang during
the 1937 flood when Wooten kept
WREC working continuously for
some 570 hours.

\v',/ Yankees Lift Juleps
In from New York were C. R.

Jacobs and Steve Fuld of CBS, John
Kucera of Young & Rubicam, Rob-
ert Tannehill of McCann-Erickson,
John Shultz of Erwin-Wasey, Wil-
liam' Maillerfert, Compton; George
Trimble, Marschalk & Pratt; Fletcher
Turner, J. M. Mathes; Ralph Robert-
son, Colgate Co.; Frank Silvernail,

Pedlar & Ryan; W. S. Walker, Platt-
Forbes; C. C. Slaybaugh, BBD&O;
Harry Torpe, Sherman K. Ellis; N. F.
McEvoy, Newell-Emmett; Paul Cath-
erine of Standard Oil; Ted Fisher,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Buck Lewis of
RCA. From Cincinnati came Char-
lie Robertson of Ralph Jones agency,
and Bob Boulware of Procter ; &
Gamble. '-

In from Chicago were Lou Nel-
son^ • Wade agency; Gene Fromherz
and -Lloyd Nelson, Blackett-Sample-
Hummert; Evelyn Stark,,,Hays Mac-

'

Farland; Burke Herrick, N. W. Ayer;
Herb Hulsebus, Stack-Goble; 'Clair

Heyer and Charles Darwest of ; the
Armour packing firm; Nate Pum-
pian, Henrij Hurst it, McDonald.
From St. Louis and the D'Arcy
agency was Jim Payne.
.. The Katz Agency, Inc., had seven
men at • celebration, headed by
Lowell Jackson of the Chi Katz of-

fice. Others were Jerry Gunst,
Frank Brimm, Fred Ball, George
Brett and S. R. Rihtoul,

Number of southern station men
came over to help in the dedication,

including F. C. Sowell of WLAC,
Nashville; S.. C. . Vinsonhaler of
KLRA, Little Rock; Harry Stone of

WSM, Nashville; Bill West of

WTMV, St. Louis; W. H. Summer-
ville of WWL, New Orleans; Bob
Alburty of WHBQ, Memphis.

€hi. Educators
.Continued from page 3S

r

*

cago Council on Foreign- Relations;

Dr. James Rowland Angell, educa-
tional chief of NBC; Dudley Crafts

Watson of the Chicago Art Institute;

William Boutwell of the U. S. Office

of Education; Agnes Adams' of the
National College of Education.
Radio in education will be dis-

cussed and demonstrated in various
phases. Among: the , activities, and
demonstration assignments are a pro-
duction of Tyramus and Thisbe', by
Wynn Wright of NBC here fromi a
script by Erik Barnouw, prof, at Co-
lumbia University; .discussion of

'Current Events* by Julian Bentley,

news editor of WLS, and profes-

sional clinic in radio writing of Wil-
liam Hodapp of NBC and radio
production by Clarence Menser, pro-
ducer of 'Tom Mix Straight Shoot-
ers.' .;-

Sterling Fisher of Columbia has
been set as toastmaster for the ban-
quet .and closing session.

Innovation at this conference will

be the presentation of an Award of

Merit to that person who has been
voted most prominent in educational
radio.

'

Bush League 'Info Please'
Buffalo, Nov. 6.

Marine Trust Company puts its

quiz 'What's My Name?' back on
WKBW for third year Nov. 10. Les-

ton Faneuf,. bank system's p.a., will

again emcee. ; \-

Weekly half-hour is a bushleague

'Information Please.' Set as 'regu-

lars' this season are Thomas Brown,
newspaper columnist; Walter

.
Mc-

Causland, traction company p.a., and
Daniel Streeter, author, big-game

hunter and local civil service head.

Max Carl'f Small Town Talk*
Minneapolis, Nov. 6.

For •tation promotion purposes

Max Carl, WCCO educational direc-

tor, is appearing on state teachers'

conventions in northwest states. He
conducted a CBS 'American School

of the Air* demonstration at the

North Dakota Educational association

meeting in Grand Forks, N. p.

Also appeared at a panel discus-

sion of 'Radio as an Avenue of Com-
munication' at the Minnesota Educa-

tional association in St. Paul the past
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•WITHERING HEIGHTS'
With Jill Esmond, Arnold Moss,
'Frances Oliver, William Podmore

Dramatic
15 Mins. .

Transcription
WHEATENA ;'.

Dally, 12 Noon
WEAF-NBC, New York

.

. (Compton)

r This is- the second: in the. series of

-'good. works' for Wheatena from the

Ed Wolfe script mart. The signifi-

cance lies two facts: (J) that a

daytime serial is based upon tested

literary merit, and ; (2) that; the story

runs as long as its unfoldment re-

quires and then terminates- in favor

of another story.

..' On both counts the effort is chal-

lenging. Based on the previous
'Dark Victory' and the present
'Wuthcring Heights,' the results show,
an affinity between a smart "idea

and a smart execution. V
The Bronte piece got going Mon-

day (4) with the author written into

trie script as a narrator played by
Jill Esmond, the English actress who
herewith makes her radio debut on
this side. The adaptation by Her-
bert Little, Jr., and David :Victor

captured, the spirit of the moors and
the overtone of passionate remorse:
Nice performances by the cast in

general and a skillful job of music
mood-planting furthered this effect

arid suggested that the potato peel-

ers will have their choice of some-
thing a little better than the usual
daylight ersatz.

.

Miss Esmond showed that her ex-
perience on the stage makes the
transition to a radio : studio a rela-

tively simple matter. V Land.

MOISEIWITSCH
Piano
5 Mins:

'

Saturday, 8 p.m.
BBC, London
Guesting oh. 'Cock-a7Doodle Do'

program famed pianist Moiseiwitsch
revealed a svelte line in repartee, as
did Albert Spalding on an Ameri-
can show reviewed in Variety. Stunt
had him paired; with. Carroll Gib-
bons, who did a treatment of a pre-
lude from " Rachmaninoff then
bowed out and down in front of a
flow of sardonic praise from the
maestro. Moiseiwitsch then

;
played

the '.piece as the' composer intended.
. Ribbing was handled with dignity
arid charm to set it safely, alongside
graced and skillful, work of the
pianist. '

(Reference above is to the 'Battle
of Music' on CBS last summer . in
which the concert virtuoso, Albert
Spalding, traded cracks with low-
down 52d street jive-tossing Frankie
Hyers.—Ed.)

.

•MEET MR, MORGAN'
With Henry Morgan
13 Mins.; Local
Participating:
Daily, 6:45 p.m.
WOR, New York
v Announcer .Henry,' Morgan's

;

de-

mented antics had the WOR bunch
on the ropes, so the ': studio finally

turned him loose with .a program
of his own; He 'Was

; on during the

day lor awhile as a sustainer, kid-

ding radio and the world in general.

At 'first the series had an audience
mostly iti the trade, but lately it be-

gan to catch on with the public, so

it has been moved to this 6:45 p.m.

spot us a local participating show.
It currently has three sponsors, Wil-
liamson Candy (Oh Henry candy
bars ). Select Theatres • (Shuberts

)

and Mnrlin Firearms;
Morgan's • screwball clowning isnt

particularly new; but he \canies it

further than usual on the air. He's
also generally funnier than most ex-
temporaneous comics and. his ribbing
commercials, go way beyond, the
sanctimonious blurbs sponsors usu-
ally stand for. They're undoubtedly
tough for a bankroller to take, but
if any firm has ' the stuff to permit
such kidding it ought to spotlight

real attention on the product. And,
although the blurbs are all bur-
lesqued, the copy is still there.

Morgan, is likely to ramble on
about almost anything in his 15 min-
utes. Recently he opened with ' his

usual 'Good evening, anybody,' then
recited some dezc,. dem and doze
doggerel, did a goofy yarn about
the code: used by lunch . counter
waiters, • meandered[ . through :..a

ludicrous piece about barrooms, and
football predictions (which he somcr.
how contrived to .tie up), answered
a couple of letters from" outraged
listeners and ; offered a hilarious take-
off of a Metropolitan Opera broad-
cast. Whenever he has to pause for
breath or inspiration he plays some
ultra-corny record,

.
That day's sponsor was Williamson

candy, so he next gave the commer-
cial, opening with, 'Mothers, do you
.want to keep your, children but of
saloons? Give 'em. Oh Henry, candy
bars'—and so on. He listed the vari-
ous ingredients of .the product and
added, 'But no gin.' Finally, aping
the commercials in. which the an-
nouncer indorses the product, he ob-
served, 'If I sound too long-winded
it's simply because I'm personally
cr-r-r-azy about Oh Henrys.'
He has -an effective off-the-cuff

style of delivery which makes all

this nonsense palatable, particularly
as an antidote to super-serious
dramas and the grim news periods
concurrent on the other network
stations. It's a click show of its

kind. Kobe.

.... ..... . . * i 'DOUBLE OR NOTHING'
»» > V » 1 ! with Alan Parker

— - -- — i
so Mins.—Local

Fqllow-Up Comment
» »»» »» »»
General Electric seems to have

had a revolution for the better in

its commercial copy. Last Sunday
the dramatization Was not only an
effective plea for stocking up with
Mazda .lamps, . but. an arnusing -bit of

comedy characterization wherein an
apologetic but precise English butler

gradually unfolded to the master the
full details of a domestic catastrophe
occasioned by" a lack of proper lights

ing in dark places. Here was sales

copy which matched the
.

:
Phil

Spitalny music in smartness.. .The

improvement in thb style of the
merchandising was; most noticeable,

while the entertainment portion of

the G. E. showwas, as before; a

swell example of high lustre aiv

rangoments. ; ".•••Vincent'--. You maris!,

numbers, 'Caribca,'. 'Tea : for Two,'
•Hallelujah' and 'Great Day.' were
ideal . for the Spitalny embellish-
ments.

.

becasion was.; a sentimental one,
the G. . E. concert-mistress,

.
Evelyn

Kay, being: presented with ; an ; ex-
pensive violin bow by the sponsor
for, her birthday. The whole half-
hour proved a brilliant comet across
the Sunday night radio sky.

Walter Herbert will do a series of
six Sinfonietta concerts on the NBC
Blue out of Frisco, starting Nov. 18.

Gardner Advertising Company finds

enthusiastic about"Betty & Bob
Ml

HERB'S PROOF THAT WE'RE GOOD I

806; CHARLES GARDNER; OP THE

GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY,
SAYS, THAT IN CITIES WHERE THEY'RE

PUTTING ON OUR SHOW FORSTOKEIY

FINEST FOODS AND UNION BISCUIT

COMPANY, THERE WAS A LOT OF EN-

THUSIASM IN THE TRADE. HE SAYS, "IT

IS GOING TO DO A REAL JOB I

"

BETTY: YES—AND TO QUOTE HIM FUR

THER, "THE SHOW SEEMS TO HAVE

SUCH ACCEPTANCE AMONG
THE TRADE THAT IT'S A SURPRIS-

INGLY EASY JOB TO MERCHAN-

DISE IT FOR A NEW SPONSOR."

Heiie, atlow cost , is a sales-

stimulating program of

proven ability ! It's "Betty

and Bob," for eight years the

favorite of millions on the

networks. Now, at the height

of its popularity, this pro-

gram is available to spot and

regional advertisers as a five-

a-week recorded series.

Among the advertisers al-

ready on the air with "Betty

and Bob" are Union Biscuit

Company, Stokely Brothers

& Co., A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.

and Manhattan Soap Co.

Write for details, availa-

bility and rates.

.
"Betty .*>fn Bon"

brings you new ^rchandiaihg features never

before offered wiiti^a Syndicated recorded thptv.'

die-Recording Division
National Broadcasting Company

RCA Building, Radio City, New York
Merchandise Mart, Chicago

. : Sunset and Vine, Hollywood

Tyrone Power, guesting with his

wife, /Annabel la, >yith Larry Clinton,
and mayor of Cincinnati (a crack ad
libber ) on a IVox Pop' from that city
night before premiere of 'The Mark,
of

;
Zorro,! .proved he had. not forgot-

ten his u.iherih.'f days (mentioned),
when he gave '21' as answer to num-
ber of arinlels on a row of 20 seats.

Power also showed he; had a long
memory for pictures in which he had
appeared, correctly . fittin*1

:' 'keyed'
queries, to a number of them.

• WFBR,
:
Baltimore, 'Carnival of

Fun,' sponsored by the Gibbs Pack-
ing Co., last year after Suburban
Club Gingerale went off the; aiiy re-
sumed recently with considerable
extra trimming ^iven to the weekly!
half hour . studio' shoW. . Added is a
full orchestra directed by George
Van Dofn, \vjth special . arrange-
ments contributed by Carroll. War-
rington and Edmund Cooke. Handled
by Brent Guntz and station produc-
tion staff, show has accomplished
the finish and color of a network
effort. A femme vocal group of
eight. Ray. Hall, comedian. Virginia.
Rawlings, doing a dumb dame and
The Three Girls, in Blue, compose
the cast which works around a gen-
eral audience participation which in-
cludes community singing, a roving
solo mike, comedy quiz and . other
novelties. Program is heavily mer-
chandised by Cahn, Miller and Ny-
berg, sponsoring agency. . Sent out
1500 telegrams and samples of com-
pany's products to grocers on show's
current opening .go. Also made
available window stickers to grocers
and distributed special portfolio con-
taining promotion hints to food
Drokers and wholesalers/ Studio pre-
yue also staged for. food retailers.
Alec GibSon arid Henry • Hickman
again at production throttle.

.

HARRY r. OELS1N
Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
WTRY, Troy, N. T. -

Quiz show held on atagt of Proc-

tor's theatre Saturday night and re-

corded for broadcasting following

afternoon, has hit a smoother stride

since it started some weeks, ago. Still

moving a bit slowly for loudspeaker
reception, it could be accelerated by
Parker without depriving contestants

of n fair chance to double their,win-
nings. Imposition of time limit

would step up pace. Present dawd=
ling over whether competitors want
to shoot for more money and then
in answering question, may be okay
in the theatre, but Via radio sus-

pense incident to .the gamble is

dragged but. Parker also could let

himself go on mild quips and re-

torts;, noticeable they landed with
chairholders, on one shot heard,

However, he should not make mis-
take of -kicking: around' an odd-
sounding name, regardless of wheth-
er audience; snickers. And might em-
ploy a less abrupt; darting, approach.
Also rough production edge could
be planed off. . : ,

.'.,

Half dozen trialeesi drawn from,
audience, begin with a dollar ques-"
lion and can go to $16, plus a chance
to wiii jackpot dough. Recent con-
.testants have included college stu-

dents, and a better showing has gen-
erally been made. Few of them
seem inhibited. Advertising (auto-
mobile insurance) is quite restrained,

for a local program. Jqco.

JUNE HYND'S GUEST BO0»K
With Sydney Mosley
Talk
30 Mins. ".'•'••

\

Thursday, 6:30 .
p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York
Miss Hyrid is one of the person-

ages in the NBC women's programs
division. On the side she conducts
a Guest Book program wherein
visiting celebs are interviewed. The
program is dressed up with a bit

of organluding and the giving away
of several sets of' NBC chimes for
the best letters written in.

... Possessing a pleasant speaking
voice, style and punching out intelli-

gent scripts, Miss Hynd had on her
program last week the one-time
London radio editor, . Sydney Mosley.
Together the gab flowed easily and
interestingly, he. likewise being an
experienced miker with', a regular
series just now on a local station.

Land'.

'CANADIAN CAPERS'
With Jack Penn, Alfie Noaket. Rl»

Bill Campbell, Jack Curtis, Boh
Ellis, Dave Miller, Pat BlrnoM
Maple Leaf Orch. ^ *

,a
'

45 Mins. '

.

Friday, 7:30 p.m.
BBC, London
When a thing's plenty corny over

here they give a sweet understand-
ing smile and

. tag it 'passable*. That
may explain this effort (13) by a
radio unit from Canada now on
this side. If the Maple Leaf turned
a bit yaller around the edge it was'
from wincing at-what'•'"was being
ladled out

. under the moniker of
both 'Canadian' and 'Capers ' Spread
barely limped.

:

.Lacking continuity arid polish- vo-
caling and such was

: spotty from •

the first pipe. Emceeing was close
to high school pranks arid teen age.

TODAY'S REVIEWS OF LAST ;

YEAR'S NEWS
With Bill Blvens
15 Mins.
CHATHAM IfOMESPUN
T-T-S, ' 5:30 • p.m.
WBT, Charlotte

(<Pahn y Miller & Nyburg)

v.' WBT's latest news show keeps up

a slow chant of last year's big news
items, which,

,
despite well -written

continuity and strong subject . inter^

^~

est; is a pretty heavy dose when it

comes in 1.5-minute
;
parcels of noth- ;;

ihg else but. Apparently announcer
Bill Bivens concurs in this senti-

ment, as: a tendency toward a sing-
,

songi.ng of items was marked by an .

abrupt, nbout-yoice ' when ... Bivens
realized Ivis lack-of-intcrest attitude.

.

Bivens has a deep, pleasing speaking .

voice and excellent diction, although -

he hangs 6n to about every' fifth

word as if it .were a lucky banknight
number.
Sound effect of a wireless to de-

note change of items is a weak prop,

issuing a slow wheeze. Programs'
are interesting lecture courses for

students of European history,- but
they need some deviation to break
the monotony of last year's diplo-

matic -mistakes. Commercials are

handled smoothly. .
Just.

^Information, Please' popped a
question last week about an Ameri-
can playwright 'who, has written
dramatic criticism within the past
10 years,' andi from it there de-
veloped a lively argument as to status
of George S. Kaufman wheri on
N. Y. Times. John Mason Brown,
guesting, insisted Kaufman was 'sec-
ond string critic,' that 'he even re-
viewed Walter Hampden.' Emcee
Clifton Fadiman declared his infor-
mation was to effect Kaufman had
been with dramatic

. department of
paper but never, held rank of critic.

Brown said present playwright had
covered many shows; ; Brown had
often seen him at premieres, al-
though Brown never actually wit-
nessed him writing a review^ Oscar
Leyant interjected *He used to write
plays while doing it (catching legit
shows);' Fadiman compromised with,
statement that 'no first string critic'

had authored plays within, period
set. He would not allow Levant's
contribution of St. John Irvine, quiz-
master stating the latter was an
Englishman.
Brown had previously named, arid

mildly ribbed, John Anderson; as one
critic who had playwrighted unsuc-
cessfully. He mentioned Anderson's
adaptation .of 'Inspector . General'
and a 'fairly good one' of 'The Fatal
Alibi.' N;. Y.. Post critic added An-
derson had written. ' awful play
whose name I. can't recall ; . It ran
four nights at the Gaiety theatre and
promptly closed.' . Levant: tabbed
Alexander Woollcott as' a critic who
turned out two failures, 'Channel
Road.' ,arid 'The Dark Tower.'
Richard Watts, Jr.. collected $15

plus a set . of encyclopedias; for a
stuinper on tunes from four shows.
•Brown quipped, 'I go there (to mu
;sicals), with my ears, but they stay
closed.' Watts is the N. Y. Herald-
Trib

:
drama critic.

'COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO'
With John McCormack, Vie Oliver,

Pred Eminey, George .Carney,
Arthur Fear, Marquess of ' Donne'
gal. Cicely Conrtneldge, Pat Kirk
wood, Phyllis Stanley, Dorothy
earless/ Daphne and Jack Barker,
Geraldo Orch. and C. B. Coohran.

60 Mlhs.
Saturday, 8 p.m.
BBC, London
'The Magic Hour of 8 p.ni.—

a

voice drew speciai attention to it—
sd show opened with a great theme-
melody • labeled 'Good Morning*. A
queer twist, to this melange with
which Charles Cochran teed-bff his
special for BBC. Too many people,
too many elements. Should come
over with shape instead of a stretch,

plus recognition of fact the medium
is radio and not window shopping.
Cochran is airing with It weekly;
this stanza was opener.
To Fred Emney goes kudos for

bright work with a meaning; fast,

laughable stuff and clicko. Re-
mainder of the acts sidled on, In be-
tween pauses,, /and. took their cus-
tomary whirl to leave behind them
an imprint with the depth of cello-
phane. One melody registered,
'Johnny One Note', and only tn
finale did a showmanly. hand give
to airing that certain touch which,
if it can hold on to and spread,
other weeks may yet see something
o merit the build-up. All material
sjguWuMzed^s^ng^nal^^^^^^

Ben Robertson, PM's London cpr-
respondent, heard cin . a CBS ^trans-
atlantic. He is probably unique
among overseas mikers; in that ac
cent is southern. -

Buffalo.—Phyllis Jesin and Charles
Saxe have, joined vocalist ranks at

WGR-WKBW.

BONNIE STEWART
With Sandra Carlton, Barb a r a

.
Wayne

.

Songs, Piano
15 Mins. ;-'

Sunday, 12 Noon
WEAF-NBC, New York
From KYW, Philadelphia, Bonnie

Stewart has been getting several

15-miriute siistainers a week, aided

by pianologists Sandra Carlton and
Barbara Wayne as accomp. Miss Ste-

wart has one of those interesting,

somewhat sexv yet not over-throaty
contraltos, that sells her pop ballads
well. Thev run the gamut from
'There I Go', 'And So Do I' to 'May-
be' and 'Two Dreams Met', also in-

cluding Miss Carlton's original com-
position, 'And So Goodby'.
Nice sustainer, and if backed , up

by any sort of personality—which
sounds promising in the abstract—
she'd make a good cafe bet, especial-

ly after her radio buildup asserts

itself. Abel.
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CIO 3^ Station
.Continued front page 33.

men thought there wag any reason

for going into what is a trade prac-

tice matter, especially since the

declaration o£ ethics has received in-

direct commendation.

After being on the air five nights

Weekly, the program was dropped

when the prior contract expired.

Under .the code; KYA explained, it

is impossible to renew agreements

for sale of time which Is prohibited

by. the industry agreement. In view

of theV; continuing .argument over

Federal labor: policies, rulings ; of the

National Labor Relations . Board, ac-

tions of .
various unions and their

leaders, it was felt that talks spon-

sored by the CIO frequently would;

be controversial in nature and thus

conflict with the requirement that

such material be .
carried on a

sustaining basis.

) !The issue raised in this' case is of

paramount importance to labor. It

threatens to make radio communi-
cation inaccessible to prgahized laibor.

fpr all practical purposes,' the CIO
chieftain protested^ 'To the contrary

•under . the code pursuant to which

this action . has been taken, era.

plovers, of labor are being afforded

the oppbrtunity to purchase time for

the dissemination of news adverse

to labor; In addition, the interpre-

tation of .the code of the National

Association of Broadcasters, as ap-

plied in this case, places organized

labor in its attempt to explain its

problems'.to the people of the country

-in a. category ^separate arid apart,

from pther interests ' our com-
munity.'

Wont Take Sustainers

.Rejecting the suggestions which

the NAB has made to members,

Lewis and the SF Union group

spurned 'offers of sustaining time.

When the question of continuing to

sell time to unions first iarose right

after adoption of the code, the. .trade

body . recommended each local pro-

prietor shouid'try-to Work out with

the Various labor outfits in his city

some schedule by which a period for

discussion of matters concerning

workers Would be regularly reserved

and distributed . among - the miscel-

laneous units desiring to reach the

public via: the ,
microphone; This is-

eritirely unsatisfactory- to the CIO.

. In a memo prepared by the San

Francisco group, complaint was.made

that: the interpretation :
of the NAB

code * one-sided. If comments of

labor speakers aire to be ruled con-

troversial, 'then every ; commercial

plug or sales argument On the air

• today is equally controversial,' the

union insisted. Particularly when
. industry sponsors commentators. :

.-, Trouble with the idea of using

donated time, from the CIO stand-

point, is the uncertainty about get-

ting, a regular booking. In this sit-

uation, the comments of labor,

speakers would be heard, only by the

dialers who happened to be listening

and the habit of tuning in for the

feature at a set hour would be nulli-

fied.
" '' '

'The gesture of offering free time

on rare occasions in
;
the..midst of

major disputes ' no substitute for

labor's right to use the air waves at

. all times and especially during peri-

ods when there is no. dispute what-

soever,' the Commish was fold. The

CIO charged that often employer-

sponsored commentators make biased

statements or distort the facts, with,

labor given .no certain opportunity

to reply or ' correct wrong impres-

sions. :

'. 'It must be emphasized that the

issue we are fighting here concerns

. our right to the use of the air waves
and' hot primarily a protest against

.. the broadcasts of /employers,' memo
continued. 'In other words,' we don't

say: If we are to be restricted, they

too must be restricted. We demand
equal rights, hot equal bans.'

While the FFC for the moment has

dodged the issue, it is likely there

will be further repercussions .

from
. the KYA incident." ^Possibility is

seen . in labor circles ' that the CIO
may endeavor to obtain a permit for

a station of its own in order to force
the Commish to take cognizance of
the NAB code clause and to drama-
tize the question, or just what is

covered by the obligation to serve
public interest. More likely that
some of Lewis' friends in Congress
will hop on the trade association and
toss incidental rocks at the regula-.
tors, although -most of the indi-
viduals who have been among the
leading critics of the industry and
the Commish are inclined to play
ball With the American Federation
of Labor rather than the rival

union crowd. ; C, •.
v ''

:

CKLW's Davies Chaplains

Royal Canadian Air Force
;

Detroit, Nov. 5.

Rev. M. C. Davies, of CKLW,
Windsor's 'The Quiet Sanctuary,' now
Is a chaplain with the Royal Cana-
dian Air Force at St. Thomas, Ont;
••• For two of his five shows a week
he personals in uniform. The other
days, it's transcribed.

Jones, Kimel Setting

Katz Agcy., CBS Deals

For mW, Mass. Outlet

David Jones, business manager.

and David Kiriiel,;-'sales manager, rer

Bpectively, of WLAW/, Lawrence,
Massi,/ Were in New York, last ' week
to set a sales.'•representation' deal

with the : Katz A'gency, Inc. .
Also in

preparation of going to the Columbia
network . Nov. 17, at which time it

goes to. 5,000 watts full time under
an FCC grant. :

:

.

,'. ,;.. -V

Massachusetts station Is due to play
a future role of increased importance
in New England radio

;
competition;

having a happily situated transmitter
at Andover, midway between Boston
arid the Merrimac valley. After Nov.

Delay Requirement That Stations

Washington, Nov. 5.

'

; More time to comply with revised

regulation requiring : all standard sta-

tions, to : make direct measurements

of antenna power iwas allowed last

week by the Federal Communications
Commission. .Deiay is due principalr

iy to the prospect that a good many
operators, in shifting frequencies to

conform to the allocation plan neces-
sitated by the Havana treaty, will be
altering their radiating systems. :

: Except for new stations and any

,„ x i- -l ^ :' changing theit present . directional
17 station

.
will, be on the air from ! tower arrays, the deadline has been

6:30 a.m. to 1 p.m, ... j.'
;

,\ .-J pushea back from Dec. 1 to June 1.

Meantime John D.. Malloy hks. been j The Commish expressed a hope,
promoted to; program-director, and

|
however, .that the job will be done

George Hickley succeeds Herbert
Brown as chief engineer -of WLAW.

Buffalo.—Bob • Turner is new on
WEBR spieling staff, succeeding John
Boothby.

as soon as possible, to prevent -a flood

of
:

last-minute reports that might
swamp the engineering staff.

In: some instances stations shifting

from one channel to another for the

March change-over will have to alter

their antenna resistance, the regu-
lators, noted. • So that engineers can
have ample flexibility in making the
adjustments, the rule •was changed
last Thursday (31), ' No time exten-
sion beyond June is. contemplated;
however. ..-.^

OK WNBG's Poorer Boost
Hartford, Nov.: 5.

; FCC has authorized WNBC,' Hart-

ford-New Britain,-; to up it's power

to 5,000 watts days 'and 1,000. watts

nights. Station formerly 1,000 days

and 250 nights. Station will utilize

new juice about March 1. Expected

to : spend in the vicinity of . $25,000

for new transmitter and other equip-
ment at.itVNew Britain transmitter

site.

Station—one of the Arde Bulova
clan—is also interested in 'FM.'

';

THE

"TEXACO STAR THEATRE,"
CBS, WEDNESDAYS,
9 TO 10. P.M., EST ;..;.'

ALSO :

"LOUISIANA PURCHASE,"
'..'' Imperial, N. Y.

Vo«(ri Arrangements aind Direction by

HUGH MARTIN
Perwnil Maniutement •'•

FRED STEELE
* *oolwfe,,B* VUmm, N»w York City
__. Snite «0f COInmbu 6-2142

Executives in radio stations, advertising agen-

cies and talent booking offices just can't keep

ir

people need it all the time in their work.

There's a solution to this problem.

BUY EXTRA COPIES.

FOURTH ANNUAL

VARIETY RADIO DIRECTORY
154 West 46th Street, New York

— AT —

NEW YORK
154 West 46th St,

CHICAGO
54 West Randolph

HOLLYWOOD
1708 North Vine St.

.
Please send. ... . * . ... .copies of

($5 per copy; |5.10 per copy In

. Cheek Enclosed ...

Name;.

Address

VARIETY RADIO DIRECTORY
New York City).

8end Invoics . :

City

Firm

> • *•.• •>•, t • • • • e . <» • • • .State

i • » • • *•;• « • • • '•• • _• • « • • *
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• , New York.

Editor, Variety:

: On Oct. 25, Lawrence Lowmari of

CBS wrote to all band leaders order-

ing a further increase in their use of

BMI music on sustaining program as

a prelude to the chains' complete

boycott of ASCAP starting New
Year's Day; The letter says that the

chains take this .action; because

ASCAP wants to increase the music
charge to them by oyer 500%. •- This

is just a made-up figure because they

have in the past paid nothing to

ASCAP for their music, uses, and
500% of nothing would still be noth-.

Ing.

\ The motive back of the boycott Is

not to save money—-it is to complete
the monopoly which the chains have
of the air. First, the chains own bjg

key stations; then, by contracts

- which are set out in .detail in the.

FCC Monopoly Report, they control

the time of a great number of affili-

ated, stations; next they built up their

own artists' bureaus, then their con-
cert bureaus and lecture bureaus;

next they own their own recording

companies and transcription firms,

;
then television; and now all they
need to effect complete, economic
control of the entire broadcasting in-

dustry is to establish control of

music. This is the last link of their

Chaining of the air.'
;

. To: forge this last link in their mo-
nopoly, they, promoted BMI. They
sold stock in this company to the
broadcasting stations after whipping

.them up into a white lather over: an
: -apparent controversy with ASCAP.
.The money was subscribed primarily
for the purpose of producing music,
but has been used principally for the
purpose of producing propaganda. It

is not a secret that as yet they have
. not produced a single good song;
writer Up to now, when stations

ask for music, they get promises, but
it's very difficult to lay a promise.

In spite of all that, however, the
chains demand that band leaders
play only BMI music starting New
Year's Day, Think what that means!

: Today the leader can select music
from the catalog of every publisher
in the country. Tomorrow he will
have to take music from only one
publisher, BMI: And this you must

.
remember: As long as the leaders are
free, to pick from every publisher's
catalog, they are the boss. When
there is only one publisher, he is the
boss..

If all the publishers, inside am
outside of ASCAP, can't produce
enough hits to go around, how can

. one single publisher, BMI, do so?
Under the enormous competition for
material, you know wliat will hap
pen. The chains' pet band leaders,
the 'office orchestra,' will get the
preference of the limited supply of
useable tunes. Those not one of
'teacher's pets' will be behind the
eight-ball for music so , far. as your
professional reputation with the pub-
lic is concerned.
Of course, that's the bandleader's

big problem. What is this going to
mean to orchestra' leaders so far as
personal reputation is concerned? If

you're cast in a good role, you are
good box office; if you're not cast in
a good role, you are not good box
office.

The leader's other problem, of
course, an. equally serious one,
namely, who is. going to repay him
for the investment he is now ex-
pected to junk? The chains insist

that leaders join in their boycott of
ASCAP music to their own financial'

detriment. •

; Let me make it very clear, that if

this boycott of ASCAP music is put
into effect on New Year's Day, it will
be only because the chains- definitely
want

.
i.t that way. Our doors are now-

open, for negotiations and have at
,
all times been open. If there are no
negotiations, it is because the chains

: refuse to negotiated
: They want, not

;
a

j
contract, not the availability of. the

American repertoire, but a complete
', and, absolute control of radio brbad-

" '
. casting.

John G. Paine,
General Manager.

American Society, of Composers,
;

Authors & Publishers.

Frank Bi Keltonv sbngpliigger, now
with Mills Music in New York, has
filed a. voluntary petition in the

N. Y. federal court, listing $100 in

assets, and $5,434 In liabilities. Kel-.-

i on - says he has. earned $500 yearly

during the past two years. Among
creditors are Bernard Prager, Feist,

rtc., busiries manager; $550 oh a
oan, Lee Nadell,: Hollywood, $120,

bh a loan, and Ted Fiprito, band-
eader, $100 on a loan.

Kelton, when he Was Louis Bern-
stein's son-in-law, was general pro-

fessional head of Shapiro-Bernstein.
ollowing 'Bubbles'. Bernstein di-

voice from him, he headquartered in

lollywood, only recently returning

to New York.

Al Freedman Managing:

New Chi Harms Office

Chicago, Nov. 5. •

Al Freedthan has been named man-
ager here for T. B. Harms which is

reopening its Chicago office. Freed-

man quit the local Surt music firm

to make the switch.. .•

Larry Daniels came in from New
York to take over the E. : B. Marks
office replacing Erwin Berke,

ASCAP'S

Irwin Dash and Reg Connolly have

formed Dash, Connelly & Co., Inc.,

to start in U. S; music publishing, in-

dependent of their own firms in Eng-
land. Dash heads the music house
bearing his name in London, and his

partner is head of Campbell, Con-
nelly & Co., Ltd., as well as.Cirie-

phonic Music,- besides being a direc-

tor of Dash's British firm.

Connellys on a visit to the States,

was caught . on this side, whereas

-

Dash, actually an American although
long domiciled abroad, evacuated un-
der U. S. order for all American na-
tionals in the' fighting zone.
Dash-Connelly's deal for Superior

Music has been .abandoned, both pre-
ferring to start .with songs from their :

British catalogs and, in time, buying
up some larger catalog with an
ASCAP rating. Fori a time they were
interested in using Superior as an
'ASCAP nucleus, but decided against

it because of terms with the present
management plus; a desire for a
larger firm.

Meantime they placed their

'There'll;Always Be an England' With
Gordon V.. Thompson of Toronto,
who has the North American rights,

while another excerpt, 'We'll Meet
Again,' by the writers of 'England,'

is the nucleus Of their own new U. S.

publishing venture.

Gene Buck; prez of ASCAP, -re-

iterates the 'dpor is always open to

the broadcasters' in answer to all

and sundry reports to the contrary.

The Society is willing to sit down
and talk a deal, .which may even lead

to a possible compromise; but, says

Buck, will not countenance any
radipites' blanket ultimatum to par-

ley on a per-program basis or not at

all.
:

.

•••

ASCAP admits that it's seemingly
a war of nerves, and while a few of

the Society's own membership 'might

scare - easy,' Buck's view is that he
cannot see how radio, broadcasting,

will permit its commercial users to

pass the Dec* 31 deadline without
some sort of a move to negotiate a
new contract; .'. \

:

;,::
'

Most
,
surprising, from the ASCAP

perspective, allegedly, is the fact that

the advertisers seem: to be. swinging
ong with BMI, but this is dismissed

by ASCAP as part of the war of

nerves.

Ted Shapiro's 'Handful of Stars,' from Metro's 'Hullabaloo,' is a tune
the pianistrcomposer has been tickling out as a thematic for some nine
years, in between Sophie Tucker's numbers. Shapiro, as her accompanist
for many years, would use it as an incidental strain. Four years ago
when Louis K. Sidney was producing Soph's radio show he suggested
Shapiro get some words set to his tune, but not until recently did Jack
Lawrence fashion it into its present shape. When Sidney again heard it

he spotted it as the theme of his first -Metro fllmusical production, 'Hulla-
baloo'.

"
' v!'-;'^..-:-"'

, V
'.'•

Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians is circularizing its ,

members with copies of a letter mailed to Arnold Johnson re: the $ro-
Willkie ad in Variptt last week. Letter takes Arnold to task for en-
deavoring to create the impression that, the ad 'represented the views of
802' antl condemns him for a 'deliberately misleading' presentatipn.

: Re-
prints of the: ad in question were handed out all of the latter part of last

week to musicians entering and leaving 802's offices in New. York.
Johnson, in turn, wrote Local 802 refuting its attitude.

Despite the threat of a break between the network and the American
Society of Composers, Authors arid ; Publishers Jan. 1 there assertedly has
been no letup in the inquiries made around 'the music business for ASCAP-
affiliated catalogs that may be available for purchase. The inquiries are
either from persons, already in the publishing business or from those, who
want to start a firm but prefer to do so on 'the basis of a. membership in

ascap.
. ..

: • . .

,' -
.

' [:.: :

.

•.

Harry Engel; who has been out of the music publishing business in recent
years,, now heads the Los. Angeles office of Broadcast Music, Inc. Latterly

he has been with the Fanchon & Marco talent agency . in .New York.

Publishing contract which Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has with Ray Noble
covers his Indian series only and does not include his other works.

LAG IN ORDERS

Report E. B. Marks Asks

$200,000 and Contract

If Catalog Goes BMI

Edward •B. Marks is still negotiat-

ing with Broadcast Music, Inc., for

the performing rights to his catalog.

Marks declared Monday. (4) that

several propositions have already
beeri submitted to him by BMI but
that so far the right one had. riot

come along.
Report in .the music industry has

been that Marks set as the basis of

a BMI deal an annual guarantee of

$200,000 and a contract for. 10 years.

It was also reported that BMI has
iii turn insisted that Marks provide
a warranty, for every copyright in

his catalog.- .

Columbia . and Victor Record com-

panies are curreritly wdrking at top

speed to fill the demands for classi-

cal and popular platters, both out-

fits shipping in unprecedented quan-
tities. . Columbia's two, factories, one
in Bridgeport, Conn.,, and the other
in California, are working 24 hours
a day. in three, shifts and,turning, orit

approximately 150,000 platters daily.
.' Victor's pressing capacities are be-
ing equally extended, .the company
working its machines in two shifts

of nine hours
;
apiece. \ However,

those two shifts are spread over
three plants as against Columbia's
two. Victor's production is centered
in Camden, N. J.,. Indianapolis, and
another also in California.
VBack orders at both companies are
heavy particularly in the recently
reduced price classical sides. Latter
have been selling so sharply that
their production is taking prece
dence over popular sides.

Columbia . recently instituted a
school to traih recruits in the opera
tibn of the pressing machines, not
only to add more men, but to cre-

ate a reserve in anticipation of na
tional ' conscription's inroads into

that field.

INSUBE WOODY HERMAN
Woody Herman Orchestras, Inc. t has

Insured the life of bandleader Woody
Herman for $150,000. Bought last

week, the policy is of a type that
covers him until he's 65.

Herman's group is currently at the
Strand theatre, New York. It goes-
back into the New Yorker hotel, New
York, Dec. 20 for eight weeks.

S, .tol

Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on
NBC (WEAF and WJZ) and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
Monday through Sunday (Oct! Z8-N6v. 3). Total represents accumulated
performances on the. two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol .

denotes film .song, f. stage musicqls; all others are pop? Parenthetic humcrdi
after the title indicates how many weeks the song has shown up in these
listings. . .

•'- '"'."•

GRAND
TOTAL
• "»•• 33

TITLE
Dream Valley (2). i.....

Thr.cc. • • • • »«••••;•'••.•

Practice Makes Perfect (14) . . . . . ... . . ... . /. .'.
.

.' ;

There I Go (14). .

.

....... , , . .y. . • • • >. -i • •

Ferryboat Serenade (9). . . . ;

.

'. '.
'. .V.

.
... .

;

Only Forever (10). . .Rhythm on the River; .

.

A Million Dreams Ago (9)......,............

.

Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square (3) . .

.

I Give You My Word (6 ) . . . . . ,\

Looking for Yesterday (9) . ... ...... . . . . . . . . .

.

^^sy^® ^ ? *.• •"• • • • • • • .• • • •. * • • • • • •• • * *

So You're the One (2) . . . .
.'.

. , ...... .-:

Two Dreams Met (3) . . . *Down Argentine Way
Blueberry. Hill (16); ... i.:'. .; . . . . . . ..

Same Old Story (14). . ; ............. . . . . . . .
...•'.

.

Now I Lay Me Down to Dream (8)

Our Love Affair (8) . , . *Strike Up the Band . ..

Trade Winds (13).... . . . . .. . .....

.

'i

;

;. i-l
". .;

.

I'm Nobody's Baby (20) .. .
. *Andy Hardy Meets Deb... Feist .....

There Shall Be No Night (2)... .. . . . .... Lincoln .

.

Rhumboogie ( 10 ) * .

.

: *Argentine Nights . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .Leeds ...

.

Orosstbwn (9 ) • « » ••,•*• • • * * > .• • • • S~S
I Hear Music (3) . : . Danqing on a Dime. . . . . ......... Famous
IHear a Rhapsody (1)... . ; /....i... BMI . . ... ;

.

Moon Over Burma (1). . .*Moon Over Burma. . . . . . . . . . Paramount
You've Got Me This Way (I)...*You'll Find Out. ..... . BVC . ....

PUBLISHER
. v.-. .Feist . * •;•

. . . M-M

. . . BMI ; ..

;

. .. .. BMI ... .

...
'. Bobbins
..

.-. Santly

.....ABC
« S*B i, • • •

.....BMI

. . . , . Berlin

. . . . . Robbins

..... BMI
-Mill'er

. ..... Chappell

...... BMI ..

.

. . ... Remick

......Feist_ ......

.

;." . . . Harms . :

Frenesi (1)

Yesterthoughts (1 )...;.. . . . .. ...

And SO Do I (12 ) . . . . . .

.

Call of the Canyon (14)

...... .
•; . Southern ,

. ....... . . . . . . Witmark .

I Want to Live (2) . , .tBoys and Girls Together. . . . . ; ..Crawford

• * * >.»•• • • • <

27

26

26

22

21

20

20

18

18

17:

16

15

14

14

14

13

13

,12

12

12

10

10.

10

10

9

9
9
8

8

8

Roy Webb batons 40-piece ;

. orches-
tra for scoring: of the Kay Kyser pic-

ture, 'You'll Find Out,' at RKO.

' In anticipation of inquiries oh the

subject, Harry Fox, agent and trus-

tee, informed music publishers Mon-
day (4) that a new phonograph rec-

ord label,
.
Tempo, had been duly

licensed by him and that,thevplatters

had been turned out by U. S. Record
Corp. for. Musicraff Records, Inc., of

New York. These records, he wrote,
were selling in chain stores ' at 29c,

but the publishers wereio receive a
royalty of 2c, which is the statutory
fee. '-..' .'•.'

.

,

The Tempo label was being tested
out from the merchandising angle,

Fox added..
'

Carol Hbrton takes over vocalist

spot with Charlie Spivak band this

week. She'* a newcomer.

Giveaway Uses Music,
'

Irvihg Berlin, Inc., Sues
Philadelphia; Nov. 5. ;

Irving Berlin, • Inc., filed suit in

U. S. District Court last Week for

an ihj unction Restraining the Penn-
sylvariia . Independent Oil C o. from
distributing song sheets at its gaso-
line stations in this State. ;

: '/;

W The songs were printed on the
back

,
of advertising prpmption hand-

outs given 'free to motorists...:;

' Enoch Light expects to begin re-
hearsals of a new band about mid-
November.

. Light is currently taper-
ing off recuperation, at his Danbury,
Conn., home from the serious in-

juries he suffered in an auto crash
in Massachusetts last suirimer,
" Leader will attempt to rehire most
of the band that was under his baton
when the „accident happened. Men
in that group stayed together for a
short time then disbanded.

Chet Foster and Bob Knight
cleffed five songs for 'Blohdie Goes
Latin' at Columbia.

. Miklos Roza awarded honorary de-
gree of Doctor of Music by New
York College of Music. /

Adolph
:

Deutsch was assigned ; . to
write musical backgrounds, and
handle the scoring for 'High Sierta'

at Warners. ,.
" :

/
y

'

Johnny Burke and. Jimmy Vain
Heusen .finished the scoring of Bing
Crosby-Bop Hope picture, "The Road
to Zanzibar.'

Universal bought two songs by
Milton Rosen and Everett Carter for
use in 'Where Did You Get That
Girl?' Ditties are 'Rug Cuttih' Ro'-
meo' and 'Sergeant Swing.'

George Stone cleffed 'Star of Love,'
to be sung in 'Her Father's Daugh-
ter' at Monogram.

Herbert Stothart assigned to direct
the musical score for 'Men of Boys
Town' at Metro.

JERRY V0GEL SUES TO

UNFREEZE ESCROW COIN

Jerry Vbgel, publisher, has brought

suit against Harry Fox- mechanical
rights agent and trustee, in the N. Y.

supreme court, for money that Fox
has withheld pending settlement of
conflicting claims on Vogel's copy-
rights. The amount named by Vbgel
in his action is $4,000.

Vogel has for the past several years
been particularly actiye in acquiring
renewal rights, either in full or .part,

on works originally published by
others; As Fox has collected on
mechanical licenses for such num-
bers he has put the money in escrow
until 'such time as the counterclaims
made by other pubs had beeri solved
by. either court .action or arbitration.

The contention of most of the dis-

putant-publishers -has been that the

rights held by Vogel \were not valid

since the writers had 'conveyed the.

renewel rights to Vogel on the prem-
ise that the renewal assignments pre-

viously made to the, original publish-

er were not in conformance with the

requirements of the copyright law.

Some of the numbers affected by
this dispute are 'By the Old Mill

Stream,' 'Goodbye, Sweetheart, Good-
bye,' 'Honeymoon,' 'I Wanna a Girl,'

'I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now/
'Some of These Days' and -Ta Ha Ra
Boom De Ay/ >
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Lombardo s Radio Burnup

Guy Lombardo expressed himself over the past weekend as irate

at what happened, to his sustaining pickup broadcast over WOR, New-

ark, Saturday night (2). He was scheduled for a 30-minute program

but when ai
:

the
i
end of 25 jninutes he had not played the re<i!uired six

non-ASCAP numbers he was cut off the air. The band had done five

such numbers and. it was Lombardo's plan to repeat one of them at

the end of his pickup.

In his resentment Lombardo asked that the Mutual wire be pulled

out of the hotel. He also stated that it was his intention to refrain

'

entirely from sustaining pickups and to devote himself exclusively tci

.

was straightened Monday (4)/by WOR, explaining that the incident

had been a . mistake on the part of somebody on duty in the WOR
studio. Lombardo was also told he would not henceforth be required

to do more than four non-ASCAP numbers per 30-minute program.

,

: Buenos Aires. . Nov. 6.

Whether or not U.S.A. Sales meth-

ods can make South America into

the mass market lor symphonic re-

cordings Is currently being .tested

here. Low cost distribution of al-

bums, successfully sponsored in more

„ than 50 U. S. cities by the National

Committee for Music Appreciation,

Were worked through newspapers

and musical organizations

South American distribution is be-

ing sponsored by the Instituto

Argentin a de Cuitura Musical, made
up of top drawer social names. Felix

A. Grisette, executive secretary of

the U. Si committee, flew down to

get the plan under way. Major dif-

ficulties were these
1 "

" •

'••'•'•''

1. Although the symphonies sold

for less than $3 U. S. (and about half

the normal price) the living scale

here is still so much lower than in.

the States that it was a serious

hurdle.
*

2. Number of phonograph users

here is small (no exact figures avail-

able).
;. '.

To get the. idea across to the local

distribs that .the plan would help
them, Grisette had German de
Elizalde, chairman of the institute,

invite them to the inaugural ban-
quet at which the idea was explained
to some 500 socialites. As a further

good will and publicity gesture,

representatives, of Some 15 inter-

American cultural groups were in-

vited to the opening of the Instituto

headquarters and presented free

albums. Schools, organizations and
clubs were also . contacted .

and
wherever possible speakers sent

around to play the music and. -

plain the idea.

While sales were high based On
local experience, Grisette pointed

out something that local business

men have learned from bitter ex-
perience: This is essentially high
profit, low-volume price market.
Response is also far slower than in

the States. In the U. S. it was pos-

sible to judge by the first monthly,
hot weekly, and sales sag in the in-

terim. There's also a tremendous
amount of credit buying, something
impossible for- the Instituto to at-

tempt.

Accustomed to U. S. sponsoring
committees which would get out and
work, Grisette also found that the
difference in temperament often

means that manana doesn't; mean
tomorrow but the day after or per-
haps next week. Advertising which
followed U. S. layouts and was han-
dled by the, Buenos Aires branch;
N. W. Ayer .ft Son brought a good re-

sponse but. produced some unusual
reactions. Afternoon papers, con-
trary to

. expectations, produced the
greatest draw.

,

While reviews of the records, in
the press were good, it was found
that many of the critics, including
those on the largest papers, did hot
own record-players—a tip off on the
public in general.

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has opened
a branch office in Newark for the
handling of licenses in New Jersey.
Arthur Rosencranz and Aaron Kane
JVill run the" office under the direc-
tion of Fred Erdmann in -the home
office. :'[.:;

Jersey area became directly: oper-
ated a few months ago. It had pre-,
viously been serviced by ,a lawyer in

.
Priv?^. pi;act|pev ,

'

;.: v; . .,' ..-'..

.-.''' v/. r J v. >•>•'

ON SHORT NOTICE

Teddy Powell Into Strand, N. Y;, in

Place of Delayed Owl* Nelson

Teddy Powell's orchestra goes into

the Strand theatre, New York, Fri-i

day (8) on a quick booking In place

of the originally scheduled Ozzie

Nelson. Latter was set back for two
weeks by mutual agreement and WiU
come in Nov. 22, probably with
Bette Davis' starrer 'The Letter.'.

: Powell will have the film 'Tugboat

Annie' and Jack Haley and Pris-

cilla Lane oh personals. :

Murphy at Famous Door

Spud Murphy band goes into the
Famous Door, New

;
York, for six

weeks Nov. 15. Outfits do two one-
nighters there before then however,
going Friday (8) and Monday (11).
Had already played . three, singles

at the spot.' .

'*.',';.
.

' /••'.';.' '

... .

IN BMJ-ASCAP

Declaring that hei represented a

major network, advertiser, a lawyer
pallets at the. home office of the

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers last week with

an offer of $15,000 for a license

covering an hour's program of mu-
sic. His client's program, the law-

yer stipulated, would have to hold a
license exclusively; for that particu-

lar evening on the network.

.. The lawyer was informed by John
G. Paine, ASCAP general manager,
that the offer entailed a policy which
was

.
entirely new to the ' organiza-

tion and that before it could be ac-

cepted the ASCAP board of direc-

tors would have to be; asked to

approve such a radical change, in

ASCAP's licensing structure.

ASCAP WINS OUT IN

NUISANCE LA. LAW

New Orleans, . Nov. 5.
: .

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers scored a

victory in the Louisiana
.

supreme,

court Monday (4) when the latter

declared the law requiring a tax on

collectors of musical royalties .un-

constitutional. Measure had been
passed through the pressure of the

late Huey Long and called for tax of

$5,000. on each parish.

ASCAP's local attorney argued

that his collections for 1939 for the

state were $65,297, whereas the law
would have cost ASCAP $320,000,

since there are 64 parishes.

Albany Gets Papers Of

Warren Pearl, Moskoytftz
Albany, Nov- 5.

. Music Management, Inc., has. been

chartered to manage orchestras, .etc.,

in New York. Capital stock is 200

shares, par. value.,

A. Edward Moskowitz, of New
York, is the filing attorney. He. is

also rlisted as' a,director. .'• -

Providence..
Editor,. VARiETy;

:

.-. This letter is '-,. not written . pro-
ASCAP or pro-BMI—but rather as
the middle man—being chiefly pro-
Rines. \ '^•':

.
-

I thought you might, be interested

.

-in an 'out-of-town' orchestra leader's
viewpoint concerning :,the ASCAP-
BMI: situation.

My orchestra is .currently playing
at the Biltmore : hotel here, and
broadcasts over the Colonial Net-
work (18 stations in New England).
Anticipating that we would need
non-ASCAP music for our programs,
I have had our arranger concentrate
on just that. I have found that our
nOri-ASCAP arrangements are ade-
quate for our radio shows, but the
people Who ;come to' our dining-room
keep requesting songs in the ASCAP
catalog. ^ .-

:•-'",

I am. required to play at least six

non-ASCAP songs on each half-hour
program. I am instructed that on
Nov. 11 I. will have to do at least

eight non-ASCAP songs, and by Nov.
25, 14- non-ASCAP songs on each
program. -

:

- v :

/'The only non-ASCAP songs that

the public have been requesting are
'There I Go,' 'Practice

:Makes Per-
fect' and 'Jeannie.' Now, then, I am
faced with a serious problem.
My band is an arrangement band.

I don't mind arranging non-ASCAP
music to fill the requirements of

•radio, but I also have to arrange the
ASCAP songs to

1

satisfy my. 'dining-

room patrons. I would, therefore,
have a; double expense for arranging.

In looking for a solution, this idea
has been recommended: Drop the
sustaining show entirely until the
ASCAP-BMI skies clear, and: in the
meantime take that money and buy
spot announcements on the local
stations telling about our appear-
ance at the Biltmore, and that listen-

ers can ; hear .their favorite songs
played by Joe Rines, etc.:

. This : solution would not answer
the. national program setup, - but
should answer it for all local shots,

Joe Rines.

Broadcast Music Sets Up

Performance Checking;

Hires Col. U. Expert

Broadcast Music, Inc., has engaged
a statistician from Columbia Univer-
sity to set up a performance tabulat-
ing system for it. BMI expects to

have its checking and tabulating
force at work, within a short while.

It is figured that this force can be
confined to a few persons since most
of the uses at the start will be- from
catalogs that are either in the pub-
lic domain or belong to firms getting

stipulated guarantees from. BMI.

NBC Yanks Road House Wires;

Electrical Conga

Influence of pop music, even
on pure science, is revealed in a
bit of whimsy by engineers de-
veloping a method of sending
electric power through the air

: riot' lighting lamps or running.
, machinery. ..

;''

; .Transmitted the
scientists, 'is composed of

.
dough-

nut-shaped copper tanks called

rhumbatrons to describe the
• rhythmic . surging of the radio :

.

/
waves within.'

BAN ALL ASCAP

Los Angeles, Nov. 5.

Harrison Holliway, KFI-KECA
general manager, last week ordered

all music ..controlled by American

Society, of Composers, Authors &
Publishers off sustaining' programs

originating at the two stations. Edict,

which became effective Nov. 1, per-

mits only the use of Broadcast Mu-
sic,. Inc., and public domain tunes
and was instituted at this time to

avoid confusion on the switchover
in the event the ASCAP-Brbadcast-
ers breach " not healed by first of

the year.

Claude Sweeten, music director;

Glan v
Heisch,. production ' manager,

and. Jack Owens are. rewriting most
of the themers.

HOTEL MEN CO-OP WITH

RADIO IN ASCAP FIGHT

American Hotel Men's
. Ass'n has

yielded partly to radio's plea for co-

operation in the fight against the
American Society, of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers. The hotel men
have been asked by the chairman
of their association, H. P. Somerville|
managing director of the Hotel Wil-
lard, Washington, to make as much
use as possible of BMI music.
Somerville in a report distributed

among hotel men stated . that he
wasn't urging them to drop their-

ASCAP licenses but that after they
had made this, use of BMI music
they could decide whether they
could or could not get along without
ASCAP.

Bon Bon, colored singer who left

Jan Savitt recently, is doing a. sin-

gle; at the Hotel Lincoln, New York,
backed by the Tony Pastor band.
He's working on an idea of a band of
his own with backing of Mrs. Maria
Kramer, owner , of the Lincoln.

;

'This incorporation- represents the

newly organized management part-

nership. ;of Moskowitz.:and Warren
Pearl, former treasurer of the Gen-

eral Amusement Corp. They have

the Bobby Byrne and Johnny Long
bands. . . , .<•;. . , t-r . •.»

f ;
'

'

' '" '
••> ; - v.:

'

'.' :> ( )

Several publishers have .
declared

during the past week that 'they -pro-

pose to gear their business, should a
break occur between . radio and
ASCAP, to the expected . spread in

popularity 6f^ public domain music.
It is their plan to check the copy-
right of- every ri.umber of foreign

origin plugged repeatedly over the
air and in the event they .find that

it is not properly protected the com-
position, will be put out by them-
selves 'in

' competition with .BMI ' or

publishers affiliated, with it.
,

These publishers pointed out that

heretofore they .have not gone to the
trouble of checking the domestic pro-

tection of such numbers but that it

their ' own works are. • barred from
the air'jt.w'ill^be :.e'xp^die^t;fq.r then)

to capitalize on :

the compositions that

are r/epeivjng exploit^tioa'frgm ;

r/iclio.

SH0USE SIGNS WITH BMI

WSAI Commits Self, but Does Not
Exclude ASCAP

Cincinnati, Nov. 5.

Ih sighing a BMI contract Friday
(1) for WSAI, . .James . D. Sho.use,

general.manager of Crbsley stations,

stated, that the action did hot neces-
sarily mean WSAI will not sign an-
other ASCAP .. contract . when the.

current one expires.

Shouse . emphasized,- however,, that
WSAI will not renew with ASCAP
on its presently proposed terms.

On the theory that it doesn't have
enough sustaining wires to supply

bigger hotels in New York arid . the

middle west, NBC has pulled out all

remote pickups from smaller roadside

spots in jjew:. jersey. Places efTected.

are Donohue's, Mountainview, which
has Cecil Golly 's ; band, but replaces

him Friday (8) with Tiny Hill; Rus-

tic Cabin, which has had Glenn Garr

all summer; and the Brook Club,
Summit, with Gus Steck. Each had
several wires weekly. Frank Dai-
ley's MeadOwbrook, Cedar. Grove,;

N. J., wasn't disurbeC because its

talent policy is concerned only With
name bands.. Bobby Byrne is cur-
rent there, but he's to be: replaced
Nov. 12 with; Jimmy .Dorsey.

:

;:

New policy has been introduced
by Sidney Strotz, NBC's new pro-
gram chief. • Strotz comes from
NBC's midwestern headquarters.

Wires that have been taken from
the Jersey spots named will : be used
to fulfill commitments to larger\ New'
York places which have not been
getting the coverage, they should,
and to devote more time. to. outfits

situated in other cities.

Attorney Louis Nizer was named
exclusive attorney and represerita--

tive of General Music Productions,

Ltd., of London, this week. Initial

cabled instructions' authorize Nizer
to make deals with BMI for use: of
their compositions in U: S.

Nizer informs . Variety • that only
first cables had been exchanged with
G. M. officials. Consequently, he
would not know until later what
works would be made available or'

what sort of a pact would be made
with BMI.

.

For Skpiro, Bernstein

At Oosephine'

Brad. Hunt band has left Pitts-

burgh for limited stay at Tantilla
Gardens

.
Richmond, : Va. Third

return engagement there for Smoky
City outfit,

.'i-H.i'

Trial involving the present owner-

ship of 'Come Josephine in My Fly-

ing Machine' came to ah end Monday

(4) in the N. Y. federal court, wheni

Judge Grover Moscpwitz' reserved

decision arid gave both sides until

Nov. .22 for briefs and the 29th for

reply briefs. Plaintiff in the action

Is Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., who.

registered the original : copyright,

with the defendants being Alfred
Bryan, Fred Fisher, Fred Fisher

Music Co., and Famous Music Co.

Last day of trial saw Blanche Ring
take the stand for the defendants

testifying that she sang the song in

February of 1910 at the Herald
Square Theatre in N. Y. for the first

time, , Miss Ring's former manager,
Frederic McKay, appeared for the
plaintiff and testified that the singer
sang the song at a later date in the
Majestic-'.Theatre;. Brooklyn,'' for the
first time. :. Fred Fisher again took
the stand in his own defense.'

Controversy involves the time of

the writing :Of the song.
.
Fisher and

Bryan, the authors,
:
were emioyed

between 19 10-11 by Maurice Shapiro
as writers and under the law as it

stood a.t that time, any of theiiv.music;

belongs to their" employer including
all renewal -rightsi - The defendants
claim • the song was written before
they entered ..Shapiro's- employment:
and that .the .renewal

\
rights ' were

rightfully theirs.- The. song was as-

signed' by. Maurice. 'Shapiro'-; - to'.

Shapiro, Bernstein in 1910, who pub-
lished it.- It will be up to the court

to, decide the! actual, date of the 'writ-

ing of the song, which wiii then dev

termine '.it* bWnership; - An injunc-v

j

tion ..
:

and an .

' accounling '

.

' being

!.
sPV,#rt\ . //V) \-'. .'. i j><

*

.

t,

t

a
i
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COPACABANA, N Y

: Ramon & Renita, Juanita Juarez,
Fernando ' Alvarez, . Pancho and
Fausto Cdrbello Orchestras, Samba
Sirens (6) ; staged by Marjery Field-

ing, .costumes by Beatrice Ammi-
down and Miles White; decor by
Clark Robinson,

'

f2 and $3 minimum,

Monte Proser, who parlayed a

zombie into a~ big business now
comes up with a chichi .

room, the
Copacabana, on East 60th, the

site of the old Villa Vallee, and un-
der Clark Robinson's decor the
town's prettiest nitery. It's class

without being as stiff as the Monte
• Carlo, for instance, which undoubt-
edly rates -With the tops . in the Big
Town's atmospheric cafes.

: As., the Copacabana billing
" indi-

cates, it's further iri !the tropical
nitery cycle of • which . there is a
plenitude these- days. : When Proser,

et al. clicked with their Beachcomber
. on Broadway, that started a wave of

South Seas and congarhumba atmos-
phere ;

joints. Unlike the. Winter
Garden theatre venture, this is domi-

" nantly a~ Proser . solo
:

enterprise and
• he has a very likely entry, if he
. boils , his show down.

: For one thing, .with the excellent
Pancho : and Fausto Corbello bands
he needs but little hors d'ouvres to
round it out. The room is. a natural
attraction; with its palmetto motif and
a generous . expanse of mirror

'i through which most view- the show.
^The. design is alsb odd in that those
at the. elevated bar, whether sitting
or standing, have a . good view of the

froceedihgs.- The banquet' perches
ikewise afford excellent vantage, so
that some of those bothersome
pillars, jdespite the ingenious decor,
can be discounted.

Jack Entratter, last at the Storks
- Is managing director for Proser and
an asset as the spot's No. 1 greeter.
Dante, from the N. Y. Fair's
Federal Bldgw is the headwaiter, plus
socialite hosts like Jack Sterling, et
al. The Copacabana is intended for
that kind of a draw, which is the
more reason for .trimming . the show.
Ramon ktid

. Renita, or some other
dance , team, along with: the two
'bands, are about all necessary. As
. It is, the present, ballroomologists do
too much. .They do their own very
competent ^ routine and then he
pirouettes with the six Samba Sirens,
champ lookers from the current
Broadway musicals, who go the
SOuth American way after their own
stage chores are through.

The: South American ingredients
are quite authentic. For example,
Juanita Juarez, songstress, for a time
at La Conga, Is from Rio de Janeiro,
where her husband was the maestro
at the Atlantico casino. . lie now
accomps her here. Fernando Al-

varez is a personality kid and m.c.

from the Casino da Urea, also in Rio,

with emphasis on his Portuguese
chansons. The general aura is in

..line with the Brazilian motif, and
it shapes up as a gay little show;, but
for the. fact that, class cafe, audiences
these days . want their nocturnal
divertissement in capsule form.
Proser undoubtedly will prune .that

down to size. The Copacabana is

Rio's smart beach district and also
.,

the name of that capital's No. 1

casino and restaurant. :

, V Situated around the corner from
Felix Ferry's Cafe Pierre, that gives
that 60th and Fifth avenue sector a
new focal point for the night loafers.

V Abel.
'

VOGUE ROOM, CLEVE.
(HOTEL HOLLENDEN)

Sammy Kaye continues his swirig-
ahd-sway effectively at the Hotel
Commodore, N. Y„ with virtually his

band intact and doing bullish busi-

ness in this hostelry's Century Room.
A little extra fillip this season, is

the addition of Grayce and Graham,
nee Bernhardt and. Graham, with
svelte ballrdomology although, at. the
dinner show caught, they aren't re-
prising any of their Brazilain samba
stuff Which they featured so effect-

ively at the Brazilian Pavilion at the
N. Y. World's Fair. They probably

,

extend themselves at the supper ses-
sion, ' but essentially Kaye is the
draw for the youngsters with his
dansapation. .:

•

. Cleveland, Nov. 1.

. Sigrid Dagnie, Floretta and Boy-
ette, Rex Weber,

.
Marion Arden,

Sorelli, Dean ' Martin; Sammy Wat-
kins Orch: $1.50. minimum.

Five of downtown?s nitery toppers
are slugging each : other in a battle

for musical prestige arid the winter
trade, but the Hollenden's Vogue
Room' is more than holding Its own.
among the hostelries. By bringing
back Samniy

.

' Watkins' Cleveland
crew, always ah ou.tstandingV fa.ve

here,, and Rex Weber on his 16cal
hotel bow, this spot is retaining the,
clientele it was in danger of losing
when the Statler's Terrace Room
went Cuban. >•'

Watkins, who shrewdly groves his
dance rhythms for them, is more or
less responsible for it. Always . a
good mixer, he knoWs all the regu-
lars, as well as their fave songs, by
name. That type of distinctive per-
sonality is becoming more rare in
this era of machine-lathed bands and
poker-faced maestrds. i Outfit also
sounds, well, with a refreshing lilt

and a smoothness to its few rhumbas
that lure . the older generation.
Nostalgic semi-swing arrangements
of old . pop numbers are its longest
suit. For another asset, Watkins has
acquired a new vocalist, Dean MarT
tin, Who backs a personable kisset
with a warm, low tenor and an
agreeable mariner.. '

Sigrid Dagnie leads off with :• a
couple of Andalusian song-and-
dance bits; she's, the show's best
looker. With Spanish ac'erit and gen-;
erally Spanish-flavored act, she's
dressed up in a neat gown of bur-
gundy and chartreuse that reveals
her oomphy chassis, Toe-spinning
closer's more natural and effective
for her .talents.

Floretta and Boyette, husky jack-
of-all-arts, catch on with a pot-
pourri of mind-reading, magic and
broad gags that are reliable laugh-
pullers. Offer of a glass of cham-

pagne if telepathic stunts miss fire

always gets a customer to act as a
stooge, which gives a zest to the
hokum and hocus-pocus travesty ;

Weber, well remembered here for
many ; vaude appearances, is some-
thing strictly .different for the Hol-
lendeh: His, standard routine of

-

ventriloquistic singing seems more
amusingly novel in this intimate
room- than it does in a large-seated
theatre..; A veteran of astute show-
manship, he hokes up his mugging
without over-accentuation, quieting
the fork-rattling customers through
a /rood piece of pantomirne re his.
hairless pate. Dick POwell imper-
sonation puts 'em in right mood for
his by-now classic

:

'Brother, - Can
You Spare a Dirne' and a satire on
'Old Black Joe,' Which is as corking
as ever. Marion Arden doing fine
job at piano- during lulls, with Sorelli
working <. neat character-readings at
tables. ; Pullen.

(Week ending Nov. 2, 1940)

BLUE ROOM, N (X
(HOTEL ROQSEVELT)

, , Neil) Orleans, Nov. 1.

Art Jarrett Orch, .Coleman Clark
and Billy Willard, Dancing Theo-
dores, Stuart . Margan .'. Dancers,
Ginger Harmon,

.
Carolyn - Clarke.

Town's leading nitery continues to

dish out choice entertainment whose
every item registered with first

highters. Art Jarrett's crew, mak-
ing its bow here, drew large house
at inaugural, and since, spot is. only
one dishing up live talent without
stinting on the budget, it looks like
business will •• be big for the re-
mainder of his engagement.

Jarett's aggregation tosses off swell
dansapation which kept the dance
floor

:
Crowded and, the tables empty.

He handles the audience and him-
self • smartlyv Band has a distinctly
brassy style based firmly on rhythms.
His brass was a little too loud at
show, caught.. Following night,
which was Halloween, floor was so
jammed dancing was only a rumor,

of
n

of

THE IRWIN DASH MUSIC CO., LTD. d CAMPBELL, CONNELLY MUSIC Co., Ltd.
London, England London, England

ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR NEW
OFFICES AND FOR THEIR FIRST SONG
OFFER THE RECENT RAGE OF ENGLAND

"WE'LL MEET AGAIN
By the Writers of THERE'LL ALWAYS BE AN ENGLAND'

AND DANCE ORCHESTRATIONS
WRITE r- WIRE— PHONE

TO

DASH, CONNELLY, Inc
1619 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Phone: Circle 5-7940

Ferryboat Serenade .... ............ ....... ...v.....;..-. . . . . Bobbins
God Bless America. . . . . . .

.'

. .'. . . ........ , , . ; , .Berlin

•Orily Forever ('Rhythm on the River')
. .Santly

. ; Trad© .'Winds . » . . . ; » . . ...... • ••. • ;.. ........ ;'«,>. . .>.,-,Harms
Shout, I Am an American. .......

; ..i.,.Mercer
. IVX&ybc * • •> «

.•'» • • • • § • • • ? >.» • • •>v •.• • • * • • h • * « • • • • *. • v i' » » , t Roljbins
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Blueberry Hill • • • • • • . . v ..... • .. \ » *% • • . , » • .Chappell '

..' "He s_ XXriclo *• » * » • * • • » * • •* • • • • .• • • • • • * • « • * • • •.*•. B^^G
Our Love Affair ('Strike Up the Band'). . . . . ; . . ; . . . ..Feist

!

•Down Argentina Way ('Down Argentine Way'), .v. ...... ...Miller

A Million. Dreams Ago . ... v ..... , » . ...... .. . . . . .ABC
When the Swallows Come Back. . . . . . . . ... . ... .... iWitrhark

C&H;!. of ,.the Csnyon, • • • * * • • • • • • * « • * • » *-.* • • • » • • * *« «.v . • • , • t » S^B •

. There X Go. • • .* • •,» • • • * v • • • • * • • • • • BA/Xr

\FUmusical

spot doing largest business in

months. '

Jarrett opens the show with two
unusually good numbers, 'It's A Long
Day Tomorrow' and 'Beguine.' He
has nice pipes and appearance which
should make him popular with the
femme contingent.
Show is topped by the Stuart Mor-

gan Dancers, a spectacular troupe
comprising three husky males and
a tiny blonde looker with a nifty
chassis. She gets tossed from one end
of the floor, to the other, act getting
plenty of palm-pouhding.
Running a close second for ap-

plause is a team of table tennis ex-
perts who treat patrons to a novel
act. Coleman Clark and Billy Wil-
lard give an able demonstration of
the difference between ping pong, as
the amateurs play it, and table ten-
nis as experts do it. The act carries
third member, Bob Larimore, who
announces game, leads the cheering
sections arid urges members of the
audience : into trying their hand
against Clark, who spots them points
and plays sitting down. Crowd got
kick out of it. -

.
The Dancing Theodores are suave

ballroom dancers whose routines are
smooth and graceful. Got fine hand!
Ginger Harmon sings better • than
she dances. Her pipes are strong
and clear, coming over the loud-
speaker, with solid effectiveness and
tonal quality. Act would benefit
from elimination of her jitterbug
routine. Carolyn Clarke, looker with-
band, contributes several vocals in
pleasing voice to get her share of
applause. '.:, -

,

'

:

'

Jarrett emcees nicely. Following
show, band plays request* tunes, for
dancing, Jarrett singing the vocals.
'

:
'

•
' Lhizza.

Minnesota Terrace, Mpls.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

Minnedpolfe, Oct.; 31.

Wilt Osborne Orch (16), Dicfc
Rogers, Dale Jones, Lydia and
Julesco, Arthur Murray Dancers
(2). /

In this recently redecorated Hotel
Nicollet room, the town's class spot,
Will Osborne's novelty arid dance
orchestra holds forth for a month's
engagement and provides a calibre
of music and entertainment fully up
to the spot's high standard. Dis-
pensing a brand of sweet swing
which occasionally goes torrid, the
band fully satisfies the exactirig de-

mands of the large dance crowds
arid then comes through with lively
and amusing original numbers. For
the low ceiling, compact room it's an
overly large musical aggregation,
and thus the one fault to be found
is;, the excess of volume. However,
this. lone deficiency undoubtedly will
be gradually eliminated.

. The, . orchestra comprises seven
brass, . four sax, one bass, piano and .

drummer. Osborne • is a suave m.p.
Who wields .the baton, too, of course,
and vocalizes occasionally. Arrange-
ments are tops and afford plenty of
opportunity for flash instrurnental
work which impresses, beguiles the
ears arid, enhances dancing enjoy-
ment. ; Numbers used during the
dancing sessions . include such pop.
pieces as Trade Winds,' 'Only For-
ever,' , 'Call of the Canyon'

: and
'Beguine.* The floor show has the
musicians In several original novelty
selections with, rich comedy twists.

Arnong these are 'Between 18th .and
19th on Chestnut Street,' 'Captain
Turnpipe,' 'Hungry for a Rhapsody,'
etc., some of which have the ihu-
sicians vocalizing. There's also a
swell arrangement of Ravel's Bolero/
..

In Dale Jones arid Dick Rogers,
the band has a pair of comedy
singers who land solidly. . Jones is a
big fellow With a funny face •: and
foghorn voice, arid his 'Wouldst
That I Kiss Thy Hand. Oh Babe', is

riotous. Rogers, a little, chap with
high-pitched pipes, clicks in a big
way with 'Danny Boy,' 'Shadrack'
and 'Dinah' in various dialects. Os-
borne vocalizes during 'Maybe,'
'Only Forever' and *Cail of the*

Pampas.' Special mention is riierited
by . the hot drummer man. Hack
O'Brien, who hits it up in 'Tuxedo
Junction.V The clarinetist, Karl
Kato, also is prominent.
Lydia and Julesco are a classy,

polished ballroom team, aces in ap-
pearance and' smooth In per-
formance. Their routines include a
fast tango and a waltz to a music,
box accompaniment. The- two Mur-
ray dancers illustrate the latest steps
and give instructions to the guests.

A fairly well filled room when
caught. Kecs.

Encore Miislp Publications, Inc.,

has been chartered in Albany to

conduct a music publishing business,

with principal office in New York.
Capital stock is $10,000, $100 par
value. Directors are: Philip Sha-
piro, Florence Wister and Mathilda
D. Miller. Leonard Zissu, of New
York, was filing attorney.

GOOD LUCK TO

DASH, CONNELLY, Inc.

AhdThanks, Irwin, for the Publishing Rights

in Canada and the United States of

ii

BE AN ENGLAND"
We've Already Sold Over

100,000 COPIES

Mfy You Have Many Another Great Song

GORDON V. THOMPSON, LIMITED

193 Yonge Street Toronto, Canada
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(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, to the estimated cover

charge business being donie by name bands in various New York hotels.

Dinner business (1-10 P.M 4 ) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price d

Hand -./Hotel-
.

Eddy Duchin* . . . . Waldorf (500; $1-$1.50) . .

;

Ray Heatherton . . .Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50).. . . . . .

.

gammy Kaye*. . , .Commodore (650; 75c-$1.50).

,

: ,

.

Ray Kinney?... ...Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).. ......

Kay- Kyser: ; . v . Waldorf (400; $1 -$1 .50 ) .

.

Guy Lombardo. , . Roosevelt (500; $1-$1';50 );. .

.'

. .

;

Abe Lyman*. . : . . New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50) .'.

.

" Glenn Miller .\ i'i. Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50 ) .

Tony Pastor> ...Lincoln (225; 75c-$i .50 ) . . . . .

.

• Asterisks indicate a supporting floor shouv although the band is the

major draw. [....''' '•

• J.
.•'.'••'

Covert Total
Past Covers

.

played Week On Date

8 950 9,120
..-.'7 : 225 1,550

2
•

..25
1,450 4,450

1,425 32,625

. 1
•

1,050 1,850

800 4,800

3 1,575 5,525

2,150 7,685

5 400 2,550

0nthe(^
':

- Bob Neidig and his crew in at

San Su San, Mineola, L. I.
'

Johnny Griddle and His Five Hot

Cakes beating . it put at the Turn-

pike, Hempstead, L. I.

Jimmy Walker's crew booked in

Tuesday (5) at the redecorated Casa

Loma, Franklin Square, L. I.

: Charlie Barnet .band plays his an-

nual week at the Apollo , theatre,

Harlem, New York; starting Dec. 6;

Week of Dec. 24 outfit will be at

Adams theatre, Newark.

Billy May, Charlie Barnet trump-
eter-arranger, shifting to Glenn Mil-

ler. :

Les Brown out Of action one day
last week to have' abscesses on left

eye lanced. Okay now.

. : Ben Bernte band booked to play
for ceremonies celebrating the open-
ing, of the new'- Patchogue hotel,

Patchogue, L. I.

was formerly with Sammy Kaye.
Gordon leaves the Edison hotel, New
York, tomorrow night (Thursday)

,

being,replaced by Mai Hailet.-

. Blue Barron band signed for Po-
liceman's ball, N6v. 20, in Memorial
Aud, Buffalo.

:

Fran Hines, WGR-WKBW tenor,

has replaced Tiny Scharz as vocalist

With Tommy Flynn's crew at

Arni* Buffalp.

Jimmy Palmer, vocalist with Bobby
Byrne, is

:

leaving that group. No re-

placement yet... Byrne is at Meadow-
brook, Cedar Grove, N;: J. .

. Benny Carter set for four weeks
at Trianon Ballroom, - Cleveland, be-
ginning Dec. 1. .",

Kitty Lane, former vocalist With
• Bob Chester, replaced the ailing Dil-

lagene with Woody Herman band at

•Strand theatre, N. Y., last week.
. She's wife of Jerry Johnson, ABC

» Music contacted; .
•:

.

Joe Glaser, Louis Armstrong, Les
Brown; Glenn Garr; etc., manager,
hopping on . sales swing through
Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, this

' week. •

Ray Herbeck band off Columbia
Records' Okeh label;

Jan Savltt copped trumpeter
Charles Hausfeld and bass Johnny
Cook from Joey Kearns . band at
WCAU, Philadelphia, last week.
Kearns turned around and lifted

Steve Markert, trumpeter,,from Ray-
mond Scott and Freddie Johnson,
bass, from' Clarence. Furman's- studio
band at .KYW, Philadelphia

George Ring, following long stay
at Bill Green's; Pittsburgh, , opened
indefinite engagement Monday (4)
at Edgewood; Club in Albany, N. Y.

-Herman
. Middleman his installed

:

«mall combo at Riviera, Pittsburgh,
replacing Max Adkins, who has re-
sumed post as director of house
crew at Stanley theatre.

Biiiy Arnold, Once Famed

In Paris. Is Sued By

Showgirl He Wed There

Paterson, N,, J., Nov. 5.

Billy Arnold; perhaps the best
known U. S. maestro, in France dur-
ing the 1920's, is Deing sued for di-

vorce by Mrs. Bobbie Arnold, whom
he married in Paris in 1926, where
she was a showgirl. Arnold W.
Guldamah, his name in private; life,

how operates .nitery, the. Club
Rendezvous, here, Eleanor M: Ryan,
quondam r chanteuse at . the Rendez-
vous, is ;named co-respondent. The
Arnolds have . an eight-year-old

daughter.
Trial, which started this past week,

has been bound over until Nov. 13.

EADIE LANGE LOSES SUIT

Court Doesn't Support Her Damage
Action Against Band Leader

Philadelphia, Nov. 5.

The U. S. District Court on Thurs-
day (3D threw out the suit for $41,-
900 damages filed by Eadie Lange,
nitery warbler; against Vincent
Lopez,- Miss Lange, niece of the late
Eddie. Lange, musician .and song-
writer, charged that Lopez had failed
to keep his promise to hire her and
caused her a loss of $16,900 in sal-

aries and damage to her professional
reputation amounting to $25,000.
She testified that on March 13, 1939,

Lopez made his promise to sign her
up for his band at $65-arweek,: and
$150-a-week if she got outside book-
ings. Four

,
days later she entered

suit.; • >;

Lopez declared that he fully in-
tended to hire Miss Lange 'and .had
even instructed 1

his lawyers to draw
up contracts but had., dropped the
idea when the gal instituted suit.

.

1.'didn't want to have anything to
do With a girl who treated me - like

that,' he said. The Court concurred.

Into Red

Columbia Broadcasting System was
given the go-ahead

.
;
signal by -the

American; Federation of Musicians
last Wednesday (30)

:

, and that night
resumed broadcasting remote, sus-

taining band -pickups*
: .; Bands ,had

been off CBS for two and, a half

weeks after James C. Petrillo, AFM
head, had ordered a strike against

the net..

Two . CBS affiliated outlets,

WADC, .Akron, Q.„ and WGBI,
;

Scranton, Pa., had been fighting With
AFM locals in those towns.

Columbia Discs Add
Joey Kearns, Les Brown

Columbia Records' sighed two new
bands last Week for its Columbia
and Okeh labels. Joey Kearns,

studio band at WCAU, Philadelphia,

was taken on for the 50c sides.. He'll

begin recording next month onr a
year's contract.

Les Brown's band, former Blue-

bird cutter, has been scheduled as

an Okeh outfit. Starts first sides in

couple of weeks.

Edith Caldwell (Mrs. Chick Floyd)
has retired as femme vocalist for
Leighton Noble at William Penh
Hotel's CRatterbox, Pittsburgh, and
orch is how, without a gal singer. :

• Francis.; Murphy- orchestra is

broadcasting on late evening' spots
over WOKO from Stuart's, new Al-
bany restaurant and club. . Charles
Blanchard, long a tenor singer at
WGY, and John McCullough,
brother of Annette McCullough,
WGY warbler, handle : the vocals
with Murphy's band.

Tommy Reynolds' band is Off the
Columbia Record Okeh -label, .the
first outfit, to go out under the ex-
pected hpuseolennnig.

'

Vtmk Bedella's South American
Marimba Band (Argentines) is now
the .second orchestra in Rainbo
Room ot New Kenmore . Hotel, Al-
bany, Terry Shand's being the first.

.
Bob Ncrron added to the trombone

section of Gray Gordon's band. He

George Damerel, Nov. 4, indef..

New Colonial 111, Singac, N. J.

Woody. Herman, Dec, 13, Fox the-

atre, Philadelphia, week. ...

:jimmie Lunceford, Nov. 9, Snell's

Dancing Academy, Syracuse, N. Y.;

22, U. of Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.;

23, K. of C. Halli. Rochester, N. Y.;

24, New Civic Aud * Buffalo; 25* Nu
Elm B., Youngstown, O.; 26, Aud.,

Cleveland; 27, Savoy, B„ Pittsburgh;

28, Chestnut Hall, Harrisburg, Pa.;

29, Odd Fellows . Hall, Wilmington;

30, Brooklyn Palace, Brooklyn, N. Y.
' Ben Cutler, iTov. 23, indef., Edge-

water. Beach hotel, Chicago.

. Emile Coleman, Jan. 8, indef;*

Ciro's, Hollywood. :

' v . > '. V

"Del Courtney, ' Nov. 16, Blossom

Heath, Oklahoma City. .
.

. Claude Hopkins,
; Nov. 28, George

F. Pavilion, Johnson City, N. Y.

Vaughn Monroe; Nov. 23, Commo-
dore B., Lowell, Mass.

.'.Carl Ravazza,' Nov . 14, Plantation

C., Dallas, week; .22, indef,, Niccol-

let hotel, Minneapolis. '-f-

. Teddy Powell, Nov. 15, West End
theatre, New York.;:;,;

Gene Krupa, Nov. 17, Savoy ;B.,

New York. .

'.. :

vEddy Brandt, Nov. 12, indef,,

Geprg«. Washington: hotel, Jackson-

ville, Fla. ...

'

•

, ^ •

Ralph Barlow; Dec. ,1.. indef., DeU-

wood B., Buffalo.
; v

Coin Machine Operators

To Hoof in Person At

W#>r^
Will Bradley's band is ' dowh to

play for the New; York Coin Machine
Operator Asosciation's third annual
shindig at the. Waldorf, hotel, N.. Y.,

Sunday (10). Bradley is a Columbia
Records artist.

Victor: Records: will run in as

guests- Glenn
.

Miller, • Sammy . Kaye,
Lanhy Ross, Yvette, Dinah Shore,
Mitchell Ayres, Erskine : Hawkins,
Bea

.
Wain, Abe Lyman, Gray Gor-

don, Ray Kinney* and others, and
supply Henny Youngman as m.c.

Youngmah recently cut a platter of

gags for Victpr's Bluebird; label.

Count Basie and Music Corp. of

America, which . books him, are at

the moment at odds over a question

of commissions. Argument may re-r;

suit in Basie disbanding his group

and,, joining Benny Goodman* with,

whom he's currently filling one-night

dates while his own band lays pff.

Threat to join Goodman permanently

is- tb. force.MCA to accede to his'de-

mands for a more 'equitable adjust-,

merit'; of commissions pn his earhr';

ings. : .. ] . ;

Through Willard Alexander, of the

Wm. Morris agency band department,

his .personal manager, Basie is ac-

cusing MCA of bad management and

poor rPjiting of ohe'*nl^hters with the

result that .trarispbrtation and other
road expehsei;.leh his band $11,000 in

the red last year while MCA gar-

nered a profit of $19,000 in commis-
sions over the same period. He wants
MCA to fix a sliding scale of cpm-
missions based on the amount of his

earnings instead of the straight 20%
taken by ail agencies for , booking
one-night dates'. . According to Alex-
ander, MCA hasr agreed to drop its

tak^ from 20% to 15%, but refuses

to go for Basie's sliding scale de-

mands.
Basie . has six single dates in New

England for the Shribman office .be-

ginning : Nov. 6. Alexander says .if;

the. situation isn't adjusted by the

time ; they - are 'completed Basie will

break iip his bunch and join Good-
man. .'.

?'

MCA and Basie got/ together on

the question last week and the leader:

was told that there may be an ad-

justment of the disphted commis-
sions if he: is willing to accept nor-

mal dates that are . offered '. by the

agency. According to MCA the

leader has .. .been turning down, on
the advice of his managers; dates

that- did not require much . traveling

and which were booked at>good fig-

ures. State that a week at the

Royal theatre in Baltimore starting

Nov. 1 was. nixed, a date' at the

Tropicana, : new New York -nitery;

and t\v6 weeks at the Brunswick
hotel, .Boston, got the same turn-

down, among other one-highters.

MCA says Basie's intention of

dropping his band and-joining Good-
man may be so, if it . is there's noth-
ing they can dp about ; it; .

His con-
tract with the office as a leader has
several years yet to run . but there's

nothing to prevent him from giving

up his band and going on his way.
On the poor management charge
MCA says that, booking a colored

band has its natural limitations and
those are made more, difficult when
a leader repeatedly turns down
work offered.

Curious angle oh the whole thing,

is that Alexahder originally signed
Basie to the . contract terms which
he (Basie) is . how ' objecting to.

Alexander was ah executive at MCA
until he left to j oin ;

the Wm. Morris
agency. •'/,•*

. :.
;

'.'.;
*

Los Angeles Palladium In

Flashy Opening; 6,500

Pack in for Tom Dorsey

:

> :•''.- Hollywood, Nov. 5, :
/'

Palladium, town's newest dancery,

knee deep in the cinema colony, had

its flash opening last Thursday night

(31) tp ai capacity- attendahce of 6,50b.'

Reserved space for diners brought

$5 a head./. Tommy Dorsey led off .

the . parade of name bands booked

into the hopfery for six-week stands,

Artie Shaw follows* with ;

;
Glenn

'

Miller, . Gene Krupa and. Larry Clin-

ton among the futures.;

Head of. the outfit operatirig the
ballroom, is . Maurice Cohen, onetime
indie film p'rpdu.cer., In for a heavy
slice of stock is '; Harry . Einstein.;

(Parkyakarkus).: Others : interested

financially are Peter Mole,; Lou
Brecker, M. Gottlieb, Wayne Har-
mon arid Ed Malley.. 'Considerable
picture coin is represented by these
names. ' Los Angeles Times, which
owns the site; put up the structure

for lease to Cohen arid hJs associates.

Downtown sheet participated; in a
similar arrangement for Florentine
Gardens, a few blocks away on
Hollywood boulevard. Building is

said 1 to represent .an investment of
$400,000.

Spot has- all the innovations of a
modern ballroom, with six Dart
scattered along the edges of tha
dance .floor # .arid, upstairs, dining
space. Scale for the estab is 75c for
men, 50c for women on weekdays,
With the tariff tilted a quarter in
both brackets on Saturdays and holl«'

days. Dinner goes for 90c.
'

; Earl Vollmer , is "assistant .general

manager of., the .Palladium; Alex
Moritbya, maitre de, and Albert Brit-
tingham, cafe head.

CHILDS MAY EMPLOY

MORE MUSICIANS

If the results, of an experiment at

one of their uptown New York
eateries pans but Childs Restaurants
will install orchestras in more of

their spots. :
String has booked a

small ' jazz combo to go into
;
103d

street, N. Y. brarich beginning next

Tuesday (11 ) , working, only in the

evening. Group is under Curt Hodes
and is composed of five piecies.

Childs for sometime has used
bands at its Times Square and 57th

street, N. Y. branches; Former cur-

rently usesi
Henry - Jerome's band

arid the latter, tagged the Spanish

Gardens; last week (29) opened with

Jerry Wald's group. •

;

MORRIS BOOKS ESSEX

Sets : Joe Relchman Jh Major New
: .- York Band Date

V'f

Joe Reichmari orchestra starts :an •

indefinite : run at the Essex House,

New
;
York, today, (Wed.) replacing

Shep Fields. Booking gives the Wm.
Morris agency; its second major hotel ..

job in N. Y., Will Bradley having .

been set some .weeks ago tb : go. into

.

the Biltmore hotel, Nov.. 11,
'

.

j

Reichman closed a week ago Sun- v

day (27) at Ben Marden's Riviera,;:

Fort
:

Lee, N. J. Shcp Fields goes-

.

into George White's new Gay White
Way dine-dancery on Broadway. .

Mel Marvin's orchestra if now
playing at the Edgewood, East

Greehbush, N. Y.

.

DREAM VAUEY
Nick Kenny't Greatest Bollod Hit

By Nick Kenny, Charle, Kenny and Joe Burk.

A HANDFUL OF STARS
Wpin, The C.Un„y in A Wnidwind Of Pop^

U and M«.ic by Jock lowr.nc.

horn the (* G M Pictu'o Hullabalo°

LI'L ABNER
:

A KeW Novelty Rhythm Song

Beh Oakia^ Milton Berie fl^^ont)rake :

from the RKO Radio Picture UlAbner

THERE^ MUST^ BE A^J^|5R

TO MAKE A LIVING

the First Big Comedy Hit On The Draft

By Harry Woods, Charlie Tobias and Sam H. Stept
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Read What the Critics

Said About:

Loews Pols Laurel-Hardy Unit

.in lans

OPENING AT

RAINBOW ROOM
BADIO CITY"— NEW YORK

January W, 1941

,| New York,
Daily News, Oct. 28, 1940
"Some time after 10 o'clock Satur-
day night, at Maxine Elliott's

Theatre, a sturdy ..gentleman
, | billed as Cappella lifted a slight

and graceful lady billed as Bea-,
trice, off the stage, and also off

her feet,, and whirled her. reck-
lessly about his head.
"IT WAS THE ONLY EXCITING
thing .that had happened all eve*
ning . and the audience—gathered
to welcome the musical revue, of
which the act is a part, a little

;

| number called ' -Tis of Thee,'
broke into applause. Whereupon

' Cappella and Beatrice ! took their
bows and, departed.. Their ' eve-
ning was finished, and "so far as
this auditor is concerned, so was
the show." ' —BURNS

:

MANTLE

WOR, Oct. 26, 1940
"There is a .

team called Cappella
and Beatrice who are 'grace per-
sonified. Their telepathic tele-
vision number tonight WAS THE
HIGH SPOT OF THE PER-
FORMANCE.".. —BIDE DUDLEY

Variety; Oct. 30, 1940
Cappella and Beatrice offer the
ONLY SHOW-STOPPER; two
spectacular ballroom

,
routines,

which even stupid presentation
doesn't spoil." —Hobe

* *
Billboard
Walton Roof, Pfaila.

'Cappella and Beatrice, making
their first appearance here, are
WITHOUT Q UES T I O N THE
MOST. SENSATIONAL BALL-
ROOM DUO to play this spot
in many a moon. . Overhead
spins of Cappella are breath-
taking, and crowd couldn't get
enough of their terping. Each step
fits the particular music, rather
than uses the music merely as a
background. Mixed team is evenly
matched. After five dances 1

patrons still /YELLED FOR
MORE." —M. H, ORODENKER

Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans
"TOPPING THE FLOOR SHOW
are Cappella arid Beatrice, the lat-

ter a brunet looker with a nifty
chassis. Their, routines are differ-
ent, from; the: average, and notable
chiefly for the ease of . the lifts

I and spins. Offering is highlighted
by their Spanish interpretations,
and they responded to several eri- ..

I cores with rhumba . and conga."
—LIUZZA

Nicollet, Minneapolis
''Cappella and Beatrice, spectacu-
lar 'Parisian dance team now at
the . Nicollet, ARE - REALLY
SHOW-STOPPERS. / Nightly they
do six, seven arid occasionally
EIGHT, . ENCORES which has
been ..UNHEARD s 6f in - Min-
neapolis to date."

—GEDRIC ADAMS
— .•

Thanks to PAUL SMALL, of the
William Morris office* who gave
us 17 straight weeks, and to PHIL
TYRRELL, who brought us from
Europe and gave us 14 straight
weeks. .•

' Cleveland, Nov. .5.

Laurel, and Hardy, stage unit,

which had been" set to open Thurs-

day (7), was .cancelled, by ; Loew's

State and all its negotiations with

the musicians' local were called off

by the New York office last Friday

(I) after a heated, epithet-throwing

battle here, - which theatre execs

accused Lee Repp, union prez, of

double-crossing them.
Booking of two film comics at

Loew's deluxer: was clinched a fort-

night ago. after Everett Stcinbuch,
j

house manager, got a verbal .agreer
'

ment from Repp on pit orchestra

needed. Union sprang a surprise last

week in form of a contract, demand-
ing a guarantee of 20 weeks of work
for musicians during 1940-41 season,

disregarding previous agreement.
Series of heated conferences fol-

lowed, since State doesn't want to

adopt a regular vaude policy. In the

last year it played not more than
:
a

half-dozen stage attractions, the last

one being Mickey Rooriey, who came
near, setting up a new house

ord. Charles Raymond, local Loew's
division ' manager, countered' with
offer to pay higher, music scale for

occasional shows, as has been done
in the past, but compromise was re-

fused. . ,.

'.

. No more individual one-week cori4

tracts will be granted major circuit

houses under a new union ruling,

declared Repp, pointing out that the

RKO Palace has/ signed a contract
for a minimum of 20 weeks Of pit

music/ Palace; * the State's main
opposish. and is the town's only vaud-
film" starid7 It tried to drop vaude
for a^ spell during summer, but,

chiefly due to inability to get : top
film product', to. equal State's, It

played
;
about 40 weeks, of stage

shows last year.
,

Haying the cream of Metro' Par-
amount and United Artists . releases

canned up here, and making a
healthy profit on it, Loew's execs
feel there's no need- for -anything
more than .five or six stage shows per
year. :.

'..'/, '

'"' ..'

It's now stated that the State is

abandoning all vaude negotiations
for tjjis season. Instead of playing
the Laurel and Hardy unit, which
had its • Nov. 7 date shifted"

_
from

Cleveland to the Loew's Ohio in
Columbus, 'Escape' (M-G) is being
pushed up on sked to a

f
Thursday

opening, cutting current 'Moon Over
Burma' down to six days.

Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 5.

Cynda Glenn has shifted to Santos,

Brazil; for a fortnight, arid then re-

turns to do a Portuguese number in

a 'carnival' film being made here.

She was booked originally into the

Copacabana Palace" (casino).

American comedienne returns to

the States Nov. 27 on the S.S. Argen-

tine.
' ;'\

Saranac take
By Happy Benway

15YEARSAGO
(From Variety)

Saranac Lake, Nov, 5.

Ex-champ. Jack Dempsey. \while

stumping the Adirondacks for the

President, stopped off at the Will

Rogers, mitted the gang and told

them why they should vote for

f. d. r. ^"

Eugene Platzmarin, who; has been
here long time regaining his

health, is doing fairly well.; His frau

is. also, battling to' a nice comeback. ;

Jack Edwards, who did the trick at

the, Will Rogers,./came in for that

annual checkrup. . Medico told . him
to go back to. Great Kills, S. I., and
work. .."; V-...-:

,''' -•' '/''';.';

. Here are a list of October releases

that * were .
pTonounced

;
absolutely:

okay or. arrested cases: Jack D'Agos^

.

tirioi Fred ' Esslinger, Kitty Horan,
Bina Rogers, Stillwater Texas;
George Franklin, Harry (Honey Boy

)

Clark, Maxine
.
Miller, Kansas City;

Marie Froom, William Carne, New
York; and Albert McGee.

- The Hallowe'en / party held at the
Will Rogers topped any previous at-

tempts, with entertainment and eats
galore. Most, every patient attended:

in costume arid prizes
,
were, given

for. the outstanding getups. Judges
were Winnie Heagney, Ruth Heather
and Mrs. Joe Bishop. Eddie ; Vogt,
as Hitler, copped first prize. Barry
Martin aped F. D. R. and ran sec*
ond. Richard Moore, pulled a nifty

impersonating Dr. George . Wilson
and took third money. Ben Schaffer
came in as himself and knocked off
the booby prize.

Write to those who are ill.

.

Morrii Gest received' such an

ovation in Boston, where his pro-

duction of The Miracle' . was show-

ing, that, he broke down arid cried

on the stage of the Boston Opera

House. It was a Wish fulfilled for

the former Russian immigrant : lad,

who had sold papers on the streets

of Boston as a youngster.

Paderewski's method of showing
his disapproval of the government
of Poland was expressed in his re-

fusal to tickle the ivories in a

Washington , concert: since •repre-

sentatives of that government were
stationed in the capital.'

.

Sam Bernard and Willie Collier

were talking about opening in vaude

as a 'two' act. It would have been

one of the important bookings of the:

season.

MARION EDDY FILES

ROXY, ATLANTA, GOES

BACK TO VAUDF1LM

... Atlanta, Nov. S.

Roxy, operated by Meyer, hotel in

I terests, has switched " from straight

j
films to vaudfllm, featuring name
bands on stage.

Ina Ray Hutton's band was first on
[list, followed by Lang Thompson
,

and crew, featuring Peggy Nolan,
vocalist. Judy Canova and Annie

|

worked with Thompson's band.
Other name bands skedded for

Roxy appearances are Tommy
Tucker, Ted Fio Rita, Eddy Duchin,
et al.v

'

/ Eddie Quillan,
,

'. 18, .-

' was being

groomed by Mack Sennett for com-
edy stardom. Youngster formerly

was of vaude's Quillan Trio; and
Buster Quillan and Co., Which had
played the Pahtages circuit.

• Though starred, Ina Claire -had too

little to do in "The Last of Mrs.

Cheney' to warrant the billing. This,

however, was no -reflection on Miss

Claire's ability: as a ;
comedienne.

Play had its debut at the Broad the-

atre, Newark, N. J.

With four of his plays due. to run
On : Broadway simultaneously, George
Bernard Shaw was one ofothe most
popular playwrights on the Main
Stem. They were 'Candida,' *An-
drocles and the Lion/. 'Man

:
of Des-

tiny' arid 'Arms arid the Man.'

. Arthur Kober, the press agent,

was turning; producer with 'Me,' new
play by Henry Myers, with • whom
he had previously been associated in

the. Shubert press offices.

AINA CONSTANT SUES

OVER USE OF HER PIX

STREETS OF PARIS
(KEITH'S BOSTON)

Boston, Oct. 31.

Line Girls: (16) ,
Boys (8), Lorraine

Belote t
. Sid Marion and Cliff Wall,

Anne Crosby, Fetch and Deauvilte,
Hylton Sisters (3), Don Richards,
Peggy Alexander, Frank and jean
Hubert, Ernesto and Talia, Dr.
'Think-A-Drink' H o f fm an ; 'Gay
Cabatterd' . (20th)

.

SHIRLEY GAYE '':':/-

Songs ~

6 Mins.
;

'-..:- ;

'''v.

Flatbush, Brooklyn
' Failing to give much punch in two
pop numbers, Shirley' Gaye is in
need ' of considerable seasoning be-
fore she will attract more than pass-
ing notice. She . does not have a
particularly.; effective voice, nor is
her selling ability what it should be
to get her places quickly.
Opening pop is sung ordinarily.

Number from 'Down Argentine Way'
is a* bit better. She has personality,
however: Char.

DEVAL, MERLE and LEE
Comedy Adagio
6 Mins. ~

• .

Flatbush, Brooklyn
Two men and a woman in comedy

adagio dancing, topped off at the
finish by

(
a little of this type of

legit terpsichore. Rates pretty well.
Some comedy is attempted through

exchange of coats by the men; one
of the lads being; in a sleeveless
shirt. Garter biz also figures, but
not so; ftinny. The comedy adagio
routine, including a clever mixup bit,
gets across nicely. Act is the type
that will probably improve as it goes
along, • Char.

Depending upon what is used for a
standard of comparison, this is

either okay entertainmentYor a thin,
tepid version of a better Broadway
show. Considering the scale of
prices here, 'Streets of Paris' in tab
form is a welcome change from cori-
ventiorial vaude' shows and a fair
bargain with a film at 65c. : There is

little left of the original production,
except some of the songs, Dr. Hoff-
man and the Hylton Sisters.

Sid Marion arid Cliff Hall are
teamed for the comedy backbone
of the unit, using the Abbott and
Costello stuff that gave such life
to the legit 'Streets.' The lemon-
shuffling act goes okay, but the
crazy-house scene was too slowly
paced when; caught; Whble unit is

apparently gathering momentum,
and not anywhere near set.
Dr. 'Think-A-Drink Hoffman/ top-

billed, is still amazing With his
routine of cocktail mixing, aided by
some snappy femmes passing out the
samples. Frank, and Jean Hubert
were well received for their clever
drunk dancing and pantomime turn,
and are: a definite asset to this line-
up. - Routine is slightly trimmed
here. • / -..•.--'

Three Hylton Sisters harinbriize in
two sessions of Three Little Maids in
Paris' and open : the finale with
'South American Way.' Gals Were
good in the original 'Streets,' and
they are clicking here too. Don
Richards and Anne. Crosby are
teamed for vocals of 'Pot to Cook In-
arid Rendezvous Time in Paree.'
Peggy Alexarider introes 'Reading,

,
Petch and Deauville do a cutey

routine as a feature of the first danc-
ing ensemble offering, displaying
some quick, clear taps arid whirls
that add life to the general effect.
Ernesto and Talia heat it up with

some rhumba in the /South Ameri^
can' finale and help close the show in
a neat flash of color and excitement.
Writing and Rhythm' for an ensetn
ble number. Fox.

Aina > Constant, professional model
arid actress, filed a N. Y. supreme
court action Friday (1) against

Murray and Sol Korman, • doing
business as Murray Korman Studios,

Leon Stein, doing business as the
Film Fun Publishing Co., Dell Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., Street Sc . Smith
Publishing Co., Inc., seeking dam-
ages, for the alleged :unauthorized
use of her photograph. Miss Con-
stant seeks damages of $25,000.

Plaintiff asserts", she had Korman
make some pictures of her in Febru-
ary, 1939, which were published, in

Film Fun and Pic in January, 1940.
The plaintiff was a member of the
'Streets of Paris' company^ •

'Backstage Biographies/ series of
radio interviews with name person-
alities and acts in the dressing rooms
of the State Theatre, Hartford, on
Friday nights over WNBC, is also
being fed to WELT of New Haven
and WATR of Waterbury. Jack
Lacy: handles the assignment.

.

Marion Eddy, known as Marion
Eddy Conrad and Marion Eddv
Comstock, ; theatrical performer
filed a voluntary petition of bank'
ruptcy in N. Y. federal court Fril
day \iy, listing assets of $450 and
liabilities of $55,140. Miss Eddy is
employed by the Somerset Coffee
House, Inc. and It Happened on
Co. in N. Y. '• :

Largest creditor, David Seligman
is, owed $50,000 as result of a su-
preme court action fori injuries suf-
fered in an automobile accident
Others are Dennis Shaw, $45; Ma-
rion Twichelt, $79; Max Goodman;
$700; Edward Smith, $89, and Lor-
raine Brandriff, $92, all of Good-
man's Wonder Show, Little Rock,
Ark., Al Siegal, $1,900 on a contract
made in 1931; and the William Mor-
ris agency, amount unknown. :

Philly Park Casino

Finally Gets Booze OK

:

. Philadelphia, Nov. 5.

The Park. Casino; formerly; the
Anchorage,' finally got its liquor li-

cense after weeks of stalling by the
liquor board and unshutters Thurs-
day (7).

'

. Heading -the show Will be Powers
Gouraud, WCAU's

.
'Night Owl,'

backed by a revue and Lou Gress'

orch. . Henry^ Weber, formerly of

Jack Lynch's/ will be maitre d'hotel,

with Charles Beroud as chef.

Paul Hildebrahd, once operator of

the 69th st. Rathskeller, has been
named general, manager of the Ever-"
green Casino by Trenchard Newbold,
tlie new owner. .

Matinee Whoopee
Detroit, Nov.. 5.

Matinees on night club shows have
been put in by the Book Casino.

Swank room in the Book-Cadillac
Hotel here is running off full shows
at. i p. m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays;
They go with 'less-than-a-buck'

luncheons.. '
;

>'
'

1

I
BEST BUY IN DETROIT i

I

I

RatM from fl.SO MnirlA and $S.se
double.

.
Special w««kljr rates *•

tlie profession. .".
.

Cvtry. room has' e»»blii»tloi» luk and
•how*r. Rtiunablt-prlcM raitaurant an*
cocktail- bar. ' Complttily .' rehabilitated
throughsut. Convenient ta all booklna
offices and dowatowa dlttrlbt.

HOTEL WOLVERINE
Frank Walker, Manager

55 E. Elizabeth St* Detroit

{Same management as Hotel

.

Chiciaooan,; Chicago)

Beit Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
* Leicester Squar*

LONDON. WEST-END /

The THEATRE of the STARS

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

160 WEST 46^ ST. NEW YORK

I .H. LO BIN
4 f N IRA I M AN A O E ft

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
SOOKINO MANAOEI
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Chicago, Nov. 5.

Interest In the local offices of the

American Guild of Variety Artists

has slowed up to an alarming ex-

tent. At the nomination meeting a

couple . of weeks ago, only some. 40

performers showed up, and of these

at least 20 were not even paid-up

members.
"'

After they had nominated, a flock

of people for the various posts, it

turned out that nearly half of the

nominees could not be voted on be-

cause they also had neglected to sup-

port the AGVA with their dues. :

Slate that was nominated is a

cinch to be elected since there is no
opposition. Jack Irving is up for

president; Boots Brae, 1st v.p.; Bert

Welburn, 2d v.p., and Bernie Green,

3d y P- There are supposed to be

4th and 5th v.p.'s, but nobody was
nominated for these posts; Lew King
was named for treasurer, and Bill

Baird as recording secretary.
' Nominated for .the board of di-

rectors are Ginger Giland, Flo Niles;

Lucille Carewe, Mollie Manor, Ray
Cohlin, Sr., Jack Warner, Bill Tal-

ent, Bruce Jordan, Winnie Hoveler,

Walter Kreidt, Violet Strandz, Ruble
Blakey, Carlbtta Pacelli and Rosita

Rish.
: [".

~ There are said to be 2,000 listed

members in AGVA here, but hardly

10% are paying their dues regu-

larly. Which means that perhaps 200

performers are paying to support' the

AGVA office here.

AGVA here has not made much
progress in recent months. Since

June the office has failed to sign up
any new hotel, theatre, circuit, cafe

or tavern.
Also hurting the prestige of the

union was the letter from the offl-

,

cers of AGVA to the Police Depart-
ment complaining about, the manner
in which cafes were operating. Cafe
operators feel that if AGVA had any
complaint," it should have been made
direct to the cafe owners and worked
out with them instead of

.
yelling

'copper/ .
:

SAM REIDER MOBS
ST. L BURLEY PROJECT

St. Louis, Nov. .5;

. The heat put on the efforts of the
Tropical Amusement Co., headed by
Sam Reider, vet showman, to start

a burlesk show in the Shubert-Rialto
theatre in midtowri by the clergy of

two nearby churches and the faculty

of St< Louis University, a Jesuit col-

lege, in the same neighborhood,
singed the undertaking to; such an
extent that it folded last week.
Reider tossed in the sponge when
License Collector Fred A. Renick
refused to issue a license after the-

showman had hurdled several of the
numerous obstacles tossed, in his
path.

Reider said that ,about 10 members
of the Tropical cast, including sev-
eral chorus girls, have joined. Paul
Kane, who was skedded to produce
the shows at the Shubert-Rialto in

'Paul Kane's Burlesque Revu e,*

which opened in the Fairmont
Gardens on the Collinsville road
outside of East St. Louis. Reider
said he has no connection with the
new show. Reider droped about
$4,000 in readying the local house
for operation when the avalanche
of protests stopped him cold.

2 N. Y. Cafe Shows Join

To 0. Monday Slack

_ Cafe Society, New York has a new
Idea in how

, to combat usually dull
Monday night business. Owners re-,

cently opened an untbwn branch
operating under the same policy and
tag as the original Greenwich Village
Spot. ^ :

4
On Mondays the downtown opera-

tion shutters for the evening and the
show there shifts to combine with
the latter layout for doubled appeal.
Combination then has Teddy Wil-
fonjs and Eddie South's bands, Billie

;
Holliday, Sister Tharpe, James Copp
*d, Golden Gate Quartet, Hazel Scott,
Boogie Woogie Boys.

BEN BEYEB,»s COMEBACK
^ Johannesburg^ Oct. 17.

...
Ben Beyer, vet bicyclist, is return-

ln? to U.S. early . next month after
'"V extended tour for African Con-
solidated Theatres, Ltd., of South
Africa.

He was in retirement, moving here
*>ttore doing a theatrical comeback.

West Tunes In

.

Hollywood, NoV. 5.

'Just one of my many sides*
quipped Pat West When he
knocked off a C-note for the best
original song submitted last week
for Tommy Dorsey's 'Fame and
Fortune' radio program, and had
his ditty, 'Be American,' used
for the rousing finale to the

: stage show at the downtown
Paramount. '••

For. years a vaude comic and
more recently ' pictures, Wesc
is making his. first serious ' at-

tempt to string sharps and flats

together.' •.

Philadelphia, Nov. 5.

Nitery .
operators are hopeful that

the blitz against their Saturday
night biz will be eased after elec-

tion day. Unless this happens, many
of them wail they'll have to fold.

Last Saturday .was • a repetition of

what's :been happening every Satur-

day ever since the lid was declared

on three weeks ago by the State

Liquor Control Board and the Po-
lice Department. At midnight sharp,

plainclothes detectives arrived and
informed the customers the bar was
closed and music, and entertainment

ceased.

.

Since : Saturdays are the only big

nights in the week, nitery ops esti-

mate that nearly one-quarter of

their revenue has been cut . by. the

'lights but', edict Wiseacres say

that the blackout, was ordered by
the Republican bigwigs to woo the

church vote into the- Willkie camp.
The heat is expected to be eased

for this weekend. If the lid comes
off, there will be a chance to recoup
from the huge crowds expected to

come into town for the Penri-Cornell

and Army-Navy grid, battles, /.

Pitt Ops- Also Battling

Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

Nitery and taproom owners .here

are getting set to follow Philadel-

phia's lead and recruit a slush fund
to try and get State Liquor Board
to ease up on Saturday night clos-

ing hour; It's long been a thorn in

their side that best night, in the

week should be
.
almost a total loss

because of the midnight , curfew.

Operators are ^pointing but that

Sunday ban itself should be suffici-

ent and that they should be per-

mitted to sell until at least 2 a.m.

on Saturdays. Cafes are feeling the

pinch particularly during football

season, when celebrants rarely pull

in until around 11 p.m. and haven't

time to order more than a couple

of rounds of drinks before the "bar.

closes. .' ;

•

Understood that a couple of

prominent cafe men who wis* to

remain in the background have al-

ready started to raise between

$25,000 arid $50,000 to add to Philly

fund in an effort to do sufficient

lobbying In Harrisburg this session

to win their point

' ill i I • ' •

On B'way Opens Pec. 14

George White's Gay White Way
(old Cotton : Club) : on Broadway
opens Dec. 14, with Shep Fields' orch

the only act signed so far.

White has the cabaret-theatre re-

vue mapped out on paper and is now
auditioning talent.

Call Off Withers' Tour

'

-
;

;
' Hollywood, Nov. 5. •;

;

Jane Withers' proposed personal

appearance tour has been nixed by

her mother, who thinks eight weeks

on the road, in addition to studio

work, is too much for a youngster.

Last year : the moppet played as

many as five shows a day along with

three hours of school work,*

Youngman Tops Vaude
Opener in Brooklyn

Majestic, Brooklyn, which has had
a variegated policy, goes' vaudfilm
tomorrow (Thursday) with a bill

topped by Henny Youngman and
Belle Baker. House, being booked
by Evans & Lee, is in downtown
Brooklyn, and quite a distance from
the Brandts' Flatbush.
Youngman also ''.> opens tonight

(Wednesday) as topliner of the new
show at the Hurricane nitery on
Broadway, which also brings \ in
Beverly Roberts and Maurice &
Cordoba. He'll double into the Ma-
jestic. '\ '

Jacob J. arid Lee Shubert lost

their plea not to be examined be-

fore trial, and must take the stand

in the N. Y. supreme court Nov. 12,

according to a decision of Justice

John F. Carew. Operatic Festival,

inc., subsidiary of the Shuberts, is

suing Nan Rae and Maude Davis
over alleged breach of contract, in

an action which bids fair to snap
back at, the plaintiffs,

Suit is a prosaic action claiming

the defendants, a comedy team, had
had their option picked up but have
subsequently attempted to work .

for

others. The defendants, in an unique
defense, assert the Shuberts lend out
their contractees without an agent's

license charging more than the legal

5%. ' They seek to break the con-

tract of employment which, if up-
held by the supreme court, will

mean that all Shubert contracts with
film companies arid other play pro-

ducers might be in the same posi-

tion.
'

TED LEWIS' 25TH ANNI

DINNER YIELDS

Around 600 in the profession at-

tended' the 25th anniversary dinner
tossed Ted Lewis at the Hotel Plaza,

New York, Saturday night (2). Af-
fair lasted five and a half hours,

winding up at .
2- a. rri. after a show

capped by Eddie Caritor, toastmaster;

Henny Youngman, Belle Baker,

Dinah Shore, Capello and Beatrice

and Lewis himself. Teddy Powell's

brch played the entertainment..

Affair grossed around $10,000 at

$12.50 per person, which went in

entirety . to. .
Junior Matrons' Aux-r

iliary, a charity In Which Sophie
Tucker arid Adah (Mrs. Ted) Lewis
are greatly interested. Group oper-
ates a day nursery in New York,
also the Sophie Tucker Playground
in Elberon, N. J.

.
Miss Tucker was.

v.p. of the dinner to Lewis, with
Cantor heading the arrangements,
but Miss Tucker couldn't perform,

having hurt her angle in a fail on
Lpew's State's stage earlier in the

day.
.

Besides Cantor as toastmaster, the

dais included James J. Walker, Jack
Rosenberg, ; prez of musicians' local

802, Buddy DeSylva, Belle Baker,

William Morris, Jr., Adah Lewis,

Glenn Miller, Kay Kyser and several

non-pro prominents.

Classy Vaude

Milwaukee, Nov. 5.

Although Arnold Skinkel,

known to the professional- world
only as 'Bozo,' has been a vaude-
ville property man for 25 years,

he gasped incredulously when
he got the prop list for George
Jessel's .

current engagement at

the Riverside theatre.

Exclaimed Bozo, *Look what
show business has come to." Lis-

ten to this: Tor dressing rooms
—about eight cots with linen.'

j • Miami;: Nov. 5.
,

Local ,
gambling-syndicate is now

suffering froni most severe attack of

collective shakes In recent years.

Situatiori grew out of raid On syndi-

cate stronghold, the Club Bali, by

two dicks. While shakes are more

or less accepted as' a pre-season oc-

cupational disease, this year it. .is

feared complications may -set in,

crimping plans for a wide-open sea-

son with the whirling wheels. < :* :

Publicity ' over
;
raid .

and 'condi-

tions' in police department caused

Mayor Alexander Orr, Jr:, to send.

City Manager L. L. Lee a strong

anti-gambling bleat. This forced

Bali case ; to trial, and a guilty ver-

dict with a $200 fine was added to

wbes of the operators. Not the $200,

but fact conviction can ease way for

injunction proceedings, in Case pub-
licity forces authorities to make an
issue out of the case. If gariibling is

padlocked syndicate stands to lose

plenty. Outfit is reported to have
dropped $70,000 in Just one spot

alone.

A number of spots, where a heavy
take is expected, have : been under-
going expensive renovations.

At the Bali trial, while Defense At-
torney Ernest Roberts was quizzing

Detective Fred Rowland, attorney
meant to ask, -You backed the truck
right up to the Bali Club?' instead,

he fumbled and piped, 'You backed
the wagon right up to the Empire
bar?' Got the best laugh of the ses-

sion frorii the audience.

Roaney for 1st Benefit

San Francisco, Nov. 5.
.

Local American Guild of Variety

Artists headquarters trying . to ';
get

Mickey Rooney to topline a midnight

benefit show at the Golden Gate

(RKO ) theatre, Nov; 29. House is

being turned oyer to AGVA for the

night.
'•

First show of its kind pulled by
the local.

LANES OPPOSE EACH OTHER
One of, the Lane sisters, Priscilla,

goes into the Strand, N. Y., Friday

(8) on a personal, while the other,

Rosemary, has been booked for the

Paramount, N. Y., to open end of

this month.
:

.
"

.
'

•

Harry : Kalcheim has , also set

Frances Langford •and Jon Hall, j ust

off a three weeks' engagement at the

Par, for the Chicago, Chicago, Nov.
29. For the same theatre he has
booked Mischa Auer> to open Dec. 6.

Battle of Beachcombers

Stalls Roth in Miami

Battle of the Beachcombers, is

stalling Monte Prbser's Miami Beach
venture, due to Herman Stark and
his syndicate . having meantime
thought of opening a Beachcomber
in. Miami proper. Stark, ex-Cotton
Club (N.Y.) impresario, and his

backers have a site picked out.

Proser, sponsor of the original

Beachcomber on Broadway, also has
a lease on the old Roadside .Rest. in.

MB., and license trouble, due to

similar names. Is stalling both.

- .
; Providence Click

•"'

Providence, Nov. S.

.' Proof that Providence will support
a first class night spot is shown by
the rrianner in which it lias flocked

to Monte Prbser's recently opened
Beachcomber at the Grown Hotel.

Spot has been doing turnaway biz

since doors were opened.
'

Proser is giving food by Ruby Fob,
two . rhumba : orchs : arid plenty , of

atmpsphere with no cover or mini-
mum. : Spot is under the -personal
direction of Tommy. Marren.

S. Burley Folds

San Francisco, Nov; 6.

Burlesque folded : at the Liberty
this week, and house is dark.
Striperoo was operated by Jack
Railey.

Situash Is one of three North
Beach houses owned jointly by
Morris Klein and Golden State Thea-
tre chain. Other two. are Verdi,
across the street, and Palace, couple
blocks away. /

'.

'

American Guild of Variety. Artists
in New York is facing renewed ac-
cusations frorn within that some paid
officers, members of the N. Y. local
board and at least one organizer; In
N. Y. are - Comriiunists or : fellow^
travelers. This time the charge is

based ort the conduct of AGVA's first

entertainment-ball, held at Marihat^"
tan Center the night of Oct. 28.

It's pointed out that the chief band
at the. affair was Frank Newton's, .

Which is considered the 'official'

Theatre Arts Committee orch and
bills itself 'Cabaret TAC Orch<' TAC
has long been accused of being Com-
munistic in principles and teridericies.

This was the organization Which
picketed the Lunts' .'There Shall: Be
No Night' on Broadway because of
the play's attack on Russia's invasion
of Finland. TAC was also named

:

by Congressman William P. Lam-
bertsbn iri his charges that some of
the talent unions were ridden with
Cornmunisiri.

' Newton's brch was engaged for
AGVA's. affair by John Velasco, col-

ored organizer . for AGVA in New
York, who was art organizer for
TAC before joining AGVA and is

still a member of TAC. For the time
being it is being kept under cover
just why Velasco got the job of hir- ;

ing the band—-and also why certain
local officials and board members
who had a hand in the affair per-
mitted TAC to be included in the
doings, : even only .by the inference
of Newton's presence.

Coming to a Head
Repercussions

' within AGVA are ;

now expected, to come to a head
within the next two weeks. One
step will be a complete purge of
those in the union who have Com-
munistic tendencies.
Among those agairist whom Com-

munistic allegations have been fre-

.

quently heard, or' of being a fellow-
traveler, is the N.: Y. ; local's ex-
ecutive secretary, Phil Irving, former
Major Bowes amateur. . Another is

Charles Arno, member of almost
every board arid committee within
AGVA. . Pete Wells, who. was only
recently elected presiderit of the
N. Y. local, is accused of being a
fellow-traveler, as is Thelma Flow*
ers, re-elected to, the local board.'

Miss Flowers, Incidentally, is also ac-
cused of being on the membership
committee of TAC and is said to
have sent AGVA members letters of
solicitation to join TAC.

'

The
.
renewed

.
charges of Commu?

riisrii beset the known patriotic of-
ficials and national board, members
of AGVA at a time when they are
greatly concerned with the financial

status of . the vaude-nitery union.
Monday (4), Equity voted to lend
AGVA another $700, provided that
the Screen Actors Guild and the
American Federation of Radio

. Art-
ists lend like amounts and that the
conditions of the .loan are mutually
acceptable. AGVA last week had ap-
pealed to its sister unions in the As-
sociated Actors and 'Artistes of
America for a loan of $2,000 on top
of the $60,000 It already owes them.

Equity Sltnatlon
While the agitation within Equity,

over the charges of Congressman
William P. Lambertson (Kansas) that
half a dozen members of the council
are . Communists or sympathetic , to
the Red principles continues dor-
mant, delay of Washington to sift the
allegations has aroused resentment

(Continued on page 54)

TURNER, B&K BOOKER,

DIES SUDDENLY IN CHI

* Chicago, Nov. 5.

Max Turner, vaude booker lor'
Balaban & Katz, died suddenly
Thursday (31), collapsing Just after
he had finished his dinner. He had
been booker for B. & K. fori the past
two years- as an assistant to general,
booking manager.Nate Piatt. Turner
was 52. .

•

•* Prior to his assignment wtih B. &
K., Turner had been an indie agent
and before that was with the Wil-

.

liam Morris agency here- as' local

manager.
Turner was a relative of the Bala*

ban family and started in show,busi-
ness as/manager of the Ceritral Park
theatre for B. & K.- - ;.

His widow and son survive. Burial

in Chicago. ;.
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Music hall, n. y.

, The Revuers (5), John Sebastion,
Louis de Miihau, Paul Nolan, Tony
Kraber, Betty Bruce, Katheriite
Warden, D.emetrios ViUin and llsa

Kevin, Music Hall. GJ.ee Club, Corps
de Ballet, Rockettes, Music Hall
Symphony Orch under direction of
Erno Rapee, Richard

.
Liebcrt at

organ; 'Escape* (M-G) , reviewed in
Variety, Oct. 23.

With -a strong picture apparently
good for several weeks' run, the
Music Hall has plunked . out some
coin for this stage bill and the result.

is lively and impressive. Show is ... Tr . -. .-

tabbed 'Magazine Rack' and is the -House is getting along
.

on only

fifth such offering. Publications three acts this week, but each, is

represented are Cue, Mademoiselle, solid
Vi > lts

u:

fieE

i

and
it^"

s£ ^
Movie-Radio Guide, Coronet, True comes through niftily with incidental

Confessions arid Western Stories. ;

specialties and. atmosphere ; to_ give
= Skipping' the- usual symphonic ' appearance pf quite.a show> Roxy-

numbe? by the house orchestra; the ette Eileen Ritter not :
only, works

ensemble strolls out before a heavy usual community sing
.

stunt, but

backdrop/decorated : with; mag. cover I

gives^ neat twist to_ amateur„/Otoist

reproductions, '.

;

W Becomingly;- . cos
'

"
"

turned men and femmes sing a num

them as comedy craftsmen Of an
older school. It's a long span since
their last appearance here in their
burley days, but they prove again
that salesmanship still tops the list

in success stories of show biz.
:Slim crOwd first showing opening

day (1). Burton.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Nov\ 2,

• Del Rios (3), Johnny Woods, Milt
Herth trio, Sixteeii Gae Foster Girls;
'Rhythvi on the River' (Par). ;

STATE, N. Y.

ber similar to a legit revue' bperiin,

supposedly representing Cue. Ballet,

nicely togged in white, next; dOess

a

routine .billed v Mademoiselle, . mak-
ing rather effective use of the huge

The Revuers (Adolph Green. Betty
Condehi John ' Frank, ;Judith Tuvim,
Alvih Hammer) follow to represent
Movie-Radio.. Guide with an orig-
inal, witty song medley satire about
Tin Pan Alley. It's the first Music
Hall date, for this young group, but
they're familiar' via. radio arid

juteries. They're .surprisingly click-?

ish in this. Vast spot, although their
stuff is obviously better suited to in-
timate surroundings.
' For the Coronet number, three
framed classic paintings are . •huiVg',

on; . a ..dark; background,. Louis de
Miihau - as Gainsborough's 'Blue
Boy/ Tony Kraber : as Franz Hals'
Xaughing Cavalier' and Katharine
Warren as Whistler's fMother/ Fig-
ure-in each 'painting' sings a chorus.
Then substituting for those in the

' pictures,'. John Sebastion plays a
brief number on the accordian as .the

"Blue Boy,' . Paul Nolan does his
familiar juggling a'ct as the 'Cavalier'
and Betty Bruce taps an electrifying

..routine as a jive-stepping and
costumed 'Mother,' This . latter,

SrObably the . best dancing Miss
iruce has shown on Broadway, is

the. standout moment of the show.
True Confession mag bit brings a

ballroom dance - and sketch by
Demetrios Vilah and Usa Kevin, ef-
fectively done. Concluding stanza
presents the Glee Club arid the
Rockettes to illustrate : Western
Stories. Gals are brilliantly garbed
for their familiar ' precision 'routine
and provide a click finale. Hobe.

SHEA'S, BUFFALO

Buffalo, Nov. 1.

Charlie Bdrnet Orch with Dick,
Don. and Dinah, Loper and Barret.
Bob Carr6ll, Harriet Clark, Ford
Leary, Abbott and Costello; 'No
Time for Comedy' • (WB).

1 gag by rOuriding up a quartet from
audience each show.

;

Show v
'is entitled 'Charrn Bracelet*

Revue' and- opens with -spotlight;oh
one set of figures on bracelet painted

,

on drop, but ' idea apparently gets .

lost in the; rush, except for One more
reference: iriidway in ; show. Line
leads , off With each «gal wearing two.
tom-toms strapped to her ' waist and
keeping up intricate walloping both
Of her own and. her . neighbors' dur-
ing formations for happy opener.
Line .falls back.agairist bamboo drop
as Del Ribs, "two men and - a - girl,

bounce out in black: and white satin
for ; striking strong-arm balancing
turn. .Girl works in the middle oh
all the three-high variations, which
got / 'consistent . applause/

.
Tops is

smartly built stunt with • femime.
standing on bottonl chap's 'shoulders
and bending backwards as top man
does handstand on her hipbones.' .-'

Curtains - open pit; ''On the^ Air'
sigh behind, Johnny WoOds, who
goes right into . clever ditty, 'Radio
PsychOsis/ 7 about announcer who
talks in his sleep and follows with
fastest succession of impersonations
served here this season. He not only,
tosses off Fred Allen, Vallee, Bernie,
Kate Smith,: W; C* - Fields, Winchell
and Uricle Ezra, but invades the
political . field with Kalteriborn,
F;D.R. and-a crack about Willkie's
theme song, 'Lead Kindly Light

—

and Power/ although he offers no
impersonation of G.O.P. candidate.
Determined . applause lasted through
full minute of Milt Herth Trio, on
next/ but he didn't encore at show
caught. Herth crew—piano, drUms
and Hammond organ—got a sound
reception, especially on Its 'Whistler
arid his Dog/ which good part of the
customers knew via the platters, and
on drummer's vibraphonlng of 'After
You've Gone.' Line trio slips on to
launch . finale with cute vocalizing
Of 'Ferryboat Serenade' and Herth
Trio is hauled back on platform to
join; pit orch in beating out time . for
smooth precision tap finish.

Biz good at performance caught.
.'.-. Craig;.

HIPP BALTO
If you. like your, music hot, loud

and brassy,. Charlie Barnetfs com-
bination is made, to order. Outfit Is
currently handing but an over
load of jittermania and its reception
;by the early-bird jivers was plenty
boisterous and out of-turn for this
Usually more politely routined de-
luxer. Barnet is carrying .18 people
for this showing, which includes, five
horns, four trombs and four saxes
(besides his own instrument par-
ticipation) , so that there is consider-
able strain on the eardrums most of

- the time, .At this catching, there
. seemed to be practically no sweet
music in the setup.

/'; Two straight opening numbers of
the all-out genre drew . heavy
'plaudits. Dick,. Don and Dinah fol-

. lew the groove, bowing in with
their cOmedy legging and building
solidly through aero .: work. Their
trick tumbling with the large rub-
ber ball is a neat novelty. The en-
semble cligks next with 'Pompton

/, Turnpike/ "^the mere announcement
of which was good for yelps.. :

Bob Carroll's. :baritoriirig. of 'Only
Forever' and

.
'Summertime' is neat

and. garnered him a double ericbre,
'That's For Me' and 'Whispering

Baltimore, Nov. .2.

Jimmy Dorsey Orch (14) .with
Helen O'Connell and Bob Eberle,
Emerald Sisie'rs, (2), Moke arid Poke;
'Angels Over Broadway' (RKO).

Jimiriy DOrsey has blossomed cori

sid'erably as a .
showman since his;

last appearance on this stage when
with brother Tommy, they had brie

Of th(bir first cracks at personals here
some years ago. He fronts his
cornbo pleasingly, handling iritros

smoothly arid pitching in with his
top sax-tooting and generally mak-
ing 'fpr.

:
well-rounded . entertainment

Outfit is a bit heavy and possibly
overbalanced on. the ' brass, but gen
eral effect is good, and mixing Up of
selections, for change of .pace -is.

nicely handled. Attracted a recep
tibn on opening appearance and
built steadily throughout. . .

/Following s'wingy. theirie^ band's
vocalist, Helen O'Conheili takes hold
with session of tunes including
'Practice Makes Perfect/ -All ot Me'
and 'Madairie La Zoriga/ An-
nouncing arrangement of 'On the
Trail/ Dorsey, sensing type of audi

Grass. Loper . and Barrat prove ence out : front when caught, quickly
s

.
m

?.
o h ?nd distinctive modern dance

' changed it to 'Cherokee' with audible
stylists, though a few more touches response justifying switeh. .-

> mu^t tuIP would give it backbone.
; Emerald; Sisters (2) in strong ses-The band's 'Indian Suite' is the^top s ion of tumbling, take hold here

brass, sender, of the program, .ofTer- smartly, milking every bit of -audii'
:
mg a swell show spot for,the.dr^
which are amply exploited by Cliff

, close- with socko double tumbling
Leeman,. The fans .didn't seem, able bit "over anH iinrt^r ».:t»-M'^ •••'.m"v5
to get enough of . hometown boy
Ford Leary,

;
alternating his vocals

,
and tromb at the^ mike Jind scoring

: With RhUrribOogie/v 'Inspiratiori' arid
'Shadrack/ Harriet Clark, billed,
did. not. show.: '

V.-

Abbott and Costello are right in
' character and atmosphere for. this

Sophie. Tucker, Harry Richman,
Joe E. Lewis, Chandra-Kaly Dancers,
4 Chester Hale Girls, Ruby Zwer-
ling's House orch; IThe Howards of
Virginia'-- (Col.).

;
Harry Richman, • Sophie Tucker

and Joe E. Lewis all on one bill in
a vaudeville house is reminiscent/of
the! old two-a-day Palace, but' with
four -br. five supporting, acts missing.
As Eddie Cantor, who was called
down from the crowded loge.to'take
a.bbw at.the last show opening night,
summed it up:

: , 'If there were vxore shows of
. tins kind, vaudeville ;

.
would be "

•: bacfc wh.erfi. it was,'
. ,

/

; .He meant that . vaudeville would
be more pbpular-^and certainly
more palatable than the State's show
of the previous week., which had
Lolly Parsons' unit

. of uritaiented

.

Hollywood nariies. Tucker, Richman
and Lewis are . riariies to . conjure
with, pliisi the nostalgic vatub of the

;fbrmer two, and, even if their show
isn't entirely 1 complete; in the true
sense Of variety entertainment-, they
are.. natural b\iy for cUstOmersi
They give the State the best-dressed
marquee on Broadway this week,
and. it*^ regretted: that the, Stete
didn't go whole hog and furnish a
well-rounded show, to fill in between
arid around 'erri. As is, they, are

.

three headliners sockb in tbeir iridi-.

vidual, talents, but the big stage
looks, very bare despite the efforts of
the . three singles to spread out and
make it look lik£ ;a production.

"'

With
. the

.
Chandra-Kaly Dancers

;

(3), classical intisrpreters of the
rhumba.irhythm:.iri dancing, Sophie,.
Richman and Lewis came here in-
tact from their long run . at Ben
Mar.den?

s. : Rivieral They were suc-
cessful riitery b.b. and will' Unques-

;

tionably repeat here. Total cost of
this Vshow is around $9,500, slightly
more in dollars than Lolly Parsons';
unit, and tons and tons greater in
talent. \- --

The big ne\vs about this .show,
however, is neither Miss Tucker nor
Richman. It's Joe. E. Lewis' continU-
arice as a great riioriOlogist. and
ability to hold an audience/as he did
opening night, for. long stretches and
keep them listening/ He still should
switch his material when in theatres
and away from the' nocturnal wiseh-i
heimers, but there can be rib ques-
tion as to his fine ability as a droll
comedian. Hfe rates as one of • the
best to come up since the last top-
notch . monologist, Julius . Tanrien,
slipped down.
Lewis holds together what there is

of. sequence in this -show. He first

brings on Sophie, who goes, over
with 'The Better the Loving Will. Be'
and 'Why Go to Havana/ two rowdy
specials. Opening

.
night, Le wis

brought out Ted Lewis from the
wings to conduct the orch (on the
stage) through 'Some of These Days'
while Miss Tucker did a chorus of
the turie with which she's been most
identified: Following Miss Tucker
comes the first of . two routines by
the Chandra'-Kaly Dancers, who im
press as too artistic for vaude houses
as the latter are today and /more
suitable for the classier clubs. Then
Lewis goes into his own long rou
tirie, highlighted by his parsing of
some of the screwball modern pop
tunes,' especially 'Hold Tight/, and a
devastation of radio commercials. ;

:

Richman follows the second rou-
tine by the dance trio for a pop
songfest, including 'It's Your Broad-
way/ a medley, 'Wrap Your Dreams
in the Red, ' White and Blue/ arid
then some gay '90s; tunes. Four
Chester. Hale girls back up the latter
with meaningless and not-too-well
done dance steps in- costume. . An
afterpiece, with Lewis and Sophie in
old-fashioned

.
bathing -'suits'- and

clowning, with Richman, is . the
show's actual blowoff, but not so
opening night. Cantor had been
spotted in the loge, as was Ed Sulli
yan, the N.Y. News' columnist -actor,-
and they were.' called dbwri to the
stage. Sullivan gave the trio a puff
and /retired to the back; Cantor al-
most: gave the house' a complete act
except for. songs. It was Very evi-
dent that he and Sophie had kissed
and made up following theirfriendly
split over : the AFA-stageharids vs.
Four A's matter of a couple of years
ago. •

.
•

As a result Of,'the gpests, the show
ran 67 minutes Thursday night, in-
stead of the scheduled 50, and was
an added treat for the big attend
ance. '.-;

. Scho.

:show. They break their appearances
into two distinct, spots, each of which
could be better set if less abruptly
terriiinated. Boys have developed a

.
sock delivery and their routines had
the ^customers iri - knots; It is their
style undoubtedly which rates the
bows rather than ; their material,

bit over and under a table. Make
for, .good change of mood and . set
matters for hectic session at the
hides by Buddy Schuti, beating out
'A Man and' HiS Drums/
Bob Eberle next and a bang from

the very teeoff. Warbles 'A Million
Dreams/ 'I'll Never Smile/ 'The
Breeze and I' and with Miss O'Conr
nell, 'Dp It Again/ smartly handled
arid. well. sold.. Had trouble., getting
off, begging, away With .intro, of-
Moke and Poke, two sepiari hotcha
hoofers. Jivers operi with a vocal,
followed by. comedy

; hoofery clir
maxed with

; a very funny bit of-

GOLDEN GATE, S F.

San Francisco, Oct, 30.
Mkhon Bros. (2); B6b Bromley,

;

Jackie Greenr Three Brown Sisters,
( Three Toppers, Landre and Verna,
• Peggy O'Neill Line (12) , Charles
;
Kaley's House Orch (12) ; 'Too Many
Girls' (RKO). •

"

Lomond* to 'Dark Eyes/ Palm-
pounders made 'em coma back twic*,
about tops in encores around here.

Miction Bros, who follow, have the
cleverest, routine to go through In
some, time, doing trick spills from
springboard and bars that art fast,

funny and dangerous. Gags/ trick
props, goofy makeup and a sort of
two-man adagio atop a table reveal
plenty of thought and good timing.
Should have no difficulty anywhere.
peucer this week goes to Bob

Bromley, billed as up. from Earl
Carfbll's Hollywood niteiy. Lad
works puppets: in full view of audi-
ence, first ori raised platform with
recorded sound effects and then on
full, stage. Two Outstanding novelties
are a -Sonja Henie skating number,
which is particularly a honey, arid a
flying trapeze turn. He- got a hearty
ovation; ..

;

Openirig acros this week are the
Three Toppers,; wprkirig

1

atop 15-foot
poles, held by ari iinderstander. Get-
ting to be a ha bit around here but

:

the boys tossed the pewholders a
couple of : good, chills for nice re-
turns. Closing single- brings on
Jackie Green in patriotic ; songs and.
Broadway inutations, most of which
mean little /Out.'...'here'. ?where

.
fans

aren't familiar with'Harry Richmari,
George Jcssel, etc;
•* Working .in: with the house line at
the ' finale , are Landre and" Verna,
young jdaiice team; Gal is extremely
small' and takes plenty of tossing, is

so -'light, she' stands- on; her partner's
outstretched arm during brie routirie.

Hbuiie. leader. - Charles/ Kaley's/ solo
spotted just, after the. opener this
week. Warbles pops Of 'Lady Be
Good' era for nice returns. Wern.

ADAMS, NEWARK
Newark, Nov. 4.

.Dave Schooler and 21 .Swing-
hearts, with June Burnett; Judy
Canova with Anne, Leni'Cynn, June
Lorraine, Five, Hollywood ' Steppers,
Joe Fechefs House Orch; 'Melody
and Moonlight' (Rep)

,

which many of the customers must bends.
fin£w amilia

£- ,
;>

x ' /
'"'

' Band closes solidly with 'Old John
When galling for requests, they Silver/ okay for a series of good

Identify their routines by set : titles, {: curtains arid the right biowOfT.
such as the 'baseball' bit, which tags Biz okay. Burm

Gale has pitched together a peppy
lineup for benefit of those why can
be lured away! from election speeches
Ihis week. Few acts lately have
garnered terrific reception such as
accorded the Three . Brown Sisters
and Michori Brothers (2) at opening
performance.

..

Brown sisters, three oomphy sepia
gals and a piano, hold down the trey
spot with vocal jive, putting the heat
under e ve r y t h i ri g from -Loch

Gal'; eritertainers practically hold a
converition'on the Adams stage this
week in classiest show to hit . house
thus far this fall. '.;

• ; .

-

Lone -male on program is Dave
Schooler, • .who pilots all-girl . orch.
Outfit's- . numbers lean to semi-
classical side, arid arrangements are
quiet arid distinctive,- winnirig. ap-r

preciative hand. Several gals solo
on instruments, and one group gets,
aboard swing band :

setup
:
trundled

out: on movable platform for couple"
of tunes; Jurie .Burnet-, red-headed
vocalist, has an energetic style that
gets good hand. -Maestro turns in a
smooth job as mJc, arid at one point
lays down baton to take spot, at
piano doing 'Second : - Hungarian
Rhapsody/
JUdy Canova, assisted at the piano

by sister Anrie, manages to please
the; customers, with her usual hick
getup, songs,, gags arid dancing. Act
was better when brother Zeke was
around to -serve as foil, but clicks
ariyhow. ' Judy does all the work/
except when sister knocks off solo
at piano.: " .

'
-'

''

.

-

.';. Leni Lynn . Is a talented . yoUng
singer who might .be a quiet edition
of Judy Garland. Now on leave

:

from Hollywood for p.a. tour/ she
handles • operatic selections, arid, a
song like 'Dear Mr. Gable* .with
equal facility. :

'

; .
'.. :

Fresh slant makes Miss Lorraine's
impersonations ; of flicker stars
strictly worth encores. She empha-
sizes part eyes play . in doing take-
offs, demoristrating

.
amazing control

over the orbs. ' Offering has plenty
of speed and finish. /

.
The Five Hollywood Steppers are

gal dancers, all lookers, who offer a
South American routine, and then
come on later for some carircan
stuff.. They inject

:

acrobatics ; here
and there to good effect. Costuming
helps, too. :

Biz good when caught Satur-
day (2). Kent. :

COLONIAL, DAYTON
-w -

; / : DautoTi, 0-> Nov. 2.
:

Patricia
:
Ellis, Hibbard, Bird and

Larue; Buck and Bubbles; Vic Hyde,
Hollywgod Blondes (4) Christiani
Troupe (6); 'Argentine Nights' (U)..

Vaudeville may be dead/but,
regardless, heavy grosses have been
Pulled consistently at the ; Colonial
with straight variety programs, bet^
tering bands arid unit productions.
That this, will be the case again this
week, was evidenced by the fact that
by 3 .p.m. opening day the house had
a much better than average attend-
ance;

-
YV;-

Patricia : Ellis/ of films, heads the
bill. Miss Ellis is long on looks but

,

a bit short oh material, doing three
;
songs. But her act is done so neatly

[ that she -has the audience with her'
when she makes her exit. •

The four V Hollywood Blondes,
roijer-skaters, give the bill a fast
•opening, /doing all manner of tricks,
Then comes Vic Hyde, who gives a
heat

, demonstration of his sta}idard
one-man, band. Hibbard; Bird arid
Larue clown as well as they dance.
Buck and Bubbles niftily warble,

the colored lads' standout : being 'It
Ain't Necessarily So/ from. George
Gersh win's 'Porgy and Bess/ :

•

The acrobatic. Christiani troupe
winds up the bill with a real bang.
I
hey ore five

' bouncing boys and a
hujiky go! who work easily. Kany.

ROXY, N. Y.

^r^0^'^1^ and Stanley, Ben- Too
yarsttv^Eipht, Hudson Wonder* (%)Frank Gaby, Gae Foster Girls Phvi
^L?°^se

-

°rc>' 'Mark of zona'(20th), reviewed in Variety this it
9W&t

Possibly because the rodeo is cur
<rently at Madison Square Garden
just a block away, or maybe ;

justfor no. particular reason, the current
stageshOw at the Roxy has a south-
west motif and is one of the house's
pleasanter

.
offerings,' Several p0r-.tions of the 45-minute bill are ex-

cellent and all are at least passable
faet that there's a definite theme to
the show also helps. :

^Corral setting is' used throughout
the opening showing a group of cow-
hands around a; fire behind a scrim
With Ben Yost's Varsity Eight sing-
ing a bronco song, the versatile Gae
Foster gals then hoof . novelty"
Obstante routine. Each pair bf girls
hasia dummy cowboy between them,
with, each gal having . one leg
drapped in> . cow-boy

:

pants, creating
the effect of a cowboy arid two girls
dancing together; Overlong routine
dissipates . the novelty, : but other-
wise the effect is good. ."

Lowe, Hite; and Stariley, familiar
cbmedy trio, are on next; Sporting
cowhand dud, they're a midget> a
normal-size .guy and seemingly just
about the . tallest human at large
They clown through a. flock of
knockdown stuff skillfully utilizing
their contrasting sizes,' finalling go-;
ing off with a novelty tap. routine.
Yost octet follows with a -group of
songs and including several mild
lampoons Of radio. Boys sing well
enough arid avoid stilted groupings.
Then, as the Yost lads vocalize, the
Gae Fosterettes prance through a
vivid Indian dance . number.
Hudson Wonders, present their

familiar arid always-acceptable acro-
batic contortions, which have become
smoother arid a trifle less strenuous
over the. last few years. It's a top
act of Its kind. Frank Gaby follows
with his amusing-as-usual ventrilo^
quist act this time in. Mex duds and
a trifle overlOng. However, his Lit-
tle Cholly bit at the close is forte.
Whole cast is on for the finale. Hobe.

paramount;!^
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

;

.Rogers .Dancers, Howard Nichols,
Jahalee, Eugene: Dorian,: Fanchbrt-
ettes. Rube Wolf and orch; 'North
West Mounted Police' {Par.)

.

Fanchon •& Marco's stage presen-
tation at the ParariioUnt this week,
in. conjunction with first local screen-
ing of 'North West Mounted Police',
is labelled. 'On Parade/ planned as
a tribute to U.S.-Canadian friend-
ship. Also marks the return after
nearly a year of Rube Wolf at the
head of the- orchestra, and the 20
Fanchbnettes, who have also been
absent for some

:
time.

Show is headed,- by the Rogers
trip of dancers and Howard Nichols,
hoop juggler, with Janalee arid Eu-
gene Dorian, both warblers, plus a
squad from the 160th Infantry, Cali-
fornia National Guard. /

Opening Of stage unit Is devoted
to a tribute to the Canadian military
police organization, with the Fari-

chonettes garbed in bright red. coats.

'Finale is a hip.-hip-hboray patriotic

spectacle with the U.S. arid Califor-
riia. colors escorted by a detachment
from the state guard while the Fari-

chonettes sing arid band plays Pat.

West's newest coriipositiori,- 'Be
American/ .;

Maestro Wolf was given a cordial

welcome on his return, and favors,

with some ' artistic manipulation of

the trumpet. He is followed by
Janalee, a cute blonde, who warbles
a number and then electrifies with
her rendition of /Mr. Gable/ first

publicized in these parts by Judy
Garland. Gal. packs a load of per-

sonality and will fit. in nicely on any
bill. ; - :' -.-y. : V/; -^.V; -V
Howard ; Nichols has lost, none :

of

his oldtime agility with the hoops
and reaches a cliriiax - wheri he has

a dozen of the hOops rolling from
various portioris of his anatomy at

one time. The Rogers - Trio scores
with its comedy dancing. First the.

two males go through a series, of,

dances with the Fanchohettes ; and
then the femme member joins' .for-

what is at first high class baU-
rooiri and.

.
adagio . dancing. Soon,

.

however^ trib goes into its comedy
»Utine, . arid with the breakaway
evening : attire of the men ' and the

numerous prattfalls taken; by .the

girls keep the'aUditors in a constant
uproar.

;

.,v :
''.; .::' •>:

'

Eugerie Dorian starts the finale

With the words Of 'Be American
while the Fanchonettes cOme on
abbreviated skirts for a /military

,

routine, to the accompaniment of the

orch. Wolf goes for a recitation Of
.

Lincoln's . Gettysburg address,
'
, the <

California Guardsmen march on with

the colors arid backdrop is flown to

reveal an enormous American flag,

taking up every inch of the back-

stage. ^. •. • • •
.. .

'.

It's a compact, well produced, fast

moving show arid will likely

better as. the week Drbffi'esscH. Oiit-

lOok is for a' minimum .of.:'i.V:'i»;wcek?._.
','• -

:

- •
.. Edioa.
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STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1;

'Scandals' unit with Ben Blue, Billy

naves, Ross Wyse, '

s I T/IIfl INU „
Max Adfcins orch

Jr. and June
Mildred Fenton, 4 Kirn Loo

Srs, Cratp Mathnes. Mcrgo Sisters

tor Line \W, Max Adkins orch

\te\
' 'Dispatch From Heuter's* (WB)

Pittsburgh thought 'Scandals' \vas

a good show at the Nixon last sea-

Mr! for $3.30. At anywhere from

two bits to 60c. in condensed form,

it's' a dirt-cheap bargain. In strip-

ping it to 70-minutes only a lot of

siioerfluous stuff .has been sacrificed;

the meat is still here and the revue

runs; off like a crack filly.

•Scandals' gets WB de luxer back

to stage shows again after 6ix

months of straight pix except for

one month in September when
Mickey Rooney came in to bust the

house record wide open. Manage-
ment gave the customers/ an eye
opener in Rooney, and has gribbed

an eye reopener in the White show.
' There's still magic in. that title ber
cause with Ben Blue the only name
that means a thing , to film audiences,

j>iz was big all, day long oh the

opener despite steadiest downpour
of the year. ..

Blue remains the mainspring Of

the entertainment, of course, but
could do even more. He's not on
enough to satisfy the mob; this de-

spite the fact that what he's doing;
' the hoofing comic hasrdone at the

Stanley a couple of times in the past.

First spot is his yokel ;.boy^dance-
hall bit,' preceded by a bit of patter

with Billy Rayes; then the short 'Du-
Barry- sketch* and, finally his sOlo

Russian dance burlesque. That's the

only hoofing Blue does, save for a

. couple of flashes in. his Initial ap>

: pearance, and it isn't sufficient. He',

.f always done more as a single.

Replacing , Ella Logan, and hand
ling 'Are You Having Any Fun,'
•Mexlconga' and that , tasteless Tin
Pan Alley finale, is Mildred Fenton,
who fell heir to "the Mary Martin
role in 'Leave It To Me' on road last

season. While a little short On. lassie

Logan's abandon, Fenton gal is a
cutester with an j okay soubret's
equipment in

.
voice and manner, and

gets by nicely.

; Show-stoppers in the. tab edition,

Just as. they were in the original, are
Rayes, with his juggling and smart
imitations of stage and screen biggies
as they would perform his balj-iri-

air turn, and team of Ross Wyse, Jr.

and June. Mann
.
With their slick terp

:

: and tomfoolery. : Hayes is new at the
,
Stanley and size, of . house (3,600
.scats) . surprisingly enough doesn't
interfere with

] his intimate style,

while Wyse -Mann have been 1 here
before :with precisely the same turn,
many times, but still surefire.

Margo Sisters, couple of : diminu-
tive strong-aimers, have a single
spot—Stanley Sisters had it in orig-
inal-r-they handle clickily with some
acrobatics that neat spotting helps
considerably,- and the Kim Loo
Sisters quartet '.' of celestial cuties,

-add a touch: of novelty with their
anouncements, and voice and leg
exercises. Male 'vocalist is Craig

. MathUes and he scores both times
.out; with swell pipes and a poise he
has acquired in the. last year.
Seemed a bit ill at ease at $3,30; at
two bits, he behaves, like a veteran.
There, are a. flock of good-lookers

in the chorus, although beauty quo-
tient isn't quite as sturdy as it was
in the

.
original. Gals show to best

advantage in the opening 'World's
Fair* takeoff arid the ; 'Mexiconga/
with the highlights, as always, the
undraping number a la Gypsy Rose
Lee to 'Goodnight, My Beatiful,'
with the femmes disrobing and then
stepping out from behind wax dum-.
mies fully clothed.
Crowd reaction excellent consist-

ently, with lots of foundation all the
way down the line, and backed by
'Dispatch From ReuterV (WB),
Stanley is handing out a cut-pricje
premium this week. Show carries
its own : orch conductor, who patons

. Max Adkins* house crew from the
pit. .

.'. Cohen,

dancing talent, always is somewhat
lavish. Currently, however, the pro-
ducers have outdone themselves on
this score, the scenery and wardrobe
exceeding even the standard which
one expects here. A 'Toyland' nuih-
ber brings but the 'Charmettes' as
wooden, soldiers arid dolls and pro-
vides quite a flash. Then there's a
lively, sophisticated swing 'Bolero'
finale which is liberal in its display
of^ undraped femiriinity and impres-
sively colorful as well .as fast. By
limiting the .chorus* appearances to
three; instead of the usual four or
five, the/show is thus speeded up.
Show,also is fortunate in having a

first-rate
.
m.c, Ray Wericil, who

sips greatly in keeping the proceed-
ings moving swiftly. Wencil con-
tributes .--.a, pleasing comedy turn be-
sides uncorking a- succession of gags
and stories good for many laughs.
Betty Ann McGinn from the line

opens the revue with , a ^cleverly ex->
ecuted dance specialty comprisirrg
three routines- during Which her .cape
is, transformed into a trio of costume
changes: Carlos, arid Dolores* dance
team, .work in the production num-
bers in addition to .offering • their
own act featured by adagio and ball-

room iterps.' '• Paul Allen, ;•: house
singer with a pleasing voice, warbles;
intermittently throughout the show.

In next to shut, Fid Gordon plays
a trick violin, from' various Wangles
arid, with a stooge singer, intro-
duces a lot more comedy business
that cops laughs. Both Miss ; Lowe
arid, Miss Wright are eye-fillers as
well as possessors of musical ability

arid personalities which stand them
in good stead.' The -former is at the
piano while 'Miss

:
Wright . sells .pop

songs, including several 61 her part-
ner's compositions, in show-stopping
style.

Lower floor , well filled at the open-
ing matiness Friday (1). ; Rees.

WEST END, N. Y.

r Wot Lips' Page Orchi i (13) with
Betty . Cobb, Hilda. Perleno; Great
Lester, Honi Coles, Dynamite Hook-
er, Sandy Buriis, Crackshot Hackley,
Jimmie Baskette, 'Chink Collins,
Edna Mae Harris; 'Behind Green
Lights' {Indie) .

•V

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Dicfc Stabile orch,. Edmund Lowe,
Lorettd Dennison, Jay C. Flippen,
Eddie Hanley,- Sunny Rice, Shirley
Gaye; Deval, Merle and Lee; Bill

Demayo; Shorts arid Newsreels. •

ballads, on which they merely rate
as ordinary, and not enough for the
tricky rhythm stuff, on which
they're unbeatable. .'Never' Smile
Again,! for instance, is very mild as
they driu it, : while ; 'Sweet Lucy:
Brown'"~is the sbekiest thing in Har-

ORIENTAL, CHI

.
Chicago, Nov. 2.

Elsa Maxwell unit with Mary. Beth
Hughes,. Marjorie Weaye'r^ Mary.

ALVIN, MPLS,
:

:.<[',
'.'•'' Minneapolis, .Nov. 2.

Ray Dencil, Line (16), Betty Ann
McGinn, Bea and Her Brothers (4)

,

Carlos and Dolores, Paul Allen, Fid
Gordon (2), Ruth Lowe and Edythe

' " t; 'Hold That Woman' iPDC)

House really goes to town this

Week with the best of its .eight shows
to date. The amount of entertain-
ment crammed into its 75 minutes
makes it a big buy for entertainment
bargain hunters, The Ruth Lowe-
Edythe Wright combo gives the lay-
out something of a name headliner.
too, inasmuch as the girls , seem to
be pretty we'll known hereabouts.
Miss Lowe as the composer of 'HI
Never Smile Again' and 4ier partner
*3 the former featured . singer -with
Tommy Dorsey's band. Proceedings
are calculated to erase some of the
nonc-too-pleasarit memories that
several predecessors here must have
stirred up. It Operators can follow
"trough with more, shows on the
,same order they should be able to
P^.t oyer the venture which, up to

• mis time, has been hanging some-
what in the balance. .

v Production, utilizing •; a young
,ine of 16 lookers with considerable

; Dick (Stabile's' orchestra, Edmund
Lowe and Jay C. Flippen head a

tighter-than-iisual stage bill here
this week, It runs' only a little over

an hour, whereas in the past many
of . the shows at this Brandt neigh •

borhood operation have been padded
to an hour-and-a-half or longer;

Often they lose their' force with too
nuich running time thinning the en-
tertainment.
Flippen is spotted ahead of the

band finale in his regular routine
with chatter and 'Small Fry,' which
lie sings eminently well-, with some
added stuff, building up the solo.

Comedian also m.c.s the show "and
on this ocasion he has Eddie Hanley
With him. Latter is on about at the
middle but could: have registered
better when caught.' 'Improved mer

erial appears to be needed but the
impression of a: girl .getting iip in the
morning (presumably it's morning)
arid dressing gets over rather well;
This sequence, could be built up,
io\vever. -

.

faowe is working here with Loretta
! Jennisori. She rejoined his act ;a

lew weeks 'ago, Lowe having: had
Carole Landis with him for. a. time
When, the screen player appeared at

he State, N. Y., a year ago, Miss
: Dennison was theri with him.
Act gets over nicely but at its

Opening, when Lowe identifies • him-
self with the Sgt. Quirt character he
played years ago in 'What Price
GlOry,' the usuaL reception was miss:

ing Friday night (1). Cracking
about' the lack of applause, Lowe
upped. with 'what, only two?' How
to make love and influence a woman
(by Lowe) arid how to influence

husbands (by Miss Dennison) form
the framework for some effective

light comedy. Miss Dennison also

sings a hot number with the band
and goes into a dance. '

;

There are two new acts . on the

show, both reviewed separately .as

such. They are Shirley Gaye,
singer of pops, who Is just fair, and'

the coriiedy adagio trio of Deval,

Merle and Lee, a pretty good turn

of its kind. '

,
-. Stabile orchestra, now including

a girl at the steel guitar; has been

on dates out of town, season

the orchestra was at the Essex

HOuse, N.

:

1Y. It is comparatively

good, but is not working.hard oh this

engagement Most effective sesh with

the barid is at the ilose, when Stabile

and a choir of eight sax players, do. a

nurriber down front. Radium light

ng heightens the punch pf jthe num

- There: are few things on this bill

that rate the 'cheers that were dis-

pensed by a half-filled house during

the supper show opening : night
(Friday) . Great

:
, Lester's. ventrO

turn,;: which has beeri out; of the.

stronger limelight for soriie time, and
tapper Honi ' Coles are the top turns.,

'Hot • Lips' Page's wblarey group of
12 :gets top billing, but outside; of
the leader's' solo\ trumpeting it im-
presses as an outfit of little use for
anything .outside of what, it's doing
here'; Theatre bills Page's stuff as a
'jam session every show.' .

That's
what it amounts, to.

House runs off the . succession of
turns in a (Told style. There are
few intros, the audience either being
expected "to know or guess Who's
who. Between the first comedy ses-
siori of Sandy Burns, : Crackshot
Hackley, and Jiriimie Baskette, and
the runoff of the Great Lester's
voice tossing;' there's a hot tempoed
tap delivered by one. who must be
Dynamite Hooker.

: Hs'j ori and off so
fast that the bit appears as a stage
wait)'-'..but following the Lester turn
he Works in one. House probably
brushes Hooker off- because of the
confliction With Hbni .Coles,, later on
the bill..

'[ Lester's : stuff: consists of the usual
for him. Throwing his voice : despite
obstruction of cigaret smoking, drink-
ing, .'etc, goes over heavily with the
aud. Material, as befitting this par-
ticular

.
section. (Harlem), is a bit on

the blue side in -spots.;
.

Horii Coles works late and in front
of Page's band; which shifts from
the first half of the show in the pit

to the stage. Coles is a crackerjack
tapster, long-legged and With an.

effortless style Of getting off clear

arid well trained, taps; His work: ap-
pears here as a bit too much in the
ordinary groove. He has the ability

;0 ^execute more distinguished, rou-
tines, .

•

There are two girls who sing With
age. One is definitely Betty Cobb,

The other nobody at the house, front
or backstage,, seems to know. There's
a Hilda Perleno billed Outside who
s otherwise xmaccourited for; it might
lie. she. Billing lists Romayne Jack-
son as the band's vocalist but Miss
Cobb is filling the spot. Too, Bar-
rington Guy is labelled on house's
window cards as ; on tap for this

week and he's riot;

At any rate neither of the two
girls deserves .being, called vocalists.

Miss Cobb handles 'We Three* and
Swallows Come Back to Capistrano*
in a voite arid style that .induce

shudders. Second girls, decked out
in white evening gown, is little bet-
ter with 'Ain't You Ashamed* and
Fools Rush In.'

Burns, Hackley and Baskette ef-

fectively handle the comedy, They
work in two sessions, each inducing
howls. Second, set in a • haunted
house, is the more effective. Line: of

12 girls, labelled the Westendettes,
handles dance work fronted by Edna
Mae Harris; They're better trained
than expected in view of the show
as a whole.

:

Wood,

Lawton, Toy and Wing, Maxellos
(5), Stan. Myers and house Orch;
'Glamour For Sale'' (Col.).

lem. :Boys' clean mariner of presen- Healy, Kdthenne, Aldridoe, Jerry

tation reflects their long experience
and is purely professional, even to
their well-fitting tuxedos.

.
Hopkins' 14-piece crew ranks

among the top bands, the Apollo has
recently: presented. It achieves
smash: jive effects while- retaining
rnelody in, its.music and hot blasting
the custon^ers

,
:

' ears off. v Maestro's
work on the' keyboard Is also ; nifty.

1

Belle Powell, warbler with the Out-
fit, is .strong on the pipework, but
weak on appearance, ' suffering par-
tially from bad hair-do , and dress..

Neat . production number: ;gets

things under way, stage being : set
up to look like a. football stadium,
with the band: in the grandstand: arid
gals . sweaters. ' on the 'field.'

Routines, by the 'femmes still

marked by a lack of precision, but
show a lot more variety arid thought
than the:: old time-step: run-thrbughs.
They're ' aided :. in

. specialties
.
by

Mafioh. Worthy: and Jimmie Smith,
whose yocaT work is . considerably
better than their terping. Charles
Bristol also contribs a specialty tap.
and it's a honey. .

Comics are Ferdie Robinson and
two Apollo standbys, : John Mason
and John Vigil/, with Vivian Harris,-
as usual, doing the, straight: They
get in one skit,

; a bUriey ; standard,
for average, results. •' Herb;

ber.
On the; opening; Bill Demayo, sax

player with the outfit, doubles vo^

cally.. He sings 'Trade Winds.' 'If I

Were As High as the Moon and
comedy novelty. As a soloist, De
mayo is much tod sti ff but he should

be able- to correct this.. An arrange-

ment of a rhumba.Ttypc :
number spot

lights Mary Osborne, .

Stabile s
.

gui^

tarist. Stabile . himself features the

sax, being .able to hit on this instru-

ment what is supposed.- to be its

EMBASSY, N. Y;
- <NEWSREELS)

APOLLO, N. Y.

Befnetie and parks Trio, Marion
Worthy and Jimmie Smith, Ferdie
Robinson, John Mason, John Vigal,

Vidian Harris, Barbara Belmore,
Mills Bros., Charles r Bristol, House
Line (16), Claude Hopkins Band
with Belie Powell; 'Money and the

Woman' (WB).

Producer Leonard Harper 'has con-

cocted one of the better Apollo

shows this session in which there's

plenty of production value neatly

embroidered with a lot of imagina-.

tibn. Looks like more money has

be«? i spent on it, -too, which may be

an answer to the competish Offered

by the recently-Opened, West End
• doWn the street. . -

:

Among other thirigiS; somewhat; of

a precedent, is: broken with tWo ofay

acts being included on the bill.

There's usually only :0ne, at the. mpst.

Pair current are both okay, Barbara
Bellmore, fan dancer, and Bernette

and Parks Trio, acros. Bellmore gal*

a cute lobker is primarily note

worthy . for energetic approach that

keeps the audience holding its breath

in the expectation that one more
burhp and the G -string .

slides ^ff

She's also quite agile in walking on
her 'hands: and kicking. Bernette

arid Parks Trio, two boys and a gal,

do rapid fire tumbling arid shoulder

balances,- finaling with one Of the

lads: being sWuhg n round: at the top.

of a pole by the other ori the floor.

•Mills Bros', and' the Claude
.
Hop-

kins band fight it out for top honors

on the chrome portion of the bill.

Mills boys, after a tour of South

America,* arc a quintet instead of

.1 the old foiirsome. They're not all

About ' 30% of the reelage in the.

hew week's exhibit is devoted to

the windup of the presidential cariir

paign. . All; this . is -now; over .
.the

dam/ ibut it's worthy to point out

that each newsreel contributor to

the symposium did a sound: piece of

impartial reporting. As usual, the

Embassy's customers .did themselves 1

proud .with the applause -and the

booing, all depending, ot course, on
personal reaction to .the two lead-
ing candidates. There were others
running for. the. office but apparent?
ly these ' had long, ago been, lost in
the shuffle.. ^ .

Reaction to 'President Roosevelt
arid Wendell L. Willkie was mild
when compared to what happened
when the program got. around to
John L. LeWis' endorsement of the
Republican candidate. There was
some ..applause but- the booing and
flood of cornment from the audience
were so overwhelming that few full

sentences in the Lewis excerpts
could be caught. The anti-Lewisites
carried on as though the speaker,
were actually in front of them. The
heckling abounded, with 'Go on you
traitor,' 'Take him away' and 'Tell

'em what you got for selling out,'

arid when Lewis remarked that ,
he

would resign, as president of the
CIO if Roosevelt Were reelected
there was - an outburst frorn many
quarters of 'Fine!'; arid 'Don't you
forget your: promise.' Even though
the results' are now : in. the forego-
ing it. should still rate as a curious
comrneritary On ^he pitch which film,

audiences' volubility has assuiried.

Paramount's Version is used, by
the Embassy in reporting what . took
place in Washington in connection
with the draft lottery.; The sound-
track even echoes the scream of sur-
prise Which a rnother in the lotttery
audience emitted When she . heard
her son's, number called off - by
President Roosevelt The clip in-
cludes a cross-section of the type of
young men in various parts of the
country ' affected by the draft and.
a few words by a conscientious obr
jector. The latter bit was, received
without any comment from the audi-
ence. -Paramount also accounts for.

a view of the 27th Division of New
York and. other, units starting .off for
camp. ;''-; ;

;- :. /:..:•; > ': ';;

The fire in the munitions building!
of the War Departriierit in Washing-:
ton, with the commentator touching
on the .sabotaging ..suspicion angle,
is retailed by Pathe. The Pathe
brand is also on clips reporting the.

arrival in this, country of Ambassa-
dor Joseph. P. Kennedy from ; Eng-
larid, the arrival Of an Amevicari
naval officer : to look over sites for.

naval bases in Trinidad and the. cere-
monies .which accompanied the clos-

ing, of the military pact ariibrig:

Japan, Italy and Germany. .'

Fox shoWs the. Japs blasting away
airbombs at Chungking and the sarnie;

country's • navy moving . into Indo-
china so as to establish a base for
attacking the : Burma Road, Metro
has something about the finale night
of . the N: Y. World's Fair, while
other light moments come - from
Fox's two Lew Lehr bits arid Uni-
versalis pictorial , of a wine . Cellar
which v had: been .converted 1 into a
bornbshelter. Of the football ' clips
Paramount produces ..the:: standout,
It's'.an 'exclusive showing how .the

Staging must be reckoned with bn
these Hollywood units if the Coast
people want to cbntiriue corriirig

:
east

to pick up sonie personal appearance
cash. The first .units were: able to .-

get by on the name value alone;, but
]

that novelty has worn -off and the
audiences are. now expecting more .

precisib ^:Shown^anship, prefcssional
production and; certainly, more i

.talent. : .

'

;

High-schbblish,
.

the ; extreme
is the presentation o£ some four -

, Hollywood gals under the wing of
Elsia Maxwell; For a person who is

supposed to be able to handle people
and make them be themselves. MlSs
Maxwell turned in an astonishingly,
nervous performance at this catch-,

ing. She: works, hard, but pounds
the water too much in trying to keep \

afloat. She Should learn how tp
.

drift. And Miss Maxwell's : material
..is. far too verbose. Good blue pen-
cilling would do Woriders for every^
body concerned, including the cus-.

tbmers. :i;
.'''':

With her are. some girls who giggle

like- youngsters and appear unflatter-

ingly awkward. - Mary Healy prob-
ably rates the best: for her singing

in which she evidences real, promise;

'

Warjorie Weaver also manages to

ceep right side up with some vocal- ':

zing. But what can be dorte about
Mary Beth Hughes who can do noth- ...

ing, or Katharirie Aldridge who
doesn't . know what to do because,
seemingly, nobody told her? Miss
Aldridge gives a couple of hints of

:

comedy talent in a few'; bits but
there really isn't enough of it to
tell. :'

Fortunately: there are some stands
ard . variety: acts arouno} to see that
the audience get some entertaining. -'

Toy and Wing, Chinese couple, con-
tinue to be a happy little dancing
affair that can always repeat. Jerry
Lawton Opens ;with some, novelty
acrobatics and Juggling. Does a little

bit -of everythihg, With the juggling
rating the

1

best audience attention.

Maxellos are standard as ever arid

clicked easily with their standout
risley routines.
The Stan Myers house orchestra

continues to grow in public approval:
Myers has revitalized the entire pit
rhusic. situation and made it a worth-
while arid important factor , on the
Oriental bill. Myers indicates a per-
sonal following here and should der
velop into" a boxoffice item.
Biz good at the last show Satur-

day*(2). Gold,

FOX, ST.xoyis
Si. Louis, Nov. 1.

Laurel and Hardy, Lew Parker,
Sid Gold, Mdxine Conrad, Darlen*;
Garner, Cass, Owen and Tbpsy,
James . C. Morton, Danny Dale Girls

(10), Ben Raider's Orch (20); 'Meet
the Wildcat' iU) and 'Little Bit of
Heaven' (17).

v

:.

highest possible, note. _ j-i *

a'^biiJcd,' ..hiit-'aqtually three
Sunny Rice, dancer, ^ on after the bro jei s, g o

-.fatHer". (who re-
opening handjn;umber.

frt
^ . ^ , b>others.: who

.
Farichon & Marco is taking' another

fling at stage shows in this midtown
5,000-seater arid if it can maintain
the calibre of the current offering,

which got aWay to a riice b.o. start,

the latest try should be a .profitable

one: • Surveys, polls, etc., have in-
dicated that natives Want iriore than -

talkers, but for some unexplainable
reason' they usually shy away from
the Stage shows when they get 'cm.
At supper show caught lower floor

seating 2,860 Was almost filled arid

pavees seemed to like the fast

action of this 55-minute offering. Of
course it was Laurel and Hardy Who

;

drew 'em in and the talker come-,
dians don't pull any punches as they
spend 15 minutes on the, boards and
wind up with a slapstick skit.

With the tboters corriirig up on the.,

elevator platform, proceedings get
under way with Sid Gold in the,,

aisles as a loud-mouth candy butcher
arid Lew Parker coming off the
boards to squelch hiiri. It's mina-
ttjre Of What opens in the 'Funzafire*
unit, which has played here; The:
Danny Dale gals, all lookers, warble ,

a. bit and capably do the first of three
routines with Maxine Conrad' lead-
ing in the chirping. Darlene Garner,
another rlooker,. follows with: a nut
acro-tap ' that copped a deserved
hahd. "'.

.-

The- Conrad gal returns, to solo
'Nobody's .Baby and 'I Can't Resist
You,' after sonie tit-for-tat stuff with
Parker. ' She. would, go over better if

Parker leaves the. apron While:. she
warbles instead of clowning at one
side. Cass, Owen and Tbpsy are a
swell: aero trio and their slow-motion
bit is Sock: : The line comes back
for a 'Cupid Is a Fake* number, the.

gals circulating among the customers
and pulling a Beatrice Fairfax 'Ad-.

vice:tb the :Lovclorri
,

.
with. Parker on:

the boards. . -

; -.:-*"

. After PaVker does a neat, parody'
on 'South of theh Border,' he gets a

gridders^ of Long '

inland:diversity !^ clarinet,/^^^^

*

•ove'r'co'm*.' a-ritp-^ame lensinn hv' from the band, and with .Gold Uiiing
overcome ante-game tension, by

| a ^monica; they knock oiit 'Tiger
reading odes arid listening, to waltzes.,^

- z a\7
T

With cohsidcrable custb "Gold
openinB .^''^"'^rt.r'-^i. " ' placed one of the brotners, wno

j
Also on the program are two: short

,^ . ^L^-^.Trfi^ hv ^onderine
:speciahst whose t^»^e is^r. g a d n - oulslder with- a guitar.

|
subjects,. 'Lond

.
Business .-very light I nday evening «^ :

-.

i
. ,

t 0 much for straigbt ! 'This Is China.'
at the first stage show. ., Chan .

inej yu i.u i.

j, wno aiso on. me program. are xwo snorij-^.. 5rio rf>fi nlaudits bV rendering
guitar.

I
subjects,. 'London Can Take If apd :

al 'so ^ared, plaudits py ren.aenng

Odec* (Continued oh. paae 55)
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ety Bills
THIS WEEK (Nov. 1

)

NEXT WEEK (Nov.
7
8)

Numeral* in connection with , bills below indicate opening: day of
-' show, whether full or split week •

NEW YOBK CITY
.

Stnte.<7)
Harry Rlchman
Sophie Tucker

.

Joe' E Lewis ':.-

Cltti nrt'ra '. Ka iy '
:Co ''•

•

NORFOLK
Stat* (8)

*

Benny. Davis Co

WASHINGTON
Capitol <8)

Rhythm Rockets
Boyd Triplets

"

Fague Sprlripmajii

Don Zelny«:'
:

.

Don Francisco

. NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (6>

.•pie 11 Gray: Ore:-'.
Red Skelton

:Knisht - Sis .

.'''

Russell & Slegel .

CHICAGO
- Chicago. (»)

•

'Loiiella'Parsbhs : U. .

State. Lake (8V
Charlie . Bsrnet Ore
Alon Carney
Audrey Dexnpsey •

Dick, Don Si D,
.

Regal ,(8)
4. Ink Spots

"

Stunip ..S'tiimpy •

DETROIT ..

Michigan (8)
Xaivler Cugat -Ore

'"'

Raul' Si Eva Reyes
Abbott Sc Costello.

: OMAHA
Orphean* (8)

Major Bbwea-.U
ST. FAIX

.-'

'. Orpheum -(8)..

Major Bowes U :

ON BROADWAY

CONNIE RUSSELL
,:"'-: • and '•'.•''..

.•:-/,:al SIEGEL
Paramount, New York'.."

4 WHITSONS
•

' Strand, New York

LOWE, HITE and STANLEY
Rosy, New York .

.

THE COLSTONS
Treasure Island, New. .York"

- '-All Placed by'
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

.22 WEST 48TH ST. NEW YORK

(7-?)
:BnlasL.& Skareh
O'Connor Kant
2. Nbvellos .

Hippodrome (8)
'

Herzoga
June Lorraine :

Judy pnnoyn .•'''
*

'.

GU*; Foster Gls
(One to- flli.)

CAMDEN
. Towers (8-10

)

,Bave Schooler Co
Cleo Barr ,. V.'

Beatrice- Howell .:•

.; ELIZABETH,
Liberty (8-10) .

Thompson Bros Co
3 (Chords •.

- 1

Cbley -..'Worth Co
Joe Termini .Co ....

.Ada- rC'Ox
•'

'.
;

.

:

FALL RIVEB
' Empire (5-7)
4 Comet*
Beatrice Howell '.

Bricklayers '•".-'.

Nash & .Evans
Guardsmen ''.'••

FBEEPORT
- Freenort (7-0)
Kltaros
OU.n & Lahdlck .

Vox & Denning.
Ross & Nanette'

.

'

H.\RTKOKI)
State (8-12)

Jimm>' Dorsey Ore
Moke Si. Poke.- ,

Emerald -Sis'
-

.

• .NEWARK. --

Adams (8)'

Cab- Calloway Ore

PATERSON •

.

:

Majestic (8-11).
Helen; Honan

.

Bogash A Bardlne
Wajson Sis, .

.,
4' Clovers

'

(One to flit)

PHILADELPHIA .

' Pay's (7)
.Jerry & Lllyan ..

Roy Smeck.' '''".

St - Claire A Yvonne
Collins St Peterson
Sett Murphy

'

Marnee'
.''

IS . Lonergn n Gls- .

'

Carmnn (12-14)
Ch. Fredericks Co
Fred Craig Jr
4 Clovers' ''•':

(Two to flUV 1 •

.
-. -(8*11.) :

Geraldlne -A- Joe
Mills. Klnff £ Ray
Enili Boreo •

(One to flit).

..
.

; pitman '
.

Broadway (ft only)
Tommy Tufnf r |

(Three to till)
'."

PROVIWiXCK
Metropolitan (8-11)
Gene Krupa Ore •

Andre-ws .Sis .
"

. •.;

Frank Convllle Co .

Joey Rardin. . •
.

WASHINGTON
Howard (8)

Noma.
Mae Dtggs
Howell & Btitle :

(One. to fill) .

WORCESTER
Plyinouth.,.(4-6). \

Major Bowes X* .

SEW YORK CITY
Armnndo's

Frank Mandella Or f.
ac

J
c

-
Gleason

'.•V.AXBANY- ;

•': Grand (8)
Blackstone -

nOSTON
Keith (7-11)

S Stooges
' Rimacs ''';.-;

^ Boston (31)
Streets of Paris

0LET1UAND
Palace (8)

Streets -of- Paris
-

' (1)
Xavter Cugat Ore.
Raul & Eva Reyes

>Danny Kaye
Franklin D'Amore

. COLUMBUS V
Palace (8) .

Geo. White Scandals

. DAYTON
Colonial (8)

Milt Brltton Co
Sajnuels Bros & H
Floyd Christy

(1) .

H'wood Blondes
Vic Hyde
Bird Sc LaRuo
Patricia, Ellis
Buck St Bubbles
Christlanl Tr'

BOCHESTEK
Temple (1)

H'wood Hotel ReV
Diamond Bros
Dawn & Jose'

SYBACirSE .

Strand (8-10)
-Ben Bernle Ore .

-

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (8)

Teddy Powell Ore
Jaclc Haley

:

Prlscllla Xahe
Cohdos Btos

.- (1)
'.woody Herman Orb
; Johnny Burke-'
Evelyn Farney ,

.
- PHliiADIOtPHlA

'

Earle (8)

Ken' Murray:. '

Park & Clifford
Hetty Atkinson
Milt. Heith S;.'•-.

. Wynn Murray V
"

- .v."'.' : (1> .
,'.':

- Louella Parsbns'
.
Ilptia. Mas'say .

Wnnle jBarnes.
Ilrehda Joyce'
Robert. StacK *

Sabu
.Mike Frankovl tch .

• W in T Orr

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (8)

Geo Jessel •

Rochelle Hudson
Jean Parker

.

Lois, Andrews -

Isabel Jewell'
'

Lya' liys .

Gene Gary.
Evelyn Farney •

-

(1)
Geo White Scandals

SHEADING-
Astor (8r0)

Gray; Gordon Ore'
WASHINGTON

Earle (8)
Gae Foster Gls
Lime 3 .

Nlrska "

Mark' '.Dawson
Frank Paris' .

(1)
'-'

Gae Foster Gls- •

Milt Herth'
Johnny Woods -

Del Rlos .

.

NEW YORK CITY
: ; MuMlc Hall .{7)

,Betty Bruce
.

Revuerii
yilun..& Kevin:

..:John -Sebastian'
•'•Paul - 'Nolan-..

.'

'. Kai.-he.vlne Warren
•

- Tony MCraber
Louis de Mllhah .

Rockettes
'

Corps do Ballet V
Ei no Rapee Symph

Hoxy (8)
. Ben Yost Co

Fjfank Cabby •'

. Hudson Wonders
.Xbire; Hlte & Stan..

Apollo (8)
Fats Waller. Ore
Lou/s .tor<ln ti ; Ore
John Mason •

Johnny Blgal :

.

, Louis Spencer
Lof*»»nzo J;!otii>

WlndHov (7)
Dick Stabljo Ore.
Edmund Xowo Co
J C Flipped''
Duyal, Merle & Lee
-Sunny Rico

Prospect (0-10)
-Yorlce: & Ortiz .

Bud Sweeney
(Two to nil).

.

Rivera (10)
Art Paulson Ore
Bob Howard
•Dennis <fc Dare
(Two to flil)

BROOKLYN
Platbuoli (7)

Reggie Clillds Ore
Pitchmen
Wholly Brown Co
DJoSa Costellb Co
Tophaftera

4BALTIMORE -

State (io-13)
Tonimy Turner •

(Two to flit)

Pedrlto Ore
Adelaide.. Moffett ..

Baraey Gallant's;

Ann 'Palmer
Irene Barclay .-.

Carter & -Bowie"..'
Virginia Gibson -

Dorothy Blain»,
Lor»tta .Lane

"

Frfeda Sullivan
Russell & Farrar

Beaclicomber
John Kirby Ore •

Chavoz Ore-
Maxiho Sullivan
Rita' Mont.aner

.

BUI Bertolotti'e

Don Sylvio-' 0ro
Aiigeii. Ore '

Moya Gittord
Ellsse Cooper .

Joan Benolt
Billy Cascade
Cynthia Cavahaugh
Loretta Lane '

Bill's. Gay* . 90'e

.

Charles Strickland
Lulu Bates V

.

Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison -

:
'

Harold ..Winard
Harry Donnelly
Bernle

: Grauer •

'

Brown Derby
Ann Bronte.

'

Edith Roark
Evelyn Wilson
Lorraine Lloyd
Terry ' Carroll.
Ray Bourbon'

Cafe Bruno
Nick D'Amlco Ore
Ennlo RomariO Ore.
Betty Bryant .

Cafe Continental
Ell Splvak
Yaschtt Datsko
Nordstrom Sis
Alex Makofka
Cofe des Gonrmets
Lois Elllman
Joyce Grey
Blanca Parish.
Charlotte Krous
Patricia' Wing-

Cafe Loynle"'
Roy George ; Orc>

- Cafe.Plerro
Bob Khiglit Orb
Mill Monll

'

' : Cafe Society
(Mldrbivn)

Teddy -Wilson Ore
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4
Amnions' &' Johnson
James Cdpp lit

-.-.'-.' Cafe Soviety
(Village)

Joe. .Sullivan Orb
Bllila HalUday
SlHter TfinriVe.-.
Art. Tnlum
.'Clintenu " Modefne
Maurice- siiaw Ore
Gabriel
Tonl Wood .'

:

Ruth Cbburn

,

GinKer Wayne..
Mmellllaha .-.

Sath Grnssls' ...

Club Culm
Charlie Wright ' Ore
Maqhlto Ore'
Eunice' Healy -

Nick Long, Jr
. : Club Enooro

Jack. -Sherr' Ore
Dan Healy
Helen Knne '

Fioria Vestblt
Dick. Kennedy '

v Club 18
.

G Andrewji Ore.
Peter Brent Ore
Jat-k White : , V
Pal lliirringtoh
Krhnltlo Hyp're

Vlnco. Curr'aq

Leila Gayhes
Club .Gaucho /

Bon Miguel Orb
La GitahlUa
Currlto & Coral .

Joe Cordero .

Lupita
Yayito MatdonadO-
XYZ 'Trio .

Club TropicaAa
Bardu All Ore
Bye Sis
Avon. Brown
Flash & Dash ;'.

Copacabans
Pancho Orc
Fausto Curbello Or
Ramon & Renlta .

:

Juanlta Juarez
Fernando Alvarez .

Cuban Casino
.

Consuelo Moreno

-

;

Don .Casanova
[

Dlmas St Belen
EfCi Dorre
Diamond Horseshoe
Noble Sissle Ore
Don. McGrane Oro
Blanche Bins
Gtlda Gray ;

Eddie Leonard
Julian Eltinge
Harland Dixon
Prof Lambert!
Win! Shaw
Horton Spurr
Dave Mallen
Herman Hyde
Sally. Burrell

El Clilco

Don Alberto' Ore
Joyita & Maravllla
Martinez & Antonlta
Juan Saro
Norma Lucero

El Morocco
Jack Tbwne Orb

Famous Door
Lou Holdcn Ore
Frances Faye .

Thelma Nally
Starr. Rollp & p
Glen Island Casino
(New Rochelle,. NY)
Les Brown Ore
Gr'nwl'li Viibtge Inn
Ahthbhy

: Trini . Ore
Eddie; Baron :.-.'

',

Ginger Lane •

Linda. March -
. .

Grace Pattcrsbn:. :

; . Ilavana-Mnarid
O De La Rosa Ore
Jiianito Sanabila Or
Estela & Papo .'

Arturo Cortes'.
Podrlto,& China
Virginia Rainoa
55. de : la Cohde..' .

Hickory House
Joe. Mar.iula Ore ;'

"

Hotel Algonquin \
Greta Keller '

Cy Wulter .

Eddie. Mayelioft
CharJes

. JJlclter ;-.

Hotel AmbiiNHudor
Lurry Slry- Ore .

Jane. -Wlntp'n-.:
'•

'•• Hotel AHtor '

SnnUe. Wllllahis Ore
Hotel Ilolmont- :

Pla/u
Arthur Ravel Oro"
Zito Oi'c .

Sonny "Tufts •'•'

Daclta,
Betty Carey
• Hotel Blltihurr
Will Bradley pre ..

II|otel ])o«f>ert :

V (Brooklyn).
Eddie- Lane pre •'. -

Hotel; Brevoort
Mprlcy & Geurhcurt
Norbcrt KaconP ;

Bruz Fletcher
Sylvle St rinlr

Hotel Commodore
Samuiy Kaye Ore

..'I Kadets
Tommy: Ryan
Jimmy Brown
Charlie Wilson .

.

Grayce & Graham
- Hotel Edison

Mai; Hallott Ore .

Hotel Essex House
Joo Relchinah Orp
' ilotel Honiestend

(Kew; Gardens) .

Sleepy Hall.
:
Prb . .

4 Dudes
Irene Anderson
Bea IsaacBoh . %

Hotel Lexington

Ray . McKinney Orb
Honolulu Maids .'

Hotel Lincoln
Tony .

Pastor Oro

Hotel MrAlplB
; J. Messher Orb .

Jeanne D'Arcy .
-.

Hotel New Yorker

,

Abe - Lyman Or,c
Mark, plant

.

Hotel Park Central
(Coconnut Grove)

Buddy Clarko Orb
Jack Waldroit .

Barry. Prince A- C
Pastihs St Fanchon
3 Nightingales .

:•'

'Scat' -Powell .'

Elenore Wood
Robertl Roberts

:

llotol Pennsylvania

Glenn Miller Ore
Kay, Kberle; /

"

Mtirtan Huttbn,
.

0 1 r'o Rlmac Ore
Hotel Pierre

Joan Merrill .

•

Al Slegel . .-';. .- ..'..';••

Hotel Plata .

Dick, Gasparre Ore' .

'Gerry Morton Ore . :

l'aul- Haakon •

Josephine. Houston •

l>c'; Marcos.

'

.
Hotel ; Roosevelt

.

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy-rinsa.

Einile Petti' Ore '.".•'

Dwiffh't Fiske

Hotel Shelton
;

Johnny, Johnson Or
Hotel St. George •

.;. (Brooklyn) ,.;.'.

johnny McGee- Ore '

Jane
.
Ward

Alan Gerard
Worral Sla '.

Bud- Lawrence.

Hotel St. Morltz
Ertdla '.Varzos Ore

.

.

Glover & LaMao v.

Rico de Sierra
Vivian Blaine. "

:.

ICotel St. lteKle

Hal Saunders Ore
Gus Mariel Ore-
Dorothy Lewis
Heasley Twins.

'

Bill & Betty Wade
lintel TdTt

FianUJe Masters Or
Hotel Waldorf-
.

'. Astoria

Empire Kboln

.

Kay Kyser Ore -

Ginny Slina

(Sert Boom)
Eddy Duch!ji Ore
June Bobbins .

Low. Sherwood '•'

Toiiy Leon'ai'd
Johnny-Drake
Lanny Ross -

ROEarlb Si Antonla
Hotel Warwick

Ray Benson Oro .

Covert. & Reed

Uurricune
Eddie B'i?h Ore
Maurice &' Cordoba
Beverly .'Robe.rtis '-.-

Henny Youngman
Doane Janis ' -

Carole & Sherod
Enrico St Novello
Jimmy Kelly's

Winnie Duncan
Carter & Schauta
Ingra Borg
Betty Carter
Tsingla
Helen Holmes
Marco & Romola
Job Capello Ore y

La Conga
Carmen Ciivallaro.O-
Noro Morales Ore '
Marco Rdsales .

Harris, Clali e- A S
Ro6lta Rlos
Gloria •Belnibnte'.^--;
Rnnion Serrano' : .

;

Johnny Rodriguez
Galvan Dane

La Martinique
Vat.blman Oro .

Ehira Rtos
Sammy , Walsh :

Marlynh St Michael
-'. 'Larue

'

Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph .Smith; Ore
Le Coq Kouite

: '..'

Val Ernie Ore.
Johnny Oliver. Orb
Martha Burnett

.

Billy Mure :

.-' -'
.

-

Leon ft Rddle'a

Lou Martin Orb
Eddie' Davis .

Delia Carr.611 .

Ashley .& Ware .

J.'eo Sullivan' :

Cesar.'. Roslta St P
Ginger piilb .-'

Charlotte Vogue
Count Boris •

...

Jovita ,'•-.-.

Lindy Hoppers .

:

. Blonte Carlo

Ted Straeter Orb
Velefo Sis •' ?\

•
;' Old Roumanian
Joe: La . Porte Orb. .

Johnny Howard
Chariot A'bgue:

:

Ethel Bennett
Sadie Banks*
Jea-hette ..G arrette '•

Jenia Pobedi'nla
l'niro Pago tinb

Armando' Orb "

Sljo'lil I-assen
Hilda MOreno
Philip Foster •

Artihl & Cbnsuelo'
Tant..; •'.

'; ;. . ';
;

•

Place Eleganto

Ernest Frn riz Orb ; '

BilJ Farrell. .

Joe- IJnvazo;
Vincent de -Costa.
Art -Tubei'tihl .-.

Tfno Donelll

Qiiern ' .nlary.'

Job Ellis Ore .

Consuelo FJowertoii
Je.an . AValters
Roberta Welch /

Bnron .'Gyldetikron
Lou Williams . V ,

RiUabpw Grill

Barry . Wlhtoa- Orb 1

Julian & :.M*r.1ori'
Jeati Murray .

Charles Btalte- '

Dr- Sydney; ..Ross
:

- Raliiltow-' r.oom
Edilie Le Baron- Oi
Elsie Houston -

"

Morris King.
Jacqueline Salter .

Bill Kan-
Jack Cole. Co .

'••-.'

Austin & •Lessln'g;'

Vicente- Gomez
. Kuban Bleu

.

Caspar Reardon

.

Paula Lawrehce.: ;"

Vera SanofT •
:-'

WIlmouth.;HoudlhI
Herman Chlttisoh

Russian Kretchmn
Nicolas Marthey Or
Peter .Nemtrort, Ore
Kastia Poliakpva
Marusla Sava '

Adin Kuznetzoff --'

Serila JCaravaeff' ..

Michel. Mlchon .

Mishl Uzdahoft ..'

Arjslak Arafelova. -

,'' Splvy'e Boot' /.

Ralph Blaine "

Dolores Anderson. ;

:Fra'tik " Slntinninn
Haywood' St Allen

'

Splvy.-.
Julie Gillespie

'
'. Stork. Club -

Sonny Kendis Oro
; Torch Cltib -

Geo Tottl . Ore
BeeiKalmus
Carlyle Sis
Lrfine. Edwards & A
Trensnre isluhd .

Nano .Rodrlgb Ore
Colston's
Ruth Clayton ;

Karen ' Knight
Carlos 4V 'Carit'4
Bud Sweeney '-.

; Versailles

M Bergete Ore- '.

Panclvito -Ore
Hartmans
Desi Arnaz

. Village Burn " '

Bobby Parks: Ore
Jduy

.
Ellington •

Ros.siliaiios •

Virginia Austin
Radio Rub»a

Whirling Top
• Russell.; Rhodes
Geo Morri s ..Ore .; ,

Irene Stanley:
Howard-' & IVee
Mircella; Clair.

I0S ANGELES
' Bar of SluBlo

Anrie Harriet
.

Bill Jordont : ;

George Kent

'

John Hale'-.
Dlcic WinslciSv. Ore

itiltmore Itowl

.Tp'arjuin Garay: ..

"

Hurley & RoUfbrd
Kfta & "Rubins -..

Glen Pope •

Jimmy Castle
Dorothy Brandpn
'If Doe's-

-'

Chuck Foster Ore

emit null
Yosanii
Bill Horowitz :

David Ball . .

;''

. t'oioanut Grove, ;

6r .GiOVMnrii. -

'

(it:orge Tapps '

.Hal-: Kemp' Ore '.'•'.
.

:
; Enrl Cnrroll •>

.Toaduln CJaray .

Eddie: Skinner f'o
MaryPetorWak
Francis & Gray
•*S.late Jlr'ofi '

.

Fay Carroll .

Jlob lirbmley
;

:

!• lakHon
Bob Will lama •

It"d Dust
Bill Brady .

Loll I a St Ardo
;r«an 'J'lghe.

.

Kdwki-d Agul/ar Or
.Manny.. 8troTi«t (ire

'

Florentine Garden
NTG .h Ca I. Frolics
David Marshall Ore

Forty-one Club
Walter Dyson ..

Knrl^uett's Rumba
Paul Kehdel
Ben Fr6ihiii.ee .

Gnue Iluyef* Lodge
Clra'ce Hayes '•"

Tat Dwyer •
•

Tierble Dublow
Bobby Evans

. ;
.T.|»)ihii'e Blake
•Arthur l!(;rn'«rd.bic

•.'it
. f'nfo

r>ar}'| HarjA-t' Ore
.
..Lii Conga .

'

Dlvonth; Uetfo
Ruciiici & Tarrlba:.
Paul

. N.elghborii Or
Phillip -Lopez Ore

'

PulMdliim '

Tommy Dr/rwej---..Ore
: VnrU Inn
Kenny Jlen^j Hon
D«mif('lc

•'

itn.rii' t|w A M r.ey.
Ht'iiiy .Monet V

'

Krtrhjuo Valadcvs
1

•Klf'ria .. •
: :

".

'Ii.Br/);i Ifnrlov/ •.'.

Marlit Ncl),( :
.

ffnU-h M,ir\rr
Cliu>k I hint y Orb

l'friitwi Urn ''.

Pefcl'-g. MMpf/crMjv -

,'i'lpAr Marirtin .

:

.V

Shadrack Boya
Mrtpt Fldler Ore
Eddie Albany

Seven Seas - ."
:

Lllla Kiplkona-
1'uannnl Mathews
Jane Avolar :

abhnie - Bright Oro

Slapsy Maile's

Lewis St Moore :

Margie Oerretson '•'.:

J.ouia tlo I'roh •

Joe. Frisco
Jiewls & Moore .-..:.

lllta Carroll

,

Mar'gje Pee.
Maxie RoH.en.blooro
Cullen Rlehatds

Louis Da Pron
J Riley Scott Ore
- Somerset Houss
Harry Rlngland
HI Hatters
Lorraine Elliot
Loii Saltee Oro.

Topsy's

Topay's Glrleaqus
Rusa Brown

;

Marvin bale Ore

Victor Hugo
Chn rles Marlow Ore

Wllelilre Bawl
Don A Beverly ;'

Phil Harris , :

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotel
(Pump Room)

.

Jerry Shel ton . Oro
\Mrginla,Hays.
; BlHiharck Hotel

. (Walnut Boom)
Art Kassel Ore
Marion Holmes

.

t'bllette & Barry
Don Rlcardo '-.

Hadley. ; Gls :

Itlackbnwk '

Raymond- Scot t Ore
Dancing Co-Eds
Don Si Beverly 1

Blaulutonb Hotel
'

.

'. : ( Bit 1these Km .)

- A.drio.11. Rflllinl, Trio

Brevoort Hotel '.

(Crystal Room)
Ma'e. King .

'

. :» Hordes
Bob Billings

. .; - Uro4idmeu4 . ./>

BIHIe Garland
Lucille; Fo>;d •, ;

'

;

Joun Andrews .

•'

Dot Carlson Gls
Herb H'fdolphs Ore

.. Clies: Puree :

15mli Coleman Orb;
Carmen Miranda'
;l*a ill , Draper"
Lee Sims.
Iloinay Bailey'
Kobison-' Twins. •.

Evu'iis Gls '..

iitib Alabiim
Charlotte Vahv Dae.

'

Murioi) Moore'-.

"

Hariict Korrls
Allen Coe
Bernle Ad ler

:

Jackie Allen .

Inez Gambol .

Effle -Burton V
Paiillctte La Pierre
Davo Uh>ll Ore . .

Dorothy Dale
Eddie; Roth Pre
. Club .Minuet •i

Colleen
1

Leah Ray
Ethel Brown . . . _

Fiiimor.e Sherman
Art Fischers Ore
Del Estes

;

Colony;. Club
Sacasas Pre ..

Monchita Ore
." Coloslmoa •. ..

Frank Farnum.
Franclne:
Janice Davenport .

Yvette Riigel
Jack Prince .'-.-

F . Quarteil Oro .

Prohaph . Gls ...

\ Club Delia*
Billy Mitchell .

Cyclone .MOrgan ;

Blllle Eckstein
De Alexander'
Chippie Hill
6 Jitterbugs
Rhythm Willie ;

.

Charles'. Isom ;

Partello Gls
Red. Saunders Orb -'

Congress Hotel
(Gluss llut RriO

.Johnny'. Banga Ore;

;
(Peaco'c)k -Km) ..

Jbp Vera ".-

: Edgeivater' Iteucb
Hotel

(Beach Wn(k) ;

Wayne .King Ore
•Si" Clair & Day
Ross Sis
Dor Do'rhen. Gls '

Herb Fpote.-
'

Frnnkp.'s Casino

.

Harriet Ehrllck
"

Lord Si Jan Is •

Rocky Ellsworth ;

Marna .

BillieWebb
Anti : Anderson -'

Dlek; Conrad :•
'

Bob Tlnslej Ore
;

'. : Gniemere. -ilotel

:. (Glass House Km)
Low; Story .

Ore; ,;

Marie Lawler
Nord Rlc'hnrdsbii .

ivanhoe
''

Fiorence: Sc li liber

t

Al Traco Ore:
Holly Swanson
Helen Sumner -

Al Velr.ra Oro
, L'AldoB-'. :

Entil DeSilyl Oro
Dorothy Jbhhson

.

Ai'sene Si ege-l. '.,
."

•

Isobel de Marc
Ilotel La- Salle

(Blue l>ont Room)
Gioria Pay . ,

Plerson Thall Ore
..liberty. Inn

Ted Smith .; .

Doree Daughton .'••

Sunny Loyett ,
-

Vivian' Stua:rt

;

:

Ruth Jordan •

Ear I Wiley Oro '

^ Morrlnon Hotel
(Hoston Oyster ;.

House) .'

Manfred' Got the If .

. New Yorker
Mac ..'Pepper .

Harriett Carr
Vlnce & Anita •

Patsy Dell ;

•'".

Billy Samuel "

Alehe'' &-'-gvai«V
Linda- .Preston.
Hoveler Gls.'

Arne Barhett-' Orb
Al Milton Ore •

Old Heidelberg
irnia Cooper-' '

Sally Sharrutt
He.Mrlbcrg Octette
Heidelberg Erts
Joliy F;an7l Orb -

Frahzel Ore
Palmer Hou*e
(Empire Boom)

Ray Noble Oro
Chick Si Lee '

Trlxlb ';

Dancing Debonatrs
Dorothy Dale
Abbott-Dancers'
Phil Doblcy Ore:

Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Gi-ne Ktrwin :Oro-
Joros; Si's.

.

(Panther Room) .

Harry ; Jam«B • Orb .

Carl Marx ...

; .
Silver t'iond

Honors. Si Joy'
Andy- Carr -.

lone' O'Donnell
Shirley Gale
Babette Uls
Elinor Daniels
Hazel Zalua

608 Club
Margret.Fabcr 'Gls

'

Moixine de Shoh '

Boots Burns' .
-

Irene Knve '.

Madeline; White ^
Jerri 'Vance
Nonna' Martin'
Jackson & Ncdra
Betty Sliayne
Cecil Voii Dell
Margo.
Jcri McCnuley:
Jo. Ann Carroll
Sol Lake Pro
Tripoli 3 ;

:

.

Tlioinpsbn's 18 Club
Jimmy Byrnes
Gene- Emerald' ..

Mary Louise '

Peewee Gilbert
Botrby Danders Ore

PHILADELPHIA
Club Ball ,

Marty aia'y- '-,-

•

Patricia'- Norman:.
X Nbrichalant's
Galeh'te. &"• Leonardo-
Pan American G
Alien Fielding's Orb
Juanlta Ore
Hen Franklin Hotel
Bill McCune Ore ' '.

Enrico & ;

N*.vello

Benny, the Bum's
Kilty Cole
•;Ma!*y.-,Lee'.-'

A,n:i : Laurence
Maxlne.-^o'rk -''.''-'.'

Wllma Douglass' ;

•''.'' Carroll's':'
:

Reds & Curley: .

•lai kle- Mabely
Sunji

'

Larry Steel
Dick Tiiyhir's Ore
Jerry - Tapps

:
.

ciuii 15 ;';:•";

'Paul'ehe Paige Ore .

Uoho Vpniiti '
:

,
'

.

AMol net le; ,Su reHe
Duvan & Duvan

'

Ainy Oj gan. .

" •

:

Barbara- -Stone
.Vr&went L«>g Ciibln
((.loiiccHter lights,
.; .. : ,'N...).) ';.••

June' Kldrlrige

.

J.bin. Claire'.
Loulun Wright.'
I.eon ...Vs (Vcllla;
V'li/la kIuIhh: Pre'.

'; ;V Ciimmo'n .

I >» v '• Van Held •
TtinHifv AioiKihim. -

Kl.lmi- MiVrcr .

Hfi.jidi. rjuimnr'Ore
t'lullllae Tuvprn

.1V»»i nfiV Lcrtry
Miirkin Hinlth
H ( '(i'| 0e) ii'ii

-

St Claire St Durahd
Gallagher & Rush
3. MuBlcai Riffs
Harry Dobbs Oro
Hendrlque '& A

bi Pinto's ;.""-.'

Fred Vincent Ore
Roberta Fbraker ..

Phil Cape
Gala Arden •

Mel/Mason..'
Mane Si Laura
Joe Wayiib

'. Embassy '.

dinger -Lanb.
Maria Del . Carmen
:.Blanca .Terlo'

.

'",..•

Grace Relllv
Cuvt Weller'o- Ore .

Carlos -Iieyes ;Ore
Cynthia Have;
Geo Clifford
Mara ...

Lucia A Peptta -

Qurt Weiler pre^
Evergreen Caplno

;

Harry Schilling
.Beth - ('hallis
Burns. &. Swanson
Kay Allcii

.

.Ta'ollri Dane.
Vivian Vance '-.-

Pat Sheviln Ore
'.';..i'o23:\Lo'e«iist'

;
.-.

Bubbles Shelby
Betty "Stone ;

Judy- Ijco.

Kiiy Lnhey .

Kings ,)f Swing Ore
Henri's

Andre & Frances
'

Hay (VI jay '' :

"

A I. Blank .

lilrnle M.eGee
Clias Voriie^s pru.

; (H Walton Roof)
Vincent Ulzzo (>r <i .

Doi-a Maugham
Hoy Nonson

Patricia King
Cl\ dl Simon* Dane
Helone Heath, .

Bob Russell
Linda Moody
Felicia

. Carlos Campoe .

Elaine Barrett '

Billy Mahn
Nell Fontaine Oro
Augustq Sanabla Or
ilotel PhUudelphla
(PlUladelpliln Bra).

Buttons Banlcey
Dick Wharton Oro
Jack Millard.
Frederlcka .

'

Fain & Foster
Billy. Kenny
Hayes- . Watson
COUina * Wanda
•fr- Frollcettes '.';

Jnm Sesslo .
.

MIckeyrHouse
Weddy, Kornfeld
Billy Kretchmer.
Joe Verrechia

.'

George Ljiitz

klispklns'Kntliakeller

Irvlrig Braslow's 0r
Maurine & Nbrva
Grace O'JIara
NevelettA . (4) .-;

Joo Armstrong' -

Estetlo Sloan
:

Woody Mosher .'.'

.

Qeno Raymond
l.exlngiou Cualnb

Charlie Galnea Orb
Mike Joffrec .

Frank Swanee
Riibe, Eddie & J <

6 Starlet* '

The- AVhlrlwinds ..

1> Ian tVe- Ho I ins
Mltzl Walton -.'•

Vlrglhia >:wuson
Lillian Fitzgerald
Cashle Costello
exinston Trio - "'.

Lido Venice-
John ''Joseph,. Ore' .

Blllle Beck
Chic.. Mullery. '

,
; .,

Jasper & , Roth
JJebby- Carr .

Mairjorte Dfuihrhond
Little: »*th«.keller

Al Sehcnk .

Tess Gardell^
Victor Hugo, Ore
Alma Rowland

'

Wade St Wade !
.-'
-.;

'

Mliititrel Tavern
SlHsle Loftus
Ed McGbi'drich, Sr
Evon ":

.

Croasettl Sis
Lois Wright
Margie. Marsh ..

Tony Catozzo :

Marriott's . R'm Pre
- Manoa Inn

.

Myra Lee
Js,ck Hitchinson
G.

;
Aristocrats

3 B Iosseina
Dlanhe Roche lib

Bill .Boyd- ,'

Frank C.unen .Orb.
.'

Mildred, Kaye

"

Montgomery's
Phil Fletcher.
Romalhe St Cawt'n
Lollta
Frankie. Richardson
Petb' Hayes- .

Eleanor Lttndy <;

Emma Stoncli -

Pehn' Foy
.
p,rc

,
Open Door

Morse Sis .: if 2) ' .'

Dorothy Dale '

Leuib .'Williams . .

Joyce Cludell /
Redheads (6)
Rose. .Larson. /

Marjorle Mann
Mbnya • Stanford-
Billy Hays Oro '.

Old Covered. Wagon;
Woody -Trovers Ore
Old Falls TaVen

Jack Griffin
Fred White •

Honey AVells
Pete Cameron
Jack Moss
At Kilbride
Bob Getty ,

Jackie Fletcher

Dot Miller
:

Chlokie
Jack Griffin Oro

PiOumbo's
NakI * sakl

"

Peta Tralto
Jahtie & Anthony
Kippee V»lez Gls
Kay. Hamilton

:

Howard Reynolds o
Red I.lon Inn '.

Ed .Chambers Oro "-

Peggy Phillips
Carlos &. Granado •

Dot Wilson
.

Jean' Van
.

691n St.: Rathskeller
Joyettes'

'

Frankie Schuth
Frank Mncaura
Dorothy Bollinger
Nolby. Cooke. '

Ruth Mat'Lcan
Mary Ann Laird
Lillian &. Rockwell
Bobby. Lve Ore '

Helen Doyle ,

School; House Ina
Little Jule
Joane -Roulette
Lou Martin:

'

Jeanle Van
Loii.ta "

; ; :

Joe Cam pb'
Jimnvie yenutl' Ore
Silver J«ke Inn

Les- Warren''.
Mlldrod Bodler
Nixon & Andre
Frank Hessel Oro

. 'Rendezvous
(Hotel Senator)

Don Crawford Trio
Baby Hlnes
Sniib ;Mosely'-. -

:
Spntolii's

.
.:

Supun Lung '-.
.

Hal. Hoffer

Stamp's .:

Leonard. Cook .

.

Wendell Mason :

Ruth Warren
George Marchetti O. :

Russell. Mogen -it B
Joyettes •

Jewell Ello
Stamp's Trio

Stork Club ,

4 Modernbttes."
Allan :

,Gale- ->-.

Mdtitpz Si -Maria
Bonnie Stewart

,

Helen- Wilson ',.

3 .' Peppers
,'

Henry Pa trlok Orb
.

,

Wagon Wheel Cafe.

Lillian Russo
Ray Fitzgerald .

Al Wilson
Lorraine. WlleV

'

W W Swingstera .

Venice: Grille j

Hlldlh . ''V.: '';.

Joe" .Jackie
Glamour Gls'
Fay Wray -

.

Eddie Thomas
Nora Williams :

.

Bert Lomlach ; Ore
Warwick Hotel

3 -Suns .

Weber's Hof Braa
• Camden

Jules FlaCco Pre :

Betty Benz
Curran Bligh
Tla Silton
Gahsleys (4)
Pat Sullivan
Syd Golden

.

Bon Francisco Co .
.

Anhand & Juliana
Elmer. Solizer,.'

.

Raths'r Kldoradians

Wilson's

Joe. Hough
Dashlngtoh Dogs' :

Kathleen.May
La Flour & M
Ginger Linn

'

eo Baquet Orb .

- ' -

Yacht Club

Eddie Matheroa
Maurice

,

Gale Arden .

Patey Williams
Frank Pohtl
Jimmy; Evans
Mary Navls

PITTSBUItGH
Anchorage '.

Flo Psrker ..

Hugh Morton Oro
Arlington Lodge

Dale Sbiners Ore .

Betty Smiley. •

Bachelors* Club
Al Turner- Ore .

Alice ..Dawn':

llulebnadee
Joe Mowry Ore

Bill Green's
Baron Elliott Oro
Dick Mack
Boogie-Woogle Club
Boog. Slif.rihon
M«< '.Sihiio.n .

Bebe Sherman.

.

:

Bishop liros-
,

Packy M'Farlahd .

Club PetUb
Freddy Castle Orb
Mary Ktleg •

'

Kitty Houghton;
Jean Ivory

.

Mike Eertpa . . .-

Cork nnrt Bottle
Jack-.Davis' .-.'

.

El Clilco

Don Armando Ore •

1)1 Kora ..•'
/•

Jurado Diiriow •.

Tert-y; Franc'onls. -.'.'.-'';

iJlo.tH. Fort 1'ltt :

Ken' Bailey Ore
Johnny Milehpll
Jessica 'Wheatlcy

Hotel Henry .

(.Silver Grill)

Billy. Merle Ore
June Collins .

(Gay OO's)
DoVothy Nesbl tt

Hotel 7th .Avenue.
Bess Sau bdera
Ma lola
Everett Haydn
Betty pbii«.hbe

Evergreen Gardens
Red Clarke Ore
Ebble Sehaub •

:'

stylists » .

Tnvla Harvey :

Elinor O'.Vciil

Dorothy Look
Helen Russell.

Hotel Ella

Eddie Noah
Marie Harmon
Jerry Manning
Eddie Under

. Hotel : Roosevelt

-Sally '.Jo Nelson
Joa Cino •'

Men of Music

Hotel Schenley

Billy Hinds Ore -

Hotel Win. Penn
'. (Chatterbox) :

Leigh ton Noble Ore
(.'hick- Floyd
Eddie Metcalfe ,

.

(Contlncntnl Bur)
Frank .

Aiidrihl'. 4
'

. Mbrry-Go-Round
Will Ascho •

Al Freinont pro .

';•'•' New. Penn .'.'

Joe: Viilelip;- Orb . ..

Billy Sngone ,. ..

Lester. Co
Kerek.ua & M adellne
Sonia Dare .-." NJLxon Cufe

Al '"•siarlsco. Oro,'-

Bob Carter ''.. ~

Gnlli Galll '.' ...

Ashtyums .

Kollettff. & Deane.

•. Nut' '•House..

Jim Bueliiu'noii ';.

Ha-rrv- Nosolcoff •
:

Ray. Neville .

Ted Blake
.Joe Kle'iii.

':''

Reggie Dvorak
Honey Boy .

.Buzz.in'.";Bee'a Ore.

.
Orrhrtrd

Jimmy. Gamble Ore
.Itiy Lorlrig- i: ' v,

Chuck Miller

:

:'V '• ^Pines'. ; -.

.'

Art Whr re n Ore :

Lauroi Grelir •

Don liuiter
Tony 'Rozttnce.
Ray Englei't ..

Kivlem :

H Middleman Pre;
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Buddy DeSylva, whose 'Panama HattieV opened at the 46th Street,

N. Y., last week, now has a record of three hits out of three tries. His

first two ventures as a producer were 'DuBarry Was a Lady' and
'Louisiana Purchase,' both current, but he owns the new show by him-
self, with the exception of three little pieces. Billy Seamon, first-

nighter husband of Phyllis Haver, Francis T. Hunter and Sammy
Ledner each have 1%, DeSylva allowing them to buy the complimentary
interests. ••"•*• >- :

-'.-;'

Ledner is general stage manager of the three shows, putting it on the

line from his savings to get in on 'Hattie.' Season owns 1% also of

'Purchase,' in which Irving Berlin is 50-50 with DeSylva. Hunter is the

former tennis star who now handles *21 Brands,' liquor wholesaled

by the. night spot of that name.

ams' It in N. Y. Times' Expose

Boston, Nov. 5.

! Ticket situation here, which the
. dailies have previously ignored, was
highlighted last week through extra

space ads Inserted by Oscar Serlin,

producer of 'Life With Father/ run-
ning at the

:

independently operated

Civic Repertory theatre. Manager
had previously readied a statement

as to his position, but cancelled the

release. Paid copy the papers
named seven agencies as accredited

to handle 'Father' tickets. Herrick's,

alleged to be controlled by the Shu-
berts and the bone of contention by
managers of visiting shows for' the

past year,' was conspicuously absent.

Under fee Herrick 'system,' all

choice tickets have , been handled by
that agency, the others being forced

to secure allotments from Herrick's

by paying a fee of 25c per ticket.

'Father' ad names Tyson's, Burke's,

Parker House, United Ticket Serv-
ice, Hotel Statler, Ritz Carlton and
Touraine hotel stands as authorized
agencies.

Serlin asserted that the. best seats

may be obtained at the boxoffice, or
at Jordan Marsh, and Filene's (de-

partment stores) at regular prices.

He insisted that any seat is available

. by direct sale if ordered sufficiently

in advance.;; Those who prefer to pay
a premium, however, may secure

.tickets from the agencies .
named,

described as 'being engaged in a

legitimate business enterprise, with
obligations to a clientele.' He stated

the agencies have a limited number
of tickets, the bulk of the capacity

being sold directly, at the boxoffice.

Manager also declared that if tickets

were not obtainable in the manner
suggested or by mail order, it is be-

cause they have been, sold, 'not be-

cause they are being held lor specu-

lation by any agency.' Herrick's is

said to have made a deal to buy an
allotment of 'Father' tickets, then

changed its mind
.
presumably by

orders from New York. Other agen-

cies are understood to buy their

tickets outright on a cash and carry

basis.'
'

N. T. Times' Expose
N Y. Times, which recently favor-

ed a central ticket office for Broad-
way, is believed to have stepped into

a trap. Ticket brokers claim an al-

leged plan to duplicate the same dis-

continued on page 52)

V
in Jan.

George Abbott's production of

'The. WhiteiHaired Boy,' which was
taken off Saturday (2)* cost about

$20,000, including the tryout week
at the Plymouth, Boston. Charles
Martin-Beatrice :' Kaufman comedy is

being rewritten arid is slated to go
back into rehearsal early in Janu-
ary, after AbbotTs musical 'Pal

Joey' has opened.
,
/ Two

. authors, . and Abbott and
George S. Kaufman have all agreed
as to the form the: revisions should
take, the only question now being
whether the script can be fixed as
desired. Matter of cast changes is

uncertain, that depending on how
touch the characters are altered in
the rewriting. Failure 'of.', the show

|

n trybut was a keen disappointment
to the management and cast, as more
was. expected of this than any other
straight play Abbott has done in sev-
eral seasons. Producer himself putm more work on it than on other re-
cent efforts.

Inside Berman

•

,
Attorney A. L. Berman has be-

come quite a power in ticket cir-

cles, although that is not his spe-
cialty. He is adviser and. per-
sonal manager for Buddy De
Sylva. As such he has the say
in ticket allotments to agencies
for 'Panama Hattie,' 'Louisiana
Purchase' and 'DuBarry . Was a
Lady.' Berman is similarly at-

torney for Ed Wynn arid handles
allotments for 'Boys arid '.. Girls

Together.' His list is said to
have been used by Al Jolson for

'Hold On to Your Hate.'

There are 22 agencies in New
York regularly getting allot-

ments from theatres, but 42
brokers, are signatory to "the

code. How the latter do business
is something of a minor mystery.

SO HE PULLS

J. J. Shubert burned when he read

two of the Boston notices on 'Night

of Xjove'' last week. Both reviews

were by second-stringersp-Alex Wil-

liams, music critic of the Herald, and

John Gibbons, film critic of the

Transcript. .,-

For 24 hours the trade gossip was
that Williams was in the doghouse
and permanently out of the Shubert
houses, but this was never made of-

ficial. : A follow-up story by Elinor

Hughes, the Herald's drama critic,

and diplomatic explanations by in-

termediaries evidently salved the

situation.

J. J. yanked his -Night of Love'
advertising out of the Transcript as

a tangible gesture of protest and
John HutchenSj drama editor, handled
the show pictorially as generously as

other "productions in town when he
laid out his Saturday page (corre-

sponding with Sunday pages in other
papers).

Daniel Frohman Seriqlisly

Hurt in Fall at Home

Equity Okays Test

Plan for Productions

Experimental productions, a sub-

ject that has been under considera-

tion by Equity and the Dramatists

Guild for some time, have been ap-

proved fey the former organization's

council. Joint board of the two
groups will be appointed to deal

with the matter. Under the broad

conditions set by Equity, not more
than three, performances of any
single production will be permitted.
Equity's: action was taken at the
weekly council meeting Monday (4).

The Guild acted several weeks ago.
Charges have been brought

against Maida Reade, a member of
the Equity council, by several mem-
bers of the association and a hear-
ing will be held by the council Nov.
18. Basis for the charges is Miss
Reade's recent action in using the
Equity : mailing list to send out cir-
culars urging the ejection of Wendell-
Willkie. ; ...

•

When the matter was brought to
council

, attehtibri recently Miss
Rea.de admitted using the ;Equity
mailing list, an action which is

against association policy, but ex-
pressed regret for '. doing so and
promised not to repeat it. The coun-
cil merely reprimanded her, but that
failed to satisfy certain

,
members,

who will push the charges :against.
her at the hearing. It Was indicated'

that in ietting Miss Reade off with
a reprimand, l^e council was influ-

enced by her past work in Equity's
behalf.

Daniel Frohman, 89, president of

the Actors Fund, is in serious condi-

tion at the LeRoy samtariunY, New
York, with a fractured hip. He fell

|

Saturday (2) while arising from a

chair in Dorset hotel apartment of

his sister. He has been living with

her for some time because of failing
t

eyesight, but has life-time living

quarters atop the Lyceum theatre.

It is doubtful whether the veteran

Showman will be able to walk again.

Robert ' Campbell, Fund's secre-

tary, sustained av similar fracture

some months ago when he slipped

while entering a taxi. . Campbell has

been on •' duty for some time, but

early this week was in the Lenox

Hill hospital for further treatment.

He is expected out this week. Sec-

retary is said to be 69, but friends

say he has been giving that as his

age for the past five, years.

Trend of new managerial combi-
nations may ultimately constitute a
vital force in the theatre. To date
the; fresh combinations aim to pro-
duce successes through the- joining
of men of . financial substance with
those of theatrical experience. It

is the new hope of show business,
bringing in new capital that is sorely
needed.

Change In managerial setups Is

perhaps best signalized by the for-
mation of the firm of Vinton Freed-
ley, W. Horace Schmidlapp, young
Cincinnatian, and Richard Krakeur:
Outfit is incorporated, the former
two. putting up $50,000 while out-
siders in a. seven-person company
invested the balance of a $200,000
bankroll.

Under the arrangemerit the trio

may do shows on their own, but
must first submit the deals to the
corporation which may take part or
100% of the production if not de-
claring, out. Indicated that each or
all may buy in on productions of

other showmen, as shown by their

interest in 'Cabin in the Sky' (Mar-
tin Beck) . Understood the trio in-

vited others to buy in, because Fed-
eral authorities regard limite_d ^cor-

porations which invest in enterprises

other than their own as holding
companies, which are. subject to

heavy imposts.

Schmidlapp started this season as

a partner in the Copley
.
theatre,

Boston, tryout experiment which
will terminate this week. Lee Shu-
bert and Joseph W; Gaifes were
partners with the young showman,
idea being to test plays at the Cop-
ley prior to Broadway.: Three shows
were done there. First, . 'Boyd's

Daughter,' ... flopped in New York
quickly. Second, 'Return Engage-
ment,' opened at. the Golden last

i

iveek, getti ng weak press. ', Third
show, 'Here Today,' now current,, in

Boston, won favorable notices but
little business. Up to this week the

Copley : venture represents : a loss »bf

$20,000. :

'

;

Boston idea was somewhat affected

by the illness of Gaites, who has

been; in and out of. the hospital, be-

ing treated for .'a kidney ailment:

The Walrus "and The Carpenter' was
slated to be tried at the Copley, but

was dropped when negotiations with
Sidney Hirsch, who controls the

play, were called off. Florence Reed
and Christie Ma.cDonald,; .were men-,

tioned for the cast.
. ,

Accompanying the idea of show-
men combining for the purpose of

stepping up production activities, is

the growth . of business management.

(Continued on page 52)

to 1, Now It s Up to Mgrs.;

Happily Wrong

William A. Brady, most con-/
distantly bearish, financially,

among managers, appears to be
the. only one who did not believe

.

actors would vote in favor of

Sunday performances. When he
learned such shows were okayed
by a wide margin, he telephoned
the League of New York Thea-
tres, which successfully, handled
the Sunday matter, to say he

: had guessed wrong.
\ Brady was the leading cam-
paigner for Sundays over a pe-
riod of 20 years..

.
When New

:

York legalized the performances
and Equity voided it with a
double pay nick, he lost hope. :bif

:seeirig the objective realized.

BIZ BRUTAL

. Attendance in Broadway theatres

was described as 'brutal' Monday (4)

evening, ticket agencies especially

being affected. Business was rated

the worst on night before Election in

many presidential campaigns. . . As
anticipated, grosses dropped last

week up until Friday (1), but at-

tendance then arid Saturday (2)

jumped, that being credited to an
influx .. for the Notre Dame-Army
football game. . Exodus of visitors

who came totbe metropolis for the

blowbff of the World's Fair was a
contributing factor, along with the

hectic electioneering in the general

boxoffice decline.
; w

. : Most legg shows . switched mid-
week matinees to yesterday (Tues-
day), but there was Very little morn-
ing activity in midtbwn:' Business

was at a
:

standstill in the agencies up
to noon, clerks standing around, not
even required to answer telephones.

That indicated that the populace was
concentrating . at the polls, with
suburbanites similarly occupied.

Light trade was also indicated for

evening performances. What was
formerly a traditional big night in

theatres on Election Day has disap-

peared. Radio is principally the rea-

son, with citizens listening to Elec-

tion returns at home instead of get-

ting results from the. stages or
screens. In ticket circles it was not
expected that today (Wednesday),
with only a few matinees carded,
would be any better, an election

hangover, being almost certain; ' Bars
were forbidden to open until 9 p.m.,

When the polls in New York closed."

There • are two Gotham openings
this week, 'Beverly Hills,' Fulton,
and 'Quiet, Please,' both being Holly-
wood plays. 'White Haired Boy' was
scratched after a disappointing Bos-
ton showing. 'Glamour Preferred'
(formerly 'Morality Clause), also

with Hollywood background, is

next week's sole starter, at the Booth.

Sunday legit performances on
Broadway will finally be given a
thorough test after rriariy years of
agitation and a welter of pro and
con argument Actors, who had been
swayed by former leaders to nix the
idea, : decided the issue in a refer-
endum counted Friday (1), when it

was disclosed that Equity's member-
ship favored Sunday in the ratio of
6 to i. ...

'

.

'

No doubt was left about the actors'

attitude, Principally because of the
limited, number of \ stage engage-
ments, they want to find out whether
Sunday shows Will help solve the un-
employment problem. They so signi-

fied by voting .610 yeas, in favor of
such .performances :

without double
pay, against .116 votes against. Total
vote of 784 ballots, was more than
one-third of Equity's people: in good
standing, the volume of ballots ex-
ceeding expectations. Juniors were
also allowed to 'vote,' but such bal-

lots were not included. They favor
Sundays in the same ratio as seniors.

Chorus also, but at two to one. ,

Double pay for Sundays had nulli-

fied the N. Y. state law legalizing
Sundays and giving legit the same
privilege. of attracting patronage on
the Sabbath that has been enjoyed
by all other types of shows and
sports events. Stagehands and musi-
cians said they'd work Sundays with-
out added coin months ago, so there

,

is nothing to stop the experiment,
dated to extend through the season.

. ;. Now Up to Managers :;''

j, It is now up to the managers to
handle the opportunity properly.
Few gave the matter much con-
sideration through the referendum
period and some were dubious that
the actors .would assent, drily two

(Continued on page 52)

MULL 'WHITE CARGO'

REVIVAL FOR B'WAY

Among the
.
revivals planned for

Broadway this season is 'White
Cargo,' deal being virtually Consum-

; mated.with a.name actress mentioned
for the lead. Meller has been on the
boards' in one form or another, prin-
cipally . stock, since presentation
nearly 17 years ago. Leon Gordon's
authorship was successfully contested
by a woman author, and control of
'Cargo' ' ; under a corporation in
Which she, Gordon and Earl Carroll
are interested, latter originally put-
ting on the show at Wallack's, N. Y.,

for a run.
.

.

"

: 'Cargo* is currently playing the
Beaux Arts, a Lbs Angeles little the-,

atre. It played 36 weeks there last
season up to December and resumed
in the same spot in June, William
Swansori has the Coast attraction,
and upon completion of the present
engagement it will be toured through
northwestern Coast territory.

Carol Bruce, Getting $150

In la. Purchase/ Fined

$500 in De Sylva Dispute

Ruling against Carol Bruce, In-
genue

;
in 'Louisiana Purchase,' Im-

perial, N; Y., by Equity's council last

week had several unusual ' angles.
Warbler's fine of $500, considered
severe, was turned over to Equity's
emergency fund. Salary with the
show is nominal, contract calling for
$150 weekly, but council decided she
breached the 'exclusive ' services*
clause in the agreement with Buddy
De Sylva and Irving Berlin, pro-
ducers of 'Purchase,' by - going on
radio and appearing in a night club
without managerial permission.
Miss Bruce got $450 for a one-time

air program with Ben Bernie and
$500 weekly for appearances in the
Sert Room, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
earning around $3,000 in that man-
ner outside the show from the time
her extraneous. appearances started
until the matter was settled. De
Sylva, who appeared before coun-
cil, later assented to Miss Bruce do-
ing radio work, saying he did not
object to her earning more money,
but banned night clubbing.
De Sylva said that Berlin and him-

self 'discovered' Miss Bruce in a
Newark, N. J., cabaret. Not stated
at the time, however, that she made
two stage appearances previously.
Miss Bruce was in 'Nice Goin',*
musical version of 'Sailor Beware,'
which did not ' come to Broadway,
and her appearance attracted atten-
tion. -She was also in. the last 'Scan-
dals' when the : revue opened In At-
lantic City, but was riot in the show
when it came to New York.

.
Fact that De Sylva paid off when

two casting errors were made in his
other shows probably counted in his
favor as far as Equity was concerned.
Hildegarde. was Under contract for
'Louisiana Purchase,' but when her
part was written out he settled for
$6,000. Phil Regan was to have ap-
peared in 'DuBarry Was a Lady,' but
was replaced when it was felt his
voice was more suited to the micro-
phone than, the stage. Settlement of
that contract was reported to be
$10,000. ; •

,';•,-

"

.Miss Bruce explained that DeSylva :

permitted her to appear at the Hotel
Pierre and she assumed it was okay
for the other outside engagements.
Understood she was advised to go
ahead by her personal attorney de-
spite the contract stipulation.

i:-
•

I

-'it

K
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Plays on Broadway

PANAMA HATTIE
B. G. DeSylva musical comedy produc.tlori

lii IS. scenes, St&rs Ethel Merman; features
Arthur Trencher, Betty Hutton, Jknies
Dunn, '-Phyllis-': Brooks. Joan Carroll. Rags
-Ragland, i,Pat . Harrington, Frank Hyers.
Score by Cole Porter; book. Herbert , Fields
and B; G. DeSyivar dances. ' Robert A-lton;

book staged by Edgar MacGregor; costumes
and scenery. Raoul Pene DuBois: c-rc.liestra,

Getie 'Snlzer;. orchestration's, Kussoll .noi'i-

Itott, Hans- Spialek; Don Walker; vocal ar-

rangements. Lynn, Murray ; Mfes Mennan'-S
accompanist; Ix>u Koslor. Opened ()(>t. ^0.:

•40,; at 40th Street ,N. T.^'to S8.80 top;

,

regular scale. l-MO top. • ... r
Cast;. '.besides -star and prlnclnnls:, Cong-

enita. TSppy- Pearson. '. Nadlne v
.Ga>.' Linda

Griffith; RogerGemVRaymond Batne, Ted
Dan lels. T.lpinan DuckaU Elaine' fhepnrd.
Ann Graham. Al Dowrilng.: Frank DeRos?,
Jack Donahue. James Keltfo, Janls Ciirtor,

Rerioe Russell; Louis «nd: Robert nig)i-\

tower. . Cliff. Ferra «nd r Miriam "Franklin..

Carmen D' Antonio, Ilarry Roguc.-lS girls,;.

8 boys.

'Panama Hattie- is Brbadway's

newest musical smash: It has every-

thin.ee and takes its place pronto with

.'the town's musical leaders; the -'JolsDrt

and Wyhri shows, spotting Ethel
Merman right up there, on top with
the two male stars.

Including a plentitude of en-
comiums that fall to the divers cred-
its of producer DeSylva. composer
Cole Porter, dance stager Bob Alton:
to Raoul Pene DuBois for his even
more than usually imaginative cos-

tumes and scenery; to the librettists,

principals 'and all that went into it,

. •Panama Hattie' evolves most signift-

cantlv for establishing Ethel Merman
as a "full-fledged sold star. Which is

scaling the :
heights ih "a decade.' for

musical comedy femme stars are few
and- far between, and even .. rarer
since the departure from Broadway
of such satellites as Farirne Brice and.
Beatrice Lillie.

. Long an outstarider in
:
her : own

right as a song, interpreter. Miss
Merman has become, punch.ier. sock-
ier,. more mellifluous. The shade of
scat-sing stridency that remained as
a heritage from her early Al Siegal
vocal schooling .is now entirely non-
existent, and she emerges the No. 1

musical comedy femme interpreter of
lyrics. Given song material of the
Cole Porter vintage, where the word-
age is primed for. $4.40 audiences
first, with a secondary ^thought to its-

•mass' appeal. Miss Merman, more
than sustains her assignment.. .

As an evening's entertainment,
•Panama Hattie* satisfies in every de-
partment.

.
The Herbert Fields-De-

Sylva book is topical, sturdy and
cohesive. The romance is persuasive,
especially via the medium of Joan
Carroll, clever eight-year-old: the
plot, having to do with spies in the
Canal: Zone, is timely: and Porter's,
songs socko all the way. .•

The casting Is topnotcb. Arthur
Treacher. James Dunn and. Phyllis
Brooks are Hollywood repatriates.
Treacher is capital as the deadpan
gentleman's gentleman; Dunn ade-
quate .as the juvenile interest oppo-
site Miss Merman (with young Miss
Carroll as Dunn's rivbtherless child):
and Miss Brook a decorative light
menace. The comedy department is

even stronger. Rags Ragland. after
a couple of abortive starts in musi-
cal coroedv. proves himself as effec-
tive at $4.40 as in 40c burlesque,
from whence he stems." Pat Harring-
ton and . Frahkie Hyers, . madcap
zanies from Jack White's Club

. 18.

round out a very strong, comedy trio,

working wi+h Ragland throughout in
vnsubtle pobs-onrthe-make brand of
comedy. Treacheri of course, more
than sustains his end, with Betty
Hutton an energetic soubret.

^. Above all. 'Panama Hattie* has
'pace and tempo. It's , as modern as
the Greeks ~have-a-word-for-Musso-
lini and {is fast-paced as an RAF
counter-offensive. Robert Alton's
dances, in /'the 1940 manner. . are as
fast on the hoof as Tom Harmon, and
DuBois eclipse's himself with his gay
and colorful decor. .' v

The . Panamanian •';' background
brings in plenty of that congarhumba
rhythm, and it's . in the specialties
that a

. , recruit, from a , Hollywood
nitery,.one Carmen D'Antohio. orig-
inally, a Philadelphia hio-weaver.
shakes . hAr . chassis into big leacue
values, " She's a cinch ; for doubling
in the. local cafes.

A fugitive from Fanchoh & Marco.
Is Nadine .'Gae, who. likewise, in-
creases her stage values 11 -fold in
direct ratio to the former 40c pic-

. ture houses, where she was long es-
tablished;.. In solo, and with . Louis
and Robert Hightower, in specialties.
.Miss . Gae clicks for unusual audi-
ence values. Other ; tern'.- standouts
throughout are Jariis Carter and
Lipman Duckat: Harry Rpgue 'in two
terp; r^nortunities, and Cliff Ferre

;
and Miriam Franklin.

;

: •"

: Other than Miss - Merman's spec-
tacular stage values, the blend of tal-.

: tnts makes for. a well-rounded com-
posite whole, eclipsed only in the
comedy department as handled by
Treacher and the Ragland-Harring-
ton-Hyers combo. Betty. Hutton is, a
fomewhat volcanic jitterbug oppo-
site Treacher, but does. all right with
her DT brand of comedy. Dunn was
r cold-handicapped juve at the open-
ing, but apart from the Vocalizing he

- handles, his lines well* Miss Merman
works often and hard from curtain
tt curtain. She's the local cafe

' .< Is-*. VS- J i .i..;,:

torcher with a heart of gold who. in
a treadmill effect near the end. saves
the day : by discovering ;a nefarious.,

time-bomb intended to blow up one
of the Canal's locks.

; Her songs dominate the show; out-
standing being 'Let's Be Buddies' with
little joan CaiToll: Tve Still Got My.
Health.' 'Make It Another Old-Fash-
idiied Please' (a new sort of torch
song.t.

; A. sleeper is 'Who Would
Have • Dreamed.' a tiptop waltz that
will assert itself in time. Miss Mer-
man, Treacher and the three comedy
gobs do tricks with a topical lyric,

'You Said It'; Betty. Hutton gets a lot

out .of 'AU
f

I've .Got : tb
.
Get/ Now Is

My Man' and Tresh as a -Daisy.'
while Eppy Pearson and Nadihe Gae
click with a '. specialty towards the
end of the first act. As a comedi-
enne, Miss Merman's mild mugging;
gets

:a lot from .
that pseudo-sacred

conga routine that segues into the
first-stanza finale, r

. ..

'Panama -Hattie' also
, establishes a

record in the renaissance of Broad-
way with three concurrent Broad-
way musical cohiedy hits from the
production stable of

;
Buddy , DeSylva.

That hasn't obtained since the hey-
day > of Florenz Ziegfeld, . Jr. De-

:

Sylva's 'Louisiana Purchase'; and ;?Dur
Barry Was a Lady' (title role orig-
inally created by Miss Merman until
bowing out ; for' 'Panama; Hattie'),

along, with this entry; may require
DeSylva building a special .chute ; to
the mint. •; '".'. Abel:

Suzanna and the Elders
OoiinHly in Ouee. acta (foiir acenr.i). .by

Lawrence Lanrjner and Arn>lri« MaraliaH.

Ktnifea. by Worthinetoit- Miner; aeUTiiff mm
costmuea by Stewart Chatieyi .- Prc^hted
by Jack Klrkland.' At Morostfo. N. V;,

Oct. 29, *40j >3.r.O top.

Sister -Mary Ijiinli'. . . . ..,.;...;..; . . .>•!.•! Hh)1
Sister Abigail Adams. . ,. A . . . . l>riha. HI!!
Sister Fla villa Ford .7. .... Rosemary - Carver
Ulster Olymple HerrliiK. ...... ;Mu.ry Itoy.liMV

-Slater Hannah Plvinheit>;,:..'..,Gvuo«i F.o'llcuc-

sister Amanda, Perkins. ; .. . . . , Itettlna Cevf
Sister (Marlss* Mar.shali.' .Frnnces Harrison
Sister Suzanna - Leeds> , .

,.';'. .Hallji Sioaduril
Patlphce Kent.: . .

, .'. .... . ; ; .June .
Scyiimuv

r>rotlier.-'Toni.

li.ev. A bner " Owen

.

Clin rles Owen- . ..VV-

Jolin : A do in
:

Kcii'.t. ;
lii-Ot'Uifr Mclhl.osli .'.;.

l.lrot her Tuppe.r . . v

.

ni-other Blnlseye. v .

Brother I'lunkett: . ;

• BroOier Stiiffpi-il . .-.

Brother -Lemuel .'.
.

.

Brother Iionghorne.
"Brbtlier Galupha. .

7

-Mike Lchlhnn.

,

.Lloyd .'Bridges
...i-.ltililp Coolidee
. . . .-Paul' Huliantync
. . Moixls 'Canvoyslty

. .Itoynl Beal
;:. liow'ui-il 'Frccm:iu

. . . . . I tal oh Word Icy
.,.'. ... . Hale .Xorrvo.ss

.-.(•'harleh. - Furcolo'wb'
; . . . -.lVliihai'd C'larlt

. .Theodore Newton
. i i jToiii .-'-Bw-cil

. ; ;.:, . ltoss). Hertz

Return Engagement
' - Comedy In ' three acts . presented' at' John
Golden. N. Y., Nov. 1. '40, by \V. Horace
Schmldlapp and Jos. M. -Galtea; written.' by
Lawrence: Rlley; Bert Lyteil, Mady Chrls-
tlana;; . Audrey Christie, . Leona .. Powers,-.
Evelyn. Yarden featured; 'fitaucd by. Row^
land : Leigh aiid Frank. Merlin-; .'setting;

Johannes Laraen ; SJ5.30 top.

Mrs. Autumn Hetherlngton. .Evelyn Ararden
;..WllllanV ' Leicester
,

.".
. . .P^ter G ft'rey

. . . Augusta ;Dabiiey
. , .'Alexander Nlcol
........ .Ruth Lott.
. . .Audrey Christie

. . .Leona Powers
. . .Caryl Smith
... . .Thomas Coley
... .Mady Chrlatlaris-.

......../Bert T.ytcll
'.

. Lewis L. Russell
. . .'.Warren '

.Clarlto

...... ..Helen Reld

George.
Bob.. ...........;....;.
Patsy.. Torhk Ins
Eddie, v.; » ....
Elolse Hubbard;.; . .

.

'..

Ruth Coii.way.. .'.
. . . . .

.'

.

Mrs. Ca'rlotta .l-'auiloicr

Genqva' Faulkner. .... .-,

Bill Gardiner..........
EJllzabeth Emeison. ; ,

G eortrey A rmstron'g . IV..

Baldji- Bemls..
Albert...,,......;,;....
Geneva's Maid . .

.

. ...

.

Straight plays have been notably
weak so far this season and 'Return
Engagement'

, does ' not better the
score. Second show from the Cop-
ley, Boston, designed as a tryout
spot, hasn't much better chances than'
'Boyd's Daughter,' which recently
opened at the Boston house, too, and
promptly stopped aftei*iis Broadway
debut. ^

'

It is a .comedy aneht rural, sum-
mer stock theatres but the laugh
count is meagre. Written by Law-
rence. Riley, who scored with his
first attempt,- 'Personal Appearance, •

new play might have gone places had
the script been: given more atten-
tion. First act is gabby and rep-
etitious, characters being annoying
rather than amusing. While the
other acts are somewhat better, 'En-
gagement' never seems to get into
stride. '

'

One-setter is: localled. outside a
former coach house on a Connecti-
cut estate owned by the backer,
widowed Mrs. Faulkner, . who has
amorous intentions towards Geoffrey
Armstrong, middle-aged guest star
on hand for a new play, tryout. En-
gaged for the same purpose is Eliza-
beth Emerson, with whom he
trpuped and to whom he was wed.
Mrs. Faulkner insists that : her

giddy , daughter, Geneva,, appear in
the cast, which nearly disrupts the
outfit, but the kid is disposed of by
the young author, who elopes with
her. She also plans to lure Geoffrey

' aboard a yacht due to sail for Cali-
fornia, but that plan is stalled by
Elizabeth, who admits she stili loves
her straying mate^a fellow who .went
to Hollywood but is about on the
way out as an actor. .

' '
-

v
'/.

A New York manager is supposed
to see the play and offers *to pro-
duce it with Elizabeth but not Arm-
strong.; Elizabeth, displaying her re^
kindled affection for Geoffrey, pro-
poses to,; produce the- show? oh the
Coast, and there '„' a sentimental
ending with "the pair aiming for a
return engagement .in wedlock. ;

Bert - Lyteil ; and Mady . Christians
are very well cast as the leads; along
with a good company. Their top
comedy scene:rcomes when they dis-
cuss former : appearances' V,together,
and he claims to nave registered
best. Mentipn of the Lunts is made,
and when he. dryly points out that
they are never referred to as the
Fontannes, it provides the play's best
giggle. .\ -.'

;

;

; •

Audrey Christie hasn't much
chance but. she took, the part to
change her luck and was immedi-
ately : engaged for 'Hi-Ya, Gentle-
meiji' (musical featuring Max Bier).
Evelyn Varderi . is the talkative,
whistle-blowing manager of the
stock, with, ; too , much to say in . act
<Jhe. Leona Powers is. the widow, a
fair part. Augusta Dabney is likable
as the ingenue, while Caryl Smith
as the gawky amateur attracts at-
tention.

There are sex angles in the play
but they hardly figure to help much.

; Ibee. •

. The subject matter of this comedy,
a Socialist community, such as dotted
the country during the 1870'si is inter-
esting, but the play has insufficient
dramatic substance :tor boxoffice suc-
cess. Aiccording, to advance rumor,
the script had been dirtied up since
it was first tested at Westport, Cpnri.,

two summers ago,.: HoweX'er, except
for some; 'teenage jokes about sex,
it stili seems innocuous.

. There's some; talk about Socialist

. economic and industrial theories irk

the: show,
,

'but co-authors Xaxvrerice
•Langner : and !Armina . Marshall ap-
pear .mainly . concerned: with ^the
practice of 'experimental breeding'
carried 6n in the • community; It's

kind of a twist on the ; 'bundling'
theme that made their 'Pursuif. of
Happiness' a hit, but in this" case it

seems old-fashioned and harmless
instead of titillating.

•

In 'Suzanna and. the Elders' the
benevolent ' despot whoi ru.lesV the
little, group

;
has nb faith 1 in romantic

love, or marriage, or.the family, all

of which he believes tend to inspire
possessivehess and greed. . Seeking
to improve upon nature, he tries to
build a better race of humans by
'experimental breeding'

. ambng se-;

iected members of • the community.
Of course -the human equation up-

sets this theoretical Utopia. ,The
idealistic

.
Socialists grow restive un-

der ,the cramping moral and ecdr
nomic restrictions and; when ah old-
fashioned boy and / girl romance
brings their dissatisfaction to a head,
they decide to resume -the custom
of

.
marriage, property ownership

and , other capitalistic practices.
Thus, 'Suzanna and. the Elders' turns
out to be simply : a mild boy-meets-
girl. story in costume.

Worthington Miner's staging seems
obvious and inert, although the
script offers little scope for in-
ventiveness. .Within the. limits of
the. parts, the performances are.
rather good. - Morris Carnovsky is

understandable and ; likable as the
patriarch, while Haila Stoddard
giyes her best performance so far as
the headstrong heroine. Lois Hall,
Jane Seymour and Tom Ewell also
stand out, while Drina Hill, Paul
Ballantyhe, Royal Beal, Richard
Clark, Theodore Newton and Ross
Hertz are effective in supporting
parts. Stewart Chaney's. setting and
costumes are excellent. Jack Kirk-
land, author-producer of 'Tobacco
Road,' has in this, case unfortunately
expended a superior production on
an inferior play. . ;Hobe.

Plays Out of Town

Glamour Preferred
Princeton,.N. J„ Nov.3.

Brrtok Pembeiton "'preai(ntsx tpmitly in

lhr.ee.' iict.t by l-'lorence Hyersoh «nd -Collii.

CMoinonts.: Directed
.
by Antolhetfa Perry

;

Hoitlnff by John Itoot. Presented for llrst.

time at ' McCarter. Princeton. Nov. 'i. 'AO.

f-'.".'! top. .

.'.

Amaiida Beckett. .. . .-. .V. Helen lliirmon
Loulii : . f, .7.v. ... . . . . .lil-slo Wiie Gordon
AVebster. . .... . .7,. ..... .< i

.

. . Henry Vincent
Ahgclu Vatighh. . . ../;/.« . . . . Jreho Corlett

Mrtx MMSlctt , . . v . .7. 7; ... . . . .t'harloa Trexlcr
Lynn Kldrldgo. . ... . . . .... .Flora Campbell
SIlvcrFlsb. Externilnatbra 1 Charles Rains

) Thomart: Rubcock
JelT Pottpr. ..'. .'

. ,
.' .'

.

:

Korr'y Kldrldge . v .
.',

Henry, ;......
IteiMH nl . C. ; Gblil water.
N Icholas- Jorgad . . . , .

.'

Mrs. lV'iVgllly., .....'.:..

Lady 'Towyri, ; .
.'.

lloiher Cox. . .7. . . . , .

.

St range Girl . . :. ...... .'.

Jviirl- Rclhbeck.i'; ;;;.. ^

Sir. TowyiiV ...;

.

Policeman.:. '.

'...'.:, .'. ,'. :

,

;Lox;Llnd«ay
,'.. '. , .(ilOll l,l\11RMl\

i.;. Albert LowJh
,

'. ..... L«uls Sprln
...Stefan Sjchhiibcl

. . .Muldol Turner
.'; . , .Wyn (Joho'on

, ...Jinnes O'Uenr
,

:.';..151alne. Perry-
-Henry Levin

.; .Robert Craven
. .William Byrns.

Kale Hathaway; one of the regu-
lar company at the Paper Mill play-
house, Millburn, N. J., and in the
troupe's first: production,; 'Jeahnie.'

iha
. Claire remodeling Victoriah-

architecture home in San Francisco;

Lois Moran, now
;
Mrs. Clarence

Yoting, wife of a Pan-American Air-
ways official, directing the San Fran-
cisco Children's Theatre. 7

Male lead .opposite Miriam Hop-
kins itii the Guild's forthcoming 'Bat-
tle of Angels' is described as a Henry
Fonda or Dean Jagger part.

John Wexley is at his Bucks
county (Pa.) home writing a new

V which the Guild will see ^first.

Walter Hackett^ author of 'Captain
Applejack^ and 'White Sister,' has a
hew script. His. wife,; Mary Lorne,
is planning to return to the- stage.

'

Why Not Dual It?

-.- ,'...
' V. Los Angeles, - Nov; ' 5.

Fprtujiib .BpharNOva, .stage pro-
ducer, filed $29,000 .

- damage suit
against Dr. Peter -Riccardi and
Rogers, lessees of the Mason theatre.

Plaintiff - charges he had ; made
arrangements to stage . a musical
comedy, 'The Master,' at the Mason,
starting last Nov. 4, but found the
defendants had arranged to open an-
other show in the theatre on the
same day.

•'

With revivals definitely in vogue
this season, Brock Pemberton might
just as well, bill 'Glamour Preferred*
as a- revival of all the old Hollywood
gags and sagas rblled into one.

.
The

new comedy by Florence Ryerson
and ; Colin-. Perry, originally titled

'Morality Clause,' will hardly get by
on its originality. Kaufman and Hart
did a better and funnier job on it

abb,ut .a dbzeh years ago in 'Once in

a Lifetime.' ; ;
' V,; ;

• Despite an abundance of 7 witty
lines ahd. surefire malaprppisms, .the

faction in -Glamour' is too slbw. The
authors take an -entire first act tb lay
the background for a rather feeble
story., and the second act is too; spot-
ty. The play succeeds in building up
to a chaotic pitch only to . fall flat by
a weak finale. . : :

-
:

-:
:

The authors haven't missed a trick
in taking Hollywood over the coals.

You'll find Goldwyn's prototype
spouting jumbled and accented epi-
grams; a ruthless .gossip columnist
who'll commit anything short of
mayhem to! get dirt for his column-;
a refugee Szech director, in - all his
artistic terhperament emoting with a
punk dialect and; accompanied by his.

two stooges; here, too7 you'll find the
big-time author exiled to pretentious
offices arid: "obscurity: there's the
Purity League head who controls 2,-

000,000 admissions and an assortment
of monkeys, lions and; goldfish ex-
terminators.

They .all enter the portals of the
Eldridge Ranch Hpuse of an empty-
headed glamour boy who has been
pushed to the .top by a faithful wife,
an ex-star of the Keystone, Cop eYa,
only to fall prey to every designing
siren. While on a personal appear-
ance tour in the east he - starts a
scandal by disappearing from an im-
portant dinner in; the company of ari:

ex-flame. His wife gets the news
from a. gossip column and resumes
her thankless task of bringing the
errant: husband to his senses.

: Through it all bounces the matron-
ly Purity League snooping for sex
angles, only to succumb to Holly-
wood glamour. In a waek and sud-
den climax, Hollywood's No. 1 love
birds . are reunited as the gossip
writer misses out on the story of the
year;;.;"

'•

; .'..;

;

The cast is uniformly good, partic-
ularly Louis Sorin as Bernard C.
GoldWater, the Goldwynesque pro-
ducer; Flora Campbell, as the ever-
devoted wife; Glen Langah. . in the
thankless role of the glamour boy.
and Robert Craven, who does a par-
ticularly fine bit as Sir Hubert
Towyn, husband of the menace.

;

Antoinette Perry's direction Is all
that could be desired, while John;
Root's single setting is excellent.

Rosen.

irig as a hiagnet it may bring » iat
isfactory response. As is, ihe.piav
is merely a background for a Brown
personal appearance and withouhim it would be as ineffectual as amickey without the finn. Looks bet
ter as a road attraction than for th»
Broadway menu. : .< .

°

An
.
atteihpt is made* to bring thV

show up to date by placing the iiml
as 1940 and by inserting several
lines; relative to Roosevelt and Will
kie^ They're out of place and add
nothing to the comedy. Same- goes
for a crack about Mrs. F.DH. -

.

Cast, with one or twoi holdovers
from the summer troupe, offers ade
quate support that should improve
with playing. ..John Call; as Elmer's
younger brother, looks : enough lilie
hint to make it official arid turns in
a lively performance to boot. Peggy
O'Donne^l, Grace Carney and Muriel
Williams fill femme romantic roles
capably, and Edwin Gordon fits as
Bull Wade, team scout who discov-
ers Elrne?:

. Alexander Clark over-
acts badly as the team ovvner so
much so that credits should have
read 'scenery created by Herbert
Andrews, chewed by Alexander
Clark.' Suzanne Jackson pleases as
Elmer's mother and Eva Condon is
okay as the family servant. ; .

.

Brown is tops In a role that i?

glove-fitting for his particular vein
of comedy. He uses considerable
business' picked up in his film ver-
sion of the play. Some ad libbing
worked but so well -.U preerh that it

is being kept in/ Same applies to -a"
curtain speech that was the show's
highlight oh opening, night, There's
a possibility that Brown may work
this angle up into an advantageous
iteiri on the order of the Barryrhore
asides in 'My Dear Children.' •

-"

Staging Jhas first and third frames
showing^up best, with a bad sag in

the play's midsection. ' Sets, are okay
for an obvious limited budget. '-A
Jiovelty is introduced in the form of .

between-scencs vocalizing by a qiiaM'-

tet comprised of Dick Byrer. Allen
Stewart, Keith Davis and, Morgan
Davies. Bo?tc.

HERE TODAY
- (RUTH GORDON)

Boston, Nov. 1.,

Comedy-farce ' revival . in threo ao'W by.

George. Oppohhelmer."•
:
Stars' Ruth Gordon..

Prosentfcd -by." Copley Productions (Schnild-
lapp & Galt.es) ; staRed by William Mites,
.with settlnff by Xouls P. Golanln, at Cop-
ley, Boston, Oct. ai, '.40; |2.20 t<n»,.

Jeffrey Windrow.
Gortrude. . . . . ; .

.

,

Philip Gra.yes.^.

7

Claire Wln'drew.

.

-Mrs.' Wlndrew. .

.

Stanley Pale,....'
Mary Hllllard. ...

Spencer- Grupt.

....Albert Whlteiy
. . . . .Pauline • Myers ..

.7.'. .. .Alan; Howllt
; .Augusta Rorland

..Ethel Wilson
.'. -i .... Kins- Calder.
.';

. . .-.Ruth . Gordon

v

. . John D. Seymour

ELMER THE GREAT
. (JOE E. BROWN)

New Haven, Nov. 1.
. Revival of -Rlnff: Lnrdhbr comedy In three

nets- (six 'BCbhes),
.

' stdrrlnff. Joe E.; Brown.
Staged by. Brown; 8e(tlnK«, Herbert An-
drews; presented by Aldrlch . & Mycra *at
the Shubertj New Haven, Oct. 31, '40; ?2.7o
top. • •.

'•-
.'

.

Mi'3. -Kdn«; .;.•.. ..

Sarahv. . .7 .....;. .

JylclC:Kane.'.i.7i7,
Elmer JC.inev. .. . . .

Amy ;GllIan.

.

Bon -Beeson
.

'.

.

Nellie Poole.
liull. Wade..;.;....
.Kit Carney.,.
Gabby Sutton.....
Johnny .Abbott.;'.
Bone Bohhnm.

.

. , .

l'lnkle Uoyle... ......
Kid Crowley- ;

.'

Odd-Olda.... 7. ... ; ,

Nosey. Nooh'an. ...... .7.

;

Grouch Stevens. .7v : .7 ;

;

High Hip Heiily........
Wave Wullter. , . . ... . . ,

•Kvclyti Corey';. . , . .7,

;

Mr^ ' StUlinan .
.'.

. .'..7 . . . .7
Mr.: Grayson ; . . .'i.i.. •;>,•

Mintha. , ; ,;;...... t'. .

.

.P*car. .'....'. i. ;.'....

Chl.e£ Harrisi.......^.;
Yankee Quartette. .....

.

Byrer, Stewart,

....Suzanne Jackson
. . . .. . ... .Eva Condon
-. . . •>.. ..John Call

..'..',•Joo 15, Browri
...... .Grace Ciirney

. . . . . . . .Percy. Helton
. •'.

. i I'CRKy O'Don nel 1

.
.

.. ... .Edwin Gordon
Lawrence Weber. Jr.

Dlclc Mldgley
...Francla l)e Sales
.7 Jiime s. Ha yes
. ... . . . 0lck Byrer
..7. ...Allen Stewart
, . . .Keith Davis
..... .•.;.-; Ben- Laughllh
;;tl(.iger Blnnken^lp:

, .; .Morgan
, Davies

., ...Alexawdcr Clark

.....Murlal Williams
• Richard Irving
.«V« Doiiglaa- Kea ton.
...'..;.>. i Betty .Kellej':
. George Spalvln

Ed Butiier

Davla and Ddvlesr

• Having met with fair success in
several strawhat stands with this
comedy last summer. Joe E. Browri,
With the assistance of several spon-
S?R\ is offering it. as. Broadway pos-
sibility. .This is the. comedy about
the jerktpwn baseball pitcher who is
so good, when he joins a big-league
team* that he never lets anyohe get
to first base. As a candidate for hit
honors in these days, this play Would
probably meet a similar fate on itsown merits, but with Brown's clown-

. This: is the third and best 6t the;
CopleyvProductioris. this season, arid
a revival of a good comedy in which .

Ruth Gordon starred, about eight
years ago. Play has been revised :

here and -there to eliminate lines

that might date it; and this revision,

as such, is skillful. However, this .

type of comedy is not up to present
day hit standards. Maybe the day
is past when the ribbing of the more
sober • citizenry by snappy chatter

from the" intense intelligentsia is

enough to make a show entertain-

"

irig. /.'•' •' ,.':.

Briefly, the plot concerns' the'."'sue*'.'

cessful campaign of a woman to re-

trieve her ex-husbarid from his new
love interest. Miss Gordon, \ as the
gal Who wins, represents a member
of that very smart speakeasy society

who spoke 'another language' in the
bathtub gin days. She plays a hare-.:

brained dijly, who talks like Gracie
Allen. Apparently her traveling
companion, -Stanley Dale :

(King
Calder) and her ex-husband, Philip

Graves (Alan Hewitt) think she's

just loo, tooVr-arid they, in their

smug way. have! a swell tiriie con-
founding the Windrew household,
also smug. .': '-. ".

.

Very soon after Mary Hilliard

(Miss Gordon ) barges in- with Dale
to disturb the peace of the Win-
drew's Nassau Wiriter place, it'^ quite

,

apparent that she'll land Philip and
abash his new girl, Claire Windrew, ,

and Claire's mother,, brother and fi-

ance with a barrage of flip banter.

From that point, there is only the

acting and dialog to sustain interest.

Ethel Wilson is thoroughly ;erijby>

able as Mrs. Windrew, shocked, and ;

baffled by the invasion of the cuffo

society set; King Calder is good as
.

care-free,, blase partrier for .Miss
Gordon, and Alan Hewitt makes his

character of the middle man in the
Jove triangle quite human.. Aug"s^
Roeland, as the other girl, arid John
Seymour, as her conventional' fiance

from Phillyi both handle their roles

cpmmendably. Albert Whitely, cast

as an effete brother of Claire, and
Pauline Myers, appearing briefly as

a colored maid, . perform with less

assurance than the others.

William Miles, director, keeps the
folks, moving about quite a pit' to

partially compensate for a slight

shortage of action in the script; Ga-
; ,

lanis* colorful living room: set is okay
considering, that three doors, a stair-

way, built-in bar ahd a veranda
vista leave practically no wall space.

- Fox.
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Chicagp, Nov. 8.

'Time Of Your Life* arrived last

week as the second of the American
Theatre Society subscription shows
and came up with considerable crit-

ical and public enthusiasm. Though
failing to reach any sellout propor-

tions, the piece has, nevertheless,

profit propensities and can figure oh
a stay of it from present indications.

Other shows in town are holding
their own and better/ with 'Male
Animal' perking and 'Meet the Peo-
ple,'- which started . at. a limp,: now
running in the black.

Estimates for Last Week
'Life With. Father,' Blackstone

(35th week) (1,200; $2l75). Entire
production and handling is a' lesson

in public good-will. It dropped last

week a bit, to $14,000/ but still a fine

profit margin.
•Male Animal/. (Selwyri (8th week)

(1,000; $2.75). Piece is going along
steadily and with publicity boosting
is managing satisfactorily at $10,000.
•Meet the People/ Grand (5th

week) (1,200; $2.75). Public reac-
' tioh grows constantly more favor-
able at - the boxoffice; will hbld -un-?

til Week before Xmas before scram-
ming for Times Square. Again $12,-

000. ...

•Time of Your Life/ Erlanger (1st

week) (1,300;, $2.75). Though under
capacity. ;

proving marketable com-

'

. modity, With subscription support,

.came up. with $14,000.

HEPBURN BIG $26,000

IN DEL; 1AWYER' N.G.

Detroit, Nov. 5.

Three theatres finally went into

action here last week, rolling time
back to the booming '20's with all the
legitimate . houses in Detroit in op^
eration. It, also meant three differ-

ent plans being in operation, . with
the Lafayette- providing bargain-
price rotary stock; the Wilson what
amounts to standing company on
operettas and musical comedy, and
the Cass bringing in the road attrac-
tions...

Katharine Hepburn in "Philadel-
phia Story,* first of the Theatre
Guild subscription attractions to
come into the Cass, played to . ca-
.pacity., business. It Was followed
Monday (Nov. 4) by Gladys George
in 'Lady in Waiting.'
Wilson, where, the Messrs. -Shubert

are putting together musical shows,
and Lafayette, with Wee & Leven-
thal's 'See My Lawyer/ are both n.g.

Estimates for Last Week .

•Philadelphia Story/ Cass (1,400;

$3.30 ). During its eight perform-
ances, Hepburn piece played up to
house's hilt for smash $26,000.
'Too Many Girls/ Wilson (1,900;

$2.20)/ Conditions here still are far
from healthy/with only an approxi?
mate $8*500 for the nine perform-
ances, a slight increase over the. first

week of Unfaithfully Yours,' when
approximately $8,000 came in.

•See My Lawyer/ Lafayette (1,900;

$1.10). Patronage started extremely
slow. N. g. $2,500 estimated for first

six performances, including two ma-
tinees,

''

"Road' Hurt by Beefs

In Mpls.; Fair

Minneapolis, Nov. 5.

Newspapers' refusal to. run ads
after Catholic group's protests hurt
'Tobacco Road' seriously last week,
and, in the 2,200-seat Lyceum at
$1.65 top, it struggled to reach esti-

mated fair $7,000 for nine per-
formances. Last season, In the*same
house, the attraction copped hefty
$17,000, with an extra midnight
Saturday " show added to make 10
performances in all.

'Little Foxes' underlined for Nov.
14-16.

.
.

:•

Cornelia Otis Skinner

Options Job's /Swift'

Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

. Bill Fields, p.a. : for Playwrights
Co., and

. Cornelia Otis Skinner,
bought an option on Thomas Job's
Play, 'Not to the Swift,'- for Miss
Skinner last week

:
while he Was

here ahead of the Lunts in 'There
Shall Be No Night.' Job; whose
'Barchester Towers' was done by Ina
Claire for Guthrie McClintic few sea-
sons ago; is now a professor in Car-
negie Tech drama school's faculty.

'Swiff Was tried out this Summer
at Red Barn theatre, Locust Valley,
L. I., under another title, 'Rue With
a Difference/ Miss Skinner expects
to do it, Fields said, after Warren
Munsell, Jr.'s, 'By Any Other Name,'
which is slated to go into rehearsal
when star finishes her current solo ,

tour. •,.
-

Joe E. Brown'ft 'Elmer'

Weak $3,800 in N. H.
New Haven, Nov. 5.

It may have been the pre-election
slump, out town went rather light
on the Joe E. Brown, revival of
'Elmer the Great' last weekend. In
for four performances, gross reached
an approximate $3,800, which was
not too good at $2.75 top. That scale
may also have had something to do
with the half empty lower, floor.

Show drew favorable notices.

Only attraction definite now Is the
current last; half of the 'Hellzapop-
pin* road show with Billy House and
Eddie Garr (7-9). Pencilled for
later this month are preems of Phil
Baker's 'All in Fun' and Max Baer
in 'Hi-Ya Gentleman.'

OK 10G. PHILLY

Philadelphia, Nov. 5.

For the first time, this season
Philly's two regular United Booking
Office legit houses, are open this

week simultaneously. The Forrest
is. going places with the Theatre
GuildTGilbert Miller production of
'Twelfth Night' with Helen Hayes
and Maurice Evans. With a $40,000
advance reported as early as last

Thursday (31) and around 43 grand
reported unofficially yesterday aft-

ernoon. (Monday), 'Twelfth Night'

Eromises to rival some of theatre's

iggest grosses. Run is for two
weeks and show is on American The-
atre Society subscription.
Other offering this week is Dante,

the magician, in his revue, 'Sim Sala
Bim.' House is the Locust, and en-
gagement Is limited to a week.
Last week's lone attraction, 'Lady

in Waiting/ Jumped a little more
than a grand in its second and final

week at the Locust for a neat $10,-

000, quite profitable for this show.
Upstairs trade was better than or-
chestra both weeks.
Locust, which now has best lineup

of bookings it has had in a couple of
seasons, gets tryout, "Conquest in
April/ next Monday for two weeks
and then 'Ladies in Retirement' on
subscription. Forrest has 'Night of
Love' skedded for two weeks start-

ing 18th and musical, 'All in Fun' on
Dec. 9. This month it solidly booked
—remarkable for Philly In these
.days. .

?Y6' LOSES D. C CRIX

VOTE, BUT OK $12,000

Washington, Nov. 8.

Ruth Chatterton's 'Pygmalion/
which opened its projected transcon-
tinental tour here last week at the
National, took a stiff reprimand from
all critics, especially in comparison
to the Howard-Hiller film; but same
drama eds went to town on inter-
views, candid camera spreads and
feature stories throughout engage-
ment. Result was that week not
only held up, but built for surpris-
ingly satisfactory $12,000.
Current is Brock Pemberton's new

Hollywood comedy, 'Glamour Pre-
ferred.' Next on tap Is Shuberts*
new musical play* 'Night of Love/
opening Nov. 11.

%ner
9

16G in St Louis

Current Road Shows
(Week of Nov. 4.)

•A Night of Love'—Shubert, Bos-
ton.

_

Ballet Rubs* de Monte Carlo-
Opera House, Boston.

'Conquest In April' (Henry Hull)
—Playhouse, Wilmington, Del. (8-9).

'Elmer the Great' (Joe E. Brown

)

—Plymouth; Boston.

•Every Man for Himself (Lee
Tracy)—Lobero, Santa Barbara (8-

9). ' .'"

^ :

:

'Folic* Bergere' — .El / Capital!,
Hollywood.

.

- ; / "'.
•

'Glamour Preferred' — National,
Washington,

'Hellzapoppin' — Bushnell audi-
torium, Hartford, Conn, (5-6); Shu-
bert, New Haven. (7-9). ":

'Here Today' (Ruth Gordon)—
Copley, Boston.

•Ladies in Retirement' (Flora Rob-
son)—Wilbur, Boston. \

'Lady In Waiting' (Gladys George)
—Cass, Detroit;

'Life With Father' (Lillian Gish)
—Blackstone, Chicago/

'Life With Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Civic Repertory, Boston.

•Little Foxes' (Tallulah Bankhead)
—Palace, South' Bend (4); Rialto,

Joliet, 111. (5); Coronado, Rockford,
111. (6); Davidson, Milwaukee (7-9);

;
'Male \ Animal' (Elliott Nugent)—

Selwyn, Chicago/
;

-.
.;'"'

/Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-

ton Webb)—American, St. Louis.
. 'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Tay-
lor Holmes):— Auditorium, Newark,
O. (4); Fairbanks, Springfield, O.
(5); Paramount, Marion, Ind. (7);

Uptown, Racine, Wis. (8); Garrick,
Fond du Lac, Wis. (9). ; :

i" ?Meet the People'— Grand Opera
House, Chicago,
•Not for Children' (Victor Jory,

Lloyd Nolan)—Lobero, Santa Bar-
bara (10).

'Philadelphia Story' (Katharine
Hepburn)—Shrine, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

(4); Victory, Dayton, O. (5); Hart-
man, Columbus (6-9 ).

•Pins and Needles'—His Majesty's,
Montreal.

'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)—
Ford's; Baltimore.

'Skylark' (Gertrude Lawrences-
Municipal Auditorium,. New Orleans
(4v5); City Auditorium, Jackson*
Miss. (6); Lanier. Auditorlum, Mont-
gomery, Ala. (7); Erlanger, Atlanta
(8-9).

•The Ass and His Shadow'—Play-
house, Cleveland (6-9).

•There Shall Be. No Night' (Alfred
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne)—Capitol, Ot-
tawa (4); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
(5-9).

'Time of Tour Life' (Eddie Dowl-
ing)—Erlanger, Chicago.;
•Tobacco Road' (John Barton)—

Fox, Stevens Point, Wis. (4); Grand,
Wausaui Wis, (5); Fond du Lac; Fond
du Lac, Wis. (6); Myers, Janesville,
Wis. (7); Parkway, Madison, Wis.
(8-9).

Twelfth Night' (Helen Hayes,
Maurice Evans)— Forrest, Philadel-
phia.

:

'Zero Hour'—Music Box, ' Holly-
wood (8-9).

'•

. Si. Louis, Nov; 5.

political oratorical pyrotechnics
via radio by national, state and local

job-seeking aspirants, plus the p.a.

of many big names in the political

firmament, constituted stiff opposish
to legit here* but the drawing power
of 'The Man Who Came to Dinner/
with Clifton Webb in the top role,

was strong enough for the piece to

close the first of a two-week stand
at the American theatre Saturday
(2) with a good b.o. take. Eight per-
formances grossed approximately
$16,000. The house was scaled to

$2.80. .

'

*

Piece- copped raves from all
.
the

crix. It winds up local engagement
Saturday (9), and Is the second le-

giter to play more than one week
during the current .season.; 'Tobacco;

Road* was the other.

Elissa Landi in N. G.
Charlotte, N. C.i Nov. 5. ;

'
Elissa Landi, .screen : actress, will

appear, here Nov. -8 in a dramatic

program, 'Thumbnail Sketches/

Miss Laridi's recent stage roles in-

clude starring parts in 'Rebellion in

Shadow' and in 'Holiday House/ Miss

Landi wrote 'Rebellion in Shadow/

Princeton's Tryout

And U. Triangle Show

Princeton, N. J., Nov. 5.

Elmer Rice's 'Flight Into the West,*
originally titled 'Transatlantic/ will

have its first performance at McCar-
ter on Dec; 14, with a week to follow
in Washington. Rice, play is laid en-
tirely in westbound Atlantic Clipper
plane.-

.

Princeton Un iversity's ,52d/ annual
Triangle Club production, 'Many a
Slip/ will open at McCarter Nov. 15.

Following two performances on
week-end of Yale-Princeton football

game, the Nassau musical production
will open . extensive road ; tour at

Globe, New York, Dec. 20-21. A
3,000-mile trip with stopovers in 14

cities will follow for remainder of

Christmas vacation . Author of this

year's show is Robert R. Chapman,
'41,' of Greenwich, Conn;, president

of Triangle Club.

Campaign Windup Hurts BVay;

it Smash $30,000, tamY OK

Engagements

Billie Burke. 'Here We Go'.
.

Robert Shackletort, 'Hi-Ya Gentle-
men'. -

''''

. Paul Hernreid, Hugh Marlowe,
'Flight to the West'. ..

Charles Pursell,. Rosalind- Ivan,

Gwyneth, Hughes, Sayre Crawley,
Alvin. Lyons,; "'The Com - Is Green*. •

Irene Corlett, Glen Cortland, Elsa

.

Mae
.

Gordon, Helen Harmon, Charles
Ti-exler, Stefan Schnable, 'Glamour
Preferred'.

'Ladies In Retirement'

Fair $10,800 In Balto
Baltimore, Nov. 5.

'Pygmalion/ with Ruth Chatterton,
is in at Ford's this week, with 'The.
Corn Is Green/ a new one by Emlyn
Williams, slated for a three-day
break-in Nov. 14. .'Corn' will be
presented by Herman. Shumlin with
Ethyl Barrymore holding down the
starring niche.

'Last week /Ladies in Retirement'
fulfilled: the first of six plays prom-
ised under the American ' Theatre
Society subscription

.
plan. - Battled

valiantly at $2.85 against pre-elec-
tion blues and thanks to heavy _u.p_r_

stairs play added to subscribers: ad-
vance sale;, managed to. build to esti-

mated fair $10,800 at the 1,900-seater.

: ,
Boston, Nov. 5.

.

Very spotty situation here last

week, with 'Twelfth Night' and 'Life

With Father' getting practicaly all

the trade and three other shows
starving: 'Night of Love/ the new
Shubert musical; 'White Haired Boy/
the Martin-Beatrice Kaufman com-
edy which George Abbott took off

the boards Saturday (2 ) indefinitely

;

arid
4Here. Today/ revival by George

Oppenheimer, with : Ruth . Gordon
Starred./;':';.:^:...

: ';-

New
.
shows, opening Monday (4 )

,

are 'Ladies in Retirement/ with
Flora Robson, and 'Elmer the Great/
with Joe E. Brown. Novel stunt in

connection with 'Elmer' will be an-
nouncement of election, returns to-

night (5) from stage and through
WBZ, with special material inserted

into stage script for Joe E. Brown.
Estimates for Last Week .

' Twelfth Night/ Colonial (2nd wk.)
(1,643; $3.30). Closed with Capacity
biz on second and final week. Al-
though not generaly rated the choic-
est of the Shakespeare vehicles/ the
performances of Helen Hayes and
Maurice Evans and the staging of

Margaret Webster added up to a ter-

rific draw for Bostohians. Bowed
out with smash $24,000.

'Life With Father/ Repertory (5th

wki) (965; $2.75). No stopping this

one. Seats selling weeks in advance.
Fifth frame very solid at $15,000.

'Night of Love/ Shubert (1st wk. )

(1,590; $3.30). New ShUbert musi-
cal given the thumbs-down treat-

ment by the- press and public. Scored
under $5,000 for initial tryout stanza.

'The White Haired Boy/ Plymouth
(one week) (1,480; $2.75) . Died
a-borning and taken off after a sin-

gle week's tryout* Took around $2,-

500.

'Here Today/ Copley (1st wk.)
(1,038; $2.20). Top price raised from
$1.65, but imake still scanty here.
Last week around $2,000.

TOLIES' BIG $17,000

IN LA, 'QUIET' SLIM 5G

Los Angeles, Nov. 5.

Biltmbre is dark again after three
weeks local tryout of the Jesse L.
Lasky-Henry Duffy comedy, 'Quiet,

Please/ and probably will remain
shuttered until Tallulah Bankhead
comes in sometime in January with
The Little Poxes.' 'Please' moves,
to the. Guild theatre in New York.

'Folies Bergeire! - is in third suc-
cessful week at El Capitari, where it

probably will stick several more
stanzas/ 'Meet the People' has final-

ly closed its Hollywood run, nearly;
11 months after first edition, now on
tour, first. started;

Estimates for Last Week
'Folies Bergere/ El Capitan, Holly-

wood (R-1,560; $1.10) (2d week).
Picked up slightly and at $17,000
very good. \" -

'Quiet, Please/ Biltmore (C- 1,656;

$2.65) (3d-final week). Locals just
did ; not want this comedy with a
Hollywood background, and, final

stanza meagre $5,000.

•Mrs. Carrolls' T«ur .

. Margaret Bannerman • will take
'Two Mrs.. Carrolls.' on a trans-Canar

diain toUr shortly, this being the. pliy-i

done in London some time ago by
j

Mira Moya and Leslie Banks. Mrs.

!

Bayard Veiller authored it.

Miss Bannerman is ' currently in
New York casting it.

Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama); R

(Revue), M (Musical), F (Faree),
O (Operetta).

'Boys and Girls Together/ Broad-
hurst (5th week) K(R-1,4I2; $4.40).
Election activities with numerous
broadcasts reflected en most box-
offices; hits >not materially off, how-
ever/this one around $27,000.

^^Beverly- Hills/ Fulton (C-978; •

$3.30). ; Presented by Laurence
Schwab

. and Otto L. Preminger;
written by Lynn Starling and How-
ard J. Green; opens Thursday (7)
after series of previews.
'Cabin the Sky/ Martin Beck (2d

week) (M-1,214; $3.30); Audiences
enthusiastic; attendance hot up to
expectations, but takings of $14,000
first full week indicates colored ^mu-
sical may' be stayer;

DuBarry Was a Lady/ Royale
(48th week) (M-1,407- $4.40). Femme
lead changed again; Gypsy Rose Lee
out and Betty Alien in again; Fran*
ces Williams due to replace when
show goes to road, probably soon;
dipped to around $14,000.

^George Washington Slept Here*
Lyceum (2d week) (C-1^004; $3.30).
Best draw among straight shows so
far; gross around $13,000 considered
okay considering: pre-election dip.

r

y
^^*»P0PPin' Winter Garden
(111th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Sec-
ond company opens on road this
week; not expected to a. feet original
laugh-getter outfit, but last week's
pace dropped under $25,000.

'Hold On to Your Hats/ Shubert
(8th week ) (M-1,405; $4.40 ). Mati-
nees for some musicals hot so much
in demand, but night attendance
holds to big figures; slightly affected
last week, but approximately $27,000.

ft Happens on Ice/ Center (4th
week) (R-3,087; $2.75).. More than
held its own last week and fink
novelty looks set for stay; perform-
ance-bolstering a factor; $36,600
quoted looks plenty profitable toth
ways. -

'Johnny. Belinda/ Belasco (7th
week) (D-1,000; $3.30). Early ar-
riving drama sticking, but has been
operating in the . fed: slipped to
$4,000. . .

r

'Life With Father/ Empire (52d
week) (C-1,095; $3.30). Entering
second year and traveling at capac-
ity gait; ^18^00 last week means just
fewer standees.

'Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial
(23d week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Xist's
topper continues clean-up pace:
claimed virtual capacity despite elec-
tion distractions; $34,000.

'Man Who Came Dinner/ Music
Box (55th week) (C-1,102; $3.30).
Long run shows were mostly af-
fected by nearness of election; ap-
proached $13,500, which is quite
profitable both ways.
•Panama Battle/ ,46th St. (1st

week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Rated new-
est musical smash; draw rave notices
and standee business after midweek
debut; with paid preview first seven
times nearly $30,000.

'

„ 'Quiet Please/ Guild (C-056; $3.30).
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky and
Henry Duffy; written by . F. Hugh
Herbert and Hahs Kraly;\ recently
presented on Coast; opens Friday (6).

'Return Engagement/ Golden (1st
week) (C-789; $3.30). Opened Fri-
day (1); drew n.s.g. notices and
chances doubtful; may stay for in-
dicated picture rights coin.

'Separate Booms/ Plymouth (32d
week) (C-l,107; $3.30), Dipped like
other stayers and slated through au-
tumn; has been turning weekly
profit; claimed $9,000.

'Suzanna and Elders/ Morosco (1st
week) (C-939; $3.30). Was announced
to close Saturday (2) after adverse
press; good Saturday resulted in con- :

tinuahce; may be audience show:
little over $5,000.

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (287th
week) (C-1,107; $1.10). No show has
advertised 'last weeks' for so long
a period; rated around $4,500, which
means fair profit. ''•/...

'White Haired Boy/ Biltmore.
Taken off after one week in Boston;
Broadway

: presentation off indefi-
nitely/ ..:/

;

\

• Revivals ; .

'

'

'Blind Alley/ Windsor (3d week)
(C-1,064; $2.20), Using two for ones
and other cut rates; may improve
after election, but weak so far; $3,500
estimated.

: .

'Charley's Aunt/ Cort (3d week)
(C-1,064; $3.30). Started out prom-
isin'gly and should fare well enough,
what with new straight shows slow
to arrive; around $8,000.

•Kind Lady/ Playhouse (9th week)
(CD-865; $3.30), Best draw, of the
revivals, and 'slated through fall pe-
riod; business last week estimated
around $9,000;



If
.Continued from page .4?

.

shows, were announced to play next

Sunday (10), neither being among
the leaders. Those, managers who
were apathetic about. Sundays re-

cently are expected to go into action,

but if Sunday plans are backward it

is hardly pertinent, because the sea-

son has not gotten .'into stride. With

the election -.over,' production is
.
ex-

pected to be stepped up arid, when

more shows are added to the list;

Sundays should become important. -

:

• Still to be deterinined [
is the' time

of starting Sunday shows. It has

been demonstrated that night per-

formances are.the right idea for most

successes played Sundays for benefit

;
of. the

1

. Various. actors' charities, but

the objective now is to attract that

class of patronage that does not re-

main on Broadway Sunday eyehings,

the Weekly suburbanite ;
influx.

:

As-

sumed ,tr^at type of amusement seeker

wants ;diversioh: at moderate prices,

approximately the same rates that go

for vaudfllm arid /other' theatres

which, have had the
;
Sunday , field

without legit opposition.

Indications are that mid-afternoon

curtains would lure' the Sunday in-

comers; who like others usually go

home comparatively early. That is

proven- by attendance in. Broadway's

leading picture theatres, last eve-

ning performances on Sundays being

'No Admish Hike'

Council of mandatory Equity In

session Monday (4 ) .
Introduced

a note in okaying the vote of

the membership to play :
Sun- •

days without double pay for the

balance of the season; Resolu-

tion stipulated that there shall

be no boost in admission prices.

Managers regarded that as an
unnecessary precaution. General
ideas about Sundays Is to attract

moderate-price patronage.
,
At

no time had there been any in-

tent to hike scales.

cipally helped. It,: anticipated,

therefore, that actors will benefit be
:

cause the dates on Broadway are ex-

pected to be extended; same going

for managers of shows on the narrow

edge between operating profit arid

lOSS.
; r :

; V
..'

.
" :

*7.. :
'-

' /
';

It is stipulated in the pact between :

Equity and the managers that a per-

centage Of Sunday earnings are to be

gh>eh; over to the move to •organize,

audiences/, an idea emanating 'irony

the actors' association.
;
League of

New ^York ";. -Theatres attempted to

campaign for suburbanite trade last

season, without much success. : It is V

now V believed that' such activities,';

coiicentrated ori
: Sunday attendance,,

will have much more favorable red-

action, particularly
.
among ; poten tial

playgoers; of liriiited. spending power.

; First;shows Avhich' announced regu-

lar ; Sunday perfprmances . are 'Kind

Lady,' Playhouse, arid 'Johnny Be-

linda,' Belasco. Former is a revival

and the latter has been a light draw.

•Belinda,' more
.
than 'Lady,' which;

has been faring .
rather well, may

prove the, first test of the theory that

Sundays will aid the ih-betweerters.

It is to be discerned whether . the

Sunday performance ,is materially

better attended than Monday night.

Under the law, shows playing Sun-

days must lay off a full 24 "hours.

^But that ' not applied to vaude,

burlesque and •
::' other .

attractions

which play Sundays, so it appears

that legit is still discriminated

against.. v.' - Vr..' :

;

Shows in Rehearsal

* 'Romantic Mr. Dickens'—John

Tuerk. •

;

•Mornings at Seven* (road)—

Nat. Playgoers Guild.
'

- 'Hi-Ya Gentlemen' —;.•• Alex

Aal-ons, Robert Ritchie.

; 'The Corn Is Green'—Herman
Shumliri. •

' ';..

'Horse Fever'—Alex . Yokel.

In Fun'—Leonard Sullmari,

Phil Baker.
;'"

•Fleafflins:' — . Otis .Chatflcld-
: Taylor.-' .

'-:' :'.;

V 'Conquest In April* Louise,

Carpenter, Adelaide Finch. •

Wednesday, November 6, I940

bide Stuff-Legit

Comparative thickness of theatre programs, as a. possible indication 0f

a show's boxoffice prospects, has long been a matter of speculation and
comment in legit circles. Question is whether the number of pages in the
program (determined, of course, by the amount of advertising) bears any
direct relation to the probable success of the show. Naturally, once a show
Is established as! a hit its prograrii draws much more ads. Also, musicals :

nearly always get more program advertising than straight plays do. How-
ever, likely-looking dramatic shows,; particularly thqse

:
for established

managements, such as the Theatre Guild, Sain H, Harris, etc., ones with
name stars, such as the Lunts, Helen Hayes, Cornell or Bankhead, or ones
written by naine" author?; like ;Kaufniari^ Sherwood,. Cole Porter, ate sura
to attract heavy advertising in advance.:

Serlin-Shuberts
..Continued from page 4d_ _

: it's worth, then, the following are the number of pages in
[or "last"'ic\v--^eeksV;-o-penings:,.'j[lind Alley' (12), 'Charley's

0, 'George Washington Slept Here? (36), Ballet Russe de Monte
l), 'Cabin in the Sky.' (28 V. 'Tis of ;Thee?.-(lG)

; 'Suzarina and the
(44), 'Return Engagement' (10)

Ams to Try Out New
Louis Bromfield

distinctly light. If the legit shows
are to capture the Sunday crowds,
the starting time would have

:
to ap-

proximate that of other attractions.

Only show playing along legit lines

playing Sundays this season is ; 'It

Happens on Ice/ performance being
at night, however.

Sunday curtain at 3 p:ih; was
proven the right idea when 'Jumbo'
was at the Hippodrome. Those mati*
nees were virtually capacity for 17

straight weeks, while the night per-
formances

1 were poorly attended.

Another type of attraction in mid-
town New York furnishes another
lead for managers. Amateur hockey

' at Madison Square Garden at moder-
ate prices Sunday afternoons

;

have
been drawing between . 10,000 and
12,000 persons (pro games at night

- have a different type of draw)
Same amateur .cards , were' tried at

night last, season, but flopped.
.

Will Help Moderate Shows
During .the Week managerial' dis-

cussions will decide on Sunday
schedules artd whether the hits witt

play then. There has been little dis-

pute that the less favored shows and
those nearing the end of their

normal engagements would, be -prin-

\.
: Cleveland, Nov. 5. •

' •

•Here Today, Gone Tomorrow' is

a new drama; by Louis Bromfield,

with his Man Friday; George Haw-
kins, , as collaborator, which the

novelist is' turning over . .to . home-
town amateur players in Mansfield,

O;, for a tryout Dec. 3,;

Author, on trip Jiere, would, di-

vulge : nothing more, about his plan

than that he would co-direct it. One
of the three reasons behind preeming
it in town of 40,000 population is

that he's building a new home at his

nearby Malabar iarm. Secondly,

Bromfield has taken an active in-

terest in its Community Players since

their inception several years ago.

Helen Bacon, director, . is also a close

family, friend who persuaded writer

to let her amateur group do 'Here

Today* first. Contingent of Cleveland
critics will make trek to Mansfield

to cover it for local sheets.

'Suzanna' Continues

'Suzanna and the Elders,' which
Jack Kirkland opened at the Morosco,

New York, last week, was announced
to stop Saturday. (2) after a weak
press kept down attendance. Late in

the week business picked up and it

was decided to continue. Best tak

ings after the Tuesday (31) debut
Were drawn Saturday night, when
the count was around $1,000. ,

Figured that Sunday performances
voted in by Equity was a contribut-

ing . factor in the changed plans.

Monday the cast agreed to. a salary

cut. Play was written by Lawrence
Langner and his wife, Armina Mar-
shall. .

••

New Combos
Continued from page 49

tributing systern. as.; in Boston. In

the drariia sectipri last Sunday (3) an

expoS'e^/'.Vvas'.'-printed in the Times

over the byline of Jack Gould, as-

signed to the Hub, to inv.estigato the

complaints . of -'yisitirig /managers.

Article led oft:
'"•

. 'Acquisition
:

of Boston's largest

ticket agency by the Shubert in-

terests, who already control five of

the city's seven theatres, . has pre-

cipitated -a. bitter row over the pe-

rennial problem of theatre ticket?.'

Objecting showmen jiained are

Buddy De Sylva. the Playwrights',

Katharine Cornell. Eddie Dowling,

Ed Wynn and Rowland Stebbins,

who allege the Shuberts through

Herrick's force patrons from :the

boxoffice to the agency, Where they

must pay 75c premium.

It is detailed- that when Frank C.

Hcrrick died last year his agency

wasi sold, but\therfe was rhystery over

the identity of the ^purchasers. Ac?
cording to the records, the officers

are Milton' Wolf, of New York,

brother-in-law of the Shuberts, his

wife, Dora, sister of the Shuberts,

Mrs^ Martha Levey, also related. and
Carl F. Schipper, Jr., attorney for

the Shuberts in iBoston. Mrs. Wolf is

now in the. boxoffice. of one of the

Shuberts' B >stori theatres. When
Herrick's was taken over, the offices

were moved to the Copley theaire

buildingr owned by the Shuberts.

Orders were, then issued to Shubert
treasurers not to' deal with other

agencies. :
. v .<

. Those agencies soon complained
they were not able to secure desir-

able . locatiPns from Mrs. Levey.
They started coiirt proceedings, al-

leging monopoly and restraint of

trade. Milton R. Weinberger, a Shu-
bert lawyer who is also attorney for.

the League of New York Theatres
and who is said to have helped
f.rame : the Mitchell ticket law, man-
aged, to settle the action. Hub
brokers explained they were forced
to discontinue the suit because they
would have been forced out of busir

riess before a court decision could be
reached . /Herrick's agreed to . better

allotmentSi but the 25c nick still ap-
plies.

•'

Lee Shubert Explains

Lee- Shubert, In New York, de
clared that the reputed complaints
from other showmen are phoney arid

inspired by gyp brokers in Boston
Shubert, defending Herrick's,

which he says is practically .a central

ticket office, added that cpiriplairits

had been received from patrons that

they could not get tickets until the
curtain time of performance and
charged the brokers with holding
back tickets, then dumping them
back; He further . claimed that by
Herrick's supplying other agencies,
all tickets could be traced in event
of complaints of overcharging.

; Shubert is quoted saying: 'It's

easier to do business with one
agency i. It's easier to. follow the
tickets; We've always, wished there
was one in New York. The . gyps got

all the tickets in Boston- Now-' that's

been eliminated and that's what
they're all sore about.' :/r

'

. Manager also -explained' why Her-:
rick's is not gcttirig .'Father' ticicetsi

saying that if it made a. buy for that

For whatever
the programs tor

Aunt' (12)

Carlo (36),

Eiders' (24), 'Panarna Hattjc'

recent openings and established hits include 'Jburney to Jerusalem* (36)

'Time of Your
1

Life' (16), 'Boys and Girls Together' (40), 'Hold On to
Your Hats' (44), 'DuBarry Was a Lady' (36).

the-

Other

' Gerieral .comment anerit ybuthfulness of recent Gilbert At Sullivan rep.

er.tory at the 44th Street, New York, failed to mention appearance of Play
Arts Theatre. GroUp of Baltimore ; Broadway in June, 1928. Pioneer
G. & S. group did 'Patience' to good returns and favorable critical re-

sponse. Youthful group .numbered several rhembers Who stepped into

more ambitious company; Lillian Moore, solo danseuse at the Met; Eleanor;

Etheridge and Lorialy Shaw, who
^
appeared in several: Ziegfeld shbwsj

Wilma Lanybn, who stepped into WiUard Mack's 'Gang War' arid later

the 'Grand Street Follies,' and- Donald Kirkley^ present drama arid film

cricfc of the Baltimore Sun; were some, of the nyembers , of that troupe.

Company, under the direction of Tom Cusiiing, is still going strong afld

has turned out graduates into every branch of show, business. Recent
alumni includes; Stan Shaw- (Milkman's matinee), 'Mildred Natwick, cur-

rently in pix;
.
Louise

i

Piatt, v 'Stage Coach* and 'Captain Caution; Vir-

ginia Fox arid MelVa Forsythe, who were members of Wirithrop Ames'
G. & S. troupe; Dean Gehring, in current N. Y. 'company; : Esther Kaiss,

who; was in the; 'Vanities' and is at
.
present married to songwriter J^ V.

Monaco; Gary Moore, NBC comic, arid many'; others. Present season, its
:

:

14th, is again essaying G. & S. rep, with 'Pirates of Penzance' current.

Dr. H. A. Coveler, midtown N. Y. doctor, rcoeieVd a verbal correction
frotn Equity; which had been stated that he was not on its list of recorii-

mended physicians; Check-up showed that he was listed from 1932 to

1937, at which tinie Equity discpritinued printing the names of doctors in'

its monthly magazine, following the; action of the county medical associa-

tion. .Latter resolved that such listing was unethical and
.
tahtarnount to

advertising, which the medicos prohibit. Currently the monthly does list

a single New York nose, ear and throat specialist. Equity makes no ex-
planation for the exception, but no other metropolitan physician is named
in the mag.

Doctors in key cities, however, are listed for the convenience of actors

on the road, it is. stated. Upon request names of New York doctors are
furnished, those offering special service or a discount. Matter of Dr.

Coveler arose when -his iee for attending the late Berton Churchill was
questioned by his family, .who, however, paid the bill through a Lambs'
club official. Dr. Coveler defended his right to fix the fee and said he
had treated a number of Equity members who. were broke without charge.

Buddy DeSylva's concurrent three Broadway stage, musicals are empha-
sized as parting • former Ziegfeld record, but it's equally rare that a

librettist arid composer have two. smash musicals running at one and the

same time. -Coif Porter did the tunes both for 'Panama Hattie' arid 'Difc

Barry Was a Lady,' and Herbert Fields co-librettbed both: . Iricidentally,

DeSylva figures as cb-authbr in both also,,, although in ''DdBarry* he's

riierely credited for the 'story idea,' whereas 'Hattie'; gives him equal book-
authoring billing with Fields.

DeSylva's third musical sittash, 'Louisiana Purchase.' is a Morris Ryskind
book with Irving Berlin's songs. Berlin is actually cOrproducer with
DeSylva arid half-owner thereof, but elects riot to claim any inripresatio

billing, as he has deigned in former, self-financed musical comedy hits of

his own writing.
. :

Tryout of their new Americariized comedy labeled 'Ass ^ a Shadow'
at, Cleveland's cbmmunity Play House toriiorrow riight (Wed.) is a Broad-
way buildup for Jan Werich and Jiri Vqskovec, refugee Czech playwright-
comedians, who are getting a number of well-heeled .Clevelanders inter-

ested in their, project to establish a New York theatre of their own. Work-
ing on the Manhattan end for them is Herald J. Rome, who composed the
songs for 'Pins and Needles' as well as 'Sing Out the News'.

Composer's interest in . the two Czechs, who operated their noted Liber-
ated Theatre in Prague for 10 years until Hitler shuttered it, stems from
the time when he saw their unique paritoiriimic comedy work in 'Hea\T
Barbara' last season. . As result of that musical satire on dictators In. their.

American bow, Rome wrote most of the tunes and lyrics for their new
comedy ribbing European tyrants.

America'! pistlootlv* Entertalaer

OPENING IN NOVEMBERm ' '••'•• ' ";

"H E L L 2 • A P> O P I N/ J R."

. :«»v-'
••'

Mot-! WM. KENT
1776 B'wlsy, New York

fii-rhi offering specialiied : service to
the newer showinen. . Service prin-
cipally consists of advice in theatre
and booking

,
deals, accountancy and

investrnent counselling.
Newest firm in the field is John

P. V. Brennan, A, Myler Kier . and
William Maxwell, operating both in

New York and Hollywood, accounts
there principally applying to tax

. ui >
matters. Brennan, who has beeri| show - buys will be sought for other

personal representative for Schmid- attractions (buys are .ruled but on
lapp, was accountant for the Sel- BroadWay by th> t.ieket code because
wyns. Kier, wealthy young- -Pittst 9 f abuses by managers and brokers),

burgher, who studied at Yale, was l'Reason wl1y s^rlin: D-OPke.d ,'a'n' indie

teamed with Schmidlapp last season ; Boston house
i
was also explained by

in backing 'Walk With Music' Busi- ;the United Bopking Office (Erlanger

riess management is .riot new to him, 1 arid Shuberts ). 'Father' is playing an
being in charge of the Kier estate.

f

indie house (Blackstone) in Chicago,

He prefers tb be affiliated with show j
thereby 'penalizing' UBO, and there^

business on the. 'management
: endr fore an .increased booking ;pc'rcbrit-

rather than the producing depart- -age-.'was- demanded for Boston, to

ment. Maxwell is not. identified as 'equalize the loss of potential profits,

having a show business connection. |^ri Chicago. .
•

'

:

;; [

:
\

' Number of New ' York attorneys' '. •

:

.

<'
'. ".: •

: »[ •

..

''
;'. .

have specialized in ; business man- ': S. G. Ifarrln .Ja'iincht:;; a ''nUicik'- com
agement, .most active probably be->

,
pany at the-Broad w?/y ''thwit'ruy Itortfi

ing A, L. Berman, who . acts for . Bergen; N. J., ri«ct v/fick .with 'What Is doing music and lyrics.

Things have been breaking right and left for Thomas Job since his

appointment to the faculty of the Carnegie Tech Drama School in Pitts-

burgh. Author of only one previous Broadway shbw, 'Barchestei' Towers,'

which Ina Claire did lor Guthrie McCliritic, he has within last two weeks
sold "two; plays for production this season. Bill Fields, Playwrights pi,
visited Job while in Pittsburgh ahead of 'There Shall Be No Night,' and
bought playwright's 'Not

;
to the

;
Swift' : for Cornelia Otis Skinner, while

flriri. of Mr. and Mrs. Julian Olney and Felix Jacoves are already casting

Job's -Dawn In Lyonesse'i . VV.

Richard (Dick) Berger, managing director of the St. Louis municipal
opera company, has an interest in 'Beverly Hills' being presented at the

Fulton,- N. Y., Thursday (7). ; He goes to St. Louis this week to handle
the show to be staged. at the Auditorium there Sunday (10) signaling the

drive for, the Uriited Charities, fund. No admission i-will be charged for

the entertainment, which will be topped by tha St; Louis symphony or^

chestra. Raymond Massey, John B. Kennedy and the muny opera chorus,

led by Robert Lawrerice. ;. - '

;.

' •".' :•'-''-••;•:'
.

Actors' Service, Inc., js operating a reading room, lounge,, telephone
message service, advance production list and lending library for Broadway
actors.; ' Located

1

just off Times Sqiiare, it is operated by Anne Douglas

and. Lucy Storm. Fees are $1. monthly,; plus . 25c. for registration; Some
such idea has been advocated for some years. Several previous .attempts

to establish such a venture failed to get beyond the prbposal^ stage: :
\

Caldwell, Rome Collab
Erskine Caldwell is collabing with.

Harold J. Rome on a iriusical. jt*s

a political satire on South America.
'Tobacco Road' author is doing the
hook, While Rome, who's best known
for his material in 'Pins and Needles,'

Buddy be Sy}va and Ed Wynn, in a Lj7e,
r^M^ \hu.

.
addition to a number of players,

j original >7«
"

lew York cast.

a j > x i A > h

Caldwell, while in Mexico recently;,

gathered color ior tlie work.

-
' '.••". '•• •. ••)

-r i V . ;

Gordon Signs Trevor
^

FoV Spewacks^ different'

. .. Hollywood, Nov. 5:

Max Gordon signed Claire Trevor

for the lead in Sam arid Bella Spc-

wackts play, 'Out West It's Differ-

ent.? '•:
• , _

Play heads ,
for BrPadway. «"er

out of town breakin.
.

\ *^
> •
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Broadway

. Ralph Kohn In from the Coast.

Charlie Burton back at trie Par h.o.

Joshua Logan has opened offices

|n the Langdon hotel.

Bill Skirball, Ohio theatre opera-

tor, arrived iri.N. Y, Monday1

. ;. .

. jack Granara of the Keith, Bos-

ten in town: with the missus.

Bill Pine flew west Friday (1), Cliff

Lewis following him by air the next

day' • •
~

John' LeRby Johnson left for the

Coast Friday (1) by way bl New Or-

Wife of Bob Burke, Tyson ticket

agency, operated on at St. Vincent's

^D^rothy kammerstein did ihteriof

decorating of Sani Hi Harris' Jiliami

home. '

;.
v

- : ,

." '
: ..

;

*

Rivoli's managing director, John
• Wright,

: has moved from Bronxville

to RiVerdale.- .-.

Harry Reiners, with RKQ in New
.England,' drove back to Boston .yes-

terday (Tues.).

Dave Mayer, ill last season, back in

boxoffice of . the John Golden with
Josie O'Brien. ;:

•'"-.', "
.

;'.

,

George Abbott having small part
; written into 'Pal Joey' for Jane Fra-
tier, dancer.
Asked hbw many .theatres he now

has, Max A. Cohen piped: 'I haven't
counted 'em this mornirig/
Glenn Iretbn back >on Broadway

after traveling with outdoor amuse-
ments the past three seasons. ;

Phil Enken, son of Leon (and Ed-,

dies') Enken, promoted to. an asst.

manager, at the Hotel Astor. ;

Ben Kalmenspn back to the War*
ner h.o. : after contacting' the

;

Chicago,
St. Louis and' Atlanta branches. ;.

. Barbara .O'Neil mentioned for the
new Lynn Riggs play which Carry
Wharton-Martin Gabel . are .readying;
•Louis de Rochemorit, March of

Time producer, vacationing for six
weeks at his place' in New Hamp-

' shire. •

'"
'• .

John Erskine back from the Coast,

where he filled lecture dates and.

gathered material for more Liberty
mag pieces. '-.

.
.

Party celebrating passing of year's

run mark of 'Life. With Father/ Em-
§ire, to : be held Saturday, Oscar
erlin hosting. .

: Carmen : . Lewis (wife of .Jack
Gould, of the : Times drama staff

)

• /production assistant in
T
the Lindsay-

Crouse office. •::;'
Alan Lipscott and E.. Parke Levy,

former • writers, on . .Ben Berrtie , air
show, doing- a play, with the Shii-
berts interested. .,

; Anna.Wimari, daughter of Dwight
Deere Wiman, made her opera debut
"as: dancer in 'Aida,' with the Chicago
Civic' Opera last week. .

" Pacific Lodge. No. 233 of the Ma-
sons,,made up largely of picture men,

: will toss , a . Motion Picture Night
Nov. 28 at Masonic Temple:* : .

Carmelita Maracci, , Uruguayan
dancer, opens her. first U. S. tour, tp-

.

; night (Wednesday), in Chicago. She's
managed by Columbia Concerts;
Ed Raftery. spent all last Vveek In.

Manchester, N. H;, straightening out'

estate of circuit operator; Mort Shea*
. Who died a few weeks ago. .

. John ' O'Hara, whose 'Pal Joey'
pieces are being done as the Rod-
gers-Hart musical, working on a new
plav. He's the critic for Newsweek.

; Mrs. Buddy DeSylva. is hostess for
three-week visit, all expenses on the

. house, of Sari LeMaire and' Eadie
Simon. Opening, of 'Panama flattie'

the. occasion. ,'•

William J. Fadiman. . eastern story
. editor of . Metro,, guests, today
(Wednesday) at 2:15 p. m; on a 38-
statibn NBC blue web to talk on
'Book Ends and Odds.*
Ida Cohen, secretary, to Capt. Den-

nis. F. O'Brien, in O'Brien, Driscoll &
Raftery, won a Plymouth car in

: Golden Key contest during last week
of the. Fair. She sold it for $700.
Harry Richman will have a piece

of the new Riviera spot that Ben
Marden is building in Miami, Rich-

;
man, Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis

." will headline the winter revue there..

Morris Helprin and Alan Boretz,
partners in production of Boretz's
Jegiter, 'The Hard Way,' last week
-had themselves incorporated as the
Hard

. Way Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc. . ,:• .

'-

Now that J. Richard Jones has re-
covered from, strep infection; and re-
joined the 'Charley's Aunt' cast, Oli-
ver Thorndike; who replaced; him

.: on. , a couple of hours'' notice, has
been fired. ":'"< ^
Angna Enters, who recently .com-

pleted a stint as technical adviser on
the Loew-Lewin 'Flotsam' for UA re-
lease, starts her annual , tour this
Veek in Salt Lake City. Working
east and is due in New York.abput
Dec. 1. -

"

,.
- Reports that Ed Sullivan's .five'-

times-a-week column in the N. Y.
News would appear -but once,weekly

: after Jan. 1 were termed by manag-
ing editor Dick Clark oh Monday (4)
assure malice;'. • '

*:v

.
If and when the Hollywood-Broad

.

way financing goes through, . Par
amount and Arthur Hopkins may tie
up on several jplays. ; One is 'Hang on
To Love,' rewritten since its tryout a
couple seasons ago. -

: Gmny Sinims doubled for a couple
.

«ays from the Empire into the Sert
5Qom at the Waldorf-Astoria, when
.^arol, Bruce had to drop put, but

.benT
y s b now the vocal incum

fof°Ah teRoy Johnston, p.a; for Wal-
nS. n

Ser» winds up extended tour
mis week arranging speaking dates

for. the producer. .Left New York
Friday (1), makes three stops in
Texas and arrives on Coast next Sun-
day (10).
" New. Lark Supper Club in the Ritz-
Carltpn premiered last night (Tues.)
with theatrical-socialite parties; Of-
ficers of the Lark are Mrs. George
Armsby, Angela Atwell, Radie Har-
ris;: Jerome Zerbe.

By Hal Cohen

Clare Bbhlhe here for a Willkie
rally: at the Nixon theatre over week-
end. [,

"
'

; Charlie Anderson, Alpine - circuit
head,; to Johns Hopkins hosp for a
checkup. "

. .. -'W

.
It's old home week for Tom. Bod-

kin, in as company, manager . for' tab-

'Scandals/ .

Bill . Green tossed a big party cele-
brating 10th anniversary as a nitery
impresario.

.. Loiieiia Parsons and her film troupe
have a date - with the Stanley week
of Nov. 29.

Alice Pawn has replaced. Jean
Travers; as..singing.single at exclusive
Bachelors Club.

. .

Owen Cleary, whom the - medicos
gave up six' months ago; back on the
Job again at Fulton.
Tom Wilmot'back after summering

in New England witji. a new : play
practically completed.

"

;

; Murphy McHenry :: in ; ; from the
Coast and talking up Eddie Small's
pix"with the film editors.
Herbert Clai'k, former, Broadway

actor,, directing .production of 'Patsy'
here for British War Relief. .

With reopening, of Senator theatre
by Harris interests,: John Q. Hooley
has shifted there, as manager.
Gabe Rubin, who owns western Pa.

rights to 'Burning Question/ has just
acquired Ohio franchise as .well. , .

Carnegie Tech drama, grad Thelma
Schnee has been set for role in 'Corn
Is Green,' with Ethel Barrymore. V

Auto injury forced Georgia Soth-.
erh to : cancel Casino burley engager,
ment this week. Annette subbing. .

:: Al Shelladay has rejoined A-l Rave-
lin's brqh. after successive stretches
with Nat BrandyWynne and Artie:
Shaw. .

-.'* r
-

.

'Time of Your Life' is flirting With
return engagement at Nixon later in
season,: result ; of big. blr here fort-
night ago. '.

. .

. Irene Lee, story editor of WB in

Hollywood, here for . a day; to visit

parents On,way back to Coast from
New York.;
Father of Jack. J.udd, of Film Row,

and mother of Jerry Kurtz, Libby
Holman's ex-accompanist, ..'passed
away here last week.

St. Louis
By Sam X. Hiirst

Henry King and orch h.o. at Chase
Club. •' '.'.:>" ;:.'•' .... -

^

Ruth Nicholas, songbird who was
a member of Steve Cady's gang, a
patient in Koch hospital for tubercu-r

lars. '. " ;

-;
'

.

George A. Hoffman,- lo.calite who
has played in numerous; films, at
home ' convalescing ' from tonsil-

ectomy..
St.. Louis Civic Concert orch gave

concert at the Rolla School of Mines,
Rolla, M6:, last week. Elmer Kuett-
ner conducted.
Charles Laughtpn made two p.a/s

at the Ambassador in connection
with the showing, of 'They Knew
What They Wanted/

.

Denietrios. J, • Mertikas; better

known as 'Mastika Jim/ proprietor
of the Grecian Gardens, downtown
restaurant, wed to Anna Bithas of

Reading, Pa.
Loiiis K.. Ansell, owner-manager

of the Empress; discussed -Motion

Picture Entertainmeht' before- The
Better. Films Council of Greater St.

Louis last week. .:

Richard Crooks, warbler, drew
overflow house, for his recital in the
opera house of : the municipal audi-

torium last week; ; Recital was spon-
sored by the Civic Music League.
Eva La Galliehne, founder and

manager . of the /. Civic Repertory
Theatre in New York, delivered lec-

ture here last- week under- the aus-

pices of the Washington University

; The 61st season Of " the .
St. Louis

symph brch got under way, Friday

(1) : with Vladimir Golsch'mann,

baton : waver, back ..for his :10th con-,

secutlve season.' :
.
Artur Rubenstein,

was guest artist.
*

Fred Wehrenberg, indie talker ,eX-

hib, a grandfather. His daughter,

Mrs. Paul Krueger, whose husband
is manager of the Southway and
Lemay, uhits in Wehrenberg's chain,

gave birth to a son last week. .;

'. 'Outward Bound* opened' St, Louis

Little Theatre season last week. Ben
W.- Fry, Jr., has lead - role, r in sup-

port are Kathleen Scott, Max .
Cole,

Mary Alice Hart, George Abel. Dale

Douglas, ' Betty Morse, Charles.

Heitzeberg and,John Courney, Gqr-:

:don Carter designed the scenes and,

.directed.-; '

: ""-,'
'iu

*

Paul Beisman, manager; of .the

American theatre, and Richard Ber-

ger, New York director, arranged for

Raymond Massey and Bob Lawrence,

warbler, to appear at the .start pi

the ninth annual United: Charities

campaign on Sunday .(10). Massey

is skedded to do, a scene from Abe
Lincoln in niinols' at the rally.

By Erld Gorrick

„ Sir Thomas
! Beecham will tour

Canada, ;'

March of Time unit here for war
coverage.'

Hoyts. gave $3,400 to aid Victims of
London bombings.

-Flofian' (M-G) skidded in Sydney
despite big • exploitation,

.
.

'

:

'

. , Ace film shortage is slumping biz
somewhat: in Brisbane^'Adelaide and
:perth. ;'.;A;.-. ..

'• v
Dave. Martin has a legit hit in Syd-

ney with 'Room for Two/' starring
Marjorie Gordon.
.

' Gordon- Waterman, Aussie- exhib,
has joined the " fighting forces : lor
service^ overseas. '';.:

•Ladies in Retirement,' with; Marie
Ney, ', looks okay in Melbourne for
Williamson-Tait. .

.

Under Gordon* Ellis, British Em-
pire Films biz building

:
with U. S.

and British product. .-. .

.
Government of New South Wales-

contributing $8,000 for production of
16-mm. pix for visual education.;
Metro has dated. 'Northwest Pass-

age' in Sydney and 'New Moon' in
Melbourne as Yuletide attractions.

. Cinespund will; probably return to
feature- production early next year
under the.

: direction of Ken G. Hall.
Cinesound has: disposed . of its

number two studio to local interests
connected with - productibri. ;l6-mni.
pix. .-

r

. ..:-
;/

". .

Snider-Dean returned Apollo, Mel*
bourne; and His Majesty's, Perth, to
the Fullers following expiration, of
lease. .' • v' ' •.

;
. Williamson-Tait spptted 'Ice Fol-
lies of 1$40' in Sydney Ice rink for a
limited span-; prior to roadshpwing
ih ace. centres. ••

. Marion Tailey due for a concert
and air season; here under the direc-
tion of, . Australian ' Broadcasting
Commission before year's: end. .-'

7 -

/Blue Bird' (20th) is still in the
cans here awaiting release. With
drop in Shirley Temple's b.o. power,
exhibs are fighting shy of this one.
Current indications are that the

government will not increase taxa-
tion covering admission to. pic thea-
tres during 1941. Tax boost had been
talked/ . .vt
Colin. Wills, Icing with the .Austra-

lian Broadcasting Commission as;

Scriptwriter, is doing a chatter - ses-
sion from -BBC, London, to- this
centre. .. ,v :"

*' New Zealand's . Film Industry
Board Is making amendments to the-,

existing standard form of contract.
Amendments favor both exhibs and
distribs.

.

•;..* -

• Associated British, via Universal,
will; release 'Middle Watch' in Syd-
ney this Yuletide.; Gordon Williams
is. in charge, of AB product on U dis-
tribution. /'".' ':.

Legit version of; 'Charley's Aunt/
With Charles Nbrman,' will be given,
a Brisbane play by Sir Ben Fuller.
Knight is also mulling a stix setup
at popular prices..

Will Mahoney is figuring : on .an-
other New Zealand tour before tak-
ing a looksee at the U. S. field.. Ma-
honey has been a major click in

these parts for some time. -.--'-

Lindley
; Evans is doing the mu-

'sica! score for Charles ChauvelV '40.

Thousand Horsemen/ Chauvel hopes
to take the pic. to . the Universal
studios sometime, this .month..

. fScatterbrain' (BEF) is proving
one of the most popular productions
to come from Republic for this terri-

tory. Pic dualed with 'Convoy' in

the ace centres for extended runs.
Trade continues bright in New

Zealand with 'Turnabout' (UA),
'Pinocchio' (RKO), 'Irene' (RKO),
'Too Many Husbands' (Col), 'Young
Tom Edison'

.
(M-G), 'Four Wives'

(WB), 'Dad Rudd' (BEF) and 'Old
Maid* (WB).

Bahknites, jackpots, and. the like

are fading from nabe theatres, with
exhibs now. concentrating on pic
bills for b.o.; pull. Swifter flow of
top:

.
product helping trade build

throughout the nabes.
.Williamson-Tait figuring on pro-

ducing 'No Time for Comedy'., in

Melbourne with Marie Ney and Hal
Thompson. , .David Martin .may do
'Banana Ridge' and 'Full House' in

Sydney early next year.
'The Empire Is'; Marching/, new

British wartime song composed by
Dudley Glass arid Cliff Grey, was
airmailed to this spot: for playing
over the Australian Broadcasting
Commission's national' network. ;

Roger W. Clipp to become a bride
on Nov. 15.

'Sim Sala Bim' held a special matir
nee yesterday (Tuesday) at the Lo-
cust because of the Election Day
school holiday.

.

, Mary Lee, w.k.: nitery warbler of
a. few years ago, is making a come-
back at

,
Benny-the-Bum's hew. Lo-

j
cust street bistro. .' '--.,;:

! .

'. Dick Mayo, has resumed -his job as

j
Theatre Authority rep in this.'terri-

}

tory after
.
touring the Canadian

Northwest with his 'Daisy the Horse'
act.l : ;•••' '

:

' : r\

.Continued from page' li

Lou Fisher, WCAtJ. ipieler, back
after a. cruise" as naval reservist;

Park Casino, formerly the Anchor-
age, unshuttered last Thursday (31)

'

as swank' dine and dancery.
Philly Record's ;'9

.
0 ?Clo.ck : Schol-

ars' quiz show will- be aired from
the Art Alliance next week. .

.
Bill McCune going. .Into his; fifth

week :as bandmaster at
:
the ; Ben

Franklin Hotel, a record for the
spot. . . .

Major Edward Davies, 'WIP vice-
prexy, has .been named to the advis-

ory board of the American Defense
Society. - -

Joe Frasettb,; WIP house band,
leader, and Ed Mayer, news ed for
the outlet, got identical draft, num-
bers-^ ,676.

'

'

Victoria • Yeager leaves her job as

secretary to WFIL general manager

is being strongly pressured to bring
the bah' oh liquor into effect;

Alarmed by ;
. the threatening

danger, .associations .representing

hotel men are taking up the, cudgels

for the" prolonged and- bitter
1 cbn-

troversy which is anticipated.

Hotels, nlteries and others . affected
are being,advised to close ranks and.
unite, in preparatipn for" the^ coming
struggle. . The provincial hptelkeepV
er's association in the Province of

Quebec has issued ' a letter to its

members; stating . that 'the hotel in-

dustry would crumple' if prohibition
is introduced. 'All our: interests are
threatened/, continues the letter, 'and
unless hotel, men throughout the
^province, understand this all : is...-lost/:

i More Stringency -

The Quebec Legislature,' it is : un-
derstood, plans to introduce, a new
liquor act during the cbming session

which', will .cphtrpi- and regulate the
sale of liquors / and - clubs more
stringently than heretofore.

Advertising agency handling; .one

of, the' biggest liquor accounts in

Canada told Variety that' his- Clients

would welcome strict enforcement of

the- liquor laws . because this might
bring, about an- ehd> to . abuses which
have inspired tiie demand for. total

prohibition. '

. . ; ..

. When it was suggested recently to

the Attorney General of this prov-
ince that: there already is enough
provisions in the. present act, if en-
forced, -to put an end to violations of
the law, he replied- that the Quebec
Liquor Act is no longer adequate..
In some parts of the province it is

an incentive to the manufacture, and
sale of bootleg liquor; It was said
that in a large number of establish-
ments licensed to sell {only beer and
wine sell alcohol of all kinds as well.

Possibility is foreseen that tighten-
ing up of liquor laws- may

. take the
wind but of the temperance group
arguments.'.' In any .eveht, ..attempt
to. impose prohibitipn -will meet

, with
stiff opposition.

Ban on liquor in Canada would
affect broadcasters here to extent of
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
revenue In loss of programs now on
air. Newspapers would be similarly
affected. ; /

.
Coupled, with prohibition threat is

talk of another movement • Under
way to ban all Sunday commercials
from the air. Though this report is

unconfirmed, methods of bluenose
groups are quite familiar and there
is seldom much Smoke; before the
fire suddenly blazons forth..

; Elimination of Sunday commercials
would deprive Canadian audiences of
the best radio programs piped

. in
here.

. It. would mean discontinuation
of Charlie McCarthy- Jack

;
Benny,

etc.. And it would also spell the
loss of virtually all Canadian listen-
ers for Canadian stations, since it

would be the logical, thing .to tune in
on American stations.

.. George Rosener divorced. .'

\'" Mischa Auer sued for divorcet
Ben Hecht aired in from Broad-

way. .-.

Dick Foran defendant in a divorce
suit.. : ''.,

' ; - -.-:
'

..'

Elsa Lanchester back from Man-
hattan,-." .' '• .'•.

;

;

.'"-;.'•:

..-Jeahette MacDbnald east on. a con-
cert tour. .

-.;.'.; .•;-,-

Adolphe Menjoii boyght a home at :
.;

Palm.Springs. -'•..;.•.'.•

Charles Ruggles clipperirtg to Hon-
olulu for a siesta.

:

. •• '-V

Greta Garbo- applied for heir first

citizenship papers.. ;:.'

.

. Harry M; Warner back, from .six
weeks in New York.'-

. Jack L. Warner .back from business
huddles in New York;
, Charles ' Laughton/back . from 30-
day personal tour of . 28 theatres. ,

Michele Morgan arrived ^rbm
France for her Hollywood debut, i

Robert Z. Leonard "bought a home
after 30 years of apartment renting;

. r'Otto Ludwig fiied suit for divorce
against Ilena Sylva, now iri England.

'

v. Palm Springs: winter: season open-

.

ing pulled most of the Hollywood
mob. ; .,

',',
' :

''

Gail Patrick filed: suit: for divorce
from Robert H. Cobb, Brown Derby,
prez. •

'

: ;

.'

Nicholas M. Schenck arrived- froni

Sew York for huddles with; Louis B.
ayer. '-. '--'./^ ; -''.;. --^

Alex Evelove moved, up as assist^
'

ant to Bob-. Taplinger in Warners
flackery. '

•

" Phyllis Busch granted', a :' divorre
from Niven Buscn with, custody of
their child. '•-

;

,

;

.
John Barrymore and Elaine Barfie ':

postponed their divorce battle until
Friday (8). .

Jack Oakie. and George Abbott •

talking over a Broadway, play for
next .spring. <

•'' .:'- '

-. :
.'

:

. Edmund Gouldihg has a deal on to
sell his Palm Springs home to Bar-
bara Hutton. ". ,".:.'

Mark Hellinger and. Gladys Glad
Hellinger returned from their Broad-
way vacation^

. George : Bertheloh succeeded Rich-
ard L. Johnston, who : resigned as
studio production manager at Par-,
amount. ' ,' .i--. •'.:•:•: ^

Ann Morriss, film player, and di-
rector. Edwin L; Marin

. to \ wied as
spon as he finishes his current; as-
signment; ,

.
William Cameron Menzies deliver-.

Ing a series of lectures on motion pic-
tures at the University, of Southern
California. -

.

Abe Aronsohn in from London
looking for a spot to Open a. Holly-
wood, nitery along the lines of his
British clubs.

Sol M. Wurtzel arid Lester Ziffren
hop off for South : America next
month. Wurtzel, incidentally, has
become a grandpop.

'

Louis B. Mayer tossed a party, at-
tended by 400 execs, stars and othe*
film workers; for Major W. S. .Van
Dyke and fellow officers of 22nd
Battalion, U. S. Marine. Reserve
Corps. '.:""..••-

Joe K Brotvn
.Continued from page 1

.

bread, and a few other items. It

means that on matinee days, Brown
has breakfast at 11 .ahd eats; hothihg'
else all day except what he has on-
stage: If the play has any kind , of
a run, BrowriJs going to;'become aw-
ful sick of pancakes.
'Consumption rpf ; food provides

comic; with some of- his vbest laugh
material : Oh opening' night, Brown
was transferring a piece of grape-
fruit from a spoon to his mouth when
a miscue sent it slithering down his.

vest. When audience laughter died
down, Browh panicked 'em with the
crack, . 'First error of the season/
Gag may have been a plant, for it

doesn't seem: ' possible . that Brown
could -have, missed that frontal cav-
ern of his by accident. V ;

;
v ';"' •

Comedian is . employirig, a -curtaih
speech to good advantage. Using the
armchair technique, he drew up • a
rocker and held the audience for 15
minutes at the . preem. Stunt has
been adopted, as a standard part ; of
the production; with Brown mixing
gags with' a serious; plea tor, itie cul-

tivation of laughter in these trying
times*'- •'- x •'

By Les Bees "-.'

Walter Wanger in town for day.
George White's 'Scandals' canceled

Orpheiim date.

Black Hills' 'Passion Play' into Ly-
ceum for five daysi

Billy Elson's Palace to use double
features on weekends; -

.
. Ben Blotcky, .Paramount branch,
manager, recovered from illness.
-." Bob

.
Ablesori, Paramount sales-

man, uninjured when new auto was.
smashed up.

V Michael Loring, local boy who has
crashed Broadway ..legit, films and
radio, returning to. play Alvih the-
atre engagement.
John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amuse-

ment company president, in Madi-
son, Wis., to testify in suit against
his company and distributors. . .

Irving Baker rejoined .'Tobacco
Road' as company manager after a
leave, .of absence to , yisit his . ill

mother. He's brother of Belle Baker.
After, motoring ally; the way here

:

ffom Hollywood to fill Orpheum ap-.
pearance, Cass Daley, .singing come-
dienne, .returned immediately to
West Coast for Paramount .film en-
gagement. ': ''

By John Quiiin

Lester, the magician, headed a one-
night stage show at the Newman ,lot
Halloween midnight showgoers.

'

. Lyhne Overman . made, one-day
personal , at . the Newman .last, week'
with showing- of -Northwest Mounted
Police/' -:,'/ ' .;'

... Robert Preston and Preston Foster
making stopover while oh;, personal
tour.- ' Former greeting . hbmetOmrt .

friends here. . .

Howie Christensen and Mrs. in

town talking.biz with; Jimmy Joy at

the- Terrace Grill and with Barney.
•Joffee at the Tower. .-'

K. C." Philharmonic orchestra stag-,

ing revival of the 'opera intime' as
bonus to patrons who subscribed spe- ;

cial funds last spring. - -

John McManiis, Midland manager;
out of the hospital after three weeks*,
confinement for tin' infected knee.

Mike. -Culleh, .in. and. out. ct. town,,

looking after the house With Robert..

Kail in the Interim. ;': ;'.'-
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SAM BLAIE
Samuel. Blair Mcliin, 73, died at

'

;Lenox Hill hospital, New York, Oct.

3l| following what was supposed to

; have been a minor Operation. Born
In Tallahassee, Fla., he graduated

from Vanderbilt University witli a

law degree and abandoned practice

to go on the stage, dropping his last

name. Deceased's father was elected

governor of Florida in 1877.

Leaving the stage, Blair was asso-

ciated with A. H. Woods and 'Little

Tim' Sullivan before that firm be-

came Sullivan, Harris & Woods, pop
show producers. He was best known
as an advance agent and company
manager both for legit attractions

and road-shown feature pictures. ••.

Blair figured in the deal between

W. A. Brady and D. W. Griffith for
'. the film version of 'Way Down East'

and bought the
4
picture rights for

The White Slave' from Bartley

Campbell. Later, he became general

representative, for Griffith in Aus-
tralia. Widow, who was profession-

ally known as Mae Taylor, and who
appeared in -The Wizard of Oz' and
•JFlorodora,' survives. Burial by the

Actors Fund at Kensico cemetery,
Westchester county, N. Y.

WALTER M. COX
Walter M, Cox, 73, who managed

road engagements of 'Way Down
East,' IBirth of a Nation* and 'Broken
Blossoms,' all of which were D. W.
Griffith productions, died Nov 3, at

his Thome, the McAlpin hotel, New
York. "i:-,::.V'^V':
. Cox entered the film business in
the days of the Fort Lee, N. J., stu-

dios. A former treasurer with the
Henry Savage Co., he had also

worked for Warner Bros, as a
checker of audience reaction.

Member of the Treasurers' Club of

America,- Cox retired several years
ago and leaves his widow, Emily, a
brother and two sisters.

: Funeral services were held in the
Bronx, N. Y., yesterday, Tuesday.

Cella only the American is operat-

ing, the Shubert and Orpheum hav-

ing been dark for several years. He
was reputed to be one of the largest

individual owners of downtown St.

Louis real estate.

MAKt FLORENCE JOLYCE
Mary Florence Jolyce, 44, former

vaude performer whd teamed with
her husband; Larry Gordon, in an act

known as Gordon and Jolyce, died

in Chicago Oct. 20 after an illness of

two months.
A native Chicagoah, she leaves her

husband, two sisters and; two broth-
ers. Burial was in Rosehill ceme-
tery, Chicago. V

MARIE L. WARNER
. Marie L. Warner, 100, ballet

dancer, at the turn of the century,
died at her home in Yonkers, N, Y>,

Oct. 29. : : / ...-.v

Born in Troy, N, Y., Miss Warner
excelled in 'butterfly' dancing, a bal-

let specialty. She last, appeared at

Tony Pastor's and often danced in

productions with: Anna Held.-

DR. JOSEPH p. TRAINOR
Dr. Joseph P. Trainor, 77, former

Orchestra conductor who led pit

bands for years in . several Boston
: theatres, died Oct. 25 after a week's
Illness in St Petersburg, Fla.

Born in Liverpool, England,
Trainor came, to the United States in
1880 and started his theatrical career
about 1895. He maestroed orchestras

at the Scollay Sq. and Olympia thea-

. tres, Boston, and also acted in a
similar capacity at the Salem, Fed-

' era! and Empire, all in Salem, Mass.
He also, conducted for a brief period
at Riverton Park, Mass.

'

Retiring 10 years ago, Trainor
leaves two sons; Joseph and Charles;

•Funeral services were held in St.

Petersburg and burial took place in

Pine Grove cemetery, Lynn, Mass. ";

DONALD S. YOUNG
Donald S. Young, 35,. of St. John,

N. . B., who had established and op-
erated a floating night club at She-
diac, N. B., known as the Showboat,
was killed when a training plane he
was testing suddenly went into a
tailspih and crashed at Uplands, Ont.
Young had joined the Royal Ca-

nadian Air Force in the early .sum-
mer, and had just started duty as.

a flying officer after taking a course
: in the Royal ' Canadian Air Force in

Montreal. His wife gave birth to a
•oh while her husband's body was en
route from Ottawa to St. John, N.
B.i for interment. A two-year old
daughter also survives.

CECELIA D. RYAN
Cecelia D. Ryan (Mrs. John J.

Maibach), .'Miss America' of 1929,

died Oct. 28 at a private sanatorium
in Saranac Lake, N. Y. Before her
health failed in 1934 she was a
model, her picture frequently being

on covers of many leading periodi-

cals. '..

Surviving are her mother and hus-
band.

/HECTOR PASMEZOGLTJ
Hector Pasmezoglu, 53, branch

manager of National Screen Service
in Los : Angeles, died there' Nov. 3,

He was one time Greek consul in St.

Louis. ' Leaves widow, two daugh-
ters and son.

GEORGE SEWARD
George H. Seward, 67, founder and

president of the Hollywood Tele-
vision Society and Television Engi-
neering Institute of America, died
Oct. 30 in Hollywood following a
heart attack. -;

;

HENRY C. WALL
Henry C. Wall, 58, Rockingham,

N. C, theatreman, died suddenly fol-

lowing a heart attack at his home at
Rockingham Oct. 27.

He owned two fllmeries in Rock-
ingham.

CYRUS ORAN LEE
Cjjrus Oran Lee, 57, died Oct. 28

in San Antonio. He was manager of
the Lee Film Co., San Antonio, as
well' as ; Pathe . newsreelman in this

area..
Survived by widow; and son.

W. EMERSON WILLIAMS
W. Emerson Williams, 58, pioneer

radio and phonograph, singer and
more recently . a teacher of voice,
died Oct. 30 at his home in New
York. y

s\ •;•
;•

In the early days of the recording
Industry Williams often went on the
road with Thomas A.: Edison, to pro-:

mote the inventor's discs.
;
Prior to

singing on the air Williams made
hundreds of records for the Edison

i firm. Though he had never sung at
the Metropolitan Opera House he
had taught several singers who
made their debuts<there,
Leaves his, widowsJane Williams,

also a singer..

CHARLES J. CELLA
Charles. J. Cella, 65, owner of the

American, Shubert and Orpheum
theatres and the American hotel, St.

liouis, in addition to the Oaklawn
Race Track, Hot Springs, Ark., died
Oct. 29 at the DePaul hospital, - St,
Louis, of an internal ailment. He
had been ill two months. He was a
brother of the late Louis A. Cella,
showman, turfman and capitalist
Of the three theatres owned by

EDWARD J. CALAHAN
Edward J. Calahan, 54, died of a

heart . attack Oct. 28 Pittsburgh
where he managed the KDKA Art-
ists Service.

Further details in Tadio section.

DOYLE STAGGS
Doyle Staggs, 36, veteran auto

racer on. Dixie fair circuits, killed

in crash on: highway near Spartan-
burg, S. C, recently.

.
MAX TURNER

Max Turner, 52, . stage booker for
Balaban & Katz, died suddenly Oct.
31 in Chicago. .

Details in the vaudeville section.

Mother, 69, of
1 Belle Baker, co-

medienne, died at her home in New
York Nov. 4 after an illness of two
months. Seven other children sur-
vive including Murray Baker of Rob-
bins Music. '.>:'

Coast Draft
.Continued from page 3.

Republic; Tex ' Ritter, Leo . Gorcey,
Frankie Darro and John King at

Monogram, and Richard Fiske and
Stanley , Brown at Columbia.

,

:
Matty Fox, vice president at Uni

versal, is the only exec paged in the
national lottery. Six producers were
named among the younger set: Jack
Moss, Paramount; vH. S. Browhl Jr.,

Republic; William Cagney ; and
David Lewis, Warners, and . Milton
Sperling and Fred Kohlman, 20th-
Fox. " r

:

Directors who might possibly be
called for military training are S.
Sylvan Simon, Metro; Shepard
Traube and Herbert I. Leeds, 20th-
Fox; John Auer, Jack English and
William Whitney, Republic, and
Kurt Bernhardt and Vincent Sher-
man, Warners.
Most of them are married or have

dependents, which will exempt them
from service.

' Few in Northwest
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.

As far as can be learned, conscrip-
tion will not make heavy inroads
into local film ranks. Caught in the
first . draft,

;
however, were •: Sidney

Yolk, prominent independent circuit

owner, and Harold Lyson, 20th-Fbx
salesman.
Among those in the later drafts

are Lowell Kaplan, Welworth cir-

cuit booker, and Charlie Rubenstein,
also a prominent independent circuit
owner.

Literati

MARRIAGES
,

Patty Todd Snead to Don Dixon,
in. Pittsburgh, Oct, 19. He's on
KDKA (Pittsburgh) production staff.

Florine Weiland to Henry J. PlUde,
theatre manager for Tri-States Thea-
tres, Rock Island; 111., in Des Moines,
Oct. 30.

Eileen Grennell, songstress-hostess
at KSO-rKRNT, Des Moines, to
James E. Goodwin, Jr., in Des
Moines, Oct 26.

Theodora (Teddy) Griffis to John
Latouche, in New York,. Oct. 30.

Bride is daughter of Stanton Griffis,

chairman of the executive commit-
tee of Paramount Pictures; he's the
songwriter. .

;

Shirley Copeland to Herbert I.

Rosenthal, in New York, Nov. .3.

He's v.p. in charge of the CBS
Artists Bureau.
Edith Leeds to Harold Larzalere,

in Philly, Nov. 2. He's former auto
racer and operator of the Evergreen
Casino, Philly, she's owner of Philly
nitery hat concessions.
Cayle Reed to Dave Kannesohn,

Oct. 31, in Greenup, Ky.
.

;
She's a

singer;, he's with Roger Bruce orch.
Esther M. Lentz to Harry C. Lytle,

Oct; 26, in Mansfield, O. He's an-
nouncer With WMAN, Mansfield.
Roxanne Carmine Glickman, bur-

lesque stripper and divorced wife of
King Levinsky, boxer, to Aaron 'Red'
Buttons, comic, in St. Louis last

week.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Barnouw, son,

Nov. 1 , at Presbyterian Hospital, New
York. Father is radio writer and
Columbia University instructor.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kliment,
daughter, in Buffalo, Oct. 26. Father
is sports announcer * at WEBR, Bufv
'falo. .

;

Lulu Belle and Scotty, son, Oct. 30,

in Cincinnati. Parents team in WLW's
(Cincinnati) Boone County Jamboree
and other rural programs.
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Cornell, daugh-

ter, Oct. 27, in Cincinnati. Father is

a script writer for WKRC, Cincy.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Schneider, son,

it Pittsburgh, Oct. 27. Father's

senior announcer at WWSW, Pitts-

burgh. .

. Mr; ahd. Mrs. Richard Whorf, son,

in New York, Oct. 29. Father is legit

actor, director and scene-designer.

Mr. and Mrs. Dane Lussier, son, in

Hollywood, Nov. 2. Father is With
B. B. D. 0. Agency there.

AGVA-Reds
. Continued from page 45

.

among those named, in addition to

officers and others in the association
who stand for tolerance.

It is felt that the actors mentioned
in the Congressional Record by Lam-
bertson are under a cloud and are at

an actual disadvantage in the matter
of securing engagements. Two or
three succeeded in getting contracts,

but the shows were duds, i One coun-
cillor, whose, ability as an actor is.

highly regarded, either has been un-
lucky in npt securing a job, or . is be-
ing discriminated against. Lambert-
son has become quiescent since turn-
ing his Equity; file over to the Dies
Committee. Latter has been occupied
with checking fifth column subver-
siveness, evidently rating the Equity
matter of minor import.
; Only reference to Lambertson . at
last week's council meeting Was by
iridirectiph. He had asked and was
refused the Use of Equity's mailing
list, Names of the New York mem-
bers: had been 'borrowed' by Maida
Reade and used once by the Wlllkle
campaign committee. A proposal
was made that the list be loaned to
the. Democratic committee to even
up matters. Idea was turned down,
it being recalled that a similar sug-
gestion had been made by Eddie
Dowling some time ago.

Hallle Flanagan, former director
of the Federal Theatre Project, will

have her book, which tells about the
Federal theatre, released by Duel 1,

Sloan and Pierce Nov. 20.

Ingersoll Due Baek
Ralph Ingersoll, PM publisher,

who has been in Europe for the past

three weeks, is expected back in New
York Friday (8) if the Clipper flies

as per schedule. Ingersoll, who was
in London, arrived in Lisbon over
the weekend and is slated to board
the Clipper

:
today (Wednesday).

When he left, a newsbeat was prom
ised Upon his return.,.

-. Robert Bliss, promotion manager
of PM, has lefti Work will be car

ried on by Tom Fizdale, Who had
been handling part of. it since long
before the paper was actually oh the

street. Fizdale had a minor common
stock interest in PM, but it was. vir-

tually wiped out in the recent flnari

ciai reorganization.

^ Recurrent report that PM would
begin accepting advertising Jan.

was exasperatedly refuted by Vir
ginia Schoales,: assistant publisher.

For Refugee Writers' Aid
Luncheon to raise coin to bring a

number of well-known writers to the

United States, from the unoccupied
portion of France wiil.be held Friday
(8) at Sardi's, N/ Y., under the spon-
sorship <of a flock of show biz names.
Group is working through the Emer
gency . Rescue Committee, which has
already brought to America Franz
Werfel, Heinrich Mann, Konrad
Heiden and a .score of others.

. Guest speakers at the luncheon
will be Henri Bernstein, Clare Boothe
and Gilbert Miller., Members of. the
sponsoring group, which : has definite

word that a number of men are now
Waiting in Marseilles for opportunity
to escape sure persecution' at the
hands, of the Gestapo, include Irving

Berlin, John: Mason Brown, Aline
Bernstein, Louis KrohenVerger,
Richard Watts, Jr., Elmer Davis,
Dorothy Thompson, Raymond Gram
Swing and George Schuster.

King Features Wins Patent Suit
Suit against Col. Clement L. Bouve,

U. S. Register of Copyrights, was
won last

. week by King Features
Syndicate in Washington. Bouve
maintained that comic strips must be
copyrighted day by day, with the $2
fee paid on each strip. KFS con
tended that it was within the . law in
sending in' a month's release in a
stapled booklet and could copyright
them all at once.
Twentieth-Fox Won a similar de

cision about a year ago on serialized
versions of picture stories which it

was giving to newspapers. Yarn in
point was 'In Old Chicago,' w>ich
was broken into 52 daily chapters.
Bouve. insisted on getting each chap-
ter separately. He has now appealed
the decision to the U.S. Circuit Court
in the District of Columbia. ;

Rascoe Probes Banditry Lore
Burton Rascoe, who is to do the

book version of 'Belle Starr (Story of
America's Foremost Lady Bandit)',
for- simultaneous release with 20th-
Fox • filmization of the character, has
been roving the southwest probing
into 19th century bandit lore. He
writes that compared to the prohi-
bition and post-Volsteadian hood-
lums, the Daltons, Jameses, et al.

were • Sissies, and that for their
desperado exploits they manifested
little intelligence and even lesser
material gain after it was air said
and done.
As with 20th's tieup with Random

House on 'Lillian Russell,' that firm
has an accord on 'Belle Starr.' The
book publisher, however, >wired
Darryl Zanuck that, as a personal
favor, would he 'please not cast
Alice Faye as Belle Starr. : ^

.

Nazi Propaganda Mag
Nazi propaganda magazine put out

under
;

Gpebbeis' supervisioni is filter-

ing, into the Latin-Americas via Rus-
sian Siberia and Japan, it Was
learned by. N. Y. picture executives
this week. Copy of the . mag, Der
Adler, was forwarded to a film com-
pany from its Cuban office, with the
postmarks

.
indicating the circultious

route taken in order to escape Brit-
ish blockades. Text is in Spanish as
well as German. ..

:

Although the September Issue,' the
photographs and text - left the im-
pression that the Nazis had blasted
England off the map with its bomb-
ing raids.- Purport of photon and
diagrams was; that the German armed
forces, were' sweeping on- to con-
stantly Increasing victories.

LITERATI OBITS
Fred. A, Smith, 05> publicity dl-

cctor forhthe Willklc-McNary club
of Wisconsin and long a newspaper
than, died suddenly of heart attack
Oct.. 20 in his Milwaukee offices. He
wos former city editor of The Chi-

cago Tribune, correspondent in Ber
lin for the Tribune and The New
York Dally News during the World
^a^an

^r
m

?.
re gently night editor

of The Washington Herald.
Frank William Lloyd, 67, for is

years traffic manager of the Detroit
Times, died in Detroit Oct. 30 An
inveterate first-nighter in the the.
atre, he was one of the few out-
siders given an active membershin
In the Variety Club. Leaves widow
Edward M. Lucas, 65, former manl

aging editor of the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) Herald, died in Grand Rap.
ids Nov. I. Leaves a widow and
son. "•• "

u

David Shapiro, 68, publisher of
The Day, a New York daily Jewish-
language newspaper, died of a cere-
bfal hemorrhage Nov. 2 at his home
in New York.

Russell R. Kent, 55, veteran Wash,
ington correspondent • for several
southern newspapers, and fornWr
president of the National Press Club
died of a heart attack Oct 30 in
Washington.
Clarence C. Hamlin, 72, publisher

of the Colorado Springs Evening
Telegraph and the Colorado Springs
Gazette, and one. time

:member of
the Republican National Committee,
died Oct. 29 at his home in Colo-
rado Springs. He was seized with
a paralytic stroke a year ago.
James Fellom, 60, writer of west-

ern stories, former newspaperman
and press agent, died Nov. 3 in San
Jose, Cal.

. Stricken while, publiciz-
ing Willkie campaign there.

Continued from page 48.

Ellen Varg-o
Gurley Clark
Kitty Rodcers

Taebt Club*
Nelson Maples Ore
Jerry 4 Turk
Louis Bauers
Fred Rohner
Carlo Moore
Yachtsmen
Manch Gls

Sky-Tue
Bobby Haddon Ore
Helen Tbungr

Tavern .

Fran Elchler Ore

Helene "Ward
Honey Wendler
Loretta Lee .

VUnlon Grill
Art Tavello
Prank Ndtale
Mike Sandretto

V1IU Madrid
Etzl Coveto Ore
Carmelite & Lee
Dick Smith .

H'wood Coquettes:
Shirley Heller

: willows >

K Covato Jr Ore

DETROIT
Boob-Codlllae Hotel

(Uook Cwtlno)
'Night In Spain'
Antonlta Morales
Gonzalo & Christine
Sylvia & Clemence
Dick Wortlilngton
JohnnyWfirren
6; .Caslnotes
Carl Bonner. Oro

(Motor Bar)
pick Bbck

Bowery; .

Everett Marshall
Potay Shaw
Alfredo & Roslta
Frank & Betty
8 Jitterbugs
Boweryettes (12).
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle .

Benny Resh Or»
Ulne Lantern

Bert Nolai)
Carlos & Chita
Mazor Bros
La: Cumdrasita .'

Sklppy Little
Glamour Gls (6)
Lee Walters Ore
Corktowa Tavern
Hal Heeney '

Ellen Kaye
Frank Reynold!
6 Vesters
Eddie Bratton Oro
Roberta Costello

'

Don Frye
Jerry Wrlffht
Don Andre Ore

Hnnd'e
3, Old Timers .

Sun Valley
Serenaders
London Chop Honse
Tonla
Ruby Ore

Mnr-Jo •

Rny Patterson
Ray Ctirlln Oro

- Morocco
Jay Janon
Dlnna Barry.
Uthel & Lewia

Margaret Andrews .

Will Henderson Oro
. KTeblolo'a

'

Dl Giovanni
Jack St Polly
Ryck <& Kaye
Patsy - Marr
Daniel Dew
Leonard .Seel ' Oro:

Northwood Inn
Fred Strltt .

•

Wilfred Dubois
Bornl & Jovanda

.

Marie Hollls
Sammy Dlbert*Orc

Palm Beach
Charley Pace
Carl & Lenena
Joe Clayton
Six Jewels
Paul Burton. Ore
Carlos Vesta
Hack's Bedford Inn
Mac McGraw Ore

v Club Royale
Slyvla Froos
Paul Roslnt
Fay & Wellington-
Preston Lambert

;

Joyce Relmer
Royalettes
J Burkharth Oro

Statler Hotel
B Madrlguera Oro
George Negrrette .

:

San Olfko
Carlos & Chita
Bill & Ide Shaw
June Davies •

George Prosnell
Al Alexander Ore

Verne's
Everett & Conway

.

Shandoh & vMargo .

M'arcla: Hastlpff
Duke.Dewey
Harry Collet Ore

WtiHtler Hotel
(Gold Cup Room)
Vocations (4)

: Wonder Bar
.;

Pedro Deleon (4)
Linda Garcia
3 . Lassies

'

Paddy La - Bata

CLEVELAND
Alpine VlUafe

Olffa Anton ,"•

Drakes
Evelyn DaWn
Jone Darro

w

Hob. Cop!
Otto Thurn Oro

CoUese Inn
Hy Baron Ore .

Eddie, Sid & Val
Freddie's Cafe

Art Lackey . Oro
Gloria Gay le
Burns- & White
Tip Top Gls
Itcneo Larlcn :

Eddie Barnes
.

Gourmet Club.

E Robinson Ofo
Loo Bartell

.

Four. Uobbettea
Bill Locltmnn

Hotel Allorton
Grant Wilson V
Marilyn Maynard

Ilotol Carter
Vorsatlllane
Bob Onltfi ' ..

Hotel Cleveland
Paul Pondarvis Ore
Hotel Fenway Hall
Gene Brwln Oro

Hotel Storllnr .

Marty. Lalce . Ore.
Marion Bowen .

Art Cutllp ./

Hotel Hollenden

Sammy Watklh.s Or
Rex Weber
Floret ta & Boyette
Slgrld Daenle

Hotel Statler
.

Jose Morand Oro.
Roman Anriengod
Catallnd Rolon

Jack Si Kddle'e

Ruhertino, RoberU
Babe Sherman
Arlerie Rice Oro .

?' .La. Conga Clnb.

Ranioh Arias Ore
,

.'. Lindsay's^ Bar
Roy Raj'sor
Jtidy Preston
Pearl DeLucca

Mound's Club
Aid Prussia Ore :

.

Armlda . ,.

Thirty-Seven Club
Nndja
Billy Carr
Frances Paul .

Sonny Carroll,
Rhythm Debs
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Many Aussie Showfolk

^

'

..

y
•

; New York..

Editor. Variety* .
'•

There has never been a time when

<he American, papers have contained

co much news about Australia, . Only

recently an exchange of diplomatic

reoresentatives was established,

Richard G. Casey becoming Austral-

ian Minister ..in- Washington, and

Clarence E. Gauss becoming U.vS.

Minister in Australia.- There have

been many rumors of our acquiring

bases in the Antipodes. ,
•

It may not- be generally realized

that many; men and Women ;
well-

known in public life, here, especially

in show business; are of /Australian

origin; i was: born, in Tasmania, pf

Australian parents/ Merle Oberon

js from Tasmania; 'arid Errol Flynn

spent much of his early .life there.

Mrs, Humphrey Ward, famous novel-

ist of a generation ago, was from
Tasmania. , .

•:;'<.•-

May Rbbson, now 'the grand old

lady of Hollywood, was born in

Australia, and Orry-Kelly, Holly r

wood costume-designer,; is an Au-
stralian. In New York, many popu-

lar nightclubs and bars were deco-

rated; by .
Vernon MacFarlane, from.

Aussie.,
'

'

'.

Judith Anderson, dramatic actress,

is an Australian, and Percy Grainger,

the noted pianist, hails from the An-
. tipodes. Lady Suzanne Wilkihs, wife

of the pblar explorer, is from Au-
stralia, and formerly appeared on
Broadway, in a Winter Garden pro-

, duction. In the realm, of grand
opera, many celebrated singers came
from Down Under. Nellie Mitchell,

from Melbourne, gained fame as

Mine. Melba. Over a generation ago,

Frances Saville-, from the Antips,

sang at the Metropolitan Opera
House, and later was followed by her
niece; Frances Alda. In the early

1900s, many plays by the Australian

Haddon Chambers were applauded
on Broadway.
And it should not be forgotten that

the continent once- produced: a cham-
pion heavyweight of the world in
the person of Bob Fitzsimmons.

,

Awerican performers have always
been especially popular there. Char-; •

lotte Greenwood, now back in Holly-
wood pictures, starred there for

years. And Will Mahpney is still

there.
•'

American-made movies are the;

chief entertainment of the Antipodes.
• Harold Seton;

'lackay,' and terms the French port
Of Boulogne 'Bologna,' the mis-
pronunciation confusing it with the
Italian city which has provided bur
American slang with the word
'baloney!'
' And, when it comes to politicians^
the radio arid •sourid-piptures reveal
the significant fact that a consider-
able' proportion of these gentlemen
are

j ri obvious heed of lessons, in
diction. Surely it is not 'snobbish'
of us to prefer our leaders, whether
they,be congressmen,' senators, gov-
ernors or other representatives, to be
able to use good .grammar, and to
pronounce words as designated

;
in

the dictionary arid -as generally pro-,
nounced by' persons of. education. I

am ready arid willing to admit'- the
worth of a man who may be 'rough
diamond;'; but -it will tie generally
agreed

,
that,\ with a little 'polishing,''

such • 'diamond' would 'sparkle'
much, more brill iaritly/. ('And some
people call diamond 'dirilin/). . ; \

: :
;

Harold.
;

' ASCAPV Too Abusive?
Jamaica.

Editor; Variety;
'.<-. -I create stunts and audience, par-
ticipation ideas for dance bands.
These .bands pay me a royalty for
their use. •

. , :

' "':..'"...'.
•:

'

;
I know that I can only collect my

royalties as - long as the: bandleaders
consider my demands reasonable.
It's not what I consider , a reasonable
amount—it's up to them, for they're
the babies who sign the paychecks.

Carroll Clacas' Illness.

Bath, N. Y.
' Editor, Vamety:

Will you be so kind as: to give me
any information, .of . the following

persons, all former associates of

mine at one time or another, in

vaudeville and legitimate companies,
that you may know? Since my com-
plete break in health and being

domiciled here I have lost all track

of many of my friends, and sohie of

them I would like to write to, some-
time.. ,: !

The people are Marion Mur-
ray (my former partner, when with

Lewis & Gordon )f. Martha; Hedman,
ditto; Dolly Lewis, ditto, when with
Biuie Re,eves, for Gordon Bostock;

Alma Nielson and Dan Ely, Irene

Franklin, Mary Haynes, Harry Berry
and his 'Sunkist Vanities,' Lew Fields

('Hello Daddy' Co.), George Hassell

and Mrs. Hassell, Wilfred Clarke,
Theresa Maxwell Conpver, Madeline
Grey, Billy Taylor, Giexsdorf Sisters

(one of them Mrs. Billy Taylor),
Allen Kearns, Leonard and Willard
(Jessie Leonard and .Flo Bennett
used to have a shop in Baldwiri or
Freeport, L. I.; I believe); . Charles
'Tex' Heridrix (Used to be 'Texaco'
female impersonator), Arthur Alex-
ander (Alexander arid Scott); Joe
Bennett

; (Bennett and Richards).
These are but a few of the 'I-dori'tr

wheres.' :
;' .•'•-.'•; /'

-; '.,.

vYour, personal interest in my be-
half win- be greatly appreciated, by

C. Carroll Clucas,
. (Ex-Sergeant U. S. Marines),
u. S. Veteran's Administration, :

... Co: 3

- Add: Radio Mispronunciations
Editor, Vahiety:;

.
Recently. in VAiuErr?

.

you printed
wy comments oh the careless diction

.

of various rieWs commentators. I es-
pecially stated that Raymond Gram
awing, Gabriel Heatter1

, and. a few
others, were, of course not included
jh this category. Since mailing;you
that letter i have made notes of
some of the many mispronunciations
broadcast from various stations. .

fhe President is persistently re-

i,

r
j to as " 'Presdent; secretary is

called 'seckety,' and when 'the regu-.
..^r^riny' js mentioned, it

w
/called

regiar,'. One comirientator fre-
calls the Mackay company

.MvKye' instead :^,r,hyinirtg .it. With

If they don't like my demands, all
they've got to do is simply quit using
my stuff. If it's going to cost theni
more than they feel it's worth, I'm
out of luck. There's rib collective
bargaining in this business.

, I'm . afraid " that's the
. situation

ASCAP is iri with relation to the
broadcasting industry. ASCAP is

the employee; broadcasting the em-
ployer.. If the employer doesn't- like
the wage demands of the employee,
that's all, brother. It doesn't mat-
ter What the

. employee /thinks his:

services are -worth;', it ain't money in
the bank uritil the employer agrees.
If the latter ; is willing . to take the
consequences-

: of doing '; without the
services of the former, that's up to
hirii. You may not like it, but .. if

you're practical you'll admit he holds
the whip hand.

; ''-'..-'•

It seems to me that's the ASCAP-
NAB situation -when 1 ybij get right
down to it, and I don|t know what
all the rnimeograph malarky that
gets away from these essentials, as
released

: by both sides,' has to do
With it.

-'
; .

.
As a creative worker myself, my

sympathies certainly . go out
, to

ASCAP. I hope, they wind up by
making

.
,deal' very favorable to

themselves. But I wonder, if they're
going about it the right way.
: Call me. gutless if you like, but as
an employee with a new. contract
pending I don't think I'd dish out
some of the things against the boss
that, the music boys . have of late.
That's no way to get hirn: in a mood.
No matter how just my cause I'd try
to be; diplomatic in handling the
negotiations.- After all, he is the
Boss. He throws the. fish on payday.

Ray Harvey.

By Dick Fishell
(WHN, N. Y., Svorts Commentator)

House Reviews
.Continued frontpage 47

.

FOX, ST, LOUIS

'Flight of the Bumblebee' by manip-
ulating his fingers against: his lips.

The line m a colorful production;
riumber; 'The Three Musketeers,'
leads up to the topper, Laurel, and
Hardy. It's their first p.a. here arid
in the: garb they wear in the -talkers,
score right off the bat. After their
dumb' stuff they join James C. Mor-
ton, in a skit anent an altercation
with a cop.

.
They swipe the latter's

lunch, ignore his questions arid wind
up the guffaw with . a' bunch of
rough house stuff in which they daub
Morton's hose with ink, bang him on
the dome with, a tin platter, tear his
breakaway coat and pour water
down his pants. . Then the entire
troupe parades across the apron to
bring the festivities to a finale. The
orch is entirely local.. SaHu.

LYRIG, INDPLS.

Iridtanapblis, Nop. 1.

Tommy Tucker Orch, Amy Artiell,

Keribin Summervllle, Donald.Brown,
Bitty'Wells and Four Fays, Bobby
Gilbert, Four Sydneys, Statler Twins;
'Tugboat Annie Sails Again' (WB).

Coming to town for the first time,

Toxrimy Tucker orchestra moves off

the networks and records to the
stage ol the Lyric for 68 miriutes of

well rounded entertainment, Three-
rhythm, two-trombone, two-trumpet
and four-sax ' sections wqrk smooth-
ly, and most of the arrangements
show sparkle and originality..; How-
ever; band leans too heavily on nov-.

elty tunes. \
Some of the numbers, namely,

Kerwin Summerville's 'Man Don't
Come To Our House Anymore' and
'Seven Beers With the Wrorig
Woman,' plus Amy Arnell's

.
'Papa's

in Bed With His Britches On' might
wow hoofers froiri the dance plat-

form, but it's an overdose for

a. family audience. One would
be enough with more emphasis on
the pop tunes which are done well

by the band. In the pop depart-

ment, band works out on 'Down by
Ohio' to open, following with Donald
Brown singing 'Stepping Out With
Memory Tonight and 'Blueberry

Hill.' Brown is a neat looker and
has nice pipes. ; :

'* .'"' ', ;.:

Band does 'Call of the Canyon' and
Trade Winds* with vocal chorus and
nice lighting on boys in band on latr

ter tune. The Four Sidneys are ap-

parently a new act, with three girls

and a man practicing some difficult

tricks on bicycles. Performance was
a little uncertain at show caught, but

credit must be given for imagina-

tion. Girls build up oh man's shoulr

ders to three high on one bicycle;

also do a trumpet chorus on high

unicycles; and entire company
mounts . a palm tree mounted
ori a bicycle for finish. At show
caught, tree got topheavy and fell

over just at the finish. A little more
practide will make it all right; : ,

• Statler Twins are all to the good

in an Orchestra show. Sisters, neatly

Outfitted arid nice lookirig, do three

rhythm tap numbers to good re-

sponse. . Bobby Gilbert sits with .the

orchestra, playing his fiddle until his

turn comes, and then move down
front to go through his well known
actpf^aking.tbe fiddle talk.

:

Comtt
:-i

'>') r.- J '-y- :'i;'.'

back with a straight tune for encore.
Gilbert should cut some of the chat-
ter with his straight man at opening,
as it's amusirig for only awhile.

Billy Wells and Four Fays pro-
vide a flash, finish to the bill.: Boy
and girl do a military routine and a
boxing glove dance; another girl does
a fast acrobatic dance and Wells
comes on with his shortman novelty
and monkey imitation for variety.
Introduces another. Fay, Patsy Lou,"
Who does some cartwheels and
somersaults for good measure.
Biz fair at third show Friday (1),

opening day. v Kiley.

TOWER, K. C.

Konsas City, : Nov. 2.

Joe Sanders Orchestra with Adri-
etine and Red Hodgson; Lester Hard-
ing. Maribeth Olds, House Line;
'Yesterday* Heroes' 20th.

; Although a favorite of k!c. dance
followers for ,two decades, Joe
Sanders has been seen less fre-
quently on the. stage. Consequently
this booking into the Tower after a
fortnight in the Muehlebach Grill
(supper spot) was a gObd choice by
Manager Barney Joffee; It's be.com-
ing regular; to have the Grill bands
play at the Tower . (since Joffee
manages both spots) before or after
the hotel engagement, but this one
is a bit emphatic because of Sanders'
home-town supportbrSi

'

As a musical organization, the
crew is in the class Of better bands.
As an entertainer the show it Offers
has both ups and downs, but finishes
in the black. Featured is Red Hodg-
son, who clicks as a novelty singer
on a brace of tunes and a deserved
encore. Sanders, at the piano, m.c.s
via a hand mike, chimes in with the
lyrics ; on some of the band numbers.
Chatter clicks better than his verses.
Band also .offers Adrienne, an Illi-

nois
:

youngster, as featured songstress;
she's on the; jive side but has some
steps yet to climb to front a band.
The 50 . minutes are considerably

lifted by the contributions of the
house- stahdbys ahd the: weekly ariia-

teiir. Lester Harding, the .
. regular

singing m.c, is spotted midway, in a
neat, song specialty. Doing favorites
of John McCormack, the late Cantor
Rosenblatt; Bing

.
Crosby arid Law-

rence Tibbett, Harding's versatility

won a. deserved encore. Singer has
basic idea and, execution of a stand-
ard vaudeville , act.
' The Continual: striving -.'6f

:

. Joffee
and Producer -Frank Tracy to locate
talerit in the aniateur. ranks is fully
rewarded this, week -in Maribeth Olds
an. 18-year old acrp-cOritortibnist
from Chariute, KariSi Besides being
all that could be asked ih Icoks, the
girl has reached the/zenith .in limber-

,

ness, forward arid backward stand •

ing flips, and tops, with a bit of sit-,

ting on her head. . . Also scoring are
two numbers by the' eight, line girls,

a . waltz neatly, costumed to : 'Waltz-
ihg Up .in the,Sky!

;
and later a foot-

ball-tossing rornp. ; . .

• This combo of the Sanders crew,
sticking . mostly to, 'the warmish
rhythms, .and the house : cbritribu-

tions runs up over the usual running
time but it's generally to the patrons'
advantage. Screen piece (footballer)

is helping at the b.o. on the angle
of timeliness.

, , (Jut.n.

Alabama—Tulane
;

Tulane's record ' is uriimpressive
while 'Bama has - found a scoring
punch : and should top the ' Green
Wave.

Anburn—Clemson
The Clemspn Tigers hit their peak

too early in the year, while Auburn
is on the rise. Auburn will win.;: ,

Arkansas—Rice
;

Here's a tossup, with Arkansas, the
underdog, reaching great heights to

topple Rice. \ - v

Columbia—Wisconsin
: .The. Coluiribia ; Lions; /will have to

depend purely On their passirigi The
Wisconsin Badgers have a versatile

attack, sparked by the hard running
Paskvan. The. Big Ten is supreme
in this test.: ;'"_

Fordham—Purdue .V.

Here's a dogfight that finds the
Rams a favorite. Unless Crowley's
boys have a letdown; they should
take the Boilermakers.

Holy Cross—Mississippi
;
Holy Cross is . a

: .
major disappoint-

ment of the year. It's injury-riddled
and cannot hope to stem the Mis-
sissipi, tide.

Navy game, Penn should win going
away, ..

Pittsburgh—Carnegie Tech
Pitt should take command arid Win

as its pleases; ;.

. Princeton-—Dartmouth
.
This is not a Dartmouth year and

the Princeton aerial game . should
prove that conclusively.. :

.,',.•. '•' '. Rutgers—Lafayette
The championship of . the ' little

schools Will be decided as Lafayette
knocks down Rutgers and remains
unbeaten. \.

., Southern CaU—California ;

USC. is too potent to be stopped by
oft-beaten California. ...

Southern : Methodlstr-Texas A & M

;

. The southwest' title comes to a
head with this game. Texas Aggies
are scheduled to retain . their cham-
pionship by winning a hard-fought
game. ,

';

.;
':;;

Stanford—Washington •

Here's the Pacific Coast title-

maker. It's an even game, but bur
vote goes to Stanford because of ita

" errdipper offense.
'

: Syracuse—Penn State .

.'

This! is a fumbling Syracuse outfit*

GAMES
Alabama-Tulane
Anburn-CIemsori .

.

Arkansas-Rice '..
.;.

Cqlambla-Wisconsln
Fordham-Pnrdue
Holy Cross-Mississippi .

Indiana-Michigan State
.

.

Kentucky-Georgia Teen '

.

LSU-Mlsslssippl State . .

.

Manhattan-Marqueite...
Minnesota-Michigan
Nebraska-Iowa ...... ...

Northwestern-Illinois ;.-.

Oregon-UCLA .. ... .

.

Oregon State-Wash. State

PehnrHarvarii* ........

Pittsburgh-Carnegfe Tech.
Princeton-Dartniouth
Rutgers-Lafayctte ... . .

.

USC-California^ .... . . ... .

SMU-Texas A&M . ... . ...

v

:
Stanford-Washington . . V

Syracuse-Penn State . ..

.

Temple-Vlllanova . ; . .

.

Texas-Baylor .

Army-Brown
'•'

Navy-Nbtre Dame i:.

Yale-Cornell .".'..-.'.>. .-. .

,

Right, 105;

WINNERS
.;.'. .... Alabama ;.;>.»:

..... ... -. .'..Attbiirn ... •

•

.;. v. . Arkansas .'. .

,

. , . .Wisconsin . . • •

........ ..Fordham :

. . . .Mich. State

. ..Ga. Tech
. Miss. State '

.
.'.

, .,: .. . . .Marqaette ; .-. ...

....Michigan

. . . .... ...Nebraska ...

. . . > . . ..Northwestern
.....;UCLA ...... ...

•'. .Oregon State .

'

\

...Penn
.Pitt.

. . .. ..Princeton . ...

. ;;..;-.>.. . .;Lafayette
. ... . .\

> . ... . use '. - • « * •

.". ;.'.'.
. Texas A&M

. ....... Stanford: ;.
'. ;

. . . . .... Penn State.

. .
:'.;'.".

i
:

. ..Temple . .

.•. . . . Texas ;

:. . ...Army
. . . .V. . . . ..Notre Dame .

.

... . . . . . .Cornell '
;• .•

Roxscore to Date:
.

Wrong, 34; Ties, 8; Pcf.,

(Ties not counted)

« « . • • • *

• « i
:

.«.V *

• ».».*.'

ODDS
.''"-"

» • #r 8-5

... 5-8

... 6-5

11-5

3-1

. 5-7

. 6-5

. . .Even
: .Even.
... 3-1

.. 4-1

7-5

11-5
4-1

4- 1

...12-5
... 8-5

... 12-5

. . . 12-5

. i Even

..... 2-i-

... 5-8

2t1
6-5

5-l

6-1

.755

Indiana—Michigan State

A great passing duel should ;
ensue

as Hursh meets Davis. A break will

decide this game and Michigan State

gets the edge. •
. w -

. :

'''.:.

• Kentucky—Georgia Tech
Kentucky is just a fair ball club.

Georgia Tech has been kicked
around and is now ready to; kick
back. Tech to knock off the Colonels.

^ La. State—Mississippi State

Louisiana Just doesn't have it while

Mississippi State is . the dark horse

of the south With a well-rounded
attack. : State

:

gets the - Verdict.

Manhattan—Marquette
Manhattan has been installed the

favorite, but it's actually an even
game. Marquette to win.

Minnesota^-Michigan
The highlight game of the' week,

between two undefeated teams. -Miri-

riesota has had niany : :breate;, W;hilb;

Michigan won . its games, dfecisive.lyi:

A two-week rest give's a .slight edge

to Tommy Harmon and company. ;'

Nebraska—:Io'wa
'

;

Iowa doesn't seem .to -have -.the ; co.-,

hesibn. Nebraska is a powcrhpuse
arid should ram its! way to vvictpry:

. Northwestern—Illinois
V Bob Zuppke . has been looking for

an upset ; but this is not the spot.,

Northwestern should- romp over
Illinois With ease. •

r
;-

.

.

Oregon—UCLA
Without a single major victory to

its credit UCLA . is long : overdue.
The ti.de^•cha.nges'

;

an•d :

.
it's a victory

for. the Uc.ians. -••
,

;
Oregon State-—Washinfftori State

;

Oregon State has too much scoring
punch to be denied. It'll score early
and often to .get the nod;

• Penn—Harvard '-

The Harvards .just don't have the
material: With no injuries iri, its

and Penn State will profit by its

mistakes for victory. ..

Temple-—Villanova

Viiiaiiova is; the^ favorite,; but^ the
Temples are coming and will grab
the decision. '.

Texas—Baylor
These are always slugfests, but the

versatility of this Texas team will

outgoiri arid : outscore the Baylor
Bears. V.;".,

Army—Brown
Brown's a pretty good team, but

the soldiers, after a disastrous start,

have found themselves. The Army
gets into the win column. ;

Navy—Notre Dame
No trouble here, as/ftie Irish get

back into stride to score at will. •

Yale—Cornell
This Is merely a matter, of how

many touchdown's ..'the! Cornellsi want
to manufacture.

'Father 9

: Continued from page l
..

Radio program Will be timed to fol-

low the first act in Ne\y York and
Boston,- and be just before the first

act in Chicago. It :%ill\
:
iriclude'',:'a.'

special, skit written for the occasion,

.

by Lindsay and Crouse. Producer
Oscar Serlin is scheduled to make
his air debut in the broadeastj but
has been showing signs of nervous-,

ness and, according ' to colleagues,

may take a. powder from that por-

tion of the proceedings.
,

.

;

. Beginning -. Friday night, -Liridsay;.

and Dorothy' Stickney (Mrs. Lind-

say) will have featured, billing. Dur-
irig the year's run 'the two juve
actors who

.
play !the younger Day

children haVe. been changed as . the
;

first pair outgrew the roles. , •
:
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rpHESE Lux Toilet Soap facialsA really wor&^for gorgeous Made-
leine Carroll, for stunning Paillette
Goddard. Try them regularly and seo
what they'll do for you.
v Gently pat Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather into your skin. Rinse
first with warm water—then cool. Dry
the face with quick, light pats. Now
look inyour mirror! ACTIVE lather has
removed every trace of dust, dirt and
stale cosmetics from your skin. See
how fresh your skin looks—howsmooth
and soft it /ee/s. You'll loye this gentle
beauty care.

it

if

i",

r
m

in Paramount's

I'VE FOUND THE RIGHT
CARE FOR MY SKIN
these Lux Soap

ACTIVE-LATHER FACIALS

REALLY WORK!

Now Showing Locally

1 take a Lux Soap
ACTIVE-LATHER FACIAL

ALWAYS AT BEDTIME.
THAT MAKES ME SURE

ABOUT My SKIM

'4

in.
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Gen; Hugh Johnson has created an embarrassed silence that will

probably embarrass him hereafter. This is the result of .his injection

on Election eve of the Jewish race and his unflattering mimicry over
'WOR, New York, of Yiddish dialect. With the exceptions of the Daily

News and PM, no New York newspaper referred to this faux pas on
Election Day, but the next day his paper, the N. Y. World-Telegram, ,

carried a fullface box on page two disclaiming any responsibility for

the radio remarks of its columnist
: Johnson on Thursday (7) said he was 'astounded that part of a radio

:

speech by me was regarded as anti-Semitic. He then went on to

praise Jews as loyal citizens and lovers of peace. He also included let-

ters from Bernard Baruch and Sol A. Rosenblatt, counsel for the Demo-
cratic National Committee. * :

>»• The embarrassed silence definitely will have one result. Johnson
will be on the 4be careful' list of radio stations hereafter, along with
the padre of Royal Oak. Several affiliates have already, told their net- 11

works that 'Johnson is too risky*.

Music

Call Him T
at G. W.Hill;

on the Trigger

Dropping!
1

off Lucky Strike of

'Happy Days Are . Here Again' as

the themer for. its Hit Parade (CBS)

entails a loss of $100 a week to the

publishing Arm of Ager, Yellen Si

Bornstein. That's the amount that

American Tobacco has been paying

thiip publisher for years so that it

can have the exclusive rights to the

number as a theme song. Move was
in line with the networks* request

that commercials adopt non-ASCAP
themers in preparation for a break,

with ASCAP Jan. 1.

American Tobacco's readiness to

conform with the networks' wishes
has produced no little bitterness

within music publishing circles.

George Washington Hill, they point

out, has made no move to divest

himself of the wealth of fresh ma*
terlal that the industry makes avail-

able to him weekly at a compara-
tively insignificant cost but when it

comes to saving himself $100 by
changing themers he's extraordi-
.narily quick on the trigger.

Pdeys of CBS Learned

Spanish As an Asset

And Curtsey to Latins

William S. Paley and his wife
Spent two hours a day for the past

J
1* months learning to speak Span-

J?n so that they would have the
hhgo handy when they made that
Jong-intended tour of South America.

;
The Paleys started that tour Thurs-
day (7) along with Paul White, CBS
Public and hews events director, and

Charlie Kunz Denies

Espionage Via Piano
London, Nov. 12.

Charlie Kunz, doing a keyboard
specialty in vaude, had to send his.

manager down to. the press boys
pleading for published denial of

rumor tagging him a spy.

Story circulated was that -Kunz

sent secret messages over the ether

via piano code when his: act broad-

cast. Stunt is exactly that repre-

sented by comedian George Formby
in a recent film;

THEATRE 'LOVE

4nd Chester, director of foreign
broadcasts.

It's all being
1

done by transport
Plane and the party will be back
J«st before Christmas. ,

The Paleys' effort in acquiring a
Working knowledge of Spanish will
probably, score a hit with Latins who
Jnake little effort to hide their im-
patience that most Yankees never
Pay them this compliment

Milwaukee, Nov. 12.

'Love: seats' wherein ardent

couples ca'n-
;

cuddle and coo to their

hearts'; content while watching (at

intervals) the picture screen in front

of them are the newest thing in seat-

ing ' arrangements in this territory,

and they're clicking- The novelty

made its first local appearance this

past week in., the remodeled Tosa

theatre; which has been leased from

(Continued on page 62)

Gert Stein ft Certainly

Is on

' Gertrude Stein's new book, Ida,

which will be published in: Febru-

ary will have an unusual blurb on

its jacket flaps. Written, personally

by the publisher, Bennett Cerf

(Random House), it will announce

that he doesn't 'understand a single

(Continued on page 62)

Films Range from Conscrip-

tion and National Defense

to U. S. Flyers with the

RAF—Adventure and Ac-

tibners the General Key-
.note"'

SUDDEN UPSURGE

Tipoff on the type of pictures

America next will find flooding its

screens is offered by a gander at-

titles to which major companies are

laying claim for future productions.

Tags for 36 different films dealing

with conscription, flying and other

phases of war and defense have been
staked out during the past 30 days.

There's every reason to believe,

of course, that nothing more than . a
title and an idea exist for most of

these pictures and that half or more
will never be made. It, nevertheless,

is a strong indication of the channel
(Continued on page 29)

We Yearns for a G

Robeson Favors Seattle;

'More Free of Prejudice'
Seattle, Nov. 12.

Paul Robeson, Negro baritone,

here for an appearance at the Uni-
versity of Washington, says the

Robesons will move from New York
to Seattle, to permit Paul, Jr., aged
13, to attend the public schools here.

He likes chances for 'an American
education' in this city which he says

is 'more free of racial prejudice.'

NEW YEAR'S EVE

Bing Crosby Talks of Air

Retirement But Agency

Discounts Any Walkout

Bing Crosby goes back on the

Kraft program (NBC-red) tomorrow
night (Thursday) and the J. Walter
Thompson agency figures that he
will go on being there after the first

of the year although Crosby con-

tinues to talk about getting out of

his contract with the agency and
quitting radio altogether. Crosby
states that he has no intention of

taking another commercial. All he
wants to do is to take it easy for a

year : or two.
At no time, it was pointed out by

the Thompson agency yesterday

(Tuesday) has Crosby directly sug-

(Continued on page 61)

MAYO BROS. AGAIN NIX

BID FOR FILM BIOG

Overtures recently made by RKO
to the Mayo Clinic for a film biog

of the famed brothers and their

Minnesota establishment have been
turned down. RKO was told it was
impossible, just as Paramount. Sam-
uel Goldwyn and Warner Bros, have
been informed in the past.

Nix is a result of medical ethics,

which , would class the film as pub-
licity and advertising, both tabu.

Mayo Clinic is a private affair and
every doctor in the country would
squawk, "it is feared, should it be

plugged in a film.

RKO had a story tentatively lined

up under either the tag 'Dr. Will

and Dr. Charlie' or' 'Then Came the

Mayos.*

'

Saturday night (9) along Broad-
way was . comparable to New Year's

eve, with legit boxoffices and agencies

selling all tickets oh hand. Upturn,
which followed . a . weak first three

days in theatres directly attributed

to the Presidential election, was ex-
plained by an influx of visitors ar-

riving in town for the weekend that

terminated Monday (11), Armistice
Day. . .

That holiday is growing In Im-
portance yearly, but managers as a
whole have not considered" it for

purposes of an extra matinee. Some
shopmen accepted the suggestion

(Continued on page 63)

ACTRESS BITES AGENT

Carole Lombard's .10% Commission
Joker In Selzjnick Pact

Wendell Willkie, who announced
oh a broadcast Monday night (U)
over all. major networks that; he in-

tends continuing as leader of n
'minority opposition' to the New
Deal, will undergo an intensive
tutoring on . microphone technique.

He •'• intends getting coaching from
several top radio performers, con-
tinuing for at least six -months.
Defeated Republican presidential

candidate has not indicated whether
he intends running for any public
office, but according to several con-
fidants in show business, he is con-
vinced that his faulty radio delivery
cost him many votes in. the recent
election and he is determined to cor-

rect the fault.

President's Record
PresidentrRposevelt during "the re-

cent political campaign not only set

a new high in ratings for political

broadcasts but v the Co-operative
Analysis of Broadcasting figures,

show that his speeches drew far

greater audiences this time than they
did in the 1936 campaign. The Pres-
ident's top -rating in this campaign

(Continued on page 58)

Credit to Radio As An

Aid to '40 Piano Sales

'Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Garble Lombard apparently went
to a lot of trouble 'to prove no one
in Hollywood reads the contracts he
signs—but it was worth it. Her
agent, 'Myron Selznick, was ablaze

when Miss Lombard disclosed today
(Tuesday) that by the terms of the

pact he sighed with her he was to

pay her the 10%.
Revelation came forth at an arbi-

tration hearing oh Miss Lombard's
petition to void her tie with Selz-

nick. She claimed - improper repre-

sentation, citing her contract as proof
that Selznick doesn't read what he
signs. Lead sentences in the contract

she had . drawn up were similar to

those in the standard; form, with the
joker inserted in > the : later para-
graphs.

St. Louis. Nov. 12.

That the radio is making people
more music conscious with the result

that 135,000 of the instruments will
be manufactured in the U. S. this

year was the assertion made here
last week by William R. Steinway,
European manager of Steinway &
Sons, who paused here on, a nation-
wide business trek. . In comment-
ing on the piano output this year
Steinway pointed out that only 37^,000

were made in the U. S. in 19,33, the
worst year in the history of piano
manufacturing.
A member of the third generation

of fhe family that has been manu-
facturing pianos for 87 yerrs. Stein-
way said the Germans had bombed
Steinway Hall in London's Mayfair
district arid hot an unbroken window
remained.

AMOS 'N' ANDY'S 3,500TH
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

AmosV Andy will air their 3,500th

episode on Friday (15).

They pass the 700th week with the
succession broken by only one brief

summer layoff.

Arthur Rule, No. 1 Legit

Fan; ;;Jpiw:-:ttiL^lfe^6ik
--'

:

CSiy-"

Mason City, la., Nov. 12.

Arthur L. Rule, 64, . died at his

home here Nov. 4 of heart disease.

Rule could aptly be termed Amer-
ica's No. 1 playgoer, for he traveled

throughout the country to eye the [

best in legit stage shows. In. his
'

Mason City home for the past 30

years he entertained the stage greats

of three decades who were in town
appearing at the, Cecil theatre..

He was known to most players of

prominence and numbered among
(Continued on page 61) .
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Hollywood, Nov.. 12.

Old Man Tallyrand, one of the
world's slickest diplomats, said in

effect: 'If you aren't strong , enough
to abuse the/..enemy,' use him.' The:
motion picture ..'industry', has ceased
to , abuse radio and is using, it - as : a
background for a score of films, and
more, to come, '.

•.;

•

'
•.

[

. Practically every major studio is

.producing or preparing features
dealing wholly : or in part with
broadcasting- Some of them are
built entirely ' around the micro-
phone, and there " no answering
kickback from the exhibitors, who
used to protest against the inroads
of the eth^t programs on the film
business. : . .

.;•.' :.

. Paramount leads the studios in the
use of radio backgrounds for the
screen, with six features of that na-
ture completed, irk production or in
preparation. 'Love Thy Neighbor,'
the jack Benny-Fred Allen starrer,

(Continued on page 56

)

Annoy Mayor

; St. Louis, Nov; 12.

Juke boxes will be barred in East
St Louis, across the Mississippi from
here, by Hizzoner John T. Connors if

rival ' distributors of the machines
don't cut out the rough house stuff
recently displayed in' their anxiety
to • place the coin makers

:
in choice

spots in the burg. Numerous com-
plaints of strong-arm tactics have
reached the city's chief executive
arid have irked him/ no little. The
prop, of a tavern beefed that a juke
box was tossed out of his second-

:

story window by muscle men be-
cause a rival distributor had installed
it; Several others have squawked
about threats of physical violence.

.

Hizzoner declared 'this racketeer-
ing must stop. It can't continue if

the phonographs are to continue. It's
tip to everyone to keep the peace.'
Connors also said that fortissimo
music that disturbs residents near
clubs' and taverns also must be toned
down or- else.

Wrong Number*?

Hollywood, Nov. 12,

'. Study of draft . numbers here
reveals a .curious situation that
has the town scratching its head.
Early numbers almost' :all

seem to be held by film men
married or with other depend-
ents, while most of the eligibles

are down, at- .the bottom . of the
list. ' •-••' ' •..

.

; '

', ..

N- Y- Critics'

Drape Alg<

TTieyVe in the Army

Now; No Fanfare As

H'wood's Marches

Id Sullivan fiiKflli^

H wood Yen;Retunwig

Trade Daily Editor

.
Ed Sullivan, recently repatriated

Broadway columnist of the N. Y.
Daily News, has decided, as has his
wife (Sylvia) that they love Holly-
wood more, and for that reason are
returning to the Coast next Wednes-
day (20). Sullivan, following a
three-year stint covering the film
capital for the News, yenned to come
back to Broadway, which resulted in

(Continued on page 24)

Godfrty Tearle Quits

As British Equity Prez
London, Oct. 29.

British Equity lost its president,
Godfrey Tearle, when thesps union
affiliated with Trades Union Con-
gress.

1

/ Resignation, of Tearle saw
.
election of Lewis Casson to prexy
berth to : fill out unexpired term.

/Nicholas Hanhen also stepped
down from the Council as result of
Equity going to bat for Sunday
opening of legit.

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Film industry's first organized con-
tingent to join the national defense
program for a year of active service
shoved off for San Diego without a
sign of Hollywood's customary show-
manship. Commanded . by Major
W. S. Van Dyke, It with Capt. James
Roosevelt as adjutant, the 22d Ba-
ttalion, U. S. Marine Corps Reserves,
entrained quietly la the early morn-
ing at the old Santa Fe station. Bid-
ding them farewell were a group of

relatives, three newspaper camera-
men and one newsreel outfit. There
was no public demonstration. .

Outfit, known as 'Hollywood's
Own,' consists of more than 300 men,
many of whom left lucrative jobs in

the studios- in response to the Presi-
dent's cail to prepare for national
protection. Among .the fllmites are
Joel T. Ashley, Earl N. Kennedy,

.(Continued on page 56)
"''

Photographs of reviewers belong-
ing to the Critics Circle are to be
hung in the lobby of the Algonquin,
New York, Friday ( 1 5 ) by Frank
Case, who operates the hotel, used
by scribes for their meetings. There
are 17 in the Circle, but only 11 pic-

tures . will be 'unveiled.' For one
reason or another, the others ducked

;

having their muggs snapped, but
eventually all will be represented, it

is expected. Among the missing is.

the photo of Joseph Wood Krutch
(Nation),

:
the group's new president,

also Walter Winchell.
Pictures were taken by the Ralph

—fOggiario studio, with a third dimen-
sional lighting effect. Those whose
faces will be . shown: Brooks Atkin-
son (Times), Richard Watts (Herald
Tribune), Burns Mantle (News ),

John Anderson (Journal-American),
John

:
Mason Brown ./Post ), Richard

Lockridge (Sun ), Sidney Whipple
(World-Telegram), Louis Kronen-
berger (PM ), A r t h ur . Pollack
(Eagle), keicey: Allen (Women's
Wear), George Jean Nathan (Es-
quire, etc.). '-'.V-

33-Year-OId Mmn. Gov.

May Become Film Theme

Picture based oh the life of Gov-
ernor , Harold A. Stasseh of Minne-
sota is being mulled by Walter Wan-
ger. Producer'has had a member, of
his staff studying- biographical mate-
rial on the.guv and taken other steps
indicating his interest, although
nothing definite has been set.

Stassen, at 33, Is the country's
youngest chief state exec and has
been a . prominent political figure in
the midwest. He shot Into particular
limelight during the Republican con-
vention last spring when he. made
the keynote speech.

'

Next on Wanger slate Is a yarn
about the Eagle Squadron of Ameri-
can aviators in Britain. It's in the
scripting stage. With the readying
of production, Clarence Erickson,
Wanger business manager, trained on
Saturday (9) for the Coast from
New York. He had been east about
three months,, aiding Harry Kosiner;
eastern rep, in. launching campaigns
On 'Vdrfiorv riArniinnnilAnli 'on 'Foreign Correspondent'
'Long Voyage Home,'

and

GIVE BARRY WOOD THE BIZ

i .Ezra Stone, Lyn
. Murray Frame

Singer In Providence

. Like most comedians who writhe
inwardly at not playing Hamlet,
Walter O'Keefe, the ; radioy wise-
cracker, yearns to do .something
serious—and he is bent on doing it,

he told reporters at LaGuardia Field,

New York, on Thursday (7).

O'Keefe / did a double . flip-flop

from the Wendell L. Willkie camp,
in which ihe was chief tonsil doctor
for the hoarse-throated leader of the

G.O/P. forces, and is now hobnob-
bing, with /the New Deal, it became
known when he landed at the air-

port on an Eastern Air Lines plane.

Aboard the same ship was Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt; and reporters
concentrated first on her, with how-

(Continued ion. page 63)

Bilty Itese WitI Tour

Ballparks With Aquacade

.
Billy Rose and his g.m., ' Nicky

Blair, currently vacationing / with
their wives in Miami, have set with
the City of Miami for an Aquacade
there during the winter of 1041-42.

Meantime, Roseis-jStafT is -lining up a
ballpark circuit for next summer to

play his water spec oh tour, utilizing

two 200-foot-long tanks as the stages,

alternately, for purposes of speed
and tempo.

Rose's 'quartercade' . idea ' (25c

admish) for Broadway Is still pend-
ing. The Gay Blades (ice rink) may
house it,, but another site may be
chosen, depending on terms, capacity,
etc.

'

.
Irving and Ellen Berlin embarked

on a West; Indies cruise Saturday
(9) from New York,; accompanied by
their writer-friend, Alice Duer Mil-
ler/ Gloria Swarison and Alexander
Woolcott are also aboard.

Will be partially recreation, espe-
cially in view of. Mrs. Berlin's
strenuous campaigning for President
Roosevelt, but the sohgsmith. is tak-
ing Jiis portable piano and will do
'f9JP^.jy9rk fi^:XPlitej. „_ ;.

'
_„,__'_'.;/

j

Ezra Stone and Lyn Murray, re-
turning from Boston together last
week,: stopped off to catch Barry
Wood's act in the yaude show at the
Metropolitan, Providence. Pair ar-
ranged with the management to oc-
cupy two firstrow seats and they
amused the audience and heckled
the singer by reading newspapers
and yawning

. loudly during his .turn,

. However, Wood, finally recognized
them behind the newspapers and
switched the laugh by getting them
onstage, introducing them to the
audience and inviting them to do an

Stone and Murray Were separately
visiting Boston arid ran into each

as

other, at
. the final performance of

'The White Haired Boy,' which
George Abbott, was Sryingrout there.

KaHweis OK'd Into U S.
Oscar Karlwei§, who was featured

in the German film,' 'Two Hearts in
Three-Quarter Time,' has arrived in
New York after a lengthy stay on
Ellis Island. A. refugee, he was de-
tained while his papers and connec-
tions were check* d.

,

In addition to his film work, he
owned the Impe»atrice, a top social-
ite niiery' ; in. Par^. '.

Group which, produced the Broad-
way play, .'Catfin in the Sky,' includ-
ing Al Lewis, Dr. Milton Bender and
Vinton Freedley, has another Show
on. its slate. It's 'Carnival/ an
adaptation by Robert Nathan of his
own hovel, 'The Orchid.'

Script is now being worked On 'and
production will start shortly.

N. Y. to L. A.
Hairy Brand!
Pat Casey.
Harry Cohn.; .

Ted Collins.

Carson Kanih.
Helen Jerome. .,

Kenneth MacKenna.
'

B. G. de Sylva. "
.

James Rennie. .

Kate Smith!;
Mr. and Mrs; Ed. ;. Sullivan.

Harold rN.. Swahsbn.
Bob Welch. ..

John Wexley

SAILINGS
Nov.

\
1 1 :'.(New York to Lisbon),

George Lait (Atlantic. Clipper)..
Nov. 9 (West Indies cruise), Mr.

and Mrs. Irving Berlin, Gloria Swan-
son, Alice Duer Miller, Alexander
Woollcott (America ). .-./ Vx...
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THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton BerU .-;:";'
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Hollywood, Nov 12
Realize after being here a week what a biff task I have before me. I

have two swimming pools and a brother to keep filled;

Asked Hedda HOpper if she read my column. Slie said,
! 'Yes—does it

cost you much each week to get it printed?' I wonder what she meant'
(Maybe it just proves that you can't get aheada' Hopper* Wow!)
vWent to -the racetrack with Bing Crosby and got home very late, fiing

wouldn't leave the track until his horse came in;

Since the draft there are other fellows out here besides Nelson Eddy
wearing uniforms. .

. :

Goi to be awfully careful about signing autographs. Last time I gaVe
a young fellow my autograph I got the Ladies' Home" Jourhal f(jr a year"

; Got my nephew a job as an elevator operator at Bullock's. He's very

nervous. Tomorrow he makes his first' solo flight. .

';.

Breadway Dep't. <by pony express)

^Tis of Thee' opened and closed in a hurry because the show was tm.i

balanced. There were more people on the stage than there were In the

audience.
'

' r '\
'

\

Helen Craig's performance as the deaf niute in 'Johnny Belinda' proves

that some of the greatest dialog is thought and not spoken.

Barbara Bannister, the Smithfield ham heiress, is 'very , ritzy. She won't

eat horse-radish unless she puts on a riding habit; . yl

A Broadway character is geUing a Job as a rubber at the Luxor Baths

so he can sponge on his friends. ^

':

, la front, of Lindy's Morey Amsterdam tells Frankie Hyers not to use

certain gag; insisting that he (Morey) made it up. Hyers replies, 'If you
made it up, then you must have been a very clever baby.*

'.My mother .was terribly disappoloted in the Auto Show—no samples.

Hollywooilana.

Dreamed last night . I was holding Ann Sheridan in' my arms and kissing

her—when aldrig came Will Hays and hollered,. 'Cut!'.

If Hollywood keeps on turning out good pictures, pretty soon the movie-
goers will be buying their own dishes.

At the Brown Derby, saw Dick Powell with Joan Bloridell, Bob Hope
with: Dolores Reade, Arthur Horhblow, Jr., with Myrna Loy—and Charlie

McCarthy with Constance Bennett's hall tree: .//"

Orson; Welles aftkling along Hollywood Blvd. wearing a pink beret, green,

shift, purple trousers and orange tije,:; but his black shoes with laces to

match kept : the outfit conservative.

Music Dep*t.

Phil Harris at the Wilshire Bowl proves his versatility.- He can watch
the show,: lead the band—arid figure out a three-horse parley at the same
time. :.

'•
':

:.: -V:' - .

-

.
Artie-Shaw, the mathernatical maestro, has a new : idea for a band—49

fiddles arid a police/whistle.
.

Ben 'Oakland, Milton Drake and myself are now busy writing a tune
called 'Everybody Loves My Baby But My Baby Doesn't Love Everybody
Because She Doesn't Know Everybody'.

.'. Baaia Dept. .;

Al Pearce, thVCameloon, has a swimming pool so large he has a light-

house in the center of it.

' Fannie Brice has been doing Baby Snooks so long she dreamt, last night

that Jessel proposed to ;her.

Hangnail Descripilaas .

.

.. Judy Cariova: You must have been a Beautiful Baby. - Tyrone Potoer:

drily one to a costumer. Jack Bermy: Design for Livingston. Henny Ybunj-
man: The Mark of Borro. Tony Martin: Oh Faye can you see;

Observation Oep't.
Movies are the cause of women leaving dishes in the sink to go to the

movies to win more dishes to leave in the sink. .

A prominent producer here puts his heart in all his pictures. In fact,

she's beeri in the last three he's produced.
My part in 'Tall, Dark and Handsome' already has ; more cuts than, a 10c

shave. When the picture's released' I'll probably get four stars iri the
Medical Journal.
Eavesdropped at Bill Jordan's Bar of Music: 'She says her family came

here in a covered wagon. If you saw. her family—you'd know why the .

wagon was covered.'
Eavesdropped at Slapsy Maxie's: !If he ever went to a mind reader she'd

charge him half price.'

Since; coming to Hollywood rriy mother has proveri herself the Old-
fashioned type whd lOVes to sit in front of a spinning wheel. Last night
she won $50 on the red.

. : Whatever Became af—-—? .

Maurice Diamond & Girlie Jane & Katherine Lee
Burns & Kissen Corinne & Dick Himber

;

The American Aca Lowe, Feeley & Stella

\/ Afterpiece
Hollywood—where a girl signs up with Fox, meets a wolf and winds up

With a mink;

Shpsy's Florida Pitch

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Maxie Rosenbloom arid his part-

ner, Sammy Lewis, are dickering for
a night spot in .Miami, to be operated
for three months in the; winter. Idea
is to close the Hollywood nitery from
Jan; 1 to April 1 and move the whole
crew to Florida.

.

George Raft is said to be financi-
ally interested. ,

L A. to N Y.
Arnold Belgard.
Edna Best.

Betty Field.

Tom Harrington.
Jed Harris:

'

Henry Jafle.

Sandra Jolley; .

Dan Kelly.
Henry Koster. .

:

'V
:
-

:
Jesse L. •

' Lasky. ;

Dick. Marvin. .

Gladys Mensh. '

Lewis Milestone.
Dorothy Petersen.;

;

Irene Rich. /

:

Robert Riskin.
Louise Rousseau.

' Norma Shearer.
Gale Sondergaard.
Harry Stafford.

Donald Thornburgh.
Terry Turner.
Forrest Tucker.
John Van Drute'n.

. Lewis Allen Weissv

MET NEEDS A

:,v Disclosure of tiie prospectus of the

Metropolitan Opera Assn. of N." Y,

Friday (8), showed that the company

has dropped ' several singers who

were on last year's roster.

Among the prominent members of

the compariy during the past season

who will no longer be there, are

Jan Kiepura, tenor; Rosa Tentoni,

soprano; Max Altglass, tenor; Eyvind

Laholm, tenor; Giordano Palirinen,

tenor; Erich Witte, tenor; Herman
Wiedemann, baritone, and Douglas

Beattie, bass. No new names other

than those announced previously,

were listed, although company offi-

cials declared that contracts with

two other stars were in the making.

It is understood that the Italian

tenor, Galliano Masini, who sang at

the Met two years ago, has rejected

the organization's offer of $850 a per-

formance with a guarantee of 15 per-

formances. This will 1 necessitate se-

curing a first-class tenor capable of

singing dramatic and spirito roles, es

the • only two available who are

drawirig cards are the. veteran. Mai'-

tinelli, and Juesi B}6erling. k
/•
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BEST PK BUY

Dennis H.JScanlon was adjudged

completely y i c t brio u s yesterday

(Tues.) in his comrhission .. fight

against Sonja Henie, when a N. Y.

supreme court jury returned a sealed

Verdict awarding him $77,113, inclu-

. Bive of interest, against the actress:

Scanlan had claimed; to be responsi-

ble for the skater's contract with

20th Gentiiry-Fox Film, and had
sued under an oral contract grant-

ing him 20% of her earnings, minus

whatever amount her agent, Orsatti

St Co., was to receive;

The original complaint sought $92,-

000 based on the assumption that

"; Orsatti had received 5% of her earn-

ings, but it was disclosed; during the

week's trial in N. Y., supreme court

before Justice Aaron Steuer, that

Orsatti had recived 5% oh her first

picture .and 10% thereafter.

Total; award was $67,614, balance

being interest. Miss Henie's at-

torney immediately announced in-

tention of appealing. Plaintiff's atT

torriey declared that should the de-

cision be upheld by the Appellate

Division it would also mean that .the

actress would have to give Scanlan

a percentage of her future earnings

In pictures, no matter for whom she

made them. As Miss Henie has one
more to do for 20th-Fox at $135,000,

this would give Scanlan about $13,*

600 more to count on In the imme-
diate future.

. During the week many witnesses

pro arid' con,, with Joseph Hi Mosk-
owitz, eastern representative of

(Continued on page 58)

ABBOTT AND C0STELL0

REENACT

Detroit, Nov. 12.

It may be a $350,000 damage suit

against Mayor Fiorello. H. LaGuardia

but it is just a gag to Abbott and

Costello.
0 In Detroit for a personal

appearance at the Michigan the pair

recalled that the' suit was filed

against the New York mayor for

pulling a heckler's necktie on the

City. Hall steps here.

That was too good to pass up in

view of the often commented sim-

ilarity in appearance of Lou Costello

to Mayor LaGuardia, The comedians

went over to the City Hall, met
Mayor Edward Jeffries and then

staged their version of the necktie-

pulling episode on the historic spot.

The press dutifully photographed

Fiorello Costello trying to strangle

Citizen Abbott, his heckler.

VIC MEYERS' 3RD TERM

Orchestra Leader Stays ias Washing-

ton's Lieutenant Governor

Ann Corio, who did a stint in
the strawhats during the sum-
mer and garnered a load of east-

.

ern publicity, reports ..from St.

Louis: .'Out here they don't know
what I'm .talking about when I

precede my strip by singing -I

: Was a Hit in Legit'.'

'I think,' she observes, 'the

public prefers me. to show my
lines, not read 'em.'

Seattle, Nov. 12.

/ Vic Meyers, former band leader

and night* club operator, was re-

elected for a third term as Demo-
cratic lieutenant governor of this

state, again being way out in front

as to plurality oyer . teammates. He
served for eight years arid now. goes

oh for four more.
By irony of fate, he may be the

lieutenant governor to Republican
Arthur Langlie, mayor of Seattle,

who ran such . a close heat with
Senator Dill that official count may
be required to determine the winner.
Recently in the mayorality contest in

Seattle, Langlie beat Meyers by a
big vote/ But in the state election

bandman ' garnered plenty
:

more
votes than did Langlie and was an
;fiasy winner, while Langlie is a
doubtful one.

So. the two former opponents may
now be

:
governor arid lieutenant

working hand,in; hand.

Cqbina Wright, Jn, in Pix
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Gobina Wright, Jr., N. Y. socialite
warbler, makes her camera debut

\ tomprrow (Wed.> in "Murder Airiong
Friends' at 20th-Fox.
Walter Morbsco and Ralph Die-

trich »re co-producers.

J. J, Shubert's Venture at the
Wilson, Detroit, aimed to be the

hub for musical stock, did not close

Saturday (9) as expected. 'Blossom
Time,', the third presentation, - was
hypoed by the introduction of Bar-
bara Scully, it-year-pld warbler,

Who is regarded to be a. find arid is

referred to as another Trentini.

'Blossom* is holding over this week
With Miss Scully, who stepped into

the cast Saturday, the top being re-

duced to $1.10. She replaced Marie
Nash.

Plans call for putting on 'The
Firefly* next week with Miss . Scully
doing the Trentini part, scale then
going back, to $2.20 top. Girl only
recently graduated from high school.

Last summer, after her voice had at-

tracted the attention of a: Sunday
school teacher, Miss Scully appeared
at Belle Isle with the Detroit sym-
phony orchestra • and drew rave
notices, which were sent to Shubert
by Mrs. C. . J. McKinney, formerly , on
the stage. Youngster learned the
score, of 'Blossom* in two days.

Wilson, which is a 1^890-seater and*
claimed to be the. best -equipped'

(Continued on page 61)

WB Would Finance

Vivien Leigh's

To Do a B'way Play

Vivien Leigh is seeking, a play, for

a Broadway appearance. Her busi-

ness manager, Lewis Deak, was in

New York from the Coast last week
doing the Searching. He confabbed
with a nurriber of producers, al-

though nothing definite Was ar-

ranged. He may be back shortly, or

Miss Leigh may herself hie- to New
York, to . seW up a deal.

.Warner Bros., it is understood, is

willing to finance any show in which
the femme player appears, although

she is under contract for films to

David .0. Selznick, WB last season

financed 'Romeo and Juliet' in which
Miss Leigh played opposite Laurence
Olivier, now her husband.

'

Rental Libraries a Factor in

Studio Preference —-Stage
Plays; Lose Favor, : Orig-

, mails Poor Third-—Stick
" Closer to Text in Trans-

ference

FANCY PRICES

Hollywood* Nov. 12.

Film
,
prdduction chiefs; after all

these years of vacillating from,
novels, to Broadway plays to .

orig-

inals in their search for the
\
ideal

screen plot source, have: arrived' at.

a latest decision; The best seller's;

the thing; right how, with fpotlight

attracUpris dropping into second jplace.

in their estimation, and -the story

written strictly for picture purposes"

trailing along as a bad third.

The verdict, however, is not . ex-

pected to throw into a dither those

playWrights. who point their efforts

at the footlights, .nor is it likely to

be the means of adding to the relief

rolls the names of members of that

army of Hollywoodians who --aim

their yarns at the silversheet direct.

They, are fully aware, as are the film

moguls themselves, that, there are

too few successful books, arid that

with theatres requiring some 500

features annually, any worthwhile
(Continued on page 56)

Ed Chodorov's Play Set,

M-G Producer Back West

Edward Chodorov, Metro producer

and Vvriter, who is east arranging

production .of his play, 'Cue for Pas-

sion,' will return to the. Coast in

about three weeks. .
He has nothing

definite on his schedule when he gets

hack. :

' .'/''/
. /

Chodorov, who ; was co-author of

'Kind Lady,' collabbed on 'Passion'

with: H. S. Kraft. Gloria Swanson

will be in it. Principal characters

are said to resemble Sinclair Lewis

arid Dorothy Thompson, Rehearsals

Started Monday (11 > with Aldrich &
Myers producing.

Mexico City, Nov. 12.

Clandestine
? radio stations con-

tinue to be run down and suppressed

by the G-men. The latest such sta-

tion was put out of biz in Santa Fe,

a local suburb. The; two men and a

woman who ran it are behind the

bars accused of broadcasting sedition

with a. Nazist tinge.
. ;

The trio aver that while they did

try to help along those who are ag'in

the government, they are trUe Mexi-

cans and had nothing to do with Hit-

lerism. Nevertheless, the real back-

ers of the station* said to be fifth

columnists, are being sought by the

police. •"

PAR TRYING TO GET

ANDRE ULLMAN FREED

Paramount is using all its resources

in an effort to. secure the release

of Andre Ullman, formerly general

manager of its theatres in France

and in charge of Par studio activi-

ties at Joinville, presently held a

military prisoner by. the Nazis 'some,

where in Germany.' Ullman,, sery.

ing as a captain. in the French army,

was . captured with ; other • French

troops during trie Nazi push through

northern France earlier this - year.

He's beeri in prison since June 17,

but Paramount only recently learned

of his whereabouts!
Ullman is Prisoner No. 2,871, Com-

pany Six, '. Oflag 11, Germany, ac-

cording to word received by Para-

mount. Because he was an active

reservist, Ullman was called into

service soon after France and Eng-

land, declared war. Ullman received

training each year because of his re-

servist classification. In 1938, he

served for two. months in the Magi-

not Line When the Munich - crisis

looked like war would flare.

Ullman fought all through: the

World War also. He is fairly • well

known in this country, aside from

his affiliation with the American film

business, because, he was assigned to

duty in the U. S, to help sell Liberty

Loan bonds when America entered

the conflict.

CBS Correspondent Eric Severed,

In U. S. on Leave, Talks of Heroic

Monkey Biz

John Steinbeck's recent inter-

ruption in his work on a film he
is making in Mexico, in order to

come to New York; it' has been
revealed,-' was to buy' monkeys-—
six of them.

Writer is part owner of a bio-
logical laboratory in California
and the: monks were needed for

:

an experiment. '.:

. Hollywood, Noy: 12.

Productioh. is stepping on the gas
after . a momentary lull at three
studios/ Warners climbed to a. peak
with :eight pictures and all its avail-

.

able stars at work. 20th-Fox is

rushing three features into work
this week, and Republic is launching
two productions to: take the place of

two completed last week;

The Sea Wolf,' a Jack London
story, is the latest addition to the
lensing schedule on the Burbank lot.

Others on the stages are. 'Strawberry
Blonde,? 'Far Horizon,' 'Footsteps in

the Dark,' 'Wagons Roll at Night/
'Invitation to Murder,' 'The Case of

the Black Parrot' arid 'Father arid

son.* j
Starting this week on the West-

wood lot are 'Tall, Dark and Hand'
some,' 'Murder Among Friends' and
'The Road to Rio/ At Republic the
newcomers are the Roy Rogers sage-
brusher, 'Robin Hood of the Pecos'
arid 'Wyoming Wildcat,! a Donald
Barry western.

Coast Calls Hearst's

Cruelty -to> Horses

a Year Late

With the election temporarily re-
moving Roosevelt as a target, Wil-
liam Randolph Hearst swung the
muzzles of his big guns on westerns
last week. What he specifically Ob-
jected to in his P. 1 column iri his

papers last Friday was cruelty to

animals in the equine concertos.

:
Hollywood comment was that

while Hearst's squawk" was com-
mendable, it comes just about a year
top late.- While admitting cruelty

to animals iri outdoor pix .had been
prevalent iri the interests of realism
until almost the beginning of 1940,

producers say the evil has been cor-

rected and virtually., eliminated.

They are supported in this by Rich-,

ard Craven, . Western regional di-

scontinued on page 58)

Josy Baker's Afr(hMade

Flicker for U. S. Dates

Josephine Baker's first film,, pro-
duced iri Africa- With her own coin,

about two years ago, will, shortly
go. into release in the U. S. It's be-
ing distributed by J. H. Hoffberg,
with emphasis pri houses which reg-
ularly play Negro films. .

Picture, tagged 'Conga Girl' was
produced in Algiers and played in

many : parts of Europe before, the
war. Hoffberg has added a prolog of
the 'home-town-gal-makes-good' va-
riety, pointing out that Miss Baker
is a native of E. Sti Louis, who
starred on Broadway before going
to Paris in 1925.

By HOBE MORRISON
London's show business people,

like the rest of the populace, are
carrying on heroically under the
city's incessant air bombardment.
With nearly all theatres closed, un-
employment is particularly exten-
sive among actors.; But actors are
parrying on somehow and even
those who have jobs are also- doing
double duty air raid wardens,
special police, ambulance drivers
and so on.

According to Eric Severeid, CBS
correspondent currently home oh
vacation. Worn London, some of these
performers are . even doing three
jobs during the present emergency;
For instance, Severeid cites the case
of a dancer who works through the
evening and early-rhorning hours in
one of the West End's, underground
night clubs. ; He sleeps for a few
hours' (getting as much rest as pos-
sible during the bombings), rises at
5 a.m. arid does special police duty
until noon, gives dancing lessons in
the afternoon arid takes a short nap
before dinner,

:

'Even sol he must have felt he
wasn't doing enough,' Severeid add-
ed, 'for I've since heard that he en-
listed in the air service. That kind
of thing is typical, rather than the
exception. Just before I left Lon-
don the bandleader in a cafe where
I go told me he was leaving to go

. (Continued on page 42)

TAYLOR, HEDY START

'EPISODE IN LISBON

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Howard Emmett Rogers started

Wprk on 'Episode in Lisbon,* the
Robert Taylor-Hedy Lamarr co-
starrer, to be produced by Edgar Sel-
wyn at Metro. .

It is No. 3 on Selwyn's prpduction
schedule:
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.

Revised policy for showing of 'Dic-

tator' in this territory may be adopt-

ed* it is reported, as result of. disap-

pointment at the grosses in Pitts-

burgh. While the film was cdnfir

dently expected to go big, it lasted

only two weeks at the Warner and
grossed barely $25,000 in that time.

X Although crix in Pitt treated 'Dic-

tator' lukewarmly, ,.
other factors

were believed to have been more im-

portant in the public's indifference.

For one thing there were a flock of

complaints at the boxoffice because

the $i;iO road-show prices did hot

include the reserved seats which
went with 'Gone With the Wind'.
Word-pf-mouth wasn't too good,

either, but, as, one Pitt columnist
pointed but; there, wouldn't have
been nearly so much disappointment

at regular pr.ic.es. Another wrote
that it was the two-bit. . people wh6 :

made' Chaplin and that he was turn-

ing bis back on them with the in-

creased admissions?
,

Protest 70%
': London, Nov. 12.

Squawks on suggested hiking of
admission prices and the. 70% ren-

tal on 'The Great Dictator" have
held up trade showings, of the pic-

ture here. Both the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association and the daily

press have attacked Chaplin and
United Artists on the admish and
terms. ,.

"
:

Meanwhile . the goverriment has
Intimated to UA- that At would be
desirable to release the. film as early
as possible. It maintains that the
picture is of national importance.
Teddy Carr, local UA chief, re-

fused comment to Variety.

Diosa , Costello, Victoria

Cordpva for RKO Films
Diosa Costello and Victoria Cbr-r

dova, who head- for the Coast within
the next week on the wings of the
current trend for Latin-American
lassies, will be . followed shortly by
another contingent for . the same
RKO picture, They Met in Argen-
tina.' Miss Costello flies out on Fri-

day (15), Migs Cordova next week,
and the others will be pacted.: as the

film gets to the point where they

are needed. .'•

;

Miss Costello, who's currently

working at LaConga, N. Y., is mak-
ing her : picture debut. She . was
skipped over when, RKO selected the

cast for the film version of. Too
Many Girls,' although she was in the

entire season's run on. Broadway.
Her present pact is for one picture

with options. She'll play a part op-
posite Buddy Ebsen, in addition to

her terping and vocal . specialties.

Miss Cordova, who also hoofs and
warbles, was turned up for pro-
ducer Lou Brock by an agent. Brock
was recently in New York to . look
over the Latin-American nitery field

for talent. He has a list of people
he wants for the film, RKO eastern
talent chief Arthur Willi sighing

them as they are needed.

: Ditto In' Aussie
y . Sydney, Nov. 12..

It is understood that United Art-
ists will seek the same terms here
for 'Dictator' as being asked in the
United States. Exhibs are strongly
protesting the increase over normal
terms and there is a possibility that
the pic will be boycotted by the Ex-
hibitors' Association;

.

'. Local UA office is putting' out
feelers for city showings and Hoyts,
via prior commitment, have; been
given the first opportunity of run-
ning the picture

. at upped . rental.

UA desires the film to go into city

houses for extended runs at .in-

creased admish as was the case with
•Gone With the Wind.*

Walter Gould, UA foreign chief,

faid in New York yesterday (Tues-
day) that; negotiations are 'in the
works' for 'Dictator' in. both. Eng-
land and Australia. As to terms in

world :markets, he , remarked that
adaptations would be made to suit

conditions in individual countries.

Other: sources observed that ne-
gotiations in England and Australia,
particularly the former, are taking

' abnormally long. In London, -at

least one .of the several houses men-
tioned for 'Dictator' openings has
been, damaged by bombing, which
may-, have caused minor delay. Prin-
cipal . reason for

. the holdup, how-
. ever, appears to be the battle over
terms both in. Britain and .Australia.

Detroit, Nov. 12.

Dramatic Zephyrs,' a mingling of

odors with motion pictures, gots its

first theatre tryout here in the
Vogue. Boasting that it adds 'a "new
dimension' to the screen, perfume was
wafted into the auditorium synchro-
nized with scenes. This combination
of odor wi(h action is the result of

four years of experimentation by the
Aromatix Co., of Detroit, which has
been developing . its own ideas in

the field. •:

The experimental run gave the
company the chance to demonstrate
how it could produce suitable atmos-
phere for outdoors, waterfronts, for-

ests, night clubs (smoke and Scotch ),

flowers, fruits, food, etc. :

Of the comment cards handed out
to the patrons about ; 80% said the
innovation was o.k., but one guy
wrote, 'What flavor you going, to use
for the bad pictures?':

"V 2d Feature

Length Due After Jan, 1

Metro About to Sign Up
Horace McNally, Legiter

Horace McNally, featured in

'Johnny Belinda,' Broadway legiter,

is understood about to be.iuked by
Metro. Considerable interest in hint

was also exhibited by RKO, Para-
mount and Warner Bros., although

M-G was the only company to

screentest him. r
"'' s-."-"."'

•;

McNally was a lawyer until two
years ago. Since then he has had a

couple of Broadway parts.

First production by William Die-
terle's new unit will be 'The Devil
and Daniel Webster,' folk opera by
Stephen Vincent Benet and Douglas
Moore, which had. a short run on
Broadway in May, 1939. Dieterle

will distribute
;
through RKO. He

signed a pact with the company last,

week to release two pictures, with
.options for two more.
New outfit is. obtaining none of its

financing from RKO. Dieterle -

cently directed 'Hunchback of : Notre
Dame* for RKO and has * directed

many films for Warner Bros;, includ-

ing 'Pasteur* and 'Zola,* Dieterle

also produced several for Warners.
He expects to get his first : picture

in work around Jan. l.
:

He's now
east to confab with Benet on 'Devil.'

Writer Will probably work on the

screenplay..

It's the story of a wedding at which
Daniel Webster is a guest. When it's

revealed that the groom has sold his

soul to the. devil, Webster goes to

his defense: Jurors are ghosts of men
who had been traitors to their coun-
try and the judge is another ghost,
ian old witch-hunter from New Eng-
land. This makes Webster's winning
of the case even more noteworthy
than ordinarily. Locale, is New
Hampshire, 1840.

MARCH OF TIME WANTS

f0 MAKE 2D KATURE

March of Time is going to. produce
a second feature, patterned along, the
general lines of, the patriotic theme
contained in/ 'Ramparts We Watch.'
Actual preparations presently a»e re-
ported

.
awaiting the return of Louis

de Rochemont, producer of the first

feature-length picture, currently va-
cationing in the northern woods.

. Despite the delay in getting 'Ram-
parts' out on general release, Time,

. Inc., officials are credited with see-
ing the possibilities of' a second fea-
ture production. March of Time or-,

ganizatipri also presently feels the
• yen to obtain the money which ' is

wrapped up in the feature produc-
tion setup, arid which has not been
particularly evident . in the two-reel
monthly short during the past year
or 18 months.

If the second feature is produced,
as now presently outlined, it prob-
ably would be handled as part of the
regular RKO product setup. Because
SRamparts' was sold 'separately, M.
of T. executives are reported dis-
appointed over 4he usual widespread
distribution generally accorded a
regular RKO release. ••

j

Although the characters for a. sec-
ond feature length cartoon have
been develqped and a story sketched
out,'Max Fleischer is not expected to
roll on production until the first

of the year. Meantime, the . nature
of the story is being kept under
Wraps. A title also has not been
selected.

A final budget on. the picture has
not as yet been set, it is understood.

Fleischer's first feature pen-andV
inker, 'Gulliver's Travels,' took 18
months to make but expected there
Will be a shorter shooting schedule
on his next. Bob Gillham went to
Miami last week to discuss advance
publicity-exploitation plans pn'. the
film.'

ewin as
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Charles Grapewin gets the role of
Jeeter Lester in the screen version
of 'Tobacco Road* at 20th-Fex.
John Ford directs.

;

Wak Disney Doubts

Show Hini a Profit

Frank
i
misgivings .

.
whether 'Fan-

tasia' will ever, show a profit were
expressed by producer Walt Disney
on Monday (11 ) in a press interview
remarkable throughout for the can-,

dor of the Interviewee. . Pen-
and-ink maestro , arrived in New
York over the Weekend for the preem
of what he terms his 'concert pic-

ture' at the Broadway theatre to-

night (Wednesday).
Budget, Disney said, Was $2,200,000,

of which $200,000 was spent in de-
veloping and building the unique
sound equipment utilized. In ad-
dition, the sound unit for each the-

atre to play the picture will cost

anpther $30,000. Eleven more units,

in addition to the one now in the
Broadway, are under construction by
RCA. It costs about $2,000 more to

install the equipment Disney de-
nied reports that RCA has a financial

interest in the picture to
.
promote

the new sound system. .

Total : incpnventionality of the
picture, the producer declared, is ex-
pected to work in its favb;. It's

different, even to the lack of a main
title. Name of the picture and the
credits do not appear on the screen.
Like a concert, it opens with music.
Credits' are in the program.

'

Distribution of 'Fantasia* Disney
compared to a legit, show with 12
road .companies. Each will , play a :

town as long as trade holds up and
.
then move on. . AH seats will be re-
served.at the two-a-day shows, prices
ranging from 55c to $1.10 mats and
75c to $2.20 evenings-.. :>

M»Mlk i.» • • • • * i

Arthur Dent quits. Associated British.

.

New .20th job for; Morgan
Pix shortage hypos Swiss production
London's theatre extensions. . . . , .....
Schless' Latin-American o.o.

;

'Gone with Wind' for Kate Smith
Radio review: Katharine Cornell.. .....
D.C. awaits ASCAP trendv .'.

. ... V
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.
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By HERB GOLDEN
A flock of Hollywood boys and

girls-^who never took a lesson in

their lives-^are going to be awfully

surprised when they find pictures

released in which they speak Span-

ish, Portuguese, Chinese, pig-Latin or

whatever else ttie producer chooses.

Thi9 mechanical age, it's marvelous.

And it's provided the solution to

Hollywood's hpary problem of dub-
bing films for foreign release.

Metro, for Instance, decides (t

would like to distribute 'Boom Town'
in South America. It calls in some-
one who can speak Spanish, anyone.

To his throat is held ah electrical de-
vice which is energized by being
Wired to the original 'Boom Town*
sound track. Mr.- Espatiol doesn't

speak, but merely forms with his

mouth the Spanish equivalent of the

words the. American actors are
speaking at the time. Result is Clark
Gable saying to Spencer Tracy-—in
Spanish—'Scram, before I stuff this

oil derrick, down, your ear.'

It's Clark Gable's voice without a
doubt. And it's recorded for the
South; American sound track as it-

comes but of the mouth of the Span-
ish-speaking guy.

;

He acts as though
he has laryngitis, forming syllables

and words with lips, tongue and pal-

ate, but not allowing any
:
air to come

up through his vocal chords to

actually create sounds of his own.
Get it? • v-;;. -v-"/V

v

-V"""''V
Gadget billed as a Spnbvox, has

untold possibilities. .. One. unit has
already been licensed to the British

Broadcasting Co. And are those
Jerries gonna, be surprised when they
hear, what Herr Hitler is saying over
their radios. Trick is that the: voice
doesn't necessarily have to be
changed to a different language.
Just the words can be switched. By
using any recording of a Hitler
speech, the tone, timbre and qual-
ity of

T
his volqe can be obtained and

made to come out in oh, such embar-
rassing words. It's' voice forgery,
that's what' it is.

Inventor of all this Is Hollywood
scriptwriter and' author, Gilbert
Wright. Son of Harold Bell Wright,
he took the precaution . of grabbing
a physicist's degree at the University
of California befpre turning to scriv-
ening. Who knows What such things
will lead to?

Device works, too. It was demon-r
strated to a press, radio and film
bunch at the Waldorf-Astoria's Star-
light Roof (N.Y ) on Monday (11).

They went in like a guy about to
have his leg pulled, Came out sold.

Footing the accompanying . cocktails
and hors d'oeuvers was RKO; Gad-
get makes its initial film appearance
in the studio's *You'll Find Out,'
Which opens at the Roxy, N. Y., Fri-
day (15).

.

..
;

Does Plenty of Tricks

Among the tricks pulled at the
demonstration by Wright's wife,
Peggy, while he looked on, was to
make a gale of wind talk. She took
a phonograph record carrying an
eerie wind effect and made it twice
as eerie by having the wind itself

whine something like: 'Let me in.

I've come over mountains and hills

and dales to get here and I want to
get in. Let me in. Let me in.'

;
It

was enough to make you grab your
Scotch..

And just Imagine, from that, what
can be done with it in the RKO. film.
In the cast is that terrifying trio,

Lugosi, Karlbff and Lorre. Also
Kay Kyser, who, incidentally, per-
formed the rh.c. duties at Monday's
demonstration

] and who is respon-
sible for that Gable-Tracy gag up
above; ' -v"' ':

In the picture the Sonpvox is used
to make a Novachord ..and the vari-
ous band instruments play words
instead of just sounds.

. Music is
the same as it wduld ordinarily be,
but. the instruments actually sing the
Words instead of merely the tune.:
It's riot that the words are super-
imposed as a vocalist wpuld make
them, but the, musical sounds ema-
nating from the instruments actual-
ly convert themselves into words.

Modus. Operandi \':."v

It's done by attaching one end of
the electrical gadget to the various
band instruments (actually to a re-
cording of the band, which is sim-
pler) and the other end to the throat
<t>f anyone who iaiks decent English
and has the words to the song in
froht of him. He doesn't have to
sing or carry a tune, ijnt merely
form the words. Paraphernalia
which is held to the throat looks

lika a pair of radio operator's ear
phones with a large red button in

•

the center which vibrates. \"\ •

'
Wright's gadget can be adapted to

portable size
. for mutes to carry

around with them. It . will enable
them to speak by merely transmit-
ting a buzzing sound Into their
throats, which their lips, tongue and
palate can transpose into words It

'

hasn't reached the point- of com-
mercial development along that line
yet, however.;

.

*.*•„
• ••.

.:,:<,, „•

Wright is going to Washington
next week to demonstrate the Sono-
vox to the U. S. Signal Corps. He
claims experiments have shown that
by the use of it, apprentice tele-
graph operators can be taught tlieir

dots and dashes in 35% less time,
It's done by making the dots and
clashes for A say 'A' as they come
out In other words; the embryo op
hears the code and the letter it

stands for at the same time, which
speeds up the process of impressing
on his mind the meaning of each
series of buzzes.

Death on the Boy Friend

. Among the sounds used by . Mrs.
Wright for the demonstration was a
clock chiming .12. Instead /of each
chime just being a chime it actual-

ly : chimed the word
,
'one,' then

'two/ and so on. What a way for
the old man to get his dotter's boy-
friend out of the house! Mrs. Wright
also made a steamboat Whistle say in
plain English, 'Get out of my way'
arid a bugle say 'Time to get up, etc.,'

while a calliope sang 'Sweet Rosie
O'Grady. >

Wright got the idea for the Sbno-
vox when doing, a script for a pic-
ture in which one of his characters
Was on a train scramming from the
scene of his crime. Wright wanted
the click of the rails to beat out:

'You did it. You did it. You.did it.'

Studio superimposed a voice in the
standard manner : and it sounded
awfully corny to Wright. So he dug
out his old physics books and started
to evolve something better.

Getting nowhere after a. while, he
consulted a tbp West Coast engineer.
He was told' what he was trying to
achieve was impossible, so he. gave
up. One day a year later he was.
shaving With an ordinary hoe-type
razor. His mouth -was open and as
the razor ran over the part of his
throat where the vocal chords lie,

Wright could hear the whiskers be-
ing snipped off. It took him prac-.
tically no time after that to devise
the Sonovox, which no one possibly
could mistake for a razor.

fflRLIMAN COMPLETES

HIS FIRST IN MIAMI

First feature to be made outside
of Hollywood in two seasons has ac-

tually been completed. It is 'Adol-

escence,* made by George Hirliman
at the Colonnade' Studios in Coral
Gables, Fla, Nqw in the final edit-

ing stage, It will be released Nov.
29 by Select Films. Leon Janney
and Eleanor Hunt are starred.

. Hirliman is pacted to make four
for Select release at the southern
studio. He was in New York last

week making arrangements on the

shooting script for the second, which
is 'The Tigress or the Lady,' a Cos-

mopolitan mag stpryi . Lensihg starts ,

riext week. I Producer is being

financed by the estate of the late

George OTpole, who was instru-

mental, With Arthur Sawyer, in. es-

tablishment of the Florida studio.

Interstate's 3 Mobile

Units for GL Britain

Dallas, Nov. 12.

- /The purchase of :three fully- equip-

ped ambulances which will be given

England was made Friday (8) °y

Karl
:
Hoblitzelle,

.
president .of the

Interstate Theatres of Texas, Ihc;

The ambulances, which will be

shipped
,
overseas without delay to

care for -the victims of the bbrhbing

of London, will each bear the name
of Dallas. :

''

R. L. Thbrtias, chairrriari of the

British ambulance corps local com-

mittee, announced that one ambul-

ance was given by ' Hoblitzelle per-

sonally, one by the Interstate Cir-

cuit, Inc., and one by the Texas Con-

solidated*. Theatres. Each ambulance,

fully equipped, costs $1,350. .
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Henceforth and particularly now
In view of the consent decrw pro-

vision calling for felling in groups

of Ave pictures at a time, all to be
screened for the buyers in advance,

the Paramount theatre department

executives and its many partners

throughout the country are expected

to have greater voice in production
: planning, budgeting,, etc.

In addition to the strong theatre

representation in Paramount, the

studio ; itself is headed by a former
operator of. many years experience,

y. Frank Freeman, whose production

policies, it is anticipated, will surely

reflect; his own background in ex-

hibition as well as the opinions of

those in Par still in that branch.

In the conferences on the Coast

this week to discuss producing plans

for 1941-42 in relation to the

consent decree, market demands,

etc., the theatre executives attend-

ing will constitute a majority. It is

believed probable that the exhibition

leaders in Par will demand ah even
smaller program of; pictures for the
'41-42 season, than being delivered

this year. A substantial budget to

assure the highest possible produc-

tion values is at the same time likely.

Chi Powwow
In advance of the Coast huddles,

Par theatre execs and associates held

a two-day powwow in Chicago,

: Friday-Saturday. (8-9) to discuss

'general operating matters. With
John Balaban of B. Sc K. and others

locally sitting in, those who were on
hand included Sam Dembow, Jr.,

: Leonard Goldenson and Bob Weit-

mah from N. Y.: M. A. Lightman and

(Continued on page 24)

8 PRODUCERS WOULD

REMAKE 'JANE EYRE'

•Jane Eyre* looks to be the screen's

most popular gal. Right now eight

producers ' are standing in line to

woo her and to use the title of the

Charlotte Bronte novel of the same

name, which already has twice been

converted to films.

Metro last week became No. 8 in

the parade of claimants to the 'Jane

Eyre' title. Ahead of it were David

O. Seizhlck, who registered his in-

tentions on Jan. 10, 1939; Pioneer,

Nov. 14, 1939; Edward Small, Jan.

18, 1940; RKO, Jan. 19, 1940; Para;,

mount. Feb. 19, 1940; Loew-Lewin,
May 10, 1940, and United Artists,

July 26, 1940.

Selznick has long spoken of film-

ing the story and has priority. How-
ever,.he maintains that he Is not set

to make it. Metro's move last week
was without ' explanation, but is be-
lieved, to be just-in-case. No men-
tion of producing the picture has
been made by any of the other
studios listed above except to stake
a claim to, the title.

Monogram was the last to film the
.Bronte novel. It starred Virginia
Bruce Shd Colin Clive, release in

; 1934. Prior to that it was made by
the Hodkinsbn outfit in 1921.

Scuttjr on Short End

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

.
Frank Scully, writer, running for

the state assembly on the Democratic
ticket in the 57th Los Angeles dis-

trict, rah second to his Republican
opponent by 2,700 votes.

District covers a large section of

the film colony. •

.

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

; Paramount dissolved its bid two-
pictures>.per-year contract with
Preston Foster and handed him a
hew three-year document permitting

' him to retain radio rights. Agree-
ment becomes effective next Mon-
day (18).

Foster returns tomorrow (Wed)
from an eastern stage tour.

RITA JOHNSON B0VES
: ; • Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Rita Johnson has obtained a re-

•~a
!
e from her player contract with

Metro. ..

Break was caused by an argument
over the quality ;of her assignments.

With everybody rushing in to tell

the film business what to do in the

Latin-Americas, belief among indus-

try officials is growing that high-

pressure boys from without the trade

are making the picture business the

'patsy' in the drive for Spanish na-
tional goodwill Specifically they

mention those outside the industry

who . are .assisting the ' Government
with a 'good neighbor.' policy in

South America. They
,
claim that If

the meddling and publicity on the.

film business continues it will turn
but a 'bad neighbor' policy instead.

Foreign; managers -are. . doing a
quiet burn over some of the high-
publicized digs fomented in recent

weelcs.^They point out that U. S.

producers made Latin-American pic-

tures long before the South and Cen-
tral Americas were 'discovered' only
lately by business people of the U. S.

They claim the market on American
pictures has been gradually devel-
oped over a period of years," with
goodwill moulded without any fan-

fare or extravagant plans. However,
that was in the era when producers
listened to advice from their, foreign

managers who knew the- Latin-

American boxoffice and patriotism

of the people. Now, some feel that

the high-pressure lads are dictating

trends on Spanish-language stories.
r

Home office executives also resent

this sudden meddling into strictly

industry matters. They cite the fact

that the Latin-American market has
been nursed along from infancy

without acclaiming the need for a
good, neighbor policy. Many of these

predicted that this course
.
will be

continued by companies hoping to

survive in that territory but that the
survivals would not be those trying

to sugarcoat flag-waving themes, and
overlooking the boxoffice.

75-25% AMORTIZATION

OF METRO'S FILM COSTS

Because of war conditions- abroad,

Loew's, .Inc., has revised its amorti-

zation table of film costs; reallocating

such costs in the ratio of 75% to

domestic distribution and 25% to

foreign distribution. This compares

with the old amortization lineup of

70% on domestic and 30% on for-

eign,
.

. /:V,.
:

.;-;::"'
:

-

\ Company made the new amortiza-

tion table applicable to all .Metro;

pictures released after Sept; 1, 1939.

Ginger Rogers Cleared
•: Los Angeles, Nov. 12. •

Ginger Rogers was dropped from;

the list of defendants in Lawrence

E. Sterner's plagiarism suit against

RKO. Studio is charged with lifting

the picture, 'Bachelor Mother,' from

Sterner's old stage play, 'Club Baby,

Plaintiff agreed that the actress,

who starred in the film, should not

have been served in the action^ .

It Took a War t? Do It But

V ; Producer* Finally "Yield to

- Sales Dep't Collaboration

•—Planes; Shuttle Ilxecs

Back and Forth

PULL TOGETHER

. ;
Hollywood, Nov. 12:

If the wartime economic squeeze

has accomplished nothing else for

the film business, it has, at least,

broken down the bars which for

years have .blocked the complete co-

ordination of the production and

sales branches of the industry. Studio

execs, so long jealous of what they

considered their unquestionable

right to decide which: stories were to

be lensed, which stars were to be

cast and. how much coin was to be

expended on product, today are only

too happy to have the counsel of the

distribution, crowd.
' Behind this sudden, far-reaching

about-face on the part of the Coast

biggies lies the fact that they have fi-

nally come to a ; realization that the

security of their lucrative jobs is.

now measured solely by .the size of

the returns on their most recent ef-

forts. Result is. that .
production

chiefs, to. say nothing of their lieu-

tenants charged with the responsi-

bility of turning out the individual

pictures, are as jittery as an Italian

in Greece. Not only are. they turn-

ing attentive ears for words of ad-

vice from! homeoffice sales officials,

but they are following 'the, eastern-

ers' suggestions to the letter.

, Not to let it be said that the Holly

woodians have lost confidence in

their own judgment as to what con-

stitutes, good entertainment, they'd

give battle at the mere mention of

(Continued oh page .22)

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Color la playing an increasing

part in film production for winter

and spring release. Practically

every studio has Technicolor fea-

tures completed, before the cameras

or iii advanced stages of early prep-

aration, to add to. the number cur-

rently on thescreen.
Completed and due for release

within the next two months are 'Bit-

ter Sweet' at Metro, 'Virginia* at Par-

amount, Walt Disney's musical car-

toon, 'Fantasia,' and 'Queen of Des-

tiny,' produced by Herbert Wilcox.

Before the cameras are 'Western

Union' and 'Chad Hanna' at 20th-

Fox; 'Shepherd of the Hills' at Par-

amount, and 'Bambi' on the Disney

lot. In preparation are Paramount's

'Aloma of the South Seas' and 'Reap

the Wild Wind,' RKO's 'Blood Will

Tell,! and 'Rings on Her Fingers' at

20th-Fox.

er

• / ; Hollywood,
,
Nov. 12. .'.

Gene Autry is so busy withi
rodeo

and stage: dates that his next Repub?
lie picture, 'Valley of the Moon,'

originally slated ;to start Nov.. 20,

has been postponed, three Weeks,

Currently Autry is touring Can-

ada. -.;.,.;
:

'
'"'.v-'-"

Coslow Drops Out of Pix

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Sam Coslbw sold his half-interest

in the Voco Productions and the Lum
and Abrier picture contract to his

partner. Jack Votion.
Company's release deal with RKO

calls for . one more Lum and
.
Abner

feature, to be delivered by March 15'.

Drawn-put battle between Samuel

Goldwyn and United Artists may be

brought to an end next week . by a

settlement between the producer and

the distributing company in which

he owns 20% interest. Negotiations

which, it w«f learned this week,

have been going on for several

months, may reach a successful con-
clusion at a; stockholders' meeting fo

be held on the Coast next Tuesday
(19). ;? .;••;;>; ; ;;:..-.

Scheduling of the get-together of

UA owners at this time, coincident

with the presence of. Murray Silver-

stone,
;
company's chief officer, and:

attorney Charles Schwartz, lends
strength to the report that an agree-

ment is imminent. Attending the
meeting will be

.
Goldwyn, Charles

Chaplin, Alexander Korda, Mary
Plckford and a rep of the Douglas
Fairbanks estate.

.

Schwartz went to the Coast last

Thursday (7) to : lay the legal

groundwork, it is understood, while
Silverstone followed him out oh
Sunday (10) by train. They Will be
west for several weeks, taking up
among other matters a revision of

the pact of Edward Small.

Basis of the settlement with Gold-
wyn is closely guarded but it is clear

now; despite tough talk oh both

sides, that UA would like to hold
the producer and that he certainly,

doesn't want to leave if a fair ar-

rangement can bt reached. Formula
must not Only be face-saying, but
give Goldwyn more voice in selec-

tion or rejection—he claims there

are too many—of producers releas-

ing through UA.

UA DIRECTORS SET

TO MEET ON NOV. 19

With the stock market beginning

last week to discount upwards the

prospect ; of inflation in 1L S., filrit

industry chiefs saw in the inflation-

ary move their biggest opportuh ity

to recoup foreign losses; ;They also

saw in inflation a chance to over-
come the stalemate admittedly cur-
rent between distributors and ex-
hibitors, almost constituting a buy-r :

efs' strike, over the attempt to force
higher percentage deals on new
product. With distribs. anxious to- get'

new contracts set for 1940-41 season, •

the log jam may be dislodged:, by
lowering the high terms in hopes of
getting equally

.
higher returns via a

raising . of the general admission
level, ~" ' ..

?;• :,;.;.-•' :

.

Inflationary sentiment began
sweeping stock markets last Thiiis- '

day (7) when the Secretary of the
Treasury announced that the Gov-
ernment Would ask for a higher debt

.

limit and his hint that price infla-

tion might have to be shouted down.
He also reminded that the U. S;. has
just started spending for defense.
Stocks, including film : and radio
shares, of the . gilt-edge type rose
two to 10 points Thursday and Satur-
day. • ~ •.

;:

; ; Because ., all commodities and es-
pecially stocks with commodity at-
tachments began soaring, the threat
or actual arrival of inflation is like-

ly to be felt in rising prices, experts
admitted. Industry showmen. Were
attempting to appraise the actual
effect on the film business. Infla-

tion probably will have these effects

on the picture industry:

(1) Bring additional spending to
the boxoffice.

, .
(2) Make possible a widespread

increase in admission prices. •

(3) Increase the cost of produc-
(Coritinued oh pace 20)

HAYS MEETING REPORTS

ON FROZEN BRIT. COIN

Doug WonYBe a Vag
-Hollywood, Nov. 12,

Douglas . Fairbanks, Jr., called off

his verbal . deal to play the role of;

Henry in the Boris Morros pro-:

duction, 'The American Vagabond.' :

Doug is reported mulling another

role with a major studio. ;

.'

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

United Artists director-stockholder
meeting set for Nov. 19 with all

member-owners expected to partici-

pate. ' Charles Schwartz, UA counsel,

arrived Sunday (10) to be followed,

by Murray Silverstone on Wednes-
day (13). '•

^

••
; .

;'.

: They will also discuss with Eddie
Small revision of his current deal

and talk a producer setup with Gene
Towne and Graham Baker, effective

after the completion in the spring of

their current RKO committment.

Hollywood, Nov. 12:

Glenda Farrell takes leave of ab-
sence from the Broadway stage play;
'Separate Rooms,- and returns to

Hollywood next Monday (18) for the
first time in more than a' year to take
one of the top spots in 'Road to Zan-
zibar' at paramount.

. Oh completion of the picture, the
actress return* to the Broadway
show.

After the major company foreign
sales chiefs had listened„t6 Will Hays
last Friday (8) morning reporting on
the British frozen coin situation, the
directors of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors Assn. later the
same day went over latest develop-
ments on this money problem and
the general foreign situation. Hays
gave the results of his conference
with Joseph P. Kennedy, American
ambassador to Great Britain, who
had talked with the MPPDA presi-

.

dent about a.week earlier.

Present effort of": major distribu-
tors is to secure a favorable deal
with the British government on the
money they collect from, operations
in Great Britain. Thus far, U. S.
distribs have been unable to get any
better setup than the $12,000,000 pro-
posal most recently advanced to the
Amencan companies*

If only this amount is permitted
out of Great Britain in the 12-month
period ending next Oct. 31, it will
give the seven majors $5,500,000 less

than in the year ending at the close
of last month. This would mean that
$12,000,000 would be kept frozen in
England for the duration of the war,
with distributors affected by the de-
cline or fluctuation in currency of
Great Britain. Universal is making
a

; separate deal as it did last year
because of its British associated com-
panies. Reported to be seeking be-
tween $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 for 1

the coming year to be remitted to

u. s. ;;. ,; ;;; "

;

Decision by the British govern- -

ment on the amount of American
distributor coin to be frozen in Lon-
don and the total that • will: be al-

lowed for remittance to the U. S,.

likely will be made late this week.

At the moment there appears little ,

likelihood that more than $12,000,000

will be allowed the seven U. . S.

distrib companies for remittance to

•this country.
:
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Major and Indie

the 'Cpntent' Favor* the 'Big Five! Too Much—
However, Small Hope for Revision

Film theatre operators, represen-

tative of many major interests and

hundreds of smaller, independent

exhibitors, through sectional organi-

zations; will converge " tomorrow
(Thurs.) on the' Federal Court, in

New York, in the hope of persuading

:

Judge Henry W. Goddard to resub-

mit to the Government and five of

the larger film companies a consent

decree, in the long pending anti-trust

suit, portions if which exhibitors be-

lieve highly prejudicial and harmful

to their investments.

Opinion of counsel for both the

Government and the film companies,

is that the protests will be heard,

briefs requested and after a period

of two or three- days, during which

Judge Goddard will give considera-

tion to the complaints, the court will

accept the decree in its. present form.

What legal course thereafter will

be followed by lawyers for the ex--

hibitor interests is undecided. Im-

mediate application for any higher

court review of the consent decree

status is extremely unlikely, it is

reported, inasmuch as the Pept. of

Justice, by the filing of an amended
complaint on Saturday (10) has indi-

cated its determination to proceed

immediately with the anti-trust suit

against the three majors which have

refused to sign the consent decree.

These three are Columbia, Universal

and United Artists. Attorneys for

the three are expected to join with

exhibitors in objecting to the deT

cree, although on different legal

grounds.
Amended Complaint

Filing of the amended complaint,

In which all eight companies, but not

individual officials, are named as de-

fendants, gave rise to the report in

the industry that Loew's, Paramount,

RKO, 20th Century-Fox and Warner
Bros! Were not being stricken out as

co-defendants when trial of the suit

is resumed. Caucus of both Govern-
ment and company attorneys has led.

to several ". somewhat conflicting

views : on the statiis of the five

signers.

Concensus is that the amended and
superceding complaint, a document
of 7.3 printed pages, brings the cause,

of action .within the scope of the

provisions of the already agreed

upon consent decree. When the de?

cree is signed, by the five companies

and approved by the court these film

concerns will be dropped as defend-

ants.
'.''

:: -'S

Spokesmen for the Government
prosecuting staff, however, Interprets

the position of the companies as con
tinuing defendants to the action, but
as relieved by any compliance with
a court order against them, in case

of Government victory, so long as

the consent decree works in a satis

factory manner. It is specifically

stated, in the consent decree that

the Government withholds its appli

cation for divorcement, of theatres
from distribution functions of the
companies for a period of three years
from the date the consent decree
takes effect. Trial action at this

time will obviate the necessity of
reopening the suit at a later date.

Much of the Original Bill

. The ' amended complaint contains
much that was in the original , bill,

which was filed in equity in June
1938. Since that time and until June
of this year the Government col
lected; much additional information

. about the operations of the film com
pqnies. Some of the information

- was obtained in" oral examinations
of the industry executives, the re
mainder supplied by the

: defendants
under court orders. All of it has
been drawn upon to some degree in
preparation of the. superceding com-
plaint. : W;

'

The. complaint is filed under Sec-
tion 4 of. the Act of Congress of July

: 2, 1890, known as the Sherman act.
Its prefatory is. a history of the start,
growth and intensive development of
the industry.

The government then launches a

company executives who were on

the witness stand. . The average cost

of class 'A' product is approximately

$500,000, declares the U.S., and the.

Government also claims that by 1930

the deferidents were producing prac-

tically all: product costing $250,000

and up. Availability of product and
of talent to independents is gone into

at considerable length, with the

Government declaring that since

1933 loans of "stars, feature players;

directors, cameramen, '. writers ; and
other production talent have totaled

2,005 to other majors, and 180 to in-

dependents.

A breakdown of this figure shows
Loew's lending 610 times to major

producers and 56 to. be independents;
Paramount 439 as against 46; Warner
Bros;, 223 as against 12; RKO, 109 as
against 12; 20th-Fox, 251 as against

7; Columbia. 175 as against 26; and
Universal 198 as against 11.

Majors Receive 70%
Total Film Rentals

The producer distributors during,
the past five years . have received
approximately 70% of all total film

rentals with the 'little three' haying
received 25% of the total' revenues.
During the same period"the 'big five'

made 80% of all Class A features,
and the 'little three' 15%. No other
distributor has. released more than
1% during the past five years, and
the total of all the independents has
never exceeded 5%.
Next heading of the complaint

deals with Blpckbooking and Blind
Selling in long term contracts. In
this instance, bracketing of features
is explained, and the statement made
that a good picture usually grosses
oyer $1,000,000 through 10,000 or
more playdates, while a poor one
grosses $200,000 on 5,000 playdates.
t is stated that each distributor re-
eases a certain number of features
yearly that most exhibitors do not
want to play at all. In negotiating
contracts in* order to make the ex-
hibitor take these films the distrib-
utor tries to get the distributor to buy
all his product with as small a can-
cellaion right as is possible to secure.
The relative bargaining strength of
joth parties decides who wins in the
ensuing argument. .

The Government men declares
hat the small exhibitor with limited
mying power is thus whipped be-
fore he starts, and Is compelled to
play as many features as the dis-
ributor wishes him to. The Gov-
ernment says that, 'While the re-
strictive effect of such blockbooking
is substantially lessened lit the case
of United Artists, by the employ-
ment of separate license agreements
for each of its producers, most of
whom produce no more than four

pictures a pear, this defendant gen-
erally negotiates, the licenses for all

of its producers' pictures with the
same exhibitor at the same time, and
sometimes conditions the sale of one
producers' ; pictures upon the pur-
chase by [the exhibitor of the pic-

tures, of another producer which he
does hot 'desire to use.' .

Accusations on Run,

Clearance, Admissions
Then the Government states its

case in regard to- run, clearance, and
minimum admission prices. The
Government declares that 'Notwith-
standing the disavowal by distrib

utors of agreements • between them
selves with respect to. uniform clear

arice and zoning .schedules, such
schedules are actually in effect in

every exhibition territory in the U.
S. Many of these schedules were
arrived at by agreement before 1932,

and have been carried forward since

that time as ar txiatter of. tacit under
standing and custom. Other uniform
clearance and zoning schedules have
developed as a result of pressure
unifprmily exerted by the dominant
exhibitor " zone upon all of the
distributors.'

Long term franchises and a. dis

cussion as to how they aid the
majors is gone into next, with the

, (Continued on ' page ' 24 ) .

io Contracts

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Metro lifted its writer option on
Tom Sellers.

Cesar Romero's pact renewed for
a year by 20th-Fox.
Henry Moretz dreW a scripting

contract at Columbia.
Warners picked up Priscilla Lane's

option.
'

James C. Havens; marine techni
cian, signed by 20th-FPx for another
year.-,.;-.

George Frbeschel inked new writ
ing ticket at Metro. .

Tay Garnett filed application for
a minor acting contract with Mary
Anderson.
Warners picked up its option on

Wayne Morris.
Brian Donlevy renewed for a year

by Paramount.
Metro signed' Marvin Borowsky to

a; writing deal.

.
Ahnalee Whitmore drew a writing

ticket at Metro. . •
•

Anne Shiriey signed for three pic-
tures a year at RKO, with privilege
of one outside film.

Metro handed James H. Hill
scribbling contract.

Twentieth-Fox hoisted Its option
on George Sanders.
Laraine .Day inked a new dea

.

with Metro. .:

Robert Sterling penned a player
contract at Metro.
Universal handed a player pact to

Constance Moore.

Although Universal directors met
last Thursday (7) in regular monthly,

session, no action was taken on the

recapitalization setup or any plan
suggested.

] ; Past unsettled market
conditions plus heavy losses in the
foreign market are reported to have
halted the original idea of revamp-
ing the corporate structure:

Instead of calling in or exchanging
the First Preferred shares, .listed on
.the N. . Y. Stock Exchange, it how
seems likely that the gradual With-
drawal of a certain, number of these
shares annually, already begun, will
be; pursued. Small number of First
Preferred shares; outstanding makes
such a plan feasible-

By THE SKIRT

Best dressed woman of the week:

JANE WYATT
'Quiet Please,' Guild Theatre

\

Jane Wyatt Struts Hollywood
After yawning through 'Beverly Hills' at the Fulton last Thursday the

Skirt approached the Guild theatre the following night in a doubtful
expectancy mood for 'Quiet, Please' was also about the film colony. But
the experience was different. 'Quiet, Please' is the setting for this column's
best-dressed woman of the week, .Jane Wyatt. It is also notable for the
presence of Donald Woods. Woods is from Hollywood but Hqllywood.
characteristically, will probably 'discover' him belatedly in this Broadway
play. ". -

Another standout is Ann Mason. Here is another, wise-cracking dame
but with all her cracks, she has a sweetness that is easy to take. 'Quiet'

Please' has many fine troupers. Take Fred Niblo, for instance. It's grand
to have this oldtimer back on Broadway again. A little older, a little

portly, he looks like a film director should look in a stage play;

Miss Wyatt on a picture set wears a lovely white crepe gown made with
the long hip line. The front is gathered and the back hung in an odd loop;

The bodice is heavily studded in brilliants' with the larger stones starting

at the top graduating off to but single stones in the skirt. In her bungalow
dressing room Miss Wyatt strips down to a lovely pink satin and L'ohcon
lace slip, then she puts: on a wrap around skirt of black material haying a
tiny line forming tiny squares. A vestee is of mustard color and the coat

is nicely tailored; An off-the-face hat has a high crown and black trim.

Over all she throws a mink coat.
:
In her home she changes to a. negligee '

of a red material that looks both like velvet and taffeta; underneath peeps

a grey gown. A very good looking dress of a color more hyacinth than

purple has a pleated ruffle half way up the skirt.
.
Very prominent are her

Initials embroidered in the bodice in silver. Her hat is a large tan affait

off the face and program, credit to John Fredericks. Howard Greer ia

given credits for Miss Wyatt's.gowns. Jaeckel for the furs.

Ann Mason wears some neat dresses by Magnin and they are all of the

well, cut one-piece style but. for one green suit with .the front pf-the boat',

braided. Evelyn Wall does -her bit from an orchestra seat gowned nicety

in pale blue with sequins. • Judith Elliott, True Wyler stand-in, is very:

good 'looking in a white evening gown. Oza Waldo and Bunty Cutler are

the other women of the cast. •

Jack Haley's! Front Row Trouble ,

At the Strand; Ruth Gaylor, a brunette singer, is in black net with velvet

bodice, and the only ornament is a rose. The Condos Brothers are in stone

blue coats with black trousers.. The novelty of duo tap dancing has. been
impaired by the male chorus lines of our hit musicals; especially is this

true about the boys " 'Panama Hattie* where every boy is a near-soloist

in his pwh right; Jinimy; Blair sings and Bob Dupont juggles, then comes
Jack -Haley, with a funny routine, but he had trouble with the first row
girls. They knew all the answers after sitting through three shows on day

caught, so no wonder.
'Tug Boat Annie Sails Again' renews regret for Marie Dressier. Mist

Rambeau isn't even Marjbrie Rambeau,. . She looks like Lionel Barrymore.

Jane Wymahi is' the one other female name and wears slacks, a few well-

chosen street clothes and ;bne good looking black net dress with inserUoni

of lace with a cape matching.

Sinking Fund operations already
«: . .. • :

• —— -
|

have removed 1,500 shares from theS^r 3^ ?^
th
f
comPetitive hands of the public, tt warestimated

conditions in the industry, and more this week, leaving only 16,500 out-
particularly the limited source of . standing instead of around 18,000
supply of features

^
including, first-

1 shares. By buying this stock in the
class ^features. The Government

: open market, the company has been
goes back as far as 1908 in listing

, able to bring them into the corporate
its ir formation which reads almost {• treasury at a considerably lower
verbatim like the testimony of major

\
price, than if the shares were called

••••'3:- •»!•• t.
; ;:/ V '•>.';'

-i >.

at the redeemable price of $110 plus
accumulated dividends.
The stock has been quoted at be

low $100 most of this year, so that
the average price paid for the 1,500
shares likely has been around $71

1

per share. . Also estimated that U
had to lay out less than $150,000 for
the stock. This would represent ah
annual interest saying of $12,000.
Additionally, the company wipes JpUf
the necessity of paying, off approxi-
mately $96,000 in accumulated divi-
dends; as of Oct. 1 last.

.
Sinking Fund operations V> with-

draw additional ;sbares; of course, de-
pend On the qohtinued prosperity of
the corporation. Thus a losing year
would halt these.

Announced purpPse : of Universal's
recapitalization plan is the simplifi-
cation of .the corporate structure,
with the elimination of dividend' ar-
rears (about $64 per share on Oct. 1
last) the biggest problem. U ad-
mittedly; has too many varieties of
stock outstanding presently. A single
preferred stock and one type of com-
mon may be the ultimate goal of the
company.

The Mayfalr in Resurrected
The old Mayfair Club of Ritz-Carlton memory is the spiritual parent

of the Lark, a new club run on the same lines, and with, the same crowd.
It is ih the same attractive room at the Ritz and promises to be popular,

Under the supervision of Radie Harris, George Ormsby, Mrs. John Krimsky
a*nd Jerome Zerbe the club Syill not be allowed to confine itself to a dance
now and then. The next dance is scheduled for New Year's Eve, but H is

peanuts to doughnuts there will be a dance pulled every other week* No
other setting shows off gowns like this room at the Ritz. The grand stair-

case alone is a picture-framing. Floating down those
.
steps; have come

some of the gasp gowns of town. And election night the gals were dressed
to the 'nth degree.
The belle of the ball was Grace George, lovely In a black dinner gown.

The majority of the dresses were With long sleeves and high necks. Isn't

smart this year to. show flesh. Libby Holman had on a black skirt with
blouse of Point de Venice' lace, Zorina was In black arid carried a' red
purse, Estelle. Brody's dress consisted of a green taffeta skirt Bind black
bodice, Grace Menken, in a white faille gown heavily embroidered
in gold wheat, Torre Seiniger, black with shocking pink bands, Arllne
Judge, black skirt and red bolero; Martha. Sleeper, black velvet, long white
kid gloves, a rose in hair; Bubbles Schinasi, white lace with rhinestones;
Sylvia Sadowsky, a beautiful gown of black with front panel of red, edged
with gold braid; Glehda Farreil in a mustard-colored dress with yoke of

colored stones edged with gold fringe; Cecelia Ager, conspicuous with her
exotic hair-do, decorated with carnations; Mrs. Max Gordon; brown lace;

Fannie Ward wore the usual head dress with a coat dress banded in white
fox. The skirt had a pointed train. Mrs. Ben Bernie, black with gold
sequins.

. Helen Menken in a white dress With coat of glistening, beads.

Also well dressed were Dolly Haas, Rosie Fletcher, Regina Crewe, Hope
Hampton, Gino Malo, Gloria Topping; Valentina, Betty Garde, Mrs. Ben
Smith, Mrs. Buddy De Sylva, Dixie Tighe, Natalie Schaffer, Luella Geer,
Mrs. Vinton Freedley, and some of the men were Harry Cohn, Bob Ritchie,

Moss Hart, Bert Lytell, Doctor Henry Smith, Arthur Treacher, Jack Deane,
Ben Bernie, Max Gordon, Buddy De Sylva, Major Bowes, Billy Gaxton,
Gilbert Miller, Victor Moore with a very young girl hung in orchids,
John Hundley, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rogers. Madge Evans Was in yellow
with gold and green sequins. There Were all sorts of whacky head dresses
with the Miranda turban winning.

Red Coats and Bear Skins
Technicolor has added much to the picture, 'Northwest Mounted Police,'

showing at the Paramount theatre. The red coats photograph beautifully.
In this picture the mountie gets his woman; Preston Foster .winning in-

stead of Gary Cooper. Madeleine Carroll is the girl, a nurse in a. plain

blue, frocks with white cPllar,
. and appears for the kill in a riding habit,

grey skirt, red jacket and becoming black felt hat. Paulette Goddard, who
appears to be the woman of the hour, is a French Indian brat who does

her stint surprisingly well in bearskins. .

: '.

, Reporting the Arrival of More Hats
.
Mai-ion Copley in a lovely gown of black trimmed in jet was hostess at

dinner at the Marguery a week or. so ago. The occasion was the showing of

hats, by a newcomer, Mary Goodfellow from Canada, who is going .to find

plenty- of competition in New York. But there is always room for ideas

and Miss Goodfellow has them. Her hats are for young, faces mostly.
This young woman has taken advantage of the new fad, at • least for; this

town, that of wearing dark glasses. Hats in the collection were designed
for the wearing of these glasses. Florida played the important note.

Their Favorite Recipes: :'
'• "

(Col. Stoophagle's Charcoal Steak)
A lean sirloin. steak two inches thick. Wash, rub with garlic, and thickly

coat with salt, patting it . so the juice can't escape. Over red hot coals,

place the steak, allow 15 minutes to each side; 20 minutes for mediurn
rare.. The salt will hold the juices in; Slice the steak length-wise, in

strips, and throw the pieces into butter which has been brought to a. boil-

ing point Then plac^ the shces between hot rolls, , , ,,
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Washington, Nov. 12.

Balloting mad* little difference to

the film industry, as far as the Con-

gressional makeup li concerned.

•Though Republicans picked up some

Senate seats and faded in the House,

nobody conspicuous in debates over,

motion picture' matters; disappeared,

except leader of the reform block;

Senator Matthew M. Neely, of West
Virginia. /'

.The. House Interstate Commerce'
Committee, which has put the Neely
bill in a pigeon-hole, will have only

two new members next January. On
the 21-mah - Senate committee, there

will be four vacancies to All. In
: neither case will there be any ma-
terial difference about the legislative

attitude. The Senatx group, al-

though it has reported the bill on
two occasions, never . has been wild
with enthusiasm and usually has
acted only to appease Senator Neely;
the House crowd always has been
so chilly that ' the reformers per-

ennially complain it is under the

majors' thumb. .
.

Fading from the House panel are

Representatives Elmer'Ryan of Min-
nesota,, a Democrat, and Charles
Risk, Republican, of Rhode Island.

A couple of times Ryan showed up
for last spring's hearings,, indicating

by infrequent questions he thought
exhibs deserved

. more latitude : in

selecting and booking films, but
never indicating he was very much
sold, on the Neely panacea. Risk
never took any interest in the legis-

lation. All of the bill's foes remain,
with Representative Clarence Lea
of California still in the chair.

Governor of West Virginia

. Principal disappearance from the
Senate committee roster—as. far as
the film industry is interested—is

. that of Senator Neely, the author of

both the- anti-block booking and di-

vorcement bills;! He ran for and
was elected to the governorship of

his home state. Rumored he may
quit that job as soon as he has
straightened

: out .
political . conditions

which prompted him to seek the
nomination, trying to get back to the
Senate in 1942 or arranging to be
'appointed to the seat he will vacate*

Senator Vic Donahey of Ohio, - a
Democrat, who never showed any
concern about the Neely bill, was
not! a candidate for reelection while
Senator Sherman Minton of Indiana/
zealous New Dealer, was trounced.
Latter was generally regarded as a
hater of all big business, though not
conspicuous in wrangling over film
trade practices or moral calibre. The
;other berth to be filled In January
is. that which had been occupied by.

Senator Ernest Lundeen of Minne-
sota, the Farmer-Laborite who was
killed Labor Day weekend when
an airliner in which he was a pas-
senger crashed in nearby Virginia.

Balance of the two committees
probably will not be changed. While
the Republicans picked up three
Senate: places and the Democrats
made a gain of eight in the House,
the difference is not enough to re-
Quire a new ratio or affect the 'chairs

manships.

T6 Examine 20th Execs

In M. J. Messeri's Suit
Sidney R. Kent, Walter J. Hutchin-

son and Ben Miggins, president,
foreign

:manager, and European man-
ager of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,

will be examined before trial Nov.
26 in N. Y. supreme- court, according
to an order of Justice Isidor Wasser-
vbgel on

.
Friday (8). The examina-

tion is in connection with a. $6,112
suit by. Marion Palmer,

.
assignee of

MOses J. /Messeri, iormerly ; 20th-

.

Fox's Spanish manager, against the
company. . ;

Plaintiff claims Messeri was hired-

in June, 1939 at $300 weekly, of,

which two-thirds were . to be de-
posited to his credit, in a New York
bank and the rest paid in Spain.

When Messeri returned on May 11,

1940, it. is claimed he discovered the
film . company had failed to deposit
the ^two-thirds- of his salary;

WIFE' TITLE

SUIT AGAINST U.

A suit by Producers Laboratories, -

Inc., against Universal Pictures Co;,
Inc., Big-U Film Exchange, Inc> Uni-

,versal Film Exchange, Inc.* and the
Roxy Theatre, Inc., was revealed
Friday (8) in N.} Y. supreme court
when the defendants applied for a
Dill of particulars. Action seeks an
injunction, accounting of profits and
damages agamst ; tTniversal'S: 'Hired
Wife.*

.
.P^ducers claims it owns a film enr

titled 'A Hired Wife' and asserts the
oefendahts* use of the title 'Hired
wife conflicts with its title and con-
stitutes unfair competition, The
aeiendants have entered a general
denial to all charges.

9,000 tl, S. Ta^tres

Coflaborating in '40

Red Cross Campaign

Undoubtedly the greatest industry
effort ever extended to the American
Red Cross gotunder way this week
when approximately 9,000 film thea-
tres in all- sections of the country
participated in the two weeks' drive
to put across the annual roll call

campaign of the American Red Cross!
The film business was - particularly
interested: in making it an all-indus-
try campaign this year because the
Red Cross presently is confronted
with additional . responsibilities re-
sulting from war relief activities in

U. S,

• In some cities the membership
campaign will be conducted plater

with the full cooperation of local

cinemas when a local drive is made
to . enroll members. Also, in certain

smaller, towns no Red Cross mem-
bership campaign is conducted, mak-
ing it impossible for local theatres to

give any :
. cooperation; Outside of

these, theatre cooperation is 100%.
Major film companies are handling

the distribution and booking of a
special picture which the film busi-.

ness is: contributing. Eastman Kodak
donated 2,000,000 feet of film for

prints, while DuPont Film . contrib-

uted 300,000 feet. Printing of the

numerous reels needed is contributed

by Consolidated : Film Industries.

There also, is a briefer short, -which

is booked via the Red Cross, for

showing in theatres. Houses also are

helping by heralding the Red Cross

roll call via marquee, lobby, etc.,

decorations.
• The 'house organ of the Red Cross

commended the picture industry as

follows: 'It . is significant that the mo-
tion picture industry itself initiates

this vitally important cooperation

most .generous""and extensive ever

accorded " any agency. : Red Cross

workers everywhere take this oppor-

tunity to thank the motion picture,

industry for its valued support.'

Major L. E. Thompson is general

chairman of the Motion Picture The-

atres Campaign committee for the

Red Cross,' while David Palfreyman,

executive with the Hays office in

New York^ is secretary of :the com-

mittee. .';
.'

.

RKO to Build 8-Year-Old

Joan Cmoil \yiiiie East

V Joan Carroll, juvenile actress,

currently in 'Panama .
Hattie,' goes

back to RKO, following the comple-

tion of her engagement in the legit

show. Picture company plans giv-

ing the youngster plenty .of eastern

bally while she is in the muMcal be-

cause $he is not expected to: return

to the picture , studios until June

next year. : ••.
, , .•

;

•': Eight-year-old Carroll girl last

was seen in RKO's; 'Laddie/ but. at-

tracted attention previously for her

work in 'Primrose, Path.'

Heretofore the Sewed - Up
:.. Sectors Were:' No Man's
^^LancI, Because of Product

:'. Availability, or tKe Lack
:/.Thereof .

DECREE CHANGES THAT

The strongholds of circuits which

heretofore have been regarded as

impregnable are threatened with an'.'

invasion such as ^as' never before

been envisioned, with independent

interests, in ,and; out Of show busir;

ness,
.
moving into .towns and terri-

tories which have been considered

as 'no man's land' to the outsider.
;

: This .is partieularly ;true of states

that have been, closely held by large

'

circuits, both affiliated and inde-

pendent, • with resultant dominating
buying power. The indies, /among
them persons outside the show busi-

ness who see" a .chance , for profit in
exhibition, are. sidling into situations

that have been 'non persona grata'

Up to. how and hope to knock off

deals . with distributors who ' refuse

to give in to circuits with vast buy-
ing power at whose mercy they must
deal. ";•

This infiltration of independent in-

terests has been particularly noted
by distributiOri; men since the con-

sent decree was begun, the angle

being that under it there was greater

freedom to expand and build without
fear of oppression. The consent der

cree, riot yet signatured by the court,

places clamps on the major chains

and distributors so far as opposition

in chain-controlled territories are

Concerned.

A branch manager for one of the

big companies serving a large terri-

tory in the south, informs Variety
that in all his 25 years of experi-

ence he has neyer had such a large

number of men. come into his office

trying to .
learn the film business

(buying-booking-dating, etc.) 10

easy lessons ' as in the past few
months. This exchange manager is

located in a territory that is vitally

controlled by one of the larger

chains. He states that while he'is

gladly willing to sell the. new ' cus:

tomers film, he is amazed at the.lack

of business knowledge that is being

demonstrated by the new crop of ex-

hibitors. In his opinion, they are

moving into 'verboten' towns finally

because the consent decree has

ptaced the chains in the position,

where they no longer, can indulge,

the squeeze play and run the ' -,

vader out.

South Always 'Closed*

The south has always been what

amounts to a monopoly on buying,

this explaining why the Saenger cir-

cuit covering Mississippi,, Louisiana

arid portions of Alabama, never did

play 'Snow White.' The Kincey-

Wilby circuit in the southeast also

has 'turned out' certain pictures and

for as long as six months deferred

dates on film though .available onYthe

ground that- a film Ms as good today

as it is tomorrow.' .'

. During the past season Universal,

reached an impasse with Saenger

(Paramount) and, rather than give

iri to /Saenger AnVus.
;

Co. demands.

U encouraged i rid ies to go into Saen- .

ger's towns. This has occurred 'dur-

ing the
'

past few months, with in-,

dependents moving into Jackson, key

town of the state . held by Saenger.

and others. It was. reported
,
at first-

that U would grant ^franchises fpr

five years to any indie .
invading

Saenger dominions -.but Bill Scully,

general sales manager for U
.
says

this isn't true.
:
He states; however;

that/two-year, deals have, been made
with' some- of 'the- accpurit's which are

in opposition .tcr Saenger. , Also*

Scully declares that since the com-

pany has played' away from Saenger

hi New Orleans, .' it is realizing a

larger return than, when its film was
sold to the E.. V. Richards-Paramount

(Continued on page 22)

Changing Oceans

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Film navigators are tacking
out of the Caribbean Sea, where
titles are growing too numerous,
and . yeering' to the South Pacific,

where the atmosphere is not so.

. Latin-American.
20th^Fox . has- scrapped :': its

title, . 'Caribbean. Cruise,' arid

adopted 'Song of the Islands,'

located, in the vicinity of Tahiti,

:
far from the overworked rhumba
belt. ' The basic story Lis the
same, but the background

,
Polynesian instead of Spanish;

'

Robert Ellis and Helen . Logan -.

are. dong the script, moving Jack
Andrews' original story to a dif-

• ferent' ocean. .••

'Jerusalem' Legiter

Eiimcid m 16 MM^
For Schools, Churches

Sales possibilities
;

on Joseph Pol-

lack's complete 16 mm. fllihization of

the legiter, 'Journey to Jerusalem,'
will be tested before the producer
contracts for another show. Pollack
is how editing the picture made
while the Maxwell Anderson play
was recently on Broadway. Idea is

to rent the film to; schools,, colleges,

church groups and similar organiza-
tions.

:
. .•/ •

.
Pollack's plan is to make a series

of the: narrow gauge pix from : top
Broadway plays, working [ on. a roy-
alty, arrangement with the legit pro-
ducer and author. First one cost

considerably more than . estimated
when it was found unfeasible to do
the filriling right on the theatre stage.

Instead sets were moved to the Fox-
Movietone studios and play was pic-
turized there.

NOV. 20 NOW DATE SET

FOR GEO. SK0URAS CASE

Setting the date for the trial of
George P. Skouras continues to be
delayed in N. Y. federal court due
to the inability of the court to pro-
vide a judge.

. Date is now put over to Nov. 20.

Action is by the U. S. Government
and claims that Skouras attempted
to bribe former N. Y. Judge Martin
T. Manton by paying him $30,000 in

return for which Skouras Theatres
Corp. received some of the assets of
Fox Theatres Corp., valued at $1,-

500,000.
.

20th-Fox Suit Vs. Century

Circuit Marked Settled
. Suit of 20th . Century-Fox ..Film
against Century Circuit, Inc. (A; H.
Schwartz) of.. Brooklyn and Long
Island ;was settled ..and 'discontinued

out of the N. Y. supreme court Fri-

day (8). Plaintiff asked $70,000 in

two suits each . for $35,000, while the
defendant in a''..counter' claim asked
for $75,000. '.

:

v..

The film company's suit was based
on, alleged' failure of Century to

.
play

product Contracted for iri the 1938-

39 arid 1939-40 seasons, while the de-
fendant's suit claimed breach of cer-
tain plnydate contracts. . •: V . .:.

. ;
It~'is understpod that. over;. 50 fea-

tures as well as shorts and riewsreeli
were involved in • the - action.^ No
complaint yf&s .ever, filed in either

suit.-.
''-.:'

.' -

Wallace's Roach Pair
. Hollywood, Nov. 5.

! Richard Wallace closed a deal to

direct two more pictures for Hal
Roach. ;

.\
'

;

.; Films are slated for the 1940-41
releasing program of United Artists.

Pending approval of the consent
decree reached with five theatre-

owning majors which is slated to be
submitted, to Federal Judge . Henry
W. God.dard tomorrow (Thursday)
in ,New York, arbitration machinery
is being set up throughout the cpuhr
try and likely that within a week or
two its cost will be apportioned
among the five distributors.

Going ahead on arbitration, indi-

cations are that the. Government, the
five majors who are.party to the con-
sent decree, and . the American Arbi-
tration Assn. - v confident exhibitor •

protests against the decree will not;

upset it. .

Preparing', to . resist the decree and
attempt to get it thrown out alto-

gether or modified to the ' satisfac-

tion of theatre owneiT, exhibitor

forces "are .'.'sfchcidul.e'd to appear \ •

Judge Goddard's court , tomorrow
morning (Thursday ) to put up a

'

fight. Exhibitor associations that,

will be represented, include Allied

States Assn., Independent Theatre
Owners Assn. of New York, the Al-

.

lied Theatre Owners of N. Y* and the

Pacific Coast Conference of Theatre
Owners. •

''•.,''

: Ed Kuykendall, presiderit of the
MPTOA, arrived in N. Y., Monday
night (11) and Bob Wilby* plus Fred
Kent, committee of two representing

Paramount partners, were due in

yesterday (Tuesday ). Reports Par
partners may withdraw . their oppo-

.

sitiori are denied. Kuykendall will

be in court with Henry G. Gray,

N. Y., attorney representing the
,

MPTQA. George P. Aarons will act

as counsel for the eastern Pennsyl-

vania unit of the organization, also

as associate of Gray's, while the Con-
necticut organization will have Her-
man Levy on hand as its attorney.

Sidney B. Pfeiffer, of Buffalo, will

represent the upstate N. Y. unit in

the MPTOA.
Kuykendall stated ye sterday

(Tues. ) the MPTOA and its various

units continue to be vigorously Op-

posed to various, features Of the de-

cree. '

' '>

AAA In Preliminary Meets

:
.
Preparatory, to plans to immediate-

ly start setting up arbitration boards

throughout the country, a meeting

was scheduled to be held yesterday

afternoon (Tuesday) at the Ameri-
can Arbitration Assn. to discuss the

organization of an arbitration ad-

visory board for the picture indus-

try under the decree but due to the

illness of an AAA official, it will, not

be held for a week or 10 days.

J. Noble Braden, executive secre-

tary of the AAA, has beeri appointed

to organize the 31 arbitration boards

that will be set up. arid to aid in the

selection of arbiters, investigate

their qualificatioris, background, etc.

No one who is presently or in the

past has been connected with , pic-

tures is eligible. Braden leaves Sat-
: urday (16) on a tour of 29 exchange
points where boards

:
will be organ- .

jzed. The remaining two will be in

New York for N. . Y. and Brooklyn
cases!" Braden will be away about
six weeks.

'

'
:

Meantinie; a budget of $490,000 an-
nually has been agreed upon to

cover arbitration, with an .
additional.'

$55,000 for the .thxee members., of -the

appeals bbard. ' These figures will

be presented to court tomorrow
(Thurs.). ' The $55,000 for the . ap-
peals board will be broken up as

follows: $20,000 for the chairman
and $17,500 each ,for the' other two.
The-cost. of the. arbitration machin-i

ery will be apportioned among the
five majors (Pararnount, Metro, War-

1

nets; RKO and 20th-Fox), with . the

.

percentage of the burden to be b'ased
:

upon . the gross rental business of

.

each for the year from Aug; TL, 1939,

to Aug.: 1 last. ..I/'-•'..':

In advance of approval of the cpn.-

.

sent decree, distribution departments,

are giving it considerable study in

preparation for the new system of

|

selling that would go irito effect '/

: next year in the marketing of, the

! 19.41-42 prosranls.

it..

. I

I f.
'

I:

n



In Drive to Bring 'Em Back to B.O.

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.

Tacitly admitting that the: inde-

pendent; exhibitor must play a more
constructive part in reviving the

film industry and that his troubles

are not entirely: due to inferior prod-

uct; excessive film prices and harm-
ful: trade practices, .Northwest -Allied

here has announced a campaign de-

signed to
;
bring the public back to:

the theatres.' Increased advertising

and exploitation are promised in ah
effort to 'make the public more
movie conscious' and additional play-

ing time for outstanding films to en-

courage the production of better

product. .';;:': :;. .:

'

At the same time, however, Fred
Strom, Northwest Allied executive,

secretary, says the independents are

not deviating froin their stand that

film costs must be substantially re-

duced.. / :;
;

-\

'We realize that never in the in-

dustry's history have there been so

. many forms of competition for; the-

atres to combat and that better ex-

ploitation and extended playing time

should be the most effective, solu-

tion of how. to renew the public's ihij

terest in pictures and to build larger

theatre attendance,' said Strom. 'But

that, doesn't minimize the need for

lower film costs, and for elimination

of trade abuses. However, if we
can't get more people into our the-

atres it wouldn't do us any good to

obtain film for nothing.'

In fighting lor a
vboxoffice 'coirie-

back,' Northwest; Allied proposed a

three-way assault,. Strom explains.

:
Trailers will be run oh all screens

stressing the value ,of movies for

juvenile educational purposes and as

adult recreation and relaxation, urg-

ing the public to 'go to movies' and
to participate in the •greater movie
season' and help and advice in ob-

taining the type of film entertain-

ment desired and which, according

to the trailers,, the management will

try to provide. 'Go to movies' val-

ances: and special banners and val-

ances for Individual films will be
used liberally and, in the , case :

of

pictures, will be re-used and dis-

tributed to reduce exhibitors' costs.

Newspaper, postal card and other

campaigns will be employed to a
greater extent and there will be more
Intensive selling to particular groups

which might find special appeals in

certain, films, Strom says.
:

Special

window cards and frames will be
placed in prominent spots in the

various towns, tod, and more tieups

will be used, he asserts. :

"The keenest sort of competition

has come into the industry,' says

Strom in his, statement. To vie for

the . public's entertainment dollar

there now are '. night clubs, beer

parlors, bowling alleys, basketball

tournaments, night baseball and foot

ball, hockey and ice shows, carnivals,

festivals, better radio programs, in-

dustrial shows of all kinds, etc. Its

a tough battle for the theatre man'

'ARIZONA' GETS HEAVY

PLUGGING ON NET SHOWS

Tucson, Nov. 12.

Three nationwide radio programs

will be used in saluting the world

premiere of Columbia's' 'Arizona'

here Nov. 15. Columbia will be on

the Kate Smith hour, 'Vox Pop' and

George Fisher's
:

'Hollywood Whis-

pers' broadcasts.

"

The Kate Smith program will ob

serve the opening of Wesley Rug
gles' picture . by broadcasting . Friday

night (15) from Tucson with mem
' bers of the 'Arizona' cast guest-star-

ring. Besides the regular artists of

the program and guests, the Arizona

Xi glee club also will be heard. Kate
Smith will broadcast five additional

daytime programs from here over

the Columbia .network, with stars

from the film on several;

;;
Thursday night (14) 'Vox Pop,

another CBS show, will originate

from Tucson, with Parks Johnson
• and Wally Butterworth interviewing
members of the picture's cast at the

Pioneer hotel. George; Fisher's pro
gram, heard Wednesday, afternoons

oyer the Mutual network, is present

ing a series of eight broadcasts,

which began Nov. 7, on an 'Arizona'

quiz contest. '<

..

REAFFIRM HAYS

NIX ON 4-STAR BILLING

.
Nix: of the fOur-star advertising

system by the Hays office , was re-

affirmed last .Week"by advertising di-

rectors from, seven major companies.

Only Universal- was not represented..

This backed up the MayV 1935, Hays-

ian ruling, which held that major

companies or their affiliates should

riot use -four-star., advertising direct-"

ly or indirectly.

The same subject came up at the

Motion Picture Producers 8?. Dis-

tributors Assn. directors' meeting
Friday (8), but nothing was done
on the subject because Barney Bala-

ban, Paramount president and rriem --

ber of the directorate, was absent on
the Coast,

Paramount was singled but as the

most recent violator. It advertised

four stars on , 'Arise My Love' and
•North West Mounted Police.' The
Rivoli and Globe theatres Were men-
tioned as using the four-star sys-

tem in their ballyhod* but the major
company advertising and publicity

chiefs attending last week's
[
huddle

admitted that little: could be done
about either house, because neither
Was in any way affiliated with major
distributors^

'•' *'•};

Those in on the four-star agree-
ment last week were Howard Dietz,

Barret McCormick, Al Wilkie, Lynn
Farnol, Mort Blumenstock, C. E. Mc-
Carthy and Maurice Bergman, Wil-
kie appeared for Paramount because
Robert Gillham, head of the ad-
publicity staff, was in Florida.

Opinion expressed at the session

was that advertising of. films by'

means of star ratings is bad. for

the whole film business. :

. Attitude
taken was that billing of features
as a four-star* epic, a seven-star
special, or a 17-star masterpiece
readily might be overdone. Because
of the difficulty in enforcing Xae
star-rating rule even iri- affiliated

theatres, the whole subject may
come up for additional discussion In
the near future.

Dave Upton's Col. Studio

Warmup Before N. Y.

Dave Lipton will spend two weeks

in Columbia Pictures' studios oh the

Coast prior to coming east to assume

the post of advertisingipublicity

chief. : His resignation as head of

Universal's studio publicity staff be-

comes effective Dec. 14 arid he'll

take over at the home office

on Jan. 2, . .

.:• Col. will be without a pub-ad head
(although Nate Spingold will as

usifcl keep an eye on the depart-

ment) for a month before Lipton's

arrival. Maurice A. Bergman, pre:

sent topper in the office leaves on
Dec. 2 to become advertising director

at 20th-Fox, succeeding Arch Reeve,

resigned. " •'

Prior to joining U three years ago,

Lipton had a public relations Assign-

ment with Columbia Broadcasting

and was for 13 years in the adver-

tising department of* Balaban &
Katz in Chicago and Detroit.
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3Wes Bid for Carman, Philly

;

8

'Knute/ But Nix Dual

Partner In Oct

;
Detroit, . Nov. 12; ,

United. Detroit Theatres here made
an extensive, campaign among the

Catholic clergy, highschool and col-

lege coaches of the parish schools

as part of the buildup for the show-
ing of 'Knute Rockne.' The enthusi-

asm of these important Catholics for

the film decided the chain to run an
ad in the Michigan Catholic, influ-

ential weekly : paper covering this'

part of Michigan.

The paper turned down the , ad.

The picture, you see, Was on a double,

bill with 'Money , and Women,'
banned by the Legion of Decency.
However, a week after declining

the paid advertisement^ the Catholic

paper came out and commended the
chain in a front page editorial for

moving the lauded 'Rockne' film to

the Palms-State where it was
coupled with 'World in Flames,'
okayed for Catholics.

Felfley's Canadian Service
Toledo, Nov. 12.

Howard Feigley, Jr., manager of
the Palace, has gone to Canada to
take entrance .tests for the Canadian
Air Corps. '

'

Even $5,000 Per Co. for Shortwaving

Philadelphia, Nov. 12.

It was reported this week that an
offer to lease the $1,500,000 Car-
man has been made by three w.k.

theatre men but at this writing it has
neither been rejected nor accepted.

The offer is said to have been
made to George Graves, current
operator of the house, by Jay
Emanuel, indie chain owner . and
trade paper publisher; Frank Mc-
Namee, until recently RKO ex-
change manager here, and Izzy Rap-
paport, operator of the Hippodrome,
Baltimore.;.

The house is currently in the
hands of the receivers and is under
reorganization under the supervision
of the Federal Court. The offer to

lease was said to be subject to the
contingency that Graves drop his

anti-trust suit against the Stanley-
Warner circuit. It is this phase of.

the deal that is believed to be hold-
ing it up. Graves is adamant that
the suit be brought to a head in
court ;.

V

The receivers are expected to make
their recommendation before

.
Judge

George Welsh in U, S. District Court
some time this week. At this time
the bondholders are expected to der
cide the ultimate fate of the house,
a North Philly vaudfllmer.
Edgar Moss, 20th-century Fox ex-

change boss, unveils his riew home iri

Bala-Cyriwyd, . Dec. 1> with a gala
housewarming.
RKO getting ready to move to its

new
.
exchange building within the

next"few weeks; '
...

Herb Elliott's Fern Rock reopened
after refurbishing..

.

Industry mourning the death of
John . . Zotkiewicz, operator of Im-
perial,- Kulpmont, Pa. /

: Nominations of officers of Film Ex-
change Employees Union, . B-7, . will
be held Friday night at the Broad-
wood hotel. '.'

;
Herb Given's Producers Releasing

Corp. moved to new quarters on
Vine street. '

:

Pat Duffy, former member of the
State. Board of Censors, a visitor
along Film Rbw.
- The Motion Picture Associates of
Philadelphia, composed of 104 film
salesmen in . the area, will hold a
dinner at the Allisonia Club, Harris-
burg, Dec. 2, in honor of five Harris-
burg exhibitors, pioneers in • the in-
dustry.^ The guests of honor will be
C. Floyd Hopkins, Bert Karrer, T.
B. Heckard, I. Marcus and J. Kngle.
Ben Bernie to emcee Variety

Club's, annual shindig.
Clifford. & Flynri have taken over

the operation of the Ideal, Mont-
rose. Pa.
: Victor D'Ambrosio. has

.
joined sales

staff of Monogram.

V Advance Date

In Atlanta for

An advance pre-release engage-,
ment of 'Gone With the Wind' will

be held in Atlanta, site of the world
preem in 1939, at Loew's Grand, Dec.
12, with the proceeds to charity.

The national release " of the pic-
ture will be in January, with show-
ings at approximately onerhalf of
the scale that prevailed before, 75c
matinees and $1.10 evenings.

Sales policy remains to be set. It

will be based on results in about
eight cities, half of which played the
picture before, the other half that
didn't play it ':.:

OTTO HEHN'S NEW TYPE

OF PICTURE SCREEN

United Chain's Latest.

New Orleans, Nov. 12.

The Algy, new 1,000-seat house in

Algiers, across the rivet from here,

opened recently. House is latest in

chain of the United Theatres, Inc.

•v.
;

.

; "- Detroit, Nov. 12.

Completing many years of re
search started when he lived in
Europe, Otto Hehn, of Jackson,
Mich., has come lap with . new
type of film screen which, it is

said, brings ; an end to picture dis-

tortion from any seat in the house
The new. screen, made of glass

arid steel, has been installed in the
Butterfield circuit's Majestic, , Jack
son, and because of its sharpness
and true, image from any angle is

going into other houses of the
large circuit now numbering more
than 110.

Hehn spent more than 15 years
perfecting his .screen and before
coming to this country installed 148
Of an earlier type along the same
lines in Prague and Vienna. The
glass-steel screen is washable with
a hose and unbreakable. It employs
the principle: of alternating concave
and convex surfaces.

Although the cost per company has
been about cut in half, the National
Broadcasting.Co. plan to sell Ameri-
can film industry shortwave broad-
casts appears no closer to consumma-
tion than it was before L. P. Yandell,
shortwave NBC sales chief, invited
major company executives to lunch-
eon ; about two weeks ago.

:

. Now. re-
ported that NBC would charge only
$5,000 per company for the 52 weeks
of shortwave shows.

Because the major companies, rep-
resented either by foreign depart-
ment publicity or sales heads at the
recent luncheon, disavowed interest
in the shortwave broadcasts from a
commercial standpoint, the whole
subject has been referred to various
company heads: .. Foreign: executives
explained that if the shortwave pro-
grams were to be strictly, of a propa-
ganda nature to build goodwill in the
Latin-Americas, the subject should
go to presidents of the various film
companies. Understood that this step
has been taken but. with no progress
made in negotiations!

RKO always has been for the
shortVave idea; United Artists, 20th-
Fox, Metro, Paramount, and Warner
Bros, are reported to have rejected
the proposal. Some foreign film offi-
cials question why picture companies
should foot the bill for promoting a
good neighbor policy when , they've
been doing that very thing for years
in the Latin-American market
Cithers feel that goodwill was as
much up to. other industrial com
•pariles as to film companies.

H. Mi Warner's Nix
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Warner Bros, does not intend to
go

.
for NBC shortwave programs

even as propaganda for U. S.

: H. M. Warner has turned down the
proposition as submitted from N. Y.,
agreeing with eastern officials that

the plan, did not seem feasible.

Brandts' Art, N. Y.

The Brandt Bros, on Monday (11)
concluded a deal with Herman Weiri-
garten. builderrowrier of the Art,
New York, acquiring the house un-
der lease, term not indicated.
Theatre opened about two months

[o and has been playing foreign
m on single bill. Policy under

Brandt operation will be doubles,
made up of one foreign and one do-
mestic film.
Coincident with change of opera-

tion, Irving H. Ludwig, manager of
the Art, resigned. Future plans in-
definite.

Menderihall Heads Omaha Variety
Omaha, Nov. 12.

A. Ted* Mendenhall, manager of
the local Paramount exchange,
elected president of the Omaha
Variety Club, Assistant "barkers'
Will be Walter M. Green of Fepco
Theatre Supply and Sam Epstein,
head of Epstein Theatres Corp.
'Dough guy* is M. L. Stern of Capi-
tol Filriis arid 'property master' is
attorney Edward Shafton. Board of
airectors consists of D. V. McLucas,
United Artists exchange manager;
Harry Shumow,' Metro manager:
R. S, Ballantyne, Scott Ballantyne
theatre supply concern head; M. S.
Cohn, owner of the Strand, Couricil
Bluffs; John J. Gillin, riiariager ofWOW, and M. G. Rogers of Film
Transport. Represeritative to the
national board of directors for 1941
will be W. Green. Delegates to the
national convention will be Green
and M. S. Cohn with Eddie Shafton
and Sam Epstein as alternates. The
'Heart of Variety* or charity cbm T
mittee elected is Eddie Shafton,
chairman; D. V. McLucas and M. G.
Rogers^ trustees.

Howard Heads Det. Variety
. t . „ • : Detroit,

.Nov. 12.
- John Howard; branch manager for
Paramount, was elected Chief
Barker of the ; Detroit Variety Club
assuming office Jan. 1. Other newly
elected officers are:: David Idzal,
manager of the Fox theatre, first as-
sistant chief barker; William
Flemion, branch manager of Pro-
ducers' Releasing Corp., second as-
sistant: David Newman, circuit
owner/ property master, and J., L.
Saxe, treasurer of Monogram, dough
guy.
„Ncw '• directors include Frank
Wetsman, .of Wisper & Wetsman
Theatres; Lew Wisper, ditto; Wade

Allen, Fine Arts
Downey, Metro

theatre; Frank jbranch manager;Barney Kilbride, theatre owner an*Carl Buermele. general manager ofCorpperative Theatres of MiChlea?The club raised $26,000 in iK'
cent campaign- to. provide lunchesand clothing for needy school lw
dren - and reported giving 105 ii*L
pix shows in the City's orphan.^
and hospitals. '

.

6*1'

John & Flynn,; who has been dis.
tnct manager here for Metro and w
trarisferring his headquarters to Ghi
cago, will be guest of the Variety
Club at a farewell party Nov 25
The testimonial banquet will be"heM
in the Hotel Book-Cadillac. SJ
served as the first Chief Barker in
Detroit ' v/-. .

*

Shortlived Newsreeler
' •" .- a

.

Milwaukee, Nov. 12
After a hectic life of. one week,

the first Newsreel theatre here
holded up for lack of patronage
Four partners, Lawrence and Kari
Brown, Mrs. Irene Flagstad and
William Molies, staffed the house in
all departments and union pickets
paraded iri front of the doors from
the time they opened. Operators
went to court to halt the picketing,
but before the case came up for a
continued hearing the house was
shuttered.

Industrial Commission also was. on

.

the neck of the partners for alleged
unpaid Union wage

:

claims on work .

''

done prior to openirig. .

Mack . Gobdman,
's Hiatus .

Cleveland, Nov. 12.

Mack Goodman, UA branch mana-
ger, . slouJly recovering from recent
heart attack, leaves for Florida Dec;

1, Bandmaster Al Goodman, his

brother, here for week end. with
him. .

* : - '

Warners : losing so many of its

ushers that it's installed usherettes*

at Hipp and Lake houses for matt-

.

nees. :
.

Exhibs tossing testimonial dinner

at $6 a plate Nov. 30 for Dave Mil-

ler, UriiVersal's district manager on.

20th anniversary in film biz, intend

giving
1

" him a . surprise gift but •' not

one of cash. Erroneous impression

given by previous item saying Com-
mittee hopes to raise • $1,000 for

present Miller doesn't need the

dough.

High Sells Theatre

V Des Moines, Nov. 12.

; The : Cedar, .
Mechanicsville, la.,

sold by Julius High to Mrs. Alice

Klimek. .

"•:*:.•

A. H. Blank, Myron Blank and G.

Ralph Branton, of Tri-States to Chi-

cago ; to attend
,
meeting of Para?

mount partners. .

Lou Patz, onetime manager of

Universal exchange here, returned to

Des Moines as head of National

Screen- Service^ : Chic
.

Friedman*
foriner: manager, reported heading

for California. National Screen will

set up a complete: accessories serv-

ice iri Omaha, as a .
separate unit,-

also in charge of Patz.

Fay^s Own House ..•
.

Hartford,. Conn., Nov. 12.

Kenneth Fay, assistant manager ol

the Warner Strand, upped to mana-

ger of the chain's nabe Rialto. Re-

places Victor Morelli. who resumes

managership of the Cameo, Bristol.

Latter house devastated by fire had.

been rebuilt. The Strand's doorman,

Frank Ramsey, upped to assistant

manager to replace Fay.

Farewelling Fred Duffy

. Albany, N. Y.. Nov. 12.

A farewell luncheon for Fred Jfi.

Duffy, who has resigned as RepuD*

lie salesman owing to poor heann,

will be given next Monday by Film

Row' colleagues. Duffy, who wr

years was a Universal salesman oe-

fore joining Republic and who was

an exhibitor in. Utica prior to De-

coming a salesman, has been suc-

ceeded by Eugene Lowe. Lowe un-

til a few months ago sold for Mono-

gram and before .
that worked ior

other companies here.

McNatt's Addition

Naples, Texas, Npv. 12.

Natt purchased the Capi-

tol, Linden, froiri J. B. Parker. MC

Natt ,owners . the. Inez; here, the Hot .

ris in Daingerfleld arid the Village m
Hughes. Springs.

Jacobs' Cleveland Exchan«;e,

M. M. Jacobs is organizing \.

dependent film exchange in

land. One of his first deals on ptoa

uct is for the Astor Pictures outpuv

which is made up largely of reissues.

' Waxman's Moves
'

Atlantic City, Nov- 12. .

Harry Waxman, head of Waxrnan

chain, including Hollywood, Aswr

and new Cinema theatres, announceu

that Capt. Sy Waxman, former man-

ager of the Astor, is now in charge

of the Cinema. Martiri Lazar pe

comes manager of the Astor, -aw
James Connell, also with : Astor, pro-

moted to manager of the Hollywood.
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Chi Films Need Help; Lolly Ups

'Burma' to 30G, 'Kldare'-Barnet

$17,000,

Chicago* Nov. 12.

Business sagged sharply ; starting

oh: election night last week and the

box-offices have not been able to

climb back to normal yet. Strangely,

the loop was deserted, on election

night instead of the usual New
Year's Eve atmosphere. And since

that time the theatres have riot been
able to recover. It's going to take
some box-bffice : dynamite to shake
the pi^blic out of its current leth-

urf?y» '
.
\ '

.

"
' ; 'Dictator' ran into a squall, and
will call a halt, on its reserved seat
two-a-day policy in the Apollo on
Friday (15). Seats had been sold in

advance of this date, but business
has been so slack, that it has been
decided to fold the run in; this house
and -refund the. coin. Business has
been particularly weak in the . mati-
nees and the night-time price of

$1.65 here was too high when it's

possible to see the same show at

the Roosevelt at $1.10. Picture will
continue its grind run at $1.10 in. the
Roosevelt, where it is. turning in sat-

isfactory grosses. .

.'Foreign Correspondent' is holding
to. a second ' session in the United
Artists and. heading, for. a happy
money mark. Looks for bang-up
stay oh an up-to-the-minute picture.
'Too Many Girls' on the other hand,
tied in with 'Give Us Wings,' is; a
disappointment in the Palace and
not likely to stick.

Big Chicago has .'Moon Over
Burma' plus the Louella Parsons
unit on the stage, but business here
is suffering from the general loop
tightness. Charlie Barnet orchestra
is a bright spot in the loop and get-
ting some profits for the. State-Lake:

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 85-$1.10-

$1.65 ^'Dictator' (UA) (2d and final
week). Sagged quickly after good
start. .Fact that prices are higher
here than at grind Roosevelt for
same picture is real box-office in-
jury, and two-a-day policy here
folds on Friday (15). Looks for
meek $8,000 currently after taking
$13,200 last week.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

'Burma' (Par) and Louella Parsons
unit on stage. ' Strictly the Parsons
gang thatrs getting the coin here this

. week, with the picture on the under
side. Tackling a tough public at this
time, but managing; to pound out
$30,000, good. Last week, 'Mounted
Police' (Par ) finished a rousing fort-
night to bang-up $35,200, at 44-55-85.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 44-55-85 )r-

Mounted Police' (Par). Third loop
week in this hold-over house, with
prices up as they were in the Chi-
cago. Getting fine $7,500. Last week,
'Wyoming' (M^G) and 'World in
Flames' (Par ) in second

.
loop ;ses- :

sion snagged happy $6,200.
Oriental (Jones) (3.200; 28-44)—

Diamond Frontier' (U) and vaude.
Herbie Kay orchestra on the stage
is the business-getter currently.
Heading for sleek $15,000. Last week,
'Glamour Sale' (Col) plus the Elsa
Maxwell unit on stage took neat
$14,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500: 33-44-66)—

•Too Many Girls' (RKO) and 'Give
Us Wings' (U). Not going anywhere
despite excellent publicity and ex-
ploitation support. .Off from: pre-
vious excellent trade in this house
at $10,000. Last week, 'Spring

. Parade* (U) and 'Men Against Sky'
(RKO) finished two-week stay to
fine $9,100.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,700: 75-$1.10)

—'Dictator' (U ) (2d wk). Grind
policy is a: winner. Looking for
strong $14,000 on second session
after taking mighty $25,500 last
week.

:'

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
'Kildare Home' (M-G) and vaude;
Charlie. Barnet orchestra on stage
and is accounting for one of the few
bright spots in the current theatre
situation: in the loop. Uppihg the
gross to $17,000, excellent. Last
wee*. 'Argentine Nights' (U) and
Hollywood Loose* unit on stage,
good $14,600. ,

-United Artists (B&K) (M-G)—
'.Correspondent' (UA) (2d wk)/ Rid-
ing to $12,000, healthy, for second
session after taking bright $15,800
last week. '; '••

'Dictator,' 16G, 'Escape/

$6,000, Both Big in Port.
• Portland, Ore., Nov. 12.

.The Broadway takes the spotlight
this week with The Great Dictator'
at advanced prices; Opening night
was a charity affair at $5 per; pro-
ceeds going to Doefnbecher Memo-
rial (children's) hospital. Film looks

a winner for this house, living
P
it?

lopa^and national bally.
.ah other houses, about even on new
pictures, with Mayfair • doing nicely
\vith

u
'North West Mounted Police,'

only h.O. ,.••*.
;

.;

^ Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 75-$1.10

)

^X^^WAh Looks like , ter-
rific $16,000. Last week (35-40-50),

MlabalooV/ (M-G) and Mummy's
Hand' (U), fair $4,000.
^Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.500:
35.40-50)T'North West Mounted5

(Par). Moved from Paramount for
third week. Good $3,800. Last week.
Wyoming' (M-G) and 'Kildare Home'
(M-G), about par at $2,700.

v';9£;* n e u m (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(1,800: 35-40-50)— 'Moon Burma'
(Par) and 'Round Mountain* (Par).
Probably nice $5,000. Last week,
Knew What Wanted' (RKO) .and
'Dance, Girl' (flKO), average $4,800.
/ Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(3,000; 35-40-50)—'Zorro* (20th) and
'Still Alive' (RKO). Good enough
$5,500. Last week, , North West
Mounted'. (Pat); held 17 days and
moved to the Mayfair, getting fine
$6,000 in last 10 days.
United Artists (Parker) (1.000; 35-

40-50)—'Escape* (M-G) and 'Slightly
Tempted' (U). Looks like great $6,-
000. Last week,. 'Third Finger' (M-G)

"

and 'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G),
second week, okay $4,200. .

Cows; 'Zorro'OK

Kansas City, Nov. 12.

Attention this, week is centered on
the annual celebration of the Ameri-
can Royal Livestock and Horse Show
and theoretically leaves theatres to
shift for themselves. Thousands of
visitors from all over the Kansas City
trade territory, including parts of
seven

.
states, are in town for the

week, and after the opening corona-
tion parade and ball on Saturday (9)
films will be one of the bigger draws.
As garnish for the opening, the

committee brought in Linda Darnell,
Leo Carrillo and Shep Fields for
name draught.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 arid 2,043; 10-28-44)—
Zorro* (20th).

.
Reaping $10,000, big

money, and certain to play second
week. Last week, 'Seven Sinners'
(U), fair $7,300.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)

—'Hullabaloo' (M-G) and 'Girls Un-
der 21' (Col): Couple of lightweights
won't better $7,800. Last week, 'Dic-
tator* (UA), at 75c and $1.10, was
very poor at $8,500.

.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 15-

31-36-55)—'North West Mounted'
(Par) (3d wk). May hit $6,000, very
nice. Secohd Week, $9,000, beat most
flrst'weeks
Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 10-28-44)

-r-*Angels Broadway* (Col) and Tug-
boat Annie' (WB). Average $6,200.
Last week. 'Too Many Girls' (RKO)
and 'Laddie* (RKO), okay $8,500.
Tower (Joffee) (2.110: 10-30)—

'Friendly Neighbors' (Rep) and Faith
Bacon heading stage show. Weavers
and nudie happy combo arid ' $8,000
one of the bigger grosses of the past
two years. Last week, "Yesterday's
Heroes' (20th) arid Joe Sanders' orch,
$7,200, good.

DICTATOR Nfi. $7,500

IN 2N BUFFALO WEEK

Buffalo, Nov. 12.

Tallies at Buff b.o.s remain in the
black by a snug margin.

In its second week 'The Great Dic-
tator' is limping, while the .first dual
bill at the Buffalo looks potent
enough to warrant repeating thin-
ners. .

••

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-40-60)—

'Escape' (M-G) and 'Dancing. Dime*
(Par). Inaugural dual will probably
get nice, $15,000. Last week, 'No Time
Comedy' (WB) and Charlie Barnet's

orch, okay at over $17,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 75-

$1.10)—'Dictator' (UA ) ; (2d wk ).

Present stanza terminates, tomorrow
(Wednesday). Only $7,500; poor.

Last - eek,. $18,500, nothing to brag
about at advanced scale.

Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 30-45)—'Cap-
tain Caution' (UA) and 'Outsider'

(Alliance). Regulation fare and b.o..,

$6,000. Last week, 'Rangers Fortune'

(Par) arid 'Quarterback' (Par), ditto.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)

—'Seven Sinners' (U) and 'Slightly

Tempted' (U). Quickened b.o. pulse

should sDell fine $8,500. Last week,
'Little Bit Heaven' (U) and 'Diamond
Frontier' (U), fair $6,000/ . .

ft

20th Century (Dipson-Basil) ^000;
30-40)—'Knew What Wanted'. (RKO)
and 'Mexican Spitfire' (RKO) . Looks

geared to around $8,000. good enough.

Last week. 'Queen Yukon': (MonoO

and Jitnmie Lt'nceford orcb, mildisn.

$10,000;

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Nov. 14

Astor—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(5th wk). ;;,;:•'.,;

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(13).

.
.

.

(Reviewed In Ciprent Issue)
;

Capitol—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(5th wk).

Criterion—'Sk>- Murder? (M-G)
(13).

'

(Reviewed in Variety Sept. 25)

Globe— 'Angels Over Broad-
way' (Col) (16);

{Reviewed in Vahutv Oct. 9)
'

Music Hall— 'Escape' (M-G)
(3d wk). ; :' ;'

•

;. :..

Palace—*Youth Will Be Served*
(20th).

Paramount^ 'North, West
Mounted Police' (Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'Great Plane Robbery*

(Col) (15). ' '
'

.

Rivoli— 'Seven Sinners' (U)
(16). :,

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 30) .

Roxy-VYou'll Find Out' (RKO)
Stat«--'Kit Carson' (UA). v

(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 28)

Strand—'Tugboat Annie Sails
.Again' (WB) (2d wk). ,

v :
- Week of Nov. %l

Astor—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(6th wk). - -y;-

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney

)

(2d Wk).
;

.
" ;

Capitol—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(6th wk). '

,

Criterion— 'Too Many Girls'

(RKQ) (20).

(Reviewed in Variety Oct. 9)

Globe 'Night Train' (20th)

(23).

(Reviewed in Vajuety Oct. .30)

Music Hall— 'Bitter Sweet*
(M-G).

Paramount— 'No r t hi West
Mounted Police* (Par) (3d wk).

V Rialto—'Give Us Wings* (U)
(22). .:• / ,"•/"

(Reviewed in Current Issue) .

Rivoli -r- 'Seven Sinners' (U)
(2d wk);

Boxy—'You'll Find Out' (RKO)
(2d wk).

Strand—'The Letter' (WB ) (22).

Washington, Nov. 12. .

Strong advance fears that local

traffic wouldn't stand $1.10 top on

'The Great Dictator* apparently were
unfounded.. Pic isn't hanging out the

s.r.o, sign at Palace, Loew's ace

straight pic spot, but it's getting fine

$29,000, nearly double house average
at regular scale, -and is building.

Surprise of week is 'Long Voyage
Home,' turned down by Loew's here
to leave Palace free for Chaplin and
grabbed by Keith's. Sock reviews
and word of mouth appear to be
snagging the arty crowd for Well
above average take. Two vaude
spots are tied neck 'n* neck, with
'Hullabaloo' at Capitol and 'Dispatch
from Reuters' at Earle.

;

]

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)

—'Hullabaloo' (M-G) and vaude.
Much ballyhooed 'Pan American Re-
vue/ .pretentious but starless, help-
ing some, but $14,000 n.g. Last week,:
'Third Finger' (M-G) and vaude,
built to good $21,500.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Westerner' (UA) (2d run). Back
downtown after two oke stanzas at
Palace, and will get solid $5,000. Last
week. 'Brigham Young' (20th) (2d
run), light $3,500. ..

Earle (WB) (2^16; 28-39-44-66)—
'Reuters' (V/B) arid vaude; Papers
were nice to. pic about their own biz.

Should hold for oke $14.000.. Last
week, 'Rhythm River* (Par), good
$15,500. . ,.V:;,-

. Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
'Voyage Home' (UA). Critics went
to. town fore arid aft, and it , looks
like surprisingly solid $9,000 for dis-

tinctly arty pic. Last week. 'Too
Many Girls' (RKO)/ weak $6,000.

Met (WB) (iv600; 28-44)-A'Abe Lin-
coln' (RKO). First time at pop prices

since world premiere here last spring
and will get neat $6,500. Last week,
'City Conquest' (WB) (2d run), av-
erage $5,000.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 75-$1.10)—
'Great Dictator* (UA). If it holds,

:

Chaplin will give the lie to the

doubters with strong $29,000, nearly,

double house average, at usual scale.

Last week. 'Down Argentine Way*
(20th) (39-55), slipped to fair $12,500.

'NW Mounted' Sets NewBW Par

PICTURE CROSSES

'way

at $70,000; 'Escape' Big

lat'-Halev Show

94G

(Best Exploitation; Paramount)
Business remains very flrrii on

Broadway, though disappointirig iri

a couple spots due to lack of
strength in the attractions. While
experience in the past has been that
immediately after a national . elec-
tion, weakness is displayed for a few
days, this wasn't true following
Tuesday's (5) vote day. Also Armi-
stice Day this year, Monday (11), was
stronger than iri prior years. It isn't
a holiday for many folks, but. kids
are always out of school. Some the-
atres jacked up their prices, while
others didn't. :

v
.

The Paramount not only upped its
scale Armistice Day,; but on the en-
tire week with•'Northwest Mounted'
it has been getting higher prices ex-
cept at night. The 35c price to I
Was placed in effect only until 10
a.m.; 44c prevailing from then Until
1 p.m., whereas also the usual mat
price of 55c was boosted a dime.
Theatre had a tremendous! takeoff

Wednesday (6) with 'Mounted,' and

:

finishing the first seven days last
night at $70,000, a new high for the
live years of the pit-band policy was
established. This topped the $69,100
scored by 'Wells Fargo' and. Fred
Wariri .*» on Christmas week in 1937.
By grinding 20 hours each day, a
total, of 36 : stage shows were per-,
formed on the initial Week. Picture
has the Glen Gray band. Red Skel-
ton and others ..as stage draught..

Only other frontline first-run of
the week is 'Tugboat Annie Sails
Again,' which did not .get good
notices. It's at the Strand with Jack
Haley, Priscilla Lane and. Teddy
Powell's orchestra on the stage.
Away to a slow .start, show hasn't
Sicked up pace arid will be lucky to
.
it $30,000, but will be held over

due to stage contracts. 'The Letter'
and Ozzie Nelson will open Fri-
day (22). . .

Firie staying powers are being ex-
hibited by the. holdovers, with 'Es-
cape/ now iri its second stanza at the !

Music Hall, pushing toward a fancy
$94,000, only $6,000 behind the open-
ing week's $100,000. Remains af

third.
'Christmas in July' started its sec*

dnd week yesterday rinorriing . (Tues.)
at the Rivoli but is failing to hit arid
will go out Friday night (15), with
'Seven Sinners' coming in Saturday
(16). , The first seven days for
'Christmas' was less than $20,000,
The Chaplin picture, 'Dictator,'

.drops on the fourth week at the Cap-
itol, concluded last night, to $58,000
and: likely it will not remain for
more than two or three weeks here
though to be continued on its twice-
daily run at the $2 Astor, where
holding firmly. The third week at
the Astor was $21,000, very good,
while for the six days on the fourth
through Monday (11) the take was
$18,000. Metro has Third Finger, Left
Hand' scheduled for the Cap and it

may open there on Thanksgiving or
the Thursday following.
'Mark of Zorb' moves out of the

Roxy tonight (Wed.) after a nice
money-making run of 12 days. The
first week, cariie through with a very
resounding $52,000, while for the
additional five days about $38,000
will be realized for .swell profits.
'You'll Find Out,* bought from RKO,
opens tomorrow (Thurs.). .

r State is enjbyirig another sock
week, all indications pointing to
$32,000 or in that vicinity with
'Strike Up the Band* and the Harry
Richnvan-Sophie Tucker-Joe E. Lewis
stage trio that was held over from
the prior stanza. House hit a big
$33,000 last week when the picture
was 'Howards of Virginia.'

'Fantasia,* the Walt Disney picture
Which requires special projection
equipment, opens tonight (Wed.) . at,

the Broadway at a
,
scale ranging

from 55c . to $2.20, two shows dally.
Opening night's proceeds are to go.

to British War Relief.
Elaborate exploitation and adver-

tising campaign • on 'North West.
Mounted' is this- week's award-
getter for the best job. Warners,
however, had a nice campaign on,
'Tugboat Annie," including the world
preem held at Tacorna, Wash., Oct.
18, with stars brought up there from
Hollywood. More than the average,
in adver'tisirig was also spent on the
film. ,.-

v
.'- V-

Estimates for This.Week '

Astor (1,012; . 75 - 85 - $1.10 - $1.65-
$2.20)—'Dictate ' (UA) (5th week).
Continues firmly, here, last week
(3d) being $21,000, while for the
first six days ori the fourth stanza
through Monday (11) an additional;
$18,000 was clocked. Remains here:
indef. .

' -

'

'

Capitol (4,520; 75-$l .10)—'Dictator'
(UA) (5th week). Goes into its

fifth week, today (Wed.), but hot
expected to remain more than two
or three -more stanzas, with 'Third
Finger, Left Hand' (M-G) skeded as
next.. Chaplin picture finished its

fourth week last night (Tiles.) at
$58,000, still very good. Third week i

$62,000, plenty of profit.
Criterion (1,662; 28-44r55-65)—'Sky

Murder* (M-G) opens here today

(Wed.) after an indifferent week
IFj&r!

001^ Freeing' (M-G),¥only
$6,500. Pnor to that 'Haunted
Honeymoon* (M-G) hit $9,000, good.
Globe (1,180; 28-35-55)—'Girls Un^

der 21' (Col).. Sold on the sensa-
tional side, but probably won't get
over $6,500, just fair. Last week,
second for 'East of River* (WB),.

xut^t (1J00; ,28-35-55) — 'Knew
What They Wanted' (RKO) (2d run

)

and 'Little Bit Heaven* (U) (1st run ),
dualed. This pair will account for
about $8,500, okay. Last week, 'City
F?r Conquest* (WB) (2d run) arid
'Slightly tempted' (U) $8,000, fair. •

Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99) —
'Northwest Mounted' (Par) and. in
person, Glen Gray orch.. Red Skel-
ton, others (2d week). Begins sec-
ond lap today (Wed:) after coming
through to a smash $70,000 the first
seven days, ended last night (Tues.).
This is a new record for the house
since installing pit-band units five
years ago, previous high having been
?69.100, scored over Christmas Week
in 1937,; Last week, third for 'Arise;My

j
Love' (Par) and Frances Lang-

ford, Jon Hall. Tommy Reynolds
orch., strong $39,000.
.Radio City Music Hall (5,960; 44-

55-85-99-$1.65)^'Escape' (M-G) and
stage, show (2d week). -Very power-
ful at b.o. and should hit $94,000 this
week (2d). First was a round $100,-

so k̂o
- G^s third'-'week,.' with

'Bitter Sweet' (M-G) to follow.
'

Rialto
. (750; 28-44-55) — 'Devil's

fiPeiine (U).
.
May drag dowri

$5,500 but this is light. Last Week
'Cherokee Strip* (Par) $5,300.

Rivoli (2,092; 35-55,75-99)—'Christ-
mas in July' (Par) (2d-flrial wk)'.

fished first week Monday .riight

ii
1
!.
91"46 disappointingly at less than

$20,000 and will be held Only four
more, days through Friday (15).
Seven Sinners' (U) opens Saturday
morning (16 ). Final six days ori

5?^"^$ for 'Long Voyage Home*
(UA ) $13,000, sturdy,
Roxy (5,835; 35-55-65-75^85)

'Zorro* (20th) and stage show (2d-
flnal wk). Departs on very strong
note tonight (Wed.) after run of 12
days. Came through haridsoriiely for
$52,000 first week, great, and on final
five days will nab another $38,000 or
so, fine. ..

State (3,400; 28-44-55-75-80-$1.10)—
•Strike Up Band* (M-G) (2d run)
(1st wk) and Harry Richman, Sophie
Tucker. Joe E. Lewis (2d-flnal' wk).
Turnstiles continue -to spin sriappily.
With around $32,000, excellent, indi-
cated. Last week. 'Howards' (RKO)
(2d

.
run), and first week of the

Richman - T u c k e r - Lewis combo,
$33,000. ..

•

Strand (2,767; 35-55-75-85-99)—
'Tugboat Annie' (WB) and Jack
Haley, Priscilla Lane, Teddy Powell
orch in person. Off slowly and -will
have to push to hit $30,000, dis-
appointing. Will hold, however, with
'Letter' (WB) and Ozzie Nelson
scheduled for Nov ; 22. Last week/
third for 'Knute Rockne' (WB) and
Woody Herman, $24,000, satisfactory. -

'r:J ,

-Re?iie I2G

But Balto Bumpy;

in 2d Anemic

Baltimore, Nov. 12.
Navy-Notre Dame football game

and Pinilico racing crowds resulted
iri some bullish nighttime biz on the
weekend, with most grosses feeling
some effect. Doi rigs; however, are
generally mild. Best effort being
put forth by the combo Hiop with
'Too Many Girls.' tied to an. 'All Girl
Revue,' ori the stage, arid leading the
week's parade thereby. Rest of town
rather blah except for second week
ofThe Mark of Zorro;' continuing
very strongly at the" New. > H.o. of
'Great Dictator,' not up to expecta-
tions at Loew's Century with price
boost to 85c and $1.10 the reason for
it all.

Estimates for this Week
Century (LoeW's-UA) (3.000: 85-

$1,10)—'Dictator' (UA) (2d wk).
Not holding . up : with- patronage
limited by extra b.o. jolt. Might
reach $11,000 after a fair first round:
to $23,000.
Hippodrome IRappaport ) (2.205;

15-28-39-44-55-66)—Too Many Girls*
(RKO) smartly tied to 'All Girl Re-
vue' on stage. Leading: town with
nice $12,000. Last week,. .'Angels
Broadway' (Col), leaned heavily on
p.a.

: of Jimmy' Dorsey orchestra, for
steady $12,400. .

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406: 15-
28-33-39-44) — 'Arise Love' , (Par).
Opens tomorrow. (Wed.) after rather
mild $5,200 for 'Seven Sinners' (U).
New (Mechanic) (1.581: 15-23r35-

44)— Zorro' (20th) (2d wk.). Hold-
ing in very healthy style to good
$5,500 after okay first round to $6,-

.

800.
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 15-28-39-44-

55)—'Burma' (Par). Not catching on.

Mild $6,000; Last week/ .'Reuters*

(WB) iust fair at $7,200. V . .

'•



10 PICTURE GROSSES

Bliz Blitzes Mpls.B.0.s; Third Finger

I, But 'Reuters' N.G. $3,

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.

A heavy influx of visitors, com-

prising a portion of the , record-

. breaking 64,000 crowd at the Minne-

sota-Michigan football game, gave, ir

boost tP weekend theatre takings,

but worst blizzard in years yestei-

day (Monday) sloughed
;

all b.o, s, .

Film newcomers are 'Third Finger.

Left Hand,'. 'City for Conquest
.

and
4A Dispatch from Reuters.* \.

-.

The- Alvln has. the /brie
.

Stage show,

headed by. -Michael Loring, radio

singer who hails from .Minneapolis.

; Estimates for This Week .

Alviri (Hirsch-Katz) .(1.400;.p44-
55)^-'Earl Puddlestone' ;

(Rep) and

stage show with ^ Michael; Lormg,

radio singer; May reach fair $4X00

Last- week, 'Hold Woman* .(PD.C>
'. and stage show with Ruth Lowe and

Edythe Wright, $3,000, poor.
. ,

..Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)-:

•Captain Caution* <;UA) and ^Dia-

mond Frontier'. (U): (1st run .
£kay

:: $1,800, .Last week, 'Mummy s Hand
• (U) and 'Yesterday's Heroes (20th),

fair $1,100 for first runs in.five, days.

Century (Par-Singer). (1,600. .

28-

39-44) -r 'Reuters'- (WB). Storm

knocking this down to n.g $3;20O.

Last week, 'Argentine Way' (20th

)

(2d Wk), With good $4,000 after light

. $5,000 first week at State. ^ -

.

Esquire (Gillman (290; 28)—'Se-

crets! Model' (Indie), .
Sex

;
angle

stressed and- ads .carry line 'picture

is neither interesting nor ehtejtam-

ihg for children.* . Good. $1,200 in

prospect. Last week, 'Awful Truth

. (Col) (reissue) split : with 'Scarface,

(WB) (reissue), good. $1,000, with

Muni picture accounting for most

°f
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)—

'Flowing Gold' (WB). Strong cast

lineup for this house. :
Pretty good

$3,000 indicated. Last week, -Public

Deb' (20th), $2,900. • /. A - „
'

. Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800;. 28-

89-44)—'City Conquest' (WB).. Plenty

of kind words for this one, but storm
holding, it, down to fairly good.

$5,600. Last week,: 'Kit Carson' (UA)
and Major Bowes* unit, mild $8,800:

State (Par-Singer) 'Third Finger*

(M-G). Loy-Douglas combo okay
boxbffice. Brisk matinee trade help-

ing to' good $8,000. Last week, 'Knew
What Wanted* (RKO), prjetty good
$6,300 in six days.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39) —

•Boom Town* (M-G). First nabe
showing. Far over the top and, big

$3,000 certain. Last week, . 'Foreign
Correspondent' (UA), $2,500, fair.

World (Par-Singer-Steffes) (350;

28-39-44-55 )— 'Knew What Wanted'
(RKO) (2d wk). Moved here from
State. Well spotted in this sure-
seater class house. Climbing to good
$2,000. Last week, 'No Time Com-
edy* (WB) (3d wk), good $1,500,

after big preceding fortnight which
brought in hefty $8,000;

W MOUNTED' SOCK

$15,000 IN INDPLS.

Chaplin, $8,000, Hurt

By Scale in Denver

' Denver, Nov. 12.

Tlie Great Dictator*, is disappoint-

ing
:

at the Paramount. Exploitation

worked in every possible way, but

price, angle is strong deterrent.

Estimates for This Week /; V

. Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
'Knute Rockne' (WB). after week at

Denver. ' Njce $4,500.- .... Last week;
'No Time Comedy' (WB) and ."Great

Profile' (20th), after Week at Denver,

not so good $3,500; ;• v „

/

Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)—

.'Argentine Way* (20th). after week
at each the Denver and Aladdin.
Fair $2,500. Last week,; 'Third

Finder' (M-G ) and 'Laddie* .
(RKO),

after week at Orpheum, fair $3,Q00.

Denhani (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-40-50)

—'North West Mounted. Police'

.(Par) (3d wk.). Big $11,000 and
holding again. Last week., nearly a&
strong as opening week with $13,500.;

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)—

'Spring Parade' (U) and. 'Lady Ques-
tion' (Col). Okay $8,000. Last week.
'Knute Rockne' (WB) and 'Girl

Havana' (Rep), nice $10.0.00. . .
.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)

^'Escape' (M-G) and 'Dulcy'. (M-G).
Good $11,500.: .Last week, 'Too Many.
Girls' (RKO) and 'Haunted Honey-
moon' (M-G), poor $7,000.

Paramount (Fox) " (2;200; 25-75

$100)—'Great Dictator* (UA). .
.Get-

ting > around $8,000. disappointing.

Last week (25-40), .'Hit Parade'
(Rep) and 'Meet Wildcat'. . (U),;'

fair

$3,800.
•

'

'

:

•

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)-VNo
Time Comedy' (WB), after week at

each Denver and Aladdin; and 'The

Ape' (Mono). Okay $2,000. Last

week, 'Argentine Way' (20th). af

ter week at each- Denver and,Alad
din, arid 'Drums Desert' (Mono),

nice $2,300..

'HEAVEN'-'SPITFIRE' NICE

18G IN PERKY B'KLYN

Brooklyn, Nov. 12.

Town is bustling, with flock of

flicker holdovers and two vaude
shows, one at Majestic . in downtown
area featuring Phil Regan and Henny
Yourigman, and other nt Flatbush

with Reggie Chil<*fs' band arid Diosa

Costello, among cithers. , ;• •

Major' b.o. draw: .downtown is RKO
Albee. with 'Little Bit of Heaven
and 'Mexican Spitfire put West. -

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—

'Little Bit Heaven' (U) and 'Mexican

Spitfire Out West'. (RKO).. Nice $18,-

000 anticipated. Last week, 'Argen-

tine Way' (20th) and 'Still Alive

(RKO), good $18,500. n n „ •

Fox (Fabian) (4.089; .25-35-50)—

'Knute Rockne', (WB) arid 'Melody
Moonlight' (Rep) (2d wk). Will grab

satisfactory $14,500. Last week, splen-

did $22,000; :' v
Met (Loew's) (3.018; 25-35-50)—

Strike Up Band' (M-G) and 'Dia-;

mond Frontier' (U ) (2d wk).. Good
$17 000. Last week, excellent $20,000.,

Paramount (Fabian.) (4,126; 25-35-

50---'Arise My Love' (Par) and^Pep-
per Trouble' (Col) (2d wk). ^Pleas-

ant: $15;500. Last week. strong;$24 000.

Strand (WB) (2.870; 25-35-40)-

World in Flames' (Par) and 'Margie

(U). Will get nice $5,500. Last week,

^Calling Husbands' (WB) and 'Drums
Desert' (Mono) , dull. $4,000.

PhiDy Blue, But 'Escape^

'Dictator,' With $14,000,

ling

GREAT IN

"River-Vaude 20G,

12,

Indianapolis, Nov. 12.

(Best Exploitation: Lyric)
•North West Mounted Police* not

only get their men, but are getting
the women this week at the Circle,

with biz plenty brisk and one of the
best grosses of the season: a certainty.

This is the big noise in the down-
town area and is certain for a hold-
over, while on other fronts all is

quiet; '.

' •

Loew's forced a holdover of 'The
Great Dictator,' which, at $1.10 top,

is sadly lacking in customers. First

stanza also Was weak, but manage-
ment, perhaps blamed the election

or thought wbrd-of-mouth would
build up biz, hut ho gb< Indiana
is

: fair with 'Mark Of Zorro' and
'Yesterday's Heroes.' Lyric is slight-

ly in the black "with 'Great Profile'

and Russ Morgan's orch on stage.

Lyric grabbed off extra attention

with Riiss Morgan beating a path
'.; to all . the radio . stations to appear

• on a nurriber of programs: for inter--
' views. Also did appearance in rec-

ord department of.
.
biggest depart-

ment' store, with display ad donated
by store.

.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

40)—'North . West Mounted' (Par)

and March of Time. . Socko $15,000

and due for holdover. Last week.
'Seven Sinners' (U) and 'Slightly

Tempted' (U), weak $5,200. ;

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-

30-40)—'Zorro' ' (20th ) arid
,
'Yesteiv

day's Heroes' (20th). Opened Thursr
day (7) to catch '-; double Thanks-
givings on subsequent runs. Fair.

$7,500. Last week, 'Knew What
Wanted^ (RKO ) and 'Still Alive*

(RKO), six days, n. g; $4,600. :

Loew's (Loew's).- (2.400; 75-$l- 10)—
•Dictator' (UA) (2d wk.). .

Poor. $5,-

000 . at upped scale. Last week, also

poor at $9,200.

Lyric (Lyric) (1.900; 25-30-40)—
•Great Profile'. (20th) and

:
Russ Mor-

gan's orch. Slight profit with $9,500.

Last, week,.' 'Tugboat Annie*". 7WB)
and Tommy Tucker .orch,; good $10*-

200.

• Cleveland,: Nov:
' Emerging from, the election black-
outs, exhibitors are enjoying some
b.o. sunshine again, with nearly all

the key hoilses sharing the gravy;
'Streets of Paris' vaude unit from
New York Fair is boosting Palace's
trade, without much, assist from
'East of the River,' to a swell $20,-

000 for one of season's best figures;

In spite of this tough opposish,
next-door State is steaming along
briskly with •Escape,' showing
heavier profit than 'Seven Sinners'
at the Hipp. 'Dictator' on second
Stlllman stanza remains socko stuff.

. Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)

—'Knute Rockne' (WB). Earned
third round and a nice one at $3,000.

Last week it caught $3,500, after
Hipp move-over, hypoed by special
midnight 'Sppbk Show* , with added
stage features.
Hipp (Warner (3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Seven Sinners' (U). ,
Sluggish go-

ing. Barely fair $9,000 in sight. Last
week, 'What They Wanted" (RKO)
too highbrow for clientele, but put
the squeeze on $10,600, all right;

. Lake (Warner) (900; 28-40)—'Mar-
ried Adventure* ; (CoO plus 'Men
Against Sky* (RKO ) . Good exploita-

tion and probably $1,300. average.
Last" week, 'Caballero' (20th) and
'Chart Wax Museum' (20th) liked
better. $1,400.

Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-
66)—'East of River' (WB)

1

with
'Streets of Paris* on stage. Drawing
fine evening;crowds and heading for
very smart $20 ;000, Last week. Too
Many Girls' (RKQ) With Xavier
Gugat's revue. $14,500, worthwhile.;

State (Loew's ) (3,450 ; ,30-35-42^55)

—'Escape' (M-G). Flattering re-

views, grand marquee values, arid

hiked Armistice ' Day prices all re
sponsible for- nifty biz, meaning $15,

000. Last week, 'Burma', (Par ) on
six days was a skidderoo, $7,000.

Stillman .(Loew's) ( 1 ,972; 75-$l .1 0

)

— Dictator' (UAT. • Holding up well;

$18,000 indicated, aided by higher
scale and slxra-day grind,

;
Soarec

higher than 'Wind' here on . initia

three days last week, running away
with $25,000, grand.

: - Pittsburgh; Nov. 12. .

Biz definitely on the rise again

Heavy rain Armistice Day was best

thing thai could have happened to

theatres. : Instead of waiting for

parade, mob made a dash for the

film houses and jams were terrific,

spots with weak attractions doing

great, too, on the overflow. . -
.

Top coin will go to 'Escape' at

Penn, which is walloping 'em, but

by comparison; 'Mark of Zorro, at

Fidton, will stack up well against it.

Latter doing top trade of year
.
at

Shea spot' and may stick several

weeks; Only Stanley is slightly off,

George Jessel unit and 'Moon Over
Burma' not quite making the b,o.

grade. .

'

Estimates tor This Week
Alvln (Harris) (1.850; 25-35

:
50)—

•Angels' (Col) and 'Bit Heaven* (U).

Crix labeled this 'Be Kind to Cus-
tomers' week at Alvin, liking Glpri^
Jean picture well enough and goin

into raves about Hecht film. Heade
jor at least $6,500, which is couple of

grand better than twinriers usually

do at this spot. Last week; 'Kit Car-
son' (UA), a dud, barely reeachmg
$5,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,750; 25-40) —

'Zorro'
.
(20th ). Banging away at a

record. In first three days got over
$7,000, and won't have any trouble

reaching $11,500, with a chance of

bettering that. Great here and sur

prise of year; Last week, 'Spnn
Parade' (U) in three days of thin

week, around $1,700. .

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)-^«Escape* (M-G). Hailed as one
of the top pix of the year and doing
a land-office trade. Adds up to bet-

ter than $20,000. Will probably stick

six extra days, putting back 'Bitter-

sweet' (M-G) to Nov. 21. Last week,
'Arise Love' (Par), around $12,700,

nice.
Bitz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Arise

Love' (Par). Moved here -from Penn
to catch the holiday weekend , and
wilt grab around $2,400. fairish. Last ,

week, 'Ramparts' (RKO), eight days
great $5,000.

^

Senator <Harris) (1,700; 25-40)—.
'Great Profile' (20th) and 'Gay Ca-
ballero' (20th). . Barrymore name
catching quite a few extra drifters
for out.-bf-Way spot. Should better:

last couple of weelis and wind up
somewhere around $2,000, fair. Last
Week, . 'Mummy's . Hand' (U ) and
'Yesterday's Heroes' (20th), droopy
$1,100. •

•

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60) —
'Moon Over Burma' (Par ); ; artfT
George Jessel unit. Boys kidded
pants off : film but Jessel and his Hol-
lywood harries are quite up to task
of over-riding the Lamour veto.
Looks like around $17.500,. okay, and
most of that's Jessel's own doing.
Last week,' tab 'Scandals' and 'Dis-
patch Reuters* (WB ), fine $22,000,
Warner (WB). (2,000; 25-40) —

'

'Want Divorce' (Par) and 'Flowing
Gold' (WB). Considerable interest
here in Dick Powell's return . to
screen, . since he's virtually a local

Montreal. Nov. 12.

Remembrance Day holiday (1.1),

with long weekend,.-will.bobst.grOsses

currently. . .•
,

,' '
' •

'The Great Dictator,* at Orpheum,
is way out in front and over $14,000

is in sight, a record for this house.

'Down Argentine Way' should take

landsome $8,500. ; •

, .„ . . !

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—'Ar-

gentine Way' (20th). Pacing lor very
satisfactory $8,500. Last week, h.o.

of 'Third Finger' (M-G),;good enough

^.Capitol (CT) (2,700; .

25-45-55)-

Moon Over Burma' (Par),and 'Quar-

terback' (Par). Good $6,000 in sight.

Last week. 'Reuters' (WB) and 'Riv-

er's End' (WB), good $6,000.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—

'North West Mounted' (Par) (3d wk).
Still clicking, with gbod $6,000 com-
ing up, after fine $8,000 lastweek.^
princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

Seven Capra-directed films, pne^each
night for week, may get fair $3,500.

Last week, 'Haunted Honeymoon*
(M-G) and 'Kiidare Home* (M-G),
good enough $3,500. . - ...

Orpheum (Ind) (1.100; 75c-$1.10)

—'Great Dictator' (UA), Doubled
prices and Chaplin opus certain to

jreak all records for this house, „w»h
over $14,000 in sight. - Last week,
'Diamond Frontier* (U) and 'Nobody's

Sweetheart' (U), poor $1,500. -
.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600: 25-r50)—'Battements de Coeur*
1 3d wk). Fair $1^200, after good $1,-

500 last week. - _ „ . n
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;

75c-$1.50). ^ Stage, show .
featuring

Victor Francen with 'Le Scandale

and 'Apres rArnbur.' Sold out in ad-

vance for $15,000 gross. Last week,
'II est Charmant' and 'Poule sur un
Mur,' average $4,400.

Philadelphia, Nov, 12.

\ Now it's the post-election hang,
oyer that's being blamed for con-
tinued slump In downtown b.o.'s.

Also coming in for its share of

blame is the blustery weather that •
-

makes a night at home more inviting

than braving the elements.
' -Only tqp-notcher on the list is

'Escape,' at Stanley ^ which Will coma
through with profitable gate.

Estimates for This Week
;

• Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 75-1/14)- ;

'Great Dictator' (UA) (3d wk);
Veering off to fair $16,000 for third

•

panto, after sock $20,200 last sesh
and terrific. $28,300 for preeni,

Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
—'Third Finger* (M-G.) (2d run),
Heading for so-so $3,500.. Last week,
'Strike Up Band' (M-G). fairish :

$3,000 for
.
six days of third-run

showing. .
^ v;/-- '.''

•" Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
'Arise Love* (Par) (2d wk). Steep
dive tb poor $10,000. Opener last

week okay $16,300. 'Bitter Sweet*
(M-G) bows in Thursday (14).

Earle (WB) (2,758; 35-46-57-68)-
'Want Divorce* (Par) with stage

show headed by Ken Murray. Low-
est gate since return of vaude here
at: mediocre $19,000. Last .week,"
'Quarterback' (Par) plus; Louella
Parsons' unit, $20,700, : not. ; much;
better.

Fox (WB) (2,423; 35^46-57-68)4-:*

'Rhythm River' (Par). Not so tune-

ful $13,300 for Bing's latest effort.,

Last week, 'Reuters' (WB) , only a'

wee bit better with $13,700.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

—'Hired Wife' (U) (2d run). Under
par, $3,900. Last week, 'Knew What
Wanted* : (RKO ), sood $4,800 for sec- •

ondrrun trip.
•'. Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)
— Reuters' (WB) (2d run). N.s.h.

$3,800 for moveover. Last week's
second-run try of 'Spring Parade'

(U) a vast improvement with $4,900.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)

—'Escape' (M-G). Nazi drama, plus

heavy - hitting in a rquee- names,
adding up to heat $19,000. Last

week; 'Moon Burma' (Par) and.'Lon-
don Can Take It' (Par), very poor
$12,200. " ' '

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
Tugboat Annie' (WB ); Sailing along

to bullish $5,300. Last week, 'World
Flames' (Par), almost in same class

with $4,800.

Harrisburg, Nov. 12. ,

Of more than 100 Pennsylvania

towns which voted last week on lift-

ing the ban against: Sunday pix,

abpue one-third were In favor and

two-thirds against the Sabbath,

shows. There was jubilation among
exhibs in the Philly territory, where

10 impbrtant communities voted

against the blue laws, and somewhat
less in Pittsburgh, where only seven

but of 12 were against them. Hin-

terland agricultural communities
generally disfavored the seven-day

week, while the more important in-

dustrial towns were for it.

Major cities throughout the state

voting against the . blue laws were
Allehtown, Bethlehem, Hazleton,

Lancaster and Johnstown. Opponents
were victorious in Harrisburg, Al-

tqqria, Pottsville, Williamspbrt,

Greensburg and several , college

towns, including State - College and
Lewisburg, home of Bucknell uni
versity. ;

over; voyage

S^krch Leads to M-G
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Daltbri Trumbo moved into Metro
on a one-picture deal to screenplay
'Somewhere I'll Find You,' based oh

a; novel by Charles Hoffrriari.

.

• -Publication of Trumbo's qwn novel

'Thei, Remarkable . Andrbw,'
'

' was
postponed to January.

boy who made: good'. Title and fact
that he's teamed with the missus,
Joan Blondell; , has some pull.
Around $5,000, okay. Last weekj
second of 'Great Dictator' (UA), way
down to $9,000 at $1;10 scale. Only
got around $15,500 opening stanza..

• SCHUWZEL TO P0UE
.; . Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Rclnhold Schurizel gets the direc-

for chore on the Ilona Massey starrer,

'New. Wine,' to be produced by
William Sekeiy.
Picture is slated for United. Artists

release.

Philly Vote
. Philadelphia, Nov. 12.

Cbmmunities . in the Philly area
jbinihg the Sunday filriv 'parade
(Philly voted to lift the Sabath ban
in 1935) were Narberth, Corishbhock-
en, Abirigtopy : Ambler, Jenkintbwn,
Prospect Park, Pottstownr Penris-

burg; Bryn Athen and Doylestown
. . Rev. William B, • Forney, secretary

.
of the Lord's Day. Alliance, declared
here -that .

his . brgarilzatiqn: would
continue its fight to drive Sunday
.films: out of the, state. He ' said his
group was already planning a cah>
paign tb stamp but Sabbath pix in 167
towns, including Philadelphia, in

1941. 'The alliance;- had planned a
drive on Philly for the 1940 election
but had changed, its' mind because it

feared that the. question would be
buried by the hot Presidential fight.

Coast Sun Remains as Is
" Hollywood, Nov. ^2. :

California's sunshine: remains as is,

and the
.
film, industry is

: shaking
hands with itself over the . success of
its campaign to beat the

.
daylight

saving proposition' at the polls.

It was the second knockout scored
by the show business over the clock-
tinkers at the ballot box, in. addition
to several decisions in the state leg-
islature.

•
:

;

"'. :

Cincinnati. Nov. 12.

Cage figures by and large are at

even keel in view of post-election

grumbling. Grabbing front, money
currently is 'Arise My Love'; for a

good Palace mark. Grand also has a

winner in 'Long Voyage Home.' Al-

bee has a luke-warmer on 'Knew
What They Wanted,' and 'Dispatch

from Reuters' Is down under at

Keith's.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—.

•What They Wanted* (RKO). N.s.h.

$8,500. Last week, 'Zorro* (20th),

sparked by p.a. of Cincy's Tyrone
Power on first days for pic's world
preem, with simultaneous screening

in the Shubert, excellent $17,000. •

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'Too Many Girls' (RKO). Moveover
from Palace for second Week..' Fair

$4,000. Same last week on 'West-

erner* (UA) (2d run). ^ . M <

'

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
'Wagon Train' (RKO) and 'Still

Alive' (RKO), divided with 'Drums
Desert' (Mono) and 'Girl Avenue A
(20th). Normal $2,000. Last week,

'Range Busters' (Mono) and 'Yester-

day's Heroes' (20th), split witlv'Mys-
tery Sea Raiders'. (Par) and 'Calling

Husbands' (WB), so-so $1,900. . . rn .

Grand (RKO) (1,430: 33-40-50)—

'Voyage Home' (UA). Okay $7.50Q.

Last week, 'Hullabaloo' (M-G), fairly

good $>000. :
.
; .;" • jn

'.

KelCh's (Libson) (1,500: 33-40-50)—

•Reuters' (WB): Sour. $2;500.
;

Last

Week,; 'Rangers Fortune' (Par), pool

$3,000. vv.;.;- • - .

rrt
'

Lyrio (RKO) (1.400; 33-40-50)—

•Westerner' (UA). Transferred here

after initialing, at Albee and sccojafl-

wceking in the. Capitol. Slow $3;00U.

Last week, 'Blondie Cupid' tCoU,

floppo $2,560.' , „„ Prt v

Palace (RKO) (2,600: .3.^40-50)--

•Arise Love* (Par), Good
Last week. 'Too Many Girls' (RKO>,

riice $10,000. ' : An t^
Shubert (RKO) (2,150: 33-40-SO)--

'Zorro* (20th). : Switched from -AW
for second week. Swell $4,000... Las',

week, 'Rockne* (WB) (3d run),

days, mild $2,200.
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•: mm
Sari Francisco, .Nov. 12;.

'

"Three days of rain dented bpeh-

inki this week, with the Gate taking

an added blow from a truck-break

-

: down which kept the heavily ballied

Thurston show from making opening
performances. Things slowly on the

mend, however, and boys are gen-

erally Optimistic. U.A. splurging for

upcoming -Dictator' opening td-

. night (12). : .
.

Estimates for This Week
Fq* (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—

•Zorro' (20th) and 'Dancing Dime'
(Par).. Sold on 'California's most
colorful bandit' angle, and ought to.

carve: $17,000 for itself with holiday
helping. Last week, 'Arise Love'
(Par) and 'Street Memories' (20th)

scraped through with fair $15,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

65)—'Laddie' (RKO) plus vaude.
Failure of the Thurston show, fea-

tured act, to arrive for opening, plus
rain, gave this; spot tough sledding

,

with only $10,000 in sight; Last
week, 'Too Many Girls' (RKO

)

climbed to surprising $13,500.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,400; 30-40-50)

—•Mummy's Hand' (U) and 'Before
I Hang' (Col). Heavy play on
'double terror, show' pulling nifty'

$10,000. Third^flnal week of 'Spring
Parade' (U) and 'Glamour; Sale'
(Col), aided by two" :' previews,
coaxed $6,000.
Paramount : (F-WC) (2.740: 30-40-

50)—'Escape' (M-G) and 'Hullabaloo*
(M-G). Looks like $16,000. Last
week (3d-flnal), 'Argentine Way'
(20th) and 'Quarterback' (Par),
$8,200.

'

Si Francis (F-WC) (2.470; 35-40-

M)—'Arise Love' (Par) and 'World
in Flames' (Par). Former moved
from Fox and latter shifted from
Warfleld. . Worth $5,000, average.
Last week,, ditto for 'Burma' (Par)
and 'Round Mountain' (Par).
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

40-50)—'Westerner'; (UA) (4th wk).
With showings curtailed Tuesday
(12) to make way for evening open-'
jng of Chaplin's 'Dictator' (UA),
shortened week finishes up with
$5,000. almost as good as last (3d)
week's $5,500.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 40-50-60)

—'Mounted Police' (Par ) and 'Eyes
Navy? (M-G). Technicolor opus at
advanced , tilt should have no diffi-

culty la picking up $25,000 on the
weak. Last week 'Reuters'. (WB),
MA 'World in Flames' (Par), only
mild at $10,000.

Estimated Total Gross
This; Week. . ....... $1,747,900
(Based on 25 cities, 171 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, incltfdfna
N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week

' 'Last Year. . ; -. . .
.'. r. $1,712,700

: (Based on 27 cities,.'184 theatres)

?SJ M'°W< A ifstnAweek, 'Wyoming'
(*&G 1'

£?0d; $4,100. in eight days.

io» ^ble-Federer) ftoOO;10-20-25)—'Villain Pursued' (RKO)
'Secret Seven' (Col). Fair $2,000.

oSSV^S?*' ApeV (Mono) and 'Boys
City' (Mono ) t very nice $2 400

9K
V£tlt

*.£Nabl4>
i

'F?
det&cy (1.100; 10-.

25-40)— 'Ramparts' (RKO). Doing
unexpectedly: good biz, tied: in with
Armistice Day. Will get $3,200, or
"??£«•' °ke. Last, week, 'Kit Carson'
(UA), not so weighty at $2,900

Ijoulsville, Nov. 12.

jrth West Mounted Police,' at
jo. will top. all grosses currently.

Ha not experiencing much opposi-
tion, with holdovers and ordinary-
product oh the bulk of the town's
ortans.
'Hullabaloo/ at State, came in ; a

day early (Tuesday),: and Thurs-
day opening will probably prevail
until Thanksgiving (21). Not mak-
ing much dent in the local b.o. pic-,

ture. .

Waather has turned cooler and,
with the fall , races come and gone,
pic houses should have no kicks
coming.

.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's -Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Argentine Way'
(20th) and 'Still Alive- (RKO) (4th.
wk.).- Color pic has made remark-
able showing in this burg, romping
along in its fourth downtown week,
and

. currently pacing for excellent
$2,000. Last week, topped previous
week's figure with fine $3,200.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Lucky Partners' (RKO) and
Great McGinty' (Par), split with
Fighting 69th' (WB) and 'Dance,
GirlV (RKO). - .Drawing about aver-
age $1,400; Last week, 'Drive Night*
(WB) and 'Rhythm RiVer* (Par)

.

good $1,600. ::

*

nA
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)— 'Hullabaloo'. (M-G )
;

and
Angels Broadway' (Col). Pacing for
medium $6,000. Last week, 'Great
Dictator' (UA), at slightly upped
prices, fair $12,500.

,
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000:

15-30-40)—'Knute Rockrie* (WB) (3d
wk. ) Still shaping up as a natural
°£>> draw for football season. Okay
$3,400. .Last week, fine $4,500.

„ ,»It»; (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-
33-40-50) — 'North West Mounted'
(Par) ahd March of Time. Prices

v**V hlted slightly and patronage
naa been unusually responsive. On
*'n#e policy, more shows per day

2?5 B?|sjble, and should touch solen-
dld^$14ip00. Last week, 'Knew What
Wanted' (RKO) arid 'Dancing Dime 1

(Par), nice $7,500.

litt ^urth Avenue) (1,400:
iM0-40)--'Too; Many Girls' (RKO

)

2f „
°ay Cabellero' (20th). Aiming

«opd $3 400. Last week, 'Little
ait Heaven' (U) and 'Meet Wildcat'
VU). fair enough $3,200.

Detroit, Nov. 12.
'

With the election behind,and a few
weeks left before the Christmas
shopping begins, the local . .picture
merchants are looking to a few fair
weeks. Maybe the clue lies in the
fact that the Adams here, which has
been taking hold-overs, has slid .its

top back to ,55c,. on a par with the
rest of the first-runs! ".•''

. V
'

. Michigan arid: Fox will make it a
nip. and tuck race this- week to lead
the town, . the former taking; its turn
with a stage 'show in Xayier Cugat
band: and Abbott and Costello with
/Christmas in July' as its film offer-
ing. The Fox is showing strength
with - 'Mark of Zorro' arid 'Bit of
Heaven' as a dual bill which, is going
to keep : the two biggest houses
evened up. ;7.:'

Rest of the hub area is: riding with
hold-overs, the Adams picking up'
coupling it with .second feature;
'Spring Parade' from the Fox arid
Palms-State taking - . oyer 'Knute
Rockne' frorh. Michigan and the
United Artists . riding . along with
'Escape' and 'Hullabaloo.'

Estimates for This: Week

'

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
—'Spring Parade' (U) arid 'Nobody's
Children' (Col.). With the prices
upped arid the juvenile draw because
of an extra school holiday (Armis-
tice Day), this looks good for a neat
$6,500. Last week, 'Argentine Way'
(20th) and 'Glamour Sale' "(Col), for-
mer going, two- weeks: here after one
at Fox, dull $4,500.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-

55)^-'Zorror (20th) and 'Bit- of
Heaven' (U). Seems to have what
they warit arid fine $18,000 indi-
cated... Last Week. 'Spring Parade'
(U) and 'Meet Wildcat' (U), came
out with o.k. $16;500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;

30-40-55)—'Christmas July' (Par)
arid Xavier Cugat orchestra, Abbott
and Costello on stage. Orchestra has
spent plenty of time in this , town
but the- bill indicates a • good $18,000?
Last week, 'Knute Rockne' (WB)
and 'Money Woman' (Par) .came out
with a nice $16,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit)
(.3,000; 30-40-55)—'Knute Rockne'
(WB ) arid 'World in Flames' (Par ).

Looks for a good $7,500. Last week,
'Westerner* (UA) and 'Third Finger?
(M-G). a combination of top pictures
frorh previous bills at Michigan and
United : Artists; picked up a hefty
$8,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000: 30r40-55)—'Escape* (M-G) and
'Hulaballoo* (M-G) (2d wk). Pair
came along better than expected, and
may add a good $6,500 to first week's
o.k. $11,000. ' -

PICTURE GROSSES 11

Providence, Nov. 12.
Generally healthy takes hereabouts

with holiday weekend helping nicely.
'The. Great Dictator' in sluggish sec-
ond week at Loew's State. /Arise,
My Love' at Strand attracting nice
biz as is 'SeVen Sinners' at Majestic.
RKO Albee's 'Pastor Hall' also up.

. Estimates for This Week
v

Albee (RKO ) (2,200; ' 28-39-50)—
Pastor Hall* (UA) and 'Spitfire*
(RKO). Managing to hold own for
good $7,100, -Last week, 'Too Many:
Girls*. (RKO) and .'Stranger Third
Floor' (RKO), good $7,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-
60)—'Reuters* (WB) and 'Bit of
Heaven* (U) (2d run ); Fair $2,500
for this one. Last week,, 'Argentine
Way' (20th) and 'Great Profile'
(20th ) (2d run ); good $3,200. .

Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 15-28)—'Fron-
tier Vengeance' (Rep) and 'Margie'
(U). Juve trade sure to pack this
one for. happy $4,500. Last week,
'Bill Hickok' (Rep) and 'Sandy Gets
Man' (U), : nice $4,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Seven Sinners' (U) and 'Father Is
Prince' (WB). Pulling for: swell
$9,000. Last week. 'Bit of Heaven'
(U) and 'Reuters' (WB),. healthy
$9,ooq. .:,:•;,;'-..':-': •

";:-

State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$1.10)

—

'Dictator' (UA) (2d wk). Slowed to
walk with only, so-so $12,000 ex-
pected. Last; week also slow at $17,-
000/ '.-'.-,

Strand. (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)^-
'Arise Love.' (Par) and 'Melody
Moonlight' (Ren). Proving unusu-
ally strong and. heading for sock $12.-
000. Last week, 'Northwest Mounted'
(Par) and 'Girl Havana' (Rep) (2d
wk), strong ,$11,100.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total. Gross
This Week. .... ... .... $387,000

(Based on .12 theatres) ''/..

Total Gross Same Week;
; Last Year.. .

.

'.-. ; . .. ;\ . .$323,600
(Bdsed on 12 theatres)

Lincoln Picking Up;
'Parade' Okay $3,800

Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 12. .

. Football game, the long weekend,
holiday and cooler weather doing a

major job of reviving the lagging
theatres Stalled during : the closing
cambaign barrages. .

,

.'Third Finger* is in the driver's

seat in money, with 'Ramparts We'
Watch' also taking a. neat slice of the

available currency. .

.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial ; (Monroe-Noble-Federer

)

(750; 10-15)—'Western Gold' (20th)

and 'Forgottenr Girls' (Rep), split,

with 'Range Busters*, (Mono) ,
arid

'Babies Sale' (Col). Light $700. -
.Last

week, 'Wild Horse Range'; - (Mono

)

and Tisherman's Wharf :
(RKO),

split with. 'Great Mori Votes! (RKO)
aiid 'Bill Hickok1 (Rep), fair $800.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Paramount)
(1,503: :' 10-25-40) — 'Spring parade'

(U). Okay, going at . $3;800.;. Last

week. 'Hired Wife' (U), oke $3,700.

Neliraska (J.. H. Cooper-Para',

mount) (1,236; 10-20-25)—'Quarter-;,

back'. . (Par), -arid 'Mystery Ship

Raider' .(Par).. Doing well and prob-

ably stays full week, $2,200. Last

week. 'Argentine Wights'. (U)- and

'Money and . Woman' (WB), good

$2,700 in full week. :

'
:

•

;

Stuart (J. -H. Cooper-Paramount)
(1.884: 10-25-40) — 'Third Finger*

••(M-G.); Maintaining pretty nice pace -

in

'

$20,000,

12.Seattle, Nov. __. .

Holdovers rule the roost this week,
with 'The Great Dictator* hitting, a
.fair pace in second .week at upped
scale. The matiriees at 75c are far
better than the $1.15 nights.
Liberty is gliding along with sec-

ond stanza of "The Westerner.' while
the Roosevelt is doing well with
second run on ?Sea Hawk.'

. Estimates for This Week : v
: Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen ) (1,-
900; 21-35)—'Wyoming', (M-G) and
'Dance, Girl' (RKO) (2d run). Indi-
cate big $3,900. Last week (30-4D,
'Boom Town* (M-G) and .'Chan Mu-
seum' (20th) (2d run), great $5,300.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreeri)
(2,349 : 75-$1.15). 'Dictator' (UA) (2d
wk). Expect only $9,500, not so hot
at the scale. Last week, same film,
$17,200, good.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650: 30-40-50)—
'Westener' (UA) (2d wk). Good $5,-
000. Last week, good $7,100.

1

Music Box (Hamrick -Evergreen

)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Third Finger' (M-G)
and 'Yesterday's Heroes' (20th) (3d
wk). Looks for okay $2,800. Last
week, great $3,300.
Orpheum: (Hamrick-Evergreen) (2.-

600: 30-40-50)—'Seven Sinners' (U)
and 'Father Prince' (WB). Fair $4,-
500. . Last^ week, 'No Time Cornedy'
(WB) and 'World Flames' (Par). $5,-'

600. good. — . •

-

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40-50)—'French Tears' (Par-) arid 'Men
Against Skv' (RKO), -plus vaude:
Expect big $6,000. Last week, 'Reu-
ters' (WB) and vaude, $5,800, good.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(3.039; 30-40-50)—'Zorro' (20th) and
'YOu rig • People* (20th). Immense
$10,000 cominR .ub. Last week. 'Knew:
What Wanted' (RKO) and 'Mexican
Spitfire* (RKO), with $4,700. fair.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800
~*

Boston, Nov. 12. :

'Arise My Love' is the healthiest
in a so-so week here, with

holdover of 'Dictator' and first week
Of 'Seven Sinners'; matching for sec-
ond money. Election night took a
chunk of dough out of the local firm-
ers.

;

.''".
. :

'• r. '.

'
<

' '•.

Gene Autry drew big business for
the Rodeo in trie Garden last- week,
providing an extra alibi for the the-
atre managers around town.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-44-55)—

'Gang Of Mine'
;
(Mono) with, stage

show headed; by Three Stooges, five
days; and 'Spring Parade' (U) and
'Secret Seven': (Col), (both 2d run),
two days. Should hit $13;500, okay.
Last week, . 'Caballero' (20th) with
'Streets, of Paris'; unit ori stage- for
full week, very good $13,500.
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 28-39-44-5^)

—'East of River* (WB) and 'Always
Bride' (WB). So-so $6,000 indicated.
Last week, 'Knute Rockne* (WB) and
'Calling Husbands' (WB^ (both con-
tinued run from two Weeks at Met),
$5,500.'

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 28-
39-44-55)—'Seven Sinners' (U) and
'Soitfire' (RKO). Should garner sat-
isfactory $16,000 in five days. Last
week, 'Long Voyage' (UA) and 'Bit
of Heaven' (U), nine days, releasing

$19,000. but not strong enough for
two weeks hoped' for..

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367: 28-39-
44-55)—'Arise Love' (Par) and Danc-
ing on Dinie* .(Par). Drawing very
good night trade, but tepid matinee
patronage. Will hit around $20,000
and lead, the town. Last week, 'No
Comedy*" (WB) and 'Father Prince'
(WB), $17,000.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.10)

—'Dictator' (UA) (2d wk). Won the
holdover privilege and shapes up for
about $15,000. First week okay $26,

^

500.
Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 28-39-44-

55)—'East of River' (WB) and 'Al-
ways Bride' (WB). Okay for around
$8,000. Last week, TCnute Rockne'
'WB) and 'Calling Husbands' (WB)
(both' continued run from two weeks
at Met), $7,500.
Scollay (M&P) (28 - 39 - 44 - 50)—

'Knute Rockne' (WB) and 'Calling
Husbands' (WB). Playing fourth
week in town. Will take around
54.000, okay. Last week, ^Argentine
Way* (20th) and 'Foreign Cor-
resnondent' (UA) (both 2d ruri),

$4:ooo:

State (Loew) (3,600: 75c-$1.10)—
'Dictator' (UA). Holding for sec-
ond week, and aiming at so-so $10,-

500. First week $17,000.

$14,500 IN OMAHA

Omaha, Nov. 12.

Standout grosser hi Omaha this
week is 'Kit CarsOn' with Major
Bowes' 'Talent Parade' at. Orpheum.

. The Brandeis is doing much better

21-35j— ! this week with Dietrich's 'Seven Sin-

Los Angeles. Nov. 12.

Houses generally fared okay over
Armistice Day holiday, and increased
prices for three successive, days
helped grosses substantially. -V Fox-
West Coast profiting by 'Mark of
Zorro* with comfortable $2S,800.
Paramount ,on second week of 'North
West Mounted Police, also good at
$23,000. •;:'; .-

:

[
RKO- and Paritages rushed in De-

anna Durbin opus, 'Spring Parade,'
on holiday after 10 satisfactory days
with 'Howards of Virginia// 'Tug-
boat Annie Sails Again* is a disap-
pointment at the Warners day-daters.
Another newcomer this week is
Long Voyage Home' at the Four
Star, where it is playing to satisfac-
tory returns,

.

Estlmatea for This Week

f^'Zt^F&fr « .516; 55c-

?2^$«
10

,"|L65
,

)r Thief Bagdad* (UA)w«ek > Grabbing good $4.-
50Q. on final stanza and making way®™aiPictat6r/ Third week
of 'Thief fair $4,000.

^n
C^f;c

^(Grauirian-F-WC) (2.024:
30,44-55-75) -'Zorro* (20th) and

1

'Young People' (20th). Monday holi-
day helped: and okay at $11,800. Last
;week;

.
Third Finger* (M-G) ^and

$0300 "

Hone5rmoon
.

,
' (M-G),. fair

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 30-44-55)— Tugboat Annie Sails* (WB) arid

«
Hl

^n«
ar

?*
de

'.
(Re

J,) '

i
Not very hot, as-

?£A99 -.
attests.. Last week; 'Reuters'

(WB) and Melody* (Rep), fair $7,000.
^Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900: 55-75)— Long. Voyage Home' : (UA). De-
butted .fairly strong and with Mon-
day holiday should have: no trouble
hitting $4,800 on .first stanza. Last
Yty*

fl
«
na1, 'Foreign Correspondent'.

(UA). $2,400 as indicated.

4
.Hawaii (G&S) (1400; 30-44-55)—
Queen

;
Destihy* (RKO) and 'Captain

Lady*: (M-G).
; Will garner fair $2.-

P°P- Last week, 'Snow White'
. (RKO)

with Disney shorts, fourth and final
week, okay $2,300. .;••..

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-44-55)
^- Tugboat Annie! (WB) and 'Hit
Parade' (Rep).

: Weak $5,900 the an-
swer. Last week, 'Reuters' (WB) and
'Melody'- (Rep), okay $7,000.
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)— Queen Yukon' (Mono) (1st run)

and 'Captain Caution* (UA), dual,
and stage show. First rim oh :half
of screen program arousing little in-
terest for about $8,000 average.
.Pantages (Pah) (2.812; 30-44-55)—

'Spring Parade'-,- (U) and : JMen
Against Sky* (RKO) dual. Opened
(U) at holiday scale. Last week',
'Howards Virginia* (Col ) and 'Lady
Question' (Col), held 10 days for
good $13,400.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'North West Mounted' (Par) (2d
wk). arid stage show. Should hit ex-
cellent $23,000. after first week piled
up close to $29,000.
.RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—
'Spring Parade' (U) and 'Mtfn
Agamst Sky' (RKO). Got under way
(11). Last week, 'Howards' (Col)
and 'Lady Question' (Col), on 10-day
run, satisfactory $12,000.

State YLoew's-F-WC) (2.414: 30-44-
55-75)— 'Mark „ Zorro' ,

. (20th ) and
'Young People' (20th) dual. Slightly
above average arid with Arrnistice
Day trade landing $15,000. Last week.
'Finger' (M-G) and 'Honeyrrioon'
(M-G.)i so-so $12,000;. .

;

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2.100;
30-44-55)—'Wyoming* (M-G) (2d wk)
and IThird Finger* (M-G) dual. Hold-
ing over 'Wyoming' with 'Finger* on
moveover. Good $4,400. Last week,
'Wyoming' (M-G) and h.o. of 'Argen-
tine Way'; (20th) . neat "S5.000. :

'

Wllshire (F-WC) (2,414; 30-44-55)— Wyoming' (M-G) (2^ wk) and
.'Third Finger' (M-G). Biz -'slightly/
UP ori current bill, with around $6,-
300 in sight;- Last week. :

'Wyom : n g»

(M-G ) arid- holdover of 'Argentine
Way' (20th ) , . fairish- $5,200.

'Sea Hawk' (WB) . arid 'Public Deb* •.ners.' •
;
At the Omaha, 'Foreign Cor

(20th). Going for big. $2:700. Last responderit! will touch a- fair 1 .figure; 1

week. 'Brigham Young' (20th) and
'Girl Avenue A' (20th) (2d run), fine

$2,600.

Estimates for.This Week
Orpheuiri (Tristates) (3,000; 10-40-

55)—'Kit Carson' (UA) arid Bowes'
Winter Garden/ (Sterling ) (800 : 1 6-, i unit. Big .$14,500. Last week (10-30

32)— Love Again' ; (MG) and: 'Sea
Raider' (Par) (2d run). See fair

$2,000. Last week. :
.'Syracuse' (U)

and 'Talked Too Much' (WB ) .
V2d

run), $1.90.0, fair-

and

20th Assigns Writers
. Hollywood; Nov. 12".

40), 'Rangers Fortune* (Par)
'Public Deb* (20th), light $9,000
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Seven Sinners' (U). and
'Father Prince* (WB). Upping box-
office to $6,500. Last week, 'Angels
Broadway* (Col) and 'Blondie Ser-
vant' (Col), fair $5,500.
Omaha Tristates ) (2,000; 10-30-40)

•
.

•
. ,.

;

*. j i. * • * * *
•( —'Foreign Cotresporiderif (UA) and i

Three writers were .handed new 1

'Young People* (20th). Fair $8,500.
assignments on /, three forthcoming Last week; -'Arise. LbVe' (Par) arid

'

productions at 20tri-Fox. j 'Yesterday's Heroes* (20th), light $8,-.|

John Taintor Foote went to work • Q°0. ,„ ... , V . . . v.
|

on 'Home in Indiana.' a racetrack 1 .r^^^P^gV (900^10^0-25)^

;

Discipline,' and, Sam Hoffenstein on UWfl); and :

. 'Wildcat. Bus' (RKO).
'Tile Great American Broadcast.

.
' Fair $900; T.ast wppIt: 'RnoW Wh»t*' i

(RKO) and, Disney shorts, plus
'Maisie' (M-G), split with 'Gow'
5l5l?JLr ^ lecturer, and 'Dance Girl"
(RKO),$900. '

Town Goldberg). (1,500; 10-20-25)—
'Young Hickok' (Rep), '3 Faces West'
(Mono) and 'Man Talked Too Much*
(WB), triple split with .'Sundown
Saunders' (Cap). 'Bum 'Erii O'Con-
nor (M-G) and 'Royal Rodeo' (WB).
and 'Howards Virginia' (Col) and
'Stand Up Fight' (M-G). Fair $800.
Last week. 'Ride Tenderfoot* (Rep),
'Turnabout* (UA) and 'Awful Truth*
(Col), split three ways with 'Murder .

Afloat' (M-G), 'Swifty* - (Cap); and
'Pony Express Days' (WB) and 'Lost
Horizon' (Col) (reissue), and 'Lucky
Partners' . (RKO), lively $1,000:

Ayenue-Militaryr-Dundee ( Go 1 d-
berg) (950: 300; 600: 25)-r'Loye
Agairi' M-G) and, 'Howards Vir-
ginia' (Col), split- With 'Sea Hawk*
(WB) and ^Wildcat Bus' (RKO)*
Good $1.200.. Last week, 'Snow
White' (RKO) -arid 'Maisie' (M-G). .

split with 'Turnabout' (UA) and
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London, Oct. 29.

Near enough to a major victory to

draw huzzahs from metropolitan
Aim exhibs is okay (17) by London
County. Council, of new opening"

hours for weekdays and Sundays.
. Three-way request from the trade

met with a sole nix on reduction of

Charity Tax levied against the Sab-
bath take.

:
Cinematograph Exhib-

itors Ass'h's London branch' 'indicates,

it'll try agaih 'to whittle down the

charity figure, sympathetic atti-

tude of Council chairman Reginald
Stamp holds promise of eventual cut.

It remains at 13%.
;

. Weekday playing times are now to

run from 10:30 a. m. provided house

is shuttered by curfew hour of 9 p.m.

Sunday opening permits operating

from 1:30 till 7 p. m.
Air-raids, have hypoed Sabbath at-

tendance at . ciriemas; into the bid Sat^-

urday class. To cash in*on this now
countrywide change, CEA will press

for opening hours in all .
provincial

towns to be in line with London
break for exhibs. There are bound
to be difficulties in way of hinterland

swing-over; but opinion is the close-

to-London areas will follow the new
ruling. On these Council's: exhib

body is already concentrating^ .

age

J. A. McCbnville, • Columbia's for-

eign 'manager, and Jack Segal, head

of foreign exchange operations, left

Buenos Aires Thursday (7 ) on their

return journey to N.Y.

Charles Roberts; home office su-

pervisor for Latin-Americas, is with

the group. .. .

•

'

Mexico City, Nov. 12.

After more coin which they are

confident the cinemas can :
yield, the

civic fathers are arranging to re-

vamp their tax system for the ex-

hibitors./ . Instead of checking rev-

enues of the cinemas during thf last

quarter of each year so. as to set a

base for taxation during the ensuing"

12 months, the fathers intend to put

cinema : taxation on ; the basis that

was in effect some years ago, a daily

settlement.
- This daily pay, the authorities are

convinced, will be much more profit-

able to the civic 'treasury than is the

flat tax; Besides, the daily chore is

figured to provide 80 jobs, as cinema
b.o. inspectors. When this system

was in effect, the exhibitors, had to

pay these inspectors. They will

probably have to do it again.

Opinion of exhibitors is divided

about this forthcoming daily taxa-

tion. •

.

' London^ : Oct. 29./

New wage agreement for .
studio

labor has been inked. It provides for

increases of 6c on hourly rates for

47-hour week. Workers in this group

under 21 years of age draw half the

boost. -

:;

•

" I ":. '
'•

;'-. ;'.-. .

Labor on a weekly payroll basis

is upp.ed by $2.50; under 21's again

going for half that amount. In-

creases in the weekly category apply

qhly to envelopes under $40; em-
ployees pulling down $40-$60 week-
ly draw a $2 raise. Femme workers

over 21 are upped by $1.50. New
scales are retroactive to July 1 for

workers earning less than $40; those

in higher brackets go oh- from
Oct. 14.

Deal was handled by George El-

vih,. representing Film Industry"Em-
ployees Council,

.
with Maurice Os-

trer looking after producers. Union
tops are how negotiating for a
standard pact on lines of closed shop
for studios. Producers committee
met last week (22) to discuss this.

Boost Forced Showing

Of Magyar-Made Pix

- Budapest, Oct. 27.

Miriister of Interior has issued de-

cree . which . rules that henceforth

25% of all feature pictures shown in

Hungary jhust be of Hungarian
make, as against the' 20% proportion
of home-mades enforced up to the.

present. Thirty percent of. all ac-

companying shorts :

- must ; also .
be

locally made. Official hewsreels, .the
showing of which is compulsory in

every program, are not to be
reckoned within this contingent ' '

In order to prevent crowding of

less profitable home-made : features
into. the. off-season months and keep-;

ing all foreign hi^s for the height of

the. season, the decree rules that one
Magyar picture is to . be put on the
program after every three imports.

An additional market .
for Hun-

garian films opens in the Transyl-
vanian territories reclaimed from
Rumania recently.

. No Hungarian
films were allowed within this ter-

ritory during the 22 years of

Rumanian regime. Although popu-
lation of this territory, is well over
2,000,000. number Of picture theatres
is only 32. \vith. seating capacity of

about 15,000. •

Strict^ Pix

in

Bfenner Back ItiA

Richard Brenner^ Metro's general

manager in. Chile, who has been in.

N.Y. for hOme office huddles, re-

turned to Santiago Thursday (7).

Brenner was in U S; about two
weeks.

80G Unfreeznig

Gaumont-Gainsborough

Use Studios as Shelters

Foes of Mex Labor Czar

Fear That Delay of Union

Voting Aids His Chances

. Mexico City, Nov: 12.

Amusement biz got a jolt just

when it had indulged a sigh of re-

lief at the news that Prof. Vicente
Lombardo Toledano, Mexico's :labor

czar and reputed red, is to step down
as chief of the Confederation of

Mexican Workers. News was that

Toledano wouljl surely be licked at

thei
Cohfederation's:, annual Sections

this month. \

But the elections are not going to

be held this month; The Confedera-
tion has decided to postpone them
until February, with' the explanation
that this delay is necessary because

the new government, slated to take

office Dec. 1, will need at least a
couple of months to get down, to biz

Now there are ; doubts about Tole-

dano going out. It is even said that
the three-month election grace will

give him a chance to win over some
of his foes. However,. a lot will de-
pend upon the hew government
whether the labor czar stays or goes

London, Oct. 29.

Gaumont B r i t i s h-Gainsborough
Pictures, first to ignore the Hitler
blitzkrieg, have their own shelter, in

the studio's, complete with, bunks to*

accommodate 200. Have also leased
70-bedroom mansion in the country
to evacuate employees and ; families

First time in two years GB-GP has
had two pictures shot simultaneously

. As -result : of 'insignificant' inter-

ruptions, via raids, most of the other
English film companies are going
ahead with their schedules, voting
the blitzkrieg a flop.

Incidentally, . Ostrer claims that

H. G. Wells' 'Kipps,' which he is

doing for 20th Century, is most lav

. ish . film he has made to date, and
will cost over $300,000 before it

reaches the cutting room.
'

'

v Budapest, Oct. 27.

Hungarian National bank has.

agreed to unfreeze $80,000 for Ameri-
can pictures in 1940, the same amount
as in the previous year. Total num-
jer of features imported by local

?ranches of _ American firms will

again be 52, same as in 1939.

In issuing import permits, prefer-

ence has been given to the distribUr

i ors who imported American films

ast year, , and to producers Of Hun-
garian'tmade pictures. No! distribut-

ing firms owned by Jews have re-

ceived import okays.
There are still enough . American

and French films left over from the

1939 crop to make up for shortage
and transport difficulties. There's
ho telling how the situation will de-
velop in 1941. Hungary now has 586
picture theatres, of which 90 are in

Budapest.
*

Of this season's - openings, 'Stanley

and Livingstone,* 'Hollywood Caval-
cade,' French ' feature 'President

Haudecoeur' . featuring Harry '. Baur,
and 'Yes or No,' Hungarian comedy,
are proving the biggest attractions.

'

ARTHUR DENT QUITS

Preps Guitry Release
J. M. Gottesman, newcomer in the

foreign film distribution field in N.Y
has arrived in U.S. with a print o:

'They Were Nine Bachelors,' latest

Sacha Guitry French-made starrer

Picture was written and directe<

by Guitry.

Schless To Inspect

Latin-American Mkt.
' Robert Schless, Warner Bros.' new
foreign sales chief, plans to leave on
an extended inspection trip of the
Latin-American market In the next
two weeks.

It will be his Initial : trip to South
America' and Central America since

being named foreign manager.
Schless formerly was Warners' man-
ager in Europe, remaining at the
New. York , office when :Hitler : shut
down most of the European market
to U. S. distribs. He .succeeded Joe
Hummel; who was made his assistant.

;
London, Oct. 29.

Move to suspend Sunday closure
ruling for legit—an act going back
to 1781—was weighed last week
(24) by Theatrical Managers Assn.
via appeal to members of the house

ASSOCIATED BRITISH restraining employment of vast and
now idle show biz fraternity.: TMA
seeks a permit okaying matinee per-.

London, Nov. 12.
, formances in West End and Britain's

Arthur Dent, sales manager of key towns.
Associated British Pictures, is re- 1 Stage and Allied Arts League, in-
signing and taking a vacation before corporated group of theatre or-
announcing future plans. With the 'ganizations and unions, is solid be-

, „.^6^o. * xUSB1IJB IlcCu -«i
.
government taking over Elstree stu- hind the appeal to Parliament/ With warding off death of legit is royal
.lios,

.
Associated

. British now is the seven-day contract trouble how road to support from citizens adding
'muted to six feature pictures -per ironed out, performers are anxious their voice to drive oh Parliament

Act prohibits any performance in.

costume Or make-up; question of ad-
mission to houses can be sidestepped
by. the artifice of charging only for
the seat. Admish would be free.
Birmingham, key midlands city, has
succeeded in getting Sunday opening
of its legit houses; but judicial okay
is for musical concerts only. '.

If move should click 'it is likely
to be forerunner to eventual full-
time. Sunday legit openings. Changed
living conditions occasioned by : air
blitz makes Sabbath the one free, day
for theatregoers. Plugging heed of

Berne; Oct 27.

Exhibitors in Switzerland; where
360 motion picture theatres present
600 feature pictures annually, will be
facing hopeless shortage within a few
months. Naturally, such a large

number of pictures shown to a com-
paratively small population cannot
be big moneymakers, and that's -why
producers have! not been tempted to

make specific Swiss films. Hence
there is hardly any local product to

take the place of imports.

: . French and German pictures need-
ed no dubbing to be shown in Swit-
zerland, and even Italian pictures

founci a market in the southern can-
tons without having to incur the ex-
pense of dubbing. Only American
and English product had to be dubbed
in French or German. One Or two
joint French-Swiss productions were
shot in Switzerland in recent years,

benefiting by Swiss alpine scenery,

but independent Swiss efforts have
fallen flat. This was probably due to

narrow budget liinits.

The threatening shortage, however,
has given new impulse to production.

A Film Chamber has been founded,
merging several production and dis-

tributing corporations, with the pri-

mary purpose of boosting inland pro-

duction. First step has been to or-

ganize official newsreel; shown by
every theatre throughout the coun-
try. Only hewsreels to be shown be-
side this are. German Ufa and Italian

Luce; neither^ Fox, Paramount, Pathe
nor Gaumont is any longer to be
seen in , Switzerland.

Production of feature pictures has
also made a fair start. During the
current year three big features have
been completed and four others are
scheduled for completion before the
New Year. This does not solve Swit-
zerland's shortage problems, bu£ is a
step to national production.

Performers' Salaries

Increasing In Mexico

.

' Mexico City, Nov. 12;
'

Pay of players is going up here.
Chelo Gomez, a specialty chorine, is

commanding, and receiving, the -un-
precedented pay Of $10.25 a day for
three shows. That makes her the
heavy-dough gal of : the cKorines. ior
the rank and file of them cannot get
more than $1.25 to $2 per day; and
most of them have to do four-a-day
at that price.

'•

Esperariza IriSj ace Mexican come-
dienne, who has a theatre . here
named after her, now a cinema, and
Maria Conesa, the; yet Spanish
comedienne, can easily cop $31.50 for
a single show. There were times
not so long ago when even smash
stars were glad to get $5 for a lOt
of long and hard work.'

Sydney, Oct. 24.

Australians are not going for u; S.
Alms with strictly American themes)
and as a" result such productions as
'Grapes of Wrath' (20th), 'Young
Tom Edison,' (M-G), 'Edison the
Man' (M-G), and >Brighani Young'
(20th) . are not doing as well at the
b.o., down under as expected, ex-
hibitors here aver. Stubholders are
not particularly acquainted with the
stories behind these pix, they say.
Exhibs use their . rejection rights
whenever possible consequently on
this sort of screen fare.

Anzac audiences also fail to supply
big money for football, prize fight

•stories, politico, college and baseball
films for the same reason. In con-
trast, productions like 'Irene' (RKO),
Trench Without Tears' (Par), 'It's a
Date' (U), 'Rebecca' (UA ). and 'All

This and Heaven Too' (WB ) are top
grossers. :

Australian exhibitors, incidentally,

have turned thumbs down . /re-

makes from Hollywood. One prom-
inent circuit executive, explains that

the public refuses to accept them.
The boxoffice suffers as a conse-

quence. Rather than buck public

opinion, exhibs fall back on their re-

jection rights to shelve these.

FOR MORGAN

Twentieth-Fox took one of its first

steps toward realigning its. foreign

staff last week when W. B. Morgan,
managing director in France, was
appointed manager of Trinidad by
W. J. Hutchinson, foreign chief.

Other shifts, may be made to care

for. personnel dislocated by the

European war although Ben Mig-
gins, presently in New York, is

carrying on his position as European •

chief .from .the home office.

Morgan's stay in the West Indies

territory hinges on the outcome Of

events in Europe. J. V. O'Gara, for-

mer manager in ' Trinidad, . moves to

Chile where he replaces A. Ruscjca
as managing director. Latter re-

signed.
;

Morgan leaves for Port-of-Spain to
;

-

establish headquarters . on Nov. 13.

He has been in. New. York since a

short time after the Nazi conquest

of France. :

;

Suit Over Mex Pic

year, which doesn't give Dent suffl
oient activity Or, scope.

;
JDent received a. 'saMsfactory' set

ilement from the corporation.

to see some "work, SAAL tagged.. With hoped-for lessening of air raids
the plea for lifting of Sunday ban at winter's set-iri, matinees are seen
as essential to survival of live thea-

j
as possibly blooming to a full per-

tre during the war. (forming day..

: Atlas Film Exchange, Inc., has
applied to N. Y. supreme court for
a writ of attachment on the New
York property of the German Camus
y Cid, claiming the. defendant, a Mexi-
can film company, was breacning a
contract With Atlas. Plaintiff claims
to have made, a contract w'ith the
defendant Oct. 19, 1940, by which it

[was granted distribution rights in

I

the U. S. to 'Cafe Concordia* for six
years.

It is -alleged that after payment of
$300, the defendant , has refused to
order Mercury Film Labs, in whose
possession the print remains, to give
the plaintiff the print.

Better Representation

Urged by Sam Snider

For Pix in Antip Gov't

Sydney, Oct. 24.

Sam Snider, co-director of Snider-
Dean, has been mulling over contest-

ing a vacant United Australia Party
seat in Parliament. Snider said that

he had been invited by powerful
local interests to : run, but was heav-
ily cominitted on biz matters.
. Snider, however, pointed out that

the pic industry should be repre-
sented in Parliament more fully than
hitherto in order to offset prior
blows taken at the industry by
politicos without any true knowledge
of the pic industry. Given anything
like decent backing, Snider stated
that he felt sure current hindrances
cOuld be safely overcome.
Connected with the Film Council of

Australia, Snider was mainly
.

sponsible for preventing the govern-
ment from .bringing down product
restriction On imports in the early
days of the war to conserve dollar
exchange. Synder also brought
about a better understanding be-
tween exhibs and producers, and is

presently engaged .attemptingr to

create better relations between the
distrib group and the Exhibs' : Assn.

HANBURY MEMORIAL FUND
London, Oct. 29.

Scheme for concrete remembrance
of Ralph Hanbury, RKO chief her

:

e,

kiUetf by bombing, is taking shape
of gift checks to Cinema Trades
Benevolent Fund.

Sponsored, by Arthur Brown of

Gaumont British, plan calls for sub-

scriptions . from intimates of Han-
bury in film biz, the whqle amount
to be turned over to CTBF aadHan»
bury Memorial Fund. ."

,
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FILM REVIEWS
FANTASIA
(TECHNICOLOR) '/

Walt Disney's animation of a aeries of

eight musical compositions, interpreted by
Leopold iHoltowukl. and : the Philadelphia

Symphony orchestra. Comment by Deems
Taylor. Group Includes Bach's Toccata
and Fugue In D' Minor, and Tschalkow-
eky's 'The Nutcracker Suite.' both directed

py Samuel Armstrong; Dukas' 'The Spr-.

cerer's Apprentice.' direction by Jatnps

Algar; Stravinsky's 'Rite of Spring," di-

rected by Bill Roberts; Beethoven's 'Pas-

tornl Symphony.' directed by
.

Hamilton
Luske; Jim Hnndley and Ford Beebe; Pon-
chielli'a 'Drince of the Hours,' directed by

T. Hee; : Moussorgsky's -. 'Night on Bold
Mountain' and . 'Ave Mario;'; directed by
Wilfred Jackson. Production supervisor.

. Bon Shorpsteen ; story direction by -Joseph

Grant arid' Dick Huemer; musical; direction,

Edward H. i Plumb; editor, Stephen .Cslllag..

Previewed at Broadway,. N: Y.,\ Oct; it,

•40: regular , run starts Nov. 13, '40, twice

.dally, $3.20 top., Running time, ISO MINh.

it is reminiscent of 'The Water Ba-
bies', a short Which Disney produced
some time ag<a. The underwater
color effects, thelmpish capers of the

flower petals, the grotesque dance of

the mushrooms in Chinese costumes,

and the designs of the fan-tail, fishes

are striking and amusing,
.

' Gomes Mickey next as the. mis-

chievous apprentice in the^ Dukas.

number, in the telling of which he.

bcomes. highly and humorously in-

volved with a broomstick. . .
.

First part closes with Stravinsky's

•Rite of Spring,' the most ambitious

number on the program .and "a 20-

minute gasp for breath. Here is vis-

ualized the birth v of .creation, the

heavenly nebulae and the placement

of the solar system in the universe.

It is a brilliant piece of imaginative,

conception, relating the.evolution of

sea life into land reptiles;, the bat-'

tie's- of the dinosaurs and the prob
. Walt Disney, who never is.further u« ^.-r .

back in the .film parade than, the .able(.extinction\&l^^eW™A
front line, presents a new and novel existence, through centuries of blis-

- • - - terihg earthy heat. .: .
'.

Reserved for the second part are

the Beethoven 'Pastoral Symphony
and Ponchielirs 'Dance of the Hours,

Former is a mythological ;
allegory,

employing Zeus and. others on Ml,

treatment of animated cartoons in

a group of illustrated classical musi-
cal compositions, .under the title of

'Fantasia.' Heretofore, Disney has'

worked solely in collaboration with
his own highly, trained staff'' of : ani-

: matoVs^storpeiie^ .

: S^^P^^i^^^^rvis^d
In ' 'Fantasia' -h*. has enlisted clro ; Handley and.-Tord: B^eeb.e, swewiseq

the assistance of Leopold Stokowskv] the f^u^ f

wh^h « ^e. o^the

the Philadelphia Symphony orches- loveliest tales th^has come from the

tra and Deems Taylor, as screen l^^TiiSo^o? t&--H^S^iS
commentator. The result ofv mixing i

tackled the Dance of the Hours in

ajl these ingredients, including his

own .unique approach to things ther

atrical, is a two-hour variety show,
which. .spans the formidable enter-
tainment categories ranging from, a

Mickey Mouse escapade'.: in ' the :title

role of Dukas' 'The Sorcerer's Ap-
prentice' to a very lovely musical

. and visual interpretation- of Schu-
bert's 'Ave Maria."

a facetious mood, burlesquing and
satirizing,the ballet traditions. Among
the dancers are elephants, < rhinos

and ostriches. :''
'•

'

.
,.

Concluding film is a combination

of Y Moussorgsky's .
"Night on.; .

Bald
Mountain/ a terrifying exposition, on
evil, and the compensating ... Ave
Maria,' - charmingly sung by Juliette

Novis with appropriate>decor

•mere is someinmir in ramasia
,

'
:'.CHara'cteristi'c'ally>

,

,-.-Disney
,

S credit

tasia* was handled by Ben Sharp-
with an eye and ear to a wide audi-
ence^ The

r
presentation eclipses^ any-

thing previously attempted in me-
chanical, sound entertainment and it

. was .necessary to install special RCA
reproduction equipment to cope
with the recording innovations.
Similar installations will be required
wherever these Disney novelties are
shown. It is. the purpose of the spon-
sors to proceed slowly with' out-of-
town openings. The Broadway the-
atre, formerly the Colony, under-
went a: six weeks' - job of interior
renovations in preparations for the
premiere. .

: Whether such costly preliminary
outlays will be justified by Corny
mensurate popular boxofftce suDoort
is the showmanship problem of 'Fan-
tasia.' Currently

,
the bill is bein?

shown twice daily, at advanced ad

Miniature Reviews

Wednesday, November 13, 1940

•Fantasia' (Disney), Super-

lative craftsmanship by D'»sney,

Stokowski, et al.. To be special-

ly exhibited with new sound. .

•Lady With Red Hair' (WB ).

Okay saga of Mrs. Leslie Carter

starring Miriam Hopkins.. , ..

•Gallant Sons' (M-G). Well-

paced whodunit provides strong

• program entertainment.
' 'Sandy Gets Her Man* (U).

Baby Sandy surrounded by able

comics to provide suitable hoke

laugh amusement support. •

.-•'••

; 'Give Us Wings' (U). Adyen-

; tiires of kid flyers parade reg-

ulation dramas with comedy mix-

ture. "Good dual supporter. -

:. 'Girls Under 21» (Col). Okay
program melodrama .with. Ro-

chelle Hudson; Paul Kelly, Bruce ;

: Cabot. '
' v :•

'The Devil's :
PlpellneV (U )

.

Arlen-Devinc action item that

has some fair comedy value. For

the/duals. ''..

•"• 'Prairie Schooners' (Col). An-

other. Wild . Bill Hickok; western

adventure, below, 'standard: of

• others.
v '

•The -Merry Wives' (Czech).*

Romantic .cbmedy-drarna from

the Czech studios, with censor

trims leaving in .enough tang.

•Friendly Neighbors' (Rep).

Mediocre cornedy starring the

Weavers. Fbr
r
the family trade

exclusively. .';•• '.;;";'.";,
;

steen, Joe Grant, and. Dick Huemer
musicardirectiph, Edward H. Plumb;
musical film editor, Stephen Csillas;

recordings, William E. Garity, C. O.

Syffield and J. N. A. Hawkins. .

Estimates of the production cost of

the film put the figure at slightly

more than $2,000,000, a sum within

the range of fantasy in the face of

the marketing limitations which are

confined to this hemisphere; Subjects

are Of the kind, however, which may
return earnings idr many years.

'

"

'

' Flm.

scores as a theatrical boarding house

landlady; Laura Hope .Crews is.good

as Miss Hopkins' mother, but Rich-

ard Ajnley lacks material to show
much as Payne. V Walt-

GALLANT SONS
^ / Hollywood. Nov; 9.

Metifo-Goldwyn-Mayer- release of /red?
erlck -Stephani production; Stars Jackie

Coopen Uonlta Granville, Gene ReynolOs;

features Gall Patrick, Ian Hunter. Di-

rected by George B. Setta. Screenplay by

William R. Ltpman and Marlon Parson-

net; camera; Sidney AVftgner;. editor. ^PeH;

Lewis. Previewed at Alexander* Glendale,

Nov. 8, '40. Running time, 71 Ml>b.
Bvron 'Bv' Newboid . V; . . . ... Jackie Cooper

thrill
' comedy in this; programmer

that will provide ample ^amusement

as dual filler in. the. family and

juvenile houses. Toddling and talk-

ing her way along, the bright young-

ster is provided with more material

than former pictures where her

efforts were confined to cooing and

looking cute in brief shots. - _
Contest of the police and fire. de-

;
partments to win the major share of

municipal .
appiopriation-

:
wnh dis-

tribution resting in the. hands or a

new councilman—sets up sufficient

story background on which. to un-

roll the many gags, complications,

and thrill sequences.: Sandy ,
is the

granddaughter of the councilman,

arid youngster' mother , is being

courted by fireman Stuart Erwln and
police, captain Jack Carson. Race for

the bulk of the appropriation has

both departments egging on their

favorites for a running series of

complications, : Sandy , continually

wanders off and when in the keep-
ing of either the cops, or smoke-
eaters raises plenty of excitement for

all concerned. But Erwin finally

wins out for the firemen,: after a

thrill rescue of the baby from a
burning building. '

.

Picture makes no pretense in.

achieving anything more than laugh
•amusement for the family trade, and
hits that mark: Sandy manages
to hold attention , and is surrounded
by a group of comics who deliver :

their material in broadest style.

Erwiri is the slow-thinking fireman,
pitted against the snappy arid fast-

talking Carsori in the bid lor Miss
Merkel's hand. E d g a r ; Kennedy
effectively sloWrburns as the -fire

chief, with William Frawley hopping
arourid fast as the , police head,
Edward Brophy and Wally Verhon
are prominent as a pair .of goofy
firemen, . while Isabel Randolph has
one laugh episode as ..bell-ringer .

at

the wedding chapel.
Script by Sy Bartlett and Jane

Storm whips the picture along at a
fast pace, with direction .by Otis
Garrett , and Paul Gerard Smith iri-

jecting many broadly slapstick gags
en route,! , Walt.

Mrs. Frazler. . ...

.

Charles Bryant.

.

Mrs, Brooks.....
Mr. Clifton.....:
Mr. Chapman.

.

Mr... Foster. . .

,

Dudley Carter...
Henry DeMille ........

Miriam .
Hopkins

. . . . Claude
;
flains

... .Richard Ainley
Laura Hope Crews
.'-. . . .Helen .

IrVestley-
.John Lltel

. . . . .. .Mona Barrte
; . . . .Victor Jory.

, ....Cecil Kellaway
....... Frit* Lelber
. . . .Johnnie Russell

. . . . .Selmer Jacksoh

LADY WITH RED HAIR
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

: Warn'eir Bros, release of . Edmund Grainger
production. Stars Miriam Hopkins; fea-

tures Claude Ralnfl, Richard Alnley, Laura
Hope Crews. Directed by Kurt Bernhardt,

missions over the prevailinE Price I
Screenplay by Charles Kenybn iand Milton

uraiee at the theatrec nneratin? nn Krlms from the story by N. Brewster

''4^^J«LH^^fS^>^^i^-4<i^': Morse and Norbert Fallkner, based upon
the continuous plan. The huge film the memoir* of Mrs. Leslie Carter; -camera,
grossLrollsd Up. by -Snow White and Arthur Edeson; editor, James Gibbon. Pre-

the Seven Dwarfs' was garnered viewed at WB/jtfoiiyjvood, Nov; 11, '40.

from the long established type of S^??,
1"? Al^fi,.

houses. 'Fantasia,' therefore, is, not E^d Beiascof::::::::::
orily a new kind of sound pictqre; Llou Payne.,
it also must create its own channels I

Mrs. Dudley

of exhibition.
..' Disney never will be Charged
with any lack of commercial cour- :

age, considering the task, he is un-
dertaking in the face, of physical ob-
stacles. The only comparable pio-

. neering in film history, perhaps, is

.toibelound in^the early struggles.of I This Is a fllmized biography of
Vitaphone. Disney will encounter Mrs, Leslie Carter with actual facts
the same scoffers, the

_
same doubt- getting abundant sacharrine dipping

ers—and, verv likely, the same gen- for picturization purposes. Lacking
erous success; marquee heft, and with doubtful in-r

Affinity of music and the screen tefest in the life of an American
has been a long established partner- glamour stage story of two genera-
ship.. .'Fantasia' best can be de- tions ago, ' picture still carries more
scribed as a successful experiment than nominal feminine appeal to"

to lift the relationship from the make it standard programmer that
plane of popular, mass entertain- will catch ' above-average matinee
ment to the higher strata of appeal htrade when soloed or top-billed,
to lovers of classical

:
music; The Although picture limits itself to

boost isn't so far from general taste about- a 15-year stretch in Mrs. Car-
as might be imagined, in the light of ter's life, it mainly devotes its foot-
thei proselyting which radio, with; age to the first three and last two
the help of Toscaninl, Damrosch years of that period. It's episodic

.
and others, has "been carrying on in and decidedly sketchy, dipping sev-

• millions of American •'nomes : for era! times into tedious sequences
sortie years. : that lack clarity and fidelity in story

, When the audience settles itself at structure.
, ^Fantasia,' arid the house .lights are Claude Rains provides a standout
dimmed, the screeri reveals a proces- I characterization as David Belasco
sion of musicians, comprising one of i arid his work, coupled with that of
the : great symphony orchestras, I Miriam Hopkins as Mrs. Carter, does.

: shown in shadow and color, as vio- much to maintain interest' in the
linists. 'cellists, wood-wirids, harpists proceedings. . Picture opens in 1889,
arid brasses take . their accustomed when Mrs. Carter is a victim of her
chairs.. It is a disjointed representa- husband's . divorce proceedings in
tion in which no moire than four or Chicago, and loses custody : of her
five- players are shpSvn at one time.' yq!urig son./ Determined to regain
The moment of tuning is enhanced the Child through quick acquisition
by the directional loud-speakers,

| of wealth arid fame, she goes to New
; which are placed , behind and on ! York with letter of introduction to

Kate Pendleton..,
Johnny- Davis.

.

Glare . Pendleton.

.

'Natural' Davis.

.

Dolly ~ Matspn... .';.

Doc' Re.inlon . . .

.

'Beefy*. Mcinrose.

.

Harwood 'Woody'
Al- Posna. ..'»'».-,..

Olaf Larsen. . .

.

Barton : is'ewbotd .

.

Madame WachClc.
Estelle. ........
Hackb'erry . ; . .

.

Judge.

. .Bohlta Granville

•'; V .;.'.. .'.Gene -Keyholds
Gail Patrick

. . .

.

';-.-. . . . . . . .Ian • Hunter
.". .. . .. June. Prelsser

; , . Leo . Gorcey
.;.......; William Tracy
HoUlsler. .Tommy Kelly
,
:

; . . . . V . . Edw» rd A shley
. . / . .... . . . . .El Brcndel

. ; . . . .'. . . .Minor Watson
-..': .

.

: .... . .Ferlke Boros
.....Charlotte Wyntcrs
; ; . i . .Donald Douglas
. . .

.".'
.. . ... George Lessey.

GIVE US WINGS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

. Universal release , of Ken Goldsmith pro?
ductlon. Features- Dead- End Kids .'and
Ultlo TdUgh. Guys. Directed by Charles
Lament. Screenplay, by- Arthur: T. Hormati
and. Robert Lee. Johnson;, original by Eliot
..Glbbbns;:'

:

camera, -John ' Boyle ;•
. .ckl'ltor,

Fnink - Gross..
'

-Previewed '• at- Hlllstreet.
•40. > Running time, 60

v.'';..
:

...'..i:-.^'''.
:

J3my- Haiop
.;. ... . . . . . ; .'. .Hunt* Hall
..........;... Gabriel Dell
.

.'
. . •. . . . . . .'Bernard Puns'ly

... . . : Bobby Jordan-
.;, .....; . . AVallace Ford

... ;;.'.... .'; . i Anne-. GWynne
i . . .Victor Jory

v .
'^

. . . Shemp Howard
; . i'v .';

. . . . Mllburri Stone
.....

.

: . i Harris. Berger
. . . . . . .... . .Billy Benedict

sters from the city slums is • ta
miliar .screen fable,; yet this one

:

about 'teen-age girls has an original
approach and new angles. However
it's the way the story - is told plus
several deft characterizations and
sparkling dialog that lifts it above
the level of the well-known case
history on metropolitan juvenile de-
linquents. Director Max Nosseck
grabs most of the laurels for his neat
pacing and clever manipulation of
the situations.
- Starts off with the feirime toughtes
imitating the mannerisms and traits
of Frances. White (Rbcheile Hud-
son); sister of one of the girls, who's
married a rich gangster because
she prefers this to an uncertain "life

qf drudgery. Wheri she breaks with '

the mobster, after doing time for be-
ing ,in on one of his. deals, an bid
sweetheart, Johnriy Cane. (Paid
Kelly ), bririgs- her back to an honest
job. Because she's refprrried, Cane, a
high school: teacher; eventually is'

able to dissuade the feminine delin-
quents to halt their petty

. thievery.
Pilfering expedition into a large de-
partment; ' store, which - results in
death to the innocent girl stooge for
the youthful gangsters, builds to a
neat climax. -

Rbchelle Hudson, cast in a more
sympathetic role than usual, is real-
istic as the sadder but wiser girl of
the' slums, . Kelly, away, from usual
mobster type/ is uriconvincing in the
trying role of the fighting school-,
master. Bruce Cabot makes a differ-

ent sort of-.gang, leader, v
Film is sort of a preview on com-

ing feminine screen talent because,
six juvenile roles figure 'in yarn. •

Tina. Thayer/. Roberta .Smith,; Lbisv

Verner, Beryl ; Vaughan, Joanne
Tree arid Dellie Ellis (stooge for the

feirime/ toughies) make up the
would-be slum band -who dislike, the
rules of society. Thayer girl, as sis-

ter of the gangster's wife, looks like

a find. She's a- former N. Y. model.
Most powerful portrayal is contrib-

uted by Miss Ellis, 9ast as the stud-

ent who tries to- become a regular
member, of the gang until accident-
ally killed. Roberta Smith, daughter
of Paul Gerard Smith, screen
scripter, .also shows potentialities.

This is her second film. In the sup-
port, William Edmunds does a trim
characterization as the Italian father.

. Wear.

L i A-..-.-.-.-Nbv.....7|

-

WINS.
Tom....':, .v....
Pig......
String.
Ape.
Rap.

.

Xovk. ...... ....
Jiille. .. .........
Carter.'-. -.

.

Whitey.
Tex.,
Bud........'...;
Llnki......

either side, of the screen,, the strings
.at right and the percussions at far
left. Through a series of irnpres-
sionistic drawings and colorings. Sto-
kowski mounts the podium. What

1

the audience sees is a single figure:
what it imapines lh an orchestra of

Belasco. Latter passes her off with
a promise to write a starring play
for. her,: but time elapses until she
stalks .him to finally impress with
fiery determination. Belasco works
hard to make her an actress, but.first
show - flops. After she is ready to

ProVidirig sWitcherbo, to the
regulation story procedure of a who-
dunit, 'Gallant iSons' is solid program
entertainment that will supply strorig

dual support in the keys, and catch
a good share of bill-toppers in the
family houses where Jackie Cooper
carries marquee strength,
Story unfolds the adventures of a

group of kids to solve; a murder for

Which one youth's father has been
convicted. Hewing to a straight line

of action and. plausibility, the picture
displays the ingenuity of the young-
sters to pick up the murder frail

which eluded the. professional detec-
tives; arid the final exposure of the
real murderer through the device of
a high school play. /

.

.

Despite the basic dramatic fourcla-

tion of the yarn, the youthful ex-
huberance and spontaneity of the
youngsters while embarked; on; their
self-appointed mission is continually
displayed through deft writing and
direction. Director George B. Seitz
does much in his piloting to keep the
antics of the kids within the bounds
of realism.
Jackie Cooper continues in stride

as. one of the m°sf capable players
among the younger screen juveniles.
As leader of the -young hawkshaw
group,- Cooper takes fullest advan-
tage of his opportunities to turn Jn a
slick performance. : Gene Reynolds
is the kid whose father, takes the rap
for. the crime in order to shield other
persons who might have, been
smeared in the. trial; Bonita Gran-
ville is the lone girl in the group,
while Leo Gorcey and Williairi Tracy
provide good comedy, along the' way.
Gail. Patrick; Ian Hunter, June Preis-
ser, Tommy Kelly> Minor Watson,
Edward / Ashley , and El . Brendel
round out a most' competent support-
ing cast. Brendel hits attention with
his usual comedy as the ;Swede
school . janitor, while Ashley grooves
neatly as the real murderer. Wait

TKe Devil's Pipeline
Universal release of Ben Plvar : produc-

tion. Stars Richard Arlen, ;
Andy. Devlrie;

features Jeanne Kelly, James Flavin, Fran- .:

cis McDonalds. Directed, by Christy. Ca- .-

banne.
: Story, Paul Huston: adaptation,.

Huston, Clarence Young, Larry Rhine, Ben
Chapman : film editor, . E; Curtis; photog- '

raphy, John Boyle. -At. Rlalto. N. Y.. week'

.

Nvov. 9; '40. Running time, 65. MINS.

103 artists poised for the first b?rs of rharry actor Lou Payrie, and start
Bach's 'Toccata and Fugue in ; D learning in stock, Belasco

.
persuades

Minor.*
|
her to postpohe . marriage for re-

Deems Taylor "has explained: that , hearsals. .of another play which
the first offering is- a flight .of pheer { scores for a year's run. . Finding her
fancy on the part of the Disney iilusr son lost to her forever, after striv
trators. The Bach nuriiber is nine :

irig for that aim, she lives in the
minutes of pictorial kaleidoscope, in , theatre only. . Following American
the Course of which various gay and . and European triumphs, she finally
bizarre representations of musical 'in- ' breaks, with Belasco, seeks out
struments are flashed in grotesque Payne .'and marries. Couple spend
shaoes across the screeri;

The familiar Tchaikowsky 'Nut-
cracker Suite' is the second offering,
somewhat longer, as it runs 14 min-
utes.. Like its predecessor,, the ani-
mation was supervised by Saitiuel
Armstrong. Pictorially, it is a series
of charhiing ballets, the leading and
supporting characters of which are
flowers, fish and fairies that cavort
in whimsical surroundings. Some of

her fortune on' a :

. series of failures,
and on her last stand, Belasco is per-
suaded by Payne to direct the final
rehearsals of a play that clicks and
reunites the producer arid the ac^
tress.

.

Miss Hopkins provides a topnotch
performance of the deteririined and
tempestuous actress. Rains as Belasco
will be tabbed as one of the season's
best portrayals. ; Helen Westley

SANDYGETS HER MAN
. v

:
:

.' Hollywood, Nov, 7.
Universal '.'release of Burt

. Kelly produc-
tlon. features Ho by Sandy,.. Stuurt: Erwln/
Una Mcrke.l. Directed., by Otis Garrett and
Paul Gerard Smith. OrlBlhal soieenplay by
Sy-' Hartlett. and Jano. ..Storm; camera, El-
wood Bredell; editor, Philip Oahn. Pre-
viewed at. Alexander,' Glnndalc, Nov;- 0,'

MO. Running time, 65 AIINS.
Sandy . . . . . . , , . ..; . ... . Baby Snridy
Bl.11 . .

;
-. .-...'...;•;, ; . /•<•».-.;. i-.'S t un rt Krwl

n

Nftn. . . . . . . .. ., . .Xlria Merkcl
Fire Chief Galvlri. .. . ....... Ktlfjur Kennedy

.William XfrawH-y
. , .Edward Brophy.
....Wnlly Vernoh
......Jack CarMon

, VVIlllam .DiivlrtHon
....John Shcehan..
. .Isabel Itahdoiph

•' The ambitions of a group, of tdugh
kids to become air pilots provides
surficierit story foundation to carry
this moderate budgeter through; the
secondary duals, ^s supporting fea-
ture, especially with the action arid
juvenile trade.

Story picks up the five boys learn-
ing aeronautical mechanics in an
NYA Work Program plant* but tak^
irig. flying lessons . with their meagre
savirigs. Victor Jory, operator bf a
crop-dusting .firm in the south, hires
the quintet to fly his fleet of out-
moded crates, put Manager Wallace
Ford refuses to allb>v the kids to un-
dertake, the hazardous work without
plenty of training, and thus gains
their enmity. Eventually; Jory ca-
joles Bobby Jordan into a crop-
dusting flight that ends disastrously,
arid shows the kids that Ford was
really protecting them against sure
death. •

..'.
•

Tied in with present air training
of youth, picture is of current in-
terest. Story follows obvious dra-
matic lines, with plenty of slapstick
horseplay ariiong the boys injected
to keep the picture from going sta-
tic. . Direction by Charles Lamorit
over-emphasizes both ; the dramatic
and comedy passages, with all of
the boys doing plerity of mugging
and double-takes.

Billy Halop; Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell,' Bernard Punsly and . Bobby
Jordan are .the. flying neophytes.
Jory is the .: villain, while Ford
patches audience, sympathy as the
protector, of the overly-ambitious
kids. Anne Gwynne is .the sole
femme member Of the

:
cast, for light

romantic interest. '

. Wolt.

GIRLS UNE)ER 21
- Columbia release of Ralph Cohn prbduc-
tlon. Features Bruce Cabot, Rbchelle
Hudson, Paul

.
Kelly; . Directed by : Max

Nosseck. ..Original , story.' and screepplay by
Jay. .Drntler and, Fariya Foss;': asst. direc-
tor, Clifton Brooghton;. camera, Barney
McGIU; .' music, M, W. Stblbff ; editor.
Charles Melson. . At Globe, N. T., week
Nov. 1), '40. Running time, 04 MINS.
Smiley Ryan

Dick.........
Andy.;.; . . . .

;

Laura. . . . ...

.

Dowllnjr. . . .

;

Gaddl Sahg,
Talamu. .'.

Butler, . v-i

Benedict;..;-.

,

...........

... ...

. .Richard Arlen
. .

',
. Andy >. ©eylhe

;..; ..TeAhne Kelly'

.James Flavin
< rancls McDonald
:

. .;.-. i-;v-.-
;.. Mala ;

. ..John Eldredge

... . .Eddy ' Waller;

Police Chief O'Unrii. .

Junior. .'.
, . . ... .-. ;.;•'»

Bagshaw.. .... ...
Tom.. ; .. . . . .........

,

Courtcllman C-lnik'.

.

Justice >-. ..,..»;,«.. *~

Justice's Wife. ;,:..;.

Baby Sandy is the mainspring for
some broad and ofttimes rowdy and

Francea White. ,

.

Johnny Cane . . .
.

'.

Jennie V«)ite... ..

Sloppy Krupnlk.

.

FittHo Xheruzzi...

.

•Margo Dolan. . , ,

.

fiortle Dolan...
Tessa, Manglone;

.

Tony ..Manglone. .'.

'Ailwrt':" Carter.'.
ItuMy. . .... . v.- . i ; >

. . . . . .Bruce Cabot
. Hochclle Hudson
....... Puul Kelly

.;.'.-. • .Tina Thayer
;..;, Roberta Smith
,->-.'.

. .Lois Verner
; . . Beryl

. Vaughan
. .. . . . Joanne Trco

:i5ellle..Ellis
William Edmunds
.v. ...John; Dllson
... .. .John Tyrell

Making no pretense to be any-
thing excepting a program picture,
'Girls Under 21'. jells as sturdy dual
fare.: In spots where -patrons go for
'Dead End! kid mellers and gangster
yarns, film can stand on its own .de-
spite the weak title. •

Reformation of hard-boiled yourigr

An inconceivable sharighaing racket

on a .South Seas- island seemingly
controlled: by . an American oil com-
pany forms the basis for a lot of

fantastic action in 'Devil's Pipeline,

another in the comic adventure,

series starring Richard Arlen and
Andy Devine. The laughs, mostly
frorii Devine, help 4o lessen Its lack

of paiatability. A lbwer-bracketer
for the duals.
Arlen and Devine are two petro-

leum engineers who are sent- to a

far-off South Seas isle to investigate

mysterious reports; coming to the

hbmeoffice of an oil company. .They

arrive but before they have a chance
to look into matters, both are framed
for an arrest and. sentenced to hard ;-

labor. The inmates are serving as

prison labor for the local bosses of

the oil concern, latter's racket being

to hire the convicts cheaply and then

turn in regular payrolls to the h.o.

How in the name of fanciest fiction

they could get;away with it is some-
thing alse. ..- .

-

"

For an actionful climax, Arlen ana

Devine lead fellow-workers who. had

beeri sold in. slavery in a pitched

battle against the local gendarmes,

guards for the oil company, ana
others. Nitroglycerine is used lor

some effective bombing.
.

' : i±.

It took four writers to adapt the

Paul Huston original- but their com-,

bined efforts add up : to little al-

though some of the laugh lines, are

fairly good; Plot is stretched until, it

gets pretty tiresome at -times ana

suspense is riot so well maintainea.

.

Romance also is riot developed very

interestingly. , . .

Girl who doesn't belong where she

is, the steno, is Jeanne Kelly, Vfho s

flat. Gil company reps gypping, their

outfit are James Flavin and .John

Eldredge, while . Francis McDonald
plays the local island boss.

t
;

Christy Cabanne's direction ^

«

alorig regulation lines. Char.

PRAIRIE SCHOONERS
- Columbia production and release. st*r.*

Bill Elliottr features - Evelyn Young. .

reeled by Sam Nelson. Story, George. Cory

Frapklln ; screenplay, Robert Lee "

and Fred Mytbn ; camera, , George ^*?e"nn^
editor,- Al Clatk. At Central, N- „?'V,VkS

v Nov. 7. '46, due 1 . Runlng tlme.^flH

Wild Bill Hickok.... '

1?"",t

Virginia Betpn .......
Cunnonball . ; . .- . -,

:

.

;

Dalton Stull. i. ......
AVolf Tanner. .';'-.. .....
Jim Glbbs...........
.Cota. ' Glbbs

,

';
,'

. .
.
-.

Adams:...-; ....^ » . . ;, » .

.

RuBty. . . . . . ..n ......
Chief Sanche... ......

.,'vBlli; Elliott

....Evelyn Young

. i ,., .Dub Taylor

..Kenneth Harlan
Ray Te(l1

...... .Bob Burns
Netta Packer

..;. Richard. Flske

....Edmund Cobb
. Jim Thorpe

Latest Wild Bill, Hickok thnlle?

gives Bill Elliott a break, showing

(Continued on page 20)



In the event that a picture should immedi-,

ately establish itself as a sensational box-

office attraction—

For instance, if it should be playing a
3rd week at Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.

and continue to do outstanding business—

-

Likewise, if in all early bookings such as

cities like Philadelphia, San Francisco,

Detroit, Denver, Akron, Cleveland, Harris-

burg, Reading, Memphis, etc., it should be

an extraordinary commercial success—

In such an instance, it is agreed that the show-
men of America should clear their booking

schedules to permit long and successful

extended engagements of such a picture.

Such a picture is M-G-M's "ESCAPE" starring

Conrad Veidt, Nazimova, Felix Bressart,

Albert Bassermann, Philip Dorn, Bonita

Granville. A Mervyn LeRoy Production.

Screen Play by Arch Oboler and Marguerite

Roberts. Based on the novel "Escape" by

Ethel Vance. Produced by Lawrence

Weingarten. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Nov, 12.

Production currently is slightly up, but with all

viajor studios making heavy progress in number of

completed productions for current season. Only plant

not putting any new pictures into work past couple

of weeks is 20th-Fox, where Zane Grey's 'Western
Unipn' is still shooting, being only opus in reduction.

Activity centered at' Metro; Paramount- and. Warners
With six each shooting . and JJnivcrsal .where five pic-

tures are in work. Columbia has four in various stages,

RKO and Republic three each and United Artists two. >

Completed or released pictures totaled 181 at close of
,

business Nov. 9, with a total of 295 remaining' to be put
j

into production on. all lots. With 37 now in production,

Studios have 124 either iri cxitting rooms or. on shelves

ready for early release. Current week is expected to •

see more activity at the various, lots.

FILM BOOKING CHART
(/'or information of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety preseiits
a complete chart of feature releases of all the Ametican distributing com-
panies for the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as .given iii

Variety dud the running time of prints are included.)

COl'VKHiHT, 1010. ItV VARIETY, IHC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

'Key to Type .Abbreviations: M—Melodrama; C—Cpmedy; CD—Comedy
Drama; W—Western; D—Drama; RD—Romantic Drama; Mil—Musical.

••. Figures herewith indicates, date of. Variety's, review and running time."

Columbia

' Features ..

".

Westerns .'.

Serials .

Prom-
'"dC'd :

.44

. 16

Com-
pleted
12

'
: 7'

1

Shoot-
ing

'.'4:

0

0

Now
Cutting:.

6
3
1 *•

To Be
Shot
.28

•

8
3

Totals ...... 64 20 4 10 39

Pictures in cutting, rooms or awaiting release::

PINTO .KID, western with' songs; prod;, Loon Barsha;
dir., Lambert Hillyer; orig.-screen play, Fred. Myton;
camera, George Meehan. Cast:. Charles' Sta.rrett, Lenpre
Currie, Sons of the . Pioneers; Paul Sutton, Hank Bell,

Jack Rockwell, Bob Nolan, Tim Spencer, Ben Taggart,
Ernie Adams, Francis Walker, Dick Botiller,

THUNDERING FRONTIER, western; asso. prod.,

Jack Fier; dir., D. Ross Lederm'an; screen play, Paul
Franklin;: camera, George Meehan. Cast: Charles. Star-

rest, Iris Meredith, Raphael Bennett, Alex Callam. Carl
Stoclcdale; Fred Burns. Bob Nolan, John Tyrell. Fran-
cis Walker, John DilSon;

OUTLAWS OF THE PANHANDLE, formerly BLAZ-
ING ,THE OKLAHOMA TRAIL, . western;. as$o. prod.,

Jack- Fier; dir., Sam Nelson; no writing credits; camera,
George Meehan. Cast: Charles $tarrett, Francis Rob-
inson, Sons of the Pioneers, Stanley Brown, Richard
Fiske, Bob Nolan, Tim Spencer.

ARIZONA, western drama (1939-40): prod.-dir., Wes-
ley Ruggles; screen play, Claude Binyon; original by
Clarence Budington. Kelland; eamera, Joseph Walker.
Cast: Jean Arthur, William Holden, Warren William,
Porter Hall, Paul Harvey, Regis Toomey, Edgar
Buchanan, George Chandler, Uvaldo Valera, Earl
Crawford, Colin Tapley, Byron Foulger, Wade Crosby,
Syd Saylor, Ralph Peters. Frank Darien, Nina Cam-
panb, Frank Hill, Earl S. Dewey, William G. Lomax.
BEYOND THE SACRAMENTO, formerly GHOST

GUNS, western; asso. prod., Leon Barsha; dir., Lambert
Hillyer; orig. screen play, Luci Ward; camera, George
Meehan. Cast: Bill Elliott; Evelyn Keyes.

ESCAPE TO GLORY, formerly PASSAGE WEST,
melodrama; asso. prod., Samuel Pischoff; dir., John
Brahm; orig. story, Sidney Biddell and Frederick
Frank; screen play, P. J. Wolfson: camera, Frank
Planer. Cast: Pat O'Brien. Constance Bennett, Edgar
Buchanan. John Halliday, Alan Baxter. Melville Copper,
Marjorie GatesOn.

THE LONE WOLF KEEPS A DATE, formerly RE-
VENGE OF THE LONE WOLF, formerly ALIAS THE
LONE WOLF, melodrama; asso. prod.. Ralph Cohh;
dir., Sidney Salkow; orig. screen play, Earl Felton and
Sidney Salkow; camera, Barney McGill.. Cast: War-
ren William, Frances.Robinson, Eric Blore.

THE WILDCAT. OF TUCSON, formerly THE
ROUNDUP, western; assoc. prod., Leon Barsha; dir.,

Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits; camera, George
Meehan. Cast: Bill Elliott, Walter Taylor, Evelyn
Young;

ELLERY QUEEN, MASTER DETECTIVE, formerly
JOHN BRAUN'S BODY, drama; orig., EHery Queen;
screenplay, Eric Taylor; camera, James L.' Brown, Jr.

Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay. Charles Grape-
win, James Burke, Marsha Hunt, Michael Whalen,
Katherine DeMille, Fred Niblo, Morgan Wallace.

ACROSS THE' SIERRAS, -western; asso. prod., Leon
Barsha; dir., D. Ross Lederman; no writing " credits;

camera, George. Meehan. Cast: Bill Elliott, Luana
Walters.

THIS THING CALLED LOVE, comedy; asso. prod.,
William Perlberg; dir., Alexander Hall; screen play,
George Seaton, Ken Englund, P. J. Wolfson; camera,
Joseph Walker. Cast: Rosalind Russell. Melvyn Doug-
las. Binnie Barnes, Gloria Dickson, Allyn Joslyn, Lee
J. Cobb, Gloria Holden.

Columbia Fix in Production

PHANTOM SUBMARINE, formerly OCEAN GOLD,
meller; asso. prod., Ralph Conn; dir., Charles Banton;
screen play, Joseph Krumgold; camera, Barney McGill.
Cast: Anita Louise, Bruce Bennett. Oscar O'Shea, John
Tyrell, Pedro de Cordoba; Victor Wong.
THE GREEN ARCHER, serial; Larry Darmour pro-

ducer; dir., James Home; no writing credits; camera,
James S.. Brown, Jr. "Cast: Victor Jory, Iris Meredith,
Forrest Taylor.
LEGACY, drama; asso. prod., Robert Sherwood; dir.,

Gregory Ratoff; original, Charles Bonner; camera,
Peverell Marley. Cast: Warner Baxter, Ingrid Berg-
man, Fay Wray.
PENNY SERENADE, drama; asso. prOd.-dir., Georgia

Stevens; no writing credits; camera, Frartz Planer,
Cast: Irene DunheVCary Grant, Edgar Buchanan, Ann
Doran.
BLONDIE GOES LATIN, ccmedy: asso. prod., Robert

Sparks; dir., Frank Strayer; no writing credits: camera,
.
Henry Freulich: Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms,.Tito Guizar. Ruth Terry.
THE FACE BEHIND THE MASK, drama; asso. prod.,

Wallace MacDonald; dir., Robert Florey:.--'hd' writing
credits; camera, Franz Planer. Cast: Peter Lorre,
Evelyn Keyes, George ; E. Stone, John Tyrell,. Don
Be.ddoe.

Metro

Features

Prom- . Com- Shoot- Now To Be
ised pleted. ing- Cutting Shot

.50-52 15 6 11 31

Totals ....50-52 15 6 11 11
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:
ESCAPE, drama; producer, Lawrence Weihgarten;

director, Mervyn LeRoy; from novel by Ethel V«ihce;
camera, Robert Planck. Cast: Norma Shearer. Robert
Taylor. Nazimoya, Felix Bressart. PaulLukas, Boriita
Granville.
STARS LOOK DOWN, drama;, produced in England;

original, by A. J. Cronin: director. CarrOll Reed; Cast-
Emlyn Williams, Margaret Lockwood, Michael Red-
grave.
THE PHILADELPHIA STORY, drama; asso. prod.,

Joseph L. Mankiewicz; director. George Cukor; orig-
inal by Philip Barry; screenplay, Donald Qgden Stew-

art; camera, Joseph Riittenberg. Cast: katherine Hep-
burn, Cary Grant,. James Stewart; John Howard.

. LITTLE . NELLIE KELLY, musical; asso. prod.,

Arthur Freed;' dir.; Norman -Taurog; orig., George M.
Cohan; screen play >Jack McGpwan; camera. Ray /June.
Cast: Judy Garland. George Murphy, Charles Win-
ninger, Douglas McPhail.

'

DR. KILDARE'S CRISIS, formerly SHOULD DR.
KILDARE TELL?, formerly DR. KILDARE No. 6,

drama; Gen. Office prod.; dir., Harry Bucquet; original
screen. play, Max Brand; camera, John Seitz. ..Cast:
Lionel Barrymore. Lew Ayres. Robert Young, Laraine
Day. Samuel S. Hinds, Emma Dunn.
FLIGHT COMMAND, meller; asso. prod., J. Walter

Rubin; dir., Frank Borzage; original by Com. Harvey
S. Haislip arfd John Soittherland; camera. Hal Rosson.
Cast: Robert Taylor, Walter Pidgedn. Ruth Hussey.
GALLANT SONS, formerly FIGHTING SONS,

drama; asso. prod., Frederick Stephani; dir., George
Seitz; no writing credits; camera, Sidney Wagner.
Cast: Jackift Cooper, Gene Reynolds, Ian Hunter,
Bbnita Granville, June Preisser, Edward Ashley, Gail
Patrick.
GO WEST, comedy; ., prod.. Jack Cumrriings; dir.,

Eddie. Buzzell; no writing credits; camera, Leonard
Smith. Cast: Marx Bros., John Carroll. Walter Wolf
King.
COMRADE X. melodrama: ass6. prod., Gottfried

Reinhardt; dir., King Vidor;. screen play, Ben Hecht and
and . Charles Lederer ; camera. Joe Ruttenberg. Cast:
Clark Gable, Hedy Lamarr, Sigmund Rumann, Vladir
mir Sokoloff.

Metro Pix Now in Production
.

COME LIVE WITH ME, comedy; gen., office prod;;
dir., Clarence Brown; no writing credits; camera,
Gearge Folsey, Cast: James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr,
Verree Teasdale, Donald' Meek. «

KEEPING COMPANY, comedy; asso. prod:, Sam
Marx; dir., S. Sylvan Simon; ho writing credits; camera,
Karl Freund. Cast: John Shelton, Ann Rutherford,
Frank Morgan, Irene Rich, Virginia Weidler.
MAISIE WAS A LADY, comedy; asso. prod., J. Wal-

ter Rubin: dir., Edwin L. Marin; no Writing credits;
camera, Charles Lawtbn. Cast: Ann Sothern. Lew
Ayres, Maureen O'Sullivan, . Rita Johnson, Edward
Ashley.
WILD MAN OF BORNEO, comedy drama; asso. prod.,

Joseph L. Mankiewitz; dir., Robert Sinclair; ho writing
credits; camera, Oliver Marsh. Cast: Frank Morgan,
Billie Burke. Virginia Grey. Dan Daley. Jr.
ZIEGFELD GIRL, musical ; producer, Pandro S. Ber-

mari.;. dir., Robert Z. Leonard; orig. story, William An-
thony McGuire; camera; Ray June. Cast: Judy Gar-
land, James Stewart, Lana Turner, Heddy LaMarr,
Jackie Cooper, Ian Hunter.
MEN OF BOYS TOWN, drama: asso. prod.. John W.

Considine, Jr., dir., Norman Taurog; orig. by James
Kelvin McGuinness: camera, Hal Rosson. Cast. Spen-
cer Tracey, Mickey Rooney.

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/27/40

Angels Over Broadway. (Col) 10/9
GlJunoUr for bale (Col) 10/23
Prairie Scitooners (Col) 11/13
Strike U;i the Band (Iw-G) 9/1* /

Sky Muwler, (M-Ci) 9. 2i .

Drums ot the Desert /Mono) 11/9
Hangers of Fortune (Par) ;9/ll

I'm Still Alive (RjkO) 10/2
Under Texas Skies (Keo) 9/1$
Biipfliam Ycung (20th) 8/28
Spnng Parade (U) 10/2 .

Hayw'rtuD 78 D. Fairbanks, Jr.-ll,
D 58 A. Louisa-It. PryorW 58 B. Elllott-E. Young

MU 115 M. Rooney-J. Garland .M 71 It. Johhson-W. PidgeonM 64 L>. Gray-R. Byrd
D 79 F. MacMurray-P. Morison

RD 70 K. laylor-L. Hayes
W 57 A: Mesqulteers-L. Ranson
RD 112 T. l»owcr-L.eDarncU
MU 89 D. Durbln-K. Cuminings

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/4/40

Monogram

Features .

Westerns .

,

Totals .,

Prom- Com- Shoot- Now To Be
ised pleted ing: Cutting* Shot

. 36 7 0 3 28

.24 3 1 4 19

.60 10 1 7 47
'"

Pictures in the cutting room:
DRUMS OF THE DESERT, meller; asso. prod., Paul

Malvern; dir., George Waggner; screen play, Dorothy
Reid, Joseph West; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast;
Lorna. Gray, Ralph Byrd.
SIX-SHOOTING SERENADE, western; prod. George

Weeks; dir., Roy Luby; orig., George Plyjnpton; adapta-
tion, Oliver Drake; camera. Ed Linden. Cast: Roy Cor-
rigan, John King, Max Terhune, Lita Conway, Roy
Barcroft, Jack Rutherford, Tom London.
PHANTOM OF CHINATOWN, meller; asso. prod.,

Paul Malvern; dir., Phil Rosen; screenplay, Joseph
West; camera, Fred Jackman; Jr. 'Cast: Keye Luke,
Lotus Long, Grant Withers.
TAKE ME BACK TO OKLAHOMA, formerly OKLA-HOMA BOUND, western; asso. prod., Edward Fin-

ney; dir., Al Herman: screenplay, Robert Emmett;
camera, Marcel A. LePicard. Cast: Tex Ritter, Slim
Anderson, Bob Wills and Texas Playboys.
, ARIZONA FRONTIER, western; asso. prod., Edward
Finney; dir., Al Herman; screenplay. Robert Emmet;
camera, Marcel A. LePicard. Cast:: Tex Ritter, Slim
Andrews, Frank LaRue. Tristram Coffin, Richard
Cramer. Gene Alsace, Jim Pierce, Jim Thorpe, Hal
Price, Evelyn Finley, Art Wilcox and Texas Rrangers.

Monogram Pix Now in Production
HER FATHER'S DAUGHTER, drama; asso. prod.,

I. E, Chadwick; dir.._Edward Dmytryk; screen play,
Adele Commandini: camera. John Mescall. Cast: Edith
Fellowes, Wilhur Evans, Jacqueline. Wells. Alan Ladd,
Judith Linden, Roger Daniell, Marion Kerby.

^^JTL 0¥
.
PINTO BASIN, formerly TRIPLE

.THREAT, western; asso. prod . George Weeks; dir., Roy
Luby; screenplay. Elmer CHftOn: camera, Edward Liri*
den

,-irJ?^
st: Rav^ Corrifan. Joha King, Max Terhune.UNDER TEXAS STARS, western; asso. prod., Ed-

ward Finney; dir.. Al Herman; screen play, Robert Em-
mett; camera, Marcel Le Picard. Cast: Tex RitterSum Andrews, Virginia Carpenter, I.' Stanford Jolley'
Jack Rutherford, Gene lsace. ;

Paramount

Prom-
Intd

Studios ....... 33
H. Sherman . . ; . 9
Morrps-Stillman 2
G. Markey . . , , , X

Com-
plet«d

ir,

6
0

1

Shoot-

' ' 8 :

0 .

»

0

Now
Cuttlnr

15

1

1

To Biu

Shot
9
3
1

0

Tetals 45 22 0 23 J3
Pictures fn cutting rooms or «» v/j»f tinjj re.lforti

TEXAS RANGKRS RfOK AGAIN, forwrly 'IKXAH,
form«riy TEXAS RASdERH Mi>K AGAIN, wenlem

• (Conthtmri. on pfi fit 20)

So You Won't Talk (G61) 10/23 C 63
Dulcy (M-G) 10.2 C 67

Olo bwinimui' Hole (Mono) C 80
Quarterback (Par) 10/2 CD 71
l^agoh Train (RKO) W 60
Gay cabnllero (Huth) 9. 25 . W 58
Diamond Frontier (U) lo/9 M 71

Knilte Itockne—All American (WB) 10/9 D 97

J. E. Brown- F. Robinson
A. Sothern-1. Hunter
M. M. Jones-J. Morun .

W. Morris-V. Dale
T. Holt-M. U'Driscbll
C, Romero-S. Ryan
V. McLaglen-A. Nagel
P. O'Brien-G.Page

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/11/40

Third Finger, Lett Hand (M-G) 10/16 CD
Xrailing Double Trouole (Mono) W
Cherokee Str,.v (P::r) 10/2 W
Villain Still pursued Her (RKO) 7/24 C
Melody and Moonlight (Rep) 10/16 i CD
Frontier Vengeance (Rep) 10/9 . W
Down Argentine Way (20th) 10/9 MU
Father Is a Prince (WB). 11/6 ' C
Little Bit of Heaven (U) 10/16 CD

9b* M. Loy-M. Douglas
56 C. Corrlgan-J. King
84 R. Dlx-V. Jory
66 A. Loulse-R. Cromwell
Ti

. J. Downs-J; Frazee
57 D. Barry-B. Moran .

92 D. Ameche-B. Grable
59 G.Mitchell-L.Patrick
85 G. Jean-H. Herbert

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/18/40

Nobody's Children (Col) D
West t>t Abilene ( Col) W
Moon Over Burma (Par) 10/16 D 74
Night Train (20th) 10/30 M 90
Laddie (RKO) 9/18 D 69
Slightly Tempted (U) 10/30 , C 60
Dispatch from Reuters (WB) 9/25 D 89—. .—-

—

— 1—— ;

—

E. Fellows-L. Wilson
C. Starrett-M, Cooley
D. Lamour-P. Foster
M. Lockwood-R. Harrison
T, Holt-S. Byington
H. Hcrbert-P, Moran
E. Robinson-E. Best .

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/25/40

Girls Under 21 (Col) 11/13
Hullabaloo (M-G) iO/30
Phantom of Chinatown (Mono)
Christmas In July (Par) 9/18
Knew What 'l'hey Wanted (RKO)
Young Bill Hickok (Re*)) 10/2
Great Profile (20th) 8/21 «
Tugboat Annie Sails Again (WB)
Seven Sinners (U) 10/30

10/9

10/23

D 64 P. Kelly-R.Hudson
MU 7.7 F. Morgan-B. Burke
D K. Luke- L. Long

CD 66 D. Powell-E. Drew
CD 90 C. Laughton-C. Lombard
W 59 R.Rogers-G.Hayes
D 79 J. Barrymore'-M. B. Hughes
C 75 M. Rambeau-A. Hale

RD 85 M. Dietrlch-J. Wayne

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/1/40
Escaoe (M-G) 10/30
Blondie Plays Cupid (Col) 10/30
Take Me Back to Oklahoma (Mono)
Dancing on a Dime (Par) 10/16
Too Many Girls (RKO) 10/9
Ll'l Abner (RKO)
Who Killed Arnit Maggie? (Rep)
I'm Nobody's Sweetheart Now (U)
Devil's Pipeline (U) 11/13
Always a Bride (WB)

11/6
8/7

D 105 n. Shearer-R. Taylor
C 67 p. Singleton-A. LakeW T. Rittcr-S. Anderson
D 73 • G. McDonald-R. Paige

MU 84 L. Ball-R. Carlson
C 77 G.Owen-M.Ray
M 70 j. Hubbard-W. BarrU
C 64 D. O'Keefe-C. Moore
M .

65 R. Arlcn-A. Dcvlne
C - R. Lane-G. Reeves

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/8/40

Bitter Sweet (M-G) MU
Chamber of Horrors (Mono) M
Arise My Love (Par) . 10/23 D 100
Friendly Neighbors (Rep) 11/11 C 67
Mexicau Spitfire Out West (RKO) 10/30 C 76
Trail Blazers (ReD) . 10/30 W 58
The Mark of Zorro (20th) 11/6 D 83
Sandy Gets Her Man (U) 11/13 C 65
Pony Post (U) w
East of the River (WB) 10/30 RD 73

J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
G. Malo-L. Banks
C. Colbcrt-R. Milland
Weaver Bros, and Elviry
L. Velez-L. Errol
R. Llvingston-B. Steel*
T. Power-L. . Darnell
S. Erwln-U. Merkcl
J. M. Brown-F. Knight
J. Garfleld-B. Marshall

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/15/40
Beyond the Sacramento (Col)
Gallant Sons (M-G)
Three Men from Texas (Par)
Remedy for Riches (RKO)
Melody Ranch (Rep)
Street of Memories (20th) 7/3
One Night in the Tropics (U)
South of Suez (WB)

11/6

W B. Elliott-E. Keyes
D J. Cooper-J. PreisserW B. Boyd-R. Hayden
CD J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
W G. Autry-J. Durante
D 63 L. Roberts-G. Kibbe*

MU 82 A. Jones-V. Bruce
D G. Brent-G. Fitzgerald

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/22/40
Lone Wolf Keeps a Date (Col)
Escape to Glory (Col)
Little Nelly kelly (M-G)
West of Pinto Basin (Mono)
North West Mounted Police (Par)
The Fargo Kid (RKO)
You'll Find Out (RKO)
Texas Terrors (ReD)
Youth Will Be Served (20th)
Meet the Wildcat (U) 10/30
The Long Voyage Home (UA)
The Letter (WB) .

M
M
MU
W

10/23 MW
MUw
c
D
D
D

10/30

125
63

68
61
103

: W. Willlam-F. Robinson
P.. O'Brien-C. Bennett
J. G~arland-G. Murphy
R. Corrigan-J. King
G. Cooper-M. Carroll .

T. Holt-J. Drummond .

K. Kyser-B. Karloff
D. Barry-J. Duncan
J. Withers-R. Conway
M. Lindsay-R. Bellamy
J." Wayne-T. Mitchell
B. Davis-H. Marshall

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/29/40
Ellery Queen—Master Detective (C6I) DComrade X (M-G) m
Little Men (RKO) n
Meet the Missus (Ren) c
Tin Pan Alley (20th) mu
The Bank Dick (U) . c
Blackout (UA) ©Lady with the Red Hair (WB) 11/13 D 88

R. Bellamy-M.
.
Lindsay

C. Gable-H. Lamarr
K. Francis-J. Oak le
R. Karns-R. Donnelly
A. Faye-J. Oakie
W. C. Fields-F. Pangborh
C. Veldt-V. Hobson
M. Hopklns-C. Rains

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/6/40
Great Plane Robbery (Col)
Thunderlnr Frontier (Col) 9/18Go West (M-G)
A Night at Earl Carroll's (Par)
Border Legion (Rep)
Charter Pilot (20th)
Margie (U) 9/18
InviUtlon to a Murder (WB)

M J. Holt-V. LesterW 55 C. Starrett-I. MeredltA
C - Marx Bros.-J. Carroll

MU K. Murray-R. HobartW R. Rogers-G. Hayes
CD X. Barl-L. Nolan
C . 58 T; Browh-N. Grey
D T. Mitchell-J, Lynn

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/13/40
«r. Kildare's Crisis (M-G)
J exrt* lUtn tii'tn Ride Again (Par)

,
Mydlerlous Dr. Satan (Rep)

I Murder Over New York (20tM
j
Th*. invl.ible Woman (V)

'

' Mho .Couldn't Hay No (WB)

/- „.P L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
ll/# WD 67 J.Howard-E.Drew .

M E. Ciannelli-R. Wilcox
.M S. Toler-M. WeaverM J. Barrymore-J. Howard
C R. Pryor-E. Arden
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WAIT TILL YOU HEAR FROM THE MOB
you

RIOT ROMANCE
set to music ... and comedy.,-

to make a nation's heart glow

and its feet itch to dance!

-m

a
r-

JONES • NANCY
Song*$taraf "The Boys from Syracuse" , , At her lovelte$r since '*Jcss^ James

BUD ABBOTT & LOU COSTILLO
Radio Sensation* of "iW a baoad boy'' fame

ROBERT CUMMINGS
Romantic Hero of/'Spring Pora4e"

with MARY BOLAND LEO CARRILLO WILLIAM FRAWLEY

PEGGY MORAN NINA ORLA RICHARD CARLE

Direct by A. EDWARD SUTHERLAND
Associate Producer; Leonard Spigelgass

'$cre)enptay^y^GertrodW-PurceH and Charles Oray)^i$0MM
, . Adapted by Kathryn.Scola ancTTfancis, Niari'mSr)^m

'Ct ;Htne;;n6vel'?'loye\ Insurance" by Earl Derr 'B»|^J

A THRILLING JEROME KERN f
Topping his "ROBERTA and 'SHOWBO

, vw*^i*^*W*^S^ foranaW /'You

'it";''

Kiss

mi
'(Simple Phik

(IF

i *f
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(Continued from page 18)

Film Reviews
. Continued from page 16.

drama; GMO production; director, James Hogan; script,

William R. Lippman arid Horace McCoy; camera,
Archie Stout.' Cast: John Howard, Ellen Drew, May
Robson, . Brbderick Crawford, John Miljan, Charley
Grapewin; Anthony Quinn.;

A NIGHT AT EARL CARROLL'S, musical: GMO
Eroductioti; asso. producer, Earl Carroll; director,

:urt Neumann; brig, screen play, Lynn Starling; cam-
era, Leo Tover. Cast: :•' Ken Murray, Rose Hobart,
Blanche Stewart, Elvia Allmari, Earl Carroll, J. Carroll.

Naish, Russell Hicks, William Davidson, Forbes Murray,:
Ralph- Emerson, Allen Cavan, George McKay, Lillian

Cornell, Jack Norton, Truman Bradley, Beryl Wallace,
Ruth Rogers. Betty McLaughlin, John Laird,. Sam•Ash-,

.

Kay Sutton, Mary Lou Cook, Florine McKihney, Wa.nda
McKay, Jean Phillips, Lela Moore, Emory Parnell, Ray
Walker, Billy Gilbert, Vera Lewis.

•• \ A DATE WITH DESTINY, formerly DESTINY,
drarna; producer, Gedrge Arthur; director, Timi
Whelan; screen play, Howard J. Green; camera, Ted
Tetzlaff. Cast: Basil Rathbone,' John Howard, Martin
Kosleck, Ellen Drew, Barbara Jo Allen.' Ralph Morgan,
Kitty. Kelly, -Hugh Sothern, Howard Mitchell, Charles
McAvoy, Billy Benedict, Henry Victor, Douglas Ken-
nedy, Frances Raymond; . Harry Hayden, Harry Bailey,.

John Laird, James Seay, Ben Taggart, Ned Norton,
Max Wagner, Edward Earle, Hugh O'Connell. Jean
Phillips, Kay Stewart, Wanda McKay, Betty McLaugh-
lin, George Chandler, Norma Varden, Jacques Vanaire,-

Laura Treadwell, William J. Kline, Larry McGrath,
.Billy Wayne, Johnnie Morris, George Walcott,. Paul

.

Kruger, Phillip Morris, Eddie Dunn, Dorothy Dayton.

THREE MEN FROM: TEXAS, western; producer,

Harry Sherman; director, Lesley Selander; screen play,

Norton S. Parker; based, on characters created by
Clarence E/ Mulfdrd; : camera, Russell Harlan.' Cast:.

Bill Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy Clyde, Esther Estrella,

Thornton Edwards, Morris Arikrum, Dick Curtis; George
Lollief; Glenn Strange, Neyl Marx, Lucio. Villegas,

Davison Clark, Morgan Wallace.

VICTORY, drama; producer,: Anthony 'VeUier; direc-

tor, John Cromwell: script. John .1* Balderston; based

on ndver by Joseph Conrad; .camera, Leo Tover. Cast:

Fredric March, Betty Field, Jerome :
Cowan, Margaret

Wycherly, Sig Rumann, Fritz Feld, Rafaela Qttiano,

Lionel Royce, William Stack, Sir; Ctedric Hardwicke,
Tommy Lee, Luke Chain, George Rosenor, Chester Gan,

Jack Winn, Gus Reed, Alan Ladd, Sam Ash. Major
McBride".

THE NEW YORKERS, comedy-drama; prod.. Paul
Jones; dir., Preston Sturges; script Preston Sturges;

camera, Victor Milner. Cast: William PowelL Ellen

Drew, Raymond Walburn, William Demarest, Alex-

ander Carr, Ernest Truex, Franklin Pangborn. .

THERE'S MAGIC IN MUSIC, musical drama; prod.-

dir., Andrew Stone; no writing credits; camera, Theo-
dor SparkuhL Cast: Allan Jones, Susanna Foster,

Grace Bradley, Irra Patina, Richard Bonelli, Margaret
Lindsay, Tandy Mackenzie, ' Lynne Overman, Fay
Helm, Hermo Haitto, Kaye Connor, William Chapman,
Dolly Loehr, Patricia Trevers, Baby Masy Ruth, Astrid
Allwyn, Rosella Towne, Hobart Cavanaugh, Ruth
Rogers, Esther Dale, Bert Roach, Emmett Vogan;
Charles Bimbo, Sid D'Albrook, Russ

;
Coller, Jane

Keckley. :-' .";

SECOND CHORUS, musical; Boris Morros-Robert
Stillman production; dir., Henry C. Potter; orig. story,

Frank Cavett; screen play, Elaine Ryan, Frank Cavett;
camera, Theodbr Sparkuhl. . Cast: Fred Astaire, Paulette
Goddard, Artie Shaw and ork; Burgess Meredith,
Charles Butterworth, Frank Melton.

VIRGINIA, drama, in Technicolor; prod.-dir., Edwara
H. Griffith; orig: story, Edward H. Griffith; screenplay,
Virginia Upp; camera, Bert Glennon; Technicolor cam-
era, William V. Skall. Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred
MacMurray, Stirling Hayden, Paul Hurst, Tom Ruth*
erford, Marie Wilson, Carolyn Lee, Louise Beavers,
Leigh Whipper, Darby Jones.

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR, comedy; procL-dir., Mark
Saridrich; no writing credits; camera, Ted Tetzlaff.

Cast: Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Mary Martin, Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson, Verree Teasdale, Theresa Harris,
The Merry Macs,- Richard Denning; Russell Hicks.-

THE ROUND UP, western; prod.; Harry Sherman;
dir., Leslie Felander, screen play, Harold Shumate,

: based on story by Edmund Day; camera, Russell Har-
lan. Cast: Richard Dix, Preston Foster, Patricia Mor-
rison, Ruth Donnelly, Don Wilson, Douglas Dumbrille,
Jerome Cowan, Betty Brewer, Dick Curtis.

D. O. A. (tentative title), melodrama; asso. prod.,

.

Jack Moss; dir., Stuart. Heisler; orig. screen play, Stuart
Anthony; camera, Victor Milner. Cast: Ellen Drew,
Rod Cameron, Phjl Terry, Onslow Stevens, Paul Lukas,
Frank Thomas, Sr., Minor Watson, Joseph Calleia,
Robert Paige, George F, Meader, Marc Lawrence, Wil-
lard Robertson, Gerald Mohr, George Zucco, Matty

.Fain, Tom Dugan, Corbett Morris, Cliff Edwards, Knox

.

Manning, Sanuny Blum.
DOOMED CARAVAN* western; asso. prod.; Harry

Sherman; dir., Leslie Selander; screenplay, Johnston
McCulley and J. Bentort Cheney; camera, Russell Har-
lan. Cast:, William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy Clyde,
Minna GombelL Morris Ankrum, Georgia Hawkins,
Trevor Bardette. Pat O'Brien, Ray Bennett, Jose
Portosa, Martin Garralaga.
YOU'RE. THE ONE, comedy; asso. prod., Gene Mar-

key; dir;, Ralph Murphy; no writing credits; camera,
Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Orrin Tucker, Bonnie Baker. Albert
Dekker, Edward Everett Horton, Lillian Cornell, Reriie
Riano, Jerry Colonna, Teddy Hart, Marie Blake, June
Gaude, Wanda McKay, Gerald Oliver Smith, Sammy
Cohen/ Eddie Conrad, Charles Williams.
IN OLD COLORADO, formerly BULLETS AND

BANDITS, western; Harry "Sherman production; dir.,

Howard Bretherton; no writing credits; camera, Russell
Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy
Clyde. Dana Dale. :.; •.;.:

Paramount P!x Now in Production : :
:

>

. I WANTED WINGS, melodrama; asso prod., Arthur
Hornblow; dir.; Ted Reed; brig., Lieut. Beirne Lay, Jr.;
screenplay, Lieut. Com. Frank Wead; camera, Leo
Tover. Cast: Ray Milland, William Holden, Wayne
Morris, Brian Donlevy, Veronica Lake, Constance

: Moore, Phil Brown, Harry Davenport Richard Webb,
Herbert Hawlinson, Hedda Hopper, Richard Lane,
Charles D. Brown, Jack Chapin, Charles Drake, Alan
Hale, Jr.; Benny McEvoy, Harlan Warde.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, drama; in Technicolor;

asso. Prod., Jack Moss; dir.. Henry Hathaway,; orig.,
Harold Bell Wright; screen play, Stuart Anthony;
camera, Charles Lang, Duke Green. Cast: John
Wayne, Betty Field, Harry Carey. James Barton, John
Qualen, Billy Gilbert, Ward Bond, Beulah Bondi, Mar-
jone Mam, Samuel S. Hinds, Tom Fadden, Dorothy
Adams, John Harmon. Carl Knowles.
BEACHING FOR THE SUN, drama; asso. prod, and

dir., William W. Wellroan; no writing credits; cam-

era, William Mellor. Cast: Joel McCrea, Ellen Drew,
Eddie Bracken, Albert Dekker, Billy Gilbert
THE LADY EVE, drama; asso. prod., Paul Jones; dir..

Preston Sturges; no writing credits; camera, Victor
Milner. Cast: Henry Fonda, Barbara Stanwyck, Charles
Coburn. Eugene Pallette, William Demarest Eric Blore,
Janet Beecher, Luis Alberni, Robert Creig, Martha
O'Driscoll. .• •.-.:•

ROAD TO ZANZIBAR, musical drama; asso. prod.,
Paul Jones; dir., Victor Schertzinger; no writing credits;
camera, Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Bing Crosby, Dorothy La-
mour, Bob Hope. Glenda Farrell, Joan Marsh.
NEW YORK TOWN, drama; asso. prod., Anthony

Veiller; dir;, Charles Vidor; no writing credits; cam-
era,' Charles Schoenbaum. Cast:: Fred MacMurray,
Mary Martin, Robert Preston, Lynne Overman' Akim
Tamiroff, Betty. Brewer.
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Picture's in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

WILDCAT BUS, meller; asso. pro., Cliff Reid; dir.,

Frank. Woodruff; script, Lou Lusty; camera. Jack Mc-
Kenzie. Cast: Fay Wray, Charles Lang, Paul Guilfoyle.

THE FARGO KID, western; asso. prod., Bert Gilroy;
dir; Edward Killy; screen play, Morton Grant, Arthur
V. Jones; camera, Harry Wild. Cast* Tim Holt, Ernest
Lynn, Jane Drummbnd, Cyrus W. Kenball, Ernie
Adams, Paul Scardon, Glenn Strange/ Mary McLaren,
Paul Fix, Dick Hogan,
LITTLE MEN, drama; prods., Gene Towne and Gra-

ham Baker; dir., Norman McLeod; story arid screen
play. Gene Towne and . Braham Baker; camera, Nick
Musuraca. Castt Kay Francis. Jack Oakie, George
Bancroft Jimmy Lydon, . Ann Gillis, Charles Esmond,
Richard Nichols.

REMEDY FOR RICHES, comedy drama; asso. prod.,
William Stephens; dir.. Erie C. Kenton; orig., Lee Loeb.
Cast: Jean Hershblt, Dorothy liovett.. Edgar Kennedy,
Billy Gilbert, Reine Riano, Barry McCollum, Maude
Eburn. . .

•

•
'.'

•

NO, NO; NANETTE, musical; ~asso. prod, and dir.,

Herbert Wilcox; adaptation, Ken Englund ; camera,
Russell Metty. Cast: Anna Neagle, Richard Carlson,
Victor Mature, Roland Young, Helen Broderick, ZaSu
Pitts, Eve Anderson, Tamara.
YOUXL FIND OUT* musical comedy; prod.-dir.,

David Butler; orig. screenplay, David Butler, James V.
Kern; camera, Frank Redmond. . Cast: Kay Kyser ork^
Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, Dennis OTCeefe, Bela Lu-
gosi, Helen Parrish. Alma Kruger.
LET'S MAKE MUSIC, formerly LET'S FIND A

SONG, formerly MALVTNA SWINGS IT, musical;
asso. prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Les Goodwins;
screenplay, Nat West; camera, Jack McKenzie. Cast:
Bob Crosby, Jean Rogers. Elisabeth Risdon, Joseph
Buloff, Joyce Cdmpton, Benny Bartletf, Lotus Jean
Heydt, Frank Orthi Grant Withers.

RKO Plx Now In Production __7'

CITIZEN KANE, drama; prod., dir., story, Orson
Welles; camera, Gregg Toland. Cast: Orson Welles,
Dorothy Comingbre, Ruth Warrick, Joseph Cotten,
Everett Sloane* Richard Baen :

KITTY FOYLE, drama; asso. prod., David Hempstead;
dir., Sam Wood; novel by Christopher Morley; adapta-
tion; Donald Ogderi Stewart and Dalton Trumbo; cam-
era, Edward DeGraffe. Cast: Ginger Rogers, Dennis
Morgan, Ernest Cossart, Gladys Cooper,. Edouardo
Ciannelli. •

v

MR, AND MRS. SMITH, comedy; exec, prod., Harry
Edingtori; dir., Alfred Hitchcock; screen play, Norman
Krasna. Cast: Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery,
Gene Raymond. Adele Pearce, William Tracy, Charles
Halton. Esther Dale.
PLAY GIRL, formerly DEBUTANTE. INC., rom.

drama; asso. prod.. Cliff Reid; dir., Frank Woodruff;
screen play, Jerry Cady; camera, Nick Musuraca. Cast:
Kay Francis, James Ellison,'.Mildred Coles, Nigel Bruce,
Margaret Hamilton, George P. Huntley, Katherine
Alexander, Charles Quigley, Georgia Carroll.
A GIRL, A GUY AND A GOB, formerly THREE

GIRLS AND A GOB, comedy; Harold Lloyd, prod.; dir.,
Richard Wallace; adaptation, Grover Jones; camera,
Merritt Gersted." Cast: George Murphy, Lucille Ball,
Edmond O'Brien, George Cleveland. Kathleen Howard.
THE SAINT AT PALM SPRINGS, formerly THE

SAINT'S VACATION, drama;- asso, . prod., Howard
Benedict: dir., Jack Hively; screenplay, Leslie Char-
teris. Cast: George Sandefs; Wendie. Barrie. Paul
Guilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Arthur Loft, Frank O'Connor,
Linda Hayes.
ALONG THE RIO GRANDE, western; asso. prod.,

Bert Gilroy; dir., Edward Killy: no - writing credits;
camera, frank Redman. Cast: Tirii Holt, Betty Jean
Rhode*. Ray Whitley, Emmet Lynn. :

PRAIRIE SCHOONERS

him up as a comer in the horse opera
ranks. As much can't be said for the
rambling, implausible yarn. Conse-
quently, the comparatively elaborate
production outlay: .-; seems '' wasted.
Only meagre returns appear in pros-
pect. \ \ . :;

Plot does the redskins dirt. Maybe
the Indians encamped in Colorado
at the time were that, dumb but it

hardly is conceivable. .Scripters
would have the audience believe that
the Injun chief sent his warriors
gunning for a ':' wagontrai ri Of 17
families because he feared loss of
their unsettled lands. There, are
plenty of wide open spaces still

available in that state and more than
'a handful of settlers have moved out
there in subsequent years.
AlsOj the. authors have conveniently

made a whole shipment of . riflies ap-
pear by magic so that the redskins
can .attack the wagohtrain. ' Another
quaint twist is the failure of the Iri-r

dians ..to come out. Victorious "al-

though outnumbering the white set-
tlersi about two to orie. .

-

Story itself is a far-fetched one
about a hard-driving, money-lender
who forces ranch owners to quit arid
Kansas for more fortunate Colorado.
Most of action centers on the trek of
this, settlers^; wagontrairi to the adja-
cent state. Bill Elliott again is Wild
Bill Hickbk. Besides looking like a
cowboy^ he also. is. a first-rate thes-
pian. Dub Taylor, his aide, is effec-
tive for coriiic relief. Evelyn Young,
the heroine, is comely but no great
shakes as an actress. Kenneth Har-
lan is subdrdinated in a villain role
as the money-lender, Ray Teal, as
his fellow conspirator, -is believably
villainous. .,'..

'

•-

George Meehan chips in with trim
photography, riot being to blame for
several inserts from previous west-
erns. Dialog is unusually thin for an
outdoorer. Wear.

beth, ,the one -true love of the count's
life, is capably played,by Hana v\!
tova, oneof the few brunettes in thefilm.

.

.- Other beauteous wives
sweethearts figuring in the plot areHelena Friedlova, Jirina Shejbalova
and Elen Halkova. v
Besides nice scoring by Jaroslav

Kricka, camera work by Jab Roth
sizes up welL :

— •

"

Friendly Neighbors
(WITH SONGS)

Republic rrieoiae of Arnmn«i Schiivfon cm
auction; Stars Weaver. Bron. «ud. EMi

v

Wirccteil by Nick Grlnde. Screehl>lay Dor-
rell

.
anil : Stuart McGow»h

; etimorn,. Krnest
.MllJer; editor., ChnVles Crott,'..musiril dlrec-
tor.: Gy. Peuor. ... Plevlewed fn l*roje« tlonRwmv^. T., Nov, 7, '40. HunnlriB time,

Abner... ........

.

Cicero. . . .... . . ..

Elvlry.. .;.
Naiicy ... i

Bumblebee Hlbbe.
•Notes'. ,. , ..'. .•.

.

J)i'ecjs« KiU. . . . . ..

Violey
Doc.
Tho Obvernor. . .

.

Mnrtlia WlUiitrnB.
Sllrm narton.....

.

Sheriff rolls/;..;,
Smokey.. ...d. ...

,

.;. .T^eon Weaver-

..Finnic We.ivi'r
.-.... . . . . . . June Weaver

......\Jm\h Ranmn
. . . . . Sppncer Canrters

.Clirr Edwanlo
..>.

:

. . . ... John -llnl-tlfy.
. . . , ...LoreUu Weaver
i... .Ai

: Shean •

. . . . . . . .Thurston Hull
; . ... .MurRarK SoiWoii-
. .Cliirerice It. Wilson
J. irnrrell; JlacDonald
'•••'•.«

• • - • iAI;St.: John

THE MERRY WIVES
(CZECHOSLOVAKIAN-MADE)

Edgnr E, IJoyd release of A-B Films
production. Features Zdenelc Stepanek,
Adina Mandlova, Hatia Vltova. Directed
by Otakar Vavra. Story by Zdenek Stepa-
nek; screenplay, Otakar

.
Vavra;. mujlc."

JaronlaV Kricka; camera, Jan Roth. At
Bryant, X. T., starting Nov. 11, '40. Hun-
nlne time, 86 MIK8.
Count Nicolas . . . . ^ ;

.

Ocko. ...

.

Eliuabetb...... ........
Rose. ...

Winianr> of Vresbvlce
TjUdrhllla,
Triska.
Sbfla.-.. .......

Vodnanaky . . . .

.

Hla wife. . .

.

Kyt... ...... . ..

David Wolfram

. .Zdenek Stepanelc
. . . Ladlslav Peaek

.. . . . Hand Vltova
. . . Adlna Mnndlova
.-. . . .Vaclav Vy'dra,

. . . . Helena Friedlova
.....Frantlsek Hmbllk
... i.JIrlna Shejbalova
. . . . . . ;Theodor Plstek
. ..Antotile N'edoslnakA
. . . . . . . .Klen -HfUkrtva

B'edrlch Karen
Felt^ of Haaenburf. ..Frantlsek Kreuzman
Secretary . . . ; . ....... ..... .Zvohtmlr Rogos
Gyjw»y . . ... . ... . , . . .,. , .Nezilavela Nlkolska
Lena. r . . . ...... . , . . . Anna Stelinarova
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Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

•
_.TUtSA KID, western

; producer-director, George
Sherman; no writing credits; camera, John MacBdmie.
Cast;. Don lied' Barry, I^ana Walters, HoXh Beery.
David JDurand. .;.

• ••
•
- •

"
KJN<* Of THE ROYAL MOUNTED, serial; asso.

prod
, H. S. Brown, Jr.; co-diri;, Jack English, Wm.

Witney; no writing credits; camera. Wm. Noble*. Cast:
Allan Lane, Herbert Rawlinsbn, Bob Kellard. Llta Con-
way, Robert Strange, Bryant Washburn, Harry Cording.
,imAU BLAZERS, western; ansa, prod., Harry Grey;

dir^ George Sherman; screen play, Barry Shlpmari;
original story by Earle Snell baxed on character*
created by William Colt MacDonald: earner*. BUI
Nobles; Cast: , Bob Livingston, Bob Steele. Rude Davit,
Pauline Moore, Weldon Heyburn, Carroll Wye,
MELODY RANCH, western; a»»o. prod., Sol C, Blegel;

. (Continued on page 22>

(In Czech; with English titles)
It does not require too much im-

agination to visualize what a ribald
picture this was originally; 'The
Merry Wives' had been held up by
the N. Y. state censors until certain
cute were made. Even with this scis-
soring, the production retains plenty
of the foreign tang and sufficiently
risque situations to satisfy many arty
playgoers. Film is about two years

havmg been produced before
Hitler took over Czechoslovakia.
Film rates alongside recent French
imports and has a fair chance of
doing okay in foreign-language
cinemas. •

Lacking a single name that means
anything to the American film
patrons, vehicle gains its strength
from first-rate direction, a salty
yarn and elaborate production ef-
fort. Main thesis is the old drama
of the hard-drinking, man-about-
town who finds time between his af-
fairs with village wives and sweet-
hearts to ferret out crooks of the
community.
rlt is jvhen the episodes center on
this happy-go-lucky individual's
amours that

.
the story becomes

slightly torrid. However, most of
the hi-jinks have been trimmed to
only flashes or quick fadeouts ex-
cepting as to the tavern drinking
scenes and manhandling of the vil-

l?,
8^ N?" l>r°£ie

-. Film reminds
of Carnival in Flanders,' minus the
polish.

'

Otakar Vavra, who did the screen-
play, directed with a flair for factual
episode^ and at. a pace far swifter
than other pictures from this terri-
iory. Thus, when he permits Count
Nicholas Dachinsky to make love to
Rose, the town's trollop, it is with
the girl firmly planted-on &
pne arm around the miss and the

fwu-las
?ine a CW oi wine. Cuts
b^ m£de are seldom no-

ticeable^ although one risque loveduet Is entirely missing.

«Vv W 4
s
j
eP?ne^ as Sount Dachi-

^.JyPical Robin Hood char-

?tVS«^
Uh

«n*
ne ^-making trait

Jbi^S
5*1 - V

[j!
cre ^ producer ob-

"l
1

t
he com^ femmes to:

portray the 'merry wive*' is a secret
ttiat somebody ihould tell Ameri-can fllm-makcr*. Furthermore, all

AHii
00k

Sr ^ caPaWe thespians.

^AwSLrSt,*
Mandloya contributes a

forthright portrayal of the prostle.who appear* to have had affairs
with everybody from the maybr to
the ribald Count Dachlsky. Ellsa-

Sihce Republic has done this type
of film before, and with no compunc-
tions about the type of audience for
which it was aimed, 'Friendly Neigh-
bors' emerges as a film whose hokey
provincial aura will find some toler-
ance outside the key spots. Starring
the hillbilly trio, the Weaver Bros,
and Elviry, from vaudeville and 1 ra-
dio, Neighbors' paces pretty slowly,
aided by a none-too-adroitly handled
story. But it's the type of film that
family audiences, particularly the
kids, will find moderately diverting.

. : Yarn concerns the necessity of the
Weavers, playing their standard hill-

billy roles, of leaving their land be-

.

cause of incessant drought, and the
complications that arise as result of
their tieup with a bunch Qf hoboes.
When they come upon a town that's
become- isolated because of periodical
floods, it's through the efforts mainly
of the Weavers, who. recruit their
hobo friends and the hillbillies back
home, that the town is able to emerge
from its predicament by achieving
the aid of the governor in construct-
ing for the town a levee that would
enable the

k
town folk—the former

hoboes, incidentally, who've decided
to settle down—to stem the : rising
spring waters.

'

• The Weavers—Leon, his brother,
Frank; Leon's wife, Elviry, and their
daughter, Loreita-^handle their usual
characterizations consistently well,
with Frank- supplying most of. the
comedy—though some of it Is rather
questionable from the script stand--
point—in his pantomime. Lois Ran- ,

son is an okay ingenue while John
.Hartley does well enough as her ro-
mantic interest. Cliff CUkelele Ike')

Edwards and Spencer Charters con-
tribute okay performances, while the
vet Al Shean hasn't enough to do.

Kou,

B. O. Average
.Continued from page 5_

ing pictures.

(4) Produce additional theatre

operations.

Most periinent effect: will be the

increase in the admission-price level.

If the cost of food, goods and every-
thing else the public buys goes up,

a tilt in. film admission fees is cer-

tain to follow. Also admissions can
be raised under such circumstances
without meeting the usual sales re-

sistance from patrons!.

28c Average
'*

Many in the . trade foresee upphig
the. average admission price for the.

nation from around 23c to 28c by
the end of 1941 and possibly pushing
it to an all-time average high of

34c or 35c, : later,' depending on the

extent of national inflation.' Previous
record -high ;. was in 1929-30 when
talking pictures boosted it to a na-

tional peak of , 30c to 32c. All-tinie

low was registered in 1934 when 20c

was rated as the average.

It's figured that, an average in-

crease of , 5c or more would represent
the difference between profit and
loss on numerous pictures for .pro-

ducers, now that less coin is flowing
in from outside the U. s! This would
overcome the present demand of dis-

tributors for higher rental pacts,

which are being stubbornly resisted

by exhibitors everywhere.

Another certainty with inflation

more than an idle threat is. that dis-

tributors will consent to fewer and
fewer flat rental, deals'. They want;
to be protected as iar as revenue is

concerned on any possible tilt in ad-

mission prices, which the best of

them admit has to come. If the vast

majority of the new productions go
out on percentage, a higher admis-
sion price plus greater attendance is

sure to enable the distributor to

cash In on the inflationary wave.
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Pictures, Inc.

321 West aA 1 * Street
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BUR BAN K,C AL

Dear Mr* Exhibitor:

Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER, iBette Davis 1

greatest ie THE LETTER, Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER.
Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE .LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest
is THE LETTER, Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette
Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE
LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1

greatest is THE LETTER, Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER.
Bette DavIs' greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is
THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER.

s 'greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is
Bette Davis 1 greatest le" THE LETTER*

THE
LETTER.

.e Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER,
is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest
Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette
LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE
greatest ie THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1

Be tte Davis 1 greates t is THE LETTER

.

THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest i

Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette
LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE
greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1

Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER,
THE LETTER.

Bette Davis 1 greatest
is THE LETTER. Bette
Davis 1 greatest is THE
LETTER . Bet te Davis

*

greatest is THE LETTER.
Bet t e Dav1 s 1 greatest is
s THE LETTER. Bette
Davis 1 greatest is THE
LETTER. Bette Davis 1

greatest is THE LETTER.
Bet te Davi s* greatest is

Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. , Bette Davi s * greatest is

THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis

'

greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER,
Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis* greatest is
THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette
Davi 6

' greatest i s THE LETTER. Bette Dav is 1 greate st is THE
LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1

greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis 1 greatest is THE LETTER.

Bette Davis* greatest is THE LETTER.^Bette Dav is 17 greatest is

THE LETTER, Bette Davis* greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davie 1

greatest is THE LETTER. Bette Davis* greatest is THE LETTER.

Bette Davis* greatest is THE LETTER.

Sincerely,

(,.

i

1

,
. nrppcDT MARSHALL*JAMES STEPHENSON • Frieda Inescort* Gale Sondergaard A WILLIAM WYLER

By W. Somerset Maugham, with ntn*
J£n' p

™™
y „0W8rd Koch . Muslc by Max Stelner ..A Warner Bro»..FJr«t National Picture

Prod'rt
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dir., Joseph Satitley; orig. screen play, Jack Moffitt,

F. Hugh Herbert; camera, Joe August. Cast: Gene Autry,

Jirniny Durante, Ann Miller,. George Hayes, Mary Lee;

MEET THE MISSUS, comedy; asso prod*, Robert
NOrth; dir., Malcolm St; Galir; orig. screen play, Val
Burton, Ewart Adamson, Taylor Cavan; camera, Ernie
Miller. Cast: Roscbe Karns, Ruth Donnelly. :

Polly

Moran, Loie Ranson, Dorothy Ann Seese, Spencer:

Charters; Alan Ladd,. George Errjest.

TEXAS TERRORS, formerly TWO-GUN SHERIFF,
western; asso. prod, arid dir., George Sherman; orig.

screenplay* Doris Schroeder and Anthony Qoldewey;
camera, John MacBurnie. Cast: John 'Red' Barry,

Julie Duncan, Arthur Loft. Al St. John, Eddie Waller,

William; Rhul, Ann PennipgtOn, Fanny McKim, Reed
Howes, Robert Fiske, Fred (Snowflake) Toomes.

BORDER LEGION, formerly ,IN OLD CHEYENNE,
.western; asso. prod, and dir ;^Joseph Kane;Jcreen play.v

Olive Cooper, Louis. Stevens; based on Zane.; Grey's
novel; camera, Jack Marta. Cast: Roy Rogers, George

. Hayes, Carol Hughes; Maude Edburne, Joe Sawyer,
Jay Novello* Hal Taliafero.

.

BARNYARD FOLLIES, rural comedy; asso. prod.,

Armand Schaefer; dir., Frank McDonald; qrig< screen-

play^. Dorrejl and Stuart McGowan; camera, Ernie.

Miller. Cast: Mary Lee, Pappy Chesire, June Storey,

John Archer, Rufe Davis, The Kidobdlers, Isabelle

Randolph (Mrs. Uppington), : Caroline DeZurik and
Mary Jane DeZurick (The Cackle Sisters), Dorothy
Harrison, Joan W.bpdbury, Jim Jeffries.'

.

MYSTERIOUS DR. SATAN, serial; asso. prod., H.
S. Brown, Jr.; dirs., , William Witney and Jaek Eng-
lish; orig. screen play, Franklyn Adreoh, Ronald David-
son; camera, Wm. Nobles.- Cast: Robert Wilcox, Wil-
liam Newell. Dorothy; Herbert, Ella Neal,

:
Walter Mc-

Grain. Paul Marion. .

'
•

.

•'

:: . Republic Plx Now In Production

, BEHIND THE NEWS, formerly A FLAGPOLE
NEEDS A FLAG*, drama; asso. prod., Robert North; dir;,

Joseph Santley; orig. by Dore Schary and Allen Rivkin;
screen play, Isabel Dawn and Boyce DeGraw; camera,
Jack Marta. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Doris Davenport. Frank
Albertsoh, Robert Armstrong, Paul Harvey, Charles
Halton. ;.~/v :

'.';•/'.••:'•
.

^

. ;

BOWERY BOY, drama; asso. prod., Armarid Schaef-
fer; dir., William Morgan; orig. by Sam Fuller; screen
play, Robert Chapin, Harry Kronman, Eugene Solbw;
camera, Ernie Miller. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Louise
Campbell Jimmy Lydon. Helen Vinson.

.

•

: LONE STAR RAIDER;, western; asso. prod., Lou
Gray; dir., George Sherman ; no writing credits; camera,
William Nobles. Cast: Bob Livingston, Bob Steele,

Rufe Davis, June Johnson.

.

.Continued from page.
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Pictures in cu.ttirig. Tbpm$; or awaiting release:

THE SON OF MONTE CRISTO, . costume drama;
prod., Edward , Small; dir., -Rowland Vi Lee; script,

George Bruce, from Alexandre Dumas, novels camera,
Guy Robuisoh;: music by Edward Ward. Cast: Louis
Hayward, Joan Bennett; George Sanders,. Florence
Bates. . '

. ./ ;;/::" y.i.y. \.
:

.

, V%^v :
'-':''''

FLOTSAM, drama (Loew-Lewin) dir., John Crom-
well; screenplay, Talbot Jennings; camera* William
Daniels! ' Cast: Frederic March, Margaret Sullavan,
Frances Dee, Glenn Ford, Anna Sten, Erich Von Stro-
heim. <

.

'

; UA Pictures In Production

CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP, drama; Richard Row-
land, pro.; dir., Tay Garriett; no writing credits; camera,
Hal Hohr. Cast: Martha Scott; William Gaxgan, Ed-
mund Gwenn, Sterling Holloway, Donald Douglas,
Mary Anderson, Marsha Hunti Sidney Blackmer.

THAT UNCERTAIN FEELING, drama; prods. Ernst
Lubitch and Soy Lesser; dir.,: Ernst Lubitsch; screen
play, Donald Ogden Stewart: adaptation, Walter Reisch;
Camera, .Merritt Gerstad. Cast: Merle Oberon. Melvyri
Douglas, Burgess Meredith, Olive Blakertey,. Eve Ar-
den, Harry Davenport, Fritz Feld, Richard Carle.

Universal

;Prom- Com- Shoot- "Now
ised pleted Ing Cutting

Totals ........ 52 U / -1 ,-. 10

Pictures, in' cutting rooms or awaiting release:

FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE, comedy-drama ; prod., Lucien
Hubbard; dir., Shepard Traube ; screen play, Wanda
Tuchok, Ethel Hill, Walter Bullock; ! camera, Charles
Clarke. Cast: Ted North, Marjone Weaver, Richard
Lane, Lenita Lane, Ned Sparks, Joan Davis, Pierre
Watkin. '.-^y.- ; ;

'

CHARTER PDLOT, comedy-drama; ex- prod., Sol
• Wurtzel; dir., Eugene Forde; screen: play, Stanley Rauh,
Lester Ziffren; camera, LUcien Andriot. Cast:, Lynn
Bari, Lloyd Nolan, Arlene Whelan, George Montgom-
ery, Hobart Cavanaugh>
YOUTH WILL BE SERVED, comedy with: music;

asso. prod., Lucient Hubbard: dir., Otto Brower; screen
play, Wanda Tuchock; camera, Edward Cronjager.
Cast: Jane Withers, Robert: Conway, Jane Darwell,:
Elyse Knox, Lillian Porter, Joyce Bryant. .

MURDER OVER NEW YORK, formerly- CHARLEY
CHAN IN NEW YORK, meller; ex. prOd., Sol Wurtzel;

. dir., Harry Lachmanh; no writing credits; camera, Virgil
Miller. Cast: Sidney Toler, . Marjbrie Weaver, Sen
Yung, Joan Valerie, John Sutton, Donald MacBride.
JENNIE, comedy drama; prod., Sol Wurtzel; dir.,

David Burton; no: writing credits; camera, Virgil Miller;
Cast: Virginia Gilmore, Dorris Bowdon, George Mont-
gomery, Rand Brooks, Joan Valerie, William Henry.
HUDSON'S BAY, drama; asso. prod., Kenneth Mac-

gowah; dir., Irving Pichel; brig, by Lamar Troth; cam
era, Peverell. Marley. Cast: Paul Muni, Gene Tierney,
John Sutton, Virginia Field, Nigel Bruce, Vincent Price,
Laird Cregar, Chief Thundercloud
CHAD HANNA, drama; in Technicolor; asso. prod.,

Nunnally Johnson; dir., Henry Kind; screenplay,.Nun
nally Johnson, story by Walter D. Edmunds; camera,
Ernest Palmer, Ray Rennahan. Cast: Henry Fonda,
Linda Darnell, ,Mary Beth Hughes. 'John Carradine,
Guy Kibbee* Jane Darwell, Eddie Collins, Ted North,
Olin Howlahd.
ROMANCE OF THE RIO; GRANDE, western: asso

prod.; Sol Wurtzel; dir., Herbert I. Leeds; no writing
credits; camera, Charles Clarke. . Cast: Cesar Romero,

" Richardo Cortez, Patricia . Morison; Chris-Pin Martin,
Lynne Roberts, Pedro de COrdoba. Aldrich Bbwker,
Joseph MacDonald, Raphael Bennett, Inez Palange
GOLDEN HOOFS, drama; .asso. prod., R. Dietrich and

Walter Morosco; dir., Lynn Shores; camera, Lucien An
driot. Cast: Jane Withers, Charles Rogers. Katharine
Aldridge, Robert Conway. Robert Shaw, Cliff Clark,
Edward McWade, Philip Hurlich. Buddy^ Pepper.
CORNCOB KELLY'S BENEFIT, comedy; asso/ prod.,

Sol M, Wurtzel: dir.,. Norman Foster; camera, Virgil
Muler. Cast: Marvin Stephens, Rita Quigley, Eugene
Pallette, Richard Lane, Dorothy Peterson, Charles D.
Brown,.Frank Burke, Lee Murray.
MICHAEL SHAYNE, PRIVATE DETECTIVE, for

merly PRIVATE PRACTICE OF MICHAEL SHAYNE,
drama; exc. prod., Sol Wurtzel; dir.. Eugene Forde*
screenplay, Stanley Rauh and Manning O'Connor;
based on novel by Bret Halliday; camera, George
Schneidertman. C.asi> T.lnv«i iir~~i~-iJ
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Schneidexmanv Cast: Lloyd Nolan. Morjorie Weaver,
Donald McBride, -Elizabeth Patterson, . Walter Abel,
Douglas Dumbrille.
TIN PAN ALLEY, musical; asso. prod., Kenneth Mac-

Gowan; dir., Walter Lang; screenplay, Robert Ellis and
Helen Logan; based oh story by. Pamela Harris; camera.
Leon Shamroy. Cast: Alice Faye, Betty Grable, Jaclc
Oakie, John Payne, Allen Jenkins, Ben Carter.

. 20th-F«s Pix Now In Production
ZANE GREY'S WESTERN UNION, drama, in Tech

nicolor; asso, prod, Harry Joe Brown; dir., Fritz Lang;
bo writing credits; camera- Edward Cronjager and
Allen Dabey. Cast: Robert Ybung, Randolph Scott,
Dean Jagger^ Virginia Gilmore, John Carradine, Laird
Cregar, Slim Summerville.

Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

WINNERS OF THE WEST (1940-41 serial ); producer,
Henry MacRae; directors, Ford Beebe, Ray Taylor;
original screen play, Charles R. .Condon, George H
Plympton, and Basil Dickey; camera, Jerry Ash. Cast
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel, James Craig, Tom Fadden
William Desmond,

.
Harry Woods, Ed Keahe, Charles

Stevens, Charles Morrison. Edgar. Edwards, Edmund
Cobb,. Roy Barcroft, Bill Hunter, Slim Whitaker, Rob
ert Long, Grace Curiard, Ed Cassi.dy, Trevor Bardette;
Jim Farley, Vybla Vonn.
MARGIE, comedy with songs; asso. prod., Joseph G

Sanford; cb-directors, Otis Garrett and Paul Gerard
Smith; original and script, Scott Darling and Erna
Lazarus; : camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Tom Brown,
Nan: Grey; Joy • Hodges. Mischa. Auer, Edgar Kennedy,
Allen Jenkins, Eddie' Quillan, Richard Lane.
JUNIOR G-MEN (1940-41 serial); asso. prod ;, Henry

MacRae; co-dirs., • Ford Beebe and John Rawlins; orig.
screen play, George H. Plympton, Basil Dickey and
Rex Taylor; camera, Jerome Ash. Cast: Billy -Halop/
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Bernard Punsley.

LAW ' AND . ORDER, formerly M A N F R OM
CHEYENNE, western; dir., Ray Taylor; screen play,
Sherman Lowe; camera, Jerome Ash. Cast: Johnny
Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight, Nell ODay.
THE DEVIL'S PIPELINE, formerly DANGER

ISLAND, formerly ISLE OF MISSING MEN, formerly
SOUTH OF SUMATRA, comedy; asso. prod;, Ben Pivar;
dir., Christy Cabanne; brig, screen play, Paul Huston;
camera, John Boyle. Cast: Richard Arien, Andy De-
vine, Jeanne Kelly, James Flavin, Francis McDonald,
John Eldredge, Eddy Waller, Dick Botiller, John Rog-
ers, Jay Noyello, Mala, Harry Fleischman, Nestor
Paiva. •

GREEN HORNET ; STRIKES AGAIN, serial; asso
prod., Henry MacRae; dirs., Ford Beebe and John Raw.
lihs; screen play, George Hi Plympton, Basil Dickey,
Sherman Lowe; camera, Jerome Ash. east: Warren
Hull, Anne Nagel, Wade Boteler, Keye. Luke, James
Seay, Harry Fleischman, Robert; Blair, Fred Cliff* Ken
neth Rhbades.
SANDY GETS HER MAN, formerly FIREMAN SAVE

MY CHILD, comedy; asso. prod., Burt Kelly; dirs!, Otis
Garrett, Paul Gerard Smith; screen' play, Jane Storm,
Sy Sartlett; camera, . ElwoOd Bredell. Cast: Baby
SanJy, Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel, Edgar Kennedy,
Whliam Frawley. . .

'

.

GIVE US WINGS, melodrama; asso. prod.. Ken Gold
smith; dir., Charles LamOnt; orig. story, Elliott Gib-
bons; screen play, Arthur T. Horman; camera, John
Boyle. Cast: Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Bernard Punsly
Gabriel Dell, Bbbby Jordon, Wallace Ford, Anne
Gwynne, Milburn Stone, Sherhp Howard.
BOSS OF BULLION CITY, formerly TRAIL TO

PARADISE VALLEY, formerly PARADISE VALLEY,
western; asso. prod., Joseph G. Sanford; dir., Ray Tay-
lor; orig. screen play. Arthur St. Claire, Victor McLeod
camera, William Sicklier. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown
Fuzzy Knight, Nell O'Day. Maria Montez, Harry Wood
Melvin Lang, Earle Hodgins, Karl Hackett, Dick Alex
ander, George Humbert.
DARK STREETS OF CAIRO, meller; asso. prod.,

Joseph G; Stanford; dir., Leslie Kardbs; orig. screen play
Alex Gottlieb; camera, Elwood Bredell. " Cast: Sigrk
Gurie. Barbara O'Neill, Ralph Byrd, Eddie Quillan, Rod
LaRoque. • •.

BURY ME NOT ON THE LONE PRAJRB3, western
ar^v prod., Joseph G. Stanford; dir., Ray Taylor; brig
screenplay. Sherman Lowe; camera. Jerome Ash. Cast
Johnny. Mack Brown. Fuzzy: Night. Nell O'Day.

^ SEVEN .SINNERS, romantic drama; prod.! Joe Pas
ternak; dir.. Tay Garnett; original story, Tugend. Fbdor
and Vadnai; screen play, John Meehan; camera; Ru

(Continued on
;
page 24)

such an arrargnment. .
But they do

appreciate the ' advantages of being

able to retort, in case a feature does

a floppo in these trying times bf rap-

dly fluctuating public tastes,, and

ow boxoffice tak '.
'Well, we gave

^ew: York just what it asked , for.'

Bed of Thorny Roses •

The path .. of the present-day pror

ducer is a far cry from that of : his

predecessor, traceable to: the Euro-

pean conflict/ the consent decree,

upped production costs, and .
what-

laveyou. Instead of being an over-

ord who could knock off. any •aft-

ernoon ior, a glimpse of the speeding

ponies, or for a 'set. of tennis with a

pal, he : has lately found himself

shunted onto an almost . 24-hour-a-

day routine . of work and worry.

So, if the homeoffice boys :
are; \vilU':

ing to lift some of the burden from
lis shoulders, he!s nbt going to be

the one to voice objections,

Era when a producer could rely on
friendships or. organizations of politi-

cal strings as a means of clinging to

the payroll is currently nothing more
;han a page ,in Hollywood history:

Hollywood business . friendships

ended when England and Germany
severed diplomatic; 'relations. Now
:t's a case of eyeVy exec and pro-

ducer for himself.

Sales departments of the various
producer-distributor outfits gained

their first foothold in'.Coast; produc-
tion councils within a week after

Britain flipped a glove into the face

of the .fuehrer, and the film corpo-

rations' New York tops awakened
to the necessity .of

.
struggling -along

without their- former hefty foreign

revenues- They, have been gaining

ground ever since, until now they

are consulted on practically every
studio' move. '.'

..'. ';'.'.

Profiting handsomely by this new .

deal in picture making are the trans-;

continental railroads . and air lines,

for it has brought film exec travel

.

from New York to Hollywood, and
vice versa, lip to a. new high. . Film
villagers can pick up their Daily
Variety ..almost any morning and
read that 'Herman Wbbber planed
in for two weeks' of production con-

fabs with 20th-Fox's Darryi Zanuck*
or that 'Metro's William F. Rodgers
is here for. studio huddles' or that

Republic's James Grainger, Warners'
Grad Sears, TJniyersal'S William
Scully or any one- of half a dozen
other sales generalissimbs are either

arriving or . departing. J In'., addition,!

there are . those frequent eastern

jaunts by the production bosses.

Either Going Or Coming
Wobber, who formerly planned to

visit the studio twice annually, now

.

checks^ in every two months, some-
times ofteher. - The same is true of

Rodgers and his Visits to Metro, and
of other sales managers and 'their

respective plants. . Nor are the dis-

tribution execs the only ones, in-

creasing the frequency of , their

Coast treks. Sidney Kent, 20th-Fox
prexy; Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro's
^o. 1 man; Barney Balabah, Para-
mount chieftain, and the top figures

in other companies now make it a
point to come westward from four
to' six times each year.

Meanwhile, the Y. Frank Free-
mans, Louis B. Mayers, Jack War-
ners and.' Harry Cbhns are abandon^
ing their lot desks

, more often . than
formerly to.' powwow with \ their

home office groups in Manhattan;
These sessions, regardless in which

end of the country they are held,, are
anything but social 1 affairs. Fre-
quently they become slang-bang,
dragrout arguments. -When they , are
over, members of both, factions are
willing to/ admit vthey have most
thbripughry.: threshed-pu
tion situation. .

/.'•'

As this is ^ written, : Pajratn6any:
iy

home office and studio execs* a« well
as its theatre partners, are expreHK-
ing their separate views on product,
past, present and future, in Holly-
wood. Herman Wobber is tell Ing
Zanuck What 20th-Fox film renters
will and will not buy. George J.

Schaefer, RKO prexy, is enlighten-
ing his Gower street aides as to what
hie believes will sell and what will
not sell. ; Murray Silverstone

Schencks, the Balabans, the kents
and the Schaefers will tell you; so
why not make use of their knp'wi.

edge as to the popularity, or jack of
it, bf this or that mode in silversheet
fare; -'/;',;:...:;;. : :: :.-... .

And now that the system of sales
participation in production problems
is proving its value in the way of
better wicket results, the Hollywood
lads are wondering why they didn't
invite the easterners to take a hand :

long ago. ^They're thinking, of all
the grey hairs they might have saved
themselves. "•''..;..•::

Invading Chdihs
.Continued from page 7_L___

chain, incidentally, U sold all other

Par partners.

According to . latest information
.

:

indies are negotiating to move into

Greehville, : Miss., MonrOe, La., and
Greenwood ,. Miss., against .Saenger. :

.

Further: . independent opposition is

expected from A. L. Royals, opera-

tbr . of houses in Gulfport and Mc- V
Combs, Miss., who is planning to buck

a 10u%-:con.trolled situation ' Me- \

ridian, Miss:, by building a house in -

the downtown area. The. site has

been acquired: and . the house will

be opened in a couple months>acrpss

the: street from ' a Saenger theatre

Which, formerly independent, it ac-

quired for

.

;complete control of the
'

town. ..
•':• :'.•' '

.'..:..

Slegel's Florida Blltt ••;:•:.;"

An interesting sidelight on what :

might appear to be a 'blitz' against

big circuits - is the plan. ' of , Arthur
J. Siegel to move into Jacksonville,

Fla., with a , theatre of his Own
.opposition tp the E. J.

- Sparks :cir- \

cuit. He has obtained a site and will

build what will be known as the St.

Johns in that

.

: town, a l.OOO^seat

hoiise. • It will become the ohly In* .

dependentiy operated theatrs , jn

Jacksonville, . headquarters of the

Sparks chain. . ]. </.
'.

The theatre will play Warner pic-

tures first run In that key, plus what
else it can get. . For a year-and-a-
half now WB has been unable to

get together with the Sparks cir-

cuit on a deal, the invasion by Spie--
gel following. While it isn't indi-

cated at this moment,, it is very
probable that Siegel. will head a cir-
cuit throughout Sparks territory that /

will begin .to sprout shortly.
Siegel formerly had his own chain

of New York and New Jersey the-,
atres. He is the nephew of Major
Albert Warner of Warner Bros, and,
for the pastseveral months hias been
in Warner Bros, on statistics in con- '

hectioh with theatres oh the U. S.
anti-trust 6uit oh which a consent
decree:.has been entered.

NW Allied Opposes Decree

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.

Going on" record again in bitter

opposition to the consent decree,

.

Northwest .Allied directors and rep-
resentatives from the Wisconsin Al-
lied organization, meeting- here,

voted to send L. B. Schwartz, local

attorney, to New York to argue be-
fore the Federal court in opposition

.

to its acceptance. It was declared
that the decree is

4I00% for the dis-

tributors' and that any ostensible In-

dependent exhibitors' benefits . are
only on the surface. Independents
get- practically nothing from it, the
directors asserted. :'.

S. G. Lebedoff, treasurer and exec-
utivis committee member, was named
chairman bf a committee which

.

henceforth will deal with dlstribu-
torR on individual : exhibitor griev-
{iricCH. The committee also includes

Anderson, . Detroit Lakes,
and Paul Mans, Minneapolis.;

is

fighting it out with United Artists
producers. Next week similar gath-
erings will be under way in other
studios. •:•. ';

\

This new procedure isn't a. reflec-

tion on Hollywood's ability to manu-
facture the product. Instead, it has
been inaugurated hy producer-dis-
tributor directorates as a means of
increasing the flow of payees
through ; theatre

. turnstiles.
; The

sales departments, in constant con-
tact with the exhibs, form the clos-
est connecting link the industry has
with : the American masse*-, . the

Andy
Minn,,

Coaat Objects Too •

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Coast conference of indie theatre.

.

owners will be rcpresehted by at-

.

torney Paul Zieglcr at Thursday's
(14) hearing on the consent decree.
Zieglcr In expected to enter ob-

jections on the ground that the new
plan would work undue hardships
pn exhibs. .

.•'

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood. Nov. 12.

'A Dangerovur. Game' is new tag
for /Whc* Killed Doc Robin?' at Uni-

'Replenish the Earth' became The
Golden Touch' at 20th-Fox.

•A. Girl a Guy and a Gob' Is the
release tag on 'Three Girls and a

Gob' at RKO.
Republic switched from 'A Flag-

pole Needs a Flag' to 'Behind the

News,' :'
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ON THE AIR

FROM HOLLYWOOD

THE GREATEST

RADIO SHOW
IN THE HISTORY OF

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP!
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illpl

ENTIRE KATE SMITH HOUR!

FRIDAY NIGHT, NOV. 22, 8 to 9 P.M., (EST) OVER

89 CBS STATIONS! "TIN PAN ALLEY" STARS,

SONGS AND SELLING GOING OUT TO 25,000,000

LISTENERS-ONE OF THE FIVE BIGGEST RADIO

AUDIENCES IN THE CROSSLEY RATINGS! THE

SPECTACULAR CLIMAX TO THE BROADCAST BAR-

RAGE BACK OF 20th's GREATEST OF ALL MUSICALS!
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Theatre Ops vs. Decree
,Continued from page 6.

charges being similar to those in the
old action.

•'"

'Circuit Discrimination,' 'Control

Over Exhibition Exercised by 'First

Run -.. Exhibitors,' 'Local Exhibition
. Monopolies,' are the 'next sub -heads.

In tiie latter case the Government
charges; that by control of first run
theatres alone, affiliated exhibitors

have been able . to secure as much
two-thirds of the total, theatre

admissions,',' paid \ cities, as; large

as 250,000.

It is. stated that . more than 80% of

all the metropolitan first run thea-

tres are affiliated theatres, and more
than 95% of all features exhibited

in these theatres were made by the

defendants. In only four of the 92

cities in the U.S. With populations of

100,000. or more are there no affiliated

• theatres. •

'•;•

In 73 of the remaining 88, the pro-

ducer' exhibitors operate enough first

fun theatres ..in:, each to - receive a

substantial majority, of the . total

theatre admissions paid an each of

these cities. The five producer ex-

hibitors also own or operate' one or

more theatres in 200 of the 283 cities

. of population between 25,000-106,000;

Monopoly of Exhibition

By Producfer-Exhibitors
Again . the charge of .violation of

the Sherman Law is made:

1. By concertedly conditioning the

licensing of films distributed by one

producer-exhibitor defendant in the?

atres operated by another such der

fendant upon the licensing of films

distributed by the latter defendant

'in theatres operated by the former
defendant. '.

2. By concertedly . excluding in-

dependently produced films from af-

filiated theatres.

3. By concertedly excluding un-

affiliated exhibitor^ from the opera-

tion of competing first-run theatres

in, cities and town$ where affiliated

theatres are located.

4. Same as to subsequent-run the-

atres.
'

5. By concertedly using the first

and early-fun affiliated theatres to

control the film supply, run, clear-?

ance, and admission- price of opera-
tors of competing unaffiliated thea-

tres in the cities and towns -where

affiliated theatres are located.

6. By concertedly coercing and
intimidating unaffiliated exhibitors

in. towns where there are no affili-

ated theatres to license their films

upon arbitrary terms .by expressed or

implied threats tb build or acquire a

competing theatre and use it to de-

stroy the business of the unaffiliated

exhibitor.

7. By threatening or coercing un-
affiliated exhibitors to - relinquishing

control of their theatres or a. share

of the profits by threats to deprive

him of access to films or to limit the

terms and conditions upon which he
may Secure these films so that they

may no longer be exhibited profita-

bly by him.
8. By pooling or sharing in the

profits with each other of affiliated

theatres owned by the defendants

and located in the same competitive

area.

9. By agreeing to divide the

available films among affiliated thea-

tres owned or controlled by two or

more of the defendants without comr

petitive negotiation.

10. By entering into .joint arr.

fangements ' with
,
respect to a single

theatre whereby the film buying
power or proceeds from the opera-
tion thereof is divided among two or

more of the. defendants.

11. By conceitedly refraining

from building, buying or leasing 'or

offering to lease theatres in any area
in which they might compete, with
existing affiliated , .theatres .except

Under agreements preventing, com-
petition.

,

12. By concertedly effecting a

.division of territory of the entire.

U. S. between them for theatre op-
erating purposes, y :

13. By concertedly acquiring and
maintaining a monopoly of the busi-

ness of exhibiting motion pictures in

approximately 80% of the cities of

the U. S. with populations of more
than 100,000.

14. By concertedly maintaining
and .acquiring '..a monopoly of ex-
hibition in all cities in the U. S. with
a population of more than 1,000,000.

Control of Film Stars Is .

studl(>

Violation of Anti-Trust caP™?Riskin
. LasKy

Next under a heading of 'Con-
spiracies to Unreasonably Restrain
and Monopolize the" Production of
Motion Pictures Participated in by
the Producer Defendants', the Gov-

tres operated by it are located;., (d),

by acquiring and maintaining a

monopoly of the business of .
ex-

hibiting motion pictures in .areas

serving a substantial percentage of

the total population of the U. S.; (e),

by coercing and intimidating unaf-

filiated exhibitors by threats to build

in opposition; (f ),* by forcing such
independents to relinquish control

of their theatres or give up a part
of the profits of them; (g), by con-
ditioning the licensing of films

ernment declares that the defend-

ants have violated the Sherman Act:

1.. By placing under contract most
of the valuable stars, featured play-

ers, directors,, technicians, and oth-

ers who have gained fame, prestige,

reknown, artistic; technical or Other

great value in the production branch
of the industry. ; of having contracted with various:

2. By lending of exchanging pef- circuits including the affiliated cir-

sorinel or other costly equipment on '
euits to restrain trade by entering

a noncompetitive basis. j
licensing agreements with these cir-

3. By excluding independent pro- !

^^hich contain provisions which

ducers from the same stars, ' techrii-
j

,°
n* £ mo

j
e discriminatory

clans or equipment on the same'basis ! 5±^?°n^nd^^^^d^wJl^
as given .the others.

.

same, be declared illegal and viola-

tive of the Sherman Act.

3. That the defendants, their sub-

sidiaries, and all of theiy officers,

directors, agents, servants, and em-
ployees be perpetually enjoined and
festralned from continuing to carry

out directly or indirectly the at-

tempts at monopolization, the monop-

;

oiies and all restraints of interstate

trade and commerce in the produc-

tion, distribution and exhibition of

motion pictures, and from entering

U. S, Accusations

On Illegal Combinations
Then under a heading entitled/

'Combinations of Which Each Pro-
ducerrExhibitof - Defendant is a
member which are illegal per se, the
U. S. lists: .

1. Each of the combinations' of.

parent and subsidiary corporations
which respectively form 20th-Fox,
Loew's, Paramount,. Warner Bros,
arid RKO constitutes a separate com-
bination in restraint :Of "trade in the
following manner: (a), by prevent-
ing dependent - producers from
competing, with such a combination
in the distribution of. films; (b), same
afe.'- to independent distributors;: (c ),

by preventing Unaffiliated exhibit-
ors from competing with such a com-
bination in the operation of thea-
tres in cities and towns- 'where' thea-

force or coerce them, into granting
concessions;

' against their will.

then the defendants, are', accused into and carrying out, directly or in-

directly, any monopolies or re-

straints of interstate trade and com-

merce similar to those alleged here-

in as illegal.

4. That .a. nationwide system of im-

partial arbitration- tribunals or such

other means of enforcement as the

court
.
may .

'deem, proper be estab-

lished pursuant to the final decree of

this court in' order to secure ade-

quate enforcement of whatever gen-

eral and nation-wide prohibitions- of

illegal practices may be ;' contained

therein.

5v That tjie integration of the pro-

duction .
and exhibition branches of.

the industry by the pfpducer-exhibi-

tor defendants be declared Unlawful
as an- instrumentality of monopoly 1

and restraint of trade, and a Viola-

tion of the Sherifnan anti-trtist act.

6: That' the producer-exhibitor de-

fendants under the direction and su-

pervision of the court be ordered
and directed to divest themselves of .

all interest and .
ownership, both di-

fect ani| indirect either in theatres

and theatre - holdings or in produe-.

tioii and . distribution facilities and
that they, and their - respective sucV
cessors be .permanently enjoined
frdtri acquiring, directly or ihdirect-

U. S. Asks Preliminary

Permanent Injunction
In conclusion, the Government fol-

lows with its. prayer for relief. It

asks.the court tb:
' :'

"

1. Issue a preliminary, injunction
festraining .the

:
defendants" from

building, buying, leasing, or other-
wise acquiring any additional the-
atres or any further interest or in-
terests, in any additional theatres,
either directly or indifectly, through
the acquisition by a subsidiary or
associated corporation;, until the final

decree, of until further order of the
court. . .'.'.'.V

.

"'':.• V :

.

2. Each of the contracts, combina-
tions and. conspiracies in restraint of
interstate trade and. commerce, to-

gether with the attempts to monopo-
lize and the monopolization of the

(Continued, from page 22)

dplph Mate. Cast: . Marlene Dietrich. John Wayne,
Mischa,. Auer, Broderick Crawford, Oscar Homolka,.
Albert Dekker. Anna Lee.
ONE NIGHT IN THE TROPICS, formerly MOON-

LIGHT IN THE TROPICS, formerly CARIBBEAN
HOLIDAY, formerly CARIBBEAN NIGHTS,' musical;
asso. prod., Leonard Spigelgass; dir., Joseph A. . Mc-
Donough; screen play, Charles Grayson; camera, Joseph
Valentine. Cast:; Allan Jones, Nancy Kelly, Bud Abbott,
Lou Costello, Robert Cummings, Mary Boland, William
Frawley, Peggy Moran, Leo Carrillo.
LUCKY DEVILS, formerly FLYING NEWS,, action

melodrama; asso. prod., Ben Pivar; dir., Fred Frank;

'

orig. story by Sam Robins; screen play, Alex Gottlieb;
camera, Charles Van Enger: Cast: Richard Arlen. Andy
Devine, Dorothy Loyett,, Jack Afhold,. . Gus . Schilling,
Hugh Huntley, Dora Clemant, Frank Mitchell, Roger
Haliday. ' ;

A DANGEROUS GAME, formerly WHO KILLED
DOC ROBIN?, mystery melo; assoc., prod., Ben Pivar;
dir., John . Rawlins; brig., Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman;
screen 1 play, Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman, Maxwell
Shane; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Richard Arlen,
Andy Devine, Jeanne. Kelly, Edwafd Brophy, Vince-
Barnett, Richard Carle. Tom Dugan, Andrew Tombes.
SAN FRANCISCO DOCKS, drama; asso; prod., Mar-

shall Grant; dir., Arthur Lubih; orig. screenplay, Stan-
ley Rubin and Edmund L. Hartman. '. Cast: Burgess
Meredith, Irene Hervey; Barry .Fitzgerald, Raymond.
Walburn, Robert Armstrong.

U Pictures In Production:

THE BANK DICK, comedy; dir., Edward F. Ciine;
no writing credits; camera. Milton Krasner. Cast: W.
C. Fields, Franklin Pangborn, Shemp Howard, Russell
Hicks, Grady Sutton; Harlan Briggs, Bill Wolf, Nora
Cecil, Emmett Vogan;
RIDERS OF DEATH VALLEY, serial; asso, prod.,

Henry MacRae; dirs., Ford Beebe and Ray Taylor;
screen play* Sherman Lowe, Basil Dickey, George H.
Plympton, Jack O'Donhell; camera, Jerome Ash. : Cast:
Dick Foran, Charles Bickford. Leo Carrillo, Buck Jones,
Jeanne Kelly. '.Big Boy'. Williams, Noah Beery, Jr.,

Monte Blue; William Hall
TRAIL OF THE VIGILANTES, western; prod.,

dir., Allan Dwan; screenplay, E. E. Paramore; camera,
Joseph Valentine. Cast: Franchot Tone, Broderick
Crawford. Mischa Auer,.. Andy Devine, Peggy Moran,
Warren William. Porter Hall, Edmund MacDonald,
Charles Trowbridge, Paul Fix, Harry Cording, Max
Wagner. -.

INVISIBLE WOMAN, meller; asso. prod., Bert Kelly;
dir., Edward Sutherland: orig, by Joe May and Kurt
Siodmak; screenplay, Robert Lees, Fred Ririaldo, Ger~
trude Purcell; camera^ Elwood Bredell. Cast: John
Barrymore, John Howard, Virginia Bruce, Charles
Ruggles. Oscar Hdmolkd. . ,. '.

;'. .*

WHERE DID YOU GET THAT GIRL, comedy; asso.

prod.. Joseph C. Sanfbrd; dir., Arthur Lubin: no writing
credits- camera, Jc/m Boyle. Cast: Helen Parrish. Ed-
die Quillan. Leon Errol. Charles .Lang. Franklin Pangr
born. Tom Dugan. Triurston Hall. Joe Brbwn, Jr., Wade
Boteler, Nina Orla, Kay Leslie, Leonard Sties. Kenneth

.Lundy. ':' Joe Cobb, Billy Jack Elliott. Stanley Fields,

Tim Ryan, Frank Marlowe. Elliott Sullivan, Eddie
Bruce, Robert Mckenzie. Lorih Raker. George Lloyd,
Frank Mitchell. Tom Hanloh. Ed Stanley. .'

. BACK STREET, drama,
.
prod.. Bruce Manning;

.
dir...

Robert Stevenson; screenplay. Bruce Manning and
Felix Jackson, based on novel by Fannie Hurst; cam-
era. William Daniels. Cast: Charles Boyer. Margaret
Sullavan, Richard Carlson. Frank Jenks. Frank Mc-
Hugh, James McNamara. Al 'Whitey'' Roberts.

Warners

Totals

Prom-
ised
.48 ;

• 1
'

1
"

. 50

.Com-
pleted
19

'
: 1
0

26 .

.

Shoot- Now To Be
Inff Cutting Shot
6 .29 27

-.' t 1 v.. .0
. :.0-;-:- 0 1

6 21 28

Pictures In cutting rooms or awaiting release: ..

THE LETTER, drama; prod., Robert Lord; dir.. Wil-
liam Wyler; original, Somerset Maugham; camera, Tony

Gaudio. Cast: Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, James
Stephenson, Gail Sondergaard, David Newell. Bruce
Lester, Tetsu Kbmai, Willie Fung.
HONEYMOON FOR THREE, comedy;, asso. prod.,

Henry Blanke; dir., Lloyd Bacon; original, Allen Scott
and George Haight; screen play. Earl Baldwin and
Phil Epstein; camera, Ernest Haller. Cast: George
Brent. Osa Massen, Charles RUggles, Jane Wyman,
FOUR MOTHERS, drama; asso. prod., Henry Blanke;

dir., William Keighley; screen play, Stephen More-
house Avery; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Priscilla
Lane, Rosemary Lane, Lola Lane, Gale Page, Claude
Rains, May Robson, Jeffry Lynn, Frank McHugh, Eddie
Albert, Dick Foran. Vera LeWis. .

'
:

SANTA FE TRAIL, historic western; asso. prod.,
Robert Fellows; dir., Michael Curtiz; orig, screen play,
Robert Buckher; camera, Sol Pblito. Cast: ErrorFlynn,.
Oliv'ia de Havilland, Raymond Massey. Ronald Reagan,
William Orr, Alan Hale, Guinn Williams,. Henry
O'Neill, Van Heflin, Allan Baxter, John Litel, Moroni
Olsen, William Lundigan, David Bruce, Frank Wilcox,
William Marshall, George Haywood.
MEET JOHN DOE, drama; Frank Capra-Robert Ris-

kin production; dir.. Frank Capra; orig., Richard Con-
nell; screen play, Robert Riskin, Frank Capra, Myles
Connolly; camera, George Barnes. Cast: Gary Cooper,
Barbara Stanwyck, Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan,
James Gleason, Rod LaRocque. GfanVille Bates. Pierre
Watkins, Henry O'Neill, Warren Hymer, Pat Flaherty.,
Ann Doran. •

:

HIGH SIERRA, drama; asso. prod., Mark Hellinger;
dir., Raoul Walsh; story by W. R. Burnett; screen play,
John Huston and W.. R. Burnett; camera, Tony Gaudio.
Cast: Humphrey Bbgart, Ida Lupitio, Joan Brooks, Alan
Curtis, Arthur Kennedy, Anthony Quinn, Henry
Travers, Henry Hull. Willie Best

'*

SOUTH OF SUEZ, drama: asso. prod., Bryan Foy;
dir., Lou Seiler; screen play, Barry Trivers and Michael
Hogan; camera, Arthur Todd. Cast: George Brent,
Geraldine Fitzgefald. Brenda Marshall, James Stephen-
son. George Tobias, Miles Mander, Charles Irwin.
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO, comedy; asso. prod., Wil-

liam Jacobs: dir.. William Clemens; screenplay, Earl
Baldwin

,
and Charles Grayson: camera, Ted McCord.

Cast: Roger Pryor. Eve Arden, Cliff Edwards.
THE CASE OF THE BLACK PARROT, mystery;

asso. prod., William Jacobs: dir., Noel .Smith; no writ-
ing credit; camera. Ted McCord: Cast: WilliamvLundi-
gan. Maris Wrixon. Luli Deste. Eddie Foy. Jr., Paul
Cavanaugh, Emory Parnell. Joseph Crehan.

Warner Pietares In Production
INVITATION TO A MURDER, formerly TRIAL AND

ERROR, meller; asso., prod., Edmund Grainger; dir.,
Vincent Sherman; screenplay, Robert Rosson, Barry
Trivers; camera, James Van Trees; Cast: Thomas
Mitchell, Geraldine Fitzgerald; Jeffrey Lynn.
THE WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT, fofmerly CAR-

NIVAL, drama; asso, prod., Harlan Thompson; dir.,
JRay Ennght; screen play, Fred Niblo, Jr., arid Barry
Trivers; camera.

.
Sid Hickoxi Cast: Sylvia Sidney,

Humphrey Bogart. Eddie Albert. \'.
*

FOOTSTEPS IN THE DARK, comedy drama; asso.
prod.. Robert Lord; dir. t Lloyd Bacon; no writing
credits; camera. 'Ernie Haller. Cast: Error Flynn,B

.
r
?
nd

.
a„Marshall » Halph Bellamy, Alan Hale, Lee Pat-

nek. Alleri Jenkins. Lucille Watkins.
^STRAWBERRY BLONDE, comedy drama; asso. prod.,
William Cagney; dir., Raoul Walsh; no writing credits'
camera, James; Wong Howe. Cast: James Cagney,
Olivia DeHaYilland. Rita Hayworth. George Tobias,
Jack Carson, Alan Hale.
.FATHER AND

.
SON, drama; asso. prod.. William

Jacobs; dir., D ; Ross Lederman; screen play, Fred
Niblo, Jr.,, camera. Al - Siegler, Cast: John. Litell,
Frieda Innescpurt. Billy Dawson, Berhice Pilot, Chris-
tian Rub, Philip Hurlic, Sammy McKim, Sonny Bupp.
Myra Marsh, John Dilsdn, George Lloyd. .

^.^A®
j
HWz2N^.drama 5 assb. prod . Henry Blanke;

dir., Edmund Goulding; no wfiting 7 credits; camera,
Tony Gaudio.. Cast:

;
Bette Davis. George Brent. Mary

^^tair
1^6^?!" 1

!
15

'
Sam McDaniel, Jerome Cowan.THE SEA WOLF, drama; asso. prod,. Henry Blanke;

'S
ir
ik -?$-/'• £Wt»J6;.-ho Writing credits; camera, Sol

Polito. Cast: Edward C. Robinson. John Garfield. Ida
Lupino,

.
Alexander Knox. Francis McDonald, Gene

Loekbarty, Barry Fitzgefald. Stanley Ridges, Frank
Lacketeen. Howard da Silva. Wilfred Lucas, Lewis Ma-
son, David Bruce, Half Harolde.

.

ly, any other interests in the branch
of the industry divested in any per
sons, firms are corporations which
are engaged or may engage in that
branch of the industry, said divesti-
ture to be accomplished and carried
but upon suck terms and conditions
as the court may deem proper.
7—That Paramount, 20th-Fox Film

National Theatres Corp., Warner'
Bros. Pictures^ Warher Bros. Circuit
Management, Loew's, RKO, KAORKO Proctor Corp. and RKO Mid- -

west Corp ;/. under the direction and
supervision of the court, divest
themselves of all interest and owner-
ship both direct and indirect in any
theatres which the court shall - find
have been used by one or more of
them to unreasonably restrain trade
and commerce in motion pictures in
violation of the Sherman Act.

.

• Lastly—but. not the least—the
Government wants costs.

'•'

Blqcks'Of^S
.Continued froni pa^e 5.

Bob O'Donhell, southern operators;
Sam Pinanski and Marty . Mulliii of

'

New England; Earl J. Hudson of
Detroit; J. J. Fitzgibbbn,

1

general
manager of 'Fampus Players-Cana-
dian, <and Ralph Bfantort. g.m. of the

Blank circuit, •

'

Following the Chicago meeting,

the entire group, including John
Baiaban, . left for the Coast, while
going directly from the east were '":

Bafhey Baiaban; Stanton Griffis, Neil

Agnew, Russell Hoiman, Paul
Raibourn and Leon Netter., 6roup
left Wednesday (6), excepting

Agnew who flew, out Friday night

;(8); Adolph Zukor, who will attend

the Coast conferences was- already
;

there, having voted in Hollywood.

Reports that television producing
plans would be

,
discussed on the

Coast were denied at the home ; of-

fice.
'•.

;•'' Par,': Execa .on '.Coast
v

'.".

Hollywood, Nov. .12;

Paramount' home office : execs and
theatre partners converged this

week for cbnfabs. at the studio and
the Ambassador hotel. : Under, dis-.

cussion will be production and • sales

plans, the latter as they . apply un-
der . the consent decree. Par top-

pers will also act on a proposal to

increase indie production units.

. Here for the meetings are Neil
Agnew, Stanton W: Griffis, Barney
Baiaban, Russell Hoiman, -'. Adolph
Zukor, Leon Netter, Sam Dembow,
Jr., and Leonard Gpldenson. The
last three are members of the N. Y.
theatre department Bob Weitman,.
manager of the & Y. Paramount, is

also here, as are theatre execs Earl
Hudson Of Detfoit, John Baiaban of
Chicago, M. A. Lightman of Mem-
phis, Sam Pinanski and Majty Mul-
lins of Boston, John Fitzglbbons of

Canada, Bob O'Donnell of Dallas and
Ralph Branton of Des Moines.

Ed Sullivan
.Continued from page <t.

John Chapman swapping tpbti with
him last -July.

Sullivan this time, howevef,
goes

back to assume editorship of the

Hollywood Reporter* local trade
daily, under a participating deal

with W. R. Wilkerson, its publisher.

Latter will devote himself more to

operating the Arrowhead Springs
resort hotel. Wilkerson has always
operated Hollywood hiteries as art

adjunct' to his trade paper. . . He will
,;

also continue running Ciro's.

Sullivan's deal.with Wilkerson will

call for a percentage which, as the

newspaperman puts it, 'I'll be able to

tell more about after a year.' Wilkcr-
son's present editof, Frank Pope/
will continue as a news exec and the •

staff will not be affected at all.

Sullivaa has an open offer froni

the , News' managing editor* Dick
Clarke, to return at any time, but

meantime is severing connections
with the tabloid ' with which .

he's

been identified for many years. He
originally started on the now defunct
N; Y. Evening Mail and later the

N. Y. Graphic as a sports columnist.
He's been a working N. Y. news-
paperman for 20 years; the last eight

on the News. Sullivan may do one
Sunday feature from Hollywood for

the News, but that's also ihdef, due
to Capt. J. M. Patterson's absence
from the; city. Chapman's Holly-
wood coverage for the News, of

course, continues as is.
'

BIO TOWN STUFF
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

'New, York Town' went into pro-

duction at Paramount with ;Fred
MacMurray and Mary Martin in the

top roles.
. V. :

''";v
;

'

;

'

;

'•"

Charles Vidor directs and Anthony
Veiller:produces.
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•Till to in

• Trenton; -

;Nov. 12.

: America's boom town is Trenton,

N. J.

: Thousands of soldiers stationed at

nearby Fort Dix 'invade' this city

nightly bent on 'doing' the town
with the. . result that films, cafes,

hotels, dance halls, bowling alleys,

shooting galleries and restaurants

arc enjoying, a wave of prosperity

unmatched since yfarld War I.

With upwards of 15,000 boys al-

ready stationed at Fort Dix and with
an additional 5,600 of the conscripted

Army from the Second Corps Area,
. embracing New Jersey, -New York
and Delaware to be called up before

the end of November, it is estimated
that from 3,000 to 5,000 of Uncle
Sam's khaki-garbed defenders Visit

Trenton each night, bent on some
form of pleasure. '.. It's a - strange
sight for

,
Trenton, whose ' main

thoroughfares resemble i a city in

war-wrecked Europe. It's 1917 all

over again here but the. peace-time
army' going about its nightly
pleasures with far less grimness. It's

still in the lark ; era and the bo;*
are having their fun, > /

.
From the lowly buck private mak-

ing $21 a month to the non-cdms and
commissioned officers whose salaries

range from $120 a month to $10,000
year> Trenton getting its full

quota nightly as they all leave
money- behind; For the buck private;

it might mean a pack of cigarets, a
couple of . beers arid a dance hall or
a pi but the higher-paid boys are
doing it up red, taking in the better,

cafes and staying over
;
at . the

swankier hostelries.

.

The vice problem has already
feared; its head, with syndicates im-
porting girls, from .Philadelphia and
New York; They're leading police, a
merry chase but no less an authority

than Major General Clifford R.
Powell, 44th. Division commander
and head man at Fort Dix, and Tren-
ton Police Chief William A. pooling
assert they are coping with it splen-
didly. :• ,.::-.-. ;•

Welfare of Soldiers
Though acts of misbehaviour by

the; enlisted personnel have been
few in number thus far, authorities

have taken special steps lor the wel-
fare^ of the soldiers as well as the
community, especially on pay-days
and weekends. Nightly a staff of
M.P/s are sent up from Dix to aug-
ment local , police protection and on
weekends the number is doubled.
Under .a temporary ..policy now in
effect, soldiers accused of miscon-
duct are taken into

.
custody by

Trenton police and referred to mili-

tary police.
,'• In a move to curb excessive drink-
ing by soldiers at taverns arid cafes
here,. Mayor Rogers has warned dis-

pensers that unless they serve in

moderation licenses will be revoked;
As a result, cases of drunkenness
have been the exception.
Boys come up from Dix in Tren-

ton Transit . buses, now running at

the rate of 44 a day in place of the
four, which traversed the route prior;
to the opening of the military reser-
vation. •

'.^' }
y..

:

"i-:

Trenton itself has opened its purse
strings to see that rid soldier ' boy
lacks recreation here. The Com-
munity Chest, which has just closed
its annual drive, tipped, its quota by
$15,000 to provide a fund to take
care of the boys.? Corhmunityrspon-

.sored dances are held at regular in-

tervals, the facilities of the Y.M.C.A.
and Y.M.H.A. have been placed at
their disposal. Princeton University
each, week sets aside several thou-
sand seats in Palmer Stadium with
free tickets for soldiers who want
to take in a football game.

.
Strangely enough, the places get-

ting the biggest play to date: have
been the two shooting galleries here;
where long queues forrii nightly as
soldiers await their turn for a crack
at the clay pigeons.

Sherman Upt Abrahams
• Hollywood, Nov. 12.

' Perwin Abrahams was upped
from assistant to director in Harry
Sherman's production uriit, with the
next Hopalorig Cassidy feature as his
prat piloting job.
Picture is 'Border; Vigilantes.'

AkoWi SAG Cwrocil?

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Screen Actors Guild- board, after a
session running from last night
(Monday) until noon today, voted to
'submit a referendum to; class B
membership on a proposal to abolish
the Screen Actors Guild council.
Plans submitted embraced admin-

istration of the affairs of the Guild,
including class ; B membership by
the board and a functional setup to
represent Class B members by com-
mittees named from various groups.
Ballots go out Thursday (141 with a
Nov. 26 closing. :

Pending certification by the

National Labor Relations Board,

making the Screen Publicists Guild'

of New York; official bargaining

agency for its members in N. Y., re-

sistance is reported cropping up
among 'eligibies' and understood that

the major film companies are pre-,

paring to put up a fight against "the

purported tentative contract that will

be offered as well as the union it-

self.- ' ' •>

A meeting on the matter was held
at the Motion Picture Producers, ft

Distributors of America on Thursday
(7) attended by representatives of

the publicity-advertising depart-

ments of all majors and attorneys.

Pat Casey, also attended the session

as labor relations counsel for the

picture 1 companies; •';. - The.
.
meeting

was held to consider the situation,

the demands made, the claims of

majorities in all film company h.o^'s,

etc, but whether or not attorneys

would challenge ^he right of mem-
bers of art departments to be quali-

fied for the SPG was not indicated.

It is doubted, on legal authority, that

the artists or production men at-

tached to art departments who do
not produce copy, have any fight to

belong to the union.

Reported that numerous publicists

who have been approached to join the

SPG have remained aloof, prefer-

ring to bide their time, while some
others who went in early have

bowed out because of dislike, con-

cerning the administration and the

executive committee which is de-

scribed outside as being on the radi-

cal side and exercises autocratic

powers- One member of a major

(Continued on page 29)

Warners to Introduce New
'Recording - Projection Sys-

tem With R e 1 e a s e of

'Santa Fe Trail'—Carries
• A d v a n t ages of Disney-

RGA Fantasound Without
Heavy Added Cost to

Studios and Exhibs

OTHER LOTS O.K. USE

RETAIL CLERKS IN

DRIVE ON THEATRES

. Lafayette, Ind.,.Noy. 12.

At a recent meeting held at the

headquarters of the Retail Clerks

International Protective Ass'n, it

was decided to institute a real and

earnest drive against the various cir-

cuits and indie theatres that have

candy counters, but without, having

regular union; clerks handling the

retail sales.

RCIPA officers object, strenuously

to theatres doubling their ushers and

other theatre employees to work bev

hind the candy counter, and the

union insists that in so doing the

theatres are keeping retail clerks out

of legitimate jobs.
; ;

Main drive to -organize and union,

ize those eiriployees who work be-

hind these candy counters will be

centered in the states of California,

Washington, Oregon and Texas, and

in the cities of Buffalo and Detroit.

'This follows the organization of.

these candy counter clerks: In New.

York and Chicago.

Hollywood, Nov. .12.
,

Pleas of exhibitors for some new
development in the talker-manufac-

turing, process of sufficient import

to; re-whet '. the public's appetite for

the cinema are shortly to draw an

answer from Hollywood. What is

hailed by studio technical experts , as

the most startling advancement; in

sound recording and", projection

adaptable for general; usage- by the

film industry since the screen first

broke, its silence will be unveiled

with the opening, of Warners' 'Santa

Fe Trail' at the Strand, New. York,

late in December. •:

Modernized method, ..which: . con-

sists of the addition of another

sound-track . running between the

film's sprocket; holes, and; which is

used for control purposes only; re-

tains to the fullest
:
degree ' all the

dramatic shading of , tone - arid vol-
ume that is to be found in the orig-

inal sounds themselves.

While Walt Disney will introduce
the new Disney-RCA . perfected
Fantasbund, a somewhat similar
proposition, with the roadshowing
this month of the Disney symphonic
cartoon feature, 'Fantasia,' the War
ners-RCA system, readied under the
supervision of Major Nathan Levin
son, the Burbank studio's' chief
sound engineer/ can be handled in

both studio and theatre at a. mere
fraction of the cost of . recording .and

•projection involved in Disney-RCA
scheme.. Warnefs-RCA idea also af-

fords an enormous; saving in the

turning out of prints as compared to

the Disney-RCA.method;

.
Withheld Inauguration

Although Warners' sound special-

ists have been working on the uri-.

dertaking since 1935, when their

initial experiments were; included in

the production arid showing of 'A
Midsummer Night's Dream,' and
have had it perfected for some
months, the company has withheld
its inauguration to penriit Disney to

gain the full advantage of his elabo-

rate expenditures in time and
.
coin

on the DisneyrRCA recording-pro-

jection devices. Warners' financial

outlay, both for the conversion of

recording gadgets and lab ; printing

machines, as well as for the installa-

tion in theatres of the added ampli-

fiers and horns needed, for projec-

tion purposes/ -has. been trivial- as

compared to: Disney's outgo fof sim i-

lar purposes.
.•.''•''

. While: Warners' 'Santa Fe Trail* is

the first feature to benefit by the

adoption of the system, production

heads ; at the studio have ordered

that it be used on all future output.

Already approved by the sound di-

vision of the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences' Research

Council, it will be adopted by pther

major lots as rapidly as recording

and lab equipment can be changed

over..;;'..' ;.

While 'the projection of the Dis-

ney-RCA Fantasound requires the

installation of some ^15,000 worth

of new apparatus in each theatre;

the Warners-RCA systeriV calls for

only $1,500 worth of extra gadgets.

Addition of the second soundtrack

does not prevent use of the Waf-.<

ners-RCA.. prints with present-day

.equipment, although it, holds new
|

advantages over , the bid recording-

1

projection system when so; harnessed.
,|

Hollywood, Nov. 12:

Acting on instructions from the
executive board' of the California

State Federation of Labor, secretary

Edward D. Vandeleur has forwarded
a demand to prexy William Gfeeri,

of the American Federation of Labor,
that Meyer L. Lewis be removed as

western director for the AFL. Van-
deleur charges that Lewis, who aidedf

Willie Bioff in. his' producer 'riegbtiar

tions before the latter was shuttled
off to the Chicago hoosegow, has at-

tended only :
;
two Central . Labor

Council sessions since he arrived, in
California; '.

'

.

. It is further claimed that Lewis
has 'started a labor newspaper in op-
position to the California labor press,

arid has failed to aid AFL locals in

repelling CIO raids. The communi-
cation in reference to CIO activities

states: > -.;

.

;'' 'The last, year was one of- high tide
for , CIO raids against established
AFL unions. In not a single situa.-

tion was ariy help forthcoming from
Mr. Lewis. The California State
Federation .of Labor, in conjunction
with the local Central Labor Coun-
cil, furnished the only- help to repel
these raids. In fact, the suspicion

. About three weeks ago Pat Casey,
labor relations counsel for the film

producers, went to Chicago to see

George E. Browne concerning IATSE
demands arid jurisdiction over many
thousands' of employes in Hollywood
film plants. He didn't see him, though
remaining in Chicago several days.

Casey came on to New York and
awaited Browne but latter never
showed up, with result Casey left

Friday (8) for the Coast. '. ..-'

He is reported to have been burned
oyer the' matter but understood; on
inside, that Browne, who suffers

from ulcers, was unable to leave his
farm,,; outside of Chicago, for. any
purpose and may not go to the Coast
immediately. Reported he refuses
to listen to doctor's orders concern-
ing the ulcers. ',;

. Browne Passing Up Coast
. Hollywood, Nov. 12.

George Browne is passing up the
Coast for present, general plan for
him and the International to keep
hands off while locals negotiate with
producers.
Should the tide go against them,

understood . the International will
heed jleas to intercede, step in and
make deal for them. ;''

,

FEAR WINS $50,000

VERDICT FROM METRO

-\ •;- Los Angeles, Nov. 12.

Ralph Gordon • Fear was awarded
a verdict of $50,000 damages in his
suit against the Metro studio in the
U. S. district court.

Plaintiff charged the company
with breach of contract in using his.

film developing process for outside
business.

: i
".'"

'Man Hunt' Again Up
At 20th After Siesta

Hollywood, Nov. 12,;

20th-F6x restored "Man Hunt' to
the, production, schedule after shelv-
ing it for a week. Dudley Nichols
is polishing .the script for early
shooting. •-

;
Filming was delayed lyheri . John

Ford, originally named as director, ;>

was shifted to 'Tobacco Road.' New
pilot will be picked off the lot.

persists among many . of .- our people
that Mr. Lewis tried to cripple our
resistance to the, CIO raids in order
to derive whatever factional adyan-

,

tage the attendant confusion: might
bring.

'The executive council realized
tha't the western office represented
an effort on the part of the AFL to

aid the . movement on the Pacific

Coasti. If felt that this ..office could
,

be continued with much benefit to

our movement^prbvided the proper
man; was placed in charge. It. in-

;

structed me to suggest that should
the plea of the California State Fed-,

.

eration of Labor be heeded, and Mr.
Lewis be removed for the good of
the movehient, that it be consulted,
before his successor is appointed/ : :

;

Beetson Back on Job
'

- Fred W. Beetson, secretary-treas-
urer of the Associatiori . of Motion
Picture Producers, has returned to-

his desk, alter a month's vacation
trip to. New York via the Panama
Canah -.

I

• A preliminary, check by the Scfeen
Actors. Guild this , week indicated
that approximately 300 extras will
be eliminated from the industry for
being more than 90 days in afreas
in dues. The quarterly dues , pay*

.

ment became due Npv. 1.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists has signed a contract \with
the 'Folies Bergere,' currently play-
ing here, calling for a minimum ofv
$40 weekly for chorus members arid
$jS0 for principals. The contract 1 ixin»

-

its layoffs to one week in four, with
a maximum of 30 shows per week.
Negbtiatioris were handled by Ken-
neth Howard, international represen*
tative of AGVA; and Clifford C.
Fischer for 'Folies'.

The Closed-shop agreeriient be-
tween Metro and the Screen Car-
toonists Guild has been signed. Prexy
William Littlejohn, of the SCG,
agreed that workers would be given
until Friday (15) ; to get in good
standing with the Guild in order to
continue their employment.
Harry Mayo is the new chairman

of the Screen Actors Guild. He was
elected oyer Florence Wix by a ma-
jority of two votes. A runoff elec-
tion was ordered when it was dis-
covered that Wix had been seated
as chairmari: 6ri Sept., 24 although
she failed to receive a majority of
the vote cast as required by the
SAG bylaws]

SAG Penalizes Metro
The SAG-Producer Standing Com-

mittee has ordered Metro to pay
$3,000 in standby checks for the use
of native riders on location at Santa
Cruz. Announcement of the award
stated: ,' ,;•'

';
'-

.-.

'M-G-M proposed taking 40 riders
and jumpers, including 14 women, to
a location near Santa Cruz. The 14
women were interviewed and en-
gaged. A group of men were inter-,
viewed, but riot engaged. Subse-
quently

"

: M-G-M decided to do the
work with

, local Santa Cruz riders.
After protracted hearing, the"
Standing Committee ruled in favor
of the Guild, that the location was
within the 300-mile limit arid made
ah award of $3,000.

'This made 'possible a check for
$75 for each of 40 riders; , Each of
the 14 women who had been en-
gaged was sent her check. In con-,
sulfation with the studio, the Guild
made up a list of 39 men who might
have received the 26 caUs and who
were members in good standing.
From the list of 39, Paul Cook, amember of the Class B Council; drew
26 names at a drawing conducted in
a^ board of. directors' -meeting < and
checks were distributed in accord-
ance with the drawing.'

Class B Referendum
The SAG is now conducting a ref-

erendum of Class B membership on
acceptance, of the Producer-SAG
Standing

' Committee report, which
recommended that all extras who
worked 10 days or less in 1939 be
eliminated from the industry. Ken-
neth Thomson, SAG.executive secre-
tafy, sent the following notification
to the Class E Council:

.
'In accordance with iristructiorii

(Continued on page 29)
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All Sorts and Manner of Taxes,

City, State and O S, Plague fix Biz

Tht rising tax burden lor the

picture business was accentuated

this month by the addition of the re-

cently enacted excess (defense)

profits tax and tilt in the regular

Federal income tax. Burden of taxa-

tion for the Industry promises to

reach an all-time peace period peak

before the middle of next year.

Taxes are so numerous and sun-

dry that it is difficult to tell which

gets soaked the most, the producer,

distributor or exhibitor. Indica-

tions are that the owner and opera-

tor carries the heaviest load because

being confronted with city, county,

state and government assessments.

A close second is the distributor be-

cause of setups in 31 exchange cities

covering 48 states.

The.: picture business is always
sought; out as the fall guy when ad-

ditional revenue must be raised by
the city or state. ' Formerly, tax

levying solons use to 'sock the liquor

business but nowadays with many
states having their own liquor de-
partment the yen to soak the liquor

dealers is gradually diminishing.
Films the Goat ^

Old-age and social security' laws
have sent many state legislative

bodies scurrying to raise additional

funds with the film industry gener-
ally 'it' in initial efforts to tack on
more fees. This has brought in a

flood on general sales, taxes. Unless
a theatre is specifically excluded
it means that taxation on goods,

wares and merchandise is inter-

preted as including theatre tickets.

Estimated that this cuts in 2-3% on
gross receipts. However, exhibitors

are satisfied to escape any special

sales levy because this generally
means a 10-15% tax.

Exhibitors must face taxation for

personal income, for personal prop-
erty, real estate, for corporation

levy, payroll and that on admis-
sion ducats. There also is a license

to^o business which costs money
in '.many states. Other states have
a fee system operating in conjunc-
tion with the fire marshal on all

property plus the theatre holdings.

The personal property tax is the
greatest theatre headache because
of varying interpretations by differ-

ent states. Some states would value
one 10-reel picture at so much but
would raise the value on another
10-reeler when they figure the pro-
duction value of the film greater.

The industry has fought tooth-and-
nail any attempt to list personal
property tax on- films according to

the production value of a picture.

Nominal value of the negative is the
the correct method, it has been con-
tended. . .

Terrific Strain

With a circuit having 600 Indi-

vidual pieces of theatre property,-
the strain in keeping pace with indi-

vidual state taxation Is terrific. How-
ever, with all the taxes on theatres,

the admish tax fee is the most on-
erous of all because it represents a
10% slash into the theatre's income.
The only phase that may slow up

attempts to install state taxes on
theatre ducats during the coming
state legislative sessions, early in

1941,' is the realisation that the Fed-
eral government already has covered
the field very thoroughly.
For the distributor, the greatest

problem is handling the taxation
setup from the 31 different ex-
changes. Each must handle on an
average, of one or two states with
their varying taxation systems.
There are some states covered by
two or more exchanges such as
Pennsylvania which has Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh. In contrast some
exchanges cover several states. Min-
neapolis' handles the taxes from Min-
nesota.

: North and South Dakota.
Possibly the outstanding exchange
operation to feel the full load of
state taxation is Atlanta which
covers Georgia. Florida, Alabama
and parts of Tennessee;

Shea's Buffalo Bualing'

First Time in 14 Years
Buffalo, Nov. 12.

Shea's Buffalo, ace Paramount de-
luxer here, this week ' goes double
feature for the first time in its 14-
year history, House, booking of.
which was recently taken over by
Loew's, one-third partner in the op-
erating company, also discontinued
its house orchestra a few weeks ago
after continuous pit music policy
smc<» opening.

First program, •Escape' and 'Danc-
ing on Dime,' runs three hours and
30 minutes.

LOCAL GAG

Omaha Lawyer Stand-in on M-0>>
Pic—Also Reps Exhib Suing:- Metro

Omaha, Neb., Nov. 12.

,
Metro's exchange manager, Harry

Shumow, is being kidded profusely
about using his company's casting
dept. to get to an opposition attor-
ney. 'Men of Boys Town' company
is on location in Omaha, and picked
Gerald F. Nye, attorney; Betty Marr,
First National Bank secretary, and
Dean Gray, ah 11-year-old sixth-
grader, to double in long shots for
Henry O'Neill, Mary. Nash and Bobs
Watson.
Nye is attorney for Frank E. Hol-

lingswprth; Beatrice, Neb., exhibitor,
who is suing Metro,

. among others,

for collusion and restraint of trade
forcing him out of biz.;

NEW THEATRE

CHAIN ON

COAST

Los Angeles, Nov. 12.

First of a new chain of California

film houses, backed by Hollywood
capital with local partners, went
into construction at Dinuba, with
Ed Levy as operating partner; The-
atre will cost about $35,000, and four
more units at the same approximate
price are due to follow.

Others are planned at Fort Bragg,
Ukiah, Yreka and Modesto.
Construction was started in Po-

mona on a new Fox-West Coast thea-

tre, the State, 500-seater, slated for

Christmas opening.
Dwight Harkins building new Col-

lege theatre, seating 480, at Tempe,
Ariz.

Blevlnses' New House

Celeste, Texas, Nov. 12.

B. E. Blevins and his wife have
opened a new house here, partly sup-
ported by local business men.
He operates the machine while his

wife is ticket seller and handles the

main-floor operations.

Anco, New on 42d St., N. T.

Another house for heavily-oVer-

seated 42d street, New York, is the

new Max A. Cohen operation, the
Anco, which opened Saturday t9).

It's, playing double bills at a scale

of from 10 to 25c, same as for other

houses on the street. Theatre seats

600 and is on the site of the bid
Wallack, former legit house.

1,000-Seater for Dayton

Dayton, Nov. 12.

Ground has been broken for a new
suburban theatre, the Shafer, 1,000

or more capacity, to be operated by
Maurice White and N. G. Shafer,

who operate theatres in southern

Ohio and Kentucky and are asso-

ciated with Col. Ike Libson, Cincin-

nati, in the operation of the Strand
here. Second-run features will be
shown.

Loew's in N. Y. Day-Dates

'Kit Carson' in 11 Houses

'Kit Carson,', which . has been

awaiting a New York .opening date

for several months, preems tomor-

row (Thursday) at Loew's State, on

Broadway and in 11 Loew key houses

in the city simultaneously. It's the

same plan as was used with Uni-

versal'^ 'When the Daltons Rode.'

Deal with Loew's is on a flat ren-

tal; Picture was made by Edward
Small for United Artists distribution.

National release date was Aug. 30

and picture has played a large num-
ber of spots throughout the country

since then.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Harry Sherman bought 'American

Empire,' by J. Robert Bren and

Gladys Atwater.

Leonard Hoffman sold his war

story. 'Night Hawks,' to Warners,

ihrdhi cmfwyp vbgkqj cmZwyp wy
RKO acquired 'Repent at Leisure,

by James Gow and Arnaud D Usseau.

Bronco-Busting Dallas

Showmen Enter Rodeo

Dallas, Nov. 12.
When show

, makers suddenly de-
cide to be show, actors^ that is as
much news as the traditional yarn of
man biting dog, so the recent an-
nouncement that the Variety Club
would be in the All-America Rodeo
and Horse Show program starting
in

.
Ft. Worth on Will Rogers Day,

Friday (15), will be interesting to
thousands of theatre-goers in the
south. .

Variety Club members have made
reservations for horses to ride in the
gigantic parade and will also select
a queen from the many theatre em-
ployees of Dallas, to participate in
the colorful selection of the 'all-

American girl of the Southwest.'
The Cinema Breakfast & Bridle

Club, composed of members of the
various film exchanges of Dallas and
a subsidiary of the Variety Club,
were among the first to announce
their, membership would be here en
masse for the parade, buffalo bar-
becue, prelude and premiere show
opening day. They are transporting
their own horses from Dallas for the
gala celebration, and Buck Weaver,
manager of the Paramount film ex-
change, reported that all members
had paid 'their transportation fees,

insuring a 100% membership in Ft.

Worth.
The Cinema B. & B. Club is com-

posed of film executives who like

to ride, horseback. They stage their

own private, exclusive rodeo each
year.

Rachnan Now

An Authority

$1,000,000 Toot'

Hollwood, Nov. 12.

Warners allotted a budget of $1,-

000,000 to 'One Foot In Heaven,'
based on a biographical novel by
Hartzell Spence.

Studio is sending put several hun-
dred copies of the publisher's pre-
view, containing excerpts from the
book, to exhibitors in key spots.

Lincoln, Nov. 12.

When Jules Rachman, 48, former
exhib who killed Harry and Sam
Goldberg in 1932 and served about
eight years in the penitentiary' here,

was released, he had offers of three
jobs. He finally settled with Sol
Francis, Mono, exchange boss, and
became a film salesman in this ter-

ritory.

In his five weeks with Francis he
has picked up five major accounts
in Omaha alone, where Mono had
no look-in before. .But he did lose

one, the Ralph Goldberg string.

Goldberg is a brother to the two
slain men, and was most active in

the fight to keep Rachman behind
bars.

Rachman was the theatre manager
for the penitentiary all the time be
was in stir, and now Mono sells

nearly all the state institutions-

asylums, homes for the aged, refor-

matories arid prisons. 'Nothing like

making contacts Wherever you are,'

he says.

Rachman couldn't have gotten

with a better company, he believes,

as far as knowing the product he's

selling is concerned. Mono puts out

more gangster,' prison, and reforma-
tory action pictures than almost any
other company. And when he tells

an exhib the film he's peddling is

the McCoy, the exhib knows he's

getting expert opinion.

FIRE, SMOKE FAIL TO

PANIC AVID PIX FANS

Portland. Me., Nov. 12.

Fire in' adjoining dept. store emp-
tied R. E. Snider's Strand and Em-
pire theatres here Sunday evening

(10), but patrons of both houses,

fair from being thrown"- into' panic

by eddying wisps of smoke and
clangor of apparatus outside, yelled

for unreelings to continued Police

and firemen finally succeeded in de-

taching Armistice-eve payees from
their seats. -

. Damage to dept. store estimated at

$50,000, but theatres escaped with

but minor damage. Empire, least

affected, is taking over Strand's

higher-rentaled program for balance

of week.

as a Break for Pis B. 0.

OUT OF PIX

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Move to sell the General Service

studios in Hollywood and the East-

ern Service lot on Long Island, indi-

cates the withdrawal of American
Telephone & Telegraph from the pic-

ture industry, with the . exception of

the film sound system, developed by
its. subsidiary company, ERPI.

: Further indications in that direc-

tion is the preparation by ERPI to

foreclose its $250,000 mortgage on
Educational studios, on Santa Monica
boulevard, once owned by Educa-
tional Films, now defunct.

No difficulty is expected in liquid-

ating the General Service plant in

Hollywood, owing to a heavy de-

mand for studio space. Three sepa-

rate groups of prospective pur-

chasers have been tempting ERPI
execs in the last few weeks. One
outfit, headed by Ben Smith, . invest-

ment banker from Wall street, is de-

clared to have offered to underwrite

the property for $750,000 against a
demand for $850,000.

Eastern Service studios offers an-

other problem, due to the shortage

of picture production in the New
York area since Mayor LaGuardia
ceased to plug that sector as a film

center.

Warners is understood to be. ready

to take over the . Educational lot,

which adjoins the Samuel Goldwyn
studio, as soon as ERPI clears its

title through a foreclosure sale of

the property.
;

LA CROSSE LAWYER'S

ILLNESS HALTS CASE

Nick Carter Up-to-Date
•Hollywood, Nov. 12.v

Nick Carter, the old horse-and-

buggy detective, goes ultra-modern

in his next Metro picture, 'Murder

by Radio.'
- William R. Lipman is writing the

screen play for production by . Fred-

erick Stephani.

Madison, Wis., Nov. 12.

Further delay in the La Crosse The-
atres Co. anti-trust suit against Par-
amount and others, now being tried

before Judge Patrick T. Stone in

Federal, court here, was caused, when
Robert A. Hess, of Milwaukee, legal

rep for the plaintiff; was taken sud-
denly ill Wednesday night (6) and
removed to a hospital. His condition

was not considered serious, but the.

adjournment Was made indefinite

pending his ability to resume trial of

the case.

After getting under way Oct. 30

with the filing of an amended com-
plaint upping the sought-for dam-
ages from $1,050,000 to $1,476,000, and
the selection of a jury of 1:1 men, one .

woman and one alternate, the trial

continued through Friday, only to be
recessed until after Election, day. It

was resumed Wednesday (6); then

had to be adjourned Thursday, be-

cause of Hess' condition.

Opening days of the trial were de-

voted to statements of the legal reps.

Hess, for the plaintiffs and Harold
M. Wilkie, of Madison, for . the de-
fendants. Eddie Ruben< president of

the Wellworth Theatre of Wisconsin,
arid co-defendant with Par and the
Minnesota Amus. Co., was the first

witness" called, shortly before the first

adjournment, and was again on the
stand throughout the day trial was
resumed. He will again be recalled,

upon resumption of the case.

LaCrosse. Theatres Co. operated
five houses in LaCrosse, having a vir-

tual monopoly in the town prior to

1936. Ruben then, came into, the
town, built the new Hollywood, and,
according to the plaintiff, got most
of the A product, due, plaintiff al-

leges, to the refusal of Par 20th and
United Artists to sell to it, the plain-
tiff, and causing ft to lose, great sums
of money.
Ruben testified he sounded out Par

There being, two Thanksgiving
days again this year, the dates sub-
ject to decision by the, states them-
selves,, showmen are elated that more
of the country will celebrate Nov. 21
as the holiday than Nov. 28. An
advance check would indicate a
marked swing among states to the
earlier date, following the experi-
ences that, were noted last year after
President Roosevelt upset all tradi-
tion so far as Turkey Day is con-
cerned by asking that it be moved
up. as, a means of providing a longer
breather between then and. Christ-
mas.. .. .

• ' •.''' "

A total, of 32 states are planning to
celebrate Thanksgiving on Nov. 21,

while in the column for Nov. 28
are 16.

32 Favor Nov. 21 „
In 1939 the division, was much

evener, with 22 states celebrating
Thanksgiving on Nov. 23

(
date it fell

last year, while 26 stuck to the his-
torically-established date on the cal- .

endars.' This November the check
would indicate there will be 32 going
with Roosevelt, which would double
the number that won't
The . distributors are contacting

their various exchanges in connec-
tion with Thanksgiving as it will fall

iri the various states, so that prepara-
tions can be made in booking film,

laying plans for the holidays, and
providing for prints. Distribs favor
an earlier Thanksgiving generally so
^hat people are not so closely pushed
on the Christmas shopping, while
also a division among the various
states creates advantages.
Among other things, it becomes »

simpler matter to handle prints
when two dates, are celebrated since
the territories of the branches em-
brace more than one state. Other
angles also figure such as cases
where an exhibitor near to a border
gets his holiday on Nov. 21, while
across the border it may be Nov. 28, .

thus providing a double crack at
business.

Border-States' Dual < Break
The exhib found last year that

where he is on a borderline and
draws from two states, he got an
extra play because of his location if

different dates by the ^states were
celebrated. In some such cases holi-
day prices were in effect on both
Thanksgivings.
Experience last year also was that

the period between the earlier
Thanksgiving (Nov. 23) and Christ-
mas did not suffer so much from the
so-called' pre-Xmas shopping arid
preparation.. It . afforded fans mora
time to recover from the cost of
Thanksgiving in giving thought to
Christmas. On the other hand for
merchants it enabled them to start
their

. Xmas campaigns a kittle
earlier. That can never be done
until gobbler-day is out of the way.
The lineup on states tabulates the

following for Nov. 21:

New York, Washington, Montana,
Wyoming, California, Utah, Idaho,
New Mexico, Oregon, Colorado,
Arizona, New Mexico, Texasj North
Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota^ Mis-
souri, Wisconsin, Illinois, Mississippi,
Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky. Ohio,
Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware,
New Jersey, Maryland.

In the column favoring Nov; 28
are:

Pennsylvania, Iowa, Nevada. South
Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma, Louisi-
ana, Tennessee, Florida. North Caro-
lina, Connecticut,, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Maine;

reps for the first time in January,
1935, on the possibility of obtaining
product should he decide to build a
theatre, and" that a mass of corre-
spondence, letters and telegrams, as
well as visits to New York/concerned
only his getting certain picture
rights. Details and interpretations of
what was said and written, with
lawyers on both sides fighting every
step of the way, are still, occupying
the court's attention.

The .action- is brought under the
Sherman and Clayton anti-trust, laws,
charging conspiracy in restraint of
trade, with the alleged intent of, pre-
venting LaCrosse . from carrying
on its business.^ Trial is expected to
last from four to six weeks.

HITTING THE ROAD
Hollywood, Nov. 12,

Paramount shoved off on the 'Road
to Zanzibar/ with Bing Crosby, Bob-

Hope and Dorothy Lamour co-starr-

ing.

Paul Jones produces and Victor

Schcrtzinger directs.
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Hollywood's War Cycle
.Continued from page 1.

in which every producer's mind is

running and there's no doubt a surge

of military films is on the thresh-

^Vhat makes the trend particularly

notable is that from the time the

war started until almost mid-Octo-

ber there weren't as many w^r titles

registered altogether as during the

past month. Producers had been

more or less frightened, of the sub-

ject by the lack of success of the

few. military films made. Apparent-

ly it is fait now that the public mind

hai changed and the season is ripe

for something ' that will jibe with

current headlines.

•Back to Yaphank*
_

Metro, which has stuck to' a" policy

of avoiding rides on the popular

pews crest, has even entered the

. running. It has asked exclusive

rights to the label, 'Back to Yap-

hank.' Yaphank is the U.. S. Army
camp out on Long Island, where
many recruits from the New York
area were quartered during the

World War and are now being quar-

tered again. It gained show biz im-

mortality back in 1918 when the sol-

diers there put on a musical, 'Yip,

Yip Yaphank,' which became a sen-

sational success on Broadway. Irv-

ing Berlin, a sergeant there then,

wrote the songs and there's been
talk recently of reviving the show.

Also in the conscription vein is

Warner BrosI_idea, 'You're in the

Army Now.' - Picture was originally

planned as a short, one of a patriotic

series, but title registration was re-

cently switched to cover a feature.

WB, Universal and Selznick almost

simultaneously had another idea for

a draft pic, registering titles within

two days of each other. WB claims

'No. 158,' while U and Selznick want
•Draft No. 158/ Universal Ttas still

another thought, 'Draft Dodger,'

while Paramount already has plans

well under way on 'Caught in the

Draft,' in which Bob Hope . will be
starred.

Pix on the Win?
Flying pictures appear to be next

most popular, among claimants to

assorted titles on the subject (most

of them- with the word 'Eagle') be-

ing 20th-Fox, Goldwyn, Warner
Bros., Howard Hughes, Columbia,
Universal, RKO and Loew-^Lewin,

Fox wants 'The Eagle Flies Again,'

'The Eagle Squadron' arid 'Yankees

Over London.' Goldwyn's stake is

on 'The Eagle Flies', and 'Flying

Eagles.' Warners have 'Eagles of

the Air' and 'Wings of an Eagle.'

Hughes takes 'American Eagles.' Co-
lumbia would 'Let. the Eagle
Scream.' Universal wants 'Sky

Raiders.' RKO claims 'I Bombed
Berlin.' Loew-Lewin have 'RAF'
and 'Royal Air Force.'

Meantime, Walter Watiger has
grabbed priority on the whole
'Eagle' idea with a script writer,

William Hurd Bennett, already at

work on 'The Eagle Squadron,' al-

though whether he can yse. that title,

as 20th also claims it, is another
question. Eagle Squadron is the

name given the group of Americans
fighting with the RAF, thus its pop-
ularity.

RKO alone seems to have shown
recent interest in parachute .

troops,

an idea on which all sorts of titles

were registered last year when the

Germans were dropping soldiers be
hind enemy lines. RKO's recent

entries, all registered Oct. 28, are

'Parachute School,' 'Parachute Bat-

talion,' 'Parachute Troops', and 'Sky
Jumpers;'

Evacuation of the British from
.
Dunkirk is another one of those

.
things which seems to have taken a

long time capturing Hollywood's' im-
agination and then. Came through
with a bang. Within 20 days there
were four claims on the subject.

from one of the survivors while
Warners maintains priority on 'Dun-
kirk' and 'Evacuation' and "U
chooses 'Dunkerque.'
'Burma Road' also had a slow

start, but how has four claimants.
Columbia tied it up right after first

mention in the press last July, but
it took the publicity on reopening of
the. highway in mid-October: to
hasten Globe Productions -(Roose-
velt), 20th-Fox and Universal, in

that, order, to put a finger on it,

RKO apparently is . the only com-
pany that likes salt ' air. It's cor-'

railed 'Pacific Fleet' and 'Convoy.'
Also 'Inside Nazi Germany 1941.'

Metro has a. second war-like, title

registered, 'Fighting Fools/ which,
of course, covers practically any-
thing. .'

KORN BUILDING AFTER

SELLOUT TO GRIFFITH

\Humble, Texas, Nov. 12.
.

Oskar Korri, who recently sold out
his theatre holdings to the R. E.
Griffith interests, is' reported plan-
ning to build a new theatre here in
association with E, N. Collins who
operates the Lindell here.

Korn is at the present time.opera-
ting the Lisbon on the edge of Dal-
las and plans to open a . nabe in
Houston,

U's Rookie Yarn
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Universal's rookie ..yarn, 'Buck
Privates/ will feature Abbott and
Costello . and the Andrews Sisters.

Both are in current Universal ire-

leases. . \
'

A&C made , their first film ap-
pearance . in 'One Night in the
Tropics,' while the Andrews debuted
in' 'Argentine Nights/
.Interviewing of writers. to script

training pictures is! under way, with
arrival of two U, S. Army officers

to collaborate with the Motion Pic-
ture Production Defense Commit' 1 3;

Accompanying Gordon Mitchell,

general, manager of the Academy
Research .Council here from Wash-
ington, were Col. A. D. Bruce, U. S.

army general staff, Maj. Richard
Schlosberg, chief photographic, divi-

sion signal corps.

Officers -conferred with Darryl
Zanuck, chairman of Academy ' Re-
search for Rookies. Y. Frank Free-
man, chairmon of the industry's De-
fense

.
Committee, has scheduled a

meeting for this weekend to hear re
port on progress of project from
Zanuck and consider proposal of
making similar films for navy re-

cruits.

No Product, the Esquire,

, May Stay Dark

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Aside from aid rendered by artists of screen,, stage and radio, numerous
showmen figured importantly in the campaign which keeps President
Roosevelt in the White House and not unlikely that some might continue
politically in some manner or other. In the. administration itself are Frank
C. Walker, of the Comerford circuit, recehtly appointed Postmaster Gen-
eral, and Joseph P. Kennedy, ambassador to England. ...

Charles L. O'Reilly headed the theatrical committee and was intensely
active. Formerly an exhibitor and president of the old Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce for years, he is now high up, in., the candy busi-
ness. He is independently wealthy but may have political amyitionsV
Others who figured on the Roosevelt campaign, included Jack Connolly,

former head of Pathe News and a vet in show business; Sol,A. Rosenblatt,
industry, attorney and former NRA administrator; Eddie Dowlihg, actor-
producer who was also on previous Roosevelt election campaigns; Johnny
Johnstone, fcr years in executive radio posts; and Walter Brooks, for-

merly in theatre operation, distribution, and publicity. '."

Toledo, Nov. 12".

'

The new Esquire,' newest' down-
town: theatre building, may continue
dark for some time, unless con-
verted into a theatre-cafe.

All film product for 1941 in Toledo
has been sold, so that if someone
leases the Esquire, the best they can

j

make it is a subsequent run house,

DUBBIN PIC AWAY
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Deanna Durbin went before the
Universal lenses yesterday (Mon.) in
'Nice Girl;' with Franchot Tone and
Robert Stack sharing top male spots.

Actress sings five songs, including
a new patriotic anthem/ Thank You
America.'

Odd angle has cropped up in the making of 'Tin Pan Alley' by 20th-Fbx
wherein the screen story's pseudo-songsmlths arc supposed to have 'written'

certain w:k; past song hits. This necessitates clearing rights with the : real-

life writers, but the complications are* due (1) to some son^s having as

many as three collaborators, and (2) the actual songwriters of the caval-

: cade tunes refusing to have the public believe somebody else authored the

{
tunes. The multiple collabs item is a tough problem, especially where

' estates of deceased. writers are involved and it's difficult' to make sure who
I has the proper authority. In the second aspect, the vanity angle figures.

Some of the tunes to be used are world-famous hits, and the writers look

upon their songs as personal 'monuments' -and only for a siiif cash cbri-

sideration-^one especially—would they 'hide' their identity. It's a nuisance

proposition essentially, but also a costly one.

'Tin Pan Alley' goes into release N6v. 22 instead of Dec. 13, as originally

planned. Slated as a leadoff for the holiday season. Cast toppers are. Alice

Faye, Betty Grable, Jack Oakie and John Payne.

Vs. Meyer Lewis
Continued from page 25___i

Hays-SPG
.Continued from page 25.

Selznick
Dunkirk'

wants 'The Beaches of

and Iready has a story

from the board of directors, . ar-
rangements have been made for the
referendum of Class B members on
the question of adopting the princi-

ples embodied in the Standing Com-
mittee Report.
'Referendum ballots will be mailed

beginning Friday night to all paid
up Class B and Class B Special mem-
bers in good standing. Ballot, boxes
will close at Guild office at midnight
Friday, Nov. 22.

'Any member who pays his dues
prior to midnight, Friday, Nov. 22,

will be given a ballot at the cashier's

window, at the time of making the
payment.

'It is the hope of the board of di-

rectors that you will do all that you
possibly can to insure a full vote
from the Class B members on this

important question.

'Votes, must be cast by 51% of the

eligible membership in order for the
referendum to be valid/

Holt Supervises Riders
The SAG has announced that Tim

Holt, Guild board member, will su
pervise the program of tests being
prepared for western riders.

s
The

SAG announcement states:.

'Need for the testing is. twofold

(1) for good screen results and for

the protection from injury of those

who ride before* the camera, direc-

tors need accurate data on conipe'

tence; (2) for protecting the horses

used in western riding scenes, stable

owners. Insist on similar Information.

'More than. 1,000 Guild members
registered as western riders will vote

on the . selection of a panel of five

judges. Five will be chosen an a

GUild-conducted mail ballot from a

list of 10 suggested by a -committee

._
, of riders. Riders of recognized com

push through a resolution against the
( petence wni be placed by the five

draft and that although the member- I

j U£jges on a 'recommended list.' This

ship, small in attendance at the I

_ -will mean recommended for com-

time, was not in accord, the resolu-
, pet€nce

tioh was still, placed into, effect.
, 'Those riders who are not placed

Spokesmen on the other side of the on the origina l 'recommended list*

fence consider this entirely irrela-
; m

'

ay 'apply for tests. Each rider who.

vant, aild raise the point as to why i successfully • completes his test will

it was ever considered. •
, be added to the .'recommended list/

Reports also are that the leaders The Guild will keep all members

well organized by the SPG is known
to have resigned, giving as the rea-

son an opinion that the organization

at the top ;is too left-wing in its

views..'

Understood that under the pro-

posed contract that will be offered

the producers, if a man who is work-
ing for Metro wants to go to 20th-

Fpx, he can't do so because in 'tha

event that 20th wants a man it Is up
to the labor committee of SPG to

send one over from among its mem-
bers who are out of work. It is

without question that this and other

portions of the tentative contract

will meet with severe resistance

fro mthe New York publicity-adver-

tising departments.
Under the proposed contract, the

SPG will ask for a scale ranging

from $45 for apprentices to $125 a

week for seniors, based on number

of years of service, plus duties,

etc. This also will probably be op-

posed, since years of .
service do not

determine ability.

At a recent meeting of the SPG it

is reported efforts were made to

Shooting on the Pennsylvania railroad of Hal Roach's 'Broadway Lim-
ited,' which was expected to take two weeks, wound up a couple days ago
at the end of five weeks. Snow and rain on the section of track between
Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, where the crew was working, held up pro-

duction.

Roach had to pay the salaries of. the trainmen who were required, but
Pennsy contributed, the use of its new Broadway Limited which has not

yet been, put in service on its scheduled New York-Chicago run. Only
minor members of the east were heeded for the location, shooting, which
was directed by Hal, Jr. Rest is being made oh the Coast.

Jack London, who led a tumultuous , life, is still causing tumult in the
picture industry, even though he has been at peace for many years. Cur-
rent, controversy involves Metro, Mrs. Jack London and Samuel Bronston
Productions. The Culver City studio is reported to have tied up $50,000

in a London story, 'A Sailor on Horseback/ published several years ago
in the Satevepost. Latest report is that the Bronston company) with James
Roosevelt producing, has made a deal with Mrs. London for picture clear-

ances oh her husband's writings. 'Martin Eden/, a novel depicting London's
wanderings, is slated as a Bronston picture, to start filming in December.

Clarence M. Shapiro, who does talent snooping for Metro in the midwest,
has written a guide of requirements for '. getting into pictures. Labeled 'I

Scout for Movie Talent' (Kroch & Son, Chicago; $1), 83-page paper-bound
volume treats of; general considerations, physical attributes, voice, pro-
nunciation; facial, expression, personality, training and experience and
allied subjects. Shapiro, who is a Chicago lawyer as well as Metro scout,

produced several revivals on Broadway in 1928.

Responsibility for all studio personnel changes, salary increases, etc,

has been placed by 20th-Fox with Fred L; Metzler, studio manager and
treasurer. Move is understood to be towards promotion from the ranks
and establishment of senority for regular workers. Shift in authority,

covering only regular studio employes without. touching any of the talent

division, removes from department heads the power to hire and fire, and
makes Metzler sole authority on such changes.

Story which Columbia bought from Louis Bromfield last season after

a verbal narration by the author to studio execs has almost been com-
pleted. It is titled 'Storm Over Louisiana' and has been set to appear in

Cosmopolitan mag in about two months.
Col paid $50,000 for the story, first time a yarn has ever been pur-

chased for anything near, that price before there, was a word of it down
on paper.

There's repeated talk that Dan. Tobin, president of the Teamsters union,
will succeed William J. Green as president of the American Federation
of Labor and that his first step will be to. rid the AFL of racketeers.
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Overlooking

•NEW
Central

tOBK
Park

An Imposing addreun .
that's no

Imposition on - your budjret.

j

Vr'oni fiso "nuisl«t S8 double.

Also by the month.

of the SPG. are considering affilia-

tion with the C. 1 O.
.

Full cooperation, of members of the

American Newspaper. Guild through-

out the country has beeni
nrOrmsedxto

the Screen Publicists Guild m^its

negotiations for recognition and a

contract. James Ryan, ANG organ-

iser, made the vow of support to

more than 175 SPG members at a

meeting, last Thursday -(7). =

SPG recently went before the^ Na-

tional Labor Relations Board to

claim, representation of employees

in press departments of home offices

in New York. Principal snag in the

way of recognition has been a vari-

ance in claims as to who )s eligible.

Although' there has been no offi-

cial word from the SPG that film

companies are stalling it
.

was evi-

dent at last week's meeting that .that

is in. their mind. Ryan went oyer

with them methods and ;plans util-

ized by other unions to expedite

negotiations in the face of. stalling

tactics.

registered as western riders informed

of the progress of .this program.'.

Barnes Heads Radio Writers

Forrest Barnes has been ..elected

national president ' of the Radio

Writers Guild, Karl Franklin will

be vice-prexy of the Western Re-

gional Council, .
The following, mem-

bers have been elected to the West-

ern Regional Council for two-year

terms: Hector. Chevighy, Sam. Moore,

Arch Oboler, Jerry Schwartz, Everett

Tomlinsonv Council, alternates named
to serve for One year are Wolfe

Kaufman, Leonard L. Levinson,

Carleton E. Morse, Donald Quinn,

Maurice Zimm.
The Western Regional members

also adopted a resolution asking for

a national vote on a move to pro-

hibit any executive, writer from be-

coming national president or regional:

vice-president of the organization.

Another regulation approved pro-

hibits ' any member from working

for a transcription company that has

been placed or, the RWG .unfair list.

PARAMOUNT
2ND

'NORTHWEST
MOUNTED
roi.it;E"

•with GARY
COOPER

MADELEINE
CARKOI4

Mlrinlte

WEEK
In Per»on

GLEN GRAY]
Ctu»aI>oma Ore.

BED
SXELT0N

Screen Shows

. LAST 3 DAYS

"CHRISTMAS IN JULY"
Opening 8atordtty, Nov. 16

"7 SINNERS 99.

UNITED
ARTISTS
Ooon Open 9:30 A.M.

RIVOLI Broadw»v
at 49th St.

IDNITE SHOWS

»LOI

to

I,a.Rt tim^ti Wod.
'•HTR1KK. I.'P

THK BAND"

In Person .

Harry RICHMAN
SouIiIhTUCKEK
Joe K. XEWIS

t Thur.. Noy.

"KIT CJARBON'
with

,

Jon Hall

In Pernon
Morton Downry
Jolinny Me«irt»«r

and Occh.

Edmonton's 780-Seater

Edmonton, Alberta, Nov. 12.

~New theatre in Edmonton is the

Garneau, seating 780. Managed by
W. H. 'Bill' Wilson, Garneau is

owned and operated by Suburban
Theatres, Ltd.

SECOND WEEK

!

"TUGBOAT ANNIE
SAILS AGAIN"

A New Warner Bros. Hit Starring

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
In Person,

PrlNcilla I.une • Jack Hultjr
Teddy Powell anil Orchrttrtt

B'way QTWIMH '*''1 SHOW
* 4«h St. D lXUVlMl/ NITEXiY

B W&Y &
17(h SiRKO PALACE

Week Beirlnnlnr Thornday, Nov. 14

. DON BETTI
AMECHE GRABLE

"DOWN ARGENTINE
WAY" CARMEN"Ml MIRANDA

JANlTwiTHERS
"YOUTH W

«K
L SERVED"

MUSIC HALL
IlKfcD OVER

Spectacular Btaga Productiona
CENTRAL PAUK WEST AT 6IST STREET

N t w V c S K
f

.
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'Not Carrying Torch for ASCAP But Property

Values in Familiar Music Programs Being De-

stroyed?—Radio Producer Speaks Frankly

^al3oratirif :^''his/'j
,emarlc9"" of last

week. (Variety Nov. 6), Frank Hum-

mert. stated flatly to this publication

yesterday1 (Tuesday ) that his atti-

tude as an independent producer of

radio programs : has in no way
Changed, because of a meeting held

in his New York offices last week
between sundry lawyers, and a

luncheon he had personally with

Niles Trammel!, president of the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. .

'You may quote me directly as

•aying that I am not carrying the

torch for ASCAP in this matter, but

on the other hand the network atti-

tude is an arbitrary attitude. They
have issued a rule to advertisers that

they, the advertisers, cannot do such

and such after a certain date and I,

lor one, do not propose to abide by
that rule.'

Hummert, who stresses that he

speaks in his own name alone as a

radio producer and not as 'ah em-

ployee of . the Blackett-Sample-Hum-

mert agency,' does not propose to

modify his original purpose of call-

ing to the attention of the Federal

Communications Commission what
he regards as a prospective develop-

ment 'not in the public interest'

which he believes should be pre-

vented, if necessary, Government ac-

tion. .

•
.

...

As a producer of programs, fa-

miliar music has been used by Hum-
mert 'since the beginning of radio'

and 'this thing threatens to destroy

property rights built up in these

programs.' He adds 'I derive my
income by selling: my talents as a

program producer and this interferes

with it'

Hummert continued: 'We are told

to turn elsewhere for our music.

And where? To music which in

some instances doesn't even have the

piano parts written in, to a Milan

library in Fascist Italy-^-if that's the

way to hold the American people

together musically, I dissent.'

Hummert further informed Variety

that his lawyers would file the com-

plaint with the FCC in the next sev-

eral days, the exact date being un-

certain. Hummert knew nothing of

a letter already supposedly sent to

the FCC arid attributed to him via

O'Connor and Farber. Story was
published elsewhere.

Phillip Morris Tests

Phillip Morris ciggies, which sponr

gors two 'Johnny Presents' musical

programs on separate networks, is

about to conduct an experimental

stretch during which Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc. songs will be used exclu-

sively on the two shows. Beginning

Dec. 1 the sponsor will use BMI
melodies to the exclusion of all oth-

ers for 30 days. The radio-ASCAP
agreement now in force will expire

at the same time as Morris' experi-

ment. ;"

Listener reaction to the change in

music will.be gauged and will de-

termine the future of the airings to

the Extent that if enough .objection is

raised to the absence of ASCAP stuff

the shows will drop off the air at the

expiration of their present terms.

One 'Johnny' show rides NBC Red
at 8 p.m. Tuesday arid the other CBS

. at 9 p.m. Friday.
: .

Lanhy Boss. Uses BMI
Lanny Ross will also test BMI

music next Tuesday (19), devoting
that .

' evening's cbmmercial for

Franco Spaghetti to non-ASCAP
tunes. It'll be for the one show

!

only. '.: .

Ross has a problem in his theme
tune, 'Moonlight and Roses.' Mel-
ody of the number is in the public

domain, but the lyrics are under
ASCAP. He may go on each broad-
cast after Jan. 1 with only the mel-

' ody, but may also .use -'Music in the
Evening,' his own composition, as a
theme. . •,

•

WNEW's Papal Blessing

Papal blessing of Pope Pius

XII has been bestowed on
. WNEW, New York, and Tom
Brooks, radio ed of the N. Y.

Journal-American- for their iri-

interest and effort in propagating

the faith.

Scroll*award and autographed

photo ot the Pontiff came
through the mail to both parties

yesterday (Tuesday). ;

. The American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors and Publishers, is

starting its counter-offensive against

broadcasters this week with a series

of luncheon confabs between adver-
tising agency executives and ASCAP
officials. John G. Paine, . general
manager for the Society, will be
host with or without Gene Buck,
prez of ASCAP, depending on cir-

cumstances.
''

Main idea is to' inform the admen
of . ASCAP's position in. a direct,

first-hand powwow, rather than
through third-party " channels, par-
ticularly the networks. The idea of
the Junchepn huddles started from
informal talks between Paine and
other ASCAP . officials and a couple
of advertising agency men , who
made it a point to come to the So-
ciety's headquarters in the RCA
Bldg., New York, and Arid out why
radio and ASCAP couldn't get to-

gether, v'

Buck and Paine have been re-
iterating that 'the door is always
open' and still is. :

'

Berkowltz's Freak Mishap

Hartford, Nov. 12.

Milt Berkowitz, news editor of
WNBC, last Tuesday (5) landed in

New Britain General Hospital with
blood poisoning in his leg. Result of

accidentally banging limb against a
typewriter stand.
Condition okeh.

Wrong No. From 'Pot',

Says Telephone Operator

St. Louis; Nov. 12.

Mrs. Addie Brand, a telephone

operator, squawked plenty last week

when Turns' 'Pot O' , Gold' program

awarded her. only $100 instead of

$1,000 because her .phone was re-

ported to be busy. She asserts it

was not. The program sponsored

by the Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis,

was broadcast from Hollywood. The
first attempt to get Mrs. Brand re-

sulted in the wrong number being
called. The next \ resulted in the

busy signal.

J. H. Howe, prez of the. bankroller
company, said that when Horace
Heidt asked the wrong number . 'Is

this Mrs. Addie Brand, at Parkview
5138, St. Louis?' he is convinced her
friend began to call to congratulate
her and this produced the busy sig-

nal recorded in later attempts. The
$100 award stands with $1,900 being
available to the winner this week.
This is the first St. Louis award on
the 'Pot O' Gold' program.

Several previous complaints
unfairness have been chalked
against the program.

of.

up

J. J. Neale Leaves NBC;

Harry Kopf Elevates

Van Etten in Chicago

Chicago, Nov. 12.

J. J. Neale has been appointed ra-

dio director for Blackett-Sample-
Hummert agency here; and takes over
his new post next week. Neale has
been : sales traffic manager for the

NBC-Red web here in the Central

NBC Division and leaves NBC after

11 years with that outfit.

Neale will handle general business
and contract supervision for B-S-H
and, will work in close connection
with the sponsors and accounts.

In the resignation of Neale from
NBC, Harry Kopf, chief of the NBC
district here, has made several ap-
pointments down the line to fill in the

vacancies. Kopf has named Floyd
Van Etten, sales, traffic manager for

the NBC-Blue here, to take over, as
manager of traffic for all commer-
cials out of this office, which include

both Red arid Blue, along with na-
tional spot and local commercials.
Assistants to Van Etten will be
Eddie Stbckiriar and Ray Neihengen,
the latter coming over from Artists

Service. ...

Strotz Acts Upset NBC Program Dept.

FAREWELL TO BALMIES
Frying an egg on the sidewalk and describing the silly SpecJ

tacle over the air used to be certain radio stations'—never
Variety's—conception of radio showmanship. This sort of
whacky stunt has too long been misinterpreted as evidence of
station showmanship, Save in rare instances, where genuine
whimsicality or aptness might be present, such stunts had little

to recommend them even as attention-getters. As a generality
radio's whacky stunts, have been just that~-whaeky stunts, .

Which comment is apropos the fact that there seems to have

been a sharp and welcome lessening of the eccentric and the

exuberant during 1940. This much has already emerged and
may be revealed in advance as the annual Variety showman-
ship survey continues through the month o^ November its

.ard-.

uous task of sifting a vast mountain of data, including reports

from stations throughout the United States.

Both the excitement ano* the solemnity of the war news and
the influence of our own drift into the circle of struggle have
contributed to; make it even more obvious to radio stations that

there is something rather pre-schbqlish about arranging incon-

sequential broadcasts from flagpoles, artesian wells and haunted
houses. And so, thanks to war, the happy hooligans of broad-
casting have sobered up.

Thinking up crazy stunts kept some of the local program d e-

partments busy. On the whole, nbt much harm was or could
be done and not much money was or could be spent. But the
stunty attitude, collectively considered, had this great fault

,

from the standpoint of anybody who thinks of radio as more
than a blue sky advertising franchise to make money : it pitched
the local showmanship tone low.

v
Moreover, station manage-

ment might be lulled by a splash of activity into supposing that
the station had showmanship, whereas all it had was a cubby-
hole full of buzzing people "pretending to do important things,
like actors who play newspaper reporters , in stage scenes.

For its part, Variety always deplored the: balmy stiin^ which
'

were seriously offered as evidence of showmanship. They rep-

resented a perversion of the word, a cheap and; vulgar misap-
plication of the whole concept of radio showmanship. Stations

were discovering a small corner of ballyhoo and thinking of it

as the whole realm of showmanship. Against this narrow, kid-

dish idea the annual showmanship surveys of this publication

have incessantly hammered for eight years. \

Arid so farewell to the balmies, the basically trivial if occa-

sionally amusing outpourings of youthful pep in the progratft

ments.

4 N. Y. Stations On

1400 Kc. to Merge,

Set for Full Time

Kobak at Film Luncheon
Edgar Kobak, NBC v.p. in charge

of the blue network, will be the
guest speaker at a luncheon of the
Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers in the Edison hotel tomorrow
(Thursday).
His topic will be You're in the

CVion. Rucinpcc .Trio.'

Two Immediate acts of Chicago-

trained Sid. Strotz upon assuming the

program department vice-presidency
at NBC last week have caused no
little dismay among the New York
staff. It foresaw in both acts a prej-
udice of his in favor of Chicago. In
the first instance Strotz eliminated a

number of roa'dhouse remotes (Wires)
around New. York and gave the facil-

ities to the midwest sector. In the

second, case he summarily fired a

woman remote wire expert who has
been with the network in New York
14 years in order to make a place

for one of his own people from Chi-
cago, who comes east as a stranger
in a highly specialized field.

On Tuesday last (5) Strotz flatly

denied that Catherine 'Tommy* Whit-
taker, the 14-year: veteran, was leavr
ing NBC, although the information
was all over Manhattan music, .circles

at the time. This denial evidently
was part of Strotz' policy of allaying

New. York staff fears that he contem-
plates a sweep of New York person

r

nel in favor of Chicagoans with
whom he prefers to work. That the
denial was so quickly contradicted
by the facts has put Strotz on the
spot on the New York end. :

Miss Whittaker has refused to re-

sign and insists she has been fired.

NBC will probably pay her six

months' departure salary. She re-

fused to accept three months. The

Issue Is one of extreme delicacy In
the program department. Phillips
Carlin, himself an oldtimer, got the
job' of, informing Miss Whittaker of
the , decision which was without
comment or explanation, something
resented by other oldtimers. Latter
have long regarded the remote dance
wire job as difficult -and. thankless.
It has been a matter of comment in
the past , that her job of protecting
NBC earned Miss Whittaker* the dis-
like of ah outside dance band book-
ing office that always gets its woman.
NBC- program department rumors

were as thick as ingenues over the
past weekend.

PROMOTE RAY KELLY

Zale Dillon May Be Lost In NBC
7 Shuffle

Four of New York'i fmall stations,

all now sharing the 1400 kc. wave-

length, will merge within the next

couple of weeks to operate full

time. Outlets are WARD, WBBC,
WVFW, all in Brooklyn, and WLTH,
in Manhattan. They now operate

on 500 watts, but are applying to

the FCC for a power boost to 5,000

watts, the assigned amount for that

wavelength.

Combined station\ will use the

WARD jstudibs . for some time, with'

a few programs originating at

WBBC. However, in line with the
expanded policy, it's planned to

build new studios before long. Con-
tracts for the merge are not signed,

but details are all worked out and
the

.
signaturing should take place

within a week. Financial aspects
of the deal and the personnel of the
new station are not revealed. Howt
ever, an outsider will be brought in

as general manager of the combined
outfit. Probably the WARD call-

letters' will be retained.

WARD is owned by U. S. Broad-
casting Co., Aaron Kronenberg,
president. WBBC is ^owned by
Brooklyn Broadcasting Corp., Peter
Testan, managing director. ^ WLTH
is owned by WLTH-New York, Inc.,

Samuel Gellard, president and com-
mercial manager. WVFW is owned
by Paramount Broadcasting Corp.,
Salvatore D'Angelo, managing direc-
tor. Merge of the four stations has
been suggested for some time, the
Brooklyn Eagle having tried to ef-
fect' such a deal several years ago.

Maurice Bent comes to New York
next week out of the Chicago of-

fice of Blackett-Sample-Hummert
into the New York office where. he

will assume a previously non-exist-

ent title of executive vice-president.

This move marks a further segrega-

tion of the business detail from the

production activities under Frank
and. Anne Hummert.
George Tormey is undisturbed as

the B-S-H v.p. and general man-,

ager in charge of servicing the ac-

counts on the advertising side.
.

" NBC last week- reorganized its

sound effects department. In : the
merger of the developing or ex
peridental staff with the New York
sound' effedts operatihg , group . Ray
Kelly, who headed the former con
tingent, became No. 1 man of the
whole effects setup.

Zale Dillon, who. had charge of
the operating group, was apparently
lost in the shuffle, but this could: not
be officially confirmed as the sound
effects staff comes under the juris

diction of the program department.

Attains vs. Adams
Philadelphia, Nov. 12.

Hearings were held Friday (9) on
the suit filed by the Adams Hat Co.
against Adams Clothes of Philly, in
U, ,S. District Court, asking that the
clothing firm be forbidden to use the
'Adams' tag. ;.'

.

-7; :

Counsel for the hatter declared
his client had spent 'thousands, of
dollars' , in' advertising the name
through radio broadcasts of prize
fights and that the clothing outfit
was cashing in on it, The Court re
served decision.

AS HUM

.-P.

Out-of-Court Finale To
Lee-Dannay vs. Rosemont
Suit of Manfred B. Lee and

Frederic * Dannay, radio, writers,

against Walter L. Rosemont for $702

and court approval for breaking

their contract with him, as well as

Rosemont's counter action for- $20,000

was settled and discontinued Friday

(8) out of the N. Y. supreme court.

Plaintiffs., claimed that when they

signed a managerial contract with

Rosemont it was under the impres-

sion that he. was negotiating to se-

cure them jobs as CBS writers, and

that they never secured' the jobs. :.

; Defendant claims he secured

plaintiffs the position of writers on

'The Adventures of Ellery Queen,

and was paid $702; It was alleged

that at least $20,000 in commissions,

on ^ 10% basis 'was due.

Ty Tyler Joins KSFO
San Francisco, Nov. 12. >

Haan ('Ty') Tyler has been named
new sales manager for KSFO by Lin-

coln Dellar, station chieftain. Tyler

was far the past two years Southern
California manager tor Free fie Peters

and prior to that in the agency biz

in Chi.
Takes place vacated by Charles

Morin when latter shifted over to

CBS side recently. -
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Marked improvement in the signal

of WEAF, New York key station of

the NBC red, caused much comment
around Greater New York last week.:

This followed the soup-straining of

the 50,000-waiter, long a headache
for NBC, which was until last week
in the ironic predicament of haying

Its number one station oh its number
one network in its number one mar-
ket as an unsatisfactory signal.

WABC. WJZ, WOR, WHN and
WNEW were generally rated easier

to. tune in in recent years than the

red outlet. This was especially true

on the west side of Manhattan Is-

land and ih the steel canyon sectors.

" NBC last: week made a ceremony
of the new revised engineering, tak-

ing the press to . the Port Washing-
ton, L. I., transmitter for a, party.

But the important parties; were in

the homes of regular listeners, and
the program critics of Variktt were
among 'erri. ..:'

The new WEAF is a great im-
provement and corrects one of: the
weaknesses in NBC.

am,

Writer Irna Phillips Loses

Chicago, Nov. .12,

•; Appellate court in . Illinois
;

last
, week finally handed down , final de-
cision on suit involving 'Painted
Dreams' radio serial, Irna Phillips

had sued WGN, claiming that <she

.'was the original writer of the. show,
the creator and copyright owner and
.she sought a decision in her behalf

. because of the' continued use: of the

. program by WGN without compen-
sation- to her.. :

Court decided that WGN was the
rightful owner of the program and

. was under no' obligation to Miss
Phillips. Court ruled in favor of

, WGN following station's claim that
the outline of the program had been
supplied by the studio manager,, and
alleged that Miss Phillips had ob-
tained a copyright after a sponsor

.
had been obtained. Court's decision

was ''based- upon assertion " that the
plaintiff had been employed by WGN
at that; time and that her work as
such belonged to the station.

.
Irna Phillips was the writer of

•Painted Dreams* when she first went
on the air in Sept., 1930. This' suit

had been kicking around the courts

.
for years, but this decision is likely
to bring an end to the dispute.

AL TORONTO OFFERED
1' TIME BUYERSHIP

Discussion
One of the provocative byproducts of the

presidential election has been the heavy
thought , that the outcome fstimulated among
many in the: advertising agency field' with it-
gard to the question of ballyhoo technique. The
advertising' men are now beginning to wonder
whether the results of the campaign, if prop-
erly and impartially analyzed, won't show that
the advertising craft has been proceeding along
methods and lines that have become obsolete
and that; new approach to public selling must
be adopted if the advertiser is to get his full

dollar's worth.
In some quarters it is believed that the big

lesson that the presidential campaign has
brought home is that the day when a sales ar-
gument could be easily shrouded in overstate-
ment may perhaps have gone by and that the

new. trend is toward clothing the claims with
facts, if not understatement. These same quar-
ters ire speculating as to the superior effect

advertising may have if it unloaded itself of

the old technique of sheer repetition or loudness,

by either print or voice. •

'

Since the leading brains " of the advertising
business were overwhelmingly engaged in

helping put Wendell Willkie over,, this prob-
lem of trade analysis, it is pointed out, has be-

come not only their own baby but a timely one.

It is also suggested that the probing start

: while the electorate's reaction to the cam-
paign ballyhoo is still 'fresh so that an intelli-

gent and comprehensive- set of answers can be
obtained to the various questions that such a
study would- suggest.

3,000 MILES TO WAX
C0RNHUSKING EVENTS

'-. Yankton; S. D., Nov. 12.

WNAX, local CBS outlet this year
covered the principal cbrnhusking
competitions in this area, traveling
more than 3,000 ; miles to make 1 5-

minute recordings
:

of '. six events it-

tended by :

275,000 spectators. Rec-
ords, giving: the 'highlight's , of each
event, were later ^broadcast. '.-.;•

Among the tourneys were those in

Miner, county; . South" Dakota; Hart-!
ley, la.; the South Dakota, Nebraska^
Minnesota and IoWa state events, and
the national competition at Daven-
port,. Ia. Intense, interest in corn-
husking ih ..the midwest

;
is indicated

by the fact that there are estimated
10,000,000-15,000,000 cbrnhuskers in

the country, of whom about 10,000

compete in 1,000 contests, with about
3,000,000-4,000,000 attending.

Frown Upon Idea of Ehter-

tainment Froth Present

Amplitude M b d u l a t i on
Networks as Gift to Pro-;

: rnoters of Frequency- Mod-
ulation -— Introduces New
Policy Definition ^eeds '.

FM STARTS

CHEAPER SHOW IS

CROWN COLA'S OBJECT

WGY About the Same

Schenectady, Nov. 12.
.

. Only minor changes have, followed
the return to General Electric man-
agement at Station WGY, cut off

from New York '. NBC supervision

because of .U. S. Government dis-

approval of any licensee passing the

buck on :
operation responsibility.

Kblin "Hager, with WGY since it first

started in 1922, goes on as manager.

G. E. stations here and in Denver
and Oakland are under the com?
pany's " publicity department, of

Which Robert Peare, not a broad-

caster, is the head. x This depart-

ment also handles any promotion

that may be done for^ WGYv Alex
McDonald, who was charged with

that duty under the NBC order, is

now the - street an order-,

getter. :•,
-

Robert Gregory is the G. ..E. con-

tact with the New York end.

v I

Al Toronto has been . offered . the
assignment of time buyer for "the
new Ted Bates agency and the in-

dications are that he will accept it

when, he returns from his 'honey-
moon Nov. 25. Toronto has been in
th«i radio department of the William
Esty agency for the past five years,
Toronto married Ninette Joseph,

'
who is secretary for Ned Midgley
at B.B.D. & O., last Friday (8).

.

ALTERNATE WRITERS

John* Housman, Willis Cooper for
Campbell—Diana Bourborn Directs

Johh Housman and Willis Cooper
will alternate as adaptors of the
..scripts used on the Campbell play-
house which opens on CBS Nov. 22.

Djaha Bourbon will do the directing.
AU programs will be out of New
York, and based oh stories new to
radio. ^.'-;; .-.'•

•.;.;;

Initial installment will have Wal-
ter Huston and Donald Cook, Jr., in

,^fe Is So Little,' from a story by
Wilbur Daniel Steele. The following
broadcast wiU co-star Miriam Hbp-
«uw and Humphrey Bogart.in Vina
DelmarV 'Air Mail to Red Riding
Hood/

WJR, Detroit's 733-foot tower was
demolished in gale Monday. Sta-

tion temporarily took over WMBC
for broadcasting.

B.B.D; & O. is scouting, around for

a shoW ; to replace Robert Ripley's

'Believe It or Not' program on CBS:

Friday nights. Ripley is set to bow.

out of the spot at the end' p{ this

month, after a run of but 13 weeks

this, season.
. ;

:'-'
...

. Move is credited strictly to Crown
Cola's wish to cut down the cost of
its network show so that it can dis-

tribute • more of its advertising

largess among . local bottlers.
.

Rip-
ley's program [ runs around $8/000 a
week. i

Ray Perkins (A Major) Is

Doubling in Army Work
.
Ray Perkins, ., a major in the

U. S. army
,
reserve/ *

- assisting in

publicity and promotion of recruiting,

for the regular army in the Second
Corps area. He's stationed at Corps
Area recruiting office in downtown
New York. : Activities include, .re-

cruiting, procurement of.

.

s

.flying ca-

dets arid induction of .selective serv^

ice trainees. He expects to be re-

tained in the service through 1941

at least. He has held a reserve com-
mission since the first World War.

While stationed New York,

Perkins is continuing his three-a-

week series of piano and comedy
programs at 8:30 a.m. over WJZ and

an eastern hookiip of NBC blue. Also

does occasional spot transcriptions.

• Coco Cola moves, into th& fratern-
ity ;of major radio advertisers for
1941; with two networks and the con-
tinuance of its Singin' Sam tran-
scription series: over 198 stations.; . Of
the - network - shows the one already
set is the Andre Kostelanetz-Albert
Spalding combination. It Will be
around 80 stations on CBS Sunday
4:30-5 pjn.; starting Dec. 1. If the

time becomes available the period
will be extended later to 45 minutes.
Other network show on the way is

the Frankie Masters band in ah idea

addressed principally to, collegiates.

This one will be coast-to-coast on
the NBC-red and the starting date
will be around the first of January
providing there's a settlement be-
tween the network and the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, on; a new licensing

contract by that date. '
.
M

•
. Coca Cola's plans also call for con-

tinuing full force its spot campaign
with the Singin* Sam discs after the

first of the year. On the Columbia
program Spalding will double from
his violin to m.c. There Will also be
a chorus and a guest singer. ..

F. W. Cpste, of the D'Arcy agency,

is handling the campaigns. *

;
;

Unlike Columbia, NBC does not
propose to immediately shut down
oh its program service to' Frequency:

,

Modulation stations. In answer to

inquiries froni affiliates- NBC has let

it be known that it hasn't as yet de-
cided what its future position will be.

-.on this '.feedIng angle. The iriqu irers,

.however, were informed, that .'the

information, was not to be construed
as NBC'S: intention to go . on giving
such service. CBS has already no- >

tified its affiliates . with FM equip-
ment that the servicing ban is to be-
come effective next month. .

..

1 Mutual's attitude on the subject
that it will oohtinue to feed its serv-
ice to member stations with FM fa-
cilities but with- ail this subject to
change in any 30-day period.

Generally speaking the attitude of
present amplitude modulation net-
v orks is that promoters of Frequency
Modulation . : can hardly

^
expect to

have, thefr. programs provided free
by existing organizations represent-

,

ing investments of: millions of . dol-
lars and 20 years of operation. • .

FM is now officially begun in
the U. S. A. and has enjoyed some
special . consideration to date from
the Federal Communications Com-
mission. A ruling requires . that one
of the. six daily hours of mandatory
operation shall consist of local live,

i. e.
:

presumably professional, talent*

SQUIBB PONDERS

Jan Peerce, David Ross, Victor Bay
Fro^ram a Diaily Quarter

Squibb, is interested in a flve-a-

week . 15-minute musical, show,
'Golden Treasury of Song,' with Jan
Peerce, David Ross and Victor Bay's
orchestra. ....-''.'•-

Series was originally
.
plotted by

Bill Lewis of CBS as a prestige

afternoon sustainer.

'Bi^cst/The First' Are

Themes of Two Series

For St. Joseph's Aspirin

St. Louis, Nov. 12.

Plough, Inc., is splitting its "tran-

scribed spot campaign for St. Joseph
aspirin between two series. One
dramatized group deals with the
'world's largest' objects and the
other with 'famous firsts.' Schedule
takes in 32. stations,

Lnke-Spiro-Shurman, agency on
the account, prepared the data.

. Soldiers .
training camps .

may be-

come a popular originating point for

commercial programs. Sensation

cigarets (Lorillard). is figuring on.

using the- 'Soldiers Quiz' idea in

every market that includes a train-

ing camp, George Washington Hill

is reported considering a camp route

for his Hit Parade (CBS), while cer-

tain agencies are thinking of sug-

gesting to- their clients that they

make the trainees' recreation halls,

when or- wherever practical, the

source of some of their programs

broadcasts. '•'.
'

Sensation started the .

;

training

camp trend three .weeks, ago ^when

it bought the sponsorship rights to

the 'Soldiers .

Quiz' from Camp Ed-

wards on Cape- Cod yia^the C0I9-

nial Network. The cig; brand how

wants to extend the stunt to all

camps in areas where it has. distri-

bution.
.

. In connection with Camp Edwards
tieup the account has already acted

to anticipate 'any objection ... from.

.Army authorities by inserting, in the

continuity a statement to the effect

that the fact that the program orig-

inates from an army camp is not to

be construed as an endorsement
.
of

the product advertised by the camp

or Army authorities'; : • .•

: Vox Pop's Example

/ Significant perhaps of ' the policy

the; War '
Department win pursue ,in

the flock :of .commerdial prbgi'arh's.

expected' to originate at: training

bases for National Guardsmen, and

O., that 'this broadcast docs , not con-

stitute an endorsement by the War
Department of our . prod uct.' An-
nouncer made such a declaration at

the outset of the half-hour. • Prior

to the - signoff, Quizmaster Parks.

Johnson, repeated it, adding the

word 'official' before 'endorsement.'

He- called listeners" attention to the

fact the announcement had been de-

livered at ^program's beginning..

. *Vgpc Pdp^had originated at per-

haps; a half dozen Army and Navy
camp5;^pr-' sites in recent months; of-

ficeVsvjis-.well as enlisted men, cadets,

^tc., ^had voiced./voluntary , ad lib

plugs for Kentucky Club Tobacco
(either a tin of the weed or a pack-
age, of Mint; Julep - cigarets was,

37 STATIONS FOR

^C0A,DENV^SH0W
Denver, Nov.. 12.

' Chamherlaini Lotion has extended
the hop.kup-;which'- : 'has-.'b.een carrying
its Sunday night show from KOA. .

New- setup comprises; 37 outlets,from
Chicago to the Coast.;

iPrograth, titled 'Serenade of Lpve^
1 incss,' has Andy Gal hey. as bari-
tone a rid J

offers as weekly . firixt priz;e

the dress worn by an actress in some
\
major firm production.

;

IT'S TERRY ROB'MSON

Heroine of Carol Irwin Has a Com-
-poslte Name

Selective Service Act inductees, was ! per usual, handed to each of them)

the emphasis noted on ?V6x Pop,' in i However* no statement like that

a shot from Wright -Field, Dayton, ' heard last week had been included.

':••-• Lo.s Angeles, Nciv. 12.

Leading- 'feminine
;

chirabter.' in

"Second Wi fc.' new five-weekly serial

;
that / debuted yesterday (Monday)
over KNX for :

Pos.tum; is..' named
Terry Robinson, Named for. Theresa

1

' Lewis - and. Hubbell Robinson,, Jr.,

I friends of Carol Irwin, '.supervisor of.
'

the, program for You'n* & Rubicam.
' Robin so n. :

is . also . with the; agency a n

d

: Miss- Lewis recently left to script the

Hc'en Hjiyes series.

- • 'Wife' is . scripted ..by John M.

Young. If it clicks locally it will be
;

t extended to' the network.'.
. ;

' V"



Dispute over : extra compensation

which , the , musicians in the Metro-

politan Opera House pit raised after

the broadcast rights to the Saturday

matinee performance had been, sold

by NBC to Texaco was settled last

week/ The instrumentalists will col-

lect each $12 above their regular sal-

aries. Amount is the same that pre-

. vailed when the operas were pre-

viously sponsored. Texaco series will

clear over the blue link, starting

Dec. 28. '•;'_•,'.

The broadcasts were sold on a

package basis, • $250,000 covering

time, rights, etc., and the Met took

: the stand that if it paid the 90 to 100

men in the pit an extra $12 each

there wouldn't be much left from
what NBC paid it. The network
.made an adjustment. .Of the Met's

share so that the musicians' demands
could be met.

KateSmi

Plus Gable and Viv

Dramatic excerpt from 'Gone with

the Wind,* with Clark Gable and
; Vivien Leigh repeating their screen

roles over the alt, Is a possibility

for the Kate Smith program in the

next few weeks. Piece is one of

three Ted Collins is negotiating for

to be done on the Nov. 29 show.

Probably all three of the sketches

under consideration will be done on
the series, the main question being
the date of presentation. Other two,

also, adaptations from films, are

•Flight Command,' with Robert Tay-
lor and Walter Pidgeon, and 'Second
Chorus,' with.Fred Astaire and Jack
Oakie. They -would probably be
aired on successive weeks, beginning
Nov. 29.

Kate Smith ' program, originating

.this Friday . (15) from Tucson in con-
junction with the preem of 'Ariz-

ona,' has Jean Arthur from the pic-

ture cast. Next week, Nov. 22; will

be an excerpt from.'Tin Pan. Alley,'

originating from. Hollywood with
Alice Faye, Jack

;
Oakie, Betty Grab-

ble and John Payne. According to
Collins, he's doing only the one pro--

gram from the. Coast because he
wants to get back to.New York to

do his Christmas, shopping. That's
what he said.

.

After 10 years in radio the director of tales promotion of the Colum^
Broadcasting System considers his job, his environment, theJack of being

in a business nobody can stop. His conclusion: 'Radio is the sharpest demon,

•stration of democracy the world has seen.

AFRA {N.MIAMI

Negotiates With Stations—Elects Of-
' ficers, Appoints Biz Agent

Miami, Nov. 12.

New prez of local chapter of
American Federation Of Radio Arfe-

ists elected this week is Sani Parker,
WIOD announcer. . He succeeds Earl
Barr Hanson. Others chosen were
Ray Vallen, v.p., Noah Tyler, secre-
tary, and Carmen Judson, treasurer,
Seats on the executive board went
to Bill Pennell, Leslie Harris; Lydia
Hubbell, Charles Green, and Don
Butler. .

'

...
'. Members. approved a by-law
amendment calling for new office of

business agent, and approved Park-
er's appointment of Bill Pennell to

post. :
'

.

.'Bargaining sessions between AFRA
and all three local stations are now
In progress. :

KGLO, Mason City, to 1 Kw.

— Washington, Nov. 12.

Final okay for a change in fre-

quency and power boost for KGLO,
Mason City Globe Gazette Co.,
Mason City, la., was given last week
by the- Federal ' Communications
Commission. Transmitter may switch
from' 1210 to 1270 kc and jump power
from 100 wa.tts nights, 250 watts
days, to ;i kw all times.

At, the same, time Commish turned
down the application . of Charles

,
Walter Greenley, Decorah, la.,, for . a
renewal license for KGCA, and the

- request of KWLC, Luther College,
Decorah, for new papers,; ?oIt Was
understood, however that no preju-
dice, should apply to the considera-
tion of KWLC's request for a con
struction permit.

. ^ By Victor M. Rather •

.

I ride one of the great currents of our time.

Not everyone is so lucky. There are people who
still make high-laced shoes, who still build carriages

and outhouses. I'm not one of them.

I'm in Radio, have been deep in it for oyer 10 years,

have seen it growwith astonishing speed from gadget

into something ho superlative quite fits.

When I first came to radio, as an advertising copy-

writer, it had. just stopped being little Junior's adven-

ture in practical science. The whole family was taking

it over. : Ted Husihg and the New York Philharmonic

were already on the air. ;--

'

I found . myself riding an enormously alive social

force, galloping hell-bent for internatioriai significance.

The big problem was to keep from getting unhorsed.

Radio was bigger than anyone in it. We knew that,

At best, all we could hope ,to do was to house-break

radio without slowing, its speed or spirit.

We needn't have been afraid. Here we are, the

people in radio, after a
:

. ride like nothing else in his-

tory. Today, over 28,000,000 families in this country

own about 50,000,000 radio sets. Did you read those

figures casually? Don't. : .They . tell you a good deal

more about democracy than you- might imagine. After

beds and tables and chairs, a radio is the most familiar

household item in America. There's nothing else so

many, families Own in common. Or us? more.

I know that figures are tiresome. -But thihk -for a
moment what the following figures must mean.

,
Today,

more than eight out of 10 U. S. radio families listen

sometime every day. They listen an average of over

five hours a day. That makes a total of something
like 100,000,000 family-hours of radio listening in this

country every' day. (If anything, the figures are con-

servative!)

The Implications Are Harder
Its enormous distribution and. enormous use are the

simplest facts abOut radio. It now. cuts across every
income and geographic line. It makes the use of tele-

phones and movies in this country seem like scattered

phenomena. Radio has become the most typical thing

in America; our 'first' activity—all . in the time it . took
your kid brother to grow up to high school.

But if the facte are simple, their implication is not.

Sociologists,' in. years to come, are going to spend a lot

of time figuring out the Impact of radio On us, On our
family life, on our culture. They'll embalm their- find-

ings in the fat books which are their custom. My job
is livelieri I have to interpret the meaning : of radio

.

now.
I'm still an advertising copywriter. I don't write

;

anything that goes on the air. I write about radio. I

try .to explain it to the men who buy time and sponsor

,

programs; try to convince them that the quickest and
best way to reach most people is not in magazines, not
in newspapers, but on the air.

It's, not a hard job. Radio itself does/most, of the
work* (I realize, at least once a week, that nothing
I've written about radio in 10 years is half as ex-
citing, as alive, as convincing as radio itself.) And
why should it be? My subject really has been the
American people—this energetic, cocky people with
half a continent to. stretch in;; . who - assume, like no
other people on earth, that anything anyone else owns
is something they can have, too. They expect to know
what's going on. They aren't awed either by sym-
phonies Or great classics of literature (both are on the
air, and very successfully, as I write). They took to

.

radio like, a duck to water because new horizons, all

things considered, have always been the great Ameri-
can stimulant'. ,'''•-. X

; And radio, simply stated, brings the biggest horizons
right into the living room.

If this be flag-waving, make the most of it. I think
our radio is the sharpest demonstration of democracy
the world has seen. If everything else were as pleas-

ant,' as healthy and generous in its growth, you

wouldn't recognize the place! .
• -

*
-

.

It surprises me a little to find myself so ardent about

radio. Perhaps it's because it buys my bread and

butter. Or perhaps it's because I've had a chance to

see it whole, to see what it has come to mean beyond

my immediate circle. The complaints generally made
about radio can almost ail, be traced to one thing. It

is a mass medium. Intellectually-minded people are

apt to get impatient with any mass medium. Yet radio

gives the intellectual far more attention in its sched-

ulesr—in serious programs—than intellectuals warrant

numerically in the population.

v This has had a double-action effect. When radio

carries serious music and serious talk to the intel-

lectual, it- also exposes these things to masses of people

as no Other medium can hope to. When .serious stuff

comes put of the same little box as broadest comedy
and. hot licks' Oh a saxophone, people in the habit of

listening to one often go on listening to the other—
and make interesting discoveries.

This has a doubie^action .effect because radio : has
drawn any number of 'intellectuals' into listening to

Fred Allen and Jack Benny, even as the audience for

the New. York Philharmonic and the 'Invitation to

Learning' broadcasts* no longer consists only of people
who normally buy concert

.
tickets and 'good' books.

All of which is grist for the mill of the particular

story I have been helping to tell for 10 years—the
story Of radio as an advertising medium.

Radio—the Advertising Medium
That story begins, as I have begun this article, with

the size of radio's audience. Tire simple fact is that
today 'everybody listerts'-^everybody but. the very,
very poor. This in itself makes radio an extraordi-

.
narily powerful advertising medium. But the story

. only begins there. Radio's huge audiences are not the
cause of radio's effectiveness. They are the result of

it. They grew inevitably out of the '= special psycho-
logical advantages radio has as a means of communi-
cation, I think the first of these is so obvious people
tend to overlook its weight. : People listen to radio.

They read other media.
And listening is easier than reading.'

• Listening is something we do naturally from birth;

Reading is an artificial business. And all our lives, we
do far more listening than reading. Why then be sur-
prised to find that people are more ear-minded than
eye^minded? Psychologists have tested the issue from
every angle, With monotonous repetition, they dis-

cover that, people remember what they hear longer
and better than what they read.
And then, radio is so alive. You listen to the warm,

subtle inflections of a reai voice. Its message is im-
mediately and directly alive in a way no 'still-life*

medium can duplicate.

Nor should this be forgotten. People listen together.
Radio is the only medium which reaches a roOmful pf
people jpimultaneously. That does something. People
together are far more responsive, fair more 'open* to
almost any message, they react much quicker to it

than people alone.

Rebuttal and Rebuttal
Naive people sometimes say 'But people don't listen

to advertising on the air.'

Tell them they're talking through their hat. ,

There's no Other way to account for the rise of radio
in this country except in the audience's response to
radio advertising. That's been the whole source/of
radio's revenue.
Perhaps some people might have liked a different

system. But this one has given us the best radio in
the world—by such a wide margin there isn't a good
'second* In any other country anywhere.

It's been a pretty full .10 years.

NEW NBC SERIES

• 'Invitation to Learning' every Sunday afternoon
oh CBS, in which the great classics of literature are
being discussed.

McCann-Erickson Take

Over die Ford Concerts

McCanh-Ericksoh agency
: will as-

sume charge of the production of the
F6r4 Sunday nights concerts (CBS)
with the Dec. 8 broadcast.

Two of men on N. W. Ayer's staff

who have, been handling the show
will likely mOve ; over to McCann-
Erickson , when the switch takes
place.

1938 CANDIDATE SUES

K0L, SEATTLE

Seattle, Nov. .
12.

A suit for $50i0b6 damages charge
ing slander has been filed by Henry
Clay Agnew, 1938 Republican candi-
date for prosecuting attorney. Names
Democratic rival B. Gray Warner,
present prosecutor, and Station KOL.
Agnew. claims he has been injured

in his profession by . statements
which, he said, were made by
Warner during campaign over KOL.

Harry Keller, formerly with the

William Morris , theatrical , agency,

has joined Colgate-Palmoliye-Peet to

do publicity under Hugh McKay.
Keller will have a new title never

existing before, Director of Public

Relations. V:\ :

.

Colgate has been staging a drastic

revamp of its radio programs and
is withdrawing from. Benton Bow-
les to join and make possible the
hew Ted Bates agency. The com-
petitive situation with Procter &
Gamble has played a part m all the
recent moves. .

Currently Colgate , has nine net-
work radio. : shows,, including Ed
East's •Ask-It-Basket,' Wayne King's
'Cashmere Bouquet of Music,' Bill
Stern's 'Sportsreel of the Air,'

'Strange As It Seems,' Bess Johnson's
'Hilltop House,' 'Myrt and, Marge,'
'Woman of Courage,' 'Ellen Ran-
dolph' and 'Stepmother.'

and Bride

Going to Australia

Stanley Quinn, who has been doing
radio scripting In J. Walter Thomp-
son's New York offlee, is being trans-
ferred to the agency's Australian
branch as radio director. He replaces
Phil Mygatt, who is coming back to
New York -

. ... .;

*

Quinn is getting married Nov. 30
and he will leave with his bride sev-
eral days later.

Victoria Same All Hours
Victoria, Texas, Nov. 12.,

Radio station KVIC, owned and
operated by the Radio Enterprises,
Inc., and managed by Charles C.
Shea, has been given a Federal Com-
munications Commission nod to op-
erate day and night with a power of
250 watts. Station heretofore oper-
ated with 250 watts day and 100
night. Remains on present dial set-
ting of 1310 kc.

Station first went on the air in
May of this year.

NBC plans a new series of educa-
tlonal forum meetings during the
winter in : various sections of the
country with public service program
directors of its affiliated stations and
local educational leaders, staffers
from New York will attend the
meetings.

First of the meetings will prob-
ably take place Nov. 29 in New Or-
leans, with a second Dec. 8 in Chi-
cago. Subsequent confabs are slated
for Hollywood, Portland, Ore.; Bos-
ton, and Atlanta. Among the NBC
execs planning to attend are Walter
G. Preston, Jr., Dr. James Rowland
Angell, Franklin Dunham, Judith
Waller, Margaret Cuthbert, Lewis
Titterton and Wilfred Roberts.

Chicago meeting will be the day
before the opening of fourth annual
Broadcasting C o u he il conference,
there Dec. 4r6, Representatives of

30 stations In six south-central states

and Florida have been inyited to the
New- Orleans session, while spokes-

men from 62 stations in the north-

central area are being asked to the

Chicago gathering^

Dialers Add to Woes

Fiyors from Gov't

Washington, Nov. 12.

Not content with registering

squawks on
;
every conceivable sub-

.

jedt handled by radio with the Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
knob-twiddlers now are forming in

line to ask personal favOrs of the

Government agency.

Sample of what the weary public

servants must contend with was
given in a Commish release last

week which reported having re-

ceived an original radio script writ-;

ten by a Philadelphian and a. device

invented by an Ohioan to revolu-

tionize radio, with requests for an
official opinion. In addition, an
Illinois woman sent in a new pa-

triotic song, with the suggestion that

it should open and. close all radio

programs daily.

Explaining that 4't. 13 unable to

pass judgment upon inventions, radio

scripts or tunes by amateurs, Com-
mish turned down the various pleas.

Also had to point out once again that

it ' had no censorship powers that

would enable it to delete programs
of Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.

Complaint department of the Com-
mission sifted numerous other

squawks, ranging from one filed by a

'Connecticut man who is wrathy be-

cause his receiver is not functioning

properly' to a Louisiana bleat which

insisted Sunday radio programs
should be confined to religious fea-

tures. V

CHEER THE TOLL GOODBYE

WHAS, Louisville, Plays Part In

Glad Day Ceremonies

Louisville, Nov. 12.

Good Neighbor Day. prompted by

the Courier-Journal (WHAS) >
celebrate reduction of toll On Mu-

nicipal Bridge to Indiana last week,

was gala affair; and climaxed with

a giant radio show at the Jefferson

County Armory. Visitors from In-

diana were admitted free until eight

o'clock, after which time Louisville

fans were allowed to find seats in

the building. Crowd estimated at

7,000 was on hand to gander the

radio artists, with F. Chase Taylor

(Col. Stoopnagle) heading the list

of talent. While here, Stoopnagle.

and Samm S. Baker, radio director

of H. O. Kiesewetter Agency, were

guests of Gov. Keen Johnson.

Entire roster of WHAS talent was

represented on the^ program, includ-

ing Robert Hutsell's orchestra, Re-

flections Chorus, Stamp's Melody

Boys, ; Cousin Emmy, Steak and

Gravy, dancers, Sunrisers, Herbie

Koch and Leland Brock, piano and

organ duo heard over CBS, and a

number of other station acts. Af-

fair brought several thousand visit-

ors from Indiana and Kentucky
towns, and downtown stores' biz re-

ceived a hypo from the influx of

out-of-town folks.



By RAY JOSEPHS
Buenos Aires; Oct. SO. .

Alleged failure of the U. S. radio industry to make satis-

factory progress; in the international short-wave battle for

South American ears and ' mind soon result in impor-
tant moves by the Department of State in Washington,
Vawxty learned this week. While the U. S. Government has
been careful in the past about telling the industry what it

should and should not broadcast either at home or abroad,

the growing need of winning support and good-will in South
America is now considered so important that those in a posi-

tion to know say official action is pretty certain.

With the Nazis and Fascists filling the ether over this conti-

nent with programs designed to woo friendly feelings and
stimulate political sentiments, U. S. officials apparently feel

it's about time the U. S. industry did a little more real work
on its short-waving and directed its energies in the right
direction. Of course, this is where Nelson Rockefeller's
Committee to Cb-6rdihate Cultural and Commercial Relations
with Latin America is supposed to come in. But it's slow to .

get started and time is vital.
;

In any case, it is emphasized here, pure showmanship de-
mands programs that get across to the listener. Kind , of

.

things that's been coming in doesn't. even pay for the efforts

expended.^ officials observers here say. U. S. stations have
been guilty of wasting their efforts, regardless of the cash
expended. '

. Many of the programs now beamed here by the 11 U. S.

stations broadcasting to Latin America are practically mean-
ingless to South American listeners.

• Charlie McCarthy, Abbott and . Costello, Fred Allen, etc.,

may have high popularities in the States, but the humor
doesn't get across to the average South American. Even with

,

a working knowledge of English, the slang and fast quipping
makes them valueless save for the music.., Observers who
have been researching the question call such programs 'mis-

directed energy.'

Idea of the U. S. Govermnent going into the propaganda
business Is still, a long way off in the opinion of diplomatic

sources here, but what should be done privately—-and will

probably be done officially if the industry Itself doesn't take
the lnitietiye-ris something like this:

COUNTRIES FURTHEST AWAY MOST NEED
AND LEAST GET YANKEE VIEWPOINT

1. For the sake of radio, South America should be divided

Into three listening groups. No. i is the group of countries

headed by Argentina. This includes Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile, and Bolivia. With a few minor exceptions, they speak
the same kind of Spanish, live in the same kind of climate,

and have the same tastes and ;temperament. Argentina has
almost half the total number of radios in Spanish America,
and, with the other countries in the group, represents about

65%. Argentina is also the territory which Hitler and his

, boys most want to control. Brazil needs programs In
.
Por-

' tuguese. The Central American and Caribbean countries

require a\ still different type of program. Observers who
know all of the continent point out that the tropical and
semi-tropical Central American countries are closest to the

States, nearer the sphere of Influence, get more attention.

But from the governmental and good-will angle, it's the coun-

tries farthest away that need the most ear-bending.

Programs must be directed at each group. Berlin^ in beam-
ing oh South America, often directs programs to specific sec-

tions and even has Argentine announcers when broadcasting

to Argentina. Radio has been making the same mistake as

Hollywood in assuming that all Latin American countries are

virtually the same. Observers point out that since broad-

casts for the Southern group must pass over the Caribbean,

it would be better to have certain stations concentrate on
each group, rather than continue mixing. Few people in ..

Argentina or Chile will listen long to Caribbean Spanish.

In fact, they don't even do the conga or rhumba here as much
as they do in the States. Conga is Caribbean. .

UNITED STATES PROGRAMS NOT TIMED OR

PRIMED PROPERLY FOR LATIN INTEREST
2. Co-ordination of effort and of time is necessary. Com-

pilation of U. S. broadcasts directed here on a: typical day

showed that with all li U. S. stations on the air, only 13%
hours of the 41% hours were in Spanish. Eight of these con-

sisted of an Identical four-hour double from.WNBI-WRCA.
NBC International transmitters. This reduced the total of

different programs in Spanish to 9%. German and Italian
;
short-wavers keep going with Spanish all day long. A num-
ber of U. S. stations apparently make no check-up of time
differences. .The .Good Neighbor News Bulletin from WLWO;
Cincinnati, for instance, gives a 15-mihute late news broad-
cast in Spanish plus a . commercial ' which includes a free
sample offer. It is skedded for 10:15 to 10:30 E.S.T., which is

12:15 to 12;35 a.m. in Buenos Aires. By this time, the local
listener has had dozens of bulletins. While a late town oh
theatres, cabarets and restaurants; this is not a late radio

'

listening spot as. proven by local tests. In the interior
listeners turn in far earlier. Another instance of weli-inten-

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

The report . published herewith from Variety's repre-
sentative in Buenos Aires, Argentine, may serve to Out-
line the dimensions of the shortwave problem as it. af-

fects United States hemisphere policy. Its publication
coincides with the departure of CBS' president, William
S. Paley, for a South Amearican tour, and with the with-
drawal next week of Don Francisco from the presidency
of the Lord & Thomas advertising agency to act as radio
head of ' Nelson Rockefeller's Pah-American cultural re-

lations branch of the U. S. State Department.
The thought has been growing in the U. S. A. ever since

the failure of one 'pressure group' to put a Government-
owned station into the picture some two, years : ago that

the competitive element may eventually have to be rer

moved from shortwave wherein nobody really expects or
hopes or : wants to make money : and wherein; organiza-

tional .
prestige cannot be

.
permitted . to intrude since na-

tional interest is directly involved. •

It. is safe to say that only hdw-r-this late in the history

of. totalitarian propaganda—is the importance, of closer

harmony with the Latin republics getting its due; atten-

tion. Until how much of the programming has undoubt-
edly been as Variety's Argentine report suggests, off-

target. The increase of the NBC and CBS DX transmit-

ters to 50,000 watts (NBC next month, CBS somewhat
later) is ah important

.
step. • WLWO (Crossley) is now.

thought to lay down the best signal out of America but
the opinion grows that re-broadcasting on native Latin
stations is more desirable than anything, else.

; Deals between American networks, and South Amer-
ican stations are expected in the near future, this being*

among the objectives of Paley's present trip. But the
whole -situation is rather belatedly—on everybody's part

—

getting realistic attention. Don Francisco is expected to

make a
,
trip shortly and. the; Rockefeller group will pre-

cede any activities by extensive research projects. 'This

has not made too bright an impression. . Previous Yankee,
efforts to survey the likes and dislikes of foreign coun-
tries have been far from- successful. Moreover the leis-

urely tempo of research- and the time needed for study
of the data is* seen as in conflict with a need for zip. .

y . The question of merging*or combining all shortwave ac-.

tlvities into a., central office under private- management,
for non-profit specialization is probably a long way off

as the needs are, to date, obviously miles ahead of the
thinking or responsiveness.

tioned but practically valueless programs on the same station

was the offer of samples by one firm whose agents here were
not even informed of the program.
Among Others, heads of three U. S.

.

advertising agencies

based here say they do not regard present short-wavers from
the States as much help to local sales. One U. S. company
was approached by a U. S. chain witti the idea of sponsoring

• commercial series of short-wavers. .
Advertising manager

of . firm visited entire continent; concluded it would not only

be difficult to arrange a comprehensive program for all.Latin

America but damned inefficient.

3. Germany is the; strongest of the foreign broadcasters

beaming here, with one or two British as strong and even
surpassing the Nazis in 'microvolts at times. Due to a num-
ber of factors (some experts insist it is. the high gain antennae

used by Europeans) Europe usually comes in far better than

the States. Long-time tests by engineers show WLWO,
KGRI and WGEO usually have the best reception in Southern

South America. WPIT is fairly good, but subject to side

Interference. WGEA is similar to WGEO. WRCA and WNBI
are next, WCAB and WSBK are relatively weak and difficult

to get, and WFUL and WBUW are- unsatisfactory locally,
probably because of their irregularity.

Increase in signal strength, even if it means console
of stations, is being suggested. A few strong stations with
more suitable, programs, it is argued, would reach a much'
•wider audience. Expected that the Department of State will,

also soon; urge U. S. stations to permit South American sta-
.

tions to pick up programs, either from short-wave or by
point-to-point (in which programs are sent by radio tele-
phone to one of the radio companies here and then sent to
the local stations). The latter; is rriore. satisfactory. Presi-
dent Roosevelt's Charlottesville address was picked up and -

outside interference during the course of the address forced
a change to . a different frequency and cut-offs. There -has \.

beeh no similar broadcast .si .
.

'."^

A 15-minute program of U. S. news, in Spanish, would
;•' prove popular/ radio men say. England now has two 15-

minute spiels on Radio Prieto and 15 . on Splendid, both in
Spahishj plus; 30 on Excelsior in English; Germany has 15 on

;

Cal.lao and 15 on Prieto. Italy,.the/U. S. and Germany share
a.lO-minute round-up on Radio Splendid, with most of the :

.U. S. time being taken up by market quotations. Japan re-
ported to be planning a re-broadcast of - its own. news pro-

; gfams, 'now being short-waved direct. The BBC re-trans'-
'

missions aire supposed to be paid for by the local British
Chamber of Commerce, arid the Nazi and Italian transmis-

;
sioris by the : local propaganda bureaus of these countries.
^Nazis, in particular,' have been generous, in permitting locals
to

.
pick up broadcasts of all kinds. . Symphonic music, par-

ticularly popular here, may not be open propangada, but the
fact that you can hear the Berlin Philharmonic at most, hours
doesn't do the Nazis any harm. :

;

COORDINATION OF PUBLICITY TO FOCUS

; ATTj^^
. 4. More publicity is also needed*for U. S. programs. 'The
U. S. Bureau .of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in every
S. A. country distributes copies of the weekly advance
schedule. The English-language daily! the Herald, and the

' No. 1 Spanish; paper, the Prensa, usually print them, but the....

other papers generally ignore U. S. short-wavers, a tip-off.

Even if stations felt the cost of advertising hot worth while,
;

perirassioh to re-trahsmit programs would get them publicity
in local papers. Germany does plenty of advertising, often
buying a quarter page in several papers for a special musical
program. One such was on Columbus Day, an important

. holiday here. '."
*; • .'; \ /.'.• -.W

1' Estimates on the number of sets in Latin America vary.
' Department of Commerce has a figure of 2,679,400,.;:which is

based on a rourid-up of guesses ahd estimates in each
country. NBC estimates about 3,500,000, of which 2,100,000

are. equipped for shprtfwave.^ Latterj while;''naturally, inter-

ested in taking most liberal estimates,* is just as likely.

Either way, official observers say, the audience is definitely
'. worth

.
getting from the good-will point of view if not com-

,

1 mercially for any particular sponsor or. group of sponsors^

.

* Best opinions say that with more than 40 program hours
directed to '. South; America during a five-hour period, it

should be possible to arrange two or three different programs
• with a definite appeal. Several attempts, have recently been
made to do .

commercial short-waves direct to S. A. and it's

still too early to tell the result. ,.. Last month, Republic Steel

did a. dramatization of an industrial development over WGEO.
.

; United Fruit has also bought time, principally for the Carib-
bean area, where it is strong, and S. C. Johnson & Son have
sponsored a Stars of Hollywood program.

Chief criticism made against sustainers on NBC's WNBI .'

and WRCA is the fact that they are slightly stereotyped and ,

lack spontaneity. Whatever the reason, they get cpmpara-.,

tiv'ely little .; response according to check-ups made here.

Wide variety of entertainment offered by local stations and
Inability of States to comprehend local tastes may account for,,

failure. This despite the fact that the average South Ameri-
can program is;admittedly far inferior to the U. S.

What listeners here want most from the States are pro-

grams in which the U. S. is seen through South American
eyes—symphonic, opera and operatic music, international

concert stars, Hollywood' stuff (especially if done from thei»r,

point of view), and news. Most popular attractions on local

stations during the past season have been broadcasts by Tos-

canini and Stokowski orchestras, Arturp. Rubinstein and
Jasctia Heifetz, Mills Brothers, etc;, all from the States and
most of them sponsored by U. Si oil companies located here.

Such' programs, especially of those who have been here,

would, if properly advertised/ draw local dials away from the

Nazi stations and directed ears and mirfds toward the U. S.

Mutual Network's billings for this

October came to $784,676, or 83%
over what it had been for the like

month of 1939. Of the former amount
$172,882, or 42.9% of the differential,

was derived from political broad-
casts.

•'•

Web's gross for the first 10 months
of 1940 was $3,562,509. This repre-
sents a boost of 32.7 over the accum-
ulative figure for 1939.

Calgary, AHa.—R.H.C. 'Bob' Stra-.
ker, has returned to Calgary as pro-
duction manager of CFAC. Starting
as an announcer with the station 10
years ago, he has been program di-
rector of CJRC, Winnipeg; CJRM,
Regiha, and their affiliate short
wave stations, CJRX and CJBO.

ROBERT STRAUSS, 55,

COMMITS SUICIDE

Robert W. Strauss, 55, dramatic

serial actor, died of carbon monoxide

Nov. 10 in the garage of his home
in Cold Spring-on-therHudson, N. Y.

Notes were found in which he gave

instructions for the. disposition of his

body and talked about financial dif-

ficulties.

Strauss has played in such serials

as 'Our Gal Sunday,' 'Mrs. Wiggs of

the Cabbage Patch' and .'Buck Rog-

ers.' He had been on the stage and

comes from Chattanooga, Tenh.

TAYWR'S 'VOICE' BACK .;

\;0:'; ' Hollywood, Nov. 12;

M. -Sayle Taylor's 'Voice Of Ex-

perience' will again be heard on the

air after a long, absence. Albers

Milling Co; has put .him under Con-

tract for three broadcasts weekly

over NBC's coast Jed network.

G. W; Johnstone May

Be Radio Director

Francisco for State Dept.

G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone may
join the radio section of the State

Department's Latin American rela-

tions organization of. which Nelson

A. Rockefeller is chairman. Don
Francisco recently resigned as presi-

dent of Lord & Thomas to become

head of this radio section. •;.

, Johnstone, who now holds the post

of radio director of the. Democratic

National Committee; would
.
handle

the general details in the radio di-

vision of the Rockefeller - setup.

St. Louis. — Herb MacCready,

sportscaster at WEW, St. Louis, has

joined the .
Brunswick-Balke-Col-

iander: Co., as public relations repre-

sentative. Frank : Mahon succeeds

MacCready.

WJNO HOUSE MUSIC

SHOW SOLD PRONTO

West . Palm Beach. Nov. 12;

•play or Pay,' 30-mihute musical

quiz with members of. a; five-piece

studio orchestra :trying to answer
questions and trick puzzlers submit-

ted by the visual orchestra,- has ac-

quired a sponsor contract after four

weeks on the air oyer WJNO - here.

Bankroller is Hplsum bread, lobal

baker. Series originates from the

Terrace room of the George Wash-
ington hotel.

. ShOw was assembled by the sta-

tion to go on at 9 o'clock Sunday
nights after the Ford program at

that hour, was dropped! from CBS
stations in -Fiprida v a couple of

months ago. WJNO execs figure the
series an extra asset because it en-
ables the station to sell the services

of union musicians and thus help
pay the amount agreed upon with
the AFM.

Something new in radio programs
is scheduled to - debut on WMCA,
New York, tomorrow night. (14).

Classified ads, sold on a basis of 30c

a word to small merchant subscrib-

ers, will occupy a daily 30-minute
slot 7:45-8:15 p. m. daily except Sun-
day. Included, in that time will be
short contests of various kinds which
will pay $25 in cash awards each pro-

gram to correct answers from listen-

ers, local news, women's angles, etcy

.Time is paid for by Classified Radio
Ads, Inc., who has bought WMCA's
Bob Carter and Joe O'Brien to hal>* J

die the half hours. Popular record-,

ihgs will be used in connection with
ads inserted by music schools, etc;

Airings are to be called 'Reward for

Listening.'
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Displeased with Transmitters of

to

Bonnie Baker Finances

Darrell Martin's Sheet

Washington, Nov. 12.

Another financial headache for the
radio ' industry seemed ominously
near last week when it became
known that the Federal Communica-
tions Commission had embarked upon
a preliminary study of station loca-

tions in an effort to solve the prob-
lem of increasingly poor radio re-

ception throughout the U. S. Radio
pocketbooks are expected to be
sadly flattened If the study shows a

. heed for re-locatiori of transmitters,
or if it is found that sub-rosa at-

tempts to wiggle out of Gommfstr
licensing instructions have been in-

dulged in. . y
:

-' ..'.'.

Special group of Government
monitors is expected to be sent out
from Washington by the FCC, to

check the effectiveness of directional

antenna systems; delve into possible

disregard of engineering require-

ments or errors in judgment con-
cerning placement .of stations in the
territories which they serve.

.
Mov-

ing-day for numerous stations may
result from the check:-up *and—in

cases where licensees have juggled
with engineering specifications—

a

public spanking 1 may be ordered for

the operators. .„.'

Explanation was.,made that some
transmitters have been located in the
center of their trading areas, where
the ideal situation would be to have
them on the fringe of the city where'
directional antennas wo*ld be . used
to • prevent - interference . with other
stations. Stations located in mid-
town, it was pointed out, in some
cases dispense with directional an-
tennas because they are able to coyer
the entire section without them.

In the case of a transmitter cov-
ering a radius of 25 miles, it is some-
times better to locate the station in

the center of the. city, it was found.
But, assuming that another station

is located to the south, whose signal

must be protected from interference,

a directional antenna, is necessary to

drown out the signal to the south
arid -individuals in that' territory

would be unable to get the station.

In such cases, it
: was explained j it

would be better to locate the station

on the south edge of the territory

and install a directional antenna.

,

Squawks from ; advertisers have
been received, to the effect that they
are not getting the proper returns
on their investments, it was . indi

rated. In some cases programs are
not going to areas which their ad;

vertisers demand.
Faulty Engineering

Suspicion that some licensees are
not carrying out Commish licensing

.instructions has arisen and it has
been indicated that violaters will be
haled before the Government agency
if this is substantiated. If faulty en
gineering is found to blame, there
will be orders from the Commish to

correct the situation.

Heavy expenditures will be re:

quired in cases where relocation of

stations is directed by the Commish
. Major changes in the engineering
' setrup of transmitters, installation
" of directional antennas and other

technical improvements also . will

add to the financial burdens of

broadcasters if the- FCC study shows
a widespread need lor renovation.

ANNE DIRECTOR RESIGNS

FROM SPECTOR AGENCY

. Anne Director has. resigned as

time buyer for the Raymond Spector
agency. Her immediate intention is

to take an extended vacation.

. She was formerly with the San
Francisco office of J. Walter Thomp-
son.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.

Darrell V. Martin, former radio

editor of morning Post-Gazette, is

getting ready to launch hts own
;
Radio Weekly here. While local

news will be emphasized, ht says

publication .will be national in scope.

First issue is duo' middle of. next
month.: Since mid-summer, he has
been conducting a one-man subscrip-

tion campaign. Only other;

--

'stock-,

holder m veAture beside publisher
is Bonnie Baker, who has been a

close friend of Martin's for years and
who has invested . an unannounced
amount of cash. :

Will-be few outside workers, sheet
to be pretty much of a one-mart
thing with -Martin serving as editor,

publisher, biz manager and column-
ist himself.

CBS and NBC Compete for Biz— One Sales

Recommends Spot Method

Corn Products' has expressed itself

as interested in a morning or after-

noon news strip across the ' board

and CBS and tht NBC-blue arc

making a hot pitch lor tht business.

Also mixed up in the competition is

one of the station reps Who has

polled his stations on the morning
spots they could make available and
who is now trying to sell Corn Prod-

ucts on doing this same thing on a

spot basis.

;

The NBC-blut has. already sub-

mitted its presentation. It's a flve-

minute news, summary over a cross-

country hookup, similar to the one
that It has on at night for Nash with
John B. Kennedy. In the past Corn
Products has confined its daytime
merchandising to singers or dramatic
serials.

Mutnal Now Has 161

Two new stations have joined tht
Mutual network, bringing tht num-
ber of affiliates to 101.

Additions are KGBU, Ketchikan,
Alaska, Md WARM, Scranton, Pa.

CBS Stock Trades

: Washington, Nov. 12.

Desultory trading ;'' Columbia.
Broadcasting stock ;was recorded by
the .Securities arid Exchange last

week, which listed Keewaydin Corp.
as haying sold 380 shares of $2.50

par, class-A common, 'during Sep-
tember to lower its holdings to 6,000

shares; Same listing, showed Her-i

bert : Bayard Swope, director, as

owner of 1,100 shares of the same
papers.

During September Milton D\ar

mond. N'evv. York officer . and direc-

tor of Decca Records, Inc.,: exercised
]

option "to buy 1,666 shares of $1
par common in the, platter company;
Diamond's holdings at the end of the
month we i*e : listed at 8,137 shares;

I. a. SHOWS TO CINCY
. Chicago, Nov. 12.

Dr. I. Q. (Lew Valentine) show for
Mars candy shifts its origination
from Milwaukee to Cincinnati, start-
ing Nov. 25. Will broadcast from the
stage of the Albee theatre.

'

Account handled through the.
Grant agency here.
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CBSTAX
RADIO

SHOOTS UP
MISSISSIPPI STATIONS

RUN NBC UP TO 206

WGRM, Greenwood, and WSLI,
Jackson, Miss., have.' become af-

filiated with the NBC-blue.

Raises the NBC station total to

206.

WGAR, Cleveland, , has renewed
its transcription library service from
World Broadcasting for another year.

Cleveland Social Club
Cleveland,: Nov. 12.

:
.

Staff members of local stations
have started plans for a radio club.
It will be a purely, social group, with
membership open to male announ-
cers, engineers, salesmen and other
staff members of the four Cleveland
outlets, WGAR, WTAM, WHK-
WCLE<
Preliminary confab to set up the

organization: and inspect prospective
quarters was held last week at the-
Allerton hotel.

RENO CHAMBER FETES-

KOH'S JOINING NBC

t • „, Reno, Nov. 12.
Junior Chamber of Commerce of

Nevada is giving a dinner Friday
<15): to mark the advent of KOH,
local McClathy outlet, as an affiliate
of the blue network. ..

Among the invited guests are Don
Gilman, NBC v.p. in charge of Coast
operations, and Guy Hamilton, Mc-
Clathy general manager.

SPARKS OF FRIENDSHIP

Show on WOW, WHO, WCCO—List
to Expand

,

San Francisco, Nov. 12.

Haskins Bros. & Co. is plugging its

Spark granulated soap with a hew
dramatic serial, 'The Sparks of
Friendship.' Series has already been
placed on WOW, Omaha; WHO, Des
Moines, and

; WCCO, Minneapolis.
List will be expanded steadily.
Sidney Garflnkel agency built arid

booked the discs.

oo<y
•m •

I

transmitter is in operation.

LISTENING to WEAF has become a new

experience . . . a new pleasure since November 8th.

Throughout the vast area which is its province, mil-

lions of radio listeners hegan to hear WEAF 2V2

to more than 10 times better than ever before*

And they will continue to enjoy this added bril-

liance day and night, winter and summer, because

WEAF's new transmitter, travelling its signal with-

out obstruction across salt water, directs it with

tremendous impact to the great concentrations of

population in metropolitan New York, southern

Connecticut and northern New Jersey.

Today WEAF's listeners enjoy the finest radio re-

ception in the market for the finest radio programs in

the market . . . and WEAF's advertisers are thus reach-

to6 them with greater force and in greater numbers;

We'd like to show you what WEAF now delivers

theway of coverage, what WEAF now otters adver-

tisers at no extra cost. Our new booklet, "November

8th Was Moving Day for a Line," will soon be off

the press. It tells the story in words and pictures and

figures—the story of market dominance, of listener

dominance, of increased broadcasting leadership in

the world's richest market. We have reserved a copy

for you. Just write to Station WEAF, New York.

The New Sdlf Water Way fo the World'* Rleh«sr Market
|

\Y\-f-pr If ^ 50,000 WATTS

I C
J 1 V P New York

' A / I l/ f V I 660 KC

KEY STATION OF THE NBC RED NETWORK

Although Gross Grows
work's Net Profit

Probably Be Off for

—Excess Profits Levy
* Deep"'

Net-

Will

Year;

Bite*

$1.94 A SHARE

Even though Columbia's net
come for the 39 weeks ending..th'fr

Sept. 28 was $1*000,000 over what it

had been for the like' period of 1939

the Federal income and excess' profits

taxes were of such proportions as to

give the network a smaller profit and
net earning per share. The network
earnings for the nine, months of thii

year were $3,331,786, as
.
compared to

$3,432,955 for last year. Qn a per
share basis this figured as $1.94 as

against the $2 paid for last year's
initial 39' Weeks;
Columbia this time wrote off $i,-

753,172 in taxes, whereas for the par-
aHel period in 1939 it was $791,364.

Coincidental with the issuance of the

earnings statement the CBS directors

declared a dividend of 65c on Class

A arid B stock, payable Dec. 6 to

stockholders on record Nov. 22. Thi.<:

brings the total dividends declared
or paid this year to $2 per share as.

compared to $1.50 at this time in
1939. ..;>.

Report showed that the gross: in-

'

come for this year's . 39 weeks was
$36,430,612, compared to $30,347,506

;

for the similar '39 period. Net In-

come before deductions amounted to

$5,647,809 as against the $4,646,648

garnered during the like 39 weeks of

1939. ..

Revisions in the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists regulations for

talent agents are virtually completed
and will probably be approved this

week. Union officials .met with net-

work execs yesterday (Tuesday ) to

get.the latters' okay on changes that
will affect the . artist bureaus. In-
dependent agents, members of the
Artists Representatives Assn., Broad-
way group, and the Artists Managers
Assn., Coast organization, have : al-

ready agreed on the revisions.

Henry Jaffe, AFRA .attorney, re-

turned the middle of last week from
Hollywood, where he ironed out dif-

ferences with the AMG.v Principal
changes have to do with: the clause
covering an added 5% commission
for guaranteed employment . con-
tracts. This ' phase was viewed by
the. indies as being favorable to the
network-owned artist, bureaus- so it

was altered. Other revision covers
cancellation of contracts in case an
agent fails, to obtain a - specific num-
ber of days employment for a per-
former in a stated period. The re-
quirements in this regard were
somewhat relaxed.
At the request of the Coast agents,

the agreement was made to specify
what .. constitute agent violations, of
the contract arid what the penalties .

in each case may be. According to

AFRA officials; the networks are ex-
pected to approve the revisions In

the code. . The union has set a dead-
line of Dec. 10 for the agents to re-
ply for licenses, but they must agree
by Nov. 15 to abide by the regular

tibns.
'' ' ''.;' '

New York.—Gordon D. Cooke,
formerly with Ruthrauff. & Ryan,
appointed vice-president in 'charge

of copy at New York office of Stack-

,

Gbble agency.
;

7

I
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General Electric to Add Another
THAD BROWN JOINS

FCC'S BRIEF-LINE

am to

NBC last Friday <8).auditioned two

programs lor General
;

; Electric,

which is contemplating augmenting

its Phil Spitalny stanza with an in-

stitutional program, . One of the au-
ditions was put together by. Maxon
in New—York and. consisted of

straight music with Frank Parker
as, vocalist and Frank Black as con-
ductor. Other offering, originating

from Chicago, was a flve-time-a-

week serial dealing with the life of

Abraham Lincoln.

GE hasn't decided; whether it will

spot' the new program in Spitalny's

present Sunday night period on ,the
red or whether. Spitalny will be re-

tained where he is and the institu-

tional program be given a blue net-

work release. Account is reported
as leaning .toward a shift of Spitalny

to the. blue because ' of the program's
lamp selling assignment and using

the
:
10 to 11. o'clock stretch Sunday

nights for the Parker-Black combi-
nation. The Spitalny inning extends
from 10 to 10:30 p. m.

Right to Left

James R. Curtis/ pres. of KFRO,
Longview, Texas, has completed trip

to New Orleans, Pensacola, Tampa,
Jacksonville, Atlanta, Chattanooga
and Memphis^

Safford, Ariz., Nov.. 12.

For a newspaper to buy a
'

radio station is nothing unusual,
but the other way around rates

man-bites-dog' . attention. :;'

KGLU owners have an-
nounced they will soon start

publication of a daily paper.

TAG WALTER SICKLES

PITTSBURGH'S BEST

Pittsburgh, Nov. 12; ,

Walt Sickles, WWSW spieler and
program director, was voted

.
the

H. P. Davis Memorial Award last

week for the outstanding Pittsburgh
radio announcer of the year. Prize

was set up in 1933 as a memorial to

Davis, a broadcasting pioneer, and
carries with it a medallion and $150
in cash.

.

;::
'-'.v,

. First honorable mention went to

Billy Hinds, KDKA, and second to

Bob Donley, WCAE. Judges were
Vinqeht Johnson and Si Steinhauser,
radio, editors, Mrs. Richard Rauh,
Robert

,
Garland, Earl G. Hadley and

Marjory Stewart, director of the
Microphone Playhouse here.

Washington, Novi 12.

Former Federal Communications

Commissioner Thad H. Brown, who

recently resigned his post after

weeks of grilling by the Senate Com-
merce Committee which was looking

into his fitness for reappointment,

has appeared as just another radio

attorney on the FCC list of individ-

uals admitted to practice before the

Government agency. .-•
;

Now hanging out his shingle with

a. ; former Commission attorney,

Brown becomes one of the vast army

[
of barristers representing the coun-

try's radio stations, the hopeful ap-

plicants for new transmitters and; the

disappointed candidates for a slice

of radio-industry-pie.

Lesser lights whom the Commish
approved include the following:

David Elden Tolman, Philip M;
Traynor and G. Mallet, of Washing-
ton, D. C.; Arthur W. ; A. Cowan,
Philadelphia; Sam L. Collins, Fuller-

ton, Calif.; Gerald. J, Meindl, Port-

land, Ore.; James S. McCluer, Park-
ersburg, W. Va.; George H. Toole,

Boston; Milton Dianion, New York
City; Paul J. Kayeney, St. Louis,
Mo.; Israel Harvey Levihson, Chi-
cago; Morton F. Melnik, Madison,
Wise. ' ;:-..r, V

Norman Corwln writing a new
series with a part in it for himself,
probably as narrator.

WJSVs audience and sponsors

never heard of Little NeU. WJSVr
staff named her. WJSVs Elinor Lee

knows her well.

You've guessed it. Elinor Lee is

Little Nell, too.

Elinor Lee loves advertising's

tough ones. Recently she took over

a single announcement, one an-

nouncement, and sold $411 worth of

sewing machines for Palais Royal's

Sewing Machine Department.

Then a John Hancock Mutual

Life representative queried, "How

about insurance?" Two announce-

ments brought 35 hot prospects and

a purr of satisfaction from theclient

The Wilson Line phoned: "We're

carrying 200 kids on our Monday

kid excursions and we need morel*

Elinor Lee announced just twice

that she would be on the boat per-

sonally the next Monday—and 1,200

kids showed up.

V And the staff joins in the chorus:

Little Nell comes through again!

Elinor Lee, alias Little Nell, and

WJSVhavecome through with elec-

tric roasters, frosted foods, bulbs,

flowers, milk, ice cream and refrig-

erators . . to mention ju6t a few.

' If you've got it for sale, and it

meets withWjSV's standards, she'll

sell it. Radio Sales or WJSV will

be glad to tell you more about Little

Nell, the Gal Who Comes Through.

COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR THE NATION'S CAPITAL
50,000 WATTS

Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadc asting System, Inc.

Represented nationally by Radio' Sales: New York • Chicago

Detroit • St. Louis • Charlotte • Los Angeles • San Francisco

ion on er

Some Think Appointee Should Know Radio Business

—Kendall, Wakefield, Wheat, Johnstone Mentioned

:

:

Washington, Nov. 12.

With President Roosevelt giving no

sign when he may act; radio circles

are bandying around a motley col-

lection of names of possible succes-

sors to Federal Communications
Commissioner Thad H. Brown. A
nomination may go up to the Senate

any time, but few industry people

expect the post : to be filled before

the next Congress assembles in Jan-

uary. :'.'/..'. ..
* -• '.

, Drive of both industry groups and
members of Qongress from ; the West-

ern half of the country in behalf of

somebody from their section is taking

form gradually but has made rela-

tively slight headway because' so

many :lawnmakers still are out of

town. Two names most often heard
are Judge John C. Kendall, of Orer
gon, who was mentioned on at least

two prior occasions, and Ray Wake-
field, president of tlie California state

railroad commission. A third west-
erner suggested in the past, Carl

Wheat of Los Angeles, has announced
emphatically that he is not inter-

ested, having spent the last two years
building up a law practice that, he
cannot afford to leave at this point.

Judge Kendall has been put for-

ward in past years by Senator
Charles L. McNary; the unsuccessful

Republican candidate for the vice-

presidency,, when the terms of Com-
missioners George Henry Payne and
Norman S. Case ended, futile efforts

were made to get a western bloc in

Titles for Bl
1

Brown & Williamson Tobacco has
bought Bobby Byrne's- band for a
new program, to start In late De-
cember or early January, based on
Broadcast Music, Inc. songs. Idea Is

to take an untitled and lyricless BMI
tune and invite listeners, to submit
a title. Winning selection will re-

. ceive a $250 top prize arid 10% of
the royalties accruing from the mar-
keting of the tune. BMI will fit lyrics

to coincide with the title.

Show was. auditioned recently
by Batten, Barton, Durstme St Os-
bprnei using. Byrne's band and
singer Carol Bruce. .' Byrne and Miss
Bruce, newcomers in their re-
spective fields, fit into the scheme of
the program's 'Discoveries of 1941'

title. It Is to be a half-hour layout,
with Byrne m.e.ing. and handling
everything except the commercials.

Boston,. Nov. 12.

Gerard H. Slattery has resigned
as general manager of WCOP, Bos-
ton, so that he cain take an extended
vacation. He has been in bad health
for some time. '.-'.

Slattery has been with the sta-
tion since it. opened, Aug. 25, 1935.

Kansas City.—Miller C. Robertson
is new member of the sales staff at
KMBC as of Nov. 15. :

'

'"

Congress to endorse him for th*
Commission.

.
How anybody soon

sored by- McNary would fare at ihW
time Is problematical.

'

' ,:Some emphasis is being given to
the fact that a person familiar with
broadcasting rather than a political
favorite or a man from another busi-'
ness or another lawyer get the job

•

Fred Thompson, a Democrat mem
ber of the FCC, has been mentioned
as possibly being reappointed to the
long seven-year term, leaving u,e
short filler on Thad.'-Brown to a Re-
publican who would then be pre-
sumably reappointed " 1941 for a
full commissibriership.

Mention G. W, Johnstone

At present T. A. M. Craven is

nearly the only FCC member with
an intimate knowledge of broadcast-
ing as such. Tlie radio director of-
the?. Democratic National Committee,
G, W. Johnstone, formerly with NBC
arid WOR has been mentioned as an
FCC v possibility although he is also
mentioned for at least two other
jobs around Washington following
the

:

campaign. Johnstone is said to .

stand very well with the White
House. :

Only two other names have been
heard in political quarters. They are
Nelson Lee; Smith, member of the
New Hampshire utilities Gommis-
mision, and William L. Ballinger,
former Federal Trade Commission
attache.

The place vacated by Col. Brown
cannot be filled by a Democrat ex-
cept under the circumstances under
which Thompson might get the job.

The law merely says that not more
than four of the seven regulators can
be members, of the same party. A
Farmer-Laborite a Progressive
would qualify—and President Roose-
velt has some good friends wearing'

such labels. :

GEORGE DURAM
H. W. MST0R ft IONS ADVERT1SINB t«.

YOU GET QUITEA KICK, D0N7 YOU,

WHENYOUWAKI UP IN THE MORN.

ING WITH THE HAPPY THOUGHT
THAT YOU HAVE DONE PRETTYAll

RIGHT BY THOSE ACCOUNTS NEED-

ING RADIO.

CARL McASSlY HAS A NEARLY

FOOL-PROOP FORMULA FOR JUST

SUCH HAPPY THOUGHTS. HE'LL Bl

OLAD TO POP AROUND TOMOR-

ROW MORNING AND SCRIBBLE

DOWN THE DIRECTIONS FOR YOU.

WESTINGHOUSEAM'RED network

station in

ADELPHIA

tMQWMlS'
By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

[aUGHTER Je-ARS and p-j t ART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap -99 11
: Dure

LISTEN TyVICE DAILY
NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M., EST

|M 6:45-6 P.M., EST
COAST TO COAST

Dir. COMPTON ADVERTISING AGENCY
MQTi ID WOLF-RKO BLDG, NEW YORK CITY

j
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Regardless of the excellence of it» programs,

no network is stronger than its stations, no

station stronger than the "signal" it delivers.

responsibility to listeners to deliver its whole

varied list of programs with the highest possi-

ble technical excellence. That is why you con-

stantly receive reports on new stations, new

equipment, increases ' power on- the Blue.

Typical of this continual progress are the 84

improvements listed below. JCaeh one means a

definite and concrete addition to the audiences

of IJlvie^etwprk programs, art important bonus

to Blue ad vertisers.

34 Blue Improvements sinceJune I.i

New Blue Florida Group Added

AVJIIP .Trtcksonville AVJyAT Miami Beach

WMF.T Daytona Bench W'm<; Ocala

WLQtf Orlando :
' • WSVN Tainpa-

;

.,

< . St. Petersburg

Other Stations Added

or Scheduled for Iinmediate A ddition

KOME Tulsa KXOK St! Louis

WCBS Springfield, III. KFIIU < 'olunibin, Mo.

WAKB Akrou
•' WKIP .-. Pouglikeepsi

KOH Reno, Nev. WiKM Greenwood. Miss.

KFBC rheyen .
\VSi;l Jackson. Miss.

Completed Transmitter Improvements

KERN, Bakersfield, \<T *alif<>'r'iiia. Increased .'.power'

from 100 watts to 1000 watts. 1 New transmitter.

YV'RNL, Richmond (1000 watts 880 kc.) was substi-

tuted for the previous outlet, which operated at lower

power on u less Favorable frequency.

TVSGX. Birmingham. Increased its power to 250

watts. .'/.,'; '.-

TVBZj' Boston, hegan opera 1 ion wilh .new-.antenna

and new transniil.icr .on new site iat. Hull, Massa-

ichnsetls, >;ivinj,» direct sail -wafer coverage . to the

Boston market.

Other Improvements Now
Being Made

KOB Alhmjiierque.' Increases po w«m;' I o 50.000 wai f s,

giving Blue NVl work evelleui /1c;j i-fh.'i nn«0 '•over-

age of I lie Mountain area. NAy.builditig, new trans-

mitter, new antenna. •

Watch fi>r' the. aniiii.mu-cniciit of a group of

important, new slali-'iK .•
. to be added to

'

the Blue; to bring a xUioir'.-iu'wv sales terri lory-

of Tasl-growii.ig- .-ah", value uilliin range, of

Bin*; .Network program* . ",
'

WELL, Battle Creek. Increases power from 100

watts to. 250 watts.

AVHK, Cleveland, Ohio. Increases night power, to

5000 watts, and also installs directional antenna.

>V.KAT, Miami Beafch. Increases power from 850

watts to 1000 watts and changes frequency from

1500 to 1330 kc. New location, new transmitter.

KKSD, San Diego. Increases power to 5000 watts.

. New' transmitter-} ncto site and hew antenna.,

,KSCJ, -Sioux (lily...Increases night power to A00O

•alts an<l installs directional antenna.

WMAL, A\\i.shinglon. Iiicieases power to 5000 watts.
;

New loca i ion, new trarisnultcr, hew direct iorial an-

tenna, y •/

Fitrthcr Improvements For Whieh :

Auihority Has Now Been Granted

\VBAT„ Bultimore-To use 50,000 watts. ;

WXVZ, bclroit^iyusc : 5000 watts night.
:

\XVi)f. I-'lini-To use 1000 watts andchangefre-

queiicy to 880 kei

KT.MS. Sanla Barbara-- To use 1000 waits. ',.

KWA, I.os Angeles—To use 5000.- watla\night.

\Vlv\NVI^'oyidcnce^To u.sc"5000 wal Is night.

WDSI NewOrleans-;'! o : use-5000- waits 'night

NATIONAL BRQATK 'ASTJ X<; COMPANY
. A Itailio ( orporiitiou of America Service

BLIP I

Sales thru the air with the greatest of ease

1M

I
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VARIETY traditions spring from a statement of publishing

polity which appeared in the very first issue ot VARIETY on

DEC. 16, I ?05. That was 35 years ago. Long before there was

any broadcasting industry.

Down through those 35 years—and they were frequently

turbulent ones for a trade paper pledged to independence in

editorial policy—this publication has followed one general idea

set forth in that first editorial: 'The news part of the paper will

be given over to such items as may be obtained, "and nothing

will be suppressed which is considered of interest. We promise

you this and shall not deyiate.
1

That editorial purpose has been the sole measure of

VARIETY publishing policy in radio. To serve our readers, to

provide them with as much news as the publication could gather,

to suppress nothing, to flatter nobody, to write reviews that

people could believe and would respect— that 1ias been the

VARIETY tradition.

During the Coming Holidays VARIETY Will Publish Its

Space Reservations, Usual Rates, Should Be Made Now

HOLLYWOOD
1708 N. Vine St.

NEW YORK
154 West 46th St.

CHICAGO LONDON
54 W. Randolph St 8 St. Martin's PL

Foltotv-ZJp Comment
Bob Trout of CBS seemed to emerge with the most word-of-mouth

praise for handling election night returns; . Eric Severeid, also CBS
now on this side on a visit from his European news beat, was highly
provocative early in the evening with^ his

;
remarks, about 'so you think

you know hatred!' The Roosevelt-Willkie campaign was brotherly com-
pared to Europe, he said... . All of the webs were organised fof ambi-
tious election coverage. . .v . Mutual operated mostly, out of Chicago,

where Quin Ryan and Fulton Lewis, Jr., were teamed. . . . Lewis long-

distanced to various, senators, etc., and while not repeating the ph:.ne

talks he gave quick excerpts of the remarks as he got them; .; v . The
showinanly flair of modern American radio was evident in many

' direc-

tions i including NBC's elaborate set-up on the 8th and 9lh flbovs

of Radio City, where: hot only radio but television was in operation

(latter reproduced closeups of teletype machines spelling oijt the bulletins).

John B. Kennedy and Raymond Clapper proved a concise, fluent

and' sensible team on the blue; . v . .That was a slightly
,
silly timerkiller.

between Radio City and Joe Martin, of the GX>.P.,* at: his newspaper

office in North Attleboro, Mass. . . They had very little color to report

from that hideaway; burg, so they stalled by ^asking .Martin series of

trifling questions, omitting only what he had for dinner and at what
hour he last shaved . . dial wanderings uncovered familiar voices every-

where including Baukhage, George Hicks, Paul Sullivan in frb.m~T7ouis-

ville Elmer Davis and Boake Carter, now returned to the flock. . . .

Times Square was as usual covered from lamp-posts, hotel marquees and

electric signs' . . . The whole job - was marked by split-second switch-

overs to all sections of the country and; by a rapid fire tabulation of the

returns Columbia blacklined its short wave service to foreign lands

by having a staged sequence of foreign tongues, Spanish, Portuguese,

Polish German, Italian rattled off. early in the. evening* .using, a pat,

non-committal phrase~-the same in all languages. :.. . v Here and there

during the evening little traces of partisanship either pro , or anti-

,

Roosevelt crept into newscasters' voices . . , one well-known chap caused

some grins about 11 p.m. when he seemed intent upon changing the. course ;

of history by the sheer strength of .
hisVsideline

.
wishful thinking .

another made a bitter crack about 'it looks like the Roosevelt charm

has done it again' . .> . but with the exception of one Or two lapses, radio-

was professionally dispassionate and ./strictly ;
non-partisan . . and. a

swell iob of public interest and convenience.

Boake. Carter on Wednesday eve-

ning (6) conveyed to his Mutual

listeners the interesting disclosure

that he had telephooed to Marvin
Mclntyre, secretary to President

Roosevelt, at Hyde Park, saying I

want to help, not obstruct.' and

quoting Mclntyre as expressing,

amazement. This was Carter's dra-;

mafic ; method of personalizing the

'burying of the hatchet' in ,his own
case and his recommendation to all

citizens that unity was now the dic-

tum of men of good-will. It was a

packed, clipped, peak-touching re-

port inclusive of world reaction to

the event. Very little was said about

the sponsor. United Airlines, oh this

session. ;

Elephants, by coincidence, engaeed
the attention of Kate Smith on CBS
and Bessie Beattv on WOR the same
day last week. Miss Smith spoke of

an 80-year-Old pachyderm now near
death . . . Miss Beatty of the eating

habits (50 pounds of carrots, for ex-
ample) of two mammals at the

Central Park zoo . . . Both speakers,

the network star and the local new-
comer, remain good samples of the

gift of gab . . . Miss Smith offered a

human interest story of how a young
sister, lacking money and wishing to

give a birthday present; gave certifi-

cates promising to perform a stated
number of chores for another sifter

as a gesture from the. heart . . . This
was swell copy touching the masses
where the pocketbook nerve, presses
down on the sentimental impulse,
. . . Miss Beatty's program was in-

terrupted for a brief switchover to

Wendell Willkie, and When informed
by her announcer that there were
five seconds to stall, she repeated
the name 'Dolly Madison' (one of
her sponsors) until cut . a smile-
inducing touch.;

! Dr. Henry Lee Smith of Brown
;

University, is doing his yoice-guess-
i ing 'Where. Are You From?' stunt oh
Mutual for Mission Vita-Water
Wednesdays at 8 p.m. arid making
both a lively game and. a thought-

'

stimulating session out of a program
that is full of what admen call
'hooks' (i.e. devices for making sure
the product and the program mesh)
arid mail-bait. New York's hyper-
thyroid Maurice C. Dreicer (he has
17-odd programs, most of them on
the intellectual side) put . this one
over, and. it's a feather for Mutual
because it probably comes nearest

:
of all to rhatchintt as 'popular edu-
cation' the highly-successful 'In-
formation. Please.' Significantly, a
beverage sponsor reacts' along the,
same line by choosing to finance It.

Dr, Smith's sharp ear is frequently
uncanny and the program is nicely
varied in approach to the guest sub-

.'
.i ects. and the inclusion of a 'mystery
guest,'

. concerning whose: origin the
miblic may guess for prizes. Dudley
Digues was on the' show' with the
prof not knowing,, as many listeners
"ndoubtedly did, that he's from Ire-
land. -v

.
Harry W. Flannery, from KMOX.

St. Louis, is now . broadcasting for
CBS out of Berlin. Germany: He
brings a new eye and seems to be
adding small details of what the dip-
lomats had on, trivia that a new-
comer would note. Berlin iob is ob-
viously touch, for a journalist, it be-
ing under the censor's eye at every
sentence; At the moment Flahhery's
voice has a cheerful note; exceptional'
from the Nazi cap. where traditional-
ly the American reporters have the
agony of the world in their voices.

mask, which, he continues to wear for
what the author succinctly has him
describe as. 'reasons best known to
myself.' . "...

'

.

v. ;'..'

.It was exciting, make no mistake,
in the line old tradition of Arnold
Daly zigzagging through; traffic as the
spiked .doors closed in on .Pearl
White.v-bf William; Farnum with a
gun in each hand and half the State
of Nevada against him.- The Ranger
is a better hero than the old heroes,
however. He will pause in the. ac-
tion to praise courtesy arid kindness,
to.sooth the worried citizen. . He will

not spring to his horse immediately
to avenge Tonto, but will first wait to

see that' Tonto is well cared for. .

The staff at WXYZ, Detroit, has
developed a fine skill in designing
these stirring gallops over hill and
down dale. The half hours are packed
Iwith what most kids and many male
-adults .1 i k e — daydream-extending
hoof and holster hokum. There is

artful use of musical bridges, an oc-

casional bit : of sharply etched char?
atcerizraitiori./ It moVes with a pur-

pose and ;; with .
momentum.' It's: a

aood show, a horse saga produced
in the : automobile capital of;

America.

Clifton Fadiman, in a well-phrased
announcement on fact last week's
'Information Please' was the final

under sponsorship of Canada Dry.
and program would be. under dif-

ferent auspices, on 'another- network'
beginning Friday evening (15), men^
tioned perhaps for first time since
quiz went commercial the name of

Dan Golenpaul, 'creator of the. pro-

gram,' Fadiman stated that what he
had said about pleasant relations

with Canada Dry people 'goes for all

the staff, including Dan Golenpaul.
He declared great care had been
taken lest the feature's spontaneity
be destroyed by 'overlong commer-
cial announcements.' M e nt i o n e d
clocking announcer Milton, Cross,

whose midway spiel was usually
held to one minute. Fadiman ex-
pressed 'sincere hope* that: .listeners

would continue to listen to the show.
Also that just as there was a 'warm
spot' * 'our heart' there would be
one 'in your refrigerator for Canada
Dry.' .-•

';';

Grade; Allen, whose radio cam-
paign for prez of the U. S: bogged
down, copped one vote for. prez in

the election last week. During ah

.off ir' - v count of . the ballots cast in

Ee :

-/. •/'.He, IlUnekr here/ it^was dis-

coyevii . that some admirer in the

Fifth Precinct of the ' Seventh Ward
wrote in her name.

:

Tb ONLY Mi*
Tmoiitteraftkif

or greater power

wrtkii75nHetef

SiniCHy

Tonto was wounded Monday night
on Mutual, but we are led to believe
he will recover. The Lone Ranger
was mightly upset -when, the faithful
Injun .came in : hardly able' to hang
onto his horse. Imaginative young
listeners could no doubt see the fears
welling up under the Ranger's black

—STATION MANAGERS—

1

Are you Interested In a capable n»u-
director; experienced orrnnper

with New Vork nnnii) bnndH; lewder
on Utg commercial programs.
Canada; hnlld oiul tittlir. orchestral
mid vocal unit*; concert and poptil«r;
special arnihtceinent library; :tl, mi»r-
:rled, sober and roinonHlhler Write or.

wife l*ox W. Variety. W« W. MtU
Stl, New York.
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•FAMOUS JURY TRIALS'

pram*

IwHENBT BARS

(Aubrey, Moore & Wallace)

Stories that are ended but hot

solved—court foom presentations in

Which the. evidence is contradictory

and inconclusive—still comprise the

formula of the newly revived .'Fa-

mous Jury Trials.' It is thoroughly

dramatic in the telling, and the setup

nromises to Ret its share of those

who stumble through the ether

looking for diversion. 'But the pro-

grams is guilty on all counts to the

indictment of tantalizing, frustrating

arid hoaxing the listener, who gives

attention; on the tacit, assumption

that an author would never be such

a meanie as to hot" provide the an-

swer. - '

\.

Seemingly a show of this charac-

ter serves to corral enough listeners

long enough to drive across' a lot of

mentions about the product.: And
the radio audience is possibly big

enough to make that all that: mat-
ters. Repeat listening, however,
must carry a doubt if there is any
validity to the idea that a who-
dunit must always tell in the end
who did it.

v

Court room stuff is absorbing be-

cause naturally dramatic, The dis-

trict attorney has an opportunity to

be appropriately nasty in a gravel-

voiced way. The witnesses .are al-

lowed to suggest every shade of

probable or .improbable veracity;

All sorts of hints and tangents .and
doubt-creating touches are filing into

the microphone. There are charac-
terizations . when it heightens .the.

plot; . vagueness when it suits the
plot. Its all/ free and easy on this

show because the story doesn't have
to come out as a story. It begs off

on a satisfying eridirig by professing

to be 'true life' tales from court
records.. Life is of course often
vague, but a story-teller is»'t sup-
posed to be.

In the case of Barney McGee, for

example, the jury disagreed and
then, for a screaming- finish, the
brother of the murdered girl killed

Barney McGee in the courtroom.
This despite the fact that the script
allowed a strong presumption of
Barney McGee's innocence and a
hint that somebody else might have
done her in, or she might have com-
mitted suicide. . It was a cheap
climax by the standards of any type-?

writer or microphone, as it is in-

. variably - considered bad literary

taste to kill anybody In court. Not
to mention the small matter of sign-

ing off with no word of condemna-

WILLIAM FADIMAN
'Let's Talk It Over'
IS Mins.
Sustaining
Wednesday, 2:15 p.m. .

•

WJZ-NBC, New York
•Let's Talk It Over' is an NBC blue

weekly sustaining: spot on which a
different guest each week spiels on
the subject he or she knows best.
"William Fadiman (Clifford's brother)
gabbed on 'Book Ends and Odds." It

consisted of chit-chat- and anecdotes
about authors, plus considerable' ma-
terial .about books bought for films
and films to be made from books.
Fadiman, of course, is equipped to
handle the subject, as book and story
editor for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

.

Show obviously belonged in the
educational category on NBC's slate
because of the . literary.': angle, al-
though Fadiman neatly spiced his
script with' inside film stuff that,
while not jimmyfidlerish, widened
the appeal. Even the strictly literati
items, ..in fact,:, were aimed pretty
Widely as Fadiman restricted him-
self: to the better-knowns, such as
Sinclair Lewis, John . Steinbeck,
Louis Bromfield, Gertrude Stein—and
even Gypsy Rose Lee, who was
legitimately included as the ac-
credited author of a mystery novels
.'Murder on a G-String.* . :

"

.

. His first effort on the' air, Fadi-
man didn't entirely achieve the chat-
tiness of tone he was obviously try-
ing

. for, but his : voice and. delivery
are clear and cultured without being
highbrow. . Script carried, out the
chatty idea effectively; Fadiman apr
pears a good possibility for a series.

Herb.

tion for the brother's messy (six
shots) Georgia chivalry.
Thus : the program left the listener

up in the air about who killed Miss
Robin and facing the possibility that
the brother may have dispatched,
the wrong guy. The concluding
commercial might .appropriately
have read 'You can't be sure about
this case, but . you can be sure of
one thing, this . program is sponsored
by Oh. Henry Candy Bars.' ; :

:"

For the information of those un-
critical souls who don't mind being
hoaxed by an author, it may be ad-
mitted that the hoax is quite well
dialoged, produced and acted.
The .commercials are of the drive-

through-ceriter variety. The an-
nouncer changes

:

gait the minute the
author snaps the ball back to. the
continuity department. There is a
reverse of mood from narrative to
self-conscious eloquence. Rich de-.

scriptives are ennunciated - syllable,

by syllable in the fine old tradition
of 1933. Land.

HARVEY AND DELL
Serial
10 Mins.
Sustaining:
Daily 8:45 a.in.

WJZ-NBC, New York

:

' Harvey and Dell is a. small-cast
sustaining serial riding NBC blue
from WBZ, Boston, six

.
mornings.

Weekly.
.
No romance,, no pumped

up heroics, no rending crises—Just
a mild, incident;: rather than plot,

tale/of. folks in the friendly little

house 'round the Corner.' While
some, characters speak with a down
East accent, exact locale is not set.
Sketch somehow lacks the indigen-
ous qualities, the tarigy zest which,
brought a Maine-backgrounded ser-
ial up to a night network period and
a sponsor, with Parker Fenrielley as
one. of principals, several seasons
ago. _ v:-0'

:

.

: Best drawn character perhaps in
'Harvey and Dell' is Snapper,; a tart,
independent, pessimistic, s p • n s t e r
.housemaid. It is well done, although
not written into every episode. An-
other part off beaten track but not
always as distinctively projected is

hard-of-hearing Grandfather Mc-
Googie (funny names are used for
never-heard individuals, too). Loud,
tone-deaf voice employed by actor
is true to life but not always easy,
on listener's ear. Dell is a many-
line part of a small town woman,
perhaps in thirties or early forties.:
Played to type. :,' Harvey is Dell's
husband, working in a vague 'office.'
No acting .scripting credits.

-

'..•'' <' V Jaco. .

'DANCING YEARS'
With Ivor Novello, Muriel Barron,
Roma Beaumont

40 mins.
Thursday, 9:20.

BBC, London
• Specially scripted radio version by
Ivor Novello of. his stage musical
provided some anxious moments in
dialog, and. narration.- Frequently
near-tortrite lines of. the former' be-
came more standout when divorced
from picturesque setting of the piece
and its elegant melodies. Narration
is necessary to this sort of thing, but
still, unpalatable; no way around the
trouble, has yet come along, and con-
stant breaking up of the action is

distracting and a tough for the ,ear;

.
In 'Dancing Years' the music holds

interest and was vocaled by the
principals with every aid to perfec-
tion. Novello also staged this radio
job in nice style, subject to the ex-
ception alluded to.

One More

Radio Event

;_In the world of artistic virtuosity
only a few of the big names now re-
main unbaptized by the fire of the
radio inputs and. the outputs. The
number was further, reduced Sun-
day last (10), when, for the sake of
the Red Cross - enrollment drive,
Katharine Cornell . conquered a re-

luctance to broadcasting and ven-
tured upon the strange ways of the
sound box with the 40,000.000 ears.
She followed the course of . Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, who: are
also recent

.
giver-inners. A In Miss

Cornell's case, as with the Lunts. the
training and talent of the theatre had
little trouble scoring, in the new me-
dium.

.

Miss Cornell was too imaginative
art artist not to have been nervous in
the: presence of this , new challenge
and this incredible, unseen, near-
universal audience, (She was bh
three networks simultaneously.) In
one or two lines at the start there
was, to the professional listener, a
hint of tightness, of awareness that
she was trusting, -for sweet charity's
sake, a very great '.reputation to what
was probably a very strange bark.
It may have been a tough ordeal pre-
cisely for the reason that she' takes
her work and her career so seri-
ously..

Those one or two hardly percept-
ible suggestions of first performance
jitters evaporated 'almost instantly
once the unfoldment of the

.
story of

Robert and Elizabeth Browning's
first meeting was well begun. Then
there came through the loudspeaker
that strange, accumulative focus of
characterization which marks the
star's work. Her voice met the mix-
ing panel without any loss. Its dis-
tinctive timbre and the shadings
were instantly familiar.

: Superficially a radio studio page
boy might say, 'Gee, Miss Cornell was
nervous, but Sadie Glutz never is.'

The point about : Sadie Glutz who
runs between studios to play five
roles in one afternoon is that she is
just as good as she'll ever be on the
first reading. What these recent 'ap-
pearances by the Lunts and Miss Cor-
nell drive home is the fullness. of a
radio performance when delivered
after prolonged thought arid' prepa-
ration by great personages from the
theatre as contrasted to the glib but
shallow readings so often heard.

This observation will hardly flutter
an eyebrow among the advertising
agencies, who wish merely to sell .

a

lot of soap, but professionals will ho
doubt get the distinction immediate-
ly.. Soapmen will perhaps be more
Puzzled, than impressed that Miss'
Fontanne' and Miss Cornell spent
weeks perfecting, for radio.

It was intelligent yet fairly ob'vi-.
pus to utilize 'The Barretts of Wim-
pole Street' .for

. this .- radio - first
flight. Also to . bring .' in Brian,.
Ahearne. a tower of strength, who
created the lead opposite. Miss Cor-
nell on the stage. The three scenes
in which the. famous love, affair
ripens and crashes through ..against
sickness and timidity, played vividly
on the air. (The father never ap-
peared.) Thus the performance of
the two actors arid the material they
were performing merged smoothly
to give listeners something eminent-

,

ly worth listening to. The . stage
speeches were lengthy for rc.'lio but
beautifully written :' and 'delivered
with authority. Long speeches may
be more common on the air when .

people, capable of handling them are
more common. ,;;

'

Guthrie McClintic,. manager-hus-
band of the star, spoke. briefly before
the performance, also revealing a
good radio voice. Land.

'NOAH SAILS AGAIN* |

With Leon Quartermaine, Gladys
Young:, and cast.

20 Mins.
v

/

Sunday, 7:35 p.m. ;

BBC, London
' Andre Obey's French piece around
Noah recalled to go a'sailing again,

hits the ether in its translation with
especial timeliness. Drama is tied
in with Europe's current mess and
eventual World state of chaos—sun-
less. Airing is serialized, so author
probably has a remedy coming up

.

on a later installment. •

Histrionics are topline; Quarter-
maine; handles his. dialog as Noah
with eclat, but Gladys Young neatly
stole this airing with ah uncanny
natural reading of the time-and-
event-worn spouse. As .: caught,
show measures as one ' of the

.

..best

drama department BBC has recently
scheduled.

KWKH
SHREVEPORT, LA.

50,000 WATTS

CBS
coverage of

a

For more information about^ one of the sixteen CBS 50,000 watt stations, inquire of The Branham Company.

.'•3

SERVING THE RICH TRI-STATE MARKET
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EXCLUSIVITY END PUBLIC

Caldwell Gets His Brief

Documents Due ^—

as Special Counsel

in First— NBC and CBS
Porter Back to FCC

Washington, Nov. 12.

Special regulations knocking the

props -from under the networks

structure—^banning exclusivity, ex-

cessive options on station time, long-

term contractSi and maintenance of,

dual webs-e-are vital to carry out

the will of Congress and uphold the

anti-trust laws in the - broadcasting

business.

Sq says the Mutual Broadcasting

System in a lengthy brief (almost a

Ph. D. thesis on the economics of

radio) filed with the Federal Com-
munications Commission in anticipiv

pation of oral arguments .
on the

time-bombish Chain-Monopoly Com-
mittee report. As usual, Louis G.

Caldwell, MBS general counsel, dug

deep into legal chronology for data

#iat would back up the MBS con-

tention that Columbia and National

are demoniacal.

The MBS brief was the first of

the important analyses of the vol-

uminous record to be submitted for

: scrutiny by. George Porter, special

counsel, and the government regu-

lators. Additional time—the fourth

successive delay—was obtained by
NBC and CBS, although the com-
mish kept the deadline postpone-

ment almost a complete secret. With-

out going through the formality of

5living all parties notice, the 'commish
ast week said the Nov. 11 time limit

could be disregarded. Legalistic

documents from the other defend-

ants are not expected until the end
of the week.

More Delays Foreseen ;

Too Much to Digest
Deferment of the oral argument,

still officially carded for Dec. 2 and

3, is anticipated In industry circles.

Aside from the usual skepticism

about the FCC adhering to schedule,

most radio '. watchers doubt the . ca-

pacity of the regulators to wade
through the

;

briefs and the record
quickly enough to be ready for ar-

guments on the date fixed.

Appointment Of Porter, who quit

the commish last summer after he

had been snubbed repeatedly in con-

nection with selection of a general

counsel, was made two weeks ago

but did. not become generally known
until a few days ago.

In his treatise, Caldwell lived up

to both expectations arid his past

performance. He weighed the de-

bates in Congress on radio leglslar

tion, cited numerous court decisions

bearing pn the meaning of the anti-

trust, statutes, . summarized the pile

of words and figures taken at the

1938-39 hearings, jabbed tlie regula-

tors for not having acted more
promptly, and dealt painstakingly

with the industry's controversial

issues. ,./

Principal point in the Mutual brief

was the contention that the FCC
now has ample authority to impose
regulations which would wipe out

the practices that tend to establish

a monopoly. Meaning the regula-

tors can yank a curb rein on CBS
and NBC, without asking permission

from Congress. While he damned
the other . webs for various practices

that he considers anti-social, Cald-
well did not go so far as to urge
added legislation to achieve the ob-
jective or more freedom for/Mutual

Exclusivity Clauses

Called the Villain
Caldwell's major arguments were

as. follows:

1. Exclusivity conditions in • NBC
and CBS contracts with affiliates

closd many! markets to Mutual and
any. other, newcomer. , Competition
cannot exist . unless every web has
an equal chance to reach the same
audience. V; By refusing to allow

their affiliates , to take programs
from other sources,- CBS and NBC
have a 'complete monopoly* and are

able to exercise 'ironclad control.'

Jfl. addition, they are secretive about
the terms on which their services

are available to their affiliates.

2. The time option clauses permit

a fatal degree of compulsion, denying
local managements who are shrewd
enough to sidestep the exclusivity

are on

SECOND THREE

TEN to one you've already been

thinking about stepping up your

advertising in the "Second Three"

markets. You /enow how Detroit, Los

Angeles and Cleveland have been
"

the boom." You're not going to pass

up such opportunity. And perhaps,

like many others, you've already dis-

covered that the easiest, quickest

method of blanketing these markets is

through WJR, KMPC and WGAR

!

It's the economical way, top. Fif-

teen minutes of Class A time on all

three stations totals less than four

hundred dollars weekly oh a 52-week

basis! Try to figure any other way

of talking to nearly eight million fam-

ilies at such small cost! Yes, for in

addition to the immediate trading

areas of Detroit, Los Angeles and

Cleveland . . . you also will get bonus

. coverage in jive different states!

Be wire that the "Second Three"

cities get the. consideration they de?

carve in your plans for 1941. And be

sure your advertising will do a job in

these vital markets. Put WJR, KMPC
and WGAR on your schedules!

THE GOODWILL STATION

Detroit

III THi

NATION'S
TH LARtltT

' : MARK IT

KMPC
THE STATION OF THI STARS

Beverly Hills * LosAngeles

.; IN THI

NATION'S 5 TS LAROIST

MARKIT

THf FRWNQLY STATION

; Cleveland

IN TNI

NATION'S 6TM lAROIJT

MARKIT

requirement any real freedom to fol-

low, their own . impulses. By. tying

;

up the most desirable hours, which
often are not used, the other chains

can pass death sentences on any -

calcitrants.

3. In addition to exceeding the li-

period, the customary long-

term contracts give the chains a one-,

way renewal option that injures the

public,
.
hamstrings the affiliates, and

prevents any competing web from
even trying to bargain.

4. ; Any claiha of competition be-

tween NBC's Red and Blue skeins is

only a 'pretense. The Blue is main-
tained chiefly to suppress competi-

tion. As is evidenced by the fact

that only 19% of the option time

was used in 1938 and the Red had
more hours of daytime commer-
cials than the Blue carried at night.

By reserving the right to shift sta-

tions from one network' to the other,

NBC has a weapon that terrifies any
affiliate who might consider hook-
ing up with some other network.

Mutual Does Likewise

But for Self-Defense
Some of.

:

these offensive trade

practices; are followed by Mutual

—

but : only in self-defense, the Com-
mish was informed. Caldwell said

his client, believing in free and open
competition, took the cue from NSC
and CBS only when it was obvious
that the latter pair would tighten

their death-grip during the long
time required by the regulators to

weigh the evidence and decide the

issues. But all MBS contracts with
an

.
exclusivity clause and a time

option can be cancelled quickly, the
brief added.
Existence of a monopoly is dem-

onstrated by the revenue figures

collected by the Commish, Caldwell
declared. He pointed out that Co-
lumbia and National in 1938 grabbed
$60,875,221 of the $63,147,883 taken
in by the three major webs and em-
phasized that this amount is 50% of

the whole industry's take.
. Pay-off

to CBS affiliates, he added, was only
34% of that web's gross and NBC
apparently forked over about the
same proportion.
The purpose of the Communica-

tions Act, judging from Congression-
al reports and debates, is to provide
lively, hot merely . nominal, compe-
tition, the brief said. Equitable dis-

tribution of program ' service and a.

similar degree of freedom for each
network to reach the audience are
the basic objectives of the law. Re-
sponsibility of licensees—whose free-

dom to exercise their 'own judgment
often is curtailed by conditions

:
in

network contracts—also was expect-

.

ed by the legislators in passing both
the 1927- and the 1934. bills. .

'

Since there is a physical limit on
the number of transmitters, it is up
to the Commish to do something
about seeing ' that such goals are
achieved, Caldwell lectured. The
fewer the stations, the more im-
portant it is to give proprietors of
affiliated plants a maximum of dis-
cretion and . to assure the utmost
competition between networks.
Study of various court rulings in-

dicates that even if the affiliates of
NBC and CBS are satisfied, present
practices should be either outlawed
or supervised closely, the MBC at-
torney, asserted. For the third party
—either the listeners or another net-
work /wanting to acquire, outlets in
key markets—is entitled to consid-
eration. This principle has been en-
dorsed frequently in litigation un-
der the Sherman, Clayton, Federal
Trade Commission, and; Interstate
Commerce statutes, Caldwell con-
tended. !;••'':;'''.

Although the customary NBC and
CBS practices were severely at-
tacked, the MBS counsel acknowl-
edged that particular conditions
must . be taken into consideration. If

there are enough stations for every
network to have an outlet of equal
value

: ;
(power and - time being the

same and the frequencies as nearly
desirable as . possible ), exclusive
clauses might be condoned. . The op-
tion system could continue if pro-
prietors of the affiliated plants have
sufficient leeway in choosing what
programs they wish to carry in time
not sewed up for network commer-
cials. .1

'

'••

Without suggesting precise phrase-
ology, Caldwell urged the kilocycle
cops to adopt regulations which
have the . following effect:

\ .

1. No licensee' may enter an agree-
ment which prevents him from air-

ing programs from another source;
which gives the web control of more

DisappointKFIO, Spokane,

Also KFSD, San Diego
Washington, Nov. 12.

Nixing of the application of KFIO
of Spokane, Wash., was completed

recently when the Federal Com-
munications Commission adopted its

findings of fact and entered a final

order denying the transmitter a

change from the frequency 1120 to

950 kc arid an increase in power and

time of operation from 100 watts,

days only, to 1 kw.
'

; On the same day, Commish denied

petition of Airfan Radio Corp., Ltd.

(KFSD), San Diego, for a reopening

of the proceedings granting a new
San Diego station to 'the Worcester

Broadcasting Corp. Petition

found to be without merit.

-was

HYDE PARK TICKERS

TO 23

St, Louis,; Nov, 12

Hyde Park Breweries which bank-
roll more sports programs in Mis-

souri , and Illinois than any other

suds makers in the Mississippi Val-

ley tossed a party for 23 sportscas-

ters.who are carrying the torch and
passed out split second watches to

each. Oscar A. Vahner, head of the

St. Louis office of the Ruthrauff &
Ryan agency that handles the ac-

count, arranged the shindig that, be-

gan in- the brewery and wound up in

the Missouri Athletic Club where a

dinner and speech making preceded
the awards. :

Those who got the time pieces are

Frank Eschen and J. Roy Stockton,

KSD; Frank Mnhon, WEW; Gabby
Street and Cy Casper, KXOK; Bill

Durney and Neil Norman, WIL; Bob
Lyle and France Laux, KMOX, all of

St. Louis; Sam Molen, WTAX-WCBS,
Springfield, 111.; Tom Dolan, WTAD,
Quincy, 111.; Mark Howard; WDWS,
Champaign, 111,; Clay Brooks, KWOS,
Jefferson City, Mp.;: Jack Peterson,

WDZ, Tuscola, 111.; Bob Leonard,
WSOY, Decatur, 111.; Gary Mitchell,

WEBQ, Harrisburg, 111.; Bill Davis,

KDRO, Sedalia, Mo.; P. H. Cunning-
ham, KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Bud
Barbee, WJPF, Barrin, 111.; Harold
Douglas, KFRU, Columbia, Mo.; Fred
McGhee, KGBX, Springfield, Mo.;
Bob Atherton, KFVS, Cape Girar
deau, Mo. and Fred Vance, WDWS,
Champaign, 111.

than specified percentages of . the op
erating time; which runs beyond one
year; or which results In duplica
tion Of program service.

2. Number of stations operated by
any. individual shall 'be restricted to
figures which the Commish feels will
assure ample competition and pro
tect public interest.

Edgar Kobak, v.p. in charge of the
NBC-blue network, took Mutual to
task Monday (11) for its persistence
in referring to the existence of three
networks. Reference that got a
out of Kobak was the one contained '

in the promotion piece put out by
Mutual in announcing formally the
Philadelphia symphony orchestra
series. •

Kobak told Fred Weber, Mutual
general manager, that he thought
that Mutual's bunching of the red
and blue networks into a single op-
eration was hot only small stuff but
has become too snide to tolerate any
longer. He. pointed out

. that Weber
repeatedly stressed this angle in

bidding for political business during
the recent campaign, Kobak added
that even if Mutual refused to recog-
nize the existence of four networks
(the . red and blue being separate
entities) the trade and the public-

would go on counting that number,
and not three, as Mutual hoped by
its propaganda,

.
to -establish in va-

rious minds..' .

It was disclosed yesterday (Tues-
day) that the blue network had
about completed plans for a new
group of sustaining programs and
that this v group will be launched as

regular scries within couple
weeks. .

.

Mutual Shows Next Day

On Jammed-Up WOR

Off-the-line record ings of three

Mutual evening shows will be re-

broadcast during the daytime Over

WOR, New York, beginning this

week. They're pragrams ; that can-

not be fitted into; the WOR evening

schedule.

Included are 'In Chicago Tonight,'

to be heard 10:30-11 a.m. Fridays;

'Lew Loyal,* slated for 5:15-5:45 p.m..

Tuesdays, and 'Ned Jordan, Secret

Agent,' scheduled .8:30-9 a.m. Satur-

days. Several others to be similarly

waxed off the air and rebroadcast

will be announced later.

CUB.TIN INTO U> S. ABUT
Ed Curtin, of the B.B.D.&O. pub-

licity department, has gone into the

U. S. army, for one year'j active

duty. He's a reserve officer.

Will be stationed at Fort Banning,

Ga.
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WWVA, , to Quit Columbia

For Blue; Shift to Be Official Jan. 1

Though the decision on whether

WCAE, Pittsburgh, switches from the

red to the blue network or joins Mu-
tual on an exclusive basis won't be

made until Nov. 25, WWVA, Wheel-

ing, W. Va„ is reported set to leave

Columbia and become an affiliate of

the blue link. Because WWVA's
contract With CBS runs Into next

year an official announcement pi

the shift is not to be made until

Jan. 1.

Final word on WGAE's future net-

work affiliation is due to come from

the Hearst organization on the west-

coast. WCAE looms as but one focal

- point in the battle .
for . affiliates

which has been simmering between

the blue and Mutual, Involved also

are the future affiliation of WFBR,
Baltimore, and WNAC, Boston. Mu-
tual has high hopes of having these

'two stations as exclusive releases

• next year J ; In either case there's

a revolt against giving up the red
affiliation and joining the blue link.

The proposed red substitute in Balti-

more is WBAL, and in Boston, WBZ.
Cleveland Situation

: NBC is likewise having its diffi-

culties with WHK, Cleveland. Latter

station,; which has also- been taking
Mutual commercials; wants: to be re-

lieved of the schedule options stipu-

lated in its contract as a blue af-

filiate so that.it can be free to op-
erate on a

:i
first-come-flrst-served

basis. . Still another blue, recalcitrant

is KSO, Des Moines, which, it is re-

ported, has hinted that it might go
100% MutuaL

It. has been intimated that NBC
may meet these, situations with some
surprise, moves, with each such move
predicated on the argument that the

,
listeners in the community are un-
able to get the blue network's serv-
ice.

'

WGAR EXPANDS

Cleveland CBS Affiliate Leases More
Space In Statler Hotel

Cleveland, Nov. 12.

WGAR, local CBS affiliate, is in-

stalling new master control, new
speech input equipment' and exten-
sive studio alterations - and renova-
tions/ besides leasing additional space
for new studios in the Statler hotel.

Hope . to have the/ work ; completed
by Dec. 15, the station's. 10th anni-
versary.
.New equipment being obtained

from RCA. R. Morris Pierce, the
station's chief engineer, is in charge
of the work.

NBC Raiding Its Station

List in South, Says MBS
Mutual is looking with a suspicious

eye on the operations of NBC's sta-

tions relations staff in the southeast

area as it proceeds with the task of

expanding its affiliate list. Word has

come to Mutual that a minimum of

five of its stations have been ap-

proached with propositions about

switching and 'it has answered in*,

quiries from that sector with the

statement that, there is nothing to

prevent these stations from going

over to NBC so long as they grant

MBS . equal contractual term's; .

v ;
The outlets that Mutual claims to

have been approached by NBC in-

clude ' WSIX, Nashville; ; WMBL,
Greenville; S. C; WRAL, Raleigh;
WAIR. Winston-Salem, and WSTP,
Salisbury.

Jeanne Campbell Raises Question

If Autry Part of Cole Is Available

Jeanne Campbell, who is in chargeBMI has a 10-year deal with Cole,

of copyright clearance for the Mu-
tual Network, has raised the ques-

tion as to whether the works of Gene

Autry in the M. M, Cole catalog can

be made . available to Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc., subscribers since the cow-

boy singer-composer is. still a mem-
ber of the American Society of Com-
posers,

:

Authors \ and Publishers.

After ; discovering the apomaly Mrs.'

Campbell last week passed this in-

formation on to Mutual member sta-

tions in bulletin form.
The Aufry repertoire forms an im-

portant portion of the Cole catalog.

with the latter collecting a minimum
of $20,000 a year for its performing
rights. : :

,

A survey, made by Mutual of mu?
sic broadcast by: it during the past
six months disclosed that over 95%
of it is under the control of ASCAP
members.

New York.—Robert Kaplan new
assistant to Lyn Murray, musical
director at CBS. He's a musician
and son of Ben Kaplan, radio col-

umnist of the Providence Bulletin
and Journal. Mary Day..Murray's
secretary, has resigned to return to

her home in Chicago. -

CHUMMY IS

San Franclscc-, Nov. 12.

New high in newspaper-radio affili-

ations for Frisco was touched this

week with deal by Al Nelson, NBC
asst. y.p. in charge of KGO-KPO,
that the Call-Bulletin will collaborate

in a five-week radio series. Kicking
off with a half-hour shot Thursday
(14), the 85-year history of the sheet

will be dramatized, winding up just

before Christmas with a full-hour

show. Nelson has just completed a

. year's collaboration with the Chron.

icle, a relationship now definitely

cemented and expected to continue

indefinitely. Also has an annual
Christmas tieup With the News, giv-

ing three of the city's four dailies

access to NBC air.

The Call-Bulletin recently figured

prominently in the CBS-KSFO orbit

With draft and election cooperative

coverage. Paper's NBC series carte

as no surprise to KSFO's Lincoln
Dellar, however, who sees. -a-, logical

trend in these affiliations and points

out that his station also has a work-
ing agreement with the Examiner, al

though latter veered to KFRC for

election night airings.

As Dellar sees it, 'a sincere effort is

being made by the press and radio

;
in San Francisco to find a .permanent
formula for mutual cooperation.'

This does hot necessarily mean ex-
clusive tieups, nor on the other hand
does it indicate an attitude of shop
ping around. Each event is being
decided on its merits arid worked
out accordingly, Dellar feels.

So far as the; KSFO exec Is con-
cerned, the so-called press-radio
feud plays no part in the local pic
ture. Tve only been here "year/
he comments, 'but I have never been
aware that any so-called feud exists

between press and radio in San Fran
Cisco. While the two media are, of

course, commercial competitors, there'
does exist a definite appreciation on
both sides, I believe, of the value that
each can be to the other.'

Okay for Brownwpod, Texas
Brownwpod, Tex.; Nov. 12.

The- Federal, Communications Com-
mission has granted, the application
of the Brown County Broadcasting
Co., for a new station to be built
here. Station will operate on 1350
kc. with 500 watts unlimited time.

• Brown County Broadcasting Co. is

composed of J. B. McBeath, Wendell
Mayes, Joe N. Wetherby and B-.\ P.
Bludworth.
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your message in

VERY DAY comes new proof

of the consistently large re-

turns advertisers obtain from

the active audience of the 17

NBC vita) spots. For example:

An NBC client recently made

a bne-annouhcement offer on

a single morning broadcast over

station WJZ. The response to-

talled well over 3000 requests

and the offer wasn't diamonds

either, merely a booklet, |tit

this story does indicate what a

jewel of a reception advertisers

get from NBC spot markets.

A performance like this isn't

just occasional, either. It's re-

peated over and over again

by every one of these 17 sta-

tions, exclusively represented

by NBC Perhaps that's Why

more advertisers have used

these vital spots this year than

ever before;
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Eric Severetd Talks
.Continued from page 'A.

Into tht R.A.F. Four men in the

band were also going.'

Severeid's colleagues at CBS say

he has grown more mature, and seri-

ous in the last year, during which
he covered the fall of France, fled

:

to England and went through months
of London bombings. He is inclined

to doubt that he has changed appre-
ciably,; but. on reflection he admits
that his viewpoint has altered some-
what. ;'/';

'After you've been through this

thing' they call total war -you're apt
to have different standards,'' he ex-

. plained slowly. 'When you've seen
the homes, of civilians destroyed,

hospitals bombed and helpless

women and children killed, in the
streets and in air raid shelters, you
have a new idea of what's 'important.

I don't think I'll ever care much
about non-essentials again. I don't

believe I'll eyer again be impressed
by phonies—either in Europe or here
at home. Everyone over there has
narrow escapes from death every

' day. It can't help but change your
outlook, give you a new- perspective.'

Mrs. Severeid, a pretty, smiling,
brunet who during the conversation
had been re-typing a magazine ar-
ticle for her husband,, turned at this

point and remarked, 'That, Chinese
boy in Shanghai expressed it. Al-
though the Japanese were occupying
the city he remained there. He ex-
plained .3it to _us by saying, 'To eat is

important. That's what we mean by
fundamentals.'

V British Censorship Is O.K.
The British have the best censor-

ship, of any he has. seen, ,
Severeid

thinks/ 'Of course, all censorship is

bad from a reporter's standpoint,': he

adds. 'There is essentially a conflict

of interest between the censor and

the reporter. : But the English have
the most satisfactory system I've

seen. They have regular BBC cehr

sors assigned to us radio men.
They're • young fellows with whom
we've worked for some time. We've
gotten to know each - other and,

while there, are occasional' squables,

we get on very well on the whole;

Censorship in France was a head-
ache. .'•' Severeid said, adding that

from what he has been told condi-

tions in Germany are extremely ag-

gravating. 'It's almost impossible to

get any news out of Berlin, because

the Nazis have, throttled the press to

such an extent there's practically no
truth anymore—only propaganda. In
France, everything, was demoralized
after the invasion of the Low Coun-
tries.. No one. knew anything, but
rumors spread and grew more fan-

tastic by the hour.

F. D. R. Is Really Mr. Big
. Severeid thinks that an appeal
from,. President Roosevelt is prob-
ably the only thing that can save
ReynaUd, ;Blum and the othe* former
heads of the French . government
from, being shot by the Vichy offi-

cials. 'People in this country have
no conception of the popularity,

prestige and influence that Roosevelt
has among , the people of Europe,'

he said. ; 'The President is a bigger
man to the French than, any of their

present or former government heads.

-

^^^^
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We have been broadcasting oyer WBBM for.

eight years and spend all but 20% of our
advertising dollar on radio broadcasting.
And we have spent more money on WBBM
than any other station.

Results obtained over the state of Wiscon*
sin and southern Illinois; in direct re-

• sponse to our WBBM advertising, were so
great we found it

1

necessary to open hew
stores in Milwaukee and in Peoria,

-

October 1 of this year we entered into our
largest WBBM cont'rac.t ,' consisting of four ;

and .one-half hou rs of broadcasting per
week. Already my reports from our stores c

.show an increase.

Each year finds, our - business growing. Our
...annual volume is now around two mi11ion

'

dollars. The only trouble with that in- *

•

creased volume is that we have more money
to spend f0 r adve rtisirig and we , would like
to buy more at times on WBBM. This isn't

.

so easy to. do with: the tight schedule ;

' prevailing there, •

-
T , .CHICAGO

,0,000
WATTS

A. BLINDER

(

President , Gene ral Manage

r
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He has more influence with the Bel-

gians or Dutch than their own rulers

have or had. United States recogni-

tion is the only thing that's keeping
the Vichy, government in power—
they'd collapse

,
immediately if .

it

were withdrawn.'

With him in New York on leave,

CBS is understaffed in London, Seve-
reid asserts. 'It leaves only Mufrow
and Larry Le Seur to cover

.
things

there. :

It wasn't bad when there were
three of us, although when things got

hot we were kept busy handling the

16 or 17 broadcasts a week;. But 1
should be getting back as soon as

possible to take the pressure off Ed
and Larry—arid to,, give them a

chance to come over here on leave.

Larry will make the trip as soon as

I go back, but I don't know when Ed
will come, ' He doesn't want to leave.

Bill Shirer is coming back from Ber-
lin during the winter, and he prob-
ably won't return. Columbia is send^
ing someone to replace him.

Murrow's Top-Down Yen .

'When we've made our final broad-
cast for the night we generally go
around the corner somewhere for a

drink, sometimes with the BBC cen-
sor boys. . We put on our tiri hats

and, if . there's a raid in progress,

scurry through the darkened streets,

clinging to the sides of buildings and,
when shrapnel burst overhead, dodg-
ing into doorways. For a time' Ed
Murrow used to go out in his road-
ster, with the top down, and . ride

around the city late at night. He got
some great stories that way, but we
finally persuaded * him to ' stop. It

was too dangerous.'

Contrary to tradition, the way to

get revealing news past the censors,

isn't by using slang or idiomatic
phrases, Severeid says. 'If you use
slang they're suspicious, and either

delete it or make you explain it,' he
points out. 'The only way to slip

things past them is to say, something

!

: n a way that looks innocuous on
;?aper, but will

,
convey added mean-

ng when heard' over the air. For
instance, during a recent broadcast
from Berlin,. Shirer said that, despite

British claims of raids over the city,

the German capital was so quiet you'
could hear scarcely a sound. Then
he added that

:
it was so quiet that

business men from the Ruhr were
coming there to get sleep; The Ger-
man censors had obviously passed it,

but there it was—indicating the dam-
age the British raids were doing in

the Ruhr industrial areas. '/[

Fooling the kiddies .

-

.
'When I was in Bordeaux with the

fugitive French government I did

a broadcast one Sunday,' Severeid
continued. 'I was talking from a
room jammed, with French army
officers. ;. They were all terribly ex-
cited. Nobody knew exactly ,what
was going to happen, but it was ob-
vious that the new government was.
going to capitulate. I \ didn't dare
say that. They were so excited there
is no telling what they would have
done to me. So I told about the.

pacifist, pro-Hitler or Fascist back-
ground of each member bf. the new
cabinet. It was all factual, appar-
ently harmless and certainly not
anti-French. But it got across the
unmistakable implication that France
was abandoning resistance.'

Severeid is positive the Nazis
can't conquer England. He isn't

sure how the war will end, when the
British will be able to take the of-
fensive; or even if they'll ever, be
able to. But he says that the Ger-

I mans can't invade England until

;
they master the R.A.F. 'They're not
doing that,' he says. 'In fact, the
R.A.F. is growing stronger.

'You can't
.
conquer those British.

They're., the most, magnificent fight-

ers, the most heroic people who ever
lived. You can't imagine the cour-<

age they show, day after day and
night after night. Their homes are
destroyed arid their frierids and rela-
tives killed, but they only become
more determined. They have a con-
tempt for the Germans, that is pro-
found and that grows the longer the
war lasts, the more devastating it

becomes.
;

'Of course there, is tremendous
damage to England arid to London,
particularly the East End and the
great docks and industrial areas
there.

; But the primary industries
are still operating! The Germans
can't stop them. -

. Life is going on.
People go about their jobs. ' They
lose .sleepy their homes are bombed,
their cities' are damaged. But they,
will not quit and they won't be dis-
couraged. The Nazis will never beat
•them.''-. .

Severeid, a tall, lean, dark-haired
man with deep, direct, gaze, a jut-
ting, chin and an air of calm, .quiet
friendliness, is inclined to be serious,

and, despite his belief that his ex-
periences of the last year have not
matured him, he looks older than his

27 years. \? ; .•
''":
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Betty IDennis and Stanley Richard doing interview shows with legit

names Sunday nights over WEVD. . . .Elliott M.' Sanger, WQXR executive

vice-prez, guest speaker on the debut program of 'America Speaks' series

over rival station WNYC. . . .both outlets specialize in classical music..,

Cliarita Bauer, youngster on 'Orphans, of Divorce,' currently written out' of
the script, but is emoting on 'Our Gal Sunday' and 'Set Sail'

Vermllyea recovered from rheumatic ailment in Medical Arts, hospital
and back in cast of 'Stella Dallas'. .. .Raymond Bramley added to same
show. . . ;Andy Sannella,. maestro of 'Manhattan Merry.-Go-Round, renting
his yacht for Florida cruises.

Town Hall tossed cocktail rally yesterday to launch .its sixth year on
NBC. . .the 20th anniversary of. KDKA was another opening for a scotch
and soda social event being staged by NBC on the roof garden of Radio
City last week. . . .'•

' '
"'

.

• Red Barber and Stan Lomax m. c's on 'To the Victor-' new musical
show Saturday nights over Mutual. , . ;Ed Mayehoff, Guy" Lombardo re.

mote. Morton G&juld, 'Sheep and Goats Club,' 'University Life,' 'Laugh
and'.Swing Club,' 'Symphonic String Ramorta' all

shifted to new times Over Mutual. . . .Louis Wolfe, public school teacher,

doing''''Let's',''Get^
Together,' moppet studio participating stanza Sundays

over WINS ... .Alois Havrilla to announcing, staff of WOR.

,

:

Wrongly reported in this column that Sherman K. Ellis wa9 dissolved

in Albany. ...White & Case, attorneys, merely filed Oct. 28 for extension

of purposes and Nov. 1 for other corporate changes and issuance of new
stock.

.

'

. ; i:'
•' ;'•".'

'.

'

Ruth Howard, daughter of Comedian Tom Howard/ and Sartford Dick-
inson were in New York over the week-end auditioning for a metropolitan
department store a program scripted by Peggy Schuyler, fashion writer

for magazines. It's titled 'Have a Time For Yourself in New York'. Miss
Howard and Dickinson have been broadcasting for an Albany women's
store.

'' '''.'
'

:
'

Qeorge Zachary back again as director of Campboll's. 'Short, Short, Story*

for the show's final weeks. . . .Radio Monde^French language fan mag pub*
lished in Quebec, may. publish an edition in English . . .-.Procter & Gamble
may send 'Truth or Consequence' to .originate from various cities. Would
be policy departure for the account. . . .Diana Bourbon will direct the new
'CampbeirPlayhoUse' series Friday .nights. . . .Lyn Murray composed thf
special theme music for 'Second Wife,' new General Foods serial on tht
Coast. ':' ;; '

"''J-
^

.

; '

IN HOLLYWOOD
: When prankster at KNX hung a black crepe on the door of Don Thqrn«
burgh's office exec allowed it to stay. He was schoolmate of Willkie's

and best man at his wedding and1 plenty disappointed, at
^
election. . . .Tom

Harrington planed in, looked around and planed right 'back again. ..

,

NBC's James McConriell stopped over on his swhjg of the country in the
interest of the net's national spot and local sales. .. .Bob* McAndrews
esconced as NBC sales promotion manager, succeeding Charles Brown, now
head man of the department in New York; . ...John Swallow told tht
Women's Press Club of Hollywood just how this radio biz operates. . ,

.

Some years ago Ben Alexander was a kid film star at $1,500 a week but
was yanked, from the cinema by his ma for more schooling. Later when
he reached the awkward stage (for. picture work) he went to work for

Union. Oil at $9 a week. This week he goes back to work for the petrol

outfit as announcer on its radio program. That gives him five commercials
.... Richfield Reporter, for years the Coast's 10 p. m. newscast, habit; reels

off its 3,000th broadcast Nov. 26. NBC spreads the program to an hour for

salutes from dignitaries up and down these Pacific-washed shores. . . .Old
timers in radio are being rounded up by 20th-Fox for 'The Great Americas
Broadcast,' according to a studio announcement. Over at NBC is Vaughn
deLeath, one of the real vets, yet she has not been called in for an Inter*

view. * -
'/;;.'''

m Chicago ^'' ,•

Capt. Sam Thompson, organizer, manager and tenor of the Cadets quar-
tet, leaves to go into active army duty at Ft. Benning. He will be replaced
in-the quartet by Kenneth Morrow. . . .Eva Pownall added to cast of 'Story

of Bud Barton/ William Green and Herb Butterfleld to 'Jack Armstrong*
and Henry Hunter to 'Arnold Grimm's: Daughter'. . . .Mary Pattori into cast

of 'Bachelor's Children' and Alice Hill to 'Helen Trent'... .Dorothy Rus-
sell, former warbler with Horace Heidt orchestra, now on WJJD with •
twice-weekly vocal series with Priscllla Holbrook. Set through WJJD
musical director, Ben Kanter. .. .Bob Gately goes on the Carnation show
replacing Larry Taylor as vocalist.

^he squad listens intently to

the scout's report. In crash-

ing, a line or a market, you get

farther when you know just what you're up
agairist. We consider it our responsibility

to present an accurate picture of the factors

that can contribute to the successful use of~

radio in the markets we represent.

> v John Blair & to
National Representatives of Radio Station! :

New York • Chicaoo - Detroit • St. Louis • Los Anceles • San Francisco
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Dick Richards on National Unity

Detroit, Nov. 12.

From his home in Beverly Hills, G. A. 'Dick' Richards, pioneer
broadcaster, last week wired his colleague, Leo Fitzpatrick, at WJR,
Detroit, ori the subject, of national unity. Fitz had copies of the tele-

gram reproduced and given to every employe. The telegram is rep-
resentative of the present disposition of far-seeing business men to do
their part in healing recent election wounds. It follows: .'

'Dear Fitz: Now that the election is over and the majority of the
American people have chosen President Roosevelt for another term, I

wish you would call your organization togethervand have a heart to

heart talk ;
with them and pledge our support to the President. Will

you .please suggest that it is my /wish that they all forget any differ-

ences they might have had and, remembering that we are all good
Americans, start immediately to coopeTate with any program that the
administration sees, fit to lay down to the end that our. country may
become so well fortified and strong, both from an armament standpoint

arid also from within, that no; dictator/will dare to attack us. We must
all pull together. The President has declared definitely against Com-
munism, Fascism and Nazism, and has definitely pledged our peopie

to keep them out of foreign wars and to do everything
;
in his power

to unite our people. It is up to us all to do our very best to contribute

anything we can to help him accomplish his goal for the good of our
country. I congratulate the President on his victory, although I did

not believe the American people- would elect any man for a third' term.
With my very best wishes for the health of everyone connected with

WJR, I. am . •

: -

Sincerely yours,

G. A. Richards.

SHOWMANSHIP ALL OVER

Discs, Films Tell Girls How To Be
More Devastating:

Milwaukee, Nov. .12.'

Beauty instructions on platters in

the privacy of milady's own boudoir,

and the lessons are free, are a new
angle in merchandising claimed by

the Boston Store to be the first time

in cosmetic history. Rose Laird, skin

authority, appearing . in person, in.

the department store, hands out the

discs gratis to purchasers of her

cosmetics,
. . side of the pancake

giving 'Young . Skin Counsel,' the

other side '3. " Minute Facial
4

and

Contour Exercise for Adult Skin
Transparency.'

Just to rhake her showmanship
complete, Miss Laird shows a natu-
ral color , motion picture depicting
her 'approach to cosmetic problems
and the art of correct make-up.'

lay Variety Continue to Be a Thorn

To AD Phonies,' Wires Major Ridge

(The. following from the

o zvn e r - operator of " WBIG,
Greensboro, NiC., was received

in -New York on Monday (11)
and refers to the editorial 'Ra-

dio's Future and the Middle

Class' in the Nov: 6 Variety.

(Postal Telegraph)

Greenboro, N. C;

Editor, Variety;.

After re-reading
November 6th, it

thank you for it.
;

blue and begin to

suckers for putting
interest. Necessity
in their true sense,

your editorial of

behooves me to

At times we get

believe we : are

accent on public

and convenience
according to our

interpretation, by en c our a g i n f.
broadcasting by civic, educational
and . charity organizations, and by
treating the little fellow equally as
well as the great. We believe the
American public has a right to be
heard as well , as to' listen and that
the best public service is the best
business.

Then along comes something to en-
courage us, like your piece in
Variety. •

May you continue to be a thorn
in the side of all phonies.

(Signed) Edney Ridge.

Retina, Sask.—New announcer at

,

CKCK, Regina, is George Davies.

Washington, Nov. 12.

Set; of engineering standards for

•television, probably identical with

the proposals rejected last spring for

fear, of freezing the art and remov-

.

ing incentive to research, will be

laid before the Federal Communi-

cations Commission at huddle set

for Jan. 2d, but the regulators are

not disposed to place, formal ap-

proval, oh any particular technique

even yet. '

. .

Informal parley with the industry

experts has been called by the

Commish at the instigation of the

National Television Systems Com-
mittee now that the Radio Manu-
facturers Association is

.

pressing

once more for standardization of

visual broadcasting. As far as the

FCC is concerned,- the objective is

to hear latest reports from the

technicians and look into such ques-

tions as the prospects of building

receivers capable of picking up more
than one breed of signal and the

; outlook for color, transmission.
-In some circles it is felt that the

added clarity and sharpness result-

ing from color pictures (developed

by Peter Goldmark of CBS) may
simplify some of the allocation prob-

lems. By making it unnecessary to

THE

"TEXACO STAR THEATRE,"
CBS, WEDNESDAYS,
9 TO 10 P.M., EST

': ALSO .'.
.

"LOU iSIANA PURCHASE,"
Imperial, N. Y.

Vocal Artangements and Direction by

HUGH MARTIN
. Personal 'ManhEometit

FRED STEELE
t Rockefeller Plata, New York City

Suite 604 COIumbus 5-2142

increase the number of lines in or-

der to get satisfactory definition..

Chances of standardization at this

point remain remote. Regulators'
persist in the view' that there are.

too many potentialities which have
not been completely explored to

warrant fixing any definite yard-
stick. ".. •'•

'*

Some relaxation of the ban against

commercial operation .is figured pos-
sible,, however. The Commish fac-

tion which hopped all over Radio
Corporation of America last spring

is reported to be disappointed over
the slow progress since the.- rules

suddenly were revised, so that some
industry watchers feel there are

grounds for hoping money-making
under restrictions and close super-

vision may. now be permitted. .-.-'•..

If the Commish indicates displeas-

ure because, visual service has not
progressed more, it is highly, proba
ble some of the manufacturers will

fire" back a new appeal for relaxa-

tion of the curb resulting.from pique

at RCA. This subject is not sched
uled for discussion, lipweyer, and
only technical angles are due to be
taken up.

The Commish is particularly, anx-
ious to get the engineers' ideas about
color pictures.; At this point, it is

recognized bugs have not been
eliminated and considerable research

/and adjustment still must be acT

complished. But the regulators want
to find out the best guesses of the

technicians- " for . guidance in; evolv-

ing the still-changing license policy.

Regina, Bask—Maurice Reynolds,

announcer, and Harold Law, cashier,

both of CKCK, Regina, have left

with the Royal Canadian Air Force
for an eastern Canadian training

center.
_

,/'.'[

St. Louis—Francis P. Douglas,

city editor of the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat for 16 years now news
commentator at KMOX. Douglas

succeeds Harry W. Flanney, now In

Berlin for CBS.

lively
Showmanship

WINS LARGER AUDIENCES
*W the

INTERMOUNTAIN
MARKE T

I

fMtfimtntatii*

JOHNBUIR
XGONNUIY

The POPULAR Station

Salt Lake City

, . WCAU went before the Voters too • . before the

electorate of listeners in a Philadelphia station popu-

larity poll. WCAU was elected! As usual since 192^

WCAU was the People's Choice. Plurality: 32.7% more

regular listeners than any other Philadelphia station.

PHILADELPHIA'S ONLY

S0.000-WATT CLEAR

"CHANNEL STATION

Reuben Donnelley made the turvey, covering a radius

.

of 30 mile$. For complete details get a copy •/

WCAU> booklet, "Th* People's Choice.**
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of Accts./But
Stores, Politics Up

San Francisco, Ho v. 12. "'.';

Frisco radio circles electrified this

week by arinbuncie'meht- that NBC's

new four-story kGO-KPO headquar-

ters have been given the go-ahead,

with ground-breaking Thursday (14),

as detailed ;
elsewhere hi this issue.

Otherwise; things back on even keel

now that election is history.
"•

Novelty of the week is Al Nelson's

effort , to sell some .late time; on the

Blue with the tri-weekly: showcasing

of a stripper at -10 p.m- . Tabbed 'The

Five Edwards,' it features, an au-

thentic theatrical family—John and

Edna Edwards and their offspring.

Jack, 20; Sam, 18, and Florida, 17—
playing '. themselves from scripts by

Sain Dickson.
;
Cameron Prud'hoihme"

producing, ";' ; ;": :

;:
•''"•',• * V '

••.

Amazing bit. of NBC production is

buildup being; given Walter Hcrber i'$

Sinfonietta series which ride the

Blue out of Frisco starting Monday
(18). Solely because she is inter-

ested in the promotion of good music

here, and because she likes [ Al Nek
/Mrs. M. C. Sloss, wife of a local

judge and prominent in,; social affairs,

has made herself ; a one-woman com-
mittee to

'

-notify •:' schools and miisic

groups and other people' of impor-

tance to get behind the series..' Cur-
ran Swiht of War Memorial Opera
house has contributed his music list

for directTmail:e'ontact of music lov-

ers, advising, them, of times and sta-

tions. -.' --•'.-•
..

'..'.
,

' '.";'
.

'.'•"

KFRC: . U. S. Playing Card Co.,

through J. Walter Thompson, 78'one

SAN LUIS REY MODERN

•^'.^ Seattle, Nov, .12.

KIRO scooped local : radio on the

coverage b'f . the collapse of the $6,-

400,000 narrows suspension bridge

over. Puget Sound, third* largest

of its kind in' the world, last

week. The program was fed jt* a

cross-country CBS hookup.

With Maurie Rider,.: KlRO's chief

announcer, on' shore, and Carrol

Foster ' plane overhead broadr

casting by shortwave, the station de-

scribed the event; as the bridge, con-

tinued .to. break up and fall in the

water. Senator Homer Bone was also

brought in for some comment.

San Francisco, Nov. 12.

Ground-breaking for new $1,150,-

000 fourrstory NBC radio headquar-

• x x'^u-i v. p o iters', at Taylor and: O'Farrell takes
mmute spots; Charles .Brown & Sons Thursday (14)i New edifice
(department store), through LaBcss-

wi]1 fiive FriSco a modern, 100%
Ejsen, 10. participation^ . ^ornmg/kadio plant; Go-ahead on the project
Hostess ; Denalan_ Cp. (dental plate wag . flashed to A1 NeiSOn, KGO-KPO
cleanser), through Rufus .

Rhoades,
chieft£iin last week from New York

four-spots; I^ttgendorf-TInited Bak-|
by: . Niles Trammell, Lweb prexy.

erics, trough Leon. Livingston. 1?kong^awaited approval by the Board
spots; Hale Bros, (department store),

0| Directbrs brings to reality a dream
through Theodore Segall, eight spots;

for w
"

hich Nelson hav battled ever
Gardner Nursery, through Northwest

since his arrivai here iii October a
Radio,

;

six five-miniite spots: Wood
y(;ar ag0 Total o£ 38 sites were in-

.
Briquettes, Inc., through Emil Rein^ spected and . rejected by Nelson be-
K^!L Oak

l
an^^57^P0ts,« - / fore present spot was picked; V

KSFO: America First Committee, with exCeption of a public garage
through BBD&p, five quarter-hours; occupying the basement, which will
American Popcorn, through Bucha- have a street-levcl on one side en^
nan-Thomas. Omaha, four spots; trance due to hilly terrain, the str.uc-
Beech-Nut Packing, through Newell- ture will be occupied exclusively by
Emmett, -N. Y., five spots weekly, 13 NBC; Albert F, Roller is architect,
weeks; Blue Bibbon Books, 'through

;
Uvith Barrett & Hilp general contrac-

Nprthwest, RadiP, Seattle, six spots;; tors handling the job which is ex-
Compagni Parisienne, through, pCcted to consume 10 months. Web
Northwest Radio, six . five-minute win move in next. September,
spots; Jack Davis Co. (clothiers),: di- Service station and -'tire! repair shop
rect, three spots weekly, six weeks; currently occupying site -are already
Farnsworth Television & Radio on the move, and Thursday's ground-
Coi-p., through N. W. Ayer & Son, breaking will be a posh affair. En-.
N. Y., 16 chainbreaks covering six tire Frisco NBC staff of more than
weeks; Flamingo Sales Co. (for nail 250 will be on hand with picks,
polish), through Milton Weinberg, shovels and construction equipment.
Los Angeles, two spots weekly. 52 California's Governor Olson, Frisco's
weeks; Gas Appliance Society. Mayor Angelo :Rossi and a host of
through Jean Scott Frickelton, 21 other, dignitaries will also attend as
spots and one week's participation in well as newsreelers and press reps.
•Housewives Protective League'; Affair, of course, will be fully cov-
Pillsbury Flour, Mills (for Globe ered by NBC and kicks off at high
A-l ), through Dan B. 1 Miner, Los noon.
Angeles, five quarter-hours weekly, promotion sidelight is that all per-
13 weeks. 'Editor's Daughter'; Grove's SOns attending ceremonies will be
Bromo Quinine, through J, Walter, made charter members of Frisco's
Thompson, N. Y., .three 10-minute flrs t Sidewalk Superintendents' club,
newscasts weekly, 26 weeks; Langen- Special membership cards with cbat-
dorf-United Bakeries, through Leon of-arms bearing picks and shovels
Livingston, seven spots weekly, six will be handed out, a convenient
weeks; Luden's, Inc. (for cough observation gallery will be provided
drops), through J. .M. Mathes,

. N. • Y:,. and the club will remain active
three, nighttime chainbreaks weekly, throughout the entire 10-month con-
•13 weeks; Manhattan Soap (for struction period. . .

:',;'/

Sweetheart soap), through Franklin New building will be mbdifled-
Bruck, three quarter-hour ,newscasts streamline in motif, ;

' conditioned
per week, eight weeks, and six.quar- throughout and making liberal use
ter-hour newscasts per week, 13 of glass brick and tile. Site to be
weeks; Mission Packing, thvough occupied is 137 by 137.

pariah Jones. L. A., 14 one-minute Executive and administrative: of-

spots; "Musterple Co., through Erivin- fices will be on the fourth floor, with
Wasey, five spots weekly,. 26 weeks; most of the 10 studios spotted oh the

.
Packard Motor Car Co., through second shelf. Third' tier wili be> cle-

Young & Rubicam, 20 one-minute voted principally to

spots; . Pillsbu'ry ; -, Flour, • through and related services.

Hutchinson . Ady., Minneapolis, six Announcement that final approval
participatipns weekly, 'Housewives had come through put. entire head--
Protective. League,' .15 weeks; Piso quarters at 111 Sutter in .'festive

Co., thrpuRh. Lake-SpirorShiu-mah, mood. Shift, will terminate
;
13

.
years

Memphis, five spots weekly, 20 weeks; in present .quarters,
;
Whg since oi.it-

W., A. Sheaffer Pen Go., through Rds- 1
grown. ;.' ;:

:;> '

.:;:

sel M. Seeds. Chicago, six spots week-
ly,. '52 weeks; Vick's Cough Dvpiis;;

through Morse. International. N. y.,

three spots weekly. 16 weeks. -

WBAL Plugs 50 Kw

Baltimore, Nov. 12.

;. Politics .
again domihated the. radio

picture /here .last week, with both

network and local units mounting in

healthy manner. Jerking arpiirtd of

schedules took its toll of national

spot . activity, but/ considerable .im-

provement anticipated by all statiohs

following the election.

The Hub Department Store con-

tinued its radio usage by ticing up
18 announcements over WBAL on
top of , its 'consistent schedule heretd-;

fore. Lpcai department^store figures

are reported leading the ; nation in

the current iips\vihg in bir. All sta-.;

tions making a play for potential

time, with store execs inclined to

take brighter, attitude toward possi-

bilities of air for tapping _plentiful

dough turned, lopse hereabouts by
extra heavy defense spending.

.. WBAL started its ballyhbp wrapped
around its recent, grant of 50,000

watts by splurging with a full-page

hd in the affil iated Hearst News-Post,
illustrating the - new towers and
trai>smittGr site under construction.

Followed up with mailed reproduc-
tions and a 1

' special issue of studio

hpuse prgan, 'Business in Baltimpre,'

which featured a boost from the

mayor and a detailed stery frpin

WestinghPiise;: entrusted with the

building job. > :

WCAO: Pacquin's. Hand Cream,
through Wm. Esty,- .180. announce-
ments starting Npv. ll; .Bea.nmpnt
Labpra tories, thrpugh : H; W. Kastor,
100 announcements. '.

'•'•'-'

WBAL: Jay Allen (furs), 201 an-
nouncements; Raymond Hughes (dia-

monds), through . Maurice Azreal, 208
announcements; Manp Swartz (furs),

312 15-minute prpgrams via Harry J.

Pat'z;
.
Hub

.
Dept. Stere, 18 spets

thrpugh Lpuis Schechtei; Jaran Mp-
tPrs,- thfPligh Cahri, Miller & Nybcrg, :

874 announcements: Koester's. Bread,
via Carroll Jones, 32 announcements
and 15 15-minute shows; Baltimore
News-Post, . four .. announcements;
John Morrell & Co. (Red Heart Dog
Food), through; Henri, Hurst & . Mc-
Donald, 13 100-word spots; Sherwopd
Brps. (gas and oil), via Van Sant,
Dugdale* 301 spots and 156 15-rhinute
news periods to be used up three
times a week; Christian Science

J

Committee on Publication, three 15-

minute programs; National Brewery,
through D. Stuart Webb, renewed
364 quarter-hour sports reviews;
Charles ,Gulde'n, Inc: (mustard),
through Charles W. Hoyt. 26 i5-min-
ute shows to be utilized two a week;
RosenthaH's Department Store, . 52
Sunday quarter-hour shows, through
Samson Foldman; Mishawake.Rubber
& Woolen Mfg. Co., through Camp-
bclliEwald, 18 100-word spots.

WFBR: Renewed Fels - Naptha,
through new agency, S, E. Roberts,
five 15-minute participations a week
on locally produced 'Community
News and . "Views/ a nabe hews
round-up; American Chicle Co.,

through Badger, Browning & Hersey,
three five-minute newscasts a week;
Carter. Medicines, through Street &
Finney, five five-minute shows a
week; BC Remedies renewed two an-
nouncements daily and participation
on Ralph . Powers' daily early a.m.
program, through Harvey Massen-
gale.
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DES MOINES FAIR

LomI Vnlt* Gain 18.6%—Oth«ri Off

M Politics G#

,
'.'.. '•':: Des Moines, Nov: II.

,

Local bit mad* a slick gain of

18.6% her*, helping gloss 6v*r the

losses felt in other categories llUe

to th* departure of politics. -
;

I

' Nov. 9 Compered to Nov. *
I

Network Local
i Unite Units
; 8,120 4,122

9,160 3,475

—11.4% +18.6%
(inciudrt : -KRNT,

National
Spot Unite

3,449

3,809
•

: —9.5% : .

K30, WHO)

Total
Units
19,687

16,440

-4.6%

5

Nov, 9 Compared to Nov. 2

-programming

Network
Units

11,960

12,510

(Included:

Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2-
|

National Total
Spot Units Units

2,558 ;

'

; 18.612
• 2,494 .19.205

Local
Units
4,094

4.201

—2.5% : +2.&%
kfkc. vro. iznin.

KSFO) -

KPO,

New York—Sylvia Ahseh, fonherly
with the Women's Exchange Revue.
New York, has joined the sales staff

of WARD, Brooklyn.

Bercoyici , on WSAY
/ Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 12.

,
.
B. S. Bercovici, news commenta-

tor, returned to .the air 'yesterday
(11 ) oyer WSAYr Rochester; V Spon-
sor for 26-week .period is Natipnal
Clothing Co., Rochester, marking

.
first time this men's store, long goal
of local radio stations, lias taken to
the air.

:

.-

;
Deal was closed direct by Winston

S. Thofnburg and Mprt Nusbaum of

WSAY. • Bercovici will talk at noon
and 8:30 p;m. daily, five days a week.
Ross Weller of WSAY staff will han-
dle the commercials.

Network
Units
9.590

9,670

—0.8%
(IricludeU^

Local.
. Units
5,661

5,363

+ 5.6%
'

National Total
Spot Units Units

1.885 17,136

1,878 16,911
• lhit : +1.3%

WRAJj, AVCAO.. WfJBJIj' WFBR)'

UNITS

10.8% IN KANSAS CITY

Kansas City, Nov. 12. :

s'General consensus -fihds : station

managers relieved that the political

stress ended
:

with the election. - Pro-
gram; managers are again sleeping
nights with last-minute changes and
fills reduced to a m un-
der noVmal conditions.

;
Biz is holding its own nicely, de-

spite the topheavy ; influx of political

time. : Local biz spurting more than
enough to overcome dropoff of po-
litical accounts, and only depart-
ment affected • uhfayorably is

, na-
tional ^sppf, which, looks to jreeover
fully in .a week or two.-

. San Antonio, Nov. 12.

With the coming of . Thanksgiving

and an early Christmas drive by lo-

cal shopkeepers, totals Will rise to

new highs during the coming: weeks.

Celebrating their 67th anniversary

Joske Bros., one of the city's largest

department stores, placed heavy
spot biz on all local stations calling

attention to their sale..

Hugh A. L. Haif. President and
general manager of WOAI, is cur-

rently in Chicago in a biz trip.

KONO: Model Shoe - Repair Co:,

three announcements . per day for

one year; Bobby!s Flower Shop, two
announcements per day; Alamao Ra-
dio C6.| four announcements, per
day; Joske Bros., spot announce-
ments both on the sale and for RCA
Personal Radio, three one-minute
announcements per day.

WOAI: Renewal from the Borden
Co., through Thomas F. Conroy, Inc.,

four announcements per week on
the 9:15 am. newscasts; Pacquins

Hand Cream (Thomas Leeming Ac

Co.), through Wm. Esty, five 100-

word . announcements per week;
Farm and Home Savings; 4t Loan
Association, through John K. Zeller

Co., four announcements per week,
26 times; Carter Products (Arrid),

through Small & Seiffer, Inc., three

announcements per week;
;
Carter

Products (Carter's Little Liver

Pills ), through Street & Finney, five

announcements per week; renewal
from' First Federal Savings & Loan
Association, through Coulter-Muel-
ler-Grinstead, quarter-hour Sunday
newscast; , renewal, through United
Advertising Co., 1,000 announce-
ments for Joske Bros- store.

KABC: Election returns, San An-
tonio Publie Seryic* Co.; Lypsyol,
through Wm. Esty, 70 announce-
ments; Dibbl* Toy Store, 30 an-
nouncements; Wolff-Marx Depart-
ment Store, three five-minute and
one quarter-hour program; S. H.
Kress

.
Co., 10 announcements on

opening of; new store; Dr. A. W.
Montgomery, 260 five-minute pro-:

grams; San Antonio Musia Co., 16
quarter-hour programs to be aired
twice weekly; . Parke 'Laboratories
(Absorbo Nose Drops), two 50-word
announcements per day;- Leslies

Chicken Shack, one announcement
per day for one month; Martin Neal
Motor • Co., 100-word anhouncement
daily; Bat Corrigan, two thank you
election victory . announcements;
Alamo Jewelry Co., 100 announce-
ments starting the Xmas campaign;
Interstate Theatres, Inc., quarter
hour program announcing the open-
ing -here of the film 'Northwest
Mounted Police'; Boston Shoe Store,

renewal of 100 announcements per
month; National* Farm Youth Con-
test, 1.6 100-word announcements in

three days. '

\.
';.-. ';;.-' :

:'.
:
-

|' - Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. <8. .
•

|

Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2 ,
|

National Total
Spot Units Units

6,165 18,685

6,357

Makers of lig^t wines, who have
of lata been buying more and mort
time on Gotham stations (especi
aUy on late evening hours), again"
come to the fore this week. -This
time it's the Monarch Wine Co., which
has bought a two-hour platterized
request program on WMCA. Stanza
airs on Saturday nights, 8 to 10 p rh
and as part of the cost of the show
the sponsor has had to hire two
telephone switchboard operators to
handle the.traffic; :
Maurice BTart emcees the;program.

Each twOrhpur session is snlit up. by
sports and news flashes, the inter-
ludes being labeled 'sit-outs.' Fact
that the: stanza Is aimed at - house
parties is; responsible for the rest
periods. '-'•'

'-;.:..

WHN: Plough, Inc., thvough
Lake-Spiro-Shurmah, Inc.; 52-week
contract, 12 broadcasts weekly of
United Press News; Gottfried Bak-
ing Co. (Hanscpih Baking Company's
cakes,

.
bread - and rolls),

. through
Ideas, Inc., threerquarter hours
weekly of. United Press News; Gott->
fried Baking Co. (Golden Crust
Bread), 'Junior G Men,' 15 minutes,
three nights weekly. •'

WMCA: American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strike), through Lord 8c

Thomas, transcribed : repeat of 'In-

formation Please,' 13-week contract:.

Busch's Credit Jewelry Company, 60 .

announcements weekly, 52vweek con-
tract; Monarch

;
Wine Co., . through.

Arthur Rosenberg 'Co., : Inc., 'Just '.'.

Dance,' two-hour weekly :program,.

52rWeek contract; Hudson-Canadi.aii

Fuir Company, through M. R. Pafry ;

Agency, seven 10-minute programs
weekly, 52rweek contract; Egofoanv
Products Co.

;
(shampoo), through '..

Bob Wheaton Radio Features,: [parr,

ticipation in Ida Bailey's Homemak-
ers, 13-week contract; Hotel St.

George, Brooklyn, renewal,
.
partici-

pation in -Rise and Whine'; Rpxy
Theatre, through Kayton-Spicro, 13

announcements.
WNEW: National Committe* for

Independent Voters, through The
Biow Company, 10 announcements
(Roosevelt); Citizens Committee of

One Thousand for Willkie, direct,

one 15-minute program; Colored

Workers Committee for Willkie,

through J. Walter Thompson Co., on*
15-minute program; Democratic Na-
tional Committee, direct, one haU-

hour program; Associated Willkie

Clubs, through Young & Rubicam,
eight announcements; Crom w e ll

Campaign, through Halpern Adver-

tising Agertcy, six announcements;
Committee of Democratic Business-

men for Willkie, through Grady 8c,

Wagner, half-hour program and four

announcements; Citizens Information

Committee of New Jersey, thrpugh

Charles Dallas Reach, five announce-

ments; New York Republican State

Committee, through J. Walter

Thompson Co., four announcements-

National Committee of Independent

Voters, through The Biow Company,

12 announcements (Roosevelt).

Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. Z.

Network
Units

195

199

Local
Units

10,900

11,210

-2.8%

National
Spot Units

8,342

8,078

—7.1% .

Total
Unli*
19,437

20,383

6%

• No change.
"(Included t-' WHX,'
WQXR) v

WMCA, wmj; 1
.

Network
Units
6,958

7,192

—3.3%
(Includtd:

WOAI)

Local
Units
8,847

8,659 J

+2.2%

;, National
Spot Units

1,245

1,401
.'

—11.1%

Total
Units

17,050

17,252
—1.2%

KABC. KMAC, KONO, KTSA,

Network Local
Units Units

6,502 6,018

6,337 5,430

+ 2.6% +10.8% -3%' :

'

18,124

+ 3.1%
(IncludP.d: KCKN. KC MO, KITE, KMUC,

.WWAF, WriB) :. -.

'

Hartford—-^Eunice Greenwood has
been made director of women's pro-
grams at WTHT. A graduate of the
Guy Hedlund Players, at WTIC,; she
has also done dramatic work at
WDRC. Other addition at WTHT is

Thomas Siglin
-

to the engineering
£aff. Siglin, ' formerly of WBAB,
Atlantic City, replaces Tom York
who . has shifted to WBRY, Water-
bury.

SCIENCE PROGRAM

Sah Francisco, Nov. 12.

Arnold Marquis of KGO-KPO pro-

duction staff has been assigned; to

handle the Frisco end of 'Unlimited

Horizons;* most
;
elaborate science,

show ever to get a transcontinental

ride out of the west. Prestige series'

debuted on NBC Friday (8) from Los •;

Angeles with Dr. Robert A; Mil 1ike »;

delving into astrononiyw Initial con-1

trib from . this ertd goes eastward on

the Blue (15) on the topic of 'The

Klystron and Radio Beams.' Fans

will learn how the new. instrument,

developed at Stanford U. generates

the shortest radio waves yet knovm
and why.

; :
,"v,';

Series is steering clear of the aca-

demic touch,
,
using an

.

18-piece or-

chestra under Ricardo and a dra-

matic cast of 16 to sugar-coat the cul-

ture. University : of California also

figures in -the feature, which comes

under the heading of public service

programming.
Marquis already has U; of C- affil-

iation, conducting an extension clas?

in radio writing on his nights off

.
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Los Angeles, Nov. 12.

.

It was only natural that the .unit:

count would have a minus flavor,

what with politics out of the way and

normalcy setting in. KNX analyzed

election spending against what

poured forth in 1936 and found that

this presidential year showed a gain

of 140%, while newspaper revenue
declined 50%.
Hopeful signs over the coming

holiday season . are already ; taking

shape. Department stores are pre-

empting station breaks and partici-

pating in theimore popular co-op pror

grams.
:

• Nearly all sites ai'e anticir

pating new highs for the remaining,

weeks of this year.

KHJ: Broadway Department Store,

312 quarter-hour newscasts, through

tee Ringer; Greyhound Bus Lines^

52 quarter-hour programs, . through
Beaumont & Hdhman; County Coun-
cil of American Legion, 12 spots,

through Allied Adv.; . BuU
partment Store, 26 announcements,
through Dana Jones; Lyon storage,

30 spots, through BBD&O; Safeway
Stores, 32 announcements, through.

J; Walter Thompson; Thrifty Drug,
90 announcements; through Milton
Weinberg; Safeway Stores, 10 par-
ticipations, in 'Happy Homes,' through
J. Walter Thompson; Forest Lawn

: Memorial Park, . 26 participations in

Eddie Albright's program, through
Dan B. Miner.
KFl: ; Ranchp, Soups, 65 participa-.

tions in ; ,- Art Baker's . 'Notebook,'

through Lord & Thomas; North
American Accident Insurance, 39

Ave - minute '" programs, through
Franklin Bruck;. Sweetheart Soap, 22

.quarter-hour programs, : through
: Franklin

;
Bruck; Beaumont Labora-

tories, 100 one-minute transcriptions,

through H. W. kastor; Vick's Cpugh
Drops,. 48 one-minute transcriptions,

through Morse International.

KECA: Aggeler & . Musser Seed
Co., 26 quarter-hour broadcasts of

'Garden Club of the Air,' through
Julien Besel; Chelsea Cigarets, 13

participations
:

in 'Bridge Club,'

through Warwick & Legler; Vitamin
Products, 13 quarter-hour broadcasts
of 'The Family Doctor,' : through
Philip Meany; Kerwin Food Prod-
ucts, nine quarter-hour broadcasts of

'Uncle Dan's Quiz'; Downtown Busi-
ness Men's Ass'n, 26 quarter-hour
broadcasts of 'Cinnamon Bear'; BC
Headache Powders, 156 quarter-hour
broadcasts of Al Poska's 'Musical
Clock,' through Harvey-Massengale;
Broadway Department Store, 261

quarter-hour broadcasts ' of Robert
Lee Johnson's Bridge Club, through
Lee Ringer.
KNX: Cluett, Peabody, 78 10-min-

ute broadcasts of 'Nancy Dixon,',

through Young; & : Rubicam; State
- Ass'ri of Architects, 13 broadcasts of

'What, No Architect?' through Smith
,
& Bull; Broadway Department Store,
52 100-word announcements, through
Lee Ringer ; Norbest Turkeys, •' 12 par-
ticipations in Fletcher Wiley combi-
nation, through McCarty Co.

'

.
KFWB: Louis Wass Co., 260 par-

ticipations in Tom Stoddard Bridge
.Club; through W.. Austin.^Campbell;
I* A. Examiner, five quarter-hour
newscasts weekly, indef; Pan Pacific

; Jce Arena, 20. spots, through' Allied;
-West, Pico Furniture, 19 spots,
through Allied;.American Legion, 20
spots, through Allied. L : /

| Nov.- 9 Compared to Nov. 2
|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

11.844 11,581 . 2,295 25,720
13.172 11,922 - 2,213 ",. ' 27,307
-10:1% —2.9% . +3.7% —5.8%
(lncld«Jed: KECA. JCFI, lU^WB. KHJ,

SEATTLE SLOW

All Units Under Par—KJR Lands
'Voice of Experience'

' / , . Seattle, Nov. 12. ;

"

"Voice of Experience,' M. . Sayie

Taylor, is slated to be aired via KJR
beginning Monday (18). The .quar-

ter-hour stanza will thereafter be
heard Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day at 8:30 a.m. Albers Brosi Milling
underwrites the series for cereals;

Erwin-Wasey is. the agency.
;

'

.

|
Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2

|

Network
Units
5,585

5,775

—3.3%

Local.

Units

10,830

10,947

.

-1.1%

National
Spot Units

760

777

—2.2%

Total.

Units
17,175

17,499

^-lv9%
(Included: - K1RO. KOL. KRSC)

.

TO XMAS IN

Detroit, Nov. 12.

While network and. local time fell

off this week. The slight degree of

the dip is indicative of the general

healthy condition of business in all

Detroit's isix stations. :
:

Although Christmas still more
than seven weeks off, the store, ad-

vertising is starting to shape up rap-

idly. Stores usually herald the sea-

son in, Detroit with a Santa Claus

parade on Thanksgiving, but some of

the time buying indicates that the

radio ' advertising for Christmas, will

be launched over the airways several

weeks before the newspaper cam-
paigns are started. y ;^"v ^',

Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2

Network
Units
8,404

8,815

-4.7% ';.

(Included

:

National Total

Spot Units Unite

5,469 26,564

5,342 26,971

+2.4% • —1.-5..%

CKTAV. WJBK-. WJR, WMBC.
WAVJ. WXTYZ)

Local
Units

12,691

12,814
—1%-

,
Winchester 'Wants Airer '

-

;

.

; ,;

:

••

\ , Lynchburg, Nov. 12.

..;> .Wmchester may be the next Vir-;
guvia burg to rate a transmitter.
Broadcast privileges are being sought
by Richard F. Lewis, Jr., owner of
the station at . Fredericksburg. Has
deposited $10,000 as an earnest, and
is readying application to the FCC.
•Site for tower is to be bought on

northeast edge of city. Winchester's
Pop about 10,000.

DENVER UNITS S0-S0;

GEN. MniS BUYS KLZ

Denver, Nov. 12.

Sales fpr the week show a shorter

list than usual. However. KLZ sold

a nice contract for 150 quarter-

hours and KFEL copped a contract

for 13 half-hours.

KLZ: Republican State Central

Committee, through Ball & Davidson,

13 announcements; independent Re-

publican Supporters, two half-hours;

Reid Murdoch & Co., through .
Rog-

ers' & Smith, 312 announcements;, to

run one year; Lauer's; Jewelry Co.,

two announcements; Campana Sales

Co,, through Aubrey, Moore & Wal-

lace; General Mills, through
.
Westco

agency, 150 quarter-hours, .
.five

.

,. a

week; Clayton Coal Co., through

Lane-Freiberg'er,' : 78 announcements;

Bender's Bakery. 13 announcements;

John Zink Co. and Copper Products

Co., through Watts, Payne agency, 26

announcements. •

KFEL: Dr. Harvey Hardman, Men-,

tal Science institute,. 13 half-hours,

one a week; Broadway Department

Store, and Paramount \Bopt Shop,

through, Ted Levy, 31 .
announce-

ments; Junior Chamber ..of"; Com-
merce; , for perspnal appearance; of

Fulton Lewis. Jr.. 13 announcements:

Willard Tablet Co.. through First

United Broadcasters,, thi-ee five-min-

utes a week for one month, and six

five-minutes for- two months.

KOA: Denver Auto Show, through

Ball. & Davidson, six announcements.

] Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2

National

National Station Sales Repre-
sentation Principle Ignored

by Various Chicago Ad-
vertisers Who Find Local

Stations Willing to Cut
Rates Reps Protest Bad

: E ffec t o n 1 Legitimate

'

rs

LOOK FOR EDGE

Cold Tablets Sponsors

Clements Duo oh WGY
• Schenectady, Nov. 12,

Otis and Eleanor: Clements, instru-

mentalists-smgers, are doing a. 'Mid-
Day Serenade/ oyer WGY .Sche-

nectady, Monday through Friday for
Beaumont Laboratories'" Cold Tab-
lets. H..W. Kastor & Son, Chicago,
placed account, running to March
14, 1941..

Clementses were, .with Doc
Schneider's Texans when latter aired
over WGY, and more recently had
been miking on WTRY, Troy.

Group of Chicago
. accounts spe-

cializing
;
In . mail-pulling programs

have become such a serious thorn

in. the sides of station rep's that the

latter are considering .': co-operative

counteraction. If the murmuring
heard ; among the station reps ma-
terializes into some sort of action it

will be the first time that station

reps have got together on anything;

Previous attempts within -their ranks

to arouse group interest in a trade

problem have always failed because
one distrusted the other's motive
or because a leading rep firm refused
to participate. ••:;•..

lliese Chicago mailing-pulling' ac-

counts h^ve made it a practice of not
dealing with any one but the sta-

tion .direct, and the. reason for this

policy, according to the reps, is that

in ;:that way little difficulty is en-
countered ih working out special

deals. Often after such deals have
been set the reps put up a stiff ar-

gument against their acceptance,
holding that if the details get out it's

going to be tough : for the rep to get

card rates for that same station. The
reps state they have, often advised
the stations involved that they (the

reps) would rather pass up their

commissions than have the stations

run this business.

Buys'WWL's Miss Jevead

New Orleans, Nov.; 12:

. Gas Appliance Co. of this city has
been signed to a. 13-week contract
by WWL calling for the services of

Suzanne Jeveau,
She's conductor of the WWL

Woman's Forum.

••• Louisville, Nov. 12.

WGRC, Louisville-New Albany,

has the J. Bacon & Sons department

store using two quarter-hours , a day

for a diversified: outlay of entertain-

ment, news, information, etc. First

period is scheduled for 9 a.m. or just

as the store opens its doors^ while
the other program comes from the
store direct. Store had previously
confined its. radio activity to spot
announcements.-

;.
Morning; stanza consists of music,

news bulletins, . announcements of
civic events and plugs' about the
day's best buys. In the afternoon the
m,c. is again. Jean, Merviile (Char-
lotte Falkner), who includes inter-

views with customers, salesclerks

and buyers. Each women customer
interviewed gets a free pair of silk

stockings;

Store cooperates with- window-
cards and merchandising aids and
prior

,
to the store, going on the air

it brought buyers and sales force to-

gether to listen to auditions of the
proposed daily setup. ...

Pittsburgh.—Rosalind Kharfan, for-

merly with WIP, Philadelphia, has
been added, to the continuity .depart-
ment at WWSW here.

Active National Spot Accounts
(According to Reports from VARIETY'S 'Radio

Market Cities')

Account
American Chicle Co ,

;

Agency Time Purchases
....... Badger, Browning & Hersey . . ;5-Mih.News

American Cranberry Exchange .BBD&Q ... . . U

.

... ... .
. < . . . .

.'.
. ; . . . . . Spots

American Pppcdrn Co.. . . . ; .... Buchanan-Thomas . . . . .... .Announcements
Beaumont Laboratories . ; .

.

';,
. . ;'H. W. Kastor. .. . , . ..... . . .Announcements

Briggs Co. (HTB Cough Drops);. Hbrton-Npyes . .. . .......Announcements
Denalan Co. (Dental Plate

.
-V '

-
r '

Cleanser) . . .... ; . V. • '

.

. Folger' CoffeeV. . . ./. .... . :

;

Gospel Broadcasting Assii

Lever Bros. (Rinsp) . . . . . ...

;

Lutheran Layrhen's League..;.

,

Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.
• Packard, Motors. .".

; . .

*

:

.

Pacquin's Hand. Cream . . . ,, .>. ..

Planters-Nut .& Chocolate Co .

.

Plough, Inc.. . . . . . ............

Potter Drug (Cuticura) . .
,.'...

Purex Corp. (Bleacher)

..Rufus Rhqades.^.'. ... iir.r. ...:;'.Sppts :

. . Raymond R. Morgan. ;. .V< Hours

. . R. H. Alber . . . . . . ; . . . ^ . . . . . . .Full Hours
.. Ruthrauff &. Ryan. . . . . . .Announcements

.
:

. Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt. . . .• > .% Hours
.'; Jos. Katz. ... .; . . . . .. .

.

,\Announcements
. Young & Rubicam . .

.

/Wm. Esty... .........

. . Raymond R. Morgan

.

, . LakerSpjrb-Shurman
. . Athefton & Currier.

.

, Lord & Thomas .

Sawyer Biscuit 'Co........... . . Neisser-Meyerhpff .

.

Sheaffer Pen Co. ; . . . i . .
.'•. .

;

;
; . . Russel M. Seeds . ... V.

.

Union Pacific Railroad-. . ... . . Caples Co. ..'.;.. . . . .

.

. . . ..Spot Broadcasting. . .

.

'> ". .':.
. J. Walter Thompson .-.

Wood Briquets (Presto Logs) . . .Emil Reinhardt . . . . .

.

United
U. S.- Playing Card Co.

. ; .Announcements
. . vArihpuncements
. ... ,

.Participations

. . .Announcements
, , Announcements

Participations

. Announcements
, . . .Time Signals
. . . . . . . . . . .Spots
... . ; . . . .^ Hours
. . •.

«'• ... . f . . SPOtSj
Spots

Network Local
Units Units

8,450 4,647

8,905 5,099

—5,1% —8.9%

Spot Units

: 3,534

1,599

.1%.

Total

. Units

14:631

15,603

-6,2%

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
: TIME LAST WEEk ':.:

::

'

i

(rnciuaed i KFBr., KT.z, koa; KVOO)

.
Store

Bon Marche Dept. Store.

Hub Dept. Store. . . . . . . .

.

Kahn's Dept. Store . . . . . . .

Roe's Dept. Store . . .. .. .

.'

.

city ;.-•;.

. Salt Lake City, . . .

.

. Baltimore ..... ...

•. San Francisco. ....

.

..Salt Lake: City..

Time Purchases
.y* Hours

. . • •••• Spots
. V* Hours

; . . , Announcements

• f • * ». • .» '» A

yy- Chicago,. Nov. 12.
:

Business remains ' on
;
healthy

level in Chicago's radio field. The
transmitters are back to normal after

the. hectic political shpve^arourtd.

Many of the lesser stations got plenty

of -additional sugar through the po-
litical speech-making, particularly on
the local and state elections, but the
major stations gained little from tlie

electioneering. What they got from,
the politicians, they lost oh the com-
mercial kick-offs. . It may total to *

somewhat more coin on. the politics,

especially since the speech-makers
even bought time not ordinarily pur-
chased by audiehce-wide commercial

:

advertisers. But the collections from
political time-buyers are not as sure

'

or; as guaranteed as those from rec-
ognized agencies. Many time .sales

were to political committees which :

may or may not be in existence to-
day, with elections over;

Two NBC stations here, WENR and

.

WMAQ, assert that October hit a
neyr monthly high in spot business,

WENR showing 172% jump over the
same month in 1939, and KMAQ was
up 51%. But much of this increase

.

must be put- down ;

to . the political

chatter. However, both stations are
showing heaithy increases regularly.

:

. Ne\y business around includes
three one-minute announcements
weekly on WGN for Vick Chemical
through Morse International; a series-

of time signal announcements on
WBBM for the Carson, Pirie, Scott
department store, through, the Mc-
Junkin agency. T

.
Stretching the clock as a means of

squeezing in more potential commer-
cial time continues in this sector,

with WMAQ, the NBC-owned red
outlet here, moving its opening time
up, to 6:15 a.m. starting Nov. 18; For
some time the station has been open-
ing at 6:45 In the morning.
WMAQ is the second 50 kw. out-

let in Chicago to move its opening
time up. WGN,- the Chicago Tribune
etherer, recently boosted . its schedule
get-away 5:30 dawn to add a full hour
of corn to the farmers for Consoli-

dated Drug. Products.

New half-hour for WMAQ will be
a farm service period tagged 'Agri-

cultural News and Views', handled by •..

Everett Mitchell, who is regularly on
the NBC Farm and Home Hour;
First 15 minutes of the time will be
devoted to crop and livestock reports

and other info strictly for the plant-

erg and breeders. Second/half will

try a little disked music along with
general time and weather data;

,
;

|

Nov. 9 Compared to Nov. 2 (

Network Local National Total

Units Units Spot Unit* Units

9,800 6,922 11,111 26,333

9,710 5,969 11,331 27,010

+0.9% 4-0.8% —1.9% —0!7%
(Included: W15BM,: WENR. WGN, WIND.

WJJD. WLS, WMAQ)

ALTSCHULER REFEREES

WJBK'S 11 TONGUES

, Detroit,. Nov. . 12. 7
WJBK which sells beer in Polish,

soap in Greek, Coffee in Yiddish and :

other assorted products in other as-

sorted languages, has brought in.

Stanley . Altschuler from Cleveland
[

to act as chief referee and censor
between the 11 language groups us-

ing the station. In a polygot town
like Detroit the cables from Europe
cause plenty of emotional disturb-

ance which WJBK has to artfully

sidestep, so that it does not . become
entangled as an organization.

WJBK has a strict ban against the
mention

;

over the air of any contro-

versial question of European doings.
:

This extends even to a prohibition

against publicity for any. gathering
in Detroit arranged by a foreign .

group. . y-/ .
•

•:'••' ••

Station specializes, as did Altschu-
ler on the old WJAY in Cleveland, in

furthering Americanism among : the \

immigrant groups. Programs are
punctuated on WJBK with such
patriotic endings as 'The American
Creed' or 'Pledge to the Flag.'

v
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Kay Kyser Sees Tight None of Leaders' Business-^

Fred Waring Mum But Optimistic—Inaction

Chafes Some Dancemen

CITY GIVES IN

:• -..'By ABEL GREEN .,

Through the medium of the band-;

leaders': 'fan clubs' the public will

be brought very vividly; into the

broadcasters vs. ASCAP battle, if

Abe Lyman and others who think

his way have, their say, Lyman called

.meeting : yesterday afternoon"

- (Tuesday j at; the Hotel New Yorker,

. where he is regularly employed, for

the purpose of effecting a showdown
on the issues, which, the maestros

feel, is not only putting them in the

middle, but bids fiair to possibly put

them out of business.

This is the second bandleaders'

meeting, since a committee is already

; in existence - under chairmanship of

'Fred Waring, as result of the three

meetings called over a month ago;

by Russ Morgan, at which: time it

was decided to : let the matter rest
" the hands of ,a -group of: leaders

.including Waring, Eddy Duchin,
Meyer .Davis,"."Ben Cutler; and Nat
Shilkret. However, it was agreed
that' both bandleaders' committees
form a coalition and, in merged form,

work for the common weal.

A Bad Situation

- Lyman's reason for his own meet,
ing was predicated on the premise
that if the admen should suddenly

discover, they can do without ASCAP
and can successfully merchandise
their: wares solely by script shows,

it just ; about mean's "fcp.' for some
individual careers. Maybe it is wise

for leaders to remain neutral

throughout, Lyman concedes, or,

contraiwise, to. get the American
Federation of Musicians, into ; the

fight, although ASCAP has ex-

pressed itself as prefering no AFM
intervention "and James C. Petrillp,

union pfez, has not been heard from.

!

But, regardless of the right ways and •.

means Lyman is restless, under in-

action.
" The 'fan clubs' figure as a wedge
to remind:. ASCAP and the: broad-
casters alike that 'both music ' and
the air belong to the public/ and not
to any. vested: interests.

• As a maestro, Lyman's personal
attitude is that the accumulation of

quarter-of-a-century of music (as

contained irt ASCAP) cannot be re-

placed, '

either, for ; the dead ,but im-
mortal Herbert,. Foster, Gershwin; et

el., or the living Kern, Berlin. Friml,
Romberg, et al. As a specific In-

stance of immediate damage, . Lyman
points to the deal his hotel, the New
Yorker, has with NBC on sustain-
ings. Lyman closes, there Dec. 19.

Pretty soon all . chain sustaining pick-
ups will mandatorily have to drop
ASCAP music in favor of PD's
(public domain) or 'other' non-

:

ASCAP music' (meaning, in part,
BMI times ). However, his hotel pays
an ASCAP license and Lyman can
perform anything he pleases so long
as it's not radioed. However, for,

the next, few weeks it may mean an
investment of : some $3,000 in or-
chestrations which, after Jan. 1, if

there is no contract, could become
worthless. ;

-
Yesterday's (Tuesday)

session also endorsed : adman Frank
Hummert's attitude in squawking to

the FCC. • .;.

".

: The: feeling by the interpretative
artists persists that 'while we're all

getting the jitters, there'll be a deal
made before the deadline'.

Say the Maestros

Eddy Duchin observes, 'Both ra-

dio and ASCAP." need each other'

Phil Spitalhy thinks, 'radio, can't get
along without -ASCAP music' Fred

.
Waring observes that while the
leaders' sympathies are more or less

openly with ASCAP, if only be-
cause of their libraries, he of course
must abide by a promise not to talk
for publication, since that was a con-
dition of ,his. parleys with the Na-
tional- Assn.; of ; Broadcasters. War-
ing .expects an answer from Neville

' Miller, NAB prez, momentarily, and
feels that his committee is making
real progress to bring both factions
together.

Kay Kyser has the most to say
about it. For one thing, he already-
auditioned a non-ASCAP type of
show two Wednesdays! ago which
has been recorded for Ed Lasker
(Lord & Thomas! and George Wash-
ington HIU (Lucky Strike) but he I

has., hp. report as : yet on. their re-

action. 7 * '/[.. ;
'

"

To begin with,: NBC told Kyser
that in the past three years he's- been

on the air, Kyser put 735 questions

that didn't hinge on ASCAP music.

Ah analysis of his scripts shows that

there are an average of 22-25 quer-

ies by the Musical Professor "to the

stuh-dents. Multiplied : 52 weeks a

year .for three years,: that's some
3;500 queries. ..

: What Kyser emphasizes, therefore,

is, not a total indifference to the.

music-radio scrap, because there's

no disputing his job would be made
Easier by free use of . all music, but
that essentially 'it's none of our
business; by our 'I mean the band-
leader. It's a battle between ASCAP
and the broadcasters.

. 'Furthermore, if radio decides to

get along without ASCAP Til tell

you what I've told the other leaders;

whether they like it or hot .after

Jan. 1 we will all be playing' 'Jeahie

With the Light Brown Hair' or
Strauss waltzes : or a non-copyright
arrangement of 'La Cucaracha,' and
the battle won't be so tough. Be-
cause we ..would all be competing
oh common footage; not as if one
leader had ASCAP music and I had
to get along only with BMI or PD
tunes. .' '"

,. ,' •

'On this non-ASCAP audition pro-
gram I had two schools of thought.
One was to put everything; into it

and make one boff program, or sec-
ondly, just to strive for art average
program, one ' that we would main*
tain a good/ pace with, each and
every week. We took the latter, re-
prising some of the 735 questions
that the NBC people, mentioned to
me. So if Tm asking about Annie,
I'll skip 'Annie Doesn't Live Here
Any More' and use either 'Annie
Rooney' or 'Annie Laurie,' and:
achieve the same thing.'

Guy Lombardo, current at the
Hotel Roosevelt, V. Y,, is another
maestro who can see both sides of
the fence, although admitting, un-
der direct query, that 'it will be aw-
fully hard for a band like mine, or
in fact any band, to get along with-:

out ASCAP music/ He added: 'I

sure would love to see it settled/ It's

true that perhaps the . broadcasters
pay for a lot of music that they dpn't
use, although it's always there under:
the ASCAP licensing for usage at
will, and -from the Society's view-
point you can't blame it for wanting
a big price for its very valuable col-
lection of copyrights.
'On /the other hand my sponsor

(Lady Esther) renewed us as of Dec.
15, so it's certainly hot scaring away
the advertisers, at' least not, ours.'
Some 30 maestros attended Ly-

man's powwow.

St. Louts. Symphony Wlni Comoro,

mise on Opera House :

St. Louis, Nov. .12. :

The St. Louis symphony orchestra

has started its 61st consecutive sea-

son after having won a victory from
city fathers over the rent of the
opera, house in the municipal audi-
torium. .Last spring the two-year
contract for the use of the opera
house for which the music- backers
paid $15,000.'and $10,000, respectively,
expired. The city demanded a new
three-year contract at •', $15,000 per
annum. The execs of the symphony
balked. After a lot of .chatter the
city receded from its original stand
and asked for $12,500 with two cuffo

cohcerts during each year of the
contract. '

*

:

v
.

*

'.

^

Again the symph execs, thumbed
down the proposal; After several
weeks of silence on both sides the
Board of Estimate and Apportion-
ment .capitulated and inked a three-
year contract at $12,500 per annum
—with no cuffp' cohcerts.

COMBINE BASKETBALL

WITH LOPEZ BAND

Vincent Lopez has been booked f6t
the Sunday night Series of basket-
ball games at the Royal Windsor Pal-
ace, N. Y., starting Nov. 10.

Games are played by teams in . the
American Professional Basketball
League.

Harry yon Tilzer and Harry Von
Tilzer Music Publishing Co. may not
take the depositions of Jerry Vogel
before trial until such time as the
plaintiff has been examined.:; This
ruling was handed down yesterday
(Tues.) by N. Y. Federal Judge Mur-
ray Hulbert, who found that taking
of depositions before trial . had
crossed on the same day, but the de-
fendant's plea Was in a half hour be-
fore the plaintiff sought to take
Vogel's depositions.

Action involves the rights to seven
songs, 'Down on the Farm,' 'I Want a
Girl Just Like the Girl Who Mar-
ried Dear Old Dad,' 'All Alone,1

'Summertime,' 'I'll Lend You Everyr
thing I've : -Got Except My Wife,'

'When Harvest Days Are Over, Jessie
Dear,' 'I Love, I Love, I Love My
Wife, But Oh You Kid.'

Plaintiff claims it acquired the
songs from 40 to 28 years ago, se-
cured renewal : rights* and the de-
fendant is threatening publication;

A counter-claim asserts the songs
belong to Vogel and asks it court
ruling.

Eli
.
E; Oberstein was ordered.

Friday (8) to ' either serve a bill: of
particulars within 10 days on Glenn
Miller -and the RCA Manufacturing
Co., or be precluded- from giving
evidence at the trial of the action;
Supreme court Justice Isador Wass-
ervogel in N. Y.' Friday (8) ordered
the particulars.

Oberstein is suing Miller for $150,-
000 and RCA for- $250,000, ; claiming
breach of a recording contract
whereby Miller on Feb; 27, 1839,
signed a contract with Oberstein,
agreeing to record 48 selections for
him. Plaintiff claims that in April,
1939, RCA signed .Miller to . a« con-
tract calling for 36 records, and Mil-
ler subsequently refused to go
through with his original agreement.
RCA for its answer .filed a counter
claim against Oberstein asserting
that its former employee, while still

in its employ, signed- its artists to
personal cohtracts, and while on the
road for it, charged Victor for many
compositions by composers, all of
whom were non-existent, and ac-
tually were Oberstein'* stooges.

AULD JOINS GOODMAN
Abandons Formation of . Orchestra

of Hla Own '.-•.

Georgie Auld, .tenor saxist who
took over the Artie Shaw band wheh
Shaw stepped out of the business
last year, joined Benny Goodman's
band last. week. He replaced Sam
Donahue, who shifted over to Sonny
Burke;- an 'outfit 'sponsored' by
Goodman now. at the Rbseland Ball-
room, Brooklyn. ;/•:"'

' Auld, a star player, ,was\oh the!
verge of securing backing for a new
band of his own, but it fell through
just before he joined Goodman. He
also had been offered an opportunity
to rejoin Artie Shaw. His salary in
his present spot will vary with the
work Goodman takes. •Latter re-
cords and plays only three or four
pne-nighters a week at the most.
Auld will become part of Goodman's
sextette, uppirig it to seven men.

Lud Gluskin directing the music
for 'They Met in Argentina' at RKO.

(Week ending Nov, 9, 1940)

•Only Forever ('Rhythm on the River'). ., ......

Ferryboat Serenade . . ........ ...... . . . . . . ... ...

God Bless America . . . ....

Blueberry Hill

Trade Winds .

.

l^flybe • • • * • * • • • ••• • »• • • • • • « • »

•

;
« « * * •

•Our Love Affair ('Strike Up the Band'),.. . .... ......

Shout, I Am an American . . .v . ...... . ..;,..:. .

.

;

. ^flfc :,Th.re© : • • « • •*•>•»*.^ • • • -i • .» • • • • • * • ^ • • • • • ^ *. * » •-• •

,Hc s : Uncle • • • •* • • » .• * • ? • ,•> • • > • •> •.»'•.• •.• #*.» * ..

Down Argentina Way ('Down Argentine Way' ) , . . . .,

.

•Two Dreams Met ('Down Argentine Way') . . . ......

Call of the Canyon .

There I Go
Now I Lay Me Down to Dream. .. ...

.

i -

.
'• ... .... ... . • . « . .*.

.

... ^ . i . . . • .... . ... .'. i '. • «

.... i

.

. ',
. Santly -

• •:•:; i . . Robbins
• ••••..Berlin

• • • . . .Chappeli
....... .Harms :

• • •
:

. •Robbins
• 'i.. ... .Feist
.......M-M
....V..M-M

;BVC
. .;•••:.

. .Miller
....... Miller

. .......BMI

..• • >; . .Remick

Filmusictil.

Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of Current tunes on
NBC (WEAF and WJZ) and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
Monday- through Sundayr (Nov. 4-10) . Total represents, accumulated
pefforwiarices on the tiuo major networks from Q a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol:*
denotes film song, f stage musicals, all others are pop. Parenthetic numeral
after the title

,
indicates how many weeks the song has shown up in these

listings. .

' '

.

" ....''

• ' \ ^- -:. "• GRAND
TITLE PUBLISHER TOTAL

Dream Valley (3 )......... . . • . . • • - < . ... • Feist . .

,

There I Go (15), . ... . . .v .:. . v/: . . . . . .... . . . . . . . BMI . . .

Practice Makes Perfect (14)^. ; . . ...BMI ....

We Threes (8) ... .

,'
: .

.

:

. . . .. . ....... ; . M-M ; 1

.

Ferryboat Serenade (10) . . . . ..... . ... . . . . . . v . ......... Robbins

'

Same Old Story (15) .:. . .... .
...

':. . . ... . . : ...... BMI
So You're the One (3)..........;.....

. .......BMI
Trade Winds (14) . , ; ; ; . •. . V . . . ; ; . . . . .... . Harms
Maybe. (15). . . . . . .., . . . . . . ... Robbins
I Give You My Word: (7). . . . .......... . . .v. , .... . BMI
Our Love Affair (9) . . .*Strike Up the Band. . . . ; , , . . . . Feist .. ;

!

A Million Dreams Ago (i0) . . i . . . . . . ..... . . .... ; .. .. .. ABC
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square (4). . .; . . ..... . S-B . .

.

Now I Lay Me Down. to,Dream (9) , : . . .:. ;;. .

;

.-.

.

Remick
Two Dreams Met (4). .

. •Down Argentine Way. . , . . . Miller
You've Got Me This Way (2). . .*You'll Find Out,
He's My Uncle (2). ; . . : . . . .

.

Rhurnboogie (ID... "Argentine Nights . ... . , . .-.
.

.

I'd Know You Anywhere (1) . . . •You'll Find Out

.

Let's Be Buddies (1). .-. tPanama Hattie. . . . .

,

May ! Never Love Again (2). . i . . . . ; ... : .V

Moon Over Burma (2 ) . . ,>Mo.oh Over Burma , . .

.

Great Day Manana (1) . . .fHold On Your Hats . . .

.

falling Leaves (1). ...... . . . . . ; .:. . . . i . . . .

.

Only Forever (11) . . . *Rhythm on the River. . .

.

Yesterthoughts (2) . . . . . . . ; .....

.

Ah Old CasUe in Scotland (2) . . ; . . . . .

Along the Santa Fe Trail (1) . . . •Along SF Trail.

,

Crosstown (10) . . . . . . ......... . .

Five o'clock Whistle (1) . . . . . : . . ; . . . . . . . . ...

.

I Hear a Rhapsody (2) : . . . . . .-. . ; ; . :

.

• * « • •

. . BVC
..BVC
Leeds:

. . BVC .v. . .

.

..Chappeli

. . BMi . . . . .

.

. .Paramount
. . Chappeli ;

.. Jewel .

. . Santly ; . ;

.

Witmark
. ; Berlin' . ..

. . Harms . .
.".

S-B ...

. . . Advance
BMI ......

36.

35

24
24
23

23

.20

20

19

18

17

16

16

15

15

14
12

12

10

id

10
.10.

10

9
9

9
8
8
8
8

8

Enesco Detained by Naas

Detroit, Nov. 12.

.Europe's tumult still reyerberates
in small places here. The Kalama-
zoo . Symphony Society, has been
forced to alter plans for the feature
of its concert season.. Georges
Enesco,- famed, Rumanian violinist,

who; was to appear as guest -soloist

and
,
conductor, being detained by

the Nazi invaders..

The society is lining up Jose Iturbi
to take his place.

'HEAD BENEATH A ROSE'

ACTION IS SETTLED
Suit of Villa Moret, Inc., and

Robbins Music Corp., against Jerry
Vogel Music Co., Inc., was settled
and; discontinued Thursday (7) in
the N.

:
Y. federal court. Action

sought an injunction; accounting of
profits and damages, claiming the de-
fendant since 1926 had been infring-
ing, on the plaintiffs', song, 'Lay My
Head Beneath a Rose,' by publica-
tion of it.

"'

Song was written in April, 1908,
by Grant Falkenstein and W. Madi-
son who assigned it to' Villa Mpret in
^926, which in 1938 granted Robbins
the

. mechanical rights including
phonograph records, transcriptions,
television, etc., to 1944.

Music Notes

Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
cleffed :f 'Buenos Noches' for Alice
Faye in 'The Road to. Rid' at 20th-
Fox.

Dave Biittolph handling the musi-
cal score on 'Chad Hanna' at 20th-
Fox. :

:' '- >'•'
• v.

: '.

;

Heinz. Roemheld is cleffing back-
ground music, for 'The Lady With
Red Hair' at Warners.

Ralph Ralnger and Leo Robin
wrote four ditties for 'Tall, Dark and
Handsome' at 20th-Fox. Songs are
'Oh, Ma, I Done It Again.' 'Wishful
Thinking,' 'Alive and Kicking' and
'Did I Have Fun.'

Charles Green, head , of Consoli-

dated Radio Artists, denies that CRA
has any intention" of. stepping out of

the band agency picture because it

has during the past several months
dispensed . with the booking con-

.

tracts it held on a number of bands.

Claims that the reason such bands

as. Don Bestor, Les Brown, etc., were

given or bought releases from CRA
so easily is that his auditors had in-

formed him that bands qf that type

was costing the agency money to

book. It was difficult keeping .'em

working steadily enough to repay

the agency, for the effort and .expense

pf securing them. jobs.

In the cases of Russ Morgan ,
and

Jart Savitt, whose cohtracts were

sold them and they shifted, to Music

Corp. of America, Green claims that;

.

he made more money by selling, the.,

leaders their CRA agreements than

if he had held them. Explains that

he couldn't have
.
made f.s

;
'mu

,

cl
!

i ^
commissipnis from each band, for the

duration of their CRA contracts, as

he did in selling them back to the

respective leaders. He received $15,-

000 for Morgan's agreement and $25,-

000 for Sayitt's.

Green says his outfit can make
more money with bands like Blue

Barron, Gray Gordon, Tony Pastor,

Richard Himber, etc., bands that can

be kept moving without top expen-

sive selling jobs. Himber is cur-'

rently at the Chatterbox, Mountain-

side, N. J., and Dec. 21 opens. f°r

four weeks at the Edgewater Beach

hotel, Chicago. '', ' ••••

Another indication that CRA is

.

:

hot folding, he points out, is that he

has just renewed leases on both his

New. York headquarters and the of-

fices of his Chicago branch. Latter

lease includes additional space.

Jack Owens, radio singer, cleffed

'You Didn't StealThat Kiss,' to-be

published by Broadcast Music, lac.

1
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.- Feeling of .
optimism In connection with the controversy .between

the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers swept
through the music industry during the latter part of last week. Word
had got around- that things must be beginning to break ASCAP's way.

J

What these things were seemed to be clothed , in much mystery. •

Information, also was passed around among ASCAP members that the
networks were having a tough time to keep some ad agencies in line

'

and that despite the various moves made by the webs to wean ASCAP
music off their facilities preliminary ;to a complete break Dec. 31 there:'

were definite signs that, radio and ASCAP spokesmen will be sitting,

around a negotiating table by Nov. 23. > .: ,

Same sources intimated that the networks had got themselves badly
jammed up in Washington as a result of their financing of Broadcast
Music, Inc., but that this monopoly angle would play ho part whatever
ih any. negotiations between the networks and ASCAP. The^.Sbciety,

it was further, suggested, would not extend any support in this Wash---
.ingtori move but proceeds to work out peace terms as though radio's

publishing setup did not exist. :
',;

Meariwhiie ASCAP is taking stock of. all the groups and quarters
that would come to its support in the event a showdown does take
place Jan.' 1. ASCAP claims to have received letters from consumers

:
leagues, pledging themselves to aid American composers in every way,

: possible to prevent the networks from keeping their music off the air.'

Many Rumors of United
States Government Taking
Interest in Radio - Music
Feud From Different Points

.' of -.. View-r-But Cpnfirma^

tion of Such Intentions Is

Lacking '•*.

RCA Manufacturing Corp. won
over the Columbia Recording Corp.,

' Columbia Phonograph Co., and Times

. Appliance 'Co., decisively last Thurs-

day (7), . when federal Judge Vincent

L. Leibell in N. .. Y. upheld . RCA's
complaint, and denied the defend-

ants' request to strike out portions

of the actions^ It had been claimed
that certain, paragraphs were imma-
terial and impertinent; in character..

Action . claims"... that Columbia;
through the issuance of 'Red Label
Records,' starting in Sept., 1939, was
infringing on RCA's trademark, and
an injunction, accounting of profits

arid damages are being sought.

.
Columbia had sought to strike out

three portions of the complaint which
stated that it had hired away five or

more key- men of RCA's during the
• past year and placed them in ex-

ecutive positions at Columbia, had.

started out to divert the good will.

- of
. RCA's to itself; and had induced

artists who had previously been ex-:

clusively Victor '.'artists,- to sign

With it .. ,- .

RCA had claimed that these state-

ments belonged in the complaint, as

.
it showed the intent to work in on

. RCA's good will,: and also showed a

set course of action. In deciding
the issue, Judge Leibell agreed with
RCA, stating that 'the claims of un-
fair competition and trademark in-

fringement are inseparable.' Co-
.
lumbia's application was denied in

toto.

Suit is the outgrowth of the' price
cutting oh classical records

,
by Co-

lumbia, which was almost im-
mediately followed by similar
slashes by. Victor. The red label Or

:
red seal was acquired by Victor in

• 1902 from
. its sister company, the

{ GramaphOne & Typewriter Co. Of

London, and
:
the old Columbia -

fringed by use of a red label on a
celebrity series issued in April 1903
:at. which time Victor took the fight
to the courts and in September of
1903 won the. right to the label, with
Columbia switching to a black and
silver label. No further infringrhent
occurred until Decca was accused

.

by Victor of imitating Its label last'

year. -.
' '•.-',.',,. '"•'-;

Palladium's 306 Week

.
. Hollywood, Nov. 1.2.

Palladium cashed heavily on two
big nights in its

,
opening week and

ran up a gross of around $30,000, In-

augural turnout accounted for bet-

ter than $10,000 and Election Night

added another $7,500.

. Dancery, with 6,500 capacity/ op-

erates at. around $15,000 weekly.. Of

this amount Tommy Dorsey cuts in

for $3,750.

Johnny Messner Breaks
k

Three Years at McAlpin
; .

Three straight years of . air time
fr°m the;McAlpin hotel, New York,
will be interrupted for four months
beginning tonight (Wednesday) by
Johnny Messner's band. Outfit hops
out Mo a one-rnight and theatre
tpur to; cash in on the popularity
bmit .yp by the hundreds of broad-
casts it has done from the spot,
^nam Jones band replaces. Messner

; goes into Loew's - State theatre to-.

, morrow ; (Thursday ). :

'

.
Messner has- * contract with the

McAlpin which allows him to step
out for a tour whenever he feels like

Jack Robbins states the Metro-

Robbins group of music publishers

will re-sigh with ASCAP any day

now. , .

•.

Besides the firm bearing his name,

Feist and Miller are part of the set-

up which/ for a time, was under a

$4,000,000 negotiation by Broadhurst

Music, Inc., to become the nucleus

of that song copyright pool.

ECHOES OF STRIKE

Union In Phllly To Hold Election

Under Its Influence

Philadelphia, Nov. 12,

The Earle theatre strike that was

settled, last month after nearly ten.

months of bickering is expected ^tp

be a main- .campaign issue at: the

elections of Local ;
77, American Fed-

eration of Musicians to be held: Dec.

5 Leading the slate seeking to un-

seat the present, administration Is

Charles McConnell, music contractor

at the Earle. McConnell will oppose

Frank P. Liuzzi, incumbent running

for "re-election. Running for '
.

-

president are Ralph Kirch,: on -the

Liuzzi. ticket, versus Romeo ,Cella,

former president, on the McConnell-

slut6, ' -.
v -'

Contenders for secretary are Rex

Riccardi, incumbent: supporter^

Liuzzi, against Louis Ingbe.r, a Mc-

Connell man. Glen Cpplidge is run-

ning independency. . ;
\

.

Joseph Bossle,/. 'treasurer for the
;

past 20 yearsy .isvunopposed for re-

election. ;
.,- t !..;,t

:

:

, The . factions opposing the Liuzzi

, regime : claimi : that!%e ^terms
.

pri

which: the strike was settled didn t

warrant the costly .months of strik-

ing On the other
,

.hand, Liiizzi s

backers point out that McConnell. is

an 'employer*, man' because of his

long-association with, the Stanley-

Warner company, which operates

the Earle.

SCAN BMI

Engel Heads Broadcast

Music on the Coast

:
.

"' Hollywood, Nov. 12.

-Harry Engel, former..''music pub-
lisher, this week takes over as Coast
supervisor for/ Broadcast Music, Inc.

His aides are Dick Hartman and
Eddie Janis.

Engel has :been with Fanehoh &
;Marco: since- selling -his publishing

firm to Fred Waring, Paul; White-
man, and Guy Lombardo three years
ago.

'•''y' : " Washington; Noy. 12..
:

Several riiore weeks will be re-

quired before '.. the Justice Depart-
ment can decide whether to lay all

its evidence in the music copyright

row ' before a Federal ': grand j ury,

push the long-pigeonholed equity

suit against the American Society Of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

or wash its hands of the Whole' af-

fair. ^'\
:

}

}: ^ :

'•

.

•'/. Persistent rumors, that the trust-

busters are on 'the verge of seeking
numerous indictments are not borne
out; by authoritative statements. No-
body will talk for quotation, but all

Federal officials indicate the Whole
matter is still

.
being investigated.

Best . guess is that nothing " will be
decided until after the present

ASCAP licenses expire and the D.

of J. has a chance to see what hap-
pens in the radio industry's cam-
paign for less , costly royalties.

Lack of manpower has prevented
the antitrust division from reaching
any, conclusion. With numerous
more important (from the standpoint

of the biggest number of taxpayers',

involved and the annual business

volume of the industrial) cases , on
the docket, the D. of J. lawyers have
been' Compelled tp push the radio-

music squabble to one side in. recent

weeks. Only since the first of this

month has it been possible" for the

aides of Assistant Attorney General
Thurman Arnold to devote what they
believe sufficient time to studying

the data already obtained via sub-

peonas, questionnaires, complaints,

and interviews.

It still is anybody's guess what
will happen; There are; roughly, four

courses open to the trust-busters.

First, they: can drop the entire mat-
ter, on the ground that no injunc-

tion or. conviction could be obtained.

Or they can (1) go before a grand
jury and ask indictments of . any
number of parties or (2) request re-:

instatement ; of the present bill of

complaint against ASCAP.; A fourth

possibility, considered extremely re-

mote^Js. the filing of an amendment
to the pending bill or even a com-
plete substitute, broadening the

scope of the proceeding in either in-

stance.

Radio: people are., convinced,,

.' (Continued on page .49

)

' Chicago; Nov. 12.

.. Carnivals and other shows of this

type have been notified by the

American Society . of Composers,
Authors and Publishers thSt .many-'bf

the Carnivals will, shortly: ..be ..given

revised license ratings.:

ASCAP is calling them up for new
ratings and will establish license rat-

ing on a basis deemed commensurate
with the amount of profits that the

carnivals make from the use of

ASCAP' tunes.

U.S. RECORD LISTS

ASSETS AT $178,815

The S. Record .Corp. has filed a

statement of affairs in N, Y. federal

court showing its present assets to

be worth $178,815, of which $100,000

are mothers, . masters and stampers;

$50,000 inventories; and $17,363 ac-

counts receivable.

The record company, which filed a

petition for reorganization on Sept.

5, states, that from Oct. li-Oct. 31, it

received $4,149 in cash, and disburse-

ments for the period were
. $3,947.

The operating loss from July 1, 1940-

Sept. 5, 1940, was $40,396. .

Bobby Byrne band returns to

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,

Christmas Day to stay imtil Tommy
Dorsey opens there Jan. 21. Byrne
concluded a three weeks' stay at the

spot .last night (Tuesday) and' is

followed tonight by Jimmy Dorsey
whom he will replace Dec. 25. Byrne
goes to the Roosevelt hotel, New
Orleans for four weeks opening
Nov. 26.

'

Group of small publishers will

:

meet with • John G. - Paine, general

manager- of the American Society of

Composers,
:. Authors and. Publishers,

this aftern^n (Wednesday) to have

him explain to them what has hap--

peried so far in the Society's con-

troversy with the broadcasting in-

dustry. What spurred this ; meeting '..

was ., the
.
report which reached

ASCAP headquarters that ' Max
Mayer, owner of the Paull-Pioneer

Music Co., has been agitating other :

small publisher members of the

ASCAP into making a concerted de-

mand on the Society for. detailed in-

formation on the situation as 'it.,

exists ... to date between that organi-

zation and radio.

Mayer had gone so far: as to ar-
range for a luncheon-meeting on the ;

subject with several small publish-
ers at the Astor today. (Wednesday ).;

Paine heard .about this proposed
*

gathering and got in touch with,
Mayer. • He assured Mayer that it

was unnecessary for this group to

get off. in a huddle by itself as he
(Paine) would be - glad to meet with
these publishers himself and give
them all the information they
sought. It was then arranged for

the small pubs to ineet with Paine
for lunch in the Rainbow Room and
then repair to ASCAP'S board room
fOr a detailed exploration of ' the
radio situation.

. Mayer explained that his • call to
the small publishers had not been
prompted by anxiety but rather by.

the Society's failure to acquaint the
small pubs with what was going oii

.

as it did the major publishers. While
they didn't have as much ASCAP
money involved as. the latter, the
small pubs, argued Mayer, were as

:

deeply concerned as the big pub-
lishing firms and that ASCAP offi-

cials had erred, in not taking the.

smaller pubs into their/ confidence.

Jimmy 1^

Denoudment to His Quarrel With WOR Over Play-

ing BMI Music

Jimmy Lunceford has straightened

out the tangle he gOt into with WOR,

:

Newark, recently over his refusal to

play Broadcast Music tunes by sell-

ing his catalog of 54 numbers as con7

tained in his New Era Music Pub-
lishing Co. to BMI. As the result of

this deal Lunceford resumes his re-

mote broadcasting, V:
Lunceford quit: the air oh the

ground that he. was unable to con^

form with Mutual-WOR's request

that he include four BMI numbers

in each of his programs. The band-*

man declared at the time .
that

:
the

;

BMI tunes were riot suited to his

style of playing. . Now that,..BMI,,

Lunceford states, owns his catalog

he can do the sort of music, he re-
,

quires.^ . .:.
,•'..•'..

;ir

Vancouver MusiciaR

;
Is a Prisoner of War

" Vancouver, B^ C-. Nov. 12.,

v Harry Hills, former sax man -with

Calvin Winter's .Capitoiiahs,' the

Commodore: and Hotel Georgia or-

chestras in Vancouver^: Is now a
prisoner of war in Germany, ac-

cording ; to word received here. He
was captured when the S.S; Orama
was 6unk by enemy action in the At-
lantic last summer. '.' •

He was. a member of the orchestra

aboard the Jiner.

Edward Ward doing the musical
score, for RKO's 'Mr.,' and Mrs,
Smith/ .>.''"'-'

Canadian Broadcasters

Sympathetic to BJHI;

Own Society Wants Up

Montreal, Nov. 12.

Situation created for Canadian
broadcasters with regard to ASCAP
and BMI is being closely watched
by the. Canadian Association of
Broadcasters, with ; indications that
controversy between • radio stations

and CPRS-ASCAP may eventually
have to be taken to arbitration

courts again next year. Currently
the Canadian Performing Rights So-
ciety, collects a fee of eight cents for
every . set in use in Canada from
broadcasters for the privilege of

using ASCAP music. •• The CPRS
wants the* fee boosted to 12 or 14

cents per set from accounts.
Canadian broadcasters on the

other hand feel that they would like

tb follow the lead set ;by the NAB
and possibly tie up with BMI,

'

though this may be. done only to

.

limited extent because of the Ca-
nadian Performing Rights. . Society
setup here. Suggestions now being
discussed in .brpadcasting circles is

a compromise arrangement whereby
three Cents of every eight should be
set aside for BMI while CPRS would
get. five cents.

Proposed increase to .12 to 14 cents
as demanded by the CPRS,- or any
increase whatspeyerwfor that matter,

will be hotly contested by radio men
ih Canada who . contend they : are
playing ahout 50% less music, due to

preponderance of quiz arid :dralmatic'

programs . on the schedules,, than
formerly.

Voorhees Expands Agcy.
• ^ '

.. Chicago, Nov. 12.

Reginaldv.Voorhees i has ;made . two
additions to his club and general

vaude booking staff, bringing in Bob
Perry arid Herb Mintz;
• Both Perry and .Mintz had pre-

viously been with the local Consoli-

^ted^R^ib/ Artisits ;Offi:ceV
, ;,, , ;

•.:
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Band Reviews

LES BROWN ORCHESTRA (15)
With Doris Day, Ronnie Chase

I if booked right
other orchestra.

relation to the

Glen Island Casino, N. Y. '
|

Griggs is a good sax. player, and

young band is this group that, rates jacks himself lip on a pair of

among the best of the rising outfits, i crutches and moves nimbly around

Well rehearsed and full sounding I the bandstand,, calling off the num-
1

setup interprets smart arrangements, [bets oyer the. p.a.. bending -.an- ear

sweet or warmer, with a maximum for requests,; and giving out with his

of . lift and erithusisam. Given the: feature sessions, .

, .

proper spotting: and push; this bunch -;The... perspnneU pf the^Utfit. m-
should get places; It' has just .fceeriH eludes. Dale Anderson, Sob. Reid,

signed to record for Columbia's Okeh j
Dave Purdue, and £huck pullin, on

label brasses;. Benny Bentfield, Kenny
^ ..Band's most notableE quality lies^^^^^S^^z^l^Stw?^^n^rSS^{ff

i Sof' Bmy^^schf
them written by Brown Ihmiseli. £ ,,nv Thne^ bass in rhvthm

;

v ^ey-re sUmped with excellent .taste ^^^^freddie BrSiiri, and
blending the. four sax. four rhythm, ^ the librarv is eood Art.
three trumpet, three trombone setup ,

the library is goqu. v. A^-
perfectly in ensemble and in the ride-

. -but numbers always.: playing various SLEEPY HAiL GROUP (4)
sections against each other in such a ciro's. Homestead Hotel, Kew Gar-

. way that there's practically never
any objectionable blared Yet it swings
out with a wealth of drive.

:

Section by section there are no ap-'

dens, N. Y.

.

It's a far cry from his recent 16-

week run at the Hotel Biltmore,

i where he had 14 men, but Sleepy
-parent faults. Rhythm S: strong and

: H u likes hi present job. For years.
: dishes o\\i a; solid dancing beat. Saxes

,
^.g , believed in the 'keep working-

are full 4oned, a curved soprano in-,ormula, with the result that he has
^rument

:i

bein? respo

?a?o^?Sh
4nnPc-

0f
Slnrfl^K I

big combinations and small-but, the

J^^i,^!c^fr^n^nSH PO»nt is that' he's played them.- •

t o^g-S!S a?™*?S matter of - musical Effects,^a±^LSnS this: quarters easily the equal of the
are exceptionally .capable .men in

each team,: particularly a trombone
man and the pianist.

Doris Day, good-looking, possessor
of a nifty voice and style, handles
the femme vocal assignments. Ron-
hie Chase, from the trombones,

: others. He's okay. Brown himself
has an easy way of handling himself
Up front, delivering: introes or what-

. ever is: necessary in ingratiating
" style. /

; .;..-

Personnel: Steve Madrick, Wolff
Tayne, Tony Martell. Eddie Scherr,
saxes: Bob Thome, Ed Bailev, Win-
ston Bo*»art, trumpets: Si Zentner,
Ronnie1 Chase, Warren Brown, trom-

v bones, Wm, Rowland, piano: Ed
Julian. ,drums; Johnny Kr>eoner,

.
bass; Joe Petrone, guitar. Wood*

BOBBY GRIGGS ORCHESTRA (12)
Kind's Ballroom, Lincoln, Neb.

Preferring to play it "swingy. or
quit, rather than turn: to the Rotary

v^club oompah, Bobby Griggs has ber

come the exception rather than the
rule in the plains country. His is a

.
. .
line of music geared to ballrooms and
the bigger halls, with no thought of
locations, sd it fits in well, a* change,

average six or sevenrpiece outfit.

The answer is in the men who com-
prise Hall's little group. Hank
Kmen. who plays tenor sax and
shares leads with Hall, recently . was
with Bobby Hackett's swing crew.
He's a standout on virtuosity and
feeling. Sol Breddan played second
piano with Little Jack Little before
joining this unit and bassist Bud
Ladish was with 'Claude Thornhill's
band; On the side, Ladish does ar-
rangements for Ina Ray Huttori and

:

others. ..".'"'.

;
Sleepy Hall plays the original,

electrified banjo, which he intro-
duced on a Rudy Vallee broadcast in.

1936. By means of various dials, he
obtains a number of unique effects.

Playing tremolo on the bass string,
he gets a new; tone color somewhat
like that of a marimba; he is able to
simulate a muted trumpet; a harp, an
organ, and a Spanish guitar.

. With slight variations, Hall's com-
pact, little crew plays its numbers in
brie of two routines. Generally, only
choruses are rendered, the routine
being two - choruses each of four,
tunes segued.
Hank Kmen usually leads the first

chorus, with Sleepy Hall takijig the

From BING CROSBY'S
* '/' Paramount Picture, "Rhythm on the River'*

The Number One Song From Coast to Coast

By Johnny Burke and James V. Monaco.

A Great American Ballad

CAN'T GET INDIANA OFF MY MIND
By Hoagy Carmichael and R. De Leon

A Human Interest Song. Hit

GOODNIGHT MOTHER
By David; Bryan and Lawnhurst

Three Swell Novelties!

I JUST WANNA PLAY WITH YOU
*****

A Littc Touch of Gaelic

WHAT'LL I DO IF I MARRY A SOLDIER
(Tush-doo woggle-oh-toog-m-de-shin)

WHEN PADDY McGINTY PLAYS THE HARP

TWO SONGS IN PREPARATION

Bing's New Feature

ARE THE ONE
By Carrol Carrol and John Scott Trotter

One of. Ray Noble's Best

(That Little Swiss Isle)

, INC.

first eight or 16 bars of the second
refrain, the remainder being melo-
died by either Kmen or Ladish.
Because of the hovel banjo colorings,

dullness is avoided. .-,

Another formula is to give, a tune
a complete workout, as is. done oc-

casionally on 'South American Way/
and 'Song of India,' When this is

done, a full 10 minutes might be
spent on a single number, with each
of the boys taking real rides./1

:

An important advantage of Hall's

smaller outfit over his larger orches-
tra, is the. ability of the boys to jam
any request, since they play entirely
from memory, or simple lead sheet.
They are at home in this intimate
atmosphere and can s'tayiet the spot,
indefinitely. That saving on arrange-
ments is ah inducement to do just
that, too, for Hall left the : Biltmore,
N. Y>, date $2,000 poorer than when,
he started, due largely to the need of
cpstly specials. .'""'.'

JACK SHERR'S ORCHESTRA (6)
Fountain Lounge,
Hotel Roosevelt, , New Orleans
Jack Sherr six-man combination

opened in swank
.: spot : and scored

nicely with intimate type of dansapa-
tion. Sherr; graduate of Meyer
Davis, is practically a One-man band
in himself. Besides conducting he
performs on the accordion, .piano,
saxophone, flute, piccolo and clarinet.
The remainder of the" sextet also
proye versatile, particularly in Vocal
interludes.
Ralph Napoli is the guitarist of the

band and one of the better vocalists;
George Flores massages the drums
and likewise warbles suavely,, while
Norman Small arid Sid Prussiri,
saxophonists, contribute the novelty
songs. Sam: Mined is the pianist of
the outfit and tickles, the ivories
adeptly when Sherr. isn't .taking over
the keyboard, temporarily.

•The band is small but ample for a
room of this size. Its dance rhythm
is solid. Liuzza.

JAY McSHANN'S ORCHESTRA (12)
Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb.

Pianist Jay McShann heads fast
moving young: coljbred band. Has
bounded forward far enough to go
on records before the year-end.
For the dancer, McShann offers a

clearly defined variety; of easy-to-
step-to tunes. For the listener, : he
has some excellent arrangements on
pop numbers arid many, originals.
For the watcher, tie sports a colorful
rhythm section, and several special-
ists in the other sections. McShann,
although technically the leader,
seldom permits himself away from'
the piano, and his rhythm trio is his
pride. Other than McShann, it in-
volves a fast slapping bass-player,
Gene Ramey,; and. Gus,Johnson, an
expert, drummer. To stop a crowd in
front of the bandstand, all McShann
has to do is call a rest for reed arid
brass arid cut his rhythm three loose.
Saxes are a nice collection, and in

the several- sweet tunes, : stand in
nicely. They're headed by William J.
Scott, who is arranger and composer
of the originals used by the^pand;
Bob Maybane, Charlie Parker," and
John Jackson. The brass foursome
takes in Joe Baird, Orville Minor,
Harold Bruce, and Bernard Ander-
son. Bruce is the; topper iri the color
bracket and has an iron lip. .,'

For songs, which are not the
weighty department, Joe Coleman
doesn't k.o., but satisfies.
Ballrooms are the speed for Mc-

Shann, mostly because his outfit
would be unhappy if it had to sup-
press tendencies for musical cutting
up, arid haul back on volume. His
music is mostly for dancing to, not
much for the listener arid the on-
looker. Therefore, the big halls are
his forte, and he should be able to
take care of himself in any of them.

Art. :

III tt.Ttf f ffff V" ' '
'. V ft t t II I M M MuT

Lanny Ross «Whisperinf'—*'Mo6nll|fht and Roses' (Victor 26784)
Lanny Ross selected a pair of sure tunes for his debut on popular Wait

The two are; delivered in fine style arid voice, the second slightly better
than the first.. ^Moonlight* is his

i

theme. It's, handled in slower tempo than
the accompanying standard and stacks up as more likable.

/ ; Ella Fittrerald 'Five O'clock Whistle'—'So Long' (Decca 3420)
Fitzgerald's vocal on the rhythm side puts it in a top drawer. 'Whistle' is

the type of tune that demands a good vocal which is what makes this
cutting a best.. Other bands have done better instrumental jobs, but the
Fitzgerald band provides plenty adequate backing. Coupling forms good
contrast. It's a ballad done at extremely slow tempo. Up to her usual high
standards, the singer's vocal occupies the entire side.

Tommy Dorsey 'Make Me Know It'— When I Saw You' (Victor 26786)
The first side cart be classed as one of the poorest attempts by Dorsey

in some time. An original instrumental it runs off as a monotonous couple
of minutes not worth bending* an ear. Near the fade it slips into blarey,
brassy work that convinces it would sound better in two pieces. The
arrangement Of the other side is anything but outstanding. Its only points
are a Dorsey trombone solo arid Connie Haines' vocal; \

''.«' '..'.

Will Bradley 'Rock-a-Bye Boogie —'Scramble Two' (Columbia 35732)
• Another in the string of boogie-woogie tempo stuff the Bradley band has
been concentrating on of late, 'Rock' is a sock job. it's almost spbtlessly

played arid the tempo caught makes it attractive turnout. Trumpet, trom-
bone, piano solos, all sock,- enliven it. Iri regular tempo the reverse; is

equally .sparkling. Plainly relaying the band's lift arid drive the: original

fare is studded with brisk breaks. • \

Gray Gordon 'Cuttin' Class—'Autumn on Campus' (Bluebird 10897)

. First side shows up a Gordon band that has changed its spots in the last,

couple of months. Instead of exclusively -tick-tick tempo the band is warm- :

irig up. . 'Class' is a sizzling thing that winds up as a wild trip, to nowhere,
however. It has the idea, but the execution ' open to improvement in

several departments. Nevertheless the outfit has taken long strides for-

ward. ; Outfit reverts to its sweet style on the coupling, delivering nice,

work iri ensemble and behind Art. -Perry's good vocalf There's a long sax
solo and a glee club inning by the band that sounds neat.

Woody Herman 'Frenesl'—'Sons of Old Hawaii' (Decca 3427) .
•

'Frenesi' has been tried in many different tempoes and styles/ but few
pack the wallop of this version.' At slow tempo which allows the leader's

vocal style full sway and enables him to interpret the lyrics with feeling,

the side is new arid glistening approach. Barid's. modulated- accompaniment
rates a nod. Reverse is also strong at almost the same tempo. Herman's
vocal, again stands out of a smooth' interpretation of the Island tune.

Electric guitar takes an appropriate break; r

BARRY WOOD SHIFTS

Radio Singer From Columbia To
;;' Victor Label

Tony Pastor 'Let's Do It;—'Ready, Get Set, Jump' (Bluebird 10902) :

Pastor's vocal, occupying, almost the entire side, twists this Cole Porter
tune into a weak bit of wax. His style doesn't fit it. Too, the reverse has

little merit. .It's a monotonous arrangement of an original arid never climbs

out of the ordinary except for the leader's sax break. There, are others ori

piano and trumpet. \ '

'

)

Russ Morgan 1 Hear Music'—'Dancing on Dime!1 (Decca 3419) ;

Morgan's arrangement of 'Music* is. a light and appealing way of handling

a tricky tune which can. easily go awry if hot
\
treated right. There have

been several tries at it, few as capably worked out as this. At a slow^

lilting tempo, it shines. Jimmy Lewis does" the vocali: Coupling, is an aver-

age treatment of a pop. Carol Kay does the lyrics.

Artie Shaw 'Special Delivery Stomp'—'Keepln' Myself (Victor 26762)

Shaw's Gramercy Five, not his full band, is on these two. They're solid

turnouts; the first a sizzling fide piece; the second a rhythm job spotlighting

nice work in various breaks. Harpsichord, handled by VIohnny Guarnieri,

is startling in its effect. It adds luster. First drives at high speed and
serves: up some hot clarineting; by the leader, coupled to a harpsichord.

Reverse drifts: along With the same sort of solos and at a rocking rhythm
tempo. It's good. Quintet often sounds like John Kirby's small combo.

BVC BVC • BVC • BVC • BVC BVC

1619 Broadway, New York

Barry .Wood, singer on the Lucky
Strike. Hit Parade, shifts from Co-
lumbia to Victor Records next week,

' one of the flock of changes currently
!
going on between cutting companies.

|

Wood hops frorri the 50c Columbia
I
sides to same price Victors. To''re-'

i place him Columbia takes ori -singer

i

Buddy Clark, who had been on the
- 35c Varsity sides.
I Clark makes the fourth addition

i

Columbia has picked up-' the past
I

week or two - While dropping two of
1
the half dozen or so bands and
singers scheduled to exit from the
Columbia and Okeh labels. . Com-
pany signed Charles; Spivak's outfit
last Week soon after contracting Les
Brown's and Joie Kear'ns'; bands;
Tommy Reynolds and Ray Herbeck

• were the two to go 6ff. Although
r Herbeck's exit; is not as yet definite/
Both were on Okeh. Victor picked

;
up.Teddy Powell's band' for its Blue-
bird labels. - ;

An outstandingpicture score

KAY KYSER
In ffie RKO-Radio Pictun

"YOU'LL F|ND OUT"

Songs by

JOHNNY MEM

'i'D KNOW YOU ANYWHERE"

"YOU'VE GOT ME THIS WAY"
irTHE BAP HUMOR MAN"

"I'VE GOT A ONE TRACK MIND"

"LIKE THE FELLA ONCE SAID"

1 Medical benefit of New York Local
• 802 of the. AFM goes on next Mon-
day (18) at Manhattan Center, N. Y.

:
All bands in the .area will show up
at. the shindig, which will run most
of the night.

\ Alvlno Rey band replaces Glenn
j
Garr's group at the Rustic Cabin, Fort
Lee, N. J., Friday (15).

Sweeping the nation!

By Charles Nawnan and taw Pollack

1619 Broadway
& CONN, Inc.

New Yoik

BVC BVC • BVC • BVC • BVC • BVC •
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Bands at the Boxoffice

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, Is the estimated cover

ctiaroi business being done by name bands in various New York hotels,

Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated; Figures alter name of hotel give

room capacity and cower charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.)

.' Band Hotel .

Eddy Duchin* . . . .Waldorf (500; $1-$1.50). . ....

Ray Heathertbh. . .Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50).. .

.

Sammy Kaye". . i .Commodore (650; 75c-$1.50)

Ray Kinney*... . . .Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50 )..

Kay Kyser. . Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50) . . .

.

Guy Lombardo. . . Roosevelt (5Q0; $1-$1.50); . . .

.

Abe Lyman* . . New Yorker (400; 75c-$L50 )

.

Glenn Miller. .. . . Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)

Tony Pastor. ..;,. .Lincoln (225; 75c-$i.50).;. ; . .

,

•" * • . » •

Weeks
Cover* Total
P»§t Covers

Flayed Week On Date

.. 9 825 9,945

.. 8 200 1,750

V; ; 3 i.675 6,125

v:26 1,375 34,000

.. 2 875 2,725

5 1,150 5,950
•

;

4 1,450 6,975

.. 5 1,825 9,510

6 350 2,900

* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor: show, although the band is the

major draw.. ^

Hughle
drummer,

Kelleher, Johnny Long
in Boston Hospital With

internal disorder. Wally Gordon,

ex-Ina Ray Hutton, replacing. Kel-

jeher will rejoin .when band goes

into Roseland B-.j New York, for six

months Nov. 22.

Charlie Splvak band signed to re-

cord for Columbia Records Okeh
label. Band, currently at Glen Is-

land Casino, N, Y.

liams College gymnasium one night
and Johnny Long's band for an in

formal there the following evening,
during the annual fall .house parties

in Williamstown, Mass., Over the
week end. Dances both nights were
preceded by performances of Cap
arid Bells, dramatic organization^ in

Behrman's 'End of Summer.'

Jimmy Palmer's staying with the

Bobby Byrne band; Two week no-

tice rescinded. Byrne's at Meadow*
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J.

; Alec Fila out of the Bob Chester

band. .
Trumpeter walked off the

stand last week rather than work
out two weeks notice.

Les Brown band put under Gen-
eral. Amusement management by
Joe Glaser, its personal rep. Brown
into Arcadia B., New York, today

(Wednesday). •

Judy Ellington, former Charlie

Barnet vocalist, starts eight-week
stand as single at Leon & Eddie's,

New York, Friday (15).

Emerson Gill orchestra closed at

the. Green Mill, Saginaw, Mich., Nov.

10, followed by Don Pablo.

'

OF PETRILLO BRINGS STIFF

Milton Christian, arid his orchestra

have taken oyer the bandstand at

Club Forest inn, Birmingham, for

the fall season. Jean Hatcher is vo-

calist.-"

D. C. Awaits
.Continued from pace 47

.

Loo Holden's Disciples of Rhythm
replace current Bobby Parks at Vil-

lage Barn, N. Y, Dec. 6, for. four

weeks. .

Gene Krupa band signed for Par-

amount short subject to be
.
filmed

Nov. 19-20 in New York.

Al Donahue , rejoined his band at

Baker hotel, Dallas, Tex.,
.
opening

Friday (8). Leader had been re-

cuperating from an injury to his

back suffered while working with
an acrp act at the Flatbush theatre,

Brooklyn, couple weeks ago.

Harold Aloma and his Hawaiians
Into Hotel Roosevelt's Lounge Cafe,

Pittsburgh, for an eight-week stay,

replacing Sally Jo Nelson and Joe
Cilia's Men of Music. Booked by
Joe'Hiller for CRA.

Frank Adrlnl Four pUfc^eB up for

additional month at Hotel William
Perm's Chatterbox, Pittsburgh, while
his brother Lawrence, with whom he
used to do a vaude act, is taking his

own band to Havana for the winter

Henry Busse was renewed for

three weeks at the . Casa Manana,
Culver City, Cal.

. Jimmy Lnneeford'i orchestra

Played at the formal dance, in Wil-

1

1
and His Orchestra

WEEK NOV. 14
LOEWS STATE
NEW YORK

though admittedly unable to quote

any .responsible source,; that the

Justice Department crew will not

make any move- against Broadcast

Music, Inc.; the National Association

of Broadcasters, and the networks

as long as the Federal Communi-
cations Commission is pondering the

monopoly question. Feeling is based

on the fact that one government out-

fit would not make a move so humili-

ating to another member of the famr
il*

The activities of the BMI promo-
ters still are being scrutinized by
Arnold's assistants. ' Nobody has

been, given a 'clean bill of health,

At the same time, the Justice De-

partment . has. not made up its mind
whether there is anything criminal

_ri: cooperative efforts of music users

to set up an alternative source of

supply. The Industry observers are

positive in their own minds that no

conspiracy charge could be pressed

successfully as long as neither NAB
or the networks exercise compulsion

on their members. While individual

stations and each of the chains enjoy

the right to decide whether to take

out licenses from BMI or ASCAP
or both, it will be Impossible to ob-

;ain an indictment, let along any con-

victions, the radio attorneys insist

Though ASCAP may be the victim

of widespread resentment, nothing

has developed yet to show that the

concerted action amounts to a con

spiracy, it is said in radio quarters;

In the meantime, radio people are

scoffing at intimations from ASCAP
that a per-piece licensing system

still may be worked put. Leaders in

the broadcasters' camp comment tha

;

over a long' period of time, it has

been impossible to; arrange for a

discussion at; which such a "-plan'

might.be mapped out. Even if the

Tin Pari Alleyites make further

gestures, the broadcasters will re-

main skeptical because Of past ex-

periences.

Hartford Cuts Down ^
Hartford, Nov. 12.

Musical diet of 50% ASCAP music

and 50% non-ASCAP (mostly BMI)

has been prescribed for WDRC this

month. :
All WDRC musically pro

grammed shows', including musica

recordings, are .affected.;
r

-

. Last month station; operated minus

25% ASCAP. Expects to be entirely

of the ASCAP diet by^ Dec. 1.

Five piece string ensemble aired

thrice daiiy :
(twice oyer the sta-

tion's
4FM' station has been on

steady BMI diet past month. ^ .

WNBC is expected to continue

with ASCAP to the end of the year.

WTIC is ousting BMI numbers on

it's musical request midnigh show,

'Party Line,' emceed by Bud Rai-

ney.

Orchestra ^
His Livelihood But Petrillo Allows Him to^Fmishl^

.
- stand. Barnet continued at the danc-

State-Lake Week—Consolidated Complete Victor ery and after he left continued to
book his own work. In the rnean- .

time his lawyers had filed suit

against CRA asking for an account-
ing of cash earned by ^Barnet arid

seeking a release, from the 10-year
agreement. Latter contract still has
more than eight years to .

run. .

Cluesmann then followed with the
complaint that cited Barnefs 'de-

fiance' of the union in continuing to

book his own work in the: face of

;

Petrillo's order to recognize the

CRA agreement.

;
Barnet has stated that if his atr«

tempts to release himself from CRA
fail he will break up his band/

;

GRA won an initial victory over
Barnet in N. Y: supreme ;court. Satur-
day (10) when justice William T.

.

Collins struck out four parts of "the

leader's complaint at the request of

Consolidated.

In making his ruling the court die-

.

clared that in its opinion the con-
tract was one of management only.

Therefore sections three, four, 11 and
12 of the action, which did not deal;

with management, were stricken out.

Section three., declared Consoli-

dated to be in the business of con-
ducting an agency and securing en-
gagements fbr vaudeville, and thea-
trical entertainments, and that: the
purpose of the disputed contract was
for. the defendant to secure employ-
ment for the plaintiff. . Section fqur
repeats parts of section three arid

declares, the contract was signed un-
der those conditions. Section 11 'de-

clares that a 20% commission is il-

legal, arid section 12 says that the)

Charlie Barriet's differences with

Consolidated Radio Artists 'and the

American Federation of Musicians

came to a head last week. The AFM
expelled him from membership and

tore up his card. At the same time

he. was- directed by : the union to pay.

CRA $8,529.50 . in back commissions.

It was the most drastic action taken.

by the union against a name band
leader .

-

'years; It removes him
from a position of prominence in a
field in which he had battled for: the
major part of his life to reach that
prominence. ' '_.,.;:'

Barnet's band is currently finish-

ing a week stand at the StaterLake
theatre, Chicago. AFM's action canie
on the day that the band opened at

the house. James C. .
Petrillo, AFM

head, himself served the AFM's ac-

executive board. First, preferred;by
GRA, asked for -the back commis-
sions; which the board ordered Bar-
net to pay within 30 days or suffer

expulsion. Second, also brought by
CRA, was also decided in its favor;

Barnet was told his contract with
the agency, had been declared valid

arid that henceforth, he was to live

up to it. Third, Which brought
about his

.
expulsion, was not of

CRA's making. It was, based pn
charges preferred 'over the name Of

Leo Gluesmann, a member of Pe-
trillo's administrative staff at the
union's New York, headquarters.

Defiance

Those charges .accused; Barnet of
defying Petrillo's order at the - time
Barriet's band started a stand at the
Fiesta Danceteria, New York, last

Sept. 18; - Date was booked by Bar-
net /himself. He had previously de-

tion on Barnet. He came backstage clared a 10-year contract between
at. the State-Lake, called the

i
band

] himself and[the agency as no longer
arid its leader together and served
the decision.: Theatre's operators,

claiming, that the date- was origin^

ally booked by CRA asked Petrillo

to allow Barnet to continue until, the
end of the week. The request was
okayed arid the leader remains with
he- band until tomorrow night
(Thursday)., After that, however, the

, time the leader was to abide by the
men:;irv the band cannot work with

| terms of the contract with : CRA;
arnet on pain of expulsion for

• lemselves.

Decision which made Barnet an
ex-member of the AFM ;was one of
three handed down regarding his

case; by. the AFM. international

in force. On the afternoon of the
start of the Fiesta, date all parties
concerned in the dispute met before
Petrillo.

After hearing; both' sides, Petrillo

decided that Barnet was to be al-

lowed to take his. grievances to a
civil court, but that in the mean-

Legal minds interpret that as a con-
flicting ruling, that no one can
logically and intelligently present a
court argument against an agree-
ment that they continue to recognize. I defendant was without authority to:

The ruling meant that the Fiesta was 'make the contract.

Personal

Management GALE INC. Ne*"
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HURRICANE, N. Y.

.- Henny Youngman, Caroline Marsh,
Maurice and: Cordoba, Jeri McMann,
Maloha, Stanley Girls C5), Edciie

Bush and .Ghiquito Orchs; $1.25

minimum. .

anything . but a flattering setting.

Even during show house light* re-

main on. ."
. -

•''

•
.

-
, .

. Only • newcamors to this, seasoivs

lineup arc* Barbara Long, last caught
at the hew defunct Town Casino, and
Don Baker's' quintet. Miss Long is

a sock songstress wiih. a calisthenics

•complex! Not that..she can't giv». out

Henny .Youngman took up last

Wednesday (6) where Romo Vincent;
left off as chief cornic of this- syn-
thetic corner of Tahiti, ' Vincent i*e r

-

putedly returns, around Xmas time
and Youngman 's rapid-fire delivery,

.

remains till then. It's "a little out of
. . place among the ;

palms, put Young-
man is energetic enough to o.yai'come

the otherwise lethargic atmosphere, i

He has a good. gag for every pne.that !

misses, and that's a pretty good ayet-
age. .

:' ;'. v. :
- V .-

: This show was caught at dinner-;
time, which is tourist-time also, and

. Youngman was up against . a crowd
.

that wasn't hep. and noisy as well:

f. It was a typical chow mein-palacd.
•clientele, attracted by tne Hurri-
cane's. $1.25 mjnimum arid prom isirii

;

talent lineup." The -latter doesn't
•miss.-..:':

'

Caroline
.
Marsh,.... Who replaced

.

Beverly Roberts, a laryngitis, victim;:'
after the opening night, is a.strorigr :

.

and-good-looking vocalist. She fills

the room with an excellent voice i

and neat style of delivery. Jeri Mc- 1

Mann is. a ballet-type: hoofer a la
1

Paul' Draper and looks like a show
bet once he can overcome the femi-

j

nine posturing. : Thai slinky-fitting
[

silk Eton suit only exaggerates , his
distaff side mannerisms and tails or
tux may add a more manly touch to
excellent tapping. :

Maurice and Cordoba's ballroom-
ology. was. a strong; .click" at- this
catching, the fine-looking team de-
livering several routines and a cou-

.

pie of encores, and even then were
virtually forced to beg off. They're
graceful in the straight terping and

; very flashy in the. lifts and twirls.
It's a big-time cafe act. .

'

There are a couple of hula and:
south-of-the-border breaks . in the
show via' Maloha, an educated-hip
swinger, and the five : Stanley girls,

. who mix up slight, acrobatics with
. rhumba rhythms. Eddie Bush's orch
plays the show nicely, with : Chi-
qirito's rhumba crew alternating. .

Schb.

as well as the eyes. Cromwell Sis-

ters (3) do harmonizing effects and
put 'em over, In addition the group
has bassist Bill Smith, who does

comedy tunes, and glee club ar-

rangements which use the entire

band. 'St. Louis Blues/ when caught,

was nicely delivered.
Holmes himself is clean looking

and smartly tailored. He sings oc-

casionally in deep voice, but popular
tunes don't seem to be up his. alley.

Gets 'cm off easily though.
*

. Log Cabin situated some 30

miles above New York, in Westches-
ter County. Its: construction arid

ratis7actdrily when; taking a breather; I decorations account for the name,

but her" singing is definitely second- the atmosphere
.

being entirely rus-

ary to her uninhibited antics. Not: tic. . It's a sprawling spot . with ac-

content .with^-a\inil.d' hu'rhp-ror'' two,
she rip;$ throush'va routine of knee-
bends, nip-ups: .and : acrobatic gyra-
tions that are ws>y

:

out of. this world.
Aside from . militating against her
.yo'cal'Ven'octiv'eijess/- it's, ruinous mike,
technique.

:

'

Baker's , five-man combo gets, little,

opportunity to assert itself, being
limited to single spot, and playing
show under wraps. . When caught,
iis opener. • Russian number, wasn't
iin'pressi ve. Room- has no :

- dance
floor,

comodatioris for 1,500 in two rooms.
'Wood.:

NIXON CAFE, PITT

.'
: Ptttsbtirg/i, Jffov.V9.

Galfi Gaili;. Ashburns (2) . Kollette

and Deane, Bob Carter, Al Marsico
Orc/i; $t couple cover., v

With nitery
,
compctish growing

» , . , . . -. stiffer and stirler locally. Tony Con-
Only standout

:
is team of. George £orti

>

s stin leading the .field in aual
Owens and- Tony' Parker, who have,
more or -. less .carried : . the. joint for
past two years. . Back with a? new-
assortment of spicy sorigalogs, duo
can. just about supply all the. di-
vertissement: need^cV.Ph'tc^ is smart.

ity. of entertainment at his downstairs
Nixon , Cafe. Eiz-has been a bit off

of late, not ' only • here, but
.
every-

where,, on account of* the election
excitement, but instead of scissoring
the budget to conform, which is

:
thc

and so deftly delivered that eyenj usual policy among the downtown
most, risque wordage is inoffensive.
Owens is . comical chap whose
mimicry is a: show in itself.

Bennett - Green, likewise back for
third season, continues to capably
emcee arid contribute an occasional
song. •

.

Jack Reynolds fills the lulls with
his skillful piano improvisations.

' '•• -'
.-::.,

:;
•

"'
'- Lea.

LOGuCABIN
(ARMONK, N. Y.).

Armonk, N. Y„ Nov. 6.
Herbie Holmes Orch (13) with

Nancy Hudson, Cromwell Sisters (3),
Bill Smith. -

MOTHER KELLY'S
(MIAMI BEACH)

.

Miami Beach, Nov. 8.
,

.

Owens and Parker, Barbara Long,
Bennett Green, Jack Reynolds; Don
Baker's Orch (5).

.

Pre-seasbn opening finds Mother
Kelly's entourage little changed from
past years. Spot ' has long been
peddled as atmospheric, much in
same manner as Sloppy Joe's -in Ha-
vana. In reality, both joints com-
bined couldn't produce enough at-

mosphere to ruffle a deb's tresses.

Decor of this room is. particularly
negative, glaring lights- and a garish
neon effect over the .bar providing

- .This stand is Herbie Holmes' first

location shot of any length in east-
ern territory. He's better known in
the midwest. . An unusually con-
structed combination, the band un-
der Holmes' baton stacks up neatly
in its particular style. It dispenses
dance music . and showmanship in
gobs and always seems to be. work-
ing for the satisfaction of the cus-
tomers.
Sweet is the band's line, not sticky,

but rather straightforward stuff that
can be plenty appealing to the type
of patron who looks toward an even-
ing of ankle exercise along with the
liquidizing; Composed? of three fid-
dles, three tenor saxes, two trum-
pets, four rhythm.' and a quartet of
femme singers who are a distinct
asset from any angle, the band, plays
with a. neat lift and earable blend
of instruments despite the unusual
instrumentation. Its arrangements
and tempos are varied, too, with
pleasing , effect. Besides ballads and
the usual run of moderated, rhythm
offerings it comes up with -well-

handled congas, r hu mb as and
waltzes, ' •-. '•

r

Nancy Hudson, • looker, handles
solo vocals and is easy on, the ears

boriifaces; Cbnfortir has kept the
purse strings : open

v;and comes- up
with his best selection of acts of the
year. '

; :

'

- Of course, Gallt Galli could make
any show good. : He's .

apparently
tops among the masters of magic,
and there are customers who come
back night after night just to see

him- work. Works like greased
lightning, has no trouble getting

even the snootiest payees up on the
floor to stooge for him and he packs
into his 15 minutes a full night of

entertainment. His piece de resis-

tance still conies
: when he begins

pulling live chicks out of the pants,
the coat, the shirt, etc., etc., of his

non-pro assistants and nothing tries

to follow this—nothing can.
Nixon has another topflight act in

the dancing Ashburns. Conforti
captured them by a fluke. They were
supposed to have opened short tirne

ago at Ohio Villa, Cleveland, and
when police clamped down on that

spot, they Were without a booking
and came here hurriedly..; Good-
looking couple has class, grace and
sophisticated rnanher,' making every-
thing in their ballroom repertoire

look like a million. Kollette and
Deane (New Acts) are a team of

flashy blondes with good legs they
put to good use.

i v .

Bob Carter, in addition to his vo-

cal chores with Al Marsico band,
still rii.es. pleasantly and clicks

handily in his own spot. He's a top-

notch
v
balladeer. hitting the high

notes- with power arid clarity, and
making tunes like 'Because* do nip-

ups. Marsico has the orch stand to

himself now, Ovandb's rhumba band,

relief crew, having disappeared a

week ago when it became apparent

to Conforti that hi* regular clientele

wasn't going for. the congarhumba,
stuff. Marsico is In his- second year

at Nixon Cafe and has learned what
the customers here go for, and he

gives it to them neatly. In addition*

he's a fave with the performers be-

cause he's the best show band leader

in town. Cohen.

MONACO'S, CLEVE.

Jack Robbins transmuted the film press technique to the *Icecapades'
revue, which he's publishing, by staging a cocktailery in Pittsburgh last
week and will do so again in Philadelphia this week where It's current
Peter deRose and Mitchell Parrish who wrote the- ice: show's tunes ac
companied the music publisher on these exploitation junkets, at the game
time contacting the trade, dealers, band plugs, etc.

Whitney Blake Music Publishers, Inc., has become affiliated with the
Society of European Stage Authors and Composers. Blake recently with-
drew, his applieatiori for membership in the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publisliers which had been pending for sorrie time.

'

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has sold the title and story rights of the sone
'Penny Serenade,' to Columbiaf Pictures. Deal includies unlimited use of
the number. 'Penny', was a best seller a couple years

:
ago. v

Fred Harvey restaurant chain, which extends through the Santa Fe
Railroad system's territory, has expressed an interest in making an ex-
ploitation tieup on a current Warner Bros.' song release, "The Santa Fe
Trail*. Tune is from the film of the same title. Harvey group would like
not oril? to plug the number in its restaurants and dining cars but put
sheet rriusic copies. of 'Trail' on sale at its cashier desksv

an electric organ-piano duet .is neatly
worked up by Dick :Piatt and. Bud
Dimviddie.

.

Specialties are worked around two.
Chadwicks, who add color to slirri

revue with smart rhumbas and spin-
ning: ballroom routines. There's a
feeling of incompleteness about the
show, despite neat doubling in brass,
which calls for the addition of an-
other act to balance it properly.

Putlen.

CURLEY'S, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Oct. 31 .

.

Oscar Bellman Orch (5) , Jimmy
Hegg, ffetiderso«. Trio; C h a r 1 1 e
Bruegge, Ethel Shuttd; no cover or
minimum.

SenMtMBdl "Htf* for School* Football Game»-Pwr«dM or ConcerU!!
Complete Arrg., 75 canto. Conductor Part. 20c All Other P«rU> 10 «-ntt.

TDLOVETOLIVEIN

iOVELAIH)
mmamjmrH agirllikeyou
GreaUst ''C6me>bMkM Song oCthem alir Orch.vWaltz or Swing, 50c each.

On FRED WARING'S "Round Robin"—CherterfieM Program!

At last! a worthy successor to on

hytim Strom and "H.ppy"Jack Tumar. "Hot" Swmf Orch. SO^

The Origmal WILL ROSSTTER

mW.afcJhiwSt OOCAC^a*>FREE! St^A£±

Cleveland, Nov. 9.

Chadtotcfcs (2) , Mortf Ruth Milam,
King's Jesters (7) ; minimum, $1

week-days; $1.50 Saturdays.

Air of slick urbanity and its high
culinary standards have always been
the chief assets of this Pompeian-
styled spot, but its entertainment
policy is far too fluctuating. Although
it has tried everything from society

bands to floor shows and rhumba
outfits, few of them went clickb in a
big way. ,''-::

: It's the type Of austere, high-ceil-

iriged room, that needs a punchy per-
sonality band to warm it up. King's
Jesters as the latest experiment come
closer to filling the bill than majority
of their predecessors. A compact
combo of seven, it has more show-
mahshipi hotter dance rhythms arid
enough variety to rate a long stay at
Monaco's Cafe.
Compared to :Don : Pablo^s spfter

rhumba crew, which it replaced, this
one sounded too robust and swingy
at opening dinner session. However,
the invigorating dansapation is build-
ing up a strong supper trade of
yourigsters who have been passing
up sweeter bands here. Fact that it

doesn't, emphasize rhumbas is.: selling
it big to the regular clientele. That's
not so strange, since they take their
hoofing straight, despite the conti-
nental atmosphere. • , - ,

As entertainers, Paul Whitemari's
three proteges—George Howard,
John .Ravencroft and Fritz Bastow,
who organized the unit—also do well
in puttirig: on; '.a lively show of their
own. Trio- harmonizes breezily, hit-
ting, it off best in slightly corny
ditties of th* 'I Like To Stay After
School' or 'Cousin Fanny' brand.
Also go nostalgic in : yesteryear med-
leys. Mary Ruth Milam lacks per-
sonally bw is okay as a swing song-
stress with a swell wardrobe. Charles
Mikuli doubles in flcTdle solos while-

Bringing Jn Ethel Shutia for a
fortnight's engagement; this intimate
hitery continues its name .policy, in-
augurated With George Givot and
Nick Lucas. Although the spot,
charging no cover or minimum' ah'd
having a reasonable tariff for bever-
ages and food, caters mainly to. the
masses, Miss ; ShuttVs . sophisticated
stuff smashes over. It's proof that
genuine talent's appeal has no lim-
itations.

In this small room, Oscar Bell-
man's five-piece orchestra is plenty
large and does a workmanlike job
playing the show and for dancing.
Jimmy Hegg m.cs' capably and also
vocalizes pleasingly. Aside from
Miss Shutta, the floor show is of
modest proportions, but her presence
spells, a tremendous amount of enr
tertainment in the aggregate.
.
The Three Hendersons, two sien

and a girl, are versatile performers
who combine juggling, hoofing and
balancing in their well-received
turn. Jimmy Hegg has played
numerous engagements in local clabs
arid theatres and he varies his
comedy musical routine only slightly,
if at all, but his act does not seem
to suffer from familiarity and repeti-
tion. He incorporates considerable
amusing business in his Charlie
Chaplin Impression/ demonstrates
eccentric dancing ability and, for a
standout, plays the banjo upside
down. •

..

Miss Shutta closes the show and
left these customers clamoring for
more. Every on» of her comedy
song numbers Is socko, but her
masterly handling of the clever
lyrics gives them added values. She
does 'Darn Clever, These Chinese,'
Madame La Zonga,' George M.
Cohan s 'Indians and Trees-' and a
special-material • song about a girl
Who got sunburned. The last named
lsvsomewhat blue, but not in the least
offensive under the Shutta treatment
They were standing 'em up at the

last show on the second night of
Miss Shutta's engagement. Rees.

KITTY BAYIS AT MIAMI CLUB
Miami Beach, Nov. 12. ;

Deal has been closed for sale
of Belmont Club,, beaches only year-
round nitery, to Kitty Davis, Chicago
boite owner, by operators George
Shelton arid Charley Friedman. New
management takes over immediately.
Joint has been tagged Kitty Davis'

Airport, arid revised decor will fol-
low an aeronautical motif, dining
room representing Miss Davis* con-
ception of a Buck Rogers stratoliner.
Kitty Davis

.
is area's first femme

nitery operator since Texas Guinan
ran the Silver Slipper here in 1925

Al Kavelin, Nov. 15, Oakhill C. C,
Rochester, N. Y.; 16, Ohio U., Athens!
O.; 17, Keith's Root B., Baltimore;
19, Roller Rink, Uniontown, Pa.; 20,

Stambaugh Aud; Youngstown; Q.; 21/
Coliseum B., Lorain, 0. ; 23, Olds
Hotel, Lansing, Mich.; 24, Darisant,

Toledo, <>. . .

Blue Barron, Dec.' 6, Flatbush the-

atre, Brooklyn; 13, Windsor theatre,
Bronx, N. Y. '

'
: / ;-\

Johnny Long, Nov. 17, Armory,
Monessen, Pa.; 19, Aud, Lawrence-
ville, Va.; 20, Richmond, Va.; 21, Aud,
Portsrnouth, Va.; 22, six months,
Roseland B., New York.

D'Artegav Nov. 16, Columbia U.,

New York.

Jack Teagarden,, Nov. 15, Union
College. Schenectady, N; Y.; 17,

.

Lyric theare, Bridgeport, Conn.; .18,

Nick's Tavern, N. Y. City; 19, Spring-

field, Mass.; 20, Kingston, N.
.
Y.; 21,

week, Loew.'s State theatre, N. Y.

Del Courtney, NOV. '17, Tower B:,

Pittsburgh; 18, Fairgrounds ClUb,

Muskogee, Okla.

Al Donahue, Nov. 27, Women's
Club, Austin, Tex.; 23, Cedar Lane,
Opelousas, La; /.

Claude Hopkins, Nov. 17, Audi-
torium, LowelL Mass.; 21, week, Ma-
jestic theatre^ Brooklyn;
Vincent Lopez, Nov. 15, Ritz the-

atre, Clarksburg, W. Va.; 30, Bilt-

more hotel, New York.
Enoch Light, Nov. 26-27, Coliseum

theatre. New York; 27, Yahnundasis
G; C., New Hartford, N. Y,
Ted Lewis, Dec. 18, four weeks,

Royal Palm Club, Miami, Fla.

ANDY
K IRK
and his "Clouds of Joy"

faaturing

MARY LOU WILLIAMS
. •VthY piano -

JUNE RICHMAN
HARRY WELLS

Vocals

ROYAL THEATRE
BALTIMORE

fhist Week (Nov. 8)

Deeca Records

Management

JOE GLASER, Inc.
30 Rockefsller Plaxa, New York

Circle 7-0862 :

"TOPS" ON ALL PROGRAMS

SOME OF YOUR SWEETNESS
.

:' :

: : (Got Into My Heart) -
"

RorhrrlArl k\j Abe Lyman on Bluebird No. 10857A? Wavne
!
VWI Vy King> Victor No. 26740B. Vic Schpen Danco Arr.

AMO TOMMY GOES, TOO
Rac6rrl<*rJ k\# ^rankie Masters, Okeh No» 5772; Mitchelliwwwiucu "/Ayres, Bluebird No. B 10884A. Geo, Cole Orch,

PAULL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
1657 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BEN" EDWARDS, Manager
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: New York, Nov. 8,

Editor, Variety:
.

Show business has been very kind

to me, and when I say show busi-

ness, I mean the people in it—the
musicians, stagehands, electricians,

agents, trade papers and, most of all,

the girl singers whose reputations

I've had a part in making. (I don't

mean they were too grateful, but the

fact they were there to work on is

enough. I'm still working on them,
and that's the reason for these bb-
servationsi) . I want to continue to

And them and make them. Now
when I say make them, I must say

at once that I can only make: them
if shpw business (look above)' co-

operates, and in the past the record

is plenty in the groove.
' Now, it has' been my experience;

that orchestrations and material add
at least 25 to 50% to the success of

the singer. Let's get down to the
orchestrations: they, must be played,

arid obviously the better played the
better the results. Who plays my
arrangements? Orchestras.
In the past, the pit orchestra's job

depended on their ability to play the
show. Today, in band policy houses,
the artist is liable to run up against
a situation where his or her act is

at the mercy of the band's ability to

accompany^
My experience has been that these

name dance bands do a swell job
for themselves and their own vocal-
ists, due to plenty of rehearsals and
knowing each other's styles. But,
When it comes to playing a show-
look out, brother! The reasons for
this are as varied as the bands them-
selves. One band k strictly jive and
jump, another is, sweet, etc., arid

• (Continued on page 52) -

Carroll s Brief Shuttering

Hollywood, Nov.. 12.

Earl Carroll is planning: to close
his nitery around Dec. 1 while ready-
ing a new show for Christmas night
unveiling.

Current troupe may be packaged
for tour of, picture houses.

VAUDE IN

Chicago, Nov. 12.

' Harry Arthur, general manager in

St. Louis for the Fanchon 8c Marco
theatres, was in town last week with
Ralph McGowan, St. Louis city man-
ager, with an eye towards returning
vaude to eight theatres in that town
should satisfactory deals be worked
out with stagehands and musicians
unions. :•'

St. Louis, ' though one . of .' the na-
tion's key towns, has been backward
as far as vaqde is concerned for sevr
eral years now. But business has
been so big with some of the occa-
sional shows played in that town
that the operators believe the cus-
tomers are ready for a steady/ diet

of vaude.

Idea Behind Reorg Is to

Entirely Eliminate N. Y.
Officers and Board— Will

Curb Long Brewing Dis-

tention Oyer Some Of

-

ncifcls

SINGLE CONTROL
-/

Per last Week's expectations, the
national board of the American
Guild of Variety. Artists is complete-
ly revamping the New York local
setup. Phil: Irving, local executive
secretary and long a bone of conten-
tion, is

. the first but, with others to

follow. Irving 'resigned' following
last Thursday's (7) national board
meeting.

It's the union's first . major, step to

clean house in N. Y., where only
factionalism on the local /board arid

among the N. Y. branch's officers

has retarded the union's progress.

The reorganization comes • after

months of . bickering, chiefly due to

charges of communism and un-
American tactics levelled against

some in the union.
Another factor in the revamp is

the national board's desire to do
away with the cumbersome and oft-

times, conflicting machinery of hav-
ing two boards and sets of officers

in N; Y., the national arid local. In
the riew order of things, it's expected
that the entire local setup will be
out; with the national board and bffi-

(Continued on page 52)

S ID

Miami, Nov. 12.

Negotiations were, concluded this.

Week between Arnold Reuben and
Tom Cassara for purchase of letter's

Club Continental© on 23d street;'

Spot will be transformed into eat-
ery similar to Reuben's New York'
establishment. .

The test action of Operatic Fes-
tival, Inc., against Nan Rae arid

Maude Davis, came, to an abrupt end
last week (5), when the Shubert sub-
sidiary secured an order from N; Y.
supreme court Justice 'Thomas
Noorian terminating the action.

Suit , alleged breach of contract.

As result of the discontinuance, the

defendants' claim that the Shuberts
were illegally operating a booking
agency arid charging more than the

legal rate of interest of 5% will not
receive a court ruling.

Action , claimed that the defend-

ants, a comedy teairi, were attempt-

ing to breach an agreement grant-

ing the plaintiff exclusive rights to

(Continued on page 52)

Philadelphia, Nov. 12.

The battle royal between the
Philly unit of the American Guild of.

Variety Artists and the indie United
Entertainers Assni is reaching the
•you're another' stage. No cafe owner
has dared sigh a contract with either
union for fear of being subject to
reprisal by one or the other. Agents,
members of the.Entertainmerit Man-
agers Assn. have refused to recognize-
either AGVA .br the UEA as repre-
senting performers.

Last week Hoyt C. Haddock, na-
tional executive secretary of AGVA,
conferred with ;members of the EMA
board, asking that,the ten-percenters
back up his union, but was turned
down flatly.

Until you put your house in order
,

and show us that you really have a
bona fide representation of the ac-
tors, we can't do business,' Was the
message of the; agents;

Lee Traver, executive secretary, of
AGVA here,; was transferred to Chi-
cago as an organizer, and Jack Miller
was named national representative in
charge of the local here.

Tom Kelly, busted as exec secre-
tary of local AGVA last August over
disagreement regarding policies,' arid
who revived the UEA, intimated that
Traver's transfer was an attempt to
mollify local members, Kelly claims
that the Philly membership . was in
back of him when he demanded that
the AGVA leadership be deposed
because of 'Communistic tendencies.'
Kelly called a meeting of his ad-

herents last week to reorganize his
UEA union, which had been dormant
While he was associated with AGVA.
He claimed fhat 'more thari 75 mem-
bers attended;'' 0

I-

K

II

Returned After 14 Years of Touring the World

( Before Departure to South America)

Thei World's Greatest Magician

"Broadway's Newest Pet"—John Anderson in the N. Y. Journal-American

Legitimate Successor to Kellar and Thurston, and His International Mystery Revue

SIM SALA BIM
" with MOI-YO MILLER and Company of 30 Mystifiers

Now for a Two-Weeks' Run at the Shubert Theatre, Boston, Mass.

Direct from a Sensational Run at MOrosco Theatre on Broadway
(Last Week, "Smash Hit" at Locust Street Theatre, Philadelphia)

BOOK
NOW!
Cable or Write to

R.VAN REEMSDYKE
140 WEST

67TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phone: Q I. 6-5726

THE AMERICAN "PRESS" CONFIRMS THE
NEW YORK—Burn* Mantle In. the New York Dally News gives

/'Dante" 3 stars, and says/ " you'll love DANTE—the onl/

real novelty the new show season has uncovered. Here is a

bit of Hermann, the Great, and a bit of Kellar, the Greater.

Here is a touch of Houdlni, the Marvelous; and a big slice of

Thurston, the Incredible. And here, fusing the greatest jumble

of paraphernalia and properties ever piled together on

stage, Is Dante, the Master."
.

Brooks Atkinson,Sin the New York Times, says: "Marvelous—

When giving a Bhow, Dante gives a show. It was good to hear

whistling again In the theatre. Two hours of mirth and magic.

Everything he does is stupendous, miraculous and amazing."

: Wilella Waldorf, in the. New York Post, says: "Sim-Sala-Bim

provides brie of the merriest entertainments Broadway has

boasted in some time. No wonder Dante has been a riot for.

the past,fourteen years." • '

John Anderson, In the New York Journal-American, says: "Dante

is Broadway's newest pet. Master magician and master show-

man with Olsen and Johnson Informality."

VERDICT OF THE WORLD:
,
PHILADELPHIA—"For two hours Darite intrigues amuses and

amazes in his rnystery revue. Original sensation, most spec-

tacular, the first full-length magic show in some years."

—Philadelphia Inquirer, Nov. 6, '40.

"Dante's Cavalcade of Wonders Is well worthy to follow in

the trickster succession of Hermann-Kellar and . Thurston."

—Public Ledger, Nov. 6, '40.

"By the tlirie you get around , to 'Sim- Sala-Blm' you will be
seeing a new variety of pleasure- giving theatre."—Daily News;
Nov. 6, '40.

.

•

. "SIM- SALA-B.IM is a lot of fun and magic, and a swell ahow
for the. kiddies. And as for you grown-ups, seeing Is mis-

.; believing."—Philadelphia Record, Nov. 6, '40.

LONDON, ENG.—"He is the Cecil de Mlllo Of >Iagic."—News-
Chronicle, Aug. 13, '36.

"just as Ziegfeld, was the king of his
1

own field of showman-:
ship, so is Dante at the top in the World of Magic."—Sporting

arid Dramatic News, Sept 11, '36.

Jjl

1k
1

1
. —
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N. Y. AGVA
.Continued from page 51.

Philadelphia, Nov, 12.

As.if he didn't have: enough troub-
les, what with the State Liquor
Board trying to grab his booze li-

cense and
;
the city police making

him shutter at midnight
;
Saturday;

Jack . Lynch, operator - Of one of the I

city's leading, niteries, which bears]
his name, now has a brand new
headache—stench bombs. .

;

Saturday night (9), just when the
place was filled with spenders seek-
ing to down a flock of fast ones, be-
fore the cops pronounced the cur-
few, a couple of guys let go with the
foul-smelling missiles that forced
nearly 300 :custpmers to flee.

Detectives nailed ^William A.
McCaffrey and Tony *Fprcillo as the
bomb-throwers. They .' refused to

tell why they did it, .even after

Lynch offered them $1,000 if they'd
tell who put them up to it. Lynch
was quoted as saying that .• 'some
competitor' was responsible. ',

.'.It was
reported that a stink bomb was un-
loosed in the spot a month ago, but
no official complaint was . made to

the cops. .';;V

Meanwhile • the cpps continued
their blitzkrieg against niteries hold-
ing open past the 'witching hour' oh
Saturday by raiding the College Inn
near the. campus of Temple Univer-
sity.; Fifty patrons were chased
•from the place and the proprietor,

Louis Tomasco, was arrested. It

was the second time within four
weeks that the place was taken. Last
raid was staged on Oct. 13. >

N. Y. MUSICIANS' LOCAL

FORCES NITERY PAYOFF

New York Local 802 of the Ameri-
can' Federation of Musicians stepped
In on the Tropicana, recently' opened
N. V. nitery, to collect a week's sal-

ary due Eila;.Fitzgerald's band. Out-,

fit worked two weeks; at the spot Be-
ginning Oct. 18 and was. not paid off

for the second week. ' It has not yet
been settled. /

' Fitzgerald crew starts- two. weeks
at the Brunswick hotel, Boston,
Nov. 18.:

cera acting for the local as well as

the country-wide situation.

Organizer Changes
Besides the fact that the local of-

ficers and board will be dissipated,

the ranks of the N. Y. organizers will

also undergo some changes. There
has been considerable to-do, for in

r

stance, over John Velasco, colored

organizer, who was formerly an or-

ganizer for the .Theatre Arts Com-
mittee, alleged Cpmmiinist group,

and is said to be still, a membier of

TAC. Velasco is accused Of hiring

Frank Newton's brch for AGVA's re-

cent entertainment-ball at Manhat-
tan Centre.-, .Newton's ;orch bills it-:

self as 'Cabaret TAC Orchestra.' ,

Also; on the way out is Ed Har-
rison, press agent of, AGVA and a

figure in the theatrical trade paper
chapter of the American Newspaper
Guild (CIO), This has put Harrison
•in the : peculiar "light of being active,

in both CIO and American Federa-
tion of Labor unions, despite : the

fact that these bodies have long been
at odds with, one another.

AGVA's N. Y. local only recently

held its election of officers and board
members. Only 85 Votes were tal-

lied and' some in AGVA didn't like

-the electioneering methods used.

Those voted in were: Peter. Wells,

president; Elton Rich, Rpmo Yincent.
Hazel Scott, : Sydney Chattoiv and
Eddie Bartell, yice-presidents; Chas.
Arno, recording, secretary, and Sam
Kramer, treasurer. Members of the
board chosen were Pierre Beaucaire,
Ray Bourbon, Tyler Carpenter. Edith
Delaney, Dianne Rel Rio, Thelma
Flowers, Moya Giffofd, Winnie Gray.
Luba Kpwalska, Bill McGowan. Carol
Murphy\ Audrey Noonan, Sergio
Orta, Mack Pearson, Hattie King
Reavis, Alma Ross, Helen Sanford.
Elizabeth Savage. Jay Seiler, David

.

Sorin. Constaritin Tarrant, Nate
Ward and Dorothy. Wenzel.
Besides the reorganization ,of the

N.. Y. setup, AGVA!s national board
is now proposing to Equity that the
chorus girls be put; into one union,,

policed by both AGVA" and Equity.
AGVA considers this the only way
to eliminate chorines paying dual,

dues and initiation fees. According
to the plan. Equity . and AGVA
would take from the chorines' dues
only the necessary expenses to run
the chorines' branch, with all monies
left over going into a strictly

chorines' fund. Dewey Barto, pres-
ident of AGVA. has already proposed
the' idea .to both Equity and the As-
sociated Actors and Artistes . of
America.

2 ST. LOUIS NITERIES

EXCHANGE FL00RSH0WS

St. Louis, Nov, 12.

Johnny 'Perkins, part owner of the
Playdiiim, a combo bowling alley and
nitery in East St. Louis, and Steve
Cady, operator of * nitery in mid-
town herey have inaugurated a
policy

! new in these parts by ex-
changing ' their . floor shows once
weekly. Cady's place is shuttered
on Monday night, so' he carts his

talent across the Mississippi, where
they appear in the Playdlum. The
reciprocal agreement calls , for

Perkins' show to make an appear-
ance in Caidy's' place, two nights later.

Stunt is attracting lots of attention

in the Mississippi Valley and other
n itery operators are trying to figure

but if this kind of cooperation would
not be more beneficial to all than the

usual cut-thrpat tactics indulged in.

(From Variety)

The film rights of "Abie's Irish

Rose' were ; valued by the' comedy's
management at $1,000,000. A group
of Wall Street men was said to have
offered $800,000, but it was refused.

Pola Negri valued her services

highly, and the result was that Fan>
bus. Players, which permitted her
option to lapse, saw the star being
lost to United Artists. Miss Negri
would have forgotten about UA,
however, for $10,000 weekly.

INTERNATIONAL COMEDIENNE

8TH WEEK
COPACABANA CASINO

RIO DE JANEIRO
BRAZIL

An . all-English ; vaude program
played the Broadway Palace.: It was
the first time such a show had
played on any American vaude stage.

Priced at $6,500, it included Neryo
and Knox, Rebla, Ada Reeve, Casey
and Warren, among others.

"

'

The prCmiere of 'Chariot's Revue'
at the Broadway Selwyn ,

was
garded as THE preem of the season.

There seemingly was no, price limit;

for seats, one broker being offered

$200 for a pair.

The Duncan Sisters were drawing
terrifically ih some towns that had
previously been considered dead as

far as b.o. was concerned.
.

nit

Newark, Nov. 12.

Having just settled one. suit over
the title of 'Hellzafire' used by the
hut unit Which Benny Meroff now
calls Tunzafire,' it looks like Olsen
and Johnson will have another beef
to make to protect their 'Hellzapop-
pin'.' A burlesque tinit of the Hirst
circuit was billed last week (3-9) at
the Empire here under,the 'Hellza-

flre' tag. '/

The burley unit is the one 'huilt

around the snake-charming stripper
Zorita. '\

:

:

The THEATRE of the STARS

. Five new hits on Broadway in 10

tries was a high percentage for

Broadway, but that was the average
realized through the clicky bows of

'Chariot's Revue,' 'Last of Mrs. Che-
ney,' 'Naughty Cinderella' (Irene

Bordohl ahd Nat. Pendleton), Prin-

cess Flavia ahd . 'Young . Wobdley.*

The Shuberts were in another jam
with the Washington dailies. All due
to the Shuberts' desire to cut the

ticket allotment to the papers for the

George Arliss starrer, 'Old English',

at the Belasco. '.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y.. Nov. 12.

Cliff Heather, Pittsfield. Mass.,
trombonist, who did the trick at the
Will Rogers, is now ozoning for the
balance of the winter at 59 Kiwassa
road here.
, Lillian (Tootsie). Newcomb,. who
mastered a mess of operations dur-
ing her three years here, left for
her home and husband in Milwau-
kee. The tiny dancer of vaudeville
days got ah absolute okay.

..
Jimmy Marshall, who in Ga-

briel, N. ,y., says that he anticipates
a go-home-to-New York okay.
After arguments and ; mud-sling-

ing, 26 patients of the Will Rogers
registered, only to find but later that
they could hot vote. Reason, they
are inmates of a charitable institu-
tion.

•'

Margie Regan of the Will Rogers
has been bedsided by big-shots. '. of
the sports world. Within a month
she was mitted by Jimmy Johnston
fight-promoter, Jack Dempsey, Bob
Pastor and Stanley Keefe, ex-light-
weight boxer.
Frank Gregory, ex-tab comic, who

once N.V.A.'d it up here, is nursing
a slight setback in Asheville, N. C.
Nick Roberts, who claims a con-

nection with the old-time vaude act
The Eight Blue " Devils, in and out
with an okay on a recent, checkup.
He hails from Fall River. Mass.
Frank Palmer, of the Musical Pal-

mers, who ozoned here and at Ga-
briel, left fbr his Fargo, N. D., home.
Write to those who are ill.

DANCERS' MEX PIC
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

Raquel and Tarriba, dancers,
closed their eight-week engagement
at the LaCpnga here and left for
Mexico to do a picture. .

Chiquita and Dolores; Gay fol-

lowed them into the local nitery.

.ConttnuM from page II.

when they pla> your music, they
give it their own interpretation re-

gardless: of your original conception.

And that's my point: arc they to

play the show in their own style or

as an accompaniment supplied by
the theatre for your act?

Make or Break.
.
Furthermore, why the lack of In-

terest on their part for your act?

You're there to do your bit as well

as you can.: Alright, they're the at-

tiactipri^but dp their obligations

end with their own act: and : are they

16 slough you off? V
There's no question they, can make

you or break you. Take this Week
at the Paramount, on Broadway.
Glen Gray is playing my music for

Connie Russell, and doing ah O. K.
job. When I want it loud--it!s loud;

and when I want it soft, it's soft>

.

r But a few weeks ago, I had the
reverse experience;, nbt only were
the boys tired, but the leader was
standing up waving, his stick in the
air, any tempo, and the hell with us!

Not only did the boys not. follow,

him, but 1 ' they didn't look at me.
After all we want to make good, too.

We want the big dough; These boys
are fat. They've made good and
don't have to worry.

I claim they work hard enough for

themselves and lay down on us. I

claim the theatre, operators ought to

see that the act is . protected ^at re-

hearsals. I claim that the
:
leader

should see that his musicians get be-
hind the act and help to put it over.'

They may be stars' when they're on,

but they're just background other*

wise. I claim if a name band were
all a theatre needed, the theatre

wouldn't buy any acts. I claim my
reputation, and every act's reputa-
tion, is at stake when we're on.. I

claim we rate a break! A I Siegal,

WARNE JONES JOINS

B&K AS VAUDE BOOKER

Chicago, Nov. 12.

Warne Jones has been appointed
booker for Balaban & Katz by Nate
Piatt, general booking manager for
B. & K.
He was for many years booker lor

RKO and Singer theatres in mid-
west. "

'•'
.

•

SKubert Suit
. Continued Jrom page 51

.

their services. The defense declared
that, the Shuberts were operating, an
agency without a Jicense, and in
lending its stars to film companies
and other legit producers, were se-
curing large fees and collecting roy-
alties on their services far in excess
of :the 5% commission allowed Under
N. Y. State law.
End. of the suit Was a dour disv

appointment to Emil K. Ellis, at-
torney for the defendants, who is-
sued a statement declaring, 'The ter-
mination of this action is a disap-
pointment to me, as I had hoped the
Shuberts would come into court and
meet this issue. I am firmly con-
vinced they are operating booking
agency and I had wished to prove it

in court.'

The court has denied a request of.
Lee and Jacob J. Shubert to avoid
being examined before trial.

;
Pittsburgh* Nov. 12.

Vaud« trend has shifted here. Last
year, Stanley, WB deluxer, wouldn't
tak« a chance on anything but name
bands. Units were poison. Whole
picture has changed this season
however. Big-time orchs, whatever
their reps, are being passed up com-
pletely by Harry ; Kalmihe, zone
manager for WB In this territory
arid he's going in for unit shows al-
most exclusively;

.
House is apparently determined to

make combo policy stick for the
winter, as against

.
pre-season dope

that Stanley would be an in-and-
outer most of the year. 'Scandals' .

tab got the theatre back on a regu-
lar show basis last week, and the.
George Jessel unit is current. That'll

be . followed Friday (15) by. Laurel
and Hardy show, with nothing
booked yet to follow except Louella
Parsons' troupe Nov, 29:

NAT MOSS FILES IN

BKPTCY, OWES $61,781

Nat Moss, known as Nathan Mos*
cowitz, restaurateur,' now employed
at the Famous Door, Inc., New York,
filed a voluntary petition of bank-
ruptcy in N. ! Y. federal court Wed.
(6) listing ho assets and liabilities

of $61,781. Liabilities are confined
to the A. & U. Restaurant, 1600
Broadway, N. Y., and to other credit-

ors for monies borrowed and furni-

ture. This is the corporation which
tried .to revive the Hollywood Res-
taurant, N. Y.,; after its bankruptcy
under Joe Moss' direction.

Joe and Nat Moss are brothers.

Titan Trio's J; J. Ryan

Sues for 20G Injuries

An action by John J. Ryan, per-,

lormer and a member pf the Titan
Trio,

"

:
against the Stanley ; Co. of

America was revealed Friday (8) in

the N. Y. supreme court! .Suit seeks
$20,000 damages for personal injuries

suffered in '. the Stanley theatre,
Pittsburgh, June 9, 1940,

Ryan claims that he fell from the
stage to the basement at a morning
rehearsal. Stanley Co. claims that

Ryan's work entailed certain risks

which he was aware of, and that the
contract he sinned When, put to work
eliminated collecting of monies for

injuries.

Beit Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester - Sq uare

LONDON. WEST- END

Featuring ffiRTRUDE BRIEFER and

At Loew's State Theatre. New York, Week of Nov. H
Direction— THOS. J. FIT2PATRICK

THOSE FIVE SATIRISTS

HELD OVER AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLr NEW YORK

30TH WEEK ON

: .
WJZ— BLUE NETWORK

SUNDAV -^- COAST-TO-COAST
RECORDS — TELEVISION — RAINBOW ROOM

Communicate—SOBOL & HARTMAN, Publicity
48 West 48th Street, New York ^
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THIS WEEK (Nov. S)

NEXTWEEK (Nov. 15)

• in Connection with bill* below indicate opening dij^ of
•howr.whether full or eplit week -.. •<"....

:*ir^':
johnny Ressner Ore

- Watly Yernbri
Morton Downey

' Lent -Jtfnn , '..'.

:» naneVrtB Pe «2,

Manley „
Laurel & Hardy V

RICHMOND
tMXf'8 (IB)

Bonny-'Davis (Jang
WASHINGTON
Y Capitol (14)

Rhythm Rockets
tthyrbttos.'•.

Danny Kaye ". :

Randall Sin
Allen & Kent .

Paramount (.13)

Glen-Gray Bit.
Med .Skelton ...

.Knight Sis . :

'

- '. • BU*YALO ,
:

.. Buffalo 05) ."

y*.vler 'C.uRa't Ore;.
'
Rtfy Rolger '

Raul * Bva Bey/er^
CHICAGO

'.'•' Chicago • (15)

Abbott & Costello
Merry Mnoa
Larry Adler:-'.
;."''' OMAHA

Orplieum (15) '

Harry ' James Bd
.

'

Ink Spots : \

Dick, Don &.DIriah
Rita & Ed dehuiari

-T SUPERIOR '-"

', Palace (H>rSil)

Bowes.' Unit.

RKO

BOSTON
' K*lth> (14-17)
:

N-. Peres- V
>illlii,'

1
Kli'k,& Briye

.

-jUarJorie Galnsw'rUi
/.Johnny Burke
Buster Shaver Co

(7-11)

3 Stodges
• pimaes & Rhu'ba O,
•j Trojans ''.: '..'.'

ULEVELAND
Palace (15)

.'Woody : Herman . Ore
fitunip :&' Stumpy

.

Bobby -'^lay

.

' Cass palcy
(8)

'

: " Streets of: Tarla :

'

.
; colijmbi s :

./ Police (8)

Geo ;^Witi». Scandalfi

. DAYTON

.Colonial (15)

Streets .of. .Faxis ,'

r;- y<.i). \..

Crazy .Show.

Milt Brttton Bd
3 Samuels & .

Hayes

Floyd Christy v

•';. SYRACUSE i-
:

Strand (15-17)

George Jesse! Co .

Lois Andrews /

T.sabel Jewell'

Lya Xys
Gone Gary
Frieda Sullivan.

Catherine West field

xs-io)
'

.

Ben Berhle Oro.

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

NJRWYORK CITY
: Strand (15) .-.

Teddy Powell Ore
.Lick Haley. .

Prlscilla Lane'
Condoa Bros . .

Bob' Dupont -V '

.

'.v.^: •<>>
"';

Teddy Powell Ore
-lack Haley-. '•••,

PrtHcllla 'Lane
Oonuos Bros:. •

Bob-Dupbht
' rinLADKLVUlA

; Earle (15) .:

.
Cab Calloway Oro

'

,' Mills Bros

•

•ICe'n Murray i „ '

Dixie Dunbar
Park & Clifford -'

Betty Atkinson:
'"

:
Milt Hertli 3 "

-'

>Yynn
. Murray

riTti'SBtnc.H .

:

. Stanley ?(»')•

Geo. .Tossel Co
'

vHocheJlt. Hudson .

Jean - Parker.
'Ii'ois 'Andrc.we '.

Isabel- Jewell
"Ly.it. :Lys''

(lene Oavy '

. .

Evelyn If.ariiey. ; .

Afttor (15-16) :'.' -

Oonvph in -fSpr'nilnie

Ann Dupont, Ore
Kill Dorsey
Leo -Dlxoh;' . , :

Bartell AV'ms Bros
J.auklo,'° Horner- '

'.-

(8-0)

Gray Gordon, Ore'.

WASHINGTON
Kario (15)

Gae Foster <51,i

GalllrGalli
Walter. Dare Waht-
5: Caneslv<"Hy s

(»> -

(;ae Poster' Gl«
Lime 3

Nirfikn •

.

Mark Dawson '

Frank l'arls r.
;

..A«ai)inD(lo'e ";.':.'"-.,

Prunic Atan.della - Or
I'odi'ilo .'Ore' .

'."

Atlelulile Moffctt
'

': l^eai'ltcojnne'r.
.

'

,To'irn\ kirby.:. Oi-6.:
<*liii vev- Ore. •- '-•'

AtnxWe. tf.uliiyan ...

''

'1(1
1 a, Alo.niiiiie.r

'

Itlil.Bertolotli'a

Don '.Syiyio Oi; .-

AiiiseUj. (ire ' ..
*

..Mbj a Gilford/:;'. ,'

'

Kllsse. Cooper' . ..-•',

..lo'atj.- Ktn6U : ' .'

Hilly Caso de
<,',y.nthia Ca'yaiiauif h.
LorVtta ;Laiie' .-V:

;r.; iiiii-s -.«'«>: 90's

(tiinifes; . Strlciflaifd
;

l.gJii jiatctf-.

'

•Prc'il .'Bishop'' .
v>./.'.

Spike Harrison- '

Hu i n Id .Wll tnrd .

lliiri y, -DonnVlly..:, .:

Bernie ' .G'ra'uiir.
.-:'''•

- Cafe Briino

•N l»'k..''p>A'»^o.' Ore,-
"Uhnio ilomano -.Oi-c

Be'l'iy. jiri-ant'

;' Chf«r Contlnentnl

lill' tiplvak .
':

VaSclia Datskb.
'

. NVn.tsironv Sis
'

A.ie-"'. iM'a.i\brka,..;- -.'••'•.••

Cafe <les tiburmel*

:

Lois; Klliman . .

Joyfo',' Grey: .'
'

lllanca i'urisl.v

.

('hiirioue -Kraus...
l'rtiri'cra,. AV iinc

'.

C'iife l'ierre

•'Bob*, K ii ifi'l) t -.-Ore-
Mill. Mbnil ;

'; v' C'nfe .Soelety -

.(.viuitown) ;

Toddy • \VIIsdn Ore
'

U.i'A-1 .J>iio.tl
.-':

UdUIuiv (jnto . < v

Aiiinion.s & Johnson'
'J anies Co"pp;lii

;
.. "t'nfe Socli-ty.

'•.

CWlloRe)
'.Toe.. Sullivan Or-c
Blllle HolllUay -

Ulster. Tharpin .:

Art ;

. Tatuirt .

,
' Chateau Mvdqrne '

M.:iurK;e :

,
*

' : Ore':
.(labiiel
Toni'. \VooU': -.

•Ruth Co.burn
(.Vinifot .Wityn
Mine (lliana ;'

Sain tJi'jiijs.ls '.
:

t'lup- Cuba...

Charlie \Yr}farht Ore
.Maclilio'.ore .

-: •.. •

>'l.m-i<l .'Lassen- . .

i'Janice HBa'ly-:...

Nlviv.'Lon-i;, Jr. ;'

; VU'I* 1»

Gv
'.Aiulre.\va Ore.

1'c.i e r'.'.IIvan i: '.Ore '
:

:

I'ai llun-iiijftoii

ii'i-iiiiUle, H.vei-a ' ' -.

Vi'nt ;o . Cuvraii "..

J'iir'k' (iieasbn : :. . .'

Leila Uiiy-nes-

Oro.

NEW YORK CITY
MunIc HalV (11)

Brtly Biuee ! ;

RovucVs ..'''
y.XHxi «; -Kevin -

"

John. Sebastian
Paul- Xolah ;

-
'

Kal-hctUne Warie'n- •••

Tony ICr;iher
JiouJs do. Mllhan '

Kockcttes '

'> Cbrps de.' Ballot-"
«<rno. liRpee-i!ympU :

'';.'.;- .'Kony
;

..;Knjf..Kj'scr.. Co
...

'.' '•

'..::'.;,:' ;Apoiio' (15) •

''*-'

Jimmy-. Limcejord O
Peter.i Sis •

Miller; Bvo; A . j.6\ a .

Mvirh:& : Loe' '

•
Jean fitarf '

,. . ,

" Nori.nan Amwood
iBALTlMORliJ

', "ejtate;" (17-20)'

pay A icay-: •
-

. * 'Alla-jhlpnieU "

.
*o>ar (15)

'.'••

R.oldfn (iato 4
'.

"Uttei-beans &-Svr/,i t
<

".'.'..X'A.MBteN.':-'--

t«^ero (1.^17)
'

:

• Kent 4
fleh Evans

: Al Cordon * Dors
Senator Murphy
•> Horaocs -

«'HlCACO
Orleotal (15)

;

^«o:^V.hlte -Scandals

(8) ;..

Tlerble I\iiy Ore. ...

Sue- Kyan '.' '

Matle Uollls. . .
.

. IfABTl'pniV
^tato (14-17) .....

Gray Gordon - Or.?

Blackstono ' Show.'

NKWABK •'..;'•_

A(1aihN (15) .

Oz,7.\b NOlfiOlT Qtfl\

Harriot' Hill lard
•h Fredericks Co.'

Marty May
Gobdrlch &. Nftlspn

rATKKSON •••'

Mojewtlc (iR-iKV;

Ross, Rosa ,& -ft^V

Club: Oauclio

Dbii ;MtKiiel Orb
Gitanillii >

' -.-

Cnvriiii & Coral ..

Jot)- Corilero.
I,u

;

])il:i. - /
ITayitb -Maldo^a'do-'.
XV A Ti-lo ; f

' Club Tropicmitt

rtnrd.u Ali-Orc '.

jlf e ',SiK< ;.

Avon' Brown : :

Kin ah Ac UhsIi

.'. Jul»;Wai.klkl

Aiuly Ion a .Ore '..

•N'a-v.'

;

Tiiiiaii/a ',.

'.. ('opaeiibuiia

I'suieiiw: Orii

•l:'!t.u.flo-
:
Curbcllo- 'Or

jlt:Aij <>»i :& Rciilla ;:.-

.'l.juaiill.a'-'J'Uareic -.

'Kci.-iia'inlo &S\ •if.rv.;-.

. '"ban : CUiiioii V

Ciins'j.' lo . (Moreno /

•i)on,'-'i'a*an'oya--

jilnia.s.
'

"Beleri .-

liili-JJorre-'..

U{a|i|ioiHl Hor»e*lnM!

Noiilo 'SJ"."i r .' •

Mlanchn JMhk'- .

«ll-l;v iU :>y . :

.

KUi'l.ie .Li'bna rd
'^.Ulliiii. . 10'1't iri"r>«

'

llavlanil' liiji.ijii
-

:

.'.

• P.rn.f
•'• l^h nvliertl '

-'::

Wi n I ,Shaw ..

I lni-loii Hiiii'rr
; , ;

i-Ja-\o Million ...

jli'i-'iiitin.' Hytfe -

Siilly'liuvrell

Joey -nar^ny
j J^;^;ri.l^' '

,;.

Walsh & Itchee '.
|
Dbii Altiei lo. Orr:

J6o Termini Co: ';i'J'i»yHa'
, &- 5'rarnvH.la

VtariAiwi^.iii.vrT
Carman (15-JI8)

Vttlley & T.Tniie
JUnp Ijorralno-,'

Carlton'.Hmmy
Joe. Termini' i'd . '••'

4 Dowllntr »'.ls

; (10-21)
3 Chords
Senator -Murphy'
6 Honeys : ;.

""Fay'o -(14)::.'

Tom- A B WoniliM'
Bat Henhlng •

Reynoldii A Whl»".
Sally Keith .

nmlla Bor«o
10- Koxyettcs

luau- SiU'd.. '
:

Nbinia
'

. ..
';

. . -tJl'. Mor«M'<'o

"j'a fk". Tow lie lire

J'siifmus; Boor'

UrO Hall Orp. . •

i)oU.v l.iawii ,

iiarion'l'qwjii-
.rerry ncr(.'i'n-.' •

.Tlicliiviv N'a'lly :.;

•<ilen- Island Cttuinn

(S'eir Roehelle, >i> >

Lcr Brown, Ore. '

•

Cc'hwl'lrVIHaVoTnii

Aitlhen.v' Trlnf .Orfr

Edd ie - iJa rbn

0 Inp'or.' f.ane -.'

Linda' - March-'!'.- .

Grace Pattersop ••'.'.•

jlnynna-Mndrjd
,

Q be' La Rosa : Ore
J uai'iHo Sa n a.b r.l a . Or

'

Estela & Papo
'Art'urb'Cbrtez' ''

Po'drlto.'& China . .

yiKBlhia' Ranlo's :'-•

Z de ..la'-:Xjohde.
..

•

' Hickory HonBe
Joe Ailirsaia Ore; ;-.

llbtel AlKonqulh
Gceia Keller

.

Gy ."Walter '•'",-
''

Eddie Mayehoff '-

Charles Dicker .
.

llolej Ambassador
Larry.' .SI ry ..'.Ore .

. .

. J arte/ Winton ,'

''".-;• Hoi el Astnr % _

,Sn hde .-W i 11 iam s . Ore
' Holel iMmont- -.

,.,
: ,riu«i -

Arthur;' ilavel
>5ito. Oro ' :

SOnny,. T.u'f to " ,': :

:

.
Pac-lta.' '

, .

''•'.
:' !

Bet ty- C'ar.ey '"'.,-.'
.

-

llo(el Rlltnmre -

"Will OJradley Ori?
Rajr' Mckinley ;

Phyllis Miles

.. Hotel. BoMsert
..(Hrooklyn) :

'

Eddie Ijane Ore :

Hotel Brevoort
Sally: Evans -.'..

Mpi-ley- &''Ge.ir)iea'rt
Iiruz. Fletcher

.

Sain- Rny
Melvin Ptthl
Norbe'rt '' Facbn.l .

./.'..

,

Hotel Comnibdore -

Sammy Knye'.' Oi-p .-.

'1 Kadcts.'.
Tommy'

. Byan
•Jlmmy.':Brown :

•

;
Charlie-. Wilson,
G.ray.ce &-Graham' ~\

Hotel Edisoii

;
Mat' il'aliett /'Ore :

"
/

Hotel Kssbx House
Joe' rtelfhrniin. Ore '-

Peilh'y Parker'
'

Hotel .noiivcHtead
'

'.. (Kew^'tittrde'iis)'.

Sleepy Hall . Di e '
...

4;. lyud.es':'-

Iieiie ''A-ndec.

Boa Isa'uc'ion '.'

: Hotel i-exlnitton

R.i'y
:
MoKlniWy . Ore/

Honolulu ' Maids - •

Hotel X.liH'oiii

Tony. Pastor Ore .

-\

; Ilotel AIcAllito.
'

j'.2f[ess))er Qrv.

Jeanne IV/A'reV.
'

//Hotel New Yorker .

Abe Lymaii Ore' -'

Mark Plalit

Hoiel Park Centrul
(C'ocouuut Grove)

Biiddy' C.larko. Ore
'

Jack- Waldrbii
p.arry. Prince & C\
Pastins Fanclioiv
3 NlBhtlnBOles.
'Scat! Powell
Blenbre Wood
liobcrll ltbbcrts

note! 'Pennsylvania

Glenn Miller Ore ;

liay Kborle
Marian Button.
(Jlro Ulniub Orb '

' .:

Hotel Pierre

J own Merrill-
A I Siegel ,

/ " Hotel
,
Pin ift .

-

I Dirk Gasparr.e Ore
' Gerry Alornni Oi'c ,

Paul Jlattkbri
Josephine . Houston
.We .Marcos. •

Hotel KoOsevelt
<Sny J-.oi'nburdo Oi-'c

Hotel Savoy-Plum
Emlle Peltl Ore' r

DWllfht' Wsltft. •,-:':' -

,\- Uolt\ tSHelion^
'

J oil n liy - Jo h'u.spii: 'Oi'.

Hotel .St; iie<ir»e

(lir-bokl.vn)

Jtilvnny.' M' ;.<jce :bi-e

'••Jane. Ward
Alan :(}efard'v

:

W orr.ii1SU ' /
itiiii l-awrcnce '.

:
:

, llbtel SL Morlli

!. Kiliile' Va rVos Ore'-

i' f'«loi'cf'.*i . La Mae
I lili'o <le SI'-rra '

.

j
Vivian' Rial lie". ' ,'

llbtei St. lteieW

Ilfti 'SaTihiiers frrc.'

(ju.i- Akirlel Ore,.'.
1

;
.-.

nb'idihy Jic-vyia
-I.

•;

Heaisliry- -Twins.' .

.

Dill.-.t: I'.eli-y Wade
I • Hotel. Taft

'-

i leva iVLle -M;ii»ler« Qr
' Motel n-Hldprt-

:/-
;" Aytoriu/'

. Kuuilr* Booin

K:i >' kv?er' Ore .

Uinn.v Sims
: (.fjeirt .Room)

'Bd'ciy /liiirrttn'.OJT

.lime' . Itobblr.K

Li-w' Mioiwoo.A
(•ony. Leonard ..'-.

.rbhnriy nrak*
r.anny- Rp5S: ;

. .

ho>»rto ' & Anionla

Hotel Warwick
Ray Benabn Oro
Covert & Reed, -r

. .. Hurricane.

Eddie Bush Ore
Maurlee & ICordoba
Carolyn - Mn'rali

'

Jero MacMahon •

Henny-I'oungmah '

Dcana JnnW
'.C&rple it. Slierod

'

Enrico its - No'vellb /

.

Jimmy Kelly'

Wlnhiev Diihi-
''

- .:

.Carter- '^ci'iau'b' .-'

•Xheroi -Borir /,
Betty Carter
.Tanifla

. ,
' / '-,

Helen; J-Iblmeft ,'

Marco & lloi'iibl'a '.

Joe
.

'Cap ell o .Ore : .'

Ld -

Co.nB.a

.

Ca.rmen.'Ca vailn rp O
Iforb. Morales -;0rb ':

Dlosa' Costello . -::

Mdrco '..Bosales -.

Ha'r'rrs, -(-'laire
'

S-'-

Rbslta/Blos '.

Gloria,.. Belmo.iKe • .
'-]

R'a'inon Scr'r.anb
" 1

';'

Johnny liadri^uez
'

G al va n Dane/ -
,.

•'

iifi ' Murtinltiue

•Val' Olmnn-.Oro .
•

'

13lvlri .'HI os .
..'.•.".-

Hetty -Hut ton'.
Sammy Walsh
Mariy.nn ft. MJchae.l

',.
'•.• J.iiriie •'

•

Eddie Davis Ore-' .'..

•Jo'sonii Sniiili Orp/
',. 1-b Coin. KbUKO '':

:V;i.'i 'vErnie'. Ore/.

; .1 o Ji 1 1 h y'
'O0 v e r O rc'.',

Miir.tha Hui'ricU . / .

Billy Mure-. ''..
.-

- Leon "& f-ilflle's

.

Loii' Martin -'Ore'

Eddie Davis
Diflla Carroll,:.
Asille.y *c .Ware.
I.eb SuUlv.tviv :

Cesar, llnslta &
.

Ginger' li'ulo . .

$ jharioltb A'pgue :

;

.

Cbuht B'o'rla . "
.

Jovita
LI.ml'y-Hoppers

J Monte Carlo .

Ted •'Sl'raeter.-'Orc'.

Velcrb.Sis '
. - -.

- Old RoiiniaiilHii

Joo La Pbrte Oie
•..tohnny Howard .

'Oha-rlot-' VoBue .'•:

Ethel Den-iiett.' . r

Sadie Banks ..'•

.Teanette.'Garrette.
•

Jenia - P.bbediniH. .

Vngo Vtkgo Club:

Armando' tnic. ,

:

.

V.iriflnia Gray
Hilda. Moreno .'.'

Philip Fosler .'

Artinl & Consufelo
Tanl .

'

Place . Eleiranie

:Ri:nest ' Kr:i nz 'Ore .

llcrrilc'e Manninif
.BiH. 'Fari-^l

;

Joe-.payazb .

' :

'

Vincent de Costa
Art Tiibertlnl .

Tlno. Dbnelll ':

Queen Mary
Joe . Kills. Ore .'

Con'suelo Flbwertou
Jflim • Walters
llblVcrtiv

' Welch ." •'

'Huron '('i.vldiMVkrbh'

Lou Williams'
liorp.th'y/ l!la I lie

Kulnhow ilrlll '.

Bnrry Winioii . Ore
Julian * .Marjorl.

;

Jn.-ii) Muiu'ny.
Chkii<j

ts'..'iil-Uk'

Dr Sydney P.'us's'.s

'

. , Itfilohiiw- tzuoin s

.TOddie . Le" ' B.'irbn 'Or'

Jil.Si.i! ' Ilou.suin' :

Mon ls Kins' :'

.Ta ('-(jbe line'.' Salter-. . .-

Biit Knrr /

.lack /Cole Co. ..

•.Ajisi'tn/'tf .^l.VpStsing' ...

'Vicente ;C\v\i\i'.x
''

,
Jtiilnin' llieii

:'••'

Ca.Mpnr'. hen'rilii "
'

./• ,

,l!nul;i l.avvr.eiice. :

: \'i'ra .S^i n.o'ff .
'"..•'

H erni'an. ,( 'lrit.li.s6n

' Itusslah Kretchmn
Xicblas MaUiioy Or
1'iavi; .. N\ei»i l.ro'fl

:
Ore,

,S"asii.a
; Pnilh.Ub.va

Marusia 'SaVa.

.

AUia'.kuzijet'/pff.,.
Senla JvMi'tiynetf ".:

Michel- Miction.' -

Mishi, l.'Kd'nnprc .' :'

Arjsih Ic -A rafolpva

.

-
" Spivy's Root .-

isniro./Cbif ';.

Sytvaa.fJ.rc.en'. .

haljih/Ulaiinj •

DoioVcs. . A'iidersbn
'

Frank : Sli I'mia nii

J fa ywbbd- :& " A l-Ven.

Sfivy .
-.

'

..-
;.'.'

Julie-.O-IIIcsple '.'
"

:- Stork Club

Son ri

y

:

. ken il is'. O'rt

'•>.-
,
/J'oreh Club •

'Geo Tofil .
pre .

Ue'e Kalmiis-'.- -

*
v
a.i':iyia Sis. •

.

Lane. 'Edwards;':& 'A;

.-.Trea'silrb IhIiuxI

:\"ano J^odrlgb Ore
'('ols'tbiiM'' .

iluth Clapton.
kan\n ' Kj'il«ht...'':-

Carlo's -.A-'iCarHjt:-.'

.Bud'. Sweeney
'

'.-. r-Vei'Mitlleiit '

St, ricrstere: Ore'- -

'PaiH'.h'ilb' Ore-.- .-,, .

'

Jane Fronibn .....

\l o'ji.ii' iiuckniaster

yillnfre Biirn

Tlobbj^ '.pjfirka Ore
.Tduy RllinKt.on- .

itossrilaiibs :

A'-lrfr'Jii'Ia Austin-. /

Ha'di, . HubPS ..'

. Whirling' To
RussVil'. Pvhod'es /.

.'Geo-'Sl'otria Ore
lrehe Stanley':-.

'

JJownrd & Le.e
.

JJaroella Clair :.

T^nh Ray
Ethel Brown
Ivlllmore Shermian.
Art Flsehers. Ore. .'

Del Estes ::-.'

Colony Club.

Sacasas- Ore .

M onehi la Ore"
.

' C.olosllll.O'8

Frank 'F,iii-nu'in
.

Krariblne -

J'ahirb liarcvn'port,
'

tVeiie' ..Huifel-'
•

.Tack- Prince' .

1'v -<Ji:'ai'to)l Oro '

Pi;on ai>li:'Ors

Club Bellsa ';

Billy .Mitchoii .. .

'

Cycloi:' '-AlbrKan .

JIM lie kcksU'ln'. ....

Hi;' 'A'li-xanxlc.r.
•'

Chipplb' Hill
it :Jil U'rbu«;s"- ; .''.

.

Itliythm, VVillle-'.-

»'llJirlr>s~.lHc5iil..'

Parrel lo tils ::'. :

Hed" Saunders-' Ore
•'.. 4 'oi»s-re«H ' -II ot el .

'

:. ; >HiliiS(» Ilivt Rm)
Joimiiy nanea Oyo
'

>: 1 PeiK'iK'k ICm)
joe ''V«ra-

iRdjreivrtter- UeacK
-.' 'Hotel.

''>'

. (Ueueli Walk) .

Wayne .
King (ire

Sf (- lair ii: Day . ..

Hiiss .Sis' •

Dbr ,l)oi.-i)en Gls •

U4fr.b-..Foote.-..--'. •

'' FriinkeV Casino':

.Trai riet: FhrlWk'
Lord-. Jfc JaiT's

:" :

.

Itocky. Hllswbrlh..
.Slarrta

.

'lilllie ..Webb '.'•

A'pn Anderson -

.

lilvk < ohrad' .'.

Uqly. TinSley Ore ;
1

f.irut'mere* li«»tel :

(ttlaNS House Jt'itt). ..

.Leji"; Story .Ore/ '','.

•Marie 'r:awler. '. >
•

'

I'&or'd . Iti(!h:'i rdsoii ••

s

. lyiiniioe ..'.:.

Florence Schubert.
,'A.l

. fC.j'4»
c« ' Ore

. . :

;1 ioCy Swaiison •

licl^iv smnner-
Al VeJrra Oro./.

Kmii DcSiivi ;Orc /'

Doi'othy' Johnson :

.

:

A rseiie -Sieffel" "'s , .:

lsbbei. de. :>'tn'i:'! ..

. Holer l.a Snlle
(Blue. Front llooin)

Gloria Fa y . :'
;

.

PJersnri Thall Ore-':
- '. Liberty Inn

.

T.ed .Smith-.''.; •
.

.'

ANGELES
Bar of >lnslc

Anne, Harriet -.-
,

Bill Joriloii: ,
.

GworifV Ke.nt .

Mic.liacl poyl'e.--

Dick. W'nsjow .
.Ore/

Klltmore Bowl
Jna'n'uln ' Garay ...

Hurley :& .Bodford.
.ltita/ -Bubi n'<.

:
v-

Glen Pope '.

Jimniy Castle
Obrothy' -H.ran'rton ;

:: '..Dee's'
-

; .

•'
, .

'
•'

•Chuck;' Foster .Ore :

.

Ctu»: null
;

•Tosan'a
Bill Hor.owltz ".

David . Hall . " ' •'•_

Cocoanut Grove
.

I
Dr Giovanni
Georffe TajM's-

1

.

Hal Kemp Ore - .

: Earl- Carroll '';'

.Tonttuin- Garay
Jiddie Sk.ihner Co

.

Alary- Pcterba'ck
i'Vanci": *ii Gray '

Slato P.rb.v '
.'

Fay Carroll
"

Frakson'
P,ob Williams
lied Dirst
Bill Br.idy .

J.ollta id. A rdb
'

Joan TigJie
Fred Sklniier. Or.c:.-

Mahny S.uaiid pre .

Florentine Garden
XTCr &>Cal'' Frolics:

Da;yld ^iursh/nH. Ore

FoHy-On* Club : -'.

Waiter Dyson.: ';".'

' Kiii iciiie^f s Rumlia.
• ra-uJ .

Keivdei
:11c i'i Fromme r

'•'

' Grace Hayes Lodee

I

Pa t ip'ww'.'. '
' 1

'.Fiopb'y 'KvYi.ns

i ca.rbll ,& .lTo.we..:' V
Itfbecca' liases '.

'; Leonard; .Sue-ss Oi'' -
.

;_

'..:_;';. 'It .Cafe '.-

bir.vi
; H a.rpti ' pre *;'•'

' .' Conifa

b.'olorea-. Ca'y-:

'

Chlquita ••

Lo'u Jlol'ancourt-
Pa'iil .Xeiph.bnrs Ore
M.arO.nnue. Hh'jW'B.d-

..."I'alhMUiint;
•'

To.mmy Horsey, pre

PttrlH'.lri'n' . "
'•'

Kbri.ny. Heiiryson : .

Doniiiiic
Alary' I'i'e & M" fU per.

Ui'iiry -Monet. ...

linrii)bo' Valadea'-.

(O.le'h.a

r.c'tila.' Harlow
Maria N'e.lla .

Helen .Miller .

Clib.ck' Henry. Ore ;

Plh.itesDeii

Pft^leB Happ ""'

Luvey .l<a'n'e '.

1'lpe'r- Manning...

.

r

;s')v:nli:ack. Boys
Alnx Fidler- Oro : '^

Edilie. Albany .

'.-.

S'e»en-."Sens:- ..

Lllla klpikoiTa
.'Prfananl. Alathe.w*

;

Jane A velar'.''...

Johiiie- BriKht Ore

. Slapsy Maxle's

•i'.«\vl.r.-Sr • oo.w
'

'

Al iirgie Gt-mv tiion

• r,wl's de J'ron
.1 De''. 'F.riifc.0-

Lewis Alppre.

ltita (i'arrbil
.

MaiKie Dee
Mnxie :-Rose.nhIp.i»m-

Cwlle'ri .itii lmi ds .

Louis Da Prim '
.

J P.iley S.-ol'. Ore.

. Somerset Hood*

1.1 pri' .
Vhvjjiarid ..'

.

Hi I la il ers .'•.'•:"•'-•;

'hpirn.in.il LlHot.'
- Lou Sailee -lire-.

'

- -'joiwy's-- '.' ...'.'
'•

Tppsy'-.M (ilrlesqii*: .'

It.iiKV -Broiv.n:

Af/arviii Dale Oi'c. '.

: Vletor Hiigo

!

I'Rud.y' Vallce- ' /.

• (';harle.s.-MiirlOW : Qi'c

|' V' yvilHhlre- .Bowi .

;,

Ve.verly-. '„'• |.DriU '.&-.. V

.:'
.

Phil llai-

CHICAGO

Ainhnsswdbr .Hotel
..'

.;.
(I'untp. Room) .

jerr V. . H)\ el (on- .- Ore'.

Virginia/ Hays
Bismarck Hotel
tWalnut Booin)

Art.-. Kassel Ord,.. : .

Ala rlon. Holmes / .

Collbtte.' & 'Barry- . .

Dri'ii iHcavdb' .

HailV.y ..Gls.'-
-'

Hlackliawk '
:

Rayinonsl .S
;
»«t tv.Qia'

.WaneliiJ .Cfi-Kiis-'
1

Don &: Be.eily .

BtwekKtbne' Hotel
(llallnene 'Kiw. r '.;

Adrl*n
:

iloHini 'J'Vi,!>

.
' Brevoort Motel

'; (Crystal. Room)-.

Alao Kin* ~

"

-:t HPfrlfS. '

'

Bob HilllhKH
.
Hroadnibnt \

BUI I b-. Car!
'

I.'T.m'cI 1 le l'V'rtl. .

I'.lu.ati: Aiuj)>M:fl
':

'

I Dot r< 'n i l^t' i'i
' 'iW

j

lilM bV,l;:iUl.l|iJ.IS '.

I

'.
. . t he/. ; l'i«rce

'

.

Kmil '•o)e.maii,.< li-.c

:

, i

•

!n ivici)'>Ailran<lu

:. Paul Draper ;'•'
'
.l.i-ii. SI.i/js •

.

'

n«»TO*y;
:
B..a.1le-y-'

ftoblh'on .'l'\v ins

;

KViins <<ls •
:

.
:< l.iib " Afaiiani

charivitte : :

Mui'iiiii Al boiV .

'

>lai tlfct- -^orrla
'

Allen.-' dip
.

P.e.'rnl.e :.A d ver •• /•
.

.

.lai-ki*: A0>n' :•.
-.

:

. . Iiii;i" Gan'ibi/l:

.

' KlUn J^i'rlun
Pauilette La-Piei'f*

I Have ,I:U»U Ore-.
' tiorothV: Mi\ie' •'

'

Hil'di*. Roth Oro
'

, Clnb Mlnoet
'Colleen

Dbree. Dauffliton
Sunny Lovett

.

Vlvlab siuart-
Ituth Jordan '

Earl- Wiley* Oro •

; .- .Borrlsiin Hotel
' (Boston' i Oyster :

House) . ',:

Maiirrcd c.otihelf

New ..Yorker '

.

Mae-I'eppcr,'.
Harriet t Carr .

-'.

.Ylnce Anita" ,.'-.

.l'ats'y Doll .

•';'

Hilly. Sainilel- ''.
Alone tt Ky lin's

Linda Vro'sUfii /.

Jioveler.'.Gls. - '

y;
.

A rn u • lin rn<M t Oro
Aj Milton Ore ."

Olil lleidelberjt:

Trmii Co'ppi'r. v

.

Sally. Shacrii.lt ,

llc'.lx lJic'rj{';«Ji iei'te,

I ti'jl'tiulli'tM.'ii Kris.'../ .'.....

-,) >>1 i'y F..'si iV'/l- .'Prc

..i'')-a:ii7.t: ) .
pre

.
. ::

. I'ulni^r. House.-...";

... (kmplre '-itbrtin).'.

:

:

•Ha>''S-ob'i«f . oito,:--.-

('hiclt: & 'Lee- '•-;:

: TrIs|e.. '

•
.

1 lancing 'Dpiibnalr.s

.1 i«n
-

bl.liv'. Dale'.
Abbott Dani-ei s. .

':

r.Pli'il boblv'y'. Ore '.

Slieriiinn' Hotel .

•
,

;
(Celtic .

Cute)
/

G^nb..-'K ;
.rwii.i Orb .

J'-arbS^SU .':".

. (Piin/the^ ICWm) -.

'"Ha riry-
.'

,| ai'nes O.t'e

W;irl Alarx
.

' .;
.

][. Silver Cloud .'

IIuttoi;e & '

'.

':

Ajiily < larr :'.
..

lone. P'D'oivnell.
'"

Khlrley Gaie.'. ..;

.'

:

Dai)e'Ue..i-ils'-

Kiiivor.''Da.iile.ls

ilaztlt ^aliis'" "
\ ;

.

.

'•'-".
/!tJ0« .Club.;.' :::;'

Marffr'et Fiihcr Gls
M.axin'<r lie^'Shon .:•

-Boot*
-

.. Burns - ..':
'

Irene' Kay o
•'

Madeline. . Wh.i.tb
'

.lefr.l-'.Va'nce ,

'-.

'N o ri lia
.

..Mart In .

Jackson «"t '.Xedra,
."

Betty Shiiyire' ...

CcUl Von Dell
..Margo .-';;.

Jori- ilcCaiiley /

Jo 1 Ann.'Carro'U
'.Sol'1-.ak* 'oro '.:, •:

Tffp'PlE. 8'V ; /

Thoinpsbn's ,16

Jimmy Byrnes'
Gene'- Eit'ierald :

.

Alaiy Louise '.

Pcewee-."- Gilbert
Bobby "Danders

Club

Oi;c

PHILADELPHIA
Club Ball ; .

Marty. ' Mai'
'

I'atricia- Norman-

'

it. Xotivh'alaiiis -
.

Pan American. 6 ';

Allen. FlpldlnK ? Ore
JOaiil.ta Ore .;.,>.
"Ben Yranklln

Bill McCu'ne 'Ore
knrica &- Novella .y

Ka'tjusrlne JlQy.t'

Pinky Savitt .;

Hal Atkinson -.

-Gprdbn ' Bobb. '

Benny; ...tire'.' Bjiiii's.

Kitty- C.ble,...'
••••

Al iiry -.1 .<Ve .. "

Ann' Laurence \. ••

'

Ms^ihe TCork . .
-. .

\Viiina Donklafs
:

•'

. Curroll's,..

Redsi: *.
r

.cuiiey
ililcki.Q.'Aliibeli'v

Sunji'-
."

f.ai'i y StreT -
..

Dick: -Tiiylor's .Ore
|

Jerry* -Tapps
-

".' ViuU ;15'. ".

Pauiciie Paige Ore
jtosc- Veriuti .

Antoinette Sarelle

Duvan Duvan '

Aniy, Orgnh :

Barbara Stone.

Crescent Log Civbln

(Gloucester Hglits,
• v- '

. N.' il.)
'

'• ."'•'.

Margie Dru in niond
litniuii Itu.sso..

:

Betty Brook
Pearl GrltTiii

Viola 'klalss Ore
CUKano's

Dave Vanfleld
Tommy Alnnohan.
Elisa Alcrei'

Cadiliac Ta vern /

.

.Tohnhy ' Lea ry
Alarglb- Smith
H: »;briueUes " '

.. „
Jaclflo Wtliiiiiiis •

Marie i;iirn ell.
"

Dee V.iughn
Kay:

.
T.rot(,cr. '"'/ •

J.<iuv .Feriahp •'
. .

.

Itarry Smith-
Italiih Soi.ini' r-. Or<-

Vit'i'lalro .y J)ur.-iii<l

Gallagher-Jt' B.usli-.-

:i .Musical :P.lffs :

'

Hai-ry -.Jibbbi Jir'cj---.

llenttrUiue /t A ''

.:

1)1; Pinto's .;

ilffeil- .j/incori't'' :

Itoberta .'.Ifbrak . .
..

'»;hll t.'ape..
.
V,;.

G.ale'.Arde'rtiV

Mel' 'Masim
Alii lie. 'As Laura.'. .'//.

:Jpb .Wtty-nb-; ;

. .
.'. Knibn'hxy:' ';-/;.

,(/iin;;':r °J4.ne
•

'.. ... '-.,

• Alajorel'.tv Lane
Dave Kelly""
Earl. (:6ihj

1

i»i
,

t

Graclo JV illy '.. ".
•

;

Johnny J'arrlj-li .-.

Allele Xorclla .

.t'cgky (l.N'cillv ,:

I'at p'Mara..
It o-1 ty Forbes

'

Honhto. AValJh".'r. ••

Alai-ia-'idel •.('"ainwV
'

Bla'ne - TcrJo:- ,

I
Carlofi .Itpyes Or'.'-

. r.'vnthla k'Hare
'

-•G'eb. CH'Cnrd
Curt Wrller; Ore

Kverrreen Casino.'

Harry, Siihillihg .

Beth;, Challts ;
'

.

Dean A Martin
,

k'ay Allen

'

Jablln Dane
Vivian Vance '

.

Pat Shevlin Ore':'

:

: ISM T>cta«i
'

Bubbles Shelby

Betty Stobe .'.

J:udy: l:eo. ..
" <..•..-'.

ICay Liipey'
ICIngs Of S/wing. Ore.

• .Henri's

Andre" i'taiires-'.

liay u'Day-

'

At; .Blank ,•
""•

:-
•

Unvie ' AltGee.

'

Oiias'' Veriie'S Ori;/

. (H Walton
;

Rii<»r)

Vinnent'-. ItiV>.b- Ore
> libra. AlauKhain ' '

.liny-. HAnyon./
i'atr'ii.ia' King-
Ch 'ill' SlnVojin Dane
lle.toiie ileai.h .':-'-...

•|('bb BiissMl
Nlub •.XiiiiT • ;
Ainrg"! .('ayin -

' -

i^imla, Alpbd'y
l-'ellcia... -

;' ''.
.

:

Carlos / Ca'nip'i>s' ; '

101.1 i'lie' llaiici t- :

.Xiril'.iN'liliiiiie pVc
.

.\ Urt'.uslii 'Saiiiiliia lii-".

Hotel Plilliid'elplila

(Philndoljiiilu ltni)

Bii'Mons.. -Hankey :

Dick harto.. ;0.re.

.la.'k Mitlitnl"
A Ia Ur i < • q • ."t • A Iary.ca
•-it'arlotla -Dale": :•

Jan >avitt..<Jrc
'

Oornriliy Blair,
F.iJi'i Foster •

• i Billy ' keriny .

'

|
Collins & Wanda

]
6 Frolfceltes / .

.''

.' / -Jam. Svsoip !

^irfek-cy. Hpu.-'e
;

:

.

Freddy kbrnfeld "'

.

Billy Krvifhiuer .

Joe V'.erreeli la '.'.:.

'

George'•
J - ii 1

'

HopkliiM'Riitlukellrr

Irving- 'Braslow's Or
,Pegg-V .Shields' '.

?. Debs
Grace P'Uara ...

• Job . Aniistmhg.
Woody Mosller

.

...Lexington f'nslno .

Charile ,G'aine». Ore .

«lil.e Joffuee ": '

Fnthk.'Swiiiiee1' -. >

ftube;, . Kddle..& J '.

.". Stiirlets . . .

'.Tile • Sv bVi-lw.l.nds ;

. ?

Dianno lliilm

Mltzl Waitpii
\/li'ginlti SvvaMon.
/<lllla ii I'/Jt Kgnra Id .

'

I'wslitb .('o.Vlfllo '

'

liC-vliiirii'ii-Trio ..

Lirlo VVn'lee

Edythe Sailadi*
Frank Cuneo Ore
Mildred- Kay e

'.. .^tiiiilgomery-'e .'

Phil. Fletclie.r:" .'•.".

nomalne .

&" i.-awt'n
•L'nllta '

.
'.•'

I'riin. i.o •Hii'hjirdsbu'
l.Vie 1 iayt-s-" .'

Ulcaniir. Litiidy ";

1-Jriii.ia' Stoii'ch- .-

Pviiri Fa > (.Ire
.

'Park Ciisln'o

Towers '{iiiiraud :.

Karl l.'auh-rice.

i'l'ir'ila'np iv < 'urin'ne.

S.'iliy ,;J,.'|iiinrr

•l-lciciv K\ er>vtt';. .

-

:

Lou <'f i:ess.-(
'
»i:c.' :

"'•'•

/Ol'i'lf-.
:'''.;'

K'mlli-'.'"'.*- SDiiies" '.'

y\inu-i>. ltol.ier'ts.
'' '".

Mi\i'H^b :-Aia..v '.
•

••'

'ili'Tljlce
:

)!t id •

IJtil ln •l ii :

jiii>' ./ :
.'

( '•-I I'
( '"la-ries '...'.-"; •

Iio'-e./Larwiii-': . . .

:

Billy Haya ,Orc. .

Ohl Co vercil 1V«g?'h

Ai.le;l5'y:
;FainilantV

Old Fiiils Tiiyero v

Ta'-ck: Gi-ifiln .

Fivil U -

.iitc' • : ' % i

Uuiie.\ - : We'||fl. '.
'

I'eib. : Ca m'M'pn
jiii'li Aloss . •-

"

•Al 'Kilbride
"
: .

-.

Hub Get I'y./... .-./, ;
:

'

Jiickle Fleie.lver .

Dot- AIHler •.'.''
.

•'-

Cliicifl/»—v ,

Jack 'i •riffin
i

'

:
0're'.

• Pn himho's
"

Na iil &ySakC : .'

I'ejb. "Traito .V
.1 a nne H'

:
Anthony

'

Ivippee V'elea . . Its'

.

I.va 1
.' Ifitinilloi) '•

li.i.wai'd liey npld jt -O

.
'. IttHl l.lun inn .^'.

htii Oiia iii liei.-M Ore.-

Peggy :
Phillips...

carlo's *-.'C<r.iina.d0

Dot .;Wiiso.n \\ .

'

.

Jx-aiv^Yari..,. 1 ^'.. .' ;': ,

r*0( It SL. RatliKkeiler;

.to'ye t te» / . ,,/

Ml-ankie Sch.uth' ".

Frank Ai'acaur"'
Dorothy Bolllnge'r-
TN'elby' .'Cootfe :

-

Ruth MacLean
Mary. .Ann Liilrd
Lillian «t. Ri.oUweil
Bobby l;ee • Orb
Helen' Doyle .

.

Seliooi HbiiKe Inb

.

Uttle .Title .

:
'

Brjna ' Lj.'.nn
'•

•Joe Alartiii
'

Jennie A'a'
I>)lita '•.'''. ,'.'

•

'•

..toe. ('am pp..

,) im mi je '\'eh ut 1/Or b

,

.' Silver liike lam
T.esl. Wai'uori
Allidred 'Bodie.. :;

-

Nlxijn X- . Ah'dr.e. >

Fra ivlc'.JresM'l" Ore
. . Kendexvous •

; . (llblel Senhtnr) •

Don 'Cra\\;
ri.rd - Ti-i

e' i
-

l''''.'s

Tip. 'Li y.lpr .

Fred- tl.liiVi y-'

'•JloJVrin <• iiccixsun ;.

Haby lllnes :

'".
Sni/b •Mosely '

.. .

.
:.

;
'siint.iifa's -,.

Su.<:lrY Lang •' ••
'•' :

.

JJal Jliii't'er:-

'/>;. ' Stamp's'.
.

Lebiiaril i/uok -'

\\':ciidi:fl Ma :.on

Ituth- \Vai:veiv-'.- '•

Ceprg'o Alai'cilPttl O.

Harncit MJ'ar.clny. .

.IPyeCles '
•' '

.

'•

St a'til i i.'s"
•')'

r'io

. ; fit «»rk Club

4 .Albdei'-nettes • :
.-'

. :

'

Allan . Gale' '

.

-'••'•.• ', .
'.''.

M'lSolofc & Alarla •

ll'oni)1o : .StbVvart.
Helen Wllspii,-.
Hilly Daniels

.

11 eni-y 'Pa t r.lck O rb ','

XVagbn ;\Vlic'ei. Cafe /

Llilia'n'.:Ui|ssQ '• .'
'

itiiy Fl(y,geraid- , -

A I Wilson ;•

l.orraino. .Wiley .

.'

W W Swlngslei's. ';:;. :

:

:

.:/-.Vei>ice, "«Vh>«

ailldiii '..•/'.- ' :'.;•:'•,

Ksther Berks; .

Gplilen ' Gate Ols; .;•,>:'.

13lla"Gorii0n
.

V. '.

Jiid'y Garland-' '
• •

/ .

Fay Wrny -. •

'

..

Kddi.q Thbrna"
NTorii Wlltlanis-. " ';. ',:'.

Bert Lemlijeh. Ore •

Warwick Hotel
.

'3: SuhS. •••
.'

. -; ...':• '.'..

..: Weber** Hot Hfao
'... .'V 'Cnni|lir;n---

Jules Flnccb Orb .

Curran." Bllgli
''

Titt Slltopv '.
:'.'.•

Arabian Ivnlghta
Stli'Hng &. Bubl .'

Pat Sullivan , - :

.

Syd: (tolden .

Jion' Vranclsoo .ip«( •
>'

Elriie'r ' Soltiier
'/'

Batiis'r l-'ildoradlans''
: Wllfion.'e •'•'•''.

joe : no.ugh -

Mai'lb LaTell ." .;•".

Lee.' Rogers...
.

'/

Nbtsbn's Cat's
•La Fleur &' M - .

Geo-.'-Bali u'et Orb
;

•; Yacht (Hub
Eddlb. Matberos-
Ill' Marcos, .

•

Marlyn Mayne
Jfrank - Pbntl .

•

'.timmy...T3vnni: '
..;

M'ary. jfavis .'
'

i'""'*-
:

"

a-
..

>•

*;

f

' V'.'t,

PITTSBURGH

i- Jbbtr J b.sfMih- '

'' 't :•

P.lilio .Beck .: /

Peggy ' Jo> ee. . ...

< 'lalre I'li.llliiis .

.tuiie Van".
.

|>;Ui'»;l Alavislr . • \-

:1 Glanwiur. Gls .

'IMilc" Miillery ..-.;

; Jasper .fe P.oih
.

1 Hobby. •,C,i rr.
'"

.:' •

Af ii rjoriiiiiriiyiiniond;

|
i.ittib 'itatlibkelier

;

A I Srlieok .
' :.;'•/

'

.Vi"t;<ir. Ai-.; Jiuth -

I'.H-Uda.
-
Jril-n iJ.it v '.*

I ,f a''k . Tea'gardcn .

,

i Cictor 'ltiis'K.. ire

'.Alma jtbwland ..

'

Wado fe Wa'de '.••.•

:

.'.'.'jUln'MtVel '/Tavbrn •

'

i'Slisle JiofIns' .'.

-Ha MeG-ildrich. Sr

'

' 10vbo '..'.

K:arJl..&; Will ley . ...

Margie Marwh .

Alarrlott's -R'm Ore

Manba Inn

Myra'.-.J^ee •' v •

.',.''

.tack Hltelilnsbn-
5'- Aristocrats

.

3 BlOHBbmS:''
Olanne Bochelle
Helen Doyle

.

'.:•.. A iK'liqriige

Flo T'arkei:
H(igh. .Morton 'Ore

Artlpiilpn I.pilge:

n'li.ie. Siiiiifirs Ore
Belly Kin i ley ' .,'

. .

. BhelM-lors' Club
.

Al .Turner. Ore-

•

Aliy Oaivn ,: '

Itiileonades' :

sjoe/Aibwri' -Ovc ,

'
.•

: Hlll <
-

're«>ii*«
•"

"nar'un Kliiott. Ore-
.i>i<-l< :Macili

1

-.

itlljy Cover.' •

'•

lilt 1)11 itlVp.ileji." '•
.

. Boogie^- *iV<M»glb. CI lib

Hooi;'' .S'liernibn : '
'

'-

:\T:i
«'- Silicon.-

..Hebe S.liijriiia.'n

Xiitsy Pagan
.

'...

"

Harry, Coiiibi-ndri

Pacii'y VAl'Fai-jand

t iiib Petite

Frpil d.v Castle: ;
Ore.

Al.'irv Kirieg -.'

Patsy MP"Nalr. •

Marietta- Evan*
Cork and Bottle

Jack jVayls .;

El Cliteo

Don Armando, Ore
.

Hi Noi.a . ..
'

Jiirailb • Dane ;

Terry Fnnncpnls
P'obple; Caniplllo :

'-.

Holol I'ort Pitt /

Ken- Bailey Ore
Johnny Mtlcliytl

Jenslc
.

Wheatlejf .

.'Hotel Heitr>-

.... (Sil»er l.'rlll)

Biliy Merle pre
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y. hard balancing and tumbling when
they're not clowning; goring is

spotted next to close and, in this

position, his Ringing clicks sufficiently

to stop the show.- To go with a good
voice, he. has . fine looks, personality,

STRAND, N. Y.

Police' (Par).;

Oct. 23.

Glen Gray and Casa Loma band,
Red Skelton, Al Siegal, Connie Rus-
•ell, Kniglxt Sisters, Pee We?: Hunt,

: n,-_„ infr .face Presence and ex-

notice trarj. reviewed vai.ilh
repertory has been wisely chosen for.

.
! vaudeville: He does 'I ' Love to

Glen Gray's Pas* Wun.it S^d^e"(S!
up as one of the .

sgjfcgt savvres Ke

e

y
sp
r̂ |r? iber, 'Begume' and

dance .. units;^^e bu^iess ^t. gwes
.j^olly Malone.' Got a. heavy hand,

a swell account of itself in t^is stage
. £nappy.. collegiate, number, par-

show. The; same, goes^or Red SLel- y^pr0priSte:for this football

Prtscilla Lane, Jack Haley, Condos
Bros. (2), Bob Dupont, Teddy Pow-
ells' orch. with Ruth Gaylor, Jimmy
Blair; 'tugboat Annie Sails Again'
(WB), reviewed in Variety Oct.. 23.

Strand this week is stressing per-
sonalities rather than band, with
the result that this is ah okay variety
layout instead of a musical, session.

Priscilla. Lane, . fr.oin filrri :by . way of

a singing, berth with Fred Waring's
orch, and -Jack Holey give the mar-
quee nice dressing in the way. of:ton

: and^lVsjegars,^test^:aV^t6W« shorts
PPVCr^^St1oh Svides^ highly ^ *ntf sweaters and ,

waving pennants
, n

-

ames and: mey are probably .emeuy
t^a^^Sa surfS thfe: various universities. It's an ^sponsible for- what- business the^

'J SiffiU^bcSSSnted and .effective finale. - , \ ,
ij house is. doing. At the. last show

*™ ^SS^-'SSS^rS^^t^^i L&wer n°or well .filled at late opening night (Friday), attendance:.

the
nm^SSrn

f Sner/S ;

Saturday night (9) show caught. ^ about ha if the seating ca-
iri the most .

.

Russell unloosens a vigorous, blazing

style of singing that registers ^lg and

Skelton sends 'em away laughing.

The house technicians do especially

well by Casa Loma. The lighting

effects have been smartly thought

out arid these play no small part -in

the impression made by the . band s

performance. : With Gray Out -

"

COLONIAL, DAYTON
' • Dayton,- O., Nov. 9

Milt . Britton's Band, . Samuels
in Brothers aiid Harriet Hayes; Helen ',

parity
•• Powell's orch is no great shakes ori

the stage, either musical enter-"
taihirient or in playirig. the. show. Of
;the same calibre are his two vocal-
ises, ;Ruth Gaylor and /Jimmy Blair,;

whose singing . is . ordinary and com-
pletely lacking in style;

In between the band sessions, how-

front, the band opens with a hot

arrangement arid then, with a sharp

Shift in. mood, it takes the bolero

rhythms of 'Temptation' and makes
•em exciting listening. In this latter

Palmer,; Irving :: Jaffe,; Phil :Btown. 'ever, thei personalities, give an, ex
Tommy Rafferty,
'Heaven'-. (U.niv)

Milt Britton and his band of musi-

passage the woodwinds; and the brass
; ca l maniacs, as he calls them, head

section cbnipete for honors and the a , bill topheavy .

;.in . tap dancing

harrhonic result is pretty much of

photo finish: Later innings by the

band include its incendiary exhibit

6T swing, 'No Name Jive,' Si Baker's

amazing highnote calisthenics with

the trumpet, Kenny Sargent's torch

specializations and Pee Wee Hunt s

knack for getting/both rhythm and
comedy out of such numbers as

4
Im

Nobody's Baby' and .'Me and the

Ghost Upstairs.* ;
..'

;

'••

Skelton darts in and out of the
proceedings, and on every occasion

this comic, who improves with every
view, scores maximum results. At
first it's a monolog, crisp and funny.

On his next entry his wife, Edna
Stillwell, is along to lay the custorii-

•rs. low. with their .
impressions of

what would happen iri a department
store if the clerks were permitted to

say what they thought. But the howl
of howls comes at the fadeout point

of the runoff when he gives way to

his ace bit of ' nonsense, the tele-

vision announcer fastened with the
task of selling and demonstrating a

liquor brand.
With Miss Russell it's not a case of

promising talents. They are already
there in rich profusion.

:
Among the

assets are looks, ah air' of self-

confidence, a voice that's both sturdy
and resilient and a keen sense of dra-
matic values. She certainly knows
how .to punch but a song , with . all its

'undertones of harmony and : over-
tones : of story interpretation. She
makes a lyric tingle . with imagery
and when she gets through with her
sing-and-say the audience knows
that the item . has been thoroughly
explored from every melodic arid
narrative angle. Siegal is at his usual
plaice throughout, the piano.
Also on the bill are the Knight

Sisters. Their specialty is acrobatic
adagio. The highpoint is riot so much

- the routine as their figures. Odec.

ALVIN; MPLS.

' .Minneapolis, Nov. 12.

, Line (12),- Three Ladd Sisters,
Paul Allen, Barney Grant, Brown the

, Magician (4), Rolla & Verna Pickert,
Lois Lane, Black Brbthets (2),
Michael Loring; 'Earl of Puddlestone'
(Rep).

While most of it is okay, the pro
gram lacks the variety that makes
for completely satisfactory arid well

balanced entertainment. ,

Brittbn arid his band occupy , the

stage .
throughout, and .though

.
the

major portion of their offeririg. is re--

served for the latter half, of the bill,

the boys are riot averse to chiming
in' oh the- earlier acts. In fact, with
stooges wandering bh and off the

sta'ge arid in arid [ out .
of the wings,

the proceedings .have somewhat the

appearance of a miniature 'Helza-

poppin.' '

,

Chief dancing ensemble is that of

the three Sarnuels brothers and Har-
riet Hayes. . The bbys

:
dp military

taps with their feminine: partner, but
the latter is the mainstay of the act

with her .acrobatic splits and twists.

Another pert dancer is Helen
Palmer, whose line is taps also, and
she's very nifty in their execution.

She's followed by violinist Irving

Jafle, who has a clever stunt with
his imitation, of birds on the strings,;

: Phil ' Brown goes into high, after

starting singly, wheri a partner' joins

the act and the two engage in com-
edy acrobatics.
Once the band swings into action

with its own stuff, the proceedings
become a bit more hilarious, begin-
ning with still more taps by Tommy
Rafferty. Latter, however, : gives

them an eccentric twist and adds a
fairly good imitation of ; Charlie

Chaplin. '-.•' ",

Band numbers that follow include
the troupe's , own version of . 'Comiri'

Round the Mountain' and in inter-

lude ih 'whiOh the band members dis-

guise themeselves as famous .
com*

posers, each 'conducting' one of his

own best .fcriown compositions in

modern swing. > ;

[\
i

Concluding episode is a reversion

to the well-known Britton rendition

of 'Poet and Peasant,' in which coats

arid instruments are rendered apart
in ' a free-for-all. However, corhr
paired with previous appearances
this must be depression year since

there is only one violin that goes
pop. whereas there -used to be a
number of them. .

Kony

cellent account of themselves. Haley
is topnotCh. .both as ;:

: a, single and
when workirig with first, a white-
faced stooge who :

imitates Al Jolson.
In his session -with Miss Lane. Haley
takes the play completely away from
the good-looking blonde. . She shows
hdr

.
stage-singing

:

-training, v thbughj
when nicely vocalizing That's for
Me/ 'Now I Lay Me Down to Dream'
and 'I'm Nobody's/Baby.'
For further ..variety, .the .'show in-

cludes Bob Dupont. cOriiedy
.

juggler
along (he lines of Stan Kavariaghv or
vice versa, and the CondOs Brothers,
fast challerige dancers . who've ;

been
around for years. - Both turns regis-
ter in their- respective : spots.

Strand's stage end is, also : distinc-
tive currently, because of a fine light-
ing job turned, iir by Harry Gourfa iri,

.;

house producer. : Scho.

ADAMS, NEWARK

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

a handkerchief off tha floor, and

lighting cigarets, the /iri . holding^a

match in her teeth ;and striking it on

the floor while in a spin, are
j
their

top stunts arid they hold an audience

Pitchmen are taking their first

crack at Brooklyn. Their mouth
kazoo gadgets account for healthy

laughs in imitations of various musi-
cal : instruments, playirig style of

different bandleaders, and a flock of

Other apings. Trick, makeshift copies

of several musical instruments add
zest. Turn hasn't been altered one
bit from its recent Rainbow Room
and. Strand theatre, N. Y., dates.; .

;••••
• Wood.

TOWER, K. C.

Reggie Childs Orch (13) with Paul
Carley, Lucille Doran; Diosa Cos-
tello, Wally Brown and Annette
Antes, Top Hditersi Three Pitchmen,

Flatbush patrons are getting a lot

of show for their, money .this week,
riot only from the satisfying lineup
of talent, but also in running time;
This stretch runs about 90 minutes,
most of it taken up, by 7 Wally
Brown's double talk in solo and at
the finish with Diosa Costello. Reggie
ChildS' surprisingly strong band and
two sock turns, . the Top Hatters and
the Three Pitchmen, round out the
setup. /

Miss' Costello, Latin firebrand who
hit the heights in the legit musical,
'Too Many Girls,* gets top billing.

With her own drummer onstage,' to
insure correct terripos, she sings and
grinds her way to a nice rating with,
this family audierice. Her songs are
completely lost to the' seat, holders
inasmuch as they are entirely in:

Spanish, but her. roller . bearing hips
and general demearior speak a uni-
versally^ kn.ownxlanguage. .

'

'Between solo innings she gets Iri

what seemingly, is a long adlib
session with Brown, m.c, and oc-
casionally ringing in Reggie Childs.
At the show caught (closing, Friday)
the interlude . was productive of a
full round of giggles though ;

the
session weaved in arid out of a mildly
Suggestive vein.
Brown handles introes and kicks

up' gbbd reactibn with his dbuble.
talk.

,
It's done similar . to . Cliff

Nazarro's turn. He's a bit weak at
the outset, but increases in effective-
ness as he moves along and the audi

As usual, there is plenty of enter- . . Newark, Nov; 10
tainriient value here, even though ! Cab Calloway Orch with Anise
the show falls considerably under its and-, Aland, Six Cotton Club Bbys,.l erice "iata^heS . Annette Ames a
immediate predecessor's high stand- Avis Andrews, Cook and Brown, The

j
tiny, falsetto-vOiced femmei joins

ard. At least three of the acts, the Cab Jivers, Joe Fecher's House Orch; him 'during this streatch immediately
chorus and the elaborately staged

j

'Queen of the, Yukon' (Mono). .

J;-- -

produced numbers.. merit particular ...-
,

"
;

".

praise. I Local alligators get a break at the
The current, headliner,- Michael Adarhs this week, for all-colored

Loring, best known for his . radio shOw featuring Cab Calloway keeps
singing, rates as somewhat of a name the joint jumping plenty,
here because he's a natives Miri- Calloway presides over swing car--

; neapolitan and- was . prominent in nival throughout, .not: only waving
University of Minnesota and other baton but performing

.
customary

amateur and serai-professional the- rhythmic calisthenics all Over stage,
atricals before he left for; a film, ;

-He'-.' gives voice to The Ghost of
legit and airwave . career, . He fills Smokcy Joe' to good hand, and turns
the bill nicely. - ;

:••;
:'

' iri usual bang-up job as m.c. Boys
. Show opens with the 12 choristers -in .band clown at every opportunity,
as Dutch boys arid girls in.' a' fast tap: individually arid ;with each other's
number for which Paul Allen, house cooparatiori.
singer, vocalizes. The Three . Ladd Principal change of pace frorii hi-
Sisters frorii the line

:
do a pleasing, de-ho stuff . come.-? from high-note

specialty during this interlude. Vocalizing of Avis Andrews, who
Barney. Grant, hick comic,- fills the does o.k. haridlirig of. 'Yours Is My

m.c. assignment capable besides of- Heart Alone' and 'Why Was I Born?'
fering his own individual turn. He r Fast and fancy hoofing ,riiakes ?up
uses skill in running the show and bulk of program. Anise and. Aland,
com*- across with several amusing guy and gal, rip upi stage. with speedy
ga^s ftnd stories. •

. soft shoe work arid some spectacular
Four lookers^ froth/ the line work .acroba:tics thrown in. for good meas-

with Brown the Magician, whose act ure. The Six Cotton Club Boys tap-,
consists . Of sleight-bf-rharid arid other riiarch. out in semi-military rigs arid
none too. • riiystifying; or unusual offci- formation tap ArbUtine that has

.
tricks. ..' Rblla and Verna Pickert are plenty Of class. :. Cook and . Brown do
a corking dance team who swing it a .

comedy turn and nearly shake
up on high stilts to climax their tap, themselves apart .in. process. All
acrobatic arid ecceritric routines. The'--Went over big with- customers. ".-

girl is an eye-filler. : The Cab Jivers are. five boys Who

preceding Miss Costello. Her cos-
tuming and mien are: designed to, ack
cent the kiddie impression of her
pint size. The two run through an
exchange whereiri he's supposed to
be Gary Cooper and she Hedy
Lamarr; It clicks.

. \ .

*

Childs' band is a neatly-blended
compihatioh of three trumpets,' one
trombone, four saxes and four
rhythm.

.
It's clean playing ; and

round-toned, capable of sweet or hot.
The latter style is surprisingly good
despite the fact some of its arrange-
ments are not at all pleasing. Muted
or clear, the , brass . stacks up as the
foremost section, closely followed by
the work of

: the four;
; saxes. Both

teams seem to be in capable hands.
Rhythm is steady and dispenses a :

gOods beat, but the drummer should
be careful to be more .quiet on
ballads. Even with brushes' he over-
rides the quieter deliveriesv
Childs himself is too noticeably in-:

adequate when the group is riding in
a- jump groove/ He'd be smart to
modify his batoning attempts of the
more ..driving stuff; Paul Carley is
the group's male, vocalist. He's okay
for the demands put oh him; Does
"Trade Winds' and 'Call of the
Canyon.' Lucille .Doran is art aver-
age .girl Vocalist, handling- here >in

Kansas City, Nov, 9, .

. Faith Bacon, Dave Tannen, Nelson
and Evans, Hanlon and Clark, Lester

,

Harding, Wilma Allen and Sophie
Ziegler, House Line, Herb Six House
Orch; 'Friendly, Neighbors' (Rep.)

.

'-<
-

.

1

-

A fiesta atmosphere pervades the
town in celebration of the annual
American Royal Livestock and Horse
Show and social functions. .The

Tower, is dbing its bit with a head-
liner, Faith Bacbri, the nudie dancer.-

As an attraction Miss Bacon is doing,
her part and the house is on its way
to one of its better b.o. figures. A
part of this is due to the fact : that
a strip act always hypoes. arbund
the Tbwer, and part is "due tb the
predominance; of\ rural

;
fbik . arid

trade territory visitors. But a goodly
part , is directly due to the name: of
Bason, as v she :is outstripping other
acts of her type..
With three standard suppbrting

acts and the weekly amateur selec-
tion, the show runs its Usual route
except that Miss Bacon is ori twice.
She has a spot near opening. in which
she Contributes her version of the,
'Death of the Bird of Paradise' from
ballet and she closes the show with
'Dance of Shame,' in which she. wears-
the . usual g-string and gives the bra-
flash ;6n the finale. :'

In tune with the American Royal
"tha line opens :the show with a' west-:
ern number and follows through mid-
way on stilts as a background for.
baton-waving, amateur, "majorettes.
Eight girls dp their best in an eve-
riihgrgbwned soft shoe preceding the
strip finale. Lester Harding is back
in his old pbst as m.c. and early in
the route sings 'I Am Art Arrierican'
and 'God Bless America.'
The remainder of the bill is largely

comedy, with Dave Tannen's pan-
tomimic skit well placed ] in the
stretch. Likewise Hanlon and Clark
maintain /the comedy pace as city
slicker-country.

. gal dub. Novelty
note of the show is offered by Nel-
son and Evans' in ' barrel-jumping
acrobatics.
Running time Is up to 50 minutes

and the selection of the Weaver
Eros, feature is a nifty for this week
in view of the type of trade. Quin.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

-' "•• '-. ; Chicago,. Nov. 9.
Charlie

: .
Barnee Orch with

:

Bob
Carroll, Ford Leary; Jiinmy Bvruai
Dick, Don and Dinah, Allan Carnci,'
'Kildare Comes Home' XM-G) . /

This is the first appearance in town
for the Charlie Barnet brchestra, arid
it cbmes through impressively. There
is no question about the orchestra
being known here, especially by the
younger set who crowded into this -

hbuse opening day and iridicated that *

they will give this house a fine gross
this week. ••; •'.••':./.--•-.

Barriet's orchestra proved plenty
high-class, in the modern tempo
when caught. The 16-piece layout is
effective on" sight in the first place,
arid then proceeds to dish out a
brand ' of modern- music, tha^t must
impress any listener, whether 'or not :

they're rug-cutters. It's smart and
live stuff, aided by Barriet's neat
musical array. . Afier this appear-
ance Barnet is assured of a genuine
Chicago following.

Vocalist with the Barnet aggi;ega-
tion is baritone Bob Carroll, who •

does well with his straight ba Hading.
But the. click Of the individuals is

'

Ford Leary, who steps away from
lis \trombone for some rnore-or-less
singing. ' - His breezy personality
pleased this .

audierice rhightily ; but^
the. applause was so pledsing to
Leary that he stayed too long.
•Three'' acts make up the variety

lineup; Jimmy Byrnes, pretty fa-
miliar" around this . town in yaude

.

and little nite spots, clicked neatly

.

with this mob with his deft tap
dancing.

.
Byrnes .conies over the

footlights pleasingly and handles 'r

himself, well, adding just enough
siriiple clowning, tb put the audierice
at ease. Dick,' Don :and Dinah are -a;.,

standard acrobatic trib who have
some excellent little novelty' stunts!

They work particularly- well with
their .three-high tricks. Score one
for .'em also on their smart wardrobe.
Allan Carney finishes up the show

with . his irhpersonations. All the.

standard stuff is there, Barrymore,
Robinson and Laughton, biit Carney

.

manages : to get plenty out of the
routine, primarily because he estab-
lishes himself first ^ a comedian.
He winds up with - some Russian,
Irish and Italian dialect-clbwning.fbr
good results. v..

,'-•

Biz fine on the last show Fri-
day (8). .' :': Gold.

EARLE, PHILLY

HIPP, BALTO

,
A flash ballet number by the line step down ffpni regular band" seats !hot too . sule voice and no stvle

Is ; noteworthy for its' costuming, Xor private jam session, on. apron. 'Rhutnbobgie' and 'Whisnerin» Gr/*<i '

lighting, staging and dancing. It iri- Their arrangements arc smart arid
troduces Lois Lane, one of the rendition plenty hot.
,c«bristers; in. a difficult toe routine. ' For smashv finish, maestro brings
Then Grant steps out of his m.c. role, entire gang onstage to do a conga
to cop laughs with his mixture of hill- While orch plavs 'Chile Con Conga.'
billy and rube patter and songs in- dancers do their . stuff, the others
terspersed with a bit of eccentric beat drums and sing, and curtains

**ti!Pg'*, t' » ^ ,
fold slowly.

The Black Brothers are tramp . B.o. good when caught Sunday
ttrobatic comics, who perform some ' afternoon (10). Kent.

Rhumboogie' and 'Whispering Grass.
Latter is poorly done in particular.
; Top Hatters

.and the Pitchmen are
the, real clicks of the\ bill, each
garnering strong . returns. Hatters
are one of the classiest skating acts
extant. Good looking girl and boy go
through a series of dangerously
difficult skating tricks which call for
changing holds in mid-air while
spinning at high speed. Picking up

Baltimore, Nov. 10.
-

.
'Holl^tobod All Ctrl Revue' with

Pearl Robbtns, June Lorraine, The
Herzqgs (5), Judy Canova and Sis-
ter Annie. Gde Foster Roxyettes
(16) Phil Lampkin and House Orch
(11); 'Too Many Girls! (RKO).

. Smart Idea this, of assembling an
all-girl layout to round out pic title
of ,'TOo Many Girls.' Result is a
stage -full of pulchritude and a nice
conglomeration of talent.

Utilizing a special lyric anent lack
of men and emphasis on gals, house
line of 16 Roxyettes under direction
of Beth Mitchell, opens doings with
routine which serves tb intrbduce
the' Herzbgs. Quintet of trapeze
wbrkers lbbks well and contributes a
socky opening. Utilize three traps
for good perch stuff and work in
novel comedy twist by inviting any
one in audience to. participate. 'Vol-
unteer' takes some funny falls, keep-
ing up good line of chatter and
winds

.
up with smash, one-foot catch

' on high swinging trap to show-halt-
irig results. Sets matters perfectly
for June Lorraine, who follows.

In spite of avalanche of mimics
constantly bObked : intb this spbt;-
clever-wbrking" lass whacks but a
sessibn bf crack irnpersbnatibns pre-
sented with a nbvel twist. Dbes all
the familiars, with version of Bette
Davis arid dialog between Hepburn
and Schnozzle Durante standouts.
Line returns

. for. Some precision
hobfery nicely climaxed by toe-tap
solo sold tb the hilt by Pearl Rob-
bins, Interlude is brief but far
above the ..average stuff. / Makes just
the right spot for < Judy Canova, ori
to. an audible reception.

In nondescript
.
hillbilly outfit, she

gives out with vocal of 'Benny the
Beaver,' after which a session of
gagging with. Sister Anriie at the

• piano leads •into some ivory' tickling
|by the latter. Follows with 'I Ainr

t

Got Nobody/ announced as frbm re
cent film 'Scatterbrain,' and 'Jook it,

I

from 'Yokel Boy,' Brbadway musical
bf. recent

.
vintage, in ..which she

. starred. Legit encbre cbntributes
sbme cbmedy hoofery and a beg off
Makes a very solid spot.
Line closes with well developed

number utilizing stilts. Girls are
smartly turned out . in tails and top-
pers for., punchy routine arid solid
series of curtains.'
Biz all right.

. Burm.

Philadelphia, Nov. 9.

Ken Murray, Milton Charleston,
Wynn Murray, Park, and Clifford,
Dixie Dunbar arid Rhythmatres,
Betty Atkinson, Milt Herth Trio, Lou
Schrdder's House Band; '1 Want a
Divorce' (Par). '-.

This bill features everything from
a couple of acros to a baggy-pants
tramp comic with a gal drum major
thrown in. Heading the lineup are
the Murrays—Ken and Wynn. The
former emcees the show, elbwning
thrbugh the 55-minu.te bill with his
ever-present cigar. 'His material
cbiild. stand freshening up as many
of his , gags are definitely in the
oldie class.

' '

j ;

Opener is Betty Atkinson, billed

as the 'world's
.
champion drurn

riiaj orette.' . Dressed in a scanty,
fetching costume, she taps and
twirls a baton to .music. Act clicks

well, especially when accompanied
by tunes of local colleges. (When
caught, Saturday night, the house
was filled with rah-rah boys.)
Wynn Murray is in the deuce spot.

More svelte than in her previbus ap-
pearance here, her pipes are fine,

but her selection bf sbiigs can be
improved upbri. She's . okay with
•Millibn Dreams Ago' and 'Great Day,'

but 'Tennessee Fish. Fry' as her
finale is just so-sb.
The acros, Park and Clifford, have

an assortment of difficult tricks, and
their act is livened up considerably
by the inclusion of Ken Murray
togged in a baggy athletic cbstume..

They toss hirii about with ludicrous
results. •

Dixie Dunbar is backed by a quar-
tet of lbng-legged lads and they, mix
ud their dance routines .nicely, Tlie

quintet is solid in a tap ;iiuriiber and
a "Combo Conga and tap bit. Miss
Dunbar also does a solo, the' one she
featured in "Yokel Boy.'
Ken Murray and his baggy-

trousered stooge, Milton Charleston
hold dbwri the next to closing spot in

the familiar
:

straight-hian-socks-
tramo biz of the burley .stage. -Manv
Of the gags reek of

.
the black-

out. Murray draws laughs hy run-
ning off the stage tb bring back cus-

tbmers getting
. up tb ' leave. , Mur-

ray's asides, mariy of them sound-
ing ad lib, are funnier than his

standard gags. , .

The Milt Herth Trio, making their

first i appearance here; wrap .up th

e

show neatly and live up to their

reputation as the "biggest little band
in. the world.' Herth at the electric

organ, Johnny Conners at the drums
arid xylophone and Wilson McGrath
at the piano give out with an end-
less number . of swing arrangements
that, had these customers pbunding
their palms begging dor more.

.

Lou Schrader's pit. crew, holds for
t^

on the stage and does a smooth job

of accompaniment. Biz, when
caught, was okay but not in the same
class as in previous weeks. Shal.
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

George Jessel, Isabel Jewell,

Rochelle, Hudson, Lya Lys, Jean
Parker, Lois Andr ews, Evelyn
Farney, Jea\n Gary, Max Adkins
House Orch (16); . 'Moon Over
Burma' (Par). :

Only a George Jesse! could turn

this trick.: He's been in show busi-

ness a lot of years and needs the ex-
perience :6i every one of them to

keep his Hollywood unit frorh turn-

ing turtle. As . it is, , show gets by,

passably, at .any rate, because of his

.ace showmanship, his. ; constant and
unqeasing vigil over the carjbad of

Glamour. Preferred and the sugar-
coating, culled from the books, with

;

Which he's;outfitted.the flliri ferniries.

. in pictures,. Isabel Jewell, Jean
Parker, Rochelle Hudson and 'Lya
Lys are okay, but .they have nothing,

at all to offer vaude, or what still,

passes for .vaude. But Jessel doesn't'

scare: easily, he's taken each one and
guided 'em through a few tricks of
the trade, stands guard; volubly and
cooperatively, over the flock and
result is a little, unit that's more: en-
tertaining than it has any right: to

be. The dames can thank Jessel, for
under -ordinary auspices they'd be
considerably happier-rarid 'safer,

too—back on the Coast.
Miss Lys, who^s been seen just in

-a couple of/WB bits-, punches out a
smattering of crossfire dialect with
Jessel; Miss Hudson does a. song, 'Too

. Marvelous' '. for Words/ in a fair
voice; Miss Parker an ancient com-

: edy skitVwith . Jessel, and Miss Jewell
an okay moh'olog about a roadside
waitress whose sweetie runs out oh
her. She's the best of the loti How-
ever,. Jessel sees to it : that he's at
everybody's side both before and

• after,;and frequently during, so they
can't go far wrong with . such .. a
show-wise assistant.

Even he knows that glamour it-

self Isn't enough, so he's sporting a
couple of bona fide music hall talents
in Evelyn Farney and Jean Gary.
Latter works through the show, as a
local hick trying to get a break and
shows . plenty

,
of - stuff as sorig-

shoiiter, hoofer and. comedienne.
The Farney gal is a crack terper
who does: her tap-twirling like the
wind, but there isn't enough of it.

Not
.enough pro-Broadway turns

. either and unit could stand at least
one more, possible two of them.
Show's rounded .out by Lois An-,

drews (Mrs. Jessel). In introduc-
ing her, Jessel directs a few;, digs at
his friends' of the stage •and radio
who ribbed him within an inch of
his life on their recent marriage,
after which- she goes into 'Madame

' La Zonga.' Pipes/may not.be so hot,
but. she sells fairly well and is livr
ing, luscious proof that Jessel can
/riot only guide glamour but also pick

Of course, for his part, he's in-
defatigable and 'certainly irid.ispen-

.
sable. Jessel \ .keeps 'em coming
quick and fast for a . solid hour, gets
the audience in a receptive mood.at
the; outset and holds it there, plus
jumping, around like a whirling
dervish to hold the . loose ends to-
gether when things start to sag/ His
owrf^specialty, per se, is a medley Of

: songs he wrote, following, few, bars
of each with an anecdote about how
he lost the dough he made bn the
tune. He never lets lip because he
knows that would be fatal, and does
better with what he has here than

. anybody could possibly have done
.under the circumstances. :. He's a
brave man, but .what's more impor-
tant, he's getting away with it.. Well,

.-. almost anyway.
: Unit carries its own musical direc-

tor, who batons Max Adkins' house
orch from the pit, and there's also

• an unbilled fellow who does a
Waiter bit In the Jessel-Parker
sketch. Finale has the comedian
coming out as Clark Gable, ears and
all, in 'Gone* getup," a weak climax
to the running' gag in which each girl
says her fave is Gable. .Unit could
stand a punchier finish, but by that
time Jessel is probably dog-tired,

.
arid understandably, so. Cohen.

FOX, ST. LOUIS

troduces Novi who doubles as m.c.
and warbler, and he wastes no time
m. bringing oh the Whirlwinds, who
sock across their aero stuff done on
rollerskates. Some of the tricks are
pulled at an amazing dizzy pace.

.
Next are the Royal Swedish Bell

Ringers (4)* making local bow and
starting

, with the; old reliable stand-
by 'Bells of St. Mary's' with the lads
using most of the 206 bells at their
command... -Then they step up the
tempo with 'Beer. Barrel Polka' and
wind up with the. 'Double Eagle
March.' In~between, one. of the lads;
utilizing a flock .of musical water
tumblers; scores with ; 'Gypsy. Love
Sprig.*

. .,
-••--./.

••• Nbvis begs palm-pounding for
-each act before they earn it, but the
customers didn't respond too cor-
dially .until,; they had -been • shown.
Thfen the: m.c; won the mob with his
singing of /'Beautiful Lady,' 'Blue-'
berry Hill* and- 'Trees,' the latter for

'

an encore.
;
Next/ are Smith, Rogers I

and Eddy, the Rogers gal being the*
only femme. oh the entire bill. The
men are softshoe; dance comics arid
their, deadpans are as funny as their
steps. Miss Rogers, a looker, might
do better were she to cut the. :gab
with the lads whose only responses
are gutteral grunts. When she ..gets

down to .. her forte, tapping, /after
stripping from her

. cerise, colored
evening

(gown to regular, dance
briefies she Won plenty of ' customer
approval.

Ben Rader's symphonic arrange-
ment of 'Star Dust' comes; next and
the local tooters score solidly with
this. The next and winduo act is the
Seven Fredysoris; ;turiiblers :

. and
teeterboarders. , One of the best of
their large variety of stunts is when
one of the :lads does; a triple somer-
sault, to land:, in a chair suspended
on-a 12-foot bole held by the- heftiest
member of the troupe. V >

.
.Biz,good at

;
shbw' caught, the lower

floor being almost completely .filled.
- r- :".; ".-/'

. Sahu.

GOLDEN GATE, S.F.

San Francisco, Nov, 6.

-
Will Rock's Thurston show, Britt

Wood, 'Gene
. Gory and Roberta,

Three Brown Sisters, Five Jewels,
Peggy .. O'Neill Line (12) . Charles
Kaley House Orch (12) ; -Laddie',
(RKO),

:
.

./ " ;.-. i

MAJESTIC, B'KLYN

• St. Louis,. Nov. 8..
:

Donald Novls, The Seven Fredy-
epn», Smith, Rogers and Eddy, Six
American Whirlwinds, Royal Swed-.
ish Bell Ringers, Ben Rader's Orch
<20) ; 'Dispatch pom Reuters' (WB)
ond 'Blondie Plays Cupid' /(Col)

.

;

'..

Two-a-night at the Chase Club,
/west end nite spot; an evening radio
stmt for a suds concocter, plus
three-a-day at Fanchon & Marco's

is a pushover for Donald Novis,
NBC warbler, who currently is head-
lining, the second stage show of the
season in this midtown 5,000-seater.
The ..theatre management made a
deal with the nitery for Novis arid
built -up a 'surrounding stage show

;
with vaude acts booked: by Harry C.
Arthur Jr., from Gus Sun in Chicago.
f»tire .layout, which includes two
Talkers, opened strong and indica-
tions/ are that it will pile up a heap
of kopecs. -

.
,/

,
With the tooters transferred from

the elevator
. platform to the apr.ohr

trie 50 minutes of fast action , get un-
.

der • way
. with .-. an organ solo, Wo-

body's Baby' by Tom Avey, the. in-

; '^rument. rising and then disappear
,nS

:

m the pit. . A voice off stage in-

Zinn Arthur Orch, Henny. Young-
man, Phil Regan, Joan Merrill; Three
Sailors, Joan ana Bobby Rexer. .

A policy patterned . after that of
the. Flatbush, farther ; out in Kings
county,, has- been installed, here, but
although good talent is booked, as
occurs dri the opening/ show,- it will
have to be better presented in order,
to'; get: anywhere. House, old legit,

stand, for years on the so-called sub-
way circuit, breathes an atmosphere
that is stuffy and dreary. Also the
stage is poorly lit, leaving the artists
at a disadvantage.

Independently Operated, theatre is

filling out With, shorts and newsreel,
as. at the Flatbush,: where the policy
seems to. have worked out . satis-

factorily. Evans, and Lee : are boOkr
ing the shows: -Scale ranges to 55c
orchestra, 66c loges. •• •

,

: Initial- bill, opening Thursday (7),

was to have included Belle Baker,'
but her rriother died suddenly that
day and Phil. Regan was hurriedly
rounded . up to substitute for the
singer/ ,:'•'

-"'•

';

The- orchestra is Zinn Arthur's 11-

pieceycoriibination from the local St.

George hotel,' where he played all

summer. Has also played other, en-
gagements, including as a fill-in

band, and also worked for. the
Brandts, operators of the. Flatbush.
It's a pretty good swing band which
can get plenty hot arid noisy, but
also/ deals in. the more moderated
rhythms. Arthur does not play, any
instruments but solos. His voice is

not tops but he sells himself rather
well.
: On the opening the band plays a
medley, with two different groups, of
four each stepping down, front

.
for

featured positions, Arthur singing a

portion of the arrangement. Later
on Arthur lilts a pop. He as well as

others on the . show suffer from
antiquated lighting arid poor presen-
tation. .,".'"•

Henny . Youngmari is on several

times but had trouble landing with
his gab.. Perhaps this was partly due
to- the fact some of his material is

pretty old. He's still pulling that one
about flying in from the Coast, .with

his stomach due tomorrow. In his

main session with the fiddle Young-
man again found the going tough. A
small 'audience Thursday night on
the first show could have been partly

responsible for the coldness..- gen-

erally displayed. ^
•''•'

v
Regan, in good voice- (Irish tenor),

is doing three numbers, including .a

favorite of the old Emerald Isle.. He.

carries his own pianist, Jack Harold.

The former Brooklyn cop. who was.

in pictures for sometime arid has

filled numerous personals; including

niteries, " fares satisfactorily
:
as. do

the Three Sailors, slapstick trio. , ,

The: slaps, hoofery clowning and
acrobatic nonsense, are topped by a

strong closing sequence in which the

Sailors do a tap dance skipping ropes

for laughs. A/Sarrioan .girl who does

nothing but - get. herself introduced is

now carried by the act .'-. '

i .

Balance of the bill includes. Joan

Merrill, singer,, and. the tapping team
of Joan and Bobby Rexer' (New
•Acts),

" fast-performing ; buck-and-

wing -yoiuhfuls.- A. protege '
of. .

Al
! Siegal's, Miss Merrill has beeiv in

.1 the niteries'; • Over here, her routine

includes . 'Yodeling -"Jack/-; in
:

which

vFnscans who braved rain to catch
the Gate's ./opener found a sign on
the pay box announcing non-appear-
ance of Will Rock's Thurston magic
show: due to 'transportation difficul-
ties/. Truck breakdown .provided
authentic disappearing act which was
a mystery until 30 minutes before
doors /opened. Other, advertised acts
appeared as ..skedded, supplemented
by -emergency fill-ins, but: manage-
ment found it tough to watch Walk-
aways, biz being bad enough, any-
way. / :.:•

_

^
Tvvo emergency acts opened^

ltialer being Jim Asselin from Benriy
Walker's KGO amateur hour. Very :

much an am, but has plenty of power r

behind his; baritone, unusual in these :

days of thin
. mike voices. Encored !

'Desert Song' .with 'Without a %ohg'
j

for nice reception. Second filler was
Copeland Trio, /skating act with the I

two. feriime members garbed: in
lumiries'cerit. costumes. Done largely
in dark light, it's; pretty to look at
but

.

any skating technique: is lost in
the darkness. Male member, sup-'
ports both gals in final spin, With i.

lights on for windup so ; customers I

can, see how it's /done. . ':/
;

.

Trey spot allocated to first regular,
Gene. Gory and Roberta, plenty
classy bit of musical clowriiri'g. Gory,
actually an A-l gut scraper, mixes it
with breakaway fiddles; one of which
he. chews up and another of which'
yields > live dog; / Gags., include
tommy-gunning of partner after she
crowns him with ;a cello and act
even

. ventures into strip : field When
gals dress is yanked during one- mix-'
up. It's fun :and nonsense Which the
customers went for. in a big . way,
with /ample approbation for Gory *s
.serious bowing as well.

,
Three Br'owri Skters follow^ held

over from their clicko last : week;
They're - still punching out -strong
jive, landing especially with ''Miss
Otis Regrets.'

. The
1

Five Jewels drew
a. next to closing', spot out of the
scramble, quintet of female . jugglers
working principally with clubs, and
garbed in' identical •glittering gowns
plus white wigs; Couldn't coax much
from audience at start but when all
fiye- began exchanging clubs at high
speed toward the close, palms began
to pound furiously. :

.
.

Britt Wood, billed as from 'Hopa-
long .arid other oat operas, closes
with his rube humor and harmonica

.

After tearing off a couple of nifty
numbers he goes into a rather corny
birt well-sold tale of a trip to Chi-
cago, then breaks out the mouth reed
again for a classical touch. Proves
he can do most anything by follow-
ing with some neat steps and ah end-
less

.

song,;
; 'Covered Wagon '

Rolls
Along.' Latter is terrific, largely due
to Wood's flawless .salesmanship. The
guy has what it takes and wowed
em here, which takes doing with a
small audience.

/Band in the pit this week" iri- an-
ticipation, of Thurston show. BMI
music creeps in . with it< 'Practice
Makes Perfect! being one of the
tUries; used. Wern.

bug, a bike rider and a skeleton got
him biggest harid of the bill. ,

Baritone Dawsori. steps to side
mike to do chorus of 'Deep Purple'
as line willo.ws through formations,
Gals, fall prone . as Nirska ap- 1

pears with her umpteen [ sqiin re

'

yards of white satin for butterfly]
dance. Effect is fascinating even
under ' plain spots, but with charig-'

'

ing lights from: all
,

angles, it. .gets !

downright; beautiful'' even to the
j

balcony : shirt-sleeve: ; . trade. ; .A -

plenty solid hand merged with usual

,

blaring ..of • the:^ finale with lineup
arid .Dawsori doing a - vocal bit to
close. . :'/ .

Biz good at shOw caught. Craig.

. WEST ENP, N. Y.

Teddy Hill Orch (14), Rhythm"
Brown Gladys Madden, Earl arid.

Francis, Betty Lee, Taps Miller,
Jivimiii. Bdskette, Sandy Burns, Edna /

Mae. Harris, ;Cracksh6t, Cliink Col-.

Mris, -
.chorus .-(16) : . 'The- Monster

.Walks' (Inciie).,

APOLLO, N Y.

Lorenzo Robeson, Patsy Eckstein*
Walker ; and Walker, John Mason,
John Vigal, Ferdie Robinson, .Vivian
Harris, Beachcombers, Lou Spencer,.
Line (16), LOuis Jordan Orch, Fats >

Waller Orch. with Kathryn. Perry;
'Wildcat Bus" <RKO);

At a 35c' top (plus tax), the bill :•

liere. includes a stage -show/ and or-
j

chestra, a feature picture,- Joe Louis-
i

Artur.o Gbdoy fight film ' and. a cash-
giveaway game. That indicates .the !

quality of the show. As not a single/
portion of the/bill is worth the 35c. /

tapi/ifs. a. cinch that all; of them com-'
bined' riierely prolong the boredom. :

But Harlem craves quantity, so the
stageshow runs more, thari 90 mi.n-

Utesj- which, is about 80 minutes too
long. Ifs all colored.
:To:.rheritiori the: better , things first;

there's Rhythm. Brown, a lean tap
dancer on roller skates. -Act. needs
drastic "cutting arid should -be pol-
ished; /considerably, but Brown: is

skillful, and if his stuff werie more
showmanly he would be a click/in
any surroundings. Taps'. Miller,; a
loud, brash lad with' ah: educated
trumpet and a novel tap. dancing
style, ' also provides, a few

: bright
moments, while Earl and Francis are
a bigrleague dance pairV

.

Otherwise; the entire stage bill is

drearyi .. Teddy Hill's band is blarey
enough to split non-Harlem ear-
drums. Gladys Madden, vocalist with
the band* is nondescript. Betty Lee,
announced as from the house chorus
arid getting a chance as vocalist,
looks it.

:

. Jiriiriiie Baskette, , Sandy
Burns, Edna Mae

:
Harris, an uniden-

tifiable guy billed as Crackshot and
somebodyTbr-dther listed^ as ; Chink
Collins struggle through several 1 in-
terminable, feeble arid vulgar stabs
at comedy. And from tirne to time
the ill-trained house chorus stumbles
through a routine. First half is pre-
sented in what is apparently sup-
posed to be a nitery setting, with the
band in the piti Crew is Onstage for
the second half. It's pretty bad, as
was business at the early show Fri-
day night (8); ' Hobe.

EMBASSY, N Y.
. (NEWSREELS)

:

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Nov. 9.

Lime Trio and the GolXywog, Mark
Dawson, Frank Paris, Nirska, 16
Gae Foster Girls, 'Dispatch • from
Reuters' \WB)y. \

over.

This one is heavily on the visual
side with a pantomime act, a pup-
pet parade, and a butterfly dancer/
but it's- a lush . arid colorful bill by
any standards; ' A baritone ."Find
of the. Month" arid the line's doubling
as vocalists on several, occasions
round it out effectively.

Sill is launched as usual with the
Sing-A-Sorig-WithTMike stunt,,Roxy-
ette. Eile,en " Ritter getting biggest
laugh by collecting amateur quartet
from audience for 'Down By :the

Old > Mill. Stream.* Curtains open
on other Ritter gal, . Joari, . iri . coed
getup, carrying : slate arid warbling
'You : Made, a Touchdown on • My
Heart' to one of the goofy panto-
mime ' doll-handlers - of the Lime
Trio, dolled up in grid gear. Guy
stalks off and ^lin^ trickles on, also

as coeds carrying slates, for jitter-

bug routines. Lime Trio follows,

two handlers iri . football, pants
wheeling, box labeled. -Redskin: Uni-
forms.' (Local .. pro team - is Red-:

skiris.) :

: Third guy in . boi, the
'double-jointed blackface: ragdoll,

surefire as always. '
•

'- :

' Eileen Ritter takes.: it.riext to pre-,

sent Mark Dawsori, good looking

baritone in tails, who gets oke hand
ion 'I Love the Girls,' backed up by
1 six gals iri interpretative pantomime,'
• 'Song of the Flariie' arid .'Where. Else

, But: Here,' - latter getting iri the in-
1

evitable- patriotic, angle, .
Travelers:

!. bp.eri
; on tli i-ee' gals on platform hold*

Unr*- strings^ on -«ix
;

. bvher's ' rlro.'-'eo^
: ;>M

i puppets . for . brief .
atmospheric

;
routine- to ' launch. Frank Paris' and:

his • mannikiris.v Young chap , works:

in -black ''pants and shift, keeps the

. dolls stepping last and
.
smartly to

.solid musicar score.' - A toe dancer, a
• rhumba babf. 1 a.' Joe College jittcr-

More arid more the riewsreels have
been

.
assunning a flrrii ;

opinionated
stand instead of, as formerly/ just re-
porting straight news... That's' con-
siderably evident this week at the
Embassy where Pathe : is rnaking a
•plea,;via: printed slides, for American
uriity in order to cope with the pres-
ent world crisis. This, of course, is a
tactic ..eriiployed ^to salve the wounds
of an/acrimonibus election campaign,
arid it's no more

.
fitting and proper

that Wendell L. Willkie should be
the first to dismiss the- animosity of
political feuding, as. he does, in his
personal pledge, through, the reels, to
aid the President's future program.

It's a touch that- in other, less
critical times might have been con-
strued as a corny flag-Waver. Today,
however, the message carries a far
greater- weight, r It s punchy arid
timely. And the CQrtsistericy of the
reel's rriessage with the seritimerits'
of the audience present at' this catch-
ing Was sufficient indication of its

timeliness. . ./

/. The coverage of the election is
tough to follow from the standpoint
of audience, interest, and therefore
the rest of the straight, newsreels,
while more , or less diverting, suffers
accordingly. vThis, ' of course; ex-
cludes : the special British propa-
ganda short, toridon Can Take It,'

which gains a smash Interest -in
showing London under Are; aided iri

a large measure by the commentary
of Collier's Quentin Reynolds. March
of Time's 'On Foreign Newsfrorits,'
treatirig of foreign correspondents,' is
also vin' the category/ of 'London.':

: Each actually exceeds in interest
anything on. this program. Par
caught practically all the election

'stuff.. '..... .

-..'.:-'.'•:

|
. : Most.- of . the other subjects deal

|

with, the .'common-place, such as
•! Americari preparedness moves, ski- :

: ihg,- horseracinh, the emphasis placed
,; by ' Lord •. Lothian

. on the need for
{greater .United .' States'-British co-
: .operation,: etc., '• '>-// ' / -..-,.' -.

!. / A somber note. Is: struck in' Pathe's
/coverage of Paderewski's arrival in
,
tlie

:

LL- S, frorii Europe; It^s a re- :

' minder, of the , Nazi blitz "of Foland
j
which made: the aged pianist, and
onetiriie president of ..the Polish re-
public,' .a ; refugee, from, his native

..
land-. . -

•
'

! There, are sorhe interesting football
Shots, with the Notre Dame-Army

;

i

C,')iitest '/
/ New. York , topping that

part of the setup. Fox, caught all
-those except one. While extensiv'e in
coverage, - they're more or less

' rou*
'

tine.' .
.-.' ."• ''"'

..Kan. ..

After a series of strong stage
presentations, marked by nice- work
by the 16-gaI line and sonic good
acts, /all skillfully produced i within'
budget lirhitations), current • Apollo -

sho.\v misses, but. :.'.- It's'- partially bad
booking, but- mainly' the lack of any.-/
•thing outstanding among , the per- ..

formers.. -.
-.--'''.-- V "• ;• /.'

There are two orchs, Fats Waller's
ami .I.fVii.ris Jordan's. \/v.Hcr has a'
s: '

•-) ,i •';
iv ' com bo. •

. \v h; i cli L-^cks "his'

;

pianoing.-with one reed, ..one' brass,,
tymp,-. -guitar' -.and- doghouse.' ' ;The

'-

vein, is .sweet and . it's' nice, quiet
listcriiiigv 'but: riot excitihg. . -Waller's'-
keyboard ./strategy/ ' as strong as
ever, his.' expressive face. Hill gets
.laugh's ..and 'the solos by each of his :

instrumentalists are good. . Vocalist
Kathryn Perry's

.
io/w-do.wn . style

against the
. riqvachord manipulated .

by
-
Waller is likewise, okhy; Yet the

whole /thing adds up to a sleepy
evening. , V/hich was well -dernon-
strated at show caught (final one .

Friday night) ' by : the ^ complete.,
apathy bf.. the. usually., enthusiastic -

Harlemites. " '

Jordan's crew is likewise a mirila-.
ture for stage work, nine pieces,
Its ohipf tn«k is to br^k t 1-" phbw,
which it does effectively. Maestro's
sax work and humorous personality/
also earned' "limited plaudits. His
Vocal version of 'Just a Dirty Cad' is
a pip. /

:
\ ;; \-

.
. •

•
.

Comics provide the real high, spots
in .the show with two appearances.
Boys, . are - Apollo regulars, John
Mason, John. Vigal and; Ferdie Robin-
son; aided : by the. ' straighting ' of
Vivian Harris. Their initial shot is

: repartee between- one of them In a
mezzanine box and another oft the

'

stage. Second is a hoary- bufley skit,

:

with the boys getting a mouthful of
water in their phizzes. It still . earns
solid laughs with the business added
by Mason, Vigal, and Robinson.
. .
Most of the other turns are segued

into a gin-mill scene; which provides
a lengthy opener. . They include
baritone Lorenzo Robeson (arty sim-
ilarity between him and Paul .Robe-

.

son is purely coincidental)
; Patsy

Eckstein, Who's chrorno despite the
tag- arid does a . tap

:

session marked
by a few trick twists but otherwise
flat; Walker arid- Walker, gal-boy
terp duo, who do a neat precision
tap one behind the other; Beach-
combers, very blue combo . of sex,
acrobatics and dance by a guy .and
gal in the South Seas setting the'
name suggests; arid Lou Spencer,
lone ofay on the bill.; Spencer is a
fairly good tapster, but the show is

overloaded with hoofery. What is
needed in the spot is a novelty .tunv
Line of 16 ferhmes, after some,

nifty sessions, is back in the bid
buriey rut, with no imaginatiori, no
enthusiasm and no precision; Herb.

STATE, HARTFORD
- Hartford, Nov. 9. .

Jimmy Dorsey Orch :[ (14) with :

Bob Eberlei Helen. O'Corineil. Buddy.
Schutz; Moke and Poker, Emerald
Sisters (2), Sam Kaplan Pit Band;
'Melody and Moonlight' (Rep).

. Two. acts plus the /Jimmy; Dorsey
orch comprise this bill at the
State this week. Both acts are
strong - as is the band, which ' directs;
it's: appeal, mainly at jivers. Band
(14) consists of four sax (excluding
Dorsey ), three trurnpets, three trom-
bones, piario, guitar,, piano and bass.
Leader indicates . more : showman-

ship than on his prior appearance
here nearly two years ago. Is rriOre

at ease and has gotten rid of his:
stilted mike announcements. Maestro
follows, his institutional policy of
letting the specialists in the crew
come out, for some spotlighting.. ,

FolioWing ap overture by the pit
:

band,-
r

the Dorsey aggregation gives
out with a swingy theme from be-
hind, closed curtains. Band then lets;

loose with a medley of swing tunes
after which Dorsey joins the crew in
'Old. John Silver.' Leader swings a
wicked Clarinet, / Buddy Schutz then
whitelighted for extended sesh at the
skins.. '

''-:./'..'

Band's femme warbler, Helen
O'Coririell; takes'- over

;
for neat sell-

ing of a? brace of songs, 'Practice.
Makes Perfect,' 'All of Me' arid
'Madame La Zonga.' She, and band's
other thrush. Bob Eberle, are starid-
bys with the outfit! ,--....'.

Spotted next are the Emerald .Sisr

ters (2), who get by : riiftil'y ..with
some; click . tumbling. Gals inject,

comical quips and pseudo-acrd stuff

to/ milk laffs; Finale/number 'is
"-:'

doubling tumblirig bit bVer arid , un-
der a table. Good selling bit.

:

' Schutz next beats out solidly pri the
: skins ' .'A Man and His Drums.'
; Change of ...pace brings out Eberle;
baritone,' and a heart . throb, for the

I lask'ies. . Vocals etrocfive.ly .'Never-

I

Smile Aga'm,'.'--ih which macotro picks
l;up: snx.lo join his .four-.m.Tiv sax scc-
i tion for brief per tod of .tooting. Next
''cariaric'.v 'Bi'ceze'. and I' with ..niaostro
.' this time en the clarinet. . -: ' .:.

;
- :-Neat band novcltv-. time. -'A.pnio's-

Cunsfri 'Fanny,' has Dori Madison, of
iC**^^ied/on pp'ic Sfi'i-,. -
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STATE, HARTFORD
GLAMOR GIRL REVUE

WFBM. who sings . 'Shadrack.' He ,
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C.)

either, had plenty of friends in. .the.
j

audience, or they liked; it, for the

mittslaps were heavy
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 6,

Ray Martell, Mack and Lynne,

One
rf
of the novelties on bill is Hank Sermon, The Three Cards,

Best Sellers Best Buys
.Continued from page 3.

the :baiid, .' and Eberle; - ducting;

Double-edged meanings .-of
; the van- \ Jonn

~
a dUi'cV-sketch artist who : Jean , Moore, Ellen : Drew, Connie

ous choruses as echoed by 1n ?,u
b^5 draws picture of girl and man in Cella, Ray Samuels' Girls (8) , Hugh

hnvs hits a Palatable SPOt with the ". J:„„^. rp,T„.v ltfni-trim Rmm.em»m'*' * hand (7); 'Slightlyboysvhits a palatable spot ^ihi «je
audience; Turn alsa.;gives : Morgan

stubholders, who eat.f a^P-^ff chance for fooling around with audi-
next duets with Miss . O Connelisor , ence done, in good taste. Jimmy
an effectiye

fxomedy;nu^be^- Do .it
and Mildred , Mulcay. : go symphonic

Again,': with, maestro coming in ?
or

. on

;

the: harmonicas, ripping through

Emmerson's band
Tempted' (U)..

some horseplay

Featuring Ellen Drew ( not the pic
ough 1 player of the same name) in a bed-

, 1„v ..w,„4r._v . tsai,0 humWr of tune's,, cold'and hot, room strip, *How/' to Undress Before:
Ebony male duo, Moke and.. I'OKe,

an(J finishing off . witn 'Rhapsody Your Husband/: 'Glamor; Girl Revue'
speed the pace with ;

some terrinc
Blue , a . . toug

'

me * which won heavy presents a. well-balanced and pleas-
.
jitterbugging' and comedy hooting.

plau(iits >. -| ing show, though 1 lacking in a: sock
Boys open with a vocal, then, goanw ^ Bob Hall . who has been making act. The unit depends

;
ori the nov-

their dancing, routine. ben tnem-
thg ^own for many years, and im- elty:-peel -to draw the customers and

selves to the hilt;
_

_.-
• .„v,+ promising rhymes all the" while, is".on several neat acts ,td leave a -.pleas'-.

At lata 5how_caught Friday ^igm ^ good entertainment. Still has. ihg taste:ph; their! respecuve palates.
» nouse s

his finish when as
* tionsvfrom audience into lyrics of

- showing the right , and . wrong way
song which he composes as he sings, '.to disrobe before hubby; With emcee
Three Freshmen perform comedy Ray Martell narrating play-by-
acrbhatics for finisher. 1 play description from the sidelines,

Little effort is made at production '.a',, tired chorine comes iri
: and ; gives a

Boston Nov T. though lighting and set have riot, rbugh but revealing demonstration

rirn pimac Band (il)V 'with been neglected. The pace of the of how not to undress. When she is

(8), large portion of the

4,000 seats- were filled.

KEITH'S BOSTON

Charley Boy, Alzira Camargo, E.s-

irellita and Chinita; Three Stooges,

Three Trojans; 'That Gang of Mine,

(M6no). .

show is casual • and accounts for
. safely tucked in bed. Miss Drew trips

part of its appeal. Biz good at third 1

in and demurely shows how the- art-
show Friday (8), opening day, with ful' wife takes 'em off. keeping her
standees on first floor.

Ah odd, but very entertaining

combination is the South American,

music, singing and dancing of the

Rimac troupe plus the crumby -

toned, comedy of the Three Stooges

Kiley.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

lines at an interesting angle at all
]

times, and consummating the pro-

'

cedure with a finesse capable of
afflicting hubby with a fine case of.

insomnia— if he's still awake. Mar-
t-ell's sideline quips enhance the act.
The Three Cards. Gay. Maxine and

: Detroit, Nov. 8.

„„W1_^ j _ _ Xavier Cugat, Orch with Raul and
Tliis^shdwVbri a'tour-a-day. policy/ is '] Eva Reyes, Lina Romay, Adel Mara, Mai, drew top plaudits with pre
drawing good business. . ; ...\Garmm Castillo, Miguelitb

.
Valdez; cisiori acrobatics, in which regard-

The Rimac unit has . not been . Catherine Westfield, Abbott and Cos- less, from what point they take off,

viewed here for some years, but . fetlo, Phil Brestoff ... House Orch; they always land, in a barrel after

there is- still an exciting lift, to its . 'Christmas in July' (Par) . j
doing the prescribed numbers of

.flashy, ;
showmanly work. ,;• Charley

Boy and : Chinita open with a short,

twists and turns. Mack and . Lyhne
y . This town's, prolonged yen! for v

.are,so-so in a zahy acro turn.:V :.

snappy dance. Estreilita fPllbws with : music in the SPuth American
;
way

j Hank Sermon and Archie over-
a solo castanet terp to 'Breeze and I'

. makes . it a natural draw to put the come the Edgar Bergen and Charlie
that rates hearty applause, i Cugat . troupe, pra-ctlcally old settlers

: McCarthy barrier in a dummy act in
Three Trojans come on next for a

, here, in the Hotel Statler's Terrace which Sermon contributes, some
snappy session of clean-cut tumbling,

j Room, on the theatre stage with good
;
dextrous vocal-pocus.

.

Boys are smart-appearing in collegi- ' results Organization is in the Detroit] Martell emcees nicely and comes
ate rigs of ted sweaters and white

,
mood, widely known

:
with the long I off well with impersonations of

slacks, ripping off their routine with
,
tenancy in the hotel and the steady F.D.R.7 Walter Winchell, Lionel

good timing and a fine finish. Whole |?night airing of his rriusicV and it has Barrymo|-e, and Stepin Fetch it His
turn is on the; challenge idea, with entertainers who vitalize the music. I best, however, is a takeoff on Amos
each of the trio offering a trick, in 1 As usual, this house bolsters its 'n' Andy, bringing in all principal
rotation. Standout stunts, include a;, band with names and has brought L 1

*
-

series of . backflips without, use ;of up Abbott and Costello for the^com-
edy spot and added Catherine West-
fleld, whose puppets fall in step

hands and flips with a slowrhiotibn
touch

Stooges have two innings* The deftly with the Cugat music. The
first tangle is a resume ol their old Phil Brestoff house orch opens the
routine, involving the hokum play
reading and. eye-gouging; The sec-

ond session is seemingly new, Curley
is togged out as a moth-eaten rajah
prone to do fancy tricks with- a pop
gun and knives,^after sufficient cajol-

ing from Moe in a language that is

- too far-fete&ed • even to be called
foreign. Larry is the . innocent by-
stander who has a raisin shot off his

noggin, and who stands against a
. board while the knives appear to fly

through the- air and skim
.
his. art-

atomy. The skit is good and corny,
loaded with the kind of horse-play
usually associated With this trio.

Featured in the Rimac troupe is

Alzira Camargo, Brazilian singer,
doing a '. vaude version of -Carmen
Miranda. Miss- Camargo sells three
numbers in native tongue with solid
backing by the band. Her songs get
better response as she goes along.
A. socko number, midway in the

show, is a Brazilian . samba danced
by Rimac and Estrellita; and Chinita
is well received for her version of a
Cuban voodoo. Rimac and Charley
Boy really go to town in their heated
hoofing of 'The Frevb;* a challenge
number that rates as one of the band
show's highlights.

Stage is nicely: dressed this week
and the lighting is effefctive through

-

- : out. Fox. .

show ,with an overture on 'The Beer
Barrel Polka,' as Liszt, Wagner,
Verdi and Beethoven would play it.

Cugat outfit gets in enough pop-
ular and Latin balance to satisfy a
fairish . cross-section of musical
tastes. There are Miguelito Valdez,
doing ' hot work on the Afro-Cuban
type of tunes with good results; Car-
men Castillo to provide' the sheerer
Spanish and Portuguese stuff with
'Perfidio' and 'Mama eu Quero/ and
in tux, dancing in the Spanish tra-

dition, Adel Mara. These Latin por-
tions of the bill, highly fancied, here,
are separated., by the appearance of

Miss Westfield, whose puppets

—

Cesar Romero, Anna ('Blue Gown')
Neagle and Joe E. Brown—provide
rhumba, waltz

i,
and jitterbug danc-

ing, climaxing with a slick number
in which a Donald Duck .

puppet
comes but and does a Sonja Henie
on roller skates, wildly ' gesturing
while singeing his tail .feathers on
the floor. She could have worked
more puppets as far as this audience
was concerned
The Reyeses, who worked with acrobatics.

characters. Jean Moore warbles ac
ceptably in one appearance. Connie
Cella does a- song, and dance with ,

the line, strictly routine. Line per-
forms nicely in usual three appear-
ances. Band played from stage;

;

S.R.Q. on show caught. Just.

GAY NINETIES REVUE
(BROADWAY; CHARLOTTE. N; C.)

Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 26.
Jack LaVier and Ruth Morgan,

Bernard and Jenson, Yorke and
Tracy, Mel Hall, Sondra Lynn, Flora
Dora Girls (5), Can-Can Girls (5)

,

Band (6) ;* 'You Can't . Fool Your
Wife? (RKO).

'Gay Nineties Revue* presents a
neatly nostalgic show, built around
three sock acts, . and balances past
with present to round out a fast>
moving 50 minutes.

Top' act is Jack La Vier. vaude vet.
with his 'Man on the Flyih*» Trapeze.'
with Ruth Morgan. Although the act
consists solely of getting himself up
on a trapeze bar and balancing him-
self on a chair. La Vier had the house
eating out of his hand with his build-
up, gags, and nifty timing the

LYRIC, INDPLS

Indianapolis, Nov. 6.

Russ Morgan Orch, Carol Kay,
Johnna, Paul Roberts, Paul Krause,
Bob Hall, Three Freshmen, Six Skat7
ing Marvels, - Jimmy, and Mildred
Mulcay; 'Great Profile* (20th)

.

The free and. easy manner of Russ
Morgan as m.c. of his own band
show gives the spectator the imr
pression that he is' attending a then leave it up to the audience to

the Cugat band during its long. hotel
stand here, are a polished, comely
ballroom team with a comedy knack.
They could easily have done more.
Fbr the rest of the band work, Cugat
shows its versatility with tjmpani
and violins on 'Breeze and I' and
easy congarhumba style. Lina
Romay's piping in swing or Spanishv

is. done with equal facility. La-tter's

father once worked in Mexican con-
sulate here and. she began her 'prbr

fessional work in Detroit. 'Rhum-
boogieV and 'Only * ForeverV. are
more numbers that fall her way.
:The. setting' is a natural for Ahr

bott and Costello, whose turn half-
way through is perfect . balance for
the 'Spanish parade. .Pair take over
with their mustard routine and

Pushing the La Vier act is the
slapstick comedy of . Bert Yorke
and Beatrice Tracy. Yorke imper-
sonates W. C. Fields, while Miss
Tracy^ carries on a la Martha Raye.
Strictly hokum, but drew heavy in
laff. dept;

Nifty impersonations turned in by
Bernard and; Jenson. Miss Jenson
formerly having been a starid-in for
Joan Crawford. In addition to Craw-
ford, she impersonates Mae West, and
without much success. Bernard con-
tributes fast-change, impersonations
of , Jimmy Durante; Ned Sparks.
Grpucho Marks. Charlie Chaplin and
other film pctors.
Mel Hall turns in a runib'f-the*mill

unicycle turni while Sondra Lynn
niftily. sopranos nostslnic '90s num?

Just.

xehearsal instead of a regular^shawfpick but What part of their extensive S'ciS^aS
e
fi^«F^nHnS^

,this week at the Lyric. It's a new routine is - wanted,
,

Audience, SanC£ pieSSv^ih S^^n^
approach to band shows, and a pleas- [ naturally, in baseball town like this. "^raScS^ * frri^ n!?
ing change of pace from the intense .

took the
:
baseball gag and went

i House only nartlv full oh 'show
efforts of other ma«stros who have heavily for it. Pair hadn't had a : raught

paruy iuu on show

been holding forth -tin the boardsv chance because ,.bf , late arrival to
during previous wiBeks.. Morgan's work with band, but clicked smooth-
wit adds sparkle to . the band num- ly as they fitted into a conga chain

.

bers, Which are . well done by the and . Costello tucked his -trip tease'
four-rhythm,* three-trumpet, two- 1 routine on for a sorely needed end-
trombone, . three-fiddle and four.1 ing.
saxophone sections. ;| Biz. fair when caught Friday (8)

.

Smooth arranging is evident on 1

.. Pool.
the theme song, 'Does Your Heart
Beat for Me,' done in its; entirety to
opep, and followed throughout the
62 nVinutes running time by 'John-
son Rag,' to introduce different sec-
tions; 'Sentimental Mood/ with Mor-

Fla. Nut Club Opens
".

-,,:'•:' Miami, Nov. 12.

ouuhuihiw. muuu W1UI mu>
Kernel* Lew Mercur's Nut Club

gan^onThe
1

slTp"hom
U
and - also' doing •!^}}s UP Friday (15) , a month and a.

a yocal oh 'Only Forever,' and mov- half prior to last season's ^opening.
ing over to the piano on 'Stumbling/
with very hot , treatmeht . given
'Linger Awhile/
Band vocalists are Paul Roberts,

baritone, who sings 'Whispering
Grass' and 'Stardust'; and Carol Kay,
who gives lackadaisical treatment to
•Maybe' and 'Nobody's Baby/ A
heavy scorer in the vocal depart-
ment was Paul Krause, winner of
in aniateur contest on station

New revue is packaged under 'Funz
apoppin' label, James 'Paddy' Buchr

anan, fbrmerly. at Mercur's Pitts^
burgh spot, heads lineup/ which in-
cludes Reggie Dvorak, Bishop Broth-
ers (2), Charles < Adams and Ray
Walker.
Room has been refurbished and en-

larged to accomodate 30 ' additional
seats at bar. -.

JOAN and BOBBY REXER
Dancing
8 Mins. -

'•-

Majestic, B'klyn
The youthful

:
Rexers. probably

brother and sister, are corners: Mak-
ing a nice appearance, they also are
all there on their feet and right now
qualify for the better time in thea-
tres as well as in night clubs...

'

. Team "-: does tap, buck-and-wing
dancing, bringing .out an oldtime
vaude flavor, but. with plenty, of
punch for the moderns. Opening tap"

buck by the duo establishes them
quickly. Bobby Rexer then steps out
for a single buck, his. partner join-
ing hint for a fast challenge finish.

The closing sends them across very
strongly. Char.

yarn, regardless of its origin, is ex-

changeable fbr studio coin.

In facti Hollywood will indefinitely

go on paying anywhere from $50,000

to $125,000 for Broadway, hits, just

as it,, will also continue to fork over

from $1,000 up for a synopsis that

has been neither' staged, produced

nor put between; covers. The bigs

of the celluibid business, though,

would be mighty grateful if the

novelists, especially those whose
works strike the public fancy, could

be. hypoed to. greater fecundity.

Studios' current rush for anything
exuding the aroma of ,a potential

best seller
:

the. result of long and
careful analysis of the enviable,

grosses piled up by David O. Selz-

nick's two most :

recent : winners,

'Gone With the Wind' and 'Rebecca.'

During this study was discovered the

importance of an institution known
as the rental library.

Go After the 'Renters'

.

: So, moving on the theory that the

general public has a natural' curios-

ity for talker versions of plays it

has seen or novels it.has read, Hollyi

wood's 'production . overlords
.
are

doping it this way: the audience for

a ; best seller, due. to the 3c-a-day

rental establishments, is. many times

that of even those legit attractions

that follow long stays oh Manhattan's
main stem wHh road tours. That
being the case, . they ask themselves,

why not pay as much for books, as

.

they would for pieces first given the
spotlight via .the footlights,?

:
-

That they are translating words in-

to action, is demonstrated by . Para-
mount's move in planting $100,000

on the line- for Ernest Hemingway's
'For Whom the Bell Tolls' with a
promise to pay : him ah additional; iOc

for every copy of the book sold up
to a total of 500,000, making it pos-
sible- for Hemingway to increase his.

picture income, from 'Bells', by- .an-

other $50,000. :

]"-.
. >-y :.'

Par's deal with Hemingway is a
far cry from the one Margaret Mit-
chell had with Selznick on 'Gone.'

The Atlanta authoress received $55,-

000 for the cinema rights to her vol-
ume, which is explained by the fact

that . Selznick took a gamble and
closed for her. story while still in

galley form.
Picture skeds for 1940-41 and 1941-

42 .will carry an imposing list of
titles gleaned from the field of con-
temporary books, most of . which
were purchased before they reached
the stalls;

Leading the .parade will be - Rich-
ard Llewellyn's 'How Green Was My
Valley/ for which 20th-Fox paid
$50,000 before' publication, and which
Darryl Zartuck will personally pro-
duce with William

.
Wyler, borrowed

from ' Samuel Goidwyn, directing..

Although the cast has not yet been
set, the offering will be mounted on
ari expensive scale. It is ' slated to
roll around Dec. 1.

From the same lot during the next
18 months will come screen versions
of F.. Van Wyck Mason's 'The
Bucharest Ballerina Murders/ for
which Zanuck handed over. $16,000
before publication in book form;
Vereen Bell's 'Swamp Water/, a Sat-
evepost serial soon to be published
as a tome, and Steven Lorigstreet's
'Replenish the Earth/ which also is

still in the printery.
Warners has Henry Bellamann'g

'King's Row/ for which it paid a
healthy price, before publication, but
which , is how giving the Burbank
outfit considerable worry. |rom the
scripting angle, and Hartzell
Spencc's 'One Foot In Heaven/
which will : reach the . stores and
rental libraries late this month.

In addition to Hemingway's 'Beli/ ;

Par has another novel," ' Katharine
Brush's 'You Go Your Way/ the pre-
publication rights to which brought
the authoress $16,000. :

••
\

\,
'

., Catching It In Stride
..Metro has Jan Struthers' 'Mrs.

j

Miniver/ for which it paid $25,000
before it had hit its full stride as
a book, and in which it plans to star.

Greer Garson. Columbia- will make
a talker around Nathaniel West's 'A
Cool

;
Million/ which it obtained be-

fore publication in 'a rather unusual
manner. : Copy of the manuscript
had bjeeh submitted to Col exec^
for inspection .-. before- the', yarn was
sent to the publishers. But 'Million/
as prepared' for book purposes,
wasn't considered suitable for pic-
tures; so author West and screen
writer Boris Ingster set about to
grind out a screen treatment. This
met. with Col's approval, and a con-,
tract was' signed.,'

, In studying the Selznick situation
oh 'Gone' and 'Rebecca/ the prp-
duction bosses had impressed upon
themselves a fact . that' they have too
long overlooked. It is that the po-

tential ticket buyers want literal
translations in the conversion ofbooks - into pictures. This, thev
learned, was responsible for much of
the takes garnered by both vehicles.

Standing out in sharp contrast to
Selznick's experience bn the two fea-
tures is that of the Frank Lloyd-
Jack Skirball producing combo oh
its ihitialer, 'The Howards of Vir^
ginia/.jceiurris on which to date have
not been up to expectations. When
Columbia handed Elizabeth Page
$50,000 for the screen rights to her
best seller, 'Tree of Liberty/ it
planned to produce it under its own
banner, with Lloyd, moving over
from Parambunt, as its producer-
director.

; Came the outbreak of the
war and its accompanying pinch oh
the, film companies, and Col decided,
to shelve the vehicle, tempbrariiy at
least, then Lloyd submitted a prop-
osition, involving his resignation
frorh the Cpl roster and the accep-'

'

tance of the story, then partially
scripted, in settlement for the ad-
vance; preparations he had handled.

Run Into Title Conflict —

.

Lloyd then set . up his own pro -

ducing firm in- association with
Skirball, negotiated, financing from
a New York bank, and went, ahead^
with Col sighed as the distribution
outlet; The picture had been widely .

publicized before the
:

start of shoot-
ing Under

.
its original tag, but Col

sales heads suddenly ebneeived the
idea that 'Tree of Liberty' might be
confused with Warners patriotic

shbrt;' 'Sons of Liberty/ then going
into release.

Lloyd and Skirbali countered with
a suggestion that 'Susquehanna' be
substituted* in view of - the fact that
most of the filming was to. he done
i ri . the

;
Susquehahha .valley. Col of-,

ficials, however, were insistent upon
'The Howards of Virginia.' ' They
argued that, the customers might be--,

lieve U a story of the earlier Susque-
hanna dirigible tragedy if the Lloyd- •

Skirball proposal were carried : put.

Lack of accbrd between the two
factions oyer the title, eventually led

to other .differences; with the picture

suffering from lack of exploitation

after the negative reached the disr

tribution brganizatlbn. The bulk of

its. bally had been around the novel's

tag, which became meaningless when
the shift was made. ~.

JPtx On Radio
.Continued from page "2

.

recently finished, : wrapped around,

their mike feud. : Others with ah

ethereal twist are 'You?r* the One/

'Christmas In July/ "^here's Magic

in Music/ 'Rhythm on the River/

'Secbnd Chorus' „ahd 'A Night at

Earl Carroll's.'
.

'Hullabaloo' at Metro, just nro-
due'ed by Louis K. Sidney, who used
to produce radio shows,: has a mike
aura. 'The Great American Broad-
cast' at 20th-Fox is self-explanatory
and 'Stand Up and Cheer' is in the

same category. RKO's Kay Kyser
starrer, 'You'll Find Out/ has an
aerial setting and his next pcture
is aimed in the same direction. Two
of Republic's high-budget features,

'Hit Parade of 1940' and 'Melody
Ranch/ have a radio trend,- and so-

have two of the studio's future films,

'Melody and Moonlight' and 'Milk-

man's Matinee.' Throughout the

celluloid ^industry the broadcasting
background is a growing rival of the

canyons and prairies.. "
\ -

In Army Now
.Continued' from page 2;

Coiman W. Coalter, Harry W. Miller,

Victor C. Horn, Clifford- R. Lohi.

; Florian J. Klbck, Warrjen M. Mace.

.

' Jiv Edward Connolly, Fred Hiclcer-

•

son Smith, Dean : D. Farlow, Paul J

.

DuPre, Burt H. Dryer, James T.

Dale, Donald E: Lewis, William A;

Rush, Milton T. Parsinger, Harry W.
Biirdet, Jr., William R. Jones, Harold
A. ' Gibson, Marvine R.- Franklin,

Jack H. Young, Robert M: Benham.
Robert Hoffman . and'•.-Clifford

-

: A-

Wright. :

At the Marine barracks, San Diego,

the battalion was disbanded lor three

months of training, .after which it

will be reassembled as a unit, with

the same commissioned Officers-

When reorganized after the train-

ing period, the outfit -will have.;?

band
.
capable^ of playing ahythin.^

from swing to the. classics. Spnii;

of Hollywood's best musicians wi -' 1

be wearing Marine uniforms for the

next year.
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'Father's 1st N. Y. Anni a Fabulous

By JACK PULASKI
The most elaborate theatre party

yet held was staged Saturday night

(9)
: principally in the large lobby

and foyer of the Empire, N. Y., in

celebration of a year's run there of

'Life With Father.' Bar and serving

tables, which were constantly re-

; pienished, yrere ample to satisfy the

. thirst - and appetites of an unexpect-

edly large throng of showpeople,
authors and newspaper men. It had
been intended to invite 200, but the

list mounted to the 800 mark, with
few if any crashers.

..'. Theme of the event seemed to be:

'Enjoy yourself—there isn't as much
, time as you ,

think.' . In . addition to

. the generous collation and pleasant-

ries among those present, • most of

whom were acquainted, there was
what might be termed ari impromptu
show on the stage. One skit could
have been called ' 'Ribbing the

;

Shu-
berts' and a lyric warbled, by Lieif

Efickson ;
alluded to the brothers vio-

lently, to put it mildly. "Erickson,

however^ ;
slurred the; name by de-

sign or ,
otherwise but it , was; rough

enough. /'

. The skit referred to the little af-

fair in; Boston where 'Father's' pro-
ducer, Oscar Serlin, has been hav-
ing run-ins With the Shuberts. First

it was over booking the Boston com-
pany, Serlin winning by leasing the
Civic Repertory, theatre. Second
contest was over tickets for 'Father'

\ there, result being that Herrick's,

alleged to be . operated by the Shu-.

. berts. does . not . handle tickets "for.

the show. '".. ,v,

Lost, One. Knife

Hiram Sherman, who m.c:ed the
shoW, appeared, as Serlin, Shuberts
being played by Lester Allen and
Benny Baker. After some pleasarit-

. ries the brothers departed, Sherman
remarking:: 'After all, Jake and Lee
aren't so bad.' Thereupon he turned
around and a knife was sticking in

his back, with a resultant howl. Ser-
lin himself, sitting down front, al-

most y fell into the orchestra •

. pit.

Later he explained there were, to

have been..two knives, but one prop
dropped/ .

; Earlier in the evening there had
: been a three?Way radio show, leads

of the New York company partici-

pating with those of the Chicago and
Boston casts.? Burns Mantle (News)
introduced the New York end; El-

liott Norton (Post) was on in Bos-
ton, and Ashton Stevens (Herald-
Examiner), had the Chicago .end.

Time was secured • through Alka
Seltzer, but Stevens made a fumble,
saying it was by courtesy of . the

rival vBromo Seltzer. For that he
was penalized half the distance to

the goal by Russel . (Buck, 'have an-
other drink') Crouse, who. wrote
'Father* with Howard Lindsay.

Hit of the show was scored by
Danny Kaye with his 'Pavlowa*

numben A 'Mikado* skit, with a

sextette in red wigs, a la 'Father,'

was high-lighted by Bert Lahr, who
did a Lindsay. Some name players

were also listed to ,
appear, but

walked out on a -real party. How-
ever, Gypsy Rose Lee showed. . She
was stingy , about stripping, but
flashed her attractive gams. Sylvia

Fine was at the piano throughout.

• Check was split by co-host Lester
• Meyers, Who . operates the

.

Empire,
Serlin, Crouse, Lindsay and the

several backers who are .in on one
of. the most profitable plays in gen-
eration, v.v
; Shuberts doubtless got a report on

; the ribbing, for one or tWo of their

./Staff .Were having a good time,
though explained they didn't attend
to check up.

Ann Mason ill. with heavy cold for

several days before preehv of

'Quiet, Please,* but Went •through
with show.

Josephine Hall set for /Arsenic and
Old-' Lace.' ,'

;Forbes „ in from the Coast
and may go into the new Moss Hart
play, opposite Gertrude Lawrence^
Author, is also looking for girls to

;
Plfly Miss Lawrence at the ages of
6. 12, 18 and 23,

;
Elmer the Great,'

. currently try-
ing out in Boston with Joe E. Brown,
Will get second act revisions before
being brought to Broadway.

Engagements

Vivienne Segal, Gene Kelly; 'Pal
Joey;'

Barry Jones, Kent Smith, • 'Old
Acquaintance,'
Eleanor Lynn, Allen Tower^ Ed-

ward Nuhn, 'The Hard Way.*
Victor Matiire, Leif Erickson,

Hume Cronyh, 'Retreat to Pleasure.'
. ; Terence Morgan, Merritt O'Duel,
Kenneth Clarke, George Bleasdale,
•The Corn Is Green.'
Lou Lubin, Joseph Pevney, Sarah

Seeger, Leslie Barrett, John L. Kear-
ney, Clancy Cooper, Bobby Mitchell,
Kay Loring, George Dill, Mitchell
Kowal, Seldpn Behnett, Jack Arnold,
Peter Cucanelli,. 'Horse Fever.':

.
Robert Keith, Diana Ba.rrymore,

Thais Lawton, LaWrence Fletcher,
Henry Kolle, Gertrude Flynn, Zolya
Talma, Elwyn Harvey, Mary Heber-
deen, Emily Lorraine, Ronald Hogue,
Kathleen Cortell, Marita Sylvia, Tom
Bate, 'Romantic Mr. Dickeris' (com-
plete/ cast');

The 'smear' of half a dozen
,
coun-

cillors by Congressman: William P.
Lambertson, Kansas Republican, who
charged them : with being Commun-
ists or sympathizers of that system,
still rankles among Equity leaders.
They have been forced to remain
quiet,, awaiting -an " answer from
Washington whether the charges are
to" be investigated or tabled. It is

their intention to attempt forcing the
issue, unless word is soon received
from the Capital. •

Equity leaders are not only, con-
cerned over the, cloud covering those
named; but over the; position; in
which the charges have placed the
association itself. Felt. that its stand-
ing among unions has been im-
pugned. If the charges are proven*
Equity; eould act to 'clean its house.'
Until such time officials for the most
part are standing up for the mem-
bers named in the Congressional
Record by Lambertson. For the sec-
ond time, the association's monthly
will not touch upon the charges, but
;the magazine, may be the means of
refuting Lambertson.

Equity's head,
- Bert Lytell, sought

prompt action so that Equity might
again participate in federal relief

and the association's unemployment
situation relieved; Chances of se-
curing such aid are hazy, despite the
assertions of Congressmen that they
would favor theatre relief legislation

if the Red charges were dissipated.
;

CONCERT DATES HELD

BACK BY ELECTION

Columbia Concerts Corp., unlike

the film companies, did not attempt

to battle the election period. Booked
almost no concerts of its artists dur-

ing first days, of November. The con-

cert agency felt that any attempt

on the part, of : its serious "musicians,

to buck . the election would be dis-
:

astrous, and that while rndtipn - pic-

tures may:, be : Willing to chance, its

strongest attractions during election

week, concerts cannot afford to do

so. ..;.-. ';.'•'•'. ' ^y -

•'. Starting' with 'Nov... 10 however,

Columbia is making up tor lost time

with no fewer than 12 artists sched-

uled to make appearances at Town
and Carnegie Halls ,

in N. Y.,.;in
;

the.

next two weeks/ Those to appear are

Ellen Ballon, pianist, at Town Hall,

Nov. 10;
: Michael Zaddra, . pianist,.;

Town Hall. Nov. 11; Grace Leslie,

contralto, Town Hall, Nov. 13; Rose

Dirmari, lyric
.

soprano, Town; Hall,

Nov. 16; Richard Hale t l
baritone,

Town Hall, Nov. 16; Henri. Tomianka,

Violinist, Town Hall, Nov. 17;; Albert

Spalding, Carnegie Hall,
. .
Nov. ;

;

18;

Robert Goldsand, pianist, Town Hall,

Nov. 19; Nathan Chaikin, . cellist,

Town Hall, Nov. 22; Clara Ceo, pian-

ist, .Carnegie .Chamber. Music Hall,

Nov. 22; Simon Bar'Sf, pianist, Town
Hall, Nov. 24, and Dorothy. Minty,

violinist, Town Hall Nov. 26/ •

Shows in Rehearsal

'Delicate Story'—Gilbert Miller,
Vinton Freedley.

'Old, Acquaintance'—D wight
Deere *Wiman.

•Pal Joey'--George Abbott;
• 'Off the Record'—John ShUbert.
'Romantic Mr. Dickens'—John

Tuerk.
. . .

Hi-Ya Gentlemen'— Alex
Aarons, Robert Ritchie.
'AH in Fun'—Leonard Sillman,

Phil Baker. '

A*

'

\ 'Horse Fever'—Alex Yokel.
•Follow the Furles'-^'Fledgling')

r-Otis Chatfield-Taylor. .

Mornings at Seven'—Nafl Play-
goers Guildi

entare

$25,000 In Red

Some, mystery attended the pres-
entation' of 'Here Today,' which
closed at the Copley, Boston, Satur-
day (9) after two lean weeks de-
spite a favorable press. • Copley was
announced

. a tryout : spot, With
half a. dozen . plays, supposed to be
played as a show case fbr Broadway.
'Today' is not new. It was produced
at the Barrymore, N. Y., by, Sam H;
Harris in 1932, but failed, and went-
off after five weeks.

. Ruth Gordon, who was in the
original cast and the Boston showing,1

appeared in the play during the sum-
mer in stock.;. It then attracted the
attention of., a picture ; scout. Lee
Shubert, with the urging of Miss
Gordon,' placed 'Today' on the Copley
schedule, it .;being . assumed that he
Would share in possible film rights

money. No picture deal has been
consummated, however,." and the
rights are owned' by Harris, George
Oppenheimer, the original author,
and George S. Kaufman, said tp have
revised the script though not billed

as a participant.

- 'TpdayV: was supposed to satirize

Dorothy Parker at the time of dr\g-
jnal presentation. First, nighters
were, fooled by figuring it a money
show. There are no plans to. try it

again on Broadway and the Copley
venture, in which W. Horace Schmid-
lapp, Josi W. Gaites and Lee Shubert
participated, has been dropped, clos-

ing in the red for about $25,000.

Show Clicks Are Missing

M9w. And's 31st Year's

Net Profit at $32,051

.; • Milwaukee, Nov; 12.

Biggest amusement place in the
town, the quasi-municipal Auditor-
ium,

.
where grand opera, concerts,

indoor circuses, conventions, auto
shows, prize . fights, etc.,

.
held,

ended its. 31st year Sept. 30, showing
a net; profit of

.

$32,05i;56
:

a gross,

of. $150,446,15, or four times the net
return of the previous year. •

'- The profit will be put into build-
ing improvements, yearly practice
that has resulted in the Auditorium
property doubling its original' value
when built. The big building has
had the same manager all these
years—Joseph C. Grieb. . \.

•

2

The National Playgoers Guild,
which aimeidLto tour four attractions

iri the smaller stands under a system
of local guarantees; along the lines

attempted by the Legitimate Theatre
Corp., last season, has been reor-
ganized but the corporation was not
dissolved ; as Teported. George
Somnes, who originally had a small
interest, is understood to have abr
sorbed all the stock, although Halsey
Raines, of Metro, who is credited

with: raising the first bankroll, is. said

to still be president.

Guild , is said to have gone into the
red for about $25,000. Instead of four
shows,

.
only one is definitely an-

nounced to open, it being 'Morning's
a Seven',' which replaced 'Outward

(Continued on page .58)

BroadWay is way behind last

autumn, particularly
; new dra-

.

matic successes. • Not /one .UnqUes-:

tioned straight play click has yet.

registered. . Up to mid-November,
1939, four hits had arrived, plus two
shows of moderate success rating
and sock musical. Only one
comedy of moderate, proportions has
arrived to date this fall—'George
Washington Slept Here' (Lyceum),
while two revivals are of similar'
standing,, they being 'Kind Lady* and
'Charley's Aunt.' .

Favorable
.
signs are . the' /increase

of shows in rehearsal, most, of those
being readied being, well regarded
in script form, It may be well past
New Year's b e f o re. productivity
reaches the peak and then most
theatres Broadway should be
operating. ;... .

-

New musicals have a much higher
1 average currently, four, drawing big
i

grosses. 'Panama Hattie,* newest hit
(46th Street), . 'Hold Oh To Your
Hats' (Shubert ), 'Boys: and \ Girls To-
gether' (Broadhurst), 'It Happens on
Ice' (Center).

; 'Cabin in. The Sky,'
J colored hiusical (Martin Beck) is an
indicated moderate:; money-getter
and none of : the new musicals have
flopped. Musical , strength .is height-
ened, by the continued bigi/draW of
'Louisiana Purchase' and 'Hellzapop-
pin.' .'

.''

Last Season's Start

Straight play winners which open-
ed during the first month arid a half
last fall: 'Life With- Father,' 'Sky-
lark,' "'The Man Who Came to
Dinner,' 'Ladies and Gentlemen,'
'Margin For • Error' and 'Time of
Your Life,' latter two being mode-
rates, though ; .'Error' spanned ; the
season. . •Father' and 'Dinner' We
still on Broadway. The incoming
musical hit during that period was
'Too

.
Many Girls,' big; winner, on

Broadway, but not so " good out of
town. .

.

Matinee or

Sunday legit performances on
Broadway ; are dated to begin Nqvv
24, Original; starting date of next
Sunday (17) being called off because

too many managers stated they

would not be ready at that time.

Principal hindefance was the ad-

vance sale of tickets for the follow-,

ing Monday (18). Case in point was
'Life With : Father,' 800 tickets for

next Monday's performance being

oufe As a number are in the hands
of out-of-tbwners, it would be un-
fair to such patrons and practically

impossible to recall the tickets. Some
question whether the hits will play

Sundays, despite the League of New
York Theatres/ which helped secure

such performances. Some producers
of top shows are not members of the

League. .
•.

Early this week 12 attractions

were
.
definitely committed to Sun-

days. Those ducking such perform-
ances are 'Panama Hattie,' 'Louis-

iana Purchase' /and 'Father,' because
Of each show's advance sale. • Man-
agements concerned are : not in the

League. •'.*.'•'.;.;*
.

Protective Clause
There are a. number of angles to

the Sunday subject. '• It . was thought
that sbm e showmen m igh t give a

matinee on the Sabbath arid then play

Monday night, figuring that the state :

law of. 24 hours rest foilowing a Sun-
day .performance would be complied
with..

.
Whether afternoons or nights

to be used; is still, to be; deter-

mined but the league's idea at- pre-

sent is .that all shows, play at the

same time and thereby test the pos-

sibilities; -of the; draw; .; ;: ;:;

'Tobacco Roaid' only Tegiter ' that

played last Sunday (10); Sold out,

indicating the possibilities for draWr
ing moderate price patronage. Scale

for 'Road'; is $1.10 top.

Full 24-Hour Rest
Equity claims that its resolution

okaying the members' referendum
vbtirig in Sundays 6 tb 1 includes a
provision calling for full 24 hours

'

rest. Contended that the clause was
written in by the legal department
to .prevent an evasion of the full day
and day and night following Sunday
showings. Whether the courts would
interpret the stipulation similarly
is open to question, but Equity says
it can icall off Sundays If the letter

of the law is not complied with.
Stated definitely that Equity would
"not assent to Mondays in any event,
since it might rate the association as

:

being an accessory before the fact in
breaching the state statute.

.

Explained around Equity that the
idea of another stipulation, that
there shall be no boost in admission
prices for Sundays, followed a report
that some managers thought Satur-
day or holiday scales should apply.
This is

;
contrary to the general idea,

that Sundays will attract popular
price patronage, most of which has
been attending picture ' theatres.

There was surprise inside Equity,
that the referendum was carried by
such a

;
large proportion. When it

Was decided that the full member-
ship should decide the issue instead
of the council, some of the latter

believed* the proposal would, be de-
cisively voted down. ^ Others Who
were cohAden t, of the result figured
it to be a: psychqlpgidal^"matter-^-that
those having jobs would say no and
those not' engaged would vote in.

Sundays. As there is a greater por,^.

tiori of the membership .unemployed,;
those, who thought the proposal
would be okayed, guessed right. -.

Hollywood, Nov. 12.

'About tomorrow,'. George Sear
ton's hew stage play, " is ; slated to
open here Dec. 1, under guidance
of Associated : Producers. . Piece will
move to New York if it clicks oh
the Coast'/ \ *

'

; ;.

Frank Craven and Sally Eilers
share top roles.

September to the middle of
November, 1938, was also much more
productive of scoring attractions
than the current season to date; At
that time four straight, hits -and: a
quartet of musicals liven id the list:

'Victoria Regina,' 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' 'Ahe Lincoln in Illiriois'

and.'Oscar Wilde'; the musicals being
'Hellzapoppin;' 'I Married an Angel.'
'Leave It to Me* and 'Knickerbocker-
Holiday.' .

' ;.>-;.

Last season the rail period looKed
so favorable that the critics were
even patted on the. back when they

'

failed to detect flops up to late Octo-
ber. Recently, top, the reviewers
were regarded as leaning backward .

to hail the new shows, but their
praise was for the musicals.

Production . is being stepped up
coincidental with the amended pact
between authors, managers and pic-
ture interests, bUt the shows now in
rehearsal are not film-backed,, or at
ieast riot admittedly so. Picture
people say they, are ready to re-enter
Broadway, but are holding off on
production commitments until the
deal is actually sealed, wary that
any last minute jam might result in
front office pressure.

ADOPT AMENDED PACT

ON PiX-BACKED PLAYS

At a membership meeting of the
Dramatists Guild held at the Music
Box, N. Y, Tuesday, it was reported
that the amended basic agreement
covering picture-financed plays Was
unanimously adopted. This opens
the path of the re-entry of Holly-
wood into Broadway. Understood
that the new deal will -he effective
as of . Nov. 1 5, but ' activity by the
picture, end .may hot begin: until
Dec:'l. ;

:

•':;

:

Film companies known to be ready
to back legit shows are .Paramount,.
Warners and Metro, .and this trio is

expected to figure
.
principally

Broadway .; :
this ;

:

season. There is . a
possibility that Columbia and 20th-'

Fox will also / participate. - During

.

negotiations • two others were . repre-
sented, : Universal. ' and RKO, :

. but.

neither indicated^ jt : Was ready
, to

finance shows.
All that is necessary to make the

agreement pffibial is signaturing by

.

the ' League of New York. Theatres
(managers) arid the GUild." Holly-
wood was never a party to the basic-,

agreement, but figured prominently
in healing the. breach with the •

authors.

Li

ft

m
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Plays on Broadway

QUIET PLEASE
Comedy- In - three acts

1 " presented at the-

Oiifl'd, . N.'. Y.,; Nov,-. 8, '40, by Jesne Ij.

Lasky and. Henry Puffy; ->vr|tten
.
by F.

: Husti Herbert.'- And Hans kruly ' from ': an
-original story: by. Ferdinand. Reylier; staged 1

. by Buteell Fillmore; Bettings by -Everett
Burees.s;, 83.30 top. v

,.

• v. •>
'

Tony, . . . ... . v. . .......... ..... .Paul Marlon
Betty . . i ... -i .....; . . . i . . . .TJln.a Cleiriena

.' Mr; Fi'tr.Bera ldt . . . . . .-.V; , i M(ehtiel 'Ames.
Trude.Y. . ; .v.'- .Trade Wyler
BIU Brady.. ...... ; . . . ...Bruce Miicfiirlune.
Winnie. . . . . ;

;'; . . . . . ... . .-Evelyn.. Wall
Jack

.

: . .-. . .. . Ralph' Dougl«s
•3oU Oanfleld,, . . ., .: .-.Fred -Nlblo
Henry- Dak in . , . ,>vA'rithony. Kemble Copper
Gloria' Weston. . . ... ...Ann Muson'
Murphy. .-, .;,;.., ;.>; Carl Ch.apinan

: A-.Toiu-Ist. v. . .'. ......v. ..... . ;-Ozd. Waldrop
Fred . Mathews-. '. .- ... . ; ... . Arthur Hughes
MIhk. .C!Urne>\. .. . . ;;. ..; ... . VBunly.: Cutler
J(in. Fii radii y: . i . . ; .Herman X.teb
Carol .. Adams . . . ..... . Jane AVyutt
Roland Pior'oe; <i . .Donald Woods
Joe Mitnhelm,', ,,....:.. ...:.-;. Fred. Sears'
Allc*. . . , . ,-. ;'.'..;. ........... .Judith. Elliott

/Jane... 1
-. . .- Ay,., .',,.» ., ;«.,. .. . .Js'aircy Pre'sion

MU-hael' Kllrher; . .-. . . . ... . . . . .Gordon --Jones
An Electrician ......... .-.'Charles McClelland
Bill. . . . . . ... . ........... ; .Charles Martin
Julius'. .....;.'..'... .;';.;. . ; . . Adolph- 'Tewis-

Second play. -about Hollywood
reach Broadway on successive nights
may have a- slightly better chance
than the first ('Beverly Hills'), but
Broadway has had plays with a sim-
ilar, background that, were : punchier
and much funnier. :..' Quite doubtful
ol landing: in !the money.
-. 'Quiet'

.
jumped from Los Angeles

after . a mild:, three weeks there.
There .is. novelty in presentation,
with, studio, equipment

: that is not
phoney, but that doesn't go for the

• story, which curiously lured Jesse L.
Lasky and Henry (Terry) Duffy
back- to legit.
• It is partially an audience . par-
ticipation, performance, about which
there is nothing new. . Flock of peo-
ple are used, but only , in the first

and last scenes, Sound -Stage 18 of
the . Imperial Studios; /Characters
enter or range along the aisle?, or
have lines from ' seats. ; First nighters
are supposed to be extras Witnessing
the premiere of a stage hit, with di-
rector and. assistant: coaching them'
to applaud .and call for the author,
cameraman taking a reverse shot of
those but front. •;

. Idea .did not register any too well
with the audience. Nor did signs
directing the -extras' to their seats.
Ushers are in uniform with the name
of the studio on their backs. Play
jerkily switches to the sex situation
of the studio's star* Carol Adams*

:

and Roland Pierce,
:
her

.
wandering

husband, the principal scenes being
her studio dressing room: and a
boudoir in Beverly Hills.

Carol is deeply enamoured of
Roland and, believing . that he is

-cheating, decides to do a little, stray-
ing of her own, to the surprise of
her companion, Gloria Weston, star
of the silents. Mike Kilmer, a serv-
ice station attendant, is the. object
of Carol's experiment, seduction ac-
companied by a minor champagne
binge, but whether she actually en-
tered into an affair is not clear;

,

••

.
Change is made in the studio' cast,

Roland being engaged to play oppo-
site Carol for the .first time. He has
become suspicious and she - emotion-:
ally pleads that their marriage not

: be shattered. That, sentimental touch
. is supposed to be the finale of the
{icture, author of which protests
halt he didn't write the lines as ut-
tered; but. the director assures hirnT
It's the best stuff he ever delivered.

• Play brings back some former
Broadway familiars, notably : Fred
Niblo, who along with Lasky and
Duffy were figured permanent
Hollywoodians. Niblo enacts the
film director in the play, a part that
he has been handling in the studios '

for many years. It isn't a big part
and the only reason he took it ap-
pears to be a yen to trod the boards
again. .'•.- v

Jane Wyatt, as Carol, is the show's
. lead. She .is as attractive as ever.

Miss Wyatt started on Broadway,
but has been mostly occupied on the
Coast. Donald Woods plays, Ro-
land to fair effect, he being a pic-
ture type but with stock experience.
Gordon Jones is okay as- Mike; He
is a former footballer who has been
in little theatres and pictures, Bruce
Macfarlane is' the assistant director,
his ;

;
principal

. job being to instruct
the audience. Herman Lieb has a;{

.bit.- part, .playing an extra ' from ah
aisle, seat; down , front. '

'•-..

: Studio/ 'scenes
.
require - too many

people to make operation practical
a.nd,

;
except for. atmosphere, most of

such 'characters -are wasted. . Ibee. -

good enough. Second of the trio is

'Quiet Please,' third being .'Glamour.
Preferred,' well regarded: put . of
town. - ;

.;- '-r
:

-

''.
:y

'
."'

'Beverly Hills' is the wasted; at-

tractive
-

title, but.the latter adjective
does not go for its characters, though
they are decorative enough. : Play is

uneven. Story of gossip mixed with
sex digressions; is not as far-fetched

as .it appears on the stage, and it

doesn't seem diverting. : Principal
fault appears to be the lack of fun,

there being a paucity of laughs. ; Al-
lusion to a Coast daily that has the:

stamp of scandal . stories •:' .overdone
and/ means nothing to Broadway
audiences, .except that portion in
show business. ''..-.' /•

Play was authored by two screen
writers. Locale is the home of Leon-;
ird 'Strickland, whose specialty ,is>

writing ' material for .moppet film
stars.. His pretty wife, Lois, Who has

:

three kids, is ambitious for him to

write bigger and better . scenarios;
and there is :much talk/ about adaptr
ing .'Land of Cotton,' a best seller,

rights of which -were bought for
$100,000. Eastmore, film exec who
secured the 'novel,, never read the
book and is. amazed when it comes
out that the story has plenty about
rape,; strikes and incest, topics he
abhors.' '.':' --.•'.;.-'. ':.'.•' ,;'

:
Exec's .wife, who was; a star in the

silent days, visits Hollywood and im-
mediately goes oh the make for
Leonard, who has ho, inclination to
stray.' Lois admires May, whose
lUre is getting. Leonard, the . 'Cotton':

trick, which, he isn't hot for. May
is; also strong for some sort. of move-
/neht—as one line puts . it: 'She saw
.'Susan ahd God' once too often.' Un-
der the guise of his preparation of
speeches for her, they, spend . much
time together and a yarn about the
affair is printed '.in the scandal rag.

.

Lois is the last , to believe her
Leonard is the man. in the case. ' But
he conies out with it, probably figur-
ing this, as the best way to end an
unwanted liaison. Jeart Harding, a
catty friend of Lois, whose husband
is also a writer and who is currently
playing around; with the Coast's'

number one concubine, advises the
young Wife riot to go too hard on
her man. Upon the blow-up,. East-
more sees his lawyer, but when May
exercises her wiles he changes .his

mind.. She switches, her attention to
a youno actor with a

.
figure and

Leonard snaps out of his namby-
pamby manner arid declares no. one
else shall dictate, what type of stories
he is to

.
write. • Peace descends on

the Strickland home, when he gets
an assignment to do the story for a
new Zanuck find, called 'Number 37.*

There is mention of other Hollywood
narnes, but that does not add luster
to the play. \

'

' Violet Heming, as the : giddy,
amorous, middle-aged May, regis-
tered best, at the premiere. Helen
Claire is excellently cast as Lois,' as
is Ilka Chase, who plays the barbed-
tongued Jean., . 'Hills' is essentially
heavy on the feminine side, male
side being secondary, Doro Me-
rande, nursemaid for the' kids, is

amusing' as a complainer who is

always going to quit. Enid Markey
gets? something as a gossiping mani-
curist;

Robert Shayne, as a busy authors'
agent, is - perhaps the . best of the
men. Clinton Sundberg appears too
quiet as Leonard, but the authors
may be to blame. William J. Kelly
does well enough as May's husband.
There is a Chinese houseman and
*Mir>ino chauffeur for atmosDhere.
They have little to do. Ibee.

Willkie*
.Continued from pajse l.

was registered by his Boston speech

(Oct. 30), The C. A. B. credited him
with 38.7. , The previous high for a

political talk was scored by Wendell

Willkie with his acceptance speech

Aug.. 17. The rating in that instance

was 37.8„ ;

.
The RooseVelt listening high mark

during the 1936 campaign was 24;G.

The first. (Oct. 23) of Presideht

Roosevelt's major political ' speeches

of this year's 1 campaign: was not rated

by the C, A. B; because; that hap-

pened to be an off-week for the serv-

ice. Same applied; in the case of

John L. Lewis', broadcast endorsing

Willkie. Ratings for. the Democratic,

candidate's other speeches were as

follows: from Madison Square Gar^
den, N. Y., Oct. 28, . 36.4; from' the

Academy of Music, Brooklyn, N; Y.,

Nov. -1, 37,3, ahd from Cleveland,

Nov. 2, 37.6; ,' :' :'•••"'.:'• •;'•

What They Spent

Ballet Review

JBEVERLY HILLS
.

• Comedy, in ' three acts .- presented . at the
'. Fultbrir. N.

:
T., Nov.: 7, '40, ..by.

;
Laureni-o

.

Schwnl). and Otto Ij. Premlnfrorr.Btaifc.d .'hy

latter; \vrltten. by Lynn Starling and How-,
ard J. Green; .Ilka Chase; Violet-. Hcmlnp;

. Helen. Clo lie featured; setting ny Donald
Oensldper; $.'{.30. top. '.;.;

.

. Lois Strickland.. .. .-; . . v . .Ttolen Clal.ro

; Delia. . .-« v.j..'.•;;. ,'.'.:.. .,. .... .Enid • Markey
Jose'.". . . ...... . .'; . . ;,

:

.V..;'. . .Peter Goo Choiip
' Art Brotfder'. .......... . ; .•. iltobcrt. Sbayno
JRediro. ;-; ;

".'...:. .'. .'. .:. . • Frank.-' Chevr
Mlfis . White.',

:

... ^ . .". i .-i . . , . ;Boro Jleraiale,
Leonard Strickland . v. ; , . ;Cllnton fJundbdrp'

' Jean Hardlris/. ..... .'....:.;, .' .Ilka Ciu-isa

May Flowers; . .;. .

.

';..'. ... . ... ...Violet -Ileml rig

A. TrumDull .Eastmore. .. .William J. .Kelly
. Mm. Burhsldo .

.-.'
. . .........'-, .Moha Moray.

0'ed Farlbw..: . . . ..... . . . . .;William Talrhan
.
Foilceinan; . . . .'. . . , « .Fred. De. Cordova
Geraldine : Smith... . . . ; ...... . .Lea Penman-.

First of three plays with Holly-
wood as the background, two of

which came in last week and the
Other is due this week, is not nearly

:

ORIGINAL BALLET EUSSE
- After;: extended engagements in
England and a season's tour of Aus-
tralia-New Zealand,, Col. W. de
Basil's; Original Ballet Russe last
week opened its. first New York' ap-
pearance in several years.. This
company and - the; Ballet Russe - de
Monte. Carlo were formerly a single
organization, but they , split several
seasons, ago. Leading dancers are
now divided between the two
troupes, both Of which are booked ;

by Sol Hurok.' •/

v Possibly because the -Ballet Russe
de Mpnte .Carlo

' just ended a three-
week stay at. the same house, the
edge may • have been taken off this
appearance of the Original Ballet
Russe at: the 51st Street theatre.
Whatever the reason, attendance at
the Wednesday (6) premiere was
slimmer ithah greeted the other
troupe, Although there were, plenty
pf- standees for. the performance;
there were numerous empty seats at
last week's opening. Business . since
is; also reported to have been under
capacity, though profitable.. -•

,
Regardless of attendance, the pres-

ent company is no stepchild of the
Mpnte Carlo troupe. Its leading
dancers are. every bit as proficient
and personable as those in the other
outfit. Its . ballets have a- different
flavor; .but are just as showmanly.
And

.
the ensemble is ho less effect-

ive: Only inferior aspect of this
company may ba the physical pro-
duction—the ; settings lacking vlvid-

(Continued on page 60)

' NBC wa§ still trying; at press

time -yesterday (Tuesday), to g^t :-

a : breakdown of political
.

pettditures as far as the red and
blue . networks were . concerned. ;

NBC got $438,000 from the Demo-
crats and $454,000 from the Re-:

. publicans.

Columbia, billed a total of

$593;900 from / political / broad-
casts, with $319,000 from the

Democrats and $274,600 from
the Republicans,. Mutual's politi-

cal billings came to $262,674, with
: the breakdown crediting $124,-

500 to the Republicans, $130,500

to the Democrats, Communists,
$3,100, and Socialist-Labor, $2,-

574. :

Willkie obtained his highest rating

during the campaign; through . ..his

Madison Square Garden speech, Nov.
2. It was 30.6. The ratio between the

latter figure and - the; 37.3 garnered

by , Roosevelt the same night was
close to the. ratio that prevailed for

the two candidates on the national

count of .ballots three days later. •

In the final week of the campaign
Willkie's ratings otherwise were
Louisville; 16.5; Charleston, W. Va.,

20.7, and Camden, N. J-, 19. Joseph
C. Kennedy's pet; 29 Speech favoring

Roosevelt's reelection got a rating of

19.2, and Dorothy Thompson's prO-
Roosevelt talk the .following day
came to 11.7.

Roosevelt's previous high for a
campaign talk (Oct. 10, 1936) was
24^6. His CharlottsviUe address

(June 10, 1940) registered a record

(45.5 ) in the way of nOn-commercial
broadcasts. -

Scanlan-Henie
.ConUnucd from page 3

.

20th-Fox, and Harry Brand, head of

Coast studio publicity, on the stand
for .the defendant. Moskpwitz testi-

fied that he had never
:
spoken to

Scanlah or seen him, while Brand
who flew^in for 10 minutes Of testi-

mony Thiirs; (7 ) told of having
spoken to Scanlan in September,

.1937, when the plaintiff came to his

office in California. ;

At that time Scanlah Wanted
Brand to aid him in securing pub-
licity for Miss Henie on an ice skat*

ing tour he was making with - her.

Brand told thie court he asked the

plaintiff if he had a contract with
the: actress, and Scanlan denied he
had one, . Brand, suggested that

Scanlah, get in touch with the Or-
satti office, ..Miss; Henie's agents and
offered to airang^-a jheeting.' ;

Also on the stand ..was Col, . John
R. Kilpatr-ick, president of Madison.
Square Garden, who told of the; pub-
licity the Garden- secured the ac-

tress-skater, to offset, the. claims of

the plaintiff on -the publicity he
claimed he secured for her. Arthur
Wirtz, c6-parther with Miss Henie
in 'It Happened on Ice,' told the
court of Scahlah's^ statement to; hiitn

in 1936 in which the plaintiff , dis-

paired of. getting, her into films, and
declared he was giving, up the idea.

Mariano Lucco, reporter; aiid seer,

retary of the American Olympics
committee at; Buffalp,; told of hav-
ing .arranged for her appearance at
Buffalo through .'Scanlan "in : J936,

and of Scanl'an's backing put on the
deal and declaring.: tp Lucov that he:

was . np'-. lpnger
;

interested in/ man-
aging the

:

defendant and that he did
not care what'-she did. ; . .. \/ •

' William P. Phillips, an investment
banker' and, a director of 20th-Fox
and of United Artists Theatre; Cir-
cuit, took the' stand for the defense
and told of a meeting with Scan-

Story of Mr. arid Mrs. Alfred Luht (Lynn Fontahhe) by Alice-Leone
Moats appears in the current issue of the Ladies Home; Journal. Stage
couple, who drew capacity in Ottawa and Toronto iast week, first stands
but in 'There Shall Be No Night,' have been wed 18 years. Their design
for living is simple and for brie thing they have never visited New York's,
so-called smart night spots.

.
They rarely witness the plays, generally

being occupied with their own performances when in New Yprk, but
are circus fans, especially when under canvas.

Estimated that: their, combined : earnings are $100,000 annually,, couple
going 50-50 on all expenditures,- save personal purchases. Lunts' only
extravagance appears to be their home and farm at Genesee Depot, Wis.
consin. It is a Swedish Georgian manor, portions of the interior frequently
being rebuilt and ;

redecorated, but; they live like country folk arid arise
early. Lunt does most of, the cooking, specializing in exotic dishes.

-:- Luht was born in Milwaukee, Miss Fontamie in : England. After they
met they stopped x at a. boarding house on 72nd street and were often
visited there by Noel Cpward, then an unknown , actor^ As a : trio they
later appeared . in Coward's 'Design for; Living.' The Lunts have . co-
starred for 16 years. '\.:':

^

'•''--'.'
;.

-

;, Not mentioned . is. their interest in the office of John C. Wilson, Coward's
general representative. Coward has a share of their attractions and vice
Versa, •

;

Also riot included, is LUnt's passion for vaudeville.

;

•

: Harry .
A. Jansen, the magician known as

;
Dante;' has a hew backer, said

to be Rondbout Van Reerhsdyke, a Hollander , whom he met abroad but
who resides oyer here. Charles Washburn, press agent/ had a 50-50 ar-
rangement with, the magi, but after' finding his- share of the 'Sith Sala Bim'
red amounted to $900 for the final

; weeks of the attraction at the Morosco
N. Y., called the deal off. Washburn got his money back frorri Dante's
dates at MapleWopd, N. J., arid last week in Philadelphia (Locust) and
now shares in profits but not losses.

; . .

'•-.

Peculiar mixup attended the clpsing at the Jersey stand. Three baggage
concerns were on hand to haul the effects for the: movement -tp Philly ANew York transfer man who took the stuff to Maplewood, the Erie
R. R:, whose station is close by, and a lpcal -truckman all claimed jurisdic-
tion; Jam; ended with Dante payirig

:
six men $53 each before the show was

put aboard the train. '.:"'-'':" -;..'--'-
:

- •

-

Dante has concluded arrangements with a: New York publisher to bring
•out his autobiography at the conclusion of his present U. S. tour. : The title
Of the. tome will be 'It's Fun to Be Fooled^. .,

John Montague, in advance of 'The Man Who. Came to Dinner* (Clifton
Web), which plays a Week at the Dayidson, Milwaukee; starting Sunday .

(17), was surprised to also see ads announcing the ticket gale, for 'The
Philadelphia Story' two weeks prior to opening, of the Katharine Hepburn
show,;Nov; 25, at the Pabst. Custom is to place tickets < on sale one week
in advance. '.;- - -

: '; -

'Story' has a top of $3.30, but the . lower floor is split, rear half being
$2.75. Latter price is the top for /'Dinner'. Current at the Davidson is
'Tpbacco Road' on 'a farewell tour' at $1.65 top.

What Is announced as a preview of 'Legal Grounds' is carded to be
given at the Elliott, N. Y.,. Nov. 24, as a benefit for George Blumenthal,
veteran showman. Performance is to be given by a group known as th<»
American Apprentice Theatre. Play was written by Robert A. Bachman,
said to have authored several plays tried on the Coast.

Blumenthal, who was injured in an auto accident last year, Is how re-
siding at Money, N. Y. Benefit is dated for the same time that legit shows
will start Sunday performances.

Beverly Hills,' the Lynn Starling-Howard J. Green play about Holly*
wood, which opened on Broadway Thursday (7)» led the N. Y. Times'
Brooks. Atkinson to remark in his review: >A" nice idea sometime would
be for some one to write a tender play about kind people.'
There have, of course, been any number of such -plays, some of therii

very successful too. 'Life With Father/ despite Father's discipline, is
certainly . tender play about kind peopleV And even more so, perhaps,
was 'You Can't Take It With You'. ; ;

: : ;

Ian, Miss Henie, Jack Dunn, William
Klein and himself oh March 24, 1936,
at his apartment. ; The witness was
vague as to whether film discussions
were carried on at that time or at a
later date, so much of the testimony
he* apparently was to give was not
allowed. Lincoln A; Werden, sports
writer of - the N. Y. Times, also Was
called by the plaintiff, but was un-
able to aid the case as he declared
he; was unable to remember what
had transpired in the mass inter-
views he held with the skater.
Scanlan then took the stand on his

own account once again, and on
Thursday (8) both sides rested,
making their

; closing arguments tb
the jury on Friday (9) after which
Justice Steuer charged the Jury.

Touring Group
. Continued from page 57

.

Bpund.' Latter show was too slug-
gish in bookings. A second show,
listed as a revue, Is also skedded fbr:

presentation, but the other two have;
.been called off.

When the new setup cut the sched-
ule in half, stands which. had teen,
booked were queried whether two
shows this

; seasori; would be accept-
able. Result

. was that one-third of .=

the; guaranteed dates . were reported,
to have been lost.' 'Seven' therefore
Will play some guarantees, filling, in
with:, percentage- dates supplied by
the United Booking Office. Its open-;'
ing date is Nov. 21 in Louisville,
A number of players had been en-

gaged, being guaranteed 12 / Weeks.
AbandPriment of the /schedules
meant .that they had tp be paid off .

for that number Of weeks; Not a
large amount Was involved, however,
because all - were contracted for at
the minimum wage of $40 plus, a per-
centage, Thpse who were paid., off
without / being

, called for rehearsal
included Blanche Sweet, Donald
MacDonaldj Raympnd Hackett, Bar-

bara Rpbbinsi Joe CoPk, Jr., James
Rennie, Tom Powers and. Betty
Bronson. Each received $480.

Fred Foley, who hails from Den-
ver, is suing Helen G. Borifils and
Somnes, alleging he drew up a plan
Upon assignment from them. An-
other action is also said to be pend-
ing by another claimant.

Refute Hearst
.Continued from page 3.

rector of the American Humane So-

ciety. -

'

Substantiating
1

their claims, hpss

opry makers point Out that in Re "

public's last: eight westerns not a

single horse .stumbled!-. Harry Sher-

man, producer of the Hopalong Cas-

sidy series for Paramount,, declared

that there .hasn't been one injury

to ah animal in 33 pictures he has

turned but. .: He termed, cruel treat-

ment bad showmanship and has long,

.crusaded agaiirist it,

/ .Tripping; -horses into a fall by/

what is known as the 'Rurining-

W'metjiod is ho longer used. Trained

equines, now employed as doubles,

can take realistic fails, without in-

jury.::-: • •':'
:

,

• Hearst charged that the State of

California was lax in .enforcing; laws'

against/cruelty arid. that the Society

for. Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
'could possibly - accipriiplish more if it

thought more of- performing., /its

dutiei than : it does about ,

private-

subscriptions.'. '.. /' ;;'•..

: Efforts 6t .private societies/to pre-

vent rnaltreatmeht, Hearst; wrote,

'are largely frustrated, arid violation,

of the law made' easy and . presum-
ably cpmrnercially profitable by-

some studios, who hire the: Hu-.

mane Spciety!s pfficers ostensibly to

supervise . the shooting of pictures,

but actually to provide, protection

for the studios .engaged in
:
the in-

fraction.'
'"': '

;:
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SaroyanV in Chi;

Chicago, Nov; 12.

Trade was crimped badly on elec-

tion and post-election nights.

Harris relighted lor the second

time this season, getting away on
Sunday (10). with Gladys George in

'Lady in Waiting.' . .

••

Of the newcomers to town the best

item at the wicket is 'Time of Yoyr
Life,* which is doing excellent,

though not capacity, business.
Estimates for Last Week •

'Life With Father/ Blackstbne
(36th week) (1,200; $2.75); Was hurt

along with all other shows last week,

but held to $12,500, still excellent for

this tinie and run. .,.:;'..

v 'Male Animal/ Selwyn (9th week)
(1,000; $2.75). Has been getting swell

support from the papers on.exploita-

tion and publicity, but found it tough
to buck the. down-trend last week
and wound up under $8,500. .. .

'Meet the People,' Grand (6th

week). (1,200; $2.75). .
Favorable

word-of-mouth throughout the town
is holding this one up considerably.

Took $11;000 last,week. This show
plays Sunday nights alsb. ;

•Time of Your Life,' Erlanger (2d

.week) (1,300; $2:75); Public cariosity

and approval got this second show on
the American Theatre Society sub-
scription season bang-up $14,000

again 'last week.

'Dnmer'nGmSL Louis

> 6tt Lotiia, Nov, 12.

•Man Who Came to Dinner' wound
up. the last of * two-week stand at

the American theatre Saturday (9)
with an approximate take of $17,000,

to bring the gross for the engage-
ment to $33,000, swell, Mary Wickes,
localite and grad of the St. Louis
Little Theatre, who played, the role*

of the nurse, grabbed off plenty of

cuffo space, in the local dailies, and
this, added to the raves dished but,

helped the cause.; •„ .

House dark currently, but relights

Monday (18) with Ruth Chatterton
hi 'Pygmalion.'

tgtf $12^81

To Canada's War Fund

Via Salaries, Profits

Toronto, Nov. 12.

In a five-night, three-matinee . per-
formance of 'There Shall :'• Be No
Night,* the Lunts grossed a smash
$23,893 at the Royal Alexandria here,
scaled at three dollars top,' . Road
tour opened for a one-nighter at the
Capitol,. Ottawa, where the 2,523-.

seater grossed $5,711 at the "same
scale. On combined grosses, a check
for $12,661 was turned oyer, to Can-

; ada's Spitfire-Hurricane Fund. Check
for this amount was presented to the
Hon. C. D. Howe, Federal Minister of
Transport.'

.
•:

-'• Sum included the Lunts' salary,
Robert Sherwood's royalties. Thea-
tre Guild's profits. : share, bf

.
profits of.

the Playwrights' 'Co., profits ' of .John
C. Wilson, who has a share in the
show. Al Greenstone also turned
over his. week's profit of $132 from

;

the sale of souvenir programs.
..

In the past fortnight, legit top-
bankers have donated $22,781 ; to
Canada's war. effort. 'Philadelphia
•Story' contributed $10,100 ;toward the
same cause. This represented . Kath-
arine.Hepburn's salary and her share
of the: profits, author Philip Barry's
royalties. Theatre Guild share, and

. Robert Sinclair's directorial fee.
It Is also recalled that Sherwood,

who served in the Canadian Black
Watch regiment in the first World
War, turned over to the Canadian
Red Cross his royalties from 'Lin-
coln.' which amounted to $2,300 for
the Toronto engagement. Playwright

_. also donated his royalties to Finland
for the New York run of 'There Shall
Be No Night.' Profits of Ruth Dra-
per's trans-Canadian tour, which ex-
ceeded $17,000. was awarded to the
Canadian Red Cross.

' Divides Wash.

, Gets $10,000

IN HUB, $8,500

\ Boston, Nov. 12.
;

The election severely dented the

legit trade here for, first three days

of last week, then' it perked up
steadily for. the remainder of the

week; 'Life With Father' continued
to romp. . away from the field, with
'Ladies in Retirement' taking second

.

money. '-'
;

:

Interest in Joe E. Brown's presence
in 'Elmer the Great', is on the rise..

Advance sale coming in for the sec-
ond week indicates a third frame
would be a safe ^gamble. 'Sim Sala
Bim' opened here Monday (11) night.

Estimates for Last Week
'Life With Father/ Repertory (6th

wk) (965; $2.75). Already had a good
start on the week through advance
sale, so less affected by election than
other shows in town. Garnered nearly
$15,000 for sixth stanza.
'Ladies in Retirement/ Wilbur. (1st

wk) (1,227; $2.75). Well-received by
the press and business is healthy.
Took okay $12,500.. for initial; week.
In for two more.
'Elmer the Great,'- Plymouth (1st

wkr) (1,480; $2.75). Drawing hefty,
suburbanite trade. - The star; not the-
play, got a nice hand in the reviews,
and! the informal chats with the
audience by Joe E. Brown are build-
ing up ; fine wbrd-of-mouth comment.
First week okay $8,500.
'Night of Love/ Shubert (2nd wk)

(1,590; $3.30). Never had a chance
during the two-week tryout.: Final
frame around $5,000.
'Here Today/ Copley (2nd wk)

(1,038; $2.20). Public catching on to
this Ruth Gordon starrer, which
built up to encouraging $4,000 for
second stanza. "

. _ Washington, Nov. 12.

/
F^ur local critics hit as perfect a

deadlock as was possible over 'Glairs
our Preferred,' new Brock Pember-
ton comedy, which arrived last week
atfter

'
one tryout . performance in

Princeton Two a.m. reviewers hailed
» as another sure riot, and two p.m.
columns tore it to shreds as almost
hopeless. The paying guests made

.

MP their own minds to tune of ap-
proximately $10,000;
Current at National, Cap's only le-

giter, is another new one, the Shu-
?*Til 'Night of Love;' Next week

•
its .Ethel Barrymore in 'The Corn
is Green,* followed by 'DuBarry Was
a Lady' (25) and John Shubert's new-,
venture, 'Off the Record' (2).

'

yerofiica, Singer, j

E. L. Golterman
St. Louis, Nov. 12.

Mrs. Maria- Veronica Golterman,
26, former singer in the Municipal
Theatre, Opera chorus, last week
filed suit in the' local" Circuit Court
to divorce Edward L. Gblterman, 28|
who was associated with his father,
Guy Golterman, in grand opera pro-
motions here for many years. Mrs.
Golterman alleges general indigni-

if
s

.
and aisles for the. custody of-

'FOXES/ 12G, SAN CARLO,

$9,000, BIG IN MILW'KEE

Milwaukee, Nov. . 12.

With 15,000 schoolma'ams in town
for their annual state convention and

shopping spree, all Davidson theatre

records for a three-day engagement

were smashed by Tallulah Bankhead
in 'The Little Foxes,' with ah esti-

mated gross in excess of $12,000 in

the 1,500-seat house at $2.75 top.

.Originally .set for .three nights and
a Saturday matinee starting Thurs-
day (7), the advance sale was so

heavy that an extra matinee was put
in for Friday and did practically

capacity. At the opening perform-
ance, the orchestra . was .taken out of

the. pit to put in 50 extra chairs to

accommodate part of the overflow
crowd;- ':'.

-

:
'

. Visiting. teachers also helped swell

the gross for the: San Carlo Opera
Co., which, came into the 1,600-seat

Pabst Thursday (7) for four nights

and a Saturday matinee at $1.50 top.

Opera troupe, which has
.
been an

almost annual visitor. here, for many
years, grossed approximately $9,000.

: . 'Tobacco R.oad,' with John Barton,

opened its fifth : fengagement at the

Davidson Sunday night (10) for the

full week, to be followed by 'The

Man Who Came.to Dinner' With Clif

ton Webb. v
'

'Pins' 6G in Montreal
;

Montreal, Nov. 12.

Current Road Shows

(Week of Nov. 11)

Labor Stage '.;. revue, 'Pins and
Needle's;' at $2 top at His Majesty's,

. - — - .... j collected satisfactory estimated $6,000
their son* Edward L., . Jr., 18 months last .week.
old

-.
|

Current is 'Hellzapoppin,' at $3

mo C0UPle were, married Dec. 20, top, featuring Billie House and Eddie
1935, and separated two weeks ago. Garr.

•A Night of Love! — National,
Washington.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo—
Bushnell auditorium, Hartford , Conn,:
(11-12); Westchester. , Community
Center, White Plains, N. Y. (13);
Academy bf Music, Philadelphia
(14-16),

'Conquest in April* . (Henry Huil)
—Locust, Philadelphia,

!

•.';.

'Corn la Green' (Ethel Barrymore)
—FordVs, Baltimore (14-16).

•''

Cornelia Otis Skinner—Metrbpoli-
tan, Seattle (14).

;:

'EInter the Great' (Joe % Brown)
—Plymouth; Boston.
•Every Man for Himself (Lee

Tracy)—Geary, San Francisco. .

'Foiies Bergere'—El Capitan, Hol-
lywood. '.;.

'. 'v •'/•'•
'

'
. •.

.'

'Hellzapoppin' — His Majesty's
Montreal. ••

'• ','

'Ladies in Retirement' (Flora, Rob-
son)—Wilbur, Boston.
'Lady in Waiting' (Gladys George)

---Harris, Chicago. .'

•Life With Father'; (Lillian Gish)—
Blackstone, Chicago.

'Life With Father* (Dorothy Gish)
--Civic Repertory, Boston;

•Little; Foxes' (Tallulah Bank-

.

head)—Parkway, Madisorii : Wis.
(11); Chateau,; Rochester, Minn; (12);
Auditorium, St. Paul (13); Lyceum,
Minneapolis (14-16).

'Male Animal' (Elliott Nugent)—
Selwyn, Chicago. :

•Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-

ton^ Webb)—Coliseum, Evansville,

Jrid. (11); English, Indianapolis (12-

i6).. • "•'•-.-. v
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Tay-

lor Holmes)—Brin, Menasha, Wis.
(11 ) ; Orpheum, , Green Bay; Wis.
(12) ; Fox, Stevens Pt., Wis. (13);
Grand; Wasau, Wis. (14); State, Eau
Claire; Wis. (15) ; Broadway, Albert
Lea, Minn, (16).

'Meet the PeopleV-Grand Opera
House; Chicago.

'Philadelphia Story': (Katharine
Hepburn)—Capitol, Wheeling; W.
Va. (11); Park, Youhgstown, O. (12);
Colonial, Akron (13); Taft, Cincin-
nati (14-16).

'

•Pins and Needles'-r-Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto.
•Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)—

Cass, Detroit.

'Skylark* : (Gertrude Lawrence).—
Temple, Birmingham (11); Ryman
auditorium, Nashville (12); Audito-

.

rium; Louisville (13);.-Victory^ Day-
ton (14); ;

.Embassy, Johnstown; Pa.
(15) ; Playhouse, Wilmington, Dei.

(16) ;
:
.V :

'

'Thank. You, Columbus' -Play-
house; Hollywood (15-16).

•There Shall Be No Night* (Al-
fred: Lunt, Lyrin. Fontanne)—Nixon,
Pittsburgh.

'

'Time bf Your Life' (Eddie Dowl-
ing)—Erlanger, Chicago; .

.
'Tobacco Road' . (John Bartons-

Davidson, Miiyiraukee. :

'Tonight At 8:30'—Curran, San
Francisco.

•Twelfth Night' (Helen Hayes,
Maurice Evans)—Forrest, Philadel-
phia. '

••

'Zero Hour*—Music Box, Holly-
wood. .. .

'

TOLIES' CLICKS OFF

$16,000 IN HOLLYW'D

Hollywood, NbV. 12.

Clifford Fischer's 'Foiies Bergere'

continues to hit an excellent pace ait

El
;

Capitan theatre.; Revue had
things, pretty much to itself .last

week, only opening being 'Zero Hour'
at the Music Box (8), and there

being several minor oppositions scat-

tered, about town. Hollywood Play-

house relights (15) with 'Thank You,
Columbus,' .','.•

.
'Bergere,' oh third week, piled up

estimated satisfa'ctbry . $16;000.
?

'

W Jr. Rings Dp OK

ID

B way Picks Up After Election

ws But Hattie/ $311

Boys/ 24G, Both Off

Tyg' 7iG in Balto

:. Baltimore, Nov. 12.

Only 'immediate booking on local
legit calendar is pre-Broadway trial

of 'The Corn Is Green,' by Emlyh
Williams, siated for. three-day.'break-
iri beginning Thursday (14) at,

Ford's. English success being
presented by Heifman Shumlin, with
Ethel Barrymore in . the starring
role. ';. •-..'.."> ^'\.'.:

Last week Ruth Chatterton, .in

'Pygmalion,' scaled at $2.22 top; drew
an estimated fairish $7,300 to . the
1,900-seat Ford's,

Ml, PH1LLY

New Haven, Nov. 12.

j
Following its Hartford break-ini

road company , of 'Hellzapoppin,'

featuring Billy House and Eddie
Garr, hit town behind a hefty pub-
licity campaign and garnered some
real money. No turnaways but
there was comfortable capacity, bn
foUr performances that brought . an
approximate $11,000. Show drew,
reviewers' boosts, also good word
of-mouth:

•"

Shubert is. dark .this, week, but
throws the switch in again Nov. 21

23 for preem of the Phil Baker re

Vue, 'All in Fun.' Also pencilled for

an airing here is the Max Baer mu
sical 'Hi-Ya Gentlemen.' .;

:

: Philadelphia, Nov, 12.

Another Philly legit entrant in a
sparsely booked season has clicked
on all cylinders. The Theatre Guild-
Gilbert Miller production bf 'Twelfth
Night' with Helen Hayes and Mau-
rice Evans, jammed through to a
walloping $23,000 first week at the
Forrest and what made that figure
all the more remarkable was that
show played on ATS subscription.
Played on a straight $2.50 top basis,

it's figured the revival would have
hit at least $31,000. One unusual
feature of biz was that Monday night
opening, traditionally weak here
even for big names, was in this case
a near sell-out and on Election Eve,
tOO. '

• • :

:'

Dante's 'Sim Sala Bim' got profit-

able $7,500 in single week at.the Lo-
cust, scaled at $1.50 top. Magic show
got off to a. bad .

start, but going fine

at the end of the week. This ,
week's,

opener was 'Conquest in April,' try-

out With Henry Hull, which - bowed
in last night (Monday ) at the Locust.
In for two weeks at $2 top:

Estimates for Last week
Twelfth Night* Forrest (1st week)

(1,800; $2.85). Helen Hayes-Maurice
Evans goffering garnered very fine

$23,000, all the more remarkable in-
asmuch as show was playing' ATS
subscription: Will beat, that 'figure

this week and that: will mean solid

SRO. 'Night of Love' opens Nov; 18
for two stanzas.
'Sim Sala Bim' Locust . (one week

only) (1,500; $1.50); Dante, the ma-
gician, in for single session, started
slowly but picked xip steadily and
was capacity at getaway; $7,500 was
good for scale and considering slow
pre-election start. '••.;......

1AWYER' BUILDS UP

TO $6,500 IN DETROIT

Detroit. Nov, 12.

Although three legitimate houses

are in operation In Detroit for the

first time .In a blue moon, nobody
was bragging about last .week's busi-

ness. Election interest here in a

state where candidates ran neck and
neck' may have' been some of the'

gouge, but probably hot
.
the whole

reason for the low grosses.

For one thing, it looked as if 'Blos-
som Time'. . would end the Messrs.
Shubert venture at the . Wilson,, but
the introduction of a local find gave
it a fillup at the . end and it is going
twb: weeks!' Gladys George in
'Lady in Waiting' got only a cool
reception at the Cass and was fol-

lowed yesterday ( It) by Ruth Chat-
terton in 'Pygmalion.' 'See My Law-
yer,' Wee -& Leventhal's pop-ppi'ded-
offering at the Lafayette, is building.

: Estimates for Last Week
.

'Lady in • Waiting, (Cass) (1,400;

$2.50). Never developed any strength
during the eight shows and wound
up around $9,700.
'Blossom . Time* (Wilson) ( 1,900;

$2,20 ). Price on this for the second
week dropped to $1 top. A Detroit
youngster took over Mimi role and
boosted it to fairish $9,200 last week.
• 'See My Lawyer' (Lafayette) (1,-

500; $1.10). Haying shbwri' only n.g.

$2,500 in its first six performances,
this showed some improvement in
first full week, getting up to $6,500
for 10 performances.

j

.' George S; Kaufman will direct

.'My Sister Eileen' , for Max 'Gordon,
then will go to the Coast to produce
the film version of 'Mian Who Came
to Dinner' with cp-author Moss Hart,
for Warners.

:. Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy) , D (Drama), It

(Revue), M (Musical), F (Farce),
O (Operetta) , .

'• '

:
-

•Boys and Girls Together,' Broad-
hurst (Cth week) (R-1,412; $4.40).
First half last week affected, by elec-
tion, nearly entire list sagging; strong
comeback Saturday; estimated gross
$24,000; under normal.
•Beverly Hills,' Fulton (1st week)

(C-978; $3.30 ). , Opened last' Thurs-
day (7); Hollywood play drew weak
press , but has number of parties
booked this week and next.
•Cabin in the Sky,' Martin Beck

(3d week) (M-1,214; $3.30). Colored
musical slightly better, with manage-.

,

nient confident it will : make the
grade; quoted around $16,000, which
betters even break.
•DuBarry Was a Lady,' Royale

(49th week) (M-1.407; $4.40). Leaves :
-

for road after another week; as ex-
pected,

. when moved and musical
competition . became stronger, : at-
tendance dropped; $16,000 claimed.

.

'George Washington Slept Here,'
Lyceum (3d week) (C-1,004; $3.30).
Picked up with field after, weak first
half; taking^ around the $10,000 level
should improve for moderate click,

•Glamour Preferred,* Booth (C-712;
$3.30). /. Presented by Brock Pem-
berton; written by Colin Clements
and Florence Ryerson; first called
'Morality Clause'; opens Friday (15 ).

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden
(112th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Long
stayers were more affected l^st week

.

than the new hits; claimed": around
$24,000, which, affords plenty profit.

: 'Hold On to Your Hats,' Shubert
(9th week) (M-1,405; $4.40). Few
shows escaped dip early last week
and no exception here; turned in .

very good gross, however;, rated
around $25,000.

'It Happens On Ice,' Center (5th
week) (R-3,087; $2.75). Ice reviie
heavy upstairs for most perform-
ances; getting consistently good
grosses on week, though -could draw
much more; $35,000 said to be profit-
able both ways.
'Johnny Belinda,' Belasco (8th

week) (D-1,000; $3.30). Spending
plenty to plug drama that is still in
doubtful division; dipped like most
others;, estimated around $4,000.

'Life With Father,' Empire (53d
week) (C-1,005; $3.30). Little doubt
this laugh show will span, another
season; capacity since fall period
started; election caused dip under

. $18,000 mark; but approached
pacity on week.
'Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial

(24th week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Con-
tinues to top Broadway; few shows
approximated capacity election after-?
noon; no exception here, but topped
$35,000 by. virtue of extra matinee.
'Man Who Came to Dinner/ Music

Box (56th week) (C-1.102; $3.30).
Eased oft* to around $12,000; run
comedy is now aimed past first of
the year; though gross dipped, okay
profit earned.
'Panama Hattie/ 46th St. (2d week)

(M-1,347; $4.40). New sock mjusical
claimed to be only exception last
week, with standees in at all shows;
topped $32,000.

•Quiet, Please/ Guild (1st week)
(C-956; $3.30).

1 Second Hollywood :

play that arrived last week, Friday
(8) drew more adverse press than
'Beverly Hills'; business chances bet-
ter indicated this week.

•Return Engagement,' . Golden.
Taken off last Thursday (7); no
business; one week.
Separate Roms/ Plymouth (33d

week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Extra mati-
nees didn't help much last week, but
kept, some grosses up comparatively; :

off here, but . over $7,000, which is
plenty for this one.
'Suzanna and Elders/ Morbsco (2d

week) (C-939; $3.30 ). Play guaran-
teeing theatre; under that basis, last
week's takings around $4,000 not
ehough, but may improve.
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (288th

week> (C-1,107; $1.10). Playing to
enough to better even break and will
continue ; at least into December,
when another birthday will be
marked; $4,500:

,

' REVIVALS
•Blind Alley/ Windsor (4th week)

(C-1,064; $2:20). Has -been struggling;
but evidently costs little to operate;
rated around. $3,000 last week.

•Charley's Aunt/ Cort (4th week)
;( C-1,064; $3.30). So far has regis-
tered operating profit and may ex-
tend through autumn; rated around
$7,500.
'Kind Lady/ Playhouse (10th

week): (CD-8«5; $3.30). Will close at
end of month,, then going- - tour;
has done well for revival, though off
last week like field; $9,000 indicated;
'Romantic . Mr. Dickens' next attrac-
tion. ...

': i

Lawrence Tibbett, Jr., in 'Man

j
Who- Came to Dinner,' audtioned

I
yesterday (Tuesday) for Moss Hart's

j
'Lady in the Dark.' He's, also tak-

;
ing tap :

dancing lessons, v

.;'!

m
•3.

L
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Every Man For Himself
Santa Barbara, Cal., Nov. 8.

Puree oipniedy In throo acts (one Wcne)
t>y . Milton Kii-zorus,

, .stnrrinn l.ee- Tracy.
lM:e,s?'nie(lliy.Arthur iiuU-hliiHon ii-nfl Arlhur
Jtipl'ey-.'- -Stsipt'd

.
by. Arthur KJnl«y". at. the

I.oiiei?o : tUcalre,' Santa Barbara,. Nov. '8-l>,

JOU).-
•Ai.i.. •>:...;.

•\Vally Krlu...

.

Shcedeh-, ; ; ....:>. .-. ..

tjiixjiibcth. . . . . . ..

.

J (e;l. . ..,...>.". .-.

Ja»(>>;.

.

York'.-. . . . , ... .\

;

HiJlen . . ... ; . i ,
.

'.
-.•...'»'.

. Mra.'Kuro'sp'y . .» ; ,

.

Man. . . .... ..... ..',.. .-.

. Woman.-. /...;'.'.,

.

RlttenhofT....
OroBii.1)... . . . .'.v...:.

.

Humphrey Harrison

.

T>r. Lane, . . . .....

.

Mrs! I/inp.i . . .-. .

;

.little. Roy..
Officer. , . . . .

.'..,
'. . . . /.

Polnn T. .'.-.. . .

Wally'o Uncle.-. . . 4.:

.

. . /Murray. ' A) per
; ; l.eo. Tracy
, , .« .David. -'Hoffman'
••'.'. ,'.

. . Kay : T.lnaker
.;.ch(iine;wini;»t>y3
. . ,>.l^ryl Vnuftlian
.....John Galhuirtet
. .... ....Susan' Fox

.i.... . ; i . . Jeanne ; Koel
> .. . . (! eorse Hoborts
.-. ..Uon'^va Keeiiun
....... Wally Malior,
. Charles A", WntrhcB
. .-. .(JnintMUclinrds
,:i.F.toh.-irrt Kartell

.'. .N'enoHe Vnllnn
........ UlUy OtirtW
.... . Wesley nivohs
,

...
'. . T'irtffn r Mu i-yny

.Martin -Myers.

Smart rollicki rig farce comedy pe

r

fectly patterned for Broadway is this
Lee Tracy starrer conceived by Mil?

- ton La?arus. ,. Tracy can come back
to Broadway and stick around for a

/:iong-;time:---^ith-''
;
thiS;Vph'e,.'...bUt\'it will

never be adaptable : to cinematic
styling. .

;
.

'.*'"•
•
•• '

,

It's plenty of buffoonery, all. at the
expense of Hollywood, and the folks
of the cinema world, who are ; nat-
urally vain, may construe some of
the- dialog and situations as justa bit
tod much tipoff to be- to their liking
and declare it to be just a bit below
the belt. '"•.';•-

In his; pot ppurri .dflihcideiits.vth'ai
weave his story skein, Lazarus has"
deftly culled surefire comedy that is

going, to tickle the palate of ticket-
buyer. . The story has Tracy as its

central character, playing the part of
'Wally Britt,' a hr>ik writer who has
come to the ;end of his string after
five, years of churning out formula
scripts, starting out one night for a
bpttle of milk and coming home four-
days later with a : gal and a blank
mind as to what had taken place
during that time, . /With the story
premise planted, somewhat slow, in
the early, part of the act things be-
gin to happen as -Tracy's stooge,
played by Murray Alper, starts inters
rotating: Britt finds out that he had
done things in the Brown Derby: he
had invited a sound-effect mari : and
his wife, who have no coin or home,
to move in with him.; That he had
sold a . story for $10,000 when he
planned returning to New York des-
titute. The finance mart came to
grab his car; the landlady was bring-
ing in prospective tenants.' His over-
coat was stolen, and a studio head
wants immediate delivery of the
story that Britt had told the . night
before during his cups to the studio's
heavy star. v j .

Things get more and more compli-
cated during the next two acts. Just
when everything is straightened out
and the . curtain is about to descend,
a. naval police officer pops in to an-
nounce to Britt that . he has been
ft.w.o.li from the navy yard for four
days, having enlisted during his
spree.

, The opus was pretty well timed for
Its first performance and, after its
coming week in San Francisco, will
be a hoxoffice natural. It's not ah
expensive production, with scenic

end being turned out by. Hutchinson
co-producer.. -

Cast, outside of Tracy, hot in big
coin category either,' though it's large
iii numbers.
Tracy tops anything he's done since

coming from Broadway to the Coast.
Plays the part with, ease and suavity
and. though kept on the move with
rushing situations and .incidents

stands out in fine style. Malier, a
former gang chief, does magnificent
ly .with; his lines, ; as does Charles' A
Hughes in a trigger-man role.: Susan
Fox fits the part '6f the naive glamour
gal and; though not screen timber, is

a cinch to impress Broadwayi Char-
lie Williams, Beryl Williams and
Murray Alpcr are capable. Kay Lin
acker, exhibits a smart wardrobe, but
not unusual .

character delineation
Balance of cast okay for the tryOut.
period on Coast, with likelihood that
the actor role played by Grant Rich
arils may fall, into more experienced
hands. * ting*

The. Lazarus comedy Is evidently
the same play he tried to sell . oil

Broadway, -under - the title of 'Once
Upon a Night.* Story of an author
who gtts stewed [ and forgets. . the
story he promises a producer ap
pears to be based on the late Wil-
liam Anthony McGuire, who did that
very thing when a Broadway writer.

CONQUEST IN APRIL
. Wilmington, Del., Nov. 9.

Drama In three, acts -by. Chester Erskln..
Directed by F.rtikln;' SetUnffs "by .Raymond
Sovey. ~ i'l-es^nted by

:

d' Andelot 'Produc-
tlona. :' At Playhouse, ..-Wilmington, Del.,
Nov. 8-9, '40.

Cast:
,
Henry. Hull,- Mill Monti. . X,Ioyd

Gouph,. Krnost. 'Cbssart, Ojcorfje Ma'croitdy.
Ralph' Theaflore.. Robert •

'Lieoitnril,- Hans
Roberta, - Peth' Arnold, ' Rlcnard '.- DwehpeA
Kdrrriaii: Rtnart;'- Douglas Parlthurst. .Wil-
liam Nichols, Tommy I»ewl3. '.Shelley 'j^ull/
Gee Gee James, Jane Donner.

America's Olstlnotlro Entertauter -

ON TOUR
• '

* '. IN .

'
'

;

:

.

"H ELLZ« A P P OJ» I N; J R."

.

*

Mot.: WM. KENT
1776 B'wmy, New York

SAMUEL FRENCH
8INCE 1830

AUTHORS' REPRE8ENTATIVC

Pltyt fir BUte, Strcth and ffaditi

23 Wait 49th 8tra*t, Ntw York

II Watt 7(n Straat, Lai Anialai

'Conquest in April,* as unveiled at
;he . .opening, is'; like : a bride's first

cake—has all the ingredients, looks
nice, but there's room for improve-
ment,

. Chester Erskin's drama.of the
Nazi invasion, in Norway has. much
o recommend it;: but in the present
form does not command enough au-
dience reaction to spell success.
The A

play's theme -stresses that
when a man puts on a soldier's uni-
form his character undergoes a
chemical change, losing or suppress-
ing the human qualities evident in
peace time. Kathy Sang, Hollywood
star accompanied by press agent and
maid, is halted at Tronj, Norway, by
the Nazi : invasion while en route to
nearby Hagar, her birthplace. Col.
Frederick : von - Ludwig, German
commander, turns out- to be a for-
mer Shakespearian stage star arid
Kathy's girlhood idol.
Ludwig has become hardened by

Nazi ideology. Kathy, hoping again
to find the man she idolized, dares
him to lay aside his uniform -for a
night, don evening clothes, and at-
tend a dinner party "in his honor.
He acepts and the. dinner scene, with
Kathy, Ludwig, the press agent and
a benevolent priest as guests, is

highlight of the play.
The scheme works.' Ludwig 're-,

turns to normal* and he arid Kathy
are in the. midst of. re-enacting a
scene from 'Taming of the Shrew'
when the festivities are interrupted
by the execution of four : refugees
whom Kathy had befriended. Faced
again with reality, Ludwig realizes
that he is a murderer. Also the fact
that he must give the order to de-
stroy Hagar, Kathy's home town,
brings a new problem. He solves
the dilemma by committing suicide
beside the refugee's bodies.
The second act- is the highlight. If

the remainder of the play can reach
that level 'Conquest' has a.chance.
The . cast is uniformly excellent.

Henry Hull has still to hit his stride
as Ludwig, but hd plays with feel-
ing. Mili Monti is lovely as the
film

.
star and brings, a convincing

sincerity to the role. Ernest Cossart
scores a personal triumph as the
priest and Lloyd Goiigh irjipresses as
the cynical- press

; agent. Lesser
roles are handled capably by George
Macready, Seth Arnold, Geegee
James, and Robert Leonard.

.
Raymond - Sovey has provided

three distinctive settings. Klepfer.

ZEftO HOUR
. - . Hollywood, Nov. 8.
Drama, in three acts (five scenes) by

fleorge Sklar nnd Albert Malz; directed by
Herbert Blbermari; aettinara by tYedcrick
Stover;

. presented by. Hollywood Theatre
Alliance at Music Box, Hollywood, Nov. 8,
40;- SI.65 top. . .

'

Cast: : Richard Gaines, Ann' .Revere,
KJe^or Jean Lawson. VPaul Newlan, Mack
Williams, Jamos Anderson, ; Peter Brocco,
John Kellopft Dick Curtis, Lyniio Graham.
Lyle Clement, Millard Vincent, Jay Doteri,
David

.
l'ftulyei-a, Charles. Barnes, Frank

Richards, Earl Faulllh, Earl . Guhn* Ade-
Jalde Whytal, Clen Wilcnchick, Ray Bailey,
Alfred - Hall, Charles Miller, - Mary Alden,
Patrick Kejly,

. Irvihgr Mltcliell.

defaulted in entertainment value to
spap-box for his (and the- authors')
theories. Underlying theme is that
the mill-run of lis aren't being done
right by.. ...

,\Vell along in the third act is posed
the question: shall we blind pur
selves to democracy and allow ' our
civil liberties, rights of free thinking
and assembly, be usurped by power
ful forces, unsympathetic to the gu^r
antccs of a free people? That's the
'Zero Hour,' when we must choose
our course, declaim the playwrights
The public's choice will be made
after the drift ' of . the . play gets
around. Better, they should ask
themselves do I want to be enter
tainpd or harangued?. •

. , .
•

'Zero Hour' is strong stuff," the kind,
that comes from soap boxes in pub'
lie places. It's brimful of .

so-called
Social significances. Billed as a
drama of . the: American family,; it

strikes out r- for broader fields, en-
compassing a vast structure. . Head-
man of the : family is a. college 'pi-of,

Richard Gaines, whose sympathies
run to the imderdog.

.
When, a walk-:

out is pulled in the town's biggest
factory, the pedagog is prevailed on
by a brother :alumrius,,"up to his : ears
in the 'good fight,' to' intercede,1 For
his: pains in trying to spring a few
workers from tne brig, he gets tossed
into, the bastile ^himself, loses: the re T

spect of , his son, and
:
nearly gets

noosed by playful grads for his cru-
sading.: But the prof, undaunted,
carries the fight to the -curtain's drop.

Hollywood liberals gave the piece
a rousing sendbff on its" breakrih;
How it will fare beyond thi-s limited
clientele is the Alliance's zero hour;
Piece is hcayy-harided most of the
way, with only the standout per-,

formarice of Gaines to relieve the
sombre note. That the producing
outfit's forte runs more to

.
comedy

;han dramatic uplift is" evident by a
light interlude wherein a couple, of
coppers pass :flippant remarks while
awaiting 'th'eVnextv'b.bbking'.'.-.'.^ih fur-
ther proof is its maiden theatrical
venture, the surprising: hit revue,
Meet the People,' - /

Gaines, remembered for his Abe
:

. Lincoln while Raymond Massey was
picture-making, is convincing as the
prof and. in his exposition of the
evils, that are assertedly assailing our
rights as a free people. He dominates
the play throughout and gives yeo-
man aid, to a draggy first act and
implausible third. Ann Revere (who
cameos like Wally Simpson) lends
competent support as the sympa-
•.hetic wife, but gives the sitters in
the back pews' little chance tip pick
up what: she has to say. A long
speech in the first act was virtually
lost in her soliloquy.^ Charles Miller,
a finished performer, is capital as the
despised tycoon. Eleanor Jean Law-
son looks like a moppet comer. The.
others are of professional calibre.
The piece goes east if it shapes up

and draws enough payees. -It's not
likely to catch . oh like 'Meet ; the
People' and its chances of survival
are far less than the theories it

preaches. Helm,

Ass And The Shadow
Cleveland, Nov. 7.

Satirical fantasy :wlih music in two acts,

eleven scenes, by rJiri. VoaUovce and Jan
\Verlch ; adapted by . K,- Einiq Lowe . and
Amy Douglas.. Songa by Haro'ld 'J.. Rome,
Staged by Lowe and produced at, Cleveland
Play House, Nov. 6, VJIO; $1.25 top.':

Napoleon ; . , ...... Jlrl VosJcovec
Ghost of Caesai-. . ,Jan Werlch
The God- Dionysos'. .-. .Thomas li.:- Ifeland
Hlppolytls, :

Ded?a.. . .....I . . : ... .

Inthedocles. . . . . . . .

Calliope...... . .

,

Anlus Gains

..Robert Gill
. , . : .Gertrude W.alto
.. . ; . . .Geore Roberta
Marjorie Gunderacn

. .Willlani- Phillips
Judge Fossllene.i Frederic McConnell
Beggar.
Apulos.;.... .......
Plnapulos.. . .... . .

.'
.-

Sklron.t. .....:... v..
Markctwoman. . : ...

Oorponil. .'.,.'. . ;
,.; .

.

Taxlderines... . . . . .

.

Pepalderitloies. . ...

.

Uncle Democratcs .

.

SUver.........

.Noel Leslie
James Kafferty

..'.Stanley Anderlbn
. . .. .Robert' .Bowers'

; . . , .Doreon McLean
liirence: ICavanauglv-
........Jiri Voskoveo
......... Jan. .Werlch.
....Richard Wheeler.
. . . . .

.

., .Silver : Beck

Three; Of Doe Baker's boyg (Yale 1U4 . x-1Ilv H„„ „ H(.ni(,, ann
Workshop) have a field da/ in Hoi-

IS Out th« Nev^^are ^Stchv

'

;£Slywood Theatre Alliance's first, drift more orofessional 'hnf «r»'..

I ; y /. J i t

to serious drama. With the script
of George Sklar and Albert Malz,
arid a teridency to point up capital-
istic-abuses of our constitutional
rights, Herbert Biberman has di-
rected with such a stern hand that
it. remains to be seen whether he has

Americanized version of this new
Voskovec-Werich play, first dorie at
their. - Hitler-shuttered Liberated
Theatre in Prague, again demonstrates
that the two Czech refugees are bet-
ter comedians of a . novel sort than
playwrights. Neither the comedy nor
the authors, guest-starring in the
community Play House's production,
fit into any riiodern theatrical classi-
fication. .

•.;;;'-.','

• In white-face make-Up like circus
clowns, actors are probably the most
unique pantomimists on the stage
today. Their clowning seeiris refresh-
ingly vivid, and original as long as
they are. slapsticking

. a nutty piece
of horseplay or' a droll bit of busi-
ness like Mclntyre and Heath used
to 4°. or a breezy doggerel ditty, but
their vehicle is about as disconnected
as a vaudeville skit.

It's a hodge podge Of burlesque,
musical comedy and fantasy that is
heavy-handed in whacking the heads'
of dictators, labor unions* capitalism,
justice and whatnot. Some of the
scenes are

;
lively and funny in wildly

farcical shenanigans, although hav-
ing nothing to do with the - play.
From a Broadway viewpobt, it gen^
erally lacks point and directness
Songs by Harold. J. Rome, who did
tunes for 'Pins and Needles' and

Caesar. Jan Werlch playi latter in a

flapping white toga with th» names
of his assassins red-inked on it.

(After reading' newspaper reviews,
Werich capitalized the names of

three critics who panned show, over
heart-woUnds . painted on. his - stage
nightgown). V

" :

After this skit about two
;
of the

world's greatest tyrants, the best of

the lot, an out-of-characfer commen-
tator in a modern business 'steps out
ofn Greek chorus to shift the action
to ancient Athens. Idea is 'to demon
strate how dictators spring to power
iri>a democracy* but-' it's a big. leg-

pulling jump, as: far as continuity is

concerned. •'"•••
:

•

Here Napoleon becomes a donkey

«

driver while Caesar is turned into ah
itinerant dentist without a • license.

Tooth-yanker, on a hot;day| starts an
argument by refusing to pay ati

extra fee-for privilege of resting iri

the donkey's shadow. ' A : labor agi-
tator and " a banker . theii enter the
battle which . grows into" a cause
celebre, dividing onti ce .

village's
labor, and :capitalistic parties: on the
question of property rights. An ex-
army cprppi-al,: Who is an opportun-
ist, takes advantage of the; mad. con-:
fusion to seize the : army. .He regi-
ments the villagers into a. regime of
goose-Stepping, 'Okey-Dolce'. fascist-

1

like salutes and ; heavy taxes. By

:

using the donkey as a symbol, the
bombastic dictator flim-flams them
into a revolution that : collapses when
'Uncle Democrates,' a goatecd char-
acter faintly . reserriblihg Uncle. Sam,
exposes two crooks- hiding under the
dead donkey's skin. .

.

Although comics are rare individ-
ualists, they still heed a regimented
play to get across to American audi
ences. Play House production has
color arid , imagination. Supporting
actors are good in flashes, but in the
rnain they are uriable to get a firm
grip on garbled ideas. Rome's ditties
are more helpful, particularly 'Poor
Dictator' and 'It's tlie Principle of
the Thing,' both gay numbers/

'
• : •• Pullen.

HELLZAPQPPIN
'

:^):{ (BOAD COMPANY)
.

.
Hartford, Nov. 6.

Olaeri 'and'- Johnson production starring
Billy: House and Kddie Gariv wltli Grace
and Nllcko; Murtah Slaters, . Readinger
Twins, Ann Pennington, Oxfovd Boys. Bon
Dova,; Paul Gordon, Frank Jerome'; Bobby
Jarvls. Billy Yates, Ren Weiss, Tony Rosi.
dance ensemble (17), six boys. Opened
Nov. 0; '40, at Buahnell Memorial; Hart
ford, at $3.30 top; book by Olsen biwi John
son;., music' and lyrics by Sammy I''arn and
Charles Tobias; production staged by Kd-
ward Duryea Ddwling; dances ararngfld by
Gae Foster. And staged by Alice Sullivan;
costumes designed by Joau'

v

Pe'raonette..

more professional, but are nearly
buned by a lot of meaningless non-
sense, v.-.--

'. Tone of fantasy is established lh
first scene in which. Jiri VOskovec
appears as a strutting Napoleon who
cracks, some, neat ribs oh dictators In
repartee with, the ghost of Junius

With two money-making years be
hind them with ^Hellzapbppin' in
New York; Olsen and Johnson have
sent out their first offspring. It's, a
chip off the old block, not only in
body characterizations but in all
other inherent qualities.
Same

.
lusty howls that character-

ized birth of 'Hellz' in New York
were evident in Junior trying out his
legs for the first time at Hartford in
a two-day break-in date. Junior
looks like his old man, talks like him,
acts like him. Only difference is that
youngster; was born with a gold
spoon in his mouth. The buildup of
the parent via all publicity channels
has been so great that the show is
sold before seen.

„ The public gets what it expects.
Poor P-a. system, which at times
failed to operate and at other periods
blasted stubholders out of their seats,
failed to dampen the opening night
show. .

* '.'
.. :

Off for a tour of the hinterlands
and- other

(
. spots, Junior seems

destined to put Olsen and Johnson
into direct competition with the
Philadelphia mint. However, some!
tightening and revising are necessary
to bring the baby around to the
streamlined shape of its elder. Need-
less to say, production is a con-
glomeration of vaude acts and bur-
iesque skits harmoniously blended
with colorfully designed, flashy back-
drops, plus, of course, a line of girls
and the varied interspersing of gags
by stooges planted throughout the

P«»en«?-,. The cliPS on Mussolini,
FDR, Stalin, Hitler, are there, as is
the women looking for Oscar: theman with the plant looking for Mrs.
Jones; .the straightjacket escape
artist,, etc. V..--

•

t
Shfw opens with, a killing pace

men slackens lip in. the midsection..
Picks up again near the end. How-
ever, there is no incentive for the
audience to go to sleep; Eddie Garr
and Billy House, the principals, play
straightman and

, comic, respectively,
5u£d?,

n pf tne show is in their hands,
with the major load oh the shoulders
p
i ?ar^». wno is

.
on the boards most

°; the time. Does an acceptable job
of piloting the show, but for some
reason .is not

.
as intimate as he

should be. House does okay Avith his
vaned bits, , but the weighty comib
and ,Garr fail to get across the
spo^aneity bf Olsen and Johnson.
At .times make their parts seem cut
and; -dried rather than free and easy
flowing, . .

Pther -comedy breaks in. the show
are-delivered by

. prace and : Nikko,
spotted twice. Pair do a terrific
ballroomplogy- burlesque. Ben Dova
does ,his standard drunk act, ending
up with precarious perching atop a
swaying light pole. Paul Gordon is
okay in some clicko unicycling. The
Four: Tones, male quartet, worked
under the handicap of a faiftly p.a.
system. Each time they were spotted
they blasted. Second p.a. system was:
used with the Murtah, Sistcra (3),.

who did alright; by themselves forthe r warbing efforts. The ReadingerTwins (femme^vare spotted thriceand run through the gamut of dSmoods and routines in a S
effective manner. Billy Yates, coiorWrt
hoofer, is pri briefly^or a flSll

0^
The Oxford Bovs i3) click handily

with their nostril impersonations of :

name bands. Spotted twice, once as
the maid in a burlesque mystery skit
and agam in an exotic" dance in aharem scene, Ann Pennington gets
by. Hardeen, Jr., magician, is on
hand to aid Garr and House in put-
ting across a couple of now you sea—now you don't gags. Dance , en,
semble of ,17 girls and six boys are
spotted at frequent intervals in a
variety of dance routines. One stand-
out number is 'Boomps-a-Daisy * hi
which, the company comes out 'into
the aisles; and go through the dance
routine with the customers. Frank
Jerome is present as the escape
artist trying to get out of a straight-
jacket, and as a clown during the
intermission spell. . Ecjc.

.

HIGHLAND FLING
(YALE DRAMA DEPT.)

; New Haven, Nov. 8.

.

As the. first major
^
production of the

new term, the Yale Department of
Drama has put on. a presentation
billed, as 'A -Kentucky Mountain Folk

'

Round-rUp.' It's a curious concoction-
that caricatures hillbillies on the one
hand and introduces a city gangster
and his mouthpiece on the other
hand. Play is presented as art outlet
for student and faculty talent rather
than with any commercial tieup iii
mind, but it does offer an idea for a
film on the Judy CanOva or Weaver
Bros, order.

Laid in the wilds of Haphazard,
Ky„ plot revolves around young Walt
Sudby and Cynthia Dillon, offspring
of traditional feudal families: Cyii-
thia is promised to . Asa Smart by
her father, but her real yeri is for
Walt. Mugs Poppedukes, on the lam
with some hot money, seeks a hide-
away, in the mountain community
and One of the local yokels sells him
the idea that a ridge Jointly owned
by the Sudbys and Dillons is rich in
iron ore. Mugs buys an option, but
the *ore' turns out to be a rusty bed-
post. FBI poster unveils Mugs and
his capture brings the reward that
unites the feuding families and
clinches , the romance of Walt and
Cynthia.

;

Play's background offers opportu-
nities for, a barn dance, a family
'sing,* a whiskey still scene, a moun-
tain oburtroOrti. scene, a song contest
at/the. county fair and sOme substan- .

tial laughs from the gangster-hillbilly
combination; Author is Edwin R.
Meiss; direction by Frank McMullan;
settings, David Langworthy; music
based on folk songs collected by
Marshali- Bartholomew; costumes,
Jacqueline Soahs; lighting, Patricia
Montgomery.
Competent performances are

turned in by Mary Jane Chiles (Cyn-
thia), Jerry Wenrieker (Walt), George
Serries (Mugs), Don Haldane, A. ,

Nicholas Vardac, Charles Rabiner,
David Sarvis, Charles Suggs, Grace
Bailey, Lawrence Dobkin.
Belle Baker's son, Herbert, contribs

a musical specialty. Bone.

Ballet Review
.Continued from page 38.

ness and the costumes appearing
somewhat worn.

Opening bill offered 'Aurora's
Weddirtg,r 'Coq d'Or* and 'Gradua-
tion Ball,' the last being a premiere.
First two are standard ballets, pretty

much in the traditional manner,
though well presented and entertain-
ing. 'Graduation' is a distinct click

and should become a regular item
on future programs. Choreography,
by David Lichine combines exten-
sive terplng scope with visual diver-

sion and sharp comedy.
Tatlana Riabouchinska, Tamara

Toumonova and Irina Baronova, all

familiar to ballet audiences via ap-
pearances with the former Ballet

Russe, are the principal ballerinas
and all have improved notably. Cur-
rent engagement is the first in. New
York for several seasons for Riabou -

.

chihska, who has matured .
and

gained added assurance, in the .in-,

terlm. Toumonoyat is notably slim -

mer than when she appeared' in

'Stars in Your Eyes' two seasons ago
and she seems a better dancer. Baro-
nova, who' was disappointing as .

a

guest with the ; Monte Carlo troupe
last season and in the film 'Flpriari.

once rriore shows her forriier lustre.

Of the men. David Lichine and Ro-
man Janinsky. are standouts, .

Cur-
rent engagement is slated 'through
Dec. 1, With performances seven
nights a week, and matinees Satur-
day and Sunday. Hobe.

Irving Plncbs collaborating with

Frank Gabrielson oh a farce, 'The'

Great Whitewash.' Also plotting a

comedy with William Bowers. He
supplied the original idea for the

'Higher and Higher' book and is co-

.

owner, with his brother, Norman, of

the Alvin theatre. •

Sally O'Neil, picture actress, men-
tioned for the.lead in Paul Vincent

CarrojU's ,'The pld , Foolishness/
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Broadway

james Rennie motoring to the

^Ray Breeder back with 'Elmer the

Great.' :

.

Betty Grable in town for a week's

looksee. '•// '• '/':: :

.
'

;

Jack Mehler promoting coin for a

play which he has optioned..

Virginia Smith trained off 15 lbs.,

preparatory to a lesit; comeback.

E. J. Sparks, vet Florida,mm thea-

tre operator, up. north on his first

visit in a long t.itne. ' .'-^
.

Humphrey Doulens to Michigan to

manage several concerts; for>
:

Lily

P
°Terrv Turner. RKO exploitation

director, in from the '
Coast yester-

-JohKuriey, ex-VAniETYy finaled

cress rep -stint for" Bell Tel with

windup of World's Fair. ;

• Danny Kaye has a: singing part in

the riew-"Mosj5\Ha.rtvShow,.
:

'Lady- in

the Dark/ '. -' ••'• •••'>'••'.
'

-
-'.'/. :

Peter Donald; Ian Martin and
Shirley Dale tested by 20th-Fox for

parts in 'How Green,Was My Valley./

George Walsh, former Paramount
operator Who retains personal thea-

tre interests, in town for several

^Plenty along Broadway .voted for

.

; WUlkie but bet on Roosevelt. Al
Jplsori reportedly cleaned up on the

..election.-.
''„-'.•'/''.

John Barbirolli,. Philharmonic con-
ductor, superstitiously clings to his

high, bloth-top, :buttoned shoes in the
Italian 'maestro' tradition.

Gene Kelly, bf the 'Pal Joey' cpm-

Eany, cut his hand badly last week
ut was able.; to vcontinue with re-

hearsals without difficulty. '.

Ben Griefer .in charge of. the
Paramount during absence of Bob
Weitman, its ^managing director,

who's on Coast for two. weeks. ..'.-.

George McCall (cx+Variety) hav-
ing broken in his /radio-personality

: unit, goes into the Alyin, Minneap-
olis, .as his 'first regular booking on
Friday*
Dick Halliday , former story ed for

Paramount, who -recently . joined
. Frank Vincent agency, expected east
soon for confabs with agents and
authors. ".

- Phil and Lou Nestler, former New
York cabaret operators, have leased
the Midtown hotel, Miami Beach,
built by . Laurence Schwab and Tom
Dupree. ' -,/:.•
;

Jennie Grossirtger's hotels spon^
soring a fete Nov. 30 in the Hotel
Astor grand ballroom ; at . which / it's

hoped to realize $2,500 to purchase
one British mobile unit. .

Tlary Wickes, under contract to

do her stage role .in the picture ver-
sion of 'The Man Who Came to Din-
ner' for Warners' negotiated the deal.

. on her own, without ah agent.:

. Now that the political fireworks
are .over, , it's agreed that everybody
can go back to hating his former pet
hate, before switching mis-affections
to one or the 'other candidates.
Goldle Stanton, formerly secretary

for Flo Ziegfeld, similarly spotted in
- office of W. Horace Schmidlapp who,
with Dick Krakeur, has a produc-
tion deal with Vinton Freedley.

Ill for about eight months with a
heart condition, Hortense Mclnerney,

. wife of John Mclnerney of the
Broadway Paramount, has been or-
dered to Florida for' the winter. •:

Elihu Winer, assistant story ed of
Universal, how taking the vacation
which . barn theatre coverage made
impossible in the summer. He's visit-
ing Chattanooga, the old home town,
and Miami.
•Sam Spewack fell and broke his
arm last week at his Bucks county

v j ' farm - When Phyllis Perlman
had a similar, mishap there last sum-
mer, Spewack wired her from the
Coast; 'You're a dope/
Harold N. Swanson, Coast agent

who -was contacting clients and

«ge i

SA 1£aine{* west oh .
Friday (8).

*i
e Ifft Robert Lewis; who came to

Manhattan with - him, for another

v?A
h to handle Pending biz.

Otto Preminger wanted Mark
Hanna, a 10%er in real life, to play
the agent role in 'Beverly Hills'wh

i
c
*l
opened last week, but Hanna

iaid_ he'd rather be a heel in the
nesn^than personate one on stage.

'•'

Cafe biz up, following the die-
hards', sulking .when . . WiUkie . lost,
aunng

:
which

. period they stayed
home and went into - a pet seem-
ingly. Election.Night was sad in the
class 30mts, where WW was the fave.
,
Sam Zolotbw, New York Timeswama reporter, laid up with sprained

back received lifting the front Of his

« iv-
en the bumper became locked

with another machine; Besides' his
newspaper work, Zolotbw is reputed-
ly angeling ah auto sales concern.

Satlonal Council for
x '

" "
Relief in

unicipal Auditorium. .

Jo« Garrison, recently upped to
district manager for Universal Pic-
tures,' hobnobbed on local film row
with bid associates, etc,

» George Bentley has joined Pat
Daly, Mark Adolphus and Jay San-
ford in the newly opened States
Theatrical Exchange here.

.
Jeanne Schulte, localite, one of the

featured performers with the 'Ice.

Follies, of 1941,'. which did nice bin in
five-night stand at the Arena last
week;

.
.

Local cpnscriptiohees whose num-
bers were the / first and last to be
drawn

.
were cuffo guests of the

Arena management during the en-
gagement of 'Ice:. Follies: of 4941/ ;•;

: Mary ; Wickerihauser (Wickes)i
localite, playing role of. the nurse in
'The Man Who Came to Dinner' at
the .American theatre last week, is a
grad of the St. Louis. Little Theatre..

.
Because he was 'legally detained'

in Reno, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,

was unable to keep skedded' p.a. be-
fore the Zona Clubs of St. Louis and-
St. Louis County^ He filed suit for
divorce in Carson City last Feb/: '.

J; D. Petty, former assistant man-
ager of the. Fox-Lincoln, Springfield,:
111.; now assistant to Phil Hill,: City
manager for EoxrWest Coast houses
with headquarters in Belleville,". HI.

Petty .also';,will double as manager of
the Lincoln, Belleville..
; Out of towners shopping oh film
row include Mrs. M. Paul, Carlin-
ville, 111.; Mrs. vl; W, : Rodgers, Cairo,
111.; Bob Cluster, Salem, 111.; Tom
Price, Oblong, .'111.; C. Zwermann,
Olney, 111.; Ted Coleman,. Mt. Ver-
non, 111.; Bill Griffin, head booker;
for the Rodgers Circuit, Cairo, III;

and Noah .Bloomer, Belleville,. Ill; :

Australia
By Erio Gorrick

. Ruth Lowe and Edythe Wright go-
ing into the Hi-Hat.
Noel Gerson, WGN Talent Division

chief, back from New York confabs,
Morrie Leonard heading the Pic-

ture business' annual : Christmas
Basket Parties drive. this year.
Pat Casey stopped off on his way

through to the Coast, and being
escorted around town by. Tom . Gor-.
man.. ' './;'/

Ramon Ramos orchestra figured set
for a full year's -term at the Drake-
hotel's Camellia House if okay with
Ramos. '

-

*"
.. :

.
Griff. Williams inaugurating . his

Own musical quiz show this week
under the tag of 'Musical Monitor'
from- the bandstand of the Contk
uental Room in the Stevens hotel.

'-''

Lee Travers, national rep for the
American ' Guild of Variety Artists,
in to .pep . up . local offices and in-
stituting several changes, in layout Of
quarters here to make clubrooms fOr
performers.

Bing Crosby
.Continued from page 1;

gested to them walking o.u| : of his

contract He has, it was said, ad-
mitted in his conversations..that the
agency had him bound under cbn^

tract and that if it insisted he was
ready to live up to the agreement.
If Crpsby continues to insist he may
be relieved of his patter assign-

ments on the show and participate

strictly as a singer.

Philly Record Attacks

Crosby for F.D.R. Blast

Philadelphia, Nov. 12.

The Philadelphia Record in a blis-

tering editorial last Wednesday (6)

rapped .Bing Crosby's attack of.

President Roosevelt in espousing the

cause of Wendell WiUkie in the re-

cent campaign. ;
/••.

'When President Roosevelt first

took, office " Crosby was two-bit

crooner/; the Record declared. 'So

thoroughly did the Roosevelt Admin- -

istration ruin Crosby that in, 1939

he boasted one of the biggest in-

comes in the U. S. Not just in

jfjollywood, but even, in competition

with the titans of industry. .

•So. completely had .President

Roosevelt also destroyed private

initiative—alas!—that Crosby has to

hire 60 people to manageall his busi-

ness interests over and above croon-
-

irig-r-iriterests which' include a race

track, a ranch,; an enormous phbrio-

graph record business, movies : and.

goif. ;v.^'
: '

:

,; ,

'In view of this 'pauperization' of a

humble icrooher is it any' wonder
Bing Crosby went on the air. Mon-
day, to attack .

Roosevelt and an-

nounce his support of Willkie. Of
course it may - hot have ; been his

reduced circumstances which led

Crosby to attack the President. May-
be, it 3vas something else. .

'

'Maybe itewas the fact that one of

e^iu . •>.— «iu raui xiuun u>, his racetracks turned out to have
• X-St

Chai!e cl«b Friday (15).; been built by the W:P.A;, under cir-
uacK u shea, former talker exhib cumstances which smelled so badly

they reached the floor of Congress

—

so that 'When the truth came to light

Bing was crooning out of the other

co *ner of his mouth.' .

St Louis
By Sam X. Hurst

_ Joe Hewitt, an exhib in Robinson,
convalescing from prolonged ill-,

ness. .. •

\
-. ..

•

t »w?ii
cna Heifetz guest artist with St.

A^n/VIR^ or<* Friday and Satur-
u«y uo-i6)i :

tc^I- Morgan orch, .featuring Carol

S' imTn
?^wis and Paul Roberts,

•Blue
;
Bird' : (20th ) : still awaiting

' 'The
,

Westernerv (UA) is on ice as
exhibs decline to pay price asked;

Charles Chauvel's *40,000 Horse-
men' preems at Mayfair, Sydney^ on
Xma's;

.

Radio finding shortage of chatter-.
ers as former mikers : joined the
services. . /.

.Exhibs in industrial centre's, with,
new wartime

:
tempo, find biz .swing-

ing upwards. .

'

/ .
'

.

Reg Kelly; fbrmerly exploiteer for
Paramount, is producing concerts
with khaki talent. : - •

. v V
Department stores intehd staging

kiddie pantos. at the Ytaletide despite
protests from Astors' Assh . ;

U. S.. distribs sending plenty of

:

free product, for : exhibition around
the various military camps'..- "A

If monetary problems can' be
solved, A. B. Marcus will play a re-

'

peat season here during 1941.
Minnie Love, a former

. William

-

son-Tait m.c, stary is playing the
.riabes for Hoyts \in a cabaret idea.
.

Distribs announcing that there will
be plenty of product . on tap from
Hollywood to cover all heeds over
1941.1 - w--:
'Gone* (M-G) routed into Tas-

mania via the Jim Thornley indie
houses for Yuletide bid at upped
admissions.

.
.,

:
Upbeat in 16-mm. prbductibn . is'

:

seen as government backs producers^
for ... visual education, purposes
throughout New South -Wales.-.
.'- Charles Munrb. lbokseeing Victoria
theatres for Hoyts. Unit has turned
in a profit, of $400,000 for year's
operations, mostly with U. S. prod-:
uct.- '.

. . .-•
•

';..-.;

Many Hollywood pic stars are
sending autographed photos here for
sale to aid . wartime funds. : Auto-
graphed books are also coming for-,
ward.

,

.

?Jenny Lind* has returned from
London

, to accept engagements in
radio. Was formerly known, as Rita
Nugent when dancing in William-
son-Tait musicals.
/Government may permit > U. S.

publications again to flow- this way
next year. The stoppage of fan and
pulp: mags has been a drastic blow
to distributors in this sector.. ;

-

Mexico Ci^r
By Douglas L. Grahame

Radio: singer Lucha Reyes a di-
vorcee.- ')...

.

Anita Blanch, . dramatic 'actress,
back to pix.
Dolores del Rio here ahead of the

time she was expected.
Show biz very, very dull. No boost

seen until the "turn of 1941.
V Evangelina M'agana, soprano, oh a
road tour after her radio engage-
ments here. :

Elvira Rios,
.
the singer who did

well.in N. Y., gave a half-hour fare-
well concert from station XEW On
the eve of her return to Gotham. \

'Cantinflas* (Mario Moreno), ace
tramp .comic, donated $3,000 to pro-
vide Cotija, Michoacah. state, where
he was born 29 years ago, with a
good road. -

.. Jesus. Gr'ovas, pic producer and
ex-Paramount exec here,, vacation-
ing in Mbrfelia, beauty spot capital
of Michoacan, President Cardenas'
home state.
No news whatsoever about the

new cabinet until late oh the night
Of Nov. 30, eve of presidential inaug-
ural day. Cabinet, lineup is causing
much speculation in amusement cir-

cles. .

. Pedro de Lille, ace announcer for
local radio station XEW, sighed as
narrator, for 'History of Mexican
Motion Pictures,' a pic/- album • of
highspots of all talkers made here
since that industry began in W30.

'

Movita Castaneda, Mexican actress
who married boxer Jack Doyle,
^spiked reports . of her . death. A cable
from London received here denied
press dispatches that Movita had
been killed in a bombardment there.
. /Mystery surrounds the arrest of
Francisco

. (Paco) Astol, the yoiing
actor; who. is an ardent Almazanist,
He was grabbed in the general post-
office while chatting . with . some
showfoik. Charges against him have
not been .announced. - He Is one of,

several persons arrested here in

similar manner.-
'

.

-

'

'.':•- -

after attending funeral of his sister
here.
George Tyson had a slight tussle

With pneumonia before hitting the
road as managing director , of 'Ice-
capades/
' State ' censors didn't pass 'Ram-;
parts We Watch' completely. They
clipped 70. seconds from 'Baptism of
Fire' insert.

Ballet . Russe considering scenario
of a newspaper ballet written by
Donald S. , Steinflrst, Post-Gazette
music critic. •

. Practically , all of Johnny Long's
bdys.: came on yesterday .'(Tuesday),
for Jack .Edmondson's marriage, to
Martha; Glynn; -

"
' ' ;

ia

. Cliff, Hall, pianologist, back; in

town playing at society parties.
: John Kelly, ex-WDAS announcer,

is chief clerk for Draft Board No. 11

herei ; . :
: .'

:
••;• ; :-

Roy LaPlante, WFIL gabber, re-,

ceived his final citizenship papers
on Thurs. (7).
- Powers Gouraud, WCAU spieler,

currently/ -emceeihg. shoW at Park
Casino, .

* mulling a nitery ; tour in

this area. '.'

Roger W. Clipp,, WFIL's g.m.,>

named to head the publicity com-
mittee for. th,e Maryland Society of

Pennsylvania. .
:

Betty . Lane,., vocalist, with. Joe
Frasetto's WIP house band, disclosed

she eloped last July 2 with Bernard
Shoemaker, non-pro.
. Lucky Teter, daredevil, aiito racer,

reported, to have purchased -the

Langhorhe Speedway from Ralph
Hankihsbri for $100,000. .

Doris Barrows latest addition: to

WIP secretarial staff, .replacing

Winifred Groux who left to 'marry
Dan Barlow.. WIP engineer.

.

Sybil Warner • (Mrs. Arthur
Simon) was the Only woman com-
mentator on the. local air lanes elec-

tion night. She handled the returns

on.WPEN.
.

New Haven
By Harold Bone

Strand ,is how; offering .Sunday
vaude.

'Icecapades' revu,e due 1

at Arena
Nov. 20-26. , ;

' V
. Sol Rudnick, ; IATSE, died sud-
denly here Nov. 5..

Joe: Miller's brch is back at Hotel

Taft Colonnade Saturdays.
Jean Dubarry

.
again/managing the

Lincoln* foreign film house.
Shubert is skedded to get preem

of the Max Baer 'Hi-Ya Gentlemen/
Phil Baker-Bill Robinson preem

of 'All in Fun* is set for Shubert
Nov. 21. /:-'; •-

Belle Baker's boy. Herbert, broke
out in Yale drama department pro-

duction. :. . '
, .-, ,

r Sunday vaude at Arena subsided
with advent of hockey, but spot will

bring in. now 'n' then shows on week
nights. "-'

;•
';:, •.. -

J-
'••

•/

v

Many of 'Hellzapoppm' cast played

here with laryngitis acquired in road

show's opening stand at Hartford s

massive Bushnell Auditorium,

New Detroit
iConUnued from page 3.

house in Detroit, was leased for two

years by Shubert after being dark

lor the most of the past seven sea-

sons. House owner, wed tb; one of

the Dodge family, millionaire motor

car makersi! is not interested in the

Shubert presentations.

.

First shqw, '.Unfaithfully Yours/

which was originally 'Dii Barry/ did

hot fare so Well and same, applied to

'Too Many Girls/ despite good stag-

ing and favorable press. Local in-

terest has been upped by the ap-

pearance of Miss Scully, .
who may

spark the Wilson indefinitely.: Be-

lieved that if the musical stock sea-

son; had been dated ., to open after

election .better support would have
resulted. Intense interest in the

.campaign and-' the, draft are blamed

for the' mild, first weeks.
.

three>

. . Otto Kruger laid up, with 'flit.

,. Ila Rhodes divorced Arthur. Lyons,
Billy Gilbert east on a stage tour.
Myrna Loy in the hospital with

flu; ;
'.. ;

Frank
, Capra . hunting • ducks in

Oregon. -

4

-;..-.
'

.
-./'

.Dick Dickson : recoyerihg from two
operations. ' . , .

Bill Elliott to Texas for two weeks
of. personals.

William Lundigaii limping on a
sprained ankle/

Cliff Lewis back, at his desk after
an eastern tour.
Jesse Hibbs back to work' after a.

minor operation./ ..'

Frank Seltzer east,
week bally tour. / :

: George; Griaskih: in
.
serious con-

dition with pneumonia.
Eduardo Ciannelli changed his

first name to Edward.
Nora Perry in the> hospital as a.'

result of a motor crash. . /

Mary Boland. recovering from in-
juries in a motor crash.'/ -

Helen Vinson- granted divorce from
Fred Perry, tennis star

Sterling Holloway has.; a
:
broken: leg

after; fall from a :hbrse.- .

• John LeROy Johnston, back- from
a coast-to-coast air jaunt..-

Jimmy Durante back in town hud-
dling. over a new; film chore.
Bradley King, film writer, divorced

George H. Boyd, screen actor. //. .

Forrest Tucker and Sandra Jolley
east ort a delayed honeymoon.. :

. Jack Benny hopped to Waukegan,
.ni,.--.to/.visit'-njs-father, :-wh

:

b-'is'iil.;
7

/ George. .Raft to. San Francisco to
preview a new fighter he/is' feeding.

Jeanette1 MacDonald opened her
autumn, concert tour in Little Rock:
Ark. . //'o- ://,,: -

Gloria Lynch, Chilean' film star,,

paused on her way to New York for
a stage debut. .

Eddie Darling, former top booker
for the old B. F. Keith office, is here
for the .winter, ; /
:
Dixie Davis running a ..soft drink

stand : at Palm Springs, with Hope
Dare as waitress.

/ Herbert Munson succeeds - Joe
Watson, as manager of the Troupers
theatre in Hollywood'.
George ; Givbt. vacationing on his

ranch before leaving for New York
.tb-..: join the 'Public Be Pleased'
.troupe.-//

'

By Glenn C. Pullen

By Hal Cohen

^Jf'.hjade the grade as State Rep
fJ^jjjt^from^eFirstDistrlct In

t^M0* i^bunskii Polish pianist,
gave benefit concert for the Polish

: Gabe Rubin holding off 'Baker's
Wife' at his Art Cinema until Xmas.
Bob Leiber's father coming around

okay after undergoing a serious, op-
eration. - :

-' ;

:
..'/':

Diosa Costello>here for a few days
visiting . friends between Manhattan
engagements. -'

-

.

' /

.Masgaret Kim-Loo cut a big birth-
day cake for -the 'Scandals' company
here, last -week.
' Jackie Heller's engagement at 100
Club in Des Moines, la;; extended for
two more weeks. •

/ Herman Middleman has nixed an
offer' to piano at Lew Mercur's Nut
Cliib in Miami this/winter.
Warner Club's annual supper-

dance Sunday (10) at William Perih.

had Paul Pendarvis* music. *

Dave Beiaermanh, indie film exec
on Coast, planed back to Hollywood

Arthur Rule
.Continued front page 1

.

. Gene Austin- opening at Jimmie
Sancetta's nitery.
Morey Condon of WGAR doubling

as Allerton Hotel's p.a. ..

. 'Ace' Davis setting up a nitery pub-
licity bureau of his Own,
/ George Degnon, rep for RKO here,
transferred back to Toronto terri-

tory. :./'•-:• ';.-.

/ Wife of Paid Pendarvis, band-
master at Bronze Room, has a date
with: the -stork.'

'-

. Jack Warfel, . assistant drama ed at
Press, stands:. No. 1 on local con-
scriptibn list- here, >
Dean Martin, from Steubensville.

O., hew .vocalist in Sammy Watkins
crew at Vogue Room..
Josephine Del . Mar .

replacing
Ramon Armengood as Spanish singer
at Cuban . Terrace Room.
/ Herman Perchner preemihg hew
newspaper and theatrical private
club, tagged the Eldorado, within a
fortnight.
Keno prize of $1,000 at Variety

Club's election night shindig copped
by Aaron

.
Wayne, unemployed film

salesman.
: Harry (Pony-Boy)

.
Winezimmer,

cafe owner, had to have infected
right, arm amputated. He's con-
valescing.
Bob F. Brydle promoted to

agership of Statler hotel;
Eugene. J. Kelly

.
resigning^

Richard
:
D. McLain as new assistant

Harold J. Rome, composer, in town
to get "an earful of tunes he wrote
for Play House's / new , Voskovec-
Werich show, 'The Ass arid the
Shadow.' .

man-
here,
with

By Les Rees

his friends' and guests .
such figures-

as Walter" Hampden, Taylor Holmes,

Frank Bacon, John : PreW, James;

O'Neill, Ann Nichols, Fiske O'Hara,

Chauncey. Okott, Raymond Hitch-

cock, : Eddie Foy, . Thomas Holden,

William. H,: Crane, Walker: / White-

side, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., May
Robson and Tyrone Power, Sr; Most
of the circus names of; the past 30

years were . also: guests at the 'Rule

home, in Mason City during their

visits here.
.

;-./' :-; ;.

: Rule was a prominent Mason City

:

attorney who spent hiost of his time
piaygoihg and world-traveling. He
was/ also, a state senator, for. four

years and a Spanish-American war
veteran. v ' '/'.-'--

Probably his favorite play was - You
Can't Take It With You,' which he
saw; 10 times In New York and Chi-
cago. ''/ .-

.

Angna Enters at Lyceum for one-,
nighter. /: .

'..

/ Mother' of Bob; Murphy; Star-Jour- -

nal film editor, passed away.
' Twin

.
City Variety . Club holds

election of officers this week.
'

Black Hills' 'Passion Play' finished
week's engagement at Auditorium/
W. . H. . Workman, M-G branch,

manager, home- after brief siege
. in

hospital. :

Michael Loring, CBS singer, head-
lining current ..Alyin show, is Minr-
neapolitan. .,."-:

Lyceum has two attractions in row
this month, 'Little Foxes' and 'Man
Who Came 'to Dinner/
.
Myron. Adcock, Warner Brothers'

salesman, back on. job fully ' recov-
ered from .injuries sustained in /auto
mishap which nearly, cost him his
life. ::-/./'/-• /'- ' ":--/-. ;

•

While playing at Alvin, Ruth
Lowe, composer of I'll Never Smile
Again/ had M-G accept two of .her

new songs for the forthcoming
.'Ziegfeld'. film. / .

Hal Munroe's band from Chicago
to follow Freddie Fisher's 'Schnikel-
fritzers/ who, finish 21-week engage-
ment at Happy Hour and then go to
Milwaukee nitery.
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LUIGI MARMORINO
Luigi Marmoriho, 67j long an actpr,

playwright and singer ori the Italian

stage, died Nov. 4 at his home in

Brooklyn, N. Y. A veteran of the

first Ethiopian war, his theatrical

talent first evinced itself when a

captive of the Ethiopian tribesmen
after the battle of Adowa. Enter-

taining the royal court he was so
splendidly received that troop cessa-

tion of hostilities he decided to make
the theatre a career. '.

'.

He came to America in 1904 and
became active in Italian stock. Dur-
ing the past 30-odd years he played
scores of roles. The writer of several

plays, perhaps his most successful

was 'Poor Blind Man,' in which, he
toured' the country last summer with
an Italian stock company; with him-
self in the leading role.

He leaves his" widow, Carmela;
three daughters and a son. Funeral
services, were held in Brooklyn last

:

Thursday." (7). 'y

.
HENRY E. JEWETT .'

:
Henry E. Jewett, 56, actor and the-,

atrical producer who '. retired some

publicly acclaimed by the French
Minister of Interior.

MARTIN A. ALLEN
Martin Adsit Allen, 90, who

claimed to be the first in this coun-

try to make a parachute jump from

a balloon, died Nov. 4 at his home
in Dansville, N. Y; Dean of the

Flying Aliens, family of parachute

jumpers at fairs and carnivals, he

made his last jump at the age of 75

and declared : he would have con-

tinued but for rheumatism in /his

left leg. He started his act in 1877.

Allen trained his grandnephew,

Edward Allen of Batavia, N. Y., and
his sisters, Gloria and Florence, who
continued - the family tradition.

Gloria was
.
fatally injured three

years ago at the age of 17 when her

chute became entangled during a

jump in Georgia.

HOWARD LEE McEWElif
Howard Lee McEwen, 53, news ed-

itor of WAVE,. Louisville, until a

month ago when ill health forced

him to quit, died of a heart ailment

Wednesday (6) at his Cincinnati

IN MEMORIAM

SYDNEY SPIER
Nov^

BILLY ROSE

15 years ago, died at his home near

Scarsdale, N Y., Nov. 8, after a

three-week illness. A native Aus-

tralian^ he? came to America with

his parents at the age of. 13.
1

His father, Henry, Sr., was a vet-

eran of the theatre, and both he and
his wife, Maggie Knight Jewett, were
favorites of the Australian stage. He
was a founder of the Jewett Players

In Boston and upon its merger with

the Repertory theatre to form a new
organization known as the Jewett

Repertory Theatre Fund, served as

director of the newly launched com-
pany. The younger Jewett appeared

in several Broadway plays and also

produced a few shows on his own.

Funeral services were held at his

residence last Saturday (9). He
leaves his widow, Ada, who was be-

queathed $7,375,000 by an uncle in

1925.

FRANK BARNES
. Richard Allen, a veteran actor

whose stage name was Frank Barnes,

died at the Morrisania Hospital,

Bronx, N. Y., Nov. 1, First appear-

ing in a production of Ten Nights in

a Barroom' in 1893, he later toured
in sto.ck> and played in early silent

films.

In 1917 Allen halted his career in

.
pictures to enter the Army where he
saw service overseas in addition to

drilling officers : at various training

camps. He had roles, on Broadway in

*Mbnte Cristo' with James O'Neill

(father of Eugene), 'Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbage Patch' and was last seen
in "Criminal Code' some 10 years ago.

. Funeral services were held Nov. 4
under auspices of the Actors* Fund
and burial followed

, in the family
plot, Crawfordsyille, Ind. His sister,

Mrs. C. A. Britton, survives.

home.. A newspaperman . for many
years, !

.
he Was editor of the news-

room of WLW; Cincinnati, from 1935
to 1938

t
when he came to WAVE to

organise Its hews department. While
at WLW he prepared and edited the
Paul Sullivan hews scripts, prior to

Sullivan's removal to, Louisville, Mci-

Ewen entered newspaper worfc' as' a
police reporter on the Cincinnati

Post. ' W
Surviving, wife, two sons and •

daughter.
.

IRMGART HUTCHESON
Irmgart Hutcheson, wife of pianist;

Ernest Hutcheson, president of the
Juilliard School of: Music, New York,
died Nov. 5 at her hbm^ in that city.

Born in Berlin, Mrs. . Hutcheson
was a daughter of Baron Arnold von
Pilsach and. received , her education
in Switzerland. She wed Hutcheson
in London in 1899. A founder of the

PAUL FRATELLINI
.

' Paul Fratellini, noted clown, died
recently in Paris,- according to a re-

port received in Vichy, France,
Nov. 6. v.:

' The mournful member of a tri'o of

brothers known as Les Trois Fra-
tellinis, he was born ; in Sicily and

: stemmed from a long line of clowns.

.

Among their more favorite routines

was an imitation of a German band.
• During the last war Fratellini gave
many performances to cheer French
war orphans. In recognition Of the

troupe's contribution to the enter-

tainment field the three brothers

were awarded the Cross of the

Legion of Honor. They were • also

1 Miss You

SYDNEY SPIER
(Nov. 14, 1939)

Hildegarde

been a legit, vaude and film player

during the early silent days.

Among the Broadway plays in

which he appeared are 'Lysistrata,'

'The Bat' and 'Hamlet,' and he had
also appeared in many stock pro-

ductions. In vaude he played with
Johnson and Bennett in the sketch,

'Friday Evening at Home.' His first

appearance on the stage was . with
Julia Arthur in the '90's.

Widow, two sons, four daughters
and 12 grandchildren survive.

GEORGE A. H. GARDNER .. .

George A. K. Gardner, 53, onetime
press agent and manager of .the old

Euclid Avenue Opera House, Cleve-
land, died Nov. 3 at his home in

Cleveland after a long illness. He
had been in retirement since 1928.

Gardner entered the business in

1906 when hired, by Augustus G.
Hartz to publicize his legit house in

Cleveland, : and was promoted ; to

managership within five years: In

1920 he quit to open a steamship
brokerage. Surviving , are widow,
daughter and son; .

J. A. McKENZIE
J. A. 'Jack' McKerizie, 54, died in.

Winnipeg, Nov. 5, after a
.
lengthy

illness. He was manager of the Or-
pheum '

theatre, Estevan, ; Saskatche-
wan, for the past 15 years and prior

to that managed a
:
theatre at Wey-

burn, Sask. '.''•'.

Survived by widow, two sons, Dr.

Francis McKenzie, Winnipeg, and
Duarie, managing Orpheum for the

past eight months.

JOHN B. KEATING
. John B. Keating, 52; for 30 years a
prominent New York hotel conces-
sionaire, died Nov; 4 at the . Lenox
Hill , Hospital, . N. Y„ after an illness

of several months. . As proprietor of

Hotel Astor, N. Y., barber shop, he
was a familar figure to Broadway.
Widow- survives.

JOSEPH J. KRAUSE
Joseph- j. Krause, 49, who for a

quarter of a century was associated
with Charley Fox in the manage-
ment of the Gayety and Empress
(burley ) in Milwaukee, died Nov. 5

in county emergency hospital follow-
ing his sudden collapse in a down-
town hotel.

HENRY (DAD) LOLLIER
Henry (Dad) Lollier, 74, for years

with. Fox West Coast Theatres, died
Nov.; 7 in Hollywood after an illness

of six weeks.
v

'i Surviving are his widow, daughter,
sister and four sons, three of whom,
W. H. (Bud), George and Robert, are

in show business.
'

HARRY BERNARD
Harry Bernard, 62, vaude and film

comedian, died Nov. 4 in Hollywood
after a; long illness. He had been in

show business 45 years.

Surviving are widow and a daugh-
ter.

LETTIE ROSS
Lettie Margurette Wilhite, mother

of Jerry Ross, m.c, died suddenly at

her home in Bremerton; Wash., Oct.

29. She was 58. ••
'

.

>As a dramatic actress and . song-
writer she was known as' Lettie Ross.

Musicians Emergency Fund, 'Mrs.
Hutcheson also helped

[
organize the

Shubert Memorial and was chairman
of its board of directors at the time
of her death, .;.'".'

- She leaves besides her husband,
two sons, Arnold T. and Harold R.
Hutcheson.

PROF. GEO. B. REALS
Prof. George^; RealSi 65,; musician,

band leader and composer, die4 Nov.
8 in Clifton Springs (N. Y.) Sana-
traiurn after a brief illness. He had
been a clarinet- soloist in Sousa's
band and had also played m Patrick
Conway's band, Rochester Park and
54th Regiment bands,; and in theatres
in Rochester, N. Y. •

Reals was composer of "Finger
Lakes March,' 'The Old Home Town'
and 'Boy Scout March.' He directed
the Papec Band of Shortsville, N. Y.,

and the Phelps Park Bandi He main-
tained a studio for pupils in Roches^
ter and also taught music in East
High School there.

Leaves a brother and sister.

AL WEINER
, Al Weiner, 52, died suddenly of a
heart attack Nov. 5 in Detroit. He
was in the production department of
Wilding Pictures and . formerly
headed the Embassy Talking Picture
Service. '-'"''.'.:.

.
TED * HATHAWAY

Ted Hathaway, 30, manager of the
Fox-West Coast Apollo theatre' in

Los Angeles, died in Hollywood Hos-
pital, Nov. 11 following an operation.
His widow and mother survive. ;

George Lait to Lisbon
: George Lait clippers to. London
this week/ eh route to London for

International News Service, where
he will be the first to relieve three

INS men over there. . Latter will

be given six to eight-week vacations,

if hot desiring t6 return to the

States, as seems to be a common at-

titude, since any newsman regards

the London blltzkrieging as the big-

gest story they will ever coyer in

their lifetime.

How long Lait, who is the son
of Jack Lait, editor of the N. Y-
Mirror, will have to-lay over in Lis-

bpn before getting plane passage to

London depends on bulk • mail, as

that takes precedence even over
diplomatic transportation . accommo-
dations, and, of course, there are
hundreds pr people with tibkets in

hand who have been waiting for

weeks to also get on; a plane. v
.' Lait expects to bunk with Collier's

Qiieritin Reynolds in London.

: >'; Lifts Liberty's Petticoat

'Lifting Liberty's Petticoat' is the

label on. a. book now being turned
put by Zolton Czako,

:
Hungarian

writer who - is using the nom-de-
typewriter of Lawrence Dodd in this

country. '• •;•' '-'.. .'

> : v:\.
v

Tome is somewhat autobiographi-
cal, discussing various minor aspects,

of Anierican life which are taken for

granted in this country but are ex-
tremely impressive and appreciated
by a refugee from present-day
Europe. Among such are cigarets,

coffee, and the comparatively excel-
lent fodd obtainable at even the lpw^
est-priced cafeterias.

JAMES MaoG. BASKERVTLLE
Jarbes MacGlehn VBaskerville, 58,

associated the past several years
with Radio Corp. of America, died
Nov. 8 in New York from a heart
attack. • '. V

;
ERNEST HOWARD

Ernest Howard, whose real name
was Ladd, died Friday in Brooklyn
at 65 after a long illness. He had

Mrs. . M. Sophia Ezerman, manag-
ing director, of the Philadelphia Con-
servatory of Music, died Sunday
night (10) at the University Hospital,
Philly, after shor^t illness. She sue*
ceeded her husband, Dr. Kirk Hen-
drik Ezerman, Dutch composer, as

manager of the school after he was
killed by an auto in 1928.

Dave Harris,
. radio studio tenor

sax man and former member of Ray-
mon Scott's band, forming a coop-
erative group of studio musicians to
cut transcriptions and possible popu-
lar recordings. Band will do no
dance work.

: H'wood Fund for; Exiles
.Funds to aid writers abroad who

are being buffeted around by dic-

tators will be raised, by a $10-a-plate
dinner in Hollywood on Nov. 26. It

will be given by the Committee for
Writers in Exile, of which Sheridan
Gibney is chairman. Honorary
chairmen include Ernest Heming-

way, H. G. Wells, and Charles Chan-
lih. ;•:•". .y
Round-table discussion, presided

over by Robert Beiichley;
; will have

as speakers Irvip? Asher, : John
Cromwelli William Dieterle, Philip
Merivale, Dorothy Parker and Nor-
ma Shearer. '> V,

Guest speakers will be Senator
George Norris 6f Nebraska,;: Lion
Feuchtwanger, Emil Ludwig and
Heinrich Mann. As treasurer of the
group, M. ; C. Levee will disburse
coin to evacuate and maintain
exiled writers. Committee's spon-
sors include top Hollywood names.

.
»'

. ..y

. LITERATI OBITS
Mrs. Lucy E. Halffht Strong 68,

pioneer Milwaukee newspaper wom-
an, and daughter of T. W. Haight,
one of; Wisconsin's earliest publish-
ers, died Nov. 6. Survived

; by umoth-
er and three .brothers, Walter, L. F.
Putney .and Robert, all widely known
in the middle west

. by reason of
their newspaper work

. in Milwau-
kee and Chicago. .

.

Charles D. Morris, 73, former pub-
lisher, of the St, Joseph (Mo.)
Gazette, died in Chicago,, Nov. 8,

Sarah Addlngton, 49, author, ardent
Lucy Stoner. and one-time writer for
the-New York Herald Tribune, died
at her home in New York, Nov. 7.

•'

Victor Mitchell, 73, former asso-
ciate editor of E»earborn (Mich.) In-
dependent, died in Detroit, Nov.. 7

from auto injuries.! -

CHATTER
v .Dick Joseph,: ship news reporter
until recently for the N. Y. Post,
added to promotion department of
New Haven railroad, . with head-
quarters in Boston. He's handling
the house organ.
Arthur D. Hecox, for four year^

general manager of The Saratogian,
Frank Gannett afternoon, sheet .-"

''

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., is retiring

Nov. 15. W. Howard Mooney, mem-
ber of the stay for 39 years, will be-

:

come editor and general manager.

- MARRIAGES
Camilla Homo to John Wolfe, In

San Francisco, Nov. 4. Bride is

vocalist with KPO* Frisco; he's with
Photo and Sound Recording Co.

Betsy Lamby to King Harris, in

Woodside, Cal., Nov. 2. He's ac-

count exec with KPO-KGO, Frisco.

Mary Louise Weiser to Ben Wins-,
low, in Hollywood, Nov. 6. She's in

charge of the color lab at Walt Dis-
ney studio.

Dorothy Douglass to. Thonias A.
(Tommy ) Axelson, in Salt ;

Lake
City. Hals v. p. of the R. T. Harris
Advertising Agency, Salt Lake City,

but was for a long time head of

KSL promotion.

Janet Rowland (Greenwalt) to.

Arthur F. Crueger, in East .Williston.
:

L. I., Nov. 4. Bride is daughter of

John Greenwalt, v.p. of Glicksman
Advertising Co., Inc., N. Y„ and
formerly in vaude.

Ninette Joseph to Al Toronto, in

New York, Nov. 8. Groom is time
buyer for the William Esty agency;
bride was with the B. B. B. Sc 6.

agency.

Martha Glynn to Jack Edmondson,
in Pittsburgh, Nov. 12. He's with
Johnny Long band.

.. Catherine Craig to Robert Preston;

at Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 8. Both
are screen players.

Xriane Allen to Harold W. Ross, in

Roselle Park, N. J., Nov. 10. Bride is

actress and model; he's a founder and
editor of the New Yorker mag.

.

• Dprothy Darling to Samuel Kauf-
man, in New York, Nov. 5. : Bride is

legit and; radio actresis: he's a radio
writer with the New York Sun. •

. Anna TiebpUt , to Phil Reisman,
Jr., in Larchmont, N. Y., Nov. 8.

He's a writer at.Pathe Newsreel, and
son of Phil Reisman, RKO ;y.p., arid

foreign sales manager.
.

Geri Stein
.Continued from, page 1.

word of what's in this book but here
it is:' Only a small edition will be
printed.

; . ,v'-"'V
It

. will be the first, novel in. more
than 30 years by the. writer, who is

in the unoccupied portion of France.
In a: letter to C.e'rf ; some time ago
she told, him it was about the' Duch-
ess of Windsor, although since re-
ceiving the manuscript Cerf . declares
he can't find a single mention of the
duchess. . He cabled Miss Stein: 'I>o

ybu think what the world needs now.
is a novel about the Duchess oi
Windsor?' Her reply was: 'It cer-
tainly is;

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dickinson,

daughter, in Grove City, Pa., Oct, 16.

Mother's: Paula Kelly, singer with
Al Donahue, and father's one of Paul
Whiteman's ex-King's Men.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Noah, daugh-

ter, in Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. Father's
Pitt band leader and mother's Betty
Blue, orch singer. '.:

Mr. arid Mrs. Harry -Fox, son, in
N. Y., NoV. 6. Father is general man- .

ager of the Music Publishers Protec-
tive Association.

. Mr. and Mrs. Al Heifer, son, Nov..
4, in New York. Father is announcer
and spbrtscaster with WOR-Mutual.
Mr. and' Mrs. Shimen Huskin, son,

Nov. 8, in Hollywood. Father Is a
stage and film . actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Ingham Roberts, son,
in San Antonio, Nov. 4. Father is

KTSA account executive.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman . (Tiny)

Schwarz, Buffalo, Nov. 2.

Father is singer at WBEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Chatfleld, son,

Nov. 10, ih Los Angeles. Father is

a Paramount film studio publicist.
.

'Love Seats 9

.Continued from pace 1.

Ross Baldwin by Marcus & Swimoff,
operators of houses in Qshkbsh,
Ripon, Reedsburg and Tomah, Wis,,

$15,000 having been spent upbii re-

seatirig; and refurnishing. 'The love

seats' have also proved a popular
part of the equipment of the Troy
theatre in East Troy and the Alma in.

Alma, Wis», where they were re-

cently installed.
'•

'

Not only are these seats in great

demand by the younger element, but

they also are eagerly sought by ex-

tremely obese elders who have al-

ways found difficulty . in squeezing

themselves into the average theatre

chair. The heavyweights now 'find

ample room in seats that are twice

the Width of the ordinary chair, and
for the first time are really enjoy-

ing going to
. the theatre.

The 'love seats' are staggered

throughout the auditorium,, being

placed at the ends of the rowSj but

qinly one in each row, , and On op-

posite 'ends of succeeding rows. Thus
no ' pair of cooers has another pair

directly in front or directly behind

them, and they are able to take their

love lessons direct from the screen. .

Benny Carter baud headed for a

recording berth with Bluebird Sec-

ords. He recently made some test

sides fro Decca.
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lik re: Latin Good Will
•

.. New York.

Editor, variety:
'

,--

In re your, story anent the Films'

Latin-American Cycle, I have been

vliting Havana the last 30 years

and through these decades have been

chanting the praises of the .pic-

turesque ringing and dancing of the

vivacious Latins. .. There. have al-

ways been 'Spanish dancers'; to en-;

tcrtain the -American public and in.

my youth I applauded:: Garmencita,

and later .
Otero, whose portraits : are

Jn
:-my .

private collection of -.10,500;

rare photos. .

.; Winter after winter, in Cuba I

temporary poet not to write any
mournful lines on Elizabeth's death,

pence was pence and better in the
pocket.!. •',

At the order . of ihe conspirator's,

'Richard II' was played in the -day-

time, as always, on Feb." 7,. 1601. A
number of men meant to support
Essex, as a. successful rebel, were in-

vited. .-•;••'. .''.

•

..
V; ;

;•:-..- :
' \

'
.:

That night, attended by S^uthamp-
torii a few friends, arid a number of

paid
;
swashbucklers,' the

.
.Earl of

Essex tried .to start an insurrection

Sjri the city of London, 'raise . 'the

town,' as the saying went in those

days. Reports that huge throngs

usjed
;

to" delight -in the distinctive en-
j would rally

:

to his .cause proved ,un-

tertainmeht • afforded by "Latin ^art^'-tr^e.' The propaganda- of Shakes-

ists, but not until, quite recently,
. pCaye's 'Richard^ir was barrehVpf.ef^.

ypu indicate in your article, did the fec t;. The poet, Fifth Column
•general public',here develop a taste

' aide, was a flop; .

'.'.".-•

for the- music and dances of Cuba.l Essex was tried for his life arid

and South America. The Mexicans went to the block. Francis Bacon,
got, the start ' the movies, with supposedly his- close friend, spiiled

Ramon Navarro, ^Dolores Del Rip a lot of inside beans! If Bacon had
.add Lupe Velez, But ,

later came ^^^n , Shakespeare^ works here
• Cesar^Romero, and

.
novir .p^si .ArnazJ the ; ti„fie ,ipr whrtone>. 'expose

him—at the trial—but no. one spokeboth from .Cuba.;
'

I know, from personal experience,

thati many Latin visitors in New
York resent the absurd inaccuracies'

incorporated in. ' Hollywood movies;

; such as 'Down Argentine- Way,' in

''":which'- ;,'-gigplps/vare'- : introduced, and
customs are •-. burlesqued. ,

". Souths

up.
The .Earl of Southampton was

given a sentence pf: imprisonment f6r

1 ife,
1

but hot long, afterward was -

leased fromi the Tower. The - fate of

the: noblemen
;

"-he admired -has been
said '.to : account . fpr : Shakespeare's

Americans have told ' nie, of their
grow

'

ing -melancholy from that time
surprise and disgust. .-'. '

.'.-. /
' But, on the other hand, the Cubans,

;oh,- -arid perhaps; too, he sorrowed
.-. But, on tne ou>er nana, tne uupan.s, that his owrt- play hadn't helped the
for instance, get strange idea of^ cause -against

.
the'; so-called Virgin

Queen. He had written for her that

piece about Falstaff in love, 'The

.^Americans' from many thousands of

the 'cruise passengers' who spend
: most pf their time; in Havana getting

drunk, at Sloppy Joe's;, women, gen-
erally the fattest ones, parading

Merry • Wives, .of . Windsor,* •but: he
liked best the great earls of the

i period, Essex* Pembroke and" South-

ampton, : who were; more free withalong the Prado, , through Parque
:Centrale,viri':pajama's or slacks. "

..«n'i,w pSff^
.
An interesting sidelight -to the ?P ' •^

"S
-.

. .. • • .•,,:..' .

'good neighbor policy,' however' is
Doesn't this bring the. period back

Illustrated in the fact that many of to 11s? And Ripley or not, .not far

New. York's- big hotels, the McAlpin, from Stratford-on-Avon is the little

town . of
;
Broadway; nearby -the

village of :

.

Wickharriptdn; Penelope
Washington lies buried in a church
there, under a stone', bearing the

coat'of .
arms of the stars and stripes.

Penelope was a . cousin of George
Washington. And . who'd. have
thought that anyone would go back
and dig up Shakespeare as a Fifth

Columnist?- But this is all true, and
I thought' it might amuse all save:

your -more historically minded; read-

ervto whom it may not be news. .-.';:,

. John Wilstach.

discontinue the ticket levy, but re-

fused, Few agencies have paid since
the code was declared extended for

this season ': arid the undercurrent
among , brokers is against kicking in.

They say the state's Mitchell law
makes the managers-Equity code un-
necessary. They also insist they can-
not afford the levy. >

Airlines
.Continued from page 2.

; Pennsylvania, New Yorker, Commp-
dore, Waldorf-Astpria, etc;, now, have
Spariish-speaking- employees, ; clerks,

bellboys, etc., for the convenience of
.. these visitors, many of whom are
very rich and, before the war, -.used

to spend .much time and money in

Paris and bri the. Riviera.-

/,.-
' Harold . Seton: ':

Transmitter Statistics
-

.
Philadelphia. .,-'

Editor, Variety: .7

Your Philly correspondent was
looking through the wrong end of - his
field glasses when he parked .WDAS'
transmitter 500. feet above level

in the Oct. 30 issue, pages 35 and 36.

;
El(Bvati6ris' on transmitters, accord-

ing to Philadelphia Municipal. Air-

portJnaps,.are

;db - you -'feel' - :about ^ the - election

queries. '' *•';."-.'•'-
=

: Bystanders later told of noting one
reporter suddenly turn to O'Keefe
and question him, when he was seen

;

ready to get into > Mrs. Roosevelt's
private automobile. Then the 'new*;

O'Keefe was revealed: .. .

'.- .'How. does it happen that you are
in the Democratic .fold now?' the re-
p8rter asked, .-.

,-:'.'

•
. 'Tell ypu exactly why,' . said the.

m.c.
; :
'The campaign is all oyer. The

time has come to put an end to alL
the friction, controversy and bitter

feeling. 1 was in Washington yes-
terday .and J went

.
to., the White

House to offer my services to the
Government for nothing, if there's

anything I can do. to help out/: This
is a time for everyone to help.' ...

Mrs. Roosevelt had cojrie to town
tp address a luncheon at Radio City'

and award- the Clifford Burke Har-
•'

rriorii aviation-
;
trophy ;'•' to. Jacqueline

:

Cochrahi ..;;. She told . reporters that
she; Would begin a : lecture tour on.

Monday (11). in Chicago.

' 'Qoi*t'/.: V::
V

V-:--- : ,

-': Jesse-Lasky flew in from the Coast
on • American / Airlines' Mercury
Wednesday (6). to see ^the Friday
night- (8') opening of 'Quiet Please/
which he co-produced, with Henry
Duffy. Donald. Woods, who has the
lead iri that.ishow at the Guild theV
atre, stratolin fed in :'

: hour later,

and aboard the same liner wasiirene
Rich, Avho finished ; a picture at04:^5

p. m, the day before iri Hollywood
arid 'scrambled like mad' to get the
plane east! to .' se^ her tworWeek-old
grandchild:,

Nancy Carroll arrived froiiv Wash-:
ngton, mum "as a clam abput her
Dusiness in Washingtpn "and her new
show. There 'is. a new show coming
along, she admitted, but begged off

telling its name.

WCAU 589, feet

WIBG 587 feet

WPEN 456 feet

KYW 425 feet

WTEL 281 feet.

Rttpe Werling,
.

.
Production Manager,' Station WI?G..

W1P 370 feet

WDAS 357 feet

WHAT 340. feet

WFIL 338 feet

Shakespeare, Fifth Columnist

Rhinebeck, N. Y.

Editor, Variety: -;-

I don't knpw whether Ripley ever
has read any Shakespearian histpry

ortiot—anyway, he hasn't so far dug
up the facts connected with IBill

Shakespeare as a Fifth Column
plotter. However, he—and - Variety—'
are welcprrie to the story.

• The Earl of Essex was—as many
know from plays about Elizabeth

—

the aging monarch's favorite. He
was a pal, too, of the Earl of South-

Big B7wq^ V, 0.
___Coritlnued .from pace \

that a : matinee on Arriiistice Day-

would draw. Only three perform-
ances were given on .that afternoon

and before noon it was clear that all-

could have sold out three or four

times. Matinees : which cleaned up
wfere -Hellzapoppin.'. Winter Garden;
'Panama Hattie,' 46th Street, and 'It

Happeris on Ice,' Center. Attendance

was- the reverse of election day
afternoon, when theatres fared badly.;

' Hollywood Plays' Panned

'Beverly Hills,' Fulton, and 'Quiet

Please,' Guild, both Hollywood plays

which opened last, week, drew,, ad-

verse notices. Third play With a

similar locale, 'Glamour Preferred,'

Booth, is the sole premiere this week.
Next week the heralded 'Twelfth

Night' (Helen .Hayes-Maurice Evans )

comes to the St. James and -Horse

Fever' bows in at the Mansfield.

Election Was Bad
Some ticket speculators were badly

the buttered dedications; that the
poet then handed out in return- for
cash of the realm. Yoti read
Shakespeare's toady lines the
Works?- :'.-.'.: ; + :

:

Well, when Essex was sent to Ire-
land to put down rebellioa he took

.
along Southampton as. an aide. Upon
-the return to London, the; Bard's

• Patren was deep in the plot against
the queen that brought Essex to the
block, ;- I--

<• •-

.
.

'..;;;;....'
""

.
Sputharnpton had an extreme, no-

- tioh of the ipersuasive powers of the
drama. He remembered Shakes-
peare's 'Richard 11/ which had not
been allowed to be printed because
Elizabeth had been compared un-
favorably to the deposed monarch.
Essex; had a resemblance to the suc-
cessful usurper, Henry of Hereford;
According to the. story the play-

;

ers
;
wanted

, pay because *Richard/li
was an old. play, out of use/ South-
ampton gave them a few pounds,
a
? i.

bemg one of the share owners
or the company, Shakespeare came
in. on the divvy. A . patron was one
thing tp Bill, but he had his eyes

^tit€ ih Stratford-bn-Avon,
and though he, admired Essex, lbved
s>outhamptoh, and, was the one ,con?

ampton, who was Shakespeare's -.
, ... , ... . VJ

Wtrbn-that is, he paid heavily for^^^^^^^^

BUls Next Week
: Continued Iroin page 53_ .

By Dick FisKell
(WHN. N. Y., Sports Commentator)

Auburn-Louisiana. State.

This is not Louisiaria's year, while
the Auburn Tigers have: progressed,
to a point where..'they/are one of the
strongest - teams i^ .the

.
.south. Au-

burn should have no troubje. /
Boston College-G.eorgetowh

Here's the game of the east. Both
undefeated and both boast; potent
sqilads; Boston" College has the betr
ter reserve material, and therefore
milst get the edge. ;. V '. r

..:
/

;

'

.- Columbia-Navy '-.

.' This is not one;

,

: of Lou
.
Little's:

scoring machiniesi
;
Navy has its best

team in years.
.
The^Middies- two-

team system will exhaust and Out-
score the Lions.

.

-
''•;'"/

;..' DarteionUi-Cornell
Unless the field is two feet under

water, or a train ..wreck -derails, the
Cornell squad, .this

.
should be just

another scoring orgy for the boys
from Cayuga Lake. -

- r"

.

. Georgia Tech-Alabama .

Whatever has become of Georgia

.

Tech?-^-that's what the south wants
to know. The Rarnbling Wreck'

eleveh, 'and. it'll, continue' to stay; un-
beaten. v •; . , •

. "' -

Oklahoma-Missouri

. .
Missouri's.; Paul Christman should

pass it. to .victory in ah- upset, .
.

;

. Peim-Army
^

The soldiers have been threaten-
ing for twp weeks! Penn. has had a

;

letdpwn, but should bounce back fox. ;

decisive victory.' .'

•>- PennV State-NITU'. "'.;'

:

: The yiolets are,weak. . This is one
of -State's strongest teams/ in year's^.-

and it should prove its superiority^

. Pittsbargh-Nebraska : '

; : '--Pitt' is u n p r e.d i c t a bl e; The
Nebraska Cornhuskers are unques-
tionably ; a high-powered -rnac'hine.

.

Nebraska gets the nod.

;

Prlnceton^Yale ."'

On a dry day Princeton should; go
to. town. .. A rainstorm makes it a

:

tossup, but hoping for fair weather,
we'll; stick with, the Tigers.

:

SMU-Arkansas
:

Arkansas is a. weak sister. The

(And Proper Odds)

tickets on their hands for Election

Night performances, either because

of mistaken, judgment or overcpnfl?

dericei Better informed brokers, how
ever, avoided holding tickets foa

celebrantsu arid .;rid. their racks by
selling at reduced preriiiums or at

boxbffice price

Specs Nicked

The newer ; hiusicals : fared, very,

well, jaccordirig to" 'boxoffice state-

ments, but tickets, spld and not iri the

doorman's; box indicated that they

were: still in ppssessipn 'of/the agen-;

cifes. Radio and the; difficulty of

traveling through Times Square be-

cause of traffic regulations accounted

for the drop in ticket demand.. Esti-

mated that there were. 150 unsold

tickets in, the hands of specs for one

popular show.
Individual brokers were sum-

moned to the League of New York,

Theatres offices ,last week, and asked

to pay their three cents per ticket

levy. Coin / has been
.
owing- the;

League since last March, when the

nick . Was called off for the
:

surrimer:

Understood some ticket men paid

off, while the others said they were
hard hit but promised to pay later.

Sklppy Little .

Glamour Olo -06) .

•-.

Lee Walters Ore :'

Corktoivn ' Tavern
Hal Heency;
Ellen KiiyiB

Frank Reyiioldi

.

6 Vestera
Eddie Bratton Orc ; '.

Roberta Cbst'el'lb . .

Don Prye •

Jerry Wright. -•-•;--

Don Andre Ore .-

Hunil's

S. Old Timer*
Sun Valley, '/

Serenaders

London Chop Houec
Tonla .'. '

~

Ruby Ore .

;-.--" :'

Mar-Jo
Ray Patterson

.

Ray Carlln Oro

'.Morocco'

Jay Jason
Paddy/ la Bato
Fou'r 'iChiciiigoetteB .

Will Henderson Ore

N«bloloV
Dl Giovanni
Jack & l>olly

Ryck.fc KHjie
Patsy Jilarr ;

Daniel . T>evr •

Leonard Seel Ore

• Northwood Inn .

Fred Sti-ltt -.

Wilfred Duboln
Bernl.- & J'oVanna.

Mnrle Hollla-
Sainniy Dlbert Oro -

Palm Beach . .

Charley V&ge'
Six Jewel's-
Jack •& Thelma

.

Carol Crane .

Mlclwel I'nlge Ore

.

Carlos Vesta -

.

Hiiok's Kedrord Jnn.
Mac

.
i.IcGraw pic

•- Club Royale 'V.

4
: JIomi( ies ,

Don s. Jennlhgi.
Carl- Lee
Bob. Evans
Vlclil Allen-.-
Danny Demelry Pre
Uoyalett.es..:

istatler Hotel

E MadriKtiera Ore
GeorBe 'NeKrette.

San Dlcvo;

Carlos 'jt Chita . V
Bill..& Idc Shaw
June. Davie's
Gforfce .

I'rosnell 7
Al Alexander Oro

Verne's:'-

.

Eddie Snyder .:

VijCkl >& 'Kaya
;

Burton'H UirUs.
AVally Johl
-.Harry ..Collet Or,c

Whlttler Hotel
(Gold Cup Room)
Vocallons (4)

; ,

. Wonder. Bat-

Ralph Rotgers Ore
3 Laisslea .

•

Paddy !La Bilto • .

CLEVEIAKB
Alpine; Villa**

Dlas & Plonne
Enill & Kyelyn -'

;

Bob Copfer
Carl »M-uell«r. .-

Otto Thurn Oro :

College Inn ;

.Hy/ Baron - Pi p.'
'

Eddie. Sid &- Val .

• Freddie's Cafe

Aft Lockey! pre
Gloria Gay le. .

'• .,

Hurna. & >vhlte
Tip Top Gts
Re hpc. .

Larks' . -7

Eddj a Barnes •;-;-.

Gourmet Club ..

E Robinson Ore :

Lee '.JJnrtetf
"

Pour :
Bol)bettea ,

.

Bill Lpcktnarv

.
.. Hotel Allerton

Grhnt. Wilson V.

Marilyn, iAl.a>:iijj>rd .

VersatlUfiriH
Bob .Oplta . ,.:

: irotel Clcyelamt

.

Paul Prndarvls: Ore
Hotel Fenway • H« 1

1

Gene : E^win f)rc
Hotel Sterling

• Esquire*
Recently the League was asked 1^

j

fty
' .^rinvijrte

.; Hotel HoUcnden ..

Florence ' Alva're -
/..;

Denne --.In bis
Jack Spott
Marian Ar.den
fS6reJ.ll ;

Sammy Watklns Ox
.; ifotel Stntler .

Jose' Morand Ore
Jo'sep'hln

i

6 "DelAlar;
Catallna Rolon .

Jack & Eddie's

Riibertlno, Roberts'
Babe . Sherman '--

'Arlehe,.Rtce:.Orc.'

J.n Conica. Club
Ra'ttion .Arlas. ; Ore

JLiudsny' Bar
Roy Raysor -

.

Judy .rreslon' .':.''

I'earl DeLucca
Mound's Club

Vlil" I»ruHs(nI'.Qro

/ Hcgai; Club
TCoV;Hck:Orc
Pat Dennis

:

.'
.

•

.

Lam'ee Lane- .-

Jim, Jutie.Gallagher
ithythm Shorty

Tlilrtj'-Seven Clnb
N-iidja

'

TtlHy Carr ,.

Kr4nces':Paul .'

Sonny 'Carroll
IthyLhm Jiebs > '

.
, GAMES :-:'-

Auburn-La. State. ...
.'.

Boston Cbllege-Geqfgeiown .

.

.Colambfa-Navy . .. . . i
. -. ; . . .

-:

.Dartmouth-Cornell .-. .-. .. . ... .

.

Georgia Tech-Alabama. . . . ; ...

Harvard-Brown '..

.

'.

-. ..... .'
. .;

Holy. Cross-Temple
.

'-. . .'.
, ..

Illinois-Ohio State - . . .. ....

Manhattan-Villanbva ;
-.'.]'

.

.

Marquette-Micbigan State '.
.- ; v

Michigan-Northwestern ..

.

Minnesota-Purdue ... . . . .

.

North Carolina-Duke; . . . . . ...

Notre Dame-Iowa. .;,'. -.

;

Oklahoma-Missouri .....
' PennrArmy ....... ...

Penn StatedeW York U. ...

Pittsburgh-Nebraska! ; . ... .

• Princeton-Yale :. .

Southern Methodist-Arkansas.

Stanford-Oregon State; ; . .

.

Syracuse-Colgate . ; . . ; . . .

.

.Texas A. & M.-Rice .,:
:
. ... .'-.•.-. .-'.'_.

Texas Christian-Texas. . . ... , .

.

Tulane-Ge.or^ia ; ; . . . .

.

'UCLA-Washington State. . . . .

.

Washington-USC . , > .'.:

. Wisconsin-Indiana ..

.

-; .:•• WINNERS."
,

. ,-. Auburn ; . .'.v. i

'.

;

. . Boston College. .
.'.

..'.-'. Cornell
'

V

. ... . Alabama '......'. . .

.

. . .. Harvard . vi .y

v . .;. Temple' . u iy.y.

.

.. . : Ohio State. . , ... . .

.'

. . . . yillaiioyti .':

.

[ . ,
..Michigan State .';;,

Northwestern .

nnesota
. .

. . ntike .'...-.,'.-...'. .

-. . Notre Dame . . .

.

.. .."iissouri: . .;; .....

-.'.-;
. Penn. . . . , . . . ... .

.

...Penn 'State:. .

,

. V. Nebraska

. ..Princeton . . . .

.

• ,.SMU
. . Stanford -.

. . . Syracuse ..

.

'.

.

. . Texas A. & M.'. -.'

. ; . Texas . . . ,

. . Tulane !';...,

. . UCLA .... . ,. ..";

.

' ; Washington
.'.

. Indiana ... I. . , .

ODDS
.. 2-1
':...

^7-5'

.. 9-5

:."-"4-i-:

..2-1
7-5

.'." 8-5

.3-1
. . Even

8-5
1-^2

.; 3-1

. 3-1

..; 3-1

., 1-2

.3-1
.. 3-1

..12-5
C. 12-5

3-1

12-5

-;, - U-8
3-1

. . -J 7-5

. . 12-5

8-5

..11-5
8-5

: '/^
.

'-; BoxV.eorc to Date:

Right, 122; Wrong, .43; Ties; 10; Pet.,; 733.

_y (Ties not counted)

should -take another ;
dive

continues to flow. .'; •
..;

.-'
; Harvard-Browii •

The Brown Bears already consider

this; a. successful year. Harvard,

with no major victory to. its credit,;

is definitely a November team that

is ready to hit the victory column.-.

Holy Cross-Temple

The Crusaders of Holy Cross, are

definitely in the doldrums. Temple
is on the "upbeat and ; should stay

that way. .

Illinois-Ohio State

Zuppke is still looking for his up-

set of the year; but the Buckeyes
have too much; power and wUl not

take the short end of it.
:

ManhattanrVillanova

\ Manhattan's Jaspers
;

scored . many
times against Marquette, but the vic-

tory was costly with two vital. '; -

juries.
.

vVillanbya's Wildcats- are too'

many to be stopped. ;
- ' -

:
- -..;•

.
Marqnette-Michigan State

A tired ,' and beaten'
' Marquette

'Bama Mustangs are the second strongest
aggrtgation in the Southwest' Cbn-

' ference. ' They'll win.

. Stanford-Oregon State

This might be Stanford's •undoing,.?

but if it can stay up: there for an-
other week, the; • Indians will sneak

;

into the Coast title.
;;

Syracuse-Colgate

Here's the
:

annual dogfight of
upper New York State, with the two
teams : evenly matched. Colgate's
double wing-back system Is obsolete,
and with no mistakes Syracuse
should eke it out.

Texas A. & M.-Rice

The Texas Aggies are on their

way to great heights. They'irieave
badly mangled Rice in their wake.

Texas. Christian-Texas
.

-'

'

; Christian has a feeble offense
while Texas will score often.

Tulahe-Georgia ..'

Georgia - has been / floundering

:

while , the Tulane Gr«en : Wave has

squad cannot hold its own against fi^«y-

^

w
u^te.^^ula

?f
t6Pr

powerfuUMichigah State. The Spar^

tans should win going; away. > -

;'' ; Michigan-Nbrthwesterh .

;

Michigan should have beaten Min-
nesota, but Northwestern was in the

same boat. . Michigan ranks a
.
two-

to-one. favorite, but this. Northwest-

ern club, with loads of dynamite,

should upset Tommy Harmon and
company, ' .;

-'•
- . . .

.

•.*;'

'"

Minnesota-Purdue .

,

", Purdue is. only '.a fair , ball . club.

Minnesota is above average and un-

less it suffers from, a mental letdown
should ; .breeze, home

.
against - the

Boilermakers.
' North Carolina-buke ;.-

-

;'

.

:. Carolina ...has hit. its lowest ebb. . BiHWatters/New York p.a. whose
Duke *get3 stronger .from week,

.

to v'Slap-Happy Lassie with a Stream-
week, The Duke Blue Devils again , ] fned Chassis'- was recently published
victorious. *'••-

; ! by Berlin, has three more; . among
Notre DamC-Iowa them • 'D.on't ' Kid Yourself,* tricky

patriotic novelty. iHe'-collabs'.'-'witH

UCLA-Washington State

.State has petered out; since its im-
pressive opening. UCLA looking for'

its. first . conquest : Will finally turn
the trick.

Washington-Southern California
USC jiisf doesn't, have it this fail;

The Washington Huskies haven't
lived up to their; pre-season pbssi-

bilities, but
;
they have enough to

take Southern Galifornia.
5

. .

..
• Wisconsin-Indiana •• ,..'.-'-'-/

Indiana .is improving with: leaps

and bounds,; while Wisconsin has. ho
running game and only a fair aerial

Offense,
. . Indiana should knock ', off

the Badgers.-: ';;-'...;'" ;;

"

'.

: Iowa, cannot doj the impossible.

This 4s.: an » opportune :
Natrei^DaitiP^ )^vvai^-Steinejrv.

i
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From ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
MURRAY BAKER, Gen. Prof. Mgr. LEO TALENT, Prof. Mgr.

FERRY-BOAT SERENADE
By the Writers of "The Woodpecker Song"

MAYBE
By Allan Flynn and Frank Madden

From LEO FEIST, Inc.

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr. LON MOONEY, Prof. Mgr.

DREAM VALLEY
Words and Music by Nick Kenny, Charles Kenny and Joe Burke

OUR LOVE AFFAIR
Words and. Music by Arthur Freed and Roger Edent

From M-G-M's Picture, "Strike Up The Band"

From MILLER MUSIC, Inc.

BEN GILBERT, Gen. Mgr. HERB REIS. Prof. Mgr.

DOWN ARGENTINA WAY
TWO DREAMS MET

Both Songs by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren

from the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Down Argentine Way"

Sincerely,
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Washington, Nov; 19.

- .A., promised capital investment of

$8,000,000 in television was an-

nounced last Saturday (16) by the

Federal Communications Commission.
This ' is the sum represented as

pledged by corporations having ap-
plications with the FCC lor television

licenses. It
.
apparently includes

money earmarked either for equip-
ment to establish service or, In the
case of NBC, CBS, Philco, Don Lee,
etc.,' which already have installations,

jnoney under budgets to

-

:

' continue
technical and showmanship experi-
ments.
Two of the new. grants are to the

Hughes Productions Division of the
Hughes Tool Co., which has set aside
12,000,000 for stations' at Los Angeles
and San Francisco. The establish-,

merit of Howard R. Hughes /proposes

:
to experiment in program production
development in . cooperation with
Hughes Productions of Hollywood,'
according to the Commish.
The new Hughes ventures will con-

duct a study of studio! lighting ef-
fects; seek improvement of television
transmitters, cameras, and synchron-
ising generators; test transmission of
varipus numbers of lines between 421
and -525; compare different types of
synchronizing signals and try FM for
thi sound accompanying the pic-
tures, it was explained. In both Cali-

(Continued on page 55)

Colonna Rides Handlebars

From $50 to $2,500 Week
Hollywood, Nov. 19. ..

,
Motor cars : have crowded bicyles

off the roads but handlebars are still

going strong. Jerry Cdlonna's

sweeping mustache has pedalled

along the financial track from $50

to $2,500 a week in a few years.

Once a trombone tooter at half-a-

century per week, Colonna is solo-

ing his wind chimes at $5,000 for a
fortnight at the downtown Paramount
theatre, plus a percentage over a

certain figure. He leaped into promi-

nence on the Bob Hope air show
after two years of comparative ob-

scurity under a Warner contract.

Kyser to Stall Til

Jan. 1 in Order Not to Go

rd on Income Tax

Kyser finishes his current
,

«»nd at the Empire Room of the
Waldorf hotel, New York, Nov. 27,

"
::
*n» will do nothing outside of a few
one-nighters and his Lucky Strike
Broadcasts until the first of the year,
wader doesn't want to work, . be-
cause his income so far this year 'has
put him in high income tax brackets,
ana

. further bankroll , pyramiding
would be only for benefit of the

v, -Government'::
Kyser draws down $3,000 per one-

Jj^- stand currently and at least
510,000 a week in theatres, often
more than that, in view of the per-
centage deals he usually gets in thea-
jresr He's currently at the Roxy

" £ IS New York, with his RKO
Aim, 'You'll Find Out.' .

'Joe Palooka' Would
Push Army Enlisting:

.

'J°e Paiooka* has taken on the
semblance of reality. Newspapers
carrymg the MpNaught Syndicate

.
qartoon feature last week carried
stories arid cartoon in regular jour-
halese style that 'Joe' was enlisting

£iSe ' army. The stories went on to& 4°u
U that cartoonist Ham .Fisher^ that it was the only thing

flS a
'
one of the top Pen and ink

ngures could do in these times. It
(Continued on page 15)

Ethics Frowned On As Stu-

dio* Reach Out for Crea-

tive People-—Decree Cue*
X Plants to Improve Quality

or Else

AGENTS' BONANZA

Tabbed one of Will Hays regular

visits to the Coast, the present visit

by the head of the Motion Picture

Producers St Distributors of America
to Hollywood is reported in N. Y. to

have two objectives. One is to lay

before Coast producers the serious-

ness of recent protests against* fast-

dialoged screen dramas, stirred up
in recent weeks by several church

and club groups, including the Le-

gion of Decency. The other is the

British film coin situation.

Better cooperation with Joe Breen
in his administration of the Hayfl of-

fice production code will be urged

on all producers simply as a com-
mon sense policy;

It's no secret at home offices that

Haysites in Hollywood have been lib-

eral with producers anxious for

screen realism. But along with the

realism, some producers have been

slipping in spicy gags, double-

entendre, etc. •

GOV. DICKINSON, LIKE

WILLKIE, TO LECTURE

Detroit, Nov. 19.

Like Wendell Willkie, another poll-,

tician is reported headed for the

lecture platforms. Gov. Luren Dick-

inson, Michigan's 81-year-old chief,

who -was defeated!
1

at the polls this

November, will hit the : Chautauqua
trail after the first of the year.

.

A former head of the AntirSaloon

League, he caught plenty of atten-

tion When he returned from a Gov-
ernors convention in New York to

condemn -life in high places/ This

makes his . lecture topic a cinch—
'Sin and High Life'

By BOB MOAK
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Picture production today is in the
throes of the most far-reaching revo-
lution ever to rattle the foundations
of the Hollywood lots, Dwarfing, in

comparison, even the wholesale
housecleaning that came on the heels

of England's declaration of war .. on
Hitlerism in September, 1939, this

latest reshuffling of. studio personnel
threatens' to remove from the pic-

ture-making scene scores of familiar

producer, director and writer faces.

Behind the turmoil, which has
jitter-infected everyone from the
biggest of ' the plant bigs down to

members of the labor gangs, is the
loud' and firm demand by home office

heads that the general quality level

of pictures be lifted without further

delay. In ^addition, the, eastern

bosses have issued very exacting in-

.
(Continued on page 54).

Also Belasco and Playwrights Co.

Bromfield Drops Idear

Of Becoming an Actor
Cleveland, Nov. 19.

Because of an over-abundance of

work, Louis Bromfield Is dropping

his original intentions of taking a

role in his new play, 'Here Today,
Gone Tomorrow,' which Is being

preemed Dec; 3-4 by community
players of Mansfield, O. ':"

Novelist; who lives on a farm
nearby, had hoped to do a Sinclair

Lewis by , playing himself in the
comedy-drama, on which his man-
ager, George Hawkins, ;

collabed.

Bromfield, however, will act as co-

director on the Mansfield production,

cooperating with Helen Bacon;
group's director, and collaborator

Hawkins. -.-.'

TODD BEATS ROSE TO

TWO-BIT CABARET IDEA

Michael Todd and Billy Rose, who
acquired a distinct coolness between
them in the second year of the N. Y.
World's Fair, now may have another;
bone of. contention. Rose the past

three weeks has been talking about a

25c or 'quartercade' cabaret, but Todd
took action, and over the weekend
closed . a deal for what was formerly
the Rainbow Garden (original French
Casino ) in Chicago and adjoining the
Fronton,

:
where jai-alai was once

played. He's merging both buildings

into the largest nitery in the world
(3,500 capacity)/ and, will open, it

Xmas Eve. The only thing he. hasn't

yet set is the admission fee, but it

will be either 35c or 50c.

Todd states that he has been dick-

ering for thei sites for the past nine
weeks, . long before Rose announced

(Continued on page 53)

Station Locks Ams In

To Stymie Mike Fright
Mexico City, Nov. 19.

. To be sure of talent for its daily

amateur show, local radio station

XEFO (5,000 watts), owned and.^op-

erated by the party of the Mexican
Revolution^ is ':

exercising/..'drastic:- ac-

tion. As soon as all the aspirants for

a show are in the mike room* the

'door is locked—from the outside—to

.

: (Continued on pnfie 55)

ASCAP - radio controversy last

week again came in for much space

in the New York dailies when NBC
cancelled the broadcast of a patriotic

show after it was found- that the

program contained music, written by
an ASCAP member. Edward A.

Vosseler, an American Legion com-
mander, had been invited to accept

the first copy of a children's patriotic

book, 'Molly Pitcher,' during a pre-

view of a musical radio script of the

same name on 'Tht Lady Next
Door' program.

,

The script was written by Madge.
Tucker, conductor of the series, but
the three numbers in the sketch had
been composed by Molly Donaldson,

one of the newer ASCAP members.
Incident marked the opening of the

networks- campaign to keep all

ASCAP music off sustaining pro-

grams.

Closer relationship between tha
legitimate theatre and radio broad-

.

casting is foreseen. Omens of this

growing interest include a deal now
reported in negotiation between the
Theatre Guild and the National
Broadcasting Co. :whereby the. re-
cently 'reorganized- Guild will make
its plays and, presumably also its

players, available to the network.
The Theatre Guild has meantime
added several new subscription cities

to its road tours and radio fits into

the new plans not . alone as a pos-
sible revenue source via royalties
but as a modern publicity factor to
find a wider audience. -

Edward Padula of Yale Drama,
School and NBC televisior. (direc-

tion) background is now with tha
Theatre Guild but whether this, has
a bearing on the radio thinking
within the Guild is not known.
Meantime the plays of the late

David Belasco have; been assembled
into a package which Arnold Van
Leer has interested Ed Wolf Asso-
ciates in for radio purposes,

. and.
there is renewed interest in the
Playwrights Co. script package that
was first peddled about two years
ago by John L. Clark's Transameri-
can.

. Drama is to the fore in broad-
casting just now partly because of
the impetus of , the recent NBC ap-
pearances of Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fohtanne and more recently of
Katharine Cornell. But another
thought in the "radio men's - minds is

the .need" to find music substitutes

should the networks fall to renew
their licenses with the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers after'Jan. 1 next.

Feud oo 3 Hollywood

Who'll Play

In What for Whom?

CAPT. RATHB0NE OF

CANADIAN AIR FORCE

Toronto, Nov; 19.

Application of Basil Rathbone to

serve in the Royal Canadian Air
Force in any capacity has been ac-

cepted and screen player is expected
to arrive, here, in a few. days. Al-
though he did not seek a commission;
he will be given a captaincy and will

serve in the signals division in which
he served in World; War I. His son,

Basil Rathbone, Jr., arrived in To-
ronto four weeks ago and is. now in

the RCAF.
,

Rathborne Sr., born in Johan-
nesburg, South Africay started his

stage . career under the tutelage of

his . cousin. Sir Frank Benson.

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

.Resume of the Sam Goldwyn-Gary
Cooper - Warners - Paramount -Bette
Dayis-Ernes,t Hemingway feud now
spreading all. over the western' front:

'

Gary: Cooper, under exclusive con-
tract to Samuel Goldwyn, is supposed
to do the male lead in -The Amazing
Story of Sgt. York' for Warner,
Bros: ''

.

.
Bette Davis, under exclusive con-

tract to Warners, is supposedly set by
(Continued on page 55

)

Nitery Op, in Burnup At

Politicos, Becomes Mayor
Detroit, NoV. 19.

Burned up because his night club's

license had been revoked by the

State Liquor Control ' Commission,
William Osmund (Ozz) Kelly be-
came mayor of Flint, Mich. It was
one. way of showing how to get di-

rect action and it took the embattled

night club operator just eight months
,

(Continued on oace 23)
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Dies at 73; Had Variegated Career

Martin Beck, one of the last of the

former vaudeville tycoons,^. died sud-

denly': early Saturday morning (16)

at Mt Sinai hospital, New York, at

the age of 73. He had been oper-

ated on for. an intestinal obstruction

the pluvious, weeki.: his condition be-

ing favorable for. several days, but

a blood clot formed arid caused death

when it reached his brain. He had
undergone a similar operation four

years ago. '.-'• .'•
.

•

The veteran showman, who reaped

a fortune in vaudeville; as builder

and head of the Orpheum Circuit

and who was in the legit field for the

past 15 years, had a premonition of

death. Recently, at luncheon With
friends, he joked about the opera-

tion, saying:

:

'What are you fellows worrying
about? I am going into : the hospital

ano; won't cpnie out. However, I've

enjoyed 73 beautiful years.'

Started As a Walter

Beck evidently was reluctant to

divulge his'lbwly start in this coun-
try after . entering the U.S. as an
Immigrant frprri

;

Austriai.' Almost all

the
.
biographical matter on him

claims that he started here .
- an

ictbr in . a German troupe, but. actu-
ally he was first a waiter. His be-
ginning as a manager . dates back to •

a biergarten in Chicago, where the
proprietor, permitted him to put on a

show. This was successful and Beck
branched out until he went tb work
for the late Morris Meyerfeld, Jr.,

later president of the Orpheum Cir-

cuit .in San Francisco. Beck eventu-
ally married Meyerfeld!s daughter
and this was his stake for theatre-

.
building. . ^When Beck became presi-

(Continued on page 45

)

Jack Benny Antidote

New Haven, Nov. 19.

WELI's found an- answer to the

:
problem of what^n independent
station is to do when Jack

: Benny's on the air.
.

; Solution is 'Nobody '.Listens;

Anyway,' pop record program
produced by Bud Finch.

• Finch keeps saying •' jnobody
"listens', except his father .arid

mother, but fan mail indicates

otherwise. ; ,.
''> :' .

At $115,000; Clipped

By Suits and Payoffs

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

:
Estate left by Tom Mix, believed

to be over $1^000,000, has dwindled
to $115

;000, it was disclosed by his
attorney, Ralph W. Smith, who is

preparing an application for the ap-
pointment of an appraiser to deter-
mine the exact value of the fortune.
Prelimiriary irivestigatibn .turned. up
about $100,000 in real estate and
$i5,000 iri personal prppefty, ;which
may be greatly reduced when obli-
gations are discharged. .

}''•.

Mix once was Hollywood's highest
salaried actor, but his earnings were
depleted by scores of lawsuits

:

and
settlements. The largest single out-
lay was a property settlement of ap-
proximately $500,000 on his former
wife, now Mrs. Victoria de Olazabal,
in 1930. In the same year the -Inter-.

: rial Revenue * Bureau
.
charged him

$177,000 for neglected income taxes.
A .good part of his early earnings ,

was invested in securities which
collapsed in the market crash of
1929. .

•
. ;

••

Mrs. Mabel Mix, his Widow, is. pre-
paring a court . appeal for an allow-
ance of $400 to $50d a month. The
wilt divides the estate, equally be-

Contest over the services of Victor '

tween
.

his daughter,. Thpmasina, and

Mature, young film player who has
nis Wld°w.

never appeared on Broadway, was
won by Sam H. Harris, who will use

Miirri in 'Lady in.the Park,' forthcom-
ing Moss Hart-Kurt -Weill : musical
drama.

[
Harold Clurmari ' clairiied

Mature fbr the cast of 'Retreat to!

Pleasure,* Irwin Shaw play which he
Will stage for the Group Theatre.
Mature is not known to have had

stage experience, except in .-little

theatres on the Coast. He was in
several ' pictures,

. his first being
•1,000,000 Years B.C.', which Was pro-
duced by Hal Roach.

; Clurman's
(Continued on page 22)

For Legit In Contest

With Group Theatre

ISABE JEWELL HAS

BROADWAY PLAY BID

ARMAND T0KATYAN,

MET TENOR, BANKRUPT

Armand Tokatyah, tenor, with the
Metropolitan Opera Co.; s'nce 1922,
filed a voluntary petitiori b f bank-
ruptcy in the N. Y. federal court
yesterday (Tues.), listing no assets
and liabilities of $8,0^,4. The tenor
earned $7,175 in 1939 and $10,000 in
1940.

.

Tokatyan is now under contract to
the Charles Wagner Agency and
among his creditors are Max Chop

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Isabel Jewell, here last week with
George Jesse! unit, said she • wasn't
returning to Hollywood when unit
disbands but will do a Broadway
play this season. . Actress' .last,' show
was 'Blessed Event' in 1932 and she's
been on Coast ever since being,
drafted for.,her original-, role in the:
screen version Of that comedy. Miss
Jewell has been offered one of leads
in new Allen . . Boretz comedy*
'Hard Way,' and /will discuss'' terms
with producers

. when she reaches
New York. Flock of single radio

(Continued
. on page 2C ) , .

.

Paul Robeson Files Race

Prejudice Suit in S. F.

San Francisco, Oct. 19.

Paul Robeson, here last week on

concert tour, heads list of plaintiffs

in $22,500 race-prejudice damage
suit against Vartessi's,- North Beach
nitery. Action charges that the

dririkery refused, to admit Robeson's
party of nine because four members
of the group were Negroes,' in vio-

lation of California law against racial

discrimination:
Witnesses said Robeson himself

did hot get out of the car in which
he Was riding and* apparently would
have preferred to move on without
making a scene... Cafe's, side of the
story is that the place was crowded
and had. no room fpr a large party;
The other Negroes in the party,

included; John Pittman, foreign ed-.
itor of the People's World; Revels
Clayton, secretary-treasurer, Bay
Area District Council .No./ 2; Mari-
time Federation of the Pacific, and
Lawrence Brown, . Robeson's accom-
panist. .

;. . White, plaintiffs were
.
named , as

Clara • Roekmore, theremin '. player/
and her accompanist, Eugene Hel-
mer ; Merle Pittman, .. Ethel Cayton
and Louise ' Bransten,
Singer left town :to : cp.ntinue his

concert tour after filing "of suit. At-
torneys handling case are Harold M.
Sawyer and George Olshausen.

To bed at 1 a.m. after singing the

exhausting Carmen in Chicago, and
lip at 6 a.m. to grab a United Air-

lines plane, Marjorie Lawrence, Aus-
tralian-born Met soprano, arrived at.

La Guardia Field, New York, last

Wednesday (13) arid hurried to Man-
hattan to confer with representatives

of Bundles for Britain on her ap-
pearance iri the BFB benefit concert
in Carnegie Hall,: Dec. 13. Proceeds
will buy . children's cots for London's
air raid shelters.

Topping

.. Arline Judge's return to films

kneed a hurdle last week when Dan
Topping, her ex-husband, filed court

papers
.
requiring the actress' pres-

ence in New York. She had to can-

cel, her reservation on a liner L.A.-

bound, Wednesday night . ( 13) . If she

had gone, she' ; would have ridden

(Continued: on page 44) '-.:

Ann Corio From Strip

To Legit Next Season

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Ann Corlo, doing her peel specialty

.. , ... at the Casino here last week, said
nick; and Louis Garreil,, $3,600 for she'll . definitely make the break
professional services; John J.. Jaffiri, away from burleycue next year, at
$215, agents commission, The Lambs
Club, $162, and estate of Richard
Copley, $182, on agents: commission's.
Tokatyan scheduled to appear

opposite Lily Pons in the Met's -

vival of 'Daughter of the Regiment'
this winter.

on

Radio Biz

Chicago, Nov. 19.

Ashton Stevens, dean . of drama
critics for Hearst's Herald-American

,

is taking a double dose of Alka
Seltzer these days. He has two
headaches. •,...'/

; Last week, as guest on fhe Alka
Seltzer program, he slipped tb say

least for a season, and tour iri a re
vival of . 'White Cargo. ..<.'. Stripper
doesn't iritend to hit Brpadway with
the show but will stick to the key.
spots and hinterlands. ;,."

.

'

... She was at the. train ; here, when
the Ruth. Chattertbn.'Pjgmalioh' com-
pariy 'stopped en. route to Detroit arid

held an hour's cbnfererice. with Jus
Addis. arid Hayderi Rorke, who will

produce 'Cargo' for her." ' They op^
erate : the . Chapel Playhouse .in

Guilford,. Conn., 1 one of the stock

spots she played last summer in her
first fling at legit.

m
San Francisco, Nov. 19.

t

Helen Morgan, who was near-

he recommended Bromo..Seltzer, too,
.
fatally stricken shortly after open-

That caused the .first headache. 'V
/ i irig at the transbay Ranchb Sari

When every columnist in town '.Pabio,' is . recovering rapidly, arid

picked tip the slip, Alka Seltzer said
J

hopes to .finish out two .weeks at. the

Ashton Steveris- , praise for Bromo El Cerritb nitery.

Seltzer is the best plug Alka Seltzer

ever had.

Friends stated that at the crisis

of
. her sudden illness, the. singer was

Wondering what they meant I is > given up as -dead: for a period of 30

causing his second headache. : ; 'minutes.. • ; .

CBS and Wrigley Sued

By Stong Over 'Career'

Phil Stong, writer, filed suit In

N. Y. federal court Friday H5)
against Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Inc., and Williarn Wrigley, Inc.,

seeking an injunction, accounting of-

profits arid damages for the alleged

infringement of his book, 'Career.'
• it is claimed that the defendants

used parts of the book frorn
.
July .9,

1939-Oct. 1, 1939, over the Jesse L.

Lasky (RKO) ' 'Gateway to Holly-

wood' program sponsored by Wrigley.

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil Agnew. .

;

-'v..-''-.

Barney Balaban. .

Lucille Ball.

Monte Banks.
Joe Bigelow. •

. .-/-Jy*

Ray Bolger.

. W. E. Calloway. ':
: \ \ .

Harry Carey. '

^

.

Ted 'Collins.
;

.;"';'

Charles' CorrelL

:

Lili' Damita. • ' [

Sa'rri Dembbw, Jr.
'

Leonard Goldenson..
Freenian " Gosderi. .

"Stanton Griffis; .. .

• Sig Hersig.

Mann Holiner.:

Russell Holman.
• Arthur Hbrnblow.
.': Rita. Johnson. :;

Nancy Kelly.
•'

Joseph Lamm.

.

Charles McCarthy.
Bill Maloney.
Jimmy McHugh.
Johnny- Mercer;
Phil Rapp.
Albertina, Rasche.
Wells Root. .

Kate Smith:
'

Paul Stewart..

Carol. Wayne. ;

Bob Welch.

f It f t f t f f t t ft-«»«t» > ''*""-'f , tt f 1 1 t t I I j | M I M > n
' THE BERLE-ING POINT

By Milton Berle
'

V-f ; f tin ft < > »
, .

<> >» him i jt ^
;

'V.
'. Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Have trouble finding my house In Beverly Hills each nlghti The only
way I can locate it is to take a ride on a rubber-neck wagon, and vyheri

the guide yells, 'Here's where Nelson Eddy used to live—that's it.

, Asked Mark Hellinger if the stuff in. my column is funny. He replied,

•It always was.' I wonder What he means? '

:
:

.

.'

Have a new secretary—the second in two weeks. Sent the first one out
for a couple of Corona Coronas and she brought back two typewriter.

In 'Tall, Dark and Handsome' I play a toueh guy and there is $1,00.0 bri

my head. I told director Bruce Humberstone that Was a silly place. to carry
money. •

' "
:'

:

,

'
-

•'
"'.''

. :

.'. :

'

I live three trees from Johnny Weisrnuller . My home has all mpdern
conveniences^ three faucets in the kitchen sink, hot water; ; cold water and
orange juice. \

*

^

[

' -

Hedy Lamarr is my favorite opera star. She doesn't sing—but who
cares? ' *•

•

;

,' .

' .
;*

[
. \\/ .

^

Broadway Dept. ."•

- ?Life:Withi
Father! celebrates the completion of one year at the Einpire.

Next July I celebrate 33 years of 'Life With Mother'. :\

'Suzanna and the Elders' opened io so-so notices at . the Mor.psco. A lot

of people think Jack Kirklarid planned it that way so he could write nasty-

notes to the critics. ^:'('.:';.

.

: At the request of the N. Y Telephone Co. Barclay Beekman, who writes
sassiety n.dtes for 'th,e New. York Mirro
Beekman 3.-

^

•

.

'

; .
.

': .

Leo.Lindy writes, that his restaurant is now full of 'if: money* Roosevelt
bettors. He says, 'If they had bet on Roosevelt they would have been in
the money'. .

;
'':'''.

.

•..' ..';.'

HoUywopdiana
;

Went to the opening of Rudy Vallee at Victor Hugo's. Sat so close to

.

the band that the' management' had me hold a saxophone so as not -tq em-
barrass the: other, customers; '•/ .':>-

Saw; Clifford Fischer's 'Folies Bergere! at. El Capitan. • Business so -ter-
rific even the ushers, are standing. . :

: - ". '

.

'

Out here all the gals have holes in their shoes so their, tpes can stick oiit,

:and it|s: considered /stylish. '
' If a rna ri wears shoes that way he's a biirii.

;

;
Jde Friscb is doing a great job at Slapsie Maxie's.\ Joe has '. the horse's

just Where. they want hirri. v ^ ;

y
.:{-

:

'"-'"•:.:

Some Hollywood marriages
^
are kept secret Until"tKe divorce leaks out.

Just received an invitation to attend the sneak .preview of a new meat
market. '

'

:
:

-

\ \ .
'.: .'.'

...

.

'.' ,
. Music Dept.

. :.
[

. Tommy porsey's boys at the Palladium really live their music; ; Every
time they play 'Old Man River' they, wear bathing caps.
Harry Ritz. has a sequel to 'Beat Me Daddy, Eight to the Bar;' He calls,

it, 'Hit Me, Papa, With a Three-Horse Parlay.'
Songwriter Ralph Rainger says he never worries about money, lie

owns an oil well from which he bottles the best drinking water in Cali-
fornia. \- .- :

.' ;

.

'.'
/;

• 'V; •:•
'

Radio Dept.
Am now busy writing a radio show for Myma Loy arid yours truly. The

title of the program will be 'Loy Meets Berle.'
There's no truth to the rumor that they are going to change the name of

'The Shadow' programs to 'The Hour of Harm'.
Hollywood is so weather-conscious that when a band played 'The Wind

and 'the Rain in Your Hair,', the announcer apologized by saying that the
tune was written in Florida.

. ..

\ Hanrnall Descriptions
W. C. Fields: The Grated Profile. Lucille Ball: Dezl, Dezi give me your

answer true. Jerry Colonna: A Fuller Brush \yith eyes. : Slapsie Maxie
Rosenblooiri: Frfteeri

i
minute iritermission. Croucho Marx; Ad-libber stay

away from my door. :

. Observation Dept. .

'

.
Saw. a very dull boxing match at the Hollywood Legion. It was so dull

that Maxie Ros.enbloom got out of his ringside seat arid yelled, 'I can knock
the both of you out over the telephone'.
Hollywood ol'drtimers tell you not to rnind what ariybpdy says about you

here. They've been panning gold in California fbr aln^ost 100 years.
Three years after Bert Gordon, the 'Hold On to Your Hats' earful, was

born, people were still tryirig to figure out Whether he was going to walk
or fly. .

•• .:•;;'
:
r:/;.: j/'

"

Eavesdropped: at BroWn Derby: 'He's a fine fellow—every other inch a
gentleman.'

"
'

-~,

Eavesdropped at Cirols: 'He's- the kind of a guy who wears bell-bottomed
shorts.'" ' .. .. . .

.

'.

"
:

''

' Back east .the girls used to eat out . of my hand. Here they eat me but of
house and home.

. v :

Whatever Became of

—

->—?
The Great Leon Bessie Clayton & Co.
Lytell & Fant Novelty Clintons
Fay,.2 Coleys-& Fay Loretta McDermott & Eddie Cox

> Afterpiece
In New York the big problem for women is what to get their husbands

for Christmas. Iri Hollywood, it's what husband to get for Christmas.

13 Draw Salaries With

s 1-Man Show

'Mum's- the Word,' Jimmy SaVo's.
one-man revue slated to open Dec. 5
at the Belmont, N^Y., may require 13:

extra employes as a result of various
union, regulations. There will be four"
stagehandsi possibly four, musicians;
two bbxofflce men,

:
a house . man-

ager, coihpany manager arid press
agent. That would involve a weekly
Payroll of around $1,100, without
figuring any other expenses. \

: As against this wholesale employ-
ment for the indirect contributions
to the

. show, Savbi himself is .the
author, directpi, producer, : backer'
and entire cast. .

N X to L A.
Ralph Bellamy.

: Carl Brisson. v

Betty Grable.' .'. .'
;

'•

/ William German.
.

'.
.'

.

Monroe Greenthal;
Will Hays.
Son a Henie.
Sidney Justin.

Jesse L. Lasky. ".
,

.

George J. Schaefer.
David O. Selzriick.

;

Norma Shearer;
'

William B.. Smith.
Arthur, Wirtz.
Herbert VJ.;.' Yates'.

Irving Yates.

Cantor Expounds On

America's Need for Real

c. TfV | i 'i ,i i t •> '} <M.(

Philadelphia, Nov. 19.

What America needs is a real good
laugh. Eddie Cantor came here
Sunday, with" that prescription'.

. .;
'I.

mean . it. seribusly,' the big-eyed ?

comic said. 'Everybody should start

laughing.' Coming to the city to

perform for the . Mizrachi Women's
.

Organization of America show and
dance at Broadwood Hotel, he ex-

plained, the /country, has ' been
through a 'hard election* animosities
have been kindled, but now it's time
to smile.

.

'Laughter is the oxygen tank that

will keep the whole world alive,' he
•nsisted: He pulled many Cantor-
isms as .usual, but he's also found
another serious cause to champion-
aid tP refugee children. Excepting
for his air stanza, Cantor said he is

;devptihg .

:ali his time to refugee
work and to the Bundles for Britain

organization. .

.-: ; 'I feel we must do all we can to.

aid what looks; like, the next-to-last

democracy,' . he said, . but .'cautipriing,

'We should never send : tropps,.

though.' :. Instead of drawing laughs

about his *spn-less . marriage with

five daughters,' Cantor said he might

.
(Continued on page 15

)
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.. " Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Conversation between George Spel-

vln and Joe Zilch at the corner of

Hollywood and Vine,, where they had

pulled up their: station Wagons to

exchange a bit of gossip about the

ihow business. ;

George-^You oughtd seen the

hand I got from my tomatoes at

sun-up today. I liad 'em rolling

in the furrows. '"
\

Joe—You ain't got liothing on

tne, George; You oughia seen the

: shower 61 lemons I got this morn,'

fag. I don't ivani to brag, but they

were the juiciest lemon* in Son
Fernando Valley. .

' •

>

That Is: how your old Broadway
thesps greet each other today after

their insteps have become inured, to

the soft soil of California vales. Up
to the time they moved to Holly-

wood for a picture job, their idea, of

soil was a. load of something mov-
ing out of a subway excavation in a.

jnotor truck. They thought a palm
was something that grew out of a

bucket in a hotel lobby.

When a Hollywood actor talks

•bout dates he means the species

that grow on the wide-spread palms
in front of the wide-spreading adobe
house on his wide-spreading rancho.

Dates with blondes in the niteries

(Continued on page 55)

Legit Production In

London Under the Most

Trying Circumstances

;
(The following & an excerpt from

• letter received
. last week in New

York , by Reginald Denhjam, play-
wright and directori from his actress-

daughter, Isolde Denham, who was
recently married in Lqndoii. tq Peter
Ustinov. : An actor and director, Usti-
nov is the son of Nadia Bcnois, scene
designer for the Russian Ballet, and

. • nepheiu of Alexandre Benois, who
designed the settings,for several bal-
lets in the repertory of the Original

1

Ballet Russe, currently at the 51st St.

theatre, N. YJ :

London.

.

.. . During: the week preceding
the closing of all theatres, Peter and
I sat here and tried to relax and get
•ccustomed to the air raids. We are
quite hardened to them now. It's in-
credible how quickly people manage
to get used to new conditions. I never
thought I would, but here we are,
right as rain and adapting our lives
very nicely, thank you.

( .

"Well, we sat here arid read plays.
Friends began to venture out of their

(Continued on page 22)

CABLE, LOMBARD SKIP

FOR LONG LAYOFF

/ Hollywood, Nov; 19;
Clark Gable is not likely to make

another .picture lor at least six
months. Metro star Is said to be
under the weather as a result of
overwork and is taking a long va-
cation with his.: wife. Carole Lom-
bard, who hai passed up numerous
roies for winter and spring prbduc-
I
10"- They plan to travel, hunt and
nsh until Gable feels like working

.-•gain.

Meanwhile, Metro has a long list
oi ieatures lined up for his approval,
^ongMthem are. 'The Great Cana-
dlan

- .The Life of Simon Bolivar/

WhereV Sherlock

Harry A. Jansen, the Dante of
'Sim Sala Bim' magic show, had.
hii own stuff pulled on him in
Boston, where his overcoat did a
disappearing act. He thinks ht
left it in his car while dining in
'.*. hash house. \

Same evening .a New Hamp-
shire- sheriffs complained that
somebody lifted his wallet and
badge during Dante's perform-'
arice. '. "• .-:'

'George Washington* Hottest

Dicker Right Now — Par
May Take 'Panama Hat-
tie- Because of beSylyk--—

Other Negotiations in Talk
Stage Chiefly,

ONLY 2 SOLD SO FAR

^orhl a .Plats^ Osborne of SingS Ploneer Doctor,' 'Witch of the

Sm't?
neS? and 'The story of Soapy

Sues Fritz Blocki
: «::.,

.

; - ;
Chicago, Nov. 19. ._auu for divorce .against Fritz

Bioftk,, radio director, and ex-drama2m£?Tigllt and press
:
agent,W u

ed
»L
ast week in superior court

^ere by Mrs. Pern Head Blocki. /
Ses cruelty.

; Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Fed up on the same phlegmatic
audience reaction every week at

NBC, Bob Hope is trying a hew
tack on Sunday night preview, prior

to his Tuesday night broadcast. He
has arranged with the 'downtown
Paramount theatre, in Los Angeles,

/whereby he gives the: house an hour
show with his Pepsodent troupe in

exchange for. a fresh audience. Trial

runs for two weeks; and if results

prove satisfactory he'll pitch there

every Sunday night; No. other con-

sideration is. involved in the bargain.

Paramount advertises the event arid

Pepsodent will be generously
plugged.

"

Other, producers and comics^ long
nursing a peeve against the. same
arm-folding audience week in and
outj are watching the Hope experi-

ment with a View to iollowing suit

unless the network can correct' the
ducat evil. Theatres are also eyeing
the. unusual procedure; and casting

envious glances , at Fanchon &. Marco
(Continued on page 18)

Broadway/ season, which .has been
noteworthy for : a'- dearth of , hit

shows .and; •.•'as a . result, a lack of

Iegiters bought for films, will shortly

see its first important purchase.
'George ..'. Washington Slept Here,'

George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart, com-
edy, has three bidders arid a sale is

expected mpmeritarily..

- Warner Bros, arid Columbia ' are

neck and neck with offers of $75,000,

While producer Sam. Harris 'is hold-

ing out for his original asking price

of $100,000. He's doing the nego-

tiating for Kaufman, Hart and hirri-

(Contihued on page 44)

H wood Starts Back-to-B way Coin

; Par, Metro,WB 1st in Legit

Not Chirpy

/ On the theory that the tune he
had been using for several years

'

was more, appropriate on the
other: side of' the ocean and out ;'

of .'. order here, Abe Lyman
dropped his theme 'Lights: Out'
last week. Replaced it With
'Moon Over America.' •';',

.'••• Lyman's band is at' the: New
Yorker .hotel, New York, until

:

Dec. 19 -when it shifts to , . the .

Strand: theatre, N. Y. Woody •':.

Herman follows at the hotel.

'

Mrs. Eddie Bracken's

Hurts Not as

As At First

RAH-RAH HOSS OPRY

SERIES, LATEST TREND

Hollywood, Nov, 19.

Newest angle in the town's con-
tinuous search for something differ-

ent are hoss opera-musicals based on
the songs of western colleges.

George Weeks will do the first,

'Tumbledown Ranch in Arizona,' for

Monogram release. Title is frorri the

song of the same, name used by the
students of the University of Ari-

zona as their 'official rpdeo song.'

Both the tune and the script' were
written by Bill - Watters, Arizona
alumnus and New York p.a. now on
the Coast. He's working but a series

of similar screenplays built around
melodies of Western colleges and
featuring music of the 'state where
the school's .located.

Weeks' picture is expected to be
,preemed in March as a - feature of

the Intercollegiate Rodeo in. Tucson.

SWEET CHARITY

Cal. Tracks Collect 500G, Clash on
Legality .'.''/

Hollywood, Nov.: 19. .

Southern California racetracks are

in a financial clinch with Governor
Olson over the disposition of $500,000

collected on charity days at Sarita

Anita and Hollywood Park. The
Governor wants the money turned

over to the state treasurer, but the

horsemen declare they can't do it

legally, at present. -.',

Jack '. McKenzie, at Hollywood
Park, explained that the money has
been impounded to

;

await a ruling

by the California Attorney General.

There is doubt whether it is legal to

turn over the charity fund to the

State for general relief purposes.

Hollywood, Nov, 19.

Eddie Bracken arid his wife,

Connie Nickerson, Broadway actress,

were injured in an auto crash near
Banning, Cal,, yesterday (Monday)

.

Corriediah received a cut ear, re-

quiring several stitches, arid minor
bruises;. Miss .Nickerson sustained a

fractured collar bone ] arid injured
pelvis. :••;'.:.•

Brackeri, who recently completed
•Reaching for the Sun' for Para-
mount, was motoring east for a

:

two-
months vacation. • •

:

Martin Jurow, Bracken's agent, in

New York said yesterday (Tuesday)
that the actor had informed him by
phone that Miss Nickerson's injuries

are not as serious, as first believed.

She will remain in the hospital three
or four days: arid then will be con-
fined to her home for about, six or

eight weeks;
. Bracken will now remain on the
Coast, as he is slated to begin work
in a couple of months in Para -

mount's 'Caught in the Draft,* with
Bob Hope. Under his Paramount
contract he expects to come east

next fall for a legit show.
Couple met during the Broadway

run of 'Brother Rat,' in which they
both appeared/ They later played op-
posite each Other in. the road, com-
pany of 'What a Life,'

HAYS GREENLIGHTS

'TOBACCO' FOR SCREEN

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Under close scrutiny by the Hays
office right alorig ( 20th-Fox> 'Tobac-
co.^Road' will hit, the screen shorn
of "all' profanity

,
arid . its : sex angles

severely terripered.

Film will rely bri suggestions to get

past state censors. Most explosive

expletive in filming is 'darn.'

Hwwd-

'QmetV 50G

•Quiet Please,' which Jesse L.

Lasky and Henry Duffy jumped
from Los Arigeles to the Guild;

N. Y., started' the Broadway date

very mildly ''after'-'- a' Weak press. It

is the most . costly .venture, of the

three plays -about Hollywood that

opened within eight days. Approxi-

mate red' 'to date is $50,000, principal

chance to recapture the investment

being possible sale of the picture,

rights. Other Coast comedies,. 'Bev-

erly Hills' arid 'Glamour Preferred,'

also drew adverse notices. ..

One of the added expense, items

was the transportation of the rather

large - company and retiriue of

handlers.
;

There was one .: cornpariy

manager, general manager: and at

least three press agents, or were up
to early- this week, so that the pay-

roll was well loaded. Presenters

gambled on the critics, that, being

the explanation of bringing the show
east after so-so takings on the Coast.

. 'Quiet' was reported stopping Sat-

urday (16), but it was stated that

the show would continue because of

the film rights. Question of financing

(Continued on page 54).

BETTY FIELD PREFERS

TO STAY ON THE STAGE

Betty Field; who over the Week-
end flew east to go into 'Flight to

the West' for the PlayWrights Co.,

hopes to. confine . herself to the thea-

tre exclusively in future. She is

under contract to Paramount for five

years , of a seven-year contract, but
hopes the studio, will not take up her
option for next summer.

'Flight' started rehearsals Monday
( 18 ), With author Elmer Rice direct-

ing. . It opens Dec. 18 in .Washington
and Dec. 23 iri New York. Even if

the play is unsuccessful and Para-
mount picks up her option, . Miss
Field will remain in New York until

June, . when her contract would re-

quire her on the Coast.

Adoption by the Dramatists Guild
of the lengthily negotiated changed
rules covering film rights of shows
backed by picture money has sig-
nalized the resumption of the Holly-

:

wood-Broadway production liaison.

Because of the ' numerous delays in
reaching a final agreement, picture
people were cagey in conceding that
they are back, in the legit field. Such
activity, however, is definite,, eastern
pnd of several companies waiting the
Okay of the Coast on scripts selected
for stage presentation.

Paramount,. Metro and Warners
;

will -.-first ..initiate -the film-financed"
production,, it is indicated. Par has
selected

.
three scripts, ti tles unan«,

nouriced, and Metro has at least one,
but there is some question as to pri-
ority of rights with Par. . Warners
wholly, backed one show this season
('Jupiter Laughs') and is mentioned
financing 'Hot Nocturrie,' "announced
by Kermit ' Bloonigarden and Elia
Kazan. " .-

': WB was very active on Broadway,
last .

season, concerned . in backing
half, a dozen shows. Firm had been
lifted among those that objected to
the. former system of film rights
sales, but was the most active in

:

(Continued on page 18)

BING CROSBY NOT FREE

FOR FOOTBALL PROGRAM

Metro Signs Og Nash

Kenneth MacKenna, Metro's .studio

story editor, returned to the Coast
last Friday. (15) after two weeks in

New York seeing plays arid talking

with Writers,

While east MacKenna signed Ogden
Nash to a one-picJure ; deal. He'll do
screenplay and dialog on- 'Female Of

the Species;' Nash; last Worked for.

Metro about a year and. a half ago.

Bing Crosby won't participate in
NBC's broadcast of the Rose Bowl
game New Year's Day because the
J. Walter Thompson, doesn't Want
him doubling front the Kraft pro-
gram. Bill Stern, who is going out
to the Coast tp handle the event,
had the idea that Crosby might be
had for some color comment but
John U. Reber, Thompson radio v.p.,

tabooed the stunt. Crosby's .contract.

With Thompson i"s exclusive as far as
radio is concerned. •

.

Stern figures on staying out oh this ;

Coast for a few weeks, doing his

Sunday night Colgate program from
that point. ..

41 YEARS LATER

Pat O'Brien's Mother Decides to

Kecord Hi- Birth

.
Milwaukee, Nov. 19. •

•When Pat; O'Brieri; was born here
in 1899. it Was. riot unusual for
doctors to file birth certificates With-
out, giving the first name of the in-

fant. He was one of these >babies,

and for' 41 years remained Without a
name V Milwaukee's, officiai rec-

ords. When he visited the .city last

week, as . chairman emeritus of Mar-
quette -

.
UriiveVsity's

.
homecoming

celebration,, his .oother, Mrs. Marga-
ret O'Brien, decided it was time
something was. done about it, and
visited, the office . of the registrar of
vital statistics to rectify, matters.' A
regulation birth certificate

. now
reads:!

William Joseph (Pat) O'Brien.
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THE DECREE IS BY

Cite What Happened to the NRA:^qfl^^'A^i|jl
to the U. S. Supreme Court^-Exhib Leaders All

Agin' it—OK for Distribs

Even.il the consent decree is offi-

cially signatured by. Federal Judge

Henry W. Goddard, in spite of the

violent fight in opposition to it by-

exhibition forces, this will hot mark

the. end of the battle sip far as thea-

tre men and exhib leaders are con-

cerned, it is indicated. And if a sub-

sequent effort is made through the

courts , to set aside the. decree, de-

claring it inoperative obtaining

modification, the exhibiting branch

•will have ah entirely different stand-

ing than aV the .Th.ursday (14). hear-

ing before Judge Goddard i.n-N. Y.
:

The impression legally is that, al^

though the exhibitors were fighting

from the outside since the decree

actually : is a settlement between par-

ties that does not include them (the

exhibs), any subsequent move made
against the decree will be a totally

different matter. .Mentioned in con-

nection with the consent decree and

any subsequent attacks upon it via

the courts—perhaps the U. S. Sur

preme Court for: a .
ruling—is the

NRA arid the manner in which that

ultimately was thrown Into the dis-

card. ' .'"; ; ' r
.

'''

; R. B. Wilby, influential theatre op-

erator and a partner of Paramount

in around 150 theatres in the south v

believes it; is three,to-bhe' that Judge

Goddard will sign the decree. Fred

Kent, .
general -. counsel for the

Sparks-Paramount circuit in Flor-

ida, who has served with Wilby in

represehting all;Par /partners in op-

position to the Consent, also believes

the odds are against the exhibiting

branch after the lengthy arguments

advanced Thursday (14):

Ah important ppjnt is, raised- by

Wilby in reminding that although the

decree goes through the exhibition

arm of the industry enjoys a 'back-

ground,* as result of the protests

made, which should rate importantly

If we want to come back.' Wilby,

regarded by many ' .show business

as one of the smartest theatre opera-

tors in America arid also one of the

shrewdest showmen, Is also known as

a fighter and is not expected to lay

clown his gun? urider defeat in Judge

Goddard -s court. This is also true

of- Kent and . the many partners in

the vast Paramount theatre enter

prise who are deadset against the de-

cree in general, and rhany of its pro-

visions in particular, notably sales

in groups of five.

Exhibitor leaders such as Ed Kuy
kendall, Abram F,'/' Myers, Harry
Brandt, Max A. Cohen and others

are likeWise bitterly opposed to the

decree and are expected, in conjunc-

tion with, affiliated theatres (many of

them are in the MPTOA), to carry

on the fi'fht.
•

Distributors Like It

The distributors are generally re-

garded, as liking the consent decree

and no aid is expected from that side

of the fence, regardless of affiliations,

such as exist between distribs and
theatre circuits as Wilby observes.

'They could have done something
about it : in Washington if they
wanted to.'

*

. Distribs are laying plans to meet
the new system of. selling that will

go into effect next year in the. sales

of the 1941-42 product, giving much
study to the consent ; decree, check-
ing territories, accounts, deliveries,

;< etc..,// • 'V—
... Work is going forward, rapidly oh.

the part of the American Arbitration

Assn. ' association: with distributors

in setting up the machinery essential

to arbitrating disputes under the con-
sent decree. J.-Noble Braden, execu-
tive secretary of the AAA, left Sat-

urday (16). on a six-weejcs' tour of

the country to lay the groundwork
'

' for organization ' of the various

. boards.
/'-' There

,
will - be .31 - boards, tWo" of

them in' New York to serve the terri-

tory covered
,
by N.Y.. Brooklyn, and

New Jersey exchanges.

The others will be located in,New.
Haven, Boston, "... Albany, Buffalo,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

Detroit, Cincinnati, Indianapolis.

Chicago, .-. Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, St.

Louis, Charlotte, Atlanta; New Or-

leans, Memphis, Dallas, Oklahoma
City, Denver; Salt Lake City, Los

—Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,

(Ore.), Seattle and Washington,

D. C. ..//.

Uncredited Credit

: . San Francisco, Nov; 19. ... /

Attracting comment here is an
;

institutiorial ad by Bank
.
of.

America headed -Financed by
Bank of America is never in the

.movie titles/;
1

with--: body of copy
; going on to say, 'No, but Bank
of America dollars have played

vitally important; role in the .

production of many famous mo-
'; tion pictures.'

Winds up with offer to do the

same for you.

WEWSREELERSVHEAPACHES

Drive for New Business As Sports
'•-. Coverage Mounts

Djave

on

David 6. Selznick will return to

the. Coast at the end; of this week

after being in New York and Con-

necticut almost consecutively since

last spring. • Producer will . train

back, probably Friday (2), with his

family. ' /.
..'/'

Selznick is clearing "rights to 'a

semi-official story by a survivor of
the . evacuation'-, 'of '. the British from
the French Coast. It's labeled
'Beaches of Dunkirk,' with the au-
thor's name given as . Bartimeus.
Selznick's explanation of his intend
tions with it was, -It's; something I'rri;

interested in but not planning:'.

Producer declared
:
his picture-

making plans
:
when ,. he returns to

the Coast are- still hazy. .''•

Intensive drives for hew business

by several heVsreel company is a

temporary financial headache for the

operating staffs because of the big

increase in local - editions. Different

newsreels ' are - reported willing , to

cover local news for a limited edi-

tion in several cities or one state in

order to curry, favor with exhibitors

in various territories.

Added to this has been an Increase

in gridiron coverage in the last three

or . four -weeks. Estimated ; that the
newsreels are averaging six football

games each week or two more than
in 1939. Sorrie weeks the larger reels

include seven and eight games in' the

iirieup.: Current prospect is that the

grid season; will cost the five newsV
reels about $50,000. Heightened in-

terest in professibhai ''contests- also

has added, to overhead.;
Peculiar ' feature about the pro

football- games is that, the newsreels
have, to spend additional sums
weekly in order to protect exhibitor
accounts without any additional rev-
enue: '/"

roves

; :
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Board df directors of Academy has
approved the establishment of vo
cational instruction courses for those
employed in the; picture industry;

Acad directors tabled the proposed
creation of a film museum because
of inability to find a site suitable to
house, the relics of the filrri business
Location

:
sought would have to be

large enough to contain A theatre
and accommodations for 150,000 visi

tors annually.

Roosevelt Grows
Up From Short at WB

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Theodore Roosevelt's career is the
basis of a full-length feature to be
made by Warners for the 1940-41
season,

, under the title 'Teddy and
the Boys.' Idea is the outcome of
a recent

. tw.o*reeler; 'Teddy, the
Rough Rider/ r A
Sidney Blackmer, who played the

'big sticker' in the short, is slated,
to repeat in the feature, /

Because nearly every exhibitor prptestant against the consent decree
stressed the objections to ,the five-picture, group-selling plan, the one
major concession favorable to Independent operators, which the Goy-

'

ernment has won from producer-distributors* was completely over-:
looked. •'

•"

Film company executives are more concerned about the ability of
exhibitors to arbitrate complaints against existing clearance between
competitive theatres than they are about the anti-blind selling clauses.
Lawyers of the major companies have fought vigorously in the negoti-
ations over the consent decree to limit the cases of arbitration over
clearance some of them frankly stating that a disturbance of pre-:
vailing protections between first, second and subsequent runs will more
seriously disturb the distribution-exhibition structure than any other
"reform' contained in the decree. V- •

:

.

:

U. S. insists that the affiliated theatre circuits control picture book-
ings by virtue- of clearances which have been established v by custom-
arid tradition in .

their favor. It is -their clearance advantages, rather
than their ability to pay higher film rentals, which Government attor-
neys declared is the crux of the monopoly. Arbitration concessions in
the consent, decree give complaining :exhibitors a toehold; which they
never have had before. /

U. S. Defense Demands

'Fantasia' Equipment

Defense production is, holding up
openings of Walt Disney's 'Fantasia'

in cities outside of New York. RCA,
which makes the' special sound equip-
ment necessary, has been so over-
whelmed with Goyerhrhent orders
for. radio apparatus that it has been
delayed in turning out the Disney
paraphernalia. It has shifted the
'Fantasound* manufacture from its

Camden, N. J., plant to its Indianap-
olis factory in an effort to speed
things. '

•/ /•
:'

If sked as it how stands can be
carried put, next 'Fantasia' Opening
will be

,
In Los Angeles, Dec... 27.

Preerns after that will be held . in

Chicago, Boston and Philly in that
order, dates depending on equipment
delivery.

.
Disney, who was in -New

York for a, week for the 'Fantasia.'

unveiling, trained home Monday: :(18).

The RCA equipment situation, of
course, as it now stands, willi- thus
further postpone the -proposed in-
stallations; in; the regular houses. ./

He Stays, Too
;

Hollywood, Nov. 19:

Harlan Thompson drew a renewal
of his associate producer contract at

Warners, with 'She Stayed -Kissed'
ks his next assignment,
Present picture chore is 'The Wag-

ons Roll at Night.' ,

• /

Consent Speeds Yates

To Studio for Confabs

.' Hollywood, Nov. 19.
'".

Two months ahead of his usual
time for winter huddles, Herbert J.

Yates, chief exec at Republic, is- due
In town this week to make, policy
adjustments to coincide with the re-
cent consent decree, V
Currently the studio has two fea-

tures in production, 'Robin Hood of
the Pecos' and -'Wyoming Wildcat.'

cy* Hits Snag
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

: Robert Sherwood's 'Legacy/ for
Columbia release, .called off shoot-
ing for one* week to let the scribes
rewrite the windup. Revamping is

being done by Henry Blankfortv •••"'•

Gregory Ratoff is directing
, the

picture, which co-stars Warner Bax-
ter and Ingrid Bergman. It is the.
first, screen product for Sherwood,
former radio announcer. , He's not
to be confused with the playwright
of the same name.

British studio control . seen

.

'David NiVen sbUgh t for pix in London.
David Rose stalled- in Lisbon . ;..

$800,000, Jap rental coin. . ..v.......-.....;;.,

Pascal due with 'Barbara'. . .>.. ;..;. . . . ; .

»

20%. British filmeries shut/.

.

'.

/ . . .'. . . . . ..;

Cantor oh tadio. writers^importarice .

,
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: By EDWARD SMITH

The lid blew off the top of the

Department of Justice, and the con-

sent decree in the N. Y. federal court

Thursday (14), when at the formal
hearirig before Judge Henry Warren
Goddard, independent exhibitors,

gathering in Unprecedented numbers
from all sections of the. country,

launched terrific Verbal arid written

attacks on the decree. The document
itself, along with ari. amended .cony-,

plai nt. and a Government consent to

a dismissal of . the action against ap-
proximately > l3(> • iridiyiduais,- was
handed to the court by James V.
Hayes of the consent decree division

of the Dept.: of Justice; together with
a half-hour speech by Hayes explain-
ing the means and methods by which
the decree had been arrived at; /:

Louis B. Frohlich, attorney for Co-
lumbia Pictures, was. the spearhead
of the blitzkrieg as the attorney, in

brilliant form, . pointed out to;" the
court . the ... discrepencies. in the de-
cree, and the reasons tor Columbia's
objections - to it. Frohlich remarked
that, for a period of six weeks;. Co-
lumbia, as well as United. Artists and
Universal, had attempted to be
pai"ties to the. proceedings only to

discover that their interests were
being so jeopardized as to demand
their withdrawal. The Columbia at-

torney first . attacked the provisions:

for blocks-of-flve selling and trade-
shbwings, which ...he asserted would
substantially increase the period of
time betweeri the commencement of
a picture and its exhibition in a thea-
tre. This - would result in delaying
the release of a. picture for exhibi-
tion for about four

. months and
would mean that the /capital .neces-
sary for the production of a picture,

would be. tied up for that length of
time> In addition, in selling in
bldcks-of-flve, it would be necessary
to hold up release until a complete
block finished. The entire pro-
cedure would mean the expenditure
of additional capital which Columbia
just does not possess, he said. To
continue In business Columbia must
maintain the sarne. volume of busi-
ness -in the^U; .S, that It presently
has. Capital of $4,00d,OOO?$5.00P,0OO,
in addition to the present $11,000,000
spent annually, would be required.
The only two sources of such addi-
tional capital, loans from the banks,
and sales of securities to the public,
cannot be obtained as in the first case
the money would have to be perma-
nently retained and in the' second
case because of a. poor market and
of the ecpnomically unsound idea
back of such venture, the attorney
added. '". '.

Columbia Hasn't the Coin

To Tie Prods.
'.' While the • consenting defendants
may "have sufficierit surplus capital to
tie up 30 - productions in advarice of
release, Columbia cannot. - Also Cor
lumbia would be unable to meet the
demand for selling 10 times yearly to
sell 50 features, ^ch ' in \. blocks- of
five. This is 10 times the ariiourit of
seili hg, required under /the ' present
system.

. Colurribia would be uriable
financially to meet the obligations of
such

. .
selling program/ he •

. also
stated. '/..:

'

Frohlich then attacked this method
of selling as being unsound frorh a
business basis,: pointing but. the sale*

of product in advance, of production
in other industries. To^force blocks-
of-flve. on the industry means the
assumption of speculation, risk' arid

hazard wh ich
:

does hot :-exist /in any :

other iarge industry^ in the country.
Frohlich then launched an attack

on the actual power of the court to
approve the decree. 'First/ declared
the ^attorney, . 'the decree does riot

carry o\it the expressed and avowed
purposes of the suit as expressed by
the attorney general at the opening
of the trial. /Both the allegations of
the new . bill' and. the provisions of :

such decree actually aim to set up a
kind of NRA over this , industry.

-

They purport to. enlarge the povyers
of this court from judicial functions
to legislative functions and assert
the right to dp so. In that respect I

belieye that the court
-

' without
power to sign the decree and that
Consent of the parties . is -..n'ot; sufficient

to enlarge : the jurisdiction of the
court, this Jurisdiction being limited
by the Constitution and statutes of
the ILS.' ' //:
Columbia also objects to the 'escape

clause/ which allows the signing de-
fendants to get out cif the provisions
of the decree if by June 1, 1942 a
decree 1.< not entered against Colum-
bia/ United Artists arid Universal-

It is Columbia's belief that the.

clause carries
: .

I
: implied '• threat

against Columbia. UA and Un iversal
in that if they do not sigh a decree
coritaining similar; provisions. :pres-/

sure wili be used on them by the
parties interested in the litigation to'

force them to do so. 'If the Go'verri-

ment should desire to prevent the
five consenting; theatre owning de-:

fendants from resorting to the escape
clause, It. undoubtedly would bring
pressure to bear on Colurnbia to give ••

its consent or ' suffer, the : y corise-./

quences/ declared Frohlich.

TradeshowinjErs Would
Increase Trade Reviews

Edward C. Raftery, representing •

United Artists and Universal, got to
'-

his feet to concur in Frohlich's state-

ments, and to say that he sa\v: eye to:

eye with- the Gbyernmerit: on only

one point of the decree, namely that

trade showings Would increase the

number of trade paper reviewers,

and decrease the number of review-

ers on daily metropolitan papers.

First of the independents to be

heard was Abram F. Myers, gen-

eral counsel of the Allied States. As-

sociation of Motion Picture Exhibi-

tors, who stated that he was author-

ized by the board of directors of

Allied to. oppose:, the. decree. In

stating his position Myers thanked.

Judge Goddard for the right to be

heard and said that he felt the court

'will, not lend its sanction to
_

agreed decree/ which is so unfair,

burdensome and unjust, .
its Ap-

plication to. third fiersons, or to the

public at large, as to be unconscion-
able.' .

Myers charged that the Govern-
ment was trying to abolish /block-

bookihg, . but that the drecree does

not db so. .
;'•'The decree provides for

licensing no more than five pictures

In a/ group, which is the • same,
saying, ; 'You may say that the pro-

ducer-exhibitors ' can now . perform

illegal acts in packages of five v
rather

than in groups of 50i' -It .was pointed

oUt\ that an exhibitor would « b*;.

forced, as result of the decree, to buy
'

a block, containing. four bad; pjctures.

to get the one gopd^orie he wanted,

and without cancellation rights

would be infinitely worse off thaji ;

now. - Contracts bet w e e 'n ; a fili-

ates arid their -producers, were,

attacked as being instruments of mo-

nopoly and that, the decree', by

(Continued on page 22)
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The enthusiasm with vvhieh ;the pay ing cu s tonie rs are a tt arm-

ing the boxo.ffice to see-hear Walt Disney's latest and niost

original screen production, 'Fantasia,' in Nr
e\v York, is aclded

evidence. that nothing which has merit in the form of theatrical

entertainment ever is over the heads of the' public. '.
7 .

-

./ TantasiaVis, the nevvest tiling in sound pictures—a combina-
tion of classical, ntusi'c coinpositions^ skillfully played by the

Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Leo-
pold Stpkbwski, synchron ized to screen il 1us tra t ion s in the form
of visual ihterprctaticMis of- the scores. That, is what it

:

- looks

like on paper
;
actually, it is an eye -and^e a r sho \v em ploy ing the

newest and most improved RC'A recording and reproducing
equipment yoked to iDisneyV advaiiced. itietlipd of graphic an.i

inatiori in

Names of Bach, Tscliaikowsky, Dukas, Stravinsky, Bectlio-

ven, Moussorgsky and Schubert, composers whose works form
the musical background of 'Fantasia,' are more familiar to dc^-

vdtees of symphony and concerts than to the vast filin public;

To speculate on the reason .for the instant success of 'Fantasia'

. is to assume that the source of the musical classics is of little
' popular interest ; on the other hand the sheer emotional and
aesthetic charm of the music incites a broad coiiimon response;

; On this firm fbiuidat.jpj:i v.lhe;'
:

T>isiie.y': pen and pencil staff has
constructed screen pictures of amazing beauty and imagery*
The two art; forms welded together furnish, an entertainment'

that is. novel, exciting and stimulating. -

'.

For Disney the venture is far past- the experimental stage;''

unless one can imagine a $2^000,000 experiment. That is the

figure which the production cost is said to have reached . I .arge

as it is, it by no means represents the shownianship risk, con-
sidering th.it it is necessary to equip theatres where 'Fantasia'

is.shown with the new electrical .s^

which the filiri-symphony is inipoteht. . The giant ^exhibiting

facilities presently operating in thousands' of theatres must ; be
replaced to conform to the presentation requirements of: 'Fan-

tasia'. It is a promotional task whicii few; showmen would dare

to undertake. - •"•••' "
:

-"'
:

X..-.::- '
•>' ''';'-.

-

jPawWows ion Both Coasts

Emphasize Greater Need
for .Theatre Owner*: to

Have Vital Say in Studio

Production Plan*

$16,000,000 FOR 48 PIX

But the history of show business sustains Disney at every

point.;. Where some of the larger, studios during the past two
years have been content to mark time under the/harassment of

the Government's anti-trust suit, Disney . has leaped into the

future to reclaim a strong grip on creative leadership. The
resistance • he: will ineet, the obstacles that will be in his way
and the concerted apathy he niust overcome in time will vanish
and the new sound mechanism will replace the present standard

equipment. Other leading directors and producers will be
quick to recognize the, enhanced values; of the tieav synchroniz-

ing. Public interest in films will - be heightened, larger audi-

ences attracted to the theatres and hew sources of dramatic

material discovered.

The industry at lar^ from the Disney
pioneering. Others may reap greater fiiraiicial rewal;ds .tliroitgh

adapting his new methods.

But Walt Disney will receive .something more than, an as-

sured money success. As 'Fantasia' opens in city after city,

under the same careful and expert handling which has marked,
the premiere in .New. York, Disney will have for himself alone

the enviable thrill of satisfaction that,is bo.rn of bold theatrical

venture. ':'.

'

'' "• ':.'•
.-.

ersin

. Detroit, Nov. 19.

With studio representatives here
opposed tp the idea of theatre
screenings because of the extra gate
crashers, Max Blumenthal will en-
|Mrge his projection room in the
Film Exchange Building to handle
the Increased attendance, induced by

•
the regulations under the new con-'
sent decree;

.

•„.:-..

- Biumenthal's projection room at
the present time can only^accommo-
date 60, far from sufficient in an
area of this size with tjhe flood of
trade; screenings, which Will come
along. With the exception of Par--
amount and 20th, which have their
own prpjection .raorris, all screenings
P7 ; ;

exchanges and for the police
censor use his quarters.
Arrangement has been made, for

the .expansion of the screening room
in the present building, where most
exchanges are centered, up. to any
siz« required under the new trade-
showing policy.
Exchanges here came to frown

(Continued on page 13)

PAR-TRUMBO DICKER

FLIVS; HE'S NOW AT M-G

'..'.' Deal which. Paramount was nego-

tiating with . Dalton Trumbo as a

producer-writer ,has : . fallen', through.

He was to produce his own book.

The Remarkable Andrew,' "for which

Par paid $30,000 .last summer, before

it ; written. Originally . titled

'The General Stayed in Bed,' it will

be published by Lippihcott Jan. 29.

Par is making plans ;tb. assign, an-

other producer to the story, while
Trumbo has been signed by> Metre) \
screenplay 'Somewhere I'll / Fi
You,' a. newspaper story. He starts

on the lot next week. -;

Trumbo's new book is about' a

small American town in" which An-
drew Jackson returns to life. Writer

is best known for, his 'Johnny dot
His Guri.'

• Hollywood, Nov. 19.

.'-. Paramount allotted between $15,-

000,000 and $16,000,000 for the pro-
duction of its 48rfeature schedule for
i941-1942

:
at /the final; session of a

series of huddles which . was, attend-
ed by representatives of the home,
office, .studio and theatres) Another
'result of the : conferences an
agreement oh closer relations . be-

tween producers and exhibitors.

. Production program for the new
season consists of 24 features in trie

$500,000 class: 16 action pictures

ranging ; $125,000 to $150,000;. and
eight westerns ': to :

. be produced ' by.

Harry Sherman. Six of the sage-
brushers are Hopalohg Cassidys: and
two specials.

.
Barney Balaban, president, and Y.

Frank Freeman, chief of studio op-
erations, agreed that the exhibitors
were entitled to- a stronger Voice: in

consultations , about production. The
combined conferees discussed story
material for 1941-42, as well as casts,

titles and directors.

In addition to Barney Balaban,
the home office was represented by

/(Continued on, page 22)

.1 .
(

Disposition of stock held by the

estate of Douglas Fairbanks is un-
derstood to have been one of points

under discussion at United Artists

annual .
stockholders' meeting ; on

Coast yesterday (Tuesday), but it

won't be sold now. Trustees of the
estate have been approached inform-
ally by several sources offering up to

$300,000 for it. It was recently eval-

uated by the State of California for

taxpurposes at $500,000, but
,
Fair-

banks'
.
attorneys think $300,000 is

more like actual value under present
foreign conditions.

Delaying stock sale now, although
estate would like to dispose of it, is

a technicality imposed by Samuel
Goldwyn, who claim's his stock is

also for sale, it was learned from an
authoritative source.

:
inasmuch as

stock must be offered tb..,UA's' other;

owners before it can go to. an out-

sider, Goldwyn .claims action, is due
on his' block before-- Fairbanks' is

considered, because hjp offered first.

UA • has , no . desire to. even, consider

Goldw3'n's offer in light of present

relationships with, him .which leaves

the Fairbanks' . .estate': hogtied.

Four Tee Up at Metro^

Cameras Grind on

ietyV in emy

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Addition of a collection of film

reviews ;from .".' Variety, dating
from 1925 to the present, brings
the' Academy of Motion': Picture
Arts and Sciences Library up to

second rank in data ori the pic-

ture industry! In first place
'

the. New York Public Library;,
which has : been filing copies of
Variety ; from the beginning;
Other comparable '.collections/ are

the Museum pf Modern Ai ls

in New York and the Library; of

Congress in Washington.
'., On the. Academy's shelves are
20,000 folders of reference, for

the use. of film, makers, which
. will • be ;

:augmeivted by the

Variety reviews.

a

His 18,000

Prospect of concluding the long
negotiations with Mike Meehan for

his K-A-O . 6% preferred stock hold-

ings, amounting to one-third of the

issue, has been the subject of execu-
tive committee and directors' meet-
ings at. RKO during the past few
days. .. Meehan is said to hold .18,000

shares. Like number Is held in RKO
treasury, with another third scat-

tered in small lots. Meehan reported
to be asking $117. per share.

Purpose of purchase is - to enable
a major refinancing plan, it is said,

which will effect a retirement of the
present K-A-O stock and distribu-

tion of. another security at lower in-

terest rate. Real, estate values of

theatre properties of K-A-O are es^

timated at $20,0001000. New flnac-

Ing- provides for additional working
capital for RKQ.
Pending conclusion of Meehan ne-

gotiations, George J. Schaefer, RKO
president, has postponed his return
to the Hollywood studios where he
is revamping the production setup..'

Hollywood. Nov. 19.

. Metro Is sending four new features

into production this ' weeki three at

the studio and one on location. Start-

ers; oh" the lot . are •• 'Four Cents a

Word.' 'Blossoms • in the Dust' and
'Mr.. Co-Ed.' 'Bad. Man' goes into

work on the desert near Gallup,

N.M.,' making a total of eight before
the*camerasy .'•.-• ';'.;'.;; '.

'

In addition to the features, the
.Culver ' City plant Is shooting . six

briefies- 'Behind the Law.' '1-2-3-Gq.'

'The Man Who Changed the World,'

.'Dark River,' 'Immigration' and 'Mpre
Trifles of Importance.'

20th Expects Better

Final Quarter Report

Due to Foreign Coin

Possibility that foreign a.ssets.

written off to the extent Of $2,200,000
iii the.' first three, quarters this -year,,

would .be converted into U. S. dol-
lars for the final quarter made earnr
ings prospects of 2Pth-Fox look tip

for 1940 desfiite - the loss shown in

the first 39 weeke. •

Corporation has made practice
of adding' the full year's dividend"
.received from National Theatres also
in the final quarter. Hence, the
chance

^
for' 'showing^ a';. profit' of

. $h-.
000.000 or rriore looms good for this
year, according to/ opinion in Wall
Street, . This is predicated,"of fcour.se,'

pii ;the feeling that the
: foreign reve-

nues and also the National divvy will
(Continued oh page 22)

''

:
Hoilywood, Nov. 19.

Expected fireworks, oh ly partially
materialized at the aim ual stock-
holders'

. meeting pf .Onited Artists

.

at the Hotel Ambassador.; here, today
(Tuesday). Only real beef against
conduct of administrative heads of
the company, if is. understood; :ca.m''...

from rep of Samuel Goldwyn who
has long been the No.' 1 fender
against UA policies.. Alexander
Korda, who was. expected to squa wk,
was • straightened put sliortly before
the meeting, it is said. /V' ;

Only major change hi election of

officers and directorswas failure to

rename jack Schlaifer a vice-presi-
dent. Schlaifer is western sales-

maiiageiv Harry Gold; eastern
:
sales

chief, was duly returned to his vie*-,

presidency.
;

-It .

' reported that,

Schlaifer may get : a v. p. title again,
in a month or $o after some confabs
iti the east. .

'

Acceptance of... the resignation of

Lynn Farnol as pub-ad head of /the

company and appointment of Mon-

'

roe Greenthal to step up to. the post'

was next most important . move at

the meeting. It was otherwise rou-
tine,: with acceptance of usual 're-

ports.

... Murray Silverstone was reelected

to the post of chief of worldwide
operation, . Vice-presidents renamed,
in addition to Gold, were Arthur
Kelley and Harry Buckley. Direct-
ors reelected were:
Charles Schwartz for Charles Chap-

lin; Herbert - Maas fbr Mary Pick-
ford; Steve Pallps for Alexander
Korda; Dennis F. O'Brien for Doug-
las Fairbanks estate; James Mulvey
for Samuel Goldwyn.

.
..The owners who attended,, the

meeting were. Miss Pickford and
Korda, with Schwartz representing
Chaplin; Harry Bardt of the trust de-
partment of the Bank of America for:

the Fairbanks
.
estate; Mulyey for

Sam Goldwyn. Also present were
Silverstone and Harry Muller,
treasurer, of United Artists. :

: It was brought out at the meeting
: (Continued on page 20)

NO XMAS LUU

. Hollywood, Nov/ 19.

20t.h-Fox. will not slacken produc-
tion pace during the holiday season
and puts four pictures in work. .

SfOdio execs are acting on belief

workers need coin to match spend

-

' ing it. Marks the first time in six

J

years this studio hasn't kept produc-
tion at minimum around Christmas,

E. C. GRAINGER PREZ

OF MA SHEA THEATRES

Metro Seals Considine
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

..
:
John - Considine,

. Jr;/..rene\ved " his.

contract with Metrp,: where he has
been an associata producer since
1933. ;;<-;-..;-:.;;..::

Currently Considine has 'Men of
Boys Town,' the Spencer Tracy-
Mickey Rooney co-starrer, before
the cameras and

. has four more fea-

tures in preparation;

Edmund C. Grainger was elected
president and. ,a ,member of the di-

rectorate Of- the. M. : A. Shea -Circuit :

by trustees named by the late cir-
cuit operator, who died last month.
Under terms of Shea's Will; revealed
last week, the business will be held
in trust for 10 years, with specific,

.directions to the. trustees as to how
to. operate the cornpahies. 'Grainger
has been operating head of the chain
since 1936i "'.,.:

,
Besides Grainger, the other trustees

are Dennis F. .O'Brien and Edward
C. Rafter'y. New officers include
O'Brieh, v.p\; Thomas|E. Shea, sec;
Raftery, treasurer and assistant sec;
A. J. Kearney, assistant sec.; George
Goett and Preston G. .Tuckerman 4

assistant treasurers. Jack Shea., who
has been chief booker for years,; stays

in the same position.

Shea circuit operates 21 theatres

and-, also is associated with Warner
Bros, in the operation of eight others.

4
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To Examine ERH Prex

In Pacent Trust Sok

. While the five producer-distribu-

tors
1 who. are party., to the consent

decree will sell film in packages of

five in the U, S., they .are not forced

to merchandise pictures in that,man-
ner in Canada - where all of them
maintain exchanges, v No decision

has been reached as to how the: Ca-
: nadian market will be handled andr

whether or not the> hew machinery
to be set up in the States will be

applied to above the; border, -but

doubted that it will.
:
:['r\

The old system of merchandising
film on a full yearly basis, with like-

ly forcing of shorts in Canada, now
forbidden in this country. urideV. the:

decree arid subject to arbitration if

attempted, is expected to remain in

.force for the Dominion. Canada has
around 1,300 theatres, and the disr

tributors niaintain-exchanges in Cal-
gary, Montreal, Saint John, Toronto,
Vancouver and Winnipeg;

; The mar-
ket is of considerable importance,
though the business done by a couple,

. of the exchanges, particularly Saint
: John, is not much. A few distribu-

tors operate through exchange sys-

tems :;that are of Canadian origin,

such as Empire Films, in which N. L.
Nathanson has an interest, but sell-:

• ing; forces are maintained, and . all

companies have district managers in

the country'. . •

•'.•••-.
.

Another interesting angle coh-
cerning the distributors under the
consent decree is that theatres which
some of them control .above the bor-
der are not in any way involved and
dp not come under arbitration*

In the event the U. S. should ulti-

. rriateiy set aside the consent decree
and press for the divorcement of
theatres, distribs could still' main-
tain their exhibition arm in Canada.
Paramount, Loew's and .RKO have
theatres on . the . other side of the
border. Par is the largest operator
through Famous Players-Canadian,
which' has around 350 houses across
the Dominion.

FROZEN-COIN RULING DUE

British Say $8,000,000 But May Go
Up to $12,000,000

U. S. major company foreign' chiefs

expect to :haVe. some ruling by the

end of this week from the British

government regarding the American

distribtjtor frozen coin situation in

Great Britain. .:'
;

; ' •,'.•;-:

Under the terms of an agreernent

for one year, which expired on Oct.

30, the American companies were;

permitted to withdraw from their.

British film exchanges a total of $17,-

500,000, or. approximately one-half of

he normal,, pre-war rentals. V- ?

;

In, discussions over the past few
months the British government was.

reluctant to extend the .-agreement
for a second year for any sum in

excess of $8,000,000. It is believed

hat a compromise will be reached
soon, with authorization ; for ' the.

American companies to withdraw
$12,000,000 during the current year.

This sum will be divided among the
major companies in proportion to the

iaross rentals of each company. Bal-
ances will . be ;. retained in: British
banks. -.'/v'

T. K. Stevenson, president of Elec-

trical Research Products, Inc., will

be examined before trial in N. Y.

federal court today (Wed) in con-

nection with the $6,000,000 triple

damage anti-trust suit against ERPI,

Western Electric . Co. and American
Telephone & Telegraph by Stanley

K. Oldderi, assignee of the Paceht

Electric Co. Suit has been pending

in Federal court since September,

1935. • :
. .

'
.

'

; ;';;• ;';

; ;
,.;;

Plaintiff was in the business of

manufacturing arid distributing mo-
tion picture 'accessories and parts,

and claims it was put put : of busl?

ness in 1933 as a result of monopo-
listic acts on the part of the de-

fendants. ::"' • ',';'>.•
'•

on

; More Go-op With

latin-Am. and Canada

., Ail Americari . newsreel 1 organiza-
tions will quit Japan the first of next
year in' compliance with'-the .Nippon-
ese decree turning newsreel coverage
over, to :

a government monopoly in

that country. After, Jan.. 1, 1941, any
XT'. S. newsreel desiring any clips on
Japan' must

:
purchase them from the

Jap-controued newsreel outfits at
Tokyo. ...

'

..;

.
Several

.
American newsreel or

ganizations are contemplating 'con-
siderable further expansion ' the

: Latin-Americas in an effort to over
come inroads iri Europe and else-
where to their newsreel business.

Canadian, market also may come
In for additional attention. Better
cooperation, is anticipated in Canada
'evidence, of which came this month

' when all U. S. rebels were invited to
cross the border and make their own

.

story war preparations in that
country. It is the first tirne Ameri-
can riewsreels have been asked in to
make their own story .since six years
ago when the government set up its
own newsreel organization. Previ-
ous to that the heavy duties on.
camera crew equipment were so ex-
cessive that they were deemed con-
fiscatory and precluding any attempt
to make stories with American out-
fits.

'' /-•'/; v.'-

Frank
producer

Hollywood, Nov; 19.

Woodruff, former radio

and more recently a di-

rector at RKO, has been upped from
the B to the A class.

:

'

,

'

' :.

;

t
.

.'.

Originally assigned to direct 'Show
Business,' Woodruff was replaced by
Irving Reis and is awaiting a higher-
budget ploture;

She's Not Missing Santa
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

20th-Fox postponed the start of 'A
Very Young Lady' from Dec. 16 to.

Jf.n, 6 to permit Jane Withers to en-
joy the holidays!

; \,.
In all her film career the young

star has never worked during Christ-
mas, week. Her narrowest escape
was last year, when 'Shooting High*
was rushed to finish two days ahead
of Santa Claus.

WEXLEY'8 WB COIN TUT
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

John W.exley has asked Warners to

release him from, his studio writing
contract, which runs until next
March. Difficulty is about money.
Writer recently finished a play for

the Theatre Guild In New York and
is currently working on 'Footsteps in

the Dark' on the Burbank lot.

Sidney Schwarti, Metro's traveling
auditor in the Far East, arrived in

N. Y. last week for a series of home
office huddles, v

Zukor Claims His Gotf

at

Oyerassessed by 1596

.'•;';•:

'

;

'

:

;

Nyack, N. Y,; Nov. 19. :

,

An appeal from ans order of Su-.

prerhe Court Justice Graham '•;Wits-

chief, denying a motion to; quash the

writ of certiorari. sued but by Adolph

,

Zukor, owner of the properties com-
prising the /Mountain View Golf

Club at New City, was filed at the

Rockland County courthouse.. The;
appeal is made . to the- Appelate Divi-

sion by Morton Lexow, counsel for

the Clarkstowh board of assessors,

named as defendants in the writ, 'on

grounds that the court had no juris-

diction.

Oh Sept. 20, ,
Supreme Court Jus-

tice M., B. Patterson granted the ap-

plication made for the writ;/ The
assessors of the town were required:

by terms of: the writ to show how
they arrived at the assessment levied

on Zukpr's extensive holdings. Coun-
sel ' for Zukor . contended that even
after Zukor asked for reductions in

his assessment, it was still to high by
$159,000. '.

Following his appearance before
the board on

.
grievance day, : Zukor,

through : his . legal representative,

claimed his assessment should be
lowered to $178,500 from the original

$278,500 levied by the board.
• Aside from a few reductions made
after this request,: it is claimed, the

board of assessors did nothing more
The Aug. 30 published assessment
roll showed, said Zukor's complaint,

that the assessment on his holdings
of more than 700 acres, was $270,100.

It was charged that this assessment
was 'illegal, erroneous, incorrect, ex
cessive and unequal.' •

. .
Thereafter,

the writ was made returnable on
pctl 18 and then again adjourned

In the meantime, in an effort . tp

test the legality of this, procedure,
ah application was made to Justice

Witschief to dismiss the writ. This
was denied and it is from this order
that the appeal to the higher court
is how being; made.

By THE SKIRT

Best dressed woman of the week;

MABLIENE DlETRlClf ;

'Seven Sinners,' Rivpli Theatre

• Dietrich In Feathers .•

'Seven Sinners,' at the Rivoli theatre, is a triumph for Marlerie Dietrich
Universal concentrates principally upon how to bring out the best points
of this actress. Her clothes made by Irene are the last word. At a dance
on a battleship Miss Dietrich wears a white crepe gown form fitting with
an elaborate brilliant embroidery. The headdress is of ghoura feathers
jut. when she leaves the ship, by request, it's missing. Around her should
ders is a boa made of small white plumes. A skirt of solid silver sequins
las a bodice of black velvet. There is a white suit with very short skirt

and coat with diamond studding a yoke. The hat is made of what looked
ike goose feathers, A; short black lace dress is worn with an enormous
iat. of the same lace. A parasol is oddly trimmed with.^"briliiants and
feathers." Then there is Dietrich in a suit singing a navy'

The Silly Opus of Kay Kyser

'You'll Find Out' is..Kay Kyser's picture now showing at the Roxy thea-
tre. It's thoroughly silly. Week is only saved by the personal appearance

'

of Kyser himself; . The screenplay is by James K. Kern and produced by
David Butler, and they sure did wrong by, probably, this popular radio:

band leader.
'

;. There are a bunch Of young girls in this opus the like of
which must have come 'out of some summer stock. ,

:
if these

> youngsters < are
jeing grborned for fii.ture pic^ There is one old-
imer, Helen Kruger, Who wanders through the unbelievable proceedings'

in a black velvet gown with silver bands ; and ^flowing chiffon hangings.
Eielen Parrish, the; young heroine, wears a cloth dress of the tunic fashion,

off the face hat and carries, a
; sable scarf. - A party frock is of white with

: ull skirt decorated with
;
three rows of ruschings the same edging the . low .

xtdice. . Girtriy Siihms in the picture, wears some nice frocks with a lame
close-fitting evening gown ia standout. Appearing later in the stage show
she wears, an odd; frock, consisting of a. very full skirt of purple satin with,

he longedrsleeve bodice; of cerise. The Gae Foster girls, don't have much
Chance this, week, but they did look nice with scarlet bodices and white net
skirts, A change is made to orange slacks ,worn with white blouses edged
in black. Small white caps had one black quill. Walking, on during the

quiz part of Kyser's act, t^ bliie silk

tops.
. .

"'•
;

.•?•'.'
:

'•"
-:/\ i-i

' '

'

:

.': :

-:v '.'.. ''..'.'' : ' ~*X

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Mpnica Bannister, Barbara^ Lynn
and Bonnie Barinon inked stock con-
tracts at 2'Oth-Fox.

/ Howard."kpch drew a new script-

ing ticket at Warners.
RKO hoisted its player options on

Wendy Barrie arid. Ruth Warwick^
. Superior Court.

;
approved ..minor

contracts between. Peggy Diggins,

Alexis Smith arid Warners.
. Charles Winninger penned a con-

tract at Metro.
Warners renewed Orry-Kelly's

pact.
. .j.

. Warners
Bradna.

c ontracte d ,
Olympe

Exhib Ass'n Attorney Sees the Consent Decree

Latest 'Sure-Cure' Attempt, But—

By Sidney B: Pfeiffer
(Counsel, MPTO of N. Y. State)

1 i t >

Buffalo, Nov. 19.

The exhibitor gripup of the mo-
tion picture Industry, during the past
20 years with, uncanny : regularity,

has been affronted with situation af-,

ter . situation which have made for
confusion in tiheir business. The
Thacher decision, the Federal Trade
Commission proceedings, the pro-
ducer-distributor theatre

.
acquisition

program; the cooperative , buying
movement, the NBA; all in their

time were hailed ,ais sure-cures for

the industry evils, : One after an-
other they went down to . defeat and
each has created a further decimar
tion. in the: ranks of the independent
exhibitors.

Now' comes the Consent Decree.
Iri the light of past experience the

:

independent exhibitors can hardly
be pardoned ; for examining skep-
tically the mouth of this new gift

horse. The exhibitor ranks are now
so thinned that one more economic
upheaval in the busihess may well
mean a final coup to the smaller in-

dependent exhibitor.

The decree Is hailed, by the Gov-
ernment as affording sure relief for

exhibitor ills. Aside irom past ex
perierices, exhibitors, find many
specific clauses in the decree Upon
the practical effect of which they are
entirely unable to agree with the
Government's assurances. Of one
thing they' are certain. Imposition

. of
the decree upon the industry will
mean increased cost both in selling
and in the proposed, arbitration pro
ceedirigs. No one. is foolish enough
to believe that this cost is going to
be defrayed by ; the -producer-dis-
tributors.

; In ; the 'final analysis L
will he' the. exhibitor who wiil pay
the freight.. . ,.

:

'-.:

How It Works Out
, It is pretty generally conceded that
about the last dollar in picture ren
tals is now being squeezed out of the
exhibitor. / Every candid exhibitor
admits that were he compelled to
live up to the letter of his contracts
receiving no adjustments, rebates <jr

other concessions, he would be forced
out of business. Many exhibitors
readily admit that only the practice
prevailing between distributors and
exhibitors • in which the exhibitor

(Continued on page 20) ,'

'. Letter from .Alice Lloyd, England
;

'_

Dear Skirt: .-.

'

:

---; yy
It is ages' since I wrote you .• . . but here goes for all iny news. . . . Thanks

for your letter of sympathy on the death, of my dear father, but; although
.

we hated to part with him, he has been ^spared : a lot of sorrow with th is

war. . ; . We would never have got him down in our dugout at night. We
haven't been in bed for the last seven weeks. Directly, it gets dark the

sirens go, arid we go r

into the dugout arid stay uri.til, daybreak. We have a:

shelter built 111 feet below the grpund, with two double buriks. and. three
single onefc. We take cards down there, and Iplaj* solo or knit, or read until

we can't keep awake, lie down arid sleep until the all Clear sounds, which
usually goes with- daylight. God only knows hOw long this Will last. Lon-
don has : gotten it pretty badly. Several houses around us have been

3ombed, but touch wood, only a few tiles off pur roof, and the locks and
jolts off the garage have been our only damage.

I expect you get all the news about the raids. Hasn't America responded
wonderfully? London is a dead city at night, but in the daytime, although

they get bombed, it is very lively, and people take no notice of the sirens,

but go on with their Work- I don't: like being out y^hen a battle, is on, so I

tay. fit home. Our show closed, overnight. It all seems very sad to finish so

abruptly, it was such a -lovely, show, and it looked, like being a record run.

I met many Americans who.remembered me in thi old. days. :

In one scene we danced the polka,, arid sometime i'd go iri the stalls, and
one night a lady caught hold of my arm and said she was at my opening at

the Colonial theatre. What a thrill I got out of that!

Tpmme has beeri married a year, and her husband has to report next

Tuesday for the Navy. He chose, the Navy because his father was a Cap-

tain in the Mercantile Marine in the last war and was drowned when his

ship was torpedoed. My ; niece, May Yorke, has lost her home; also my
brother, Syd Wood. He isliving with Daisy; ypu see, we have to help one

ariother: in these terrible times. . I ;am busy kriitting scarves, mittens arid,

helmets.. I go pccasionally to sirig'tp the troppSi and you should hear these

boys join with me in the old songs. I read about Charlie's (Freeman)
farewell dinner in. Variety, and what pleasant . memories those names
brought back to me. .-.'

I get a letter now arid then from Eddie Darling. The mails are all right

and I do love, to hear from my favorite city. Alice Lloi/d.

/;.' Girls in Detective Yarn
Walter Pidgeon is at the Criteridri theatre in another Nick Carter picture,

perhaps the weakest of the series. Karen Verne, with a slight accent, is the

leading woman, wearing, first of all, a street dress, simply fashipried.in

tunic style. An evening frock is of white crepe with gold lapels and belt.

There is a. becoming house coat.

Joyce Comptbn, a jittery' miss,I wears * a black silk/ dress beruffled with

White organza and an. off the face. hat showing curl upon curl. Dorothy
Tree as a siriister stenog is very tailored. A bunch of dress models brought

in for atmosphere wore the very latest in evenmg frocks and wraps.

Imagination on a Gallop
. Margaret Macy put on a press, showing; for Bergdorf G°°dnian that was

the last word in that type of optical entertainment. The models were
unusually beautiful. Ampng them was Miss Nardi who ; did that clever

fencing act in a show of last seasori.. ..
. . ..

Girls, get out. your bed jackets, if it's unusual, tack it on to a full skirt

of any
.
flimsy material and ;

,
its '! art entrancirig evening gpwn. .

. Housecoats
of silk 'prints were- worn over dinner and more formal evening gowns.
Here is imagination run wild; Noted especially were the sloping shoul-

ders which will probably be the new trend. The gowns with fine .
shir-

rings seemed to be the most popular. ' [
-

'•':•:.'

Complaint About Football
College football seems to have changed. Strange sight to see Yale men

patting PrihcetPn men when they made an outstanding play and vice vcrea.
All so very friendly Saturday arprinceton. The stands were not the colorful

sight of forhier years. There Was little color: There was a time when the

Yale . stands
;
were: a flood of violets,: andVPririceton laden dowh with yellow

chrysanthemums.' Saturday's crowd • looking from the Prince i •• side! saw
quite a : drab picture. The Yaleites were in gray or brown, and many mink
coats, showed up, with.a few rapoons. Prih.ce.tbri rooters Wen* in much the

same type of . dress. : : ': :;'' ;V ': ;.. :

-
-
;

'

;

"'\ '•

.

:

. Their Favorite Recipes: .

'.:•."

(Joe Cook's Hollow Chili Goncarne) . .

One pound ground, beef, one pound fresh pork, twp medium-size, chopped
onions, one chopped green pepper, one -tablespoon olive oil, one

.

tablespoon
butter, one large Can of tomatoes, four icaris

. red kidney beans, two. level

tablespoons of chili powder, orie pint, water, garlic to taste, salt and pepper.

.Saute: garlic, onions and green peppers in olive oil and butter.. Add ground
meat

. arid Vchili powder, salt and pepper to taste, arid fry golden brown.
Add large can tomatoes, kidney beans and pint of water and simmer, for

half hour. The secret of success is letting it get cold and warm at servirit;

tiine.: '

,
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Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Unless the slot Aimers rid their

ranks of shbestrlngers after fast

cleanup via lewd films, repercussion.,

will shake the entire foundation of

the new industry, a survey by Daily

Vaiuity discloses. The parent-teach-

. ers organizations of Los Angeles and
Glendale have launched censorship

moves and will seek legislation to

regulate 16, mm. output.

Hollywood picture makers fear

:iuch move may have far-reaching

effects and smite them along with

those responsible for wave of shady

films.
'-'•.,'.;'' .-•'•...

'

Projector ;
:.' manufacturers a ri d

sbundie producers have, launched a

campaign to clean house of unde-
sirables and will " cooperate with
forces bent on cleanup; More than

40 franchise-holders operating juke-

boxes in this vicinity . have banded
together to eliminate those smirch-;

lng industry with immoral films,

Slotfllm Operators fear that unless

•the. evil is quickly curbed the whole
Industry will be thrown into dis-

repute and fbriced to submit to regu-

latory measures. Producers of most
objectionable subjects hide Identity.;

in anonymity. '.-

Antlclpatlnf Jukers

Milwaukee, Nov. 19.

Although juke pix have not yet

been", shown in Milwaukee, some
tavern keepers, are already dickering

for the gadgets arid the. city fathers

are: already setting! up machinery to

regulate the hew Industry 'when, as

and if.' . .

Alderman T. E. Wedemeyer, who
says his aim is to prevent racketeer-'

lng and the showing of questionable

pictures'; introduced an. ordinance in

the common council this past week
to license the distributors of the new
projection equipment. ....

1ADY BE GOOD' ON

M-G MUSICAL SLATE

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Metro bought the George. Gersh-
win musieal comedy, 'Lady i Be
Good/ to be made into a picture with
Eleanor

. Powell, Ann Sothern and
Tony Martin in the top roles.

Producer and director jobs ar"e

assigned to Arthur Freed and Busby
Berkeley, who produced arid di-
rected 'Strike Up the Band/

IS THAT SO?

Pie Producers Learn: All Is Not
' Spanish In S. A.

...•v '. Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Film .producers are learning that

not all South , Americans speak
Spanish.

;
National lingo of Brazil,

the biggest country on the southern
continent, is Portuguese.
Following the lead of 20th-Fox.

which is filming 'Road to Rio,' Edgar
Selwyn at Metro is preparing 'Epi-
sode In Lisbon' with a Portuguese
angle to capture the Brazilian trade.

ThurbeFs Eye Operation
Keeps Him From 20th Lot

• Hollywood, Nov. 19.

- -fames Thurber defers reporting at
20th-Fox to adapt his comedy, 'My
Life and Hard Times.' until recovered
iroin a recent optic operation in the
east;'-

.
-\:

Nunnally Johnson will produce and
screenplay Thurber's draft.:

Spread (hit Men

'

•v'/,:
: Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Ground was broken on the Uni-

Z^ft lot 'or a new lb-suite, office
ouuding arid two new office bunga-

IX:

^"eve overcrowding among
Producers, directors and writers.

:

•'<

formerly used for a park-

ed?
wxll be occupied by the new

It Ain't for U« ,,

. Hollywood, Nov.- 19.

Operator of a swank hotel in

Palm; Springs was tickled pink

.

when a film company approached,
him" for a location site in 'and
about his lobby and palm grove.
It cost him plenty' to refurbish
the architecture and '' manicure
the surrounding foliage. When .

he read the script his ears turned:

from pink to purple; It called

:

; for various forms of felony .frorii.

mayhem to :
manslaughter, not

calculated to charm the high-
paying winter guests.

:
The ! troupe was shunted to

a less expensive resort in a dis-

tant palmy ' valley. "
,;

Reversal in N.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 19.

Kayoed numerous times during the

past four years by the motion pic-

ture division of the State ; Education

Department, the Commissioner: Of

Education,, the courts arid the. Board
of Regents, 'Ecstasy' has finally re-

ceived an OK from the Regents.

The latter, acting
.
upon repommendar

tiori of. a three^man.' subcommittee,

have approved for licensing, what is

understood to be a drastically re-

vised version. The Regents pre-

viously, rejected 1939 and 1940 edi-

tions, holding with . director Irwin

Esmond that they were substantially

the same as versions heretofore

thumbed down. The Appellate Divi-

sion unanimously upheld the. Re-
gents, as that court had once befox-e.

Two months - ago, however, Eureka
Productions, -through its president,

Jack Haupt, obtained permission to

submit for inspection another print

Which would be considerably

changed from' the others, it was "un-

derstood here;

• Recommended Permit .

r A committee consisting of Vice-

chancellor William. J. Walliri of

Yonkers . (substituting : for .
Susan

Brandeis), Dr. George J. Ryan and
Gordon Knox Bell of New York saw

a screening of the new version." They
recommended to full board- that a

permit be granted. Word of the. Okay
caused some surprise in view of the

opinion several times unofficially

voiced that to . receive approval the

film probably would have to be
changed almost beyond recognition.

• The 'Ecstasy - case has been fought
for the longest period in the history'

of New York .State licensing of pic-

tures, the matter, dating back to

September, 193.6. The film, made in

Czechoslovakia,-originally was-;called

'Extase' and was the vehicle- which
first • won widespread attention for

Hedy Lamarr. (then .known as Hedy
Keisler). A nude swimming' ••sequence

was the big-; attention-gutter. How-
ever, the rirpd frowned on the pic-

.

ture generally as -obscene, immoral,"
etc. '.", •

"'

.;';,,
'.'[ •'•, .•;'

•' v.f .

•

The Regents' action in greenlight-

ing . a permit, following, upon the

heels of recent similar, action in

'Reirious' or 'Whirlpool' (another

foreign-made feature .
repeatedly

nixed)- .and/ ''.',• -Fools of Desire,' is

considered ;by;some^observers as sig-

nificant. ^;Like> 'Ecstasy' .those two
had to undergo a lot of -shearing : be-
fore the go-ahead was .-forthcoming;

Selzhick-L om b a rd Case
Causer Many Leading
10%eri to Protest—-Aver

SAG Franchising Gives
Actors A1L : the Breaks

OTHER LABOR MATTERS

'Bouncer' for Burton
, v ,\ Hollywood, .-' Nov. 19.

'•

Director assignment on 'The
Bouncer arid the Lady,' to be pro-

duced by Sol M, Wurtzel at 20th-

Fox; goes to David Burton.
Stanley Rauh is doing the script

for an early January start. V

"*; Hollywood. Nov. 19.

' Many, leading film agents are clam-

oring, for revision of the Cancellation

clauses in their franchise agreement

with Screen Actors Guild. While

the fight has not yet been brought out.

into the open, there, have been, under-

cover rumblings, frorii many agencies

on the Strip. The bookers claim the

current agreement gives every pro-

tection to the actors, and little or

none; to the thousands of dollars the

actor representatives have, invested

in their business, especially the coin

contributed to the building up of a

player.-
;

'The - present tiff between .Myron

Selznick and Carole Lornbard may
bring the situation to a head. Miss

Lombard Is ;
deihanding cancellation

of her contract on. the grounds that

Selznick has not properly repre-

sented her, after promising to devote

his : personal attention to her busi-

ness. The petition is being heard by

an arbitration, board which has au-.

thorlty to order cancellation, of her

contract. -Charges - arid counter-

charges have been hurled back arid

forth/. :

Probed Selznick

Not satisfied with questioning wit-

nesses about , the manner in which

the Selznick agency
.
conducts Its

business, the board has probed into

the' personal .affairs arid conduct of

Selznick himself. He was questioned

in detail about his gambling losses,

etc. The. agent is reported to have
admitted losses totaling $125,000. but

to have countered with the question

of what that had to do with whether

a client was
;

given proper, represen-

tation by his agency. .
Selzriick con-

tends that he has devoted /his per-

sonal
:

attention to Miss Lombard's
affairs, that his agency has nego-

tiated many profitable deals -for the

actress, arid that her .
present top sal-

ary level was reached under the rep-

resentation of his agency.

;
It is understood that Miss Lom-

bard is seeking the cancellation with

the idea of tossing her business to

Nat Wolff, who represented her. for

radio. She is the second top player

to break'With Selznick, Kay Francis

having recently secured cancelling

of her contract, with, the ', agency-
Other big agents are said to. have
become apprehensive that their

clients may be enticed away; and
that under the present liberal con-
ception clauses they would have
little chance of holding them. /''.'•

AFL Angle in Fight

For Control of Extras
• The ... current -fight.' between : the

Screen Actors Guild board of di-

rectors and the Guild Council for.

control of the 7,000 film extras has

spread to the . American Federation

of Labor.
.
After the board demanded

cancellation of. corhmittees appointed

by-Council. Chairman /Harry Mayo to

contact the AFL and the National

Labor Relations- Board, Council
members announced the two groups
wpuld: be contacted by them in-

dividuals. Several Council members
contacted. Meyer Lewis, western. <ii-

(Contiriued on page 20)

Riding the Bars
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

'

Tex Ritter westerns grow more
musical under the 'new policy at

.Monogram. 'Under Texas Stars,' now
in production, .has eight songs, an
increase of five over the last release.

Star is slated to sing three ditties

and Cal Shrum and his Rhythm
Rangers do the rest.:

IA Presses Prods;

..'.' Hollywood, Nov; 19.

Ten IATSE studio locals are;

pressing the producers for im-
riiediate opening of negotiations
on wages; hours and working
conditions for 10,000 industry
workers.

•

.
In a letter to Pat Casey, the

studio
:
execs 'draw .fire for: failure

to adjust alleged ; coritract- viola-

tions. .'.' "•- '.

.1;

as

Statirig that he offered to resign at

least six times in the past, six months,

Lynn , Farnol will leave. United

A r ti s t s as
.

publicity-adyertis.ing •

director Jan. 1, although his three-

year, contract has several months to-

go. Monroe Greenthal, whom Far-

nol succeeded as UA pub-ad head,

returns to the top spot, after having
been: restricted: for the past two and
a half years, to handling exploitation:

and advertising.

Greenthal will take over his new
post Dec. 1, although Farnol will

stay on for the extpa month. Present

exploitation head will plane to the

Coast Saturday (23) for confabs with

UA chief Murray Silverstorie ;
and

producers
.
prior to. taking over the

top spot.

Farriol's future plans may finalize

today Or toiriorrow (Thursday), hav-

ing to do with industrial exploitation

arid mercharidising. , :He has been

associated/in the past with the Gen-

eral Motors'. Futurama ballyhoo at

the N. Y. World's Fair, when it first

premiered in 1939, and, because of

his past close associations with Nor-

man Bel-Geddes, who conceived the

Futurama, it : is presumed Farriol's

new field in commercial products,

displays and exhibits will be linked

to Bel-Geddes, who is ' even more
active as an industrial designer than

as a scenic artist for the amusement
field, indoor or outdoor.

Murray Silycrstone, on the Coast,

confirmed- Farnol's resignation, sup-

plemented' by his statemerit that 'at

the conclusion of .his work with

UA, it will enable Farnol to develop

a new type of personalized exploita-

tion and publicity without the bur-

den and routine of a large depart-

ment and organization. It is work
in which Farnol has long; been in-

terested.'

•Streamline* Rlriglin? Circus

Possible tieup with Farnol's de-

parture from UA is seen in an an-

nouncement from Miami yesterday

(Tuesday ) that Bel ' Geddes has.

been retained 'to streamline" the

Ringlirtg Brothers, Barnum & Bailey

circus.
•'"'•*

-

.

Geddes arid a group of his tech-

nicians from New , York were with

the circus in St, Petersburg, Fla.,

all of last week. They
'

planned over-

haul of the. big show' frbiri one end
-to; the other, iricluding( design of"a
new tent which will- do' away with

center poles, and permit
.
it . to-, be

raised, -iri half the present -timej as

we'll as provide for air-c.on'ditlori-

ing.

.' New seating arrangement, will ' be
worked out, Geddes- said. -'to present
a different.'-style'of circus,'^ which ,will

enable thrill acts to be presented at

faster tempo and spectators; to see
better. Auxiliary.

:

tents, costuming
Of performers and attendants, pre-
sentation of animals and lighting will

also - be redesigned.

Invasion Of the exhibition field in
Florida by interests assertedly backed
by Warner Bros., one of the most
daring rnOves over .made as result of
inability to reach accord on a prod-
uct deal, Is scored by Fred Kent,
general counsel for the E. J. Sparks-
Paramount circuit operatirig in that
state. '

..

.

A week ago an official 'announce-
ment,

. sent Out by Warners, stated
that the St. Johns , Aniuseriient Co.
had been, formed, for the . purpose of
organizing a chain in Florida and
that Arthur J. Siegel would be its

operating head. Siegel is a nephew
of Major Albert Warner, one of the
founders of the company, and, until
St. Johris Arriusemerit was set up, he
had been attached to the theatre de-
partment of Warners on statistics in
connection with the U: S. anti-trust
suit on which a consent decree had :

been entered. He; was formerly in.

the iridi exhibition field in New
York, in assbciatibri with Max A.
Cohen of the Cinema circuit, arid also

r

had some theatre's of his own in New
Jersey. ".\

.

;

;

.-;;-,

The threat of new competition for
Sparks at the hands of Warner Bros,
follows trouble ;between the two a
year arid a half ago; since when WB
pictures have been shut out of

. the
Sparks houses.

.
Efforts were made

again this .past .selling season to get
together with Sparks, but no head-
way was made, the announcement,
from WB that Florida would be in-
vaded having followed.

'-"

Plans Are Vague
Whether or not a circuit of any

importance or size will be built: up
in behalf of Warners in Florida, play-
ing this corripany's. product arid any-
thing else it can get, remains to be
seen. Kent stated that he knew a
theatre was being built in Jackson-,
ville, stronghold of the Sparks cir-
cuit, but could not venture a guess
as

. to -what might happen beyond
that. Apparently, meantime, there is

no inclination on the part of the
Sparks circuit to. get scared.

.

The Sparks chain, controlled .50%
by Sparks arid 50% by Paramount, Is

one of the most powerful in the
country and under expansion plans
which were-laid prior to the brffak
with Warners, Its size will be brought
to around 115 theatres. It may reach
120 if all building plans are fully

carried out: -
\--

Kent declared that in Jacksonville
itself, first point of invasion by St.

Johns Arhusement. Co.. the Sparks
circuit was building three housfes.

He stated that this had not been
done before because independent
exhibS: in the neighborhoods were
taking care of the situation, but that,

With the remarkable growth Jack-
sonville has enjoyed, Sparks had .de-

cided to expand in conformity with
an increased market. Also a large
army .camp (Camp JJland) is

.
being;,

built at Jacksonville. .

,.A new house is under construction
at Lake Wales, and during the past

month Sparks has added theatres; to

its chain in Orlando, Tallaho ssee and
: (Continued on page 15)

To Pitch Coast Stager

;>.'"
'• Hollywood, Nov. 19.

'

'Hits and Bits of 1941,* a stage mil-

; si cal to be produced by . Pete: Reed,
i Martha Raye's dad, is slated to open
• : iri Hollywood early in the new yean
|

Lee Shaw, film writer, is doing the
: script arid Martha's brother, Buddy
Raye; is working on the

;
musical

score. .:'.'-.; ..'.--•.

MISS SHEAKEB BACK WEST
;
Norma Shearer is scheduled to re-.'

turn to the Coast today (Wednesday)
after a week in New York, She was
accompanied by her mother. \
Miss Shearer's next assignment .- Is

'The . World We Make' at Metro. NO
starting date has been set.
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.
By BILL BROGDON

.. .Tucson, TToy. 19;
'

• Peace and quiet returned to this

Arizona town Sunday- (17) as the

natives sped the last of the Holly-
wood visitors on their way home., and
settled back to recover : from one of

the most hectic and. strenuous events

. eyer pulled in the city limits of Tuc-
son. ' C61umbia

:

had every intention

of taking over Tucson for . the world,

premiere of the Wesley Ruggles pro-

duction, 'Arizona,'' but instead Tuc-
sonian - took over. v the ... guestsx and,

showed ,
. them /special brand- of

western- hospitality' that will require

Several days.; .for .
recuperation, so

lustily did. the natives do their part

in helping launch the picture's ex-

ploitation campaign and theatre bow/
Columbia escaped with a: compara-

tively small cost for^ what amounted
to ;. a

: state-wide . cooperative celebra-;

tion, Arizona and Tucson loosening
: the purse; strings to take care of nec-

essary budget. Columbia's national
; exploitation cost, though, because' of

five Kate Smith broadcasts and one.

Vox Pop airing, the: transportation
i for h.o.. executive division managers,
studio representatives and; film per-

sonalities, ran into a. considerable

figure, which will compare with ex-

penditures by other companies for,

such out-of-town junkets.! Arizona
and Tucson proved, themselves .

gen-
erous hosts by coin outlay . for the

press in transportation, lodging and
entetrainment, sharing budget, "with

the studio, in addition to arrange-'

. ments for various exhibits, parades,;

etc., strictly on their own. .

zOth-Fox Cot In
";.'.. Columbia, making its first entry
. into the rajikS of studios/holding pre-

mieres Oiit of town, had to share a
small portion of 'Arizona's'

.
space-

gathering with 20th-Fox's radio de-
partment, which managed to cut in

.on the Friday night Kate Smith
broadcast, with a plug for its 'Tin Pah
Alley.'

.
.Following announcement

near end of program that next week's
picture to be plugged with be 'Tin

Pan Alley,' Mack Gordon, flown here
from ' the Coast by ,20th, presented
Ted Collins with a plaque from 'the

music men of. Tin Pah alley,' in ap-
preciation for ' his cooperation with
songsters. Further: space grabbing
was put over; Saturday (16) after-

noon, when a chartered
;

plane, 'the

20th-Fox Tin Pah Alley Special,'

took off for. HollyWood with Gordon
and..members .of the Kate Smith
troupe.
Home office executives of Colum-

bia present for the premiere were
Harry and Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold,

. Abe Montague, Lou Weinberg,: Max
Weisfelt, Lou Astor and Rube Jack-
ter. Division managers attending in-

cluded Jerome Safron, Sanr Galanty,
Phil Dumas, Carl1 Shalit had Bob
Hill. Players included Jean Arthur,
Warren William, William Holderi,
Charlie Ruggles, Rita Hayworth, Jack
Holt, Mary Carlisle, Porter Hall, Paul
Harvey, Johnny

.
"Mack Brown, Fay

Wray, . Paul Lukas, Regis • Toomey,
Florence Rice, Glenn Ford, Melvyn
Douglas, Guy Kibbee and Clarence
Budington Kelland, author of the
story and part-time resident of Ari-
zona. /

.

':[-.

. Harry and Jack Cohn, Spingold,
Montague,/Jackter sfnd Jerome Saf-
ron all headed for Hollywood for stu-
dio confabs before returning to their
respective headquarters.

; Montague,
general sales rnahager, Jackter, as-

.;', sistant, and Safron, western division
manager, will attend a regional sales
meeting in San Francisco next Sat-
urday (23).

'

48-Hour Fiesta
At the stroke of midnight Thursday

(14) Tucson reverted to the pioneer
town of 1860 to launch a 48-hour
fiesta that only the hardiest could

- keep
i up. Natives had been practicing

since
: Monday (1 1 ) , when prelimi-

. ttaries got underway, but the visitors
had no such pace-fixing start to help

;

carry theni through their short stay
here. Only hitch in Tucson's plans
was the closing of gambling at Old
Tucson, authentic set erected by Co-:
lumbia for filming of the picture 14
miles from town, after kicks from

. the reform
.
element.

. Pressure was
broujht to bear, though, and bars
were again dropped, so visitors cotild

' have their games of chance Friday
and Saturday nights. After the .cere-

mony at midnight Thursday, guests
• were treated to a 'menudo* (Mexican
dish concocted : around a base - of
tripe), and entertainment that lasted

until dawn. In addition, a Mexican
fiesta was staged all night in the
City Hall park.

''•'

Visitors were the luncheon, guests
Friday of Governor H. T. (Bob)

Jones and state officials in the Pio-

neer Society Rooms of the Univer-

sity of Arizona. They then particir

pated ' ihe Southwest Pioneers on

Parajde, garbed in old rtime costumes

and . touring the town's streets on
horseback, ".. in ancient wagons, ox

carts and ; buggies. Following the

Kate Smith broadcast at 6 p.m., mem-
bers ;of the' press were hosted by
Harry Cohn at a dinner, and then

left to attend one of the five theatres

holding first screenings of 'Arizona.'

• Under m.c. Charlie Ruggles, film

names were brought on at each house

for a short bow, horseplay and genr

eral salute to Tucson, the state, and
those responsible for a rousing good
time. Ruggles; now an Old hand at

m.c.ing out-of-town events, sold the

personalities to the audience, in top

form; ; He was also official represent-

ative for his brother, Wesley, who 'is;

now vacationing in Mexico. After:

the screenings, majority of the vis-

istors took in the 'Premiere' Western
Ball' at the Santa Rita hotel, dancing

to Jimmie Grier's music.

er,

to Oppose WB
In Downtown Pix Beh

; Philadelphia, Nov. 19. .

.

Largest central city: theatre deal
since Warners opened years ago was
the leasing on Saturday of the

$2,500,000 Erlanger theatre, to

William Goldman, indie operator of

a . chain of picture houses in eastern
Pennsylvania. This is the first time
an indie, .operator has . invaded the
downtown first-run field. A dozen
years back, Goldman first came here
from St. Louis to become general
manager of, the Stanley-Warner cir-

cuit system in this area, resigning in

1933 to organize his own chain.
"''

Goldman will give the house a
legit fling for this season and then
make it a first-run pic competitor to

the WB chain. House has been a
legiter but dark for the most time
with bookings feW and far between.
Seating 2,000, it's the only .

legit

house in town wired for flickers. '. In
1929 RKO leased it for first-run pic-
tures, in 1932 reverting back to legit

with
,
ocasional pictures, notably the

Charles Chaplin pix.
'

Under the Goldman aegis, Er-
langer relights Nov. 25 for the U. of
P. Mask and Wig show, 'High As a
Kite,' booking set prior to Goldman's
taking : over. House originally
opened in 1927 with Fred Stone ap-
pearing in 'Criss Cross.'

The : lease was consummated by
Heymann & Bros., realtors, Who
represented the Pennsylvania Co.,
trustees under the first mortgage is-

sue, Terms were not announced but
the lease is/for a long term. House
was named after Abraham Lincoln
Erlanger, who first operated it, in
later .'. years operated by Samuel
Nirdlinger. .

Schine Theatres Off Air

But May Return Later
Rochester, N. Y., Nov, 19.

Rochester Schine theatres will

drop daily radio program over

WSAY next Friday after six; months
run. May try it over another sta-

tion after an interval. Fifteen min-
ute program originated in the Riv-

era theatre, emceed by Bob Meagher
and included organ, am soloists and
ticket giveaways.

First . extended air-theatre effort

here, program: attracted cphsideraole

attention.'

Grad Sears' 20th

With

Drive; Dec. 22-April 19

Another sale's . drive is scheduled
for Warners this, year to commemo-
rate Grad Sears' 20th year with this

company and First National, which
it ' acquired 12 years ago. The sales

push was discussed among district,

managers at a recent meeting called

in New York by Sears to discuss dis-

tribution matters generally, includ-

ing the consent decree. V
The drive begins Dec. 22, and will

be spread over 17 weeks, ending
April 19. A total of $25,000 in prizes

will ...be -awarded- to the men showing-
the best results.

This year a. different system of

grading and determining award-get-
ters will be inaugurated, with the
first 12 weeks of the drive to serve as
a qualifying period. The .epmpany's
exchanges in. Canada, as well ', as
those in this country, totaling 27,

will participate. Final five weeks of
the drive .will be between surviving
exchanges in the 12-week competi-
tion, but with results to be deterr
mined over the. entire : 17- on busi-
ness. .

;. '•';...'.•. .'''' '''.'

Branches qualifying for the final

five weeks will be split into two
teams, west-south and the east; plus
Canada^

;
In addition to prizes for

the winning division among the two,
there will be prizes for district man-
ager?; branch managers, etc.

Back to Laughs

. Return of Hal Roach to produc-
tion of )he slapstick type comedyt
with which he gained fame in .silent
days, will be plugged in the 'cam-
paign for

:
. (Road

.
Show/ Picture,

which is said to be made on a frankly'
slapstick basis; will be ; advertised in
that manner.

United Artists, the; distribs. arid
Roach are understood planning to
spend heavy coin in. publicity and
exploitation. Among, other things,
they'll promote a 'Laugh Week*

*

conjunction With release of the film.

Glued to the Saddle
Hollywood; Nov. 19;

;
RKO signed Tim Holt to star in

six more westerns for the 1941-42
program. •';

,

.'•..••.'.••••••
......

Currently the cowboy actor is
working in the third of the present
season's sagebrushers, 'Along the Rio
Grande.' .';

'

/FIRST. CHEER FOR NEB.
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Richard Rowland's 'Cheers for
Miss

' BisKop/ located at the Univer-'
sity of Nebraska, is slated for a pre-
miere tit Lincoln, Neb., early in
February.
'Pictu'ij is being released by.

United Artists.

'Thief to Emulate 'ReUter*

On Schoolroom Ballyhoo
Following the success of the new

streamlined Teachers' : ' Guide . for
classroom work on 'A Dispatch from
Reuter's,' the Hays office school ac-

tivity division is working with United
Artists in putting out a similar guide
on 'Thief of'Bagdad.* Lynn Farnol is

checking^ on the cost of making up
such a guide, and' the; scenes-from-
the-picture film strip in color for this

film. '

;;

.

•
.

'

Pictorial Events made the Teach-
ers' Guide on 'Reuter's' which, sup-
plies brief printed lecture for some
50 scenes on the picture to be used
in classroom, activity. Guide also

contains a large layout of typical
shots from the picture.- Use of the
stills, shown on classroom screen, is

a trailer, for th<e screen production.
Idea behind ' the whole setup is that
it reaches

:
the school audience in a

dignified manner.

Pathe's 30th Anni

Pathe newsreel's -30th anniversary
this month is being plugged by the
RKO publicity department with art
work taken from typical newsreel
yarns in" the last 30 years, plus ex-
planatory publicity. Photos of
Charles Pathe, founder of the reel;
also have received a good break in
the nation's press. '.' •

Fact that the first issue of Pathe
News came

.
out in November, 1910,

also is being accorded publicity by
the Embassy,

. .Airlines , and other
newsreel theatres in New York.

Rep Rustles Rustics
\ . .

Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Republic is putting another

rustic feature, 'County Fair,' to fol-
low.

:
its recently completed 'Barn-

yard.; Follies,' Armahd Schaefer is
producing from a script by Dorreli
and Stuart McGowan.

Other-bucolic yarns lining iip for
Schaefer production are 'Arkansas
Judge' and 'False Witness.' .

,

HUMORING MARS
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Olivia de Havilland, George Brent
and Jeffrey Lynn share top spots in
'Miss j W h eelwr i g h t ; Discovers
America,' a humorous war story at
Warners. >

Filming starts next month with
Kurt. Bernhardt directing.

Seattle, Nov. 19.

: John Hamrick reports the follow-
ing Hamrick-Evergreen .managerial
changes here: Clyde Strput, assistant

mgr. at Paramount, becomes mgr.^ of
Blue Mouse; Fax Duncan, mgr. at

Blue Mouse, new assistant to Dan
Redden at Paramount; Marvin Fox,
assistant mgr. at Coliseum, now
manager of that house, succeeding
former; mgr.; Bill Hamrick. trans-

ferred to offices of John Hamrick.
Bill Will be utility worker, cooperat-
ing with various house managers and
oh other detail matters. Bill,, a
nephew of city nigr. John Hamrick,
started with him 15 .years

.
ago as

doorman. ''

:

Claude S. Jensen of Portland, long
partner of John yon Herberg, ; here
to confer on the Jensen-von Herberg
string. Most recent addition is the
400-seater at

.
Renton; nearby coal

and industrial burg; ' Joining in . the
conference , is LeRoy Johnson, gen
mgr.- for J-vH, just, returned to Seat-
tle after month's trip in east.

. Robert Heitmiller succeeds, Chas
Barnes. assistant to Jerry Ross,
manager of Palomar (Sterling) and
vaude supervisor for the John Danz-
Sterlihg chain in Seattle. Barnes re-
ported going to

.
Northland-. Trans

portation Cq.,
:
operating three pas

senger: steamers between Seattle
, and

Alaska., during' tourist season, as
booker for bands. . His

.
resignation

was submitted two weeks ago and
finally accepted. ';

, Strand, Rochester, Suit
. Rochester, N, Y... Nov. 19.

;
A move ' to void . lease of the

Strand to H. G. Carroll Theatre, Inc.,
Was begun in; supreme court here
last week by Mrs. Florence L. Purdy,
of Ithaca, a stockholder in the Estate
of Kate C. Curtis, Inc., owner of the
building. She* charges that her
brother and two sisters conspired
with the Carroll firm to divert prof-
its that should have gone to the
estate. ..

'.

The lease was made two years ago
after Howard G. Carroll severed
connections with Schines as : city
manager of local houses. .Carroll is
president and general manager of
the theatre corporation with; Henry
E. Curtis,

;
Trevose, Pa., secretary;

Mrs. Katherine C. Widman, of Roch-
estet, vice-president; Mrs. Jennie C.
Bertsch, treasurer. Latter trio are
kin of complainant.

Mrs. Purdy claims the Curtis estate
has been damaged $100,000 and she
herself $25,000. . She asks that the
lease be

.
declared fraudulent and

void, and. seeks an accounting.

Strand is a downtown subsequent
run house. ;

E. M. Loew's Embassy goes dark
Without any immediate prospects
after try with sex films. Manager
Hy Rodman stays in town pending
possible deal. Plans for burlesque
reportedly met local opposition.
.

Plaza, acquired by Schines in
Webster theatre deal, will remain
closed. Move to reopen Majestic,
shuttered since death of Morris
Zimmerman last spring, fell through.

Wllby-kincey's New,; One
Spartanburg. S. C, Nov. 19.

Construction on Criterion, Wilby-
Kincey's fourth local unit, starts
Jan. 1. City Manager R. B. Talbert
announces house will be 800-900
seater, air-conditioned.
New Charles theatre, Charles

Rook owner-manager, under con-
struction at Montgomery, Ala., opens
soon.

.

v .Ritz, razed by $5,000 fire at Union,
S. C, still dark.
Everglades, Belle Glade, Flav, be-

ing remodeled and re-equipped.
Lafayette, Lafayette. Ala., gets new

sound, redecorating. E. M. Jennings
manager. High Theater Corp., Nor-
folk; chartered at . $25,000, : A, . E ;

Lichtman, Washington, president.
.
Dudley Willistbn has bought Dixie,

Louisville, dark several months.
Strand, Columbia, S. C, Wilby-

Kincey house, razed in recent $10,000
fire, being rebuilt. Reopens in about
five weeks.

'

City Judge R. G. Cobb has de-
clared Fayetteville, N. C, Ordinance
barrin| Sunday shows void on Satur-
day night run-overs. He absolved
Leon Gibson, Broadway theatre
manager, booked on charge of allow-
ing Saturday night; film to run over
on seventh day time. Decision viewed
is possibly paving way for full-time
Sunday shows.

_ San Francisco, Nov. 19.
.Resignation of D. J. McNerney,
United Artists branch manager, who
will devote his time to theatre in-
terests in partnership • with Joe
Blumenfeld, spotlights the compli-
cated' interlopking of circuits here.

• In several situations. Blumenfeld
shares his interest with the Golden
Gate circuit,

; particularly around
Sacramento. In many others he is
the major opposish to Fox-West
Coast, which happens to own be-
tween 21% and 25% of Golden State.
Yet F-WC and GS individually ere
bitter opposish in other, spots, among
them San Jose.

Entirely- unconnected with Blu-

menfeld or F-WC is the Nasser Bro^
circuit, -but Nasser and Golden State
each has a smai: piece of th«
otheiv They, • too; oppose one an-
other elsewhere, particularly in the
Mission district of S.F; -7 .

ne

Clay theatre, nabe arty spot, got
entire front-of-house repaint fob
through courtesy of Market St. Rail-
way Co. this week. A railway cable
which snapped, set fire to the place
week before, doing $200 damage
Cigarette in the cushions blamed

for a fire, not discovered until 3am, which destroyed the balcony in
the Avenue theatre here. Nabe ope-
rated by Jess Levin, who kept Story
out of the papers. ".;'.

...

*

.:* ..

Cantor Back io Pitt

, ~ " Pittsburgh,- Nov, 19. •

Leo Cantor, formerly with UA
here but more recently located in
Indianapolis, returned to Pittsburgh
to join local U sales force. He will
take over , Main Line territory for
Pete Dana's : office, succeeding Si
Feld, resigned.
. Vincent Choate, manager ; of Or-
pheum, McKees Rocks, transferred
to Bradford, Pa,, to pilot two Shea
houses there.. ' Orpheum controlled
by same ' circuit but no* permanent
managerial replacement been made
yet. ;

.

,-"'

Chuck Steinhauser; son of Si
Steinhauser, : Press

. radio ed, joined
M-G checking force the road.
For . two years, he was a'sst: mgr. for
WB but quit Couple of months ago.

. Briefies: Dave Broudy's lad, Leon-
ard, at. Fort Monroe, Va., wiUi lieu-
tenant's bars . . . Irving Wcinstein,
son of Izzy Weinstein, Stanley
musician,; named technical librarian'
for Lockheed airplane factory in
Burbank, Calif ....

;. '';.: Post-Gazette
put out special section for opening
of new . Shapirb-Fineman

.: house.
Temple in Sheraden, which . opened
last Saturday (16).

Hanson Selling: Out
Norman .Hanson, operator of the

Sun. Woodward, la., selling his the-
atre. ..' ' "

"

;

Jean Post, broker for,midwest Re-
public, married Dorothy Wilson,
pharmacist.

. L. E. Goldhammer, district man-
ager for RKO, Minneapolis, finally

got to Des Moines after,marooned in

Minnesota in the Armistice Day

.

storm. Other, district managers here
this • week are J. E. Garrison, Uni-
versal, from Kansas City, and H. P.
Wolfberg, M-G, from Kansas City.

.

A new 575-seat theatre, under con-
struction in South OttumWa, . Ia.

Jake Cohen Will manage.

.
.. Joe Felder Joins U_

Leaving Monogram under its econ-
omy program which resulted in

shifting executive, activity to the
C<)ast, closing the home • office

;
pre^

viOusly maintained in New York, Joe
Felder has joined Universale N.Y.
exchange as a special sales repre-
sentative. He was for several years
in charge of the N.Y, branch .

for

Monogram.
. Harry C. Thomas, who acquired an
interest in the Philadelphia, New
York and Washington branches, is

making headquarters at the N.Y.
exchange and is in complete charge
of that locality.

Brookings' Acquisition
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 19. .

Howard Brookings, former owner
of the theatre in. Weeping Water,
Neb., bought out J. A. Meredith, Jp

.

Avdca, la. .

W. C. j 'Lew' Lewellen,. publicity di-

rector for the J. H. Cooper-Para-
mount theatres here, being moved to

Oklahoma City, ' where he'll assist

Walt Shuttee, Cooper's city manager
there. Replacement for his spot
under city manager R ; . W. 'Bob' Huff^
man not been named.

L. A. the Winnah
The Los Angeles exchange copped

first prize in the gross collections
contest spread over seven months
oh 'Dark Cohimarid,'. Republic re-
lease of . last summer. Contest ended
Oct. 31. .' ;;v;

;
v;

Top award was $1,500. Other
prize-getters were Philadelphia, $1,-

250; . New York, $1,000; New Haven,
$750, and Washington, $500.

K. C. Variety Club's Dance
;

. Kansas City, Nov. 19.

Annual charity ball of the Variety
Club Nov. 22 at Pla-Mor Ballroom,
Herbie Kay orchestra to officiate;

Earl Jameson general chairman, with
Homer Blackwell, Jay Means, Jerry

.

Zigmond, Sam Abend . and Ward
Scott under, him. •

Fox-WC Promotes Pair
Los Ahgeles. Nov; 19.

AT Bruno and OScar Peck were
upped. from assistants to house man-
agers in the local Fox-West Coast
circuit. Bruno succeeds Ted Hatha-
way, deceased, ,at the Apollo, and
Peck takes : over the Embassy, re-

placing Barton Aylesworth. who
moved over to manage the Willshire.

Ground broken, for new 900-seat

nabe to be erected by Harry Popkin
aiid Jack Y. Berman in the Wyvern-
v/ood section.
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Chicago Finally Gets B. 0. Simshine;

. .

.

' Chicago, Nov. 19.

'I plenty of neyr attractions Waltzed

Into town over the weekend, and

these shows evidence an ability

Anally to yank the loop out of the

lethargy under which it , had been

suffering 'or the past couple of

weeks. . /. .
'

•'
•

>'
.

Apollo, which had a wishy-washy

fortnight with •Dictator,' is revert-*

ing to its grind policy with 'Long

Veyage Home' and indicates a bright

Initial session on this picture, which,

though apparently, strictly a patron-

gfte
the reviews and word-of-

mouth. 'Dictator' continues on in

the Roosevelt on its grind set-up,

which is doing well. Thla town has

never really gone for the reserved-

seat two-a-day ' policy, and
.
only

•G^ne With The Wind* was able^to

make any real impression under

that arrangement. \ ^ . • .

.

United Artists opened Third Fin-

eef* on Saturday (16) and here also

is bright stuff for the b.o. Cast,

title and story appear to be just

What the femmes are hungering for.

: on the screen, and plenty of wicket-

whirling is in prospect here for

several weeks to come. ^ -.

Abbott & Costello on the stage of

the Chicago are giving considerable

boost to the gross in that big house.

Are billed heavy and indicate that,

they will whang out a smacking ses-

sion tied in with 'City- for Conquest.'
• Estimates for This Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 35-55t65-75)
—'Voyage Home (UA). Opened
Saturday (16) ; and looks- for bright

$10,000. best straight grind item the

house has had. in a long time. Last
week; 'Dictator' (UA) finished a fort-

night (85-$l,10-$1.65) on a twice-

daily policy with mild $7,600 ' for

second session.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

•City Conquest' (WB) and Abbott &
Costello, the Merry-Macs .and Larry
Adler on the stage: Comedy team
particularly effective at the .front

gate and combination indicates :
fine

136,000. Last week. 'Burma' (Par)
and the Louella Parsons unit on
stage managed $30,100.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Northwest Mounted' . (Par).
Fourth week in loop, and holding in

excellent fashion, to $6,000 currently
after fine $7,600 last week.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 28-44)—

•Nobody's. Sweetheart' (U) and
George White's 'Scandals' unit on
stage. Double item figures for nice
$16,000, with both picture and show

•' apparently good customer fodder.
Last Week, 'Diamond Frontier* (U

)

and Herbje Kay band on stage, took
neat $14,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-68)—

•Bit of Heaven' (U) and .'Night
Tropics' (U). Double feature

,
pro

gram, looking for a fair enough one
week session at $11,000. Last week,

.
Too Many Girls' (RKO) and 'Give
Us Wings' (U) suffered. With the rest
of the town at $8,400.
Reosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 75-$1.10)

•Dictator' (UA) (3d wk). Grind set-
up, is doing well, arid looks to fine
$12,000 after excellent $13,500 last

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 28-44)—
Cherokee* (Par) and Major Bowes

.
unit on stage. Another excellent
combo that augurs bright $16,000.
Last week, 'Kildare . Home' (M-G)
and Charlie Barnet orchestra on
stage came through with happy $15,

• United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55.-65-75)—'Third Finger' (M-G).
Opened on Saturday (16 ) and indi-
cates a rousing $15,000, and that's
beaucoup buttons. . Last week, 'Cor-
respondent' (UA) finished a bright
two-Week stay to $9,600. sliding off
rather rapidly in the second week.

McDonald-Eddy Topping

week, 'Spring Parade* (U) and 'Lady
Question' (Col); fair $8,000.
Orpheum (RKO ) (2,600; 25-35-40)— Bitter Sweet' (M-G) and 'Stranger

Third Floor' (RKO). Fine $10,200.
Last week, 'Escape' (M-G) and
'Dulcy' (M-G) nice $11,500. ..-

Paramount (Fox) (2.2Q0; 25-40)—
•Reuters' .(WB) arid 'Father Prince'
(WB). Okay $4,500. Last week,
'Dictatbr* (UA) (25c-73c-$l) was
okay at $8,500, but would, have done
much better if a kids' price had been
on at night. :

:"

;
Rtalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—Knute

Rockne' (WB), after a week at each
the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Pep-
pers in Trouble' (Col); Nice $2,300.

Last week, Wo Comedy* (WB); after
a week at each : the; Denver and
Aladdin, and 'Ape' (Mono), nice at
$2,000. .

.'

p. >
:

Denver,.Nov. 19.
* 'rst run takes are above average,

with Bitter Sweet' at the Orpheum
aoing the best business. -North West
Ti
p^ted; in its fourth week at the

AJertnam, is galloping strong.
.

.-. Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)

^pting Parade' (U), after a week at
tne Denver. Garnering a nice $4,000
Last week. "Knute Rockne' (WB)
atter a week at the Denver, $4,500.
woadway (Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)— Escape' (M-G) and 'Dulcy' (M-G ).

a^ter; a week at the Orpheum> Good
•Awacf.eptable $3.°°0- Last: week.
Argentine Way* (20th), after a week

$2 500
Penver and Aladdin, fair

sn?^*1
",. <Cockrill) (1.750; 35-40-

^7 Northwest Mounted' (Par) (4th
.T?:'- Adding a very good $9,000 to
third; week's $11,000. '

.pP^Y," (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)-
#g Conquest* (WB ), and 'BlondieW (Col). Good $9,500. LaSt

FAIR $16,500

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Now that the vote* have been
counted, the Weather has become the
No. 1 alibi again; At any rate, one's

certainly , needed this week; Snow-
storm arid icy streets Saturday (16)

cept plenty in their homes, and it's

felt in some local quarters that col-

lapse of Alvih 'roof may '. have had.

a short, .
psychological effect.' One

thing is certain anyway, biz is way
off. .- Y.'.,-.

" '

;

In second weeks, 'Escape,' at Penn,
arid 'Mark of Zorro,' at Fulton, are
still doing pretty good, but falling

oft sharply from • opening session's

highs, while at Stanley, Laurel-
Hardy unit, with 'Dulcy,* isn't going
to wind up any. better: than just fair.

Warner and Ritz, with a couple of

strictly second-rate twin bills, are.

rherely marking -time, and Senator,
hurriedly yanking a double-feature
for 'Night in the, Tropics,' is doing
rib better.-

'

Estimates for This Week
Alvln (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

too 'Many Girls* (RKO). College
musical got only a day and a half
when ; roof collapse ended it all. Slow;
opening, however, and. lukewarm
reviews didn't presage any too well
for it. About $600 in brief period.
Last week, 'Angels Broadwayf (Col)
arid 'Bit Heaven' (U), good $5,800.
Fulton (Shea) (1.750; 25-40) ^

•Zorro' (20th) (2d wk). Still turn-
ing pretty- satisfactory profit for this

site and should hold for half of a
third week,, running Into Thanksgiv-
ing (Pennsylvania's).^ and 'Seven
Sinners' (U). On h.o., Tyrone Power
starrer, looks like pretty close to
$6,000. Last week, estimate a trifle

over-enthusiastic but very good any-
way at $10,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—.'Escape* (M-G) (2d wk). Word-
ofrmoiith still all to the good for
Shearer-Taylor click and clocking
okay $10,500, with everybody satis-

fled. Will probably move to either
Warner or Ritz for third week. Last
week, great. $20,000.

Riti (WB) (800; 25-40)—'Lil Ab
ner' (RKO) and 'Cherokee Strip'
(Par). . This twinner's being passed
up like the . plague; Will be lucky
to get $1,200, awful. Last week,
'Arise Love* ' (Par ), on

.
move-over

froth: Penn, around; $2,200, no good
either.

'

Senator (Harris) (1,700; 25-35-50)
—Night Tropics' (U). Picture had
been booked . to follow 'Too Many
Girls' at Alvin, but with that house
out of: running for months, its-prod
ucf has been switched to Senator.
'Blondie Servant Trouble' (Col) and
1 Married Adventure' (Col) came
out after four.: days, to weak $800,
:with 'Tropics' going' in with rriin

ute's notice on Sunday (17). ' Doesn't
.Tirig-vvlike' : '--mor'eV'-than- $2,600; Last
week. 'Great Profile* (20th ) and 'Gay
Caballero' (20th), slow $1,800.

Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60)—
'Dulcy'. (M-G) arid Laurel-Hardy on
stage. Comedians: are ori : their own,
film, being; of little or . no help. "No-
tices for their show okay, but' boys
have never been; particularly hefty
here in pix and obviously interest
in them in person only. .slight. :• Pres-
ent pace .indicates $16J,500; just fair.

Last' week,' George i Jessel unit and
'Moon Burma' (Pat),, over. $18,000,
finishing strong. .

Warner (WB) ' (2,000; 25-40) —
'Quarterback' (Par ) . and 'Laddie'
(RKO), Smallpox sign could be at

the ticket window for all these two
are doing.- Nothing at. all and house
will settle right now for poor $2,800.

Last week, 'Want Divorce' (Par) and
/Flowing Gold* (WB), fair $4,200. :

Week of Nov. 21 ;.

Aster—*Great Dictator' (UA)
(6th wk).
Broadway—•'Fantasia' (Disney)

(2d wk).
Capitol—"Great Dictator' (UA)

(6th wk).
Criterion— 'Too Many Girls'

(RKO). .

(Reviewed in Vambtv, Oct. 9)

Glebe— 'Angels Over Broad-
Way* (Col) (2d wk).
Mute HaU—' B i t te r Sweet*

(M-G). , >-,

(Reviewed in Current Issue)
-: Palace—'Always a Bride UWB).
Paramouat— 'N o r t h - W e s t

Mounted Police' (Par) (3d wk).
Rtalto— Give Us Wings' (U).

(2D. ; : ;v.,,./v
'-

.
(Reviewed in Variety, Nov. 13) ;

Rivoll— 'Seven Sinners' (U)
.' (2d wk).. .•

Roxy—'Tin Pari Alley' (20th).

.
:
Strand—'The Letter' (WB) (22);

.
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Week of Nov. 28

\ Aator—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(7th wk).
Breadway—'Fantasia* (Disney

)

(3d wk).
Capitol— 'Third Finger, Left

Hand' (M-G).
(R«viewed in Variety, Oct. 16)

Criterion— Too Many Girls'

(2d wk); -:-".,'.*
:
..

Globe—'Blackout' (UA) '(30).

"•:
. Muslo Hall— 'Bitter Sweet'
(M-G) (2d wk).
Paramount— -Second Chorus'

(Par) (27).

Rlvoli— 'Seven Sinners' (U)
(3d wk).
Roxy—'Tin Pan Alley* (20th)

(2d wk).
Strand—The Letter* (WB) (2d

wk).

ays 20G; B way

Weekends Up;

:.,. Detroit, Nov. 19.

' With ' Michigan observing the

earlier : Thanksgiving, theatres here
are looking to a good week, since

business has been on the general

rise and it means an extra cut bn
holiday prices. However, there's a
darker side, for the same Thanks-
giving that brings thousands down-
town for the annual: Santa Claris

parade heralds the beginning of the

Christmas shopping season.

With the Michigan and Fox alter-
nating on stage shows it's the latter's

turn this week to Come up with . one,
the Louella Parsons', troupe, which
on the early indications should do
a healthy Week to lead : the town.
Michigan will do all right " With
'Arise My Love* and -Flowing Gold*
while the United. Artists also has a
new -bill for the holiday week with
'Bitter Sweet* arid 'Sky Murder.'
Both the Adams and Palms-State,

which have been switch-over houses,
haye drawn good bills this' week to
put them in a position to gain from
one' of the big days of the year.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40-55

)

— Zorro' (20th) and 'Bit of Heaven'
(U) .. This bill Was moved over from
the . Fox after doing a big week
there and looks to a choice $7,200.

Last week 'Spring Parade' (U) and
'Nobody's Children' ; (Col ), okay
$6,500.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-,

55)—'Young People' (20th ) and Lou-
ella Parsons' troupe on stage. .

Show-
ing enough strength to make it a
healthy $23,000. Last week 'Zorro'
(20th) and : of Heaven' (U)j big'

$18,000. ....
•

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:

30-40-55 )—'Arise Love! (Par ) and
•Flowing Gold' (WB). Looks all;

right and w^" the extra cash a nice
$16,000, Last week 'Christmas ' July/
(Par ) arid Xa'vier CUgat ' brch-, ' Ab-
bott & Costello on stage, got a good
$18,000.
Palms-State (United- Detroit) . (3,-

000; 30-40-55)—'Escape'; (M-G) and
'Christmas July' . (Par). . This bill is

made up of thJ two leading pics

froth .* the . United Artists : and the
Michigan and is looking for a neat
$8,000. ' Last week 'Knute Rockne'
(WB) and 'World - in Flames' .(Par)

came :up with a good $7,500. ,

United Artists (United Detroit)
'(2,000; 30-40-55) -r-'Bitter Sweet' (M-
G) and 'Sky Murder' (M-G). This
sebms to. be following the: local pat-
tern of good business and is aimed
at $11,000; Last-week 'Escape' (M-G)
and 'Hulabalpo' (M-G ) - (2d \vk)

carrie along; better than expected,
arid- added $6,500 . to first week's
$11,000.

(Best Exploitation: Broadway)
The tone of business on New York's

flrst-run front continues very, firm,

including among the majority of the
holdovers. For the past few weeks
the Saturday and Sunday . business
has been terrific,

. with certain at-
tractions doing three to four times
as much business in some cases on"
each day than on weekdays. There:
is' no particular accounting for the
heavy weekend upsurge except that
the end of the fair, bringing the na-
tives back to the film houses, may
be partly attributable. Moreover, it

is believed people have gotten sick
arid tired of war, deciding to forget,
about it all arid see shows. With the
election over, that may also have
played a part. According to opera-
tors, the neighborhood houses have
hot enjoyed 'an increase comparable
to that of downtown Broadway,- but
reported that, business . has improved
generally since the fair clsoed.

. With last week's Armistice Day,
( 11) having; brought more patronage
to theatres than has been experi-
enced iri prior years, the street is

looking
; for a strorig . Thariksgiving

take. Holiday prices,, as - Usual, will
be in effect.

Two new pictures on major first-

run buys came in this week,. 'Seven
Sinners' at the Rivoli and 'You'll
Find Out' at the. Roxy, . while for a
roadshow run at $2 top 'Faritasia'
opened at the Broadway last Wed-
nesday night (13), when entire pro-
ceeds were donated to British War
Relief. :

- .-. ; -;-./v
'

The Walt Disney film, employing
special projection equipment and
not to be shown, in any other theatre
Within a radius of 100 miles/ is a
complete sellout at virtually every
performance. On the first five days,
-through Monday (18), it had rolled
up the neat total of $20,000. Ca-
pacity of the house is -. presently
1,864, but plans are to add about 100
additional seats. Because of bad
location four seats on the far side
of the house are not being sold. . Iri

riionby- the Capacity, now $27,500.
will be brought to nearly $30,000
with the addition or extra chairs

An unusual advance sale is being
handled, with between $6,500 arid
$7,000 in tickets beirig bought every
day. Because of the great demand
for seats in advance, three extra
boxoffices

. have been opened, arid
orders, now tak>. . for eight weeks
in advanrr a; ill be extended to 10.

Kay Kyser is in person at the Roxy
with his 'You'll Find Out' and that
is counting mightily at the b.b. With
an upswing expected tonight
(Thanksgiving eve), the gross should
top a . hearty $50,000. Theatre will
not hold the show over, however,
prior plans having been laid to bring
In 'Tin. Pan Alley' tomorrow (Thurs.).

'Seven Sinners,' brought into, the
Rivoli Saturday (16), got away well,
though not sensationally, and will hit
$32,000 or close bp the first week. It
holds. '

-

•:

Truly remarkable business is being
done by 'North. West Mounted' and
Paramount's stage show, iricludirig
Glen Gray, Red Skelfbn and Connie
Russell, which begins its third week
today (Wed.). Smashing through to
within inches of $70,000 the first
week. it,, finished its second in high-
powered fashion at $50,000 last night
(Tries; ), Decision has beeri reached
to hold the bill a total of four weeks
Very sturdy, .also, has been 'Es-

cape,' which winds up its third stanza
tonight (Wed.) at the Music Hall. On
a good play over the weekend, the.
final round will add up to about $71.-
000; which following a sock • 14
days behind that, adds the total , on
the engagement to $161,000, hefty
orofit for both, the Hall and Metro.
Theatre brings in another Metro to-
morrow, .'Bitter Sweet', and during
thej Dast week also concluded a deal
for 'Philadelphia Story.'

'Dictator' begins its final (6th)
week,, at the Capitol today (Wed.),
with .'Third Finger, Left Hand' due
to open Thursday: (28).' It thus goes
a[ total .of eight more days at this,

house, where it has been ori. a con-
tinuous policy at 75c mats and. $1:10
evenings. The fifth week; Concluded
last night (Tues.); fan to $48,000, the
n;6rrnal drop to be, ^XDected from- the
prior stanza's $58,000; , Chaplin film
con ti hUes at th e ' Astpr, where it: is

on a twice-daily run at a $2 top; ;.It

is', close to capacity at that house,
oroving once again people want ..to'

know where they're going to sit arid
Whether they're going to be able to
get in. '

:...
;.-''

:
Loew's'secDhd-rUri State is off this

week, appearing less, than $20,000
with -..'Kit. Carbon,' in. on a firstrrtin

booking, and a vaude: bill consisting,
of , Morton Downey, Johnny Mess-
nef's orchestra and others.

Strand is limping along with 'Tug-
boat Annie* and, on its. stage; Jack.
Haley, ' Priscilla Lane and Teddy
Powell. It

$20,000 on the week, second for, the
show, and "The Letter,' plus Ozzie

Nelson arid Harriet Hilliard will
open Friday (22).
Best exploitation goes to 'Fantasia,'

publicized long, in advance.

.

Estimates for Thb Week
Astor (1,012; 75-85-$1.10-$1.63-

$2.20)-r-'Dictator' (UAJ (6th . wk).
Continues close to capacity here, the
past six days through Monday (18)
on the fifth week being $18,000. The
prior (4th) week was $21,000.
Broadway (1,864; : 55-75-$l.l0-$1.65-

$2.20)—'Fantasia* (Disney); Playing .:

two shows daily and a hit of the first

.

water,; gross first five days through
Monday (18) was $20,000, absolute \

capacity; House can do '$27,500 on
the week on a basis of 14 shows but -;.

With about. 100 seats to be added it

will be brought to nearly $30,000. \

Tickets are
: being sold eight, weeks

iri advance with $6,500 to $7,500 a
day in sales being handled. .

Capitol (4,520; 75-$l.l0j—'Dictator'
(6th-final wk). Goes another eight
days for a total of six weeks arid one.
day here on a . consecutive basis.

:

Fifth week, ended last night (Tues. ),

added another $48,000 to the gross,
very good.. Prior (4th) lap was
$58,000. A very good profit will be
shown on the run; Third Finger* •

(M-G) opens Thursday (28).

Criterion (1,662; 28-44-55-65)—
Too Many Girls' (RKO) opens here
today (Wed.), following a: light week
of $5,500 with 'Sky Murder! (M-G).
Behind that 'Golden Fleecing* (M-G)
$6,500. fairish.

Globe (1,180: .
28-35-55)^'Angels

Over Broadway* (WB). Doing very
well, .around $10,000 seen, and will

orohably be held over. Decision on ,

that will no doubt be reached today
(Wed.). Last week, 'Girls Under 21*

(Col). $6,300. moderate. /

Palace (1,700; 28-35-55)—'Argen-
tine Way' (20th). (2d run) and
'Youth Will Be Served' (20th) (1st

run), dualed. Bill was withdrawn ~

last night (Tuesday) after six days,
;

only $6,500 on that period, in order
to get 'Rockne' (WB) and 'Always
Bride' (WB) in today for Thanks-
giving business. Last week 'Knew:.

What Wanted' (RKO) (2d run) and
'Little Bit Heaven' (U) (1st run),

$8,600, pretty good. :;

Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99)—.
'Mounted' (Par) and, on stage, Gien

.

Gray, Red Skelton, Connie Russell,

others (3d week). Begins another
stanza today after corning through on
second with swell $50,000. The .

first

was near to $70,000, new high un-
der five years of the pit-band policy.

Radio City Music Sail (5,960; 44-

55-85-99-$1.65)—'Escape' (M-G) arid

stage show (3d-final week). A firie

money-getter, this week (3d) looking

$71,000. The second socko $90,000,

.first $100,000. 'Bitter Sweet' (M-G)
opens tomorrow (turkey day).

>

RialtO (750; 28-44-55) 'Great

Plane Robbery' (Col) and as. a sub-

featurette funning only 44 minutes,

.

•Billy the Kid in ! Texas' (PRC).
Should get around $5,700, o.k. Devil's

Pipeline' (U) only five days, $4,200.

Rivoll (2.092; 35-55-75-99)—'Seven
Sinners' (U). Opened satisfactorily

and with Thanksgiving holiday fall-

ing in the first week, should eke put
about $32,000, good. The final four

days on second week for 'Christmas
.

in July* (Par) was $5,000.

Roxy (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)—

•You'll Find Out* (RKO) and Kay
Kyser in person. Kyser and his band
on the stage is helping vastly , to ac-

count for a sweet $50,000 or over.,

Show will riot be retained, however.
Tin Pan Alley' (20th) is scheduled
for tomorrow (Thurs ). The final

five days on a second week for

•Argentine Way' $35,000, very good.

Went .only five days so that the the-
atre could get back to its regular
Thursday opening.

State (3,400; 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)^-

'Kit Carson' (UA) (1st fun) and
Morton Downey, Johnny Messrier
orch, others. A big drop froni recent,

smash weeks will bring the countup
to under $20,000. Last week 'Strike

Up the Band' (M-G) (2d run) (1st

week) and Sophie Tucker, Harry
Richman, Joe E. Lewis (2d week),
close to $32,000. excellerit. .

Strand (2.767; 35-55-75-85-99)—
Tugboat. Annie' (WB) and Jack
Haley, Priscilla Lane, Teddy Powell.
(2d-flnal week). Business very slow
here but with the holiday maybe
$20,000. First week $26,500, mild;.
The Letter' (WB) and; Ozzie Nelson;
plus Harriet Hilliard, comes in Fri-
day (22); : •

.

Horace; • McNally, • featured in

'Johnny Beliridia,' Broadway leg iter,

has been inked by Metro' to a terriv

contrsct; When, the juvenile will go

to the Coast is indefinite, as he has a

run-of-therplay pact in 'Belinda,?; !

A lawyer until a couple years ago,

•McNally was seen by producer Harry

wnr ^innw t^
M
hit ! WagstafT GWbble stock at Ann

will , be lucky ^o
I Arbor, Mich., and:; given his Broad-

way break.
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Minneapolis, Nov. 19.

On top of numerous other adverse
factors, including generally un-

. favorable : business' situation; the

worst blizzard in. years hit the town
and surrounding territory with an
exceptionally heavy, fall of snow and
zero, temperatures, and this and;

other communities: haven't dug their

-way out or restored '. normal trans-

portation facilities yet.
:

.

. Last week's attractions didn't have
a chance under the circumstances.

The Armistice. Day holiday* which
should.- have. been, above-, ^nat,:.' was
knocked out ; completely . with , the

storm raging at full blast. -

'

Consequently ', two •. attractions,

.which had gotten off to highly prom-
ising starts, .before the blizzard, were
held; over for extensions of their

first-runs. They're 'Third Finger,

Left Hand* and 'Glty fOr Conquest,'
'Northwest Mounted Police' .

came
in with a- big splurge/,: They -had 'a

gala premiere 1 for. it Thursday night

.

at . the State with all sorts of. cere-

monials, klieg lights, etc., and they've
advertised, and exploited It to a fare-

ye-.well Otherwise. In view of all

this-: and the;' advanced admission
scale, the returns, thus far have been
exceedingly disappointing. : Inci-

dentally, this is only the second re-
cent film to have its -dmission prices
Upped, the other having been -Boom
Town,' and maybe . the. stiff 55c night
tariff, in place of the regular 44c,

may have something to do with the
unsatisfactory patronage.

.:' Estimates for This Week
V: Alvln (Hirsch-Katz) (1,400; 28-44^-

55 )-r-'Wagons;,Westward' - (Rep ) and,
on stage, .George McCall and his
'Man About Hollywood' revue. Best
show house 'has' had since its .open?
ih> nearly three months ago, and is

sure to build. May reach good $5,000.

Last week, 'Earl Puddlest.one' (Rep)
arid Michael Loring and stage showi
started briskly, but was smashed to
smithereens by: storm and wound up
to bad $2X00. :

Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—
•Laddie' (RKO) and 'Ride, Tender-
foot' (Rep). On for full week
through Wednesday i20) with 'Mex-
ican Spitfire' (RKO) and 'Devil's
Pipe Line'; (U ), also dual first-runs,

to open Thursday (21). Good enough
$L800 indicated. Last week. 'Cap-
tain Caution' (UA ) and 'Diamond
Frontier' (UV dual first-runs, $1,200,

.
poor. .

.':. '
;
-- '•, ".

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 28-.

39-44)—'Third Finger' (M-G) (2d
wk). Moved here from State and,
all things considered, is progressing

.
satisfactorily. Reaching for fair $3,-

200. Last week, 'Reuters' (WB), $2,-

600, bad; with blizzard sharing some,
of blame.
Esquire (Gillman) (290; 28)—'Se-

cret Model' (Indie) (2d wk). Sen-
sational sex . angle bringing,
torhers. Hitting a $1,000 tune
week, $6J)0, light.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)—
•Men Against Sky* (RKO); En route
to fair $2,400. Last week: 'Flowing
Gold' (WB), $2,000, light. '

.'

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 28-
39-44)—'Spring Parade' (U ). - Should
reach fair $6,000. Last week 'City
Conquest' .(WB ), $5,500. Okay con-
sidering weather.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 35-44-
55) — 'Northwest Mounted' (Par)
Heavily exploited, and admission
scale titled from 44c to 55c top. In
dicates $11,000, good but disappoint-
ing at scale. Last week, 'Third
Finger' (M-G), $7,800, fine under the
circumstances:
Uptown (Par) (1,200

looks set for around $7,500, good.

Last week,' 'Captain Caution' (UA)
and 'Outsider" (Alliance),: . draggy
$5,200. •' ;:'V •

.
••

Lafayette (Hoy-man) (3,300: 30-40)

—'Before Hang' (Col) and . 'Blondie'

(Col). Plenty mild $4,500. Last
week, 'Seven Sinners' (U), and
'Slightly Tempted' (U), nice $8,000.

Twentieth Century (Dipson)

(3,000; 30-40)—'Knew What . Warited'

(RKO) and 'Mexican Spitfire' (RKO)
(2nd. wk; ). Fiverday second; stanza

indicates poor $4,500. .
Last week,

Ground $7,500,,fair.* : '.. " .

•Dictator' (UA) <2d wk ). Socko
$10,000 after $14,000 last week.
Cinema de Paris (Ffance-Film)

(600; 25-50)^-'Battementsde Coeur'

(4th wk.). Fair $1,000 in sight, after

good $1,400 last week.
i.,.St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;

1

25-34)—'Maitre des Forges' and
'M'sieu Sans Gene.' Average $4,500

probable. Last week, stage show at

I $1 top got packed houses for smash.
'

$15,000. .
'

v
-
v

Chaplin $22,000 on

Boston,; Nov. 19.

Good business all' over town, espe-
cially over the weekend, which bene-:
fitted from . rain Friday, football
games Saturday and . good show
weather Sunday. 'Escape' is socko at
the Orph arid State and is expected
to hold over. 'City Nfor Conquest' also
stands a holdover chance at the Met.
'Mark of. Zorro' opened to standee :

biz at the Memorial* and will hit one
of the top grosses in the downtown
district,

"

.
Estimates for This Week

: Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-44-55)—
'Stranger Third Floor' (RKO) and
'Phantom Chinatown' (Mono), with
stage show, four days; and 'Met Mur-
derer' (Classic) and 'Wagon Train'
(RKO). three days. Will hit a med-
ium $7,500. Last, week, 'Gang of
Mine' (Mono), ; with Three Stooges
on stage, five days; arid 'Spring
Parade' (U) and 'Secret Seven' (Col)
(both 2d run), two ' days, dandy
$13,000. :\
Fenway (M&P) (1,332: 28-39-44-

55)—'Christmas J u 1 y ' (Par) . and/
Cherokee' (Par). Will flirt with
$6,000, good. Last week, 'East of
River' (WB) and 'Always Bride'
(WB). $5.500.

.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907: 28-
39-44-55)—'Zorro' (20th) arid 'Lad-
die* (RKO). Should garner $18,000
or. better for the week. Last week.
Seven Sinners' (U) and 'Spitfire*

(RKO), also strong at $17,500.
Metrooolltan .(M&P) (4,367: 28-39-

44-55WCity Conquest'.: (WB) and
'Hit Parade' (Rep). Will ram about
$20,000 through the till and possibly
hold over. Last week. 'Arise Love'
(Par) and 'Dancing Dime' (Par),
$20,000.

•"

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 28-39-44-
55*)—'Escape' (M-G) and 'Hullaba-
loo' (M-G). Proving . a powerful
draw, day and night, and will hit
$25,000 or better. Last week. 'Dic-
tator* (2d wk at $1.10 top), fair
$15,000' .

Paramount (M&P) (1,797: 28-39-44-
55)—'Cherokee* (Par) and 'Christ-
mas July* (Par). Okay for $8,000.
Last week". 'East of River' (WB) and
•Always Bride' (WB), $7,000,

Scolley (M*P) (28-39-44-50)—'East
of River* (WB) and 'Burma' (Par)
(both 2d- run).- ' Around $3.500 . so^so.
Last week. 'Knute RocVnp' (WB) and

28-39)— I
'Calling Husbands* (WBV playing
'fourth week in town. $4,000.

State (Loew) (3,600: 28-39-44-55*)^-
'Fsc?»ne* (M-G1 pnd 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G). Socko $17,000 indicated. Last
weeV. 'Dictator* (UA) (2d- wk).
$11,000.

cus-
Last

: Louisville,- Nov. 19. •

• "Activity at the ptc houses is on
the rriedium slow side, although cur-
rently the weather is not a. factor.

Fart- is.'vbest -bir» in town is being
turned in .by h.o. 'North West
Mounted* at the Rialto, while balance
of. the town's first runs are pacing
for medium returns, with average
product*

Legit- attractions' are concentrating
in - this burg during the current
week, 'Philadelphia Story' with
Katharine

.
Hepburn playing Memo-

rial Auditorium Monday and Tues-
day (1849 ), while 'Mornings at
Seven' opens three-day stand at
Columbia. Theatre starting Thanks-
giving Day (21).

"

Estimates for This Week
Brown . (Loew's-FOurth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40) — 'Spring Parade'
(U); and 'Nobody's Sweetheart'* (U).
This pair did nice biz at Rialto about
three weeks ago, but return for an?
other, sevenrdays is not bringing in
much lettuce. Probably light $1,600.
Last . week, 'Argentine Way' (20th

)

and 'Still Alive' (RKO), on fourth
downtown week, third at this house,
copped okay $2,000 on final stanza.
.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Sea Hawk' (WB) and 'Ladies Must
Live' (WB). Aiming for satisfactory
$1,500. Last week, 'Lucky Partners'
(RKO). arid 'Great McGinty' (Par),
split with 'Fighting 69th' (WB) and
'Dance, Girl' (RKO), drew average
$1,400. ',-.

..:

Lpew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40)— 'Nellie Kelly* (M-G) and
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G). Pace
a little slow, tut Judy Garland still
packing enough b.o. punch to pull all
right $7,500. Last week, 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G) and 'Angels Broadway' (Col);
so-so $6,000.
Mary

; Anderson (Libson) (1,000:
15-30-40) .— 'Reuters*

. (WB) and
'Father Prince*. (WB). Lack of top-
notch product brings this house back
to the double-features for current
week. This pair probably will turn
in okay $3,600. Last week, 'Knute
Rockne' (WB) on third downtown
week, wound up with okay $3,400.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;. 15-
30-40-50) — 'Northwest. Mounted*
(Par) and March of Time. Quite un-
usual for this deluxe house to . hold
a pic over for a second week, but
that's the case on! 'Mounted.' Hold-
ing over until Wednesday (20), and
rambling alOngffor fine $8,000. Last
week, same pic copped tremendous
$15,000, a real top b.o. figure for this
town. /:

.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
15-30-40) — 'Christmas July' (Par)
and 'World: in Flames' (Par). Mild
$2,600 looked for. Last week, 'Too
Many

x
Girls' (RKO) and 'Caballero*

(20th), good $3,40f>.

'BITTERSWEET' STURDY

$11,500, KANSAS CITY

third, $8,500, /Just under second
week's take. -

:

. „

Orpheum (RlvO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

—'Burma' (Par) and 'Quarterback*
'

(Par ). Par releases held out of their

own house and being used here.

Fair $6,500. Last week, 'Angels

Broadway* (Col) and 'Tugboat Annie'

WB), $6,000:
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—

Moonlight Melody* (Rep) with
Jimmy Joy and his orchestra on
stage. : Better than usual combo,
$7,000. Last week, 'Friendly Neigh-
bors' (Rep) with Faith Bacon head-
ing stage bill, brought $8,000, very
good.. -

bounties' $16,000,

•Strike Up Band* (M-G). First
neighborhood showing • looks . like
good $2,400. . .

Last week, 'Boom
Tovmi* (M-G), first nabe showing,
$2.2u0. okay iri view of weather. ^

World (Par-Singer-Steffes) (350;
28-39-44-55)—'City Conquest' (WB)
(2d wk). Moved here from. Orpheum , . ..... w , m

. and hitting good $2,200 pace. Last Chaplin 2d $10,000,
week; 'Kne\* What They Wanted' 1 *•

T

(RKO) (2d wk); $1,400, mild, with
weather mainly to blame;

Monfl; 'Band' 9Q
:y Montreal, Nov ; 19.

V 'Dictator' took everything in pix

last week and will continue same

FAIR $16,000 IN BUFF. I
$io!oOO on repeat, iuhrier-up will

1

be. 'Strike Up Band' at Palace with

'BURMA'-BOLGER-CUGAT

. . Buffalo, Nov. 19.

Grosses at the main stem wickets
have, turned soft this canto, Xavier
Cugat and Ray Bolger, bh stage with:

: 'Moon Over . Burriia' at the Buffalo,
are only fair; 'Mark of Zorro' is .

.

strongest comparative draw on short getting fine play to $9,000. Last

stanza, due to opening new bill on week, 'Argentine Way' (20th). good

good $9,000 in sight. Balance arc

average.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

•Strike
^
Up; Band* ,(M-G). \ This -is

the holiday;
Estimates for This Week .

Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 35-40-60)—
'Burma' (Par), . Ray Bolger and
Xavier Cugat oi»eh on stage. With
holiday should see. fair $16,000. or
better. Last week, 'Escape'- (M-G)
and 'Dancing Dime' (Par), first duals
here, satisfactory $14;500>
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)

.

—
'Zorro* (20th and 'Street Memo-

ries' (20th). Six-day week will get

good $9,000. Last week (2d), 'Dic-

tator' (UA) (75-$1.10). poor $7,500.

Hipp (S hea ) (2.100: 30-45)—
'Escape' (M-G) and 'Dancing Dime'
(Par) (2d run). Movoovpr.,-rliini

enough $6*500.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Too Many Girjs' (RKO)?:an;d 'Men
Against Sky' (RKO), Pointing
toward average $5,500. Last week.
Burma' ; (Par) arid 'Quarterback'
(Par), fair $5,000.
LOew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-66)—

'North West . Mounted' (Par) (4th
wk.), Should .be good for $5,000
after nice $7,000 last week. ;

Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
'Ramparts We Watch' (RKO ) and
'Spitfire' (RKO). Pacing for likely
$4,500, • good. Last

,
we.eki seven

Capra -directed films,- weak $2,500.
' Orpheum MM), .(1.1 00; '75c-$1.10V

Kansas City^ Nov. 19;
Film newcomers are in only half

the first-run houses while holdovers
fill the rest. Of the newcoiners
'Bittersweet' at the Midland is: in the
driver's seat with margin to spare.
RKO-owned Orpheum has a. pair of
Paramount releases, 'Moon Over
Burma' and 'Quarterback.' These
were released by the four-week run
of 'Northwest Mounted'

. at the New
man, the, regular Par outlet.

w°f
V *J?

p
.

holdovers, 'Northwest
Mounted is far and away iri the van
of anything the town has ever kriOwn
with the exception of 'Wind.' Al-
though its/ current ' (fourth) week
will

;
be only six days, film looks to

gross around $7,000, a very good
figure, for a flrst-r.uri regular film.
This will make a total four weeks of
around $38,000. better than the top
weeks of any other four pictures of
the nast two years. , .

.

'
AI1 houses rearranging schedules

to provide Thanksgiving Day open
ings. '. ; • ..

.
•

-

Estimates for This Week -

Esquire anil Uptown (Fox Mid
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
'Zorro* (20th). Holds over for sec-

^"^^^ - Currently hitting nice
55.600 after opening week's $10,000
fine. •'; '

. ..
.

..v.--... .. .
:

-

Midland '(Loew's) (4,101: 10-28-44
-r-'Bittersweet' (M-G) arid 'Blondi
Cupid* (Col). McDonald-Eddy fol
lowijig leading this one to' sturdy
SI 1.500, Last week, 'Hulabalob*-
'M-G) .and 'Girls Under 21' (Col)
lichtweiirht S7.300. v- v

.

Newman (Paramount). (1.900; 15
31 - 36 -'55) — 'Northwest Mounted
(Par). Going merrily into fourth
week with

. hold outs on ' weekends.
ENCPptiohfil $7,000. . Last .week, the

Cincinnati, Noy. 19.

Main item b.o. is vastly improved
over last week, tangy autumn tem-
perature and Thanksgiving week
lelping for a better-thari-par mid-
sieason aggregate. All three fresh

releases . iare hanging . .-.up winning
marks, Topper is 'Northwest
Mounted Police,' in for a run at the
Capitol at advanced

.
prices and

starting off with a wham takei. Close
behind is 'Escape' at the Albee, then
Bitter Sweet' at the Pa}ace.

Indie Taft auditorium, 2,500 seater,

is rented this week by A. L. .. Rule;
out - of - towner, for twice - daily,

screenings of 'Fighting Americans'
news clips ensemble at :25i50-75-cent.

sca;le, under auspices and with two-
bits admish for students. The show-
ing opened Monday (18).

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 33-40^-50)—

Escape' (M-G). Very good $14,000.

.Last week, 'What They Wanted'
(RKO), n.s.g, $8,000
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 42-60)—

Northwest Mounted' (Par). Upped
scale a b.o.. help fOr a wham $16,000.

ast week, 'Too Many Girls' (RKO)
(2d run), at regular 33-40-50-cent
scale, slow $3,500:
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—'Up

In Air* (Mono ) and 'Night Train*
(20th), split with 'Before I Hang'
(Col) and 'Stage Coach War* (Par).
Average $2,000. Ditto last week on
•Wagon Train* (RKO) arid 'Still

Alive' (RKO) ; divided with 'Drurns
Desert* (Mono) and 'Girl Avenue A'
(20th ).

Grand (RKO) (1,430, 33-40-50)—
'Voyage Home* (UA) (2d wk.). Fair
$4,500. Last week . (1st); okay
$8,000.

Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 33-40-50)—
Arise Love' (Par). Moveover from
Palace for second week. : Mild
$3,500. Last week, 'Reuters' (WB).
awful $2,500. ,!

Lyric (RKO) (1,400: .33-40-50)—
'What They. Wanted'. (RKO). Trans-
ferred from Albee for second week.
Poor $2,500. Last week, 'Westerner'
(UA) (2d ru n) , slow $3,500. \.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
'Bitter Sweet' (M-G). AH right
$10,500. Same last week with 'Arise
Love' (Par).
Shubert (RKO) (2.150; 33-40-50)—

'Zorro' (20th). Holding for second
week. All right $3,500. Last week,
nice $4,500. Pic fetched excellent
$17,000 in its first week at Albee;
with Tyrone Power personalling for
preerh. . : .

•

•

San Francisco. Nov. 19.

Plenty , of activity on Market this ^

week with •Dictator* at . the United
Artists;' 'The

;
Letter' world

at the Fox, Orrin Tucker on stage at
the Gate, and 'Northwest Mounted*
holding at the Warfleld; But fanf
aren't responding as well as hoped,
things remaining just average on
whole with no alibis handy. Not bad.
not good sums it up, while, the. nabes
continue to sing blues.

Estimates for This* WeelT " '.^.

Fox (F-WC) (5,000, 35.-40-50)-.
'Letter' (WB) and 'Hit Parade*
(Rep). Moving along for nice $17 •
000. Last week, 'Zorro' (20th) and
'Dancing Dime* (Par), okay $16:500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

55)—'Li'l Abner' (RKO) plus Bonnie
Baker and Orrin Tucker band. Stage
gets credit for. $19,000, 'Abner*
doing more harm than good here,
Tucker in on $10,000 guarantee plus
split.

'

. Orpheum (F&M) (2,400; 35-40-50)
—'Seven Sinners' (U) and .'Blondie
Cupid' (Col). Started slow, but ravt
reviews helping to $9,000. Last week.
'Miuhmy's Hand' (U) and 'Before!
Hang' (Col) surprised everybody by
topping $10,000 mark, fine. :

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-40-
50)—'Escape' (M-G) and 'Hullaba-
loo' (M-G) (2d wk). Ought to pick
up $8,000. First week, okay $16,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-
50)—'Zorro' (20th) and 'Dancing
Dime' (Par) (moveover); Average
$5,000. Last week, same for 'Arise
Love' (Par ) arid 'World In Flames'
(Par).
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 75-

UQ-1.35)—'Dictator (UA). . Grinding
five a day, and looks like $22,000 on
the week including Tuesday night
opening. Picture heavily sold, and
reviewers devoting extra space to
comment, mostly favorably. Last
(4th-flrial) abbreviated week of
'Westerner' (UA); just tinder $4,000.

Warfleld (F-WC) (21680; 40-50-65)
—'Northwest Mounted' (Par) and
'Eyes of Navy' (M-G) (2d wk). Hold-
ing up fairly well with $14,000. First
week pulled okay $22,000.

Helps
4

!

Toward SKck

'BITTERSWEET' $8,000,

lETTER'm SEATTLE
:

: Seattle, Nov. 19,

Heavy sugar hereabouts this week,
with Thanksgiving expected to Up
the take, still more. Financial leader
is : 'Bittersweet', at the Fifth Avenue,
which is heading for a- swell $8,000.
The Letter' at the Orpheum is close
on the pace-setter's . heels, with
$7,500 anticipated.
Blue Mouse has been removed

from the ranks of first runners, arid
is now a subsequent-run : at pop
grind prices, . 15c-20c;. with hopes to
jell at these tariffs.

:
Estimates for This Week

C o liseu m (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-35)—'Seahawk' (WB) and
'Hired Wife' (U) (2d run). Clicking
to, great- $4,400, Last week, 'Wyom-
ing' (M-G) and. 'Dance Girl' (RKO)
(2d run), big $3^00..
Fifth Avenue ( Harnrick-Evergreen

(2,349; 30-40-50)—'Bitters w e e t

'

(M-G) and 'Street Memories' (20th).
Back to regular policy, but reaching
for excellent $8,000. Last weekr (75c-
$1.15) 'Dictator'. (UA) <2d wk.),
socko $9,600, but run ended, figuring
upper-price custohners pretty well

.(Conl'miof! nn pace 20) .

Omaha, Nov. 19.
:

In spite of cold, weather, Harry
James band arid the Four Ink Spots
got away to a start at the Orphieum
that's going to give them no less than

a $15,000 week. Coupled with the

.

stage show It 'Moon Over Burma.'

Prices upped for all stage shows to

15-40t55.

At the Omaha, •Escape' will go
around $8,000 largely because of the
story and' Shearer draw here. Sec-
ond feature is 'Sky Murder.' Bran-
deis is due" for a better week than
last and well reach $6,800 with 'Too
Many Girls' and 'You'll Find Out.*

Estimates for Ths Week
Omaha (Tristates) ( 2,000; 1 0-30-40

)

—'Escape* (M-G) and 'Sky Murder*
(M-G). Okay $8,900. Last week,
•Correspondent* (UA) and .'Young
People' (20th), fair $8,600,
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Too Many Girls' (RKO)
and 'You'll Find Out' (RKO):
Around $6,800. Last week, 'Seven
Sinners', (U) and 'Father Prince*
(WB) $6,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 13-40-

55)—'Burma' (Par) and stage show,
Harry James band and Four Ink-
spots. Nice $15,000. Last week,
'Kit Carson* (UA). arid. Bowes stage
unit, good $14,300.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-2!*)—
'Boom Town*. (M-G) single-featured,
split with 'Girl Havana' (Rep) arid

'Daltons Rode* (U). Just fair $800.

Last week, 'Love Again' (M-G) . and
'Howards Virginia' (Col), split with
'Sea Hawk' (WB) and 'Wildcat Bus'

(RKO), pretty good $900.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500;. 10-20-25)

--'triple
.
justice' (RKO), 'Demon

Barber' (Select) and. 'Return Frog'
(Select) triple, split with 'Man
Dakota' (M-G), .'Phantom Ranger*
(Cap) arid 'Sea Hawk' . (WB).'
'Blackmail' (M-G) and 'Singing
Dude'' (WB). Slow $700. Last week,
•Young Hickok' (Rep ), 'Faces West'
(Mono) and 'Man Talked Much'.
(WB) 'triple, ; split with 'Sundown
Saunders' (Cap), 'O'Connor' (M-G),
'Royal Rodeo' (WB) and 'Howards
Virginia' (Col) and 'Stand Up Fight'

(M-G), fair $800.
AVenue -. Military - Dundee ( Gold-,

berg) . (950; 300; 600;, 25)—'Boom
Town* (M-G) single-featured, split

with 'Daltons Rode*. (U) and 'Sailor s

Lady' (20th). : Pretty good. $1,000.

Laist week, .'Love Again' (M-G),
'Howards Virginia' iCol). split -with

'Sea Hawk' (WB), 'Wildcat Bus
•RKO), good $1,100.
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Phifly Slow; 'Ramparts G

." Philadelphia, Nov. 19.

Nothing much to cheer about at

the downtown boxoffices, with post-

election doldrums still staying; put.

Coupla rainy days lor the tail end

Of the week made for ah added

damper, with kittle blame to be

shouldered; by the 'Ice-Capades of

1941.' Ite show opened Wednesday

(13) at the Arena and reported to

be playing to comparatively small

audiences; Eddie: Cantor headlined

» » benefit show on Sunday (17) at

the Broadwood hotel, drawing an

overflow crowd of 4,000. But for the

rest, pic houses had ".a clear field,

:

; -which only turned put; to be cloudy.

'Bittersweet' is leading the field at

the Boyd; but the $16,000 expected

is short of • what a Nelson Eddy-

Jeanette . McDonald combb; pulls in

these parts/ On a comparative basis,

'Ramparts We Watch' makes for the

biggest hurrah at the Stanton, Pre-

banned in the state, it's reaping

nefty $6,500. VaUdfllmer Earle step-

ping out of rut; with 'East of the

River'-Cab Calloway orch.

Estimates for Thfs:Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 74c-$1.14) —

•Great Dictator' (UA) (4th wk ).

-Dropping off to $12,500 and; hardly

strong enough to hold for fifth brace.

Third stanza, fairish $15,500.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (60Q; 35-46-57)

'Third Finger' (M-G) (2d ruri-2d

wk). ;
Okay $3,000, after $3,600 in

first stretch.' ' •

Boyd (WB) (2.758; 35-46-57-68)—-
•Bittersweet' vV (M-G), ' Always a
warm spot for : an Eddy-McDonald
flicker, in these corners, both acr.

cepted horneto.wners, but $16,000 is

hardly a gala homecoming; /Last
week h;o; 'Arise .Love' (Par), did
terrific nose-dive, dipping to $7;000

after clicking to the tune of $16,300

in. first week.. w
Earle (WB) (2,758; 35^46-57-68)—

'East River' (WB), with stage show
headed by Cab Calloway's orch and
Mills Bros. Latter like manna frqiri

heaven, if
:
the $23,000 anticipated

. materializes after a rock-bottom
$17,000 Week previous with 'Want
Divorce' (Par) and Ken' Murray. .

Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68) —
^Zorro' (20th). Doing okay with
$15,000, the best hoped for; Last
week; 'Rhythm River' (Par), disap-
pointing $11,500. .

JCarlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
r'MoOn Burma' (Par) (2d run),

Setting a new low ,for this house,
management considering it plenty
lucky if the total tallies $1,900. Last
week, .'Hired Wife' (U), $3,600 for
second trip;

Keith's (WB) (1,9.70; 35-46-57-68)—
•Arise Love' (Par) (2d run). This one
holding

; up fairly well for second
running, aiming at $3,500, Last

Eeek; 'Reuter's' (WB), poor $3,100
second wind, ,

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
j-'Escape* (M-G) (2d wk). Slipping
fast and will find $11,000 quite
feeble, after banner $19,000 for first

• of fortnight run. -

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
•Ramparts Watch' (RKO). Pa. Cen
or Board can take the bow for
pallying this to $6,500. Last week,
•Tugboat Annie' (WB), fair $5,300.

TMSff NABS $7,200

IN 10 DAYS, PORT., ORE.

Portland, Ore., Noy. 19.

Thanksgiving Day this Week will
help; the b-d.; of all major spots, with
only , two new shows dividing ; top

': honors and getting over to nice biz—
'Arise, My Love' at the Orpheum
.and 'Seven .Sinners' at the Broadway

'Escape': at the little UA is the best
h o., since 'Great Dictator' was pullec
after only one week.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40-

op ).— Seven Sinners' (U ) and 'Argen-
tine Nights' (U). Average $4,200.
Last week; 'Dictator" (UA) (75-$1.10)
went; over to good $12(800, but was
pulled after the one week. • vMay fa I r

, (Parker Evergreen
(1,500: 35-40-50) — 'North wes
Mounted* (Par) (4th wk-first two at

£?!2m0l,nt) - Still holding, up to par,
$2,700. Third week did better '; than

;
average with $3,500.

,<9„
r p h e u m (Hamrick-Evergfeeii

35-40-50)—'Arise Love' (Par)
and 'Spitfire' (RKO). Good $5,000
Last week, 'Burma' (Par) and. 'Round

. .Mountain* (Par), okay $4,800. .

,.A?!!!'
Mnount (HamrickTEvergreen

)

1

B9,°t°: 35-40-50)—'Zorro' (2"Oth) and
Still- Alive' (RKO). Holding for, 10
d ?V,s to satisfactory $7,200. .

i n%Alted Artists (Parker) (1;000; 35-
40-50 )—'Escape' (M-G) and 'Slightly.

.Tempted? (U). Making a good
r®cc°Td in its second week with fine
54.500. Last - week this small house:
nad to turn customers away, win-,
n 'ng a great $6,500. - ••' " •

•/

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ..... $1,661,00.0

(Bctsed on 26 cities, 178 thea-
tres, chiefly first' runs, including
N. Y.). -

... ;

-
: ".;.

: :

-

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year . $1,648,400

. ; (Based on 26 cities, 178 theatres)

In Shivery In

Indianapolis, ;Nov. 19.

..The mercury hit a new season's
low oyer the 'week-end,; and grosses
at box offices in the downtown area
produced a reasonable facsimile. Be-
sides the weather, theatre managers
have another alibi iri pre-Christmas
shopping* ; for, . . While downtown;
streets are well peoples, hot enough
of the natives are touring to a seat
in a picture house during matinees,
arid night traffic is no heavier. \
:Circle' is still- healthy in its sec--'

ond week of 'North West Mounted
Police.' Loew's is only average with
'Kit Carson' and 'Dr. Kildare Goes
Home.' Indiana is suffering with
lay fever, having given top play to

lium arid Abner in 'Dreaming Out
Loud,' doubled with 'Too Many
Girls.' Lyric is , also off with 'Hit

Parade of '41' and 'Hollywood on
Loose' on stage. :

'..-: Estimates for This Week ...

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 35-44-
60)—'North West Mounted' (Par).:

(2d wk.). With upped priced
okay $6,500. Last week, ifty

$14,000. ..

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3;100; 25-30r
40)^—'Dreaming Out Loud* (RKO)
and 'Too. Many Girls' (RKO).,. Not
pulling as expected to disappointing
$5,000. Last week, 'Zorro* (20th)

and 'Yesterday's Heroes' (20th),

average. $7,300.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)-r

Kit Carson' • (UA) and 'Kildare Goes
Home' (M-G). Average $7,5001, Last
week; 'Dictator' (UA) (2d wk.), at

$1.10 top, very sad $4,500:

Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
Hit Parade' (Rep) and 'Hollywood
on Loose' on stage. Red $8,500. Last
week, 'Great Profile' (20) arid. Russ:

Morgan's orchestra,, just oyer the
black line at $10,000.

'ZORRO'-TOUTH' BEST

IN B'KLYN AT $18,000

Brooklyn, Nov. 19.

Satisfactory attendance at all

downtown deluxers, with topnotch

results at RKO Albee, displaying

'Mark of Zorro' and 'Youth Will Be
Served/ ./'\,-

.
:.;;.. Estimates for This Week
Albeer^RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—

'Mark of Zorro' (20th) . and 'Youth
Served' (20th). Attractive $18,000.

Last week 'Little Heaven' (U ) and
'Mexican Spitfire' (RKO), ditto.

Fox. (Fabian) (4,089; 25-35-50)—
'East River' (WB) and 'Blondie Cu-
pid'. (Col). Okay $15,000; Last: Week,
'Knute Rockne' (WB). and 'Melody
Moonlight' (Rep) (2d wk), satisfac-

tory $14,500. •

Met: (Loew's) 3,618; 25-35-50.)—
'Spring Parade' (U) and 'Outsider'

(Alliance). '.;, Good $17,000. List
week, 'Strike; Up Band' (M-G) and
Diamond

... Frontier' (U) (2d wk. ),

passable $16,500. .

Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35-
50)—'Arise Love' (Par), and 'Pepper
Trouble' " (Col) (3d wk). . Okay $13,-

000. Last week $15,500.

Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)-^

Leather Pushers' (U) and 'Ride,

Tenderfoot' (Rep).. Quiet $4,000.
Last week, -World Flame' (Par) and
'Margie* (U) good $5*500.

'Dictator In 2 L. A. Houses Rolls Up

30G, Aided by $3,500 Preem; 'Bitter

, lounties, 3d 16G

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... .. . . $3.87,660

- .'(Based on 12 theatres) ,
'.

Total Gross Same Week.
'; Last -Year ..'..,, ..$356,700

' (Based on 12 theatres)

HEtUrMEAT $13,000,

'ZORRO' 7iG, PR0V.
....

. ;

'j :

. .Providence, Nov.- 19.

More average takes are being reg-

istered hereabouts this week, with

no holiday to hypo biz. Since Rhode
Island , won't celebrate its; Thanks-

giving until the" traditional • last

Thursday, school, children are .about

the only ones to. get a break with the

President's proclamation and should

help the next' session.

Loew's State looking happy again
with VJLittle .

Nellie Kelly/ . Strand
doing fine holdover biz with 'Arise,

My Love.' •.Majestic- doing nicely

With 'The Mark of Zorro.'

Estimates for This Week ;

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)-^

'Tropics' (U) and 'Still Alive' (RKO).
Fair $5,000. Last week, 'Pastor Hall'

(UA ) and ' 'Spitfire' (RKO ), spurted
for swell $8,400. ,.;:;V

;

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-

50)—'Seven Sinners' (U); 'arid -'Fa^.

ther, Prince' (WB) (2d run). Okay
$2,000. Last week, 'Reuters^ (WB)
and 'Bit of Heaven! (U) (2d riinJ,

good $2,500.
Fays (Indie) (2,000; 15-28)—'Youth

Served' (20th) and 'Trailing Double
Trouble f (Mono). Stepnirig along to

okay $4,000. Last week, 'Frontier

Vengeance' . (Rep), arid. 'Margie' (U),

good- $4,500. ' r .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Zorro' : (20th) arid 'Always

.
Bride'

(WB).; Stepping along nicely for,

good $7,500. Last week; 'Seven Sin-,

ners' (U) and 'Father Prince' (WB),
strong $8,000. •

State (Loew) (3.200; 28-39-50)—

'Nellie ' Kelly' .(M-.G) and 'Passport

Alcatraz' (Col). Showing nice gain

and heading for neat $13,000. Last

week. 'Dictator', (UA) (2d wk), poor.

$9,500. v .' '

.
-.-

Strand: (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—

'Arise 'Love* (Par) and 'Melody
Moonlight'' (Rep) (2d wk). Still go,-,

ihg. strong, arid set for nice :
$7,000.'

Knocked off swell $11,000 in opening
session;- '-.

Memphis, Nov, 19.

BoxpfTice Is responding to 'Arise
My Love,' the, Kew Malcp attraction
being easily the best money-getter of
the;, week. Colbert-Millarid romance
started nicely arid zoomed, over the
.weekend,, shooting well ahead of
.'Mark of Zorro,' . across the way at

Loew's State; Latter is not doing.;

badly, however. •

'Escape' rates so-so in its second
week at Loew's Palace after a terrific

opener; . The Warner has Republic's
'Hit Parade of 1941' and is finding
business satisfactory.

. Estimates for This Week
Loew's State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-

44)—'Zorro' (20th). Good enough to
rate fairish $5,500. Last week, 'Too
Many Girls' (RKO), four days; arid

'Men Against Sky' (RKO), three
days. $2,800. bad.
Warner (Warner) (2,300; 10.-33-44)—^'Hit Parade'; (Rep ) . , This one is

doing better, than expected. Mighf
nab as much as $3,600. Last week,
•East 6t River' (WB), $3,700, fair. .

New Malco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-

33-44)—'Arise Love' /(Par). Rave
word of mouth and press reports
spun this one. ahead for weekend
after good opening. .Should take easy
S7.500. Last: week,- 'Christmas July'

KPar) and 'World in Flames' (Par),

$3,650, about as expected.
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-

33-44)—'Escape' (M-G ) (2d wk). For
h.o., not bad 'at $3,000. Last week,
$8,600, whameroo.

Strand (Lightman) (1.000; 10-22-

33)—'Grand Ole Opry' (Rep), three

days, 'Before I Hang'
:

(Col), two
days, and 'So. Won't Talk' (Col), two
days. Should get good $2,000. : Last
week, 'Scatterbrain* (Rep), three
days, -Fugitive Prison Camp' (Col),

two days, arid 'Devil's Pipeline'

(RKO), two days, $1,800, about"aver-
age. •

Washington, Nov.; 19.

Comparispn, is • tough this week
with three major spots playing ifuli

week and other , three chopping to

six days to make way for Thanks-

giving Day openings. Earle and

Met, two key:WB houses, kfe taking

this opportunity to officially shift

from; Friday to .Thursday- openings,

leav irig; ;pnly Keith's still .'clinging', to

Fridays.''; '.;;. '
/ '-.'. _':

Tops easily, is 'Mark of Zorro,' at

Capitol, with other yaude spot, .Earle",

second with 'Moon. Over Burma'

for six days, no names .oii" either,

stage. Big disappointment is 'Little
'D.'i 'ITaMtftAM * /lirmrt' /^Acnifn Viof+VBit of Heayeri,' dying despite hefty
bally -via two-day visit of : Gloria
Jean. Kid couldn't make ,:p.a>. due
to strict child labor law here, but
she hits. the. papers plenty via ban-
quets^ahd; stunts ,outside theatre.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)

—'Zorro' (20th) and vaude. It's all.

up . to pic, which is leading . town
with oke $18,000. Last week, 'Hulla-

baloo' (M-G) and starless 'Pan
American Revue,' miserable $12,000.

. Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44).—
'Argentine Way' (20th) (2d run).

Back after fair week at Palace arid

wlil see nice $5,000. Last week,
'Westerner': (UA) (2d run), good
$$5,500:

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Moon Oyer Burma* (Par) " and
vaude; . Just Lamour and her new
bob for average $13,500, six days.

Last week, 'Reuters' (WB) and
vaude. nig;-; $13,500. ; '•

.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)-^

'Bit Heaven' (U). Diving toward
new house low' With $4,500 in six

day's. Last week, 'Voyage. Home'
(UA), surprised with solid $9,000.

Met (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—'Rhythm
River' (Par) (2d run). Back down-
town after oke week at Earle and
will see nice $4,200 for six days
Last week, 'Abe Liricoln' (RKO) (2d
run), strong $7,000 in first, local

showing at pop prices.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 75-$1.10)

—

'Great Dictator' (UA) (2d wk,).
Holdin\- to oke $15,000. Last week,
big $29,000.

,; . Los Angeles, Nov; 19.

(Best Exploitation: Hawaii)
Biz generally up on current stanza

although some of the first runs will
.

riot crash any new records. Big
event Ideally was the' debut of
Charlie; Chaplin's 'The Great Dicta- ;

tor,' showing simultaneously at the
Carthay Circle" at a two-a-day :;

re- -:

served seat policy; and downtown at ..

the United Artists on a gririd, no;"
reserved seat plan. Opus : preerried. '.

(14) at the Circle at a $5.50 top, gar-
nering, around $3,500 on that show-
ing;.. Thereafter the customary road
how prices of $1.10 top .-at mats and
.1.65 at .nights are. prevailing; Gar- .

nering about $30,000 at both houses.-
Paramourit .is 'holding 'North West

Mounted' for third' week with a
fourth stanza: a 'possibility.: . , Bob.
Hope's rehearsal of the Pepsodent
adio show on the stage Sunday :

night (17) drew capacity house and
pushed the gross $1,500 over the
average Sunday biz.

RKO and Pantages piled up lucra-
tive first week oh the Dearina Dur-
bin opus, -Spring parade,' which
sticks; for extra three days. At
Loew's State, arid: Grauman's Chinese
Bitter Sweet' is fair. Warners: are
doing so-so with 'Lady With Red
Hair,' Hollywood house being in, the
lead due; to a Bette Davis advertised
preview' early .in the engagement. ,•

Hawaii theatre : went to town.Von ;

exploitation, for 'Queen . of Destiny,'
.

resurrecting a number of bid stunts
and some new, -ones for patronage
lure.' Special morning screening
was staged for the British consulate
and staff as well as members of the

A. board of education. Luncheon
.Was. ibssed at the Brown Derby, pre-
sided over by'. Pr.oducer-Directbr
Herbert Wilcox, and Anna Neagle,
who' stars iri film, with newspaper-
rrieri arid education Officials as
guests. Event was broadcast over^
KMTR. .Direct mail campaign Was .

conducted and usual library tieups ':

were made. Reviews of picture were
broadcast each: evening on Holly- .

wood Merry-Go-Round program.
For 'Bitter Sweet' George Watten

fnade an effective tieupi with Her-
shey Chocolate Co., whereby firm
supplied .samples of the bittersweet
candy, arid provided cards which
were distributed on downtown:
streets. Only expense to. theatres . ..

was imprinting cards and for the
girls.- " ;,;':

'

: . ''-.,
,

.•

- Estimates for, This Week
Carthay Circle. (F-WC) (1,516; 83c-

$1.10-$1.65)—'Dictator' (UA). Long- .

awaited Chaplin opus got Under, way
to a $5.50 preem (14) and following
day. started twO-a-day engagement.
Started slowly .'and outlook for first

(Continued: on page. 20) : ; ;

'Arise' 10G^ Durbin Pitta—Chaplin Strong $11,000

- On 3d Sesh

• Cleveland, Nov. 19. .

Unexpected first snow storm, that

skidded' autoS in .
traffic

;
jams arid

kept many show shoppers home, held
down the getaway of most houses
last Friday (15). Cold' weather
didn't phase the jitterbugs,who gave
Woody 1

iHerman's orchestra and
'Down Argentine Way'

1

a breezy
send-off that is - keeping Palace in

first place. -
•

•Arise My Love' at Stale and Hipp s

'Spring Parade' much slower . and
tied for what will be ' an okay take.

'Great Dictator' going surprisingly
fine at Stillman on third round,; pull-

ing more consistently than it has in

other .middle-western > cities, despite,

hypoed prices; . •' •
' ,' .

Estimates for This Week
- Allen (RKO) (3,000: 30-35-42-55)—
•Seven Sinners' (U). • Ordinary $2,500

on a
' jumpover week. Last week,

'Knute Rockne' (WB ), all right at
$2,000 for five days on third bji.

Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35r42-55)

^-'Spring Parade'; (U)., Drawing
more Durbin fans afternoons than
evenings. Shift- to Thursday open-
ings' helping it a bit toward fairly

good $10,000; Last week, .'Seven Sin
ners'. (U) way off at about $5,000.
•. Lake (Warner) (900; 28-40)—
'World in Flarnes' (Par) and 'Chero
kee' (Par). Realistic war .film ap-
oarently scaring: therri away. - Barely
$1,000 indicated. Last week, 'Meri

Against Sky' .(RKO) and 'Married
Adventure' . (Col) did better, $1;400.

Palace (RKO ) (3*200; 30-35-42-55)
—'Argentine Way' (20th) plus vaude
Woody Herman's orchestra arid film

with heavy exploitation values show-
ing smart .

returns, perhaps $17,000
Last week,. .'East River' (WB) and
.'Streets of Paris': .stage unit pulled
up in last stretch, but still won
nearly $20,000,. grand. v-

State (Loew's) (3.450; 30-35-42-55)
— Arise ;• Love' (Par). Although:
awarded- best of • notices, ;.it's ; a bit,

too. light or sophisticated for natives
to. 'register more than okay $10,000.
Last week. 'Escape* (M-G) had
power, $14,500. .

Stillman (Loew's.) (1,972; 75-$U0)
—-'Dictator' • (UA). . Sailing " into
third: week blithely, blown by w;inds
worth $11,000, after scooping, up: ex-
cellent $16,000 on second week.

'Zorro •, 'Escape* Each

$3,700, Lincoln Fine
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 19.

'No Time for Comedy' and 'Mark
of Zorro' heading for the most
profitable biz this week in Lincoln,
with 'Escape' showing more b.o.

stamina than was expected of it

when booked.
Unusual occurrence this week is

the Variety's stage bill, 'Pardon Us,
Please,' .the Charles Seidner unit. .

Vaude act. stayed around town for
three days, and did a fair job of
pulling patronage.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(75Q;- 10-15)—'Frontier Vengeance'
(Rep) and 'Trapped Sky' (Col), split

:

with 'Out West Peppers' (Col) and
'Roaring Dan' (U). Usual $800. Last
week, 'Western Gold' (20th) and
'Babies Sale' (Col), light $700.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Paramount)

( 1,503; 10-25-4Q)—'Zorro' (20th).
Dames going for it mostly, although
$3,700 is okay. Last week, -Spring
Parade' (U), wasn't up to expect-
ancy, but;came iri with $3,800, helped
by big football weekend. .;

Nebraska (J. H. COoper-rPara-
mount) (1,236; 10-20-25)—'Golden
Gloves' '(Par) and 'Public Deb'
(20th). In for six days only. Likely
$1,600, so-so. Last week, 'Quarter-
back' (Par) and 'Mystery Sea
Raider' (Par)

, got pretty fair $2,000
'buekirig a; severe cold, blast. : .

Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Paramount)
; (1,884; 10-25-40)—'Escape' ,(M-G).
Average at $3,700. Last week, 'Third
Finger' . (M-G), maintained hefty
pace all the; way, $4,000;
-Variety (Noble-Federer) (1,000:
10-25-40)—'Saint's Double Trouble'
(RKO) and.''Pardon Us, Please' unit
on stage, three days. Fairly good
$1,700. Followed by foiir days of.

oldie dual, 'Mr. Deeds' (Col) and.
•Happened One Night' (Col). Starting

Sunday (17). Price. will change to
10t20-25c, but take, will approxi-
mate $1,100, okay. Last week, 'Vil-

lain Pursued' ' (RKO) and 'Secret

Seven' (Col), light $1,500. ;

Varsity (NoblerFederer), (1.100;

10-25-40)—'No Time Comedy' (WB).
Off with a rush* arid appears railing

toward $3,400, . fine. Last week,
'Ramparts' (RKO), $3,000, nice.
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AVith no'money being remitted

fr
:

om Japan at the present lime and

an unfavorable outlook ,.
for distribu-

tion next year, chief ,
interest of

'American distributors noW in :: the

Nipponese market is getting the coin

out of the Yokohama Specie bank,

gan Francisco, next year. Foreign

executives expect the money, $800,-

000,. to be released^ next - June.
;
This

represents . the , (combined rental

nioney collected ih Japan after the

.government froze all money, there

Boon after the Slno-Japanese war

began.';' ,

"'.'••
; . l-'-.r-..

At the. time this pact was made,

the U. S. distributors were allowed

tp distribute 240 pictures,: for the en^

suing year, 1939. The number was

trimmed about in half for 1940 with

permits problematical ;

•'
;

recent

months. Not a cent has come from

Japan, since the pact on $800,000 was
consummated late in 1938, .

Sole break that the American com-
panies will get out of the Japanese

situation '

. that,,this lump sum is

realizable in American dollars and
not- subject to; any decline in the

value of the yen. That is one of the

principal, reasons that the U.S. dis-

tributors agreed to allow this money
to be tied! up for three years.. .

For British War Pic;

Les Fenton to Direct

London, Nov. 5.

'; Anglo-American, distrib organiza-

tion hitherto Inactive on production,

has announced plana for: film-mak-

ing, ..with a high-budget feature

showcasing . . activities of service

branch responsible for jacking Nazi

time-bombs from :

.the danger zone.

'Bomb
.
SqUad* is understood set as

vehicle for David Niven
;
with deal

governed by military, headquarters'

aid : in arranging his release from
duty.. . .

: Leslie Fenton will direct 'Bomb
Squad' under producer setup of

: Gerry Freeman, Anglo's managing
director. Megger is stated "here to

have been brought .specially over
from HoUywood, accompanied by
wife, Ann Dvorak, who \is slated to

fill romantic niche. Earlier Holly-

wbpd report stated Fenton Was en-
route this side solo for military

duty. •;'

Scripting is. complete, and plan Is

to roll feature before end/ of the
year, Anglo-American will aim for

world-wide release on this one arid

subsequent picts are indicated., y

Mex. Exhibs Nixed
: On Personnel Slash

;
; Mexico City. Nov. 19.

Operators of the Cines Variedades
and jEslava, two of the biggest .fllm-

eries in Vera Cruz, had to back down
on their decision to pare their per/-

sohnel, even though this, was to. have
beep an economy action because; of

bad biz. . .
,

"
.;

'

";
-The. exhibitors gave in -and. ended

a strike, that lasted a month. The
help went ,bh

;
strike to; compel the

exhibitors" to maintain full staffs.

The federal labor department is hav-
ing a hard time to decide whether or

hot the help should draw wages' for

the period during the- strike. The
exhibitors aver that if this pay is/

allowed, they will have, to quit; >

Neg, Due Over Dec. 23
' * .-.

Gabriel Pascal Will risk his origi^

hat negative and master print of

'Major Barbara' in a flight by clipper

from Lisbon to , New York . next

month. Producer lis due Dec. 23. He
recently completed filming the

George Bernard Shaw story at Den-
ham, England.'

Usual , practice in shipping film
over dangerous routes is to transport
only a lavender print. Pascal can
save time, however, by working' on
cutting and dubbmg of the English
version right up to the time he; must
catch the. clipper and .then' continue;
his, work on the American: version in
this country. Film will be distribbed
by United, Artists. ,V-V

V
\-

• Difficulties of working on the pic-

J
Ure have considerably eased during
the past siX weeks, Pascal cabled. In
addition to a letup in the intensity
of the air raids, system of roof
lookouts was set up so that the staff
wasn't forced "into a : shelter every,
time

, the siren, sounded, but only
When danger appeared imminent at
Denham. ••• ;;;'.; •; .• '.-,.

•

> After his first trip to London in
several weeks. Pascai cabled^ T was
»nore impressed by what damage had
not been done than by what had
been done.' .

Step-up in Anglo-American (Brit-
gh) sales office has. Vivian Parsons
moving in as general sales manager
irom supervisor post.

:-

"
•:•

'••• Mexico City, Nov. . 19;
.'

; Jitters about 'the political-economic

situation and fears for the future

have just about quit the amusement

biz nbw that Washington has of-

ficially recognized President - elect

Gen. Manuel Camacho, the govern-

ment candidate in the elections of

July 7, with . President Roosevelt ap-

pointing VP-elect Henry A. Wallace

as his; personal rep. at the inaugiira-r

tion of Camacho, slated fori Dec. 1.

This Roosevelt action is generally,

accepted as settling the Mexican, pOr

I itical, situation,
;
which, for. nearly a

year, had been plenty disturbing and,

coupled with very bad .economic

times, had skidded amusement biz-

The; industry now. looks for a de-

cided upswing.

Nothing big In that direction is

looked for until the turn of 1941,.

When the new government can really

get down to biz. The amusement in-

dustry is reconciled to cbunting 19.40

the worst, year in its peacetime his-

tory.-. It had worse 12 months dur-

ing the armed phase of the revolu-

tion 20 years ago.

DANGER—DEATH AT WORK

8 Composers, for Mexican Film Die

After Getting Assignment

In London Studios

London, Nov. 5;

RKO's 'A Gift to His Majesty* into
work as second on Bill Sistrom's
program.

:Sally -Gray signed for femme lead
in 'The Saint's Vacation,' opposite.

Sebastian Shaw in name role. RKO
feature underway last, week; ;..>:'

,
Gainsborough's 'Ghost Train'.; com-

pleted roster; with signing of Kath-
leen Harrison, Peter Murray-Hill,
Morland Graham, Garol Lynne,
Betty Jardine, Stuart Lathorn, . Her-
bert Lomas, Linden Travers and Ray
Huntley; ..Maurice Ostrer- producing.

London, Nov. 5.

New wrench is being readied for

toss -into British, production rha-

chinery-if bfT-the-record. talk is to be.

believed here. Understanding is.

confabs are presently being held be-
tween Board- of Trade and producers
on matter; of restricting studio": space.

Rule would see government control

of all available stages. ',.;

..; Behind . the .project, the report con-
tinues, is government's; newly-bowed
insurance setup for film-makers. By
cutting down on number of locations,

thus 'would be reduced liability

arising from bombings of how wide-
spread. studi0 Sites.. .

Mexico City, Nov. 19.

Death played a strange trick with

music-writing assignments for the

pic, 'Ay, Que Tiempos Senor Don
Simon' ('Those. Were the Days, Senor

Simon' ). Manuel Castro Padilhu

noted, composer and ; impresario Of

the Teatro Lirico here, where Lupe
Velez first came to notice, died soon

after he got the; assignment. The
Writing was then assigned' to Silr

vestre Revucltas. another big-time

composer. But
.
he passed oh, just

when he had started the. job.

The assignment has now been ac-

cepted by Raul Lavista, a youngster

who has made his niark. Lavista's

friends warn him that he may be-

come a victim of 'the rule, of three.'

But he laughs at them arid is de-

termined to finish the music. Pic,

which features; a glorified can-can, is

scheduled for release early in 1941.

CU.T.'s 220G Profit

Sydney, Nov. I.

Greater Union Theatres reported

profit Of 44,000 pounds ($220,000 at

par sterling) for the first lO. months
this year. '.:.'-'

Theatre chain only had product

frbm
,
pniversal; Columbia, Republic

and Monogram.

".' Greenhouse Due Irk N. T. . ,,;.
:

. Dan Greenhouse, RKO manager; for

Philippines, expected in New York
this week from the Coast;

He's on vacation.

• Will Fyffe. signed to character role

in Warner's 'Empire Was Built/ be-

ing
. made in England.

Mexican Gov't Gives

Oscars for Drama,

Mexico City, Nov. 19.

Congress .has okayed the ministry
of public education's ambition to do
a little Oscaring on its own. : The
ministry . can now 1 award annually

seven cash prizes of $10,000 (Mex)
each to each Mexican .man or woman
who makes the best showing of the

year in literature (fiction or fact),-

poetry;. drama,: picture writing,- mu-
sic, plastic arts and scientific inves-

tigations.; .

Picking is to be done by. a com-
ish representing the ministry and
the National University of Mexico.

Stage Unions Draft Plan in England

Real G uii Used in Picture

Nearly Causes Tragedy
Mexico City, Nov. 19.

. Too much realism provoked a near-
shooting tragedy during the; ..makirig

of a pic in a local studio. The action

called for Fernando Fernandez, pop
radio, singer, to; be/shot by liis- broth-
er, Emilio, a pic actor; .

Fernandez
collapsed,; shot in the -stomach by a

real bullet. .. He will recover. Emilio

has 'been exonerated.
There was an. ironic cbincidence :

,

in this .affair.vEmilio
>
S;p^b;-pist61\and.

cartridge were provided by mistake
by Pablo Granjean, property man,
whom Emilio .wounded in a Shooting
scrape last year, a fight that was not

for pix. Granjean convinced the po-

lice that he had provided' a
:

real bul-
let instead of a blank purely by mis-

take. •
'

'

''.;
.• ; ;

V.;. London, Nov. 9.

. Faced by conditions of unusual

hardship in the ranks, combined per-

former arid technical unions havW

met with- theatre managers to set up
an emergency committee to handl*

the .v problem.' idleness extends'

;thrO;Ughdut' :;whoie of the profession

due to complete shutdown of London
'

legit
.
and yaude houses.. When a

definite slate has been formulated,

emergency .^committee--; will' •- tackle

Parliament with a.plan, for aid;

Scenic artists' position is particUr'

larly tough, hit by both
:

war shutter-

ing arid, harsh economy rules now
in force where shows' playing.

Artists have ho union, so can raise

no effective squawk against inroads

being made.: on profession by drdi-

,
nary stagehands called-'iri to .rehabili-

;
tate old sets or dp on-the-spot touch-

ing up. •

;

' ;';.' •.v-';.

/.''/iiusicians'- union , is .. carrying a

platform for . use of instrumentaiists
as against numberless amateur play*

ers being offered work- in wartima-
shows; Wider play to Sunday open-
ing for legit houses ori the musical-
concert setup prbvides

; . obvious
break for musicians groupi

•

^

London, Nov. .5.

Blue-tinted picture of film biz here

was painted at meeting of Kinernato-

graph Renters. Society in considering
present financial blitz. ;It was stated

20% of • cinemas . in the country are
how closed,

.
with number .rising

steadily with continuing drop- in at-

tendance. .**'•' :

-

A ;
further unsatisfactory . . viewing

was obtained , from news KRS Is

holding weekly meetings to . deal with
cases of coin-hit exhibs unable to

meet bills for rental hire..

On the other hand, 'Sam Eckman,
Jr;j Metro's British chief, recently
.stated his company's figure's for the
previous eight weeks showed better:

biz than for same period a year ago.

to Pep Output

Of Low Mex. Pic Prod.

Insure Nat'l Theatre

For $20,000,000 (Mex.)
.
-'

;. Mexico City, Nov. 19. .

The Palace of Fine Arts (national

theatre), which cost $30,000,000

(Mex.) ($6,000,000 U. S.) to build

over a period of 25 years, has been
insured for $20,000,000 (Mex.) ($4,-

000,000 U. S.) by a syndicate of

Mexican underwriters. Policy pro-
tects the Palace against fire and acci-

dents.

This is said to be the heaviest in-

surance coverage of any theatre in

Latin America.

Mexico City, Nov! 19.

Mexican pic producers will have to

do some tall hustling if they want

to save. 1940 from being the lowest
output year In their history, for up
to Oct. 31 only 19 features had been
completed; Ten of these pix have
been exhibited^ not one being out-

standing. /

There are hopes that the $35,000

provided as ari advance by the Cal-
deron Bros, for the completion of 10

pix for their cinema circuit in the
southwestern U. S. will bring 1940
production to at least 29 features by
Dec. 31.

On Sunday Openings

Due to Charity Tariff

. London, . Nov; 0.

Appeal to exhibs to get behind
drive for nationrwide Sunday open-
ing- is being nixed in many quar-
ters by refusal of house-owners to
go for the. Sabbath trade unless
Charity ; Tax is axed completely.
Number of key towns have turned
down Suriday opening chance even;
when made available by authori-
ties; others have failed to . apply
for renewal of existing Sabbath 11-

ccrise, grounds . being given ; that
charity levy makes it . unprofitable
to the exhib to operate that day.;
Tax percentage' in some cases can
run as high as 25%.
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.

had recently attempted to line up
branches for a drive on Parliament
to sanction Sunday opening. At the
moment it is controlled by local au-
thorities. -

'"''."- ;•"•
'

v
-
'

. London,: Nov. 5;

Apartment of William Sassoon,
French . refugee . film producer,
burgled. Among things snatched
Were, his wife's three fur coats,

valued at $10,000.

owned by Desiree: Elinger, but which
.was taken by Harry Sylvester. A
few . days : later bomb blew cot-

tage Up. • •'
'

.
/ . ;;;;,;

DAVID ROSE STILL

STALLED IN LISBON

Metro's Empire is only picture,

theatre; in West End which ';has' a
permanent crew of air-raid ^Spotters.

Marlon Harris slightly injured
when her home in, London was hit

by bomb, but Still refuses to sleep

in air raid shelter.

.
Reported killed in air raid in prov-

inces is Navarre, some years ' ago
stooge for Fred Sanborn. He be-

came quite a . name .as single on the
air for British Broadcastirig Carp.
Was 45 years old. ;.

Government; just closed deal to

provide entertainments in tube sta-

tion shelters. Will be of 30 mi nute's'.

duration, with each company doing
three shows nightly, covering route
by special train provided by the
transport company.

Bad Flanagan practically decided,

and changed his mind the last min-
ute, to take cottage in country

Princes restaurant, once, ace cab-

.

aret, which housed such attractions

as Three Revellers, Ben Blue,
Frances Day and Jack Smith, ari air

raid victim. Also the famed Drury
Lane theatre.

'-

General Theatres arid Moss Em-:
pires have moved :their.; offices from
CranbQurn street, London, to Great
Missenden.. ;.'

Maurice Elvey to direct film for
the Ministry of Information.

Phin. Baicoh,; brother of Michael,
.received commission .,:'. in

j

-"- i

the;--
; .Royal

Air Force. ' .
' l. -

David E. Rose, Paramounfs man-
aging director in Great Britain, again
was delayed 'last week in getting
away, from Lisbon for U. S. when
departure of his Clipper plane was
postponed because of ; unfavorable
flying weather. Rose planned to be
in N. Y. by the end of last week on
his first visit since heavy bombing
attacks began ori London. His" fam ily

has been in U. S;. for several months.
Rose is coming to make a first-

hand report 'ori 'latest^developments,
the distribution setup .... and / studio
conditions in Great Britain. He also
will tell John; W. Hicks, Jr., foreign
sales chief, just how much damage
has been , suffered by Paramount
properties: on the- British Isles.1 Rose
was'' supposed to : visit N. Y. the
ri)iddle of this -year but post'pohed the
trip - because of the press of irh- :

mediate business at London.

Wife of Harold French killed in

their London flat during air raid.

Their little girl' was evacuated -

cently tp Ian Hunter's
. place in

Hollywood. ;'--^ :

Fernando WagnerJJets

Pix Stars for Mex Legit

.

:

, Mexico. City, Nov. 19.

Fernando Wagner, who did well
With h is Pan-American theatre here
last summer, has arranged ; a new,
season, tentatively scheduled to open
next month • at ithe Pahce . of Fine
Arts ( National Theatre), that will be
an innovation because his company
is to include some of Mexico's lead-
ing pix stars. ; . ..

'
;.

.

.; Wagner is to open with 'Anna
G.hristie' arid has signed for the
femme lead, Isabela .Corona, the pic

actress. Her; supports are to ;
h«

Robert Douglas had to 'make a
forced landing recently, and was
slightly ; damaged, but returned to Arturo de Cordoba, making his stage

duty almost •immediately. '
' debut, and Stella Inda,
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IN THE MYSTERY WITH MUSIC

^03E THBEEBaob>(0
_humormen

PETER BORIS BEL*

HO
RADIO

HELEN
PAPDIQU DENNIS O'KEEFE • ALMA KRUGER and KAY KYSER'S BAND

' nillllWll featuring GINNY SIMMS HARRY BABBITT • ISH KABIBBLE

SULLY MASON and "THE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE"

Produced and directed by BUTLER
Screen play by Jamtt V. Kern
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s selling UMDiin at

PICTURES

United Artists has ceased selling

contracts on Charles Chaplin's 'Great

Dictator' under the upped admission

—70% policy; Picture will be seen'

In no more houses than those al-.

ready played or contracted for, num-
bering about 150, until the six-month

clause; protectirig the upped admish

scale has expired, Arthur W. Kelly,

general sales manager, said Monday
as), V ,.i V . ; .;-/•

Kelly explained that the film will

be, allowed to continue out its spe-

cial runs before an. attempt is made
to place it In regular distribution.

Six-month, clause, protecting public

and exhibitors from the film's being

shown in their territory at less than

the 75c-$1.10 price, is effective from
date of the preem In; New York.
That .was Oct. > 15, which means 'Dic-

tator' will go Into general distribu-

tion April 15V .'• ..

There was no effort, Kelly said,

to. make the sixrmonth clause ef-

fective for: six • moriths from the open-

ing of the film' in each , zone as this

would have created too many com-
plications. On 'Gone With the Wind,*

which was similarly sold, the price-

protecting clause
;
was. for one year.

When selling IS:' resumed, admish
scale will, be down to ordinary prices,

Kelly said, but'what percentage will

be askecTexhibs hasn't been decided.

'He; asserted that was up to Chaplin
arid there- had been no confabs on it

as yet.

Biz Disappoints at 75c-$1.10

. Change in policy .Is . seen as the
first official recognition of the. gen-
erally-accepted

1

: fact that the. pic is

not doing expected business. 'It

started off

.

:
doing 'Gone With the

Wind' grosses,' one UA exec said,

'and is still doing excellently but has
dropped off somewhat:'

It is understood that UA's refusal
to ;make any more contracts guar-
anteeing 10%"-'..profit oh the: engage-
ment, which it did at first; led- to
the change in policy. . It's admitted-
ly impossible to get an exhib to
apcept 70% rental terms without the
profit guarantee. And, as. a result
of the warranty, It is said, UA had
to

;
fork over so ;much to certain . ex-

hibs that it would have - fared bet-
ter to rent the film at the ordinary
40%. ..

Expect Nail Trouble In S. A.
'.- Nazi boycott of Chaplin's 'Dictator'
in South America is expected by
United' Artists, foreign manager
Walter Gould declared Monday. (18)

.

Gould, who recently returned from
a tour of the southern continent, re-
marked: 'There are plenty of Nazis
down there.'

Nevertheless, Gould said, he didn't
expect the -boycott would do serious
harm, Means . of enforcing it> he
explained, would probably be sim-
ilar, to that on Metro's 'Mortal
Storm.* A rep of the local Nazi or-
ganization stood continually in front
of each house playing the film and
watched all of those going in. Con-
sequences of his spotting a member
of the group or a sympathizer pass-
ing through the wicket can only be
guessed at. '• '•,,'

•Dictator', will probably open al-
most simultaneously; Gould said, in
a number of South American cities,
London and possibly Sydney, around
Jan. i,;. Contracts are now being

' drawn for S. A. and London, it was
stated. Terms will be 70% against
a guarantee, despite expected exhib
squawks. Attempt is being made to
open the film day-and-date in fout-
houses in one Latin American city,
Gould said.

•

.Opening of 'Dictator' in London
wiU not be delayed by loss of prints
en route, the UA foreign depart-
ment declared, because- virtually
every boat that has left within the
past .month has carried a duplicate.

Original lavender dispatched to

.

^nglahd is now believed lost, since
" left

;New York a little more than
a month ago and has not arrived.

Aussie Balk on 'Dictator'

TTnt* j >i'
:

;

' Sydney, Nov. 1.

^
united Artists, so Aussie exhibs

aver,, are heading for trouble ongrms be,ng asked fox Chaplin's 'Dic-
: ^\r -?

n "iWis.,'.z0he.
.
Appears that

r,i«„
moguls of UA are plan-

ning^ with Cecil- : Marks; local boss,
f0. set playdates on Aussie runaround
similar: to 'Gone,' Such as release- in
iwo_ace

;
theatres in the key spots

simultaneously, 70% of the takings
"n upped admissions, and . no early

the minor, spots, except-
in
f
" higher rates at the boxoffices.

.Learned that Marks is presently
attempting to set a deal with Hoyts,
wno, according to inside info, have

the first call on the pic, but it's re-
garded as doubtful whether Hoyts'
execs will agree to the terms as laid
down on present lines, .figuring that
a layoff may bring a lowering in
rental ideas. Whilst Hoyts took a
chance with 'Gone' in Melbourne
with. Metro, the storm of protest over
lipped admissions in that sector de-
termined-.•execs, never to buck the
public, again on the upping* of ad-
missions for any pic.

Right now the Exhibs' Assn. has
advised the MPDA that Aussie ex-
hibs will not tolerate rental in-
creases during .1941, and is definite-
ly against increasing admission rates
during wartime. Threat of strong
political pressure is forecast, should
dlstribs go ahead on advanced rent-
als next year, including any bid to
make exhibs raise admissions. Ap-
pears, too,- that some inside info on
the pic biz Is flowing to Prof. Cope^
land, the man who controls wartime
prices throughout Australia, and
Variety learns, that Copeland . is

frowning upon bids to up picture
prices next year.

Present indications are that the
Exhibs* Assn. and the MPDA are
framing plans to offsejt each other
covering the advance of 1941, and
some very, interesting angles should
come to light in- the very hear fu-
ture. The. exhibs were strongly
against. Metro over *GWTW*; today
they are doubly stronger over the
proposed terms coming from.UA on
'Dictator.* ;.

Tasmania Adamant;
;''••'

.'. Hobart, Tasmania, Nov. 1.

. .An attempt has- -been made; here
to- -boycott 1'Gone' oh playdates Over
the Thornley loop. This sector is a
strong Labor layout and upped ad-
missions have not appealed to pay-
ees. : Metro is endeavoring - to have
the picture run' three weeks in .Ho-
bart on iips, but it's ' doubtful

whether this time will be gotten.

National Theatres, opposition to

Thornley, bringing* 'Rebecca*

(UA) .to- time with ;GWTW>' ahr.

npuricing that; this: one is Selznick's

latest production,, arid can be viewed
at ordinary admissions.

No More Roadshowings .

Hollywood, Nov.; 19.

'Great Dictator' will have no road-

showings on the Coast or the

Rocky Mountain area other than cur-

rent advanced price bookings here

and Denver. :..

• Picture goes into general release

in January. Profit margin on per-

centage deal eliminated from con-

tracts.

'-'.'.. RKO; Product Deals

Following delayed negotiations,

Saenger has -Signed up for the RKO
1940-41 product for all its theatres

in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama
and Florida, numbering 99. . Bob
Mochrie, eastern-southern : division

manager at; the RKO h.o.; Dave
Prince; southern district manager,
and Page Baker, RKO's local repre-

sentative in New .
Orleans, worked

out the deal with Gaston DureaU;
Jr., of: Saenger.
RKO has : also sold the • Great

States .qircu.it, op.eratirig; 63 theatres

in . Indiana and Illinois. \Jules Ru-
bens made the deal for. Great States.

RKO has closed for the. 1940-41

(current) season's product .
with; the

Comerford circuit, operating around
75 theatres in Pennsylvania and New
York .state.,.- -."/."•' '.'.-.-.

•'

'John' Nolan and John Roberts
acted for the circuit, while ; Bob
Mochrie represented RKO, in com-
pany, with Nat Le^^dis^trict^mJiri--

ager, and Charles Zagrans; .branch

head at Philadelphia.

(Cantor
.Continued from page I.

Continued from page s
'

'- •

'•

upon the theatre showings on pic-
tures because of . the preponderance
of people from outside the trade who
showed up and sometimes crowded
out those with a better right to be
there. They didn't want to .encounter
ill will by turning down the gate-
crashers and 'invited friends/
• Pararriouht already has broken the
ice for the put-state screenings
which will take some of the pres-
sure off Detroit. Earlier having en-
countered the fact that the up-state
exhibitors didn't want to spend the
time or the money for junkets in to
Detroit, the studio began to meet
the boys halfway.

:
Thus far, with

success, it has staged two screenings
near the northern part of Michigan
with enthusiastic enough response
to provoke the Other exchanges to
make similar plans.

The practice . of out-state screen-
ings is expected to grow rapidly now.
under the new decree and the . indi-

cated' response.
.

Ft.. Sam Houston, Texas, Nov. 19.

: With the expansion of the national

defense program, . the U. S. . Army
Motion . Picture Service, of which
W. E. Crist is . regional manager and
booker, Is taking on a number of

new theatres in this - area. New
houses are to

;be established in

Browriwood, San Arigelp/ Palacios

and at El Paso. Besides "the ones
mentioned above he also handles the
bookings for four houses here, one
at Randolph Field; at Marra El Paso,

'Galveston;' Bracketvilie arid. Rio
Grande, all in the> state of Texas; at

Shreveport, La.; Ft. Sill and Ft.

Reno, Okla., and Ft. Huachuca,. Ariz.

A new booking office will be es-

tablished in Atlanta to handle a por-
tion of the southeastern booking now
being handled by. Crisp.

WB Invasion
.Continued from page 7

Another Service Theatre
"-

' Detroit, Nov. 19.
':' To meet the : entertainment de-
mands because of the heavy concen-
tration of soldiers at Fort Custer,

the Butterfleld chain will add a new
theatre in Battle Creek. Work will

be started shortly on the new 800-

seater which will be. devoted to sec-

ond-run pictures. ..-

The chain recently opened two
hew houses in Michigan, the South-
town, in . Lansing,, and the Hill in

Hillsdale.
;

.'_'/::; Picture Workers In U. S. A.

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Plan for picture workers, drafted
for military service, to continue their

vacations in the Army; "is under dis-

cussion by the Picture -Production
Defense Committee and the Army
Signal Corps.
Arrangement would assign draftees

with special qualifications .tp training

in the . Picture Production project.

Photographic arid technical divisions

of the Signal Corps would : get the

bulk of workers. .

'

..

•

•'•

Bradentoiv There may; be addi-
tional houses in certain,spots 1

to, meet
the. increased growth of Florida.
During the past year*. Kent stated, 12
new theatres have been erected by
Sparks; This includes, one at Or-
lando about a year ago, which, with
the new operation there, gives Sparks
two more in that resort spot on the
year. ' The whole east coast is well
theatred by Sparks, and if St. Johns
>pes to compete with Sparks in

Jacksonville or elsewhere In the
state the move Is regarded as en-
visioning high ambitions. .

The Miami, sector is not believed t

to be bri the St. Johns list, because
the Warner fuss is with Sparks alone,
arid, so far as can be deterrnined,
does not embrace the Paramount
group of houses m the.Miami region,
operator for Par by S. A. Lynch.
This; circuit, known as Paramount
Enterprises, is also expanded. It has
just completed the Boulevard, in
Miami proper; has the: Beach under
construction at Miami Beach, and is

planning a third, also oh the beach.

The Wometco circuit Is also pow-
erful in the Miami territory. Headed
by Mitchell Wolfson arid Sidney
Meyer, it operates around 20 theatres.

The city of Pensacola, Fla., is not on
the Sparks books, three theatres in

the town, being operated by Saenger
of New Orleans, which purchased the
Warner, product this year. ;

.'-' In New York last week with Kent,
E. J. Sparks returned to Jacksoriyille

Friday (15), but will be back the erid

of this week, under plans. Kent also

went back Friday (15). .

get about 50 . 'adopted' sons through
his refugee work. He . announced he
is preparing to. open his Great Neck
(L. I.) estate for 100 British refugee

children as sbon . as. transportation

can; be arranged.' to bring ;thenl to

America. .- .r..;:
v

.{'.
. a/-

.,' Coming here with his. wife, Ida,

Cantor precipitated a disturbance;

with his appearance at the Broad-
wood. More than 1,000 people were
turned . away from the entertainrricnt

held in the ballroom of the hotel,-

necessitating ' the presence of ' ah.

extra detail of police to maintain or-

der. More than 4*000, at $1 per,

jammed the hall, normally seating

3,200.

'" A. M. Shows for War W°rKers

.;'•';.-' Bridgeport, Nov. 19.

Morning showings have been
sicedded at Strltfbrd theatre: to ac-

coipodate . workers' . in factories, of

Bridgeport and vicinity .which have,

beeri pperatirig day and night .ori de-

fense materials.

;

Al Pickus, operator of Stratford,

figured that thousands of men and
wbtten, have been taken off: the. rior-

mal schedule by the peak produc-
tion at the nearby : plants,, and there-

fore is advertising a .10:30 a;m.; get-;

off Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Chas. Chapiin Suing On
'Shoulder Arms' In 16 MM.

.
Charles^ Chaplin will be examined

before trial in N, Y. federal' court

Nov. 26 according to a notice to. that

effect .filed; Mo (18).' by Harry
Jacobs, doing business as the Gar-
den Camera Exchange, whom Chap-
lin is suing.

The actor-producer • claims that

Jacobs secured a print of 'Shoulder ,

Arms' made by him in 1918, reduced
.it to 16 riim, in August', 1938, and,
sold the dupes. An injunction, ac-

,

counting of profits and damages are

sought.

.

Minneapolis, Nov. 19.

The theatre industry here and

throughout the territory is still

wobbly from the beating which it

took from orie of the worst blizzards

in history. The storm dented grosses

to; the extent of tens of thousands of

dpllars. In numerous Instances,

shows last Monday and Tuesday
nights were called oft entirely.

When played, - houses were, near-
empty. Grosses in' de luxe neigh-
borhood houses have been reported
as low as $9 and $11. .

Snowfall and wind were so heavy
that highways and roads were made
impassable for several days. Last
Monday night bus, streetcar arid

taxicab service was completely para-
lyzed and it took until Wednesday
to get transportation going on great-

ly curtailed schedules. Privately
owned motor cars also were unable
to manipulate; Thousands of work-
ers in, downtown Minneapolis were
marooned in the loop Monday night
arid couldn't get home.
In order, to get an audience, the

Alvin theatre went across the street

to the : union bus depot and invited

300 people marooned there to be its

guests at the show. The State per-
mitted its patrons to remain there
all night. The Alyin called Off its

Monday night perfdrmahces entirely.

Many neighborhood houses in Min-
neapolis and St. Paul and^ theatres

throughout
:
the;

'

: territory also re-

mained dark Tuesday. :'.[

• Film salesmen were snowbound as
many as four days. Film shipments'
missouts were the rule instead Of the
exception. The fact that the storm
broke on Arrnistice Day, .when bet-,

ter-than-average grosses were aritici?

pated, made it an even more; bitter

pill to swallow.
. ;

';• -'

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
Mpre than .100. paitroris at the Har-

ris-Alvin theatre early last Thurs-
day evening (14) had a miraculous
escape from death . When haif of the
roof collapsed and dropped down in
the middle of the orchestra pews.

;

Only four persons were hurt, and
only slightly, and quick thinking of
BiU Zeilor, manager, and an usher,
Glenn Pottermeyer, prevented a ma-
jor disaster. .- •

Ppttermeyer noticed .bits: of plas-
ter fallirig down from the. ceiling
and notified Zeilor. Together they
immediately herded every customer
beneath the steel^supported balcony;
and a moment, later, the top of tha
house cracked open and poiired hun- V

dreds of tons of masonry and rafters '.

oyer the floor below. Damage was
estimated by officials at iriore than
$50,000.

'

Although, patrons were safe at
time of crackup,

, they didn't know it
and broke into a stampede when
roof caved, fearing

:

' balcony might
also crash, ; too. Additional pariic
was added ..when the sprinkler sys-
tem let go and poured virtually " a
thunderstorm on the millirig crowd.
When top of house fell, the lights
went out and up in the booth, Don-
ald Ackard and his assistant, Elliott

.

Sullivan, , ripped film ('Too Many
Girls') from the machine and used
it for an emergency lighting system,
illuminating wrecked interior, and
part of balcony.

Opened In 1891
Alvih is only theatre iri Pitts-

burgh where such a roof collapse
could he possible because it's the
only playhouse in town still opera-,
ting that has a./construction frame-
work of wood. House was opened
in: 1891 and for 43 years was one of
city's top legit houses. In 1934, it

.was leased by Harris interests from
Harvard College, owner of building
arid turned into a deluxe cinema at
a cost of more than $200,000. At
that time, steel girders were installed
to strengthen the first balcony, but
no steel went into the roof struc-
ture. .--.;;:

;

;

'•;..;,-..
;

Andrew Frazier, city building in-
spector, said Alvin had been in-
spected 'from cellar to roof about
Oct. 25 and that It was 'entirely
safe then.' He expressed an opin-
ion that wooden . trusses supporting •

the roof had 'dried out' since the
inspection, weakening; the base.
~ Smallriess: of crowd was thought to
have been responsible for saving
every life inasmuch- as job of getting
them, together was accomplished
quickly. It was ppinted out that had '

Alyin|s Bank ; Nights still been
Thursday and Friday, fatalities

would have been numerous, fcr on
Bank Night, house

.
usually fills at

around 6
;
o'clock. Roof break took

place at 6:23. But just a couple of
months ago, managehtent switched
its Bank Nights from Thursday and
Friday to Monday arid Tuesday.

.

Among the four injured was one
usher, Guy Bulifont, with wrist and
ankle sprains. Others were all wo-
men, Elizabeth Denk, Mildred Mc-
intosh and Hilda Danielsdn.
Whether Alvin would be demol-

ished completely and rebuilt from
scratch, or whether the darnage
would • be repaired couldn't be
learned until trustees representing
Harvard, which • was willed .the.;

building years ago, could be assem^-
bled. For time being, A product set
for the Alvin will be re-routed into

Senator, Harris circuit's other first-

run house downtown. . As; for dis-

position of : Senator's : commitments,
that hasn't been decided yet. Likely

.

to take , fnonths at least before Al-
vin. will be open again.

.

KIDS ON A SPREE
.::

J

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

, Next East Side Kids feature to be
produced by Sam Katzman for Mon-
ogram is/Honeymoon Cottage,' slated

.

tp start Dec. 2.- '"•.''•'-..

Leo Gorcey and . Bobby Jordan
share top; roles. '-'..';"

'

'.

Hughes On GoMwyn Lot

Hollywood, Nov; 19.

Howard Hughes closed a deal for
the use of " the Goldwyn . studio for
the' production of his story about
Billy the Kid. Gregg Toland, Cfold-

wyn came'ramari, goes with the deal.

Picture is slated to roll next week
with Howard Hawks directing.

'Joe Palooka
.continued from page i

.

was added that Fisher had spent con-

siderable time these past months in

the army camps,, getting color arid

authentic material so that ' he could

induct 'Joe* into the' new life realis-

tically.. -.-
..

••'
•

•'•"•''-..

- The . newspapers went on to point

out that 'Joe,* .being, a popular guy
given' to always doing the right

thing, probably could exert quite art

influence for Uncle Sam and give

quite a boost to enlistments.
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BITTER SWEET
(Operetta) ';

- (TECHNICOLOR) ",.

played the Leslie Crosbie role. Para-
mount, 18 months later, brought it to

the screen with Jeanne Eagels doing
the top character. It played six

weeks at the Criterion,; N. '.Y.i on.'

a

two- -day $2 top policy. In the

dawn of the sound era, Variijty's re-

view announced : that 'dialog was
-spoken; via W;E;: synchronization qn

disc' It Was the first full-length rea

.. . .
. Hollywood, .Nov. 15.

:

. Metro-Goldwyri-Mayer. release :of'
:
Victor

aviHe product loh. .Stars jennetle Mac-
Donald and Nelson Eddy:, features GoOi-fre

Sanders,. Iun Hunter, Felix : nres'stirt, ,Hd-.'

ward' Ashley/ Lyime -CarVev'; . Diana Lew IS.
'.

Directed by WV S. . Van'. Dyke. XI, Operetta —— — , _ • t-i-Aj «..,
by X6e| yowiiidi.srrep.nfilay by i.eswer sum-

.
ture made, at Par s Long island svu-

uels;' camera'. . Oliver. T. . :.Marsh; .Tec.hnl- :

dios. ' v.-.-

eolor pliotng'^iphj. Allen. Duvo'y: editor.:. • .i-. V:' • -tka'.. ctnrv iin fo
•Harold F. Kress; musical direction. Her- ;

Eachi
version

.

Of the^Stpry., Up. 10.

beet stothahj additional; lyrics, ous Kiihn; land-, including the 1940 : model, has
dunces, Krnst. Mairay, Reviewed at fl.rhuv

j had :variations, principally . in the de-—— • u, :
.'40. Running

i nouemen t. Probably none, however,
'v. w W , ,

' has been- morei .melodramatic'';than
:jeanette.

;
M,cponnid

. ^seH one
,
m^.likely, ito:;cau^

'N.OViman's Chinese
time. O.i MINS
Sarah Ml I lick.':..;...

Crtrl Linden. . .-. .

/

JBafon vori
.
Tr;\ i.'i i !'<-'l> •

.Lorn - Shayne.'. ... .
.'.':

'Mrt.x..v.
Harry D'aventfy

•'Polly..!'. . .... . t ».

Jane.-, . .. ..*'•'• .'.v..'.

.

Ernst. ... . .. I . .,'<:
.

'.•>:

Mrs. MlUick.;.. ;

Herr. Schllck.;

.

;

Lady Daven try .';.. . .

.

Horr.WyleT:.
Manon;. ....

f
. ..:.:.'.

.

Market' Keeper.-.':-,

Mama Luden . ..- . .>»v'l.

. Neisori Hdily
.G.e6rge~S;th'de.vs

.Irin Hunter
the audience to; leave: the theatre on

,„ „ a nbte of morbidity and a plush-and^
•••\!:^*^r?*M*l- velvet sort of sordidness,, The end-

H^Lvh^ the author -has
..;.:bianh i.ewis i buift upi no feeling:.'of sympathy for
v...'.%>^Guft:;-i)oia.-j.his principal character; yet: it's grim.

.... .V; sig .; numarin- 1

'" Lack of something to lighten :ao.q

v;.i.ii«'net
!

Ueechnr
:| relieve the sobriety is the .: film's

•v.
;
nwries ;juiicis

i shortcoming. . there^s not even the.

firman' ffiVS ;comic ;
character , uw-liv, *»nrf- in

. . ... .Greta Meyor.j plays and pictures, the nearest ap-
;

I
proach being an educatOd^iii.Avo boy

; 'Bitter
"

'

production
a . visualrappeal backg. - - - l- j „„„,.o
mounting of: the fetching Noel of -laiety was found in native dancers,.

Coward songs; in his highly success- i
.The continued ^eTiousness tends, to

lul operetta, delivered, in solo and make the film at 4imes -seem- drawn
duet by. Jeanette MacDortald and, out And. actually, a bit more cut-

Nelson Eddy. It's • now chiefly eye- i ting might not be out. of order.
:
Di-

-and-ear entertainment, ;with the rector William Wyletr however,, has

original Behtimehtar charm and ro-^ : set himself a tempo which is rhythm
marice- of the stage version ,

missing -with. the. Malay, locale and is riot gOr;

For music lovers and the ' Mac- ing "to have his metronome thrown
Donald-Eddy adherents,

^
picture, is a off. As a whole, it's very effective. ,

musical treat that will hit the gait of j
' story is essentially a mystery. It

previous releases
.
of : the singing;".'opens ' with Bette Davis shooting' a

team. : .';':'' ;
:

;

.
. \, : /'\ :

.:

'.'
.
man; dead as he runs from her plan-

Frequeht
-'
're n d i tio n s. .of nine ; tation house. The question mark

Coward songs cause Mis.s MacDohald from there to the climax /is -why?
and Eddy to bufst into song at evel'y . She explains to : her planter-husband,
opportunity, but the excellence of Herbert Marshall, and ; an attorncy-

. the numbers overcomes any obvious friend; James: Stephenson, that the
handicaps. . ...

''

,

: ...
•'•

. '"i murdered man, ah old fanrtily in-

W.ith the production concentrating timate, had made advances to her

on the colorful mounting arid pre-;.'.and in lier angry resentment
-
she

sentation of the song numbers^ the I
pickedvup a -revolver.' It s

;

evid0nt:

story development receives minor /.from the coolness of her recital that

attention. It's an obvious and static she's riot telling the truth. „.; •'•.

romance from the. time ..music
| Husbahd:accebts tale, but Stephen-

teacher Eddy elopes with his pupil,
,
sori does not. While Miss Davis is in.

Miss MacDortald; takes her to Vienna
|
prison awaiting a trial which is ex-

while; he writes an operetta; .and his
, pected to. be strictly a formality.

' tragic -death just as his work is to be . Stephenson's smart native assistant,
presented. The love scenes between excellently played by Sen • Yung,
the couple are- staid and cold,, neither - brings him word, of ' a letter she has

. providing any warmth, to those pro- written. ' It was to the. •"man she
ceedings which were a vital factor killed and was in the hands of his
in the original, play. . ;

. ^ J wife, .a Malayan gal, Gale Sorider-
Both Miss MacDonald and Eddy

|
gaard. Through it, it is revealed that

Interpret Coward's numbers in ex- jfor 10 years the murderess has been
cellent style. All the favorites of the
operetta are. here, including 'Ziger.

urter,' 'Little Cafe,' 'Tokay,' .and
•I'll See You Again.' Supporting cast

is neatly grooved for respective as-

signments^ with. George Sanders, Ian

Huriter, Felix Bressart, Edward Ash

having an affair with her vidti'm and
the fatal triggerwork resulted .when

-

she discovered he had thrown her
over for the beauteous riativA v

-The widow - not / only -wants a
tremendous price for the letter;, but
imposes unusual circumstances—Miss •W TiVnnp Cnrver' Diana Lewis •
'""P^es-unusuai-cireumsMinces-^-iVliss

BSf and Sg Rumahn most Davis must- bring the money herself

.
prominent.

Scripter Lesser Samuels and di-

rector W. S.. Van Dyke II allow the
excellent score and the extravagant
mounting in Technicolor to carry the

Scene hetweeh the two women, with
out a word being spoken, is hot one
to be quickly forgotten! : Miss Davis*
life,

.
by. purchase of the epistle, is

saved for the moment, but it by no

Miniature Reviews

; 'Bitter Sweet* (M-G ). Jeanette

MacDonald and Nelson : Eddy in

ok 6Uper4avishi .
mounting ,6f

Noel Coward's operetta.

\ : 'The Letter' .' (WB). Excellent

remak^ of Somerset Maugham
play starring Bette Davis. •

'Escape to Glory' (Col). Pretty

good wartime melfer.

\ 'Arizona' (Col),. Okay western

spec with Jean Arthur.

You'll Fina Out' (RKO). Kay
Kyser's picture okay comedy en-

tertainment with, musical trimr

;

: mings. .' '•,-
'-.'..;

.
'Youth Will Be Served* (20th).

Jane Withers in a Passable pro-

grammer about CCC and NYA
camps. . ::-v: ;

. (

'A Night •'

at", Earl Carroll's'

(Par). Minor league filmU-

sical devoted to extended parade
of Carroll showgirls.

'Little Nellie Kelly' (M-G).
Judy Garland . starred in light

:

and gaysome tale, rich in se'nti-
' mentality. Profitable grosser.

'The Great Plane Robbery'

.
(Col)/ -

. Humdrum
.
Jack. ; Holt

cops-and-robbers : dualler about a
hijacked airliner.

'TheXeatherpushers' (IX)., Okay
addition to the :Arlen-Devine
series. For the action houses. .

'Billy the Kid in Texas' (Prod ).

Familiar . western yarn done, in

quickie" styleV; strictly; , for lower;
bracket dualers.

:

.
:-. .

[.

'Range Busters' (Mono). . Okay
western which tees off a series

produced by George W. Weeks,
former film salesman. '

-

.

'Hold That Woman'
;
(PDC),

Smalltime bottom-bracketer with /.

James Dunn. Not -tor b.Q.

'Texas' .
Terros': (Rep). Trite

western for lower duals.

picture along without., much , assist- Vm£ahs^leadi tq^ a lived^happily-ever
.

ahce from their respective depart- after nnale.' Star s frigidity at times

ments
Utilizing the hew Technicolor- pro-

cessing, -.'Bitter'. Sweet' has its nuttier-

;

ous elaborate settings accentuated by
the tirit. photography; Final produc-
tion number for background of Miss
MacDonald's rendition of 'Zigeuner,'
is most ingeniously contrived, having
dancers in copper"brown and white
costumes, with background in similar

tones. It's one of the most . arresting
sequences ever filmed in color, all

seems to go even beyond the charac-
terization. It seems often to lack
spontaneity, although it is difficult
and deserves no belittling. On the
other hand, Marshall never falters.
Virtually stealing thesp honors in
the pic,- however, is Stephenson as
the . attorney, while Miss . Sonder-
gaard is the perfect mask-like threat.

Picture '

is suspenseful from :be-
ginning to end. So much so, in fact,
inherently via the plot, that Wyler's

striction' of color rather than
dulging in a- large range of .hues. ';

. Walt

the mbre effective because of its re-
;
directoTial efforts along that line oc-

. ,. i5 _^- ,m .__ *u_w • casiohally.go too, far., .However. with
a, story to be told more by words
than action, the director takes no
Chances on lOSs of interest by weav-

TU17 I irTTCD '

I

mg * ?hain of overlapping threats. .

lnt Lt.l l ILK
.

j

Set is of tremendous proportions
Warner Bros.' release of Robert Lord pro- a^a,.'^,e music by Max Steirier is

auction. Stars Relie Davis: teatures Tier- paruculany noteworthy in creating
bert Marshall. James Stephenson, Frieda: and holding a moOd as well at. in

\S^'^}^^±J: M'JiS :
poiriting u/ the dr&a : 'hS>.

O'Brien with drink proclivities; John
Halliday, the district :

attorney, re-

sponsible for railroading' innocents;

Miss Bennett, his girl-friend, posing

as secretary; Alan Baxter, fugitive

murderer/trailirig Halliday to avenge
a double-cross; flightly widow, Mar-

:

jorie Gateson; elderly couple, Francis
Pierlot and Jessie Busley; and
plug-ugly Frank Sully, also a Ger-

man doctor, .Erwin Kaiser. -

Story unfolds dramatics . in votit.

trast of the assorted group when
word- is received, soon after

;
sailing,

of. war's, ioutbreak; There's good de-
velopment of conflict arid, character
reactions, leading up to appearance
of submarine. . O'Brien mans a gun
to cripple a sub, but boat engines are
damaged. There's a fast courtship
by O'Brien and Miss Bennett, while
Baxter watches his chance to bump
off. Halliday. Kaiser -signals'; siib^;

marine with . diatherrriy machine
frequency, but O'Brien devises decoy,

suicide boat.: to save ship and .crew;

Baxter forces Halliday along with:

him in lifeboat' of death, which ac-;

corriplishes sub destruction via depth-
bombs. •

.-•'
-

-•

.

O'P.rien is vigorous in the top spot,

with Constance Bennett mainly in

for decorative dressing. Baxter is

good as the gangster, While Halli-

day is okay as the sniveling .district

attorney. Melville Cooper is excels
lent as the ship steward with many
jobs. '.--

Direction by John Brahni loses lit-

tle footage in straight narratiori of

the story without incidental detours.
Walt. ;

ARIZONA

William Wyier: ,' Srreenrilay by ': Howard
Koch from1 play .by W- Somerset Ma»^l.«aiW.v

camera.'.-Tony. Gaudlo; e.djlor, Goorsc. Amy;
; miisIS.. Ma\- Stelner, Pr.eVlfcvved In . I'roje'cr

tlon Room,- N. '.Y.,. NoVi .13, l'J40. ltuiinjhg

tlmo; 95 M1NS. ...
Leslie' Crosble. ...

Robert Crosble. .

.

Howard .'Joyce...

V

Dorothy Joyce...

:

V Mrs. ': Hamniond .

;

.Jolm.Wltbera.';;;;
Adele Ainswdfti)..
Prtapotti':'. ; . .

.

Ong Chi Seng.,..
Mis. Coriper. . . . ...

Chung;.- :

IIl.^. . .
.••.';-.

Head Boy..,...;..,

,v. Belle •OavU

ESCAPE TO GLORY
' Hollywood, Nov. 19.

. .'TVerbeit M.-ifsh/iU.': .Columbia release, of Sam Blacholf pro-
..Tames S.teptn nson' .'ductlon... -

:
Stars ; Pat O'Brien, Constu'n'ce

, . . ..Krleilrt Inesciii.-t Bennett;., features-. John" Halildav, Melville
, ;-Uaie'-£!.oHdergaa>.iV Cooper, Alan Baxter.. 'Directed by John
... .. ; ;.Brnce LeKlei- Br;xhm.. ..Screenplay,

: P. J.-- Wolfson ; Btoiy
. . .JOlianbelh Kn«- Sidney. - Bid dell,. Fredrlc Frimk; ' earner;/
. . .;ee011: IvellM way. 1" ran^: PlanSr; editor, Al Clark.? uss>t d(-
.. ....... .Pen '.Vnnij. .rfttor,y <3i-M. Coleman; -musical director,'
....;'... ..Tio'rJs TjIoS'iI : >>,.;. atoloff. • Previewed - at Panlagea
...» Willie .-.'l'''u'n«r-

'-N '

;
»v. :,18. '40. Running time. 70 MIXS,

Hollywood, Nov. 19.
.Columbia .

velease of - Wesley BUKgles l>i'P-

du'etion-, ..dirpeteil ' by Ruggles-, Slars Jean
Arthur; - features' Warren William, Porter
Hall. ' Screen idiiy,' Claude BInyon,- .based
11 pi>n story by Cllare.noe Buddlnijton Kelland';
"« mera, Joseph Walker, Harry Hailen-
Merger, -Fay te Brown ; . editors, Otto Meyeri
VVllllam Ijyon:: nss't • •dlfeotor,

:

' Norman
Demlng; -fnuslo, -Vie-tor .Youtig'; musical
director, M. W, SolofTv - Reviewed In Pro-
jection Room Xov. 18, '-10i Hunning -tltne:
J25 " ' - ' •

- "'•

tioris, picture devotes much footage

to exposition of characters and in-

cidental sidelights that veer from
direct . story telling. This procedure

in both script arid direction' results

in bogging down of audience .inter 1-

est in several instances, and prevents

sustained drive of picture through

the period depicted. '•
- -,

-

'
•

.

Story opens -jn 1.860 when Tucson
was nothing more than collection of

adobe huts. Jean. Arthur, first

American woman settler of the

place, is a frontier hellcat with
plenty courage, spirit and vision, in

future of valley. Wandering adven-
turer William Holden rides in from
East, falls in love, but goes on to.

California. Miss Arthur sets up
freighter supply train to Fort Yurha,
arid competes with partnership of

Porter Hall and Warren William to

start trouble. . Pai r atterhpts to block
her at every turn, even setting In-

dians against her wagon trains and
stealing her savings. Holden returns

with UniOn infantry from California,

to see : hpr through successfully to

establishment of ; dreamed ranch,

stock of cattle and marriage of pair*

Picture's reputed cbst. Set at $2^-

000,000. . There's a constructed replica
of . a townsite, with hundreds of ex-;

tras: /culled frbm present ' Tucson
populace for : authenticity. 'Indians'

attack on the cattle herd and Hold-
eri's turn : of latter into Apaches is

the highlight production punch of
picture. ;. Much footage is devoted to.

pointing up strange
.

. and Unusual
characters among the early settlers,

which might, be okay fpr^vW
purposes but drag on eri'tertainrrierit

side. .

'.' '
.

-- :

Jean Arthur dominates through-
out with strongly ' conviheirig per-
formance of a piorieer girl, shading
character believably from hardness
in . dealing.' with. .'men to. softening fpr
romance with Holden. Latter clicks
as the ..hero,, and rates more western;,
assignments . needing he-man zing.
Warren William is .the slick eohniv.er
Of gentlemanly mariner; Porter Hall
fine as head, of 'town's 'outlaws; Paul
Harvey good as sole storekeeper.
Edgar Buchanari gives \ an arresting :

characterization . as ' .town . bewhisk-
ered judge: . Support includes typical
western types. . Photography ex-,
cellerit. .

- Wait.

YOU'LL FIND OUT
(with soNqs)

Hollywood, NOv.' 14.
RKO release of David Butler, production.

Stars" Kay Kyse'r band; '..feoturea Peter
i<orre.^ . Helen l'arnrfi;

"
:
Deniiis O'Kecfe,

Bela I,iigpsl, Boi ls Karjo.ff, • G|nny Slmins.
Directed by David Uutjer. Screenplay by
Jaines V. Kern. . fi cini story by Butler and-
Kern; special material : by Andre^v Bennl-
soh, '.Monty Brtce and II. ,T. M. Scott; enm-
fcira,. Frank Redman; special eftecte, Vernon
L.'. Walker; editor,- Irene -Morru; nsst. di-
rector, Freil Fleck; songsv' James MTclIugh,
John Merc6r. Trcviewed at Punt ages; Nov.
13, '40.

• Running time, i>5 MlNS.
.'.' .'Kny' Kyse'r
...Peter I.orro

Dennis O'Keefe* who stages minor
romantic trimmings with Miss Par-
rish; Alma Kruger as the latter's
aunt who is victimized by the mystic
seanqes of Lugosi; and members of
the Kyser band troupe, including
the photogenic featured songstress
Giriny Simms; 'Ish Kabibble,' Harry
Babbitt and Sully Mason.
Five songs by: James McHagh arid

John Mercer are included along th is

way, expertly sung by. Miss Simms,
Babbitt 'Kabibble' and Mason. V 'Bad
Humor Man' is a comedy specialty
number in which the entire Kyser
band crew participates for crazy
antics and horseplay. Best of the ;

othjefs is 'I'd Know You AnyWhere,'
which has a chance for pop" atten-
tion, featured bj; Miss

;

Simms and
Babbitt. Latter is the; juve of .the'
band and . also at ease before the
lens. But most relaxed of the band
persOrinel, outside of .Kyser, is the
comely Miss: Simms who bespeaks
Hollywood promise.
Picture is the first to utilize > Gil-

bert Wright's Sonovox mathine
which adds to. the weirdness x>f the
ghost-voice messages delivered dur-
ing the seance. Apparatus is also
used for musical finale to provide
novelty ; presentations of apparent
sinking by Various instruments in the
band. : .

."
- y-

r
.-.'.-;.';:.'.- Walt.

Youth Will Be Served
(WITH SONGS) '

Sptli^Fox release of I^ucien Hubbard . p'io-
'

ductlon.. Stars Ja'na Withers; features Jniia"^
Darwoll, Robert Conway, Klyse Ki«i\,- joe
Brown,,: Jr.; John Qualen, . ChH"rle,s -Holla ndV
Directed, by Otto Brower, . ^cH'einiljiv;
;Wanda :Tuchbck;' story, Ruth Fjisken and
Hlldii Vincent;, songs,: Frank Loesser iijvd

Lpula .Alter;.-danees;' Ntdtolas Casile; .ciimi-

•

era, ISdwhrd. Cronjaker;- musical direction,
Emll Newman ;~ editor, Nick Da 'Magglo.-'
At Palace. ,N> Y.. NoV. 14, '40; dual. Run-
ning:, time, 06-MINS. :'...

Eadle-May.. . ;.'... ...
Supervisor Stormer. . .;.
Dr. Bob . ... . . .

.". .
.'

. ... .

.

Piimola

.

Benjy
Clem Howie. ... . . . . .

.

.Hphrnlm.-.-; '.

.

I;ls'beth.;..:;. ....... i,

^llss Bnidshaw. , .

;

Rufus- ; Brltt. ..,'..;.,

CCC .Major. .

.

Lily...., .............
Mr.. Hewitt..;......
Sheriff..: .',......;.»
Buck Miller..;.......
Dan MoKay .

.'..".

Henrietta. McNutt;.

.

i . .v.Tn'ne ' WUher*.-
. . . . . JAoe l iarwi'll

,.; .Robert .I'oinvi'iy

...'..-; . . .Klyxfe .Kno'x
, i. jue' .-Brown, 'Jr.

. . ; .;, ..John Qimlen
, . .Cliai'lCs Holland .

v.. . ;Tilll.l<tn.. Porter
,'. .'.Cliira Itlandlck
. .Tully M'ursliall'

.
.". .'Kdwln- .Stanley-

. . . . M lldred Gbver.
. ; . . . Illchiiril Lape
.. .-.'

. . . . iy •lvendair
.. . . . J:imes. Flavin
. v . . . V. lidi.llC Marr
"j .>.Claiie-Du • Brey

Kay Kv-ser. '. . .
,'. ...

'Prof.' :

'I'
vennlnger.

.

Judge Main waring.
Prince

-
Sa llano. .'.

.

Janls- ' Bellacrest. . V,
ChlJck. Deems...;-....
Aunt Ma:rgd; v. . . . .

.

Jurgen

,-i'. .Boris;, Karloff
. .>..'^Bcla f.ugosi
; ., .Helen' ,1'arrlsh
-.'.'.Dennis O'lCeefe-
. . ... ..A.Ima Kruger
.Joseph lSgg'ertton

And'. Kay '.Kyser"fl . band, featuring Glhny
Simms. Harry... Batph'ltt. ••Islt. Ka.blbble'

.. and Sully Maqon . v

Tctsu Komat -A" 1^ ..Farrough
(.'lulstlne Blaine.;

.

rrr
-

rT"
'

' John ;Mprgan
:. .

.
. 'The Letter.Vhas- a history - runnii"' ' f • * ;

.

;V •: -v -i- m '-r-
'••••;;

, . '
.

'"'.'ai-ry- perrln.-,...
back to. 1927. •: Twice it. has been, seen chm-ies Atterbee.

in .legit and ;bnce- .'before .in films, .^ w |n9l»Vv
- - ••

.. . "sor Miidge.
. each time with top femme- star iri' W?. Mtjdge...,v

;
the principal role, Yet never .has

'

it Tom
l

my MaioneV.

been done With greater production ':

Pi'r ?"i?
ee

?
3,

• • •
•'•

• ••-•'•

.... •••-'. '

, •
• thref Engineer.... ....

; values, a better all-around, cast or -FirsV Mate.

finer direction. A strong story, well-

1

.Pat O'Brien
Contsance' Bennett
. . , . John';Halliday
-..iMeJvitle - Cooper

. . . . ... . . Alan Baxter
,/. . .... . ... Edgar .Burliiman
. MarJorie Giiiesbn.

. Francis : Pleriot
:. ..'.,.;. ... '.v; Jessie' -Busley

'

. i .
.'. ...... Stn h ley Ijogan

;'.', .-.>( . . . . . . .Frank . Sully

.

. . .
.'.

... E.rw In Kaiser
; Don . Beddoe

Leslie - Deulson

proved, Warner Bros, have shot -the : Carrying a strange cargo of Ameri-'

works oh its production. Its defect : ^s
.f

roP. ^g^nd ;0rt a /British

' Js its grimness; ; However,i: current ou^l 'ffip^0
PG^

success of such films as 'Escape' strong melodrama and suspense to
proves real drariia never, lacks pull, .pi'ovide top calibre programmer.. . It
?The Letter,' .as a matter Of'fact, will will, carry as billtopper where the

^ do bullish biz in slightly sophistir :h_ames Of Coristance Beririett-arid Pat
cated first-runs, likewise in the keys. • O Brien rate marquee strength, :

arid something less iri the later runs. '
Picture is a .. good example of

Somerset
,s
Ma-ugham's. ; play -. made, a tightly. knit' script, combined with

Its initial bow ih London 13 \ycar.s :
^

straightforward direction in detail-
ago with- Gladys Cooper iri the lead, ing drama and .Spotlighting . various
It opened on Broadway on Sept. 27, characters aboard, thrown together
192.7, under the sponsorship of Mess- by flight from war clouds. There's
inore Kendall. Katharine Cornell i the .;Ne'er-do-well ' adven turer

Phoebe' Tltiis.-../;...

Pe.ier MunHc. /. -,'.'.'

.'•/offerson' .OSrt^ret'.-',

Lazarus ;Ward . ..',
;.,

Solon'ion --Warner; ...

ifnley . .:.-.
.-';"

Pe.te Kitchen;..."..
Grant ' Q'ury.V. ..

.

; ;

Estevan Oilion

.

Bn.r( Ma'ssey . . . . .

.

Hllhrio Halle'go. ; .

.

Judge Bogirrdu.s;..

,

Joe Brlggs. .-•.-;;•.;';';.

Sani' Hughes. . ... ; .

:

- Meyer. . ..',..;/. ; <

'Tei-ry-. ;;.'; »..;.';'-. .y.
Joy> ..... .. ..
Tlrnin'liis. .<;; ;

,

.
Longstreet. . . .......
Mano- '.;....'•. .. , •

, ,

.

Teresa . . v',' ; .

.

;
';

, ; .

;

(iTapt. -HunlerV.

, . . . ..i.Tean ..'Arthur-
...William IIoMen
.."Warren William
.... ... Porter -Hail
.:. ... . Paul Harvey
.George Chandler

.:. . ', Hyroh Foulger
. .. , . R,egJs ' Tooniey
. . . ... . .Paiai 'Loiien'
-. i..; . CoIlh .Tapley
... . ..Uvald'o '.; Vafehi
.,15d frar.' Buchanan
....Earl Cra.wfoi-a
... .Grift Burnctte
,;.';Luf1w'lg Hardt
• Patrick 'Mnrlafty

.'..; Frank: Darlen.
........ Syd~Saylor
, .

;•.
. Wade/Croslvv

...V. .-. .Frai\k-H'lii
.

. i.-Nina'-'' Camn'nna
•.Addison'. Richards

v Anpther expensive epic .of west-
ern pioneering,, this . time the early

' settlement days' of Tucson, Arizona,

j

untqlf.
s '..-.with

: usual melodramatics.
I including bad men, warpath Indians,
hardy settlers, wagon trains arid ro-
mance.. Despite .overleftgth, it's ex-
C1tjng. entertainment of its kind, that
will click profitable biz - in regular
.runs as. solo or billtopper^ : Needs
exploitation hypo for generally ex-
tended runs. .

Providing fictional 'trimrriirigs to
factual history of early Tucson years,
picture is set against scenically
exparisive background. Uhreelihg at
slower tempo than is general policy
for lusty, western of epia propor-

Kay Kyser's secorid film starrer is
solid comedy entertainment, '-with
musical interludes, that will set the
wickets Spinning at a merry .pace -up
and down the line. Picture is much
stronger

: in both b.o. content ^and
laugh appeal than Kyser's initialer,
'That's Right, You're/Wrong,' - arid is
tuned directly to* present gerieral
audience requirements. :

'ZJ'
Story is a .lively adriiixti/re of

comedy, music, and eerie- thrills,
with accent on. the comedy side.
After brief musical introdQction of
Kyser and his aggregationK it gener-
ates a fast pace that carries^ proceed-
ings along in zestful, tempo through
a maze of humorous and chiller

,

complications.
Kyser plays himself in the picture,

and does surprisingly well in smack-
ing Over comedy lines arid, situations.
He S relaxed before the camera, and
turns in a .most creditable perfbfm-
ance for his secorid film appearance,
without any semblance of newcomer
self^consciousriess.

Boris. Karloff, Bela Lugosi arid
Peter Lorre form a strong setup of
sinister vijlainy, to provide plenty of
trouble and conflict . for Kvser to
combat.- But the band leader, ac-
complishes success, after a series of
hilarious and spine-tingling episodes.
The Kyser troupe is engaged to

play-' for a
-
private party on 21st

birthday of Helen Partish. Affair is
"janold secluded mansion which is
filled with the usual catacombs of
Secret passageways, secret panels
and archaeological Collections. It's
a

,
weird and. strange setup, accentu-

ated when Lugosi puts on a mystic
seance for the Visitors and Miss Par~
rishs life;,

" v endangered. Kyser
senses - the plot,, and in ./broad
comedic; style, proceeds to unravel
the. mystery, by, finally rounding up
the three plotters.--Of course, every^
thing is staged with a wild thunder-
storm raging outside,' which seems to

6 regulation techriiqUe for - a
chiller;, <

;
David Butler assumes the dual

»Sh
of Pr?^ucer-d»rector, in addi-

V^".
t0„ splitting story credit with

James. V. Kern, who wrote the script.
Butler provides a slick piloting job
to smacko to the utmost his numer-
Ous comedy situations, ; arid . coriv
petently spots the various songs for
best effect. . .

a
^
d
]i
ion to the menacing trio

oi Karloff, Lorre and Lugosi, sup-
porting cast includes band manager

20th-Fox hass turned votit a fair
little programriier in this Jane

:

Withers* picture and has incidentally
polished^ a. couple of apples for the
Government by putting in a strong
plug for the National' Youth Ad-
ministration "arid the- Civilian Con-
servation Corps camps. Using those
two Federal projects as the spring-
board, the. yarn is a combination of
several standard plot ingredients—
the anti-social youngsters who are:
thawed by kindness, the sour old
skinflint who is won arourid by a
moppet's siinny smiile, the jailbreak
and chase, and so On. There are even
the. customary crocodiles in every
down-south stream.
I Jane . Withers gives a veteran
frbuper's .^rfor'mance as the back-
woods urchin who, wanders into the

.

NYA camp, but it's Charles Holland,
the southern field-hand, who walks
off with- the picture On the strength
of his rousing

.
flsh Tpeddler songs..

Jane Darwell is a.kiridly NYA camp
supervisor, Tully Marshall is con-
vincing as the ornery old guy with
the. tender, heart, Joe: Brown, Jr.,. is

acceptable as Miss Withers! swamp
side-kick, and John. Qualen Is satis-

factory as . usual ; as her . father...

Robert Conway and Elyse. Knox are
decorative aS the decidedly inci-
dental r.omantic interest. And for
those who notice such things, there
are a couple of platoons of comely
ingenues as NYA campers. -Direction-"'

and production are 'adequate,: :

Hob*.

A Night at Earl CarrollV
.. (MUSICAL) .

.

Hollywood, Nov. 1.3.

Pammount release of Earl Carroll proV
ductlon, • Fcaturea Ken • Murniyi Lillian
Cprnfell, J.. Carroll Nalsh, Rose Ilobart,
Brenda and CoBlna, Betty McLaughlin. Di-
rected by : Kurt Neumann'. Original and
screenplay by Lynn Starring; camera; Leo
Tovar;,..editor. Alma >Iaerorle; asst.. dl-.

•roctpr, Joseph Letert; songs, Victor Young
Prank (ioesser, Ocrtrude .N'lese.ii, Frederick.
Kollander,

. N116 . Mehendez. Earl CnrroU,
Dorcas Cochran. '. Previewed, at Paramount;

'
IS'ov. 12;

;,
40. Hurinlng time, 611j; A

MISS
Barney Nelson. ....
Ramoha Lisa.. ;\..
Brenda Ouslier...,.
('olilna Ousher... ...

.Steve '.IvaHtilis-.

• MayoT Jones.,

.

Alonzo Smith....;.
Vic MurklL . . . . . . .

.Miss Borgia,

.

Mlas d.». Mllb'.V.?..'."
Miss DuBary . ....

.

Mac. . . ...

.Terry.''..:-...',.,;;,.,,

Mnchlnif-t's.Mutei .'.

Mayor Green.

.

>Iayor Brown . . .- . .

,

Mayor f! ray'.,
Mayor White....
Mayor Stokea......
Stage Manager;..'.;
La-Conga Singer....
Maldy. ,•....,-;.....;.
Orchentra : Leader. .'

Radio' Announcer, .

,

Dancevs; ...... . . .

Jugglers.

.Ken- Murray
. -.'.; .Rose Hobart'
.

.

. BIq nrhe Stewart
... . . . . .Elvla Allmait

.1. Carroll Nalsh
,...'.: . . Russell- -TUcks
. . ; ; .-. '..lack Nor' 0"
... . . ; . . . John. -linlrd,

;;.:.'. . Ruth Rogeis
;

. ..wBelty' McLnughJIu
.

...'•. .Beryl ,Wallace
... ..'.-.'. ;johii. Hnrliiion
..'-. . Ray AValJccr
.. .. .. ;. .Billy Gilbert
. . /Wliriflm Da vld«on

;

.
.'

. . . ..; ForbeB . Murray
. v. i ; .Ralph' Emerpon
. . . . . it . ; Allan CaV.au
;.,•. ...fieorge McKay,
.'. . ... . .<ioorge ' Meeker
.'. . . . .Mary Lou Cook
......... .'Vera 'Ijewlri

. . . Flrjrlhe jMcKliinV.v

... .'.sTrumnn '• Bradley'
Sterner Sl.stera

'.The. Three . Nora us
and Lillian Cornell and Lela Mcioro

• Paramount undoubtedly paid Earl
Carroll for the privilege of using his
Hollywood cabaret theatre and ac-
cptripariying talent for, this .picture,

but from what's dri the screen it

looks like the producer should have
paid the studio. It's a national plug
for his layout Via an extended trailer.

(Continued on page 18)
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Screen Ploy by Howard Koch • Music by Max Stetner

May Robson • Frank McHuah • Dick Forarv

Directed by WILLIAM KEIQHLBY
Original Screen Ploy by Stephen Morehouse; Avery

Suggested by the Boofc, "Sliter Act," by Fannie Hvrrt

In

with

RAYMOND MASSEY •

: Wm; Lundigan,•'Van Heflin • Gen* Reynoldi

[
Henry O'Neill • Gutnn 'BIq Boy' William*

Directed by MICHAEL CURTI

Z

Screen Play by Robt. Buckner • Muile by Max Stelner
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A Night at Earl Carroiri

((Continued from page 16)

that focuses, attention mainly oh his.

briefly clad, and shapely girls in the.

stage . ensembles. Boring / with its

repetition of. showgirl parades in vari-

ous costume ch>inges, picture is a

minor league filmusical that /will

have to deperid ori:dtial bookings.

The' Carroll . stage .
show, mainly

the ' parading <=ho\vfihis. consumes
two-thirds of the' picture arid

1 be-

comes decidedly tedious. The slim

story is synthetic : in /its setup... and
Rains nothing!, from mediocre mater
ricl ari^ direction. .Time after time,

comedy. Jjnes';fa?];'i6:/r.ssister:''.d«e-'iO:

inadequate 'timing-.'' outtin^. them
across: and ;at: other ;poirits; the ma-
terial iis^K,pr6v'.cs^the'^;ma.iar handi-
cao, ... :

, '..:.: ''•/./;,
.

• :-
;

Synthetic story concocted; as.ah ex-;

cuse to nhrade Carroll's 'roost, beau-

'

tiful girls in ihe ..world' has:' Holly-
wood's mayor (.there ain't any) en-,

tertaining a group of mayors from
sui'foun'dihg ^commirnities.;; In order
to embarrass his honor; the town's
'grmblV /; 'chief kidnaps 1 Carroll arid

show-- nrincip«n ls" -so. there'll be no
performance. But. Rose Hobar.t is a

. vet trouper, arid tosses an impromptu
show tofrqther—depending on the. girl

• erisembl.es/: for most of- the numbers—
with soloists assisting Xor: the producr
tion displays, -Of course. Carroll arid

his company escape, but by that time
the ..show's: .

'

/-V'/-- ' .-
"

Ken Murray works hard to over-
come static material : as the press
agent drafted as '-;m'.c.' .'-. Miss

.;
Hobart

dale's, ri'cely . as .Carroll's ; assistant, -

while Brerida 'and Cobiria hit. some
bright spots with their familiar rod-, :

tineas in search .of men; Jack - Nor-
:

tori is drunk Whb wanders through
the prbceedings for moderate laughs.
Four songs, all of lightweight rat-

;

Ihg. .are.srinf» by William/Brady. Rose
Hpbsrt; Lillian Cornell and Mary
l,ov

'

Cook, tela Mpore provides the
best specialty with her /-old vpi'de.

dance. . Wnlt.

LITTLE NELLIE KELLY
(WITH SONGS)

:'.
; . Hollywood; Nov. 16.

:

: Merro-G'o'Ulwyn': Mayer, release of Arthur
Freed prodiirtlon.-.. Stars. .

jTnrt'y .-Garland;
features fieorp* Murphy, diaries v.Wiii.nlti-

per, : PoiiR-las Mc
:Phail. . .Directed h'y Nor-

man' :TauroR.. ; -Screenplay, by' Jack. "M6-
Gpwan; baspil upon piii.s'i.oa) oomeo'y. 'writ-
ten.. p.om'poKed ann/ prortiiced hy George. M.

,

Cohan: camera, Ray'.'. June.; editor, /Fred-
erick Y. Smith:- musical adaptation; Roper
Eriens./ Previewed at Westwood : Village,'
Nov. 1.*,,

• V ;.

Nellie Kelly I

Mttl© Mellle Kelly j

ly sketched' characters and situations

bf the Cohan ori^ina.K :
Picture ..is

provided :• with adequate production
mounting, with .Ray June's camera
work of high calibre throughput. ;

''>. ../•' Walt -'

The Great Plane Robbery
'

Coliimbla release, of'. Lurry' Diiriijour p'i;u^

iluctlon. : Htui's Jui-U -.IliHi; feiituifd Stanley

l<
v
leidH, Vlcki- li.estt'1, .

Noel ,M.«c|Ikoo.-

rected -bv ' Lewis - 1). Collins. iScr.eenpJuy,..

Albert- be-.Moinir
'

-story,.
-

llaroWi:.. Greene;

camera, James S;r Hrmvhe. Jr. f music, t**
Zrihler; editor. Ow'iffht Oldwell. At niajto;.

N. y, t
Nov. U,- '-»<)'... HunnlnK tljne, '.'(V5.

Mike Henderson.
Frankle Toller ;V

Helen- Carver. . ...

Joe. Colfon. . v.. ; v
Jim. Hay. .-.

ilod .."HrothPrA; < .

.

Horner . I'dnpie; .
:

Krcbber. . ... ; . . . :.

Kddle Llniln. .

.

Xlck" i-iannon, . .

.

Iir. Jamison .'.

.

Slra; JairiisiuV. . .

.

Bill .
Whltcb.nib..

;

.....;..;o1flck "Holt
. . .Stntiley; '.Fields

i V . VIoKi I.oatei-:

. . (N'iel- Madison.
. Jlraiivllle1 Owen

•itifodorc' Von K-Jt'ss-'

. . .oWai'V (^uvahautfh
Mllbuch \ .Stone.

-. ;'.
. V. l'aul. .K-ix

...... Harry t'ordlpi,''

..'..John HarnlKon.
.IVni is.MiiyU'

, . . . .I.ane Chandler-

Only distinction about this pic-,

ture is'.that , its' title' is a paraphrase
of that pioneer silent ' classic, 'The
Gri-eat .Train..-Robbery;* And appar-
ently even that was aiv after-thought;
ifor. the' . film .was. originally tabbed
'Keep Hirri Alive,' instead of its pres-
ent, 'The Great Plane Robbery.*
Anyway, • its .typical Jack Holt
opus aria thus a ; lower-deck dualler..

Yarn deals with a racketeer who's
released from the klirik three months
before a $500,000 insurance , ..policy On
his. life is. due- Vto expire.' His old
hoodlum pals hijack the plane (hence;

ther title, get' it?) ;in ;>vhich he and
an .; insurance investigator are; pas-
sengers. . Of course, the'fe' are the
usual scripter's assbrtrrierit : of " fel-

low-trav;elers. including the tirriprbus"

man,- the. philosophic rhari. the bel-
licbse wife, etc. There's also a neg-
ligible romance between : the .airline

hostess and the pilot. ; Otherwise.- it's

just
.
another formula:' epps-and-robr

bers yarn; .

•
'

• ,

'/ " ;vl;.--' :

. •Holt .plays .the . stern
'

vestigator, with; his. accustomed mas-
culine swagger ..and : with, hisv chin
out-thri/st

.
even ; more than usual;

And as. always.
:

he's effective, in, his
peculiar, somewhat ' old-fashioried
manner.. Noel Madison is believable
as the cornered ex-cOn . and Vicki
Lester is a pert ing'eriue.

;
The others

are standard. So is the direction.
: ' • • Hobe. .-

time. W, MINS.

...Judy- Garland

jerry Kelly.
Michael Noonnn. . ,

.

Penhl* FogHi-ly .

.

Timothy FoRarty'.- -.

.

^I.iry FoRorty.. . . .. i

Morlarlty. . . ......

SeiKeitnt McGowa h
.;

Keevaii. .. .... . . . . , .

. ; . . . Oeorge, MUrphy
. .'OWi-les \Vlniflnger :

,:.. ;i)oiigla8 iMoFhail
, . ;.. Arthur. Shields

: 'I'...-. ; :. .Slta .Page
. . , Foi'repter ."Harvey

.

',

, . '.James, • Burke
i . .

.
-..-.tSeorge:' Watts

The Leather-Pushers
Universal / release , of . Ben Plviir- produce

tlon. Steri Richard Al len- and Andy.. i)eT
vlpe :

: features
; A st rid A'lhvyn'. ; :HorHce MacV

Mahon, Shemp Howard; -potiglHS Fo.wley,

'

Eddie Grlbbon. Directed by John RawllnK.
Orlfflhal screenplay. -ny iiarry Rhine. Ben
Chapman.'- Maxwell Shane:-, camera', Stanlev
Certea; fllrh editor. Arthur .Hilton. At
Strand, -Brooklyn; week Nov. 14, "40, Run-
ning, time, 64; MINS. •

of its business from juvenile trad*

and lower half of double bills.

•Billy the Kid in Texas' concerns

his efforts to clean up a western
cowtoWn of—its crooked^gang. The
formula of having the western hero,

this time with $5,000 on his head for

a holdup •

iri an earlier film release,

serve as sheriff and round up the^

bad men, }s familiar artifice. Having
the western Robin Hood suddenly
confronted by his own brother, with
the town's bandit crew; in a gun
duel, .also is employed.. More im-
plausible

. .

passages and .
situations

than usual creep into the story. ./

Steele is not as good as usual as

Billy in this yarn. He. suffers ffom
inane, lines and worse episodes. Al
St, John, veteran of two-reel come-
dies is his side-kick, and manages to

garner a ; few.; chuckles. ...Terry

Walker^ sole femrne speaking; charac-
ter; is a "coriiely;--','.blonder.

but lacks
histrionic ability. Charles. King: arid

Carlton Young, head the support, -

.

Joseph ; O-DohtieU's original, looks
like it was culled from several west-
ern - screenplays ; of recent, years.
Peter-

. Stewart's^ .

'

directibri ;
doesn't

help much. '. Wear.

THE RANGE BUSTERS
.\fonofrranV release of Ceorpe W-. Weeka.

pi'o^Iu'oilon, Fcntufee Ray ('(irrlRan, John.
Klnft. Max Terhune, Uuahh .WrtlVers, '.r;eroy :

Maabni Eorle Hodglha arid Krnnlc I^Kue/
Directed . by' Bov L'ubyV: Story and.:iidninn-'

< Ion, John Uithmell; editor, Roy. Clntre;.

photoRniphy, l'idward Linden. At Cehtrnl.
.V.: y. ; halfdual bill; week Kovi ,14. '40..

Ttunnlrig .time;: M MINS.
Prnsb .;. . . v. ... /. ; ... . >. Ray PorrlKun
Y)i).ity. . . . ... ;'.; . . ; . . . . ... . , . John Klnir
Alibi.-. . ... . ; .

.
'.

.'.
. . . . . i . ..... . Mox 'I'prhune

Carol.-... . . I';-. «... ; . .'..". .> ... LuahA AVu Iters

T'nele Rolf . . ; . . .Kiirle lioiddlna
Doc.. SteB.le. , . . ... Frank LaUue
Torrence.-; ,

:

. . ;0
'.-...

-.
.'.

. . . .V-.-. Iierby .•' Mason-
Wyomlri v. ..

'...., ^i". ;'*'... /.KerhVlt Mayiiar.d
Wall. ... ...... Bruce .King

tittle Nellie Kelly' is the film ver-
sion of a George M. Cohan, musical
and like all Cohan numbers, where
an Irish heroine is involved, it is

brimful of good bld-fashioried senti-.

mentality and romance that every-
one understands. With ' Judy Gar-
land carrying the title spot, picture
easily achieves' its purpose of pro-
viding light entertainment for widest
audience appeal. . It's . a billtopping'
programmer for good biz iri the keys,
and will show particular strength in
the ;family house?*

"

With the story unfolding \iri two
sections,

. Miss "Garland portrays a
dual role—that Of rcother ;arid daugh-
ter. . As the former, she's an Irish
lass; whd rnarries;.. George, Murphy,
and 'journeys with hirri to a new
home in Ariietica. 'Murphy achieves
his aim of winning av

. job on the
police force, but his wife dies iri

childbirth. Time lapse then pre-
sents little; Nellie Kelly as a sweet
arid •charming'- .youngster, adpred by
both her "father arid stubborn grand-
father. Charles Wipninger. - Her rb ;

rriance with Douglas McPhail is en
couratjed by her- father and dis-

. .
couraRed by Wiririinger. These cross-

. .
ptirmses set up complications, that
are finally blown away for the even-
tual happy ending. Conflict between
Murphy and Winninger. which starts
Iri Ireland when;.the former marries;
carries through the: entire, proceed-
ings to establish basis for both corn-
ed" situations arid story motivation

. -
:

ss Garland romps through the
.

ro'e of Nellie Kellv in -prarid style,
V eriiphasiiing her: stature as a top-
notch actress with plenty of whole-
some charm ahd camera presence. In
addition to several/ familiar Irish
songs! including 'It's a Great Day for
the Irish.' Miss Garland sings a swing
version of 'Singin* in the Rain.' Mc-.
Phail. with riiale.. chorus accompani-
ment, delivers; the Cohan tune from
th<» .show! 'Nellie Kelly J .Love You.'
George Murphy provides strength,

to the character of the Irish youth
^whb later advances tp captain on the
police .force. Role is. natural for
Murphy's talents. Winriiriger also
scores with, his portrayal .of the
irascible .

Irish toper who good-:
naturedly dominates both his daugh-
ter and grandchild. McPhail is con-
vincing as Nellie's suitor, and looks
-Jike a good: bet for develOprrierit as

: a . juvenile lead. Arthur . Shields,
Rita Page ; and James Burke /are
rn?.in.«nrings in 1 the ^supporting cast,

.-. Norman^^^ Taurog.provides* convinc-
ing direction to display liberal chunks
of Irish sentimentality, humor and
romance durinf the unreeling. Jack
McGowan's script retains the broad-

Dick. ... . . , .
; '. ; . . ; . » ...

;

Andy
P*t,.. ........ .......

Slick...';... v.... :,:.'.;'
;

Stevens ;.; .
.';.•;

Slugger v V.

Sailor. ....... ....

Mltclieii, .'.. .. .'..;,.. ....

Comhilssron^ri .

.

:. . ...

.

Jo'em^'';:'.'.'.-:<v«--.;»i

Pete iii.. v.. .....

Gortran^a Manager..;/:
Commenta tor . :

.

'; v.' . ; .

»

Announcer.. ........ ...

.....Richard Alien
. , , i': ;VAndy Devlne
..... .As t rid Alhvyn

.'; Douglas FpiWey-
•; .-fiia i-les p, rir.qwn

,

1 lloi ace / MacMahqri'
, ; . . :.Sherhp. Howard
...... Charles IjVi rie

.-/..Wade Boteler
. . J . . . Georg-f' Jvlnyd,

...Eddie Gr.ibbon
... . . . .Frank Mltpheli
...:.Reld Kllpaivlck
; . .Ben Alexander

". Latest in
Arlen-Devirie

Universal's lengthy
action series,: , "The

Leather-Pushers* merits ranking as
up to .' the standard ! v^hich has been
set. Because of its story, it obviously
fits into only the lower half of a
dual bill in an action: housei and ior
such a spot it's topnotch.

.

Entertaining and. well-produced
under budget limitations, it pushes
the starring duo irito a- new field—
prize-fightingi Devine is a/ would-be
wrestler arid Arlen his trainer. In a
gym free-for-all, Douglas Fowley,
the promoter, spots Arlen as a pip
of a boxer. He gives him a phony

'

buildup.
. arid is, heckled by Astrid

Allwyn, playing a sports columnist
who her. readers think is a man. To
get even, with her, Fowley raffles
Arlen's contract off and sees that she;
wins it, \ Arlerii of course, turns into
a champ—after certain difficulties—
and is able to help : a bunch of bid
purichies

. whom Miss Allwyn has
been supporting.;

.

• Arlen's the usual personable hero,
J^evine the comic and Miss Allwyn
an attractive vis-a-vis. Horace Mac-
Mahori arid; Shemp: Howard are : a
pair ; of the slap-happy vets who
create some laughs. Gags as a whole
are pretty weak, but . the plot's not
bad for a. picture of this type. .

;- :

•-•':•'.•: Herb.

The / producer ; of ..this picture,
George W; Weeks, is .ari Oldtimer in
distribution, He sold; filrn frbrri the
ground up and has/held numerous
-high -posts in: that branch of the b.Usi--

ness, but about 10 years/ago took a
fling ,on the side, in the producing

:

field as head of Mayfair. That' ulti-

mately went out of , existence, and
George, as. practically, every • ex-
hibitor, knows him, carhe back into,

distribution. : Now/ again . in the
manufacturing end, he has turned
but the first of a series of westerns
which he is making for .

Monogram

.

release.: It starts him 6ft satisfac-
torily, although it, would be ad-
visable to get better dialog :fOr his
equine epics. r

.
'Range. Busters' features an ad-

venturesome trio known as the range
busters/ Ray Corrigari, John King
and . Max:. Terhune, who . no doubt
are walking the trail broken by Re-
public's Mesquiteers, . a /' threesome

;
working in a 'series Of westerns, of
which Corrigan. and Terhune ' were
Once part. They . are brought; in
to avenge the killing of a girl's

father, twist being that the local
doctor who advised their retention
is the 'phantom' guilty of the muf-
der. /

In winding up the film, the range
blisters have done their deed arid
are free to continue their adventures,
with result they will no doubt show
in another WeeKs production at an
early date.

;

Trio Of Corrigan; King arid Ter-
hune should develop, okay along the
same lines as the Mesquiteers. - Girl
is the attractive Luaria Walters, who
has been in other Westerns. Others
include Leroy Masqn, Earle Hodgins
and Frank. LaRue, last-mentioned as
the phantom.
Among other ^things, .Weeks . has

sought to choose locations that are a
bit off .the beaten ;track, sO much : sb
that sometimes the atmosphere is

not that which represents the aver-
age irnpresslon of ranch country.
This is comfnendable, however, as a
switch, if nothing else. Char,

with, copper-masked Robert Wil-

cox.
''

.,. .

'

. _

/

Other leading players are C. Mon-
tague -Shaw, the inventor of the re-

mote control device; Ella Neal, as

his daughter, arid Jack Mulhall, as

the police chief. Direction by
.
Wil-

liam Witney arid John English , is

reasonably okay while the 1 screen-

play credits are many, five writers

working on it. ;-;
Kail.

HOLD THAT WOMAN
Proqucem ReleaBlng Coip. reiease of Slg-

miirid Neufeld pi(iilnctl<in. Featuresj jnmc?.
Dgnn, Frances (JlfTord, G«'orp ' PpuglaB,;

Martin Spellrnan, Ulla Ijallby, ISddlft

Kotherstoh. -Dl reeled . by flhcrnian Scott,

si dry; ;Huymond Sctiroctc arid William
Pierce; adaptation; George Brlcker; editor,

llolbiook Todd.:- i>lioiot;iiM)liy;.- Jack
.

Groon-
halgli.' At .Ceritn.l, N. Y., linlT dual, bill,

wet-k . Kov. 14, .
'40; Uunning time: 64

MINS; - .:.:•". -'
.

jimmy. Parker. . .-.

Mary Mulvaney.
Sieve ..'Brady .

.-...'.

Xlke iiulvahpy.';..

li.ulu Pvlscoll
Goilioy. . ....... . . :

.

( )ffIrcr . Alii Iwivnoy;.

Duke Jiirfens!

.

'..

<....

.

^ James., DUrtri

. . ; Fra oce.s GlfTord-

... Ge.oi'pre* lioujsrlha.

.Mart lii Spcllmun
... . . .Ulta- TiitRoy

.Kddle K.etherflton
'. i... ;-'; .Guy -t,Tslie*

i :../. l'aul' llryar

'Hold .That Woman' is ; another
dubious effort ./to suit .

matorial
.
tb

James Dunn/ vice versa, with the

;

result in- either .case thumbs .down.
At one time making a terrific hit, as

the- guy who pleaded with the doctor
tp save his wife, ever since Dunn
has been, selling hirtiself ' V : some,
manner or other, : with diminishing
effect. He does it again,, in this pic-
ture, arid, .after sortie - years, he is

getting tiresome. . Even if bought
very/ cheaply/ 'Hold That Woman' is

going to • be .questionable invest-
ment; ^ ' / ;/-'.-

.

Dunn is/ paired withi: Francis/ Gif- :

ford/ whom he' wants to/rriarryrEm-^
ployed, as a- repossession agent for
'Skip Tracers. Ltd;,' he is hot pri the
trail . of a .

radio that hasn't met its'

.installments; It .the secret .re-

ceptacle for some stoleri jewels, and,
in; the course . of the story's 'plot;

Dunn lands in jail; • Subsequentiy,
he .discovers the radio has gone, and
in- chasing the 'skip account' he gets
embroiled , with a gang; of criminals,
but doesn't realize he's playing . with
fire. Recovering the radio, then he
becomes* the pursued, but in the
end,/ as anticipated, he brings about
the capture of the culprits: :

;

;

; Production reflects every possible
saving on budget; sets' being cheap
and ordiriary. Also, the photography
is poor] "; '...;..- ••;

-.

' Miss Glfl/ord, ; opposite;
^
Dunn, on

the
; romahtic end, passes ' muster.

Rest Include George .Douglas, heavy;:
Martin. Spellrnan, the: cjever kid
actor, who deserves better material;
and. Rita LaRoy, / playing; a wise-
cracking telephone operator. Chor/

TEXAS TERRORS
(ONE SONG)

Republic -'relea.se. of GeorKO f?h>rmiin" pro-
1

d.uctlori;. directed liy Sherman.. .. StHl-ji lion
'Red'!: Barrj'. -. Screenplay, /Dorfa' Hchrpeder
and Anthony Coldeway; camera-, .John Mac-
Burnle; editor/ Tony Martlnelll; :

in.uslc, ; Gy
Feiifr.' '

. Previewed Iri : Projection Room.
N.:. Y.. - Nov; 14, '40.- ^Rurinlrig time, 07
MINS;. '- ,.. ':• -:.

'

Coast Legit Coin
Continued from page i r

heaiirig the breach between interests

and the authors and wept alidad on \
the assumptiori that/it was rnerely -a
matter ; of - time when Hollywood
would again become, a legit partici- >

pant./'-. Warners owns the 'Biltmpra
theatre along /With George Abbott,

,

for ' whom it backed a nurnber of
productions, and has' de.velbped its

.

own legit department,

Among other studios expected to

figure':.o.n Broad\yay in the near fu-
ture are 20th-Fox. arid Columbia,.

; both being harried as/possible: ; show
backers after the Guild okayed the
amended rules. ' It is not .necessary .

'

for..;/ group signaturing, of .. such'
changed provisions. " Guild is .print,".. \

ing the regulations* and, upon the '/'

use of the/forms by • managers;, the -

new system will be automatic;j Iy.

"

effect/ Next step will be the adop- /.

• tipri of the
:
basic: agreement for a

term, Ihe^^fiye-year. pact':.which
just amended beini,. dated to expire /
early.; in the- spririg... No. major dif-.

ferences are in sight,.- since the veal
.

bone, of ebntentiort was .the . film:; : .

rights rules. ,.' .,

•" / Easier for Managers -
'

- -

.

:

" Ways to ease the managers' cast- :

ing ;ha'u'rd$'''Were"writ't'en-!in :

'a'rid but-
:

of the amendments,/ Practice of tal-

ent scouts luring yourig players to

Hollywood from plays still the '

.

boards has again recently beeri de- -

cried: by .. showmen. Despite; the
paucity: of hits, they are annoyed by:

:

the necessity of/ making replace-,

mertts. That' means more rehearsals
for other players, . but Equity has

.

never solved the prqblerri either.

Attempts were made to write into

the/rules one which, would .prevent

such cast lifts by Hollywood, but ne-
gotiators seemed agreed: that su«h
restraint would, probably not-' b/e

legal. Managers insist that young
players would, be more valuable -to v

the '.studios: if allowed to get more
stage experience. One *.prpvision

which was retained .protective

one for managers/ .It stipulated that

when a picture name, goes into a

play, the studio to which he is_under
contract must acquaint the manager' :

the .period of ' time he is to be a.va

i

\? ^
able for the stage erigage.nieht, Man-^*
ager, therefore, will go into rehear-

-"'

sal aWare of the number of moriilis:

,

the player may be retained. ;/.

Managers have a simple- method
to hold any player for the length of

the engagement and .that is by issu-

ing run of the play - contracts. Few, / .

however, /appear : to favor such,

age.
v

--. /// .-
:

...
'

; ':-
-.v

B6b Mlllbourrie. .'.-

Jane Bennet t . ...

.

BlaVe. . . . .. . . .

Frosty.-. . ...... ;.i';

.

JudKe- Bennett,,;;
Ai»hley. . . . ,

.

Dancer.. . .',... ..

Bob aa Boy. .. . . . . ;•

Rd. . . i ....... ; ;
.

'. ...

Barker... . ..... .....

Snnwflake. . . . .

;

•Jimmy Wakely

.Don 'Red' Barry
. . . , . . . .;..; ; Jiillc 'Duncan
; ..:. . . ; . . .

.
-. . .'Arthur I<of

t

. ..;.;....'..;. .Al St. John
. . .. . . . . . . ..Kddy Waller
............ William iRuhl;
. . . , .Ann , Pennington

.
'. ;.... . . . Sariirriy McKltri

. .', '. . ... ... .Reed Howea
; . . . . . . . ; . . > Robert Flake
Fred r'Snownake' -Toonea
arid Hla 'RoUBhrlders*

the Kid in Texas
. Producers Releasing Corp. release of Slg-
mund Neuteld productlbri, Slar.n Bob Steele,
Directed by' Peter Stewart. Original screen-
play by Joteeph- O'Donriell; editor; Holbrook
N. Todd;'.. camera i Jaclc Gieenhalffh; mnjil-
cal director, Lew. Porter; At lilalto. N. YM
AVeek Nov:- 18. '40, dual. Running time,
44 MINS. '

Billy the Kltf.
Mary. . . . . . . .v
Fuzay.i....:.
Gil.... ......
Dave.i.". ......

Flash... v., /.

.

Jlni. . ; .".

.

Windy...,...,..

...... i . . Bob Steele
...... Terry Walker
...4....A1 St. John

Carlton YoriiiK
......Charles .King
. . .John ' Mert.on
. . . ..lOr'ank La :Rue
, .L'huries Wlttiiker

Bob Steele rides and shoots again
as Billy the Kid in this new cactus
opus. Picture is another in this
series of adventures by the dashing
'kid- character, Excepting this is

much duller than previous ones; Al-
most entirely tjuickie in acting end
production, film likely will get most

Mysterious Dri Satan
. (1S-CHAPTER SERIAL)

'

:

.
:Repub1fb release 'ot Hiram- S. Brown. Jr:.'--

production. Directed by William Witney
and, John English.'

.
Screenplay, Fr.-inklyn'

:Adrebn,.' :

- Ronald..' Davldaon,-. . Norman . S..

,HhI1, Jofseph Poland .and . Sal'- Rhor, . camera.
Willlain; Nobles;' editors, Edward Todd and
WI)Unriv ; Thorn psori; Reviewed lii 'I'rolec-
llori Room,- N. - Y.-, Kqv. 11/ '40/ Ri'irinlrig
time, 31\»JlIKiS.. (first chapter)-.;- 'remainder
IS MINS. ' / .

"•;

•P'r.' Ratariv.
Bob Wayne, . /. .

.

Sj)t>ed Martin:
Scott. : ;.. ;,. ..: .;. . .

;

fiols Scott..; . ./;.
Alice Brerit
Gov.- Bronfliftn.'. .

.

Chief of Police...
Col, Bevans. . ,

storior. .;;;.
Gort: ;.;.. : :;.... ;.

TTilllett..,..

The . f?i ranger . . .
.'.

Radio AnnOunf-cr;
Mcarlett. ...'......;,.:

Ciirwlri . . . . .....

Joe, . . . ; ; ,\

R-ftd ;"..,.,-... ;,•;.•.-.:;

. .-Edunr.do '.Clannelll

:

; . . Robert Wllcox-
.V. ; William -Newell-'
. . . ;C. ' jiontngne:- AShaw :

:..^-.'.. "..'./.Ella .>*eal

. . .'Dorothy. 'Herlicrt-
/.'. .Charles ..Trowbrldge-
..;,;•...-... .Jack Mulha)!

; . . .. . .EOw-ln. Stanley'
Walter McGrall

.. . . . .Joe • McGulrin

..

.

';., . . . ;. . . .Bud Geary
.-•; ..Paul :

. Marlon
. . . ... . Archie Twltcbell

iLynton : .Brent
; . .Kcriri'etl) . 'Terrell.
.. ......;;,.. .Al Taylor
.;.'<. :. ... Alan . Gregg

'Mysterious Dr". Satan' is strictly
for the youngsters, .'and there s
enough menace and. nail-bitirig -

qiiences in -the first of the 15 chap-
ters to suggest, that the kids will go
•for it in ai big way.
Eduardo Ciannelli is the menace, a

mysterious master, criminal" , who
plans to rob , and terrorize the ria-.

tion with a ' mechanical man. The
major part of the yarn deals with
his attempts to secure a remote con-
trol device with' which he would
exercise his robbery plan, but
there's 'Th» Copperhead' to reckon

Story, formula, of course, is some-
thing not to be entirely discredited;
but in Texas Terrors' the setup is

much top familiar to warrant par-
ticularly big takes.' It's, strictly for
the duals, and. the lower ones at
that. , :. . '

:.>/••:•'

This Don 'Red' Barry starrer,
seems longeT "than its 57 minutes,
probably more because of. -the
knowledge of what is: to come" next
than .the' direction of George Sher-
man, who also produced. This yarn
finds Barry as the lawyer bent pri
vengeance for the murder of his
father and. mother by mine-
jumper when he was • a youngster
Matter part prayed by Sammy Mc-
Kiiri). .;.-..

'/. :
.. / .'.. ..::'

Performances, 'ate more or less
standard, with Barry /showing, slow
improverinent as a thesp, with thie -ro-
mantic, interest being .afforded by
Julie Duncan; a newcomer.: Miss
Duricari>.is nflrrrially .fairly easy on
the:

-
eyes, 'though the camera has

caught her unflatteringly at certain
angles. .'

/

.
Others; who do well : enough are

Arthur Loft, as the toWri boss and
menace; Al St. John, as a crusty
oldster;. Eddy Waller,, the judge; and
young McKim. . The credits also list
a

.
-dancer,' an' on-androf? ; song-terp

bit for. just atmospheric purposes,
The .name/is

: Ann .Penriingtori. .

./' /'. ' Kon; .

STORY BUYS
. Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Frank Lloyd Productions bought 'I,

James .Lewis*
. from Paramount for

production, at Universal.
'

.Monogram purchased. 'Tumble-
down Ranch, in Arizona,' by Bill
Watters. .

• < •, V ;

Aben Kandel solid his yarn, 'Man-
hattan River Divides,' to Paramount;
Warners acquired 'Here Comes

Happiness,' by Charles Linton Ted-
ford.

.Continued from paee 3
.

for its: showrrianship. House gets /

around $10,000 worth , of top air

talent for free, and to sweeten the

bargain, for the 10 p.rii. break, which.,

is generally pretty barren of payees.

Hope promises a show running from
one hour to 90 minutes. /

Hope and the Lord . & - Thomas
agency took the step after repeated. .

demands for a different method of

ticket distribution to his Sunday
night .dress rehearsal failed to bring

any noticeable improvement. He
said he noticed the same faces down
front every week and that they are ...

the coldest audience he ever played
to.-/ :/\- :'/,'.

;

-v. •- /"
.

' 'r
:

\ /
, All Right, Get Funny

'They seemed to be in a challeng-
ing mood/ declared the comedian.
'I could read it in their faces .

that

they seemed to be muttering, 'Well,

what have you got tonight; Big Boy.
It better be funny,'/ Arid, with - that-

they'd sit back with : arms folded

and dare me to make them laugh..

What's worse, they know my routine

as well as I or, any, rnember of. the

cast/ -The .same ones keep .coming

back and I
:

got. to know quite a few
of them by their first names.', - -V

Last season Hope complained of -

the same old trouble but /nothing
was done/about it. He tried out a /

fresh audience at Hollywood Play-

house but withdrew after .

pci>.

formance. dUe to the theatre's .
poor

accbustics. Complaint has beeri gen-'

era! With pbmics on NBC. but those

in charge . of ticket distribution claim

they're doing the best they .can.
? CBS

with larger auditoriurhs has been Vir-

tually free of censure from the funny ;"

•fellows.. '

..,;/

:

- -/ :
;' ': '

'

For its four -audience studios/ each

seating: around 350, NBC ticket d is- >

tribution is roughly ' Ort';. this basis: ;

network arbitrarily takes 100; around ,

200 go the sponsor; the agency picks

Up around 35, and some of the artists

on the.'show rate two .apiece. CBS
makes no demands for tickets, tak-

ing only what the agency allots. /
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Unprecedented effectiveness'
1

NeW Miracle from the RCA Laboratories

IN)

' In Fantasia^ now playing at.

New. York's Broadvvay Theatre, Walt^

Disney aga in gives America a notable

motion picture "first." ;

But the picture itself is .not the only

thoroughly new and different feature

of Fantasia. The sou nd , .top, i s a nota-

ble "first." Named "Faiitasound" it

and Disnev

• W.O.f.

was developed by

engineers — and "The New York

Time s'
' a c cl a i.m s i t in this wav

:

"Sound is reproduced with & degree

of cplor and:; effectiveness without a

precedent in my eixpcriehce^of^eitliier.

. the screen or the radio . ... that

'tone color of which every musi-

. ciaiv speaks ahd ; which is particularly

the attribute of orchestral music is

here reproduced with a completeness

and sumptuQiis.ness for ..\vliic.h.
..

may be . able toTurnish a preceden t,

•but I cannot."
*

HOW FANTASOUND WORKS
Fa n tasoii nd diil'e.rs from ordina ry

niovie sound by recdrd i ng a nd rcp rcw

ducing dialogue and music not on.

one, but on three, sdund tracks; It

"follows" the; action on the screen.

When ' a performer moves from one.

side of the. screen to the other, the .

sound moves as. well, switching from

one sound reproducer to another. .

This' $ame realism is also provided

in musical sequences— and results in

new richness of i ris t rumen ta I tohe

because •'. individual . sections of a

band are separately recorded and

reproduced.

til the Broadway. Theatre, sound

reproducers are placed behind the

screen— and surround the audi-

ence— so that woodwinds, • basses,

strings, brasses and other sections

of the Philadelphia Orchestra, which

plays in Fantasia, are heard with all

the dramatic beautv that normally

' .reaches only the cars of the con-

ductor. Tile pe rformances of ihdk

.visual ^sections'; aire automatically

controlled so that a much wider,

. more realistic volume is enjoyed.

Because sound is spread across the

stage instead of comi rig. from one

speaker centered behind the screen,

music is heard as if the orchestra

were actually present!

<«und W«oos . „( the S«een
Better

Souno ke of ,*>

Developed bV Usbor,ted a ,,, RC * *
tlon t„o,

vnth those of t

cieat,„n
ot *» A

; 6
an>xatio» '« ^rCA Vhot<- » (cas0„ **> '^uVAold i

fantasound *'
o( ,l,e * you

ftCA

Radio City, N. Y.

RCA Mahufictiiririgr 'C.bV, Int. Radioman

R. C .A '. Com rriij o ications, Ine,
.;

National; IkWdcasting Coropiiny, Ii'icV

RCA Laboratories RCA Institutes; Inc.
'
"

ii.i

'

!
"7
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v

;
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Detroit, Nov. 19.'

While liberalized "to. some degree,

the -new; Detroit zoning, ordinance

still will work a hardship and ;to a

degree be prohibitive . to theatre

;
.building here- by the smaller out-

fits. Fear of .the enactment of the

:
ordinance as law was one of the rea-

sons for the heavy new building in;

Detroit this yean •..''*

Under the modified, form now

under consideration by the .' Council,

Add: Panaceas
• Continued from page 6—

_

settles bh "the - gross' and not on the

contract is the reason that the ex-

hibitor is able to continue:

'..jn busi-

ness. In repeated instances major
companies which are selling under

contracts calling for 35% of the gross

are glad to . settle ; at 10% and 15%
reductions when a-picture falls down.

And this goes not only for the inde-

pendent theatres but for the affili-

ates as well;
'

The deadly feature of the; situation
as approved by the City Planning from the exhibitor point of viewis
Commission, the premium .still .is

placed on adequate parking space in

connection .with any future theatres,

distributor collects the top
:per

cehtage. And in any event is -

- . •
. . t -

. abled.-;to .-skihi\''the::;cr!eam::-ort-,'each'
auditoriums or places, of public; as-

1 wcek
-

s business' that enables; him to
I.,.

•
. ••

'

do so. Each season the distributors

have ! been increasing their percent

that where the gross justifies it, the

LINCOLN

eembly.

The portion of the ordinance ap-

plying to. theatres stipulates 'that a
house must have 200 square feet of

parking space, exclusive : of the
driveway areas, for every 10 seats.

This would mean that a small 700,-

. seat neighborhood would be required
to; provide 14,000 square feet of park-
ing, space. For. a large 2,Qbo-seat«sr.

this' parking space, would . soar to 40,r
000 square- feet.

:

A Not only does this make the costs

come high with the price of real
estate what , it is .

' in a city of this
size but it also creates quite, a prpb-
lem on just where to find that much
room for a theatre without going, out
into the prairies.

• One of the peculiarities of the
situation is that while theatre men
have bucked the ordinance ahd won
some liberalization ia it4-still -not
considered

. reasonable—they, have
acknowledged the need for supplying
sufficient parking space for success-
ful operation.. ' .''...-"•

.'

.'.'-. Neighborhood houses here—which
advertise free, parking in equal
prominence to. , their bills in ., the

:

newspapers^—have been rolling up
good, attendances, some at the ex-
pense of. the downtown houses where
the parking problem is brutal. ' In
fact, most Detroiters, when consider-
ing downtown picture-going, tag an
additional 25c oh to the expense for
parking, which gives the nabes. that
much more of a price advantage_than
Just admission.

.

age demands, enabling them to cash

in on the favorable grosses, while at

the same time allowing them to ap-

pear as benefactors to the exhibitors

when 1 business does not justify

sharing in the higher percentage

brackets.
;'' That an industry,' the investment
in. which runs, 'into rnilliphs, should

be
:
based upon sujch ; a[ flimsy eco-

nomic basis is almost unbelievable,

but it furnishes ample justification

for. sincere exhibitor belief that the

burden of any ' increased cost to him
will reiult in his destruction.

Exhibitors with singular unanimity
are convinced that instead of air

leviating any monopolistic practices,

the decree will only further accent-

uate monopoly in the business. And
certainly the disappearance of the

small independent. exhibitor, will; do
more toward the creation of an abso-

lute .monopoly than ;any other isingle

thing among affiliated as well, as un-
affiliated circuits.

Isabel Jewell
.Continued from page 2.

Schaeffer-White's Addition

< •
.

Dayton, O., Nov. 19.
Nick Schaeffer and Mauri White,

owners, of an indie chain through-
out central and southern Ohio, are
planning a new nabe house in
suburban Dayton View. Theatre, to
be called the Daview, is to have 900
seats. -.

.

Conrad's 450-Seater

Wichita, Kas., Nov. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Conrad will

convert business building in down-
town section into 450-seat theatre to
be Opened about Nov. 25. Their
daughter, Mildred, -will assist in op-
eration of the Roxie, as it will be
tagged.

shots, with material of her own au-;

thorsh1& also being lined up. for

Jewell gal by eouple of New York
agencies.

Jessel show was minus Rochelle
Hudson and Jean Parker when it left

here last Thursday. (14) for Syracuse
and a three-day stand. Miss Parker
flew, back to Hollywood for a picture

and Miss Hudson, accompanied by
her husband, Hal Thompson, headed
for Texas and will vacation in Mex-
ico for' couple of ; Weeks before xe-

turning to coast.

Following Syracuse, Jessel unit

has two more weeks, at Flatbush and
Windsor, both . N. Y., and he'll run
out route with remaining members
of his Hollywood troupe, Miss Jewell,

Lya Lys,. Lois Andrews (Mrs;- Jes-

sel), Evelyn Farhey and Jean Gary

/ (Continued from page 11)

week is $14,500. Last week, 'Thief

Bagdad' (UA) (4th-flnal week), gar-

nered slim $3,700. . - V n nn
->

Chinese (Graurhan-F-WC) (2.024;

30-44-55-75) — 'Bitter Sweet' (M-G)
and 'Chan at Museum' (20th), good
$9,000. Last week,: •Zorro' (2Qth

)

and 'Young People* l20th ), okay
$10,500. • -.;; v
T Downtown (WB) ( 1;800; 30-44-55)

—•Lady Red Hair*- (WB) an'd 'Aunt
Maggie' (Rep). -Fair $6,000. Last
week, 'Tugboat Annie' (WB) and
'Hit Parade" (Rep ), $6,500.

Four Star lUA-F-WC) (300: 55^75)
-^'Voyage Home' (UA) (2d wk).
Dropping quickly to around $3*000
after " first week succeeded ;

in top-
ping $4,500; . .;

Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 30-44-55)—
'Queen Destiny' (RKO) and 'Captain
Lady' (M-G) (2d wk). Heading for
profitable $1,800 on holdover stanza,

after first week slightly -' topped
$2,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-44-55)

-'Lady Red Hair* (WB) and 'Aunt
Maggie' (Rep).. Will be lucky to
hit $6,500: Last week, 'Tugboat
Annie* (WB) and 'Hit Parade' (Rep),
also $6,500. .'•

Pautages (Pan) (2.812; 30-44-55)^
'Spring Parade* (U) •: and 'Men
Against Sky' (RKO) (2d wk—three
days only). Should add okay $3,000
on abbreviated . stanza. House will'

revert to Thursday opening with
'Too Many Girls' (RKO) and 'Sandy
Gets Man (U) bri Thanksgiving.. Last
week, firsts big $13,800.

•,''''

Paramount , (Par ) (3,595; 30-44-55-
75)—'North West Mounted' (Par)
and stage show (3d wk). Continues
to hit excellent pace at around
$16,000 after second week almost,
reached $23,000.

.
May go fourth

RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55 ) —
'Spring Parade'. (U) and 'Men
Against Sky' (RKO) . (3-days, second
week). Will likely, garner $2,500,
after first full seven days tipped
scales at around $13,300 mark, big.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2.414; 30-44-
55-75)— 'Bitter Sweet' (M-G) and
'Chan at Museum* (20th).' Okay
$12,000 in prospect. Last week,
'Zorro' (20th) . and .

: 'Young People'
(20th). okay $14,800.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;

83c-$1.10-$1.65)—'Dictator' (UA). Oh
grind policy with five shows daily
and no reserved seats. Chaplin opus
likely - to garner big $15,500 on first
week. Last week, at regular prices
on moveover, 'Wyoming* (M-G) ; (2d
wk) and 'Third Finger*. (M-G); hit
$4,400, better than expected.

Wilshlre. (F-WC ) (2,414; 30-44-55

)

—'Young People' (20th) and 'Zorro'
(20th). On moveover, looks like
weak $4,800. Last week, 'Wyoming'
(M-G) on second week and 'Third
Finger' (M-G), only $5,700.

Agents 9 Contract Beef
.Continued front' page

rector for the AF of L here; this

week, and it is understood he was
asked to bring the matter; to

.
the

attention of President William

Green at the AF of L convention in

New Orleans this week.

zatiori, whose purpose or actibns are
in the opinion of the executive board
inimical to the best interests of the
Guild. ) ; ;. ;•

'/

'Notwithstanding anything herein-
before or hereinafter stated, .the en-'

In the meantime,, ballots have been
i
forcement of any order disciplining a

F. & M.'s 30th in Si. Louis

.. St. LoUis, Nov. 19.

C. Arthur, Jr., v:p. and gen.
mgr. of Farichon & Marco's interests
here, and Robert Hanna, contractor
and builder, closed a deal to erect a
.1,500 house in new residential district
In South St. Louis. The new theatre

.

probably will become the 30th in the
St. Louis Amusement Co. chain,

.
which is operated by F&M. Con-
struction expected to start within 30

.
days. :

More Texas Drive-Ins ;'•

Austin, Texas, Nov. 19.

W. G.
;
Underwood and C. C. Ezell

are. rapidly formulating their "plans
to erect more Drive-In theatres
throughout the state. Deal "for „
house here: has been closed, together
with .a deal for

. two houses in Dal
.Jas. - Other houses for Waco anc
Fort Worth, and an additibnal house
4n Houston. ;"

' Another in Texas •>
.'

Sundown,. Texas",. Nov.' 19;

A new 550-seat house will be
opened here this week by Wallace
Blankenship, circuit operator..^ with

, ; headquarters in Levelland. ••

Lee Scarborough will
.
open , his

. new, house in Vah, Texas, this week
"He formerly operated the Queen
Tenaha. City's only other house was
the Victor operated by S. G.

.
Fry

destroyed by . flte several months
:

- ago; ...
- :

SEATTLE

'Arise' Rosy $9,200,

ire'-

'

. ^Continued from page 10), ;

garnered, and not caring to chance
third week or moveover. ',

Liberty (J-VH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Westerner' (UA). (3d wk. ). Big $5,300.
Last week,, same ' film, $6,300, great.
Music. Box (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Third Finger (M-G)
and 'Yesterday's Heroes* ' (20th)
(4th, wk). Bringing $1,700 . in five
days, okay. ' Last week, same pair
paced at excellent $2,700.
Orpheum :

(Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,600; 30-40-50)—'Letter' (WB) and
'Calling Husbands' (WB).. Good for
very fine $7,500 behind advertising.
Last week, 'SeVen Sinners' (U) and
'Father Prince' (WB), mild $4,200.

Palomar (Stierling) (1,350; 20-50)—
'Melody Ranch' (Rep), plus Bing
Crosby .in 'Swing with.; Bing*. (Par),
(two

:
reeler), plus vaude. Great

$6,500 rolling in. Last week, 'French
Without : Tears' (Par), and- 'Men
Against - Sky* (RKO), plus vaude,
gathered n $6,100, bg.

.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,039; 30-40-50)—'Zorro' (20th) and
'Young ' People' (20th) ; ( 2d wk ),

Pulling good $4,000 in six days. Last
week, same .films, $9,800/.magnificent.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50)

--'No Comedy' (WB) (3d wk.) . Good;
$2,200; Last week, same film, moved
over from Orpheum; big $"3,300.

. Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
16-32)-VLucky Partners' (RKO)
and 'Queen YukQn'

;
(Mono) (2d run).

Fair $1,900. , Last week, ,'Lo.ve You
Again (M-G) . and 'Mystery Sea
Raider* (Par) (2d run),' $2,200; good.

$40,000 L. A. THEATRE FIEE
Los Angelesi'Nov. 19.

Fox-West Coast Larchmont the

(

atre. here was destroyed by Fire

' Sunday (17). Loss around $40,000.

Baltimore, Nov. 19.
Rather unimpressive going here

with downtowners all angling for
Thanksgiving openings and short-
dating current entries. Ahead of the
field is Keith's, with an advance
entry of 'Arise My Love,' in ahead
of the holiday week and figured
strong enough to continue to satisfy-
ing results. 'Wyoming,' at Loew's
Century, and 'Tugboat Annie Sails
Again,' at the Stanley, are ambling
along mildly with both dated for
Wednesday night piillout in favor
of midnight show openings for suc-
ceeding films. Biz here generally
hasn't been so forte of late.

Estimates for This Week
Century. (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

28-44)—'Wyoming' (M-G). Not well
Dlaced here, and figured for falter-
ing. $6,000... 'Bitter Sweet' (M^G)
slated to open Wednesday, midnight,
Last week, second of 'Dictator' (UA),
fell down to $9,900 after disappoint-
ing first round at $23,000, all due to
price jolt of 85c and $1.10.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

15-28-39-44-55-66) — 'Spitfire* (RKO)
plus vaude headed- by Ken Murray.
Only fair $11,000. Last week, 'Too
Many Girls' (RKO) plus, 'All Girl
Revue* on stage, sold strongly for
slightly -better than average $11,600.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; -15-
28-33-39-44) — 'Arise Love' (Par).
Starts second- stanza tomorrow
(Wed.) with everything its own way
to. rosy $9,200 on opening round.

;
New (Mechanic ) (1,581 ; 15-28-35-

44—'Zorro*. (20th) (3d wk). Hold-
ing satisfactorily, at. $4,200 after bull-
ish initial brace to total of $12,400
!Tin Pan Alley' (20th) underlined to
open Thursday (21).

, Stanley . (WB) (3.280: 15-28-39-44
SS.^'Tugboat WVnnie' (WB). Filling
in five-day interlude to mild $4,000
and making way • Wednesday mid
night - for 'The Letter'- (WB). -Last
week.

; -Burma'" . (Par ); unexciting
$5,600.

:
.

;.•:/

TITLE CHANGES
:•; .;..'; Hollywood, Nov. 19;

, Monogram switched from 'C;C.C
Camp' to '.Here We Go-Again.' .

;

Alexander Korda changed his
'Lady Hamil ton' to 'Th e Enchantress.'

,
'Blbndie; Goes . Society! replaced

'Blondie Goes to . the Dogs! at. Co
lumbia. •.•'

? A '* Jr.* . % m, 9, » a m M a » ». • » " *> '* T* * *
**'* } ' T< "i 't .1 'i :i -t

mailed; to Class B members of the

Guild calling for a vote. On a pro-

ppsaT to abolisn the Council.. In its

place, the extras are given the al-

ternative of having; their affairs

handled by the board of directors,

or
:

of electing committees from the

various classifications to. confer with
the board on matters'', peftainihg" to

extrais.. . These; representatiyes : would

,

be selected by the riders, dancer's,

dress extras,: et al. The polls
.
close

Sfo.v;-''26; '. At 'the same time, the ex-
ras will vote on acceptance of the
Standing Committee report : which
recommends ; elimiriation of all V
tr,as who worked 10 days' or less in.

l^g. ';,-,''
;

The situation was. aggravated
When job placements for '.extras in

October reached a new all-time 1ow.
Only 14,859 jobs were handed out by
Cehttal ' Casting Corp. during the
month, with earnirigs falling to $162,-

035, compared with $203,931 in Sep-
tember, when- placement totaled 18,-

157. The figures disclosed a shrink-
age in job placements of 63,727 for
the first 10 months; of the year as
compared, with 1939. Total earnings
for the year- are now approximately

.

$650,000 behind the same period last
year. •

".-'..

Mayo Groups Dropped
; >

This anhp.Uncement was ' accom-
pahied by the following cbmrnunicaV
tion frpiii prexy Edward Arnold or-
dering cancellation of committees
named by Mayo:

'The relationship of this organiza-
tion with other; organizations is to be
conducted by the board of directors.
To have purportedly official conimitV
tees discussing the Guildls problems
with other organizations and bodies
when such committees have ho such
power, and ar.e not official,' can lead
only to confusion and will riot be
tolerated. '.':':'.;'-'' '' .

,

'All Council members are hereby
put on notice that, they must hot
serve on any such committees;
'No one has the slightest objection

to the extras forming a separate
union, if they see fit. The board has,
made this clear over and over againj
and by their vote the extras have
said they do>'hot/:'waht:. separate
union.

:
As long, however, as the

extras remain members of the- Screen
Actors Guild, they must abide by its

duly constituted by-laws;' .

- The Screen Writers Guild has re-
elected prexy Sheridan Gibhey. and
amended* its. constitution so as to
raise the requirements, for active
membership in the organization- Sid-
ney Buchman was flamed vice-presi-
dent; bore Schary, secretary^ and
Lester Cole, treasurer. New members
of the executive board are Ralph
Block Sidney , Buchman, Jerome
Chpdoroy, Joseph Fields, Sheridan
Gibney, Harry Kurnitz, Ring Lard-
ner, Jr., John Howard Lawson, Wil-
"iam Ludwig, Maurice Rapf, Donald
Ogden Stewart and Dwlght Taylor.
Board alternates are Fred Rihaldb,
Robert Rossen, Allan Scott, Sol Shor,
Tess Slesinger,. Nathaniel West.

Screen Credit Ruling -

The' constitutional amendment lift-

ing the membership requirements to
26 weeks' employment in the indus-
try now reads:

'The active membership shall con-
sist of the following:^ (a) Upon' the
recommendation of the executive
board, any member of the League
(Authors League of America ), imme-
diately upon such member becoming
employed, or otherwise engaged as a
writer .; in ~ the motion, picture Indus
try; .(b) all persons who; within the
period, of twp: years.' prior:. to, the date
of their- filing an . appiica'tioh for
membership. In this Guild''-shall have
received: either one screen credit for
writing a: screen play of a feature
length'vpicturej or two screen credits
for writing an original; story or three
screen credits .'for-, writing., a screen
play or original story on short sub-
jects or /Who has been

;employed or
engaged during such time as a screen
writer in' the motion picture, inclustfy
for;' a period of 26 weeks, consecu-
tively or hon-cohsecutively.
The membership also • amerided

Section 2 of Article 13 90 that it now
reads: •'-^v

;
*.."'

;
'Nothing hereinabove in this Sec-

tion 2 shall authorize the executive
•board to discipline, any member for
any political or religious belief, or
for; his; or her expression of such
belief, nor shall any member be dis-
ciplined by the executive board for
membership iii any other organiza-
tion, -unless

. such organization be a
union, guild or other similar organi-

ihember
^
of the Screen Writers Guild \

Inc., pursuant to the provisions, of
this Section 2, shall tie automatically

:

stayed
.
pending' the final, decision by : -

the membership, of an' appeal : from i

'

such, order taken in a^cjeordance with -

;

the proy isio'ns of the coristifutioh .and
the by-laws.' :•

; ';. '' -\

Meeting
.Continued from paige 5 _

that; the profits for the company
during the fiscal year of 1940 are
well in excess Of $500,000 which was
the amount made, last year and these

.

profits this year were
:
mostly gar- :

nered from domestic distribution. No
peace pact haying been made with:
Goldwyn, he did not attend: and it Is 7

tinderstood his legal action against- o'
United Artists will continue in New
York.

.

However, it was said : here ;

.

;by UA heads that should Goldwyn
:

make any pictures during the pres- ..

••'

eiit year, the company will release ;;

them as it did 'The Westerner.'.
•: Another "report that

. was kicked
over, before the cofripany. meeting, : .

was that Alexander Korda was try-
.

ingy to dispose of.his st6ck.f,?At the
'

time Korda came into the fold . as. a. -

.

member-owner, agreement Avas made

;

that he pay for the stock out of his ;

dividends and, to date, they have
not been . sufficient to cover the air

otted value of the .stock which stops '.>

iim from disposing of it. v

'" Pictures . Lined • UpV
;

Silverstonel says company has 14

pictures^ that will, go on general re-

lease between Jan. 1 and June 30, .'.

find that , the season of 1940-41
; w««

'the biggest picture distribution .sea-

son in the history of the cbrt-ipariy.*

The aggregate cost of the 14 pic^

tures to be distributed ' the first

half of 1941 is $12,250,060. .. Pictures

that will be released during the new .

year are: 'Thief of Bagdad,' costing

$1,750,000; 'Great Dictator,' costing

$2,200,000; 'Flotsam' (Loew-Lewih),

-

$900,000; 'Son of Monte Cristo* (Ed*
ward Small), $650,000; 'Road Show'
(Hal Roach), $500,000; 'Major Bar.
bara*. (Gabriel Pascal), . $800,000;

'Cheers, for Miss Bishop* (R. A. Row-
'

land); $650,000; 'Lady;; Hamilton* •'•'...

(Korda), $1,250,000; 'Return. of Top.
per' (Hal. Roach), $500,000; "That

;

Uhcerta in Feeling' (Lub itsch), $750,- .

000: 'NeW Wine* (Korda), $600,000;

'Pot Of Gold' (Roosevelt); $600,000;

'Broadway, Ltd.* (Roach), $500,000, \

and 'Strange Victory* (Sol Lesser),

$600,000. Majority of these pictures

have been completed or are in work
with a final few of, them getting -into ..

production by Jan. 15,

Silyerstone pointed out that under
the Silverstone plan of 1938, with
refunds and rebates and the comV:

.

pany participating in the cost o| ,

prints and advertising, the producer!
under the plan, which provides for

reducing the 25% domestic distribu.

tion, : in some instances will , have
their costs cut to around the 20%

.

:

mark or less. Should the Chaplin
picture gross • around $5,000,000 or

more, the cost to the maker of 'Great

Dictator* will hit between 12 and

15% which is even cheaper market*

Jng . than 'Gone With the Wind* rfl-.

ceiyed from Metro,
• Siiverstone w^l r^niain : here for -

about 10 days to two weeks after the

meeting, /working out 1941-42 prod-

uct allotments with, the various

United Artists producers. In that

group , he expects two from David

Selznick, a group from. Walter, Wan* ;

ger and also from Eddie Small, who
is getting a new contract worked out,

plus the other producers who made
product ;for the current season; A

;

deal is also being worked on tot

Gene Towhe and Graham Baker to

make three pictures as well as twO

other producers to come into tht

fold.

X. & J. GETS R0XYr ATLANTA
' ,.";'.> Charlotte, N, C, Nov. 19.

: The Roxy; Atlanta, which has been

playing big-name vaude' shows in tw
Georgia capital, has been acquireQ

by Lucas & Jenkins (Paramount) W
Atlanta. .:

'

The house, , which has been oper»

ated; independently for the past two

years by the Robert Meyers hotel

chain, will continue to present bl^

name vaude; acording to J ; D. Kemp,

Jr. manager of Southern Attraction?),

Jimmy McCoy has been retained W
manager. :

I-

"A * * « »f» f;» • * » »'.l-'

i;
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^TS AND

SCENCES HAS COMPLETED *

SOLE AND
AOTHOmTMTVE ^ ^

A CONSPICUOUS
ADO.T'ON ^

FIRST FILM

REVIEWS EVER

PUBLISHED

(From Variety, Jon! 19, 1907)

«THE LIFE OF A COWBOY*
(Melodramatic)

.

13 Mlns.

Pastor's

EDISON FILM -y.

A long and interesting .

moving

picture is the 'Life of * Cowboy,'

shown atJPastorV It covers a wlda

rang* of subjects and the locale

seems to be really the western

plains. The picture runs from. •

western mining camp barroom to

the arrival of a stage coach at a

ranch with 'tenderfeef aboard, for

whose delectation trick lariat throw-

ing is introduced, followed by the

holding up of the coach by Indians.

The abduction of a young girl, the

chase by .the cowboys through

pretty woods and rolling fields to

the recapture of the girl, and the

tragic finale where an Indian girl
;

shoots a murderous bad man silently

crawling up on the lover of the

white girl.

The series is so melodramatic in

treatment that it acted on the audi-

ence like a vivid play. Sime.

(From Variety, Ja?i. 19, 1907)

•AN EXCITING HONEYMdON*
(Humorous) >

7 Mine.

Colonial

PATHE FILM

•An Exciting Honeymo.bn', is listed

on the Colonial program as a new

series. ; It combines comedy and

'chasing,* besides a . melodramatic'

touch. The fun is amusing; the .pic-

ture well worked out and. the audi-

ence regained in Its: seats until the

close. ' ^;''-v -':"'
:

;- /
! One scene, wher> a 'ducking' party

was shown caused a great deal of

laughter. There is sufficient variety

to .'An Exciting Honeymoon' to

cause both interest and amusement.
• Sime.

Down through th0 years, since the first issue

of VARIEJY, Dec^ 16 1 905^ history of show busi-

ness has been written, week by week, in terms of

,
writers,

men and showmen.

The indelible record is in print, the never-ending,

fabulous, exciting and brilliant saga of the theatre, in all

its forms, ever changing, ever new—thrilling, inspiring.

the enter-

business

newspaper

Great names of the past commingle with

tamers and showmen of today. People of

as

have compiled the chronicle.

VARIETY annually reviews the past and peers info the

future.

s.

Space reservations, usual ^^r should be made now.
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exempting these contracts from arbi-

tration, furthers the monopoly.

The decree was challenged as 'un-

just and inequitable,' due to the fact

that 98% of . the exhibitors of the

country are against it . and as they

are the. ones affected,' they are, be-

ing subjected 'to a new and experi-

mental method of distributing pic-

tures which they believe will be

disastrous, and in the formulation of

•which they had' no voice, '•

.
;•:

Milton C. .
Weismah . representing

the Independent Theatre • Owners:

Assn. of New York, was the next

spokesman. The attorney declared

his organization had some 263 mem-
bers and was/opposed to the decree

completely. He declared he had been

in touch ; with Thurman Arnold at

various times and had .called his at-

tention to the futility of: the entire

• proceeding. Weismari charged that

the economic side of the question had

not been looked into, and said he had

received hundreds . of letters from

persons, in the industry" who would

be out of business if the decree was

signed. He told the court that it was

an impossibility for an independent

exhibitor to secure a first run in any

situation where ah affiliated theatre

operates/and that the decree will not

work : arid cannot cure any of . the

basic evils of the industry.

Major Co. franchise ^

is worth $i,ooo;ooo

The nature of the industry necessi-

tates blockbooking, declared Weis-

man; who said that a; major film

company franchise is,the most valu-

able, thing in the world to an exhibit

tor. He pointed out instances where
theatres, valued:, at $1,000,000, had

been given away a half interest for

nothing -to a distributor, to secure,

product. ; /
'.• '.'

-
./-"'';

'

-: i
.

'•'

Trade showings were laughed at

: by. the ' attorney, who pointed out

that the average New York inde-

pendent plays fifth run, and receives

a picture six to' nine - months after it

has played around him,, and : he

knows all he needs to about the pic-

ture. On blockbooking, Weismari said
- that if- it

;

is not illegal,
:the court Ts

. then in the position of forcing some-
thing on exhibitors they, jdo not want,

and if it is illegal it can't be forced

by decrees on independents.: -

'

;' With Weisman's conclusion, Robert
Brbdsky representing, . Local 802 of

the American Federation'- of Musi-
cians 'having 21,000 members, . asked
the court to insert a , clause in

.
the

decree allowing independent exhibi-

. tors to use live talent, if they so saw
fit. Brodsky claimed that, independ-
ents, . when he approached them,
claimed- they were saddled with
double fetaures.

.
shorts, newsreels,

etc;v so that all their screen time was
taken up, and they could not use live

.rriusiciaris. fBy eliminating block-

booking and forcing Brodsky thought
the decree -went . far, but not far

enough. . ... .

He pointed out . that since the ad-
vent of sound pictures his union has
been forced to spend $600,000 a

.

year
In suDpoft of its members., thrown

. out of work as result, of the monopo
lifit-i.c tactics of the defendents.

William E. Sims, representing the
Motion Picture' Theatre . Owners-: of

.. America.: having 7.700 members, ob-
posed the decree next' on the grounds

tres, was next ort the list, arid stated

that the decree . was a vicious one.

During the one year trial ;' period

every indeperidant will be .eliminated,
^

warned the attorney,-".who termed the
J

situation. ;
; 'ghastly one,'; .with the.'

Government • ending a case taken
;
.o.n

for independents, by placing- a fur-,

ther arid more unbearable load on;

their shoulders, and 'giving;ihe affili-.

ated theatres a code of escape while

crucifying the iridependerit.'

> Tndependerits wi'lf be- throttled- and
i

at the absolute mercy of the affili-

1

ated. -theatres ''with, court
,
blessing,

;

The Government .has not. actedl:in the !.

independents' 'interests in' proposing.;
:' this decree,' declared Pfeiffer. ; .

. ,.
-

j

, . Robert. Barton, -. representing
: .
.125

;

theatres, in Virginiaj: then spoke arid

also asked for; -cancellation rather

thari: blocks-of-five and tradeshow-

injgs. 'Iri the latter regard he pointed

out a theatre ': he . rep resents, which
uses 468 pictures a year. To see; all

of : theih" would require
,
the exhibitor

to spend day and night in ''. .-•

ing room. 'The Government does

riot want to hurt us,- he. said,, 'So let

them drop, the decree and we'll fight

it out.' ;•..'';'•;;..'.
.- • ;

-

•

'

:

-

Next on the program was Judge
Roy L. Walker^-vPresiderit, : of the"

Theatre Owriers of Texas, arid owner :

of three small theatres there himself.

Judge Walker set forth three princi-

pal arguments ^ against , the decree.

First; that the decree will
;
double the

price .paid for- pictures, then that it

will force subsequent fun exhibitors
to show pictures three to. 15 rnonths
after , release .instead of three . to -six

weeks after as they, are now doing,

and lastly; that blocks-of-five. and
tradeshowings will put

.
independent

out . of business or force, them into

chain buying. - : >'"

The exhibitor pointed .out that in

his state exhibitors frequeritly were
500t600 ' roiles from an exchange
center, making it impossible to come
n to see tradeshowings, and if forced
;o buy in blocks-of-five; the frequent
rips' to secure film w.oyld double its

cost. The average independent uses
250 pictures yearly, and the price

paid seldom runs: over $12.50-$50 for

a film, making arbitration of any film

rriuch more costly than taking; a
Seating bri it. Walker told of having
gbhe to Washington to see Thurman
Arnold, arid of having been refused
a chance to express his views.

:

Fred Kent, Representing

Par Partners, Also Beefs
First of the affiliated exhibitors to

be heard was Fred H. Kent,' repre-

senting the Paramount partners,

who announced that for the first

time in many moons .he was join-;

ing with
;
independents in a- corri-

irion fight against the decree. He
too told of having beeri tossed aside

by Arnold when he objected to

blocks-of-five and tradeshowings, and
asked 20% cancellation in their

place. 'The attorney general had no
right to make, this agreement and he
is usurping the rights of Congress
which .alone has the power to get up
a trade ..practice code,' said the at-
torney. Kent' pointed put' that all the
exhibitors in the U. S. were in court
telling the court, that the decree was
a bad one, and that the judge had no
recourse, but to find the decree in-,

equitable. 'The rights 6f third parties

at what they gave birth to—a small

white insignificant mouse.*

Robert E. Sher / of the Consent

Decree Department then got up .- to

address the court: ;.His; first remark
was, 'The court seems . to have more
friends than the decree,' referring to :

the unanimous attacks his brain-

child; : and to the many .. 'amicus

curaie' who had been parading be-

fore, the", bar of justice all day,

Sheit, for the Govt,

^Attempts to Refute
Sher did his best to. refute sortie of

the str.ternerits which had been /made

and repeated Hayes' earner stand on

the reaso ris. for the decree. . He said':

that.':. He found merit „ in only oiib

.

clairri. th.at of the AFM, and that the

decree would aid, t.herri. He asked

formal court approval.

-., Judge, Goddard then .reserved de^

cisiori; but from the court's: attitude

little doubt; refnairied- among the de-

spairirig'indeperiderits. that theirs was
a lost cause. Much earlier than .the

present session. Judge Goddard had
indicated that the. Government ;

had
taken care of everyone's welfare btit-

side of the defendants, and time

seems to have strengthened rather

than weakened this: stand'. A decision

approving the decree '-is looked for

in court circles within a fortnight at

the latest. -'
:

;

./
.

.

At the outset of the hearings after

Hayes : had explained the position of

the:..,Government', arid, the . sons

which, culminated iri the decree, he
had asked the court to approve not

only the decree but : the Amended
cbrnplamt and the / dismissal of. the

action against some 130 individuals,

including officers and directors of the

defendant companies. Despite violent

objections/from Frohlich, the court

signed the dismissal order arid set a

hearing for. Dec. 5 at which tirrie ob-

jections of Columbia, United Artists,

and .Universal will be heard.

Hayes' speech covered every angle

of the decree, showing how each had
been evolved. The Government at-

torney iri concluding his, statement
declared: 'Both '. the. defendants .arid

the' Government believe this decree,

to be infinitely preferred to the pres-

ent status of the industry. It. is the

hope
:
and expectation of all involved

in its creation that it will bring peace

and good will to the industry. We
know, we have not arrived v at a
Utopia. We cannot read the future

and it may be that, it will hot work
arid the necessity for the Government
to. jaress the suit may' occtir. .

How-
ever, we are convinced that it will

do the greatest amount . of good for

the majority of persons involved arid

it deserves a fair trial . of a/year • to

see if it can successfully be operative.

; • 'If .it should not work, none will be
so seriously injured by its. terrris as

to be put out of business or be un-

able to recover should it be. necessary

to shelve it* .'

..

, Robert E. Sher, of the' Departrnent

of . Justice. ; together with attorneys

for the film companies and , Judge
Goddard, .were closeted yesterday
afternoon -.' (Tues.) . as the •. judge,

started his perUsal of the decree.

The court is understood to have sug-

gested several minor changes' in the

arbitration rules, some of which may
be incorporated in the decree. Any
changes that are / made apparently
will be so minor as to warrant little

attention from Interested parties.

Par Theatres-Studio
.Continued from page S.

Stanton Griffis, Neil Agriew, Rus,

sell Hblman and Adolph Zukor.

Freeman and William LeBaron spoke

for the studio; and the theatre reps

were John Bnlabanv chairman ,of

the. group; Bob ;
O'Ponnell, Dallas;

Earl Hudson, Detroit; Mr A. 'Light-

mari,' Merriphis; ., Sairii Pinariski and

Marty Mullins, Boston; Ralph Bran-

ton,: Des
;

Moines, and ' John Fitzgib-

bons, Canada. /

Theatre Attitude )

The consent decree, the changes

that it will bring '
.- the selling of

pictures, arid/ th^ problertis that will

be^ involved^ in buying, is ohe
i
of the

chief topics of discussion at: the /Hol-

lywood conferences between studio

heads and the flank of theatre op-

erating executives in Paramount who
took'-'-part in the huddles.. The im-

portant partners on hand ape said to

believe that their efforts to upset the

decree is. a cause that, though hardly
fought, must go down to defeat;

John Balaban, operator of the Bal-

abari & Katz chain in Chicago and.

brother of Barney, president of Para-
mount, acted as spbkesrnan for the
exhibition forces within Par. Desig-

nated as chairman of the theatre

partners who' are presently concerned
in Coast conferences bearing on prb-

ductibn, Balaban poirited; but this is

the first time that exhibitors, have
had a voice . in actual production
plans and added, in an address he
made at the' studio that: .'such co-

operation should go far to overcome
the obstacles put in the path of the

film industry by the Government
consent, decree; the deteriorating

foreign situation with its loss in rey-
enue and legal problems.'

. Among other things, Baiaban said:

'We came to Hollywood to place be-
fore bur studio the problerhs which
we iri the theatre face, hoping that

we might bring about closer coopera-
tion between those making the filths

and those screening them. While we
have worked, together , very closely

in the past; it was felt that the need
for cooperation: was greater this year
than ever before.

'We selected from our theatre de-
partment men on the firing line of.

exhibitibnii .Together we brought to

the studio our problems along with
certain ideas which we knew, would
clarify many situations.".. After, all,

isn't it reasonable to assume that the
factory; making, -a

' product should
gain from a knowledge of facts per-
taining to its dealers? By the same
tokeri, we in the field certainly cari

learn frorn the man who day in day
but strugglies to give us good pic-

tures for our theatres.'

that it puts the independents in an have beeri; adversely adjudicated
Inferior nositibri to .where' ;they stand "" —
today. . He centered his blows on
blockbookirig and tradeshowings; arid

said that a 20% cancellation would
\>e of far greater aid.

;
.''

Flaul- :J.
;
Ziegler,

.
representing >the

Pacific Coast,
, Conference .

of . Inde-
pendent Exhibitors, then asked the
Court to hold . proceedings for : :a

while until he could ask the Court
for the right to intervene; This :was'

denied by Judge. Goddard, who re

without giving: them the right to be
heard, and the Department of. Justice
has no right to create and: further a
monopoly Which is what they are
doing here,' declared Kent.

' John ; Ri ,

Moroney, • counsel for
Interstate

.
Circuit - of Texas, an

affiliated circuit, was the . next
speaker who also 'attacked blocks-bf-

flve and tradeshowings, He declared
in regard to the blocks that it 'was;

like, leasing an apartment for five

Harris Wins
, Continued from pane 2

.

;
fused to brook any* delay, saying that

]

weeks, and then :being forced to re
Ziegler. had .had time enough-.to . get.- new the lease

1

on > different terms
,

his papers ready, arid intimated he each . five/' weeks /thereafter, rather
would, not allow any intervention ' than one -lease.-;'-' covering--',' a year's

•
anyhow.. 1

rental. 'This: decree wiir shake the
/ Louis • B. Schwartz. • representing- stability of the industry,' he warned:
300. members of ^N6^tKwest:''Al^^ed^.'j.//Last of' the . independents to be
pointed out to; the .court that many

,
heard was' L. M, Rice of Texas," rep-

theatres had never sought / , better
run than the one they were enjoy-
ing now, because they knew-; they

• would not receive anything, better."

/ ; Jacob Schechter of; Allied of New,
; York, representing 200 theatres,

.stated that blockbooking had been
OK. and/ that what the' Gbvernment
sought to, dp In the decree was to

push the clock back 30 years to the

old day.s of selling by a producer to

an exchange, and then -to the exhibi*
; tor. - Schechter also asked that the
case be referred . to a master, for

hearings. "
'

,>
' / .

Sidney B. Pfeiffer, of the:MPTO of

K. Y. State, representing 225 thea-

resenting the Robb & Rowley Cir-
cuit of that state, Oklahoma and
Arkansas: He stated that he had been
in^the fllrii business for 15 years,

V^hich;:ftto.ved exclusively that he.was
cra^'y, aS''rio one stayed in the busi*
ness that long who was not insane.'

He pointed tp th6 .Governmerit at-,

torneys, squirjming alongside of hirri,

and shouted dramatically, "These
men Were* ..nice, decent men until

;they began to associate with a ffili-

ated exhibitors for five months. Now
look at what ' they look' like. The
affiliates have taken off their pants,

rolled them over, a barrel, squeezed
them hard, arid after pregnancy- look

claim was- baseid on . his contention

that he secured the release of Ma-
ture from the Roach studio, but ad-,

mitted there was no contract : with
the actor. -

- [ - -
- '- -\

.-:'

: Clurman wrote a
.
complaint

.
to

Equity,' 'seeking support 'of his: claim
to,' ..Mature's. services." ; . He . was in-

formed that as the actor had not yet
joined Equity the latter had no say
in the matter. He was advised, that
Mature" belong to the Screen Actors
Guild; bUt that association has no
'jurisdiction; over

. the, stage. • Ex-
plained that Mature had to haVe
contract before he was eligible tp

join Equity. -

-J-
' '

:

':.' Hart-Weill's .'Lady,' will star Ger
trude .Lawrence.^

. It was merely a

case where; the actor, took the/ best
offer. -

"
. ::

:
-

• .,

> SHALES, TEL., SillCEDES
Des. Moines, .Nov.- 19. ..

John R. Shales, Jr;, 18-year-old son
of J. R. Shales, exhibitor of Tripoli,
Ia^ arid state; 'representative from
Bremer courity, killed himself with
a 32-;calibr.e; revolver in the men's
lounge of the Paramount . theatre,
Waterloo, la.; the night of Nov. 12.

No motive has been established . for
the act. .•-.;; ..- ..;.

-. He was a student at Gates Business
college in- Waterloo and had. attended
the: diversity of Iowa last ye/^i He
was a only child.

Par Execs Back • •-.

- Barney Balahari, Stanton Grlffis

and Neil Agnew returned to New
York Monday . (18) and immediate
huddles in the east were slated

among executives to discuss the con-,
ferences held on the Coast concern-
ing 1941-42 production, filming plans
for the/next year and buying-selling
as a result of the cpnsent decree. A
special department is reported con-
sidered on the latter at' the home
office, but what forrin it will take is

problematical in view, of the prema-
ture nature of the plans.

.

Prior to eastern huddles and' more
definite conclusions growing but of
the

,
Coast studio confabs, Balaban

Monday (18) declined to issue any.
statement on the matter, due in part
to the fact that the conferences held
ori the Coast with Y. Frank Freemari
and .other studio heads were largely
in the/ mariner of laying ground-
work. for the coming season by ^gen-
erally discussing the whole situation;
as regards ', pictures, the market,
consent decree, etc. ,

' V :

..

'The Jeadirig theatre operators at-
tending the; sessions are reported to
have had their full ;Say, citing con-
ditions in their respective territories
and, through; home office theatre ex-
ecutives, the entile country as well'.

Questiori of buying which affects
Par's own theatres, as vitally as oth--
ers, / was also . mulled, together

. with

.

selling from the distribution. pOirit of
view.

. Week Ahead of Sked ;..

These; matters -were, more impor-
tantly on. the agenda, it is under^
stood, than pictures for 1941-42
themselves since there is still plenty
of time

;
to start laying out the com-

ing season's program in a prelim-
inary way. Setup: of each year's
product, together with budget, : ordi-
narily doies riot

. occur until January
or February, sirice the releasing year
dpes not. start. until Aug. 15 or Sept.
1.

;
However, Par is further ahead: on

this season's schedule, than ever be-
fore in history and new films for
the 1941-42 semester, when they will

have to be sold in blocks-of-five, will
no doubt oe tentatively^ set farther
in advance/, than in prior, years so
that a backlog of product niay be
built up for packaging in fives when
delivery time -conies. Completed
'40-'41 pictures now take Pa i up oh
release until well after the first of
th year, but. dates that far to the -

front are very tentative,; / /With
product that is now rolling, release
will be brought wei: into the spring.

While Balabah, Griffls and; Agnew
rushed back east, others' will remain
behind .longer. Adolph Zukor does
hot plan returning to the home
office until sometime before Christ-
mas. Also,, he. went put ahead of the
h.o. group, and the theatre execu-
tives-operators.. ;

Russell Holman, eastern produc-
tion department head,; gets in tomor-
row (Thurs,), while Leon Netter and
Robert Weitrnari are due Friday (22).
Leonard Goidenspn -.nd Sam Dem-
bow, Jr., h.o. theatre' exiecutives, are
stopping/ off in Dallas on the way.
east, but will probably get in Mon-
day (25). '.

London Legit
.Continued from page 3.

dugouts: to visit us and we talked
theatre for hours on end, arguing,
suggesting, planning. The outcome
of it was, we put on a play. Yes, we
had a play running for a fortnight
in London. There were only two
theatres, besides oUrs opened at the
time, Lunch Ballet and Robert At-

;

kins proclaiming Shakespeare in the
Strand. ;

'

: 'Our productibri started thus: Peter
was asked to produce at the Threshold
Theatre, Nottirighill Gate (in Hyde;
Park;—Ed:), rival to Ashley Dukes*
Mercury Theatre. When jobs

were forthcbihing, obviously Peter
went along there arid persuaded the
Threshold

.
pebple to., open for ma-

tinees only. They agreed : to do so

and gave him free hand.

'We found a French . play that

suited .us, translated, it in two days
;

arid produced it in a week opening
Oct. 10; It was 'Fishing for Shadows,'
by Jean Sarment. The company con-
sisted ; . of ourselves, two ex-West-
minster drama students, one of the
St.

:
Denis Studio people arid a boy

from the Old Vic,, all under 20, with
one exception. By the time 1 we had
the complete cast there was only a
week left arid all the. publicity and
billing had gone Put, so we had, a

hard jbb;in : front of us.. We worked
.

like hell, rehearsing, in the theatre

every day till blackout time and then ,

going; baclc tp' our home or one- of

the others' homes to study and, le.arh

lines/ At the same time we had to

build the set . ourselves. I do hot

think I- ever • crammed so much into

one week.. It was grand to be act-

ing and I must say the conceritration

,

took my. mind almost completely off

the War.

'The play is modern, one set, six

characters.;' Sarment wrote it when
he was only 20, just after the last

war. We chose it mainly because it

suited the actors and material we
had at our disposal. . Also, it is light

and has no bearing -on the -present

situation. It is a charming- tragi-

comedy. / We had a "moderate re-

ception. The press /honored u*
with their ' presence, some .

were
bored, most people said we were

courageous, some were very enthUs*

iastic. We played sornetimes to; 'six;

sometimes, to 20. At any rate; it was
a ri experience and . an achievement

and we were, noticed.

20th Expects
—Continued from page 5 __

be included in the financial state-

ment for the year! ....

:
Report of 20th-Fox for the first

39 weeks showed a net loss of $1>-

075,611 after the $2,200,000 ; foreign

writebffi It was explained fit the

time this statement was issued, that

this, deduction for foreign .
reserve

against assets arid revenues was

made because the. money had not

been converted into: American; doK
lars; Also that this coin would be

included in ' the profits of the pe-

riod in which realized at ;
such .

fU-

.

ture time as. when converted irito

U; S. dollars.

Company received around $600,000

from National Theatres in 1939 from
its share of the , dividend declared

in the final quarter. Prospects are

that this much ; or more- would be

realized this year;
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D'Artagnan Spirit Behind Org Of

An effort . to solidify support

among iotis in and out of show

business, guaranteeing action under
sympathetic interest of unions for

any that is in trouble or is forced to

itrike, is behind the organization of

Combined Theatrical Amusement
Crafts, formed by'"various;

organiza-

tions affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor. The unioniza-

tions of workers now .hot affiliated

with unions is also one of the pur-

poses of the new organization.

Vincent. Jacobi, president of The-
atrical Protective Union, No. 1 (New
York stagehands) is president, while

jyiartiri Lacey of the powerful Team-;

aters union which has a contract

with the studios, is' vice president.

Ludwig Elsasser of the Upholsters

Union was • named secretary and
Louis Hollander of the Theatrical

Costume Workers Union, treas-

urer.': Trustees include : Joseph
Kelly of the Floor Covers Union;

Abe Dribben- of the Ornamental Iron

Workers . Union and Thomas McCali
of the Bartenders union. •

Some 20 unions have, been asked

to come in, including the musicians

and operators. ::V

::] Th the past various unions engaged
in theatricals have had 'gentle-

men's understanding' to! help each
other when one: gets in a jam. This

has existed among stagehands, op-
erators, musicians and certain others

who have generally, walked out in

sympathy with brother unions when
'

a strike was called. ..-.'••"••••

BUTTERFIELD TAKES

OVER MATT'S QUARTET

Detroit, Nov. 19

Adding to its constantly growing
chain, numbering now well above
100 houses, the BUtterfield Circuit
has swung one of the largest thea-
tre acquisition deals in many years
In Michigan.

. In one swoop the cir-

cuit took ; over the four houses be-
longing to Lester Matt, independent
circuit owner, in Flint. The thea-
tres involved in the big. deal are the
Strand, State, Roxy and Delia.

Wth the adding of these four the
Butterfield Circuit now is operating
nearly half the houses in Flint—eight
out of a total of 20.

M. G. CoKn's Dialect Four
, Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Martin G. . Cohn gets the associate
producership on the first of four
Henry Armetta comedies, *You
Betcha My Life/ for distribution by
Producers Releasing' Corp.
Filming starts Dec. 2 at the I. E.

Charwlck studio.

Overlooking Central Park
NEW YORK

With 840 acres of recreational
faotlltlea at your doorstep.
Hoonia and suite* by the day.
month or Ibnarer,

CENTRAL PARK WfST AT 61 ST STREET
N ! v >>

:-•

. Largast Line and :

Naweat Magazines for
Theatra and Radio Use
•s PREMIUMS Only
s«nd 'or Free Sample

Theatre & Radio Advg. Co.iM M »l««en Lane, New York, N. Y.

^ AGENTS WANTED
. ;

In Film Areas

Gun Shy

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Sagebrush film producers wera
relieved when th* City Council
nixed a proposed ordinance re-
quiring police permits for all
six-gun toters in pictures.

Bill called for registry of fire-
arms and fingerprints before a
buckaroo

. was allowed to draw
his gat oh the back lot.

N. K. DIPSON BUYS OUT

BASIL IN SIX HOUSES

Buffalo, Nov. 19.

Nikatas K. Dipson, of Batavia,
N. Y., has purchased the interest of
Basil Bros, in the 20th Century and
Bailey theatres; here; the Riviera
and Star, Tbnawanda, and the
Franklin and Ridge; Lackawanna
(Buffalo suburbs). Announcement
of the deal was made by Nicholas J.

Basil president of Basil Bros, and, in
confirming it, Dipson stated that An-
drew Gibson, of Wheeling, W. Va.,
will be brought to-Buffalo to man-
age the Dipson theatres.

Otherwise, the personnel will re-
main unchanged.

Becomes Mayor
.Continued from page l

.

Detroit Pressure on Taster Half

to get to the top in his first fling

at politics and become mayor of one
of the State's leading cities at 31.

It was. in .March this year: that
Kelly got sore because the question
of re-licensing his club was being
booted back and forth like a political

football by the Liquor Control Com-
mission .. and the . Flint City Com-
mission. If the boys wanted to play
politics, Kelly decided that he would
cut himself a piece of the game and
started out to get himself elected
to the City Commission in place of

one of the guys who was kicking his

license around.

The license was restored a month
ago, but it was too late to . stop

Kelly's political steamroller. His
pile of friends voted him into the
Commission and, ' when the new
group covered a few days ago, he
Was unanimbusly. chosen as mayor.
His night club also is doing business

at the same old stand.

A native of the town, Kelly turned
from pursuit of a medical career
several years ago to organize, a band.
He played a year in Milwaukee and
his band became known :

in. at least

10 of the midwest states through
which he circled for several years.

He got his first taste of club opera-
tion as manager Of . the Flint Ath-

letic Club before opening his own
spot. He figures he can swing both

his present jobs nicely, Since the City

Hall and his nitery are just a block

and a half apart, a short walk. .

'* Morton, Texas, Nov. 19.

E. R. Millican, former theatre
manager, has been sentenced by the
district court here . to two years im-
prisonment each of twa indict-:
.merits charging embezzlement.

According to reports, Millican was
convicted on a charge of embezzling
$174.65 at one time and on another,
$60 when he managed the Wallace
theatre here for Wallace Blanken-
ship. , \ :

-.'/ - ".. ....

Male contract players outnumber the femmes in Hollywood, due largely

to the dominance of action pictures, which call for rugged .individualists

of the masculine persuasion. The only major studio where the gals lead

the boys is 20th-Fox, where the ratio is drawn out to. a photo-finish, 29

to 28: On the other big lots the percentage is all in , favor of the males.

At Metro it is 43 to 34, at Warners 35 to 23, at Paramount 39 to 29, at

Universal 22 to 18; Columbia and RKO depend largely on individual deals

for their top talent, so there is ho basis for an average..

.

:
There may. be an increase in the femme vote with the new surge of

musicals, which usually require more girl than boy appeal. Anyway, the

males -are leading to date.

An inside trio of; picture boys from the Coast to New York were in

Washington last week and tried to talk Government officials into letting

them make and release national, defense arid trainee pictures. Two of the

boys,- important in the industry, offered to have themselves designated as

$l-a-year men |or patriotic purposes and publicity. However, the cat fell

out of the bag on their scheme when they were asked how they would
operate. They replied they -would form their own corporation and nat-

urally keep whatever profits accrued from the product. That finished the

deal '• : '
''''.':, '..'•

-
;
- • '..•''.

Irving Berlin and Dairy1 Zanuck are reported under somewhat strained

relations due to 20th-Fox's forthcoming Tin Pan Alley'. The songsmith had
planned 'Say It With Music' as a followup to his 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' which Zanuck produced, but Berlin felt that ;the 20th-Fpx tin pan
alley cavalcade film, soon due, kayoed his own idea. It's for that reason

Berlin has bowed but of his 20th commitment; \
.

Exhibitor .notice is being taken of what is regarded in the theatre oper-

ating field as one of the most out-and-out ad plugs in a picture in a long

time, and declared likely Metro will hear about it. The ad is wrapped up
in a novelty song done by Judy Garland in 'Strike Up the Band,' which
includes lyrics that 'Welch's grape juice has Irene Rich.' It is in line with

such lyrics as 'Cleopatra Had Antony,' 'Metro-Goldwyn has L. B. Mayer,'

etc.
"'

• -.
,:'

20th-Fox is hunting a new title for 'Road to Rio,' following Unsuccessful

efforts to buy the monicker from Paramount. Latter studio registered it

originally for the current Bihg Crosby-Bob Hope starrer, which it changed

to 'Road to Zanzibar,' but retained its rights to 'Rio' on the registry. Par
offered to relinquish the title if 20th-F.ox would agree to give 'Zanzibar'

a six-month start in release, but it was no go.

Governor Bob Jones of Arizona has, established a.
;
diplomatic liaison

with Hollywood to increase the number of film outfits making use of his

state's scenery. Newly appointed
1

Motion Picture Advisory Board, headed

by Nick Hail of Tucson, is empowered to negotiate location sites and other

facilities and to make things pleasant generally for visiting picture com-

panies. /'
'.:;:-

;

'

.'•'
•

'

Fifth Termites

. Hollywood, Nov. 19,

Termites wrecked : a scene in
'Father and Son' at Warners and
cause slight injuries to John
Litel and Frieda Inescort, who
were walking across a foot
bridge when it collapsed.:.

Investigation disclosed that a
gang of insectivorous fifth-col-
umnists had been boring from
within. '

'

• ,

•

2 YEARS FOR THEATRE

. ON EMBEZZLEMENT

s Suit Over U Pic

Howard Y. Bary filed an amended
complaint Wednesday (13) in N. Yl
federal court against Universal Pic-
tures Co., Inc., Lester Cowan; Wil-
liam C. Fields, Al Wagner and Ann
Dempster, doing business as the Al
Wagner Theatrical Agency. Suit
claims the plagiarism of the pla\

.

tiff's story, 'A Circus Episode,' in
'You Can't Cheat Ah Honest Man,'
and seeks $307i000 damages, an ac-
counting of profits, and an injunc-
tion. -

Universal the same day filed an
answer to the action consisting of a
general denial of all charges.

Gon. Film^ Pfi Diny

Consolidated Film Industries de-
clared a dividend of 25c on the pre-
ferred stock last week. Divvy is pay-
able Dec. 27 to stock on record
Dec. 5.

Company previously .paid 75c on
these shares this year, making usual
$1 payment for 1940 with this dis-

tribution. Consolidated owes about
$9 in.; past due dividends on ; this
stock.; :

SPITZ: WEffTEMNG WEST
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Leo Spitz returns east next week
to arrange his affairs so he can spend
the rest of the winter here.

Detroit, Nov. 19.
'

''

Pressure groups here failed to

bring an end to the run of 'Pastor

Hall' and the local decision in the

matter indicated lightening of

censorship, which earlier this year
drew an unfavorable spotlight on the

to'W'n for the banning of 'Strange

Cargo' and 'Primrose Path.' 'Pastor

Hall' had been brought, in to open
the new Town, formerly the swank
Orchestra Hall, home of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, and which has
been

.
dark for two years since the

longhairs moved their concerts into
the Masonic Temple.

/ : The groups made the protest to
police

. that the picture, • on incidents
in the life of the Rev. Martin Nie-
moeller, was 'hate-inspired propa-
ganda' and that it was 'war-
mongering.'

'

Police officials, who had ruled out
the. other pictures earlier this year,
conferred with Mayo r Edward
Jeffries and then announced that
they were powerless to take any
action.

:
.

;.;..:-.':;./

'The State Supreme Court has
ruled,' Police Commissioner Frank D.
Eaman said, .'that we can't do any
cerisbring.unless films 'are indecent Or
immoral.' ;

'.-.

The Mayor added to that the state-
ment that censoring of the picture
might- be construed as an abridge-
ment of free speech.

However, picture houses 'here, will
have to steer around the word 'un-
censored' if they want to stay put
of •difficulties with the police. .The
ruling came Up in connection with
Pastor Hall,' after it ran a couple
days, when Police : Censor Charles
W. Snyder pounced on the' manage-
ment for referring to the police ban
in Chicago and then : adding in ad-
vertisements, 'It's here now—Uncut—
uncerisored—intact.'. :

'

, :
.

..

:

He made them strip out the word
•uncensored* on the ground that the
picture had been reviewed by him
before getting the o.k. for. showing.

Chaplin Incident
.

San Francisco, Nov.. 19.

Charlie Schlaifer suspects a 'Nazi
plot' in a brush with the law over
banners strung across Market St. in
connection with 'The Great Dictator/
current at United Artists.

, Banners
are illegal but houses use them oc-
casionally, usually without molesta-
tion. This time, however, cops were
out promptly With 'take it down*
orders. Praiser is blaming sub-
versive squawkers. :

Picture itself was generally well
received although slight disturbance
caused opening night by woman, ap-
parently pro-Hitler, who talked
loudly until an officer was sum-
moned: Cop walked down aisle and
back and effect was sufficient.
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PARAMOUNT
3RD WEEK

New gyroscopic camera is being used for the first time in the filming of

'The Sea Wolf at Warners. Speedy apparatus controls the camera over a

range of 340 degrees, only 20 degrees less than a complete circle. It can

also increase or lessen the tossing of a ship at sea or simulate mbtion on

a studio set.
':•''•,''.

'NORTHWEST
MOUNTED

.

VOlAXlK"
with OARTv
COOFER

MADELEINE
CARROL].

MJdnltc Screen 8how»

In Person

GLEN GRAY
I

CiM l^ina Ore.

BED
SKELT0N

Although the Federal ban has been lifted against interstate transporta-

tion of prize-fight pictures, it is still a.'.
:.violitipn : 'ot.-;the,.Texas;la^w to ex-

hibit them although they are shown without any trouble from law enforce-

ment groups. Ruling was handed down from the state's attorney general's

office.
'".'•' '-

':'

'

~'.'.'- ",

One lartre (lln-init-r board, complete,m ooo r
adc

' ,
that or'Blua'ly cost,

prlc*? f ft ,n
°r

'

l*
ale at > rettt bargain'

Wo«.i'. ,"v<
;

rly "8ed at. the -New York

New *oH
R
^u,N^ lw» Fifth Avfrine.™ew ifork CUy, AL»onquln 4-884 l-lj-3.

. Last member of the family may finally get a break from films. Warner
Bros, is mulling 'Four Fathers'.. It would be 'in the vein taken by its pre-

vious 'Four Daughters' and 'Four Wives,' although probably not entirely

with the same cast. Twentieth-Fox. took care of the other members of

the family. It produced 'Four Sons*.
;

-,/ "/•;

. Arthur :DeBra, Avho previously concentrated almost exclusively on edu-

cational activity and school-club work for the Hays office, is the Motion

Picture Producers & Distributors man on national defense. He has been

placed in active charge of film biz details connected with the tJ. S. defense

program for the industry.

Chapter on the technical developments .in motion pictures in the past

year is being written by Major Nathan Lcvinspn, head bf Warner Bros,

sound department, for the Encyclopedia 'BrUafinica:. 'Contribution''-was re-

quested of LeVinson ,who did a similar chapter for' the tome last- year. .

"7 SINNERS"
with MARLENE DIETRICH .

and JOHN WAYNE .:

U N ITED . PTVOT f Broadwovaotiqtq fUVUia at 49th st.ARTISJ3
0mm Open 8:30 A.H MIDNITE SH0W6

kLOKW't

L'nitt TritieB Wed:
^IT CARSON"

with •:

-Jon Hall

In Persnh
BHi >STAGE
SHOW

StirU.Thur., No». 21

Claudette Colbert

Ray Mllland
"ARISE MY tOVE'r

In Perion .

Jack. Toagitrden
Frances Fai^
run I OeriitR

Defense Booms Bldg.
Lynchburg, Va., Nov. 19.

. Newport News, Va., boorhing be-
cause of defense shipbuilding opera-
tions^ will have a new 800-seat sec-

ond run house- at 34t.h street; and
Washington avenue*

Preview Starts Thurs. Noon

BETTE DAVIS
in 'THE LETTER'

A Warner Brot. Picture
. TN PERSON

OZZIE NELSON
arid hi* orchestra. With
HARRIET HIIXIARD ,

STRAND B'way & 47 St.

: Wednesday. Nov. . ZO ;

'KNUTE ROCKNE
--ATX AMERICAN'
PAT 0'BEIEN—GALE PAGE

|

—AND—
ROSEMARY LANE

"ALWAYS A BELDEV

RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL

"BITTER
SWEET"

Spectacular Stage Production*
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Fifth Column Theme No Go on

Campbell Soup' had to put off the

opening of its 'Playhouse! series

irom Nov. 22 to. Nov. 29 because CBS
tabooed the script submitted for: the

initial show. •

:. The latter Was
;
to be

a dramatized version of Wilbur Dan-

iel Steele's story, 'Life Is So Little,',

and what the network objected to

was the' Fifth Column Jtheme of the

piece. Walter Huston arid Donald.

Cook Were ,'to appear in th is one, but

their dates ,
have now been set back

Action against ,!Life/ Is - So Little* is",

in line with the policy which CBS
has had' in effect since the

:

outbreak'

of the World War. Network has

taken the position that while it, pro-

pose's to cover the news of the con-

flict and any issues accruing from it

here arid abroad, :. it cannot .permit

this conflict or the attendant issues

to be. stepped .up emotionally by the

process of dramatic presentation. ;

Campbell's originaL schedule called

for the appearance Nov. 29 of Mir-

iam Hopkins and Humphrey Bogart

Jn a Vina Delmar. yarn, :.

New Chicago Ad Agency

.
.

>
.

. Chicago, . Nov, , 18.

.

;

New • advertising- .agency, opening

offices here, has G. W. tWally)

Bauerlein- as president arid one of

partners. •;.'../.'

"~ v.'He retain?, head, of Bauerlein, Inc.,

New Orleans. With him in new ven-

turers John M. Shaheen, and Donald
B. Skiririer, former fldyeitisirig. man-
ager- for General Motors in Japan.

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Showcasing 'the hard way' is be-

ing undertaken by Columbia's KNX
to exhibit five of its new shows and

at the same time try to cut in on

NBC's string of Sunday] top raters.

% Charles Vanda,- chain's western" divi-

sion program director, beiieves that

any kind of a showing against Jack

Benny, Edgar" Bergen or 'One Man's

Family' would be an: encouraging

glgn arid provide plenty of sales am-
munition. .

. Pitted against NBC's sabbath aces

will be such shows as *I Disagree/ an
open forum conducted by. Lewis
Browne;

.
'Hollywood Smarty Party,'

a kid quizzer, and 'Calling All Cars,'

dramatized .tales from the police

blotter. Other pair are Tom Brene-
inan's one-man show and 'Showcase,'

airing the talents of performers on
the roster of Columbia Management.
NBC has long ruled the roost along

the coast on- Sunday evenings and
Vanda's production staff will, at least,

make a. good bid college try at dip-

ping into the gravy bowl..
;

John Charles Thomas 1st

[ram;

to

NBC Sidewalk

San Francisco, Nov. 19.

. NBC's ground-breaking ceremdnies
here Thursday (14) were aired not
only by KGO-KPO but. by: KYA,
Hearst; KSFO, CBS outlet; KWG,
Stockton; KFBK, Sacramento and
KOH, Reno. Mobs overflowed across

entire street, completely blocking

traffic and keeping cops busy.

Nearby hotels draped bunting and
all available wall space was plas-

tered with huge KGO-KPO call-

signs.
.

."
. >..

; Dedicatory program ran. more
than an hour and kept the crowd of

several thousand standing until the

one o'clock lunch whistle called of-

fice . workers 'back -to their jobs.

Crowd began assembling in early

morning arid many hung aroupd long
after : the program ;.- was

'

;
over.

Speeches were; kept to a maximum
of one minute each with plenty of

music between, talent being parked
atop tire repair shop which will be
torn down to make way for the mil-
lion-dollar NBC headquarters.
Ground-breaking was authentic,

mob of 250 NBC employees descend-
ing upon the asphalt-covered park-
ing lot with picks and shovels and
ripping it up with a will. Office

crew burned up a week's energy
whacking out chunks of paving. Gag
was newsreeled.
For finale, entire . mass of specta-

tors was sworn in as members of the
Sidewalk Superintendent's : club.

George Mardikian of Omar : Khayr

yam eatery, .official NBC chef, was
named prexy and read the oath of
undying curiosity, which was : re-
peated aloud- by the crowd. NBC
gals in red and white striped over-r

alls then circulated; handing put
charter membership cards. :

:

RAYMOND PAIGE
Whd',:- with. "his orchestra, ,tia> just

been signed for a series of, albums
by Victor. Paige's inslstence»oh an
exceptionally large number of in-

strumentalists has made him one of

the longest ''recording- hold-outs" in

the music; field. ..

.

'

.

The. first Victor album is titled

"Musical Americana", and the or-

chestra is reported to be the largest

popular group to be recorded.

First four guests on the new Coca-
Cola musical series starting Dec. 1

over CBS will . be John Charles
Thomas. Subsequent guests will be
Lily Pons, Rose Bampton, Thomas,
repeat and Helen Jepson. v";Show will

be tabbed 'Company"s Coming,' with
the sub-billing 'To Your House from
Coca-Cola.' Fixtures on the. pro-
gram will be Albert. Spalding, m.c.

arid: soloist, and. Andre Kostelanetz.

George Zachary will direct and the
scripting will, be by George Faulk-

: ner. •.'•' • •.

Zachary, also currently directing

'Short, Short Story' for Campbell's
soup, is . likewise .

probability to

handle 'Ellery Queen' when and if it

returns to .ihe, air With a new spon-
sor. He worked on the show with
the- authors arid directed it as •

a

CBS . su'stainer before . it was . spon-
sored by Gulf. ;'.':.•;'•''

Trudy Wood Singing
San Antonio, Nov. 19.

:

Trudy Wood, former NBC and
CBS singer, will resume her radio
activities in a series, to; be aired here
over KTSA each Monday, Thursday
and Friday. She wili be assisted at

the two pianos, . solovox and nova-
chord, by Bea and Joe Moriri, broth
er and sister keyboard artists. -

Miss Wood . is the wife of William
C. (Buster ) Bryan, program director
for the station.

INFORMATION VS. GAB
'America's Town Meeting of the Air' returned. last Thursday

to the NBC blue network. The program which gave the U. S. A.

a practical and socially significant demonstration of how to con-;

duct a. forum on controversial issues before an: audience with

all the microphones open has iiow begun its sixth season. The
program has already won many plaudits for NBG, which spends

$50,()0d
;or so annually to 'subsidize the event, and for Town Hall

in New York, which is a far. vaster influence today as its leader,
.

George V.. Denny, is now a national celebrity. All because of*

radio. '•'. .
;

'.'.'"•'
'

;
•

'

/
'

,;• '

;
;'>;"

Having pioneered 'in a special field of radio it begins- to be

clear that, like many another pioneer, the Towii Hall, and NBC
to the. extent it participates in. production, lias survived to'sfce :

.

the new and the different become the commonplace. "VYorst cl

all, a tentative shadow of dullness is creeping across the once
.

suii-.drenched porch of the temple.

in
:

other words, tlie Town Hall program seems to be suffer-

ing from a drastic shortening of the fonner margin betwceiv its

own program conception arid the tempo of current events. It

was once ahead of the parade. No\v it may be on the point of
'

lagging behind it. A challenge that can hardly be denied and
certainly not ignored has taken shape, and the opening program
of the sixth season emphasized it.

If it is correct to say that Amerfcaris are developing a certain

unmistakable impatience, with 'inconclusive' gab, the lesson is

clear, for that was pretty much what the Town Hall delivered

to its radio audience oh the subject -Is This Our War ?' Oii pa-
'

per it sounded like a humdinger, but in unfpldmerit was full of

evasions and shadow-boxing.

NBC has released some more in-

formation about incoming .affiliates

that have recently been recruited for

the expansion of 1

its southern leg;

Latest of, the newcomers is WAML,
Laurel, and WFOR, Hattiesb'urg,

Miss.
.
They have become part of

the Red Network's southcentral

group and are available as bonus
outlets to advertisers buying WJDX;
Jackson, Miss..

Week, before last two new NBC
affiliates' in the soufnern air. were
announced. It is reported that the
southern additions under way total

14.

VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA

ON BAYER'S 'ALBUM'

Vivian Delia Chlesa, lyric soprano,

has been signed to option-studded
104-week contract to appear on
Bayers .'American Album of Fa-
miliar Music' starting Sunday (24),

on a
:
national . hookup - over NBC

red. With soprano will be Frank
Muiin, tenor, and Jean Dickenson,
coloratura soprano.

Air Features set the deal, which
reputedly will

;
pay Mies Delia Chiesa

$750 weekly. Contract calls for 10

weeks with options every 13 weeks
thereafter, with a war clause also

inserted. . Radio soprano branched
out into opera in Cincinnati and St.

Louis, as well as Havana with Met
stars this summer.

'

For a long time now tlie Town Hall has opened its audience

discussion session well ahead of the time it goes oh the air. The
suspicion grows that there, may lie one production fault. The
best questions seem to be used up in the prolog, which isn't

broadcast. Of course this warmup session may have been orig- .

inally worked out to spot any crackpots that might be present

in the audience, or to break the ice before going on the air,.

<• People thirsting for 'information^ do.nbt fi^n satisfying the

platform tricks of less-than-candid speakers thinking primarily,

of their personal prestige. Nor docs the wasting of precious

moments to answer silly questions enrich radio or democracy.
This is not just a question of an Ickes and a Johnson going after

each other in picturesque invective, although this makes for a
better show. But Town Hall, while it has to remain a good
show, needs to be a lot more than that or it will lose its present

leadership in the educational radio field.

Perhaps what these radio forums need is a new; method of

presentation arid especially a summation or clarification of what
has been said by somebody who is free of the need to be strictly

impartial. An Elmer Davis, an H. V. Kaltenborn, or any glib

speaker, who can function fairly, swiftly and concisely. :

SALESMEN ARE LITERATE

gwamp Jean Holloway .
After-

Story In N. Y. Post
'

Her

Abandons Military Camp Programs— Buys Trans-

american Package Instead :••

I :
Sensation cigarets (Lp'rillard ) has

dropped the idea of going in for
soldier quizzes on a grand scale and
instead has bought a transcription

show, ' using Liberty : . mag's short

short stories. It will be two ,15-

minute programs' a week on a night-

time schedule, starting the week of

Nov. 25. Series is coming, from
Trahsamerican Broadcasting & Tele r:

vision Corp. on a package • arrange-
ment. With the Old Gold campaign
included Lorillard is spending well
over $500,000 on spot time this sea-

son. :...
: >

Lineup for the Sensation cam-
paign takes in over 30 stations. This
consists of WXYX, Detroit;; .and- the
Michigan Network, WOWO, "Fort

Jean Holloway, 21 ryear-Qld script-

«r 'who does. 'My. Son. and I': serial

and the dramtife
;
spot on the Fri-

day night Kate Smith program, was
the subject: of a ;•' feature story .in the

New . York . Post ^last week. Yarn
told of how she makes $300 a week, i \Viayhe; WFBM,

;

jndiahapblis;.WHAS,
but is so busy she doesn't get time ' Louisville; KOA, Denver; - WCHS,
to spend it. 1 Charleston, and the West Virginia

Next day Miss Holloway network, WTAR, Norfolk; WDBJ,
mobbed by so many salesmen and Roanoke; . WJAX, Jacksonville;

promoters she had to have her phone i WJBO, Orlando; WDAE, Tampa;
discontinued.. Two dayi later she^ W.QAM, Miami; KMOX, St. Louis;

rnoved to a new apartment, leaving

. orders at the vacated spot not;; to

' reveal her
;
forwarding, address.

DOUBLE CHARM SLAM

Tbat!s the Idea ; as Bessie Beatty

-

^ June Baker Temporarily Swap ;

KWOS, Jefferson City, Mb.;,: KBX,
Springfield, Mo.; WCGO, Minneap-
olis, and WBMG, "Richmond.

" Bessie. Beatty, who. does the daily
45-minute 'Martha Deane' program
oyer WOR,- New York, and . June
Baker (Catharine Rochet who does-

a similar series over WGN, Chicago,
will swap guest appearances on each
others' shows Nov. ,28^29.. Each
femme spieler, will do the two-date
on the other stanza. :.-.

Idea is for the gals to give local

agency executives a chance , to, see
them in action. , As one geht con
necteb^ with th€ housewife; spielers
expressed it, 'the boys' will be bver 5-

come by their charm.' No fooling.

Paul Ray With Blair
Chicago, Nov. 19.

.

.Paul Ray has been added to the
Chicago office of the John Blair sta-

tion rep firm as account exec.

Ray was previously with the Katz
agency in Chicago.

WISN,WEMP SplotGghtmg

In Milwaukee Journal

To Offset WTMJ Edge

:

.-.:. Milwaukee, Nov. 19.

. In ah evident attempt to wean
away some of WTMJ'S listeners,- both
WISN ."and WEMP sponsors have
been buying increasing amounts of

display advertising
.
space in : The

Milwaukee Journal, positioned alongr
side the newspapers' radio columns,
which naturally plug its own sta-

tions and NBC programs. More
than 300 lines of opposition copy ap-
peared in a single recent midweek
edition, placed for Coca-Cola's 'Sing-
in' Sam,' Sunkist's 'Hedda Hopper's
Hollywood*' Sarika Coffee's We, The
People,* and Gimbel Bros/. 'Gimbie
and Ellie,' a department store 15-

minute dally Christmas show.

Other WISN programs plugged
regularly through WTMJ's news
paper medium include Lifebuoy's
'Meet Mr. Meek,' Tex^co^s Fred Al
len show, the Florida Citrus com
irnissipn's Mary Margaret McBride,
and Wonder . Bread's Haven . Mac-
Quarrie 'Marriage Club' show. Ap-
parently The Journal is glad to take
the money- and not worrying about
losing any appreciable portion of its

radio audience. "
. .

WBEN's Fort Dix E. t/s
Buffalo, Nov. .19.

WBEN has sent e.t. outfit to Fprt
Dix, N. J., to wax three platters

weekly, .which are shipped back : to

play mornings at 7:15 a. m. Station,

which is owned by Buffalo Evening
News, has placed News' reporter
covering ' the camp, Del Ray, in

charge of the recording.' Sent an
engineer: there to /give him two
week instruction course, 'aniVh'as' en-
listed Master Sergt. Charles L
Henry to quiz' local boys while the
turntable whirrs. ' '

- After being ' on. \VBEN, . discs are
sent to DEBR, also, owned by News.

OLD GOLD TO

it
Old Gold division of the Lorillard

account has been switched from Len-

hen & Mitchell to the J. Walter

Thompson agency. The move be-

came effective Monday (18) and repr

resents the biggest shift in cigaret

advertising appropriations since the

Camel account was transferred from

Erwin-Wasey to Wiliiam Esty six

years ago. L &. M has handled Old

Gold for over 12 years and the cig >

rated as. one, of radio's bigtime pro-

gram pioneers..

Old Gold quit network radio early

this summer and recently launched a

spot campaign via a musical trans-,

cription. Thompson has been solicit-

ing the account for years, and the

prize will tend to balance off ,
ih a

substantial measure Thompson's loss

the past: year of a huge chunk of the

Standard Brands business.

G/ W/ Johnstone Radio

Chairaan^

Bait Knox Director

G, W. (Johnny) Johnstone will be

a member of the executive commit-

tee and chairman Of the radio divi-

sion
. of this year's Birthday .

Ball

campaign. This will be in addition

to his duties as radio director of the

Democratic National Committee,

which post he continues to hold.

Active radio director of .the. Birth-

day Ball committee, under John-

stone, will . be James H. .
Knox, who

was with the Florida exhibit at the

N. Y. World's Fair and more recent-

ly with WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fl.n;

Johnstone will commute between

his two jobs in Washington and' New
York.
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That J. Walter Thompson Agency Resents

FOR RELEASE AFTER 0ctober 29, ?1940

THIS RMASI IS jV^gpyrg TO YOU IN YOUR CITY

Inside on the Bob Burns-Bing Crosby me s s is fac t that the

agency forgot to reneW Binges pontract when option time came around

However t he has promised to Btart on Nov t 14* If he likee the program

he will reinain f if not, he wUl insist 6n a half hour show with more

musid and ies s chatter and NO Bob Burns. •

;• Cincinnati, Nov. 19.
'

Tying in with band advertising In

street cars and buses^ WLW Promo-
: tions,. Inc., subsidiary of Crosley's

60,000-watter, is, taking over the ex-

clusive selling rights on . such space.

'in cities within a 150-mile radius of

Cincy. Up to Monday (1.8) contracts

had been closed with the! carrier

companies. . in ,
Kenton and Campbell

counties,. Kentucky, . opposite .
this

city; Lexington, Ky., Ft. Wayne,
Jnd., arid Columbus arid Dayton, O;,

ShoUse said. Approximately 800

cars and buses operate in .these spots.

Four cards in each car and bus
will be turned over to the WLW pro-

motions department to. publicize ;new
programs, ; time changes of programs
arid personal appearances of talent

on that station. Balance of space
will be available to national arid

local, advertisers.

A. second division of WLW Pro
motions, Ino.

f
handles bookings of

WLW acts for theatres, auditoriums
«nd fairs.

FORREST BARNES NEW
WRITERS' GUILD PREXY

. Forrest Barnes was elected na
tlorial president of the Radio Writ
tts Guild last week, with Paul
Franklin replacing him as -California
regional president and Katharine
Seymour elected as eastern regional
6resident succeeding Knowles En
•ikin.

. Courtenay Savage remains
Chicago regional president.

:
Eastern council members were

elected as follows: Erik . Barnouw,
Ruth

: Adams Knight, Henry Flsk
Carlton, Laurence Hammond and
Welboum. Kelley to serve until 1942*
and John T. W, Martin and S. Mark
Smith (not - the . .Mark Smith -.. of
AFRA) to serve until 194l.

;
.
Follow-

ing council alternates were also
elected: Stuart Ayers, Elaine Sterne
rCttrrington, James Hart, Philo Hig-
ley

t Richard McDoriagh, Addy Rich
ton and Francis G. Wilson.
Kenneth Webb, /retiring riatioha

.president of the Guild, declined to
accept re-election on the ground

: thai:, as van employee : of B. B. t>. &
Q-. agency, his duties are sometimes

;

of an executive nature and he would
;thu$ have conflict of duties in
the ' agency,, negotiations recently
started, by the Guild. ••'

elow to N. Y.

•'."" Los Angeles, Nov. 19,
Joe Bigelow

,
of the J. Walter

Thompson agency is returning to the
.New. York office to resume duties
there.

.
Wa?! here temporarily on Kraf k

show assignment as writer in illness
of Carroll Carroll, who is now back.

Frank Parker, Mary Small

Leadoff* for 20 Grand

'Birtbday' Show on NBC

Frank Parker and Mary .Small
will be the guests on the debut
'Your Happy;. Birthday* program
Friday night (22) for 20 Grand cigr

arets. Show originates at the Ritz
theatre,. N. .Y.; and will be. heard on
NBC blue (WJZ). Jimmy Dorsey's
orchestra and Tiny Ruffher are the
regulars the series. Carlo DeAri-
gelo directs and ;

the. script is. by
David Victor and Herbert Little, Jr.

Ed Wolf Associates produces for the
Cornpton agency.
Non-broadcast 'preview* was held

last Friday (15), with Jack Haley;
Jean Mulr, Adrienne Ames and John
Carter in addition to Parker • and
Miss Small. Harry : Salter batoned
in the absence of Dorsey.

CHANGE OF

'Alice Adams' Next Disc

Series for Wheatena
'Alice Adams,' adapted from the

Booth Tarklngton novel, will be the

next ..drama; on the Wheatena Play-

house recorded aeries five, days a

week locally over WEAF, New York,

and 16 other stations. Replacing the

current 'Withering Heights,' with,

Jill Esmond, the new play starts Dec.

2 on most of the outlets and two
weeks later on the others. .

David Victor and Herbert Little,

Jr., adapters of 'Wutherlng,' are

scripting 'Alice,' while Carlo De-
Angelo is also directing both plays.

Leading players in 'Alice* Include

Joan Tetzel, Florence Malone; Ray
Collins, Ted Reld and James Mee-
han. Piece will run four weeks. Ed
Wolf Associates is producing for the

Cornpton agency.

DOUBTS CALMED

Gangbusters' Rates Okay InCAB.
: ' '• for New Sponsor '

1

-.,'

'Gangbusiers' has started off with

an imposing C-A.B. .this season,

thereby administering; a sedative to

some notf.too-sure
,

persons. Bang-

bang opera was warmed oyer this

season for another serving by. Bern-

ard L. Schubert of the Phil Lord

office. Sloan's Liniment signed up,

despite the potshots taken at the

show last year by some women's

clubs and whatnot. .'•;•

: Show's ,
ability to chalk up a good,

rating, although launched in the

midst of the political campaign on a

new network and a new time has

been widely rioted in the; advertising

trade around .New. York; On two of

the recent broadcasts 'GangbUsJters'

had John Li Lewis and Franklin. D;

Roosevelt, respectively,

tion. "
.

'

Fresno, Cal., Nov. 19.

. KMJ, Fresno, has been* permitted
to, drop' the

.
'Mary Marlin' (Procter

& Gamble ) serial because of the pro-
tests received by the station when 'it;

eliminated the noon news and
weather reports . to make room for

the strip show. One of the protests

was in the forrh of a seven-page
petition from the citizens Of Reedley
in Madera County. Among th»se

who signatured the petition was the

editor of the -iocal paper.

Gist of the plaint Was that ,the

local listeners supported the station

in other ways and they 'saw no
reason why they should be deprived

of their.weather forecasts. ...

Lunt-Fontanne Broadcast

on Coast With

e Show; Time Okay

TALENT AGENTS MEET

ON AFRA RE-WRITE

The Artists Representatives Assn.

of New York held a special mem-
bership meeting last night (Tuesday)
to approve, the revised agreement for

franchising of 10-percenters sub-
mitted by the American Federation

of Radio Artists. I. Robert Broder,
counsel for ARA, and Henry Jaffe,

AFRA's attorney; collabbed on the

rewrite, . which extended the: agree-

ment to around five times the length

that signed by the networks' artists

bureaus several weeks ago.

Artists Managers Guild on the

Coast has also been concerned in

making changes In the agreement,
which, in its original

;
form; the

agents considered inequitable and
unfair insofar as it. put them at. a

disadvantage in competition with the

webs' artists bureau.
'

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
currently touring in Robert E. Sher-
wood's 'There Shall Be No Night,'
will probably do a guest dramatic
appearance v on. the forthcoming
"Campbell Playhouse' series from the
Coast. Prograrn is slated to air- at
9:30 Friday . nights, but with the
three-hour time difference, that
would give the acting pair time to
do the radio stint after their eve-
ning stage' performance.
.Date might: be any iime between

Jan. 31 and March 3, when the
troupe -.playing various Coast
stands. Director and announcer
would probably be the only talent

that would have to be sent from
•New York for the broadcast, al-

though probably the writer, would
aisp make the trip' in advance to con-
fer with the Lunts regarding the

script. 'Night' company is unusual-
ly /well" balanced, . so no.' additional

actors, would be needed.

. Leggett r Brown;; the Lurits' radio

agent
: who! is dickering with - the

Ward Wheelock agency for the date,

hopes to have Willis Cooper write

an original drama for the pair. It

would be their first commerqial-stini.,

and the expectation Is thatf if it is

successful, they would .be available

for repeats.

After repeatedly refusing radio

offers, Lunt and Miss Fontanne made
their air debut several months ago
on a Red Cross benefit program.
Since then Miss Fontanne, with
Lunt briefly, Introducing her, did

the Alice Duer Miller ('White Cliffs

of Dover') poem over NBC blue

(WJZ) and repeated it. two weeks
later. •

.

J. Walter Thompson Ageric/
Resents Torr* Fizdale Stir-

ring Up Biny' Crosby-Bob
Burns Feud for Hi» (Fiz-

dale's) Benefit

LAWYERS MULL

Len Holljster, of the radio arid

vaude act, The Hollisters' Is pro-

ducing a show for the : soldiers at

Fort Monmouth, N; J. Art Mayhew,
formerly announcer at WBRB, ' Red
Bank; . Will do the m.c.ing with Hol-
lister, though the cast will consist

of the trainees.

Frank Braucher's Job

Frank Braueher, former v.p.
.

In

charge of sales for ; WOR, Newark,

has become the paid president of the

Periodical Publishers Association. .

.

Before coming into radio Braueher

was an executive of the
:

CroWell

Publishing Co.
'

Have Latin Tie-Upt— Foruin for Sale

Affiliates Get Free Ride--115 Take
FM

. Mutual last week entered the

movement of the
' American broad-

casting industry, for cultural contacts

with /Latin-American' when the net-

works ; board of directors, meeting
with its operating .board,. . adopted
pi ans fo r the' exchange of a Series of

programs with /.South Americari

countries. It . was': suggested ' that

somebody be engaged to negotiate

the series. This rep will probably

be spotted in Buenos. Aires, with the

facilities . of WRUL, Boston, and
Press-Wireless used for the short-

waving.
[
Board also agreed to make The

American Forum of the Air* avail
able 'for sponsorship, to grant, af
filiates permission ' to rebroadcast
Mutual programs on their FM
facilities; and t,o work out a deal
with the Associated Press for con-
tinues use of its service and sale to

national advertisers. It was voted
that a special program meeting .take

place around Jan. .12 so that 'net

work /ofTicials ; and station program
men can exchange new prograrn
policies. \-

Fred Weber, general manager, re-

ported that 115 Mutual stations were
-taking the Philadelphia symphony
orchestra concerts.

As the result of a strong complaint
from one of the '.-country's leading ..;

advertising agencies, publishers and •.•

:

managing . editors of daily newspa-
pers are expected to direct their at-

tentiori for : the : first time to the
sources.: frorii which their radio 'col-

umnists are getting 'news.' This
'

yestigation
.
will bring under pub-

;

lisher spotlighting the fairly com-
mon practice of freelance radio press ..

agents to supply ,'tip* service to. radio ,

columns with the 'tips' frequently
concerning matters arid personalities
not connected in any way with the
freelance press agents.

The motives of the freelance press
agents, are. obvious. They, wish to
gain the reputation for being 'hot'

;

so. that their publicity copy gains
[

close attention from radio column-
ists.

: Fearing to, load up their re-
leases with nothing but squibs about ",

their, own clients, they^ slipi in juicy
hearsay items about nori-clients. Arid
that'svwhere they get into trouble
and ' where the

.

' riewspapers carry-
ing the unauthenticated 'tips' may,
be

:.
sharing the risks, but not the

benefits of the press agents-turned-
jburnalists. ' -

Most of the .... prbte.sts • due .to this

practice have more or less been
confined to the inner circle of the
radio advertising trade. One of the
first serious complaints was nearly
four years ago when a. 'tip' on Major .

Bowes originating in- one of these
volunteer mailing :

. services -was.

printed in over 60 Tadio columns.i .

Bowes traced the story and assent--':
'

bled a file, but decided against any
action. Since then intermittent com-
plaints of like nature have popped
up. Where the items have been in-
nocent—even though wrong or fool-
ish—it hasn't mattered, but occasion-
ally the 'tip* does not fall into this

;

category „6f innocent fiction.

J. Walter Thornpson agency states
it is /considering' taking legal action :

against the publicity
. firm of Torn

Fizdale as result of a gossip item
Which the latter distributed among
radio editors throughout the country
the last of October, This item,
which was published in many news-
papers, stated that one of the causes
for the flifficulties .: in which the
agency allegedly now finds itself

With Bjng. Crosby, was due to its

oversight to picking up the croon-
er's last option when it became due.

Thompson attorneys regard this

reflection on its business matters as

comrrierclal libel and disclosed Mon-
day (18) that before starting any
action they would further investi- :

gate the motives for Fizdale's re-

lease. The Thompson agericy has its

own elaborate • publicity depart-,

merits and
.
clears, all items pertain-

ing to the Kraft Music Hall through
its own staffs. Fizdale forrnerly

handled ' the Rudy Vallee show,
which like the Kraft Music Hall, is

sponsored by National Dairy Prod-
ucts. Fizdale got his , assignment
from the McKeerAlbright agency,

.

and in late June lost it to Irving

Mansfield.

The Voice Is Added
San Francisco, Nov. 19.

Experiment in off-theiair synchro-

nization 'tried here by John Wolfe

of Photo fit-Sound in connection .with

NBC ground-breaking. Entire affair

was lensed in siient^color whiie cere- -

monies 'were waxed in studio. Dub-
bing process . will unite; sight 'and

sound in lab.

If it works out system will be used

for lerising" of all radio affairs, per-

mitting mobility of camera sans any
'

loss of sound. -

'
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Paul Porter. Defends Comihwh's Action as Tact-

Seeking' in Situation of Confusion—-Mutual Af-

filiates Divided in Attitude ?

Washington; Nov. 19.

.'. Possible re-opening of the Federal

• Communications Commission's chain-

mohbpoly probe was hinted Friday

when the regulators, arousing; fury

of. almost the entire broadcasting in-

dustry, dramatically indicated deep

resentment at the '. outspokenly sar-

castic brief filed by Paul M. Segal on

behalf of the Independent Radio Netr

work Affiliates. FCC displeasure

was expressed in the unprecedented

action of telegraphing all 227 mem-
bers originally listed as composing

•IRNA; inquiring whether they had

seen and approved of Segal's sizzling

document.

This , move . drew condemnation

from many quarters, being de-.

nounced by lawyers for various

: groups as evidence that the probers

are determined to impose their con-

victions on the industry regardless

of questions of jurisdiction, heed for

. suggested regulations, or the effect

of arbitrary action on the public,

- networks and stations.

. No. such action ever has been
taken, in the memory of persons who
have- been prominent in radio affairs,

since Federal, regulation .: was
launched on. a major scale in 1927.

Fearful of arousing more hostility,

none of the principal: leaders of the

business was -willing to voice ' an
opinion publicly. In private, however,
this, sensational step was assailed as

attempted; Intimidation of any indi-

vidual who dares differ with even a
minority of the Government outfit.

.

George Porter Is Under
Fire From Newspapers

• For several ; hours, great secrecy

surrounded the moves which pre-

ceded transmission of the wires.

Buck-passing thwarted efforts to as-

certain the motives and the identity

of the individuals who directed the

. sudden inquiry.: Evehtually^after.

everyone - approached had deflected

all questioners io George B. Porter,

special counsel for the investigating;

committee—it was learned that-Com-
missioners Paul A. Walker and Fred

I. Thompson, only/remaining quizz-

. conductors, had authorized Secretary
• Thomas J. Slbwie. to send out the
barrage of messages. But other mem-
bers,were kept in the dark, although
a full Commission meeting occurred
a few hours after the- wires went
forth, and the first George O. Gillirig-

ham, press relations' boss, knew of
the- incident was when he received
telephone calls from bewildered
newspapermen.

When informed that every in
dividual who should be informed had
sidestepped with 'see George Porter
answer to queries, the special coun-
sel acknowledged he had called to
the special committee's attention the
fact that a. substantial number of
licensees appeared to be in a wholly
contradictory positiori regarding the
findings in the hotly-attacked report.
Porter's explanation

, was that since
40-odd stations listed as IRNA mem-
bers also were Mutual affiliates, It

' was imperative
. for the probers to

find out whether their sentiments
:
were expressed by Segal, whose,brief
was an. even more vigorous defense
of network practices than the docu-
ments of the web lawyers, r

Porter, remarking that the Com-
mission is entitled to have the record

.
straight/ emphasized he Was neither
trying to discredit the Segal brief
nor defend the report. He was anx-
ious only to. clear up the bewildering
situation. He said he had suggested
to Thompson and Walker that an in-
quiry should be made because "he
felt

:

positive that Segals tantalizing
assertions did not reflect the unani-
mous views of .IRNA members.

,
;
The wires asked each station

listed as a member of the group (in
the exhibit filed ; two years ago : by
Samuel I. Rosenbaum, IRNA prexy)
whether it had 'authorized* the filing
of. the brief, hail approved either the
document or the views it expressed,
and shared the sentiments.

While no detailed information was
forthcoming, Porter said Saturday
W6) that replies had been received

from virtually every individual arid

the bulk were that the station execs
had not. seen the brief,' Consequently
could hot state whether it reflected

their- positions. Some said they had
inspected it arid' few acknowr
ledged they had given advance ap-
proval. But a surprisingly large per-

centage of the answers, according to

Porter, said that the individuals no
longer were IRNA members. In this

category Was John Shepard, III,
.who

repudiated the brief with the com-
ment he had been out . of the organ-
ization for some time. . Immediate
resignation from IRNA was sent by
WFBR, Baltimore. Other stations

were reported quitting—some pri-

vately acknowledging they .: feared
chastisement if they back up the
Segal arguments;

.. Meanwhile, members of the chairi-

monopoly group also were described
as . bitter toward the Columbia
Broadcasting System attorneys! Pri-

vately they, indicated, to intimates

that the brief filed by John J. Burns
et al. was equally reprehensible in

their eyes,, although most industry
people considered it far more temp-)
ered than. Segal's screams.

The IRNA counsel 'was naturally
burned at .the breath-taking move,
while many other industry people
felt the implications of the Wire re-

move any faint hope for an impartial
weighing of . the issues and .thorough,
consideration of the' argumerits ad-
vanced by oppohents of. the recom-
mendations. Segal pointed but that
all of the IRNA board examined and.
endorsed the brief, some of them
having seen -it in galley proof and
all being given 'ah opportunity to

suggest whatever changes they felt

desirable..
.

'

..

'

Sarcastic Tone of Brief

Noted By Attorneys
Attorneys generally were sym-

pathetic toward Segal, although
some indicated they question his

discretion' hi firing such a sarcastic

siast
; at the regulators. Even the

latter,- however, were secretly tickled

that somebody had the courage to

get blunt arid decide the time has
come to shoot the .works instead , of
shadow-box with

.
antagonistic regu-

lators.. No lawyer agreed with the
implication that before a .brief is

filed every paragraph and statement
must be discussed" with the; client.

When a licensee, applicant, or group
retains an attorney.-he naturally out-
lines his feelings and then leaves, the
question of what legal, technique
shall be used up to the discretion
arid judgment of the barrister, it was
remarked frequently. It patently is

impossible to demand that every li-

censee read carefully the full, text
of each pleading, brief, motion, and

other legal docurrient, they muttered.
For instance, neither National, Mut-
ual, nor Columbia sent their briefs to

all stockholders, or outlets to get

a green.light '

"

- The next - riiove in the dyhamite-
laden situation was uncertain, . hut
there was a hint that the committee
may follow up. its wires by reopen-
ing the proceeding to call IRNA
officers arid members — especially

those which are MBS affiliates—in

order to find out whether their,views
/coincide with the Segal or the con-
trary Caldwell brief. Possibly, the

committee will ask for additional

evidence about the - IRNA organiza-

tion/ inasmuch as some of the indi-

viduals listed as members when the

hearing occurred say now they have
ho connection with .the group. It.

was thought . unlikely there will be
any general resumption of the quiz

or further evidence on the basic

issues may , be received.
:

Also it

seemed remote .that the IRNA mem-
bers who are NBC or CBS outlets

would be summoned, inasmuch as

the Segal brief is echoed by those
submitted by the weos.

.

If the committee's action was ocr
cas.ibried by the conflict between, the
IRNA and Mutual positions, industry
leaders, were bewildered by the
quizzing of the. NBC arid CBS sta-

tions. There is no justification, in

•the' riiind of most lawyers, for asking
anyone except .' the MBS outlets

whether, his position is accurately re-

flected in the brief—unless .the

Thompson-Walker faction intends to

crack down on everyone who says

he approves of what Segal has done.

Almost unanimous anger, in indus-
try circles was somewhat tempered
by the hope that such a sensational

move ; may have
.
repercussions. It

may , boomerang,, arousing general
public alarm about the tendencies of
the Cbmmish arid help crystalize the
question of just how far the regula-
tors' : authority ' goes, : whether the
outfit administers the law fairly and
conscientiously, and whether there:

is bias arid prejudice that can be
corrected only, by changing the per-,

sonnel. To ; some watchers, it

seemed that Thompson, Walker and
Porter may have taken a step that

will become' a political cause celebre

arid add fuel to the fire about bur-
eaucracy and interference with prir

vate enterprise.

SPONSOR INTERVIEWS

WITH SHOW PEOPLE

Chicago, Nov. 19.

Dutch Mill Candy, through the
Goodkind, Jblce & Morgan agency,
has set a new weekly program on
WBBM, using Interviews of stars of
stage, screen and radio,: ^

Interviews will be handled by
Tommy Bartlett. Gladys George,
here In "Lady in Waiting,' is the in-

itial interviewee.

(How It Siub-Divides Into Four Committees,

11 Sub-Committees) ;

.
Washington, Nov. 19

. The present set-up, of the Defense Communications, Board comprise*
(1) the board Itself, (2) the

:
four major committees (law, coordination 5

labor, industry),.and (3) the ll subcommittees, '

THE BOARD

:'' '•"
.

Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
Samuel Rosenbaum, chairman of the Independent Radio Network Af-

filiates (and head of WFIL, Philadelphia) on Saturday (16) sent the fol-
lowing telegram to radio stations that had, the day before, been queried
telegraphically by the Federal Cornmunicatioris Comihission as to whether
they knew about, had seen, or. gave assent to the IRNA brief on chain
monopoly question filed: in Washington with the FCC by Attorney Paul
Segal arid, blasting the regulatory body . Rosenbaum's Wire follows:

-.v/; .;::':/.', (Copy) ? :
:

<:.-:•;'.

v; /At the San
.
Francisco convention the IRNA officers and board were

instructed; to file a ^brief taking exception to the report, of the monopoly
committee and Paul Segal was retained to write the brief. Segal's brief
for IRNA /does riot attempt to express any view on behalf of any lndiv
yidual affiliate, nor does it preclude an expression of such views ;

It sets
forth only an argument on behalf of IRNA as an organized group contain-
ing affiliates of every class and description, and therefore is limited to a
spirited defense of the right of stations to contract freely for network
affiliation within the present structure of American network broadcasting
and vigorously denies the monopoly committee's charge that present affin£
tion relationships .interfere With our ability .as affiliates to Tender satisfac-
tory public service under our licenses. \

••
Before the brief was filed, advance

, proof was circulated to the IRNA
board, and when it was filed, extra copies were ordered for distribution
to every, affiliate regardless of IRNA membership. These are .being; mailed

an^0P^^- thi
!-
Wlre

Jr
S sent to the . secretary of the commission inanswer to his Wire We. are informed his wire: was intended- principally

to ascertain for: con?) nissiori information the number of stations for whomIRNA is qualified to argue, and not to place your individual opinions orViews on the record. .Would appreciate for our files copy of any reSy yS
you have^S^t

this regard
'
and also your opinion of the brlefafter

y£V^^ * *'inS furnished every known radio station law-

Members of the board, with James L, Fly as chairman, are Major Gen
Joseph O. Mauborgne, Chief Signal Officer of the Army; Rear Admiral
Leigh Noyes, Director of Naval Communications, and Breckinridge Lone
Assistant

.
Secretary of State in Charge of the Division of International

Communications. Herbert E. Gaston, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
in Charge of the Coast Guard, is board secretary. •

LAW COMMITTEE
The Law Committee will be headed by Telford. Taylor, FCC General

Counsel, and its duties will include the furnishing of legal opinions and
advice and the drafting of final reports and recommendations, proposed
Executive Orders, proclamations and legislation; Other members are
Capt. J. W. Huyssoon, Office of the Judge Advocate General, War "Dept.*
Steven Spingarn, Treasury Dept.; Lieut. Commander Franz O. Willen-
biicher, Navy Dept.; Raymund T. Yingling, State Dept.

C00EDINATINO COMMITTEE
Members of the coordinating committee are as follows:

: : E. K. Jett, Chief Engineer, Federal Communications Commission, .chair-
man; Francis C. de Wolf, State Dept.; Major W. T. Guest, War Dept;; Com-
mander Earl E. Stone, Navy Dept.; Commander J. F. Farley, Chief of Com-
munications of the U. S. Coast Guard. •".

,:' LABOR COMMITTEE
The Labor Advisory Committee/ whose functions include submission of

expert advice to the board on all labor problems involved in the radio

national defense mission, has not yet been chosen.

industry Committee
Personnel for the Industry Advisory Committee also remains undesig-

nated. The latter .committee,, it Was announced, Will have charge of 'all

problems of general concern to the communications companies incident

to the proper carrying put of the board's national defense mission.'

V.V.C THE II SUB COMMITTEES -

:

; The eleven subcommittees : whose members remain to be designated are:

I. Amateur Radio Committee.'
IL Aviation Radio Committee;
III. Cable Committee.

- IV. Domestic Broadcasting Committee.
V. Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee.
VI. International Broadcasting Committee.
VII. Radio Communications Committee.
VIII. State arid Municipal Facilities Committed
IX. Telegraph Committee.
X. Telephone Committee.

.
: XI. United States Government Facilities Committee. :

;

'

to Sponsors

V Atlantic City, Nov. 19.

John L. Lewis, president of the
Congress 1 of industrial Organiza-
tions, yesterday (Monday)" called
upon the Government to amend the
Federal Communications Act to pro-
hibit alleged discriminations against
the selling of time to labor unions
hy .broadcasters. -Lewis made his
report to the C.I.O. constitutional
convention which opened at the Ho-
tel Chelsea, the same place where
the C.I.O. was founded five years
ago.

The C.I.O* president, who is

skedded to retire In line with his
pre-election day promise, charged
that a C.I.O. union in Sari Francisco
had been refused a renewal of its

contract of a regular nightly pro-
gram by KYA. The station gave as
its reason, Lewis said, that the pro-
gram dealt with 'controversial is?

sues.'

'At the same time/ said Lewis,
•large corporations in that area sub-
sidize hews arid amusement pro-
grams, which like the Ford Hour
always include a bias In favor of the
employer-organization. There have
been several similar instances in the
past year in which other C.I.O. lo-
cals have been denied the right to
secure radio time, even When they
offered to pay for it.'

:
Lewis declared the N.A.B. rule on

'controversial issues' was not based
upon any law or had any legal au-
thority. 'It is simply a rUle devised
by the radio broadcasters through
their national association,' he said.
'Under this rule, no station is sup-

posed to sell
.
time for controversial

subjects, instead such subjects: are
to be handled by giving representa-
tives of both sides equal amount of
free.' time to discuss them.

'At :the last convention, I re-
ported that the rule gave consider-
able time to broadcasters arid it

would have to be watched . with
grave concern. As it is now ' work-
ing, the rule seems harmful to la-
bor. Unions are denied the rights
to purchase time, and they cannot
.get free time for radio debates, be-
cause employers will not give labor
the publicity, of a public debate;
Yet everyone is familiar with the dis-
torted news and propaganda put out

by corporations on their tommercial
programs.

; 'It is therefore necessary to sub-

ject to sorne control the arbitrary

power of the broadcasters to with-

hold or grant radio time. This can.

be done by amendments to the Fed-
eral Communications Act which
would prohibit discriminations and
afford a summary, procedure for

hearing cases of discrimination with

authority to direct that the facili-

ties be made available on non-dis-

criminatory terrns.

'This would put the radio broad-

casting business in the same class as

Other public utilities, like railroads,

ships and b;us lines, Which must giv«

equal service to. all the public.'

Employers Association Is

Again Backing B'dcasts

Of Workers Songs, Skits

,
Hartford, Nov. 19.

For, the third year the Hartford

County Manufacturing Association is

sponsoring a series of Industrial Em-
ployee Playhouse airirigs. * Consists

of a series of Sunday night etherings

by employees, of 12 industrial con-

cerns affiliated with the association.

Etherings are over WTHT and fed

to WNBC. Walter Nilsoh of com-
mercial side of WTHT is again em-
ceeing shows and handling other ar-

rangements. Presentations consist of

skits, choral group ,
offerings, etc.

Each industrial concern has a group

of its employees .. participating on

subsequent Sundays. A half hour

,

shot. , .
.'•.': ;'.,:/

.
-

v//''..

First v/as Sunday night (17) by

employees: of Underwood-Elliot Fish-

er Typewriter Co. Next is by work-
ers of Veeder Root Manufacturing ;

Co. •••••

Lois Lorraine Off
. CBS's publicity ;head Louis Rup-
pel has dropped Lois Lorraine, who
worked on commercial programs.

She was with th« department lor

five years.
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Uhprecedentedly Frank Cri

ticism of Gommission for

Going Beyond the Law,

Not ;
Knowing Its Own

Mind—Sees Mutual as the

Stirrer

ALLEGE BIAS

Washington, Nov. 19.

. : Concerted opposition from two of

the major networks and the1 bulk of

their affiliates to the recommenda-
tions, findings, and conclusions pf the

chain - monopoly investigators is

squarely put before the Federal
Communications Commission in .blunt

and , sarcastic briefs declaring the

FCC wants . to go -far beyond the

statute , and alleging that the FCC
demonstrated bias arid prejudice in

"its voluminous report on : the 1938-

39 inquisition..
'

•

:; ;

:
;

Charges that the vagueness of the
report and failure io advance con-

crete
;
recommendations place . them

under a severe handicap were made
by attorneys for the National Brpadr
casting Co. and the Columbia Broad-
casting System as the briefs for the

leading 'defendants* were docketed
Friday (15). Taking many digs at

Mutual, which urged strict super-

vision of web-affiliate relations, the

rival loops contended the report is a

mass ;of confused, unfounded, er-

; roneoiis, and prejudiced calculations

and statements. The CBS and NBC
lawyers ' effect accused, the in-

vestigating committee—how cut : to;

two individualsr^with operating in

an ex parte manner.

Breath-Taking Brief

Most important development in

. the squaring-away stage,, however*
• was the filing of . a breath-takingly
sarcastic brief by Paul M. Segal on
behalf of the Independent Radio
Network Affiliates. His defense of

. chains' practices was much more
Vigorous than those presented by the
webs' own-- counsel, while the tart-

ness of the .. language caused an Im-
mediate, sensationali repercussion
that may result in reopening of the
probe. Frequently, he Implied, often
not subtly, the . committee's

.
phil

osophy ' either communistic, fas-

cistic, or socialistic and adoption of

the report would pave the way for

outright government
.
dictatorship

over the broadcasting industry.

The three-cornered • attack on the

.
report included unanimous agree
ment that the Commish lacks juris

diction to supervise business trans

actions and trade practices, that the

committee in many spots either, nul
lifies long-established policy or pro
poses contradictory - changes, and
the fundamental issues have, been
thoroughly obscured by concern oyer
social questions, that are none of the.

FCC's business
The CBS and NBC briefs both

contained flit denials that there is

;; .any talent monopoly, pointed' out
.

that network, acquisition- of .key: sta-

tions (except for NBC's ownership
of WEAF. New York) was approved

:
by the FCC or its predecessor, as/
serted'.•that there Is V no . disguised
transfer of control . over program

;
choices from station managers to
chain ' executives, declared the evi-
dence does .not back up claims the
Webs skim all the cream off time

•
:.
sale revenues, argued that

.
ex-

;
clusivity is imperative to give • sta-
biiity and compensate ' the networks
fOr

:
many expenses benefiting af-

;
filiates,

•

'noted that there Is no
equality in facilities, and it Is Am-

: Possible to give all outlets com-.
Petitive parity, and protested that,
the committee does not;, know its

own mind. Most of these points were
echoed

;
by Segal, although he lim-

ited his discussion to the findings
that are of joint concern to the
chains and affiliates.

Technical Policemen
The job of the regulators Is to

handle technical problems, not to

embark on a social crusade, or begin
passing on trade practices, the Com-
mish was advised. Most of the 'firidf

ings,' which . bear -. on the economic
aspects, are nothing more than
opinions or conclusions based on pre-
conceived ideas,' according to the

two chains' lawyers. ;

- With Segal setting . the pace, : both
NBC and CBS threw Commission
decisions, actions, policies, and state-

ments back* at the regulators, stress-

ing repeatedly that the report is

often at odds with past performance.
Confusion, . conflicts, ,;

contradictions/

and inconsistencies are charged in,

discussion, of many key topics.' "•<

Segal, warned the Commish that

the indies: don't want as ' much gov-
ernmental solicitude, and pampering
as the probers would like to bring
about. Loss of freedom would be
ah inevitable result pf promulgation
of policies and regulations along the
lines advocated in the report. Why
should the FCC suddenly, get agi-

tated about alleged abuses and in-

jury to the affiliates which the sup-
posed , victims haven't noticed or
squawked about?.
Only oh one point of importance

did the defendants seemingly agree
thatr a ; reform may be :

necessary.

.

That was. in regard to the mainte-
nance of more than one combination
of transmitters, by ai single company.
The CBS and .IRNA briefs were
siie/it on this proposition, while NBC
made only what most readers con-
sidered a routine argument that it

should be allowed to go on running
both the Red and the Blue.

Digs at Mutual
.

The digs at Mutual were generally

to emphasize that the rookie has
adopted most of the practices' about
which it complains. (In urging re-

forms, MBS - Acknowledged it has
been forced in self-defense to tighten

the ties' with member stations; a la

NBC and CBS, but professed . will-

ingness to give up long contracts*

exclusive clauses, etc., if the Com-
mish will force the others to' do the

same.) They also contended that

much : of Mutual's difficulty '.- grows
out- of its type of operation, which
they consider unsound because there

is no room for a cooperative hook-
up in the radio business.

... Exclusivity Vital

Exclusivity is vital because of the
good v/ili, listener, interest, prestige,

and . identity considerations,- the
chains declared. . Both asked why
they : should be expected to build up
reputations and then have their out-

let free, to jump ship whenever a

rival cqines along with a seductive

offer, in the opinion of CBS attor-

neys, the exclusivity clause is an ac-

tual benefit to little fellows, who
might otherwise ' be left out in the
cold, . and the Commish probers' ig-

nored the fact that affiliation is a
voluntary, not compulsory affair.

Similar NBC: argument noted that

contracts are expiring constantly and
the pacts ,

actually overcome in-

equalities by assuring every plant

of the same quality programs.. Segal
agreed that exclusivity is a matter
of trading and haggling, snorting

that the objectors are merely a small
group of managers who iong for a
bigger piece of pie.

;
Discussion of the time-option sys

tern, severely criticized in the report,

followed the same line. Without as-

surance of outlets, networks cannot
book accounts, the briefs pointed

Out. . Us ing the FCC's own figures,

the NBC legal battery, argued that

contracts are of great value to the

stations, not vicious instruments. .Big

investments such as networks make
and long-time^ commitments' are im

:

possible without certainty of outlets

and unquestionable ability to /tap

key markets, CBS emphasized. Both
maintained goodwill cannot be built

in a short time arid sponsors cannot

be sighed up if salesmen are unable

to promise desired coverage.
.

..- Calls Terms
;
Fair

The divvy between the webs; and
the affiliates is fair, in the; view of

the network barristers. The NBC
brief noted that both their own ;and.

CBS outlets get more ripn-web reve-

nue than do Mutual transmitters,

while contracts: are premised on each

stations' contribution to the total

coverage. Besides agreeing that the

Commish figures have been misin-

terpreted, CBS added that as long as

markets vary in desirability the rev-

enue Qf stations must differ. Value

of sustaining service available with-

out charge, research, promotion, sell-

ing, and other chores that benefit the
affiliates also should be taken into

consideration in measuring fairness

of the payments, both webs insisted.

Segal shares some of these views,
besides commenting sourly that the
indies prefer to do their own bar-
gaining, not have some bureaucracy
do the haggling over terms of affilia-

tion. The IRNA attorney remarked
upon the

:
'startling results' of the

peculiar cbmputatioh's-\..by :-FCG- :

'stat-.'

isticians, : admitting that the outlets

want all they can get, but challeng-
ing the soundness of the govern-
mental, arithmetic.

; .

There was general disagree-
ment with the committee's apprehen-
sion that actual./coritrol over opera-
tions is being shifted to New York'
under web contracts. Affiliates can
reject any. program within reason,
both chains reiterated, . and the sta-

tions know what to expect. Besides
the National Association of Broad-
casters'.\code, each chain has its, own

'

standards, which antedate . the indus^
tryrwide yardstick, the Commish was
reminded, and keep the affiliates con-
stantly informed" about production-
plans. The committee must have been
blind, CBS implied, and even though
agencies do prepare a large propor-
tion., of the commercial shows,; the
web exercises censorship powers, and
CBS in particular has rejected over
$9,000,Q00 of business that did not
meet its tests. ' If the committee; sug-
gestions are followed to a logical

terminus, not only networks, but
even advertising agencies and speak-
ers would have to take but licenses,

while free expression would be vir-

tually impossible. Segal agreed there
is ample freedom to reject web pro-
grams, adding that the chains gener-
ally know better than the FCC what
type of entertainment is in the public,

interest -and .•have .'a' constant finger

on the audience pulse.

Size of Webs
As for program service, the IRNA.

brief pointed Out that it is distrib-

uted, according to population,, as

equitably as station distribution

which is a responsibility of the regu-
lators, and there is constant expan-
sion of the networks. , Size of net-

works depend on many factors; some
Deyond the chain's control, CBS as'

serted, sarcastically noting the con
flict between the committee's findings

that there is 'unhealthy domination
of the industry by the webs, but not

enough network service. /Making a

parallel argument; NBC declared the

committee offered no explanation

how its suggestions would improve
service to the people; and complained
that, although program duplication

was an issue on which much testi-

mony was taken, the probers made
no findings, and skated lightly over
this question. Y,

"

Talent Monopoly Silly!

V The idea of talent monopolies was
laughed, at by both chains. Only a

small percentage . of available per-

formers are managed by their sub-

sidiary bureaus, they retorted, while

the : concentration of talent in ' New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, is

due to many Other things than to

radio. Movement of show people to

these centers occurred, long before

broadcasting started, CBS declared.

^BC pointed out that only a tiny

fraction of its outlay for talent went
to individuals under its own manage-
ment. Some control., is justifiable,

CBS insisted, because, the webs pay
sustaining performers . iyho / should

not be ' free to go to work for a rival

after being built up. Committee
confuses \

exclusive management with

exclusive service, CBS added. .;

Question of network activity in the

recording field and conditions under
which chain programs can be waxed
were not discussed in the CBS brief,

but the other web defended restric-

tions on off-trie-line recordings, and
pointed out that RCA does a big.

business, with hori-web outlets: .
The.

NBC barristers could not see why
the chain should make its facilities

available to competitors or persons

yho won't buy time. . Network" is no

Santa Claus.
Complaints of the committee about

the web's asserted fat profits drew
sharp rejoinders. Both webs yelled

that the regulators were unfair in

their measurements, hollering that

total investment is no yardstick to be
applied in ai field where service is the.

article bought and sold. They also

insisted that in relation to the aggre-

gate take of the whole industry their

cut is not unconscionable, Columbia
pointing1 out that the two majors to-,

gether pocketd but 39% of the gross

billings, and NBC commenting that

over 10 years its operating expenses

were 93.31% of .
its income, leaving

but 6,69% margin.
Public Interest

Arguments about FCC jurisdiction

were almost identical, with Segal

loudly . echoing the arguments that

the government has no authority un-

der existing law to undertake many
of the Jobs the committee proposed.

Most of the recommendations , deal

(Copy)

RADIO STATION WHAS
Louisville, Ky.

;

Nov. 16, 1940.

Mr. James Lawrence Fly, Chairman,
Federal Communications Commission,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Fly:

I have sent the following wire to Mr. Slowie, in response to his wire of

yesterday: ,

'WHAS was represented at the San Francisco Convention, which: in-

structed the officers and directors of IRNA to file a brief setting out the

attitude of stations toward the Monopoly Committee's report. The brief,

was submitted to us for approval and we approve.',

I do want to protest to you, however; as Chairman of the Commission,

what I consider to be intimidation. Whether the wire had that purpose,

its 'wording and its preemptory nature will certainly have that effect. I

do not know any reason why the stations affiliated with, the networks

should not make their position :.knowri to the full Commission, particularly

when a report of a committee of . the Cominission charges, in effect,, that

the stations are not fulfilling their public duty. .

':
.,; '-.

.

The full Commission, you told me,, has. not had the opportunity to study

the question and has set: oral arguments for the purpose of receiving

further information and views. It seems to; nie that- the Commission:,would,

welcome a statement of the position of affiliates, no matter whether it em -•

braced that position or riot. ' ' "

. • - _ • •

".'.'•.

. If the Commission was interested in knowing whom. Mr, Segal repre-

sented, it could have required from him written;' authorization of signatures

to the brief; or when he appeared to argue it, could have .required him to

make a showing pi representation;' or could have denied him the right to

be heard if he could not make a showing. As a lawyer I know you will

recognize that as a fair and, just and regular procedure. ;';...

j
I do not believe thei Commission as a. whole would .ever have authorized

such a telegram as was sent out. I must say that it strikes me as a violent

departure from any procedure q£ democratic government. .' •'.'
.

-

I cannot refrain from adding;a more personal word. As you may know,

I was a New Dealer before anybody in the present administration ever

said he was, and a" my adult life I have, fought the same sort of evils you

have. Moreover, I have done all I could in the radio industry to. bring . it

to an acceptance of the necessity; and desirability ot regulation. But this

sort of thing seems to me irresp'onijible regulation. and, worse than that, a

form of tyranny which I do not like in apy form.;
.

.

Sincerely yours^
Mark Ethridge.

CC to the President of the United States.

with economics* not f allocation of
facilities or. interference or such riiat- ;

ters, NBC protested,' adding a ;

'

'

minder ^at- hro '. stations
still are not either common carrier* '

or public utilities. Limitations im-; v
:.

posed by :the Supreme Court, notably ;

in the Sanders Bros, case, were cited :

;

by CBS, which said the proposals do
not dear with; best use of the spec-
trum, and added there is no showing-
that ppntractual! relations have ; made .

it impossible, for ' affiliates to serve
'

the public interest. This point was
'

not touched by Segal, though he inr
dicated he questions whether Con-
gress ever gave the Commish author-"

'

ity to ,enter some of the fields sug-
gested in the committee, report.

In regard to
^ maintenance , of two

hooli-ups,: NBC attorneys curtly de-
nied accusations that affiliates are

,

:

clubbed or 'may be chastised by a.r- . .

'

bitrary switches .if they don't be-
]

have. The second chain; was an an-.
'

swer to public demand; the Comrnis-
sion was advised, not the result \6f :

greed . The publ ic
:

benefits, because v.

it gets additional, service and.' the in- .

dusti-y has been.' stimulated, rather,
than injured.! There was a; flat deniai;.

tha,t any transmitter ever was. shifted
from the Red to the: Blue without
parleys. '

.; .
.. .-

';'

The committee is guilty of a mis-
conception- about the nature . of li-

cenKes and about monopoly and com-
petition,.NBC replied, a point echoed :

by both' CBS and IRNA. Maximum
competition exists, . they declared,
.adding that free and unlimited com- ;

petition
. is both impossible and prob-

ably . undesirable.
..
NBC explained

that stations were, supposed to com-
plement each other, : with different .

types meeting /particular needs for .

service,:, and pointed out that. Con-
gress limited the opportunity to en-
ter the business because of : chaos
that led to the 1927 Radio Act. Co-
lumbia's attorneys maintained the
recommendations can be attributed ;

only to 'a zeal for .reform, unrelated
to the actual operation of radio' to-,
gether with amazing ignorance. Re-
jection was urged by CBS because
the report is -'incorrect . . . unsound'
and unsupported by facts.

The IRNA brief admitted a selfish

interest and asserted that any dis-

agreements between webs .. and : af-

filiates are private matters;: not pub-
lic controversies. Because of highly-
personalized relations, the industry
can get along without shepherding by
a group of government watchers;
Vigorous rivalry between NBC arid

CBS can be testified to by his crowd,
Segal declared, pointing out there is

a continuous fight for outlets reach- :

ing key markets, accourits, arid tal- •

erit. Each station is unique and the
industry cannot . be forced : into a
rigid mould, he cautioned.

Criticism of. long-term contracts

drew, unanimous reply that the cure
for this problem is longer licenses;

not shorter agreements between webs
and outlets. The Industry has to

make its plans well into the future,

sponsors frequently desiring to ear-,

mark particularly favorable time a'

year or. so ahead, the briefs em-
phasized, and no gain would result

from making the pacts co-extensive

with the Commish tickets. And as

long as the F.C.C. can revoke or

fuse to renew a franchise, there is"

ho harni to the public since a station

with a contract ls : no good unless it

has an operating permit.

,

:

Strong suggestions that clear chan-
nels .

should be wiped out aroused
resentment. Segal • remarked that

the matter of reserving particular

.

ribbons is something else again, de- '

clining to argue this proposition but
remarking that it has been studied

time after time and that, assignment
policies are complicated matters that

should not be upset rashly. . NBC
remarked that the committee itself

found a 'big slice of the audience is

dependent on such .stations for ser-

vice, declaring the conclusion that

they contribute to a monopoly- is not
backed up; : .

. -
-

Denial of Mutual's motion that the

F.C.C. prohibit any change in net-,

work-affiliate , status .
quo pending

final decision
; .

, the.' • issues was
.

unanimously opposed. . The IRNA
brief remarked upon the long delay

arid; said -no step of this kind should

be taken now since many contracts

already have been renewed; NBC.
denied, the Commish has authority to

prohibit any contract beyond a speci-

fied date while CBS agreed there is

no provision in. the. Communications

Act justifying terriporary injunctions.
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. . NBC blue network will, have a
program manager of its own who
will function under Sidney .

Strotz,

y.p. ' charge of the program de-
partment. NBC has often discussed
.the idea of separating the ' program-
ing operations of the red and blue,

but this is the . first time that the
project will be catried out/ The
appointment of a program, manager
lor the blue will be announced with-
in a .few days.

: In the works for the blue is a cam-
paign to strengthen its daytime sus-

taining schedule as well as the in-

troduction of several
,
new evening

shows.

20 DAYS, 20 YEARS

That's Keynote of WHUC's Kadlo

Ann! Celebration

.Mexico City, Nov.' 19.

A counting of Mexican announcers
reveals 924 of them, including 12

women. . Data is from the; ministry
•6f communications and public. works>
ruler of vair affairs down . here. Ail

announcers are • officially . registered

with the ministry arid all are citizens.

There are now 95 active stations in

this country. Some of. them have as

many . as 15 announcers. One, local

station steadily employs four she-
announcers. ••;'

' Meanwhile
;
there is talk of the art-

nouncefs forming a: union of their

own. : At pre$eht they, are affiliated

with the regular radio workers' or-

ganizations.

Charles Caryajal Quits

NBC to Become Spanish

Radio Program Freelance

Charles Caryajai has resigned as
production, manager arid chief of the
Spanish division of the international
Section of NBC in New York. He
'will establish himself as a freelance
.foreign language program : director
for Latin* America., Has tentative
assignment' for a 26-week series of
Spanish shows for South American
placement as a starter.

He's been with NBC 11 years.

FAITH-HEALING THEME

OF CKAC PROGRAMS

Montreal, Nov. 19.

St. Joseph's Oratory, : world-famous
shrine credited with many miracu-

lous cures, will soon be of

daily radio broadcast routined by
station CKAC. Scheduled to begin
Dec. 1 program will consist of inter-
views ' with

.
rsipk people who have

been healed by a yisft to the Shrine.
There will also be ihterviews: with
iyorkmen who have been employed
in construction, renovations ind ad-
ditions to the Oratory for the past
20. years. .. .

•:

•' Under guidance ,of Brother Andre,
the Oratory has become, -inter-

nationally known as Mecca of. those
who believe in; faith-healirig. . Sta-
tion. CKAC has received permission
from

;
Bishop Charbonneau to pro-

ceed with the daily broadcast.
"''

Kay Halle of ^ARIit
; Disc-Making Latin Tour

Cleveland, Nov. 19;. ;

Kay. Halle, commentator of
.
WGAR,

Cleveland, planed out . recently on
a tour of Latin and South America.
She will make[ transcriptions '.at va-
rious stops during the trip and the

: platters- will be flown back to. Cleve-
' land for airing oyer the station. The
State: Department, the National
Assn: of Brdadcasters .and CBS as-

sisted in plans for the junket, be-
lieved to be the first undertaken by
a local station. .

• Broadcaster's first stop will be
Mexico City, with . subsequent visits

to Lima, Peru; Santiago, Chile;

Buenos Aires and other cities.

.. Rochester,. N. Y., Nov. 19.

WHEC, pioneer Rochester, radio
station, celebrates 420 years of radio'

with 20 days open house and special

programs^. : Station itself claims 18%
years through predecessor, WHQ, in

days, of crystal sets and headphones.
Sponsors were invited to meet the

staff and inspect the station at buffet

luncheon yesterday (18); with News
Commentator Al Sigl telling about
it on the air. ,

:

-

"-

Special nights were arranged for

city, officials, religious groups and
educators arid * Vice-president Clarr
ence' Wheeler went oh the air to

reminisce on the early days. Gen-
eral manager Gunnar Wiig told about
early sports broadcasts including
first description 'of -baseball game via
ticker tape; Musical Director Ken
Spamon dug up music of 20 years
ago for nostalgic airings. Station
used cards in buses to plug anniver-
sary celebration arid invited the pub-
lic to inspect the : station, get a sou-
venir %nd eat a piece of cake. ;'••

Dr. Ranson and Dr. Simph

To Spiel at L.I. University
Course in radio will be conducted

at Long . Island University for the

next spring semester by Jo Ranson,
radio editor of the Brooklyn Eagle,

and Al Simon,v publicity director of

WHN, New York. There will be 15

sessions, starting Feb. 5.

Guest lecturers will include Her-
bert L. Pettey, . director of WHN;
Sterling^ Fisher, educational director

of CBS; David Ross, announcer; A. A.
Schecter, NBC special events head;

'Red' Barber, sports announcer; Ezra
Stone, radio and legit actor; Louis
Ruppel, CBS publicity head; E. P. H.
James, NBC. sales promotionist; Isaac

Brimberg, WNYC chief engineer;

Jerry
,
Danzig, WOR publicity head;

Nila Mack, CBS children's program
director; Frank Roehrenbeck, WHN
general manager, and Dick Dor-
rance, director of promotion of FM
Broadcasters, Inc. .

•

Stale Voices?

A survey is in progress in the

NBC program department in

New York to determine the most
heard actors on sustaining pro-

grams. Over-use of 'favories' or
'quick study standbys' to the ex-
clusion- of hew voices has been
a point pf. criticism ,' for some
time. :.'"'.•

;

Data may form the basis of

: some new rules from Sid Strotz's

office.
•'

WEMP, MYkee, to Blue;

Mckerings Thought

Due to WTMJ Squawks

V Milwaukee, Nov. 19.

;

;
Negotiations started last April cul-

minated Friday ;(15) when contracts

were sighed whereby WEMP, inde-

pendent local station which recently

celebrated its fifth anniversary, will

.on Jam 1 become the Milwaukee out-

let for NBC's Blue network. Long
drawn, out dickering is said to have
been due to dbj ections .

to . the hew
hookup by WTMJ, outlet for the

NBC Red web. •

; With the coming of 1941, WEMP
will carry practically all the NBC
Blue programs, including commer-
cials; although : pickup of sustaining:

programs probably will start in De-
cember. Station will retain practi-

cally all of . its strictly' local pro-

grams, making necessary adjust-

ments to take, care of. network pro-

grams. /.
.•/••

WEMP is key station for the Wis-
consin Broadcasting System,' a loop
of half. .a dozen stations covering
southern and. pastern Wisconsin, and'

is now feeding 15 hours daily to

these outlets: Eventually it is ex-
pected these : outlets, too, will carry
the NBC Blue programs.

Increase in staff and studio facili-

ties of WEMP are now being plan-

ned. '

'

'

MEXICO CITY'S 31 ST

Hoy Magazine Opens Radio Station

In -'Hotel; Regis ..'•.;..;•

BUBGLABIZE MEXICAN STUDIO
.; Mexico City, Nov. 19.

'

Burglars looted the radio station

operated in a downtown local office

building by Petroleos de Mexico, one
of the government's oil companies,
of air arid electrical apparatus, type-
writers, and a clock worth in.,all

$1,000. . .<

:

They left no clues. .

Some Thoughts on The Subject By a Comedian-

Writers Must Be Young, at Least Mentally

By EDDIE CANTOR
I have an aversion to articles and

speeches beginning with .'What this

country needs ... V to say nothing

of love letters to Variest commenc-

ing with 'I.' So let's start all over.

I think that what radio needs (oh,

well, let it go!) is a greater apprecia-

tiori .of the writing behind the pro-
gram, By appreciation I do not meari
a perfunctory 'credit' mumbled by an
announcer just before the station

break, although, to be ; sure, there
would be no harm and some good in

more of that sort of thing. .

; It should be admitted, once, and for

all, that radio ' dependent upon
what is written for it; arid measures
should be taken to insure good radio
writing in the future. .:

. Radio is still too young for much:
in the way of tradition. • I cannot list*

therefore, the various places of origin

of radio writers with any degree of

soundness. Offhand, I could name
one radio writer whovrose from the
ranks of the "cab drivers; three or
four who were college men with only
the questionable experience of hav-
irig contributed humor to the.college
newspaper; brie

;
young . man who,

while studying dentistry, ;found re-
laxation in^ listening to radio shows
and then decided he would rather
improve the comedy on these shows
than people's teeth. . .And so on.

These are not unusual . cases that I

have selected. They are, rather, a
cross-section of the men who have
become writers in radio.

:

It all sounds haphazard, catchras-
catch-can, doesn't it?;. /And. it is;

when you realize how tremendously
important, and how r ecessary good
radio writing is.. :

' :'

;

Own Talent Scouts .

Comedians, for example, must be
their own talent scouts in' the search
for writers.. In recent, years radio
writers have become more estab-

lished arid recognizable personalities,

handled^ as other talent is by reputa-
ble agencies. But buying a radio
writer is far more difficult than buy-
ing a singer . or an orchestra. It is

comparatively seldom that one hears
an orchestra or a singer completely
out of tune with the general spirit

of a comedy show. When that hap-
pens, furthermore, it is easily cor-
rected, either by a switch to a dif-

ferent singer or orchestra, or .by
building the character of the talent
seemingly at odds with the rest of
the show in order to make an advan-
tage, of what may appear a defect.

Now,, where are these( writers to
come from?. Let's think of their
requisites. They must he young, at
least mentally, wtih the alertness and
vitality that come with youth. They
must have, a knowledge' of what con-'
stitutes comedy, pathos or drama, as
based upon their understanding of
people. - Lastly, they must be able to
write with conciseness, sirhplicity;
and an intuitive -feel' for the medium
of radio.

.

' Perhaps that sounds like a large
order. If it does, then all the more
reason for these few paragraphs. For.
radio writers must cofttinue to come
from;

' somewhere, arid radio is now
too powerful a field to depend on its

good luck in developing writers.

\, For radio's future we must- :com-:
rnence to groom writers through or-
ganized channels. One means of ac-
complishing this would be to encourr
age the establishment of courses in
radio writing in bur great universi-.
ties. Make the little b-^— profession
legitimate by convincing our college
youth, that there is a -career in radio
.writing—a dignified, interesting ca-
reer that .can reap/fine rewards for
them.

.
Let our boys know that. they

needn't be doctors and lawyers when
they feel the creative urge instead.
Let them know that they can be pip-,
iieers in a new. branch of show busi-
ness that is definitely here to stay.

Mexico City, Nov. 19.

. Air biz here is going right ahead

expanding, despite the acute coin de-

presh. 'Hoy,' a snappy local maga-
zine, has boosted the number qf

;
ac-

tive local radio stations to 31 by
opening XERH on 1430 kilocycles.

XERH studios are
:
in the down-

town Hotel Regis.

CHAB, MOOSE JAW DUE

FOR 1,000-W IN JAN.

' Regiria^ Sask., Nov. 19. -

;

. Permission has been granted by
the Canadian Department of Trans-
portj Ottawa, acting on a recommen-
dation of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, to radip^ station CHAB,
Moose Jaw, • Sask., . to increase its

power from 250 watts to,.1,000 watti.

The station expects to be' operating
on the riew power early in January.
A new . transmitter ,

buildihg large

enough to accommodate, the new
transmitting equipment and also pro-
vide living quarters for the; operators
will be built about seven miles out
of the city. Transmitting equipment
will be the Marconi 5l-C, same . as Is

being installed at Hamilton, "TTnt.

Transmitting tower will be 200-feet
high.

,

;
Station originated in 1920 and from

1923 to 1934 it operated on a com-
munity nori-comniercial basis, switch-
ing to a commercial basis on NOV.: i,

1934, bwried and operated by CHAB
limited. Company is composed en-
tirely of Moose Jaw citizens with A.
E. Jacobsori, pres.; Allah R. Rorison,
v.p.j and H. Carson Buchanan,, secre-
tary-treasurer and manager.

University of Alberta

Station as Commercial
Edmoriton, Alberta, Nov. 19. .

University of Alberta radio sta-
tion; CKUA will be stepped up in
power from 500 to 1,000 watts im-
mediately and will radiate com-
mercial programs audible over most'
of Alberta; Cost of the change will
be about $30;000.

The Alberta government will en-
able the station to secure funds for
the. change which will

;be under-
taken with the usual sanction of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Management of the ' station will be

vested in a board of six members^-,
three members appointed by the Al-
berta government and three by the
university. Those named by the uni-
versity are Dr. W. A. R. Kerr, presi-
dent; Donald Cameron, director of
the university's extension depart-,
ment, and Dean Robert Newton, of
the faculty of agriculture.

Cleveland, Nov. 19..

With national defense assuming
constantly greater importance,
WGAR is taking exceptional precau^
tions to prevent objectionable ma-
terial being ' slipped across .the air

on its foreign language broadcasts.
Carl George, the station's program
director, has ' worked out art elab-
orate procedure of self-censorship to
forestall any kickbacks; ;;

v Under the plan, members of the
Nationality Broadcasting ;

Assn.',

which presents 11 nationality pro-
grams a week over WGAR, have
been .required to fill out a question-
naire,. With the answers sworn to by
a notary, before they may partici-
pate in further broadcasts. Some of
the questions asked included birth-
place of the member arid his parents,
birthplace of children if any, is the
member an American citizen arid to
what clubs or organizations does he
belong. , ' '. ...'•' '•

:

. : Irii addition; scripts for all nation-
ality programs must be submitted at
least 48 hours in advance; the pro-
gram must be not more than half in
a foreign language; arid the broad-
caster must swear to an affidavit that
the program is broadcast precisely
as written. As a final check,, tran-
scriptions are frequently made from
the. air.

onsors

WETS VS. DRYS

Rivalry Produces Some Revenue For
Local Stations

Spartanburg, N. C, Nov. 19.

Even though the state's broadcast-
ers are threatened with the. loss of
beer business, the prohibition amend-
ment controversy is bringing thejn
revenue. The state dry, forces have
started

, ari air campaign to induce
the legislature, which meets Jan. 2,
to act on the pro-dry amendment re-
cently, passed, by incorporating it

into the law, and: the wets are - ex-
pected to take to the . same medium
for a counter fight.

Ministers using WSPA admit that
the forces behind .the

. prohibition
drive are two grand, in the red and
flre making a strong bid for dona-
tions. For $1 listeners are offered
a quarterly dry mag and member-

ing WSBers
Atlanta, Nov. 19.

J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB's gen-
eral manager, last week made' four
speeches in Macon, Athens, Dalton
and - Waycross. , Marcus '

Bartlett,
mill's production manager,' addressed
Georgia Military Academy students
at College Park, while News Editor
Walter Paschal spoke to studes at
West Georgia College in Carrollton.
Elmo Israel, publicity director,

took time out to tell journalism stu-
dents at University

,. of Alalwma, in
Tuscaloosa.

Mexico City, Nov. 19.

Ford Motors of Mexico is getting

swell radio publicity with the en-
gagement of Carttinflas, famous Mexi-.
can

:
tramp; comic, for two shows of

15 minutes each a week from local

station XEQ (50,000 watts). This is

an exclusive radio
[

engagement for

the comic who has become what

;

seems to be the permanent star at.

ihe , Follies Bergeres: reyue theatre
here. The monthly fee for his radio
work is $1,125.

;

Understood that Ford outbid sev-
eral industrial enterprises who
wanted, Mexico's head comic to air

their wares.

ion

General Elec. (Maxon);

Mission Water Bows Out

General Electric; takes over spon-

sorship tonight (Wednesday) of

•Where Are You ' From' Maurice. C.

Dreicer's audience participation with
Dr. Henry Lee Smith, of Brown
University, recently and briefly

bankrolled by Mission Vita water

.

locally over, WOR, !New York; Max- .

on is the agency for both accounts.

Understood the reason Mission Is.

dropping the show is because the

company is having trouble with dis-

tribution of its product, due to labor"

difficulties.

Show will remain as a WOR local

for the present, but it's believed it;

will be extended to the network in

a few weeks, now that it's spon-
sored by GE, which has national

distribution. Series was heard over

the network as a sustainer, but was

;

cancelled off the other stations when
Mission took over sponsorship in

New York.

Andy McDermott's Job

;
-/ Montreal, Nov. 1?-

.'

Andy McDermott. has moved here

as manager of the Montreal office of

.

Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Airieri-

can station sales rep. r-He comes
from Toronto. \ ./

'•,'::'.'

McDermott was once a Variety

reporter.

. Kenny Baker's concert date at

Shreveport, La., Auditorium, sched-

uled' for Friday (15) was cancelled

by an epidemic of infantile paraly-

sis.: • He flies out of New York each

week after '

his turn ..on the Fred

Allen show, for the concerts.
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Montreal, Nov. 19.

.
Canadian musicians union Is adopt-

ing stiffer attitude towards transcrip-

tions) nixing
.
any compromise. : on

rates. and even forbidding recording

•work entirely where union feels it

will put men "out .of work. Latest in-

stance involves Standard Brand's

Tenderieaf Tea ('One Man's Family'),

where, according to changes in

American script continuity necessi-

tated by local
.
requirements, an or-

. ganist has to be employed here.

Agency suggested that theme song
for .'One Man's Family' be recorded
and offered to pay the regular union
fees established for . such disc work.
Union officials, however, decreed

that, since the organist would be
paid only the equivalent - of four

weeks where he could normally ex-

pect to be engaged for 39 or 52 broad-

casts, the recording assignment, in

this instance was out of line with
. usual union rates. . v

: It is understood that officials of the
Musicians Guild of Montreal (local

406, A. F. of M. ) are taking stand

that permission should no longer be
'granted to transcribe any theme song
on programs where live talent was
previously employed. The 'One Man's
Famjly'- case, from accounts, has been
submitted to the International union,

American Federation of Musicians,

for a final i-rulirig. .Musical interlude

is from 48 to 90-second duration on
each program.

.

Heretofore there has been consid-

erable leeway in musicians' rates, due
• to fact that there were three or four

unions In this district. Since October
last, however, all the independent
unions have given up their charters

and merged, with the Musicians Guild

of Montreal In one union. As a re-
sult the union now intends to make
the International (A. F. of M.) scales

of payment stick where they weren't;

adhered to before.
.' Musicians' salaries throughout this

district have been upped from 10 to

50% since last year. Fees for radio
worky. live talent and recording, are
being fully maintained. Prior to Oc-
tober unions had their own scale

here, considerably lower than that

established by A. F. of M.
Chances are, however, that the

radio, picture will be given further

attention some time in. February or

March, prior to the annual conven-
tion of the American Federation of

Musicians. •

MEX STATIONS

Mexico City, Nov. 19.

Economic times being what they

are in Mexico, radio performers have
accepted without the expected yowl
a novelty / nick most local- stations

have imposed upon them. This nick

is a 5% cut from their pay 'for the

use of the studios and the micro-
phone.' •

This impost is part of the studios'

economic retrenchment program. .

NBC's new radio center will be
Frisco's first windowless building.

Mexico May Play Altered
Role in Future—Realloca-
tion and Border Stations

Under Mexican Control

Are Possible Factors

OTHER ASPECTS

Mexico is foreseen by American
radio insiders as probably playing a

different role in 1841 than heretofor.

Closer collaboration between Mexico
and the U.S.A; .just now will play a

part. So will the reallocation

treaty, when it becomes effective in

March. A further development is

the probable acquisition of border

stations under Mexican father than
American promoter capitol. Emilio
Azqarraga of XEW and XEQ ' in

Mexico City has long been laboring
In this direction and since his return
to Mexico is believed " to have hast-
ened the tempo of developments.

;

Meantime Herbert Akerberg, CBS
v.p. in charge of station relations,

leaves tomorrow (Thursday) for
Mexico to undertake what is re-
ported to be the formation of an af-

filiated hookup in that country. It

is the first time that any American
network, has set out to extend its

operations into Mexico, on a regular
commercial basis.. The Ford Sun-
day night concerts were fed to a : six-
station . Mexican network last sea-
son but this was something put

am to

through by the account itself through
the N. W, Ayer 'agency and a Mexi-
can time broker.
John F.. Royal, NBC's head of

shortwave and television operations,
leaves next Wednesday (27) for
Mexico City but the purpose in this

case, explains NBC,, is merely at-

tendance at the. inauguration of
Mexico's new president, General
Manuel . Avilla Camacho. -The visit

is being made on invitation. Colum-
bia received a similar invitation' but
Akerberg, it

;
is said,:

; will take the
occasion to. survey th'e broadcasting
situation in Mexico and see what can
be done toward lining up some af-

filiation deals.:.

Paleys' Trip
.

;
It is believed that William !. -8,

Paiey, CBS prez, will
.
give considera-

tion to affiliation projects during his
current tour of South America, with
the stations ih. this instance being
linked up by shortwave. The cities

that would be represented by outlets
in this South American circuit are
Rio de Janerio, Santiago, Lima and
Buenos Aires; NBC . has maintained
commercial as well as sustaining re-
lations with South American outlets

but the commercial
.
angle has only

figured in isolated cases, such as
United Fruit and Standard Oil of
New Jersey's sponsorship of the Joe
Louis-Arturo .fight (Feb. 9), when
South American stations rebroad-
cast the shortwave versions sent but.

by NBC's Jersey transmitters.

Mann Holiner, Coast radio head of

Benton & Bowles agency, and Phil
Rapp, scripter of Maxwell House air-

show, east by plane for. home office

parley. v-,

A program to stimulate the study
of -: the Spanish language in the
United States is . in contemplation at
the Columbia Broadcasting

;
System

as a part of the prospective 11 p.m.
'showcase' hour, oh which the web'»^
program department has been work-
ing for some time. Exact character
of the program has not been de-
termined, but will not be actual les-
sons in Spanish. '

:

/

/

Realization . that the language bar-
rier must be overcome if better
Pan-American relations are to follow
has been prevalent among the more
advanced thinkers on the subject in
the U, S. A.

;
Hence CBS interest.

; William Paley, CBS president how
touring South America, has, with his
wife, lately . acquired a : working,
knowledge of the Spanish language.

Toronto, Nov. 19.

- British refugee children, in the
safety of homes throughout the Do-
minion, will how be cheered in a
series of weekly broadcasts on •
special 'Children's Hour' from Great
Britain arranged by Geoffrey Shakes-
peare, Under-Secretary for Dominion
Affairs.

.

Under the plan, parents in th«
British Isles Will be give an oppor- •

tunity of speaking to their children
across the Atlantic, the two-way con-
versations to be heard in Canada and
the motherland. •.'

. y
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PHILIP MORRIS LOOKS

Old Gold, Camels Also Exploit the Fringe Market—

-

Corn Stuff Pays Off Through Loyalty of

Audience '
• +

-
' "

Philip Morris may go in for hill-,

billy shows on a wide scale. If it

does it will be by the regional net-

work arid local station route. Reg-
gie Schuebel, the Biow agency's ra-

dio director, .'said last week that so'

fal- it was merely a matter of exam-
ining the possibilities of hillbilly

fare and finding out what was avail-

able.

It ;would, make Philip
:

Morris' first

b id for the rural trade on a special-

ized probram. Old Gold has been
doing it for the past several •:weeks
with a Ranger transcription series,

while Camel has had its 'Grand Old
Opry House' out of WSM, Nashville,

tor the* past two seasons. ;

Two sources that the Biow agency
has already inquired into for its hill-

billy ; entertainment are the Michi-

gan Network and Western Radio
Sys tern. Theory .' that has caused
these cig manufacturers to gravitate

toward this
,

type ' of entertainment
is that it does a highly effective, job

in getting to people who listen

strictly to local stations and whose
loyalty ' to such programs produces a
comparatively strong percentage of

tales. \-..-
, :

Biow agency last week denied the

report that it planned to .restrict its

Philip Morris musical .programs on
NBC and CBS to BMI tunes during
the next few days so as to get a line

oh listener reaction to this.:ciass
:
of

•ong fare. It was explained, that, it

would go on using only some BMI
music until that time the networks
notified it to drop all ASCAP tunes.

WHO Golden Gloves tournament
will be Jan. 24 and 31, Feb. and
14, to be held at the; Shrine audi-
torium, Des Moines. Bill Brown,
WHO sports ec'itor, is director of the
tourney.

That Rinso Look

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Sartorially, EdWard G. Robin-
son's 'Big Town' crew^ should
run up the' highest CAB rating

in town. Ukase from Ruthrauff

Sc Ryan agency decrees formal
or semi-formal attire for all per-

;
formers.
Thumbed down . sweat-

shirts,
.
sports regalia and^Other

Hollywood garb.

San Francisco, Nov. 19.

Application for 50,000 kw for KQW.
San Jose;: was 'filed with the federal

government this week by Ralph Brun-

ton of KQW-KJBS. Request for per-

mission to erect plant at Alviso cost-

ing between $175,000 arid $200,000

was entered with specific reservation

that power jump is to become effec-

tive only if station moved to 740 kc
as skedded under Havana treaty
thus achieving CBS affiliations

If wave-change goes through and
power boost is granted, KQW would
become CBS outlet in January, 1942.

Probably would take over studios in

Palace hotel, at present rented from
CBS by its outlet, KSFO. :

:

Meanwhile in January of this year,

the Brunton station loses its present

web affiliation with Mutual-Don
Lee, duplication of service with
KFRC being given as reason.

WSB BRINGS IN 13

TO SWELL TALENT

Atlanta, Nov. 19.

: Filling requirernents; Under its ex-

panding entertainment setup,. WSB
has added 1^ additional musicians and
singers to its staff. They've been
assigned to fly*', sustainers, two of

them started since the signing of this

new batch of talent, most of them
ex-rnetwork artists. All of these

performers and the productions oti

which they appear are under direc-

tion of John Lair and ' Glenn Hughes,
formerly, of NBC's Plantation Party.
' Those added to WSB's talent staff

are: ~K] •'.

. /

'

' Dwight Butcher, formerly on NBC's
Renfro Valley; Hank Penny, CBS
entertainer; Harpo Kidwell, formerly
with Plantation Par ly; Marvin Tay-
lor and Doug Spivey, Rerifro Valley

1 Pine Ridge Boys; Lewis DuMont,
from Beverly Hillbillies, Hollywood;
Bbudleux Bryant, fiddler from Chat-
tanooga; Warren Sykes,. harmonica
player; and the Four . Cumberland
Valley Girls of Renfro Valley.

WSB's program schedule lists fol-

lowing shows on which this talent

appears: Around the Cracker Bar-
rel, daily at 8:30 a.m.; Dixie's Farm
Hour, daily at 5:30 a.m.; Little Coun-
try Church House, Monday through
Thursday at 10:45 a.m.; daily variety

shpws at 1:30 p.m.; and Saturday
Night WSB Barn Dance at 10:30

p.m.

Rambeau Reps WHB
Kansas City, Nov. 19.

WHB has appointed William G.
Rambeau as national'sales represent-
ative for the station. Rambeau will

also; provide national representation
for the Kansas State Network in the
territory outside Missouri.

.
Kansas,

arid / Southern Nebraska and Iowa.
Bryan P. Murphy, Kansas City, rep-

resents the KSN in these states.

Never Before On The Air

(An Occasional Department Devoted to the Unique, the Unprecedented

and the Slightly Amazing in the History of Broadcasting)

Americans In Canadian Army Camp
Vox Pop will originate "somewhere in Canada' Nov. 28. Wallace.

Butterworth and Parks Johnson will quiz members of the armed forces

of the Dominion, but subject to military censorship requirements. It's

sponsored by Kentucky Club Tobacco arid believed to be first time a
Yankee radio program has come out pf a foreign army camp.

: A Deaf and .Dumb Quit
• In connection with the Community Fund, Station WGAR, Cleveland,

,
conducted a quiz of the deaf and dumb. Finger semaphore translated

': by Wayne Mack. - V;

.

:

.\,

<:
: Makes Program of Man's Collapse

When a visitor had a heart attack Tuesday (12) in WCPO's Cincinnati
sidewalk, studio, Tom McCarthy, who was at the teletype preparing one of
his newscasts, signaled for a switchoff of musical recordings in an- upstairs
studio and made a special event of what transpired before him.

:

The Life Squad was summoned and McCarthy described how the. fire-

men worked to resuscitate the victim, bundled him in blankets and removed
him to General Hospital. .

Pays, for Radio Series In Advance
Welfare Finance Corp. tried WSAI, Cincinnati, during the election, liked

the results, contracted for Dick Bray's spbrtscast. Then came the develop-
ment that bowled over WSAI: sponsor sent a five figure check paying for
the radio time in full and in advance.

DEPLORE INFERENCES

Esty Scouts But Says It Doesn't
Necessarily Mean Anything:

William Esty agency stated last

week that even though it was scout-

ing the field for some new shows . it

wasn't to be inferred that the quest
involved replacements for Camel's
'Meet Mr, Meek'

.
and Bob Crosby

programs. No decision, it was said,

has been made on the renewal of
these two. shows. Their renewals
come up the first week in December.
The agency, it was added, has some

new accounts that want to go on the
air.

WEXL, Royal Oak, Increasing:

- Detroit, Nov. 19.

FCC has approved boosting the
operating power of WEXL, in Royal
Oak, from 50 to 250 watts, bri un-
limited time. . Manager J. B. Sparks
said the station would begin operat-
ing on its increased power as soon
as a new antenna . and new trans-
mitter building are completed, prob-
ably within 90 days.

9

Milwaukee, Nov. 19.

.

With the acquisition of 'Informa-

tion, Please' on Friday, nights)

WTMJ is now broadcasting
.
nine

quiz shows .a week, five of them net-

work programs, the other four sta-

tion shows locally, sponsored. There
is at least one quiz every day in. the
week, ' and on some days two or
three.

''

The NBC shows include Truth or
Consequences,' 'Battle of the Sexes,'

Kay Kyser and Dr. I. Q., while the
local quizzes with cash or merchan-
dise prizes include the Sidewalk Re-
porters, on at noon five days a week;
Song Doctor, on every weekday; 'Hot
Off the Gridiron,' on every Sunday,
and 'Winsom,' on every Thursday
night. -

.

way

TOWARD MUTUAL AS No. I

NETWORK FOR NEWS

Book* Carter for United Airlines,

Arthur Halo for Richfield Oil,

Gabriel Hoattor for Liberty Mag*
azine; Fulton Lewis and Dorothy

Thompson for various sponsors,

Raymond Gram Swing for Gen-

eral Cigar, Wythe Williams for

American Safety Razor!

TOWARD THE SUCCESS OF A
STATION OPERATED NETWORK

In its growth from 3 to 161 sta-

tions, Mutual has hold to one

belief: the best Interests of broad*

casting are served by a network

where stations receive a full

share of the profits and retain

local autonomy of operation.

TOWARD RENEWALS ON EVEN

LARGER HOOKUPS

The makers of American Bird

Products, Bayuk "PhilliesVblufj

coal', Gillette Blades, LaRosd

Spaghetti, Wheeling Steel, Rich-

field Oil, White Owl are among
those whose greater sales meant

a saleS'Wise increase of stations*
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eers Look

Afternoon in the Exciting Hideaway at CBS-
Still Can't Find Anything Wrong

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Some 2,000 persons, many of them

celebrities, most of them skeptics;

have trooped in recent months into

a suite of offices on the fifth floor of

485 Madison avenue in New York to

see Columbia's and Peter Goldmark's
much-touted color television. This

hideaway of engineering genius and
patience has existed for some four

years in the very center of that bee-

hive of super-salesmanship and slick

operation which passes under the

magic letters *CBS,' and means the

radio network that made good. But
until recently this lab was known
only to the few insiders; Today these

. offices and the machines and men in

them may be the most exciting and
provocative premises in American
broadcasting. Certainly it is at CBS.
Because all the

;
evidence suggests

that the supposedly improbable has.

raced home a winner.
An unknown engineer, popped into

Paul Kesten's office at Columbia in

1936 and babbled about television

with that other -world quality char-

acteristic of those who function in

the higher levels of spectrum calcu-

lations; In a moment of occult suf-

fusion Kesten hired this man, not
long away, from Austria, at - a
tiominal stipend. His name was Peter

. Goldmark and he now sits at a large

slanting console of knobs and. com-
. foses color combinations to astonish
Visitors and inflame CBSers. Gold-
liark's greatest achievement techriic-

ltly, the visitors learn, is a high
listrous yellow, hardest of all colors

t> transmit. And the excitement of
tie CBSers Is understandable be-
Imse that handsome Edam cheese

tint holds Unmistakable hints of the
glitter of gold.

; And so the Klondike-conscious line
forms to the left, stomps out cigar-
ettes before entering and explores,
the unpretentious inner sanctum,
where a camera; to experiment on;
moving' actors and props is being
assembled, each perfect part at a
time, arid all made by hand. The
whole engineering crew is engaged
in the laborious processes of splitting

nothing into one-thousandth of an
imperceptible 'suggestion.

Cant Find Anything- Wrong
But while the engineers (who all

look alike, sharing the same intel-

lectual vibrations!) perform their
inscrutable tasks, and Peter; Gold

-

mark draws diagrams
.
to make it

simple enough for west side journal-
ists to understand (maybe) , the most
newsworthy fact about the fifth floor

suite is that so far nobody, and the
CBSers have

:

tried the hardest/ has
thus , far found out what's wrong
with. Goldmark's color television.

If it is ever fair to generalize on the,

mental attitude of 2,000 prospectors
it may be stated, that Columbia's
reputation for being more, clever
than the Chinese has resulted in a
particularly sharp lookout for the
mirrors, something but of Thurston.
But apparently there is nothing be-
hind CBS' color television set but
the engineering magic of young Doc
Goldmark. It all seems as natural as
the crowds in. the CBS elevators.

Salt Lake City—Dave Roberts, re-

cently of RKO pictures In Los An-
geles, is recent addition, to the
KDYL announcing staff.

Chairman James L. Fly at

Washington Press Confer-

ence Admits Fears of Jfew
Type Broadcasting Falling

Into Old Hands is Upper-
most in FCC Poiicy

NEWCOMERS SLOW

Washington, Nov. 19.

Veteran holders of broadcasting

tickets go to bat iii the frequency

modulation field with one strike al-

ready called. 'Mounting aniniosity

oj> the part of Federal Communica-
tions Commission regulators .has been
demonstrated, and the desire, to

bring 'new blood' into the radio busi-
ness, gives ah advantage to any ap-
plicant for FM papers who had not
beets* engaged in radio.

Providing he is legally and finan-
cially able and has the proper en-
gineering advice, all any novice has
to do v is to hire a station operator
with knowledge of what it's all about
and prepare a transmission schedule
which will enhance the 'Public Wel-
fare.' Then, if he follows the advice
of the experts, he should find that
the kilocycle cops will be sympa-
thetic to him as. a newcomer. The
FCC uneasiness about possible mo-
nopolization of the upper part, of the
spectrum is that, strong. With their
concern about social reforms, the
New Deal element is predisposed to

favor applicants not in the business
at present.

. This slant was acknowledged last

week by Chairman James L. Fly, At
his press conference, the head regu-
lator clearly, indicated one reason
more applications have not

. been
granted is the Commission's desire
to attract 'independents' .who have
been slow to file requests.. While he
agreed that it is 'perfectly natural'
for experienced operators to hop on
the FM bandwagon, Fly showed his

preference for the 'new blood* idea.

He thought the industry as a whole
would benefit more if novices get a
substantial ; proportion of the FM
tickets than if the existing industry
merely moves 'upstairs. Regulators
are 'quite sympathetic,* according to

Fly. to any ambitious groups want-
ing

1

in. \\

. This ties directly, into the idea that

more competition is urgent in radio.

Fly was . fearful that the present
operators might want FM papers
only to prevent development of en-
terprises that would become costly

rivals. He believed It would be most
healthy and would result in greater:

progress if FM frequencies went
mostly to newcomers. The Cornish,

he said, will 'welcome' more requests

from individuals and groups not now
engaged in broadcasting, although he
acknowledged that in tome cases ex-
perience may be more beneficial to

the public than enthusiasm. As far

as Fly is concerned, he wants to see

more of that 'old college spirit.'

Oklahoma City—Joe Bernard is

the new commercial manager for

KOCY. He comes from WHLD,
Niagara .Falls;

Rinso (Lever Bros.) is placing a

recorded version of the American- ,

ism script which opened the Ed-
ward; G. Robinson-'Big Town' series

this season (Oct. 9 ) on nine Polish-

language stations. The central ?
flg«"

ure of the story was a jeweler named
Pulaski and the. play outlined the
significant part played in the found-
ing and history, of the American Re-
public by long line of patriots of
the same name. The drama closed
with a plea for racial tolerance and
national unity..

.

: The stations scheduled to carry
the disked version, with Ruthrauff &
Ryan doing the booking, are WGES,
Chicago; WHOM; Jersey City; WJBK,
Detroit; WBRE, Wilkes-Barre;
WEMP, Milwaukee; WWSW, Pitts-

burgh; WPEN, Philadelphia; WCOP,
Boston, and WHLD, Niagara Falla.

The script has already been pub-,
lished in several Polish language
newspapers. Editors of the latter

had asked for copies.

NEW RADIO V.P.

McKee & Albright Agency Names
McFadden—Thomas Also lipped ..

Earl Baldwin Thomas, formerly
with N. Y. Ayer* has been named v.p.
in charge of the McKee &; Albright
agency's New York office. Armand
Deutsch, who handled this assign-
ment, is how stationed permanently
on the. Coast with the Rudy Vallee-
Sealtest show. '

>

J. A. McFadden, of the McK-A
agency's Philadelphia office, has been
made v.p. in charge of radio.

n
.-'1

1

I

1

I

u

TOWARD 70—80—90 STATION

COMMERCIAL HOOKUPS

Mutual's new Volume Plan, first

markets d thi s s pr in 9, h «

•

attracted suck radio-wise adver-

tisers as: American Safety Razor;

Gene ral Cigar Com pany/The

Wander Company, White lobs,

each placing over 76 stations.

TOWARD THE STRONGEST

PROGRAM SCHEDULE YET

OFFE R ED BY MUTUAL

* Joan Blonde!

I

Boake Carter

* Frank Forrest

* Gabriel Heatter

* Fulton Lewis, Jr.

Captain Midnight

* The Lone Ranger

The Shadow

Leopold Stokowski

* Raymond Gram Swing

* Dorothy Thompson

Wythe Williams

m 4wm attty<*<&Mwa/Me

It'.. *

1"
:

Vi.

'

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
AMERICA'S ONLY STATION-OPERATED NETWORK

i< » <
•«;'<" tliiMili » < 1 1,

4 1 H I i 1 * 4
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Court TO With

Montreal, Nov. 19.

Official, notice; from the
.
Canadian

Association of Broadcasters went out
last week to' members that the,ques-
tion of music royalties will have to

be submitted to the courts in view
of the fact that 'negotiations wjth
the Canadian Performing Rights So-
ciety during past year having been
unsatisfactory it "will be necessary to

appear before the Appeal Tribunal
to. .submit\. arguments against in-

creased rate of performing rights

fees for 1941/ . \ ,;

The Appeal Board will sit in Ot-
tawa early in December. Station

men are being asked Id forward com-
vplete information , number of
h0.uws. in which transcriptions are
being Used either for commercial or

susta in ing prbgraiiis.
.

;'

.
-Understanding is that the Canadian

PerforVning Rights . Society wants
fees raised from 8 to ; 12 or 14 cents

per radio receiving set in use. Cana-
dian broadcasters want CPRS rates

reduced from tt to 5 cents per set,

claiming greatly reduced number of

musical programs; how in use in

Canada because of preponderance of

script and quiz '• shows. Reported
that Canadian station men are con-

sidering possibility of using' the three-

cent reduction, if ; granted, to buy in

oh BMI. \;-
'';:

KDKA Girl SecY Seils

Poetry to a Sponsor
.•• Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Poetry written^by Marjorie Thoma,
secretary . and assistant v

tp publicity

director at KDKA, has just landed ,

a

sponsor; on that station, Brauri Bak-
ing Co. of Pittsburgh. Gal, who
joined staff in April, 1939, had been
at station only eight, months when'
she was given an opportunity to

write romantic verses for a program
.called 'To ...You' . and . read over a
musical/ backgrouhd. Show stayed
on air until last July. ';';

Last month, .show- slightly re-

Vised form was purchased by Braun
and set for 26 weeks; Show's labeled
Town Talk Dream Weaver' and con-
fists of Miss Thoma's poetry read by
Paul Shannon, announcer, and ac-
companied on organ by Bernie Arm-
strong. .'

Spitalny's G.E. Event

Schenectady, Nov. 19.

Phil Spitalny's orchestral and sing-

ing unit will participate tomorrow
(Wednesday) in' the inauguration of'

General Electrie's experimeh.tal iter.

quency-modulation outlet, W2XOY.
located in the Heldeberg mountains.

Spitalny will put on ah hour's pro-

gram from the local Proctor's the-

atre. Speakers for the ceremonies
will be Charles E. Wilson, GE prez;

Dr. W. R. G, Baker, manager of ra-

dio and: television; and Robert S.

Peare, director of GE publicity.

: W2XOY will have its studios in

the same quarters with WGY an

d

the signals to the experimental
.
put-

let V^ill be carried by shortwave..

IHASlMOVE

Fort Worth, Nov. 19.

At a meeting of broadcasters from
seven states last ^eek it was agreed
to reinforce radio's stand against

ASCAP by setting up 'a; central

copyright ^clearance point in Fort
Worth, using the . joint facilities of

WFAA-KGKO. Bureau goes into ef-

fect after Dec. 1^ The 'meeting also

endorsed BMI and produced more
BMI members. '

Stuart Sprague, traveling BMI
lawyer, was the main speaker.

Harold Hough, was chairman. ' O; L,
Taylor, director of the N.A-B.:

d.isr

trict No. 13 and Herb Hollister, di-

rector of No. 12, were among those
present. •

.

';';". •

Denver—Wendell Barcroft, KFEL
announcer, moves to a: similar job;

at KGGM, Albuqurque. .'

Robert Young, KOA announcer
and second lieutenant, has been
called for a year's service with .the

army.
%He expects to return to KO.V-

after the. year.

.

Th

nin8u*et

ASCAP Light-Throwers

Take to Road, Explain

to Stations

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has . disi

patched a squad :of
.
representatives,

froth the' home offices -to explain to

station licensees throughout the

country the terms of the Society's

new contract. . Each- man was given

a specified - route ' and instructions to

devote much time necessary at

each stop in making clear .every

point raised by the licensee. The
group set out on its respective tours

Monday (18). ';.:•. :;;

The ASGAP management stated

that this, procedure was not under-
taken as a sales campaign but rather

.

to enlighten those stations that have
written in that certain; phases of the

proposed agreement pre too compli-
cated for them to understand. The
explanatory ' letter sent along with
applications by ASCAP, these broad-

casters have advised ASCAP, seems
to be in conflict ' with statements
made about the hew contract by
traveling representatives from Broad-
cast Music, Inc. Also that they would
not be inclined to signature the new
ASCAP contract unless the conflict-

ing statements were cleared up for

them. ... .'''"'•''
.
- y

Most of th6 above letters, accord-

ing . to the ' Society,
;
were received

,

from, hon-network; affiliated, stations

which under, the new ' agreement
would . fall . within the classes * pay -

ing but 3% 6r 4% in •commercial
fees. I

-'.'. y '

"Your Hollywood New* Girl" -r- the amazingly suc-

cessful Stella Unger—is now available in an NBC
recorded program at a bargain cost that will make

'
'

. your eyes glisten. For the price of just one month's
;

NBC Thesaurus service, you get 156 programs
.:

—3 a week for 52 weeks!

"Hollywood Headline™ " can be programmed as a

5-minute show, or it also may be used with NBC
Thesaurus music as a;15-minute program.

Fro* Bonus—As a lionus to present NBC The-

saurus subscribers, we are sending 8 trial programs

;
free—plus a s^

ment record! These recordings may be used until

December 15th—and Thesaurus subscribers have

options in their markets till that date.

Get full details on this sensational value, today!

Connecticut Ban On ASCAP .

,: Bridgeport, Nov; 19.

Connecticut BMI stations . .bah

ASCAP music from all local pro-
grams, commercial and susta iriing, as

of Dec, 1. /..
''

':.' '
;':-\"V •

Move, which means that only net-

work commershes will contain

ASCAP tunes, in December, should
be practically unnoticed as . broad-
casters through state have already
cut ASCAP product to; minimum.

Haverlln, Arhey Eloquent
Minneapolis, Nov. 19.

All but three of the 36 radio sta-

tions in this 11th district have joined
BMI, it's announced. Before the
N.A.B. meeting here Saturday, there
were 11 stations outside the fold.

After hearing Carl Haverlin, BMI
station relations* manager, and C. E.
Arney, assistant to . Neville .Miller,
eight of these signed up. The talks
were followed by an all-day dis-
cussion of the ASCAP-BMI conflict.

There ' were 21 Minnesota and
North and South Dakota . stations
represented at the district meeting.
Opposition to the ASCAP demands
was unanimous and the station man-
agers pledged themselves to a last-
ditch resistance. ;' :'

STATE WEB
SETS WINTER PLANS

Kansas City, Nov. 19.

Representatives of member sta-
tions of the Kansas State • Network
met in ..Kansas City last Thursday
(14) and elected Kay Pyle of KFBI,
Wichita, Kansas, .to succeed Herb
Hollister, resigned, on the network
executive committee.- The group
also discussed program origination
plans for the winter and determined
upon coverage of basketball tourna-
ments in which Kansas University,
Kansas State

. College and Kansas
•high school teams participate.

' ;

.
A permanent network

: line has
been installed between Lawrence,
Kansas, and K. C., ?makihg; possible"
frequent broadcasts , from the state
university. The telephone line Set-
up of the; network is, such '"that any
member may originate programs and
the new winter schedule

; will carry
originations .'from every member.
Currently the net is: carrying Bix Six
football games, under sponsorship of
the Ford Motor- company,.
Members of t» e KSN are WHB.

Kansas.. City (key station ); ; KTSW,
Emporia; KFBI, Wichita r KSAL, Sa-
lina, and KVGB, Great Bend,

• <> MfHMI f »
IIS mW YORK CITY

,
Blevins Davis, of; NBCj had 110 (more or less) in for cocktails Saturday

at his flat. . . .Hal Davis, late Columbia Record publicist, handling WBNX
as an account. . . .KNX's Don Thornburgh in .town. .V.Jim Hanrahan of
Scripps :Howard radio . in from Memphis. . . .the cry

.
'hey, novelist!' fails to

halt passerby Abe Schecter. .. .His 'Go ahead, Garrison' came out—bad
showmanship—two days .before election', .;. .Frank Lovejoy and Al Rinker
collabe'd on '1 Get the Blues from Reviews' done Sunday•'night, on the.

Coiumbia Workshop and due for repeating at the next Lambs Gambol ...

,

that was Sydney Moseiey, the ex-.Londbh radio editor and present WMCA
commentator, who bobbed up with, the question out ; of the Town Hall
audience over NBC last Thursday. . . ;

.

Larry Nixon now doing .publicity for. H. A. Bruno artd associates . . . .The -

Revuers due back on Blue, but. Sundays at 4:30 p.m.

; William Doerr. Jr.; sales manager at WE York
offices of Weed & Co.. . . .Dick Teela, producer for KSO-KRNT, Des Moines,
Iowa, starts on a production job at Columbia Dec. 1. ... .Teela was former!
ly a vocalist on the. Breakfast Club, Armour Hour and other Chicago pro-
ductions before joining KSO-KRNT. several years ago. . . .Bert Henderson/
with KRNT, Des Moines, will appear with Al Pearce's Gang Nov, 29. He
is .the second 'KRNT entertainer -to

.
appear on this show in the. last two

months. Tommy Thompson appeared several weeks ago .... Henderson is

a character-actor, imitator and also author of the comic strip, 'Blackout,'

syndicated in many, newspapers. . . .Margaret Culkin Manning's last three
'It Looks From Here' talks over NBC blue came from WFBC, G reenville
S. C. Mrs. Banning will return, to her home : base, D.uluth, Minn., for com!
mehta.ry next week.

'The .CNeills* now being aired in Honplulu via transcriptions. . . .Flor-
ence Malone added to 'Against the Storm' in a permanent part . . . Martin
Gabel will play opposite Helen Hayes in "The Outsider' next Sunday night
,(1)V.. .'Painted Dreams* was dropped last week by Propter & Gamble....
Nancy Kelly ' from the Coast to make a 'iriumphal return' appearance
on 'Cavalcade of America,' on which she got her start. . . .will stay east a
week to see the shows. . . .Grace . Georgie doing 'Kind Lady' .;bn 'CampbeL
Playhouse Dec. 6i ...William Morris office set following guests on next
three . 'Show of the Week' stanzas-^-the Radio Rogues, Howard-Sheltbh,
Richard Hayden-. .'.-.• /. ,

''
;

.-.
••'/'•','

'. V /;•/.'•
\

-
. ;. "..; :

Max Meth, first fiddle witli Mark Warnow's orchestra on the 'Hit Parade,'.

la opt of the crew during the run of the legit rhusical, .'Cabin in the Sky,'
fbr which he's pit conductor i . William Lyon Phelps will be guest inter-

viewed oii 'Met Auditions' next Sunday, (24) , Mary Mason back in the
cast of ^Betty and Bob; recorded spot serial produced by C. D, Morris ...

:

she's currently appearing in the revival of 'Charley's Aunt' at the Cor t,

n. y. •
'•;

•
'-. : -^ . :.-

m CHICAGO
Ray Wilson, former writer of the 'Gateway to HoUywood' show, set as

writer-producer of the Wayne King program V for Colgate through the
Sherman & Marquette agency. .. ;Stan Harris, has replaced John Larkin
in. 'Backstage Wife'. Alec^ Templeton escaped possible death when he
decided to fly rather .than drive back to Chi from Washington. ' 'Chauffeur
took auto,home and was killed in highway accident. . . .Third WGN artist

signatured for the Chicago Opera soprano Kathiryn Witmer, following; set-

ting of WGN tenor. Attilio Baggiore with same outfit. Henry Weber, mu-
sical director of WGN, is general director of the opera company. ,

vision

National Broadcasting Company
ItCABuildittg, Iindio City, NpwYork • M«rcb»ndl»«

Mart, Chicago • Sumot and Vine, Hollywood

CBS Ban Pleases Fitz
Detroit, Nov. 19.

: Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR boss, feels'

vindicated at last, CBS has. issued
art, order, against swing : versions

J

.of

any religious, sacred,
:
-gospel, an-

them or national anthem. Fitz feels
it puts the p.k. on his famous edict
against jazzing up old tunes several
years ago when he took Tommy
Dorsey; off the air. for a swinging
'Comin' Through the Rye.' :

. ;

The ban oh modernization of reli-
gious music has been in force at
WJR for several years. ;

md compAnv
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

JUWYOUK MTftOrr •CHKACO • SAN fRANCtSCO

Radio Time Salesman Wanted

NewYprkmarket. AdvertisihgagehGYl>q<i-

ground preferred. Address all replies to

Box 19; Vdriety, 154 W. 46th St., New York.
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Justice Steuer Denies AGMA
Plea to Restrain Petrillo j

Demand All Concert Solo-

ists Also Join A. F. M.

KWK, St. Louis, Set For
Hearing on 50 Kw. Bid

MANY ASPECTS

Radio and subsequently films, legit

and all branches of show , business

may be quickly affected by the de-

cision of N. Y. Supreme Court Jus-

tice Aaron Steuer denying the Amer-

ican Guild of Musical Artists appli-

cation for an injunction against the

American Federation of Musicians

and James C. Petrjllo, its president.

While no one can predict develop-

ments in advance, the situation theo-

retically can lead to a complete stop-

page of virtually the entire enter-

tainment field. Radio would con-

ceivably be hit first.
;

Petrillo's threatened plan, which

AGMA delayed by a temporary re-

straining order and sought to halt

permanently, is to force all instru-

mental artists to ibin his AFM or be

barred from radio, phonograph re-

cording, guest solo dates with con-

cert orchestras and work in films.

Many AGMA members, insisting on

their right to belong to a union of

their own choice, insist they will

confine themselves to solo recital

work (which is presumably beyond

the reach of the music union ) or

even give up trieir careers rather

than join Petrillo's organization.

Top • instrumentalist names are

booked for dates during the ensuing

weeks on such radio shows as the

Ford program, the forthcoming Coca-

Cola series and several others of a

concert nature. These artists would

be appearing as American Federa-

tion of Rad io Artists members and
under

;
that union's jurisdiction.

Therefore, it would be up to AFRA
to protect them, not only because of

its (and other Four A's affiliates')

pledge to do so, but as protection of

its own Jurisdiction.

Petrillo has threatened to refuse to

permit any AFM mamber to appear
with any AGMA member refusing to

Join AFM.

St. Louis, Nov. 19.

KWK will be granted a hearing on

its application' to increase its power
to 50,000 watts and change its fre-

quency from 1,350 kc./.to G80 kc. Rob-

ert T. Convey, prez and Ray Dady,

station manager, will present the sta-

tion's argument.
. Currently KWK is

operating on 5,000 watts during-the
day arid 1,000. watts at night on the
1,350 kc. band. Expected, here that
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., iiftiich has
applied for an increase of its power
to 5,000 watts day and . night from
2,500 ..watts during the day and 250
watts at night will appear jointly

with KWK. '..
•

NOW 50-50

Ownership of Three Stations Cbn-
Armed by FCC

/ : Lincoln, Nov. 19.

FCC. this week approved sale of

one share of stock ih the Central
States Broadcasting System (KOIL,
Omaha ; KFAB .arid KFOR, Lincoln)
to the' Lincoln .Star by the Sidles Co.
This gives : the Sidles Co. 50% of the
trio, and ; divides the other : 50%
equally between the Star and the
Nebraska State Journal.

This clears up a sale made nearly
four years ago, when : the . stations

were divided between Sidles and the
newspapers, without nod from FCC.
In order that Sidles keep control
and put FCC at rest, the Journal
took its. 25%, and the Star had but
24%. ; Voo

:

onWOR

• Russell Bennett has set himself a

hew high in back-breaking: assign-

ments, Composer who recently re-

turned from a lengthy Hollywood
stay to arrange the score of 'Pan-

ama Hattie,' is . doing-; weekly, 30-

minute musical show WOR-
Mutual.
Tabbed 'Russell Bennett's Note

Book,' it will offer original compo-
sitions and arrangements. Bennett
will compose all the original music
arid will do . all the nrrarigenients.

He will also conduct the orchestra,

write and deliver all the announce-
ments arid prograrri notes, etc.

There will be Occasional composer-
guests such as Aaron Copeland and
Oscar. Levant. ';'"- •

'

.
Series, a . sustainer, is spotted ml

7-7:30 • Sunday nights, opposite Jack
Benny on NBC '• red (WEAF ) and
news* broadcasts from Europe over
CBS.

Sioux City—Eugene T. Flaherty
has been appointed manager of tht
Sioux City Journal's KSCJ. •.

HUGH ASPINWALL

AT KGK0, FT. WORTH

Fort Worth, Nov. 19.

Hugh M. Aspinwall, radio veteran
as producer-writer-announcer, has
joined the KGKO staff here as pro-
duction manager of farm programs.
During his 16 years of broadcasting,
he has written arid produced shows
for WBBM, Chicago; WJJD, Chi-,

cago; WCCO, Minneapolis; KMOX,
St. Louis and WISN, Milwaukee. At
WCCO he originated . Fishin' Time
and March of . Minnesota; both na-
tional award winners.
Aspinwall comes here from WHB,

Kansas City, where he was doing
program promotion work. In addi-
tion to his new duties he. will con-
tinue to

. produce and : appear . as
Chick Martin in the Purina Mills
transcribed show, Checkerboard
Time, aired three times weekly on
60 stations* V".

COBPUS CHBISTI GETS OK
_ Corpus Christi, Tex., Nov. 19.

Construction permit has been
granted by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission to Earl C. Dunn
and Charles W. Rossi, operating as
the Nueces County Broadcasting Co.,
ior a new, station , to be built here.
Station will operate on 1500 Kc, with

.

250 watts, unlimited time.

,
City has one other

,
station, which

>s KRIS, operatjng on 1330 Kc, with
:
a power of 500 watts, unlimited time,
station is outlet for NBC and Lone
Star chain.

Pittsburgh— Lloyd G. Chapman
TiasJi'st been named day news oditor
of KDKA. Joined the staff ai a page
boy m 193B.

CINCINNATI DRUG WHOLESALERS SAY:

CREATES INSTANT DEMAND" (1)

MOVES MERCHANDISE CONSISTENTLY"

MAKES SALES TAKE SHARP UPWARD TURN" (3)

1 When consumer demand it created on
" new items or increased on old ones, there

Is more business for the RETAILER and the

WHOLESALER.

WLW, The Nation's Station/ can always fee de-

pended upon to create Msfcmf demand on the

new products which It advertises and to main-

tain or Increase the movement on the good

old regular "staridbys."

We have found this to be true for « long time,

and our customers recognize and realize this

fact also. They always anticipate Increased

business on WLW advertised products.

LEO P. LANGEFELS,
Manager
Cincinnati Branch
McKesson-Robblns

O As o wholesale drug distributor of many
• years' experience in the Cincinnati trading

area, I can safety say that products advertised

over V/LW move cen$ittmntly through our house

and stores wo contact.

JOSEPH SCHNEIDER,
President

mmmmm^m- 'The 'Cincinnati .• Economy

.

Drug Co.

O It has been our experience through the

years, when Drug Store Items are adver-

tised over the Nation's top radio station, WLW,

that sa/es Immediately make o s/iorp upward turn.

This condition, obviously, puts our buyers on

their "mettle" and makes it necessary for them

to order more frequently and In larger quan-

tities In order to supply the demand thereby

created.

A, W. PETERS, Manager

Hale-Justice Drug Co.

REfRESINTATIVES: Ntw York- Tr«n«.m.rlc.i, Wr-itot*** ! TolovUlon Corp. CMeogo- WLW. «0 N. Mlehl,.. *» l«*.««Ho««1 R.df. Wh.

THE NATION'S

STATION



Active National Spot Accounts
(According to Reports from VARIETY'S 'Radio

Market Cities')
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Account
Albers Bros/: Milling..,,>/. . . . i .

.

American Popcorn Co. . . ... .-. . ;

.

B-C Remedies. . . : . . ... . . . ; , .-.

.

Beaumont Laboratories. ... . . . .

.

Beech-Nut Packing...
Blue Ribbon Books
Carter Products. .

.

Carter Products (Arrid)

.

. . . V>

Carter Products (Little. Liver
' • pills ).

.'

.
•.

'. : . —

.

Chelsea'. Cigarettes. . ,;. . . .

.

Cluett, Peabody. . . * . . . . . . , * ..

Compagnie Parisienrie. . . . ... . .

:

Denalan (Dental Plate Cleanser ).

Farnsworih Television & Radio.

Flamingo Sales (Nail Polish) . .

.

General Mills. . . ...... .v. .

.

Greyhound Bus Lines ..

;

Grove's Bromp Quinine. ; . . . . .

.

Charles Gulden (Mustard) . . .
.

•

.

Luden's Cough Drops." ..... ....

Manhattan Soap Co . . .. . ... . . , .

.

Mishawake Rubber & Woolen .

.

Red Heart Dog Food; .. . . ; . . . .

.

Musterole. . . ... ........ ; . . . .

.

North American Accident Insur-

Agenor
Erwin, Wasey. .

.

Buchanan-Thomas
Harvey-Massengale
H. W. Kastor
Newell-Emmett ...

.

Northwest Radio. ; , ...

.

Street 8c Finney . . .

.

Small & SeifTer .

.

« .« • « • r

Time Purchases

........... Y4 Hours
.. . . .Announcements

Hours
Announcements
Announcements

Spots
5-Min.

Announcements

Street 8c Finney . Announcements
Warwick 8c Legler . .... . . .Participations

Young 8c Rubicam. . , . . . . .10-Min.

Northwest . Radio. . .. . .. > . . . .-. . . . Spots
Rufus Rhoades. .. . ; ... .... v. . . .. 1 . .'.Spots

N. W. Ayer. . .

.

:. •. . .. . . . . .... . Chain Breaks
Milton

.
Weinberg. . . . . . . . . .Announcements

Westco Adv. .... . I'. . . ... .Vi Hours
Beaumont & Hohmaii . . ... . . .. . . . Y* Hours
J. Walter Thompson. ..... . . ; 10-Min. News
Charles W. Hoyt. . . . .... ........ Hours.
J, M. Mathes. . . i . . J ..... .Chain Breaks
Franklin

:
Bruck.; , . ...>.. %-Hour News.

Campbell-Ewald '...>.'. .... .'.
.-. ...... .Spots

Henyi,. Hurst & McDonald . . ... . . . ... . .Spots

Erwin, Wasey .... ... . . . ..... Announcements

ance. >•••**<

Packard Motors. ...
;.. .. ... . . . ;..'. .,

Pacquins Hand Cream. . . . .

.

Pillsbury Flour Mills . . . . .......

Pillsbury (Globe A-l ) . . . . . . ..

.

Pisb Co. . . . . . . ..... . . ..v. . . .
.

Reid, Murdoch 8c Co . . . . ; . ; . .

.

Safeway Stores

1

Franklin Bruck . . .

.

Young 8i Rubicam . ..

Wm; Esty . . . ; . v . . . .

.

Hutchinson ' Adv. . . .

.

Dan B> Miner <v. .
-.i

Lake-Spiro-Shurman
Rogers & Smith.

.

J. Walter -Thompson

• • • * •

Sheaffer Pen Co . . . r . .

.

U. S. Playing Card Co

.

Vick's Cough Drcips,

Willard Tablet Co. . . . .

.

Wood Briquettes.

• • • p • • • »-

Russel M. Seeds. . . . . . .

.

J. Waiter Thompson.
. Morse International, . . . .

.

.First United Broadcasters

. Emil ' Reinhardt. . . .

.

',:'.

. ... . . ;5-Min.

.Announcements
/Announcements
. . ; Participations

> ..Vi. Hours
.Announcements
.Announcements
Announcements,
V Participations

. Announcements

. Announcements
. .Announcements
. ......... .5-Min.

. . . ... . J . . .Spots

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

St. Louis Retailers No Radio
1

Pact

But One Chain Store Breaks Away to Use KXOK
; to Plug Women's Apparel

St. Louis, Nov. 19. .

The second defection from a

'gentleman's agreement' of members
of the St. Louis Retail Credit Men's

Assn. against the use of radio as an

advertising medium was hung lip

last week when the Three Sisters/

a chain of popular priced women's
clothes, began a test series on KXOK.
A slightly different setup of the local

programs has been made in compari-

son with ,
those in other cities where

a pdlicy of stressing Its name and

merchandise is maintained.

Rose Claire, station commentator

on clothing styles, Is used. The
commercial is inserted with the info

that while New York and Hollywood

are paying stiff prices for the gowns

and dreJSs just discussed they are

available at the local store at ' pop

prices; Programi Is aired six times

weekly, divided between 9:30 and
7:15 p.m. ..."

The Well Clothing Co. is a steady
user of radio time but nont of tha
three, large dept. stores Have de-
parted from the agreement to stick
to visual advertising.

BUT

Store
,

Broadway Dept. - Store.

Broadway Dept. Store.

Charles Brown & Sons.
Bullocks Dept. Store.

.

Carson, Pirie, Scott

Hale Bros . . . ... • ... .. . . .. ... * «.

Joske Bros. Dept. Store; .....

Rosenthal's Dept. Store......

Wolff-Marx Dept. Store. . .».

t • • * • • i

City ,

.Denver . . . . . .....

.

Los Angeles. . . . . V4

San Francisco. ...

.Los Angeles. . . . . .

Chicago. ...

,

San Francisco
San Antonio. ... .;.

Baltimore . ; . . .... ..

. San Antonio . , . . .

.

'.

Time Purchases

> . . . . . ';'Annouhcer|ien ts I

Hours, Announcements •

.
'.

. ..... Participations

. . i . Announcements
.. . .Time Signals.

. ..... • . ... . . . . Spots

. . . . . . . . Announcements
...... Hours
5-Min., Hours

Baltimore, Nov. 19.

Loss of time picked up in network
and local classifications by political

activity took its toll in last week's

unit count in comparison to previous

doings. National spot biz, however,
provides some hypo to the receding

figures with steady gain a bright

spot.

Some important renewals and
schedule placing by local retailers

with eye to Xmas biz, points to rosy
possibilities, with all stations report-

ed ' okaying most bullish indications

in years. V
.
Strong mailing piece titled 'The

Forty-niners/ sent out' by WFBR
with 49 national advertisers using the
station listed and claim made that
N. B. C. Red outlet carries, more na-
tional spot advertising than rest of

town's stations, combined.
WBAL: Fleer's Double Bubble

Gum, through N. W. Ayer, 39 an-
nouncements; Reid-Murdoch Co.
(Monarch foods), through Rogers 81

Smith, Chicago, 156 announcements;
Zerbst Pharmaceutical, via /Barron
Cd., Kansas City, 115 announcements;
Dill Go. (Espotabs), through Herbert
Slifer Cp4 , 526 anhouncements; Bar
basbl and Bost Toothpaste, 260 an
nouncements via Erwin, Wasey;
Seven-Up Bottling

:
C6„- through

Hamblett Agency, Baltimore, 260
fifteen-minute programs; National
Brewing Co., through D. Stuart
Webb, tied up local weekly boxing
shows for 39-week period; Mangels
Herrold Co. (King Syrup), through
Brown-Alexander, 201 spots; J. H.
Filbert (vegetable margarine), via

Courtlarid ^Ferguson, 364 announce-
ments; Albert Goetz Co. (meat pack-
ers), through .Harry J. Patz, 312 an-
nouncements; Sim Spot 'Beverage,
600 ^Ive-minute transcriptions; . Rey.
Wm. Detweiler, evangelist, 52 half-
hour Sunday airings.

WFBR: Fleer's Double Bubble
Gum, through N. W. Ayer, five spots
a week around juve programs; Coca-
Cola, renewed through D'Arcy
Agency, 'Singin' Sam' five days a
week; Read Drug Co., renewed for
fifth year, participation on 'Studio
Party'; Wm, Cook, undertaker,
bought 'House of -Dreams' transcrip-
tions for Sunday quarter-hour, air-
ings.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9
|

Network Local
Units Units
8,910 4,841

9,590 5,661
—7.1% —14.5%

(Included:
WFBR)

National Total
Spot Units Units

1.903 15,654

1,885 17,136

+1% -r8.6%
WBAL, WCAO. WCBM,

LOCAL POT 0' GOLD

KOWH Telephones Hoasewives As
Listeners Hear (But Only Him)

Omaha, Nov. 19;

Modified Pot-b'-Gold idea being
used effectively by KOWH here. Keri
Stewart, production man," makes an-
nouncement, then . calls number by
phone with listeners getting in bh
half (his) of the conversation; He
asks if housewife has any of the
sponsor's

, (Miller's Muffin Mix) on
hand and if so, pays her $1 per pack-
age. If none on hand, he sends over
a couple of packages by special mes-
senger.,

.

' •'/„

,
Idea has caught fancy here and

proof of efficacy is sribwh'.in. the in-
creasing number who report they
have the stuff on hand! ,' Program is

on every morning 9 to 9:15, except
Sunday; Rounded out with music
and some clever comments by Stew-
art, who is vet newspaper man, script
writer and special feature newsman.

Los Angeles, Nov. 19.

Only station to show a gain over

the week was KF1. picking up smart-

ly in.network and local units. Others

dragged the aggregate down into the

minus brackets. KNX reported lit-

tle activity other than participations

in . the Fletcher Wiley . combination.

Tabbed . 'Housewives League' and
'Sunrise Salute/ this pair will ac-

count for ,'$220,000 in .billing for the:

year, "which, KNX points - out is more,
biz than 60% of the country's sta-

tions chalk-up.
KFI: Pacquins Hand Cream, . 188

one-minute transcriptions, through

WilliamJSsty; North American Acci-

dent Insurance, 39 five-minute pro-

grams; through! Franklin Bruck;
Bulova Watch, 678 announcements,
through Biow Co.; Sweetheart; Soap,
39 quarter-hour programs, through
Franklin Bruck; 4-Way Cold Tab-
lets, 100 one-minute transcriptions,

through Morse International; Broad-
way Department Store, 11 announce-
ments, through Lee Ringer.

• KECA: Aggeler 8c Musser Seed
Co., 26 quarter-hour broadcasts of
•Garden Club of the Air,' through
Julien Resel; Safeway Stores, 49 one-
minute transcriptions^ through J,

Walter Thompson;; Institute of Ap-
plied Science (fingerprinting), 13
quarter-hour broadcasts of Nick
Harris detective stories, through
Matteson-Fogarty-Jordan.
KHJ: Broadway Department Store,

five quarter-hour programs, through
Lee Ringer; Dr. Hiss Foot Clinic, 52
half-hour programs, through Foot
Health Adv. Alliance; Kelley Kar
Co.. 52 one-hour programs of record-
ings, through: Allied Adv.; Midnight
Mission, six quarter-hour programs,
through Glasser agency; Safeway
Stores, 48 announcements, through
J. Walter Thompson; Par Soap, 42
announcements, through Tomaschke-
Elliptt; Safeway Stores. 15 participa-
tions in Norma Young's 'Happy
Homes,' through J. Walter Thompson.
KNX: Linsay Olives, 78 participa-

tions in Fletcher Wiley combina-
tion,

. through Lord & Thomas;
Cudahy Packing, 78 participations In
Wiley combo, through Erwin-Wasey;
Helms Bakeries, 24 participations «tn
Wiley combo, through Martin-Allen.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network
Units

11,672

11,844
—1.5%. •

(Included:

Local.

Units

H.414
11,581

—1.4%
KKCA.

National
Spot Units

- '. 2,182

2,295

1.9%
'

Total
Units

25,268

25,720

—1.8%
KPI. KPWB,' KHJ,

KNX)

YOUR

SALES PUNCH

YOUR

PRESTIGE

YOUR

$ VOLUME

FAIRMONT

WEST VIRGINIA

. . and if it's mail-pull

you want to check, just ask

Fairmont's busy postmaster.

WMMN is on the h 0 me

stretch in a successful drive

to break its remarkable mail

record for last year

Xopreiented Natlooallr -

br

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

5000 WATTS DAYS

1000 WATTS NIGHT

A FORT WPUSTRY STATION

"TEXACO STAR THEATRE"
CB8, Wednesdays—9 to 10 P.M., EST ;

Also "LOUISIANA PURCHASE," Imperial, N. Y.
Vocal Arrangements and Direction by HUGH MARTIN

Personal Mnnngcmrnt: FR1CD RTEELK
'

R*ok«Ttller
.
Plua, Ntw Ytrk City Suite 604 COlUmbm 5-2142
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MoreN. Y. Business Coming Up

Rebirth of activity as far as radio is concerned has started in a big
way among the agencies and the indications are that the next few
weeks will see plenty of network and spot time buying.

Among the agencies where the hew business is being given the pre-
sentation and inquiry treatment are J. Walter Thompson, J. Sterling
Getchell, Ruthrauff i Ryan, Sherman K. Ellis, Maxon and Young &
Rubicam.

SALT LAKE SLUGGISH

Local Units Drop Back 14.9%—Nat'l
Spot OK

Kansas City, Nov. 19.

Situation still characterized by de-

emphasis from the political build-

up to which . all " stations had been
subjected. Currently it's more or

less a matter of getting back to norr

mal, or at least to the normal
:
busi-

ness of trying to increase business.

Most managers agree the task of

keeping keel even following loss of

the political revenue was a : con-

siderable accomplishment. •

:

Since no. station showed any un-
usual drop, biz figured to be more
than holding its own. There is some
natural variation in different depart-

ments, but totals for the most part

;
stay nearly the same. From here on
it's to be increases, say the man-
agers. •'

KCKN: 'Songs of Yesteryear/
quarter-hour Sundays, 13 weeks,
bought by Wyandotte Glass & Paint
Co. Singer is Gwendolyn Peterson.

|
Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. $

|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
6,502 5,800 6,105 18,407

6,502 6,018 6,165 18,685

.
.•• —3.6% .

—1% .
—1.5%

• No change.
(Included i KCK^T, KCMO, KITE, KMBC,

WDAF, WHB) :

Sophie Hadida of WBEN, Buffalo,

has written
.
fourth better-speech

book, 'New Pitfalls in English,' just

off the presses.

.
Salt Lake City, Nov; 19.

Local units took a steep drop of
14.9% here this week, but a 3% gain
in national spot helped offset the
total loss'somewhat. •

'"

KDYL: Superior Optical Service,
26 quarter-hour programs; Dupler's
Furriers, two 15-minute programs
weekly for 13 weeks; Cordova's
Rancho Grande, 26 Aye-minute pro-
grams;. Grand Central Market, three
15-minute programs ; and 52 an-
nouncements ; Mountain Fuel Supply
Co., renewal, 150 100-word announce-
ments; Woolsulate, '52* 50-word an-
nouncements; State Building & Loan
Co., 52 tie-iri, announcements to Kal-
tenborn; Utah Photo, 28 Xmas Tree,
participations; National Pants Co., 14
Xmas Tree participations; King-
Irvine Music Co., four Xmas Tree
participations; Goodrich Co., 14'Xmas
Tree

;
participations; Judd's Drive

Inn, 13 announcements on the 'Tele-

quest Hour'; U. S. Playing Cards,
through J. Walter Thompson, 78 one-
minute announcements; Wesson Oil
and Snowdrift, through Fitzgerald
Agency, renewal, 312 chain breaks;
Coca-Cola, through D'Arcy Agency,
renewal, 260 quarter-hour programs;
Carter's Pills, through Spot Broad-
casting, renewal, 260 one-minute an-
nouncements; Zemo, through . Erwin,
Wasey, 78 one-minute announce-
ments; Hudson Bay Fur Co., 1,000

announcements and 52 quarter-hour
programs weekly; Purity Biscuit Co.,

renewal, 13 quarter-hour programs;
Dundee Clothes, renewal, 52 quarter-
hour programs; Bailey, Ltd., 14 Xmas
Tree participations; Western RoyaJ
Vacuum, 14 Xmas Tree programs;
Hilton & Cramer, florists, renewal,
one 25-word announcement per week

indefinitely; Grains of Gold, 52 50-
word announcements; Fred N. Nye,
eight Xmas Tree programs; Pem-
broke Co., 14 Xmas Tree participa-
tions; W. H. Bintz & Co., 26 'Spring-
time' programs; Du Shey Linen, 14

Xmas Tree participaitons; Glen Bros.,

music, 33 100-word announcements;
Stokes Studios, 13 Xmas Tree pro-
grams; Thompson Indian Trading
Post, 14 Xmas Tree programs; Fol-

land Drug, 14 Xmas Tree participa-
tions; Porter-Walton, 14 Xmas Tree
Participations; Arthur

;

;
Frank, .re-

newal, 52 50-word announcements;
Classic Cleaners, renewal, 52 100-

'word announcements,
**

|
Nov. 16 Compared ; to Nov. 9

|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
7,571 , 2,401 651 10,623

8,146 2,821 632 11,599
—7.1%' —14.9% : +3% —8.4%

(Included: KDYL, KSL*. KUTA)

NX StiD Punchy

Of PoGtical

Young ft Rubicam's time buying

staff last week started a flurry among
station reps whc i . the agency called,

them in and asked them to produce

availabilities for minute announce-
ments preceding of following sports

program. The account is Agfa-
Ansco film.

Schedule calls for the first 20

major markets, a minute announce-
ment each night of the week and a
run of four weeks. Campaign is

framed to start this week.
. Agency, as usual, named the sta-

tions that it wanted tagged and it

was these outlets' reps who were
called in . and ur^ed to produce.

Dorothy Jane Coy is a new voice

on WOKO, Albany. Does an after-

noon participation, This Changing
World,' talks on fashions, etc., with
Van Heusen . Charles Co. the sponsor.

Without the stimulant adminis-
teredI

'. by : political biz - recent
weeks, Gotham still wrote in an ac-
tive week. :*.':'.; -

•National spot . mirrored the re-

turn to normal by dropping back to

minus 7.9%, but local accounts came
through with enough of a gain to
cushion the fall. Network units re-

mained unchanged.
... WHN: P. J. LeRoy, 15-minute
broadcasts daily,. 13-week contract;

Hudson Motors, through / Brenallen,
Inc., two participating announce-
ments daily, six times weekly, 13-

week contracts; Nabqrhood Service,
Inc., through Edmund S. Whitten,
three station-break announcements
weekly, 13-week contract. '.

WMCA: Hudson Dealers of N. J.,

through Brenallen, Inc., 13-week re-
newal for spot announcements; Mod-
ern . Industrial Bank, through Metro-
politan Advertising' Co., 52-week re-r

hewal for 24 quarter-hour programs
weekly; National Schools of Los
Angeles, through Huber Hoge &
Sons, 13-week renewal, 11 quarter-
hour programs, nine five-minute
programs, three JO-minute programs
weekly;; The Newspaper PM, Inc.,

through Compton ; Advertising, 21
announcements; Hollywood Memo-
rial Park, through Scheck Advertis-
ing Agency, five 15-minute programs
weekly, 13 weeks; Stanback Co.,
Ltd.,

.
through Klinger Advertising

Corp., 12 announcements weekly, 52-
week contract; Guild Theatre, direct,
10 announcements.

.

WNEW: Welding Training Insti-

tute, through Albert E. Hebert, one-
minute • announcements, Monday
through Saturday, four-week con-
tract; American Fruit Growers (Blue
Goose Citrus Fruit), through Walker
8c Downing, four announcements
weekly, 13 weeks; Monarch Wine Co.,

through Arthur Rosenberg, 'Dance
Parade,' quarter-hour programs
Monday through Friday, half-hour
program on Saturday; Arch Aid Shoe
Shop, through N. C. Greenfield, 10
minutes in 'Music Hall,' Tuesday
through Saturday; Crosley Distrib-

uting Corp., direct, 'Make Believe
Ballroom,' quarter-hour three times
weekly for five weeks; Red Seal Mo-
tor Co., renewal, through Brenallen,
Inc., 25 announcements weekly for .13

weeks; Smith Bros., through J. D.
Tarcher, 'Make. Believe Ballroom,'
quarter-hour three times weekly;
Rum and Maple Tobacco Corp.,

.

through Arthur Rosenberg. 'Dance
Parade,' quarter-hour Monday
through Saturday; Beaumont Labor-
atories, Inc. (Four Way Cold Tab-
lets), through H. W. Kastor & Sons,
25 announcements weekly, 13 week«
Roxy theatre arid/or 20th Century*;
Fox Film Corp., through Kayton- .

Spiero Co., 11 announcements, six

days; West End Amusement Corp.,
through Blakstone Adv.

:

Agencyr .

'Dance Parade,' quarter-hour Monday-

.

through Saturday. •

'

WQXR: Federation Bank and Trust
Co., through RedfleldrJohristone, Inc.,

'Tomorrow's Headlines,' Associated
~

Press news, quarter-hour, three times
weekly, 13-week contract. ,

'

| Nov. 16 Compared to, Nov; 9
|

Network Local National Total
Units Unite Spot Units Units
195 11,431 7,684 19,310

195 10,900 8,342 19,437

., -+4.9%: —7.9% —07%
* No change. •

(Included: WHN, WMCA, WXBW,
wqx«> ':

Battenj Barton, Durstine It Osborne
is inquiring for availabilities oA
evening chainbreaks but won't dU*
close the account. It's generally aj»

.

sumed they are for DuPont's varloul
anti-freeze brands.
Bid is for six announcements A.

week for 13 weeks.

KNX
LOS ANGELES

50,000 WATTS

CBS Over one-fourth the total U.S.

area is

of KNX

for morg information about KNX, one of the sixteen CBS 50,000 watt stations, inquire of Radio Sales: New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte, N. C, San Francisco

4) COLUMBIA'S WORKSHOP IN THE WEST
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Vie to Air NBC Sod-Busting

; San Francisco, Nov. 19,

. Something happened to 'radio in

San. Francisco this week. On the

surface it;'/' the
.
spectacular

groundbreaking staged by NBC for

its new home. ' But underneath it

..was the crystallization of the real-

ization that radio is bigger than in-

dividuals. There had been some

.tendency to scoff at Al Nelson's woo-

ing of the press and his stunts, such

<^s the sod^spllttfag of Thursday, and

'to be jealous of NBC's splurges.

Theh came that ceremony. The
reaction of the thousands, of. specta-

tors who jammed the streets .
some-

how pounded home the fact that al-

though this was. NBC's party, it was
helping all radio. The thing was a

shot in the arm for the whole town .

•

The newspaper-radio tleups seemed
sane and logical. Nobody said any-

thing, but the trade reaction was im-
mediately noticeable^ And the un-
precedented situation of rival trans-

mitters asking to broadcast the hour-

long show was unique sidelight,

wax repeats airing on seven other

stations in addition to KPO and KGO.
The unit figures were down:, this

week, but the lasting impression left

on public; press-rand the trade—is

worth more than gold.

'A statement issued by Lincoln Del-

iar, manager of KSFO (CBS), the day

;
following the ceremony sums up ade-

quately. 'We are happy for KGO-
. KPO's realization of an ambition for

/San Francisco which they've had for
years,' Dollar said. 'KSFO is happy
because this new step forward made
by the two stations further enhances

' Sari Francisco's place in the national
radio pictiirie.*

.' When radio spends a million bucks,
"It ain't kidding.
*- KFRC: Fels Naptha, through S. E.

Roberts, 39 quarter-hours, thrice-

weekly, participation in '. -Breakfast

Club* (renewal); Postal Telegraph,
through Biow Co., 208 time signals

ahd^spots; Federal Outfitting, through
Allied Advertising,: 288 spots; South-
ern Pacific Railroad, through Lord
Sc Thomas, five one-minute spots:

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

DES MOINES DOWN

Departure of Politics Cuts Unit*—
Local Off 26%

/ :

. Des Moines, Nov. 10.

: The passing of political biz left

many holes in Des Moines schedules,

with local units affected to the tune

of 26.1/ '

^ >•
'

';

|
Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

|

Netwprk Local National
.
Total

UrilU Units
:
Spot Units Units

7,950 .3.047 . 3,324 14,321

8,120 4,122 3.445 15,687

—2.1% —26.1% '/'. —3.5% • —8.7%
(Included: Kn.VT. KSO. WHO)

Denver Units Off;

Buys KLZ, 26 Wks.

.
Denver. Nov. 19.

Local gas station- signed over KLZ
for 156 quarter-hours at the rate of

six week, running; 26 Ayeeks, and
Household /Magazine ruh.ning a

short campaign of six quarter-hours

per week for two weeks.

KLZ: Crawford Hereford Breeders
Assn., three

:

spots; Cottrell Clothing

Co., • through Robertson agency, one

announcement;, Campana. Sales,

through Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,

one cut-in announcement; Smith
Bros: Mfg. Co., through R. J. Potts,

117 daytime spots; W; T. Grant Co.,

through Max Goldberg, 10 daytime
quarter-hours; Terry Carpenter, Inc.,

through Betts-Koerber, six quarter-

hours .weekly for 26 weeks; House-
hold Magazine, through Presba, FeU
lers & Presba, 12 quarter-hours; J. C.

Robinson Seed Co., through , E. H.
Brown; Wesson. Oil and Snowdrift,

through Fitzgerald agency, one an-

nouncement daily except Sunday,
one year. .'••;. . .'•

'

.

KFEL: Broadmoor Country Club,
two

.
participating announcements

daily, one month; Colorado Alcohol
Co., through Max Goldberg, 52 chain
breaks.

Network
Units

11,235

11,960

^fl.1% :.:

fIncluded:

Local
Units

9,883

4,094

—5.2%:
KFRC.

National
Spot Units

.2,291

2,558

—10.4%

Total
Units
17,409

18,612

—6.5%
KGO. KJBS. KPO,

KSFO)

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9 ~/J

Network Local National Total
:

. Units Units Spot Units Units

8,143 4,517 1,529 14,191

8,450 4.647 1,534 14,631

—2.4% —2.8% —0:3% —3%
(Included: KFEL. KLZ. KOA. KVOD)

WDRC47.5% Better

Hartford, Nov. 19,
: Biggest month's business in its 18

years' existence was grossed. ,by

WDRC in October. Although dollar

figures of the take are .withheld/, sta-

tion execs state gross was 47.5%

better than, same months in 1939.

Percentage increase; is exclusive

of network "business. .
Based on : tia?

tional and local spot business.

CINCY SLUMBERS

Units Slow—Sk«ds Recovering From
Political Bumps :

'

Chicago, Nov, 19.

Network units .
maintained the

status quo in the Windy City this

week. Other units managed to take

the departure of political biz in their

stride- arid conie
.

through . with small

gains. ;

WBBM: ; Dutch Mill Candy, 15

fninutes weekly, through Goodkind,

Joice & Morgan; C., A. Briggs Co.

(H-B Cough Drops), temperature re-

ports twice weekly, through Horton-

Npyes, Providence (R. I;); Smith
Brothers, time signals and tempera-
ture reports ! flye times weekly,

through J. D.. :Tarcher agency.

WGN: American Dairy Assn.: sta-

tion . break announcements; twice

weekly; through Lord & Thomas.
• WIND: . Lewis Mfg-Co., renewed

participation in 'Sports Edition' for

John Rushkln cigars, through Lewis.

8c Tokar; Windsor Clothes, partici-

pation in 'Sports Edition,' through
Morris Sc Davidsbh; Will iami ...Wr igley.;

Jr., Co., renewed 15-mihute strip

across the ' board for additional 52

weeks, through Neisser-Meyerhoff;

Samuel Winternitz Co., 15 minutes
daily, through / the Harold Collen

agency; Carson, Pirie, Scott 8c Co.

(departfnerit store ).,/tw:o 50-word/an-
nouncements daily, through McJuh-
kin agency; Gamble Hinged Music
Co., seyeri. announcements weekly,
through Evans Associates;

:
.; Alpine

House, • 15 minutes' nitely on
.
'Nite

Watch,' through McJurikin agency;
Bird-Sykes Co., 50. spots weekly; in-

cluding a 15-minute program, two
10-minute programs and 46. one-
minute announcements, through: the
Bennett agency; :'

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
9,800 6,009 11.234 27,043

9,800 3,922 11,111 26,833
:'' +1.5%. +1.1% +0.8%

• • No change.
(Included: WBBM, WEN'S, WON,

WIND, WJJD, WL9, WMAQ)

He found 2,000 pet lovers

^j-'ivith a one-time shot at S:30 Saturday a. m.

4J*

His was much too good a find

to let vis mention the prod-

uct here. But it's a pet specialty,

and (take pur word for it) one

with limited distribution . Out to

crack the Twin City market, this

sponsor tried a test spot on

WCCO, fifteen minutes, at 8. :3 0

Saturday morning, just music.

In the commercials on one pro-

gram, he offered samples. And

'within two days, 1,984 requests

had reached our mail desk. Our

new client, who has used time on

had any station come within

30% of this. Needless to say, he

has signed a long-term contract.

WCCO's audience, of course,

is many times the size of this

particular pe t-loving group.

But all these listeners have one

thing in common. Pet-loving,

b r e, a d - e a tin g or w h at have

you, results show that they all

seem to trust this station and go

for its sponsors' products—in

large numbers.

scores of stations from coast to How. about- a test program on

coast, told us that never before WGCO for your product?

50.000 WATTS WHERE IT COUNTS THE MOST

Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcast- 4Bk

miJIIClPILIS ST.NIL ing System. Represented nationally by Radio Sales.\!P

Cincinnati, Nov. 19.

Commercial schedules resumed a

semblance of normalcy last week,

after the uneven waves of political,

blasts, Total biz showed a slight dip

from the preceding week* national

spot units reflecting the only rise.

WKRC: .
Little Crow Milling Co.,

through Rogers 8c Smith, series of

weekday 15-minute programs blurb-

;ing Coco Wheat via- piano-vocal

stanzas by Mike Hunnicutt,
;
of the

station's staff; Rubel Baking Co.,

local, for five quarterrhpurs weekly
of the 'Forbidden. Diary' series,

through Frederic W. Ziv, Cincy;

Grayson Dress Shop, three 15-minute
periods, weekly in the 'Dawn Patrol'

participation stint; Sears-Roebuck
Co.,

;
18 50-word announcements,

through the Ziv agency; Guardian
Bank & Savings Co., Ave 100-word
announcements In addition to Its

regular run of plugs, through Walter
Haehnle agency, local.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
6,535 9,826 6,898 23,259

6,815 9,899 6,794 23,508
—4.1% ',—0.7% +1.5% —1.1%
(Included: WCFO, WKRC, Wl.W. WSAI)

HITS DETROIT UNITS

;
/ Detroit. Nov. 19;

Knocked sky high by the . unusu-
ally heavy political buying of time
in this closely contested state, unit
figures this week for Detroit's sta-
tions showed great unbalance as they
fell back to a normal representation
of the picture here.
Last week's figures still carried

three days of political time—with the
campaign here carried on ^during
election day—which kept Nov; 9
from settling down. Local and na-
tional spot showed heavy collapses—
the latter down more than 15% —but
total units showed bnly a 3% loss
as network units rocketed up for a
good gain. .

Political buying, which crowded as
many as three separate flve-minute
programs in a quarter-hour, elbowed
out much of the local business,
which is shaping up well again and
will make a ;considerable ; appearance
next week/ Only one of the six sta-
tions here showed a marked gain,
having, passed up much of the politi-
cal nif-naw.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network
Units
9,213

8,404

+9.8% .

(Included i

Local
Units
11,810

12,691

^6.9%
CKIAV;

National
Spot Unlti

4,633

5,489

—15.3%
.

W.TRK: WJR.
WWJ, WXTZ)

Total
Units
25,656

26,564

—3.4%
WilBC.

'Gabby' Street Lectures

St. Louis, Nov. 19.
Charles 'Gabby' Street, former

major league baseball manager who
clicked last season as

:

a baseball
analyst on a six-station web in Mis-
souri and Illinois for the Hyde Park
Breweries, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, is being groomed for a good-
will trek through, the same states. In
some 65 towns in these states Street
will discuss 'Inside Baseball' and dish
out cuffo copies of a booklet on base-
ball he penned under the agency's' su-
pervision.

Street will demonstrate plays and
strategy oh a 6x8-foot diamond he
will tote along. Ray Schmidt will do
promotional and publicity work in
connection with the stunt.

San Francisco—Jerry Norton, ac-
count exec, shifted from KYA to
KJBS. Jean Fay also, off KYA pay-
roll. Conducted woman's program.

San Antonio, Nov. 19.
Despite the fadeout of political biz,

total units here gained 4,7%, with
web accounts contributing a hefty
9.7%. ;.

'/-' : -.':/ /'" •

All stations report merchants are
coming around to using radio in
their campaigns this Christmas, and
execs are looking forward to mora
accounts than they can handle. /
Outstanding bit of promotion work

here this "week were displays in win-
dows of all 16 local Handy-Andy

.

food stores by WOAI. Each display
contained merchandise of sponsors

'

and advertisers using the station^
facilities.

WOAI: Chamberlain Sales Corp.,
through L. W. Ramsey, half-hour
program : through NBC network;
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strike ), through Lord cV Thomas, 'In-

formation, Please,' half-hour on NBC
netwprk; Listbn Zander Credit Co.,
through

;
Marion Johnson, one addi- :

tional announcement per Week; re-
newal, through Hi W. Kastor & Sons,
quarter-hour

. transcribed Irene Rich
for Welch Grape Juice; renewal,
through Ferry Hanly Co., Raison

'

Bran product of the Skiiiner Mahu-
facturing Co.; Morton Salt Co. for

.

Morton's Smoked Salt, three five-

minute/ transcribed ..' announcements
for 10 weeks through Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap Associates.
KABC: Wolff.Marx Co., additional

spot announcements; Broadcast of St.

Marys-Texas A&I football game sold
to the Star Finance Co.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network Local National Total
Units . Units • Spot Units Unit*
7,635 9,109 1,103 17,847

6,958 / 8,847 1,245 17,050

+ 9.7% +3% —11.4% +4.7%
(Included; KABC, KMAC, KOXO, KTSA,

woai) '

;
', '-.

XMAS CAN'T COME TOO

SOON FOR SEATTLE

Seattle.. Nov. 19.

The pre-holiday . lull nicked , spot
and local units here, but stations are
looking forward, to brisk doings with
some accounts nearly doubling -th/ir

radio allotments for Christmas.
KOL: Rhodes department store.

•Here's Song for Today/ 8:45 to 9
a.m., Monday throuh Saturday;
Bonmarche departmeht . store; 'Ray
Daughter's Exercise,' - local talent,

9:30 to 9:45 a.m., Monday through
Saturday.

:.

Nov. 16 Compared to Nov. 9

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
5,590 10,754 748 17,092

8,585 10,830 760 17,173

, • —0.7% —1.6% .
—0.5?

• No change.
(Included: Kino. KOI.. K^SC)

Sell 'Do You Remember?'
.

Buffalo, Nov. 19.

Baldwtn 8c Strachan agency has

set 15-minute twice-weekly old-time
show, 'Do You Remember?' on WEBR
for August Ebke, auto dealers.

Links liostalgic tunes, with' historic

Buffalo events.

San Francisco—KFRC has lost its

veteran technician, naval reservist

Charles Concannoh, who has been

called to active duty at ..
Mare

Island naval yard. . .so they hired

two men to take his place,

Lewis and Paul Dougherty.
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Washington, Nov. 19.

Circuituous attack on the clear-

channel policy is worrying large

oroportion of the broadcasting indus-

try watchers, while the Federal Com-
munications Commission ponders an

application which cannot be granted

without whittling down the group of

I-A ribbons. : Great apprehension is

felt because the regulators have re-

fused to allow any interveners to

present evidence bearing on the

question whether the latest regula-

tions and the North American Re-

gional Agreement should be nullified

by arbitrary ,
administrative action.

Procedure of the FCC directly raises

again the issue of . star chamber and

ex parte promulgation and. revision

of basic principles and
;
deliberate

evasion of the obligation to follow

legislative methods in writing
.
rules

under which . the whole industry

functions.

. While .the Industry is admittedly

divided on the clear-crTahriel prob-

lem,- even those leaders favoring

duplication on all frequencies are

ZANESVILLE
& Cjotf. OnduAlAij M ahled

Pjootf
We have it to

the tune of

-/

r

om towns
within a 25-

mile radius of

Zanesville who

use-'

^consistently to

sell their wares

THEY ARE—
Cambridge, O.

Coshocton, O.

New Lexington, O.

Malta, O.

Somerset* O.

Rboevllle, Oi

Crooksville, O.

Vtica, O.

McConneleville, O.

BLAIR Represents Us

upset by the course which the regu-
lators are following. If one rule—in
this .'instance that specifying what
stripes are to be set aside for exclu-
sive night occupancy by 25 trans-
mitters—can. be' set aside, modified,
or. disregarded without, allowing all

concerned parties to present their
views %nd, engineering

: data, there's
nothing to stop the FCC from barg-
ing ahead in any way a majority
desires.. And the way chances of
obtaining court review have been
limited in the last couple of years
means there'd be practically no
brake on the Commish.

Involves 830 Kc.
Discomforting situation, surrounds

application of WHDH, Boston, for
full-time

: assignment on 830 kc, now
one

.
of the 25 I-A ribbons and on

which KOA, Denver, is the domi-
nant transmitter. If the plea is to
be granted, the Commish will have
to shift 830 from the I-A to the I-B
classification. Latter ribbons can be
used

,
by other plants

,

:

. after dark,
with one of the . occupants ; having
^50 kw.

; The n ibbling-at threat has not
come into ; public sight as yet. Pro-
posed, findings have hot been issued,
but reliable sources say the regula-
tors in executive session informally
agreed 3 to 2 to give the nod to
WHDH, Commissioners' Paul A.
Walker, •':

.
Fred '

I. .Thompson, am:
George Henry Payne, who frequently
have Indicated conviction that the
clear-channel, principle fosters mo
nopoly and gives a select few mem
bers of the industry an unfair ad-
vantage, were the majority. Chair
man James L. Fly . did not take part
in the discussion, but many observers
tag him as . sharing the Walker-
Thompson-Payne

. view rather than
siding with Commissioners Norman
S. Case and T. A, M. Craven.
The final vote—now a couple of

months distant—will be clear-cui
show-down on the matter of pre
serving a principle that has existod

since the outset of government su-
pervision. Also it will raise the
question whether such fundamental
policies .can be established in

;

' -

dividual proceedings, without allow-
hg intervention by others who may
je- greatly affected by; administrative,

decisions,

Futile attempts to register protests

against either waiving or changing
rule. 3.25a were made by National
Broadcasting Co., KOA,

;

Columbia
Broadcasting System,, and 13 of the

50kw. plants in • the so-called Clear
Channel Group. Each petition for

leave to participate at the hearing

Hanson, Phelan Looking
Into NBC Frisco Plans

.

- Sari
:

Francisco, Nov. 19.

Thomas H. Phelan of NBC's east
em engineering department was due
iii. San. Francisco today (19) for
month's stay during which electrical
air conditioning and general build
ing plans for new KGO-KPO head
quarters will get his attention

I
J Phelan then will return . to New York,
being relieved here by Gordon Strang
as. general construction supervisor
for duration.

O. B; Hanson, NBC chief engineer,
pulls in tomorrow (20) for a look-
around and Joe Arnone checks in a
week hence for. architectural con-
ferences.

"

was summarily turned down,- and at-

tempts to get the Commish to re-

consider were equally unavailing.

, Admittedly the matter of preserv-

ing clear channels presents many
controversial angles. :But so far,

even while reducing the number of

such frequencies,, the Commish still

has agreed that the economic-con-
siderations make distant plants ren-

dering
.
secondary service necessary

if millions of., listeners are; to .hear

anything: in the' sparsely - settled -;

panses on the eastern slope of the

Rockies and down the Mississippi.
.

Allocation question is Whether Bos-

ton, already served by many sta-

tions, needs another full-time outlet
more than the far-away listeners to
KOA need interference-free service.

The number of people counting oh
NBC's Denver radiator presumably
exceeds the potential WHDH after-

dark audience. At least, from a geo-
graphical standpoint. And all engi-
neers agree that the populace de-
pendent upon secondary signals

should be able to bring in two sta-

tions airing the. same program, in
order to offset fading effects. Thii
condition does not occur in the Bos-
ton region'.

.:

;
.

'.}.. ;.>•
.

'

WEE HOUR POETRY

WMCA, N. Y„ Trying An All-Nlght,
Many-Sided Schedule

WMCA, N. Y., is going on a 24-
hour operating basis Dec. 1. Unlike
WNEW, which has been running
all night for years, WMCA will put
a period to its dance programs at 2
a.m. and engage in auch features as
soft mUsic, poetry reading, sunrise
service and information for jbb-
seekers; Until WMCA decided to
change its policy WNEW had the
allnlght field to Itself in the New
York area.

Alan Courtney hag been brought
back by WMCA to m.c. the station's
broadcasting activities, from 1 a.m.
to 7 a.m. The sunrise iervice will
be nonsectarian, while, the help-
wanted bit will oe produced in co
operation, with the New York State
Employment Bureau. . There will
also be news bulletins and lm
promptu guests.

Edwin Browne at KMBC
Kansas City, Nov. 19. •

Edwin Browne, has been appointed
director of education for KMBC,
Kansas City. Ife takes over

. post
left by Kenneth L. Graham, who
resigned after three years to become
assistant manager of the Herald Pub-
lishing Co. in . Independence, Mo.
Browne comes from WREN, Lawr-
ence NBC blue, .affiliate, where he
had been about a year, as announcer
and .newscaster.

'••

Miller 0. Robertson, newly ap-

pointed member of the sales staff,

arrived last week from Ft. Worth,

Texas, to take over work as direc-

tor of local sales, post ;
which has

been vacant several month's. : He'll

work with Sam Bennett, director of

sales, a former crony.

WNEW DELIVERS!
Proved thousands of times

1. TWICE THE AUDIENCE of any other New York

independent station. (Hooper-Holmes and other

impartial surveys.) 2, The Nation's Biggest Market.

(The 50-mile metropolitan trading area.) 3. One-Third

the Cost of any New York network station. 4. Radio's

Outstanding Programs. ("Make Believe Ballroom" with

Martin Block, "Milkman's Matinee" with Stan Shaw. And

many others.) 5. Local Advertisers know WNEW
moves most goods -fastest. 6. More Commercial Time is

bought onWNEW than on any

other station in New York.

NEW YORK
SERVING NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 24 HOURS A DAY

SOOO WATTS BY DAY • 1250 KILOCYCLES • 1000 WATTS BY NIGHT

Nationally Represented by John Blair & Company
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BINa CROSBY
With Connie Boswell, John: Scott
'.-. Trottei* Music, Bob Burns,.William

Frawley, Joel McCrea, WingyMiiiiT
'none, Ken Carpenter /

80 Mins.
KRAFT CHEESE
Thursday. 9 p.m.

''''.

• WEAF-NBC. New York ',

. (J: Walter Thompson)

: Preceded by the usual hall-truth,

lialf-pybl icily reports 'jthat;. the':show

Was' going . to be 'different,^ B'rig

Crosby returned last week to the

.. K raf t- M>ts;e Hall, restoring it to the

/slick ness of which; it has, " limes

past: if .
not in . the last months, been,

ari; exemplar. More music and more
singing; there tnay 'have been. . But
it would take, a stbp-Waich

. ;tb tell,

the ditTerence as -. between-;.musi'c. and
dialog so far as' an car that. .has hot
heard ;l;ho show '

' a long time was
concerned.

!

."•'•''

...

-

... Inste;ad v
'of stressing that, the show.

..was 'di/Tpreht'; v
it might be truer, to

'describe it as., 'better.' It gave bye yy '

.evidence of. thoughtfully put to-

: gather erilertainment .wherein a m:;s-

'ter-stylis'r of song / was. visited by
• sundry personalities and all of them
talked like Carroll', Carroll.

;

;
Connie

. Boswell talked that way Wingv
Mannorie talked that .way.

.
.
Bill

Frav.'i.c.v/-'was-.-, thorou'.'hly •'• -.C^'frol'l-:

esq lie. There Were bits and .fade-in*

and gags .and Bob Burns, losing' his

;

places in 'the , scripts -So . maybe; B/iirS-

Crosbv san'.ii".a bit more (be should >

and Connie Boswell was added to the
program for. , scries (she's good)
and the. press. dcparTmeht made the
nroit'. of it (they would), but actually
the Kr,aft formula was 'little changed
" basic

:
components. /.';'

. The. show rriay: have been pretty
gabby last year arid the auspice.-;,

may be well advised to guard against
,

..this; . The Carroll patter \\ often
sharply' witty, usually . colorful

Americana ' that H. L.. Mencken
should incorporate;

''
' his classic •

works on , the Airierican. slanguage.

:
.But anything so. brittle arid /i'nven--

five .carries' risks. As in fast hand-
ball, if you hit at it and miss you
can break your wrist. - A dull stretch

of- polysyllabic/ jive would . be '.: bad
even in a mid-morning sustairier.

However, the getaway broadcast'
was a model; of .finesse in script, per-
forriiarice and . directorial tempo. It

was: strictly' wonderful. The author-
ity of the star, the embellishments
implicit in Miss Boswell's/: presence.
•the adroit bringing in and exploita-
tion .of the several, guest personages
all spelled big time radio. Especial-
ly worthy of commendation . was the
easy-going bridges from bit to bit.

the effortless introductions of peo-
ple and ideas, the Skillful manipula-
tion of the familiar quick-glance
values, as between Crosby and
Burns, for example. The feathered
bird bf light persiflage in this nim-
ble game of kilocycle badminton
never once hit the boards.

Praise was doubly merited in this
case because it is well known that
the full, hour variety show is radio's
toughest production assignment and
only 'a hardy few still stand the gaff.;

This program in the urifoldment, the
build, the accumulative values arid
the steady remembrance . of the fact
that, easy does it puts a premium bh
talent—no aeroplanes, no diamond
rings.- hp lljjOO banknotes, . not even,
a free sample of Philadelphia Brand
Cream Cheese were given away.
Let all who love entertainment

and deplore dish night uncover in
reverence for virtuosity In the. realm
of song and spoof. Land.

"GRAND CENTRAL STATION'
With Georjre C'oulouris, Jessie Royce

. Landis, Leif Krickson.. Joan Tctzeli
: Louis Van Rule 11, Tom; Shirley

:!0 Mins. '':

LEVER BROS.
Tuesday, !» p. in.

WJZ-NI5C. New York
'.,'

. (tlvthnixiij & Ftiiun) \
; .With "a new- Usp.imor ,;,.ict diiTcroiit

.network ahcl lime, 'Grand ' Gentry 1

Station' retiirned -to the-air Tuesday
night : (12 ) after .

sesvral .
weeks! abr

sence . wi th the faino fo rni a t
.

<\nd

.

ideinicol'procluctioiV.setup... -Formerly-,

handled by tiiinbcrt . iV Peas Icy for

•Listerlne,; the scries is. still produced

.

by •that' agency...as ;-'«-.. package .for

RiithraufT &• Ryan and . Lever Bros.

Rinso is now the product. • ira Ashley
co'iVliiuics as- director, "..

•/.' Principal change jri the. show itself

is the rhanricr of presenting the com-
mercial. ' Rinso has injected a show-
manly bit of athvosphere;, having the-,

announcer introduce, the opening and
closing bHirbs;' in the manner, of a

train-caller. :

.. Following right after

(he highly colorful. sound effects, and
.sp.iel about . 'Grand- ' Central: Station;'

the copy reads sbmelhiug about
'T-linso - EWprcs.1

-:: you're oil .the right

track.' and
1

'-'. on.' There's also a

dramatized- plu;; .
at the .

half-way.

mark. wiUv the ^oonsbr- hahlriicriiig

at th V.:antf--sirc6x.ev-..sa'res-'an
-

gle.
:

This:

in idd ):e cpminercia I i« preceded by an

;

:Min!;>use soiuid-eTl'er.t. which ;sn\)n.ds:T

and is phony. It's
:

the.' only outright^

we-'khess of a • hokoy but comm cr-

cii>llv potent program.

'

*• Ope'nitm edition of the hew scries

vvas .'ah/ ultvar^entime'ntnl hnckstage.,

.v.o.fn aboiit a - hns-becn , m-al ineo idol

who's helped - to a comeback by his

a;band«ncd w.i.fe.'s devotion, and a

niiixofic .renorler's kindness...'.'G.coi'gc,

C.(HiVoiiris.
:

sounded a trifle; young, as

the fallen star, but otherwise gave a

>'efilv conceived;;' >h"d .'.-shaded per-:

forma nee. •'. Jessie Roy ee. Lan dis had
Wrbper warmlh i»s '-.the' wife; . Leif
F/rickson.Vy'as execllc.nt;as''the^public's

WpA-' of' a. .cla'Fhuvir r6norter. ', Joan
Tetr.cl had an artificiality as the ac-

tor's ingenue d.Mi 0'hter. biit
:

admirably
oroiccted the !>,iri'-s en frerness. Louis

Van. Kufeiv colored (Ke part of a

rtaHvnhvo'kei-, Ira- AshleV's direction

had skillful pace and variation. .-

':'-:'--'
. Hobe.

•B A R B E T T S O F WIMPOLE
' • STREET* .

With Emivn Williams Pcffgy Ash-
.
crort, ClitYovd Evaiis

BBC, London
.

' Zest of. its ditilog . put , Rudolf
Besier play over for

.
a line.- airing',

;-a'(beit cast in strangest way. Fhilyn
Willianis as a..: stern- parent, of

brougham days is after the style :of

a penguiii ; i-) a mannequin parade..

Stellar reading of Miss .
Ashcrpft

did nuieh to gloss over, the awkward
note. Actress lias -a tonal qual ity, of

brilliance and: gave the- Elizabeth
part meaning and appeal.

.

' .

Remainder of parts, were weM.
etched.. Clifford : K.vaiis get ti nj.

.

• nice

lire-' into Xbe ^
Browning role..

»» . .

"

Foi!ow^l)p Comment

•WONDER TRAILS OF THE AIR'
With Ellsworth Jaeger
15 Miiis.—Local v.

Saturdays, 11:15 a.m.
WEBRv Buffalo
Trite topic of nature study needn't

be so tiring after all* if you have a

flair : foi- showmanship. , Possessor of

such quality is Ellsworth Jaeger,
outdoor expert, who. turns what
might be ordinary talk into a. sock
quarter rhoiir.

Difl'ex-ence is sweeping use of

imagination throughout. Subject
Saturday was mushrooms and toad-
stools, lifted out of • stodgy-speech
class by ccimparipg them with
inebriates; etc. Opened by rie-cre-

ating. cry ' of a wolf, then launched
into script that; sparkled with keen
writing.. Avoidance of scientific

phrases, easy use of slang and em-
ployment of piercing allegory lifted

1 alk into a near-drama class. Jaeger's
style, is pleasant and voice clear.

Betz.

Ben Gross On WMCA, N. Y.
Bfen Gross, radio ed of the New

York Daily News, goes sustaining on
WMCA, New. York, next Sunday
(18) reviewing hews events of the
week past. It's to be a weekly 13

minute shot at. 10:43 a.m.
Gross was at one time an overseas

correspondent. J

t»» »»^»»,»»»»'»
'When a Girl Murrifs' (CBS)

seems a-med .'at the youriRer.. rather
than -the more : mature,, potato-peel-,
ers. ; At least Prudeutia I .(of New-
arli) presented: - its. insurance spiel'

when- heard last week in terms of a
24-year-o)d husband.. The story of.

Joan arid " Harry Davis is. a prc-
lihx^h'c6tu>s'ftgii\''or\B'e'ttiiig.'. ahead .,

the world." Last week the young
hot-headed lawyer refused to ac-
cept the

.
apology of a proud but

rich man- of inllueiice and the law
practice niay sulVer^—tune in tomor-
row.. ' Dialog .was excellent,', being
lifelike and cha rac tor -etch ing wilh- ;

but being icky 'aii.: the. d iytinVc .tnah-
hcr. Maybe- VAnuay should listen

more ''-'before 7 p.m.?, Maybe some-
thing is happening?; ;. ';.'•.•

WOV. New York, last Tuesday (12)
went, to New Haven to. pick up the
.ceremonies ; :hich: attended . the \

award of : a . dis'tingirished. Service

!

medal by the local advertisihg, 'club

!

to . Dr. Wi Ilium Fra no's Verdi.. As is

usual at . such events the speakers
.\vh6''-got:';up'-..:t'd-'laud"-:bc'came,' ;so-.:im ;

!-'

rherscd In . tlveir own egos and per.-
.sohaliti.esi that, by the tiine they were;
through the original subject had
been almost entirely overlooked.
The broadcast ran for three quar-,
ters of an hpiir but it was apparent
when the event faded . out that the
orgy of "self-adulati would go on
for hours before the person being
honored had a crack at the floor. In
any event Dr. Verdi was. not heard.
Besides being a. world 'distinguished:
surgeon. 'Dr. Verdi ranks as the.most
beloved humanitarian ,and itgure that
the town has produced in this or the
past ' generation.: Those- that con-
ducted the event, a dinnei- at the
Hotel Taft. were badly remiss in
their handl ing: of the. prograih. Un-
doubtedly.; thousands of: listeners not
only in New Haven bht the sur^
rounding towns would have deeply
enjoyed .hearing: Dr. Verdi's words of
acceptance. . "•.

4
I GET THE BLUES FROM
REVIEWS* , . lt

With Len Ooylo, Eleanor Audley,
Frank Lovejoy, Hubert Hendrle,

Peter Donald, Joan Banks, Billy

Green, Audrey Marsh, Genevieve
Rowe, Art Gentry

.10 Mins.
.

Sustalriinr
Sunday, 10:30 p.m. •

WABC-CBS, New York.

•I like sophistication, if it's not too

obvious,* said Al Howard, the incur-,

ably gullible producer-angel charac-

ter in this spooferoo by til Rinker

and Frank Lovejoy. 'Girlies "with

Curlics' ' .' the play-within-a-piay

:

and it was full of corn,..
.
travesty

on: Noel Coward at his - worst,;;

comedy ' bird imitator, an outrage-
ously* over-arranged hot song num-
ber arid a swing-v.ersusrclassic waltz.

. All this, presented as the musical
that "was to recoup the evaporated
prestige of fallrguy Howard, foriried

.

the backbone of 30rmiriuties on the
CBS: workshop. It opened, with the
producer^ re-reading the brutal no-
tices of -his. last show and closed with
Howard . again- :

bn the phone, " and
about to be fleeced by still another'
fast operator with a 'new arid dif-

ferent' show. Whfether the program
appealed to uninitiated dialers is a
question, but to anyone with \shpw :

business experience it-"was. a succes-
sion of % chuckles. Characters were
shrewdly conceived and written, the
situations were ludicrous • and the
'Girlies, with Curlics' interlude was_
su re m urder. /. ;";.';:• .-' ',

.

•

{ Music, (including a couple of num-
bers, slated for publication ) was by

.

Al Ririkei'. with book and, : lyrics by

.

Rinker and Frank Lpv.ejoy; Rinker
directed, under Davidson Taylor's
supervision. Ray Block conducted
thfe; orchestra arid the click cast in-v
eluded Leri Doyle as the sucker pro-
ducer, Eleanor Audley as his caustic
secretary, Lovejoy; as Orson:. Rose,
Peter Donald as. a goofy Noer Cow-
ard, and doubling as the bird imita-
tor; Joari Banks as the ultra-Gertie
Lawrence, . Hubert Hendrie as a
would-be Nelson Eddy, Audrey
Marsh' as an anguished torchier,

Genevieve Rowe as a saccharine so-
prano and Art Gentry as the super-
swing tenor. A purported: Variei-y
review of a. Howard show was libel-

;

ously. literate. 'I Get the Blues from
Reviews' was a gem. Hobe.

PHYLLIS ROBINS
Songs
.1 Mins.
BBC, - London . ;

Fernme warbler is high priestess
of the double entendre—done in vel-
vet. At this guesting on 'Spotllte*

(19) insouciant vocaling of one of
her whimsical numbers around
man's best friend, h.ad the an-
nouncer giving freedom to a stifled
guffaw and found himself neatly
steered into the act for added click
on. denouement. Routine is never
out of hand} girl has it . developed
smoothly and balanced, allowing her
to step out of the character and
point what it is—spoofy : hokum
served in style.
Her nitery. following tells how

they go for it; radio hasn't heard
much of her. Handling: of a pop
melody is added proof of eclat.

Lucky Strike took Over 'Infor-
mation, Please' with last Friday's
(15) broadcast and there was not : a
single deviation from the formula.
Instead of Milton Cross,' praising
Canada Dry he talks of the more ex-
pensive leaf in Luckies; . Fred ' Allen
was pretty verbose and riot funny.
Ironic that this fast-thinking, fast-

talking teriiporconscious . vaudeville-
trained vet, should be guilty of slow-
ing down an entertainment. . But he
did. '

'.
'

Martha Scott' pulled all the dra-
matic stops Sunday night (17.) in
dramatic fantasy by True Boardman
as he;- guest shot on the 'Silver The-
atre' series. Piece was called 'World
Without End* arid gave the actress
four different emoting parts in a
yarn about a woman whose urge to
live is lost when her husband dies,

but who is ' re-inspired by ; the ex-
amples of three of her feminine an-
cestors. It \yas a well-conceived and
sustained perforihance 0 f a diverse
and exacting part. Her -curtain call'

spiel, with its obvious plug for the
sponsor's, product, sounded artificial,

however. ;

.'Metropolitan Auditions of the Air'
last Sunday afternoon must have set
sorrie kind of a record for production
flaws. If. the. progranv had been 're-
hearsed at all, it must have, beein
during an air raid. There were more
pauses than; in 'a .ch'arnpioh.ship 4 9hess
match and in several cases announcer
Milton Cros$ and contestants Gordon
Dilworth arid Gertrude : Bdrggeri
sounded as if they were meeting the
script for. the

. first, time and were
kinda enibarrassed about the whole
thing. At one point there was a
crash as if someone had fallen
through a skylight, or knocked down
the engineer's booth. From a/''musi-
cal, standpoint, Dilworth arid Miss
Berggen were rather impressive
considering.

'SERENADE TO LOVELINESS'
With Milton Shrednlck's Orchestra,
Andrew Gainey^ John Stanton, Gil
Berkley.-.

30 Mins. •'

CHAMBERLAIN' SALES CORP.
Sunday, 9:30 p.m.
WOAI-NBC, San Antonio

(L. W. Ramsey)

From the studios of KOA, Denver,
to 23 stations on the NBC-Red conies
this half hour stanza of music arid

songs • with a novel contest for
listeners whereby they will receive
as prizes gowns and personal acces-
sories worn .by leading Paramount-
stars. ' Music is by Milton Shrednick
orchestra, also heard for the 'Lovely
Lady' programs, sponsored by the
same company over these same sta-
tions last season. Best of the mu-
sical portion of the broadcast heard
was the Waltz Medley and pop ar-
rangement of Toselli's Serenade.,'
Vocal responsibility is carried by

baritone Andrew Gairiey who was
heard in nice vocalizing to 'Ferry-
boat Serenade,' 'To You Sweetheart,'
'Aloha' and 'The Same Old Story.'
John Stanton handles the contest

whereby listeners send in a 25-word
essay on 'Why I Like Chamberlain
Lotion.' To' the three best, accom-
panied with a carton from the 25c,
the 50c or $1 size of the product, a
gown or accessory worn by one of
the Paramount gals will be awarded.
Current contest offers as first prize
dress worn by Claudette Colbert in
a scene of her current motion pic-
ture 'Arise My Love.' Second prize
is the hat worn by the star while
the bag carried by the star is the
third prize. Value of the dress was
said to be $225. To each of " the win -

ners an autographed .photograph of
the star will also be given. .

Commercials are very long. Also
stress to. the verge of silliness that
its Chamberlain lotion hands that
men love • the best and that Cham-
berlain is not sticky nor gummy* as
are others on the market. ~ Andy.

ALFRED ANTONINI CONC'FRT*
With Guest Singers
SO^Mins.
LA ROSA MACARONI
Tuesday* 8:30 p.m.
WOR-MBS, New York

, (CbtnTncrcioI Radio Service)
A pleasant musical show eninlov

ing guest singers of the classica ti-V
ditiori. It's the fourth season on Mu
tual for the macaroni manufacturer
As before, Alfred Antonini's lili inir
.miisic is ably projected over the air
Opening guest singer, Nino Martini'
was. trot in ideal voice, seemed occ i-
sionally thin and uncertain on the
high hotesi . O'therwisei, all moved
smoothly.
:/ Meritorious was the diarriatized
commercial. It was poiritedly natu-
ral, having a welcome freedom from
the usual announcer/tensity, which is
like; a bad golfer addressing: a ball'
with , a grim, determination to hit it"
2.75 yards/ In playing down the com-
mercials to come near matching th
mood aiid/the character, of the entev-
tainment; the auspices show tlreni-
selves shrewder than .the 'avcrsge
sihall hQbkup (five sthtiohs) radio .i'd-

vcrtiser. • :, jLdv±.
.

"RAISING A PRESIDENT
i)rain:t. Talk -.

;'-

15 Mins.

.

Sustaining'
W.1Z-NBC, New York

: '

:

-

: .''

NEC has picked an arresting, title.

'Raising, a Prcsidenti' for aj.v"afk'j^''-

noon siislainer broadcast once wee; -

1y . pver . the , bl ue in coopera Lion \v •

.1

1

Children's Bureau; /U. S. Denaia-tne.'rt
of Labor. It is a public Service. e!!i ; .

cational, einphasizing especially the
importance of nutrition in rearing
family. Introduction atid drainatix.e.l
povtion originate iri/New, .York; talk-

or coriVmentary by . women specialists
of'. Children's Bureau follows ..from
Washington. Various ,.government"
booklets are offered.;
"' Program openswith statement byl
anuouricei-.

.
that

:50 years: hencei a
president will be selected from one
of v the homes, somewhere in the na-
tion, on farriij in town or city,-.'where''
children are now* being brought ii?).

Next, he cites, figures . oh large-: per-

,

ccntage of country's population un-
der 18 and stressed the necessity for
making therii strorig and : healthy.
Then program./slips irito a. draniatizji-
tion/ of incidents, in Young family:
how mother, father or both solve
problems concerning care . and .feed-
ing of three youngsters, one a baby.
Wasiiirigtbn speaker ties in reriiarks

Vvith points thade via skit.

-Several of earlier broadcasts con-
fined the acted portion to perhaps
three minutes. However, on last one
heard the time had been doubled.
This': seemed to be smarter shvnv-

manship. 'Longer, talks dragged j«"

bit. although rather well delivered,
particularly by a Dr. Banks. Of
course, program is still an educa-
tional requiring close listening by
mothers: who are or should :be ;in-

tcrestcd. Acting '

is. / competctit;"
mother, fathei- and children are all

well played. Ah -anti-cofiee' • state -

men t by last week's speaker might
not entirely please some radio ad-
vertisers, but balaricirig, milk plug,

would find, favor with oilier group-,
•'' " . •' '.'':

.
.' :": Jaco.

'I'M AN AMERICAN'
With Leopold Stokowskl
Interviews
15 Mins. -

DEPT. OF JVSTICK
Sunday, 1 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
One of the innumerable tie-ups of

NBC with organizations. grbup>,/

movements and Government: depai't-

ments, 'I'm on American' is part of-

the Americanism wbrk spons'qrcd by
the U. S. Department of Justice. Its

modus operandi is tb sirigle out niC'h

and women of distinction who came
to this country as; .-immigrants, and-

get them to. speak of their altitude

to deriiocracy, etc. . /

Polish-bom Leopold Stokowslci. in

his careful, weighed, precise English,

proved an intelligent, subject, a*,

would be expected. / He develope.i

his 'youth orchestra' theories; on .the

thesis of the pioneer spirit, the will-

ngncss to embark
.
.upon adventure;

which .he. fbuhd the most distfrictiye

quality of America as. against En-,

iope, where only chancellors embatk
upon adventures.. .•.

' \ Land.

,

Bob Hope's patter was/ up to par
for the Red Cross roll call program
Sunday. Incidentally, the Red Cross
has gone in for showmanship in the
grand manner, this yehr.;

.Not one
but several super-revues have been
projected. Besides Hope there was
Edgar Bergen, Bette Davis, Edward
Arnold, Connie / Boswell, . Dave
Broekman music, Lionel Barrymore,
Edward Newell. A week' ago there
was Katharine Cornell ,and Brian
Ahearne. The shows / have been
tightly • produced, -—showing real
thought on the part of the partici-
pants. The appeals have been pointed,
out not maudlin.

PALMOLIVE-S

BESS JOHNSON
; By Adelaide Marston

':"; Dedicated to the women of Americii.
' The etory of woman who must
ohooeo betyyeen love and the career
of raleing other women'i children^.

WABC-CBS~10:30-10:45 A.M.; EST
78 Stations Coast-to-Coast

Direction BENTON & BOWLES, Ine.
Management ED WOLF, RKO BUILDING, New York

=» t; i-.
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For the first time since its organization Broadcast Music, Inc., is faced
with a probe of its exploitation methods by the contactmen's union.
Bob Miller, paid president of the union, declined Monday (17) to dis-

close the basis of the complaint, against BMI and how far he had pro-
ceeded in his investigation.: Miller stated that it would be unfair to all

concerned for him to discuss the matter until he had made a thorough
inquiry and ' submitted his findings to the union's executive council.
The report in the , music trade was that the complaint • involved

BMI's alleged practice.-of subsidizing the making of transcriptions which
contain its new song releases. According to this report, not only are
the bands paid for the arrangements used but the recorder bills BMI
for the musicians' salaries arid the production job.
' Shortly after'. BMI went into the publishing business it signatured
contract with the contactmen's union. Under this contract, which is

a standard one. for the publishing industry, firms found iguilty of stipu-

lated unfair exploitation practices are subject to a fine of $500 for each
violation. The'"penalized publisher is also required 10 put up a bond
of $1,000. Contactmen involved in such violations are also subject to

fines and possible expulsion from the union.

Editor, Variety:
'

•

'.'.

I have read with :. intense inter-

est, .
the past few months, the

yario;us'
:

-promises. of bigger, royalties

held out :
by BMI as a bait for com-

posers and authors to desert ASCAP.
BMI and its bosses, CBS, NBC and
MBS, have tried to make something

of a cause celebre in behalf of the

struggling new composer and author,

and they have made it appear that

they' are coming to his aid with gold

and glory.
'

It all looks very beautiful on pa-

per. But I can't make figures do
magic tricks, and so my calculations

don't produce quite the same results.

The
;
schedule of . payment an-

nounced by BMI tor the works of

its composers and authors calls for

one-cent per song per station. On
that; basis, If a number is played on
a vast hookup of ; i00 stations, the
songwriters will get from BMI ex-
actly. $1.

'

.The theme spngs which have be-
come: identified

.
with leading radio,

personalities, and which are virtual-

ly the radio trade-marks of impor-
tant sponsored products In' addition
to having endeared themselves to the
public, would have to be performed
over 100 stations in order to net their
composers $1; ;

I'm. sure BMI pays Its office boys
more than that. : "

And don't forget that t song, to be
used over 100 stations, must be worth
while. Can you imagine any writer
sitting up nights to write a song hit
for $1 a day I

">

Fred E. Ahliri.

NX-CHICAGO SYMPHS

SWAP FOR FORTNIGHT

New York Philharmonic-Sym-
phony orchestra and the Chicago
Symphony orchestra have swapped
stands for the next couple of weeks.
Local outfit plays concerts in York,
Pa;; Baltimore, Toledo, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Ann Arbor, Saginaw,
Lansing, Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati, Co-
jumbus, Pittsburgh, Washington;
Providence, Boston and Springfield.
Next two Sunday afternoon broad-
casts over CBS will be from Ann
Arbor and Baltimore. Next home
broadcast will be Dec. 7. Chicago
orchestra will play, several concerts
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., in the mean-
time.

Exchange of orchestras was ar-
ranged to

,
celebrate the 50th anni-

versary* of the Chicago organization.

iiiet Song Suit

ainst Gordon-Revel

,
-Inability, of Robert Brooker Wyattw find Mack Gordon and Harry

ttevel in New York has slowed up
;
tne. trial, of Wyatt's action against
the songwriters, 20th Century-Fox
and ,Leo Feist, Inc., in N. Y. federal
c

.

0UrV For the third time since the
start of the

. action in 1939 Wyatt has
received permission extending his

t^
e

*

to serve Gordon and Revel,
wis time, for six months from Nov.
30, 1940. •:> ....

.
Action claims plagiarism by the

'r»
d
«
nts of the Plaintiff's song,

/u ^ :

Bassin«t .' written in 1934, in
ine Gordon, Revel song, .'My Lucky
Jfar, used in 20thrFoxf

s 'This May
~f -;

h* Ni8ht-' Ah accounting of
Profits, an injunction and images«« sought.

es ation

.,''•:::. Albahy, Nov. 19.
.

Eddie DeLange & His Orchestras,
Inc., has been chartered to conduct
a- business in furnishing orchestras,
performers, etc:, in New, York.

.

;

Capital stock is 100 shares, no par
value, .'

.'•'

DeLange of late has been devoting
himself mostly to arranging: for
other bands. :

GETS DISC

Washington, Nov. 19.

Views of the U. S. Supreme Court

are sought on the touchy question

whether label restrictions alone can.

prevent, unauthorized broadcasting of

phonograph : records. The long -liti-

gated Whiteman case, in which RCA
Manufacturing Co., ; station vWNEW,
and Elin, Inc. (sponsor) are de-
fendants, is up before the highest

tribunal.

. Review is asked of the District arid

Circuit court rulings on the impor-
tant issues presented by efforts of

the National Association of ^Perform-

ing Artiststo specify how the platters

can be used. (NAPA is not a party

to this: proceeding, but it is very
much similar to the action a' couple

of years ago by Fred Waring.)
Many-chaptered litigation finally

resulted in .
confusing reversal.

Circuit judges upset the initial find-

ings on almost every point. So the

U. S. Supreme Court now is asked
whether:

1. Common .law rights In record-

ings, which are non-copyrightable,

are lost by 'publication,' meaning
issuance arid sale of the waxed
product.

2. Sale constituted "publication .*
.

3. Sale of discs carrying restricted-

use notice constitutes publication :of

the artist's rights.

4. The notices ;are enforceable. ..

5: Unauthorized, iring -is unfair

competition. •
V.

';•.. '

;•.

6, Use of the' artist's name without
permission, violation of his

rights, or is unfair competition with
the band. ••'.•;''•'

7.. RCA gained common-law propr

erty rights under the 1924 and 1931

agreements.
8. Either RCA Writeman was

entitled to. injunctive relief—in form
of an order against WNEW arid Elin

—and if so, who. benefits. ••

NEW MUSIC FIRM

All-Girl Mexican Orch

;
Mexico City, Nov. 19.

Some 16 local girls,..ranging in age
from 20 to 26 years, have organized
an all-femme orchestra, known as
Rios Art. Band has already been
booked for. three months .at various
local spots. •

.
This is the first professional vgirl

band Mexico has had in .10 years.
The pioneer band disbanded in 1931.

Broadcast Music, Inc., has made
a bid for another catalog special-

izing boogie-woogie music, the

Advance Music Publishing Co., but

in ' this instance found that an

ASCAP affiliate had its performing

rights under control.
.
Approach was

made by BMI to Moe Gale, personal

rep for Erskine Hawkins and other

bands, about the
. same time that

BMI opened negotiations for Jimmy
Lunceford's catalog . contained, iri

the New Era Music. Co,

. Gale is a 50% partner in Advance,

with the balance of the stock held

by the Warner .
Bros, publishing

group. After Advance was set up

the WB group, assigned the former's

small rights to Rerriicic Music Corp.,

a WB subsid, arid since Remick is a
member of ASCAP the performing
rights in the Advance . catalog are

being administered by the Society.

Advance will likely* be admitted to

ASCAP as a' member in February,
arid as such will have its small rights

assigned back to it.

Under the ASCAP by-laws a firm

has to be in business for a year be-
fore cit can be

;
eligible to member-

ship.

ers

Upcomers

Paging The Cops

'. Art Green,, who ,. coriducts.
;' phonograph record program on
WMCA, New York, offered free
theatre tickets to listeners identi-
fying a disc and reporting where

'

the .band was, playing. It hap •

pened to be Guy Lombardo.
;
Two hours later the Informa-

tion Department of the city of
New York, one of Mayor La-
Guardia's innovations, tracked

" down WMCA and said it had
over 100 requests for . where-
abouts' of Lombardo and, please,
where was the orchestra.

;'';''
It's at the Roosevelt Grill,

New York:

ASCAP SEES»
IN CAMP JAN. 1

Management of the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and

Publishers is confident that in the

event there js a showdown on the

new licensing contract Jan. 1 it will

get applications . from . around 250

stations. V It. arrives, at this figure in

the following way:
ASCAP's station licensees •. total

667. Indications that Broadcast Mu-
sic has about reached its maximum
of subscribers, namely, 420. ASCAP
looks forward to getting not

,
only

these BMI holdouts but quite a num-
ber of stations that have taken out
BMI licensees but which are ex-
pected when, the showdown occurs to

sign up with ASCAP so as .to cover
their heavy use of phonograph rec-

ords.

.

' Final award .to W. A. Wilkie,

known as Bud Wilkie,' against Sant-

ly Bros., Inc., and Berriice Petkere

for the plagiarism of the plaintiff's

song, 'Confessions,,' in 'Starlight Help
Me Find the One I ' Love' was set
Friday ' (15) in" the N. " Y. federal
court by "Judge Samuel Mandel-
baum. : The court approved the ' find-

ings of the special master ; almost
completely, only deducting from .the

award, an amount paid to Joseph
Santly iri settlement of his contract.
The music publishing firm has, since
filing of the : suit, become Saritley-

Joy-Select, Inc.-

The master's findings granted the
plaintiff $6,763 from the Stanlys and
$779 from Miss Petkere. Award was
filed in the court on Sept. 6, 1939,

with both sides objecting, the plaintiff

claiming, the amount should have
been in excess , of $20,000^ and the
defendants asserting they lost money
on . the song. The court found that

the song sold over 62,000 copies and
grossed $i5;8.86. The master's request
of . $1,825 to himself was granted
to the extent of $1,000! Reduction of
the award"by several hundred dol-

lars as a result of allowing the pay-;

ment to Joseph Santly as part of
Saritley Bros, overhead, will end the
case.

Republic Music Chartered

Albany, Nov. 19.

. Republic Music Corp. has been
chartered to conduct a. business In

musical and dramatic works of all

kinds. Capital stock Is $1,000, $10
par value.

Leopold V. fcastman, of N. Y., Is

the filing attorney.

WestHHhoQse s 1

n

.Joe. Reichrrian, maestro at the. Es-
sex House, N. Y.v states that in these
bandleaders' committees called by
Fred Waring and Abe Lyman, arid
attended by such other illustrious
names as Eddy Duchin, Meyer Davis,
Guy ; Lombardo, Kay Kyser, . Phil
Spitalny arid others of similar re-
nown, it's all right perhaps for them
to rant against anti-ASCAP music
restrictions, but he (Reichman) feels
that lie is expressing the viewpoint
of others not so financially fortunate
or world-famous when he" prefers the
rddio buildup as a vital /commercial
asset.

. .

• ""'•..,.:'...
'

'. .'..•

Reichman states that, if after Jan.
1 , all ASCAP music is tabu, he can
compete with anybody else on equal
footing, and he "would- be foolish to;

deprive himself of the mike exploi-
tation values. :

'When I get to be as well fixed as
Fred Waring, maybe I, too. can carry
the torch for or against ASCAP,' says
Reichman, 'but right now I certainly
need that radio outlet. ; I'll play
'Practice Makes Perfect' or Strauss
waltzes or 'Jeariie With the Light
Brown Hair* along with anybody on
the air—but"'-nipst importantly that'
air, channel is very necessary to my
career. I've no sponsor; I haven't
annuities to' -tjack me: lip economi-
cally like the others; I've my entire

.

future before: me.

'Sure. I prefer playing Romberg
and Herbert; Kern and Friml,' Ger-
shwin and Porter and Berlin to

'There I Go,' but some of the old
masters in the public domain aren't
bad either, and some of these new
BMI tunes compare quite favorably
with some of the others* popular re-,

leases.

.
'But the main idea is that the radio

outlet means too much for me and
my band to deliberately kick it in the
face.'

Lew Quadllng, Milt Stein Form

Stevens Music Co. In Chicago

ChicagOi' Nov. 19.

New music publishing firm has

been organized here by Lew Quad-
ling arid Milt Stein to be known as

the .Stevens Music Co^ '

.

First song off the press will be

Quadling's new tune, 'I Do—Do
You?' which is being given a fide

currently by the DicWurgens orch.

Stein was formerly second roan with

the Shapiro-Bernstein office here.

< Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra's

five - station broadcast ''-"for';;- .Com-

mUnity Fund here Friday night (15)

was almost called Off at last minute
as result of ASCAP-BMI regulations-

which went into effect at W.esting-

house-owned .KDKA same day. Only
action of John Holrrian, station man-
ager, who deferred order for 12

hours, enabled prograrn to hit air as

scheduled. :.'

'

Although' . other four ' Station's,

WCAE, WJAS, KQV and WWSW.
carried music, KDKA was iri charge
of :

the broadcast. ' Wnen Holman
agreed to . hold Up' Westihghouse
ruling that all music on sustaining

shows must be 100% non-ASCAP,
managers of remaining outlets also

temporarily relented in interests of

Community Fund..
Works Symphony had scheduled

were by Debussy arid Tschaikowsky,
arid controlled by ASCAP publish-

ers. Broadcast had been scheduled
hastily

,
by Fund and , Ofchestra

heads and Hplriian stated that had
he known about it sooner, the West-
inghbuse ofder dated Nov. 15 would,
•hot • have been made effective so
soon. : in addition, Holman also: al-

lowed- Symphony to disregard ruling
for two regularly^scheduled Sunday
broadcasts by Fritz Reiner's orches-
tra over KDKA. ...'

. Order for all Westinghouse-cbh-
trolled stations follows:

1. Music played on sustaining pro-
grams; from, studio must, be 100%
non-ASCAP. •"

; \

2. Music of dance bands, aired by
remote pick-ups; must be 50% non-
ASCAP.

;
3. All thefrie music must Tae 100%

non-ASCAP. . .

4. Fifty % of all music for live tal-

ent commercial shows must be nori
ASCAP. '/
f

.
This was . effective' as of last Fri

day (15).
'

Leo Ascher, . Hermann Leopold!,
Franz Sabotka, Ladislas Szucs, Au-

'

strian songwriters and publishers, and
Daniel R. Finn, Jr., have a N. Y.
supreme court action on file against

Gene Buck, - as president . of the

Americari Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, for $99,658.

Suit was revealed by ASCAP's : re-

quest for. a dismissal, claiming no....

cause of action, had bejen stated.

.

T^e plaintiff, Finnl Jr., is the Sher-
iff of N. Y. County and autoriiatically

becomes party to an action seeking

to recover on ari attachment action

of this nature. . In March, 1940, the
;

plaintiffs, with the exception of

Finn, sued the Staatlich Genek-
mighte Gesellschaft Der Autoren
Komponisten. Und ' Musikverleger"
(AKM) and on July 9 won a juclg-

riient in . the amount of $99,658.; On
April 8, during an .examinatioh be-
fore trial : of Buck, he revealed
ASCAP owed AKM $57,994 on royal-
ties due the Austrian performing
rights society. The plaintiffs, hav-
ing no other creditor of AKM . in the
country, started this' action against

Buck in August, which has remained
unrevealed tilt now, to recoyer as
much of their rrioney as ' possible.

REISMAN AND DRUMMER

AT OIL MAN'S DANCE

St. Louis, Nov. 19.

r Leo Reisinan, band lieaderv arid his

drummer Davey Gray, were brought
.'

from New York. Friday. (15) to guest
conduct Jimmy Downey's, band at a
coming-out party; for Dorothy. Jane
Mahaffey, daughter, of Birch O. Ma-
haffey, local millioriaire oil man. The
shindig, to which 400 guests were in-

'

vited, was '. tossed in the St Louis
Couhtry Club and got under; way at.

11. p.m. arid Ttsted Until ;6 a.m. Sat-

urday (16).

Reisman and Green returned to

New York Saturday noon.
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Sonny Burke Cut Adrift So Band Can Move, Without

Him, to Willam Morris
-4r

Situation rare in the band business

Will part Sonny Burke from the

band he's currently leading at the

Roseland Ballroom, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

after the completion Friday (22) of

the band's stay there. Burke is on.

two weeks' notice given him by the
band members, and the day after he
steps out (23) the. group vyiil shift to

the , leadership of Sam Donahue,
tenor saxist, who was a member of
the band several years ago, and who
recently left a spot M'ith the new

,
. Benny Goodman band. Burke wasn't
exactly given two weeks' notice. It

was worked by the' entire band giv-

ing" him theirr quitting .notices, jn a
body. It amounts to the same thing.

;
Benny 'Goodman has been inter-

ested in Burke's bunch in the past
couple of months. He spent the en-
tire evening with the band: after in-

troducing it when it started - the
Roseland ' date Oct. 19 arid

;
has

allowed himself to be labeled as its

sponsor, '.^V-v'- -V-

According to the men In the band
Burke being discarded as a leader
to 'safeguard' their, future. Getting
rid of him clears, tui Band of obli-

. gations in his name to one band
agency so that it can tie up with an-
other which wouldn't have interested
itself if the : tie with the ; first hadn't
been erased/ Burke for some time
has had a personal managership,
agreement with the Fredericks Bros!
and was - being booked by Music
Corp. of America on a farmout idea.

MCA didn't provide bookings enough;
and the band /as working hand-:to-

„mouth for some time. Burke got his
release from MCA this past fall.

Goodman then became interested
in the band, and so did the Wm';--

Morris 'agency-, but the ..latter

wouldn't consider getting the band
. ,
work until the Fredericks Bros.

1

tie
'

to Burke was. nullified. Remember-
ing lean days of the past, the band
members are said to have informed

• Burke that his negotiations to re-
lease himself from the Brothers were'
not progressing fast enough and that
they were quitting

; on him and
taking Donahue as leader, which
would -'automatically;.: clear, them for:
a deal with Wm. Morris.
Donahue, once a member of the

band in its early days in Detroit,
has been with, various big name out-
fits in the past year or two. l ie was
named from the first as a member of
the sax section in Goodman's new
group, but suddenly was replaced

more than a: week ago by
,
Gcorgie

Auld. Burke's, exit arid scheduled
replacement by Donahue followed.

Burke is currently negotiating for

an arranger iob with Glenn Miller.

Columbia Records, which
1

had been
recording Burke for its. 35c Okeh
label, has said' that it would, not

record the band without Burke, in-

asmuch as its contract called for

him* •

:
'•

'

THE DARK ANGEL
OF THE VIOLIN

EDD I

E

and HIS ORCHESTRA
RENEWED FOR
ADDITIONAL
SIX WEEKS

CAFE SOCIETY
East 58 St., New York

COLUMBIA RECORDS
EXCLUSIVELY

''"•' '"'

Personal Management

JOE GLASER, Inc.

30 Rockefeller Rlaia, New York
C|rel« 7-0862

Hollywood.
Editor, Variety: .'.,'"

: ;• One important point that seems to

have been lost sight of in the
;ASCAPrRadio \

controversy ." this:

Do the networks intend depriving
130,000;000 listeners after Jan, .1 of

at least 22 of their favorite shows-
shows that have been long estab-
lished on the air, and that have; hosts
of loyal followers who •will probably
not accept substitute programs?
Following is a list of important

shows we get out here on the Pacific
Cbast. J all of which depend almost ,

entirely on standard, material in the
ASCAP repertoire (there are prob-
ably many more which do not get
out as far as the Coast):
L Musical American (Raymond

Paige Orch.).

2. American Album . of Familiar
Music.

3. Song of Your Life (N.B.C. Blue
Network features-see their own ad.

a previous issue of Variety,
headed 'What does 'Stardust' mean
to you?'

.

:

4. Beat the Band (Ted Weems);
5. Hawaii Calls (Mutual) Most

Hawiian standards are ASCAP
songs.'

.6. Ben Bernle's /Musical Quiz
Show.

7. Kay Kyser's Lucky Strike Show.
8. Hit Parade (if ASCAP songs are

still in the first 10 six weeks from
now, what happens? At present
date 9 out of 10 on the. Hit Parade
are ASCAP songs—does BMI expect
to replace these—authentically—in
six weeks?) ';

9. Major Bowes Amateurs: (Most
musical amateurs perform numbers
they have been practising for sev-
eral years.)

10. Waltz Tlmt (Phillips Mag-
nesia). ...

11. Horace Heidi Treasure Chest.
12. Parade of the Years (NBC Sun-

day show).
13. Union Oil Show (composed ex-

clusively of 'oldies').

14. Wayne King Saturday Show
(based on prizes for listeners writing
best letters regarding their favorite
memory songs).

13. Songs for Sunday (Mutual
Sustainer—exclusively songs from
past musical comedy hits)..

18. Contented Hour.
17. General Electric Hour of

Charm.
18. Gene Autrey's Melody Ranch.
19. Saturday Night Serenade.
20. Lower Basin Street Chamber

Music Society. (Can you imagine
what would happen to this popular
show if they couldn't do 'San,'
'Dinah/ 'Honeysuckle Rose' or
'Sweet Sue.')

21. Voice of Firestone (Will Rich-
ard Crooks have to sing 'Practise
Makes Perfect* or 'There I Go'?)

22; Manhattan Merry-Go-Round.
And so it goes. You can probably

RuSs Morgan, Coastward,

Replacing 11 of 17 Men
St. Louis, Nov, 19.

guss Morgan who will, make a

film in Hollywood shortly after Jan.

I is streamlining his 17 piece band

haying, given, notice in Cincinnati

three weeks ago arid by the time he

finishes his current engagement at

the Chase Club he will have replaced

II men. Of the original group only

the sax section of four and two

others remain. Of the new faces

nine were engaged in Cincinnati and

two. in- Indiariapplis. .:; ...";

Morgan said that besides getting,

more youth into the band he also

wanted to make sure that the new
members would riot be in the con-

scription class to be called within

si months or more. Some of the

men to be displaced have been with

.the maestro for several years. While
at the Chase Club Morgan is re-

hearsing the new outfit arid expects

them to play in public for the first

time bn the last night in St. Louis.

From St. Louis Morgan autos his

troupe to the Palace- Hotel, San
FrariciscOj with a . few in between
stops, - and after that engagement
moves into' the; Cocoanut Grove m
Hollywood until it is time to appear
beneath the Kliegs. The talker, ten-

tatively tagged 'The Story of Radio'

probably: will be made by Para-
mount, according to Paul Specht,

Morgan's manager.

. Morgan came here from Indian-
apolis, Below freezing tempera-
ture delayed the band, as- they
reached this burg just five hours be-

fore their first perforriiance.

(Week. ending Nov. 16, 1940)

>•*.•;••*(Only Forever ('Rhythm on the River').

. God .
Bless America . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... . . . .... , .

.

Blueberry Hill .. . ... , ..... i . . .. .. .
.'.

i .
:

;;-.; ; . . . ; •>:.

Three • • • • • • •'> ? •««••«. • • • • •. • • • • «.

.

_

He's, My Uncle ... . . , ....>-. . .-. . .. .
, . ..... . .. . .

.'.

Ferryboat Serenade '.'.
;.,',. ...... . , . ... . . . ... .

.".

Our Love Affair ('Strike Up the Band'). . .....

.

Maybe; . . . . . . ...... . . . ... .....

.

' Shout. I Am an American.

.

:

. .
.'.

. . . . ... . . . . . ; . ; ;v. . ... ,

Down Argentina Way ('Down Argentine W '). . .

.

Trade Winds . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . ...

.

Dream *Valley . .... . . . ,;. . ...... ... .

.

Two Dreams Met ('Down Argentine Way' )

.

.There I Co;. : . . . ...'. .... .',>> .

Now I Lay Me Down to Dreatn. , . . . .

.

\ '.
. .

.

i. f • • • • »

. . . . Santly

....Berlin

. ..Chappeli
...M-M
;...bvc
. . . .Robbins
. . . . Feist
•

. ..Robbins'

...M-M •

. . .Miller
... .Harms
...Feist

....Miller

...BMI
. . * . Reihick

Filmusical.

s, 8 A.M. to 1

Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current turios on
NBC (WEAF and WJZ) and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
Monday through . Sunday (Nov. 11-17) . Total represents accumulated
performances on the tw6 major/networks ^f^ l'- . .Symbol
denotes film song, t stage musicals, all others are pop. Parenthetic numeral
after the title indicates how many weeks the song has shoum up in these
listings. -". .".

' .

';'-._:
'

GRAND
PUBLISHER TOTAL

Columbia Records is going in

heavily for record albums designed

for kiddie consumption. Company is

using various known pirate, bedtime

arid fairy . stories, nursery rhymes,

etc., spoken or sung with musical

background, as a basis for widening
the opportunities for record sales!.

Each one of the albums is appropri-
ately inscribed with pictures and the

words or lyrics to the material it is

based on.

Four, five and six record books are

also supplemented by stories that re-

quire only two
;
two-sided platters.

They're, to be released iri envelopes,

think of • many more. Study the
format of the above shows, and you
will see that they depend mainly on
the Standard hits of the past 40
years. Public Domain, BMI, Sesac,
etc., can not supply this type of ma-
terial. Is the public faced, then,
with the unwelcome possibility of
either losing their favorite rnusical

programs or having these programs
radically change their basic Ideas?

Another point which has struck me
very forcibly Jn the past few weeks
is the steadily growing resentment
on the part of network staff singers
arid leaders at having a small group
of songs 'forced, down their throats'
by their employers. As one impor-
tant musical director tbld me several
days ago, 'If I hear "There I Go', or
'The Same Old Story' just once more,
I'll scream!'

What could be more detrimental
to the morale and efficiency of a.net-
work schedule than to have a very
unhappy bunch of artists all singing
the same, four or. five songs after
Jan. 1, without having their hearts iri

the job? Perhaps the big network
executives

, have a thing or two to
learn about the. ..psychological riiake-
up of musical artists.

Sam Coslow.
(ASCAP). ,

:
TITLE ',.

There I Go (10) . . . ......... , ;V. . ...

Practice Makes Perfect (16). i . . . 1. .

.

Trade Winds (15). .. . . .•. . ........... ... ... ;".
; ; ; ;

So You're the One (4). . . . . :

You've; Got Me This Way (3)... *You'll Find Out. .

.

Ferryboat Serenade (11).. ... . .

,'

:

. ; i ; . . ...........

.

Dream Valley (4) . . . . . . .

;

'. . . ............... . . . .

Only Forever (12). . .*Rhythm on the River. ......

.

I'd Know You Anywhere (2) /. . You'll Find Out.

:

I,Give You My Word (8). .-.,;. . . .. .

;

Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square (5 ) . . . . . . . „ .

We Three* (9).,. , ... . ,V;;
A Million Dreams Ago (11) . . ... , ... ;-. ......
Same Old .Story (16); . .

Dbwri Argentina Way; (1) . . .Down Argentine Way,
Two Dreams Met (4 ) ... Down Argentine Way . . . .

.

Moon Over Burma (3) . . . Moon Over Burma.'. . . .

;

Our Love Affair (10) . . . Strike Up the Band . . . . ...

We Could Make Such Beautiful Music (17).

.

Frenesi (2) ... . , . . . . ; , ..... ,K .... ...........

I

Now. I Lay Me Down to Dream (10). . . ....... . . ...

.

Yesterthoughts (3). . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . .
. '...- . ; .

.

You Walk By (1). ............

.

Maybe (16):. ......... ........ . . ... ;
'..,,.;'.

.

Turkev in the Sjtraw (1). .... . . ... . . ; .

.

...

.

. . . . .:.

Five O'Clock Whistle (2):,
I Con't Remember to Forget (1). . . . . . . ... . ....... .

.

Let's Be Buddies (2) . . .tPanarha Hattie.' . . . .........
May I Never Love Agairi (3). . ... . . . . ..... . . . .

.

Along the Santa Fe Trail (2) . . . *Santa Fe. Trail

.

\

Blueberry Hill. (17). . . ......
He's My Uncle (3 ),....:..,.... [. ; . .......... ...

.

Tonight . . . . .

Accidentally on Purpose (1) . :.. . . : .-. ..... .

.

Bad Humor Man (1). ;.You'll Find Out. .. . . . . . .-.

.

I Hear a Rhapsody (3). . . . ...... ...... .... ....... .

.

I Want to Live (3) . . . tBoys and Girls Together .

Who Am»l? (D.V.^Hit Parade of 1941

. . . .BMI '•'•' 40

...BMI .......... 26

... Harms . . 26
'

....BMI . . 25
.:. BVC : 25

. . Robbiris . .:. . . .. 24,

v.. Feist ..... ;:.v.v '23

... Santly :. .

.'
. . . .. 23

... BVC .......... 22
. .. BMI .V. Y 21
. .. S-B . ......... 20
... M-M ....,....,' 17.

. . .. ABC ... . .... ... 16

... BMI 15

. . . Miller 14

...Miller .... ..... 14

. . ; Paramourit 13.

..'. Feist '

'

'"
13

...BMI 13

.'.
. Southern 12

:

.. . Remick :. ; .... 12

....Witmark 12
".'-. BMI 12

. . . Robbins . . . . . 11

...BMI 11

....Advance ., . . 10

...BMI .......... .10

. . . Chappeli .

'. . . ; 10
...BMI 10

, . .. Witmark . . . ... .9

, . ..Chappeli 9

. . . BVC , . 9

... Southern 9
. ; . BMI 8
;. .BVC 8
...BMI ....

8

...Crawford. 8

...Mills.; 8

Adds Sister ta Suit

Meredith Blake, sister of Charles
Balcoff, was added as a third party
defendant in Balcoff's suit against
Jack Teagarden and Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., in the
N. Y. federal court Monday (18).
Judge John C. Knox in an opinion
decided that Teagarden's claim
against her had merit and allowed
the action to be amended.

Balcoff claims that on May 14,
1 939, Teagarden and his orchestra
broadcast his. song, 'Darling You
Weren't There' over CBS without
permission. Plaintiff seeks an in-
junction, accounting of profits, and
$5,000 damages. Teagarden claims
as a partial defense that Miss Blake,
plaintiff's sister, told 'him that Bal-
coff had consented to the airing of
his song; The orchestra leader will
now seek

.
to shift any damages

which might be found against him
on the head of Miss Blake, whom he
claims is responsible. She was Tea-
garden's vocalist at the time of the
alleged misuse of her brother's song.

Ben Oakland and Herb Magidson
are

. writing the score of George
White's , next musical, 'Gay White
Way.' Show is due to open around
the middle of December.

Edward Ward started on the mu-
sical score for Richard Rowland's
'Cheers for Miss Bishop' at General
Service.

Fred Rose and Ray Whitley wrote
three songs for 'Along the Rio

Grande' at RKO. Ditties are title

song, 'Old Monterey Moon* and 'My
Grandpa.'

and Hie. Orchestra

SIGNED FOR

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

The Song Hit From The $250,000 Sonja Henie - Arthur M. Wirtz Production "It Happens On Ice"
now playing at the Radio City Center Theatre

THE MOON FELL IN THE RIVER
Lyric by MITCHELL PARISH

Music fay p£TER D£ RQSE
Wnlm of -Deep Pu.pl,, - '-Lilacs In The Ram/' "The Lamp h Low,- "The Star/,/ Hour," etc.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 Seventh Avenue, New York • MURRAY BAKER, c,„. P.of M ,„. . LEO TALENT, Prof. Mar.

lour," etc.
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Johnny Messner, whose band did

the
controversial recording of ..'She

Had to Go and Lose It At the Astor'

last year for Varsity records* is mak-
.'

ing plans to turn out a series of

platters- in the .
same vein with an

Independent recording and pressing

setup. Messner has been talking to

one of the traryscripting recording

outfits in New York to do his re-

cording and another put of town, fac-

tory to handle the pressing.

•; Leader explains he how owns a

flock of tunes that run along the

lines of 'Astor' and inasmuch as the

currently established recording com-

panies shy away from that style

material figures to do 'em himself.

Bases his idea oh the sale of 'Astor'

which is figured to have sold be-

yond the 200,000 mark although an

accurate sales count has hot been

given by U. S. Records, which re-

leased the platter.

Joe Rines, leader who recorded the

same type of stuff solo for Varsity

under the name John Ryan, has been

. recording and shipping under his

: own efforts for some time and with

outstanding success. . ;

GETS SIX CENTS

Suppose* Juke Box Mystery Man'
Wins Consent Judgment

Detroit, Nov. 19.

A consent judgment of six cents
was handed down here by Federal
Judge Ernest A. : O'Brien in a $200,-
000 libel suit instituted by Maurice
H. Brown, of Chicago, against Ed-
ward A. Nowack, as publisher of ; the
Michigan State Digest. IJroVim; who
is an operator of the Mutual Music
Co., distributors of juke boxes and
who was referred to as 'the mystery
man' during several state adminis-
trations, charged defamatory state-'

ments .in the Digest.

Brown was said to have obtained
an additional settlement out of court,

BILLY STEIN CRITICAL

Brain Clot Serious Aftermath of Leg
Amputation

Billy Stein, Music Corp. of Ameri-

ca v.p. and brother of Jules Stein,

head of that org, is -again jn a grave;

condition as a result of the heart at-

tack he suffered; a month or so ago.

He is now suffering with a. blood clot

on the brain . at Fifth Avenue hos-
pital, New York, where he has been:

since the first.

.
• Following the heart . attack, .a simi-

lar clot formed in his left leg, mak-
ing it .necessary for the limb to. be
amputated.. He was recovering, from
that when the current trouble set in.

For a time he had been recuperating
nicely.. ' "

'

'

New Delay to Salvage U.S. Record Co.

Lopez at New Kenmore

•

; Albany, Nov. 19.

[ Vincent Lopez opened (16) a spe-
cial week's ' engagement in Rainbo
Room of New Kenmore hotel, Al-
bany. . ;

-.
' : '

. :-

'

:<;

Terry . Shand's band had. been
playing for two months: a[ return en-
gagement at the

;

spot, with floor

show changed every .fortnight.

Bands which had , been tied to re-

cording contracts with Eli Ober-

steiri's U. S, Record Corp. were told

last week by referee Irwin Kurtz in

Federal court, New York, that they

could apply for releases from their

U. S. contracts. Ruling was handed.,

down ' last Wednesday ' (13, at which
time the bankrupt record company
was supposed to uncover new back-

ing or. be liquidated. Neither hap-

(Cpntinued on page 42)

DATES IN EAST

Music Corp. of America claims this

month (November) will account for

the highest number of one-night

dates it has scheduled In its history

in the area covered by the New
York office only. That extends to.

the western edge of Pehnylvania

and down the eastern seaboard.
.

•

Office has set 2?8 dates for "21

bands, Including ones played and

others yet to be played. Business

. done on the major portion of that

number is supposed to have been

okay, with 6bme exceptionally good

and others at
Jhe other, extreme.

Rather Than Cut, Full

Benny Goodman Versions

Get 12-Inch Releases

Rather than use both ildes of a

10-inch recording, for a lengthy ar-

rangement, or. cut it down to fit only

one side thereby
,
lessening its im-.

pression, Columbia Records will re-

lease . a pair of Benny Goodman
super-writings oh. a. 12-inch platter.

Idea of scheduling the tunes for 12-

inch release is based also on the fact

that the continuity and effectiveness

:
of special arrangements is broken up

; when impressed on Wo sides of a

10-incher, which : has to be turned
over in the middle of the playing.
There have been a number of the
latter lately, Goodman's sides will
sell for 75c whereas the 10-inch Co-
lumbia discs sells for 50c.

Columbia will later./release the
same- tunes, pared down to 10-inch
running time, for coin machine con-
sumption. For the 12-inch sides the
two tiohes,

,one the standard 'Man I

Love', and the other an original titled

'Benny Rides Again,' will run be-
tween four and half and five
minutes. Normal records can't use
beyond three minutes and . 2Q seconds.

.
If the 12-inch idea gets enough

, buyer response Columbia and Good-
,

man will turn out one such release
a month.

.

Charlie Barnet took a long step

toward ironing out . all his difficul-

ties with Consolidated Radio Art-
ists and the American Federation of

Musicians last week. He. bought his

release from the 10-year booking
contract. CRA held on his band for

an undisclosed figure and is current-

ly free from any booking agency
ties. Buying .his 'contract automatic^ :

ally ends the legal fight he had start-

ed to extricate himself from, its

terms.
Though Barnet's differences With

CRA are at an end he still is under
suspension by the AFM. At a meet-
ing with Petrillo and all parties in-

volved In : the squabble, Including

attorneys and mediator • Johnny
O'Connor, manager of Fred Waring,

Barnet said that from that point oh

he would conform with the. union's

wishes. His reinstatement some-
time this week to good standing In,

the AFM is a probability.

Meanwhile Petrillo has . allowed

Harriet's band to continue Ailing

dates that had been set for it be-

yond the finish of last week's stand

at the State-Lake theatre, Chicago,

at which time Barnet's membership
in the AFM was supposed to cease.

Group played Purdue University's,

Lafayette, Ind., Friday (15) ; Flint,

Michigan, the following evening arid
'

the Savoy Ballroom, Chicago, Sun-
day. Barnet played none of the

dates with it, however, having flown

into New York after closing at the

State-Lake for the conferences that

straightened him out.

Jan Savitt to Record

For Victor; Gets Fee

Guarantee and Ro

Jan Savitt's orchestra completes

its current recording contract at

Decca Records next March then

shifts over to the Victor label. Con-

tract at the latter outfit calls for 48

sides without a time limit, the agree-

ment is ended when that number

lave. been cut. He's to get. a guar-

antee and a royalty. .

1

Savitt recently shifted booking of-

fices from Consolidated Radio Artists

to Music Corp. of America after

>uying his way out of . CRA. He's

currently on a one-night tour.

EDWARD KEEVINS GETS

SUSPENDED SENTENCE

Buffalo, Nov. 19/
:

Pleading guilty to a reduced as-
sault charge, Edward^ Keevin's, 32,
member of . Orrin Tucker's band
when, it played Shea's Buffalo two
months ago, was given a suspended
sentence here Friday. (15).,
_Keevins, who gave his home as
Chicago, told , the court he was in-
toxicated when he assaulted Betty E
Kennedy of Elmira. Charge was re-
duced, from criminal assault and
second-degree assault to third.degree
count, Court placed him on proba
uon for one year,

•»/;'*<> 'It, Ij-j,
"Xj* » » <

In the first four days of his cur-

rent four-week stay at Meadowbrook,

Cedar Grove, N. J., beginning last;

.

Wednesday (13), Jimmy Horsey I

topped all attendance and gross .fig- II

ures for a like period. Outfit drew 11

6,350 patrons in four evenings and a ,

Sunday ' 'affempph; cocktail session

and his gross ran more than $600

above the old mark. ..,

"

:

" ..' 'V.

Opening night business accounted

for 612;- Thursday^ 438; Friday, 1,900, '

,

the best single night Meadowbrook

has ever had; Saturday; 1,600; Sun-

day, 2;300 over the afternoon and

evening more than half of it being

accounted for during the afternoon.

Bob Kttsls, pianist with the old

Artie Shaw combination, vice Tony

D'Amon with Gene Krupa.,

Present

e Song Of Your Life

LOVE OF MY
By Johnny Mercer and Artie Shaw

From the Paramount Picture, "SECOND CHORUS", a Boris Monros Pro-

duction, starring FRED ASTAIRE, PAULETTE GODDARD and MTE SHAW.

Once YouVe Heard It, Y6u Can't Forget About

FORGOT
ABOUT ME

By Dick Robertson/James F. Hanley and Sammy Mysels

From the RKO Picture "LET'S MAKE MUSIC," featuring BOB CROSBY.

Riding High

WE THREE
(MY ECHO, MY SHADOW AND ME)

By Dick Robertson, Nelson Cpgane and Sammy Mysels

SHOUT! WHEREVER YOU MAY BE

I AM AN
By Ira Schuster, Paul Cunningham, and Leonard Whiteup

MERCER & MORRIS, Inc
Bob MelHn, General Manager

1819 Broadway New York

ph
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(Presented herewithi as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover

'Charge:

'

-'business being done by. ndine.

Dinner business' (7-10 P.M.) hot rated: Figures alter name of hotel give

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and

holiday price.) ;/•- ;

'•'•-•

.
Hotel -";'.' "•/• ///'

. . Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50 )./. . . .
-.'

... Waldorf (500; $1-$1.50).. .... ...

,'.;. Commodore (650; 75c-$l,50) .'...'

: . .Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).. ...

• . Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50). , . . '...

Guy Lombardo . . . RobiSeviBlt .(500; $i-$.i;50) ;
.'-.

.

Abe iymari*. ./ . . New. Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50). ..-

Glenn Miller. Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$i.50),

Tony Pastor. . ... . .Lincoln (225; 75c-$1.50 )......

.

Blind

Will Bradley .

.

Eddy Duchin*
Sammy Kaye*

Ray KiriheyV:

Kay Kyser

.' Cover* Tot«l
VftHt Covers :

I'lnycd

/•.l:.'-

\Vi<vW Oil Date

700 700

.10 775 . 10,720
,'.\4' 1,250 7,375

•27
. 1,200 35,200

3 '

'

675 ". 3,400

. 6 1,050 . 7,000

.5 : 1,225 8,200

."6 .1,425 10,935

.
7'

'

-275- 3,175:

• Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the

major draw. '/'.

CHASE CLUB* ST; L.

'.'.-:'. St. Louis, Nov. 15. .

.

Lee Svins, Ilomay Bailey/ Jana;

Carol Kay, Cower and Jeanne,

Jimmy Lewis, Paul Roberts, Russ
Morgan's Orch, (17) .

.

'

/
/; , / /•

;

Quality and quantity are .'current-

ly offered at this swank west end
spot, and with the weather more

. suitable for nitery biz than in sev-

eral months, the natives are turn-

ing out in droves.
Lee Siriis/and Ilomay Bailey, who

scored solidly, several months' ago in

this same/room/ are back for -an-

other two-week stand and continu-

. ing where they left off. Morgan's
band is making local bow and cus-

tomers like its style. And the fea-

tured artists in the band, including
. Jana, a fast-working sketch artist

who ' grabs ringsiders . for subjects,

also click.' : : V * V •.

Proceedings get under way /.with
1

Morgan ditching his familiar themer,
•Does Your Heart Beat For Me?' for.

'•^Wabash ''Blues'/,.; the/ maestro ;with

his trombone, clarinet and trumpet
socking over the tuhe. \Go\yer and
Jeanne, ballrobmology team; arenas
nimble-footed as any who have
shown in this room. The lad wears,
a dove^colpred ensemble, a pleasing
departure from formal tails, and the.

gal is , attractively garbed in - a
striped, 'strapless gown. One of the
best of the four routines they pre-
sent is a novelty, 'Tin Type/ done
to the music of 'Chopsticks.' [ •;.

.

Next . are , Sims and Miss ' Bailey,
who have firmly •' established them-
selves in this burg. Opening with,

'Come to the Fair,', Miss Bailey fol-

lows with the English hit song, 'A
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Square,* for which Sims' wrote a spe
cial arrangement. Miss Bailey con-
tinues with Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in

Blue,- Sims doing some swell
manipulation on the ivories. The

: customers! who packed the 1,100-seat

room demanded- more and Miss
Bailey obliged with Tea for Two,
'Dinah,' and 'Indian Love Call.'

Jimmy Lewis, baritone with the
band, warbles 'Eight o'Clock'; Paul
Roberts; a tenor, scores with 'Star
Dust,' and Carol

. Kay . clicks with
•Maybe' and 'Blueberry Hill,' the
latter having been recorded by her.
with the band. The maestro chips in
with 'Only Forever' to bring a nifty
60-minuite show to a finale. Sahu.

Nut Club, Miami Beach

of singles, doubles and .ensemble
routines that no one member of cast

rates, any special, bow-.-"All are equalr
ly proficient mimics, hoke songsters,

and slap-happy gagsters. Question

as to whether, addition of ferrime foil

wouldn't provide needed s.a. No
hoofer on . bill, either, an omission
that should be corrected, for slick

eccentric tapper- would round out
show nicely.

"': Ray Walker's, piano accompani-
ment is right in character, and Syd
Lewis's four-man team handles brief

dance sessions in fine style; Les. /

CHEZ PAREE; CHI

Line, Chandra Kaly Dancers (3),

Robinson twins. Bob Bromley,
Tamarat'Joe E. Lewis, Entile Cole-
man prch.. ''

\ :

Band Bookings

Ella Fitzgerald, Nov. 26-27, Acad-

emy of Music, New York.

Bob Chester, Nov. 23, Commodore
hotel, New York • 25, Nick's Tavern,.

New York, Dec. 2-3, Paramount

short; Dec. 6, week; Michigan thea-

tre, Detroit. .

''
"'>:'./. '

;

-.;

Cab . Calloway, Nov. 22, week,

Apollo theatre. New York; Nov. 30,'

oneriite;,
v
'Marih^rttajv- Center, New

York; Dec. 1, one day, Lyric thea-

tre, Bridgeport, Conn.

;
Johnny Kovach, Nov. 22. Wagner

College, Staten Island, . N. Y,

Benny Goodman, Nov. 22, New
Bradford theatre, Bradford, P&r, 23,

Valley Dale, Columbus, O.; 24,

Trainon B , Cleveland, O.; 27; ,Aud;,

Worcester, Mass.; 28; Bradwood'

hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. s.r ,

Boyd Raeburn, . Nov. 17, Cedar

Lake .B., Kiel. Wis. j Dec. 13. Illinois

C., Jacksonville, III; 14. Memorial
Coliseum, Marshalltown, la.; 30, IMA
Audi, Flint, Mich.

Ren Cutler, Dec. 28, Hotel Olds,

Lansing, Mich.

immorality Charges Are

Made Against Detroit

Walter 'Mousle' Powell orch set

for indefinite stay at Grey Wolf

Tavern, Sharon, Pa.

Wilbur Boscomb, trumpeter with

Erskine Hawkins, joins Duke Elling-

ton's band at the Flatbush theatre,

Brooklyn, Nov. 26. He'll take the

place of Cootie Williams, who
hopped to Benny Goodman recently;

Jimmy Dorsey's opening . date, at

the Pennsylvania hotel, New York/
is set as Jan. 20. He's now. at Mea-
do.wbrbok, Cedat Grove, N. J. //. ;

Vaughn Monroe, set for a ' run at

the Brunswick hotel, Boston, open-

ing Nov. 25.

Russ Brown - replaced Jack
O'Rourke on trombone with Bobby
Byrne. •'-'• :'/''-' :/

;

'/.
-'"

'
•

Woody Herman made tw6 changes
Ed Scalzi replaced Bill Vitale . in

saxes and Viv Hannan took over
from Jessie Ralph in trombones.

Manny Prager orch into. Dellwood.
Ballroom, Buffalo, Sunday (17), in-

stead of previously-scheduled Aud
King crew.

Miami Beach, Nov. 16.

Paddy Buchanan, Reggie Dvorak,
Joe Bishop, Murry Bishop, Charles
Adams, Ray Walker, Syd Lewis Orch
(5); $li50 minimum.

Opening month and half, in ad
Vance of last- season, 'Kernel' Lew
JVIercur's booby-hatch houses , an

; even wackier, assemblage of zanies
than in the past. It's boisterous,
bawdy jahd batty, but for those who
like their comedy broad, and whose
serisibiiitie^s

1

aren't easily : offended,
it's the ticket. ,-.

Tabbed as 'Funizappppin,' . show
;

is

continuous, frequently interrupted
to . aririounce arrival of fresh money

,

;

givei.. directions- to .the powder room
and heckle .arriving and departing
customers. . Even during dance sets,

goofs - continue to circulate through
room, mugging at diners,, doubling
as waiters and generally keeping
place in uproar. Entire proceedings
are enveloped in a bluish haze; how-

. ever it's of the lusty variety, and
seldom becomes thick enough . to;

strangle anyone.
Decor' also follows wacky, motif.

•
. Walls are plastered with, gas-lit bur-
ley three sheets, wrestling bills, bar
inurals and' trick mirrors;'

, When caught, , opening supper
show ran 75 minutes, forcing cori-

- elusion that judicious pruning is ad-
visable if - well^paced .unity is to be
achieved. Number of rough spots
remain to be smoothed out, particu-
larly cross talk between Buchanan'
on the stage and Mercur by cashier's

" wicket, ;
-

'.- '
•-

Goings-on are such hodge-podge

The Chez, in starting its winter
season, has plenty b.o. combo. _Joe
E. . Lewis and Tamara have proved
themselves a hot setup before. Fred
Evans has outdone' himself in : pro-
duction numbers, and Emile Coleman
has to be heard only once to make
him a favorite with the Chez clien-

tele.
'''.'•'..

Of prime importance is Lewis' re-

turn. "He's had a long, up • and down,
history in , Chicago. For years he
was considered, a Chicago act. strict-

ly. He didn't get much money; but
was a shekel-drawer. So cafe own-
ers fought to get him.
. After a drop, into almost bbliyibn,
he went to the Coast and did pretty
well. . Then to New York and he did
even . better. Between times, he
came back to Chicago. ' He found,
and so did cafe operators, that he'd
been practically forgotten. He was
recognized as a New. York and Coast
success, a previous Chicago king, and
the best comic in cafe business, but
Chicago just didn't recognize hiift

any more. .

'[

Then came the break. The Hi-Hat
was in desperate need of a headliner.
They had to take Lewis—at around
$1,000 a week. There just wasn't any-
one else. On his opening, everybody
crossed his fingers, realizing he'd be
through for good as far as Chicago
was concerned if he didn't click.

When it was all over, everybody said
it was too bad; but what Joe E. Lewis
needed was the Chez Paree.
But who ever ; heard of. Mike Frit

zel and Joe Jacobson putting an ad
vertised headliner of the .Hi-Hat into
their Chez Paree? It was unthink
able. Yet. he's at .the Chez now. six
months later. Like the Hi-Hat man
agement, Fritzel and Jacobson were
desperate for a headliner. Nobody
else was available. They had to take
Lewis. His salary had doubled mean-
while.

.
They cried, but they paid.

And so Joe E. Lewis became Chi-
cago's again. He did a sock 30 minir
utes at this catching, and there were
still cries ior 'more!' What he does
doesn't matter. He sings, he talks,
he clowns—he : even suggests the
audience be quiet, and has his- sugr
gestion followed.

; Fred Evans has done something
which is against all traditioh. He got
rid of his tall showgirls, admittedly
lookers but who couldn't dance, and
replaced them with the swellest-
looking bunch of; mediums who ever;
shook an ankle in this town. Pro-
ductions are full of

;
life and color.

First, is a
.
cowgirl thing: second,

something a la Mme. Modiste; arid
finale, a gypsy number.

'

Rpbinsbri Twins open/ How that
little redhead has developed! /Their
fast action dancing is, something to
see. They're followed by Bob Brom-
ley, who handled marionets in full

View of audience. Uses a Sbnja
Henie model to considerable success,
but the real novelty and the, real hit
;is a marionet stripper. It's a^horiey:

;
t
Coleman . m.c.s neatly.

:

- Music! of
his orchestra can compete with ahy>
body's, - v ; '

;

,
Tamara looks like a • Dresden doll

in her well-c.Qstumed act. She does
,her usual excellent singing, and
couldn't get off here without doing
'Smokey'Gets in Your Eyes.\ .

Closing are the Chandra Kaly
dancers, two girls and; man. Do
two doubles and a trio with nlenty
of fire. Chicago likes 'em. Hal.

' Detroit, Nov. 19. >'

Charges of immorality an^orig taxi

dancer's in three of Detroit's, public

dance halls were
.
placed before

Mayor* Edward Jeffries by./the iJQlice

with a recommendation that the

licenses of the Trianon, Hollywood
arid Aragbn be revoked. Police said

that in four visits to the places they
found hostesses dancing tinder low
lights, drinking' from bottles brought
in by

.
guests and" leaving the place

with, men and . making engagements
with others.

' Martin Zimmerman, organizer for
the American Federation of Dancing
Teachers, which is negotiating a con-
tract with the city's six ballrooms,
said that the union would see. that

a code of conduct be drawn up by
a committee of the girls and strictly

enforced. He added that the jobs
"of scores of girls should not be
tossed out because of the conduct of
a few arid that, the immoral ones
could swiftly be/weeded out once
the contract was obtained/ .

Girls here have been averaging
about $20 a week in the dance halls

They
; work, six nights a week, some-

times, haying as many as 300 dances
on a' good night. The charge is five

cents a dance with the girls getting

two.; The union is askirig two and a
half cents a. dance.

Oberstein Case
.Continued from page 41

.

pened. It secured a stay until Dec
16* wheri it will, have to produce evi-
dence of fresh money or go out of
existence^ /
Stay until that date is what brought

about the okay for filing applications
for release which allows the bands
involved to seek other recording af-
filiations. One band objected to the
delay, claiming that its popularity
was being hurt because there were
no records by it available. In. okay
ing the exit of the objector, the ref
eree gave leave to the others to ap-
ply for freedom. At the previous
meeting, during which last week's
hearing was scheduled, Kurtz had
told the various bands that ;. none
would be set free of contracts on the
theory that each was,an asset and to
let them go would be stripping the
company/ which would in turn force
its^ liquidation.

/ Sammy Kaye , has already, shifted
back to Victor. Harry James is ne
gbtiating tb return to Columbia. Jack
Teagarderi Is free and talking a deal

Glenn Miller Case
Suit, of Eli E. Oberstein against

Glenn Miller,, and RCA for $150,000
and $250,000 respectively, arid RCA'
counter • action against Oberstein for
$172,172 will probably be settled this
week but; of the N. Y. supreme court.

;. Action had ; been, noticed for tria

Monday (.18) but a istipulatiori signec
by attorneys for both sides revealec
that- a settlement of the action hac
practically Been agreed ;oh and a re
quest, to postpone the

;
trial a week

to Nov. 25 was granted;

Al Trilling, of S-J-S's New York
professional staff, has been given
six weeks leave for absence .so that
he could motor his mother out to the
Coast for a visit with his brother,
Steve Trillirtgi "casting director of
Warner Bros.

Allle Seelbaeh orch added to Po-
icenien's .Ball . in Memorial Aud.,
3uffalo, tomorrow (20), with Blue
Barron band. /-..

player- in one of 10 Camp Dix, N. J
post bands. He enlisted after h'a'v--'

ing spent the last tjVo years studying
trombone. ./.",/;/

He stays, at Camp Dix until next
March then is to be

, shifted to •

Panama. ' Enlistment is for a year.
'

Bunny Berlgan's .new band tees off
a new name band policy at the Jack-
sorivilie hotel, Jacksonville, Pla.
Nov. 27. Date is for four weeks.

'

Glenn Garr quit Rustic Cabin/Fort
Lee, N. J., Inst week because NBC
removed the sustaining^.wire he had
had all surnmer.

.

:.- Ja«k Teagarden band begins a two
week stay at the Arcadia Ballroom,
New York, Dec. 11.

Phil Harris .and his orchestra do-
ing a one-reel musical at Warners. -

Dan . London,. St. Francis hotel

manager, shopping for bands in Chi-,

cago, Cleveland and St. Louis on a

jaunt east.
;
Freddie . Martin current

in the hostelry with. Bernie Cum-
mins, in Dec. 10.

George Flores arid his rhumba
Darid set for indefinite run at- Club
37, Columbus. Replaces Walter
Mousie* Powell.

Dolores O'Neill Scrams

Bob Chester Band In

Intermission, Sans Notice

Dolores O'Neill, vocalist, with the
Bob Chester band, quit that spot last

week in ' the' middle , of a date at

Charleston, S. C/ Singer left the out-

fit without word- during an interims-

.

sibn: between afternoon and evening
sessions^ . She returned to New York
and so far has not been definitely

replaced.
' Alec Fila, first trumpeter with the
same band since, its iriceptiori, and-

Miss O'Neill's fiance, did the same
thing the week before, walking off

the: stand/ during a one-nighter in

Staten Island, N. Y. He has since

joined Benny Goodman's new group.

Lang Thompson band- booked into

Hotel William Penri's Chatterbox,

Pittsburgh, iridefiriite, beginning Dec.

26, Leightqn Noble outfit stays until

then.

Layten Bailey orch opens four-

week engagement, with options, at

Bill Green's, Pittsburgh, Monday
(25 ), replacing Baron Elliott band.

Marty Schramm band Into Co-
lonial Room of Riviera/ Pittsburgh,

for indefinite stay, succeeding Her-
man Middleman combo.

.

Mlchae) Strange 'quitting Benny
Burtori band in Pittsburgh to become
featured vocalist with Baron Elliott

orch, when latter outfit quits'- Bill

Green's, Pitt, Saturday ; (23 ) for re-

turn date . at Trlanori Ballroom In

Chicago.

Adrian. Rolllnl trio into Roxy the-
atre, New York, Dec. 5 or 12.

Jerry Blaine's 'Dreamline Orches-
tra* opened engagement Saturday
(16) in; Atlanta Henry Grady's Ho-
tel's Spanish Room.

JACK DENNY BANKRUPT;

MAESTRO OWES $9,833

.- Ralph McCbrd Denny, orchestra

leader known : as Jack- Denny,- . filed .-

a voluntary petition of bankruptcy
in N. Y; federal court Thursday (14),'

listing rio assets and liabilities of

$9,833. During 1938 Denny earned
$1,446 and in 1939 he , lost $3,077.

Denny's last date was at the Ma-
jestic, Brooklyn theatre which fblded

Sunday (17), after a brief vaude
try.

' '

.,'.-.../. , /-v..

Largest creditor is Merle Denriy,

$4,300 on a ioan. Others' are Jeariie
'

Lang, : $624 on a judgment, Phil
Braustein $700 for services rendered,
Consolidated Radio Artists,

. $1,000

comiriissions, William. Morris. Agency/
$400 commissions, Frederick Bros,,

$150 commissions, Jack" Bregrnan/ of

Bregman-Voccb-Conri, $500 on a loan,

and Louis Bernstein, of .
Shapirb-

Berristein, $300 on a loan.

AVAILABILITY FORMULA

ASCAP Committee Still Cudgels the

Complicated Ratings System

Bobby Byrne with Dorothy Claire,
played for Georgia School of Tech-
nology dances Friday and Saturday
(16) 'in Atlanta as feature of week-
end marked, by Tech-Alabama grid
game. ;

Clinton's band current at
Ansley Hotel's; Rainbow Roof, At-
lanta, arid • booked for two . weeks.
Featured

,
are Peggy Mann, singer,

who joined crew just two weeks ago;
Terry Allen, Jack Palmer and Jimmy
Currie.

Ray Nopnan, trombone, replaced
Russ Brown, and trumpeter Max
Kaminsky, last with Glenn Miller,
replaced Vinnie Badle, with Tony
Pastor. :

.
.---'

Sid Prussln, saxlst listed last week
as a member of Jack Sherr's band
at the Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans,
hasn't been with that, band for six
months. He's currently leading' his
own band at the Mounds Club in
Cleveland.

Fran Elchler winds up two-month
stay at William Penrt Tavern, Pitts-
burgh, Nov.. 30 tp play ai series of
one-nighters in ;

: 'the
; territory.. .

Kelly Camarata, brother , of Toots
Catnarata, arranger for. Jimmy Dor-
sey, joins the U. S/ Army Nov. 27
destined for a spot as trombone

Though availability ratings in thie

publisher .division of, the American
Society of Composers, Authors . and
Publishers have been frozen for the

remainder, of this year; the availabil-

ity, committee still holds meetings for

the purpose of developing a formula
that- might be put into effect after

Jari; 1. One such rneeting was held

last Thursday (14).

What the availability, committee is:

working toward is the establishment,

of a mathematical setup, such as that

which prevails for the seniority and
performance phases o' the; royalty -.

payoff, so that there would be no fur-

ther need of the cornmittee itself.

Latter is of the opinion that the

availability ratings as they, now stand

are. spundly representative of/ each;

catalog's value,, and that future

changes in these ratings/should be

determined by the mathematical for-

mula adopted by the publisher mem-
bership. / ;;"

.
.;- '

/.; /

M.P.PA Elects Directors

• Meriibership . of the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association met. at

the - Astor/ hotel yesterday afternoon

{Tuesday) to elect directors for the

coming year. #
Also on the agenda was the propo-

.sitiori of the publishing industry pre-

paring itself for other methods of ex-

ploitation in the event there's a break

betweeri ASCAP and the networks

and their affiliates Jan/1.
: Directors elected . yesterday we re

Louis . Bernstein, Saul Bernstein.

Jack Bregrnan, Dick Murray, Tack

Mills, Buddy Morris, Johriqr O'Con-

nor, v Lester Santly arid VmtUK*
Starr.
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Cleveland, Nov. 19.

> Difference .• between musicians'

union and Loew's State, which can-,

celled Laurel arid Hardy stage unit for

week 6f Nov. 7 when told it would,

have to sign a 20-week minimum
contract to get a pit orchestra, is still

reverberating here. It now looks like

the . anti-climax of a feud between

RKO and Loew's operations here.

Calling it a 'hold-up,' Charles Ray-

mond, Loew's division manager, said

after conferring with New York of-

fice that the house won't play any

more vaude this season until more
reasonable terms are reached. No
compromise is, in sight yet', but Lee
Repp, prez of local union, defended

its stand by issuing following state-

ment last week:
: . 'Since an article in the Nov. 8 is-

sue of Variety accuses us bf double-

crossing the ,Loew .theatre manage-'

ment and places us in the light of

being unfair and uncompromising, I
;

ask that you publish this to clear

our position. :

:. ;,

''

' 'There has been ho contract, neither

verbal nor written, . between Loew's
State arid our organization for some
years. In 1937 a contract was mailed
them '9r signature and it was never
returned. / There was . no verbal
agreement between house manager
Everett Steinbach and myself for an
orchestra for the Laurel and Hardy

:

show. As a matter of fact, we
learned for the first ' time that this

show had beeri booked, by. the thea-
tre when we approached Steinbach
in his office and asked for a season's
agreement.
' 'During the years that there had
been no contract in evidence with
the State Theatre, we have permitted
pur members to play spot bookings
which amounted to three or four
weeks a season, and no question^ was
ever raised by the Palace theatre
management;

.

Once Friendly
'Very friendly relations have air

ways existed between- the manage-
ments of these houses, until this, year,
when Nat Holt, district manager: for
RKO houses here, told us he felt he
was within his rights in asking that
we exact the same agreerhent from
the State as was then In evidence
between the Palace and bur organi-
zation. It contained an agreement
for employment of pur members for
a minimum of 20 consecutive weeks
for this year.
'We felt that Mr. Holt was Justi-

fied in his contention arid accord-
ingly informed the . State's .manage-
ment that we would have to ask
for the sarne contract as we had
exacted from the RKO Palace: These
theatres are opposition houses, prac-
tically next door to one another, and
our employment in past years at the
Palace has varied between $30,000 to
$35,000, and at the State between
$5,000 and $6,000 a season, and we
were faced with a choice between
this certain employment at the Pal-
ace and very uncertain employment
at 'the State. „

4
I am sure you will agree that, the

foregoing statement presents our
side of the controversy in a clear
manner, and that under the existing
circumstances, we have no choice but
to assume

: our. present position,'^ con-
cluded Repp.
One of the charges in his state-

ment was denied by Loew's execs,
who said they made a verbal agree-
ment with Angelo Vitale to use his
orchestra two weeks before the Nov.
7 booking. Union's contract with
Palace was signed Oct 1, but

. State's
management claims that Repp did
not present 20-week contract demand
tP them until after Laurel and Hardy
had been booked. Chief burnup is

'.. not so much over the contract, ac-
cording' to a Loew; rep, as it is over

- the last-minute notice- which forced
.

a cancellation. ••

N. Y. Cafe's Bankruptcy
Lists $200,267 in Debts

The Cafe des Gourmets, Inc., 148
East 56th street, N. Y., filed a volun-
tary petition for reorganization . in
N. Y. federal court Monday (18) lilt-
ing liabilities of. $19,864 and assets of
$200,267. the cafe is a restaurant
and bar. A plan of reorganization
plans to

:
pay

: unsecured creditors
20% on claims, of which 5% will be
paid within 60 days of court ap-
proval, arid the other 15% in 90-day
installrrients. Liabilities include $5,-
1 10 in taxes arid ; $2,446 to 32 em-
ployees. Secured creditors

.
holding

$15,947 in securities are owed $4,837
while unsecured claims are $10,513.
Among creditors are Muzak. Corp.,

$105; Jay Martin, $130 for entertain-
ment, and ASCAP,- $45. The ASCAP
contract runs to August, .1941. Most
of

:
the rest of the liabilities are owed

for food, purchases,: advertisirigy etc.
Of the assets $58,000 consists of

insurance policies, and $100,000 in a
suit.

:'

at

'Private' Club Starts
.

•
.

Cleveland, Nov> 19

_ Prankp Ramos, . Max Singer. *>.

•

.

NeW York's El Chicb
:

for-nearly four
;year^, and Johnny Banago's brch are
switching on lights for Herman
,f
irchner/s

. new . Eldorado -Club
Nov. 28.

A private chartered nitery, it was
organized by Herman Pirchner as a
spot exclusively for newspapermen
with- bylines, theatre folk and local

.celebs, who are getting membership
cards gratis.. Seating capacity is
less than 200. ..'•,'

Majestic, Brooklyn, which''. tried, to

establish an indie vaude venture in

the . downtown sector, did a quick
fold Sunday ( 17), with all of the acts

holding the bag for: their ; salaries

after nine days of operation. Under-
stood the. shutdown came when
Local 802, musicians union,' pulled
Jack Denny's orch after the last

show Saturday because the band had
not been paid nightly as per agree-
ment.
House wa^booked and operated by

Henry Evans & Arthur Lee, a Strand
Theatre Bldg. firm with a short bank-
roll. At least one act in the first

week's show, Henny Youngman, also

failed, to collect a full week's pay.
It's known that the house staff, ushV
ers arid doorman only collected

around 25% of their scheduled sala-

ries, ''.'.'..

No shows, were playexl on . Sunday,
and the\ following day the Three
Stooges filed a claim with the Amer-.
ican Guild of Variety Artists against

Evans & Lee for $2,000. Show also

included Diriah Shore, singer ort Ed-
die Cantor's radio show, at $750, and
Al and Freddie, colored team, be-

sides Denny's band. This layout had
opened Friday (15) and played but

two days, film support being only

shorts and newsreels, at 40-65c top.

Evans & Lee agency is franchised

by AGVA. Harry Bestry was also

concerned in the booking of the

house. •

.

."'.'

SDN. BAND-VAUDE TEES

OFF IN BRIDGEPORT

Bridgeport, Nov. 19.

Sunday name band-vaude policy

teed off at Lyric, Loew-Poli 2,170-

seater, where Max Rudiri runs bur-

lesque the rest of the week. With
New Haven Arena, which pioneered

one-day shows in Connecticut, de-

voted to hockey games, Lyric has

field to itself. Jack Teagarden and
Buck and Bubbles topped show Sun-

day (17), with Toirimy Tucker and
Cab

,
Calloway coming up Nov. 24

and Dec. 1, respectively. :

'

;

A. & B. Dow office, which is

booking Lyric, has assigned .
Fred

Perry, formerly With Comerford
circuit in Pennsylvania, to exploit

house. Ed - Madden manages for

Rudkiri. • ; '.
''"

:.. -':'.."-'.;/'''.

Stage competition has cut into the

Sunday night riame barid take at

McCormack & : Barry's
.
Ritz :

ball-

room, long . state's, only one-night

stand,, arid spot has countered with

a series of 25c Sunday-matinee jam
sessions.

Nat Rosen Hurt

; Philadelphia, Nov. 19.

; Nat Rosen,
:

38, former
..
manager of

Fay's here,; and now. head of Royal,

Baltimore;' was. ' critically' inj ured

} when struck by a hit-run driver in

front of the Adelphia hotel .
here last,

week.

Rosen, an associate of the Stiefels,

was leaving the hotel after :
being

host at. a party celebrating the con-

firmation of his 13-year-old son,

Louis.. He is in •. 'Jefferson. Hospital

with a fractured skulL

RULE IN AGVA; BARTO NAMED CHAIRMAN
F&M's NEW VAUDF1LM

POLICY IN ST. L. OKAY

St. Louis, Nov, 19.

Because, there is a strong demarid

for. vaudfllms, Fanchon & Marco,
which inaugurated this policy at its

5,000-seater Fox in midtown, will

continue the combo policy indefi-

nitely.
: Three weeks ago the first

stage show of. the season was pre-
sented and the b.o. take exceeded
the weekly average run up when
just films were the bill of fare. "•

M.ics are being brought in to add
luster. The first week Lew • Parker
introduced the acts. Then Donald
Novis, heading a floor show at the
Chase Club,", west end nite spot,
topped last week's bill; Currently,
Johnny Perkins; part owner of the
Playdium

. in East St. Louis and a
fave on both sides of the Mississippi,
is m.c'ing the stage show.

. Beri
Rader, a; local dance band leader, is
maestro of the 20 topters working
these shows. Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
top man for F&M here, is the book-
er, reaching into Chicago and other
spots for his talent.

;
' The usual, bill consists of two fea-
tures; and five or six acts, With the
tpoters playing special arrangemerits
in addition to their usual stint. Last
week the tooters were ° transferred
from the elevator platforrri to the
apron, There has been no hike iri

the admish scale.

,S. F. FAIR

Cleveland, Nov. 19.
.'

Almon R. Shaffer's new indoor car-

nival-circus, made up 'of features

from New. York and Frisco fairs,

started tour Tuesday (19) with 12-

day break-in date at Cleveland's civic

auditorium, utilizing all three of its

exhibition halls, haying a 22,000 ca-

Frank Buck took over one of them
for his 'Jungleland,' while the main
hall has been turned into a midway
topped by Benny and. Betty Fox, flag-

pole dancers, arid Five American
Eagles. Other rhain exhibits consist
of Stanley Kozloff dancers, Ben Yost
Varsity Eight, Duke and Sloan, Jean
Bedini, Jean Goldie and 'Night
Court' from the New York World's
Fair. Knights of Pythias is sponsor-
ing here.

BEA WAIN SET
Bea Wain has been booked for

three days at the Worcester, Mass.,

Auditbriurh. beginning Dec, 1.

. Follows with weeks at the Flat-

bush and ^iM theatres* New
York, Dec. 5 and 12.

Liberty, Frisco burlesk house, re-

opens Nov. 29 with Harry Ferris op-

erating.

Group Is Outgrowth of Suggestion by Paul Turner,

Equity Counsel, With Adoption Unanimous —
Purge of 'Reds' Seen by Move

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.

Unable: to land a name show;
Stanley, WB deluxer, will have a

week's : break.,iri the recent resump-
tion of its vaude policy on Friday
(22), when house gibes / straight

,
pix

again with Bette Davis in 'The.

Letter.' ,
';,

'
*.

- •.; ,;

;

;;; :

:

:.,-;;.v; ;

Stage shows will be resumed Nov.
29, when : Louella Parsons' troupe
conies ^in. Laurel-Hardy unit is curr

rent. Stanley hopes to keep, vaude
going regularly, but Harry Kalmine,
zohe manager for'WB here, says orily

if biggies can be booked. Otherwise,
he'll shuffle the policy to meet re-

quirements.
.

Rend Jfros;, I^st flear^

in

"

in

;
• ^ Hartford, Nov.. 19.

Appeal is being made by the fam-
ily of Al and Val Reno, dance team,
through Variett for possible infor-

mation as to . their whereabouts.
Local dance team was last heard of

frorri Dusseldorf, Germany, where
they were playing a . date seven
months ago. At that time team had
Written their family here .they would
soon be goirig on to. Cairo, Egypt,
where they were to play an engage-
ment.

Iri seven years the pair has been
on the. continent; family has received
mail quite regularly. Duke Martin,
a bTbther-in-law, is a drurhmer with
a local band.

400 BALLOTS CAST IN

CHI AGVA ELECTION

Chicago, Nov. 19.

Eelection held Thursday (14) by
the; Chicago local of the American
Guild of Variety Artists had 13
members in attendance, out of some
2,000 listed. Around 400 ballots were
cast, riearly all by mail, many pf

which were tossed oiit . as; coming
from ndn-paidup members.

Regular ticket won. Lots of write-
ins for every office, but too divided
to give anybody, a majority, etfeept

for fourth and fifth vice-presidencies,

where regular ticket had no candi-
date
Jack , Irving continues . as

.
presi-

dent, Boots Brae as first v. p., Brerit

Ace Welburn, second; Bernie Green,
third; Johri Logari, fourth, and Ruble
Blakey, fifth. Y

;

Members of board elected are Lu-
cille Carewe, Ray Conlin, Sr., Gin-
ger Gilard, Winnie Hbveler, Bruce
Jorden, Walter Kreidt, Molly Manor,
Ilo Niles, Carlotta Pacelli, Ethel Rish,

Violet Sandz, Bill Talent and Jack
Warner.

Sari Francisco, Nov. 19.

A situation is developing here that

may have national :;
repercussions in

the American ; Guild ; of Variety

Artists. Vic Connors, local execu-

tive secretary, is said here to be

maneuvering for the post; of national

executive secretary', in place of-, in-

cumbent Hoyt Haddock, with; sup-

port from Kenneth .Thomson, execu-

tive, secretary of the Screen Actors

Guild. It was Thomson who led the

revolt in; the Associated Actors, and
Artistes of America against Ralph
Whitehead,, which led to the disen-

I franchisement of the American Fed-,

j era tion of Actors, the squabble with

i
the : stagehands and a near-national

| strike of all the talent unions.

It's also being rumored here that

h B.; Kornblum, exe'cutiv'e.v secretary
and counsel . for the Los Angeles

:

lpcal of the American Federation of

Radio Artists, is supporting Con-
nors.' Kornblum until a few. months
ago:' was ;also"executive secretary and
counsel for AGVA irt' L.; A.,.but was
replaced by Haddock. v ^
~ Just \vhy Thomson should be' sup-
porting Cbnnprs against the national
AGVA office is not clear here, but
Kornblum may be' angling to get his

job back with AGVA;
It's also reported here ', '"that

AGVA's Frisco local is refusirig io-

.^ehd money east. . .

;
Explanation,

however, is that the ideal . is. retain-

ing 60% of all collections' ;tp "meet
the local

; budget and remitting 40%.

Reorganization of the Americari
Guild - of

.
Variety :

A.r|ists . was< made
complete Monday . (18 ) afternoon,
when the national board adopted a
suggestion - from Paul Turrier,
Equity's: counsel, . Which places .the ?.

operation bf AGVA in the hands' of
a newly . formed : executive com-
mittee. Latter supercedes all boards
and committees in AGVA and makes
figureheads of the long controver-
sial New York local officers and
board.

; . :i ; 'r.s
"':'.;

.. In fact, the. executive committee,
also ' makes ; figureheads of the
national officers and board as well,
but the new board's setup is such as

'

to keep in. control those officials who
have-beeri cleaning house. In this
respect. Dewey Barto, national
president, becomes chairman Pf the
new', executive board. . . 'Other mem.

;

hers are Henry Dunn (Cross &), who
is also national treasurer; . Helen

.

Sanford, Willie . Bryant* Dave Apol-
lon^ Sam ; Kramer/ Morton Downey, ;

Frank
.
Gilimore, Paul Dullzell, Ed-

ward Arnold (Florence }

- Marston al-

ternating), Ruth
:
Richmond arid

Blanche Witherspoon. Presence of
Gilimore,

.
Dullzell, '. Arnold, Miss

Richmond, and Miss Witherspoon ac-
cents the, renewed interest of the As-
sociated Actors, and Artistes of.

America in AGVA.'
AGVA previously had an execu-

tive committee, but its powers were
restricted. The new board, has all

the power formerly invested in the
national board. In fact, .neither the

.

natiorial board nor the N. Y. local
board pan meet unless the executive
board asks them to do so. Hoyt .

Haddock, national executive secre-
tary of AGVA, will .be responsible
only to this body.-

. Turner Suggestion Adopted
Turner attended Monday's na-

tional board , meeting and . his sug-
gestion regarding AGVA's house-
cleaning was unanimously.- adopted,
but only after two of the elements
AGVA has been trying to purge en-
tered objections.

..
They were quickly

over-ruled ind then voted /for the
idea. ;;•: '. •' :....'

'
.•'; .

First official meeting of the execu-
tive committee is ,scheduled for Fri- ['

day (22) and out. of this may come
further changes in . AGVA's person-
nel setup. Ed . Harrison, who has
been p.a. for AGVA, is definitely on
the way out. . AGVA has already
stopped publishing its. house organ,

:

which, means Harrison's work is

greatly curtailed as is.
'

.• There's been no offcial action:, as
yet regarding John Velascp, colored
N. Y. : organizer who has been linked,

with the Theatre Arts Committee
(TAC) , reputedly Communistic or-
ganization of motley Membership.
TAC's chief official, Adelaide Beane,
has denied that Velasco has ever
been connected with TAC officially,

but TAC's own house organ, dated
March 15, '40, has a story stating that

'John Velasco, who has been acting

as business manager of the Theatre
Arts Committee, has joined the
American Guild of Variety Artists

as an organizer.' This same issue :

credits Phil Irving, ousted N. Y. lo-
.

cat executive secretary of AGVA»
leading a TAC Civil; Liberties meet-
ing in the singing of 'The Yanks
Are NOT . Coming,' a song aimed
chiefly against -American aid to Bri-
tain. •

':

.

Easy Sailing

With AGVA npw having brushed
but those in official position- in the

!
union who were allegedly Coniiriu-

nists, or fellow travelers, or dupes,
it is figured the union should have
easy sailing from herein. It is ex- .

pected that confidence and re-
.(Contiriued : on page 44)

;.;;.• ,
: Buffalo. Nov. 19. :

Palatial white elephant, ; four-

story building erected as Elks ClubV
house; just before , the stock' crash,

may become a swank nitery. Owners
stated last week a .'night club 'propo-

. sition'- • Was . being . considered, .
but

disclosed no details. ;.-

Ultra spot reverted to local-bahk
when' Elks couldn't keep it up, and
lately was run as hostelry under tag

of Hotel Fillmore. '
-

;

"

;

"
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Sales
.Continued from page J.

self. Number of other
;
companies

were interested in screen rights to

the play, but gave up when the

bidding got too high. Paramount was
the last one to be forced out by the

steep Go) .and WB offers.

Stipulation placed ... the pur-

chase .is that the film cannot be. re-

will probably film and which he can'

sell virtually at the beckon of. -a

finger? anc(. 'Charley's Aunt/, ancient
revival.' " -.

'Charley's Aunt*

'Aunt' was viewed by Paramount
i for a while . Bob Hope starrer
J and a number of execs went to $ee

leaded uhtii: the; comedy^ or country
t witn t ,, at in mind> They -finallyUfa in Rnolfc Prvumv Pa., has com-!. .

• .- , • ... . , r
agreed, however, that it wasn t hislife in Bucks County, Pa., has com

pleted its Broadway 'run. Now in

its fourth week, current grosses make
It .appear It will continue a good part

of the season. .

Next hottest thing the market
appears to be' Tanahia Hattie,' B. G.

de Sylva musical, ,. Paramount'? gen-

style, and forgot it. In. the meantime,
Metro

.
has registered

.
the title with

the Hays office. This would seem to

indicate strong interest; although the
company doesn't own the play yet.

:
'Aunt' has been filmed twice be-

fore, once by Al Christie with Syderany:^
de Sylva is currently, on the Coast

.:'.:Charl'ie ' Rubles
producing for . Par. Story is said by ^na; lie Ruggles

film property buyers to be desirable

it deals with sailors, which they

feel is an appropriate, theme at : this ;. .

time.. Music is also desirable, al-J about ..Hollywood, are n.g.

though the story itself is said to be ;
*™ Beverly Hills' and

'Glamour Preferred,' which opened
Friday. (15 ), is oh the unlikely list,

while . two others, ' also with plots

They
•Quiet,

high. Par
.
has talHed: to ;de ^Sylva

about buying it, but there have been

no formal negotiations. .

•La. Purchase' Hot and Cold
;

'Louisiana Purchase,' another de

Sylva. special, has been hot and cold

on. every studio's list since it hit the

. boards months ago. " Par, of course,

has the same in here as it has on
•'Hattie.' although the show is equally

likely to be bought by another stu-

dio.
'

Third de Sylva musical smash on
;
Broadway. 'DuBarry Was a Lady,'

has never been given serious atten

. tion by the studios, it's so blue it's

virtually on the impossible side as a
film. Ed Wynn's hit, 'Boys and Girls

Together,' is another which is draw-
ing little attention. That's hot be-
cause . of the. Hays

.
angle, but com-

panies feel it is too strictly a one-
man show-

.
.• Jolson Show

Al Jolson's 'Hold On to Your Hats'
is understood to be attracting some

.interest frbnr 20th-Fox, although
nothing's set. Its similarity, in theme
to Par's 'Buck Benny Rides Again'
has counted against, it on some lots.

Remaining available musicals, .'Cabin

In the Sky,' all-Negro production,
and 'It Happens On Ice,' blades show,
are completely discounted &s film
possibilities. Eighth musical on the
street,

. 'Hellzapoppih,'. . has already
been sold for pictures, . Jules Levey
planning to make it for Universal
release.

• Of the 14 straight plays on Broad-
way, the. lineup Is something:. '.like,

this: bought for pictures, two;, pic-
ture interest being shown, three; no
Interest, nine.

•Dinner,' 'Road' Bought

Two purchased are 'Man Who
Came to Dinner,' which Kaufman
and Hart will make for Warner
Bros., and 'Tobacco Road/ which
20th-Fox is filming. Those in which
there is interest are 'George Wash-
ington Slept Here'; 'Life With
Father/ which producer Oscar Serlln

shallow and will need . plenty of j

Please.' Remainder of the shows on

scrubbing, to make .it acceptable to Broadway, none being considered;

the Hays office. Price on it will be ar.e 'Johnny
.

Belinda/, 'Separate
Rooms,' 'Suzanna and. the Elders,'
'Blind- Alley,' .'Kind Lady' (revival,
made by Metro " 1936), and
'Twelfth Night.' . .

. ;

•

Kenneth Roberts Cool -V

To Any Film Deals -Now
Disappointed at the way 'North-

west Passage' and 'Capt. Caution'
were . filmed, Kenneth Roberts has
refused to allow picture companies
to see advance copies of his next
novel, scheduled for publication Fri-
day (22). New tome is* 'Oliver tyis-
well,' which, with 200,000 volumes
printed prior to release, is expected
to be one of the. season's big sellers.

.'Northwest Passage' was done by
Metro, 'Capt. Caution* by Hal Roach.
Roberts is one of the few authors
who can afford to turn up his
schnoz at further film offers,

. as: a
succession

. of successful books over
a long period of years has .made him
wealthy. He feels no compulsion to
add an extra $50,000 to his pile at
present because he is already in
higher income brackets. Inasmuch
as the book is historical and can be
filmed just as well five years, from
now as at present, author would be
pleased to wait for a. bad income
year before selling..

Although a tremendous • sale . by
the book, may, change their minds*
studios are wont to lay off 'WisWell'
anyhdWi from wrhat they know about
it.-

1

. It deals with the Revolutionary
War and delves into bitter feeling
between the British and Americans,
which is thought to be a touchy, sub-
ject in the light of current events.

Metro used only half of /'Passage'
in its films and has been prevented
by a trick clause in its contract with
Roberts from picturizing the second
half. Pact requires that the film
made from the book be called
'Northwest Passage.' Company natu-
rally, doesn't want to label the sec-
ond half exactly the same as the
first, but Roberts insists that that be
done or a stiff sum be paid him lor
changing the title. Metro, as a re-
sult, has given up the whole idea.

WARWICK, PHILLY,

BLUEPRINTS HOOF ROOF

Philadelphia, NoVi 19,

Warwick hotel, Philadelphia pop
ular-class hostelry, is laying plans

to install. . a roof, garden similar td

the Astor hotel, New York, to be
ready for business next summer. It

will use name bands.
Spot has never before had a high

priced music • policy, using only

small combination in its downstairs

cocktail room.

Saranac Lake
By .Happy Benway

The.THEATRE of the STARS

' Saranac, N.Y., Nov. 19,

With the : Floridel-Mt. Baker Club,

Duggan's,
.
Harvey's, Alex's Grove

Ma Potter's shuttered, leaves the

Saranac hotel the: only spot with a

fland here.' Niteries .no-can-take the

hard-boiled winters of northern. New
York./
Harry (Slipfoot) Clifton, a strict-

ly bed patient, has added a mess of

poundage; Alice Carman, Philadel

phia singer, fighting oft* some set-

jacks; Harry Martin getting set fbr

series of pneumo-thorax 'gas'

• reatments; the up-patiehts taking

ime out in making little things to

.'je. giv^ri, the strictly In bed^ patients,

his coming Yuietide; Monroe Cole
man rated tops as the laboratory

medical expert, he received his de-
gree while : bzoning at the old NVA
sanatorium; the fighting spirit- of

Carl Kern and" Eddie Dowd, ditto

Seymore Grill and . Oscar Price.

Mazie Dewey, formerly with Dew-
ey Brothers, jugglers, did the trick in

nine months and left for. Washing-
ton/. D. C, where she will be con-
nected as a ticket dispenser at a
local shdwshop there.

. Jack Dempsey writes that Hhe big-
gest .thrill and heart-pulse-upper ; I
ever had was when I personally,

visited the gang at the Will Rogers
hospital, . a monument that the thea-
tre should' be proud of.'

Lotsa theatre connections here in

these mountains trying to land . a
buck-deer during, the month's hunt-
ing period. So far only one! kill, has
been ; reported,.: an eight point-178
pounder bagged by Everett Malley,
a stagehand from Buffalo.
Gerald Walsh, who once man-

aged the old Overlook nitery and
a successful ozoner, got into an auto
jam

, here and his car was badly
wrecked. He was discharged from
hospital.

. Jimmy Lyons, ex-N. Y. cop who
is airing up here, was once the bari-
tone ;with Val Farrell's New York's.
Finest quartet.

.

•

.. Sitting around the table at Camp
Intermission on Thanksgiving Day
will be the whole Morris family and
a few muggs from the William; Mor-
ris office. Acting as hostess and
turkey carver will: be Mrs. William
(Mother) Morris and Aunt Ella Ber
linhoff. The gobbler will, be from
the herd owned by Bill White.
Addresses of those who are ozon-

ing here:
At Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

Jack T. Altreet, Edna Irene Ball,
Claire Beckmann, Louis Betz, Lil-
lian Mae Bigglo, Joe Miller Bishop,
Margaret Armer Block, Virginia
Frances Browne, Simeon Bryant,
Jr.; Tudor Cameron, William Chase,
Harry Clifton, Sylvia Cohen,
Michael Cojohn, Hazel Gladstone
Coleman, Anna Conierford, Robert
Harry Cosgrove, Charles DiDiego,
Eddie. Dowd, John Wesley Eaton,
Harriet Emerson, Beatrice Fiddler,
Iris Gabrielle, Rudelle Bella Gayles;
Seymore Grill, Valdimir Gueral,
Vera Harff, John Harkins, Samuel
Hihe, Mary Hirsch, Helen Iriglee,
Carl Kern, Beatrice Lee, Margaret
Kinsella, Helen. Lassmah, Kathryn
Laus, John Louden, Helen Mann,
Harry Martin, Richard Moore, Peggy
Marie McCarthy, Josephine Navarre,
Dorothy Newcomb, Margaret Newell
Agnes Orr, John O'Shea, Oscar
Price, Earl Redding,

.
Margaret Re-

gan, Leandra Rinzler, Victor Rockit-
er,

:
Martha Rogow^ Isabelle Rook

Ben Schaffer, Charles Smith, Paul
Sorkih, Joseph Souhami, Vivian
Vaughn, Anna M. Vincent, Eddie
Vogt, Clarence Albert Walker, Doh-
ald Wayne, Patrical Wallace, Rufus
Haywood Weathers,

. James Milton
Weeks. .

',;.•• '/
:

'.

:
Alice Carman is at 47 Helen street;

Harry and Charlie Barrett at 302
Broadway; Cliff Heather at Hotel
Saranac; A. B. Anderson at Pontiac
theatre; Helen O'Reilly at 44 Main
street, and Happy Benway at 10
Olive street.

Marie Southard, of the Will Rog-
ers, rates tops with the gang of
ozoners there. She has been con-
nected with the staff since the open-
ing, of that institution.

Write- to those who are III.

Marj. Lawrence
.Continued from pace X.

with her successor in the domestic

field. -..

. Sonja Henie, glum over losing the

$60,000 verdict to the manager with
whom she pfffft-and-split, boarded
the. stratojiner and headed for the

Coast. With her was Arthur Wirtz,

her, present business associate. Miss
Hehie, the present Mrs. Dan Topping,
was not accompanied by her . hus
band, owner of the Brooklyn Dodg-
ers football club; .

.':':.'

No Boa^et No Joke
A handful of prank-minded airline

employees met d i s a p p o.i n t me nt

Thursday (14) afternoon when rain,

fog- and; poor visibility;;.washed out a

scheduled American Airlines flight to

Hartford. Boake Carter, newscaster
for United Airlines, was booked on
it, and was heading for a kidding
over flying with rival. It 'didn't

matter to the kidders. that only
American flies' to Hartford.

Draw
A bookee on AA's Mercury to L.A.

that night was film player Ralph
Bellamy. - At least, two dozen girls

from the airline offices, found it nec-
essary to be in the rotunda hear the

AA counter a few minutes before the

5:io p.m. takeoff. ' '..
:
-:.'}

JMadeline Carroll is . at the Ritz-

Carlton, but she is' keeping quietly

out of the public prints in respect to

the memory of her sister, a London
air raid victim, while, she ahxibusly.

awaits the arrival by Clipper of her
: lance/ Lt. Richard de la Roz.iere, of

the French Army.

.

Band
The new band in the Aviation Ter-

race Restaurant .and the Kitty Hawk
Room of the Administration Building
at the fieid is catching oh. The Styl-

ists are headed by a gal, Marjorie
Hyams, who pounds the vibraphone
in front of the male members. Out-
fit has been, together two:^ years, hav-
ing recently played the Rendezvous,
Philadelphia; Columbus Hotel, Har-
risburg, Pa.; and earlier both -Balti-

more's, Mt; Royal Hotel and Chantf-
cler Club. Jerry Blake's left-hahded
git-tar playing gets attention.

Mrs. Dwight Deere Wiman, wife
of the producer, sailed to the Wiman
vacation house in Bermuda on Sat-
urday's (16) Dixie Clipper.

RAYE & NALDI WILL TOP

N. Y. C0PACABANA SHOW

Mary Raye and ;

-Naldi follow
Ramon and Rehita into the Copa
cabana, N. Y., Dec. 3 as . featured
dance pair. Monte Proser's new
nitery,

, incidentally, is now open
from, cocktail time on, since James
McKinley Bryant came : over from
the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., to build up
that phase of the business.

/ Ramon-Renita team goes to the
Royal Palm, Miami, to handle the
smaller room as last year. ~ :

Meantime, Proser's new Beach,
comber, in Miami Beach, will open
shortly, with Ed Gardner, from the
Broadway Beachcomber/ leaving in
a fortnight to take over.

Shut 3 Days

in Non-Payoffs

Battle of Beachcombers

Now Settled in Miami
Miami, Nov. 19. .

End of hostilities is seen in local

battle of Beachcombers, with report
that George Raft and Mario, owners
of the; Hurricane in New York, have
tied iip with Herman Stark in his

Miami venture. . Under hew setup,

nitery will be tabbed the Hurricane,
giving Monte Prpser combine the ex-
clusive use of disputed Beachcomber
tag. *

:/'.':'.'".

Controversy arose when Stark pur-
chased old Frolics club in Miami, and
applied for license as Beachcomber,
Inc. Proser had previously filed in-

tention to reopen former Roadside
Rest in M. B. as a Beachcomber.
Hurricane is slated to open Dec. 23,

with Slaps ie ' Maxie Rosenbloom's
Hollywood revue imported en masse.

Treasure Island, New York nitery
was shuttered for three days last
week, from Tuesday (12) through
Thursday night, when the musicians
union and the American Guild of
Variety Artists pulled the talent and
footers because of non-payoff of
eight clays' salaries. / '.

Spot reopened Friday night (15)
under a deal with AGVA and the
musicians whereby the talerit will be

"

paid nightly, plus an extra day's pay
each night until all the back claims
are met. ' ':''.": .-''""

Show Includes Nano Rodrigo's
orch. The Colstons, Ruth Clayton
Karen Knight, Carlos arid Carita and
BUd Sweeney. . .

,

.
Continued from page. 43 -

•'

15YEARSAGO
(From Variety)

• Thirty tryout plays were planned
for Broadway as a test for talent.

Plan worked out by Chamberlain
Brown and Equity gave its sanction.

Sam Goldwyn filed suit through
attorney Nathan . Burkah against
First National Pictures, charging
that the latter entered into con-
spiracy to defraud him under a deal
he had for '. the company's distribu-
tion of his three productions.

spect of AGVA, lost because of the
subversive and oftimes stupid tac-
tics of thos.e now out of the picture,
will be quickly restored. One im-
mediate benefit AGVA now. ex-
pects is final approval by the N. Y.
theatre circuits of the five-year
agreement with AGVA, supposedly
held up only by the reluctance of
the circuit execs to deal with AGVA
until it cleaned out the 'radicals? .

AGVA still has a hard road ahead
financially, but this also Is expected
to be cleared up. Equity and Screen
Actors Guild have each .advanced
additional $700 loans, but the Amer-
ican Federation., of Radio Artists .

turned down a. request for a loan
of a like amount. AFRA stated
that it first wants to pay off its own
debts to SAG and. Equity. AGVA
recently refused to

.
support • AFRA

in its fight for an agreement:with the .

talent agencies.
Two new AGVA locals were set

up in the past week. One in Mon-
.

treal is temporarily headed, 'by Les-
lie Litomy, national representative.
The other is in Detroit, where Les

;

Golden, m. 1, has been selected as

executive secretary. ; •

'

Hollywood Officers

'; <- Los Angeles, Nov. 19,

Los Angeles chapter of AGVA has
baHotted Cliff Nazarro; into presi-

dency. '

.

'

Membership petitioned Kenneth .

Howard, International rep, to devise
plan whereby performers can col-

lect unemployment insurance, with
either managers or agents cata-

gpried as employers.

Sammy. Kaye does another NBC
shortwave shot to Brazil today
(Wed. ) speaking Portuguese. Leader
has acquired a smattering of the

language just for these shots- This
one's his second. .

Mistinguett opened in her new re-
vue at the Moulin Rouge, Paris, arid
it was a; smash success; The Dolly
Sisters withdrew from the show- be-
cause they claimed they were in-
sufficiently featured.

I BEST BUY IN DETROIT I

William Anthony Maguire's new
Broadway play, >12 Miles Out' was
clicko

:
in its debut; It had . picture

possibilities.

'Stella Dallas' looked like a b o.
pic. Ronald Colman and Belle Ben-
nett were the leads.. Others in the
cast were Lois Moran, Jean Her-,
sholt, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and Alice
Joyce.

A 50-50 basis was arrived at for
the merger of United Artists arid
Metro. Deal called for the exchange,
of stock, with each company to hold
half of the other's stock.

(jj. Rate* from $1.50 -Alarfe and $2M ^^ double: 8peclal weekly rates to ^
S§ the .profession^ v

:

>ss

^ -Every room . hiV combination tub" ind
^ thow«r. Rcawnablo-prleed rostturtnt and

^ (Kklill bir. Completely rohabilitated

^ throujhout. Convenient to all booking ss>

^ ofllcei and downtown district. . ^

1

I HOTEL WOLVERINE I
Frank Walker, Manager

I 55 E. Elizabeth St., Detroit
|

. |& (Same inatiagement as .
Hotel ' h,

P
Chicagoan, Chicago) "

^

i

Best Coffee in England

Leicester Square ..

LONDON. WEST END
.
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One of the most eccentric of vaudeville showmen/ M^
with employees arid, actors was always erratic. It was not known from one
hour to the next just what his actions would be, and Lester Hamiriel, now
with the William Morris; office in New York, who Was Beck's office boy
years back,, was fired as often as three times a jday.' However, at the end
of the week Beck usually came through with a $5 raise for Hammel instead
of a pink slip. The firings and increases came at such a rapid gait, Hammel
says he eventually wound up as probably the highest-priced office boy in
the world, his top salary with Beck coming to $75 weekly.

Bickering Beck
Beck's personal bat legion. One actor and the. showman had a

particularly bitter set-to, and Beck had the last word in his N. Y. Palace
Building office. The actor went out and hired a horse and wagon, which
he parked in front of the Palace, and waited for Beck to come out. . As
Beck emerged, the actor tugged on the reins, screaming: 'Beck, Beck, you
so-and-so——! Beck, you-

~~*— Colored Porter's Revenge
One of the men closest to Beck, strangely

,
enough, was Charles Woodley,

colored porter, who is undoubtedly now RKO's oldest employee. Beck, in

his love for exercise, used to box with Woodley, using regulation sparring
gloves. Once; in refurnishing his home, Beck gave Woodley an icebox,
which Woodley promptly sold for $25. This burned up Beck, who claimed
he gave Woodley the icebox strictly for personal use, and he demanded
that the colored porter give him the $25. This Woodley' agreed to do, but
at the right time. He waited until Mrs. Beck came to the office, and then
he threw the $25 at Beck, saying, 'Here's that money, you cheap so-arid-sO.'

But Beck kept it. •

:
.

Vengeance That Got Stalled
'

.. In recent years Beck missed most, his annual sojourn, in, Baden Baden,
Germany, for the baths. He was there back in 1932 when George Godfrey
cabled him that H. B. Franklin, then head of RKO, was taking vaudeville
out of al| the theatres. By the time Beck maneuvered Godfrey arid himself
back into RKO, as supervisor of the vaudeville booking office lit Was a
little too late to save .vaudeville Beck decided to clean house, regard-
less. ^He went from man to man, about whom he^already had advance re-
ports from Godfrey and Godfrey's stooges, iand asked: 'What do you do?'
This was the signal- that they Would soon be dut^ When; he walked into
the office of. Arnold Van Leer, in the publicity office, and popped the
queryvrVaii Leer.didn't arisweir or .wait for the axe to fall* He took his hat
and coat and walked right past Beck and out.

; Bootblack's Brushoff % .

It was at this time that Beck, quick on the insult himself, ran into an
insult he (rouldn't top.. Walking through the RKO booking office,, he came
across Gary, Gr.osso, ,the 'official' shoe-shiner on the booking floor and a
character ail over show business. Beck asked the. squat Grdsso: 'What
do you do?' and Grosso, looking intently at Beck's feet, replied,. ! shine
6hoes!' Beck then declared, 4When I talk to you, you look me in the eyes!'

Grosso retorted; 'Business before pleasure.'

Baden-Baden bankroll
Beck used to-'mix 'business

;

with his' pleasure trips to Baden-Baden and
•was always on the hunt for foreign acts. His 1 favorite gag in. impressing
a turn which had never before appeared in the U. S. was to flash a. letter

of credit for $100,000. He is said to have pulled this on Sarah. Bernhardt,
Who toured the Orpheum Circuit and then played the N. Y. Palace shortly
after its bperiing. in 1913 at $7,000 a week—paid her $1,000 at the end of

each day; ..
•

•

.; . Puzzled Entrepreneur '

• Iii recent years the
^^

showmajp's
.
.interest centered on the legit house he

built and named after . himself on 45th street west of Eighth avenue. He
remained very close to the theatre's operation and was greatly concerned
with the business it was doing. A couple Of years ago he attended a, show-
ing of Marc Blitzstein's 'Cradle Will Rock' in a competitive house, which
was done Without scenery and costuming, and marvelled a the capacity
attendance. He said to Lester 1 Hammel, sitting next to him: 'Here's a show
without costumes and scenery hrid it's doing a big business.

. I've got a

. ehow ini my own house with plenty of scenery, costumes and actors; but ho
business.'.

'

:

Insuring a Profit .. .

:/'.

While Beck had more enemies than friends, it Was a known fact that he
was more liberal with employees and performers than his associate Keith-
Albee interests. When the Orpheum Circuit, a closed corporation, took in

the Junior Orpheum theatres and a stock issue was floated, Beck saw to it

that all of his employees got blocks of stock at the rock-bottom price;

Later, when the market on these shares dropped considerably, Beck under-
wrote their losses. The promts of one of his houses, the Orpheum, Calgary,
were turned over to his bookers, including George Godfrey, Frank (Wilmer
&) Vincent, Ray Meyers and Earl Saunders. As a result, the bookers saw
to it that acts played this house at a 50% -cut} so that more profits would be
realized. Vincent and Godfrey made a lot of money with Beck, Vincent
retaining and building his coin into a fortune, but Godfrey today is booking
one and two-day vaude houses for short coin.

It was Beck's ingenibushess Which overcame many of the Palace's early
':: billing headaches. He devised the time-table billing which gave the acts

an equal break in type-size and he also figured out the method for stop-

4
Ping backstage: quarrels for the No. 1

' dressing room on the stage .floori

:
When it appeared certain that there would be a scrap between two head-
liners for the' No.. 1 dressing room, Beck Would order the room painted.
The Nov 2 dressing room also was on the stage floor, but if they couldn't
get Noy 1 actors didn't appear to mind, even if : they were placed on the
upper floors. The No. 1 room, therefore, got more coats of paint.than any
other spot in Times Square. "<J'V

Episode of the Warm Martini
to the rough and tumble of the early' beer garden type of vaudeville

.Martin Beck got to know hundreds Of actors personally. He disliked cer-
tain performers arid they returned the dislike, feuds dating back to his

waiter days and lasting for decades.
The late Maurice DOWney, who was in vaudeville oyer 40 years with a

series of acts, and Martin Beck glowered at each other for years, although
eventually the success of Beck: ended

;
"the

;

likelihood^ of.personal contact.:

It seems that Downey, a self-assured young actor* had been but front at. a

Patron's table and had accepted a dry martini, but said he Would take it

backstage. Martin Beck was the waiter told to deliver the drink. It ar-
riyed iaje . warm an<j in a pop bottle, whereupon the hot-.temP-erfid Irishman
booted Beck opt of the dressing room and Was never forgivei}.

.

• • * Pushover for a Looker
That Beck could never pass by ia pretty face Was legendary iri show busi-

•
ness

\ Q« his Return to RKO in 1932 .he switched secretaries twice because
of this! penchant. His first secretary he. brought over from his office at the
Martin Beckja week or so later he saw a personality femrrie who worked
in the publicity department. He switched her to his office and moved his

original secretary to the contract department. Shortly afterwards still

another girl attracted; him.' and again he- switched,, but he dismissed the last

one because he claimed 'she used too much makeup.'

v-'.* Could Dish It Out, But—
,s

:

« was Beck'g boast, that he had more stamina than any other man; arid

ALF WILTON RECALLS

BECK'S SHOWMANSHIP

Pequannock, N. J., Nov. 19. .

Editor, Variety:

Had it riot been for having a very
bad cold I would have attended the
funeral services of my good friend,
the late Martin Beck, who surely
was a great 1 showman arid his fore-
sight was uncanny. Here is.'.at least
one proof of

1

this certainty. Several
years ago I had the late Hoibrook
Blinn;, star of the 'Bad . Man' arid
many other great ;

.successes, head-
lined at the Palace theatre, N.; Y.
All.Of the Keith managers had gone
to Cleveland to the opening of the
new Palace theatre. When they re-
turned they all saw this act; every-
one of them turned it doWn cold. I

saw him in the act and thought he
was wonderful; .

':
:

I immediately saw Mr. Beck who
said, 'Has he no time-Hhis is a great
name/ I told him George Godfrey
said he would not play it, so Mr.
Beck said, 'I will see George.' The
result was he gave me Chicago arid
St Louis, and sent for me Tuesday
morning and told me

.
they were sold

out fbr the Week. So he gave me
Memphis and New Orleans to follow
St. Louis. Mr; Godfrey, said I was
right and they were all Wrong, as he
booked the act against, his best
judgment.

;
Frank Vincent offered me the

entire Orpheum circuit to follow but
as Mr. Blinri Was tied up with Wil-
liam Randolph Hearst With pictures,
he could hot: accept.. I . could state
many. mOre cases of this kind where
Mr. Beck's judgment Was superior to
other managers..
.If my memory, serves me right

David Bispham, the well-known
baritone of. the Metropolitan opera
house, was trie, first big

: opera star in
vaudeville. Mr. Beck gave me 30
weeks at $2,000 weekly. It was good
money in those days. He offered me
$4,000 weekly for the late Mme.
Nordica. I cabled her in Australia.
She werit to the Thursday Islands
and passed; away owing' to a ship-
wreck. I booked many great acts on
the Orpheum time,; among others
being Gallagher & Sheian, Ted Lewis,
Charles Ruggles, Loii Tellegeri,
Victor Moore & Emiria Littiefleld,
the late Marie Dressier, Montgomery
& Moore, Jack Wilson and Kitty
Gordon, Four Diamonds (now Three
Diamonds)

, Johnny Burke arid many
others.

''

' .;:*,/•
.

-
.

.-.

I was the first vaudeville repre-
sentative whose name was Jn front
of the Palace theatre on a painted
signboard, it read: *Alf T. Wilton
presents Frances Starr, in a one-act
playlet entitled, 'Nanette,' written by
Jean Archibald, staged by David
Belasco.' I made it possible for Mr.
Belasco to make his famous speech
the opening afternoon. Mr. Albee
told me it was k great piece Of
showmanship.

Alf T. Wilton.

Ice Show Tours N. C
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 19. .

'Royal Ice Palace Classic,' ice show;
is curreritly touring North Carolina,
.with bookings at Winston-Salem,
Raleigh, Gastonia, \ Salisbury and
other towns. Has 26 performers and
eight technicians who handle the
portable rink of iceolite. William
Matlock is in. charge.

Two shows, are given each night
arid some towns are booked for two
days. At the close of the 8:15 show
and until the 10:30 show opens, spec-
tators are

:
permitted

; to use the ice
rink to the; music of Nick Nicholas
band. .\

Martin Beck Dies at 73
.Continued from page 2.

dent of the Orpheum Circuit in 1920,

replacing Meyerfeld (who died in

1935), the circuit had grown to more
than 50 theatres. A closed corpora-

tiori then, it floated a stock issue

when taking in the Junior Orpheum
time in the early '20's an3 more than
doubled its number of theatres.

: ;

The . Orpheum stockholders voted
Beck out Of the presidency In 1923
and, a year later he built the New
York legit house bearing tils nariie on
45th -street west of Eighth' avenue.
He re-appeared in the vaude picture
in 1932, :when vaudeville was gasp-
ing its last, arid shook up the RKO
bookirig office. A year later he was
put agairi and since then confined
himself strictly to legit.

.

;
Built the Palace, Ny

Beck's entry to Broadway was via

the Palace; on Broadway, which he
built arid opened oh March 24, 19t3.

There . was much behind-the-sceries
maneuvering, so far as the Palace
•was concerned, between Beck and
the B. F. Keith-E.F.Albee United
Booking Office, all of them Working
against the theri flourishing Hairimer-
stein's. Oscar Hammerstein held the
UBO vaudeville franchise for Times
Square from 42nd street to 57th
street; and Beck and Albee tried

; to
keep secret the UBO's interest in the
Palace. When Hammerstein got the
drift of things, he threatened to sue
for an injunction. Albee then de-
nied airiy connection with the Palace
and even Beck got so worried that
he also tried : to disclaim responsi-
bility for thie house*

.
Eventually,

however, Beck and Albee settled
$250,000 on Hammerstein and the
threat against the Palace was dissi-
pated.

'' :

;v ,:: . ;'-•.;;: :..

"

The Palace was the country's first

$2 vaude house, and for a time it had
rough sledding. Opening show was
panned and cost around $7,000, with
•The Eternal Waltz,' an operetta act,
getting $3,000; and Napierkowska, an
artistic, coochi dancer, salaried at
$1,000. Rest was split between six
acts, including Ed Wynn in 'The
King's Jester,' Taylor Holmes, Ota
Gygi; the violinist; and a line of
girls. Sarah Bernhardt, who was
booked by Beck for a tour of the
Orpheum Circuit, played the Pal-
ace shortly after it opened and
started the House on a paying basis.
Inaugurated the State-Lake Policy
Beck was responsible for what be-

came known as the State-Lake (Chi-
cago) policy. It was the first mid-
west f6ur-show-a-day house, with the
acts only

.
working three shows. This

was done by booking nine acts for a
seven-act show, Beck alternating*
two or three acts through the day so
that no turn played more than three
shows.

, Beck was ruthless betimes in his
business dealings. An eccentric, he
was never so eccentric that he forgot
his shrewdness. One of his traits
was to shout at and belittle people
in public—but he himself could
never take. a ribbirig or a slight. He
became estranged from Mort Singer,
midwest theatre operator and once
one of his closest friends, because
Singer, whom Beck brought into the
Orpheum Circuit

:

as vice-president
and general manager, was able to
join .. one of New York's swankiest
golf clubs that had turned down
Beck. This rankled Beck, so he estab-
lished a summer home at Elberon,
N. J., and helped form the Norwood
Country Club at Long Branch. He
took golf lessons from some of the
best known pros, but his game was
never really good. -

:

Inaugurated the 5% Booking Chisel
It was Beck who started the book-

for. a time associates in the business looked upon, him with awe. because
of his ability to keep workirig for stretches 'of 18 hours daily. This was
exploded, .however, when it was discovered that Beck was. slipping away
every afternoon for a rubdown and two or .three hours' sleep ih a hotels

pretending that he was attending important conferences.

Beck,, when commuting during the summer from his Elberon, N. J., home,
became acquainted with the president; of a leather company. Beck then
subscribed to : the Leather: Journal arid took delight in riding the leather
man about his own^ business in front pf other commuters; This kept on
for; weeks uritil- he quoted a story oirect frorii the trade paper, and this

Wised up the leather man, who then subscribed to Variety and retaliated—
in spades—on Beck. Beck was . known as a ribber, but riot as- a 'taker'.

Beck's Personal P. A,
Years ago Beck hired the late Mark Luescher, who eventually headed

the Keith'Albee and then the; RKO publicity department; as his personal
press agent; Idea behind this was for Luescher to build him up. as an
iritejnational. showman. The; Object was partially achieved, although Willy
Paspart, an agent, had' a lot to do with many of Beck's imports; It was
through Paspatt that Beck met his se'eoripV. wife,

;
then Louise P. Heims.

V.
;

'Never Read Variety'. , .
.'

/

It was typical of Beck's pride that he loudly proclaimed that he never;,

never read Variety. However,: agents . looking from the Mayfair (then
Columbia) Theatre Building, could look into Beck's, office and see him regu-
larly each Wednesday going through this sheet* which was then 'poison*

to'him and Godfrey, his booking head.

irig office commissions still in prac-
tice. He formed the Excelsior. Col-
lection Agency which; operated for
the , Western Vaudeville. L a t er
Keith-Albee set up the Vaudeville
Collection Agency for the K-A time.
It became one of the circuit's juciest
plums for insiders and long, a bon*
of contention with ; actors, who
couldn't, understand why they had to
pay an employer a fee for giving
them a job.

Beck's last theatrical venture was:
an interest in 'Cabin iri the Sky,' cur-
rent at the theatre bearing his riariie.

Show Was produced by Al. Lewis and
Vinton Freedley, LeWis was a prom-
inent figure in vaudeville, teamed
with Max Gordon prior to their legit
ventures and their managerial sep-
aration. Some weeks ago Beck and .':

Lewis looked over a photo of the
showmen who formed the Vaudeville
Managers Protective Assn. Beck
commented that all but himself, J. J.
Murdock and Pat Casey were de-
ceased arid remarked: 'I wonder
who'll be next.'

His. Pet Houm
When the Beck theatre opened, its

structure of much iron wOrk caused
'

the comment that it Was built like a
fortress. Although spotted west of .

Eighth averiue on 45th street, it is

considered worth a fortune and

:

Beck's boast was it is the only thea-
tre Without a mortgage. Showirian
was involved in a. sensational court .

proceeding in qbnriectibri with the
house. / •;/;, '. '.''.•.'' .'

Lillian Saxon Schrein, who was his
secretary and treasurer of the Beck,
was arrested at the instance of the
manager who charged she embezzled
him through forgery but of approxi-
mately $400,000. She was eventually
convicted of stealing $60,000 and is .

currently serving a two to four-year
prison seritence.

'

Miss Saxon, who was known ia
ticket and bookmaker circles, alleged
she had been intimate with Beck for
years, although she is wed to his
nephew arid has three children. He
denied the intimacies, .though

,
they

were seen together on any number of
occasions. At one time they fre-
quented the racetracks, he Wagering
modest, sums while she covertly bet
$1,000 or more on a. race, even away
from the course. Seemingly, it never
occurred to him that Miss Saxon
could not afford to maintain an elab-
orate hbrne at Neponsit, L. I., With
several servants on the salary he
paid hen : Miss Saxon claimed / to
have power of attorney to sign his
name, but he conterided that she had
no right to sell his securities, It Was
reported that Beck made partial re-

.

coyery from banks because of the
forgery conviction. Beck was mixed
up in other litigation in connec-
tion with the theatre. Opening
attraction was

:
'Madame Pompa-

dour.' When Hope Hampton was
replaced as the lead she sued

,

Beck and the late Charles B. pilling-

ham. who' presented the show with
him, for $36,000. Another suit was
started by Rosalie Stewart in 1927.

She presented a revue called 'A. La
Carte' which failed and she. sought
recovery of his share of the losses.

His defense was that he turned over
his. interest to a stenographer.
Theatre had soriie lean years, but .»

also a string of successes; One of the
best money getters was the D'Oyly
Carte Co., with Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas.

Beck's first wife (Meyerfeld's
daughter) died a number of years
ago after bearing two daughters, Mrs.
Nicholas. Ransohoff, of N. Y.» and
Mrs. Patil Ladin, of Los Angeles* Who
survive.. .Beck then married Louise
P. Heims, many years his. junior, who
had radio ambitions as a singer sev-
eral years ago. It's known Beck in-

structed . .het, ' to hold simple burial
:

.

rites for him.
Services were held Monday (18)

at Campbell's, intermerit . in Beck's
maiusoleum in Salem Field, Brooklyn.
Around 400 attended the funeral

services for Beck, at" which a Prcrr
byterlan minister, a close personal
friend of the family* officiated. At
the cemetery, he read

. the Jewish
prayer for the dead, but in an Eng-

.

lish translation. Arthur Hopkins de-
dileved the eulogy.

Pallbearers included members of
the board .of governors of the League
of New York Theatres and ciose as- .

sociatcs of Beck, ' Among them were
Marc Heimann, : Brock Pember-
tbri, Lee Shubert, Gilbert

.
Miller,

Herman Shumlin, Sam H. Harris,

Lester Meyer, Harry Sommers, Max;
Gordon, Vinton Freedley, Lawrence
Langrier,, Roland Stebbiris,. Dwight
Wiman, Wiiiiarii A. Brady, Al. Lewis,
James Reilly, J. J. Murdock and
Louis Lotito, mariager

:

: of theatres

for Beck. .'

.

•••
• i \ » \ i i y >• v -
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STATE, N Y.

Morton Downey, Johnny Messner
Band, WaHy Vernon, Leni Lynn,
Three,. Dancing Dciis; 'Kit -.Carson'
(CM), reviewed in. Variety,. Aug;
28. -

This show represents pretty much
Of an .off. week, v There. ;isri't a sock
act in the lot. • Morton Downey

; closes- ; :the runoff in nice Concert
fashion, Wally' Vernon's clowning
gathers a moderate amount of laughs
and Johnny : Messner and his .10

,pieces ' make; . music:
; that can be

danced ' to, but the contingent's flair

for stage entertainment is quite
limited. The femme delegation,

Leni Lynn and the, ; Three Dancing
: Debs; ;are. comparative newcomers
and yet .

theirs, are
:
the liveliest mor

merits oh the . bill.. Messner's
.

aggre-
gation .does a handsome, job in play-
ing for the Lynn, Vernon and Debs
turns; .

•.•••'"••.•"'•••
•':

.

Messner tees off the session with a
hot

:
and brassy arrangement that

warms up. the air at least for the fast
buck-and-wiriging of the Three
Dancing Debs,. . These youngsters
blend looks with a good sense of
rhythm, while one of them in par

well-spaced laughs and well-paced
routining.

. Mills, Kirk arid Raye take the
deuce for singing, gags, hokum and
hoofing. : An impersonation of . the
•Good Will Hpur*. on radio is a good
bit and a . 'scotch' jitterbug dance
idea at the finish socks over for ex-
tra bows; but the kingpin of the trio

is too .
prone, to milk the laughs arid

this .detracts from the overall .effec-

tiveness. However, the
.
boys show

some promise- and with better ma-
terial : and improved delivery . alj

around they'll be worth watching. •

Miss Gainsworth was not in good.
', voice, when caught; ' partly betause
she unnecessarily used.the mike and
-mainly because she -.was off-key now
arid then.

.
Mixing pops with classics

in medleys Miss Gainsworth irri-.

proved as she went along,' getting
best, ^response frbiri her flashy ren-
dition of 'Gentle Lark.' . Fox.

ROXY, N. Y.

EARLE, WASH!
•

. Washington,; Nov, 16/
" Five Canistrellis, Gali-Gali - Walter
Dare Whal; Sixteen Gae Foster Girls;

'Moon Over Bufnia' (Par).

This one is entitled 'Birthday
Party,' .capjtalizing .on start of line's

SS-^S.^^ JJZ repeat
y
of their stunt .cavalcade just

act's returns on the getaway were
generous. 1-

'•
.

, The. band takes over again at this

point with a novelty framed around
a toy piano. The combo's pianist,

equipped with the .little instrument,
feeds his tinkling solos intd the
mike, while the ! band rounds out
with whatever: <i*-o is necessary to
make a musical go of 'Stardust' and
'Ferryboat Serenade.'
Miss Lynn explains during the

course of her routine that the last

time she played the State was with
Eddie Captor; The-girl proves with
her opening bars :that. her talents
suffice to. make her stand on her
own: :*Hef -coloratura is exception-
ally flutey and her: head tones are
always rounded and sound. , The
only weakness of heir act is its waste
of talent on the \ gummy recitation
which _ makes Clark Gable., the focal
point for a special introduction to
/You Made Me Love You.' Miss
Lynh can singi arid, what she does in
the foregoing number sums up as so
much slumming.
Vernon deals in cleaned-up gags,

eccentric hoofing, a clever burlesque
on a burlesque strip tease and an air
of labored nonchalance. It all
works out. amusingly, especially the
atrip number.
Messner again; moves my this time

to do a duet with the- band's staff
vocalist, Jeanriie EfArcy, on the
themes of 'Hit the Road' and 'Ain't
You

; Ashamed * It's all honkey-
donkey. ;

:
'

: With Downey's entry the mood be-
comes quite intimate. The band is

travelered out of the scene arid, it's

Just the tenor and his piano. He
pours out the pops,, such as 'Harvest
Moon' and 'My Melancholy Baby,'
Irish - melodies arid a current ditty
here and here, and they keep en-
couraging him . for more. An old
favorite has come calling and every-
thing that he brings out of those
pipes is okay with them, and unani-
mously so.V Odec.

KEITH'S BOSTON

Boston, Nov. 15.
Buster Shaver with Olive\ and

George, Marjorie Gainsworth, Ernie
and . Naida Perez, Johnny Burke,
Mills, Kirk and Raye, Larry Flint
House Orch, 'Phantom of CHinaiotim'
(Mono)' and 'Stranger on. Third
Floor* (RKO). ;

"

a . month :". ago. which precluded the
obvious gag- this week, but they are
doing plenty singing, hoofing and at--

mospherizing at every turn.
Show opens, as usual, with Roxy-

ette Eileen Ritter getting the '. audi-
ence to warble in her Sing-A-Song-
With-Mike- session, this tifne special-

izing in tunes with femrne's names-
Margie. Dinah.. etc. Line launches
stage section of bill in fast rope-skip-
ping routine, building up kid : birtH-

;

day party mood, and. 'falls back, to

watch FiVe Canistrellis. Three
Women and two men make quite a

splash with an always-something-
happening mixture of juggling,

tumbling and balancing, using plenty,

of paraphernalia.' Applause good,
throughout. .'•

Six. gals. In Oriental veils bring on.

Gali-Gali as 'great Egyptian presti-

digitator.' Swarthy chap in fez works
rapidly with -constant chatter, turn-
ing the old army game trick into a

riot by using as many as seven baby
chicks under /the inverted cups.,Chap
gets two kids from audience and has
'em dizzy with smooth coin, card and
handkerchief biz. winding up bv in-

viting each to remove: baby .chicks

from their own pockets. Neat twist

is letting audience in on some of the

stuff, that; baffles the kids.. Surefire

all the way along. •'>.
•

;

Twelve line gals., half in gowns and
hslf in tails, take it for brief waltz,

falling . back as Walter Dare Wan]
appears as bellhop to take tophat and
coat from- partner, before hoing into

strong-arrii biz. Act Is well-known,
here and the ielly-arm interludes are

getting slightly, worn, but pair pack
enough bona fide heaving to register

solidly. :
,•• .' ', ,•

•" •••''.

Line finishes bill with swing ver-

sion of Paderewskl's . 'Minuet in G
for oke hand.
Biz good at show caught. Craig.

.

towerTkg.
16.Kansas City, Nov,

Jimmy joy Orch. with
Burns and Art London: Lester Hard
ing, House Lint, Barry. Watts;
'Melody and Moonlight (Rep).

One. of the least satisfying stage,
shows' ogled here in several weeks
finds Buster Shaver and his midgets
standing out like a million dollars
and almost saving a dull evening by
closing the proceedings with their

.
nice slice of entertainment, that
looks just a bit better every time

:
they cpme around. Marjorie Gains-
worth is given big billing and she
Elays here instead of in 'Night of
ove/ a musical, now on the road, in

Which she was originally cast.
But getting back to the Buster

Shaver act^-the highlight . of the
turn is; as before, the ballroom dance
of Olive and Shaver, which remains
one of the most fascinating novelties
of vaudeville: Some of the twirls
and ; lifts with which iShaver shows
off his midget dancing partner look
slightly different from those of the
routine when last caught. . Olive's
costuming isinlfty and Shaver- keeps

: his music up to the minute. George,
. the other midget, has. more, to do
than a year ago,, dancing 'thri.ee with
Olive. One is a waltzy ballroom,
another a fast and flashy number
and the. finale a. conga, is a. wow,
with Olive giving it the works. :

Ernie and Naida : Perez open the
bill, with high-pole perchings by
Naida, done in the circus, manner and
with pood touches of showmanship.
Swinging out horizontally high up
on a flexible metal pole which her
partner whirls from the ground,
Naida got a good hand for this flashy
finish. .

Johnny Burke is the solo comic
• this :

'week, netting . himself some
plentiful plaudits for his standard
monolog about the doughboy mud-
dling through the last war. Some of
Burke's material is too blue, but
generally it sustains interest through

The Joy organization has -some-
thing of a ; following hereabouts as
a dance crew, but isn't particularly
known as. a . stage band -nor has it

appeared as such here of recent date.
In line with the recently ,established
custom the band moved- in here folr
lowing a two-week stand in the
Terrace Grill of local Hotel Muehle-
bach. - ,

.
Aside from its . lack of marquee

draught the band fills the bill pretty
well on . entertainment. In 45 min
utes performance is well rounded
with the aid of Joy's own specialists
and Lester Harding and the regu-
lar house. line. ..

Joy is well stocked with novel-
ties, such . as his 'musical cocktail'
method: of opening and introducing
his boys, and his 'musical courtroom'
interpolation midway; ., He heightens
this department with his own play-
ing of two: clarinets-^simultaneously
to 'St, Louis Blues' and by stepping
"into the quartet. They also have a
nifty in 'Sweet gue,' played on pop
bottles variously filled with water.
Straight music is used mostlv to

back the pair of singers. Art Lon-
don; forrner Utah University : half-
back, gets.his turn early in the route
to work put , on 'My Heart Stood
Still* and 'Maybe.' . Big blonde is

eligible for some kind of an award
for singing Without moving his lips.
A little later Betty Burns takes her
inning on 'Nobody's Baby,' 'I Can't
Give You Anything But Love' and
'That's for Me.' She fulfills on looks
and voice although the house has
seen both better arid worse.
Singing of the bill is rounded out

by Lester Harding, the house's regu-
lar

;
singing m.c, on a medley of

'Rio Rita' tunes, with his baritone
winding up . on 'Rangers' Song' in
good fashion.

.
House, line contributes

two numbers to the bill, a cheer
leader take off early, and a fox hunt
later, .. with Charlotte Browning
brought in to give a special foxy
.dance. Barry Watts, as the weekly
amateur winner, adds some sleight*
of-harid to the snow, Quin.

.
Kay Kiiser's Orch (14) augmented

to 24, with Ginny Simms, Harry
Babbitt; 'Ish Kabibble.' 'Sivlly Masoji,

Gae Foster Girls (16) ; 'You'll Find
Out' (RKO) , reviewed in this issue

of.Variety.

If you 1 ike Kay ' Kyser and h is

Kollege of Musikal Knowledge you'll

like him ih spades at the Roxy .this

week; otherwise it may. be a case of

overdoing a good thing. For ex-
ample, no sooner is the ipieceydci'

resistance of Kyscr's stage stint over,

-^-the re-creation of his radio Kol-
lege routine—^than the rostrum ' eii-

tertainment segues into a . celluloid

replica of the ': same, thing, because
that's the keynote of Kyser's current
starring film, 'You'll Find. Out,' This
is his second picture for RKO and
the first time for the rah-rah maestro
on the Roxy rOstrtim. It's also a
solo week booking, doubling from
the- Waldorf-Astoria, which means
that, if the film holds over it will

have to continue sans the Kyserites'
personirig. .. '.•'.'"'•

,

\ ' The Kyser draw is pbterit, .judging
by. the healthy turnout. Thursday
(1.4), a miserable, all-day-rain open-
ing stand.

: It's al.so a grueling grind ,for the
Kyseritesi who, between, dinner and
supper sessions at the Waldorf (in-

.

cideritally, the first time such dis-

pensation came from that swank
hostelry), arid their regular Wednes-
day night broadcast for Lucky.
Strike, opened with a flve-shows-a-
day -schedule.

:

'

.

•'•

No gainsaying the versatility and
variety of their entertainment. Even
before' the capping . Kollege' Kuiz.
routine, the band gives excellent ac-
count of. itself with a skilb!ul blend
of current pops,- : expertly orches-
trated for ensemble pt-fbrmance or
srilo vocalizing by the photogenique
C-inny .Simms, the personable Harry
Babbitt; the

:
comedic 'Ish Kabibble' .

and Sullv' Mason.
Basic band numbers 14-^-five

brasses, . five reeds, . toiir rhythm,
with maestro Kyser at the helm and
soloist Babbitt sitting with the boys,
but riot even faking, an

;

instrument.

;

A brass choir of 10 augments/ the-
bana on stage, after first being dis^

covered in- the two side boxes ^with
proper fanfare to prelude the stage
presentation. •*

'

The clever Gae Foster Girls work
in and out.of the band presentation
with atmospheric business as Co-eds,
besides getting off another unique
terp ensemble routine, that : with
miniature xylophones utilized in
synchronization with their taps, to
the: tune of 'Say It ; with Music,'
which they tap out

. ;
the -midget

vibes.
, . / .

:

Miss Simms, - who shows up even

'

better for camera values under the
RKO cinematic technique, registers
in person with 'Maybe,' segueing
into a dandy 'St. Louis Blues' ar-
rangement, besides duetirig 'Our
Love Affair' with Babbitt. Her
'Only Forever' is another highlight
solo, y :/

' .y- ':

Show runs an hour and 10 min-
utes, which is some 20 minutes too
long, especially, if Kyser is aiming
for a fancy gross with a five- and
six-shows-a-day schedule.: Further-
more, it tends to surfeit, where he
should leave 'em hungry, y

Another, shades-of-Albee observa-
tion

.
is the frank . trailerizing in-

dulged in by. Kyser for his Wedries-.
day-at-10-p.m. Lucky Strike com-
mercial, both in the film and on-
stage. Where it used to be anathema,
to plug a competitive show biz entity
from a vaudfllmer, now it's a case
where the competition (especially if

it's -. radio) is the whyfore of the
act's value for films or stage. The
picture version even includes the
tobacco auctioneer's chant, although
just circumscribes plugging Lucky
Strike by name. y

. Other than that, the showmanly
maestro's post-graduate discburse in
Tin Pan Alley intelligence makes
even his most, backward stuh-dents
want to stay after school. -Some of
the kids were there practically all
day Thursday, and Kyse.r asked that
the-^least they could do for him was
not. to spill the ariswers before he
does. - . Abel.

east side bonanza on which to fall

back. • . ;
Ben Rader's local tooters, trans-

ferred back from, the apron to th«
elevator platform,, start the shindig

with the chorus from two pop tunes
before breaking into 'Oh, Johnny' for

Perkins, who spends a few miriOtes

winning guffaws with .hisv gags and
tales .before . introducing the Four
Sidneys, okay trick bike act. Connie
Clark, at the Playdlum last week,
comes next. The willowy gal, sport-

ing an attractive gold-cloth gown,
warbles 'Nobody' Baby' and 'If I

Had My Way' to win a round of ap-
proval. The Rhythmettes, who so
closely resemble part of the Munici-
pal Theatre daricing line because of
their.precision, copped applause With
a production number tagged 'Sub-
way Express.': .

The Martels (3) arid the Mignon
femme, in. the next slot, score solidly
with their cojnbo of .

ballroomolpgyi
adagio arid, aero,,. Mignon is tiny and
the stalwart males toss her all over
the' place/ This act appeared in
Par's 'Buck Benny: Rides Again.'
Buster West with; Lucille Page and

Chuck Gaghon go over with their
;

zaney dancing and aero stuff, socked
over by West ; arid Miss Page.
Gagnon, straight, has little to do. :.

Perkins breaks out with two dit-
ties, 'My Wife's First Husband' arid
'Stay After School,' both, bordering
too closely to the indigo for this
family trade. Perkins' best gag oh
show comes when ; in pluggirig his <

east side recreation spot, he spouts '.

that
:
the citizenry in Illinois know

who their governor is. The reference
is

:
made to the gubernatorial situa-

tion in Missouri,, .where a legislative
contest may be necessary before the
state's chief exec is- seated. The
Rhythmettes return for their second
routine. 'Can Can;' presented re-
cently at', the Municipal Auditorium
during the 'St. Louis Cavalcade,' pro-
duced by the William Morris agency; ;

This wound up the 55-miriute show.
Biz good when caught. Sahu.

FOX, DETROIT

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh,>ou. in
Stan. Laurel, Oliver Hardy rl,„

.

Parker. Sid Gold, Maxine ConraT
Cass, Owen and Topsy, Darle-ne Gar
ner, Danny pare Girls (10). Mai

^XM-G)
Housa 0r^ <i6>; 'Duk}

.-y ; Detroit, Nor. 16.

Louella Pdrsotis' 'Hollywood Stars
of '41* with Biiinie Barnes, Robert
Cummings,

.
Breiida Joyce, '

." June.
Pfeisser, Sabu, William ;T, Qrr;: VAtr
ginia O'Brien, Mike Frankovitch;
Max Leib House Orch (15) ; 'Young
People' (20th). .-' ; '' '

FOX, ST. LOUIS

.:.'•; '•"..
;

;.'; ;
'" '• SU Louis, Nov: 15. -

.

Johnny Perkins, Buster West and
Lucille Page, Chuck . Gagnon, The
Martels and Mignon, The Four Sid-
neys, the Rhythmettes. (16), Connie
Clark, Ben Rader's Orch (20) ;

; 'Tug-
boat Annie' CWB) and 'Qlamour For
Sale' (Col.)

Johnny Perkins, whose entertain-
ment proclivities in recerit, months

j
have been limited to his Playdium
in East: St. Louis and a once-a-week
appearance with his troupe at Steve
Cady's nitery here, is back currently
on the boards at Fanchon & Marco's-
5,000-seater Fox, m.c.irig a stage
show chockful of meritorious eriter-
tainment.
Three years ago Perkins enjoyed a

long run at the St. Louis, a 4,000
seater of the Stk Louis Amus. Co.
chain, when a determined effort was r

made to revive vaude in this burg
Perkins ha? lost hone of his audi-
ence approval arid works just as
strenuously as if he dij not have his

Since this troupe started there* has
been some

, shuffling around, with'
Ilpna Massey and Robert Stack drop-

.

ping out and Robert Cummings, June
Preisser and. Virginia O'Brien as the
replacements. There are plenty of
names and rriiich to look at, but what
talent there is and the general slow-: -

ness of the show keep emphasizing
the need for keeping the impresario
or whatever you would call Miss
Parsons in the spotlight.

Compared to . the Elsa Maxwell
troupe; which last had the Fox stage,
this looks , like a production, bi^f it

still is far from destroying the grow-"
ihg public belief , that there .must be
magic in those Hollywood cameras,
Brought on. by. a musical cue 'You
Ought, to Be in. Pictures,' sports any
nouncer Mike Frankovitch is exces-
sively, boisterous and employs ex-
aggerated, introductions, including
Sabu as 'The Bob Hope of India.'
Biggest buildup, outside of Miss Par-,
sons, is oh Cumrnings.

He. finally is wheeled in, sup-
posedly recovering from a Havana
vacation, and flips along about his
trip with a Milton Berle influence
discernible. Pleasant personality reg-
isters well, particularly with ferrimes,
but the gags need sharpening. Intro-
duction on Virginia O'Brien, who
dead-pans blues singers with her
version of 'Old Kentucky Home,'
'Ramona,' - wasn't clear and '.half the
audience wasri't sure if it was kid-
ding or straight, but she was good
for an encore on 'Jeanriie With the
Light Brown Hair.' :

At regular intervals, Miss Parsons
shares the rri.c, duties with Franko-
vitch, with wires pouring iri . on the
latest' news from Hollywood and
the players all stopping for a little
chat

. at her desk. Along the way
Sabu tells of his latest picture and
does a song foom it none too effec-
tively^ Miss Joyce sells herself,
backed by Cummings, Orr arid
Frankovitch, who drowns out the
latter portion with, a running ac-
count of a foptball game.. Miss Par-
sons .is

.
back to answer audience

questions about Hollywood and 'why
isn't Frankovitch' in pictures? .

Last part of the show, clicked with
the:

.
folks here. After they recog-

nized her
. in; a British music-hall

Setup, they gave Binnie Barries a
good hand on her two numbers,
forcing an encore. It's a good thing
Orr has been moved back In the
Show for earlier he would have been
ruinous to the efforts of the others
by comparison. He really scores on
his performance with his series of
imitations, Hepburn : being -particu-
larly devastating to the payees, and
going jntp his President Roosevelt
With 'My friends, and for awhile I
thought! might be addressing you asmy former frieridsV pleasing both
Democrats and Republicans. Miss.
Preisser, too, has a professional stage
manner and her timing, even in an
acrobatic, number, , might be a text
for some pf the others. It winds with
the cast doing a conga.
.Biz good-on next to: final show
Saturday (16). Poolk

Film comics Laurel arid Hardv
have cooked up an okay revue for
their personal appearance jaunt
Unlike most Hollywood, units this
one isn't composed of dead-wood
names, but is peopled chiefly bv
vaude standbys who know what it's
all about. Result is a show that's
fast, funiiy, gobd-lbokirig and well-
routiried.

.

';

y Laurel and Hardy " confine their
doings to a 10-minute skit at the
close of the show arid it's tailor -mad»
for silly.

; Stan and opulent Ollie
Chief complaints about team on the
screen is that there's usually too
much of them; that can't be made of
their current p.a. and it's reacting
to their advantage. Their style is
well-knoWn, arid

. police .station
sketch, which winds up in a slap-
stick ymelee,: fits them accurately
right down to the vest, buttons.

Introduction brings them to tha
downstage mike ••'

. one for some
pantomimic sillies arid when Hardy
suggests that Laurel make a thank-
you speech, latter says he hasn't tirtie
because they have to go to City Hall
and renew Hardy's driver's license
That leads theni into a half-stage.set
and the body of their act, with Lew
Parker doing the beleaguered ser-
geant in absence of ailing James
Morton. Parker foils them well,
and comedy team doesn ?

t. need any
apologists for either their! material
or execution.

:
.

Parker, incidentally, is the: unit's
backbone.. He's , an okay comic, an
able,. ,m.C> and keeps the tempo
clipped arid going with his deft-
handling. For stooges, he's using
Sid Gold, who heckles him from
audience and later comes on stage
for a slick bit of vocal exercising,
and luscious-looking Maxine Con-
rad, who: dumb-doras Parker for a
few minutes before going; into Tni
Nobody's Baby' and 'I. Can't Resist
You,' both of which she puts over in
workmanlike fashion. .'"

Standard turn of Cass. Owen and
Topsy is still tops iri . acrobatic
nuttery and two gals and tliei,r partr"
ner tie things i n to knots, fls they've
always done every- time around- here.
Couple of new -tricks, have been
added sihee the last Visit "arid they're
honeys. ; Other act. ; is: Darleiie
(jarner. brie; of the Danny Dare girte

who. steps out' of the. line for a fast"

tap . specialty that's more than ade-..

quate for the spot's needs. ; ,

:''.' '

Iri Danny ; Dare girls, Laurel -Hardy
show is carrying an ensemble that's
as. good as any to Corrie down the
line . in quite a while. They're
shapely, easy on the eyes and, what's,
still

: mow important, can: dance.
Line work Is all high-class,' the gals
know how to simulate, personal en-
joyment arid the swell costuming
helps them out no end, too. Chorus
puts in three appearances, and each,
of them is a high-spot, which is urt-

usual for these unit pony ballets.

.

.
Show, carries, its Own . musical

director who batons Max Adkins*
house' crew from the .'

pit.
;
Adkins.

himself herds the crew , through an
overture of Jerome Kern tunes,
nicely arranged and featuring couple
of band's /solo, stars. . y y
Biz off at openirig. Rain and

snow.
. Cohen.

ADAMS, NEWARK
Newark, Nov.

'

10.

Ozzxe Nelson Orch with Rose Anne
Stevens, Harriet Hilliard; Marty
May, [Chester Ftedericks and Gloria
Lane, Goodrich and Nelson, Julius
Asnis House Orch; 'Who Killed Aunt
Maggie?' (Rep.).

"

Another clicky show is on view at

the Adams this,
: Week, : with .O'zzie,

Nelsori's orch and songstress Harriet
HilHard featured,

''

Nelson vocalizes now and then, and
m.c.s with sufeness • arid humor. In-

effective ribvelty- he tells trials and
tribulations . of a bandleader. " Rose
Anne Stevens sits With band, and jit*

terbugs way through two or three
songs to good hand. . Miss .Hilliard s

singing is on the cute and quiet side,

-

by contrast. She was brought back,
for several deserved "encore choruses
of 'I Ain't Got Nobody and Nobody's
Got Me' when caught (16). .

Marty May bears striking resem-
blance to Jack Benny, and has the

same general type of comedy offer-

ing, even to the violin Benny, carried

but never played very Well; in .vaude

days. He registers solidly, and one
racy story he tells had not only .cus--.

tomers but boys in orch laughirig at

his adlibbing. .

"
.

'
:

. Chester. Fredericks. With the as-

sistance of blonde and shapely Gloria

Lane, offers his standard set of

speedy softshoe arid tap routines. Act

ffcts hcross o k.
"

; Quiet competence, divorced, from
mugging arid comic stuff frequently

encountered ' in such acts. m al
5
e
^

strong-arm gymnastics of Goonncn
and Nelson stand- out. .Couple pi

their stunts are startling..

Biz fairly good Saturday afternoon

(18). - Kent.
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Abbott and Costello, , Merry Macs
(A) Larry Adler, Ruth Daye. The
jansleys Wl 'City for Conquest'

(WB). •;

.

:

.v; .;
'..

.

-'

"•

it week ending Thanksgiving .Day
• (in Illinois) held -any boxoffice. ter-

rors for Balaban & Katz, nobody'd

ever know it by ..this bill. Layout
runs a top length,, an hour and a
auarter, ' and, with one exception;

acts build logically in the pattern of.

a good vaudeville show.

Top honors go first to Abbott arid

Costello.' then, to the: Merry , Macs.
And there's only a hair's breadth be-

tween 'em,* Abbott arid 'Costello. have
the edfie because they're the; team
the customers came to see. Reputa--

tioh is biff here, and they're, polling

•em in; but, unlike a lot of personal
appearance acts, they, don't disappoint.

Their brand of comedy is better oh
the stage,, if *riything, than over the

air. Customers gave plenty, of evi-

dence that chatter acts and crossfire'

are all too seldom seen these days,

and they'd , welcome more as good
as Abbfijt . and Costello. Only im-

: proyemenf these : boys
. could make

would be to employ ; a little more
action, at the. mike. Maybe the old:

flnger-in-the-eye/ type /stuff would
do it.

'
.. :

;

. v :.v' ; '- ':
:*

Jlerry Macs have what; it takes for-

a singing outfit.' good appearance,; ex-
cellent arrangements and swell pipes.

Talk is .uneasy, and ballad, which
they announce as something they are
seldom allowed to do. could well be
left out Jf they can't change to a bal-

lad style.' - Finish was; a near show-
stopper. ,

:
.

.

Third in line for audience approval
Js.Larry . Adler; and it's a photo fin-

ish... If. there's one harmbriica player

;

worthy: of being
•..
called -.:'-musician,*^

he's Larry -Adler. Billed as a 'vir-

tuoso,', one of the iew times when
any actor's billing is an:

. -under-state-',

merit; '.: ,
'

-

.

' Costello comes on at finish of Ad-
ler's. act to stooge, for him and do a
fake harmonica playirig bit which has
been seen here often; but which went
over big. Stooging is by way of an
introduction for .finale Which has
whole company, headed by Costello,
doing a blackout . announced as from
'Streets of Paris.' The Columbia
Wheel used the blackout, also, 'way
buck. So has every burley . comic
since, and, probably, before. The
only difference here is that the bed
has clean sheets, an Innovation for
this particular bit.

• Opening -show are the Jansleys.
two men and-twb boys, doing a fast,
XveU-hf/idled tumbling turn. Follow-
ing the/hi is Ruth Daye. She just
doesn't belong. She's a good little
•tap; dancer and does three long,
ftahdnrd routines in one without any

:
.

wbting effects arid with no change
Ofcostume. That isn't what's wanted
after the whamming the show gets at

.
the start from the Jansleys; It's like
promising a guest great gobs of
tavlar, then giving him. a lone oys-
ter. Which is riot to insinuate Miss
paye is ah Oyster, though even an
oyster is swell in its proper place.

.
House nearly capacity at dinner

•now caught; .: \,:\r/ ,
' Loop.

jestic, San Antonio

'San:Anton

/of
c
i,

Lci0,s Band (i 3)T Tell Asters
Qh Charles 'Snowball' Whittier.Joan
Woods, Jeanne Blanche, Kay, Katyaam Kay; 'Rangers of Fortune' (Par) :

Local vaudeville, season opened
neatly with Ted Lewis' group of taK
ented entertainers in : a fast 60-min-
ute revue heavy with dancing, songs
and music, with a touch of comedy
here and there^ all enhanced by the
wwis showmanship,

;

„^earing his battered tophat, Lewis
opens show with, his now-standard
song stating that for years: he haswen getting away with murder with
nis nonsense, patter and. songs..

\J^ader opens with his bid standby,

«2?*u
Hat With the Silver Lining/

"ojhen give£ out with his clarinet
on St. Louis Blues.* In this several,^e;boy( .iii the band are given
foio. spots. Joari Woods taps toSomebody Loves Me' avd comesMck in ; jmaie to do a rhumba, her
best applause-better; •/.

, .
.-

-

pJKf,
S^ters

' Jean. Gladys and
rt»7?^

a
,

re seated on stage through-

nf ?u-
lend mce support to several

^f\
h

'. .Pf0(iuctipn numbers. Are
SP^hted with nifty renditions on

gS- 0a^ Se^.nade' and 'Dinah.'wadys w heard, solo with Lewis in.

S,vMb and ;My Shadow' arid 'You
^•an t Brush Me Off.'
, 'Isn't She a Pretty thing' sung

fewis introduces Jeanne BWnche
3

inKwesen
is an interpretative danceS&e

f
se^ with cartwheels. Re-

feon'
r f0r 8 fast taP to Tuxedo

1940

Bill Robinson in a tap and in the
finale as a peanut vendor. .

Lewis vocals 'I'm Stepping Out
With a Memory Tonight', to good ef-
fect, bringing in names of . many
local establishments for good laughs.
Other musical highlights are the
'Musical Magical Man,' in which
Lewis does his-small-town band rou*
tine, with some fancy baton-twirling
and. 'Are You Havin* Any Fun?'
Entire group is on stage for finale-

an imaginary trip to South America,
which

:
closes .with goobers being

tossed to the audience.
• Second show: caught" opening day:
had full house. -'

.'Andy. .

PALACE, cLeVE.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

'

;
Cleveland, Nov. i6„

. . Woody Herman drift, Kitty Lane,
Stumps and Stumpy, Sid Robin,
Bobby May, Cass Daley, 'Down Ar-
gentine Way' ,(20t/i).

... -Regular customers are conspicuous
by their absence during Palace's.cur-
rent stanza;, the. heavy, load of jive
stuff being a little too much for the
conservatives. But it's a perfectly
grooved, high-Voltage bill for ah
army of jitterbugs who. are storming
the , house. :---. "; :.

.

;'-' '

: ' y-

Woody Herman's stage personality
as well as his crew, of jiveirs ' show,
more flexibility than, they did on last
visit in spring. Although still over-
emphasizing the . brasses when . cut-
ting loose on some.Jip;L high, notes,
Herman wisely riiakes donqessioris to.

long-underwear customers .at right
times. For them, the outfit gets into
a melodically sweet strain/ in 'Swal-
lows Come Back to Capistrano' -arid

'Moonlight ; and; -Roses,' made , even
more mellow by warm lighting )ef-.

fects*: .

'.' ';'; "'
'; ••• .;• .••

;

;-

:' But for a; change,, opening crowds
yelled for whackier rhythrhs, so Her-
man put the heat on 'Fan It* and
'Golden Wedding' to such a fervid
degree that youngsters : nearly -pound-
ed wooden arms off their seats. Kitty
Lane riot distinctive in voice hut
okay in delivering 'Rhumboogie' with
power, while Sid Robiri accents com-
edy ditties -nicely'. '„•:;>

Both of them as well as everybody
:else are shoved aside by. Cass Daley's
super-sh6wnlariship:wheh it comes to
selling songs " in a terrific way. The
shouting, howling,: rhugging warbler
is at her best on this visit. She's
slicker; shrewder and . surer of her-
self and her audience. A new bit of
her repertorVy at least -new : to locals
ites. is. her medley of smartly turned
songs telling a low-comedy story of
a hapless . love affair. /She follows
them with 'Old Man Mose* and got
encored to death until, she repeated
her fambira 'alburii number/:,
Bobby May fills a middle spot sat-

isfactorily with : gags..and juggling,
timing' them uncannily. Stump and.
Stumpy missed opening; show be-
cause of late train, but made up for
it in hotcha sepia' hoofing at second
performance. . Pullen.

Clyde McCoy Orch (13), Dick Lee,
Mildred Bailey, Bennett Sisters (3),
Charles Barnes, Calgary Bros. (2),
Rufe Davis; Shorts a-(td Newsreels.

Clyde McCoy's band has to stand
fairly much on its own and others in
his unit, in filling out an hour of
stage, entertainment.. That the show
stacks up. so. strongly is largely to
the. credit of this veteran in the band
field, who. has made his 'Sugar Blues-
signature; mighty familiar down
through the.years. He's mainly sup--

.
ported -by ; Mildred; Bailey arid the'
Calgary Bros.; ; with Charles Barnes,
slick dancer, an added entry.
McCoy's outfit plays smoothly

MAN ABOUT H'WOODiPARDON US, PLEASE

!

(ALVIN, MPLS.)

/
'

; Minneapolis, Nov-. 16. '

George McCall, Line (12), Ruth
Foster, Buddy Green, Marno, Billy
Yioung, Virginia

; Gibson,: Bobby
Pinkus; "Wagons Westward' (Rep/.

• • George McCivll, who has achieved
radio prominence as the CBS West
Coast film columnist on the Old Gold

Tr»imnpr
t co ,.f"in,-, „ f

*
—

r
-,-

,
hour ahd , the Kate ' Sriiith summer

B^fl^^LALi^i^ ^ acfc5 ;
Program, has had spriie; .of, his : origin

EMBASSY, N. Y,
(NEWSREELS )

..."

as. is McCoy's, hot-lips: horn soloing.
There is considerable-excuse for his
repeated playing, but it's never over-
done, ; Add.itibnallyy' - he' m.c.s the
whole perfoi-mance with. ease.
Bob . Nelson, band's arranger,

.
is

spotlighted with a piario solo and
could do at . least two. The, three
Bennett sisters, : w.ho're : with the br-
gariization, impress with, their, close
riarmoriy around the mike and some
first-rate tapping. The maestro ap-
pears to have ,a real asset iri this
teariiv Dick Lee,' male balladist with
the crew, is.; a - solid click With his
'Only Forever;' but not so forte with
'A: Million Dreams Ago.'- Mixes a
nice - smile with heat warbling and
deserves additional songs. Band fea-
tures .'Tear

.
It, Down,' 'Basin Street

Blues -arid: the inevitable: 'Sugar
Blues/'. .

:. .-•
'"-.-

:'"-...-:

'

Miss
.
Bailey, .'Old Rockiri' Chair'

lady of the airlaries, seerhirigly is as
popular behind the footlights as on
the radio. 'I'm Nobody's Baby' - and

; 'Lover Where Can You Be,' latter in
the modern-day idiom, are her best
songs.. Avith 'Old- .

Rbckin* .Chair's
Got Me* for a. closer. Enuriciation
and diction .still, make, her singing
among the tops vof current balladists.

. Calgary Bros, are doing the same,
drunk acrq routine, with, the slow-
motion stickup -the hit of their turn.
They represent virtually , the only

. comedy, on the hill, and adequately,
aside from Riife Davis. Latter,

. who's
. been on the Coast in pictures

.during; recent years, ; remains a
favorite with his phenoirienal sound
effects and imitations; 'Mdma Don't
Allow No Music Played iri Here' is

his putstandirig contribution, though
the mob here went for the sax-clari-
net duet imitation, and the -Donald

:
Duck song.

. Charles Barnes, who .builds with
his

:
tapsteririg, appears to have been

rushed in as an emergency; Theatre
advertises Nash . arid Evans, arid also
Curley Van outside, but neither act
shows'. .

-
•

Biz off . at first show Friday (15).
• Wear. '

HIPP, BALTO

movM~ 1
n
? .
of K

.

ay
'
Katya arid KaySS ; °. ŝtanding, hit of showvS^ lth^** -«P«*- ••• ?oritirie

:

.to-<a,2^ ^altz and ,then go; into acomic toy dance. Had to beg off.

senwles Snowball' Whittier is pre,- .

Shadw" the
u o^ie /Me and My

Babv c^ number ancl, 'When My
w£ - ^,le

?
at

.
Me/ two numbers

r?S;^VMww, show, is mimis;..
.

TO.hfick wjth
.
fi iiifty imitation of

nahty incorporated
. into

. his 'Man
About Hollywood- revue, breaking iri

at the Alvin. .......Besides, .providing
pleasing; entertainment, revue gives
auditors

. a : Hollywodd education:
While entirely • unpretentious and
•probably : comparatively . economical
In /talent .expenditure, it generates
more audience satisjCactibri arid plieasr
ure than the more elaborate name
Hollywood • shows.- . ;

>

Instead of taking his ciie from
Louella Parsons, „Ed Sullivan ^nd
Elsa Maxwell, who have been, tour-
ing: with screen stars who have little
or riothing to contribute iri the way
of

,
stage perforhianceV: McCall has

gathered together a half-dozen *on-
and-off-the-screert' ;Hollywck)'d. -perr
sbnalities, .probably .unknown- by
name to even the dyedrirt-the-wool
Pic fans, who possess actual comedic,
singing; dancing and other talents.

^McCall has Gary Cooper to intro-
duce himr—from the screen—as 'the
man who knows everything about
Hollywood and the movies/ In the
reel, which was especially produced
for the revue, Cooper also' apolo-
gizes for his: inability to be present
in the flesh due to film commitments.
While the film unwinds, McCall is
at the microphone to take the
audience: On what amounts to a
personally conducted tour of Holly-
wood and the-«tudios, relating inter-
esting anecdotes about the stars and
places and jgiving various Hollywood
lowdowns. Laurel and Hardy stooge
in and orit of the filriv for comedy
purposes, Numerous other, stars aj-.o

are 'shot' in company with McCall.
All very interesting as well as au-
thentic, of course^ and duly impresses
the custoriiers and helps to. create a
friendly audience attitude for the
performers. -

>.\

Duririg the show. McCall emcees,
stooges during various acts' and an-
swers questions about the -film capital
and stars; the queries being deposited
in a box in the lobby for "that pur-
pose or originated by McCall him-
self to permit some gagginn. In some
spots, at least, he may be. ari ap-
proach to a name with a segment of
the. film fans. • The same goes for
Maiho,. Tahitiari beauty, the featured
performer, whose talking point is the
fact that she was the object of Clark
Gable's screen affections in 'Mutiny
on the Bounty/ So. all in all,, the
revue affords plenty of selling possi-
bilities. .' .

"

Here McCall Is using the theatre's
own line of 12 lookers instead of his
own eight. : The /-'horisters partici-
pate in four : well-staged: numbers
costumed in a way' to reveal considr.
erable of their physical charms, The
girls have a chance to sing and do
solo work. •

Show' opens with the McCall film.
Then, after the , initial chorus bit,

McCall brings on. Ruth Foster, in-
troducing her as the dancing double
for Joan Crawford arid other non-
daricing' stars; 'in; various pictures;
SHe taps nimbly. Next comes Buddy
Green, who. according to McCall,
imitates the. various stars for the
Wait Disney cartoons. His impres-
sions ,of Wallace Beery. Paul. Muhi.
Ned Sparks. Jean Hersholt and
Charles Boyer won him a good hand
and. for a, finisher, he takes off Clyde
McCoy playing the 'Sugar . Blues.'

;

.'Mamo is a stunning young woman,

:

strikingly attired, . and she and Mc-
Call .exchange, some smart patter.'
She also explains Tahitian customs
and the native languadge. Then Billy
Young. ' ah exuberant comic.; makes
his appearance frorri the 'audience
with- a Charles 1 Laughton 'Mutiny on
the Bounty* imitation and the three
of thenv do an amusing burlesque on
a mystery drania.- Iri explaining the
way such" dramas are made* : Ypurig
cleverly .acts: out the various.- roles,

Mamo sings a; Tahitian love song;
.from orie of her picture* for a good
finish. . ; -.'.

:

? :

'

}
: .' Another :chorus nvimber precedes
the appearance of Virginia Qibson,

'introduced by McCal Y as the 6ne who"
does the vocals for: non-singing- stars

gence.
.

..- all Latin-American surefires by now,
|jn fil mis. She's a personable blonde

Pathe arid Par share equal billing ' ?nd under; -de..Sierra's'- tenoring neat,, with ' nice pipes heard to good ad-
ori tlie: mystery blasts that: rocked in]eriudes.

.
. ... -

.-.

t . , ! vantage in 'South : American Way'
several ..points of the country, but fhe .pt> Morltz

;
otherwise.- ^nolds

, anci. other .numbersi, A chorus pro-
they serve nothing beyond what the over .the expert Eddie,yar*os.. dance^^

i dUctiori: is built about hef version of
papers have already covered on the ; ^Pt**; :

w l,th 'the, talented maest^;<Alice Blue Gown;' " •'

subject :
• violinist clicking heavily \vith scnti-

' - mental ballads of Continental and

BftltinTore., Nou. 17.

Ken Murray, with Milton Charles-
ton, Betty Atkinson, Park and Clif-

ford,. Patricia '.Norman, Gae Foster
Roxyettes (16), Phil Lampkin House

i Orch i 14); 'Mexican Spitfire Out
West' (RKO).

In the -wake of the election furor,
this bill at the. Embassy resolves in-

self into a hum-drum, innocuous coir

lection of clips. The fanfare accom-
panying the national voting is still

prevalent in. the reels, but by this

time the popular spirit of the occa-
sion has. died .down, something which
the reels seemingly have ignored.
Paramount and Fox have the reels
on the Roosevelts and the Wallaces,
with Fox catching; Willkie sounding
Off bri the' need for. American unity
regardless of political affiliations.

The last is a clip that was on last

week's bill; rwhich Suggests that the
theatre, or the reeling companies,
are somewhat at a. loss for material.
The rest of the bill shows' that, too.

Perhaps the most startling bit of
news emanates from Tacoma, Wash;,
with the actual showing : of that
bridge: crash. Pathe caught .it, and:

:
the

:
full Jnt'ensity of the wind that

sent the huge span swaying to and

With house orch on stage to
round out Ken Murray arid a list of
specialties, and house Iirie of Roxy-
ettes skillfully woven in and but of
doings by Beth Mitchell, show here
takes on considerable stature. .Out
of the pit and ably directed" by Phil
Larnpkiri, house orch- helps with
socko musical support.
Following a peppy collegiate

routine by the /line, which
:
uses

(Corifiriued on page 55)
.

New Act

RICO de SIERRA
Songs .':.'•'•

Hotel St. Moritz, N. Y. V

; This is Rico de Sierra's American
debut. He's a 22^y.earrOld; Cuban
singer, tall arid personable with an

. .

, 1L , ... engaging roriiantic tenor which, iri

fro was nabbed neatly, though the-combination, should prove even more
camera was seemingly out of focus, effective with maturity and increased
probably because the reeler was hav- 1 stage presence. Right: now de Sierra
ing difficult footing at one end of

i js a . bit ill at ease,: although in toto
the bridge, when the actual- crash

j he makes a favorable impression on
came. It; was a spectacular story , the floor of the Cafe de la Paix, at
from any standpoint, and the. Pathe I the Hotel St. Moritz. -

reels emphasized all .
too pointedly J De Sierra is slated for 'Crazy With

the indiscriminate': coverage ;the:the Heat,'' forthcoming Broadway
dailies gave the story when :it first! musical,, the cafe booking being a
broke. Of course, when - the; full smart idea to work out the kinks. He
realization of. the crash: hit . home,

.;
does standardlballads: like 'Bababalu'

they: followed up -.the yarn, but jiot with maracas .self-acebmp, the Mexi-
befbre they had kiridled iri the :mirids .c'an.-^Est-rellita/::-arid -'.' the inevitable
of many the. Whyfore. of the-.riegli- ^,

Mama.'..Iri.ez'----an4'
,

.'-!Perfl''dia;v-,-''T-h'ey'r.e:

all Latin-American surefires by riow>

(.VARIETY, LINCOLN, .NEB.)-

Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 16.
Bill Gardner's Orch, Don and Red-

dings, Monte and Rochelle, Colova,
Anne. Collard, Bill Robb, . Jr., Joe
Vernon,. Medley and Dupree, Line;
'Saint!* Double Trouble' (.RKO)

.

; Showing inroads in talent made by
lack of; playing time . as. the ''Pardon
TJs, Please' unit moved east from the
west coast, this 54-miriute vaude cpi-
lection with a pretense toward an
idea

.
has a lot to ' do to get in shape

for particular playing lime, As -it"

looked here, it was still breaking ..-ini

and trying desperately to keep frbin
breaking up. •

-'':'. '''•.-
:

'"'' '

-
.

.Charles ;Seidner,
. with most of his

display: photos, tagged with signature
of Leroy Prinz, the;Hollywood dance
director, .and claiming to have Hoi-
lywood talent, makes the most bit
this in the ads. Girls lacked a lot
of matching the photos, and didn't
handle themselves on stage .in the
:mariricr, of the~ Prinz school. Seid-
ner drew Up the unit and is manager.

His principal cbmeori for patron*
age is Colova (Marguerite ' Cple).
Avho suggests from her; entrance that
she's going into some manner of a
strip, but doesn't. Rather, she ap-
plies a light showing of . contortion
with some rippling muscular work
that keeps the censors away arid
primes interest just the same.

:

.

- Utility workmen in the unit are
Don and Johnny Reddings, hoofing
and acrobatics, and the ballroom
dance team of Monte and Rochelle.
After an bpenirig number by the
girls to allow the audience to set
itself comfortably* the Reddings boys
come; forth with a little dancing. A
couple of times later in the running
they bound, back' for- conversation,
or biz.

:
They're, just fair on all

counts. Monte and Rochelle are kept
busy all the tiirie^-in fact, too much.
In nearly every number by the girls— and there are four— the team
comes in the package. They, too, are :

prily average.: -

'

Medley and Dupree are the sole

,

standard act, arid quite familiar to
yaude attendants. The routine, right
down to the explosion of the shrap-
nel-treated phonograph remains as
always, and Joe Medley's slapstitck-
ery gouges for laughs as usual.

Bill Robb, Jr., is, the m.c. arid sings
and -Anne Collard works as the
femme foil when bits and blackouts
are a-brewing. Bill Gardner's: orch
covers the music side, and highlight*
Joe, Vernon, a shiner on the drums.
Biz only fair. ..-..,.; •:..• Art.

....

H'wood on Loose
;.'•.,.; (LYRIC, INDPLS.)

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.
'Hollywood on Loose' with Tom

Brown, Arleen Whelan, Alexander
D'Arcy, Judith Allen, and Carlyle,
Shaw .

and Lee, Ginger Manners,
Rosemary Alberts, Three Flashes:
•Hit Parade of 41' (Rep)

.

The long-time complaint of the
patron who lays his dough on the
line to see film names is, to use one
of the milder expressions, that 'they
don't do anything.* This week's, bill
at the Lyric takes up an hour's
time to emphasize that point. •

Tom- Brown, Arleeh Whelan, and
Alex D'Arcy are familiar names to.

those, who attend pix, but when
given an opportunity to perform be-
hind, the footlights, they . show a
woeful lack of material.
Most of the stuff is strictly street-

corner trivia.. D'Arcy and his wife,
Miss Whelan, try a song and dance,
but the execution is far : below
standard. Brown , also does a : one-
minute skit with Miss Whelan built
on. a convict's last word before get- -..

ting the juice in the hot seat, but its

strictly lightweight.
Judith Allen, assisted by Carlyle,

does' a jungle dance which consists
mostly of .wriggling around the
stage, arid even the jungle ignorant
could by no stretch of the; imigina-
tion find anything iri it to justify'
its 'jungle voodoo' label, Thus,
while Hollywood's ability to put to-
gether -pictures may still be open to .

discussion pro and con,' Hollywood
inability, to ; assemble stage, shows
seems to be becoming established.
,. Others on the bill are strictly frbrri
vaude. Shaw .' arid Lee help out
plenty With their nonsense, appear-
ing in three spots; help Brown with
egg gag first, then with spittinf
scene from street car and finally,

with" their hand mixups and dancing
finish. Three Flashes dp sorne tricks
on roller. skates in the .deuce, work-
ing in front of pit orchestra on stage
which hampers them . for

., ........ .... lu . u».,„M ,1 ,

5?bby Pnkus.-^
Smce this -js the time of Ihe. year- domestic flavor, He's been here- 14 i

cpmedian; lands laughs; with his ,yer-
iabel fbt sake of the unit title, does

when turkeys are-given ^heir. due. mon(.hSi a_pparently ;fixtiire, -and '<>**.9™?™** m.akyjrig...loye
.
to a ! her usual madcap slinging, and fool-

consideration;, the. fowl^ are. paraded : deservecn^D< , vivi«i'n Blaine, new ;

mike....his
. impression of a

:;shy. little
| inf, around „t the piano. Has a goodm

..
several

;
shots,,

.

Which suggests blonde songstress, is hit 'rt' miss with ! «^^^in^ aRecitation, and -his
:
ex- > finish when she -mouths the lyrics

that --Universal and Fox-
;

are
: >

being
; her , ybcals; Alice Glovei' and Walter- j

hjb)tipn
-

;

of the; dance that killed
! pf 'Beer- Barrel Polka' in" syrichroni-

no.ne-.-:too-- 'adroit:.. in^ushenng ,iri-. the./taMa^ long, conducting the ^charo- .-yaudey-aie'.- ,He .also- docs-spme
;
fjrst-. j

' jjation-wiMr •Anarews :-Sisters' record--

•

seasonal. activities. The reeling . is the pagne hour' ;

.at the Rainbow - Grill.-Irate acrobatic and eccentric stepping!
jnj? 0fr stage . > Rosemary Alberts is

.stuff.. • are here, with terp .specialties, plus,; and. ^yith. Miss.... .Foster,
.
clowns .. w i rtncj . of current amateur contest

No,: less than, eight, football game's the dftiice-conte.st.-idea later in -the vthrpugh a Hollywood, casting; offife !

. on WFBM arid accjiiits herself credit-:

fare. "part, or .tfce •-setup,, .which', gives- ey'ch.iiig.--': Nino"- coj^'t.i'n.u.es'-as •' person-'.- bit,- -..
I ably on 'Afaybe,' spbtt'e'd early in bill,

another itjea of the void in: actual ality - grecter. ;; and business is ap- ' Hoiise well filled at .the 1a'*t : . show 1

~ Thin house, at third .show Friday
iiew'sf--- clips':'

'

Kfiii.
'

, parent ly ^sicVd . ,: v : Abel. ' Sijiiircljiy iiitfht 1 1 Hi, .F'rtfr.. i-i"> '• -; ' "••m»
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ety Bills
THIS WEEK (Nov. 15)

NEXT WEEK (Nov. 22)

Numeral* in connection with bill* below,. Indicate opening day of

:/ ahow, whether full or eolit week •

NEW YORK CITY
Stat. (21).

Herzogs
Frances

:
Faye ;

PftuI Oerrlts
Jack Teagarden ir>r

'

WASHINGTON :

Capitol (32) ",

Rhythm .Rockets
"•

3 Arnolds '•'.

Renna Co
C Emmy Mad Wags
Willy Vernon :

Enrllne King
Leia' Moore. .•;

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
-Paramount (22.)

Gleii Giay; Bd,.

Red Skeiton
Knight Sis- ';.

Connie'.-Russell'. ' -

Chicago
' Chirnzo (22).

.

.XaV-ler. Cti»nf',:Bd-
Rdy Bblg.er. -

-

K:i ut & Eva Reyes

State Lake (22)
Jan.Giirber lirt

'

Billle Gilbert
,

Marjorie Pay'e-'
Carter & Holmes" -.'

.-'- MINNEAPOLIS
.:Orphouin (22) ";

Harry Jariies-. Bd .'.'

Thkspbts .

nick Don' ft Plhd'n
Rita ft Ed Oehmah

RKO

BOSTON
Keith* (21-34)

Toy ft Wing.' .

Paul .Nolan
"

r.al'aba'now 6' ''.

. Sybil Bbwah
Mill, Her.ih 3

'

(n-17)
K: ft N- "Perez •'•

Mills, King ft .Raye
Miirjorie Gainsw'rth

' Johnny Burke \
BomI er Shaver. Co

CLEVELAND-.
PulUce (22)

Lotiella Parsons Co -

J line Prelsser
'

Blnnle' Barnes '.V

Bifida- Joyce .

Snbu
;

. Robert Cummlnga

.

Win Orr
>Hke Frank'ovltch
Virginia, O'Brien

• ','..-' (15)
Woody Herman Ore
Stump ft' Stumpy
Bobby.May
Caaa Daley ''.-..

COLTMBUS-
Palace (22)

•Streets' of Paris'
•T-a-D' Hoffman
Sid Marion
Cliff . Halt ••'•:.'..

.
Hylton Sis'

Patch- ft Deauvil)*/
"F & J Hubert

Anne Crosby
:Dbn Richards
Ernesto ft; Taila ..

Ji! Glrla
8 Boys

BAYTON
'

Colonial (22)
Geo White Scandals

: do .

'Streets of Paris'
•T-a-D* Hoffman:
-Sid Marlon .

1

Cliff Hail .

Hylton Sis
Fetch ft Deauvllle
P i J. Hubert ;'

Anne Crosby \.

Poh. Richards •

Ernesto ' ft Taila
10 Girls
8

.
Boys
ROCHESTER
Temple (21)

.

3.. Stooges •

Clro Rlmac
Rhumba .Conga Bd

Syracuse
Strand (21-24)

Phil Spltalny' Ore
(15-17)

George. Jessel, Co <

Lois Andrews
Isabel Jewel
Lya'. Lys' ."

Frieda Sullivan
Catherine Westfleld

.

Gene .Gary-
'"

NEW- YORK : CITY
Strand (22)

Ozzie- Nelson Ore
Harriet HUllard
Roy Davis:

'

Ray ft Trent .

: : (16;) : .

Teddy. Powell Oro
Jack Haley.
Prisclllu Lain*
CondOS Bros
Bob Dupont
PHILADELPHIA

Eorle (22)
laurel & Hardy V
Cuss, -Owen- & Topsy
1*9yf. Parker Co
M a xina Conrad
10 Danny Dare Ola
Darlene Gardner
Gonzales ft Christ'*

(15) .

Cab. Calloway Ore
M;llls Bros ,;

READING
Astor (32-33)

Don Bestor Ore
(28-30)

Johnny Messner Ore
(16-18)

Oomph in fSwi'g-tlme
Ann Dupont Ore

'

Flfi Dbrsay
Lee Dixon
M Bartell ft W Bros
Jackie Horner
WASHINGTON

,
Barle (21)

Ken Murray
Milton Charleston
Park ft Clifford
Betty Atkinson
Wyhn Murray
Gae Foster Gls
:

. (1*)
Gae Foster Gls
GalU-Galll
Walter Dare ^Watal
6 Canestrelly

bdependeot

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (21)

Katlierlne.Harris
Muurlc'e. Melbourne

... Neal Kennedy :
.

'

' Andrew Grieva
'

Jack Powell; ..

.
Rosemarie Brancato
Corp d* Ballet/

. . Rocket tea
Glee Club
Erno Rapee Symph

:

• Roxy (22)
'

Deal Arnait
Vincent© Gomez
Galvan & Co
Ben Tost Co :

;
Apollo (22)

Cab CHlIoway Co
Windsor 31)

Johnny Barnes-
Calgary .Bros
Rufe Davis :

Mildred Bailey
Clyde McCoy' Ore
Prospect (23-24)

Duke
. Arte ;

.

2 Byrnes Sia
Joe i'JerrriHiil Cok
Will Hudson, Bd

Rirlera (24)
(? to. fill)

liHbruh Sla ..

Art Paulson Ore
BALTIMORE

Hippodrome (21 )•

Betty Bruce
LimiI Lynn
Bob Evans
G.iudamlth Bros
ltii Gae Foslor Gls :

State (24-27)
Clem Belling Co :.

Red- Pepper
6 Skating Marvels

(21-2S)
;"

Ross,; R^sa ft Ross
8 Midahtpinen

BROOKLYN
. Flatbiish (31)

"

Ge'orge.Jessel
Lola Andrews
Isabel Jewell
Lyn , Lys '.

Jean Gary
:

Freda. Sullivan
Bill Bardo Bd,

Baysliore (ti)

'

Carlos Circus
Patehogae (21)

Ganglers Circus

CAMDEN
Totver* (21-24)

Sharkey
Don Zelaya'
Dolores Dane
Pat Hennlng

.6. Elgins •
.

ELIZABETH
.

'

Liberty (21-23)
B Sylvia & Arlcne
Crosby Sis
Angus & ScarTe "

.

Conwdy ft Parks
Wynh. Brock & A
FALL RIVER
Empire (20-28)

Blackstone Co
FREEPORT

Freepbrt (31-23)
Lightning ; 2
Foran Sis & Tom
Wesson Bros
Bob Howard
Jans & Lynlon'

'

HABTrOKD
Htnte (21-24>

Schooler' ft- S^Vvlnglls
Gene, ft' Gl'eiin' ..

.Edmund: Lowe
Ann Dvorak.' . .

C Fredericks .Co

NEWARK
. Adam* (21)

Gray Gordon- Orb.
T Wonder;, Belty
Emerald vSiii • ,

-"

Slim Tlnibliri Co ', ''

PATER.SOX
Mwjestlc (22-25)

Ceuis ot l?i I

PIULADELPHI

A

Oarniun (22J .

H oilywood : Co-Eil :
Ben Yost Varsity 8
Collins & Peterson
-Al lt>n Kent'

Fny'tt (21)
Pearl Robins
Barry, i- Rhy
Den.rila "Sis-

Jean Mo'ile .•

Brown & Ames .

.tohhny Burlier
:

IS Roxyett'cs'- :

-

PITMAN
Broadway (21 only)
Kay ft Kay :

,

Reynolds- & White.
Em lie Bdre'o -

t

Allen & Kent •

pROVIlliENCE
. Metn»t>olltnn ';

(22-24)
Top Hatters"

.
". -

Thv Tap . ft'-.Toe-'-'-,

•G.'ft B Miison
.

Marty -May :

Blue - Barron- Ore
WASHINGTON

.

Howurd (31) ' /

Andy:* Kirk. 'Ore ;

Son & 'Sonny.

"

Ta n.dataynt-' ft ' Lopez
2 Zephj'rs. ..'-.''

-

WORCESTER
Plymouth (25-27)

Unit •

Cabaret Bilk

NEW Y0EK CITY
;-/: -a-v.

Frank .Mandclla ' Or
Pedrltn Ore -

Adelaide ;M6ffett

. B>at'Ucomber

.

John Kl rby . Ore-
Chavez. Ore :

'

Maxlne Sullivan
.

R I ta ' Monta her :
.

;
BUI - Bertoiottrt

Doii S> (vib. Oro
An"4{pli'f-..Or-o'

:

Moya Gifford .

Kllsse Cooper
Joan .BenoltV •

Billy Cascade'.-
.
Cynthia;- Cayanaugh
Loretrn. Lane.
Blue Drake :

Bill's Cay »0>
Charles SiricUIand
Lulir Bates .'

'

Fred Bishop.
Spike Harrison .

Harold Willard
Harry. Donnelly .'

Bern le Grauer
Cufe Bruno

: ,

Nick D'Amlco Ore.
JSnnlo Romano ' Ore
Betty. Bryant

Cale Continental- .

Eli. Splvak
Yasclva Datsko '

.

Nordatrom SU .

Alex Makofka
Cafe.' dea Gourmets
Lois- Elllman
Joyce 0rey .

Blanca Parish
Charlotte Kraus
Patricia Wintf

Cafe Pierre .;

Bob Knight Oro
Eleanor French

Cafe Society
(Mldtown)

Teddy Wilson Ore
Hazef Scott ; .

Golden Gate 4 .

Aniraons ft Johnson
James Copp III

;
.

Cafe Society ;

(Village)

Joe Sullivan Oro -

Billle Holllday ;

Sister Tharp*.
'

Art Tatuin
;

Chateau Modern*
Maurice - Shaw Ore
Gabriel
Tool Wood.
Ruth Cobiirn
Ginger Wayne -

Mim Illlana
.

Sam Grassls

Club Cuba
Charlie, Wright Ore
Machlto Oro '

Slgrld . Lassen
Eunice Healy
Nick Long, Jr

- Club 1»

G Andrews Ore
Peter Brent Ore
Pal Harrlngtcn :

Frankle Hyers
>ince Curran
Jack. <31eason ..'

Leila; G'aynes

Club Cfaurho
Don Miguel Ore
La Gltnntlla
Cu'rrlto. ft. Coral
Joe Corderb
liUplta •:.

Taylto Maldonado
XYZ Trio -

X'lnh Troplcana
Bardu Ali Ore.
Bye -Sis

.

Avon . Brown
Flash ft Dash v .

Club Walklkl
Andy loha Oro
Na-Pua ' ' '; /-
Tultajna ;- ,

.. . Copncubiina
Pari(»hb Ore '

'

"

Fuustb Curbello Or
Jackie Gulely
Rftinon-ft Roiiltar
Junnl.ta 'Juarez' :

Fernando Ai\
i
«rez

Cuban Casino :

Oons'jelo Moi'enb.
Don Casanova
Diinaa ft Helen :

Effl Dorre
Diamond Horseshoe
No6le:-'SlsVle- Ore
Blanclie P. I tig.

Glifla Grfiy
Eddie I,r>onatd
Julian'-Kilmer'

Harland Dixon '

P.rof I.Hmbertl
Win | Shaw
Hortorr Sj>nrr.
Da ve' -Malle'n. ;

Herman. Hyde
Sally P.urreU

'-'.'El' fniro ; ...
;

Don Alberto Ore v.

Joyita
: & Maravilla

Martiuez ;& Anton Ita.

Juan Snro ..

Norma. Lucero ;

. El Morocco

.

Jack'. Towne. Ore"' '

Famous; Door
Geb Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn'
Maribh Powere '.

Thelma. Nally
Gr'nwl'h VllliiRe Inn

Anthony Trlnl Ore
'Aileen Cook .

--...,'

Eddie Baron
Ginger liane -

.

'.

liinda March / ;

Grace- PiVttersoh . .

'

:

i Hrtvana-Mndrid
O Do La Rosa Ore
Juanito Sanabrla Or
lOstela ft Papo
Arturo Corle/,. .

Pbdrlto ft China '

.

•Virginia-' Ramos
de la Co'mle;<'.

.

Hickory 'lloiwe

joe Marjuln - Ore;.
4 Spirits Phythm :

Hotel Algonquin ,

Greta Keller
'

Cy Walter
Charles Dicker

'

Hotel
. Ambassador

Larry -S Try Ore
'

:

.

Jane -Wlnton;

.

Hotel Astor

.

Sahde Williams Ore
Hotel Blltmore

Will Brail icy Qro
Ray McKihley
Phyllis Miles

Hotel BONsert ' ..

'.'(Brooklyn)
Eddie Lane Ore

"

Hotel Brevoort
Eddie Mayehoff
Sally Evans'
Morley .& Gearheart
Sam Ray ;

;

Melvln Pahl
Norbert Faconl
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Ore :

'

3 Kadets ;

Tommy Ryan :

Jimmy-Brown
Charlie Wilson
Gray ce ft ..Graham

Hotel Edison '.-'-.,

Mai Hallett Ore
Hotel Essex ; House
Joe Rei.chman Orcv
Penny Parker .

Hotel
.
Lexington

Ray Mclvinrioy . Ore
Honolulu: Maids .

Hotel MntMiiiV
Tony- Pastor ''Ore-, ",

Hotel McAlplh
Isham" Jones;. Orc. :

,
'•

Hotel Neyr Yorker '

.Abe -Lym'ari. Ore
Mark Plant

Hotel Park Central
' (Cocoanut Grove)
Buddy Clarlco Of

c

Jack Waiuron
Barry,;. Prince ft C '

Paatins .& Faricttori'."

3 Nightingales -

'Scat' Powell

.

Elenore Wood
Robert! Robeits
Hotel Pcnnsytyii niil

;Gienn Miller Ore J.

Ray Ebcrle .

Marian Hut-ton
Clro Rlmac.

..
Ore,.

,

:

:; Hotel Pierre
'

Joan Merrill ;

V Hotel Plu/n .. .

Dick Gasparre Ore
Gerry Morton Ore
Paul Mdtikoii, ; .

Jose7)lilne 11 pust |m .';

Do : Marcos

.

. Hotel RoiiKfVHt
1

GUy Lombniflo Ore .

Hotel Snyoy-l'iiiwi'

Emlle rettl Ore
Dwight. y\fiXi(i"

Hotel Shclton
Johnny Johnson 'Oj;

|
Hotel St. George

j
(Brooklyn).

:
' Johnny McGee Ore;
,lar>e Ward

, Alan Gerard
Worral. Sis ...

1 Bud Lawrence
Hotel St. Morlts

j
Eddie Varz.os Ore
Glover ft LaMae .

' Rico 'de; Sierra
:
Vivian Blaine .

I Hotel St. Itegls

. Jlnl Saunders Oro
G us. Mat tel Ore ."

|
l>orothy. LewJs.
Heasley Twins ;

'

Bill St Betty Wade
', Hotel Tart

.FrankJe Masters Or
Hotel Waldorf-

.

Astoria •

c
Empire " Rooiit '.'

'

Kay Ky>er ore
,

:

.

Glnny Sims ,..

(Sort Room).
'

Eiidy Ducti!n Ore •

luhe Robbins
Low. Sherwood ......

Toiiy Leonard "
Johiini' Drake
J/ajnny Ross, -.

Ro.snilo ft. Antonla

.

Hotel Warwick
Ray - Benson. Ore
Covert ft lteed .

.

'. Hiirrtcnne .

''.

Ediile U'lsa Qrc
Maurice- ft Cotdoba.
Carolyn Marsh
Jere MacMahon
Henuy Youn
Deane Jania • •

'

Carole ft. Sherod*

•

Enrico ft Npyello
;
..

Jimmy Kelly's

.'Winnf ' Duncan ..'
'

Carter' ft . Sclia u.b ;

Intira: liorg '..

Betty. Carter . v

TarigtaV •
.

v
,

Helen Holmes.
Marco & fto.rnbia -

Joe Capello Ore ;"-

"

Carmen Cavallai'O O
Noro Morales...Orc .'

Dlosa Co'steU.o-
Marco Resales'

.

Harris, Claire ft. S
Roslta . Rlos :

Gloria' Heimonte ;:

.

Hiimon Serrano; -./
Jolinliy Rodriguez .

'.

Galv'an pane
La Martinique -.-

Vol Olman Ore:
Elvira Rlos •

Betty. Hutfohj .

Virginia Lee I

Marlynn ft Michael
.-' Larue

Eddie Davie. Ore .

Joseph Smith Ore
- L« Coq Rouge
Val Ernie Ore

.

Johnny -Oliver Ore ' .

Martha. Burnett
Billy Mure ...

' I^on .ft Eddle'a

.

Lou Martin • Oro
'

Eddie Davis
.

Judy fcllington • . .

Walter Donohue ..

Donnette deLys .

Letltla

Alon Paris
Dick Wilson Ore

"

Luka-welia'Orc 'v.-'

Jerry Blanch.ard .-

.

Rutherford' ft Su.bln

Monte Carlo

Ted Straeter Oro
Velero Sis -

'•

Old Roumanian
Joe La Porte Ore- •

Johnny Howard .

Denlse
Ethel Bennett '

Sadie. .Banks '

Jeti'nette Garret to 1

r

Jenla Pobedlnla
>' Pago Page Club
Armando Orb
Virginia Gray
Hilda Moreno-
-Artl'nl" ft Consuclo
.Tan I. ;

l'luce Elegant*
Ernest- Franz Oro'
Uernlce Manning
Bill Farrell '."

-

jo* Ravazo .
:

Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertlnl -

Tlno Donellf '
-

!

.

.".';'; Queen : Mary
''

Joe. Elils Ore
Louise Drydo'n '.'

Jean Walters ' '.-

Roberta - Welch
;

Baron -'Gyldenkron
Loti Willlains
Dorothy . Bla Ine' :

Rnlnbow' flrtll
'

Barry. Wlnton Ore
Julian ft Mnfjori;
Jean Murray
Charles Blake :

Dr; Sydney . Ross
. Rainbow nttom

Eddie
; Le Bnroh Or

lOlsie. -Hbustcifi '

.

':

Morris King .

Jacqueline Salter -.,

Bill. lUfr '":'

Jack Cole- Co •••

A-uStiii ft 'Lesslhg .

Vicente Gomeis
. R'ubaii . Bleu -

BrU?: ' Fletcher
Caspar Reafdon .

Paula ! Lawren.c*
'Vena . Sanbtt .•'.••.

Herinuir Chittlson

It tisslankretqhma
Nicolas • Ala'tthey.'. Or
;-Pe.te'r' 'Kent'lmff-- Oro.
N'ustia ,- Pbllakova ;.

Marusi'a Sa va:..-.
.

'

A ilia
'. K uznetzoff- •

Seijla Kara vaeff • -..

MlchH Mlchbn
Mlsilil Uzilanolt
Arjsialc At« felo.Va'-

; Sulyy'* Roof
Ethel Colt ;V .

Sylvan.' Grfeen

.

Ralph Blaine .

Dolores Anderson
Frank Shuniann -.

Haywood ft- -Allen.'.
Splvy ^

: .

•

Julie Gillespie
.

Stork Club V
Sonny. ICendis Ore

Torch Club
'

Geo ToflV Ore
Bee . Ka I in us
Carlyle Sis'

Treasure Islnnd

Nano Rodrlgo Qrc
Ruth Clayton
Ka'rMi Knight.
Carlos .;& ..Ciifita

Bud. -. Sweeney
Versalllf*

M Bergere' Ore .

Pancltito. .'Ore
Jane Fromnn
John Bu?Uiuaster

Village Burn
Bobby Parks ' Ore'
Van- de :

Marks '.-,

'

Rossiliaribs
Virginia Austin '.

Radio- Rubfs
Whirling to*

Russeil j.Rliode*;.
Geo Morris. Ore
Irene Stanley

:

Howard ft. lie* .;:'

Mar'cella Clair .

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Music

Anne Harriet •

BUI - Jordbn
.

George' Kent
.

Michael Doyle
Dick Wlnslow Ore

Blltmore llowl

Joaquin Garay •

Hurley ft Rbdford
Rita ft Rubins
Glen Pope ".

Jimmy .Castle -

Dorothy Brandon
3 Dee's
Chuck Foster Ore .

. Ciuo null

Ybsana
'

Bill Horowitz'
David - Ball

. . Cocoanut Grove
Dr Giovanni
George Tapps
Hal - Ke.mp Ore . ..

Earl Carroll

Jbariulh Garay
Eddie- Skinner Co
Mary Peterback
Francis ft Gray
Slate Bros
Fay Carroll
Fra'ksbn.
Bob Wllliami '

Red Dust .

'."

Bill Brady ":

Lolita ft Ardo
Jean'- Tlghe
Fred Skinner Ore .

Mdnny Strand Ore
Florentine Garden
NTG ft" Cai Frolics
Rio Bros
Bob Oliver
David Marshall Ore

Forty-One Club
Walter. Dyabh
Pe'egy Lee Johnson
Enrlquett's, Rumba
Paul Keh'dcl :'; • "".

Ben Frommer '

Grace Hayes Lodge
Pat Dwycr

.

Bobby Evans ':.

Grace Hayes
Carp II ft Howe '

.

Rebecca liayes;.
Leonard Suiess iO'r.c

•v'
:

-...H
;:
Cnfe-/^'.

;

Dary 1 . Harp.i Oi c
: ;

.,
'..: Lh Conga '.

Dolores'-' Gay-.,
'-'

Chlftuita-. • ;•'

Lou'."BeUvn'eo!ui't° •

Paiul Neighbors. Ore.
Mart Inque Rli* uii Bd'

Pallndlum
Tommy Ddrsey Ore'

Paris Inn

Kenny.' Henry'son

.

Dominic '.•
.

Marg'rite ft -M'rtinez
Henry Monet .

.

Enrique. V'aladez'
Elena: - .

Leolu. .Harlow.'
Maria Nella.
Helen Miller
Chuck Heniy Ore.

Pirates Den
Pegieg; • Happenev''•

Lovtfy I.ane -
-

Thea.~ Garbb
Happy Heirilngwav •

Tubby Mahr
riper Manning
Shadraclc Boys
Mtt'x'v.Fldler; Oro
Eddie Albany

Seven Sens
Lllld Klpikbnn

'

I'uananJ ;Mathews .

Jane A vein. r..

Johnle Bright Ore

.
Slhpsy Maxle'e

Lewis .& Moore .
'•

Margie G<»rroison'
Lotils <le Profi '•..'

Joe Frisco
.

:/

Lewis ft Moor*
Rita Carroll '

Margie Dee :

Mnxle Rosehbioom
Cully Richards
Louis Da Prop :

:

J Riley Scott Ore.

Somerset House
Hurry Ringlnnd
HI Ilatters ':

.

•Lorraine '.Elliot"

.

Lou Sailee Ore

.. Tnpsy's ..

Topsy's Giripsqa^.''
Russ Hrowti . .

-.

Marvin Pale Ore '

. Vlotor liiigo

Rudy Viilloc ;

;
.; ;

Cliarles Mario ;.

W.iisiilra. Itowi

Don -ft Beverly
Phil "Harris..

Don Rlcerdb '•

Hadley Ols .

Blackhnwk
Raymond Scott Ore
Dancing Co-Ed« .

Don ft Beverly
. Blackstone Hotel

(Bnllnese Bro.)

Adrian Rolllhi Trio

llrevoort. Hotel
.<Crystal Room)

Mae. Kinj^ •;;

3 Hordes
Bob Billlugs

'

Brondmont
Billle Garland
Lucille Ford
Jean" Andrews ,' -

Pot Carlson Gls
Herb R'ldolplis Ore.

(,'hcz Puree
Emil Cblehian Qro '-.

Carmen; Miranda ;.

Paul Draper ,

'

Lee Sims;.-.
Ilomuy BnJley
Roblsbn. Twins
Evans Gls

:

•' Club Aiabnin
t'liarlotte .' Van Dae
M»'rlo'n.;Motire

/J liirrioi. Norrja.' •'.'

Allen Coo' "'. . . .-

"'

Her'nle . Adler" '

.

-.'.lackle-"'

:
Allen

.

.'.

liVez- Gdmb.ol.' •'

.

Kffle. Burton
I'aullett.e La Pierre
l)u vb'.: L" n<»ll Ore

"

Dorothy Dale.
Ediile Roth ' Ore

Club Minuet
Colleen ;'_ •

Lca'lv. Ray ; . - -

Hlhei :Bro>yn, .'..

Fl I hiibve Sherman' •

Art FJscho.rs Ore -

Del. EStes- ''-.

..Colony Club .-.

SRva'.sjis Ore- :

Mpncliiia Orb. < .

' ' Coloslmoa';. '•:. •;'..

Frank Fafnum :

• .-

Franc ine
Janice Davenport;.
.Yvette ttugc'l
Juck- Prince 1

.

V- Qtiarte.li - Orb .

-

I'ronaph' Gls •.

Club DellNa)
'

Billy Mitchell
Cyclone ".\iorgan;
miile Eckstein . ;

l»e Alexander
Chippie liili':

6 .Jitterbugs- .

Rhythm Willie .

Charles Tsbin '

.

Ptti tcllb Gls :
-.-

-

Rpii; Saunders •Qro;

t'ongresa'-liotiel .

.' •

(Cl'itsa Hut Rm) .

JOHiuiy Banfia; Ore -.

(Peacock Km)
J oe - Vpv.u "

•

KdgvwRter Bench
, Hotel

;
(Beatli Wiilk)

Wayne. Klrig' Ore . .

Si ciair ft pay •

Ross Sis
Por Dorben Gls
H(«r.b Foote- •'.'•

Frnh'ke's . Casino -

Harriet Ehr)lck
Lord ft Jdnls
Kqclty; Ellsworth
Mai-na

.

Billie- Wobb ;.

Ann Anderson -..

Ph lc, Conrad . :

llob ;.TInsley. Ore
Grurmere Hotel
(Glass House Rm) .

•Lew Story 'Ore

'

Marie Lawler
Nord Richnrdraa

iTanhoe
Florence Schubert .

Al Traee Ore
Holly Swansea
Helen Sumner
Al Velrra. Oro .

L'Alfloa

Emil DeSalvl Oro :

Dorothy Johnson
ArseUe Sleget

.

Isobel de Marto.

Hotel La Salle
'.

(Bltie Front Room)
Gloria Fay : .

Pierson Tliall Oro

.'•.;. IJbert> .Ina.

Tod Smith .-'.-

Doree- Duughtbn - '..

Sunny. Lovett ..• '.
,-

Vivian Bluart ^

Ruth Jordan :

Eort Wiley. ,Oro '.
.

'

.- MorrUon llutel.
;(B«s4en Oyster

' House! •

Manfred OoiUVelf :

New -.'Yorker .-
''

'•

Mac Pepper '"
•

Harriett Con-
vince, ft Anita- .

Patsy Dell:
Billy Samuel .-',.

Aleii* ft ' E viins -
.'

Linda ;.Prest'bn.

Hoveler. Ols
Ariie Harnett Oro
Al Ml iton Orb

Old lle{delberir

friria Cooper":-
Sally Sliarrutt .

Heictf lbui R,: Oe te 1 1* •.

Heirielbertf Er»S ;
'

J*tiy Fvari>.l Ore;
Franxt-L Orc '

" ; '.-'.-

'• Pointer iiWse."'
(I'Jmplrb Rdoni)

Ray Noble Orb .
=

ClilcU ft Lbe ;

TrUie
Panclng. Dcbbnalrs
Dorothy Pair* ::;',

A'bbott
1

'Dancers'. '

l'till pootey pre
'

; Shermnn Hotel .'

(Celtic Cure)

Gene- K'.rwln O.rc .;

Jhirbs 'Sis '•

(PuntHer Riiom)
Harry .lames Ore
Carl Mam .

-:.-;•

Silver Cloud
Honore.ft .Joy'-',

•Andy " Carr ;

•.'.:'"

Inno O'Dbnnell
Shirley pate
liabette Gls ,

- "''.'
-,

Elinor 'Pantela
Ha/el . Znliis

' 600 t'ltib
'-';:.'".'

Margret Fu b«>r. Gl*

.

Mnxlne de .Shbn .'

Boots,' Burns' V .

Irene Kayo; •'

Madeline Whlto
Jerri Vance •

Nonna Martin- .-•.'•'"

JaOkson- ft. Nedra
Betty Shayne -

Cecil Von Dell :

;

Margo '

Jcrl McCauley
Jb ' Ann Carroll
Sol Lake Ore .''

Tripoli 3

Thompson's 10 Club
Jimmy" Byrnes '-

.

Gerie .Emerald
Mary Louise -

.

';•

Peewee fGliliert

Bobby Danders Ore

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotel
'.(Piiirtp Room)

Jerry Sheltbn Ore
Virginia Hays.

BlHinarik Hotel
(Wuinut Itoufii)

Art Kassfl. ()rc -V
Miirlb'n- Iioinios
Collelte ft Barry.

C) lib Ball

Doloyil Mack.ny*.
Florrle Vesot

: ,

.' :

Sid Tniiiach v

. ;.

:ReUr.
:
Bcos.

'

A I I on Fielding's Ore
,1 iianlta - Ore

',
.' ;;'•

Gomez -BeahhrbVbers
Di GHanos ". '.•'; '>

Ben Franklin
Bill McCun» Ore

.

Eurlca ft Novella
Katlierlne Uoyt
Pinky Savltt .

Hal. Atkinson •

Gordon Robb

Benny, the Bum's
Kitty Col*
Mary Le*

.

Ann Lauronc*
Maxtne York '

Wllma Doueiass.'

Carroll's

Reels ft Curley
Jackie Mubely
San;|l
Larry Steel .'

Dick. Taylor's Ore
'

Jerry .Tapps

.Club. 15

PaUlene. Paige Ore
Jtoso

j

Vbnutl .

Antoinette Sareile :

Duvdri 'ft DuVan • :

Amy Organ
.Barbara -Stone '

Cresrent Log . Cabin
.(Glow-rater lights,

N. J.) ..

Margie. Piiummoiid
Nowiqn

. ft Newton
Billy ':Beck ;

GU'mbur Gls (3)
Frank; S'chluth
Balietlc

'

Viola Klaiss Ore
Cusnno'e

T.ou Fbflano'"'
..

Dave Vanfleld •

<'olette
ICi^v 'Trotter •'••••

Hurry Snilfh ;.

Aiujy. de Farlo
'

I'JIIsa.' Me ret'
'

tllll Jblinso .',:

. Cadillac
.
Ta vei n

.Taiinny] .fien.ry ../'•

Margie Sinith
* .Coqiiettds
Jnckie Williams .•':

Marie Bilrnell
l,oo Vfingiin-
Kny Xriilier ^ •

Lou Ferlano.
Harry Smith-

'"

Ralph: Milliner vOrc
SJ Cliilrc Dgrnivl
<}iillnjr)ie.r &: Rush
:t Musica l HI Its
Harry DoblisOrc
Uf>inlri<iue ft a;

'

:
i)t Pluto's .-.

Ktldle King Ore

Roberta Foraker
Dave- Steiner •

.
•.

'

'

Gale. Arden
Mel ' Mason.

:

.

Betty Scott ..'-
'

Jbp Wayne '

'

.:
.' Enibassy.''

Ginger l>an.b

Majorette Lan
Dave Kelly -

,Eurl Coin fort
Gracte Rcllly
Johnny Pairlsh .

Adele Norella
Pbggy ONelll
Pat O'Hara
Betty Forbes
Bonnie Waither
Maria del Carmen
Blanca Terio
Carlos Reyes Ore
Cynthia Hare
Geo Clifford.
Curt Wciler Orb .

Evergreen Casino
Horschel Martin

'

Beth , Ghallls
Doan & Martin
Kay Alien ..

:'•

Jaoll'n. 'Dane: :

Vivian :Vance .

Pat. Shevllri Ore .

; 1523 I^ltlist
'

. Bubbles Shelby "-'••

Peggy McCloud -

Betty Stone
Emily. Saunders
Mary Horner-
Elaine Block
-Lorraine Rhoda ':

Mickoy. Dea .'.".•

Keller , Sla ;• v-;

Bea Sachs •'-.

;Jiidy
. Lcb ;'.';'-.''

Kings' of S> w.i tig prrl,

'/ n?nrl'a .

Andre; ft' .Frances -

Ray O'pay -•'

Al .Blank
Ernie. MeObe '

.

Clvqs. Verne's Ore
. (H Wiilton Hoof) /

Vincent l\izzo Ore
•Dora '-Maugham
Roy BeuSon -

'

'

Patricia King;
fit dl Slmb.tie

:

Dane
Hflene Heath :

.Bbb RusSQil '
.

N I ho Nnni
Margo Gavin :

.

Linda Moody;'

'

Felicia .

Carton' Cartxpos
telttlhe.Burrcit
Nell Fontaine Oi-i'

AugUBtb Sanah'ta i .i

llnlel Plilmdelnlilii
(PhUadelphla Rm)

Buitona Bankcv
pick- Whurton Ore
Jack Millard ...

Maurice ft' Maryea
Cnrlottd Dale

Jan Savltt Ore
Dorothy Blair,
Fain ft Foster •

BlUy Kenny
Collins ft , Wa nda
• FrollcetUs

;; Jam Seesloa

Mickey House
Freddy Kornfeld
Biily : Kretelimer
Joe. Verrechla
George Lutz

'

ltopklns'Kttihvkeller

I rv Ing Brasl o.w 's Or
Peggy Shields
» Debs
Ozzle Wells .

Pepper Garrett
Codnt Van rlo Id /
Jiie. Armstrong.
Woody .Moalier..

;
f<0xlngton Cnslne)

Charlie UnlnuH Ore
Rube, Eddib ft J
C Bombshells
Frankle Richardson
Helen, JaQkson
The Whirlwinds

'

Virginia -Kvi'iison '

Lillian iFltzgeraldJ
Cashle Coatello
Lexlngt'on Trio'

.

'. .Lido Venice;

John -Joseph'-- Oro

.

BHD* Beck
Peggy^.Joyce.
Clnlre Phillips. -

.

•

Juii'eVan. -.'v..

Eliiel Mavclr
3 Glamour (ils-

'"

CU1C Muliery
Jasper ft Roth. .

•

Bobby Carr,; . , ^
;M n r.lorle ;i,)vii inm'ond

.i.iltlo Jtiitiiekfller

Al ISchenk-
Victor .ft Ituth
Hilda Simmons :.

Sally Keith -'.;-

Victor llug'b-- "Vro- :".

Ainria' Rowland -. .

Wade ft Wade
.-'; Mlnrt tyi Tu vern :

Sls'sie I.oft Us
Kd McCrOhliivli. Sr
Evoii
Kuril ft Whit ey i'

Margie Marsh' ,

-Marriott's- R in - Ore'

;. Monoa' • liin .

'My ra' 'I.ee '.

'

Jack * Hitch'.livson-
.

Llirrn i tid - -* Pd rlo
S-.llhissoms '.:•'.:'-

Pi'a line-'- ito( l lielI«'

HeMPh Poyle ..

Edythc -Sal lade '

.

Frnnk Cuiieo Oro; .'

Mildred Kaye ;'-.':

".
.. Slontgoinery 's

Phil Fletcher
RctHinlrie ft - t'd'wl'n *

Lolita • \
.Fi-nn,kle ltichnrdsbn
Pete. Hayes -

Kloarior ..lVindy '
'

-i,
..

Emms :S touch';
Penh- FdyrOrc

;

Park Casino ; ?

Lo_nrira'
,

'C0-Edf«!
I'bWcrs Gour'iiud- .'

.

Earl. l.HUrenee
'

Cbrrtdno '& Corinn* ';

Kay & R'ne '•-:

Helen Everett' •

Lou Gress Ore •

• Ol»cn l>por

Sinllcs ft Snilles
Ai.inee Roiieris' '

-

Mui-KJeMay
Bern ice ; lteld'

Bet-to. Deans .

Coil Charles
Ruth Mar.tlh: v
Cocktail Gls
Billy Hays Or -'

6ii| Covered Wagon/
Micky- Famllant •

.

Old Kalis fn vera
lack. GrilTln
Fred. White
Honey Wells
Pete Cainero •

Jack Moss - -
'•

Al Kilbrldo,
Bo> Getty
Jnckie Flel'c'her: V'.

Dot Miller :

Chlckie
Jack G riff I n . Ore .

Pulumbo's
Mazzono ft Abbott
Pete Tralto

"
Klppe* Velez QiiKay Hamilton
Howard Reynolds OWoody Mosher

..
Red Lion |h«

E.d Chambers Or* -

Peggy. Phillips-
Carlos ft Grariado
Dot Wilson
Jean Van
99ih St. RathskelUr
Joyeltes '-'

Frankle Sch uth
-'

Frank Macaura
Dorothy Bollinger:
Nolby Cooke
Ruth MftoL«an
Mary Anh Laird
Lillian ft Rockwell
Bobby Lee Oro .

Helen Doyle
Sohool House last

Little Jule ;

. ;

'

Gebrglnd Leo
'

Joe. Martin -

Jeanie 'Vdu
Lolita / '

:

Joe Campo-
Jimmle Venutl Orb .

Sliver take Inn
Les Warren
Mildred Bod I*

'

Nixon ft. Andrs
Carmonclta -

Frank Hcssel Orp
Kehdezioiis

(Hotel Senutor).

Doh Crawford' Trio-
rs Clefs ; '-'

.Tip .Taylor :.'•' '•

Men ,of Rhytlwn "•

Hdby ItliieH V

Snub .
;
Mp3e,ly.

•'/.';'' Sprttoia's .:•.;;'

.

Suran Lnng
Hal Hoffer

"-; Stamp's
Leonard Cook
Wendell M ason -

'
;.

Crrnce .(VHnni .'

,'Anltn... Jdnies -.

George .'Murcbeitl O

-

HlHie Iteck
Billle Lee
Joyeltes :'

Stamp's Trib .'"
Storlt <'lub ';-

4. Modej-netteis;,^
Alian : Gd"lb

'

Pick & K tlarclay.
"'

.Helen Wilson :

Hilly
;
Dni\iels. '

\

Heri ry Ph t rick - Ore-

;

Wagon Wheel Cafe
""Lillian RuskO
Ray ; Fitzgerald-

Al Wilson
-Lorraine Wtlev" •

W
:

W.Swrngst^rs:.
Venlo*;- Grill*

Hliiiln. •

r'-

Kath'er Berke' ' :''

Golden Gate G, is

Ella ,G6rd'on.
Judy Garluixi

'

.Fay Wray
-Eddie Thomas
Nora Williams
Bert . Lemlsch Oro
Warwick Hotel

3 Suns' ;-
;

Weber'*:Hof Broa
"

-
.

; Canlden "

julea'.Fiac'co Ore
Curran -Bll(fli.'

Tla Silton
Arabian Knights
Stirling ft itubia
Pat Sullivan
Syd Golden
Pbh - Francisco Co '

•

Elmer Seltzer .

'
'

.

Raths'r Kldoradlans

Wison'a
''

Joe Hough .

Alary - Monahani
Ddiitiy.- Dennis <

-.

Rhythm Manlaba
;Iia- Fleu'r .ft M
Geo. Baquet Oro
:Ea'dle Long:

Ynrht Club

Eddie .Matherbs
PI' Mdrcos
Mdrlyn' Mayn*
Frank P.oiltl :

'Jimmy Evane '

Mary Xdvls
'

PITTSBITRCrH

Anchorage :

Flo Parker ;

;

.

.<> -
-

';

Hugh Morton Qrc

Arlington Lodge
Dale Somer* Ore--'
Betty Smiley

Bachelors' Club
AL Turner' Ore ' '

,.
:

Aiiee ..Pawn

. Bulconades
Joe Mowry ..Orp •

Bill Green'M
Baron Elliott "Ore

,

Dick Mack '
.

-•

Billy Cover ':
.

Babe -Rhodes"

Boogie-Woogle Cliib

•Boog- Sherman
Buddy -Walsh' .

Nutsy. Pagan-
Hariy ("omoradd
Packy M.'Fdrldnd

;

Club PetHe
Freddy Castle Ore
Mary Krleg
fto,wry-;.&'..RUSseir=v;iJ

.
CorkVhh'ii: Bottle v

Jaek Davis
ElCblco

'

.Don.^Arindndo
'

IM N'ora
Jurado- Dane. •

Terry
. rfranconlH; '

.

I'popla Camiilllo
, .

Hotel, Fort I'll I

Ken Bailey Ore :

Johnny . Miteiiell.
-

Jessica AV lien tlcy

;

:

''' Hdlel. Henry ..

(Xilver tirlil)
,

Billy Merlo Ore
June • (VlMjis . ,'...

::' ((i:i.v «0'«) .

Porotliy NVabiit . .

Ilolel 7lh Avei..

.Hess Sauiiifer ' :•

Ida tola
Kvcretl Ilaydrf'
fU-tiy lioiialroe •

Kverg. 'en tin rde n>-

Ueit Clnrlie'Orc
I'Jbble Sch.'tuh-

Pauld Harvey
.Re'ima;Cprllss
Jerry - Gordon:
Sonya Ladar

Hotel Ella

Eddie Noah .

Marie Harmon
Jerry Manning,
Eddie Lindor

Hotel Roosevelt

Harold: Aloma. :

.

Royal; Hawaii atis

:
Hotel Scheniey

Billy Hinds Ore

Hotel Win. Peaa ;

(Chatterbox)

Le Igh ton . Noble Ore

.Chick Floyd.
Eddie Metcalfe ..

.

(Continental Bar)
Frank; Andrini 4

,
31erry-(;o-|lound

Bob Sylvester' Orb
Lee Anderson. ;

Hamp Richardson

.

New Penh /.''

.

H Frltscho Ore
Lester - Co •

Robert' & Roberta
Myrtle' -Ml I ton .

"

Don Andre
Obie/dAbopn; •

' Nlkoii "Cufe '

•'.;
•.'.''

', At . MarlHcjo Orb-'-

i. Bob Carter: .

' '.'

. (Jain Gam ..-

i Harris ft Shoi'b .-

'

jKolletto *_Peniie.

"Nut Uoii.^e".'.

,

Ttai-rv Nosokoff '

:.Riiy.Ne:vliie
Ted Itlako :

Joe iMeln.
Joey 'Reynolds. -
Bni'".B'ron.ii'pp''

:; .Ori'liiiril'. .-

J I in in y 0 aiii bl e Of9
.I-a'y- iiorlntf '

.

Ciuicli'; Miller-

pines;

Buzz Alton' .. .

.

'I'oiiy . •Itowihc
Ray'- Engle'rt'. .-.'

(Corttinued on page 53)
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11 Legiters TeeOK Sundays (24), With

3 More to

First test 0f Sunday nights on

Broadway will come Sunday (24)

.

Exact number of performances to be

given Is not certain, but indications

«re that at least 11 will light up,

three others being slated to join the

Sabbath list. If so, that will be slight-

ly more than 50% of the total num-
ber of productions operating. None
of the major musicals will be on the

Sunday starting list with the excep-

tions of 'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Gar-

den, and 'It Happens on Icie/ Cen-

ter. ;
Latter; has been playing Sun-

days since, opening.

At starts the.: performances will be

given at. night. Managerial opinion

seems to be that if Sundays are tp

be established an
;
evening clientele

must be 'educated': in attending the

theatre at that time. Others believe

that it will require quite some time

for New Yorkers who ..can afford

legit theatre prices
.
to discontinue,

their custom of Sunday night social

visits, card parties and the like.

Managers, however, say they are

Willing to lose money on Sundays

Jf they are eventually successful in

building up the new patronage, Eve-
ning performances are being fos-

tered .
by the League . of New York

Theatres, with the idea of having

uniformity in presenting all legiters.

Little; consideration appears to have
been given., the suggestion that Sab-

bath afternoon .performances, start-

ing at 3:30, would be more likely

to attract picture , bouse audiences

and those with pop price pocket-

books. "
_

'Equity, though, favors that idea,

Its monthly magazine expresses the

opinion that while it has no real

right to. tell managers how to han-
dle Sundays, it makes a suggestion

tb them as to where it believes the

best chance of success for such per-

formances is to be found. By im-
plication it says afternoons should

be favored.

Speciai advertising is. running. In

the dailies calling attention to the

Sunday shows. Copy was; prepared'

by the League and will probably be
pro-rated among the. shows that play

that day. Believed that it Will be
necessary to keep, the Sunday, idea
before . the public arid, also out-of-
town visitors not aware of such
showings. Likely that an extensive
promotional campaign will follow,

/With suburban points emphasized.

"Two straight shows, played last

Sunday (17) under the new rule, one
being "Tobacco Road,' Forrest (its

iecond Sunday), arid 'Suzan and
The Elders,' Morosco. Latter show
•tressed the number of moderate-
priced seSts and both played in the
.evening. 'Road' has the cheapest ad-
mission oh the list, being, $1.10 top.

Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial, also

played last Sunday night, but it was
lor the benefit of the Actors Fund.

HEAT,' COSTLY SUMMER

SHOW, DUE FOR B'WAY

'Cwzy With the Heat,' an intimate
revue due into rehearsal next week,

• was the. most, expensive venture in
the rural theatres last summer; Kurt
Kaszner, 29-year-old Viennese, said
to have a wealthy wife, will present
tiie .show on Broadway as he did at
white Plains arid \ Other spots orig-
inally,

. Willie Howard and Louella.
pear will head the new cast, orig-
inally topped by Sheila Barrett.

Summer showings are known to
nave involved the outlay of; more

. than $15,000 and the. estimated pro-
duction epst before it opens a tryout
in Boston: at Christmas time ; is

.-.

a?0.und $75,000, It had been -.

Ported, in rehearsal sorne weeks ago,
but casting delays postponed the
start.

;
.Kaszner .is said to have been

with the Max Reinbart retinue
which came to, this side during the"
last two years.

'Heat' has a flock of Writers con-
nected with it. Skits are by Luther
Davis, John Cleveland,

.
Kay. Kenny

and John Lai Touche, score coming
«om Irvin Graham arid Rudi Revel.
First two named- are magazine writ-
er? whose yarn on Jinx Falkenberg
* Hold.on to Your Hats') in Collier's
won them a bonus..
Also in the new cast lineup are

«ichard Kolimar, wed . to the Jour-
nal,American

. columnist Dorothy
J^lgallen,

, Gracie Barrie, William
ae.Sierra and Lubov Rostovai Nick
*wide is ' general manager of the
Kaszner outfit.

Geer, the Politician

• Nyack, Nov. 18;
'

Will Geer; currently appearing in

Tobacco Road,' on Broadway, Was
elected

. to the county committee, of
the Rockland County American La-
bor Party at a meeting held in
Spring Valley. Party is planning
complete tickets in future

, elections
arid is organizing more .formally,
with Geer, one of many theatre peo-
ple living in Rockland, getting a
post:'...

: '

: :'.>'':
'.'

On the county committee with
him are a factory hand, nursery-
man, Negro laborer, Negro Socialist

and an accredited union organizer.

it

/.What is seen to be a new trend
among producers

,
with limited bank-

rolls is to engage casts at the mini-
mum salary plus a percentage of the
gross. Theory is that if the players
or the play draws profitable patron-
age, the actors will benefit to a

greater extent than at regular 'sala-

ries. The percentage, system also,

would eliminate the necessity, of go-
ing to Equity if busihes is under ex-
pectations to seek salary cuts,

Idea of engaging .players for sala-

ries less than they usually command,
with: contracts stipulating percentage
participation,. is not new in the the-

atre, but it is not usual. That whole
casts engaged, thus, however, is

the latest wrinkle. An outstanding
success that started with the leads

on percentage \vas 'Street Scene,'

William A. Brady telling the actors

they should be in on the risk because
of production costs. After the -drama
clicked: the manager issued new con-
tracts to those who' accepted them,
with regular salaries stipulated. One
actor insisted on the original agree-

ment and took down considerably

more than his regular pay.

.
Two shows of recent arrival on

Broadway have cut salaries. : 'Su-

zannah and The Elders' Morosco,

has a somewhat different type of ar-

rangeriient for the slice, that .being

agreed- to when the cast accepted a

reduction of 40%. If the gross ex-

ceeds $5,000 the actors get 10-15%
additional pay, 20% more if it bet-

ters $6,000 and full salaries if reach-

ing $7*000 or more. 'Beverly Hills,'

Fulton, is also on a cut salary basis

startirig this week.
- When actors are on percentage in

such instances, boxoffice statements

are given the Equity deputy for

perusal by the cast, which can. then

figure what the week's pay is to be.

Such statements are signed by the

treasurer, along with the house arid

company managers, so there is. little

or no chance for incorrect, grosses.

. In addition to the shows with, re -

duced salaries, several, arrivals dur-

'ing the fall employing two^fpr-

one tickets to draw bargain patron^

age.
"'

•

.. Minimum salary at present is $40

weekly, but increases : to; . $50 start

Dec.. 1, . with the initiation fee for

Equity membership Deirig doubled to

$100. Present contracts, however,

are not retroactive.

Problem Is Unusual

Cornelia Otis Skinner; who. is ap-

pearing on the Coast in her one-

person program," .faces an unusual

problem. She plans appearing in a

straight. shPw after the first of the

year, but must make up her mind
about cancelling solo bookings dur-

ing January; . February and March.

Contracts for. the concert dates to-

tal $28,000, all guaranteed, thereby

assuring her considerable profit,

Plays she is considering are 'By

Any Other Narne,' by. Warren Mun-
sell, Jr., and 'Not to the Swift,' -by

Thomas Job. With her 'mono-
dramas/

.
'Mansion on the . Hudson'

and 'The Loves' of Charles II,' she is

currently appearing in San Fran-
cisco.-

Dowling As Phy Judge

Chicago,. Nov, 19.

Eddie Dowling, here with 'Time of
Your Life,' will serve as one of the
jury allotting an award Of $300 in
the Marjorie Montgomery, Ward
Baker play contest to be held next
summer at the Coach House -theatre
in Oco'nbmowbc, Wis. ' ;

'

:

Coach; House play . contest closes
on Jan. 1. . Also on : the play jury
will be Cecil Smith, drama critic of
the Chicago Tribune. Coach House
is headed by Thpda. Cocfoft, Chi rep
for the 'American

j
Theatre Society. .

the Court Holds

aws

BIZ IS OK

Equity Initiation $100

initiation fee required of players

elected to any class of membership
in Equity On ' and after Dec. 1 will be
$100,. with the exception of juve-

niles under the age of 14; Youngr
sters of such type are exempt from
initiation payment, as heretofore,
until they are 14, when the doubled
fee must be paid if they remain on
the stage. ,..

; Fee was $50, increase accompany-
ing the boosting of minimum sal-
aries from $40 to $50, effective Dec. li

Business on Broadway continues to
be prosperous but somewhat

.
spotty

among the leaders. Elsewhere man-
agers are riot complaining but ticket
brokers have been affected arid they
question Whether New 'Yorkers can
support the number of $4.40 musicals
now • competing .-with each other!

Agencies . point . out that when the
metropolis starts filling up at week-
ends, .their volume of sales Jump.
First half last week was off, as it;was
the previous week."
.'Panama Hattie' is easily the' tops

in agency demand, with: the
:

call for

other new musical clicks being
dented sirice its opening. ; 'Louisiana
Purchase'

.

;

. the exception. Fall

period is approaching the. peak with
the. arrival of the new Thanksgiving
this Thursday (21).

One attraction is closing Saturday
(23 ) when 'DuBarry Was a Lady'
goes to the road from the Royale.

There's some- question about 'Quiet

Please* sticking at the Guild after

Thursday. ';';.''.'

Due next week: The Corn Is

Green,' well : regarded out of town,
National, and 'Fledgling,' Hudson.

Lyons & Lyons, Shurr

Agcys Put cm Gairpet

In Carol Bruce Matter

Two casting agency heads were
called- before Equity's council Tues-
day (19) to furnish reasons why
their permits should not be cancelled

for violation of the association's

licensing rules in the case of Carol
Bruce; 'Louisiana Purchase* warbler,
who also breached the rules and was
fined. Agents involved are Louis
Shurr and; Lyons & Lyons. Former
booked her with the show, then both
figured in spotting her at the Wal-
dorf^Astoria hotel for nightclub ap-
pearances and oil radio (Ben Berriie

program); Matter was' put over for
another week, or two.
Equity complaint Is that both agen-

cies erred by figuring in the club arid

radio, dates, as both were aware that

the girl's contract with. Buddy De-
Sylvai producer of 'Purchase,' stipu-

lated her! exclusive services for the

show. Whether
,
there were dual

commissions for the extra dates is

hot involved, since they' are out-

side Equity's, jurisdiction. Also
probably, figuring is Martin Spector,

her attorney; who is . understood to

have advised the Singer, since she en-
tered the profession:
There is no prpviiiori in Equity 's

'.;-.••'. (Continued oh page 50) .

B. 0. WILL DETERMINE

GREEN DRAMAS' FUTURE

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 19..'

At the end of this Week, it will

be determined, whether Paul Green
will continue with his/series of his-

torical -dramas based on Tar Heel
history.. Final returns : from . the
'Highland Call,' now being presented
nightly at Fayetteville, will either

make or break the projected series

of dramas—a project unique Jri the

entire country.
'

If these showings prove self-sus-

taining financially, or if they ap-
proximately break even,( Green will

undoubtedly be encouraged to con*

j

tinue ; and he will find backers in

; other places where the dramas , are

being considered. ' "V
Reports from Fayetteville indicate

that this, week's attendance, must be
' good in order for 'Call' to pay . its

way. Something like $10,000 was in*-.

j vested In its' production.

Detroit, Nov. 19.

Although its final week pulled out
the best attendance, the J. J. Shubert
venture in stock musical productions
washed out here - With the second
week of 'Blossom Time' after five
urisuccesful' Week . at the Wilson,
There is the possibility at the present
tiriie that the house will be kept alive
by swinging into pictures with
Charlie Chaplin's <The. Dictator,' fol-

lowed by Disney's ''Fantasia,' and
the musical shows resumed after the
first of the year, when conditions
here are expected to be better, as
the armament coin trickles down
from the bottlenecks..

The Shubert- productions, originally
planned as road shows

;
at two-week

intervals; gave Detroit three : houses
in operation for the first, time in a
decade, but the town wasn't up to it.

Cass playing the regular road
shows, ..and the Lafayette * strug;

gling along and looking to making
the. grade with $1 top drama. •.;''

J; Ji Shubert, who is said, to have
dropped. $48,000 on the project, holds

a two-year lease' bri the Wilson.. Sea-
son was launched with 'Unfaithfully

Yours,'
.
originally known as 'Du

Barry' when, seen on Broadway with
Grace Moore. This was expected to

go out from there and open up a mid-
West road, . but the proposal died
when the operetta was shut out of

its first move into; Chicago, 'Too
Many Girls' followed .. for a slow
week. •*

'Blossom Time* did better and
pulled but the best attendance in its

.second week, when a local find, 17-

year-old Barbara Scully,, took over
the Mitzi role and price was- dropped
to $1. But the. lift wasn't enough to

warrant carrying on the project at

this time, it was said, With ' the dull

Christmas shopping season coming
up. '; "

2 Ice Shows at N. Y.

to

First ppposition^to 'It Happens on

Ice, - Center, N. -Y., will' be the 'Ice

Follies of : 1941,' dated at Madison

Square. Garden -from Dec, :;2 - to 11,

engagement dropping the interven-

ing Sunday (8) because of a hockey-

contest. Ticket sale which opened
:

Monday (18) was reported excep-

tionally heavy/- Second
. .rink, show;

tb
;

;
buck the : revue: will be headed

by Sonja. Henie, due at the Garden

in January. Miss Henie and Arthur

Wirtz are presenters ; of 'Happens.'

No other1 ice shows are scheduled fPr
the Garden, which has dropped the
skiing .'events that had a -commercial
tieup, x- ;V.-.' .j.

.

: y'-. . :,':'; ''.

. 'Happens' went off somewhat : last

mid-week because of rainy weather,
but started with an exceptionally big
Sunday arid finaied /strongly " on
Saturday (16) for takings around
$33,000. Per form an ce suffered
through the absence of. La Verne,
one of the-outfifs solo stars, who rer

turned to the show yesterday (Tues-
day)..-... .

The American Guild of Musical

Artists, InCi, and the numerous sing-.:

ers and instrumeritalists who joined'

with; the organization in its fight

against Janies C. Petrillo arid the
American, Federation of ; Musicians,
lost the first important phase of their
battle yesterday (Tues.) Justice
Aaron Steuer in N. Y. supreme court
ruled against AGMA's plea for an
Injunction against Petrillo, to pre-
vent the uriion leader from carrying
out threats against AGMA members.
Petrillo had ordered all instrumen-
talists and accompanists, the first of.

*:

whom number approximately 30 arid
the latter several hundred, who were
members of AGMA, to resign by
Labor Day of this year or be pre-
cluded frorh playing in concert, radio :

recording,. etc.

. AGMA immediately blaiming 'Hit-
;

ler tactics,' applied to the courts for
relief, and' secured a'stay of Petrillo's

edict until the application for an in-,

junction could be argued before the
court, Justice Steuer has been pon-
dering the case for.many weeks, and
his decision ruled that the instru-
meritalistsv under the 'laws of - the
American Federation of Labor, be-
longed to the defendant. ' The court
comiriented upon but did not rule on
the. many . charges against the arbi-
trary manner of Petrillo's order, and,
finding triable issues, denied the de-
fendants' plea to dismiss the suit. - ;. .

The decision is as follows:
'

'The membership of plaintiff (here-
inafter,called AGMA) is composed.of
vocal arid instrumental soloists.' De-
feridant union draws its membership
from musicians playing in bands and
orchestras. Defendant -has announced.,
that hereafter it will not allow its ..

members to participate' in any musi-
cal rendering in which an instrur
mentalist member of AGMA is tak-

ing part -and it has called on such
:'

members of AGMA to. resign arid, join

defendant. Plaintiff; seeks to enjoin
defendant from carrying out this pro-
gram.
: 'The difficulties In this situatiph

are of plaintiffs' making.; It had been
defendant's!.position that the merii-

bers of AGMA were not suitable

candidates for membership in. a labor,

uriipn, Plamtiffs mad
untenable by forming and joining a
labor union; : By these acts they de-
clared themselves to be proper sub-
jects for union membership. As

'

such, within the .union structure, it

has- been determined by the Amer-
ican

. Federation of Labor that the
defendant is the . union having ju-
risdiction;. Defendant now seeks to
enforce its rights to extend its mem-
bership'. .

,

.
:
Unionisii

"The means employed are not il-

legal arid as unionists they must be.

familiar to the plaintiffs. Despite
their claims, no breach of contract
is threatened by defendant. It is

riot shown that defendant's activity
is due to malevolence.

.'MucH has been said about the ar-
bitrary character of control given by
the constitution of the defendant
union to its president. All this is

true. :
".

'It- is claimed that this control
exposes AGMA members who might
join defendant to great dagger from
extortion. . This .danger may exist.-

'But the courts do riot draw con-
stitutioris and. do riot select the union
to be joined; These are econPrriic
problems outside the scope of ju-
dicial activity. Relief iri such situa-
tions

:
must be had! -from . . other

sources.
"

'The 'motion- must, be denied. - As
the complaint does state a cause
of action,, the cross-motion is like- .

wise denied.'
.

; Plaintiffs in the action are Deems
Taylor, Kirsten Flagstad, . Jascha
'Heititz/; Emanuel FeUerman, .Richard
Crooks,

:
Richard

, Bonelli, . Frank
Chapman, Gladys Swarthout, Albert
Spalding, Armand Tokatyan. Ziatko
Polokovic arid AGMA's president,
Lawrence Tibbett.
AGMA's

.
attorneys met late

,
yes-

terday (Tues.) afternoon and a
course

,
of action will bie presented

to the board tPday (Wed.). Pe'triilb;

could not be. reached. last . night for
a statement as to his intentions.- y

.
.
AGMA will, probably press, for an

immediate trial, so that the contem-
plated calling put of AFM musicians
by Petriiro will do as little damage
as possible

:
if a trial deciding the

issues can be reached within the
nextirriohth;

'
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• A special session of the council

was held at Equity Friday (15) for

the' purpose of considering two pro-
posed amendments to the constitu-

tion;! One was to change the method
of making nominations and the other

had to do with the regulation which
. would ;

bar Communists, Nazis arid}

Fascists from .
holding .. office or em-

ployment in Equity. Both proposals

are partly ;'. co-Telated, : but; remained
In committee, it. being the opinion
of some observers that some of the
disputants were time-wasters,

v Nomination proposal occupied
moist of the meeting. Idea of its

proponents was that if a change in

the system . were - made, it would
stimulate, interest of themembership

: in the selection of their leaders and
would make for a more democratic
organization. Present, system is the

use of dominating committee ; of

nine, three being named by the

council and six by: the membership;

:
at . general meeting;
: . Since a simple majority is .

only
necessary, to nominate, it is believed

•that the present, rules give the mem-
bership ample chance to favor their

own choices. Those not in favor of

changing the rules figure ;
that,

inasmuch suggestions by letter from
rank and fliers are considered, the
only excuse for revising the system'

would be. an attempt to •. place more
" people in the ; council by a minority
group which aims to control the
body and; therefore the association.

The anti-Red proposal is regarded
as one of the most puzzling prob-
lems being considered by the actors.

That ; any person or committee
. should definitely say that any mem-
ber is definitely, radical, or so in-

clined,' is not believed to be reason-
able nor logical, unless undisputed
proof is , obtainable. Certain coun-
cillors are for dismissing any mem-
ber of the body unless officially

named. That might come if identity

is made by the Dies committee,
when and if. that investigating group
complies with Equity's request, for

action.

Agents on Carpet
.Continued from page 49 .

ATLANTA IS HEADING

BACK TO LEGIT DIET

agency rules for punishment by fine

in cases where rules are breached, 1

but' council may suspend or per-

manently revoke a permit. Miss

Bruce was fined $500 by Equity for

making the outside appearances

without DeSylva's permission. She

was originally engaged for 'Purchase'

at $125 weekly, but after the show

opened out of town was given a run

of the play contract for $150.

.

DeSylva ; relented later, and gave

Miss Bruce permission to accept

radio engagements/ Stated that he:

had planned raising, her , salary . to

$400 weekly, after 'Purchase' opened

in New York, but changed his mind
when she appeared outside the show.

Showman was also said to have been

annoyed when she was reputedly

committed to Universal Pictures

after the run of 'Purchase/ DeSylVa
counting on using her In another

show then or in films.

Last year the Shurr agency figured

in the Georgie Tapps matter when
it was discovered that the' hoofer

had paiid commissions to two. agen-

cies, the other being William Morris,

for his engagement in Td Rather

Be Right.' Both was ordered to re-

fund all the commissions-to Equity,

where it was put in the emergency
fund. •'•• ; .'.''•".•'

Shows in Rehearsal

•The Old Foolishness'—John
Golden.

•Flight to the West' ^- Play-
• wrights. ••;

; : 'Out West It's Different'—Max
Gordon, -

••

.

'•: :'/.

.

,
; 'Cue to Passion'—Aldrich and
Myers. .' •

" 'Delicate Story'—Gilbert Mil-

ler, Vinton Freedley;

'Old Acquaintance' — Dwight
vbeere- Wiman.'

Pal Joey'—George Abbott.
;

'Off the Record'—John Shu>
bert. . -'v.o;. '..

:.

:

- ~'H1-Y» Gentlemen' — Alex
\ Aarons, Robert Ritchie.

'Romantic Mr. Dickens*—John ;

Tuark. >'''; '-' \.V'-.'
.

"''

'Fledgling' ('Follow the Fu-
ries')—Otis Chatfleld-Tayior. : .

.-.

Sam Lyons for Coast .:

; Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Sam Lyons planed In from New
York; ',

; '.

*

. - • . v.

He handled several deals In. east

for Frank Orsatti, but there's no
definite tieiip" between the two agen-
cies. '. '-J; -

'•
. V ;

'._""'..

Plays on B'way

Clamour Preferred
Fhirre comeJv in thive acts •••prt#ent'e<I

:

-"a
:

t\

the -Martin-
1

nerkV.N.' Y.. Nov. 15, '40. by

iHrock Pernberton; written by Florence

Ryerson- and Colin Clements; atn«r<?<l w
AntoTnete Perry; Bettings- by John Root;

13.H0 ton. '. ;'

Amanda;; Beckett . .. .
.'.

. i . /. . .Helen "Harmon
IibuU . ... . . . . ... . . . . . .Elslo Mae Gordon
.Webster: ; .

-

,'5
. ,'i ... . , ...Henry Vincent

Angela -Vaughn.. . . . .

;

.... ...-'. . v.Trene Corlatt

Max Mustek . . . ... ... . . . ....... Lorlrtff Snilth

IA-nri Klclrldge . . ; . . . . Flora CnmpbeU
.

> . : . :.J, \ Chrtrloa Ralrta
SHyer-Flsh Katemtlnator*

j Tnomaa Bnbcoclc

Jeff Potter;;;.; .v.; . .J**
Lindsay

Kerry Eldrldgo. . .... .v. • ••>,• • .«>«» -.?*n52n-

Henry.:... Vv. , . , .' ::\ ....

.

... .Haskell Coffin

Bernard C; Goldwater, i .. ... •
. • •

Nlcholns Jorua. ; . .
;..', . ... • , .Stefiin Scbnabeli

Mrs. Florlnda Mott Pengllly . .MatJol Turner

kadjr Bontta Towyn. . .'.. .-»'..;.. Betty Lawford
Homer Cox-. ... ..... . . . ....... .James O' Rear

A Strange Crlrl . . i .... -Elaine Perry

Karl Relnbeclr. ... ..... .. ... •• .Henry Levin

Sir Hubert Towyh.
Officer Ilanan....

.

• • • • • F\<
Robert Craven.
Ja'm'e's Gregory

• Atlanta; Nov. 19.

.
Devotees of. legit here and here-

abouts, starved for quite some time,
have a group of outstanding plays
to look ; forward to this season, at

the Erlariger, operated by W. F.
Winecoff. v First to come In was
•Skylark,' starring Gertrude Law-
rence, for three performances

;
(8-9).

Next will be Francis Lederer in

•Autumn Crocus' Nov. 29-30 for three
shows, tp be followed by Katharine

' Hepburn In 'Philadelphia Story' Jan.
21-22.

Tallulah Bankhead, prime fave
here because of her Alabama • con-

' nections in addition to her histrionic
ability, Is. skedded to bring her 'Lit-

tle Foxes' to Erlanger Feb. 14-15;

Next on list will be The Man Who
Came to Dinner,' March 3-5. 'Hell-
zapoppih' is on date book for March
25-26-27. ,-.-'

Taken ail in all, the list Is impos-
ing for this neck of the woods, which

Engagements

Jack Durant, Juno Hbroc,' 'Pal

Joey.'

Jessie Ralph, The Flying Gerar-
dos.'

' ;'

Paul Huber, 'Johnny Belinda.'

Joe Laurie,' Jr., Jack Norworth,
Ginger Manners, Marjorie. Lord,
'Snookie.'

Claire Trevor, Keenan . Wynn,
Charles de Sheim, Sam Levene,
Martin Blaine, 'Out West It's Differ-

ent."-. . . . :. ;

, Florenz Ames, , Barbara v. Reed,
Henry Antrim, The Hard Way/ ./

• Sally O'Neill,
.
Roy R 6 b er ts,

Margery Maude; The Old Foolish-
ness.'

'

Harry Gribboh, Thomas Beck,
Norman Tokar, Katherine Gray,
Arnold Korff, . Carlotta Neilson,
Harry Irvine, 'Delicate Story.'

Kent Smith, . Jane Cowl, Peggy
Wood, Barry Jones, Adele Long-
mire, Edna West, Anna Franklin.
Nancy Wiman, 'Old Acquaintance'

• (complete cast).
; Betty. Field, Arnold Moss, Paul
Hernried,

.
Hugh Marlowe, ' Eleanora

Mendelssohn, James ' Seeley, Con-
is far removed frOm beaten track of ! stance McKay, Boris Marshalov,
legit routings.

\
Grandon Rhodes, : Arvld . Paulson,
Karl Maiden, Helen Renee, Rudolf

• Weiss, Elmer Borwon, John Triggs.
Harald Dyrenforth, 'Flight to the
West/

Reginald Denham, co-author with
. Edward Percy of 'Ladies in Retire-
ment,' collaborating by. cable on an-
other meller, Tomorrow We Smile,'

which he may produce in New York
himself.

,
;

: Also 'translating into
: American- his . own London success,

•First Night:' •;.

i
Ruth Gordon, mentioned ' for ; the

new Paul Vincent Carroll play, The
Old Foolishness.' John Golden will
produce it, with Eddie Choate hav-
ing a silent interest.

Robert Ardrey, left by motor yes-
terday (Tuesday ) for Texas, planning
to stop off in Washington to see The
Corn Is Green/ which is trying out
there this week. Playwright-scenar-
ist has a new drama in mind.

.

. Dorothy Fox . will assist Charles
Walters in doing the choreography
and staging the dances for the new
Dennis King musical. She and Wal-
ters were partners several years
ago. Both are managed by John
Darrow. :.

'Tonight ai a:30» in S. F,

San Francisco, Nov. 19.

Booked in suddenly from Los
Angeles, series of Noel Coward's To-
night at 8:30', plays will be offered by
film casts alt Curran . theatre here
Nov.. 25-30, at $2;75 top. Trio of skits
will be presented each eyeriing under
auspices of Players' Theatre, .When
done in L. A., coin went to British
War Relief Fund.

Same house relighted Monday (18)
with Cornelia

. Otis Skinner for a
week's stand. . . •/.

; NEW CHI PRODUCTION
Chicago, Nov. 19.

.Radio Theatre, Inc., headed by Art
Peterson

, and Pearl Robs, will do a
little theatre production of a new
play tagged 'Protective Custody' in
the Civic theatre here Dec. 13-14.

Play was written by Marion Mc-
Guire and Henry Rosendahl. Will
be directed by Jdhn McGee, former
Federal Theatro Project chief in

|
Chicago.

Latest comedy peopled with Holly-
wood characters is fairly diverting,

but could have been better. Im-
pression is that /Glamour Preferred',

just misses, but that the authors
might have made it the first play
click this autumn.

First known as 'Morality Clause/
new comedy staged in fast tempo by
Antoinette Perry seems the : best of
three plays of Coast locale that came
in within a period of eight days.

Had 'Glamour' premiered first It

probably would have . been more
cordially received. It is the best
performance of the trinity, and Its

sex stuff does not intrude as crudely
as the . others? which are 'Beverly
Hilts' (Fulton) arid 'Quiet, Please'
(Guild).
There Is a situation similarity in

'Glamour* and 'Hills/ it being a basic
triangle idea, always familiar :On the
stage. 'Hero' husbands in both plays
fall for the wiles of married hoydens.
Credulity in a comedy is riot im-
portant so long as fun is provided,
but that ' so nice a girl as Lynn El-
dridge should continue to adore such
a stuffed shirt as her pretty boy
mate, Kerry, a picture lead, stretches
the imagination.
Kerry bad been 'found* in a hash

house, his schnozz fixed up and he
was made into a star by Befnard C.
Goldwater, who presented Lynn In
films previously, at her urging.
Character of the dialect-speaking
Goldwater is on the stage too much.
He gets over some of the laughs, be-
ing thinly disguised as a Goldwyn;
but

' sans that successful producer's
native wit. Part is over-written and
padding of a dress-suit Incident
slowed up act two.

Matters in the Eldridge' home in
San Fernando Valley were all right
until Lady Bonita Towyn plariej to
town,, and moved in on. them. She
had been one of Kerry's flames years
before when a night clubbing hoofer,
called 'HotstuftV but wed toothy Sir
Hubert. Learning that Hubert aims
to settle down on his Australian
sheep ranch, she schemes a way to
return to Hollywood.
Kerry is about to start on a new

.picture when Bonnie sells him the
idea, of ditching the story and co-
starring with her in a best seller
called 'Night of Love/ : Goldwater
rages while Lynn listen^ to Hubert
who Is aware of his wife's transgres-
sions and who proposes that they
scoot to Mexico ; and get divorces
Kerry, comes to the realization thathZnn *nean^ to cleave -himt A ' film

-

story, finale has Kerry in an accident
and he is brought in bruised on the
forehead. That, however, came
about when Bonrtie socked him with
an Oscar, Acadeihy award which he
Just copped. However, Goldwater
accepts the idea of the screwy' .au-
thor of %ove' that Kerry and Lynn
play, opposite each other and every-
thing is.hunky-dory.' -

'

Play has a boisterous last act, best
Part S\ . Ihe Performance. Flora
Campbell is splendid as Lynn, it be-
ing her first appearance in some
time. Newcomer Glen Langan plays
Kerry, npt an easy part for a hand-
some, fellow. • Betty Lawford is ex-
cellently cast as. the angling Bonnie.
Louis Sorin rates well among the
leads with his Goldwater. and so
does Robert Craven as the British
Hubert. Laughs should have come
from

. Stefan Schnabel, playing aknow it all Russian director. Maidel

It was known before M,alda Reade appeared before council to answer
charges of being 'Unfaithful to•.her trust' in using part of^Equity's mailinir

list for literature favoring Wendell W.illkie that slie would have a number
of defenders. Miss Reade had been, reprimanded by the council, and to
bring her before that body again on/ the same: matter was considered to be
double jeopardy, therefore foreign to American procedure. Yesterday
(.Tuesday) council refused to reopen the case.

It was a case of whether the council would reverse itself, but under 'the

rules was forced to accept the charges.. .Evident intent of the complaint
signed by eight members, was to force Miss Reade off the council^ where
she is shighly regarded: because

:
of her activities in behalf of the -actors

In. admitting the- transgression, she indicated willingness , to withdraw, but
fellow councillors declined to take such actiori. ; It is hot-c'.enied that Miss,
Reade was at. fault, even by those who also supported the unsuccessful

Willki , but the aim of the council U for unity. .Ruction tyhich started

when Congressman William P. Lambertsori charged that Reds were in the
council has quieted down for the time being, but It is felt that if;- Miss
Reade were dropped from that bbdy fresh feeling would be aroused.

Despite the fact that eats were on the house in 'Elmer The Great/ the
show stopped Saturday (18) in Boston at the suggestion of Joe E; Brown,
who was starred. Aldrich AV Myers agreed with the comedian that the'

play was too corny for Broadway, also that Brown would be better off in
a new play than chancing a flop in an old

^
one; 'Elmer' played in.^^New.

York originaliy for 40 .performances and was tabbed unsuccessful- That
company, with Walter Huston, was seen in Boston in .1928 under the title

Of. 'Fast Company/ • v -
-

: V;
'Elmer' drew a very good press, but not enough patronage for a play

with six settings, which, required a fairly large crew. -However, it was
a wiriner :in summer stocks.: Brown may bow. in with. 'Western Union
Please/ under the same managenieht. Authors are now engaged rewri
the script.

:
:

:' •
-

•
-' •

Series of six stories, on coriipany managers ran daily; in the World-Tele-
gram, N. Y., bylincd by Douglas Gilbert, specialist in theatrical personali-
ties. Subjects were Louis Epstein, manager ot 'Hold On To Your Hats*
(Al Jolson), Nick Holde, who handled the revival of 'Showboat' after the
death of Flo Ziegfeld, Marty Forkins, in on a number of legit shows and
personal manager of Bill Robinson, Johnny O'Connor, manager of Fred
Waring and his Pennsylvariians, Charles Harris/ who manages 'Louisiana
Purchase/ and Richard Berger, who was associated with Laurence Schwab
and who

:
is managing ; director of the St. Louis municipal opera company;

Several others were to have been limelighted, including William (Willie)
Gilbert Norton, manager of the Music Box arid Sam H. Harris attractions,
but he declined the nomination;

Returning from Elktbn, Md;, after her surprise Friday (15) wedding to
William R. Smith, Coast agent, Ethel Merman's initial entrance in 'Panama
Hattie/ 46th Street, N. Y., that evening was greeted with congratulatory
salvos of laughter and plaudits from the audience. Lines between the
star and Jamies Dunn were frequently interrupted by the house, script
calling for references to their supposed on-again, off-again marriage and
honeymoon. After the flnale, players, choristers and pit musicians deluged
the new Mrs. Smith with rice and the pit band also contributed an old shoe.
Smith met Miss Merman during rehearsals of 'Hattie' and their court-

ship was swift. In Hollywood he is associated with the Feldman, Blum
agency.

• Al Jolson indicated a mild burn over the ' renewed use of his name for.
a theatre. It is the same house built by the Shuberts in conjunction with
apartments at Seventh avenue, New York, close to Central Park, For a
time major musicals were presented there, but the showmen abandoned
the property, the house being used for foreign language shows and films
for years.

Original name of the theatre lapsed, but with Joison's presence in 'Hold
On To Your Hats* (Shubert) a painted sign was recently placed on the
canopy reading: Al Jolson Theatre. Underneath it. another sign reads:
Teatro Venezia. Recent attractions have been in the Italian tongue.

:

.

'It' Happens oh Ice/ currently in its seventh week at the Center, N. Y ,

has been cut considerably, since the opening. There has also been a num-
ber of comedy bits added. As a result, the show is smoother and more
entertaining than before.

Turner, as representative of the
Purity League, is another character
with too much to say. Lex Lindsay
is okay as a press agent, and same
goes for Elsie Mae Gordon, a maid
who was a pro.
'Glamour Preferred' is the third

play with film characters presented
by Brock Pemberton, who scored
with 'Personal Appearance' and 'Kiss
the Boys Goodbye/ His newest ef-
fort is one that will cause :0 wider
difference of opinion than the others.

/bee.

SARAH SIMPLE
Comedy Jn three acts presented at the

Provlncotown Playhouse; N. Y., Nov. ' 1«,
11)40, by The Hlllto]> Theatre; staffed by
Wallace Rboney; written by .A.-rA; Milne;

?fMJ.
l

.

nf?
s

'
Forresfc -Th'nyr,- Jr. ; $1.03 ton;

William Bendlsh. .. . . . . ;GUy Spauil
Marianne Bell-Mason . . .> . .... .Heleii Rig^a
Sarah.

. .... . . . ; ., . .........

,

v . Joy: -Marrlhgton
Amyaa fiendish.'. ..teBlle Stevons
Alftrudd Bendlsh. ; .. ,Flor«nee MiicMichael
yharles, the: 'waiter';'. .

.

. .". Edward Broadley

After three years of summer stock
.at Ellicott City, Md., four/miles from
Baltimore, and winter barnstorming
in flrehouses, town halls, schools and
little, theatres in the vicinity, a group
of youngsters who label themselves
'The Hilltop

: Theatre* have invaded
New York. They opened Saturday
(16). at Greenwich Village's Prov-
incetown Playhouse.-

Hilltoppers, iri the semi-pro class,
apparently recognized their own
shortcomings and stepped outside for
four Equity players for. their cast Of
six. They have given themselves an
impossible task, however, for their
preem.

. The A. A. Milne play which
they, have selected for. the unveiling
would take a deal more than the pro-
dticers, director Wallace Rooney, or
the players can give—arid it still
wouldn't be;worth much: This is its
first presentation in America after
kicking around a good while,, arid the
reason is clear. It achieved some
success in London in 1937.
Maryland players plan a six-month

season, each show running two weeks
and with a two-week intermish be-
tween. Next is 'Help Wanted Fe-
iriale/ by Irving Jones, set to uncork
Dec. 17i Group is also operating a
children's theatre, wliich will open

under the direction of Jeanne Elgart
on the Provincetown stage with
•Hansel and Gretel' on Nov. 29. It

will be given matinees every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday f6i a month at

$L10 top.

Eqiiityites in the 'Sarah Simple*

.

cast are Guy Spauil, who's worked
mostly in England but was seen here
in 'Family Portrait'; Helen Riggs,

Canadian player; Edward Broadley
and Joy Harrington. Latter is by far

the standout of the Hilltop produc-
tion. .

:•

Wispish story deals with an Eng-
lishman separated—but not divorced

—from his wife for eight years. She
has become a milliner in New York
under the 'Sarah Simple' tag and re-

turns to find : her spouse: in an em-
brace Vflth a canon's widow (Helen
Riggs). Engineering by Miss Har-
rington, the wife, to' win back Spauil,

her husband, by apparently aiding

him in his efforts to get a .,
divorce

comprises the .actiori.

Rooney's staging is. no asset. With
a talky play and little inherent ac-

tion, he has done nothing to correct

its faults. Leslie Stevens and Flor-

ence MacMichael, the two bona fide

Hiltoppers, are in minor roles and
don't do much to increase their im-

portance. Two sets, by Forrest

Thayr, Jr., are standout, making a

real impression , on the tiny Prov-
incetown stage. >

Hiltoppers can continue on almost

infinitesimal grosses, as they have
apartments on the flooi-s above the

theatre, in addition to which many
of the original group are getting

support from home. They all work
on percentage; Lineup of patrons at

$5 each has also been, partially set.

House, with 198 seats, is scaled to

$1,248 . total . for six perfbrmances
weekly. '

.

," Herb..

Dante to Maine
'

Portland, Me., Nov. 19/

'Sim Sala Bim/ magic revue head-

ed by Dante, will spell, local Civic

theatre's stock crew while they take

week's layoff.

: Date Is week of Nov. 125. ..

'
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bdv Waiti^ Nic« $10,000 In Chi:

Chicago, Nov, 19.

Business held better generally

throughout the Joop legit district,

with indications of a boxpffice pick-

up following the sharp post-election

toboggan, which had the legit man-
agers crying for their aspirin. 'Lady

in Waiting ;

> came into the Harris

Nov; 10 and is getting by with the

personal following here of Gladys
George. Actress was here in 'Per-

sonal Appearance' some years ago

arid -'enlarged her following with her
subsequent picture assignments:

_ 'Male Animal' will quit- town on
Nov, 23 after fairish profits. House
will be dark for one night and then
relights Nov,, 25 with 'Pygmalion,'

which will be the second year in

.
town in succession for Ruth Chatter-

ton. Set in the; future is /DuBarry
Was a Lady,' which is scheduled for

the Erlanger on Dec. 23.. 'Time of

Ybur Life' continues to round out a

healthy money session in that house
at present. /.

i. Other two shows, 'Meet the Pepole'

and 'Life With Father/ though off

from the peaks, are nevertheless :

holding steadily;. -.'

Estimates for Last Week
'Lady in Wailing:/ Harris (1st

week) (1,000; $2.75); Built on word-
of-mouth to $10,000 in initial Week.
- 'Life With Father/ Blackstone
(37th week) (1,200; $2.75). Picked
up quickly after bit of a slump oft

election week and. came back to

nearly $14,000. ;

.;

'Male Animal/ Selwyh (10th week)
(1.0Q0; $2.75). . Last-weeks notice is

up and figures to aid the closing days
of the run. Upped to $10,000.
'Meet the People/ Grand (7th

w^eek) (1,200; $2.75); Strong party
business last week aided this one
to $12,000.

: Time of Your Life/- Erlanger (3d
week) (1,300; $2.75). Has caught the
Chicago public's fancy and galloping
steadily, rated over $13,500.

"

CHATTERTON 'PYG' NICE

$12,000 IN DETROIT

Detroit,. Nov; 19. .

.."' It's feast or ' famine here. Where
last week there were three legiti-

mate . houses in operation, this week
sees only one. The Wilson has shut-
tered, the Cass is dark a week • on
bookings and only the Lafayette
with pop: priced drama is carrying
.the torch.

The Cass, playing road shows, did
a fairish business with Ruth.' Chat--
terton in 'Pygmalion,' but goes dark
until 'Pins, and Needles' comes in on
Nov. 24.

, With both other houses dark it

may. give, the Wee & Leventhal ex-
periment in dollar drama a good
chance to take hold this week. Man-
agement figures it went too long by
• week in. carrying its opening show,
See My Lawyer/ for two and a half
•weeks. Its present show, 'Rocket to
the Moon,' will go for only a week,
ditto the following shows. .

Estimates for Last Week
'Blossom Time' (Wilson) (1,900;

$1.10)—With the price reduction
from

. $2.20 and with press attention
paid to. Detroit youngster in Mitzi
role, this got approximately $5,800 in
its final week, as compared to $9,200
in the first.

^/Pygmalion' (Cass) (1,400; $2.50)—
This came out all right with an ap-
proximate. $12,000 as contrasted to
$9,700 for 'Lady in ' Waiting' at the
same price.
./See My Lawyer' (Lafayette)
U.900; $1.10)—Tliis fell away in its

..final
#
10 performances with an ap-

proximate $3,200, after- getting Up to
*«,500 last week. ".

'Corn' 6G In Balto

.
Baltltmore, Nov. 19.

Town is currently dark again for
legit, a condition quit* regular: this
season. '; r

Last week, three day pre-Broad-
way showing of Herman Shumlin's
'The Corn Is Green/ by Emlyn Wil-
liams, and starring Ethel Barrymore,
drew a highly favorable press and
steady biz. At rather stiff top of
$2.85, drew estimated $6,200 for four
shows to 1,900-seat Ford's, with most
of the action on the upper floors at
lower tariff. 'Com' regarded as
good possibility for Broadway.

13G IN BOSTON

Boston, Nov. 19.

•Life" With Father,' in its seventh
week, led the town last week with
three other shows drawing medium
trade. 'Ladies In Retirement/ a
fairly good grosser from the start,
remains for third frame. • Joe E.
Brown closed two okay stanzas Sat-
urday (16) . in 'Elmer, the Great/
Dante is distinctly on the downbeat
in 'Sim Sala Bim/ but remains for
second week.

.

'Romantic . Mr. Dickens/ new com-
edy by H. H; and Marguerite Harper,
opens here Saturday (23) with Diana
Baijrymore and Robert Keith.

' Estimates for Last Week
'Life With Father/ Civic Repertory

(7th' wk ) (965; $2.75)—Still packing
'em . in and looking .strong for an-
other month. Seventh week tallied
big. $14,500.

'Ladies in Retirement/ Wilbur (2d
wk) (1,227; $2.75)—Getting good
break at the b o., taking okay $13,-
000 for second week. :

'Elmer the Great/ Plymouth (2d
wk)

, (1,480; $2.75)—Built up , over
initial

;
week, but never, sbekeroo, al-

though the comments were good.
Final frame $11,000.
"Sim Sala Bim/ ShUbert (1st wk)

(1,590; $1.65)—Dante is putting on a
swell magic show, at the right price,
but the demand is limited.. -First

week flirted with pallid $5,000.

KATE HEPBURN TALLIES

SMASH $19,000 IN CINCY

ite Mpls. Blizzard

-_.'•-'
. Minneapolis. Nov. 19. >

.Despite blizzard, resulting in al-
most-impassable roads and streets,,
TaHulah Bankhead, in 'The Little

!0xes, at the Lyceum, grossed esti-
mated fine $9,500 for three nights
and a matinee at $2.75 top. Critics
and customers' raves helped the box-
Pfnce. Show got $3,000 for matinee
and night in St. Paul.
''„ Current ; offering is 'Man Who
:
varne < to .. . Dinner/ with Taylor
Holmes, in for a week.

"-

Cincinnati, Nov. 19. •

Burg's second biggest legit take on
four performances in last 15 years
was racked up in last half of last
week by Katharine Hepburn in
'Philadelphia Story/ which grossed
a shade under $19,000 at the 2,500-
seat Taft. Top was $3.30. Turh-
^aways were . registered at . the
matinee and night show Saturday
(16) after 128 chairs were: placed in
orchestra and standees were eared
for.

Cincy record on a similar stretch
was $20,000 made three seasons ago
by George M. Cohan in 'I'd Rather Be
Right' at the same theatre; but with
a top of $3.85.

Block and Sully are in the 1,400-

seat Cox currently In 'See My
Lawyer' at $1.50 top. Next week the
town will have two shows at the
same time, which is a rarity in re-
cent years. 'Rocket .to the Moon,'
at $1.65. top, will be in the Cox for
seven night performances and two
matinees, starting • Nov. 24.

.
Lurit

and Fontanhe, in 'There Shall Be No
Night,' will be in the Taft, Nov. 28-

30 for three :
night shows and a

matinee at $3,30 top.

Current Road Shows
(Weefe of Nov. 18)

•A Night of Love'—Forrest, Phila.
'All In Fun' (Phil Baker^ Bill Rob-

inson )-^5hubert, New Haven (21-
23). '/

.

•
.

'.

'Ass and His Shadow'—Playhouse,
Cleveland. .

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

—

Lyric, Baltimore (18); Constitution
Hall, Washington (19-20 ) ; Music. Hall
Cleveland (22-23). ',".

'

'Conquest in April'. (Hertry Hull)—'
Locust, Philadelphia.

• 'Corn Is . Green' (Ethel Barrymore)
.—National, Washington.

Cornelia Otis Skinner—Curran,
San: Francisco.

'Desire Under the Elms'—Mayan,
Los Angeles. .

• •;
':

'Every,: Man for Himself (Lee
Tracy)—Geary, San: Francisco. '-.

.

'

;
'Folies Bergere'—El Capitan, Hol-

lywood: ':';..- •. ',;
^

:.;•..'•

'HeHzapoppin'—Royal Alexandra,
Toronto.

'Ladies in Retirement' (Flora Rob-
son)—Wilbur, Boston. . . ,

'..'••

'Lady in Waiting' (Gladys George)
—Harris, Chicago.

•Life with Father' (Lillian Gish)-^
Blackstone Chicago.

'Life with Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Civic Repertory, Boston.

'Little Foxes' (Tallulab Bankhead)
—Orpheum, Cedar Rapids (18); Or^-

pheum, Davenport (19); Shrine, Des
Moines (20); Orpheum, Sioux City
(21) ; Central Highschool, Omaha
(22)

; Municipal Auditorium, Kansas
City (23).

; ;
'Male Animal' (Elliott

,
Nugent)—

SelWyn, Chicago.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-

ton Webb)—Davidson, Milwaukee,
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Tay-:

lor Holmes)—Lyceum, Minneapolis.
: 'Meet the People'-^-Grand

. Opera
House, Chicago. ?

•'Morning's at. Seven' — Columbia,
Louisville (21-23).

'Off the Reecord' (Hugh O'Con-
nell, Bruce Cabot, Mary Brian, Betty
Furness) — Playhouse, Wilmington
(22-23).. '.

'Philadelphia Story' (Katharine
Hepburn) — Memorial Auditorium,
Louisville (18-19); English,. Indian-
apolis (20-23).

•Pins and Needles'—Grand, Lon-
don, Ont. (18-19); Savoy, Hamilton,
Ont. (20); Erlahger, Buffalo .(21-23).

'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chattertpft )-^

American, St. Louis; -
-

'Rocket to the MoonV-Lafayette,
Detroit. '.

-

'Romantic Mr. Dickens'—Plymouth,
Boston (23). y'
'See My Lawyer'—Cox, Cincinnati.
'Thank You, Columbus'^-Playhouse,

Hollywood.
'There Shall Be No Night' (Alfred

Lunt,: Lyrin Fontanne) — Hanna,
Cleveland.
'Time of Your Life' (Eddie Dowl-

irtg)—Erlanger, Chicago.
'Tobacco Road' - (John Barton)

—

Auditorium, Davenport (17); Para-
mount, -: Hammond, Ind. (18-20 ) ; Ma-
jestic, Peoria (21-23).

''

'Zero Hour—Music Box, Holly-
wood.

All 3 New Plays on Ifwood N. G.

6G, Toronto

Toronto, Nov. 19.

'Pins arid; Needles' dived to a bad
week

;
here- with Royal Alexandra

(2,46 1 -seater ), at $2 top, chalking up
poor estimated. $6,300 last week.
Advance,

. , however, ..'•"

,
,'Hellza

-

poppin' was over $18,000 by Sat-
urday (16) night. Opened last night
(Monday). ''.'".

• '. -

'FOLIES' STRONG $15,000

IN L A., THANK' BOWS

15G in Indpls.

; n„- Indianapolis, Nov. 19,
Who Came to Dinner,' at the

^•ngjish for seven performances last

ZVi? f
ot off to- a slow start, but

wora>of-mouth built up attendance
ior- a

j
stretch finish- in the money.

igood
UP with ' estimated $15,000,

Kathaine Hepburn is due in
Wednesday (20) for three evening-

nfHai
?
c6s ^nd matinee Saturday

of Philadelphia Story/ , :

$22,000 Id Mont'l

Montreal, Nov. 19.

. Two shows at opposite ends of

town, one with English . and the.

"other with French appeal, broke all

known' records at the two theatres

which went legit for the week.

His • Majesty's showed 'HeHzapop-
pin' at $3 top and turned: them away
almost every night for a gross, of

$22,000, better than anything known
there in many years. .. .

St.-'".benis, -major theatre of city,

shpwed cbiipje of Parisian, comedies,
'Le ; Scandaley' and 'Apres l'Amoiir,'

fe.nturing Victor Francen /with" local
\

feminine leads. Francen is strong

;

screen favorite here and personal
'

appearance in the star role of th«
|

two comeilixjs packed houses Jn this
?

2.300-seater at $1 top for socko
$15,000.

-

Hollywood, Nov. 19.
' Hollywood Playhouse relighted
(15) with 'Thank You, Columbus/
presented by G. V, Gontard and Curt
Bois. Piece is a musical with a cast
of around 35. Mayan, downtown, un-
shutters temporarily (20 ) with Los
Angeles Civic Theatre presenting an
uncensored version of 'Desire Under

,

the Elms.'
. .

;
-

:

..' ".

'Folies Bergere' continues to at-

tract healthy . trade to El Capitan
theatre in Hollywood, where fourth
week

1

ground out another approxi-
mate $15,000. Several more stanzas
are in prospect. 'Zero Hour' is On
the skids at the: Music Box, but The-
atre Alliance plans to keep piece
going for a week; or so in the hope
that a New York buyer will be
found, Top scale has already been
cut to $1 plus tax.

AGMA Signs Ballet

vMinimuj-ri- of $180 a month, plus

traveling and Hying expenses while
on the road, a 36-week guarantee
arid Guild membership are required
for all -member
let Russe, ; under /

' contract signed

last week with the American. .Guild

of Musical AHists. ; -Col.: de Basil, di-

rector of the. company currently ap-
pearing at thr' 51st- .'Street.- theatre^

New York, signed; the pact. .

.''

Of the 36 weeks guaranteed, 20

may be' in. the U. S. . arid 16. abroad..

•Understood it's .-the."first; time' a per-

former union the- U. & has ' thus
extended its jurisdiction. .Other Rus-
sian ballet troupe, the Monte Carlo,

Ballet Russe, sighed air AGMA con-

tract last spring.

-';'••;;•-'
,
Philadelphia, Nov. 19;

That Philly legit patrons will gen-
erously patronize name shows, but
aren't, inclined to: gamble ori tryouts
unless they have the biggest mar-
quee names was again emphasized
last week. The Theater GuildiGil-
bert Miller production of 'Twelfth
Night,' with Helen Hayes - arid
Maurice Evans, left town Saturday
night after two terrific weeks at the
Forrest. Fact it was on ATS sub-
scription held down total gross and
actual money intake was again
dented last week because both Mon-
day and Tuesday performances were
sold out to the Philadelphia Forum
at the usual substantial reduction.

,

'Conquest in April/ Chester Er-
skine play about the Nazi invasion
of Norway, didn't fare so well in
the first two weeks' "tryout at the
Locust. The crix weren't savage in
their reviews, but hot one of them
could give the Erskine effort a pass-
ing mark as playwrightihg.

This week's newcomer is 'Night <?f

Love/ in at the Forrest for two
weeks. House is solidly booked to
Xmas, as is the Locust. •

,

Estimates for Last Week
Twelfth Night' Forrest (2d week)

(1,800; $2.85): In final stanza,
Helen Hayes-Maurice Evans ve-
hicle was handicapped by having
two evening

. performances sold out
solidly to Forum at reduction. This
and ATS subscription scale held
down gross to $2.4,000, but week was
actual sellout as to seats.

'Conquest In April' Locust (1st
week) (1,500; $2). Tryout not en-
thusiastically received by. crix and'
public followed their lead, with • re-
sultant light $6,000, or little less.
'Ladies in Retirement' next week.

LUNTS GET RECORD

$27,200 IN PITTSBURGH

Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
Lunts ran up a new nouse record

In There Shall Be No Night' last,

week at the
.
Nixon, when they

grabbed ' approximately $27,200.
Show was an ATS-Theatre Guild at-
traction and at $3.30 scale topped
S>reviOus mark for subscription of

-

ering at that price rung up . by
Katharine Hepburn in 'Philadelphia
Story' last spring by: several, hunr
dred dollars.

'Night* was in right from the go!
Gave Nixon its biggest opening night
since the. boom Ziegfeld preem days
and then ran straight through to
absolute .capacity; with' standees at
every performance. Mats were ter-
rific, each bettering $3,200. Figured
that had Lunts come here without
subscription > auspices, gross: would
have been at least $31,500.

; What burned: Nixon up. and lot
of Pittsburgh public, too, was fact
that show hadn't been booked in for
fortnight. 1 Particularly since theatre
is dark this week and ,so far doesn't
even have a show for Thanksgiving
Week,.- traditionally th6 best stanza
Of the year here. ..:._'.

\
'_..

%'ffht of love' Tired

$7,500 in Washington

• Washington, Nov. .19. .

- 'Night of Love,' Shubert's new
musical,, took hefty walloping last
week : from . . critics and had to
struggle for. estimated' light $7,500 at
$2.75 top; Current is another new 1

one. Herman Shum-lin's production
of Emlyn Williams' London success.
,'The. Corn Is Green,' starring; Ethel
Barrymore.

'

"Next week comes road company of
'DuBarry Was a Lady,' with. Bert
•L'ahr, Frances''William's',, and Benny
Baker^ followed on Dec;, 2 by John
Shubert's first indie production, 'Off
the Record/

Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama), K
(Revue), M (Musical), F (Farcv).
O (Operetta).

'

: Estimates for Last Week '-

.

-

'Boys and Girls Together/ Broad-
hurst (7th; week) (R-l,412r $4.40).
Earlier portions of the week not so
good along Broadway, with last half
continuing to supply excellent at-

it
n*£&^>- this! musical rated around

$i2P,0O0.,.. '"•',.:.•.'"'''-' "'

'Beverly Hills/ Fulton (2d week)
(C-978; $3.30). Business for first of
the Hollywood comedies to arrive
not promising; some performances.

$5000
but hSht - gross; on thfe week;

;.'£abin ,in the Sky/ Martin Beck
(4th week) (M-1,214; $3.30). Com-
mands very good business from Mon-

,

days on and figures to make a stay
of ;it;- rated more than $16,000; good
at scale and profitable.

.

'

.
; :

'DuBarry Was a. Lady/ Rbvale
fM-1,407; $4.40). Final

y
'an? 5lS

week; just missed year's run mark;
goes tp road well: : in the black:
grossv. $16,000; most : of big money
run was at 46th Street. V;.

'George Washington Slept Here/
Lyceum (4th Week) (C-1,004; $3.30

)

:
.

Improvement for laugh show which
has drawn fairly well; estimated: bet-
ter than $11,500 and should stick.

'Glamour Preferred/ Booth (1st
week) (C-712; $3.30). Opened last
Friday (15); was given mixed no-
tices, some: quite adverse; light fol-
lowing day.:" ; ' :':: >'.:: ;

'

^'Men^Poppin/ Winter Garden
(113th week ) (R-1,871; $3.30). Do-
ing plenty alright in face of new
musical competition; excellent week-
end houses a factor in nearly $26,000,
quoted; extra mafmee helped.

/ , )S?
Id °^ t0 Yonr Hate>' Shubert

(10th week) (M-1,405; $4.40). Holds
onto real business; Saturday matinee
strength developed to standees;
quoted around $26,000. ;

. m
'H6rse Fever/ Mansfield (C-1,000;

$3:30). Presented by Alex Yokel;
written by Eugene Conrad, Zah H.
and Ruby C. Gabel; was slated for
midweek, but put off until Satur-
day (23).

'It Happens On Ice/ Center (6th .

week) (R-3,087; $2.75). Maintains
very good pace, with weekends (in-
cluding Sundays) counting mate-
rially; rain hurt but reached $33,000.
'Johnny Belinda/ Belasco (9th

week) (D-1,000; $3.30); Extra ads
to plug drama which draws fair au-
diences; claimed improvement- la?*
week; around $6,000, but plenty in
red; may move,

'Life With Father/ Empire (53d
week) (C-1,005; $3.30). Sock laugh
show continues at capacity clip and
surest holdover to run through sea-
son; over $18,500.

'Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial
(25th week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Vies
with 'Panama Hattie' for leadership;
has been topping list since opening:
capacity prevails, with gross around
$34,000. .

'Man Who Came to Dinner/ Music
Box (57th week) (C-1,102; $3.30).
Long stayer is continuously turning
a profit; picked, up last week, with
the count bettering $13,500.
'Panama Hattie/ 46th St. (3d

week ) (M-1,347; $4.40). Strongest
draw in town is newest musical hit;
last week with an extra matinee on
Armistice Day topped all with gross
of $35,500.

Quiet, Please/ Guild (2d week)
(C-956; $3.30). Following weak
press business light; first full week
estimated around $4,500; continuance
not certain after Thursday (21).

'Separate Rooms/ Plymouth (34th
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Will play
until after New Year's according to
present plans; better last week, with
more than $8,000 claimed; plenty for
one setter. ."

'

.

' \- -
-

'Suzanna and Elders/ Moroscb (3d
week) <C-939; $3.30). Management
still expectant - of better business;
again flight gross, with takings
around $5,000 level;
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (289th

week) (C-1,107; $1.10). Sunday
night attendance has helped record

.

stayer to around $5,000; makes
money at that gross.

•

':• REVIVALS
'Twelfth Night/ St James (D^l,526;

$3.30). Pesented by Theatre Guild
and Gilbert Miller; Shakespearean
work drew: big money out of . town;
opened ;' Tuesday (19) with Helen
Hayes and-Maurice Evans. :

: ;--
•

'Blind Alley/ Windsor (5th week)
(C-1,064; $2.20). Getting very light
money, but Sundays may help pro-
long, engagement; rated- around
$3;500. ' -••

,-' "•- .'

'Charley's Aunt/ Gbrt (5th week)
(C- 1 ,064 ; $3.30. Climbed again last

.

week and . quoted at belter than
$10,300; goodly profit at that figure
and should stay, through fall.

'Kind Lady/ Playhouse (11th
week) (CD-865; $3,30). Has one

: more week to play before going to
i road: profitable right . along; '. over.

I $8,000. '-. •
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An English :isucces^:. 'Tiie.'Gortv :Is

Green.' should prove / a repeater pii

these !fhdres.
. Cast; aiiid directed in

expert manner ; by Herman- Shutn-.
lii), : this*drama wrapped around the,

economic struggle of the
1

impo.veiv
islie.d and 1

illiterate..Welsh coal nuhers
durin,? the closing years . of "the Ua's't'

Century picks, up considerable mover

itient and ; col or . . : Choice of Ethel

v Eaviymfir&'.'tofithe leading _ role is a

ten-strike. / '

/'•*"/''

: Miss Barrymore .appears here as

a middle-aged spinster/ schOdlmarm,
bent/on. : bringing light and education

; . to a: benighted part of Wales.; where
' I2-year-bid' bbys,; go into the .mines
to do a man's job.- Spurred on in her
efforts by the -inherent and unbridled
genius of , one of

;
her charges, Mor-

gan Evans .(Richard -Waring.) she
. ;
wages, a : valiant battle to bring him
to the wales of Oxford and-.the pt:om-
lse:df aj. career of prominence. •'

She manages, to overcome the betty
resistance of . the community big

.'• shot, the Squire (Edmbpd -\ Brepn •.

. and /successfully : steers her. protege
through the backward .'shoal of en-
vironment and inhibition. . But. when
sex in the Derson of . .

Bessie. Watty
. (Thelma Schnee) • rears . its. rather
pretty head, she runs a cropper to a
real problem. ..' ' ":-/'-. ..,•'.'

Bessie.- daughter of. Miss 'B.arry-
more's housekeeper, a reformed shop-

;' lifter gone straight through the ih-i

, fluence of the Salvation' Army, is

definitely on the make. She catches
Morgan, in a rather helpless .moment,
the results of which catch up with
him just as he is on the verge of
being awarded the desired •scholar-
ship to Oxford. Avbaby : is bom and
the event' must be legitimatized. Not
that. Bessie is so wrapped up ih Mor-

l gan. Shfr has found greener;, fields
arid considerably more glamorous
possibilities.

.
A well-written third act points, out

to Morgan that he has even gre.iier
.
responsibilities than being .simpiv
declared a father. His career will
'be the inspiration of all the.. other
enslaved and backward souls hither-
to left to their owij colorless anil

' backward ways. The. child is adopted
by the spinster. Bessie is left free
to pursue

. her bouts with the flesh
pots. Morgan is sent; on his: way to
the halls ., of learning and empire
building. Evert the squire:, gets a
new view of things and a desire ' to
become a patron of belles letters. It's

handled very plausibly.
.

,

;

Miss Barrymore has one of her.
best acting opportunities in years and
she- plays the well-written part to

;

the hilt: Also reaching new heights
is Richard Waring as the remade
boy from the mines. Vying for top
honors is Thelma Schnee. who makes
Bessie an exhilirating. ahd entirely
exciting character. , v ' .

The cast is uniformly: good;- with
standouts turned in by Edmond Breon,
Rhys Williams,; " a- hymnTSinging
schoolmaster hot averse to a pretty
face: Rosalind Ivan, as the house-

keeper with-, past, and Mildvt'd

;

-Dunobck 4\\ai!'\'a' :'.flVittei\v.^n.hd typical
spinsloi". of the age that went : out
with; Edward VII.

ShwmiihV staging' is sure, and d.Hi-
oatx;ly. handled throughout, .With,

souie sharpening up here and there.

••„••, 'i.Vip- He scem»-' destiiVed -toVagaih . hit pay.

:f;ii
;

iffi ].:dirt,when .he re^hes Broadway.
;

.(•hurl.vV riir.i-:! , . , '.
•

: ..;
Bwrpi.

NOT FOR CHILDREN
' Pasadena.. Nov.' 17.

• C*(iini?"ily In llu'ec . iirlit (^it ^scrnPs.).'. 1).V: Kl»

Kmer JiU'Ci '' hy Morrl.s . Aakruiii

:

vi'iii by n)r-x vMiivcc: lu'i'sfti.t.-d. I>y ,Tf( .'.\t.-ioVK.

Jill'".
-

. :it i'us.iVlf rt.i ,r»iwtiiuhl(y ;
riaylibiKle.

Niw.: it, ri!ir$2.or. i.oii;

.' Ciisl : • X'li'tnr: ..TiVcy

Kuiidall;- .. .Vhh iv.»ii.toi», •..»<«

PeiiilloliMi.' ,li»:'('i» Iivness^- ..loan ' VVIieclor, -Ail-,

rttsftn .' Tlii-linrdsi. . II J i nn ^tUlfK'M', .(.
<
(iiVcl<».'>

I^aiii'; : A'iU>it)iiy •avtlf, Mary.- Totltl. ..'-.•

handled; with special honors going
to Dorothy Sands for her character-

izations of cockney neighbor V/ho

urges Jeannie to rebel against

father's strict rule, and of Jeannie's

harridan
.
employer • at end. Note-

worthy are Philip Tonge as father,.

Hathaway Kale as a blonde menace,
and Frieda Altman;' Mary Qrr, Rich-

ard. McKay, Bertram Tahswcll.
Ral ph Blinker. . Kenneth'': Bates. " and'

Envr tt Rogers in. other, bits. :.
..'

Emeline. .Roche's economical ;biit

effective settings are good.; General
production by. Frank Carringtpn. und
Agnes Morgan"is of high order.

: Tins two-week • iryout" of 'Jeannie'

inaugurates 12-week season' which
may' lay ''foundation

1

for . permanent
theatre : in" • Miilburn/ . House .was

weUrfilled rainy opening night. ' / . .

, -
.

". — Kent.
'

.'rtllUi-. fovell, -twii*
Volucnbci-'R-,- (iayl.oj'd

That, an Elmer Rice play, went 'for.

so long without professional staging
•wis .ainply ; explained tonight in 'its

presentation ' by Pasadeha Goihmuir-.'

ity /Players; .: That it may never get
another riecH.s. no. divining -rod.: It's

about poorest excuse for theatrical
fare ever projected across footlights.

Pasadenahs; who are usually hot
so. particular, squirmed, through three
acts and countless scenes of trifling

piffle and filed out in funeral silence.
What they had seen may be marked
up as new—low in theatre. Why- 18
Actors. ;Iiic;, ' which .professes ' to . re-
flect-finest traditions: of American
stage, picked, 'Not fpl; Ghildreh' as
first, of four plays for this : season;

.'-is-

for weightier minds to fathom. Piece
might, have come from pen of sur-
realist on hasheesh bender rather
than.: playwright who 1^gave' theatre
'Street Scene' and .'Counsellor at
Law.' Play careens along after this
fashion: :

•. .;:
.[,_.'-'

.;
;.';;;

•

;. Producer staging-; farce
;

thought' it

cute idea to have college
,
prof and

femme lecttirer 'seated at opposite,
corners of -stage to explain play^ as
it progresses. Their constant inter-
ruptions with philosophic meander-,
ings make for meaningless gab and
robs piece of; what little pace it has.
Pair can't make heads or tails of un-
related scenes pieced together.: but
they've got nothing on sitlers. whose
•quandary must have^. been: 'what are
we doing here anyway.'

.
Scerte in second act has bed spot-

lighted on' full... stage with Victor
Jory and Jean Inness. sprawled on
apron brattling for 20 minutes on
something or other of symbolic na-
ture.;

.
Biggest laugh of play, billed

as 'amazing comedy,' came when
Jory launches Into long speech with
shirttai.l

' hartging out., Jory tries
hard to make a go of it; but others
are little better than material;
Play is hot to be confused: with

comedy of same name by. Wesley
Towner, which, was produced" as
strawmattei- in Connecticut: a year
a«o. '

. Helm.

JEANNIE
,, , Millburn, N. ;J., Nov. 12. '

Comedy In
.
ihcfe Rnfta. eleven scenes. 1>v

•Auiwe-. StimrC aett1nW« |)y timeline ftociio*:
staged

. by. 'Fi-nnk. Carrlnffton «,nd Aftries
MorKan f.rr faper Milt PUyhause ' Produo-
JionM. Inc.. at Paper Mill Playhouse;-.Mill-'
lturii/.X. .T... Kov. 12, ',40; $1.65 top.'

.Philip Tofifre
...i. . Poj-othy Siitid.H
'.

. . ; . . RondR. Keane •

. . . . .Frieda Altman
'. . . ...v. . .

: ,.Mtiry. Orr.
;...... nobect Allen,

.. .Bertfam Tans well

.....Rlohard
; VcKny

. .....Kenneth Bates-
.;.;.;Riilph Bunker
. . . . Eiriniett IloRers
. . . . . Frieda Altman

. .
.'.'.

. . . . . Mary . Orr
• • ...'Hunter .Gardner
. ; . iTradift way. Kale
. . .

.'. nocotliy- Sands
v ^-.'Kenneth 'Bales

Mct.i LOD CLAYTON

America's OtitlnotiT* Critortnln^r
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,•' , .
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Husband. . .

Jeannie* turns out to be the old
queen-for-a-day plot,, dug up- byAimee Stuart out - of the common
storehouse of the theatre with nary
a sanation,

: It. enjoyed a successful
run in pre-blitzkrieg London, but
:probably wouldn't win the approval
orjaded Broadwayites even if pro-

.

with super-actress . of the
heartrof-gold-school..''.
.Comedy has the inevitability of a
gnl-meets-boy yarn in a slick paper

oonL
an(

^T
]Ust

„
al

?
ollt as much •.sus-

pense, .Nevertheless, it possesses 'a
certain amount of charm,, arising
largely

.

from its unpretentiousness:
some telling;.bits, of characterization
and able handling. For this kind of
house, where, sympathetic customers
drop...in from dinner in formal duds-
or for summer barnyard circuits, it
is quite

.
satisfactoryj

.
. Elsewhere ah

ill-timed snicker, or two':-fr.brfi audi-
ence might suddenly convert show
•into burlesque of itself,

_ Cinderella
, of the . piece, is Rohda

Keane, daughter- of actress . Doris
Keane... Familiar to British theatre-
goers, she is making American debut
here and shows genuine talent. . She
starts .put as . slavey daughter of
parcirWtten Scot, spends glamorous
holiday in Vienna on $1,000 in-
heritance when pater .dies, and winds
up as servant.'
For male lead there is Robert

Allen,; Hollywood- import, As Eng-
lish washing machine inventor, who
meets tho naive Jeannie traveling to
Vienna and saves her : from kitchen
slavery with a flna' curtain ^clinch,

! lie proves; all leading man should be.
Most of suppoi-ting parts are well

Thank Yoii, Columbus
:

-

'•
. v'':' 'jf'i|l.<''.viiod. 'Nov. l.'>.
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; This hodge;
^
podge of ihiisic,. his;

torical farce ; and : blackoxits . tries

hard to 'be like ; 'Meet . the .
People/

but misses from here. to- theire; That
it .may improve .. and eke out a com-:
fbrtable rim cannot be gainsaid, .cph-
sidering the financial backup. G. V:
Contard, wlio; presents the piece, with
Curt Bois (pronounced B.wa ), is said
to be ' well heeled with Anheuser-
Busch coin, and has not stinted in

spt'eaditig it wherever it was heeded.
He is said to have lavished better
than $25;000 on the show and there's:

moie where that - came from—if

'

needed. There's plenty of room for
improvement ' and the; purse' strings
are looser than a

.
Chinaman's socks,

so there's no telling
;
where this one

will wind up.

.
Gon.tard ' ancl

:
Bois, ' picture -actor

who directed, made the mistake of
rushing into the opening. The show
lacked professional . finesse'. - and the
backstage .

crew, especially that guy
on the lights, made- a mesa; of the
blackouts. V That can . be corrected;
but.what transpires at the foots can't
be passed, over that, lightly. Cast of
amateurs try Hard in their shallow
way,, but it doesn't add.- up to the
kind of entertainment that critical.

Hollywood woijld .
give its blessing.

The book is passable, pretending at
a . sustained plot; but . lost in the
mediocrity ; of performance. . .Bob
Wright and Chet Forrest have
whipped lip 16 tunes for the extra-
vaganza, with but one - outstander,'
'Dream For Sale.' Its reprise at the
finale would indicate that, the pro-
ducers set great store by this num-
ber. It's catchy and given warmth
by Ken Steven s rendition. •

;

High spot of. the - show is what put.
over 'Meet The People.' a'; fresh,
snappy chorus of kids, who can sing
and seem to take, great delight in
their Work.. There's a breezy dash
to their routines and- they whip, up
a froth in every: number; Satire a\so
abounds, another 'People' asset, but
it lacks spontaneity and polish.
Maybe the play doctors can . do
something about that;

First : act with its 13 scenes M
where most of the tinkering will
have to be : done. Presently it's .in

such a shape that a pair of 60-so
hoofers,' Dorothy Babb and Joe
Conti, stop the. show,; Their impor-
tance is purely relative, .remainder
of the turns failing to measure up to-

professional standards.: Here r and
there is .a .bright .spot but they, are
in bold minority. > ..-

- ;

. ,-.;-;

Show ' the most ' handsomely
mounted seen -locally, in some; time.
The costumes reflect an extrava-
gance rarely noted : in home- made
productions and. Gerda Vanderheers
•rates the kudos for the dress-up.
Play gets its title froih the thread

of plot
;

giving; thanks to the ^dis-

coverer, of bur land and progressing
through events' dating -from his

. af

r

fair : with the queen -to /-current'-
goings-bh'. The dictators get a shovr
ing- around and are finally consigned
to oblivion to set the scene for. the
flash finale and the patriotic ditty,
'I , Hear .America Singing.- .;-/' .

Best of the skits -, is Haline Fran-
cis' pantomime on 'You, Too, Can
Be Beautiful/' She mimics the part
of a love-starVed lass: as a narrator
reads a fervid .romaiice from a mag.
Ken Stevens .lends a nice- voice, and
subdued presence to the satirical
cavalcade. . A series , of impersona-
tions by Rodney .Bell and: Danny
Webb was well received. HeZm.

Sues Annenbeff, Otherg

Moses L, Annenberg,/ the pub-

lisher, is among 12 defendants

hanied in 4 - suit .seeking:
4millibns: of

dollars of damages// filed in the

N.. Y.: federal court Friday (15) *by

Malvin Franklin.
,
Oilier, defendants

are;
:Morhing' Telegraph Co.; Triangle

Press, Inc., Leonard; Howard, .Tele-

flash Loudspeaker. CorpV/The Cecelia

Go:. ; Arnold. W. Kruse,: Telefjash,

Inc., Mprning Telegraph Sport 'News;

Ihc.. - M.L.A. Publications;, Inc., Na-
tionwide News Service, inc., and. the

IntersUite' Birokergge' Co.,.-lnC/ V/

Plajntiff- •claims '..' ^.plagiarism-; of a

ebpyrighted idea.

'

:

:'w.hic.h;';-he
i

-:;says'--';he'.

, ofl.er.ed .to the . defendants i n Febru-

arys 1933, at $500 vWeekly for. every
newspaper :

Using the idea, 10% of

the gross-' elc, but in March; 1933.

the defendants rejected, the idea, he

says; but, .allegedly immediately
Started plagiarizing.. it. .

:

'
.'

'-' '
... '.

:

;

;

The suit involves a method of dis-

tributing' sport news by teleflash

with an announcer .at. the event call-

ing into a_ centrally .located /'micro-

phone -connected- With ' ielephohe
wires

;

tp .. thousands of > outlets.

Through!.the defendant..Howard, " -:

gotiatiphs . .were: /claimed to lia've

been started with the, other .defend-

ants, and, it is claimed, since the al.-'

ieged plagiarism
/
they have ' received

thousands of Contracts and made
millions of dollars. An inj unction
as \yell as - an accountihg ' profits

is sought. ;
'

'
'. ;'-. -.v;

-'
':.

Arrest Two U. S.. Newsmen In- B. A.

'. Two U.; S. newsmen wer ie h el d in

Buenos Aires last, week - as a 'diplo-

matic courtesy' ,to the German Am-'
bassador. They ,were Ray Josephs,
cori^spondent in B. A. for- VAutKivr
and PM, and Max Coplan, photog for

Look magi Arrested with them Was
Donald Forbes, reporter on the Bue-
nos Aires Herald. . /.';

•

Trio, who were released: ^bout
three hours,; claimed

. they were mere-
ly taking .a picture of Ambassador
von Therman's car ( with its large
Nazi, emblem) ih front of the Em-
bassy when he called the cops. . Ar-
rest followed a

: tour of the , city on
Which; they were: taking pictures for
an expose of widesprea
ties in B. A.
Coplan left for Rib immediately

after being freed, ,
although he de-

clared he wasn't bothered by the in-

cident,' haying undergone a; similar
;experience:ih the U.-S,. wheiv he tried

to lens Father Coughlin.
.

Candidates
: .for' the. cast of 'The

Flying Gerardos' mUst wear •baching
suits When being: interviewed, as th^
comedy is about acrobats and the
actors must look convincing iti tights.

Ethel Waters ' and .other . principals
In 'Cabin

-
ih the Sky' , making an

album of songs from' the -'show for
.Liberty: records/

Eddie Dimond. will stage-manage
the hew Dennis King musical.

Wheaton's Bankruptcy

Edward Feltort Wheaton, -unem-
ployed Writer; formerly iri business
as Bob. Wheaton Radiofeatures, Inc.,

hied .a .voluntary petition of bank-
ruptcy .in N. Y. federal court Wed-
nesday (13) listing $100: in assets
and $82,388' in liabilities. Wheaton's
petition disclosed that he earned $450
from October, 1939—June, 1940, and
that he conducted . his Radiofeat'ures
from November, 1939-September,
1940.

t

Among creditors, are Ernst Hoefer,
of Shebbyan, Wis., $63,800 on /a

judgment, arid Madeline Cblson, of
London, $8,350: on a/loafi.

Three;* '; for" spring publication bv
.William Morrow & Co, . : .

; Jbhh Gibbons,; assistant' di-ama and-
film editor of Boston- Evening
Ttanscvipt;

:
lransferred- to city staff

Morris Hastings, radio editor, Con,

tinucs in that, capacity in addition
to assisting' John

. Hutciiensj draiha
and film editor.

MANY A SLIP
(TRIANGLE CLUB) :S

•
; Princeton,'. N. J., Nov. 18

, Princeton. i:nlvei'3Uy TrlutiK u» <'lub p'i«.
A0.u (-si u'-il iiniiu'ttl. iiniduc-tlbn.. .

:

wlili"'.-hui»k Uy
JioliiM'L H; ('bai)liiaiii

.
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dialog by Henry KilelUmbatii'. '11, Music
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,

..'-'ll ; Jrtnilt
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tiinieon' HyO(e,- Jiv, - Ml. 'Kntlro ; proiliictlou

"'
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"

and I). 'Kciuieilyi Fox, <tf N.rw rork, 'wlili-
musical numboia staKe«l by I'-uk; I'Veae'riteil
:Kov..- lU-lT, •:«l-.- Mc.Oatder-. tbeaii i>. l'rhice- '

Ion, N J,, iirlbr
.
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: tdar. '.

l'eier -Meri-ht, . . . . . . .:. iKennejlj k,/ .Ftiltom
I'^-'ertcly . Maclfisb .-.'.. ..'Henry . .M. iluKlieH',- Jr.

•

..! eu'n Wttfrstuft-.:. ; .V. holiert
. / i 'lui jini.'iii

Uurljlnipr GliOy . .,V. .jlcni'UIri '
. ., l')nlty, Jr.

Anlo.liiotie Slurp. .
,.;'.' .Curl i uU-iV, j r]

Livingston r,orti . . i . .

.

'.

.... . .loini u, '-Qinw
Sisnley'- Swift- .'..-.

. ;

.,
'. . .M:n'l«--'l..!iwreh'c

:

:'

.loft Sweeney . . . ... . . . . Hli'liiu <1. \V. . klxMWf>r

.Uev.U'.u'iu Uunt-b ... .,. . ; . .-.
, .

:
'llnrry '..(/ :I'arti;r/;

.

• Murray's New Post. •

;

: ^

Heretofore, chief cable censor, Lt-
Col.

. W./ W- Murray' of the: Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has been ap-
pointed general staff officer of in-

telligence
. with new. offices at Na-

tiortal Defense headquarters, Ottawa.
Major. '.L S. Yuill succeeds CqL. Mur-
ray as 'bhief cable censor.
Since World War 1. In Which he

served* Col/;Murray; has been con-
nected With the Canadian Press. '•'-.

LITERATI OBIT
John R. Crown, 61, editor of the

Harrisonburg,, Va., Daily News since
1923 and former member of ; the
Washington: bureau of the Baltimore
Sun, died Nov, 14 • at his librne . in
Harrisonburg. ;

-
:/.

CHATTER
Alfred Knopf in Hollywood con.-

ferring with writers. '
;

'.

.

H. G. Wells vabationing in the
West Coast film colony. V

Don Eddy in Hollywood gathering
material,!. for magazine : ai-ticles. -•

-'•. Frank L. Taylor contacting Holly-
wood,/picture studios for mag fea-
ture, -v: '•

.
".

'

'"- ;;'.'.>. .'.

Erskine Johnson resumes • his
'Hollywood Diary* ih the Los An-
geles News. •,

';:'
.,

'. :

;. :',:

-Allan Finn . named radio; ed of
Newsweek mag. Formerly did Rich?:
field Reporter, show: for NBC on .the
Coast. .;'/.

Coningsby and Barton Browne
completed .their ;h«vB*The Eternal

Perhaps the most notable- feat of
•Many a Slip,' 52nd: annual

,
musical

comedy production of Princeton Tri-
angle Club, is its ability to kid- it-

self; This it manages to do with a

'

high degree, of entertainiheiit With-
out stripping itself of its 'pvbfesV
sionai' deihbanoi". '

. ,

Iri concocting a book concerning
the .trials and tribulations e.ncourit- :

ei'ed in staging a Triangle produc-
tion. Robert H. Chapman, '41, lias hit'

oh a sbcko idea and has/ carried it

through. in swell form. On the whole
it's a field day for Chapman, who.
is president of the collegiate thespian
organization. - Ih/additioh to aii'thoiy.'.

iiig the. script; .he plays the .femme
lead and carries off: top - honors of
the, evening.; •

• ."
;

'

. This year's stioW follows/the exam-
ple ^f last, fall's production, 'Aiiy-

Mbment Nbw/ With small east and
chorus, but with emphasis placed,
on better integration of plot with
musical theme,. Musicaily/ 'Many a
Slip' rates '; above-, recent. Triangle
shows,' with Carl E. Divis, '41; Mark
Lawrence, '42

f
and. Heiiry Mi Hughes,

'41, contributing some pleasant meK
bd ies and lyrics. 'This Time I Know,'
'For AH Time1 and 'What Now,* par-
ticularly stand but: and/ will prob-
ably rate attention. '.

Novelty . of this year's production
is stage sets, which Vary from bare
stage of McCartef to a : dock' scene in

Tahiti,7 complete - with an ocean
liner, wharf ahd -palni' trebb:..

Handling' of scenery and light ef-
fects set off colorful, costumes, and.
dance routines are a highlight Of the
procluction. . First act climax, -Vas-
sar Girl .Goes : Native.* .with

;

band
playing savage drum interpretation
of Hawaiian war chant, 'Koko Kola.'

ftmid a. frenzied routine Of hysterical

shouting and dancing, was prcem's
chief show-stopper.

. Plot deals with complications, that,

arise when the fcrhme; lead of the

Show within the .show is. conscripted
for military service two days before.,

preem and an attempt is made to

substitute . a 'Gergdorf-Boodman'
model. This is contrary to the; male ;

monopoly of all : parts and .a local

girl threatens to squeal unless she is

allowed to take the part. Latter
proves a failure and original girl '

;

returned to the cast. /Antoinette, the

local girl,
; tells, dean and the cast,-,

including': model; are. brought up for

judgment,. With ' dean's, decision pt-b-

viding real belly laugh. :.'--

. In addition fq Chapman, .
others

sharing honors' in ; stejlar . roles are

Hiighes, in male lead; Davis; Bene-;
diet J. Duffy, '41; Lawrence, and/
Kenneth. Folsom, '43. .Entire produc-
tion was Under direction of S: Wes-.
ley McKee, Yale '33, director of sev-

eral Broadway shows, and D. 'Koii-

iiedy Fox, of New York, . latter, also
.

responsible for dance: routines.
/ Initial, two-night stand drew:
crowds in for annual Yale-Nassau
football game. A-. Christmas vaca-
tion road;, iour". will begin -in- :

Mbnt-
clair,, N,. J., Dec. 20. Cities; visited.

;

will be Albany,
:

Washington. Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati,' - St. Louis, Chi-
cago, Detroit. Cleveland, Phila.. and
Scarsdale. N. Y„ with. New York, the

final, stop: Jan, 4. '

:
Rosen,

Gertrude Lawrence; who
her tour in 'Skylark' last: week, win
rest atVMoss Hart's Bucks county

(Pa.) farm until .starting
;

VreheaTsaK

:

Deci 2 in his new play.
.

. j"

Bill I>oii and Bernard Hart have

dropped the idea of/presenting Capt,

Billy Bryant's, showboat troupe on

Brbadway this winter.;:

'.

~ Kenneth White rewriting his 'Lady.
v

Who Came to Stay,' which Guthrie

Mc.Clintic will put into rehearsal in

a couple of wbeks.
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*Let Iter Go* Is tentative title for

«ew Dennis King musical.^ -
•

Bianca Stroock supervising cos-

tumes for 'Cue for Passion. ../. .

*U
S j8y Kaufman pressagenting

I

•Horse Fever,' opening Saturday at

M
Oscar

ld
Serlin sent; wine to each

.layer who appeared m 'Life With

ather' party show. '

Jack Cole, currently

tow Room, opens .Dec. 19 at the.

Roval Palms, Miami. . .
•-. „ .

- Impacted tooth sent Jack Bobbins

to Doctors hospital for couple days.

Out today or tomorrow; ../••. /•
t

Sam Levene, readying lor his part

In the hew Spewack show,,growing

an Orson Welles beard. ,;,.;-,.. C
Roy Haines back Monday (18) af-

ter sales huddles at Warner offices

in Cleveland and Cincinnati. ... .

E Ray. Goetz in town from Holly-

wood, where he's associated with

the Myron Selzriicl- agency. ,
•

•

Paul Stewart due from the. Coast

today after doing retakes on Orson

Welled 'Citizen Kane* for RKO. .

Bob Marko, scripter on Ben Bernie

air show, to do the . sketches -for

Willie Howard in /'Crazy With the

Heat.' ' -'

'

Reginald Armour; RKO's European
manager, in Hollywood for a rest

before returning to his post at

Lisbon. / V .

/•'' ..''-. ';./ ; ^/

.

Al Mackechnie. • treasurer, of the

Blank-Par circuit In the- midwest, ar-

rived in the .east last week on busi-

ness matters. -

r
.

Ben Kalmenson,.
:
Warner Bros,

iputhern arid western sales manager,
oh the Coast, and will be away for

; -several .-weeks. ./' .-

Sidney Justin, , of Paramount's
Coast; legal department, returned
west Suriday after four weeks vaca-
tion in New York.

.

John Pollock in advance of 'There
Shall Be No Night,* Bill Fields re-

turning: to publicize 'Flight to ' the
West' (Playwrights).

Polly Hart*; of Mutual Broadcast
ihg's exec offices, and Lucille Levyv
with Par's . foreign dept., are. Miami
Beaching for three, weeks.

. : 20th-Fox screen-testing.. Jimmy
Monks, brother of playwright John
Monks .('Brother: Rat'), for a part
In 'How Green Was My . Valley.' -;

;

• T. 1 X. Jones, comptroller for. the
.-' Kincey-Wilbv interests in the south'
east, left Friday (15) for Atlanta af
ter contacting the Par home, office.

Carl Brisson leaves by motor for
the Coast .this Week;' . to remain

.through- the Christmas holidays.
Sails early in January to star in 'The
Merry Widow' in Australia.
Joseph Lucachevitch, French . prbr

ducer, recently arrived in U. S., left

for the Coast, yesterday . (Tues. ) to
discuss plans for production in this
country. /.-/ '.'•.-'•..•'•.:•.'

Steve Hannagan, added :
.

: 'photo
graphic relations counsel' for Miami
ballyhoo.; James Rend, formerly
with . Paramount riewsreel, is the
new p.r.c.

'•'

. : Arthur De Bra found out. just how
much weight the/ Hays office carries
when it comes to ducking grand jury
duty this month

...
He's; had to serve

now for two weeks;
.

Ethel Merman, and her hew groom
Bill Smith, being wedding cock-
tail-partyed by. ; the' Broadway show
bunch next. Sunday at Monte
Proser's Copacabana.

' Just back from a / West indies
cruise/ Irving Berlin, will be 'fall

guy' when he's inducted into the
Dexter Fellows Tent, Circus Saints
and Sinners, at the Hotel Astor
next Wednesday (27).
. Vincent G. Hart, of the law Arm
of Friend, Holbrook, Reiskind and
Hart, has been named to the Selec-
tive Service Legal Advisory Board.
A lieutenant in the last . war, Hart
held a similar post in Richmond in
1917.

_ Kurt Kassner dickering with Paula
t
aw£ence for a singing-comedy part

in /Crazy With the Heat.' Would be
.
her legit musical debut, although she
aid straight parts for the Group arid
Mercury theatres before going into
nitery work.: .-'-.' .'

Nine-and-a-half-minute documen
If.fy.

on the work of the United Hos-
pital Fund has been contributed to
the organization by Roy . E: Larsen,
chairman of its campaign committee
and president of: Time, Inc. Film
was made by March of Time.
Monty Woolley, David Burns and

«ex OMalley being sought by
Warners to repeat their legit rolesmy the screen version . of. 'The Man
Who Came to Dinner.' If the studio
doesn't get Edith Atwater to do her
part in the picture, it may cast
Rosalind Russell in the role.

•••'

Bankhead heading cast In a one-day
stand, Nov. 23.
Lum :'n- Abher unit set for week

at the Tower theatre beginning Nov.
22. Will Rock and Thurston Magic
Show to follow.

Infantile paralysis in .surrounding
communities cut into vaude .and
hight club .dates and caused tem-
porary layoff of 'Rise and Shine' unit.

RedecoratiOn. of the Newman the-
atre, lobby progressing Without inter-
fering

: with championship run of
'Northwest Mounted' for four weeks.

Dancer . Sylvia Hart sporting a new
nose. . .

Bill Davis guest-directing second
: Playhouse' show of the season, 'Here
Today/, '/;.- .--,.'.

.

''/•

Fred Burleigh
.
back.- after serious

illness,, .to resume .'directorial: post' at
Playhouse. / //v

' y\
Mrs. Dan Campbell, wife of UP

correspondent in London, here visit-

husband's folks.

John Walsh celebrated second an-
niversary : as Fulton manager . oh
Armistice Day.
Margie Hart at Casino this , week

for her first Pittsburgh, .date: in more
than two years.
Lang .Thompson's ' band headauar-

tering here for three weeks while on
one-night tour; •' " ',

R. E. Baltz will again: be . .local-

manager fbr Burton. Holmes series at
Carnegie Music Hall. '•/" "

- //. :_•'

It's a boy at . the Freddy Cooks.
Pbp'svthe drummer Max Adkins'
Stanley theatre orch. ///'

,

Pennsylvania College: for Worhen
premiering new children's- play: by
local author.

:

;

Midge. Miller./ .: •

Jules Seltzer, winding up. advance
p.a. stint for Laurelr-Hardy unit: and
heading back for the Coast. / r
Lois Andrew Jessel going to Hoi

lywood in fortnight to ' try and dis-
pose of the- Jessel home out there,
Beverly Bennett, who recently left

vocal berth with Nelson 'Maples to
get married, back with band again.

Pil

By Hal Cohen

By
HS

Ees/Rees

-

;

at

Harry Taft left $10,000; Randle
Ayrton, $5,000.

Cyril Percival, one of George
Black's key man, ill. >

Gayrie Dexter ho longer in charge
of Warner Bros, publicity . office.

Mervyn Macbhersbn, Metro's pub-
licity hound, claims he has covered
12,000 miles in exploitation^of 'Gone
with the Wind/ / •

•

"'

Maurice Ostrer has lent • Michael
.'

Redgrave to Warner Bros, to. star in:

'Transatlantic Fury ' .opposite Valerie

Hbbson. Carol Reed directing

George Fbrmby is = understood to
be doing his last film for Associated
Talking Pictures, as there is a rift

between him and. one of ; the di-
;

rectors, v.. /:":;./; ,:.
. :
V-./

' Tom Arnold. bronchitis 1 victim,,
and having to direct his forthcoming

%Xmas pantomime activities from his
flat . in Park; • Lane;, under strict

doctor's orders. ;'

: Charles B. Cochran looking .:' for
resident theatre in'. the provinces"to
present London stars. Will .be asso-
ciated in his venture with Leslie
MacdOnhell/ local agent.' ;

Otto Lampel, Czech pianist who
arrived here: about three months
ago, has had. one. broadcast, written
the music for:, two films arid is un-
der contract to a London music 'pub-
lisher/:

•'•''•

Gaumont British - Gainsborough
Films-Charles Woolf's 'Charley's
Aunt,' which -looked like it would
gross $600,000 . until the blitzkrieg
came along, is to be revived as an
Xmas attraction. /

Everett Sanderson, Rebla, Ted and
Mary Taft, Paul Robinson, Bobby
Joyce; Kendall Capps, Darlene Wald-
ers, Four Albee Sisters, Stanley
HollOway, Keene Twins, and Tom
Rafferty.

''

Harry. Anderson back on job
Warners after .10 days of illness;

Katharine Hepburn in 'Philadel-
phia -Story': due at/Lyceum Dec. 12
14. r.'-. :..

''

City building department compel
ling theatres to .remove all sighs
from marquees.

Billy
. Rose's -Aquacade comes into

Auditorium Nov. 27
;

with Buster
Crabbe ; for five days.'

Many film: salesmen were snow-
bound for as long as three days dur-
ing last week's blizzard.

Gloria Jean scheduled for personal
at Orpheuiri Nov; 22-24 with : her
hew picture^ 'Little Bit of Heaven.'

Fiddlers' club, of younger -film

men liquidated because, some of boys
preferred to join Twin City Variety
club.;. .

-
' '.

.

•'•'•••*•-••*:•;
;
:^';

;
'•:;.:

; Twin City Variety club; election of
officers postponed because storm
kept: many members; away, from
meeting.
Edythe Bush Little Theatre offer-

ings to include 'Margin for Error,*

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' .and 'Time
of Your Life.'

: Wife of George ' Granstrom, Twin
City independent circuit Operator,
seriously injured: in auto accident in:

South Dakota.
'

Todd 9
s Cabaret

.Continued from pate 1.

By Glenn C. Fallen

. •: Jerry :Hathaway: turning his hitery

into a blackrand-Ian spot.
Frank Sennes taking over booking

of Beverly Hills Club in Covington;
Ky. ; • :•.: ~

:.: ;.: :.•
:

•'

. .

:

Steve Gresch reopening old AVa-
Ion ClUb Dec. 31, taking it off Harry
Winezimmer's hands.
Kay Halle of WGAR sending back

waxed interviews with Latin' nabobs
from South America.

; ,
Herman Pirchner -having - August

Biehle sketch caricatures of about
100. local celebs for; Avails of new
Eldorado Club.
Alrhon R, Shaffer, one of backers

of Great Lakes Expo here, back to

stage his 'World's Fair Highlights' at

civic: auditoriums; .

-
,

Wedding Of Norman Flute, 3700
Club bandmaster, to Phyllis Kohen.
set for Dec. 1. Joe Dbrsell, another
maestro, and Irene Cherney married
Armistice Day.

Roger Peckinpaugh, new manager
of Cleveland Indians* and pitcher
Willis Hudlin, -"'as . guest-speakers,
broke Variety Club's attendance rec-

ords for. stagnight dinner. -

By Ray .
Josephs.

Ernest Lecuena, Cuban composer,
opened own revue at the Ateneo. .

:

Well-known tango. 'Discepolo,' be-
ing made into a film directed by-
Moglia Barth at SOhofilm..
Sin Miguel Films - making . Petro-

lio,' stOry of : .the local oil iivlustry.
Stars Fernando Borel and Li'isita

Vehil. '\

Jose F. MOreno. Rojas : leased Ca:
sino theatre .fbr a ;

series of comedies-
many translations of

.

: English, and
French hits;

Shirley Temple parted with her
tonsils. '

;.
.'.'

;

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus in for th«
winter.

John Brahm suing Dolly Haas for
divorce...,

/

-:..'.:v

Carole Landis divorced Willis
Hunt, Jr, ...

Dick, Dickson back to work after
two operations.
.' Pat Flaherty recuperating from a
nasal operation/

'

Mischa Auer opens his. stage tour:
in Chicago Dec. 6. .

William Dover joined the Feld-
man-Bltim agency.

'

. William Dover joined the Feld-
man-Blum agency.

Jesse, Hibbs back" to work after: 10

days in the ..hospital. \

Gail Patrick divorced Bob Cobb,
Sohofllm making 'Napoleon;,' di-

rected; by Luis Cesar Arnadori, with
big cast: headed by Pepe AriaS end ;

|
Brown Derby boniface.

Aiita Roman. ' --:".':;.- *; Constance: Bennett divorced her
-Unusually mild springr^-seasbhs French marquis in :Reho.

here are the reverse of those; in the Little Billy going On tour as im
States-rrhas kept

^
them coming to .^^the cee of Singer's "Midgets,

b.o.
;N6 sharp letdown .'yet v •

. • Burgess Meredith checked out :ol
Wesley. Ruggles arid wife, the for- the hospital after a flu attack/ :

rner Marcelle Rogez, aired into town Myrria Loy filed a ' divorce ; suit
on South American trip; combination against Arthur HOrnblow,: Jr.
look-around, and honeymoon.- Myrna Loy out of the hospital
Bianca Podesta. doing ..play .based where 'she was treated fof flu..

on the life of Madame Curie, written Broderick Crawford arid Kay Grif-
by. Alexander Cassona and ,Fran-: flth took out a marriage license.
„ic»« Tvyro^^;^ *k- i Buddy DeSylva checked in to procisco Madrid, at the Variedades.
.'Eva Franco, actress, failed to draw

with a new play . by: Samuel Eichel-
baum, local newspaper writer, arid
reopened with 'Al Campo/ by. Nicolas
Granada*

Carlos Borcosque/ director /whose I

duce, a picture for Paramount.
Leo Spitz checked in at RKQ prior

to his Florida yachtirig vacation.
David O. Selznick back from his

sumrrier vacation in. Connecticut
:

Maxie Rosenbloom cleared, ori
Manaw Seran .Hpjnbr^s.. :('Tomor- charges':of buying a lottery ticket,
row They Will Be Men* wa5v:a big Earl Carroll shutters for five days,
grosser, begins a new series; -We;, tl.ie from DeC . 21 to 26, to ready his new
Boys, , kind of Argentirie Anoy revue.- '' -'-~'/.'

Hardy. Die. / _ , A Jerome Kern's daughter
:.
suing

x
Te Quiero Ver Escopet.i' (Td Like Richard Green, film director, for ..

to See You Now'.)
.
set record locally divorce.

with .300 performances/ .Comedy, Governor Herbert H. Lehman In
scripted by Tito -Jnsansti. features the fr0m New. York -en. route to Palm
Ratti. brdthers, local comics, and is Springs.
still packing them in at;;the' Apolo;/; . Orson Welles came back from
U. S. .colony. . including .show biz lecture tour to shoot retakes on ...

reps., out in full at the Halloween 'Citizen Kane '
'

dinner-dance ^of the .American
,

Le-. Joseph P. Kennedy, U. 1$. Ambas-
-10

,

n ihf 5lazav Jack pberrnan. sador to Great Britain, huddling

.

only, U. S. leader of a U.S.-type band w|th fllm execs

S*e
. l

ha^e everything else from Unc]e gam is asking Loretta Young '

Dutch to English) waved the baton. for $2.052 in additiorial. income taxes

,

B
«
ai^t F

a "i
s

' -
new

,
film company for 1938 and 1939.

owned by Antonio Botano, owner of Mary Boland's condition is re-
Critica heading, afternoon sheet, p6rted . serious but not critical, the

S?
e^^ .^gf5.^ort ^75^ I Sesult .of k motor accident.

; . ^- /^ /
Lou B; Metzger's daughter will be.

married Dec.- 17 to Burton L. Kra-
mer, Columbia film editor. ; / .

Clarence Henriecke, .onetime shprtK
director; returned to pictures as an \
actor after two: years illness.

Basil Walker passed Up her New •

York modeling job to check in at-

20th-Fox for, a screen career.
Leon Leonidoff on vacation her«

Critica,
si

'

of EduardO' Bedogy. Plant, which
cost more than 1,000,000 U. S. dol-
lars, is to. be the most modern in

S- A. First oflort will be a local;
background, semi -historical called
'Mateo.'

Doc Sheehan toastmaster at Show- from his lob ^s d^^ctor ht produc-

By John QUlnn

. Baker in for a one
con

,
Cert in .the Music Hall.

f -Smith in a brief stopover en-
route to Arizona for' Columbia Pic-

:
»ures premiere. /.

Lou Avery, of the Free arid Peters
^nicago office, in town briefly, conV
labbing withKMBC execs.

•

.. John McManus, of the , Midland
Vle^re

.. out of the hospital and, backon the ]ob with the aid of a cane.

k l
?i
my Nixon back on the job at

i?
e
„
MUsic Hall following his hospital

7,,^f
as result of car accident several

u$?*} legit attraction in the Music
*«U is 'Little Foxes' with Tallulah

a similar idea. , According to Todd,
it's purely coincidental that Rose also

considered such/ an operation - Rose,

incidentally, has no site picked out,

though- he has been eyeing the (jay

Blades ice rink in.N. Y. ...

Besides a .show, the nucleus of

Which will be his 'Sazerat' revue in

the Gay New; Orleans Village at the

N. Y. Fair, Todd's Chicago cabaret

will have a- narhe- band; '.bars,,

dancing and bowling alleys the,

basement. Todd says there's be: no

cover or minimum charges, the gate

tap takirig care of that,,and it'llibe an

Elmer's French . Casino, '.where brie

can stall . as long as he wants to over

a. glass Of beer. He's' dickering/for

Willie West and McGihty . to iheadjine

the first iloorshow.,-
:

-/ ';;
':/.'

Financially behind Todd:.
,

the

cabaret setup is Harold C. Costello,

head of the .board of : the Iroquois

Realty Mgt of Chicago. -

;

,
Meanwhile, Todd is goingVahead

with his legit production' plans in

Wew York. He'll first preesnt a mod-
ern version of 'The Hot Drunkard,'

with: Ned Sparks, Gypsy. Rose Pec

and .Carrie Finnell iri the Cast Todd

has also optioned a first play , by, Joe

Bryan, '3d, ^titled .'Give It Back to the

Indians,' and a Ferenc Molriar two-

acter Called 'So You Want to Be an

Actress.' - Prior • to these, however,

Todd will likely present a rewrite of

'The Man from; Cairo,' which he did

a couple of seasons back pn Broad-

way, and which some critics termed;

likely if rewritten.

Australia
By Eric Gorrlck

. Williamsori-Tait presenting 'Banana
Ridge' in Sydney. ,

• Harry. Hunter, Paramount's . local

boss, planning looksee visit to U/ S.

'Convoy' (ATP) is still: the biggest
British hit registered . here, this year.

. Wirth's circus set- for art extended
run in Melbourne with U. S. and
Aussie acts.

'

Noel Coward may appear in

charity' show of own . 'Design for

Living' in Sydney.
: Sid Gresham making -extensive
New Zealand looksee, behalf Of As-
sociated Talking Pictures. ..

Departmental s to r e s', despite

Actors' Equity protest, will go in for

miniature pantos this Yuletide with
juve talent.

Levante, magiciari/has beeri ;

set for

.

a ;
run bid at Minerva, Sydney, by

Dave Martin, in association with
Williamson-Tait.
/ Connors and .Paul will do a series

of miniature revues for Greater,

Union at Capitol, Sydney, in cpnr
junction with pic policy..

Tivoli loop, dickering presently
with BebeV Daniels arid Ben Lyon,
now in London, for an Aussie revue
ruriaround early part nextyear.
Metro is routihg 'Gone' through

northerh Queensland with indie

loops.: Frank Browne has gone to the

territory to handle special exploita -

tiori. • / ".

Efforts are still being made; to have
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Foritanne come
to Australia for a legit run under the
Williamson-Tait .or ;, Dave .

Martin
banner/ ;

, '.-.
•'':: - :

.
/

Nabe pic loops are now running
special newsreels of 80 minutes, as a
biz aid prior to : regular -bills. News-
reel trade is . reaching

.

: .
new high

throughout Australia'. > .-

: Army officials intend . censoring
any blue material presented at. camp'
concerts in the future. Officials de«
clare that some artists have been
digging down:

.
.into their bluebags

lately on camp piaydates.
Pic execs are

:

: .'-'waiting: to see
whether the government will permit
the^ /importation of penny pic
machines frOiri U. S. for spotting in;

hotels, stores and clubs.
"

men's League dinner.
-Bill. -Murray, ;: .Morris office radio

head, scouting sOme midwest'.biz.
Moe Levy in as head of the Sidney

Kent sales drive for 20th Century
Foxi v ' ;

•- /: •-

Vincent Sheean around this terri-
tory on a lecture tour, arid so is

Orson: Welles.
'.'

\ William F. ; Rodgers, Metro sale's

chief, here : in confabs with Eddie;
Saunders and Jack Flyrin.

. Town/ had a flock of notable visit-
ors last week, including Norma
Shearer, Loretta Young arid Ina
Claire.

1
tion at Radio City Music Hall.

Otto Bolle in from South Africa,

for Studio huddles at 20th-Fox. his

first Hollywood visit in 20 years.

Roiiben , Mamouliari sailed .for

Honolulu for a six-week Vacation be-
fore taking, up his hew job at 20th-

Fox. ;'. -.;
:""/•'

Bills Next Week
___ Continued from pagfe 48 ______

.

': Riviera
;

Marty Scli'rariim" Or
Kreda' Lazcnr

YhcIU ClDb
kelson >fflpie»: Ore
Uevsrly , Bennett
Jackie - HeWe.r'

'

.lonn Brandon
3 Playboys ..

S;- Yoemenettea
.'

Stcy-Viie- •',

Jlobby" IladOoh Ore

;

Helen Y.fjung

Tavern '
.

Fran . Ichl.tr Orb

Helene Ward
Honey Wendler
Loretta' tee .

Union Grill

Art Yegeilo
Frank Natal*
Mike Sandretto :

:

Villa Madrid
• Et2t Covato Ore
'Oarniellta : A tee
Mark Lane - -

Gregory & Eleo
''

M'atklTia Twins.
Betty, Nylander

. .iVillowa
. .

E Cpvnio Jr Ore

CIJ£Y£I_-NB

. Alpine ;VHinge -

ria.wn &\ Da rrow .

Int'l RoIIor -.

Etnil &: Kvelyn
. V

Bob Copter
Carl -Mueller.
Otto Thgrn Dro.

:
• College; Inn

My • haron Ore
Ed'dle,- .Sid & .

Val

Frcddle'e Cafe

Art 'Lackey Oro
Katon 2 .

Stubby Kay.e
Mildred &' Maurice.
VI Manch line

.

Eddie. Barnea ...
•

i Oburmet .Club

E . Roblnsbri Ore / .

Bum's 3 /fe Kvelyn
Bill Lockrnan r

.'';

/ Motel Allerton

Orant Wilson'
Marilyn Maynfir.d .

Hotel Carter

indie interests are said to be press-
ing for irnportatibn okay on .

loca} :

try with the penny setup. -/
Acts listed as coming from -U. S.

and . England -for Tivoli runarOund
next year include Eddie Gordon,
Gene Gory and Roberta, The Titans,

oeriain Bob 0pU?6

Hotel Cleveland

Paul Prndarvle Ore
Hotel fenwuy Hull
Gene. Ei-wln Ore.

.

Hotel Hterllng
S EKQUtres
Jay. 8ch wart

»

St. Louis
''

.By- Sam X. Aursl

Mary Beth Hughes, screen." player,

visiting relatives here.
The 'Ice Follies of 1941' drewy

40,128 payees to the Arena where
It olaved five nights.
William West, prez of WTMV. East

St; Louis, elected a member of th« .

Board of Directors of the East St.

Louis C. of C.
0,

The Casa Loma ballroom, de-
stroyed by fire last, winter, reopened
last week with Herbie Kay orch
playing one week;
A benefit performance of TVIr. Pirn

Passes By* was .presented by the

Mummers^ . proceeds donated to

I
Bundles for Britain.

'The- Male AnimaV with Julie

Stevens, locallte, in the cast onen.t at

the American theatre, only legiter in

tb's bur sr.: Monday: /24).

The Frisina-Mexico Theatres Co.,

Incorporated at /.Mexico,, Mo. Or-;

vfanizatinri-. controls the 450-seftter

Rex and 800-seater. Liberty in that

tOV'n. :.:.
' '. •.,' /. .-.:-,

' Waliy. Heim. assistant advertising
director for Loew's, . doubling. -. as.-

drumriiar in ; .tlrrimy Sm'th's dance

Hotel Hollendeii
Floren'1'0 &.

.
AIvHre.z' f

I>eane- .lanls '.

.

Tack Spott
Marian' Ar.den

sammy Watkina Or I

band at the Old, Apple Tree, north

iint«i"«««ti«r
'" side

,
nitery.:

t„.« \ nr.n rnrV ' ; Clnrence M. TurltPY, director. of the

Chamber of COmmerre committeeCatallna. Rolon
Jack &. Kddle't

Ruber! I.riit), IHp^erts
Bnbe Shorman ':

A'rlene Rice Ore
' iV Conga Chtb
Rainon A.rlas Oro

LlndNoy'a Bar
Roy Raysor ...

Judy." Preston'-'
/ljeai-1 DeLucca'

- Mound's Club
Vd Fruasln Oro

Reg^nl Club -

Kojsl Ifk Oro/ ...'/.

Pat Dennis;..
'Larbee Laiie. .

-..

Jim. JunVGullngher
Rhytlvrn. Shorty

Xblrly-Seven Club
Ns'dja -

Billy Carr;.
Frances Paul
Sonny • Carroll
Rhythm Debs

to select a slate of officers for the;

forthooming annual election;
'

Gordon Carter .
directintf ' The

White Rte*»d.' to be nresent^.d by the

St. T.rtnls . Little Theatre. Tho^e cast
srp Ellibt Bergfeld, Al.Miller, Robbie
S^hwar7 - Gordon, AsMev, ;

Charity
Grace, i^ale Tlouelas , George/ AbeT,
neliajJVIae Riegal. Frank McLean,,'.

Mfe TfttoPTi'.--' .Russell .
Yaeger «nd

Stenhen Tammatiy; Carter also ' de-
'sr^'n'* $o$x.: ... • "•

• 'Sihfonietta,* winner of the fcl.000

cash nrize offered by the St; Louis
Svrhrih society for. ah original sym-
phony ' by an American comDOs'er,
will bf» worlrl-nreemed under baton
of Vladimir Grilschriiann. Friday, arid

Saturday ^22-23) in munjclnal audi--

torium; The composer. Aritonl Van
der Voor.t. vloll^t Santa .Barbara,

Cat, will be on deck.

m
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MARTIN HECK ;

Martin Beck, 73, died suddenly at

Mt. Sinai hospital, N,>% Saturday

(16) of a cerebral blood clot follow-

ing an intestinal operation, - ,.

Details on page 3 arid Anecdpta in

the Vaudeville section. ;.

AFFIE WEAVER
Affie Weaver; 85/ retired actress

and widow of Horace McVicker who
for several years appeared as Edwin

Booth's leading lady, died Nov. 18

at her home in New York after a.

long illness. As a child actress In

her father's company :
she played

•Little Eva* in -Uncle; Tom's Cabin'

on the road in Kentucky during the

Civil, War. At one time she recited

before General Grant and his staff.

A native of Newburyport, : Mass.,

Miss Weaver played stock with the,

McDowell company, Montreal, and

later returned to appear with Col.

Sinim's '• .'• Brooklyn, troupe. • She
achieved perhaps her greatest sue-:

: cess in the company of J. H. Mc-
Vicker, a famous name in Chicago

stock and - builder ' of the theatre

, there . which still bears his name..

While there she not only acted ss

Bpbth's.: leading lady but. 'married

McVicker's spri,: Horace^ who .
also

•was Booth's brother-in-law,

. In the late '90s
.

, she toured with
Nance. O'Neill, and tinder her hus-

band's- management, appeared with

the star: in Honolulu in 1899. .Horace

McVicker had garnered a fair repu-
tation as manager for such lumi-
naries as Booth and. Mrs. Fiske. He
died nine years ago/. ;.

Miss Weaver won particular Re-
claim for

,
her Shapespearen .por-

.
trayals. She performed such ,' roles

as.: Nellie Vaughn in 'Davy Crockett,'

Ophelia in 'Hamlet,' Desdemori.a in

^Othello* and /Cordelia in 'King
Lear.! Also seen as Lady Macbeth,
Caitnilie and Pauline in 'The Lady of

Lyons,' .

Two daughters, Affie and Horatia
McVicker, survive.

trical company which drew much
praise for productions of 'Mr. Tower
of London* and 'It's a; Bargain;' He
toured with the former from 1918 to

1925.

In : Alms since 1934, Pitt appeared
in !Danriy; Boy,' 'Barnacle Bill,' and
two years later played the lead and
assisted; with the dialog on 'Excuse
My Glove,' a prizefight drama with;

Len Harvey,
. the English champion.

Miss Fields won a' divorce - last: Jan.

30 and is '/ now married to Monty
Banks, the film producer' and direc-

torJ v.
; ' ...v -

ELMER H. WAHL .

Elmer H. Wahl, 48, secretary arid

.treasurer of Local No. 4 of
. mu-

sicians union, Cleveland,, was found
dead at. the wheel of his automobile
Nov. 17 shortly after his car bumped
into the rear of- another brie during
a snowstorm. Death was discovered
by the other driver when he walked
back to Wahl's car to talk over ac-

cident. Police called in . declared the
•union man-had ;npt been injured and
probably died from a heart attack.

Surviving are widow and 15-year-

old son. :• .

*.•**•>-.*.

. SADE CARR
Sade Latham, 51, professionally

Sade Carr, died Nov. 17 '

ih Carniel;

Cal. In recent -years' she operated a
cafe there which was the .haunt of

the literati colony.-

:

'.

. Miss Carr began her; stage career
in her native London and caihe to

the States to be glorified by Zieg-

feld..
' She had a brief fling , in pic-

tures, reputedly as Charles Chap-
lin's first femme lead in early

Essanay slapstiekfers.

HARRY MacFAYDEN
Harry MacFayden, 59,

:

production
director for the National Broadcast-
ing Co. the past eight years and a
veteran actor and director : of 40
years in the . theatre, died after a
short illness Nov. 13 at the Flower-
Fifth avenue hospital, in New;York.

.

It was the friendly interest of De
Wolf Hopper that introduced Mac-.
Fayden to legit Born and raised , in
Milwaukee, MacFayden sang there
as. a - lyric tenor. On a toad tbur in

1902, Hopper
.
heard : him and sighed

the singer: for his company. After
a year with ' Hopper, MacFayden
Joined the. David Belasco organiza-

tion, with which he remained for

nearly 20 years as an actor and di-

rector. , Aside frbm; Broadway he
was active in summer stock, where
for 11 years he served as director

of Robert MacLaughlin's company in

Cleveland.
He interrupted his stage career in

1929 when he went to Hollywood
to assist on the directing of Unl
versal, 'All Quiet on the Western
Front.'

A brother of the late Alex Mac-
Fayden, the ptariist and composer
he leaves his widow, Teris. Fu-
neral, services held in New York
Saturday (16).

MELVYN HARRY LONG
Melvyn Harry Long, 45, stage and

film actor, died Nov. 14 in Veterans'
Hospital, Sawtelle, Cal.; following a
stroke while working in a western
picture at the Republic studio;. He
lad played 27. years in legit and
vaudeville before moving to Holly-
wood a year ago.

.
Among his., re-

cent screen assignments were 'Meet
John Doe' arid 'Queen of the Yukon.'
Surviving are his widow and

mother.
"

HARRY HONDORF
Harry Hohdorf, 55, manager of the

Wayne theatre, Detroit filmery, died
suddenly of a heart attack in Wayrie,

Mich. He was widely known in the

distributiPn field, in 1920 serving . as

\ead booker for Pathe and later

serving as booker and salesman forj.:

Favorite Films, Monarch, Monogram
and. Republic.
He leaves a widow.

and did art work for many New
York, agencies.

' SAM FLAX
.

Sam Flax, 53, Republic franchise

holder in Washington, dropped dead
Sunday afternoon (17) while attend-

ing a pro football game in Griffith

Stadium, Washington.
in addition to his widow and two

sons; Flax leaves a brother, Jake,

associated with him in Republic.
Funeral services' held yesterday

(Tuesday) in Washington: r

MRS. SYLVIA ASHTON
Mrs; Sylvia Ashton, 60, who played

mother roles in pictures, died Nov. 17

in Los Angeles.
"

After a stage career she went to

Hollywood 30 years ago; where for

years she : was a screen character

actress.

Captain Henry Loranger, 73, police

Inspector at Warner studio for 15

years, died Nov. 11 in Glendale, Cal.

Surviving are his widow and two
sons.-*-" .-;•••'.'• '.-.*•*' ':

: :>
:

Father, 69, of Herb Magidsori, song-

writer, died at his home in Pitts-

burgh, Nov. 11, from cpmplicatioris

which followed a- serious operation*

Father of Hiiss Morgan, . the. maes-
tro, died suddenly ,in Nantjcoke, Pa.,

last week.

Mother of Dan Goldberg. (Variety)

Chicago, died in Baltimore last Week;;

3 B'way
.Continuetf: from page. 3.

was a principal problem up to Sat-

urday morning; coin evidently be-
ing, raised in Hollywood where
Lasky and Duffy .returned after the
disappointing debut. Former is due
back this week. ;

Both were confident about the
show's chances on Broadway, so
much so that wheri others on the
Coast wanted to buy into the pro-
duCtioh^they were, nixed'; First full

week's takings were estimated
around . $4,500, but with eight or
more parties arranged,' most being
dated this week, the gross was ex-
pected to" improve.
John . Henry : Mears/Hiame east

with the outfit '.' as company man-
ager, with Irving Cooper placed
in .general charge, from which post
he , withdrew; ; . Julius Evans, who
with his wife,; Jane; Hathaway,, was
formerly connected with the- County
Playhouse, Westpbrt, Conn., also ac-

companied the company and is
.
pres-

ent as Lasky's personal representa-
tive.. Al. Spink is named as the
press agent, with James Proctor arid

Martha -Draiblatt also in that depart-?

merit.

H'wood Talent Grab
.Continued from page 1.

CHARLES F. LORRAINE
Charles F. Lorraine, .100, retired

British; actor, .who once appeared be-
fore Queen Victoria, died Nov. 14
at his home in Hamilton, Bermuda.
A resident of Bermuda for. the

past 40 years, Lorraine teamed with
his wife in an act known as Lorraine
arid Hussey. He originally was
trained to be. a printer.

LOUIS F. BLUMENTHAL
Louis F. Blumenthal, 56, member

' of the realty firm of Haring & Bit*

menthai, which has wide theatrica

holdings,, died after a long illness

Nov. 12 at his home in Yonkers, N. Y.
With Charles Haring, Blumentha

reopened the Earl Carroll theatre,

N. Y., in 1939, as the French Casino,

which was razed a few weeks ago
for a two-story taxpayer. Originally

an. advertising man; he. became a film

exhibitor in 1906 with acquisition of

a 300-seater in Jersey City, That
was the nucleus of a large Jersey

circuit which Haring & Blumenthal
later developed. However,: in 1928,

. the firm withdrew^ from the picture

business to : concentrate Upon their

teal estate holdings. Not generally

.known wak. the fact: that Blumenthal,
•'• In. association- ".with.''.-.'Lee.--- -''Ochs,''

founded the Exhibitors Trade Review
In 1916;

;

. Widow, Elizabeth; a brother, Leon,
::' arid a sister, Mrs. Henry Sommer-

'

field, survive. '•
;,.';;

ARCHIE PITT
Archie Pitt, 55, British music hall

artist and former husband of come-
dienne Grade Fields, died in Londqri,

Nov. 12. Noted for his Cockney char-

acterizations, ;he was for 40 years a

British stage and screen player.

Starting as a music hall performer,

JPttt went on to head his own thea-

: JAMES J. ROHAN
James J. Rohan, 71, forrher opera

singer in the midwest, died of a
heart attack at St. John's- hospital,
St. Louis, last week. He was a
charter member of the old Apollo
Club, organization of male singers in
St. Louis. <

"

Widow, four sons and sister sur
vive. ;

:

ISAAC M. MAYER
Prof. Isaac M. Mayer, 78, Atlanta,

Ga., pianist, composer and teacher of
music, died of pneumonia at Jewish
hospital, St. Louis, last week, where
he underwent an, operation 10 Weeks
ago for relief of ;a leg infection. Hel
was visiting his .daughter, Mrs. Carl
Schweizer here, when stricken..

" Widow, three sons and daughter
survive.-

MARRIAGES
Ethel Merman to William B. Smith,

in Elktori, Md., Nov. 15. Bride is the
riiusiCal comedy, star; he's a Holly*
wood ^agent with Feldman-Blum.

Baroness Louisa v Dumont de la

Chassart to . Jack Kriendler, in
Miami, Nov. 20. He's co-proprietor
of the '21' Club, N. Y.
Mildred Brewster to Phillip Gui-

bofd, in New York, Nov. 12. .He's

a legit actor. •

Mary Kirk, - radio singer, to Ted
Meyers, KFI newscaster, 'Nov. 15, in
Glendale, Cal.

ENRIQUE BOGUEZ MARTI
Enrique Bpgiiez Marti, 50, who 'en-

joye.d: quite a rep in, Spain arid Latiri
America

.
as a

^

drarnatist, but Who be-
came involved in - Spairi's civil war
irid had to seek refuge in Mexico,
died. Nov. 10 at the port of Vera
Cruz, where he had established resi-

dence: ' •'••*.;•;.

Widow and brother survive'.

ARTHUR THWAITES
Arthur Thwaites, 53, artist at Walt

Walt Disney studio, died Nov. 16 in

Los Angeles. V.
,

He previously gained considerable

acclaim for oils and water color work

BIRTHS
• Mr. arid Mrs; Fred Stauber, son,

in Toledo, NPv.' 8. Mother is .Anna
Kline;: Variety's Toledo correspond
ent. -. ;.- -.-

:

'
;.

••

Mr. and Mrs. Fort Pearson, son, in
Chicago, Nov. .10. Father is NBC
staff announcer in Chicago.

.
Mr; and Mrs, Warren Wardwell,

son, Nov. 7, in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Father is manager of Keith's Butter
field theatre, Grand Rapids.

;

Mr. arid Mrs. Stuart Steelman,
daughter, Nov. 11, iri; Des Moines
Father is a member of the Song-
fellows, on WHO, Des Moines.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan, son, in
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Father's with
station KDKA there, V

Mr. and Mrs. Frank
;Nelson

daughter,.. Nov. 12 iri..;Hollywood
Father is radio -actor, mother is the
former Mary Lansing, air: actress.
Mr. and Mrs, Mike Hunnicutt, son,

in Cincinnati, Nov 14. Father is

pianist and vocalist Pn WKRC
Cincy.

.

:^ .;•'- .' '.

Mr, and Mrs.
. Forbes, daughter,

Nov. 16, in Hollywood. Father, is CBS
agency contact. .

'.' -

" Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Golitzen,
son, Nov. 16; in Hollywpbdi Father
is film art director.

Mr. and Mrs.; Paul Phillips, ion,

iri New York, Nov. 14. Father is on
continuity staff.

.structions that each Individual pic-

ture in the future must be studded

to the very; fringe of its budget lim-

itations with player names worthy

of marquee .attention*

While the necessity, for speedily

improved, boxoffice returns is one of

the factors in the current shakeup,

its real motivation is being provided

by the signaturing of the consent de-

cree that ended the Governrrient's

anti-trust suit against the 'big five'

of the producer-distributor realm,

-20th-Fox, Paramount, ; Metro, Warn-
ers and RKO, and pushed into the
discard blockbopking as it has' been
practiced in the past;

AUhptigh Universal, Columbia and
United Artists, are momentarily un-
affected by the hew order of things

limiting; sales to blocks, of.five •pic-

tures each, they realize, that it is up
to . them to also improve

.
their but-'

put if * they are to remain iri the
,

race.v '- vr- •

Windfall for. Agents
' While the decree may be a bitter

pill for the 'big five' to swallow, and.
alriiost too large a ,pne to cruise the
gullets ' of 't h o s e indie . exhibi-

tors iridirectiy responsible for. its

birth; the new deal in . film sales

methods- comes. :. as
:

sugar to the
palates of the Hollywood .agents.

After a year of scanty pickings, the
10%ers are' now thrilling to the
greatest prosperity in their history,'

thanks- to the . wild scramble being
made to bag, via brie-person deals or
in 'package' lots, worthwhile, thesps,
supervisors, pilots and scripters;

/ Despite the fact that fRe- cam-:
paigns - by the separate producing
outfits, ; to bolster their ; respective
cpritract lists with additional crearn
from the crops in all four of the
talent divisions have been under way
for a month, the drives are! only now

.

hitting: their real strides,: with every
indication pointing tp further inteh-;

sification
:as November gives, way to

December. At least 30% of all pic-

ture contracts expire around Jan. 1.

20th-Fox> Hypo
Illustrative of the new era that

is dawning for the celluloid factories

is 20th-Fox!s grab-off of. three stars,

Charles Boyer, Irene Dunne and
Ronald Cplmari, and two directors,

Lewis: Milestone, arid Anatole Litvak,.

iri ; a mass puriiase.-' With William
Hawks as their; business : manager;
they, will turri but features for 20th-

Fox release without studio super-
vision, but ; with full studio financing.

They will toil for nominal salaries

and a percentage of the, earnings of

their pictures.

Agreement among the Hays: group
members aimed to .prevent the
'theft' of artists and execs by orie

studio from another riiay still be in

force, but it has. become more or less

meaningless. While company heads
are trying to give the impression that

they were living up. to its wordage,
they are. making no attempt to hide
the fact that they are daily Violating

its spirit.

.
Highly appetizing bait is. being

strewn at the " doors of every out--

standing star, producer, director arid

playwright in the. business by their

present ernployers* competitors. Each
bid, however, carries a postscript

warning that the quarry's break-,

away from his or her present spot
must be ari 'amiable' brie.

Officials of 20th-Fox, for example,
may be highly elated over :

their

Boyer - Dunne - Cblman - Milestoner
Litvak acquisition, but understood
to be in quite .the opposite frame of
mind is George J. Schaefer, RKO
prexy, who has one arid two-picture
tickets on the three stars and who
would like to, have -had. their services
for even: a larger number of fea-
tures, • Schaefer is , said to have
been, carrying pn negotiations to ex-
tend their commitments when 20th-
FPx moved iri.

Dangle Bait at Crosby
;

Meanwhile, ParainpUnt's generals
are tossing icy . glances at the mo-
guls iri half a dozen other

, studios
who are holding out; propositions so
inviting to Bing Crosby that the
crooning, star is reported to have
beepme dissatisfied with .'his situa-
tion at

;
Par.

.
Reputed ,to have only

one, more film: to do for that .com-
pany, Crosby already ' has had pro-
posals' from rival setups calling for
everything

. from -higher
.
paychecks,

for straight, siriging-troupirig debris
to';- full control .arid fijiancirig for his
own production unit.
As result' of this ev.eryicbmpariyi

for-itself wave growing out of the
struggles to - make all : films more
readily : salable, salaries ' of stars
capable of drawing mobs through
theatre, turristiles arid producers, di-
rectors : and: writers who . really : have
what it takes to make r hit talkers
are skyrocketing/ arid will continue

to do so. For the producing corpora,
tions themselves it has become a
battle for the survival of the finan-
cially fittest.

Nor are the name actors and es-
tablished producers, directors and
scenarists the only ones benefiting
froiri . this ciirrerit reachirig but for
bigger contractee stables. Also play;

.

ing a part iriS the creation of this
new

,
era in production are some of -

the- comer-uppers, those persons ih
the four classifications who are
known to -have ,the ability to. make
the grade, but who, to date, have not
been given sufficiently broad oppori
tunities to fully showcase their
wares. • ;•• .-:-•//.:. -;,

.
Not; only have edicts gone forward

frorii studio front offices for the im-
mediate dragging into the spotlight
of these potential future greats, but
to give them the type of publicity
buildups that will mbre impressively
stamp their monickers iri the minds
of exhibs and the public-at-la,rge.

;
Besides its Boyer-Dunne-Colman-

Milestone-Litvak buy, 20th-FPx has
in the last few weeks inked five other
name players as well as two direc-
tors, with a possibility of a third,
and one producer.; Thesps are Joan
Bennett, who currently ' holds a two-

'

picture commitment; Ida Lupino, two
pictures; Betty Grable, brought in
for two roles, but since signed to a
termer; Jack Oakie, who has. been set
to do three annually -for the com-r

pariy, and Carmen Miranda, who has
been p.acted for : her. third feature',
plus options. Directors sealed are
Rou.ben Mamoulian and Archie Mayo,
while. William Wyler, borrowed from
Samuel 1 .Gold;yyn to : guide 'How
Green Was My Valley,' will be . held
for other chores providing GoldWyn
gives the nod. Producer is William
Perlberg, being brdught over frbiri

Coluriibia Jan. 1.

v Tlelng Them Down
Paramount

, has extended ope-
picture agreements with four play-
ers, Preston Foster, Constance Moore/
Walter Abel and Catherine Craig,
into, termers, at the same time hoist-
ing its; Option on Brian Dorilevy con-
siderably in advance of its. due date.
Donlevy gains a sizable salary boost
along with the lift. .

RKO, Which has been fighting for
a plentiful supply of name artists
ever sirice Schaefer assumed : the
prexy's chair, is doubling, its shove.
In addition to further commitments,
on. Boyer, Miss Duririe, Colman,
Carole Lombard, Charles Laughton,
Cary Grant arid Ginger Rogers,
Schaefer is angling others of equal
pulling power for 1940-41 arid 1941-42
product. , In the* interim he has noti-
fied his studio lieutenants to get be-
hind such players; as Lucille Ball;
Arihe Shirley, James ..Ellispn, -Mail*
reen O'Hara, Gene Raymond,, Al-
berto Vila, Signe Hasso and the
newly-arrived; Michele Morgan/with
exploitation blasts aimed to swell the
value of their monickers.

;

Warners believes it has a find in

16-year-old Joan Leslie, ; just termed,
and is open to negotiations for a'

dozen, or more others offering; possi-
bilities for- coriversiori into stars.

Burbarik lot - is also out to pick up
any worthwhile names whose: con-
tracts elsewhere,permit one or more
outside films each year. It is al-

ready dickering Columbia for fu-
ture strings on Rita Hayworth; now

:
at Burbank on a one-picture loan-
out _ ;•;. .-.

;''.

Metro hirec". Philip Dorri, formerly
at Universal, for a rble in "'Escape,'

but has :

' handed him a termer
with an eye to skyrocketing him to

stardorri. Conrad Veidt, i:
Charles

Winninger and Robert Sterling,

each brought in for single roles* have
since been term-anchored, , as is

Connie Gilchrist, a Broadway impor-
tation. Metro also has Caged Nixon
Miller,; St. Louis warbler, arid Wil-

liam Murphy,. Saratoga Springs am-
ateur thesp, with the. idea of giving

therri the buildup routine.
,

. With Constance Bennett's one-pic-

ture deal at Columbia how extended

to three,
1

.and. Joan BenneU and Vir-

ginia Bruce signed for' two roles

each, Harry Cohii crew has set ex?

tra pictures fbr Irerie Dunne and

Gary Grant, -presently working :
In

'Penny Serenade/ and Rosalind Rus-

sell.. Ralph Bellamy,; former under,

term agreemerit tp Columbia,' but

.:
sirice released, has beeri re-signed to

a teririer that stars him i'n the Ellery

Queen series arid makes him avail:

able to the. studio for other assigh-

ments.

Alvlno Rey's new. band did pair

of test sides for Bluebird release

Monday > (18); /. Used ;
King Sisters

harmonizihg. group, which is part; of

his band, but also Bluebird recorder?

on separate contract.
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HIPP, BALTO

up a
precision

heat tap
number,

takes hold with, fast gag-

™ Betty Atkinson, an s.a. drum ma-

?nrette who handles a baton in flashy

iiVle Twirling the stick as she cop-

rihutes a fast hoof to a college med-
: I? she earned a solid encore which

brought her back manipulating a 12-S baton to big response. ;
.

P
Park and Clifford next with extra

flashy hand-to-hand stuff, -Wit**!

sSd lads i stick to ' the old-style,

body-revealing attire and work
smoothly, socking oyer every trick.:

mn^e Murray for some ; comedy

fflhess whichVlngs him simi-

lavlV' attired, a striking contrast in

physical - proportions. Drew consid-

:. erable laughter; . .

"Patricia Norman follows with vo-

cals preceded by somet
crossftre.^with

Murray, Does •Rhumboogie,' .'Night

and Day,' 'Old Man Mose* to audible

5eSption : and a medley of oldies.

Has considerable : style and. vocal

eriuipmerit plus punching out .a tune

wm smart assurance, . ^eadsMine
With vocal of 'Practice Makes Per-

fect' gals stepping out in the hotcha

Sine broken; up ./by. challenge; of

solo spots, all good and extra smart

chorus work. :
.

• ... ".-:•'
... V .

Murray winds matters up with his

act which utilizes Milton- Charleston

for a bundle of laughs. In nonde-

script attire arid ya falsetto voice,

assistant proves a perfect foil for

the swift gagging, some of it blue but

adroitly handled. .Some protracted

hocking by Charleston is a hand-

getter and just right to- bring back

the line and a reintrbduction of all

involved for a well-received curtain.

Biz fairly good. Burnt.

MAJESTLC, B'KLYN
-

:
-

... .
- v '«*.-

...

Jock Denny's Orih viith Dick

Stone, Dinah- Shore, Three Stqoges,

At and Freddie; Shorts

reels.

and N;etJi}s-

If this be an example of vaude-

ville's road back, then there's a long

stretch Of dreariness ahead. It's like

asking the profession to ignore the

advancements of show business up to

presentrday deluxe standards and

begin over again at that point where
it first began to emerge from dark
ness many years back. -..

;
.

This is putting another handicap
vaudeville; already beset, by too

many, handicaps. It's the presenta-

tion of acts with old-fashioned light-

ing and,' considering that nearly all

variety, performers nowadays have
strictly microphone voices, with poor
sound equipment. The stage, is dark
and dull looking; the, voices and
music are lifeless.. Capping it,all, is

the slowness of. the show itself and
tbe mounting dirtiness of its name
act; the Three Stooges,
At the last show opening night

(Friday), they were belching and
spitting in each other's faces. Most
of it would be/Unfunny in . a buries
que house, and that's hot excluding
the obvious body: grabs .and. some
dirty words in Yiddish. Why a once
fine comedy act has degenerated to

this extent can only be laid to. ca.re

lessness, as for instance the crack,
'Shall I lay you an egg with a piece
of bacon?' .•"'"

The Stooges, come before and after
Dinah Shore,: who is currently sing-
ing on. Eddie Cantor's radio program

.
She's okay in voice arid delivery, but
most of her tunes are slow arid in
the idiom of Jack. Denny's orch,
society'; band, whose slow and polite
music is out of place in South Brook-
lyn. Dick Stone, Denny's vocalist, is
also on the too -quiet side considering

,
everything else. He elects to. sing
three songs, though two of them were
unwarranted by the applause. Only
other act in the show is the opening
colored team of AI and Freddie, who
nave little, talent as dancers, and cer
tainly none as comics; though they
"^hardest- at the latter.
This is the second week of opera-

tion here and business has been
ri"

u
l

•

' ,.
Less than half a house wast

. i"/0^ the last show Friday night,
ana there was nothing on the stage
io warrant more. Evans and Lee,

v&d Theatre Building agents, are
poking and supposedly operating"°m reports, the ^cts, musicians^Vi

stagehahde are being ; paid
: 5

gitty instead pf weekly, which in
dicates a very ..short bankroll. ^

:

'•'- ;'
-\ ';.• ' Scho.

same. Which is a testimonial to
his .air and disc popularity.
Band makes trim stage appearance,

opening with a medley running the
gamut from sweet to hpt. Dance
team, the. Stapletbns, then moves in
for; a smooth broken-rhythm tap

'

session ranging from .adagio to rug-
cutting;!: With the boy in tails arid

the gal in a red. gown, pair got across

;

socko, staying for three routines.
. ..

• Tucker then orders lights put for

a \ band novelty >'which . impressed
here. . Illuminated' ; musical notes in-

various colors and combinations are
flashed on arid off to represent dif-

ferent instruments. Notes likewise
move in rhythm and effect is .'well

worth the wiring. Maestro's own
ovefeast starts when he . takes over
he mike to croon 'Little Girl,' ,gal

: ans yelping names of favorites they
wanted sung and responding audibly,
to every flicker, of the Tucker: eye-
a$h; Couldn't get off the mike un-

til, he had gone through 'Imagina-
tion,' T Need Loving,' 'Nobody but
Me' arid 'How Many Times;* ••"

More trick props, show Up with
tv .J

.
vocalizing: specialty, 13 of the

soys, lining . up with mugs to; do a
drinking m edley: during, which they
produce steins hiding flashlights

which illuminate faces only for one'

scene. Steins also; bear letters which
show lip under black light; spelling

out ; .'Beer Barrel,'' 'Orrin Tucker*
arid 'Bonnie . Baker.' -Plenty neat.

Before 1 the lads sit down, 17 do a
Florodora burley to tune of 'Golden
Gate Blues/, which packs plenty
chuckles.

.

This week's acrobats are - Paul arid

Nirib Ghezzis. hand-to-hand control
specialists. . The boys are smash,
getting a deserved reception despite
the fact the fans seemed a little sur-
prised to 'find; thena mixed up with
Tucker. They keep in the spirit of
the '. .week

;
by. closing with: an .

in-

verted jitterbug stunt; .walking , On
hands in perfect synchronization for

a fast bit of trick jive which had 'em
shrieking. . .;' ••

;.

'

Big ' moment for [ the ' palpitating
crowd- was appearance of Bonnie
Baker, who had to do all or part of
nine numbers before they'd let her
go; Gal sticks strictly to' singing,

doing her talking With a broad smile
rather than. words,. Bodyguards arid

Tucker work, in, and out of the num-
bers, including 'Pinch Me,' :

'Would
You Mind?' 'Sonne Day,' 'What Little

Girls Are Made Of,' 'Not Yet,' 'Re-
sistance Is Low,' 'Oh Johnny,' 'Mak-
ing. Eyes at Me* and 'Wish I'd

Listened to My Mother' from her
Par; flick, 'You're the One.' .

Tucker
explains, she is blonde this .week due
to directorial orders, • '..

Show is a clicker as long as the
supply of Tucker fans last. Wern.

GOLDEN GATE, S; F.

a 1^...:: -\Sari: Francisco, Nov. 13.
:

(RKO).

House

into

crew lays off this Week
Tucker's aggregation

Opener gotoff to a flying* start^essio^ tuVnmtf
wnat amounted to a fan-clubme^t5n«*" amountea. tp a fan-club

o r, m!'
mob being thoroughly hepw Tucker specialties and demanding

Television Coin
Continued from page 1.

fbmia cities the Hughes concern will

operate on Television Channel No. 2

(6b,0Qp-66,000 kc.) with 10 kw. aural

and visual. \; .

';;'•• :'", '. •
:

'
•

Other L A. Licenses

Five other Los Angeles applicants

received okay on their experi-

mental : programs arid pleas .from

New York, Chicago ..and Manhattan,

Kansas, also were granted.

A berth on Channel No. 8 (162,000-

168,000) was given CBS for the put:

pose of 'transmitting programs to

ascertain public reaction and other-

wise conducting a .
program of, re-

search in .Los Angeles in conjunction,

with that of its New York television

station.' ; Web's Los Angeles traris-

mitter will use . 1 kw. power, -aural

and. visual. ';:

Other L.A; stations. Will be erected

by Earle C. Anthony, Inc.,. using

Channel No.; 6 (96,000-102,000 kc, 1

kw. aural and . visual ) for - a study of

the effect of ignition and diathermy,

interference, and transmission oyer

salt water to Cataliria Island; Leroy's

Jewelers, May. Department ... Store?

Co., arid Televisiofi productions,^ Iric,

a subsid of Paramount- Pictures. :

Jewelry outfit seeks to 'further, im-

.

prove the; quality of, pictures trans-

mitted by -television from the stand-

point of reception quality arid to de-

termine the system of teleyisioh:

trarismissiori which will produce the.

best results for widespread use. froin

a visual arid optical, standpoint? Wilt

operate, on Channel No. 10 (186,000-

192,o66, with 1 kw.. aural:and visual).
" The Paramount subsidjary will op-
erate a television relay station on
Channel Nos. 13 and 14 (234,000^

240,000; 240,000-246,000) - 250 watts

visual; to supplement television

broadcast station
.
W6XYZ, Los An-

geles; for which the applicant has a
.construction permit (W65CYZ pro-

,
poses iexperinientation with the 'Du-
Mont standards;')'.

;
Department Store Permish

May' Department Stores received

pei'mission to operate ' on Channel
No! 12 (210,000-216,000 kc.) with 1

kw. aural and visual power, for 'gen-

eral research and experimentation in
the Los Angeles area.'

Metropolitan Television, Inc.-rcon-

nected with Blobmingdale's and
Abraham St Strausr-was the, New.
York applicant. Operating on Chan-
nel No; 8 (162,000-168,000 kc.) with 1

kw, aural and visual, station will be
utilized fori development of program
techniques for determining public
tastes; including the : use of two tele-

vision theatres .where daily programs;
will be projected for free public
viewing.. '".

-\:.
;

Chicago • station : will . be another
CBS uridertakirig for the purpose of

aiding in
:

the web's teTevisiori
,

search .'by developing; data on Chi-
cago .conditions 'that may assist in

the; riitimate/deteririiriatibn; of ppla.fi-.

zation and synchronization for a na-
tional television service/ Channel
No, 4 (78,000-84,060 kc.) will be used,
with l kw. aural arid visual.

For a. study of propagatiort charac-
teristics; arid . horizontal arid .vertical

polarization, Kansas State College of
Agriculture and "Applied Science,
Manhattan, Kans., .will construct a
transmitter to. be operated: on Chan-
nel No. 1 (50,000-56,000 kc.) with 100
Ayatts.aural and visual. Experimen-
tation with various synchrbriizing
systems -using various numbers, of
lines and frames also will .be under-
taken."';. -V-

Commenting on the 10 new grants,.

Commish declared that;

. 'These ; contemplated programs of
research and experimentation, are
pursuant to Commission

.
require-

ments looking to development of

;
television ito ; anoint that will : eriable
the industry to agree x>n a uniform
transmission system of acceptable
technical quality. V .

' 'v;

•
.
Survey;';. .

.'••;•

; 'Cooperation of : the • industry is.

further reflected in the comprehend
sive survey of the ;teievision situa-
tion

.
now, being conducted', by . the

National Television
. Systems Com-

riiittee.;; Organized last July through
the joint efforts^ of the Radio Manu-
facturers Association arid the Com-
mission, ,this committee fepfesents
the pooled engineering experierice of
the"itidustry. Its. various panels have
been

;
making a detailed study of

many phases of television.'
;

Formal 'over-all. progress report'
froin the fuii committee will be re-
ceived by .the •Commish on Monday,
Jan. .27. after members of the FCC
return. frohr

;
Jan. 24 visit to the

New. -York area to look over 'late
televisiOn deyelopments; first^hari d.

:

.

Earlier applicants, who contributed
an investment of.$5,000,00P in previ-
ous television authorization,. -

elude:'' '
. ••'; .'•

.

;•;'.'
;

;
*':'•

RCA-NBC, CBS; G. E.j the Don
Lee system; Philco Radio & Tele-
vision Corp., Allen B.. DuMorit Labo-
ratories; Balaban & Katz; Bamberger
Broadcasting. Service; Crosley Corp;;
First. National^ Television, Kansas
City, Mo;; Purdue University, West
Lafayette. Indi; Radio Pictures, Long
Island City; State. University of
Iowa; .WCAU, .Philadelphia;, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, and the Mil-
waukee Journal.

; ... ; , •:

*

By Dick FUhell
(\VHN, Ni 'Y.,' Sports CoHmentator)

Fprdham—Arkansas
The Razprbacks oi ; Arkansas come

into New York, with only an aerial

game. The Fordham Rams have been
entirely successful in throttling their
opponents'

.
passing :; throughput the

year. ' They should defeat Arkansas.
'

.
Missouri—Kansas -

.

Kansas - has nothing on the ball,

while Missouri still has Paul Christ-
man. : And that's enough;

.

'...-'

Alabaina^-Vainderbilt;'
Vandy stubborn, • but 'Bama

should; score, frequently eribugh tb;

take the day. '' -

:

;''

Baylor-—Southern Methodist
The unexpected; might, occur, but

the Mustangs of Southern Metho-
dist should wi:. • handily.

. Boston Colleje-^Auburn
,

/-Uburn is a rough club,- arid, will

be tough opposition, but BC should
be on top. '.

:

- • ..':". ;",

Brown—Dartmouth'
Brown; is past . its peak. Dart-,

mouth's .great .game with Cornell
should give' ;it ..-the impetus, to knock;
oyer the Bears. ,:

-

California—Stanford
California is mpvirig, hut Stanford

Pack to Soil
—.

Continued from pa ge 3

might cramp his date with a harrow
or a disc or a baler at early morn
iri his alfalfa field.

.

It is inspiring to. see an old Bro'ad^
way. trouper making His debut in his
own newly bought orchard. He has
discovered the facts of life; ... He has
learned that oranges do not grow in
Crates, apricots in cans; or

:
61 ives in

martinis. He has learned that spin
ach .comes put of the ground; and riot

out of- a cartoonist's '-inkwell. . He has
gone, back to nature arid revels in ;it

like any . other venturer into larids

unknown. .
-

i

Your film star.;. Tongej*. tools his
rakish red roadster along the boule-
vards at •daybreak. Abo ut that, tirrie

he is. warming up his new tractor for
a bit of plowing On the - west- 40 be-
fore checking in at the studio.

.

and the big Oklahoma 11 will tear
it apart. •.

.".:;-':' -;.';-

:

. Pehn—Cornell ; -

; ; Perm had an easy day with Army,
while. Cornell was

^
battered by : Dart-

mouth. The Dartmouth game should
help Cornell reach great heights in

beating Pennsylvania.

Pittsburgh—Pehn State
'..' Pittsburgh is a. slight favorite, but
the. . Panthers haven't enough 1

lirian-'

power to stop this Penn. State loco-
iriotive. -,-...'•

•

;
Princeton—Army .

Princeton needs dry weather - for.

its passing game;.; Army is unpre-
dictable. The Cadets to turn the
trick to finally win a major tilt, v

Purdae—Indiana ^

' This' is as close as close, could be.
The only edge goes , to Purdue be-
cause it's playing;, iri:' its own back-
yard.-... .';...-' ;';,-;; •; ;

'••'•'

Itice—Texas . Christian
'-'•' TCU is just mediocre; Rice is: bet-
ter than average and should romp to
"victory.-;;.; : . .. ;.

: Tennessee—--Kentucky

.

\ Kentucky • will try to.
;
keep the

(And Proper Odds)

Thursday (Noy. 21)
; GAMES

.
WINNERS '; -r

Fordham-Arkansas Fordham
Missouri-Kansas .... . .. . .-..'v.. . . .Missouri . . . .. . . .;. ...

Saturday (Nov; 23)
Alabama-Vanderbllt ..... . . . . . i Alabama
"BSfylor^SlViU

,
• • • * > •.». t ».•- # • •. » » •> • • SiR^U . f • • » •. • t ^ •• ••. •' « • •

Boston College-Auburn ... . . ... .Boston College . . . .

Brown-Dartmouth . . . . . . ... ......Dartmouth • .

.

. ... . . v?.; > .-.

.

California-Stanford . ....... /. . . . . ..Stanford
Columbia-Colgate- . .. .. . . .......... Columbia '. ;'...'...;....

Detrbit-Marquette ;. .... . ....;'/. .>; . ..Detroit .
.:'. .-.'-.;.

. .. . . .

Georgetown-George Washlnjton .Georgetown
Holy Cross-Manhaitan '.'

.

", . ».;..;. /.Holy Cross
Iowa-Illinois

Georgia; Tech-Florida
Mississippi State-Mississippi -. . . . . ; Mississippi

'.;
. ; .Georgia; Tech . .. ..

Nebraska-Iowa State .. . . ;

.

NorthWestern-Notre Dame
Ohio State-Michigan . . .

Oklahoma-Temple J .;;

•'.'•

.

.

Penn-Cornell •> . ... ;
.'.

Fittsburgh-Penn State
Princeton-Army ......

Purdue-Indiana. . ....

Eice-TCU .................
. Tennessee-Kentucky . . .-.

;

UCLA-Washington . . . ...

Villanoya-buquesne .

.'".Wisconsin-Minnesota -,.';

Yale-Harvard . . . . . ..;

.

. , . ; . Nebraska .' .-. . -.

.

'•• .

.

. . Noire Dame
. ,v.- Michigan :

.

; .'. . Oklahoma ;

. . ; . . . Cornell .

.

'.

.

, . ; . Penn State . . .

.

..v.. , .Ariny- '
.. •. . . . . .

.

.'
. . Purdue ..... V.

.

.'

. ; . . ..Rice . .->.

.

........ Tennessee
. . . . Washington \.. .

;

... . . . . . Duquesne .

. . . . . ; .Minnesota . . . .

.

.'
. . . . Harvard .

i
'< « • f j» • •

»- * • • .• •%« • * • i • • r •

•••••*••••.••••<

ODDS
3-1

,'S-l"

S-l

,12-5
,- 3-1

. 6-5

3-1

. 6-5

. 11-5
3-1

8-5

w 11-5

.12-5
5-7

. 3-1

5-8

. 9^5

. : 3-1

. 11-5

. .5-6

.
r 1-3

.Even

. 9-5

5-1

. 11-5

. 9-5

4-1

8-5

;
:

Boxscbre to Date:

Right; 139; ;Wrb7ip, 5S; Tic*, 12; Pet., .728. :

-. (Ties not counted); .

Hollywood Feud
Continued from pay i

Goldwyn for the fe'mriie lead in 'The.

Little Foxes.' ,.;;' .-
.

'

'

.;'-"'•

Cooper wants to do; Parampurit's—
•For Who'rri the Bells Toll,'

; written
by his old pa|,:Ernest.Heriii.ngway. ..

. Goldwyn : priripurices that 'he wbri't
:

let Cooper go to Pafarnount.

.

Pararriount aririounces that, it never
asked Goldwyn: for Cooper's services.

Copper won't play for Warners un-
less -.Goldwyri; lets him' play ,fpr

Pararnoilnt.

Warners won'f let Bette Davis play
for Goldwyn unless Cooper plays' for

Warners.
.

•.

And there you are.

> ;:"• Ut.

is close to the Rose Bowl. The lat-

ter to hurdle this barrier.
, ,

Columbia—Colgate
. Colgate's hipper-dipper will be

well taken care: of by the . Lions'; ag-
gressive forward wall. -

Detroit-—Marquette
.

. . Detroit is top versatile to take, the

short erid.

-: Georgetown—George Washington;.

-'The . Georgetown Hoyas • v a

breeze.. . . >
HoJyj Crosis—Manhattan

Here - is a close; game, . with: Holy
CroSs finally rebounding 'from bad
breaks to get a close decision at

home.
.

;'
;...

".;-'•'
[

Iowa—Illinois

; Iowa fs victory, ovfer N'otre Dame
makes it a marked team, but it

should be able vot. get; by the Illini;

;

- Georgia Tech—Florida
Florida is hot, but Tech is finally

capitalizing on. its tricky offense and
should win. -':;

- Miss. State—Mississippi
Here's a tossup, with State ..

the
favorite. 'Ole Miss' to -win the hard
'way. '. ;'

, ;./. ../.--: ;

'--;-'•.
.'

Nebraska^IOwa State.

Nebraska, headed 1

.for trie; Big Six
title; should powerhouse its way to

a good-sized margin.

; .; Northwesterri—Notre Dame :
• •

Northwestern's the. favorite and
playjng ,at horrie.. The Irish, have
been iri the doldrump for threv con-
secutive, weeks ariC; they're about
ready to roll again;. Here's an upset,

-.with Notre Dame on top; V

Ohio State—Michigan
Mapy good, backs on the A id. but

Tommy
.
Harriiori^: makes the differ-

ence as Michigan gets the shade.
Oklahoma---Temple

Temple's stepping out of its class

Score down, but Tennessee's Volun-
teers should score at will. .

UCLA—Washington
Washington is. too potent,

' Villariova—Duquesne
This is. one of Clipper Smith's In-

ferior teams. Duquesne. should have;
no difficulty. ..;;.,.'

Wisconsin—Minnesota
.

Wisconsin is a passing.; outfit. But.
the Gophers' fleet backs should score
more often. .

Yale—Harvard ;

.'.

Yale's a scrappy aggfegatlon,,'. but
Harvard's timing has finally reached
perfection, The Harvard line to out-
charge the Bulldogs for Victory;.

Mexico Ams.
.Continued from page i

.

keep the nervousvories; mostly gals,

from bolting.
.

....'.;.
: : ,' '':•'

;
The station decided upon this,

school, days procedure when it .had
the embarrassment of hpt. being able
to put on an advertised amateur
show because all the aspirants fled as
soon as they saw the mike. None of
the arnateurs have protested, against

being locked in.
:

The; statiori is": now. considering;^

locking out of
.. the mike rooni the

Don Juans whp ooze in ori the pre-

text thai they are supporting the girl

singers, v.. These Juans, it has been
found; make the shes even more ner-

vous than does the mikei .'.

Bob Sylvester has .
opened two-

week engagement, with options, at

Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh, replac-

ing Al Fremont band, going ' t6 .Cp-

'lumbiana .
Ba'jlroom in Clevelarid.

t'.l.l. <
>-1 p..



. , . WHERE IT /$MOST EFFECTIVE

mill10 WATTS • CL

THIS TREMENDOUS SIGNAL STRENGTH TO

MINNEAPOLIS AND THE WEST MADE POSSIBLE

BY MOST ADVANCED DIRECTIVE ANTENNA ARRAY

KSTP's 50,000 Watts have been nearly tripled

by intensifying — directing — and concentrating

them. The unique KSTP directive antenna array

can be compared with a giant floodlight aiming
its powerful beam where 'it will serve the best

purpose —
;
giving nighttime dominance of the

great Twin City and northwest trade area— one

v
of America's "Big Ten" markets. The strategic

location of KSTP's modern transmitting plant*

plus this remarkable antenna array focuses this

iatense power in populous areas Far.beyond what
you expect—orpayfor! This antenna produces a
signal which could be broadcast from an ordi-

nary antenna only with 1 3 3,500 Watts power!
When you buy KSTP, you get Clear Channel

protection — the dominant audience insured by
pur schedule ofNBC Basic Red Network sliows

... and top local programming— and power equiva-

^~ZZZ- ****** 133,500 Watts ia this rich market.

You get all this plus KSTP's exclusive

w<
alyzed Promotion-' at rates which give yoj

listeners at less cosK
"
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There being no illusions as to the

aim of Equity and its members to go

after more of the weekend picture

business via Sunday legit shows,

the Broadway: cinema managers are

taking stock of the situation and

studying ways arid means of combat-

ing the opposition. Unless guest

nights or previews are: tossed in

on Sundays, which Is possible, the

film houses on Broadway and in the

; neighborhoods may readjust scales

in an effort to retain patronage.

The first of the Sunday legit per-

formances began Sunday (124), with
10 shows scheduled for the night.

In addition, there is 'It Happens on
Ice/ which has been giving Sunday
shows right along, with 75c unre-
served seats sold at . the boxofflee
prior to each performance. Legits

that gave Sunday night (24) shows
included 'Blind; Alley/ 'Charley's

Aimt/ 'George ;
Washington Slept

Here/ •Hellzapoppin/ 'Johnny Be-

(Contlnued on page 34)

Qne Sunday Missout

Panhandlers were not in evi-

dence on pavements of Broad-

way legits playing Sunday (24).

They either won't 'work' on the

Sabbath, or flgureu pop price

audiences are. n. g. for touches/

Managers have never succeed-

ed <in ridding the walks of the

nuisance. Same pests have been
seen during intermissions for

. years, but never around picture)

and vaudfilm houses. .

m Town'

Detroit, Nov. 26.

Having had experimental tryouts
in the theatres here, 'Dramatic
Zephyrs/ a mingling of odors with
motion pictures, got a full week's
run at the Vogue, one of the United
Detroit chain. The smells were syn-
chronized with 'Boom Town' and
according to engineers of the Aro-
matix Co., of Detroit; which for four
years has been developing its own
ideas in the field, the picture af-
forded them a great opportunity for
a variety of aromas, pleasant and
otherwise.

The scent experts had a field day
V (Continued on page 25) •

TOM MIX IN MIDDLE

OF 'MEMORIAL' TIFF

Like tb Indulge in Ballyhoo

and Show a Profit—4J. 5»

Army Film Service Pays a

Uniform $10-$25 Rental

'VARIETY' AS A GUIDE

,000 B. 0.

•DuBarry Was a Lady/ Cole Porter

musical which closed Saturday night

(23) at the Royale,. N. Y„ to go on
tour, grossed a trifle over $1,200,000

in 51 weeks on Broadway, according

to Varibtt boxofflee estimates. Show-
opened Dec. 6, 1939. It is playing its

first road stand this week at the Na-
tional, Washington.
'The , Man Who Came to Dinner'

last Week topped the $1,000,000 mark
at the Music Box, N, Y. It is cur-

rently in its 59th week, having

opened Oct. 1 6,; 1939. Kaufman-Hart
comedy also has. second company
with Cliftbh Webb, which played

nearly a year in Chicago and is con-

tinuing its tour, this week in one.-,

nighters through the midwest. Alex-

ander Woollcott for a time headed a

third company, and may resume after

the first of the year.

Tom Mix's body lies in his grave

;

but his memory is. being double-fea-
tured by couple of rival factions
seeking funds to build a memorial.

:

.

Paction No. 1 is VaUey Village, a real
estate promotion ;near the Republic

;
studio,

:

where it is planned to build

:

Ject^J
1 Mix museum with funds col-

***ciion No. 2 is headed by Fred
summers, rodeo promoter, who pro-

'S?a ?,
put on a series of wild west

»5°ws throughout the country, part

memoriV^ to a Mix

Side Show Trimmings

With 'Little Egypt'

And Barker at NBC

Stage of studio 8H in NBC's Radio

City layout was dressed up. last

Wednesday night l20) in all -the ex-

terior trimmings of a traveling car-

nival for the debut of the network's

latest quiz shoW, -Spirt and Win with

Jimmy Flynn.' ' The program also

Served as the bowing-in effort ;
of

Sidney Strotz, who recently, became
NBC program head.

Hoopla that went with the broad-

cast included 'the verbal, flow of a

(Continued on page 53)

•Soldiers are no different from
anyone else. They like and dislike

the same, pictures- as the general

public, pur bookers carry that in

mind continually and it forms the

basis of bur policy in dating, films

into Army-operated theatres.' .

. That's the answer tb the question,

'What kind of pictures do soldiers

like?' offered by Thomas H. Martell,

director of the eastern district for

the U. S. Army Motion Picture Serv-

ice
:
and liaison' man . between the

Army and major film companies.
Trade paper reviews and Variety's

(Continued on page 20)

ASK ASCAP HELP FORM

PAN-AM. MUSIC SOCIETY

Glenn MiOer's 100G Pic

. Glenn Miller arid" his : band have
been signatured for a picture by
20th-Fox with Sonja Henie, to be

made some time between March !

and April 15. : The date is to be set

by Feb. 1.

• Deal involves $100,000 and a maxi-
mum of eight weeks' work. General

Amus. Corp. set the deal.

. American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has been re-

quested by the World Performing
Rights Society to take the lead in

forming a Pan-American Confedera-
tion of Performing . Rights So-

ciety; It is now up to ASCAP's for-

eign relations committee to author-

ize the appointment of a special rep-

resentative whose task, it will be to

tour the Latin-American countries

and discuss the Pan-American pro-

posal with them. ;

In its communication the World
Performing Rights Society pointed

out that the suggestion had come
from Sociedade de Escritores e

Compositores Teatrais, of Lisbon;

Portugal, arid the Sociedad General
de Autores de Espana, of Madrid.

Latter two organizations are ASCAP
affiliates. ASCAP's South American;
affiliations are with the Argentine
and Brazilian performing rights so-

cieties.

In a Patriotic Stew

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Corn belt
,
gets a break over

Scotland on the liquor situa-

tion in motion pictures.

Through an agreement be-
tween the American distilling in-

terests. and the studios, bour-
bon will take the place of Scotch
and soda when screen players
drink, according to script.

Theodore Knause, ah NBC Berlin

correspondent, reported on a trans-

atlantic hookup that opera perform-
ances In the : German capital now
start at .4:30 p.m.» and in the case of

the long Wagnerian ones, at 2:30 in

the afternoon. Thus, opera attend-

ance 'interferes' with lunch rather

than
1

dinner. Since opera has been

:

put on a matinee basis, evening
dress at the performances has dis-

appeared, NBC miker stated. How-
ever, 'the theatre in Shakespeare's

day was a daylight affair,' and the

Germans rationalize that it has re-

turned, to the old basis;

On previous shortwavers, speaker

related how. legit and. motion pic-

ture shows are ended by 9 p.m.,

in order that attendees can 'get home
in plenty of time.' This is one of

the precautions taken against raids

by British, fliers.

Mexico City, Nov. 28.

Nazis here have begun to hit back
at anti-Nazi propaganda.

.

Sarcastic slashing of 'Pastor Hall'
(UA), called .The Martyr' here, is
spread in full page ads, run by cer-
tain local dailies, and signed. This
advertisement inserted and paid for
by a group' of Germans.' :

;

'We invite you to see this picture/
the ad says. . 'It

.' won't cost you very
much and it will edify you to the
extent of beholding the most mon-
strous picture of anti-German propa-
ganda that has ever been ..exhibited

and an excellent example of the per-
fection films, have . attained as in-
struments of propaganda, defama-
tion and calumny since the last -war
to the present one/
The ad charges that UA presents

as fact a.film that is based Upon fic-

tion, Ernst Toller's novel,, and plays
up statements of tX. Si Ambassador
Cudahy to Belgium to the effect that

(Continued on page .23)

4-

Willa Cather Sure Means

It ; No Pix for Her Books
. Willa Cather: has gone Kenneth
Roberts one better in refusal to co-

operate with film companies. While
advance proofs of Robert's new
novel* 'Oliver Wisewill,' were denied
story departments, Miss Gather has
nixed completely any deal for screen,

rights to 'Sapphira arid il;e Slave

Girl,' published last week.
Miss Cather's last picture sale was

to Warner Bros, in 1925. Story, was
'A Lost Lady/ Pulitzer prize winner
filmed by WB during the year of

purchase and again in 1934. Author
was so dissatisfied with the screen
versions she vowed never again to

let a picture be made from her yarns.

Follow John Barrymore

As Great Vagabond Lover

Sealtest has under consideration a

proposal to bring Jimmy Durante
into the Rudy Vallee show (NBC-
red) for a series of guest appear-

ances after John Barrymore closes,

his eight-weeks run. Advent of the

Schnoz would be given a prelimin-

ary buildup as the- third of: America's

'three; great vagabond lovers.'

Barrymore's contract calls for a

rising scale which on the final week'

of the eight will bring; him $2,750 for

the broadcast.

Operators of nightspots and cock-

tail lounges in ;

the' Westchester

County, N. Y., area- report suffering

the worst letdown In business in

years because of the deep disappoint

ment that followed when Wendell
Willkie . failed to win the election

The county, next tb the state of

Vermont, rates as. the most intense

G.O.P. community in the country.

For Bob Hope

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Bob Hope's experiment of trying

out his routines on a Los Angeles,
theatre audience, while satisfactory

enough to call for a repeat at the
downtown Paramount, ran into an
unanticipated : obstacle that may
cancel future' rehearsals, away from
NBC. Overflow audience,proved re-

sponsive enough but spontaneity to
his gags was lacking.

This was attributed by Hope and
others of his cast. ,to the. fact that
the auditors had sat through -four

(Continued on page 53)

RADIO'S CUFF0 TRAILER

FOR LEGIT REVUE (BMI)

Broadcast Music, Inc. has mapped
out a huge; exploitation campaign for

the score of the new Phil Baker-
Leonard Siliman musical, 'All in

Fun,' currently breaking in in Bos-
ton. ' .,•''.,/. :

:

'

Whereas other legit shows would
have to buy the time, arrangements
have been made for. lots of cuffo trail-

erizing for this musical on' the .net-

works; '
' '

.

uHAPHN AS SONGWHITER
Irving Berlin Co. is about to pub-

lish 'Falling Star,' defied by Mere-
dith- Willson ,

' collaboration with
Charles Chaplin;

Another Willson ditty, 'Rockabye
Your Baby With a Long Underwear.
Tune,' has been accepted by Metro,

for. a forthcoming musical.
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Nix on Likker Toasts

The Lambs held their Installation CHORINES PROSPEROUS
Gambol at; the N, Y. clubhouse Sun-

day (24) to a jammed house. . Fred

Waring was made Shepherd for an-

other year. Ernest Truex was' the

Collie of the evening, but becaus

•George Washington Slept Here'

pliyed
:

its first Sunday night, show,

Truex didn't appear, in the- Gambol.
However, he was there . for the
banquet after the show.* It was, evi-

dent that most. of the cast was com-
posed of the club's younger, mem-
bers. '•

.

'

•
•

'

. .

',-'. :..'

! :
It was a long and varied p'rograrri

tunning? mostly to ; song and dance.

John McManus directed the orches-

tra ] and ' the show . opened, with .'A

Milkman's Serenade,' lied, by Don
Gautier and Don To.mkins. A 'horse

dance' done by the" . latter was a

standout. Russ Brown . and Hugh
Cameron, with.

a

;
comedy talking act

In 'one,' clicked. 'The • Ballet ; In-

vades the Drama' was a new idea by
William Holbrook. 'brown in',' a
dramatization of a' Thomas. Wolf
story of Jack ! Tyler, and 'I Get the
Blues from Revues,' a satire on re-

vues by. Frank ; Lovejoy and Al
.
Ririker and played by a large cast

headed by Jack Sheehan and Frank
Lovejoy, were both good.

,
Roy Rob-

erts, as a. lyric baritone, was One of

the outstanding hits of the evening.
Gitz Rice played a symphony he

composed (his first), that, was or-.

,. (Continued on page 20)

Uurel-Hardy to Produce

And Finance Own Film

Employment Up With Upbeat of
'

.
- Musical Production .-'

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

Laurel and Hardy will finance and
produce theiiv next picture theiiiV

selves, spokesman /for comedians
said here last week during team's
p;a. at the Stanley theatre; That

..
won't be until next summer at least,

with releasing deal scheduled to be
worked out in meantime.
Laurel and Hardy contract

, with
Hal Roach ran out few months ago
and wasn't renewed arid understood
that pair have a couple of writers
in Hollywood working on. a script
for them. Present tour, which be-
gan two months ago, is Scheduled to
run until May, so film, when and if,

will not get going before mid-sum-
mer.

F^ed Danhay, Half Of
Queen,9

Critical

Condition of / Frederic Dannay,
mystery writer injured last week in

an auto accident, was still critical
\

yesterday (Tuesday). Author, who 1

With Manfred Lee writes under
the name of Ellery Queen, is in ,

Queens (N. Y.) General hospital,
'

suffering from several broken ribs,
,

severe internal injuries and shock.

;

Collaborators have recently been
working on original screen stories
for Metro and Columbia. There is

also a pending deal for their radio
series, to be revived. y.

llfcG Tests 2 Cafe Femmes

Metro last week made screen tests
of Juariita Rios, femme maestro at
the Stork Club, N. Y., and Con-
stance Russell, vocal protege of AI
Siegel, who's currehtly at the Para-
mount theatre, N. Y.
Footage has been shipped to the

Coast for word on future of the gals.

Al Altman, M-G eastern talent dig-
gers, directed the tests.

.
Goodly . percentages , of Chorus

Equity members are- holding down
legit engagements, the number of

Broadway musicals this' season being

credited. Despite the closing '.of ma».

jor. shows at. the N. Y. World's Fair,

which resulted in quite a few chor-

isters securing withdrawal cards, re-

ports show that between 500 and
600 are . cpnuuousiy appearing in

shows. - - ;

.

.' Paid, up membership Equity's

chorus branch' ' approximately

1 ,000. That is a material
.
increase

over last season, although the rec-

ords, indicate the total membership
to be considerably higher.

* '$ 'Dunkirk'

Fflm Story from A L

Brit. Point of View'

: Deals are being talked with two

major companies by
1

Louis
;
Golding,

British novelist, on a screenplay he-

has written featuring the evacuation

of Dunkirk. Golding arrived in New:

York from England last Thursday

(21). .'. He. said he : had come :

'in-

dependently but with the blessings

of the authorities' : as the yarn pre-:

sehts .'the' point of : view the British'

are . anxious to get across.

Story . is^agged 'These Are the
Lads.' Principal character pat-

terned on Father Hutchinson, An-
glican pastor in the poor parish of

Waterloo. Hutchinson runs camps
for the boys from slum areas

.
and

lads on English training ships. Gold-
ing's tale is about four of these boys
before . the -present War, . during it

and after it, arid their relationships

with . Father Hutchinson. ' It's similar

in some respects to 'Boys Town.'
• Collabbing on the ;

screenplay with
Golding was Gordon Wellesley, Eng-
lish ; writer, who has worked in

Hollywood; Golding has written a
number of film stories, although
none that was produced in this coun-
try. He recently completed 'lib-
erty. Radio,' in ' which Clive Brook
and Diana ' Wynyard are appearing
for Two Cities, and 'The Proud Val-
ley,' in' which Paul. Robeson ap-
peared for Michael Balcon.
Balcom was very anxious to make

*

'Lads,' Golding said, but it was im-
possible to sh.bpt the- Dunkirk se'r,

quences under blitz conditions in

England. It would require a whole
armada .of

'.' small craft on a large
stretch of beach and would make an
inviting target from the air. As re-
sult, the author did some sounding
out of American coriipanies while
in London . and canie to New York
to follow up the negotiations.

•'-

Golding declared he wants . the
picture made on a straight commer-
cial basis, as he feels It is not propa-
ganda but a story. English govern-
ment Would have no tangible inter-
est in. it. Golding, however, Is 'gb-r

ing to Ottawa at the invitation of
the Canadian High Commissioner to
see if use can be made In the film of
training facilities in that, country.

'' Hollywood, Nov, 26.

Film boys and gals are not go-

ing to plug the sale of liquor any
more., in the newspapers, magar
zines or on the billboards, if the

Will Hays pffice has anything to

say about it. •
' '• •;,•'

Official censor board is under-
stood to be operating with the

- Screen Actors Guild in an effort

to dunk all such endorsements,
which might react unfavorably/
to the film industry. : ;

'

Broadway-Hollywood ;-^cp.'irtm'iiter£l.-'

will have the coast-to-coast time

shortened beginning Jan. 6 when the

new- Airlines Terminal Bldg. at 42d

street and Park avenue opens/ All

six airHnes serving New York will

have ticket offices in the granite

structure opposite .
Grand.- Central

Terminal, Limousine cbaches
.

wiil

shuttle to the LaGuardia Airport via

the Queens Tunnel, chopping a half,

hour off total trip iime. :.:

Melchior/s Gastronomies. .

To comfort him for his loss of

more than 25 pounds in six jnonths

of ;
concert-touring' ' and big .game

hunting, Laur.itz Melchior - had a

rousing big turkey dinner aboard a

United Air Lines Mainliner, and a

dinner at home at the Hotel Anspnia
founded •' oh two wild ducks, and
visions of bear steaks from the 2,000-

pound bear he shot in Alaska. So
he admitted Thanksgiving Day at.

LaGuardia Field (N. Y. ) when he
ended . a 25.000-miJe tour that he
called his "American Odyssey."
The Danish tenor, who has sung

more 'Tristan,' 'Siegfried' arid 'Tann-:

hauser' performances than .
any other'

singer- , alive :-. or dead, patted his-

(Continued on page 18)

THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton Berle

M • • t 1 • M f t » » »M f f M

20th Suspends Sanders» Did^

' '. Hollywood, Nov. 28,

: 20thFox has> suspended George
Sanders for refusing a role in *Un-

cerisored.' He . demurred on the

ground the part presented an Eng-

lishman in unflattering light:

John Lpder, who) takes the role,

was an -English officer; .in •the last'

war. .•;•:' -•' '
'

-.

'

P'SuIIiyan vii Taylor
- .-.'' Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Maureen O'Sullivan has been as,
signed to the role opposite Robert
Taylor in the western titled, 'Biily

the Kid/- at Metro. Prominently
spotted is* Ian Hunter.

:

Frank Borzage is slated to direct
the. Irving Asher . production.

Romero, Joyce Teamed
Hollywood, Nov, 26.

Cesar Romero and Brenda Joyce
team up for the high spots in 'Prl-

vafe Nurse,* forthcoming comedy at

20th-Fox. ..,.','

'

:
Sol • M. Wiirtzel,. prpducer, has

Stanley Rauh on the scripting job

^or. early. J??iuary fllniing..
^ .

' on U. S.

by 3 Pic Studios

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Paramount called off a deal with
two. -authors, Robert Phillip Hillier
and, Gapt. William F, Cox, after
spending apprpxiriiately $40,000 oh
treatment of -Invasion,' a story deai-
ing with hypothetical attack on the
Western Coast of the United States.

'.V Other producing outfits, including
Warners, RKO arid Alexander Korda,
are said to be interested in the.yarn,
'which is reported to have the cor
pperatiori. of the U. S. Gpyernment.

-Face' for Crawford
\

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Joan Crawford's next picture at

Metro is 'A Woman's Face,' based on
a story of a girl whose face has been
scarred.

•'

George Cukor directs, with Melvyn
Douglas arid, Coarad Veidt sharing
top.male roles,. « v-.;;-- •'•,:. ",'.

Miss Goddard's Father's

Suit Comes Up This Week
Syracuse, N. Y.^ Nov. 26.

Trial of the $150,000 libel action

brought by Joseph R. Levy, formerly
of this city, against the Crowell-
Collier Publishing Co., charging that

the Collier mag story stating he is

riot the father, of Paulette Goddard,
picture actress and [wife of Chariie
Chaplin; was false, has been placed
at the head of Wednesday's calendar
by Justice Jesse E. Kingsley in Su-
preme Court.

. ,
.

While tourt attendants were dis-

cussing the proposition of handling
the crowds if Miss Goddard and
Chaplin piit in an appearance for the
trial, a damp blanket was thrown on
their . enthusiasm ; when word was
spread that Miss Goddard would'
probably not be called as a witness
and that there is little likel ihood' that
Chaplin' will come to Syracuse for
the trial,, if and When, it: gets urider-r

way tomorrow,

'Lady' Tappers
'-.: v ../.'..-.. • Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Eleanor Powell, Ann Sothern and
Tony Martin share top' lines in

Metro's next musical, ^Lady Be Good,'
slated to roll Dec. 20. V

Arthur Freed producing and
Busby Berkeley directing.. ;

Duncan Sisters Niter

y

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

.
Duncan sisters, Vivian and Rosetta,

took an option on the. old quarters
of the Writers club on Sunset houle-
yard, to start a theatre and night
club. -

•

Opening is slated: for Dec*. 15. •v

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
•

They gave me the most Important part In the 20th Century-Fox produc- '

tion, 'Talli Dark and Handsome'. I know it's important. In the first scene

I operi the door arid Cesar Rornero enters with Virginia Gilihore. If i

don't open- the door they won't, be in the picture.

Asked John Chapman if he read my column. He said, 'If anybody wants
to wager that your column, isn't, funny—tell him I'll take half his bet,' I

wonder what he rneans? (Just for that, I won't be one of his junior stars ,

when he tours in vaudeville. ) ....^ -•>.'.'..

Played golf Sunday at Hillcrest with Jack (double-take) Qakie. Jack
plays a fair

.
gariie of golf—when you watch him. Eighteen holes of golf :

with'hirii inspired riie to irivent a hew golf ciub—short and crooked—to
play a. ball put of yoUr partners. pocket.

.

'.'.'. ;'-'/;

/Haying a. little financial troub^e-^I'rn 2c overdue on my library card.

.

-\

v
.-':

. Broadway Dept. (by pony express)

. To celebratel a successful, Riviera season, Ben Marden gave away $1 ,oop

in tips at Reuben's.. For that: money he could have gotten a nice dinner
at <21\ , ; '-; \':/;

:
. ,•/;;

'

: -;. -.-;'- '';;\\;
.

.'.'•'
'

•;/-"; .-'

The girls in 'Pariafna Hattie' display so much epidermis that they are
calling the producer -Body* DeSylva. ';.

-/' :
•

."'

; At Lindy's''.BenI Berrije :(W the bunch: that he was •

looking''-through -.ari old suit the other day and fOurid his brother in it.
.

The play, 'Quiet. Please.' ended after a short run. . Could it be: that the
actors were too close to the theatre^ .

-.;-':

Certainly miss Broadway Rose with -her beautiful smile—and touch.
'-,'; -..'.'.

,
Hollywoodiaha -'

'"

:

' In my ;

.riext picture I play opposite Alice Faye^-she's on stage 8 arid I'm
on stage- 9.

. -'

.
•

.

-' ..-,'•
: .

-
•

'}'.

.. Went to the. preview of 'Tin Pan Alley:' .Sat next to. Lana Turner. Had,
a wonderful seat—if you call sitting on Tony Martin's lap a wonderful seat,

While showing Phil Silvers my new home' I Remarked, 'You'll be buying
a home like . this some day'. " Phil replied, 'I'll be lucky, if I can buy the ':

,'

bluepririts'. ''.'..'.;'-, -

v
. .

-

'

''.-'- -

. A quickie producer told, me that his company had started on/ a picture

that afternoon and asked if I wanted to see the preview that: night.

; M-G-M uses ffpzeri milk fpr ice arid cornflakes for snow when they, shoot

a.winter spene. When the scene melts the extras have breakfast.

The Hollywood telephone company will run a Christmas special-r-twb

Wrong numbers, for a nickel. '.- '

'

.'.''.•; .'':/ .-:. Radio Dept.
.

' '';.'.

.
Hollywpod radio comedians have formed a fraternity and plan to build

a clubhouse. Just a little -'Home for the Old Jolt
-

' Ileceived. fny first Christmas . present. Fibber McGee sent me. a trained
.

skurik. With my luck he'll break; his training.

; My brother never leaves the house to look for work because he's afraid

he' might miss the 'Pot O* Gold' program. It's orily on one night a week—
but he's not the type to. take chances.;

Heard my name used on the
.
Columbia Workshop program - over S CBS.:

Wrote the producer a note of thanks, arid he answered, 'We couldn't think

of another name to rhyme with 'girl';* .

' ':'"''"
:

:

': .'- ' ' Muslp Dept. ;. r- , \
-

Bre'gmari, Vocco & Conn has a new patriotic tune titled, 'He's My
Uncle'. A good title for a war ttine would be,: 'She's My Mother-in-Law'.

: Looking at the beautiful scenery with Harry Akst, . the tunesriiith, I re-

marked, 'Don't those mountains inspire, you to. song?' He answered, 'I'll

trade, those mountains, plus a 32-bar chorijs, for a sturgeon sandwich at.

Lindy's.' . .;'-
: ;'-

:

- - -
. l ^

'

:

: - /
:

: ;•:'; V'
'

It's not true that Sam Goldwyn. told his assistant to find the fellows who
wrote the music for Walt Disney's 'Fantasia' and. offer them more .money.

Hangnail Descriptions
Martha Raye : Out Where the Chest Begins. Ed Wytm: Just a Giggle-O.

Barbara Stanwyck: Taylor Maid. Olsen: and Johnson: Lucky Partners.

Jack Benny's Hairline^: Lost Horizon.- Baby Sandy; There'll. Be Some
Changes Made. .

•
;-.''

Observation Dept.
Real estate prices put here are sky high, , If you git a speck of dirt .in

your eye, you can sell an option on it for Jf50.

Just found out what a cattle rustier is. Something Gene Autry chases be-
tween .songs.

; .
, '- - V :

.-'v -.;
:.':

-

;

:

'•
"'

'
'

Maxie
:
Rosenbloom is a very clean liver. Spicy Stories has an option.

;

on his dreams. '-"..'.:
.

; ';
;':

Eavesdropped at The Tropics: 'She uses perfume like water—and Instead

of.it/ ; "•
,

; '. :-,"-
;

-
'

•'-; ••: ' - :
-

'

. Eavesdropped at N. T. G/a: That guy is so cpneieited h<i has chapped
lips from kissing- mirrors.* .

-.':--''"

A Vine street hotel proprietor :was asked his terms for actors. He an-
swered that hd never used such language. •

.

I used to worry about money—but now I have my brothers to relieve me.
• . . Whatever Became of — ? ' .'._'

Newhoff & Phelps Miss Patricola
' Alexander Bros. & Evelyn McFariarid & Palaca

The Le Grohs Bernard & Garry
• Afterpiece

Tomorrow, in some states, you can talk turkey to a girl arid get away
with it.

.
'

' •
.

'
•

'
'
••'

L. A. to N. Y.
James Barton.

Wally Butterworth.
Humphrey Bogart.

\
Bob Burns.
Virginia Cherrill.
Alfred Eisner.
Florence Eldredge.
Daniel F. Greenhouse.
Henry Henigson. -•-

Hedda Hopper.
Parks

, Johnson. ->

Rosemary Lane.
.

Fredric Marchi'
Mayo Methot.
Ed Raftery:
Nate Spingold.

.
Leo Spitz.

'

Nate Tufts. -
' V' '.u,

Jean Valerie.
Herman Wob'ber.

': V ;,:Nv y.^ to L A.
• Barbara Bennett. ..

Constance . Bennett. ;•

Joan Benriett. '

:

J. Noble Braden.

:
Reginald Denham.

.
Julis Evans.

Martin Gang.

.

Francis Harmon.

.

Jed Harris.

Victor Mature.
vPh'il ReganJ
Walter Wanger. .

Stere Lpch Working On

The R.R., Has Troubles

S. A. Lynch, now. also a big rail-

road man through purchase earlier

this year of the Florida East Coast

Railway, has been refused permission

to operate through trains from New
York to Miami by the: Interstate-

Commerce Comiriissiori. Such serv-

ice would be in direct competition

to the Atlantic Coast Line
;

arid Sea-

board Air Railway.
Granted the right to sun through

:

trains frOm Chicago -to Miami, how-
ever,. Lynch inaugurated that long

run Nov. : 1.:
'

.V

'

Formerly Florida East Coast, .'c'dnf.

trolled preyi'ou'sly: by the Flagjer, in r;

'

terests, .. did .
riot operate out of - the

state of Florida.
;
-v

SAIUNGS
. Nov. 22 (New York to Lima) Cole

Porter ,(Santa Clara )**.•".;-'.
\

Nov*. 22 <New York to Bermuda)
Ruth Draper (Santa Paula). .;

Nov. 21 (Los Angeles to Honolulu

)

Broderick Crawford, Kay Griffith

(Matsonia)^- '
:
:

ARRIVALS
:<Ai the /Port 61 New YorkY- .

.

, Mr. and IVIrs. Irving Berlin,- Ahc.e

Duer Miller^ Gloria Swanson. .;

r
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War Aid; $14260 for Red Cross

Toronto, Nov. 26.

War benefit rodeo staged in Coli-

seum here, "with Gene Autry contri-

buting his services, netted $23,350 at

$5 top, according to N. L. Nathahson,

president of Famous Players-Cana-

dian and chairman of the Motion

Picture War Services Committee.

Sum Has been cabled to the Lord

Mayor of London for the relief of

air-raid victims, Show, attended by

some 24,000, was sponsored by the

Canadian ' Picture Pioneers and pro-

duced by Charles Mavety. A full

statement of expenses and receipts

w il i be published within the next 10

days, according to N. L. '
Nathahson.

Cable to the chairman from Sir

Williami Cbxen, Lord Mayor of Lon-

don, read: . 'Delighted to hear great

success of rodeo. Please convey to

all associated my very .
sincere: thanks

for this splendid help for^people suf-

fering from air raids? Nathanson's

earlier message had said, in part, 'We

In the motion picture industry in

Canada will continue to do every-

thing possible to help the war effort

both here and in England. . We are

proud and happy on this occasion to

show, in a practical '., way, our ; adr

miration for the; courage and forti-

tude of the English people.'

$14,260 at $4 Top
Here for a benefit performance

sponsored by the Junior League in

aid of the Canadian Red Cross, great-

est array of 6tars of stage, screen

and radio ever seen In this city con-

verged on this point by plane, train

and motor car to present a five-hour

show in two houses to gross ah an-

(Continued on page 54)

Ed Sullivan Changes

His Mmd; Wil Stict

As N.Y. News Columnist

Keep 'Em Covered

.. Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Skimpy costumes in forthcom-
ing' musical pictures are being

.

eyed austerely by the Will Hays
Office following a bit of difficulty

over clothes worn by.the chorines
in 'Tin Pan Alley,' at 20th-Fox.
Metro is editing, the garb worn
by the gals in 'Ziegfeld Girl' to

avoid a scowl from .the/ censors.

Other musicals under scrutiny

;
are

.
'No,. No, Nanette' . and 'They

Met in Argentina' at RKO.
20th-Fox whittled 450 feet off

a harem scene which the Hays
blue - pencilers considered too

Oriental for the corn belt.

Rabble-Rousihg Crusade De-
signed to Hit All Aspects
of American Film Industry

Plus R «>o s e v e l t Good-'

Neighbor Policy— T 6 r-

,
eigners* (Meaning Yanks

)

Claimed to Be W«
Continent's Production

SUPER-PATRIOTS'

Ed Sullivan is ex-editor of the

Hollywood Reporter before he even
started. Assurances from Capt. J. M.
Patterson,- publisher of the N. Y.
Daily News, that Sullivan 'can stay

with the News for life', swayed the

Broadway columnist to forego the

proposition from . W. R? Wilkerson,
publisher of the Reporter, to assume
editorship of the Hollywood trade
daily, with the potentiality of a per-
centage .'piece' thereof.

Sullivan will continue his five col-

umns weekly for the News; also his

syndication for 23 dailies serviced
by the Chi Trib-N. Y. News service.

At the same time, his continuance on
the News scotches' a . flock of re-

ports anent feeling between Sulli-

van and sundry other News staffers,

east and west. ;

'

A business buildup by the Re-
porter for 'welcome Ed Sullivan' ads
planned for Dec. 2, when he was
supposed to take over, will be . can-
celled. Wilkerson, however, is still

interested in the idea of getting
somebody to edit his daily, preferring
.to devote his major time to opera-,
tion of the Arrowhead Springs Ho-
tel, in Southern California, as an

ict to his Giro's, Hollywood.

In Times Square

First jukeboxes of the tell-it-to-

the-operator variety ;ha.ve gone into

Manhattan spots during the past two
Weeks and are drawing heavy coin

from the lads who'll invest a nickel

or a dime anytime for something

new. More than 50 of the machines

are operating from two central sta-

tions in . the Times Square area, one

'central' in Harlem one at 23d ^street

and Broadway and one on 14th street

near Fifth avenue.
. New angle on the Manhattan in-

stallations is that, four of the five

centrar exchanges are maintained on

a co-op basis by the juke men, solv-

ing the problem originally presented

by the machines. That was that 10

of them must be bought at a time to

obtain the switchboard equipment
and operate it profitably.

Ops got together and subscribed to

stock In an outfit called Play-A-
(Continued on page 55)

Set by CoL

As 'Boston Blackie'

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Chester Morris was signed by Co-
lumbia to play the lead in the 'Bos-
ton Blackie^. series, based; on the old
maS yams written by George Ran-
dolph Chester-

_ First of the set is 'The Return of
Boston Blackie,' rolling Dec. \

WOO FRANK MORGAN
Maxwell May Drop Dick Powell and

Mary Martin

.'
: Hollywood, Nov. 26.

.
Maxwell House radio program is

;
{>ei.ng shaken up. Auspices are try-
ing toJure Frank' Morgan back.
..uoth Dick Powell and Mary Mar-"n m*y be missing from new setup.

'.. By RAY JOSEPHS
Buenos Aires, Nov. 26.

A hew highrppwered drive . against
U. S. films—and anything concerning
the industry—has jeeh started by
Nazis throughout South . America
within the past fortnight. Campaign
is part of the new anti-Roose-
velt, -anti-Yankee propaganda effort

launched by the swastika spielers al-

most as soon as the election returns
came in. . Although the .re-election

was hailed by the general press in

the most lavish terms, Nazi rags from
one end of the continent to the other
struck at the third-term victory as

'the worst possible thing that could
have happened to this continent.'

Rabble-rousing crusade is designed
to hit at every aspect of the Roose T

velt •'. Good-Neighbor Policy. Films,
long considered among the greatest

U. S. good-will builders in South
.

" (Continued on page 23)

CEcks Get Business, Others N.S.G.

Vallee a Prof.

Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Rudy Valee any minute will

lecture studes at . University of
California .at Los Angeles on
'Elements - of .; Showmanship.'
Series will keep him thumbing
through textbooks for many
weeks. ': .^."'V
Understood he'll tell the un-

dergrade right off that if they
haven't got the stuff to stay out
of show biz.

Unique Decision In

Favor of Ciggie Co.;

Dot Stone Loses Suit

JACK WARNER QUITS

AS RACE TRACK EXEC

;
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Jack L. Warner resigned as chair-

man of trie board of the Hollywood
Park race track as part of the gen-

eral exodus of film execs from the

horse business.

Raoul Walsh and Alfred E. Green
had already stepped out as board

members of the same corporation,

and Hal Roach, one of the founders

of Santa Anita park, turned in his

resignation •; as president several

weeks ago.

Columbia Disks to Give

Rpbt Weede a Big Putsch
\ Robert Weede, baritone at the

Metropolitan Opera and Radio City

Music Hall, has been signed by Co-

lumbia to make a series of records.

; It is understood . that the records

Will number over 20 sides containing

the principal baritone arias from

Weede's operatic repertoire as well

as English songs. Columbia will

push Weede as its principal operatic

baritone, taking precedence over

Nelson Eddy.

'Havana' for Arnaz-Ball

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz are

slated to co-star in a musical, 'Ha-

vana,' to be produced by RKO in

spring. Cuban actor, currently :'-at

the Roxy, N. Y.y will hot; be avail-

able for pictures until that time, as

he has another Broadway musical

commitment.
Studio has assigned writers to de-

velop a Cuban story.

•Liggett &, Myers, makers of Ches-
terfield cigarettes, and Newell

-

Emmett & Co., Inc., ad agency for

the company, won a victory in the
Appellate Division of the N. Y. su-

preme court last week in Dorothy
Stone's action over rights to cer-

tain shorts, produced to plug; Ches-
terfields. Five-judge court handed
down a unanimous reversal of the:

lower court whicH had upheld the

plaintiff's contention that she was
entitled to damages because holding
so-called original rights to the idea

incorporated in the shorts. V

Decision is viewed as important
:not only to all. in radio but also gfen-

(Continued on page 55)

RED SKELTON OPTIONED;

HE SCRAMS B'WAY PAR

Metro has picked up Red Skelton's.

option for a term deal, so he'll can-

cel two weeks at the Paramount,
N. Y., and four weeks at the Earle,

Washington, to go into Hhe'n'ew..;,Wil-
liam'' Powell-Myrna Loy picture Dec.
12. Currently at the Ne.w York house,

the comedian Will close, there Dec. 10

and fly to the.Coast. .
- J

Skelton made a single, picture for

Metro and the studio had ah! option
for several years, at six-month in-

tervals; This will be the first six-

month, stretch. ,! William Morris
agency handled the deal.

With the Sixth Avenue, subway of
the Independent system set to begin
operations shortly, new facelifting of
business structures along Sixth is

under way. One structure, a tax-
payer, has been completed, at 47th
street while buildings across from
the RCA buildings already have
been revamped and streamlined.

In the new construction program
along Sixth Avenue, thus far the
show business has been overlooked,
the Music Hall, and Center being the
only present large theatres deemed
adequate to -take care of any
new biz. Miami, near 46th, is a
grind picture hotise, ' with a .

foreign-

language picture policy. .

No new theatre additions, present--

Iy are in sight, the old Waldorf on
50th street, sandwiched between the

Music Hall and the Roxy, currently

being shuttered. Any trend towards
Sixth avenue of show business prob-
ably would bring a new tenant for.

this film house, which last was op-
erated ; grind, subsequent-run
policy.

. Most, changes in the immediate
future probably will be new tax-

payer structures, . streamlined two
and three-story buildings, ducking
the skyscraper idea iri order to save
taxes. New Sixth avenue subway
line will connect lower Manhattan
and Brooklyn with the Bronx and
upper Manhattan and also Queens.
Drive to tear down the Sixth

avenue elevated as an eyesore be-

gan back in 1932, soon after the

first modern buildings of Radio City

were completed. »•'..-' ••

Tenants of the RCA and RKO
buildings will have direct entrance

to the new subway line via the base-

ments of their structures.

First Sunday (24) of regular
Broadway legit was inconclusive.
Starting around six o'clock there
was a rush of patronage for some
shows, upsetting the dope indicated
by

.
light advance sales. . Gloomy

weather doubtless kept down the
number of visitors to Broadway, but
the play fare offered was nothing to
brag about. None of the new musi-
cals were shown and most of the
shows which made the Sabbath
plunge are of moderate money rat-

ing. , Considerable interest was evi-
dentj however, during the afteriioon
at^boxoffices where the more popu-
lar plays on the card are running.

In all, 11 shows went oh Sunday
night, but two were benefits,' 'Kind
Lady' (Playhouse) being for the
Stage Relief and 'Charley's Aunt*
(Cort) for the Actors Fund. Such
presentations usually have a draw,
quite, different from that expected
for regulation performances. Of
the nine shows regarded; as pro-
viding the first Sunday test, 'Hellza-
poppiri' (Winter Garden) and 'It

Happens on Ice' (Center) were the
only musicals: Straight shows were:
'Beverly Hills' (Fulton), 'Blind Al-
ley' (Windsor), 'George Washington
Slept Here* (Lyceum, best of the
newer plays), 'Johnny Belinda' (Bel-

.
(Continued on page 52)

NEXT 'SAINT' PICTURE

TO BE MADE IN LONDON

. Hollywood, Nov. 20.

The Saint's Vacation,* next of the
Saint series of , detective stories at
RKO, will be released without the
presence of the title character, played
by George Sanders.
Shooting is slated in England, fea-

turing battle-scarred backgrounds.
Sanders is in Hollywood. Feature
marks the : resumption of British pro-
duction by RKO after several months
of inactivity.

Ray Goetz Headquarters

In N.Y. for Selznick Agcy.
E, Ray . Goetz, associated with

Myron Selznick's 'agency in Holly-
wood; will headquarter in New York
and, coincidentally, produce 'Brook
Into. River.'; It's a play adaptation
from the French of . -Claude Andre
Puget's 'Happy Days.'
•' Iryin Marks; longtime Paris rep

for many U. S. film and stage in-

terests, will 'align With the Selznick

agency in N. Y., working with Goetz,

and specializing on foreign .talent for

the American market, along with na-

tive writers, players, et al.

DENHAM'S BUND PIC

CONTRACT WITH K0RDA

•Reginald Deriham, English play-

wright-director, left by train Ft iday

(22) for the Coast to fill a. scripting

commitment for Alexander .Korda.

Deal was made by phone with the

producer in Hollywood and details

were unsettled. All Denham knows
is; that- he will work on a script for

Merle Oberon. He has no idea 'how
long the contract will be for. For-
merly head of the Phoenix studios in

England, Denham worked : with
Korda there some years ago.

.

Co-author with Edward Percy of

the cUrrently-t'ouring 'Ladies in Re-
tirement' and other plays, DenhanV
has recently been "collaborating by
cable with .

Percy on a new play to

be called 'Tomorrow We Smile.' He
:Was also adapting for the U. S. his.

own London success, 'First Night.'

He had planned' to produce both on
Broadway.

.
This; is his first trip to Holly-

wood, although he has been in the

U. S, several times before.
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An urilooked for complication arose

In connection with the amended
Dramatists Guild contract provisions

affecting film rights of shows backed

by picture companies. Objection

was voiced .
by -'Warners, which had'

been most active in healing the

breach , between Hollywood and
Broadway. Other picture; people

"were somewhat surprised over the

Warners angle, but said that, as. the

managers : and authors had okayed
the revisions, ; ; further changes

. could be made at this time. . ,-;.

. While other film firms are proceed-

ing with plans to back iegiters, War-
ners called a halt. Firm was consider-

ing financing 'Hot Nocturne,' but it

was reported
,
the- deal, was ixed.

L Picture execs' believe the point

raised, might not be adverse to the

film end except ' unusual in-

stances, if at all, but WB says that

there . are a number of provisions

. rot.
;
.acceptable arid that '/it i is too

tough a contract' to operate under.

Principal complaint appears to be
over a 'ceiling' -for film riehts, sup-

posed to be set at $200,000. Under
the amended rules there is no limit,

but if the amount of : rights money,
dependent on the length of the en-

gagement, reached the $200,000 mark
the additional rights money is to.

come - out of the play's profits, not

that of the picture company's.
Phrasing ...of the. provision is. that

such additional' : :m6ney . shall be
turned over to the film- arbiter- to

be : computed by stipulated percent-

age of the gross of half of the. profits,

whichever shall be less.

Up to the $200,000. level, the film

end pays for the rights according
to' a schedule. For film-backed plays
the minimum ' advance ;on . the pic-

ture ,rights is ~ $5,000: If the show
runs two weeks, . rights money is

$7,500 and jumps to $15,000. if play-
ing three weeks. Backer, however,
Is permitted to withdraw after the

-first or second week, With no further-

liability. Money for the rights is

to" be paid each week to the arbiter

by the backer,; amount being com-
puted according to the cost of pro-
duction and the amount of the gross.

Author's- royalties are in no .way
connected with the rights schedule.

• The managerial share of the
rights money is refunded oh the
basis .

of .40%, 60% going to the
author. Amount which is returned
the picture .' company depends on the
arrangements between the latter and
the actual producer. •

To Unload Some Of

His Theatres, Sez He

.
Julius Gordon, president of . the

Jefferson Amusement chain in east-
Texas, which is affiliated with

Paramount, arrived in New York
Monday (25) on matters concerning
his circuit and will remain a. week. .'.

He stated ': the Jefferson organiza-
tion was hot building any additional
theatres but instead would like to
ell or. give away some that it now
has. Being in a portion of the terri-
tory that was affected by last sum-
mer's bad floods in the southwest and
Louisiana, theatre business was in-
jured by that along with other busi-
nesses. Last week's floods also no
help. Otherwise Texasi.

* in: good
shape. .

'' ':,';

ERR0L FLYNN'S LIBEL SU IT

92,?00,000 Claim Over Spanish Aur

thoress' Book

A libel suit for $2,000,000 damages
by Errbl. Flynn against Harcourt,
Brace & Co., Inc., publishers, . Quinn
& Boden Cpi, Inc., printers, and Con-
stancia de.: la Mora, authoress, was
revealed yesterday (Tues. ) in N. Y.
'supreme: court when Justice Isidor
Wasservogel ;ordered the actor to.,

post a bond of $250 to cover costs.

Flyhn charges libel' in Miss: de la.

Mora's book, 'In Place of Splendor,'
' dealing wi th - the', authoress' experi-
ences in the Spanish revolution

';;'• Intimation in the book is that
FJynri used the siiffering and plight
of the Spanish people to gain pub-
licity' during a visit to .Spain. • The
authoress is a Communist of Spanish
aristocracy, whose husband headed
the Loyalist government's air force.

She is now in exile, while her book
Is in its fifth printing,, according to

Flynn's attorney, Nathan Elman.

By BILL HALIJGAN
Hollywood, Novl 26.

Mr. Happy Hemmingway,
Federal Relief Project, N. Y.

Dear. Happy:
Weil, Happy, it's a ill. wind

.
that

blows nobody good and I miista

fallen in a qnaokmire and coihe out

covered with a Earl Benham suit ;
'

First off I wins a big parlay just be-

fore the law busts in and throws
everybody •: in the bucket and the

gang all knew same was coming and
ducked but

; me,' as I has a old saying,

'Never change ; horse rooms in the

middle of a stream.' So I wins the

bet and the beard saved me from go-

ing to the clink : the coppers
thought I was Gabby Hayes in the

makeup , and gave- me a pass.- The
coppers here all

: favors -there pet

actor, and Hedy Lamarr arid Spencer
Tracy would • be aquitted without the
jury leaving the ' box if they . mur-
dered, a casting director—and it ain't

a bad idea. '
;

Well I aint home too minutes when
the phone rings and the : landlady-
saysi it's- for me, and who is it but-

Torn McCarey's. yoimg son Ray who
is ai director and he Says, 'put on the
best you have,': which I had on al-

ready, 'and hop over to the Western'
Aye, studio,' which made me think it

was a western, but; no! It was a who-
dunit and I Was supposed to be a

Park Ave. doctor, and the producer
takes one

;
look at yours truly and he

says, 'He would be grate if we was
doing the life of Winnie Sheehan as

he. is a dead ringer—so I got the
part! . Well I is - supposed to be, the
father of a society girl arid another
young squirt^doctor is in love with
same; McCarey tells me to be care-
ful of my diction and cut put all the-

seehs and dones. He puts a pair of
cheaters on me and a scarf to, hide a
couple of. my jowls, and the opening
shot shows me looking through a
microscope, so for a laugh I puts .my
contract under same to make by sal-

ary look larger, but the gag laid
there. *

;•/: •-.
:.

.-.

Too Late

So. I says to McCarey, 'What about
me gagging the script lip.' and he
says, 'You have it gagged up already
and it's a good thing that Lefty Huff
likes .you as otherwise it would be
unanimous.' For once I keeps my
trap shut, although it sounds like a
crack to me, but who am I to walk,
out '

20th Century-Fox. I
.
says,

'Okay, chief, and who am I supposed
to be in lover with in the picture,'
and he says, 'You should be in love
with your agent as he is a wizard of
overstatement/

Well, Happy, here is the punch,
Instead of a ' actress playing the so-
ciety daughter of mine, who do you
think they has cast for same? Nobody
but a real society girl from the Stork
Club named Cobina Wright, Jr., arid
she Is not only marvelous but as
nervous as Max Baer in there

; with
Joe Louis.; Well we take a few shots
and the next day they signs a|»lamour
girl up for a year on account of her.
looking so good alongside of me, and
I says to the still man, 'Make a couple
of Cobina arid me/ and he does same
arid I aril sending one of the pictures,
to that certain party who gave me
the; brushoff,, and will she burn as
Cobina has her arms around me In
a fatherly sort of way like I saw a
blonde ori the Boulevard last night
doing likewise with Mack Sennett—
and he is grayer than I is.

As soon as I gets my dukes on the
coconuts I; gets in the car and heads
for Palm Springs, as all stars go to
Palm Springs after a picture for a
checkup. Palm Springs looks like
Cicero without the delicatessens and

it costs a quarter check to kip down
there in the cheapest, which Is 12

smackers at night, so what does I do

but call on Eddie Goulding, who has

five cottages, and he puts me up In

one on the cuff for free and I spends

the day in shorts at the Miramar pool

as I looks all right in shorts the same
as Hitchcock, the director, who would
make two. of me and 'Foreign Cor-

respondent' at. the same: time. '

"

:

I has a grate time only I is puzzled

all, day as everyone , is saying 'Hello

Jim- to me and one monkey says,

'Hello Jim, how's Maiy/ and I says,

'Swell,' and I am still in the dark un-

til the leading man, who is passing

the time away -down here as a gas

station attendant, says, 'You remind
me of Jim Timoriey, ;Mae West's

manager/ and I says, 'Maybe I am,
can you cash, a check?' We all goes

over to The Dunes, which is a night

club at Cathedral- City: near by and
I wins 30 dollars., shooting craps

which same I still has. ..*'

;
i When I -gets , back .to the rooming
house the landlady asts me to ast you
if you will, please send that : rnatress

back and all will be forgiven.

.
Yours truly,

'

Buck. :•

at Coast

; Hollywood, Nov. 28.

•They Met in, Argentina' went into

work yesterday (Mpn.) at RKO after

two days of non-production on the

lot, following the completion of

Harold Lloyd's 'A Girl, a Guy and a

Gob/ Other films slated to start

within the next two weeks are/The
Devil and. IVIiss Jones,'. 'How to Meet
a , Man' and David Butler's untitled

horse story.
- 'Tobacco Road' went before the

lenses at 20th-Fox with John Ford
directing : and Charles Grapewin,
Marjorie Rambeau and Gene Tier-

ney heading the cast;

Ralph Murphy, director, gave the

go signal to 'Las Vegas Nights' at

Paramount after several days of pre-

recording by Tommy Dorsey and his

band.- - Featured are Allan Jone* and
Bert Wheeler.

• 'Four Cents a Word,' with; John
Sheiton and Virginia Gray in the top

roles, got under Way at Metro un-
der. Busby Berkeley's direction.

Edward Dmytryk rolled 'Edge of

Running . Water,' a Boris Karloff

horror picture at Columbia. Amanda
Duff has: the femme lead. •:. ,

'Prodigy/ new Dr. Christian fea-

ture, started (?5) by Stephens-Lang,
with Erie C. Kenton directing. :

;

Looking for better weather, ,-co'rif

ditioris, Metro has: shoved back the
start of production on two features

until next spring. 'The Year-ling' ; is

scheduled for extensive location in

Florida and 'Adventures of Pierre' is

slated for Canadian backgrounds.
Under the new plans, Edgar Selwyn,
originally assigned to handle 'Pierre,'

will send 'Get a; Horse' into- producr

tion in the meariwhile.

s

Fleischer's 2d Cartoon

Basis for the story of the second
Max Fleischer feature-length car-
toon, to be turned but for , Para-
mount, is. the Karel Caoek fantasy,
'World

;
We ' .Live In/ It has been

adapted by unrevealed writers with
considerable freedom to Suit, the
requirements for the picture.
Normari Corwin did some work on

the yarn. Hoagy. Carmichael has
written all the music for the; cartoon,
production on which will begin ; to
roll, under plans, around the first of
the year. '•: •."'; •' .."''•.'' ,' ': - '-.•;:'• ;'- •,

. Hollywood, Nov. 26.

'.< Drive to. purge the slotfllm pro-

duction ranks of sharpshooters who
would peril the infant Industry's

growth by flooding the market with

lewd product is Under way in Holly-

wood, now as definitely established

as the capital of the soundies field as
it is of the .talker empire. Leading
the cleanup push are such 35 mm,
showmen as Cecil B. DeMille, James
Roosevelt and his top aide, Henry
Henigson, and J. Frank Shea and
Floyd Bolton, all of whom have cast

their lots With the 16 mm. ' enter-
prise. :'.'•

.'"'•'

A producers organization, pat-
terned after the Hays group setup, is

now in the formative stage, with
Shea, former ;Paramount

:
and Fox

distribution exec, leading the clean-
up forces. Plan is to take in as
members only the more financially^
stable 16 mm,: producers who will
operate under a . purity code that

parallels almost word foreword that

which now governs: the major pier

•ture studios.
.

Behind the movement is the hue
and cry being raised by Parent-
Teachers associations in Southern,
California, Which threatens to spread
into a

;
nationwide' movement Unless

the slotties clamp down on those re-
sponsible-tor the influx of lascivious

subjects currently being projected,
in cocktail bars in this area. Aware
that; immoral and even suggestive
spools can: easily seal the doom' of
the industry and Wipe out their in-
vestments, DeMille, Roosevelt, Hen-
igson, Shea and Bolton, backed by
others of the same calibre, are los-

ing no time in moving toward a
remedy for the situation.

Action by these 16 mrn. producers

British tieup shows! ;
'.

. . .

Mexican film hiz liipks 1 iip^*. . . ,v.

Yank /methods' flayed. /; . . . <

;

Bergner bow-rout of London pic; . .

; Dave Rose due Thursday .
.

..'

.

:.'-,-'
;

Benny's re-broadcast. . . . ; . .

.

ASCAP; •; ;•.,
.

.

Two Hollywood-localed plays fold

Martin Beck's Restate; . . . .

;

'Quiet,. Please,' loss over $50,000. .

.

»...'..•.(

i • • ... . . . .

,

« • ..... J* . • • ... . • • . .

i
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Deal for screen' ..rights to 'George
Washington Slept Here/ Broadway
legiter, was/ closed by 'Warner Bros,
over the weekend.. They paid about
$85,000 and. accepted a .proviso, that
the film will . not be released until

the show has completed its run.
Play, currently in its. fifth week at

the Lyceum, N. Y., is by George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart. Authors
asked $1 OOjOOO,- but accepted the
lower figure after bidding by WB
and Columbia, last two studios in the
race, came to a standstill. Col offered
575,000 top, with WB taking the play
by boosting the ante another $10,000.
Paramount was also in, but dropped
out when the. big numbers were
reached.

Kaufman-Hart are due on the
Coast, next spring for the film adap-
tation of their 'previous sale, 'The
Man Who Came to Dinner/ on which
they will hold producer reins at
Warners.- 'Washington' is a comedy
about rural life in Bucks county. Pa./
where both: of the authors have
homes.

. i
.-

Femme 'Penrod'
Metro and Paramount both Inter-

ested in screen rights to 'Janie/ hovel
by Josephine Bentham which was
publisHed.Monday (25). It's the story
of a 16-year-old gal who is said to
be the counterpart of Booth Tark-
ington's 'Penrpd/
Number of;companies are also inV

terested in wait-and-see way in
'The Corn Is Green/' Emlyh Williams
play which opened last night (Tues-:
day) at the National, N. Y. They
all caught it in London and believe it

has film possibilities, but want to see
how it takes in this country; before
making bids. :

.

follows close on the heels 0|
Daily Variety's expose of the' un^
healthy conditions existing \vithiit

the. business, revelations based on a
survey of automatic projector manu-
facturing and slottie production and
exhibition throughout the Southern
California sector. Among other
things diselpsed by the investigation

is that hundreds of operators of hard
drink dispensaries in the .territory
are holding off

.
on the installation of

rhachines until such a time as they
are assured a steady flow of subjects
suitable for mixed audiences.

Liquor Licenses Periled

In addition to being, personally op-
posed to the screening of vulgar and
even suggestive, reels, these bar
owners, are fearful of the attitude
that the State Board of Equalization,
which controls their liquor licenses] •

might' assume
;
toward the immoral

brand bf soundies.
Spread of c6in-in-the-slpt flickers

across the country is momentarily
being held back by several - factors,
according to both box .manufacturers'
and souridie producers, chief among
which are: . .. •

•

1. Present high price of the pro-
jectors, which now range from $(350

to- $750,.. ,
allowing

. for certain ./dis-

counts for distributors ordering
job lots. ; ".;...;::"

2. The failure of the engineers to"
iron out kinks as. speedily as they
had hoped, thus delaying the - start
of mass manufacture, and* as a. re-
sult, blocking prorriised .early cost
reductions.

3. Lack of sufficient film subjects
to permit frequent changes of pro-
grams. :..;:

:

4. Delays in elevating the enter-
tainment and production qualities of
the soundies; Which must eventually,
be put on a level with those con-
tained in modern 35-mm. talkers.

5; Slowness, of box makers to de-
velop selectivity, so that prospective
patrons can screen the -subject they
want to see without having to; drop
into the slots all the dimes neces-
sary: to spin the reel to the desired
number. ;/

Selectivity, it is pointed out by
Mills, execs, DeMille and by other
box

. manufacturers, is only six
months away. ' In fact; they insist'

it is already he):e, and will be added
to. the 'projectors; as: soon as tests

prove it to be fool-proof. ..:

Jits for Juke Slots
:

With the coming of selectivity,

they claim, the land,'will be dotted
with film jukers, for, by that time,
they believe, mass production of the -

machines- will be a realization, per-
mitting lower prices for the pro-
jectors. Simultaneously, the stand-
ard of the filfns themselves will have
been upped. Besides, they . add,
nickels will start the reels unwind-
ing

.
instead of the dimes now In

vogue.
Projector manufacturers are con-

vinced that the fllrii boxes will drive
the nickel phonographs from" the
scene. They are basing their

prophecy on the strength of their

view that they will be able to give
customers better music on celluloid

than they are now getting via the
discs, with the added/ lure of the
visio angle, the whole wrapped up

.

and delivered for what the public is

now- paying for automatic music
alone.

,
Meanwhile, there will be no let-

;

ting up in the campaign to brush,
the dirt from the slotties. .DeMille
and his competitors feel that they
have a gadget that some day . will,

rival the talkers themselves
profit-grabbing possibilities, and

.

they will perrnit riofliing' to endxnn-

ger the growth of the Undertaking,
even though the . lewd . slotties may
mean fatter earnings for the time

Story Buys
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Warners bought the rights to 'Mur-
der on 1 the Second Floor,' once filmed
in England.

.

".
•

'•,
. ..

.

'• 20th-Fox purchased 'The Golden
Touch/ a .novel by Steven Longstreei

Martha Chaoin sold an original 'to
Contiriental Pictures. •

; .
.

Wallace to RK6
Hollywoodj Nov. 26.

'Richard Wallace, director, moved
from RKO to Columbia to handle
the Charles R. Rogers production^
'A Girl's Best

;
Friend Is Wall Street,'

early in January. •

Pilot recently completed 'A Girl,
a Guy and a Gob' for Harold Lloyd.

New Slotfilm Outfit

Has *5c Movie' Sloga

. Los Angeles, Nov. 26.

'What the country needs is a good

5c movie,' is the slogan of Nickel

Talkies, Inc., 'a .new slotfilm outfit:

organized to compete with the dime-

in-the-slottics by : Frank ' Albeftsori

and Jerry Colonna, actors; Harold;

Schuster and Thorntoh Froeland,. di--

rectprs, arid Bruce Knox and Don-

avin Miller on the sale,, end.:.

Projectors, made by. Bell & How-
ell, will retail, at $750 si.igly, with

prices cut for ijuyers of 10 or more.

Outfit plans to produce its own pic-

tures/ '•.
'•
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Get Considerable More Voice n Co.

Change in the manner of operation"

of United Artists^ to* give; consider-

?Ue more voice in management to

the non-owning producers, will .re-

sult from meetings oh the Coast and

in New York last week. Seven pro-

ducers got together for a confab in

Hollywood, while five of. their, east-r

em reps gathered at the UA home-

: offlee to discuss common interests;
;

The . two -meetings were the first

:.'. of their type ever held by UA's-

indi> producers. Plans wer? laid for

nioie of them in the future, although

no intensive organization was .set

up. Dissatisfaction with the man-
agement of the UA sales depart-

ment is. back of the conclaves: It

was stressed on both coasts, however,

that the purpose of the get-togethers

is riot carping, but to get 'construe--

'tiye suggestions before UA heads.

Although the ; sales ' department

. difficulties are ;
momentarily at the

fore, there's larger idea in the

minds of the producers. They feel

that the five, owners of tile company
are turning out ah Insigniflcarit nunr-

..-•' ber of pictures, while the indies are

, counting for the real success of this

company arid thus should have a
-:

greater voice in management.

Meetings ' coincided with the an-,

nual gathering of the UA stockhold-

ers in Los Angeles last week, : Get-

/ together of the. owners was advance-

ballyhooed as something that would
rival in noise and thrills a combined

,
'football game-Fourth of July cele-

bration, but a lot of oil poured on
troubled waters by UA chief Murray
Silverstone made, it something of a

dud. Although Mary Pickford and
Alexander Korda did personals : at

: the opening session last Tuesday
(19) to. keep, it from becoming a
strictly proxy affair, not even.' they

': saw fit to attend the closing gather

r

; irig on Saturday (23 j. Only spice In

the program was a . bit of heckling
that Sam Goldwyn contributed .- to

the initial huddle via his representa-
tivej James Miilvey.

Small Calls Conclave

Non-owning producer meetings
overshadowed in importance any-
thing developing out of the stock-

; ; holder conclave. Producers who got
together in Walter Wanger's office

on the Coast last Wednesday (20)

.
were Edward Small, who sponsored
th> meet, Sol Lesser, Hal Roach,
David .Loew, Richard Rowland and
Henry Henigson, representing! James
Roosevelt: Death of Wanger's moth-

. er.in-law in the east precluded his

attendance. ' Group will get together
.

again
; this week, when it will elect

a chairman to act as contact with
.the homepffice. Wanger, Small and
Lesser are under consideration for

- the post.

Eastern meeting was attended by
-.' J. J. Milstein, representing Small;

David vGriesdbrf, repping 'Roosevelt;,
Harry Kpsirier,

\
repping Wanger;

Fred McCbnnell, for Lesser, and Ed:
Peskay* rep for Roach.
Vote of confidence was given by

the producers to Silverstone in His
operation of company affairs, while
the eastern . reps, who have daily
dealings with the sales department,
expressed complete confidence in
Arthur W. Kelley, new sales chief.

• Much sincere respect for his abil-
'•; ity and the certainty that he will

straighten out the muddled' state of
.the department was voiced. •

,

Blame Sales Setup

; There was considerable , venom
sPen t

.
past management of. the.

; department, the producer reps point-
ing out that producers are sutfering

- because of .. bad feeling engendered
by UA mechanics of distribution for

; which they are not responsible. They
think they are taking a rap unjustly

:

and it's reflecting on the deals they.
..•' ai*e getting from exhibs. /..-.

' v
Another purpose of the producer

;
get-together is for greater coopera-
tion ,..u •. . . .

• ... . '

Gleaming,*
. in - which he has con-

siderable coin invested, Small came
through - with 'Kit Carson.* The two

stftWes have similar characters and

take in thersanae period.: ..Had a pro-

ducer confab been held, ither Small

would have held up 'Carson' or
Wanger. - wouldn't have • invested

heavily in 'Gleaming.'

Silverstone presided oyer ../the.

stockholder meeting in Hollywood,
discussing With the, UA owner-prox-
ies the possible effect of ; the con-
sent, decree: on distribution .policies..

Present were Charles Schwartz,

UA general counsel and. envoy of

Charles Chaplin;, Loyd. Wright/ sub-
bing for Miss Pickfdrdj. Mulvey; dit-

toing for Goldwyri;_,Gje.orge Bagnall
serving as listening.. post'-- for Korda,
and Harry Bardt, Bank of Ariierica

trust department exec, sitting in for

the heirs of Douglas Fairbanks, Sf

Britishers Don»t JVVaht It In-

vested in tf& t i v e
^
Thea-

X tre»;. Fearing Monopoly-—
Would Favor Film Produc-
tion Underwriting, How-
ever

MAXWELL'S HOLDINGS

: Silverstone. Stays West .

. . Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Ed Raftery, United Artists secre-

tary,' left
.
yesterday' (Monday) for

New , York after * attending stock-

holders', meeting here last week.
Murray Silverstone will remai two
weeks for talks with UA producers,

while Charles Schwartz has gone to

Palm Springs for. the next 10 days. ?

{Silverstone will confer with Giehe

Towne and Graham Baker, currently
producing for RKO, on a distribution

pact for. their . future output He'll

also take up matter of granting Ben
Hecht and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

a three-picture-a-year deal.

Monroe Greenthal, / .succeeding

Lynn Farnol . UA ad-pub chief,

planed .in Sunday (24) from New
York to line, up campaigns on
features to - be released during :the

first six months of 1941.

tflt

TOP $6,0M

- . London, Nov. 26,

. While negotiations are still pend-
ing between the American film com-
panies and the

.
British. Board - of

Trade as to the maximum cash with-
drawals from Great Britain for the.

year commencing this past Nov. 1,

.considerations
:
are being '-given *o the

problem of the impounded, ilunds,

currently withheld, which are re-

ported close to $25,000,000. At the
expiration of the year's agreement,
on Oct. 31, last, there was a credit

balance in excess of $19,000,000 to the
account of U. S. companies.

'

: Latest report to . American coriir

panies, through the U. S. Embassy in

London, is that withdrawals for the
current year will, be 'fixed at $12,000,-

000. Sums, in excess of that figure

will be frozen. If American dis-

tributors .continue serving British

theatres at current film rentals and
numbers of

.
pictures released an-

nually, it is anticipated that the total

funds held in Britain to the credit

of American companies: will reach

$45,000,000 by Nov' 1, 1941, In the

two-year period, withdrawals will be
approximately $29,500,000.

Probabilities are that regulations

soon will be laid down in Great
Britain . indicating . the investment
channels to which -the impounded
millions, of American . cfedits may be
diverted. Each month that the war
continues is . regarded ; as an addi-

tional blockade against transfer of

funds,;... -.'.'•
'

Suggestions that the cash shall be
invested in British film theatres have,

been received ^sympathetically in

Britain, where fear is expressed-that
American concerns/may obtain too

great a financial grip on the English,

exhibition organization; On the other

hand, encouragement is being given

ito any plaii which, would. ;divert the

funds into British producing.

last rfdvVl,, with approximately. $24.-

000,000 kept frozen there for the
war's duration. .During: first/ year of

cash embargo $17,300,000 was with-.,

held, plus $1,500,000 additionally

credited to the . Universal company.

^British frozen-coin agreement was
received oyer the weekend. Report
was circulated in. the trade that this

is the. last offer from England; with
the implication that U. S. distributors

'could take it or leave it.' No denial

or confirmation could be obtained on
this angle. ' But. indications this week
are that : American .distributors are!

not satisfied with $12,000,000 " or

thereabouts, especially since it like-

ly'would be divided among eight
major companies; including Univer-
sal, not counted hi on the $17,500,000

permitted withdrawn during the 12-

month period ending last Oct. 31,

Suggestion that a counter-proposal
might be made to the British gov-

ernment was seen in the fact that

England's governing , body meets
again today (Wednesday) when this

might be taken up/

Paramount earnings are ' running
higher in the present, fourth and
final quarter, than at any time this

year, according to Wall Street re-;

ports. Claimed that both the thea-

tre department and picture .distri -

bution division are doing bettter

than at any other period in 1940.

Par. reported $4,810,000 net profit for

the first three quarters, with $i;726,-

000 of this coming from the third

quarter ending last September. *.

Although the company reported

$3,874,944 in 1939, a material pickup
over 1938, if the present ;

earnings

rate is maintained it is estimated

that Pararnourit may wind ,up the

year with net" profit in excess of

$6,000,000. -

:

•

WOULD EXAMINE KENT

IN TEMPLE FILM

Application was made: '.Friday (22)

tp . the -N. Yv supreme court ,by :
Izola

Forrester, arid Mann Page to examine
Sidney- Ry Kent, president of 20th

Centlu-y-Fox,: before .trial, pri Dec. 2.

Action by the plaintiffs against the

film company is scheduled for trial

Jan; 1; 1941. i •;•

•

v Suit ilaimS .'plagiarism . of plai n.tiff
s'

play,' 'Joyous,', in Tlie Poor
.
Little

:Rich, Gii-i: Plaintiffs'
;

script, was

ABPC Angle
Reports reached New ;

York , this

week that certain' London agents

were sounding out American inter-

ests in behalf of heirs of the late John
•Maxwell^ organizer and operator of

Associated British Picture Corp., one
of the largest him enterprises in

Great Britain. Under Current -

strictions it is stated that however
attractive a; purchase of all or . part

of the Maxwell interests might be,

sale of his holdings, to an : American
company would, not be approved.
' New officials ;, bit. the ; Associated

-

British Pictures . Corp. R. G.

Simpson, Chairman, W. D, Scrim-

geoiir, deputy chairman, and' Eric

Lightfoot, managing director. \' All

have . had ; impotta nt- -ex-ecu t iye
: posU

tions u rider... the Maxwell' manajge-

ment; ' ' --. ./\.> ' .

.'
.
SV,

.Some light on. the .complexities: of

.British -American, film relations are

expected ; when Dave Rose,-....para*

mount representatiye,; reaches New
York fr.bm Lisbon tomorrow {Thurs-

day).-; He'. is •cqriyersarit : with latest

developments* *-';.'•

,
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Vitasound, a new idea in sound
projection developed jointly by
Warners arid RCA, wai given a press,

preview at the Burbank studio arid

convinced a lot of newspaper critics

that there is something novel' in the

technique . of picture prpductiori.

Major Nathan Levinson, chief of the:

Warners sound . department, turned

'

the new development on an old pic T .

tur.e, The Sister^,' which featured

an earthquakt (fire

)

;
and gave tlie

scribes an idea of what, a real tem-

blor is..

Improvement on the - old sound
technique refines or ' heightens the

tones at will. It costs about $2,500

to re-equip a theatre for Vitasound,

but the process of, converting the-

atres generally will be: slowed up by
the national defense program, which

has heavy calls on . RCA and; other

manufacturers, of sound machinery.

The same thing 1j, delaying the new
Walt Disney-RCA Fantaspund for

'Fantasia. •
.

First theatres to be equipped with

Vitasound are the' WB. Strand, New
York, and Warners, Hollywood. First

film to get the benefit of the new
apparatus ' a short subject featur-

ing Henry Busse's orchestra. Next
•on the list- are 'Four Mothers' and
'Santa Fe Trail.'

•

Parartiount has entered into nego-.
.

tiations with banking, interests lobk-*:

.

ing ' towards the- refunding of

approximately $13,400,000 worth of

.preferred stock. There -are.: presently

about 134,000;. shares of. this stock •

outstanding. : It callable at $100

per share. No agreement has . been

made for , the refunding but action :

may. be taken in the near future. -

: Galling of the 134,000: shares would V
be ; accomplished through

. fund

Which; would coirie .from cash in the

company's treasury as well as money .

from a long-term loan -

' Coin
'

needed fdr the latter phase of the

refunding .operation prompted the
banker negotiations; . Paraimount and:
outside subsids are reported having
about $22,000,000 cash on .hand at the
present time.. '/ '.V

.

• Estimated, tbat Paramount 'would
be able to .save about $550,000 anriu-
ally in dividend and interest pay-
ments if the refunding proposition ;

:

goes through.
. .
Company

.
pays $6.

annually on this first preferred. :

;

While reported last week in Wall
Street that either one or both; of the
preferred issues might be refunded,
it is understood that Parambunt

'

considering; the first preferred only
presently. If this preferred stock is

called in, "Par wouM K-yi? fi"'". •••<>

classes of stock outstanding, the $10
second preferred and the cornriiun.

The 60c annual divvy distribution
on this stock represents an outlay of
about $333,000 per year..

Paramount has been attempting to
convert as much first preferred

.

it could, into common during the last .

few years, in hopes of reducirig ' in -

terest and dividend payments, . and
leaving the common in line to re-

'

;

ceive more substantial .dividends;;
Refunding operation, apparently ' -

.

the .key to the entire problem since .

it would: leave enough money avail-,
able for additional. Common: share
divvys, thereby speeding the cpri-

version of second pre ferred
;
stock ;

.

into common.

A.H. BLANK'S NEPHEW

FORMS OWN CIRCUIT

Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 26.

Another Blank entered the filrri
;

circuit operations .-picture in Ne-

braska and Iowa this Week', when
Ralph Blank, a nephew of Para-

mount's partrier, A. H. Blank, with;

V. Gerhard incorporated for $10,000

Blank Theatres, Inc. . Scope of op-
erations will probably be in Nebras-
ka arid Iowa. "Home office is listed

as Omaha, which is; also district ;'

headquarters for Blank - P^r .- Tri

-

States. .

''„- ;';.' '.'".':/

Whether or not this ik linked with
the Blank chain is not yet desig-

nated, although it
.
is, figured 'buying

of films will be influenced by. the. ;

big Blank negotiations, as has been
the case -''with -.'Harry' 'Warren's Cen^
tra I .States Theatres,

;
Inc., also uiw

.

Hollywood, Nov. 26. affiliated with a distrib.
;

.. Herman Rifkin, owner of eight
j

Ralph. Blank- was formerly Ne-
thcatres in New England, stepped ; braska district m
.' as :

vice-president of Moriogiarn. States, and spld out his interest more

RIFKIN NEW MONOGRAM

V. P., SUCCEEDS LOACH

$12,000,000 Final British

than a year ago after wbich he went
to the. Coast and dabbled in produc-
tion. His reappearance on the mi'dr

Pictures, succeeding.; . Thomas P.
:

Loach, who resigned.

. Mel Hulling, Pacific Coast manager
^

for Monogram, topic Loach's .place on.', west scene has not been uriexpected, .

,
the board of directors. Ray. E. but the full irnport his company may

: Offer Oil PiX Coin for '41
' Young-, was named treasurer -in the . bear in relation tp the lesser

.
Ne-

.
'-„.-„

. .
-.
.,.."'.- .'{'. '

. ! series of shifts inide at. a board
,
braska and Iowa situations is not

Jol pwing^ia two-hour hudd e . at
, meeting laSt week .. • :

; known., r
-'

. V
the Hays office. Monday (25), major; - -,

.

; .' > . .

•' •

company foreign chiefs took no die-
i

Samuel (Steve) Broidy was. named,

cision on :what '

: purported to be to succeed Edward Golden as general

;. Great Britain's final' offer -.ori-- 'frozen - sales manager for Monogram. Golden

cpiri. Foreign-. mana^ers\ want time ^turned in his. -.resignation, effective

to study the. lengthy, irivoived docu-
i

Dec, 1, and is taking; a vacation. ;

submitted to the defendant in Octo- i ment. and, may take no". action until / .

Board meeting was the first suite

tiori,
;which.it is bopeofwill end'eori-'! berr 1934, and rejected; ahd it is al- later this week. .Understood;' that the - Monogram moved its -home,;offeces:

WB Renews

;
Holly wood, Nov. 26, :

Henry Biarike, 15 year.s with War-

British government offer is to per- . from. New York to Hollywood, -.or.s, signed a new contract, for .two

mit the niajbr- cPmpanies -to with- Brpidy was fprmerly. head of Mono- years, as..asspci.ate producer^
:

SmalL While , Wanger ^wa3
'! ous.'^ Aa exchange and a mem-

|

Cui-rently Blanke ,s producing The

readying the^ script of 'So Gallantly profits and damages are sbujght, [$12,000,000 during the year starting ;ber of. the board,.
. _ bez Violl:

Qicts.; in types of pictures. .Best ex- : leged .the Shirley Temple-starrer ,of
arnple is the mixiip between Wanger [ two years later wns lifted' from 'Joy
and ~ - '•

•

»'*
.1

i

'•:

I-."-

h

';;



Wednesday, November 27> 1<)^

First of 31 Bureaus Formed—Details of How the

Distrib-Exhib Arbitration Machinery Will Work

;

:;Y
:^_10 Arbitrators for Each of the 31 Offices

part thereof, plus any expenses in-

volved, which are expected to be
rhlnor, • \

-

"

'

' .-.-'

A budget o* $490,000 was set to

cover the costs' of arbitration •'(aKid£

irom filing fees, etc.) for the first

year : under
; :
the . consent. . ..

For the

second, year it is understood, it will

; Hurriedly setting, up the necessary

machinery, for the .' arbitration, of

distributor-exhibitor disputes uhdjjf;

the- consent decree, the American

Arbitration As'sn'. will be ready to

start hearing cases between Feb. 1

and 1.5 but) meantime, in the event

nyone v ;rhes a matter arbitrated '

it ..... .

:

may be brought before the AAA • be $465,000, the reduction: taking into

and it will be handled through its |
account the initial cost of organizing

rc-uiar channels, outside of the dc- ! bureaus;, purchasing .furniture,; .etc;

cfeo, • cs are other cases. •
.

'

.
, At any time Federal. Judge Henry W-

The iirst bf 31 bureaus in exchange ' Gpddard, who has jurisdiction over

po'nts has already, been established > 'he consent decree, may mcrease the

in Los Angeles. J. Noble Braden, budget but notmpre than $50 000

ecutive • secretary of the AAA', - flew ' Col, UA and V,May Participate

out Saturday (23) . and immediately

appointed ;
Walter, Elliott as manager

;<f- fthat office. . He will ;
also, serve as

^supervisor - over Pacific Coast

zone, plan of. the AAA and distribu-

tors being , to ',split the country ' into

five or six regions. Elliott, with the'

AAA- as an arbiter for 10 years, has

; been active on matters pertaining

to the Dollar Steamship Line. With

the AAA in New York, he: leaves

,jfn. 1 and Wili headquarter at L.A-,

•his zone also taking in San Fran-

cisco,. Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake
City and Denver exchange keys'.

; in Los Angeles only two days,

Braden leaves today (Wed.) for. San
Francisco to establish.a local bureau:

there, then sets -up offices and 'man-

agers' in Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake
City, Denver, Omaha,' Des Moines.

Kansas City and other points on the.

way east, including in all prppa-

bility- Minneapolis. He. is flying"most

of the way. Braden will wait until

after the holidays to organize arbi-

tration offices in. Washington, Char-

lotte, Philadelphia, Atlanta, New Or-

leans, Memphis, Dallas and Okla-
: homa City, with . various keys
grouped ' into zones at the . same time.

Grading Bureaus -

Bureaus which will be maintained

for • records, etc// and where all cases

will be heard, will by Jclassified as

A, B and C, according to the im-

portance of the territory and busi-

ness of the various exchange cities.

While : not entirely worked out : as

to details concerning office help re-

quired, the salaries of>the managers
will be $60 for those in the 'A* of-

fices and $50 for those in 'B' or 'C
exchange points, .

The. manager of

any. branch office , who also super-
vises ahd directs the activities of

the others in his zone, will not re-

ceive more than the prescribed $60
for the 'A' exchange keys.
The AAA has a panel of 7,000 ar-

biters throughout the country from
which to choose some of those who

' will serve on film cases under the
consent decree; if desiring. Oh his
trip Braden will contact local Cham-
bers, of Commerce, credit associa-
tions, -business men's organizations,
etc., in lining up' a sufficient . num-
ber of men who, will serve, -however.
He will seek recommended parties
from

. the various exchange keys and
the lists will be gone over carefully
by a standing committee of the AAA
before selections are made, either
among new recruits or from present
AAA panels. •

No one having had a past asspciai
tion with the film industry or pres
ehtly is tied up with pictures in any
way is eligible. The arbiters ap
pointed .will do nothing until they

- are called as the first of the- cases
are filed. 'V

:
.

'

$10-$50 Average Cost,

Sonte IVjay Run to $90
' it is figured the :cost of . arbitrating

.
,'. cases ^to v each party concerned will

run from $10 to no more than $50 on
the- average, but if a transcript of the

-, record is required,^ the cost plight

: run to around. $90. In .75% of the
cases which the AAA now . handles
on appeal, briefs are not submitted
and attorneys are not' required,
though anyone before arbitration

;
may- have both.

;

A filing fee of $10 must'. be paid
when" a case is brought up for arbi-

tration. This fee is borne by the los-

ing party, and if the loser desires to

appeal the case' he also bears the

freight on that. .

.

The panels of arbitrators to be or-

ganized Will number a minimum of

10 for each of the 31 bureaus. In

presenting a case, either one or three

arbiters may be had. The fees for

each are; not to exceed $50 a day or

It is understood that Columbia,

United; Artists and Universal, hot

parties to the consent, may use arbi^-

tration if they desire..-. In some cases

where they are involved with any of

the five distributors who signed the

decree they are automatically

brought. InV.^ Cpst/of -.the arbitration

under the budgets set will -be. appor^

tioried, however, only . among; Metro;

Paramount; Warner Bros., RKO and
20th;Fox, with '. the percentage each

is to bear to be based on gross rental

business 'from Aug. 1, 1939, to Aug. 1

last: Data is how being gathered tp

determine what each will payi Metro
will have to shoulder the largest

share, the rest being doubtful as
;
to

how they will rate. ;.:' :

,.
;

:.:
:

-\;%"'.V.'

;:• Complaints, against clearance are

expected to represent a vast majority

of! those filed,, a leading distributor

official opining that 'every exhibitor

will :want his clearance changed.' It

is
:
admitted cases may be found

where the exhib"Is- justified in; seek-

ing a change.

.
Deals for blocks of five contingent

upon buying of. shorts, .newsreels,

etc.; discrimination- In selling and
clearance; high-pressure tactics, dis-

putes over run classifications and
various trade practices regarded as

unfair, are also expected to come.iip :

under, complaints filed. It is reported
on inside, however, that the position

of the Government is . that it has no
idea of restraining buying power and
keen bargaining except where undue
pressure figures.

It is believed among sources that
many precedents will be set and that
after a while the number, of cases
will be materially reduced, with the
second year of arbitration probably,
seeing a sharp drop in complaints
that , have to be ^arbitrated.

Whitney as AAA Prez

'.

. It. is reported that C. V. Whit-

ney, socialite and long prominent

in racing circles, will; be elected

president of the American Arbi-

tration Association.

He would succeed Franklhr E;

Parker, Jr., attorney, who has

been president of the AAA for

• years;- ••"''.
• v.- :

UCR0SSE VS. PAR MAY

RESUME TRIAL NEXT WK.

All Hearings Will Be
Open, Including Press

All hearings will be open to any-

interested y; parties, including the
press. This takes in the appeals
board hearings as well as all of the
31 bureaus throughout the country.
Considerable opposition to this is said
to have been registered by the dis-

tributors at a very stormy meeting
on the matter with Dept. of Justice
representatives. All records will also
be available for perusal.

;
The appeals board will hold its

hearings at the New York offices of
the AAA, but will also maintain an
office of its own, probably in Radio
City, Local casesv one unit handling
New York, Wastchester and northern
New Jersey, the other Brooklyn and

(Continued on page 53)
..'

(
....... ^ . .

..

,
Madison, Wis., Nov. 26.

Opposing counsel are conferring

'with Judge Patrick T. Stone in Fed-
eral court -here today to fix. a date

for the resumption of the trial of

LaCrpsse Theatres Co. anti-trust suit

against Paramount and others, ahd
efforts arc being made to get going
again next week. Trial of the- action

involving/alleged' damages of $1,-

476,000 ' had
' ;

barely started, with
Eddie Ruben,, president .of the co-

defendant Wellwprth theatres, ph the
stand as. the first witness when Rob-
ert A. Hess, of Milwaukee, legal rep
for . LaCrosse, suffered ,'. collapse

from exhaustion, halting: proceedings
Nov. 6.

"
.

Hess, who also is Wisconsin , at-

tpfney for- the American Society of

Composers, Authors ; and Publishers,
has since been recuperating and is

noW ready to proceed. :

Wheat Peps Alberta B. 0.

; Lethbridge, Alberta, Nov; 26. .

Despite.; the wheat . quota, farmers
are realizing a fair return for their
crops and theatres in this part of the
country are doing a good business;
Recent raising of the quota has put
more money in circulation.

Colder weather, too, has. helped
the circulation of money with mines
working steadily to. take care of or-
ders and thus handling large pay-
rolls. Sugar beet crojp, one of the
best in years, and sugar beet fac-
tories with large staffs are also serv-
ing to keep the greenbacks rolling.-

$350,000 Metro Blaze
.

*.'.' Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Fire on the- back lot cost Metro
$350,000; in sets, props and mechani-
cal equipment.. Cartoon building
was severely damaged, requiring a
new front.

Two studio firemen were injured.

By THE SKIRT

The Best Dressed Woman of the Week:
ALICE FAYE

'Tin Pan AlieyV ROxy

MemoryVArouser .At Boxy
'Tin Pan Alley' is better than the average musical. The picture dlvidV

honors between Jack Oakie's and Edgar Leslie's song -'America, I i,^.
You.' the"; dances by Seym Felix are splendid and Alice Faye looks
zbftic arid sings her. numbers in great style, (She is outdanced by Bettv
Grable.); Miss Faye wears some outstanding clothes designed by Travis
Manton. Grable and Faye team in a Hawaiian number in silver straws
with sequin tops. Then Miss Faye. goes into a cloth dress with an upstand-
ing neck ruffle of White laWh. Good looking is a street dress of black with
a striped belt and a small hat trimmed with flowers, A gold sequin evening
gown cut deconete, has a fringe trimmed bertha, arid.a hobble skirt draped
toi the center. A wrap -is fur-trimmed as all through the picture are thfe

different, evening wraps, A going away costume consists of a long white
skirt, with black bolero and vyinged trimmed hat. A silver hobbled skirt

evening gown has a krtee floimee edged in white fox. In: a sheik niin>ber

girls are Harem beauties in bespangled trousers with brahs. Hear Jack

»

Oakie sings 'Goodbye BrbadtfSy.' That, as they saiy, "is worth the price of

admission alone. What a hey day for the song plugging industry, is this

picture, arid what a lot of memories.
. ; .;

Didn't Wear Bustles In 1891T

yiennd, 1891—sob reads one of the captions for 'Bitter Sweet' at the Music
Hall. Adrian, who designed the costumes for this Jeanette MacDonald-
Nelson Eddy picture, seemingly has the period wrong, pr.maybeat's the

script's fault. If memory serves the Skirt, 1891 Wasn't the bustle or po-

lonaise period. But this, may be unimportant to most people.

As worn here, the hoop skirts .and bustles of Miss MacDonald' are most
becoming, especially as this picture is done in technicolbri The red hair of

the- star, her blue eyes, and Jier fair skinr sire
;
highlights of this film. - And

.

who says a redhead can't wear red ? A : red velvet dress is Worn for the trip

from London^ to Vienna. • At a balL a very full white skirt and bodice are

trimmed With large".'pink;:roses.- - Green sillt ijs; worn with a tiny poke bon?

net. There is a. blue and white dimity and a gold Colored satin. The wpll?

known 'Zigeuner' number is breathtakirig ijii its White and brown icolbring-

Miss MacDpnald Wcats ai white-hooped ^ dress'/with brown trimming; The

.

headdress is a full moon effect and around, her throat is

upon row of brown beads. ' The huge chorus has the men in
1

white tights

and brown trimmed jackets, The girls wear, ankle-length brown skirts

with bodices arid shawls of brown. > .

'

^
;

"

:-
. Hollywood, Nov. 26.

. RKO picked up Gene ^Raymond's
option for a third picture.

Phil Regan put under contract at

Paramount.
George Seatpn inked writing pact

at Metro.
;

_"
Universal handed Peter Sullivan

a player contract. .

Metro lifted Edward Ashley's
player option;

. :_.

Universal hoisted, its player option
on Lewis Howard. -

Edw.ard Arnold inked term pact
at Metro.

Music Hall Has Sock Stage Bill

The stage show at this Musie Hall is the best seen by the Skirt in moons.

Called 'In the Blue,' the "first niimber is a bit of^.Dresden.; Oni .rise. there's a

three-layer stage with a huge china platter at the back. .On: what- seems: to

be. a. table .there is a cbmplete set of dishes consisting of 12 cups and

saiicers, a- creamer and pitcher and two candlesticks. They all . come to

life, and the cups are the ballet girls, while the saucers are cute gold para-

sols. -The girl of the platter does a hard toe: tap . dance irt a very short

frock of blue arid gold, and red slippers. Her name. Katherine Harris.

Mauricette Melbourne does Whistling stint in a white
;
gown with blue

shadows. 'Bluebells of Scotland' has the Rbckettes as lassies in kilties. It's

swell. But it is the 'Blue Danube* that is among the most beautiful effects

ever attempted by the Hall. An enormous castle hugs the banks of the

famous river. What looks like real water turns put to be a huge square uf

blue and wttite silk cleverly manipulated by the ballet crop who are shim-

mery in diamond-studded, costumes. .At the sides of the castle are two

piazzas holding royalty in. white costumes. In .. the upper chambers of the

castle can be glimpsed waltzers in blue buffante gowns arid white uniforms;

Rpsemarie^rancato, making her Music Hall debut,, does the vocalizing.

For the Murder She Wears—

—

, In '.The Letter' at the Strand Bette Davis does . the original murder In a

grey crepe gown made with full skirt and full sleeves. . A long skirt of a

striped material is worn .with a white blouse and, in prison, the same kind
r

of costume is worn excepting the skirt is short, A plain material is com-

bined with a' check pattern with an overcoat hung irom the shoulders of

the plain pattern. A: starched dinner dress seems to be of a dotted em-

broidery. For the trial a black suit has a lace jabou. at- the throat and a

Bangkok hat is also worn. :The finish of the picture has the star in a grey

chiffon, made with full skirt and very full sleeves. Gale Sondergaard is her

usual sinister self in sriake-iike makeup. As an Eurasian she wears the

Oriental costumes well. Frieda Inescort,.in for a bit, is matronly in a cloth

shirtwaist dress and a print dinner frock.
. /

On the stage, Harriet Hiliiard With' Ozzie Nelson's band, is, nicely dressed

in a long red skirt and black velvet tight-ftttirig bodice, with a lace ruffle

at the hip line. Roseanne Stevens is simply frocked in a red dress npd

white blouse. Girl of Harris and Shore is inV white with red velvet trim.

It could be saTd the Strand stage show is in the red. .

At 'Cabin in the Sky'
• Ethel Waters playing in 'Cabin in the Sky' at the Martin Beck theatre-

convinces more than ever that she: ranks with : such stars as Helen Hayes,

Lynn Fpntanne and Katherine 'Cornell. Saturday found the house packed.

Costumes are credited to Boris Aronson, but he had little work dressing

this show;. Ginghams and calicos don't need a designer. For the most part

these "Were the materials used and also sbme of the clothes by now. heeded

a cleaner's attention.
'

^Miss;^ until the last act when she appear

in a lovely gown of tomato red
'

chiffon' With gold,/ bblerd arid : girdle.

Katherine Dunham, a dancer Pf talent, is a siren in: a black silk skirt very

short and tight. The bodice is blue and the hat and gloyeS of orange. Sh8

heads an Egyptian number. in> gold fringe with long skirt of colored chiffon,

in print design,
.

';•.- •.••-.-'- :'. :
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Formal signing by Judge Henry
Warren Goddard pf the consent de-
cree and rules of arbitration in New
York Wednesday (20) had- been ex-
pected as a foregone conclusion by
both the five producer-exhibitors and
the Department of Justice,- but ap-
parentiy. various independents who
had so vigorously protested against
the decree were somewhat, shocked
at the rapidity, of the signing, of the
dpcumeht, and even more shocked-at
the. failure of the court to do any-
thing about their 1 complaints, Others
had no illusions as to the. outcome,
Milton C. Weisman, attorney for

the Independent Theatre Owners'
Assn. of New York; declared that in

.
his opinion there was no possible

| appeal from, the court's;; ruling by

[
independents who had appeared in
the guise .of .-amicus curiae,' but that
the mdies could start separate, triple-

.darnage, anti-ti-ust actions against the
. film companies. Weisman pointed
out that the independents were not
actually

.
parties to the proceedings,

and as; such had no standing in the
cpurt, although actually aflected Sy
the terms of the decree. Weisman
plans at-. the ; next hearing on pec. 5

to; ask formal court, permission for
leave to intervene.

;

. This will .no.

doubt immediately; be denied, and
then

.
Weisman plans to appeal to the

Circuit Court of Appeals from this
denial, which will i'ri effect bring

(Continued oh page 25)

•
'••, : Plays Heiress, Doesn't Look It

' 'top Many Girls'-.'showing at the Criterion .theatre suffers from corhpari-

son to the stage show.- Lucille ;.Bali can. be mentioned favorably./ She dp.es

the lead with
..

gusto. " Diosa' Costello and- Mary Jane Walsh are .' missed'

Richard Carlson was a poor choice. Eddie Bracken and Hal LeRoy of the

original- conipany do very well..-'- But there is more than performances
missing: in the picture, "• Boil-ad down . it is- just another football picture

whereas the stage -.show had vitality and pace arid the spirit -of. -de-Ver .

kids..

Miss Bali; isn't any too well dressed for the heiress she is supposed to be.

Hex; first; putfit--"co"nsis'tirig--of:f'a-'
:

:\y6i-fVtrimmed coat is most ordinary, » ot

what' one expects from a rich- young woman just feturried
:

. frpm; -Europe-

.At. college. she wears the customary 1

sport dresses arid suits. Ann Miller is

onjy a: tap dancer in a .black "and white frock. Frances Xangford^. clothes,

favor the Western atmosphere. Desi Arnaz, Who 'is getting so much V}10
'

licity,. screens surprisingly badly, Hia bongo beating isn't . riearly vas iin-

portant' as the costumes Of the large chorus. , .

-

;
:•..,

'
.

.

-

. Their Favorite Recipes: .

:

;

-

:•-.; (Pegeen Fitzgerald's Poppy Seed Cakel

.
One-half cup poppyseeds, one cup milk; one-half clip butter, one ant'^3

half cups granulated sugar; pinch salt; .two cups floUr,. two teaspoons:P?
ing powder,' four stiffly beaten ^gg whites. : Soak the .

popby seeds, in. wij
over night, Use additional, milk if soaked up too. quickly; cream, butter an

sugar, adding dry ingredients alternately with the milk. Fold, in the CoB

whites arid bake in loaf tin for one hour Icing optional,
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Philadelphia, Nov.: 26.

The first anti-trust suit, since the

consent decree, was filed in U.S. Dis-

trict Court here last Wednesday (18)

—the day the decree became law. It

was filed by Henry Sork and Harry
Block, operators of the Rib, Reading,

and Rio, Schuylkill Haven, both in

Pennsylvania. The suit also marked
the first time in local court history

that Republic Pictures was named as

co-defendant with the majors in a

ihti-trust action.

Besides Republic and the majors,

Sork and Block named the following

defendants as responsible for alleged

conspiracy in making product hard
to get in their two houses: Warner
Bros,; Wilmer Se Vincent, Jay Em-
anuel, Rajah . Theatre Co., • David
Brodstein. George Lessey, Comerford
Amusement Co. and Comerford-Pub-
lix.

'

: 's -S.

Sork and Block asked triple dam-
ages amounting to $62,700 under the
Clayton anti-trust law and an in-'

. junction to prevent the distribs from
showing- preference for. the defend-,

ant-'exhib 'to - the detriment of' the
plaintiffs' houses.'

The plaintiffs, claimed they were
forced to wait from seven to .37 days
for features longer than their com-
petitors.

'

Their grief was caused, the plain-
tiffs said, because the Reading house
has to wait seven days after WB's
Strand; and 27 to 30 days after. Wil-

. mer & Vincent's State before it can
get product, while the Schuylkill
Haven theatre; only house in town,
must wait 28 days after Comerford's
three theatres in Pottsvxlle get fin-

ished with pix before available. In
addition, Block and Sork aver, thea-
tres owned by the other defendants
are all in the deal to make things
tougher for them.
Another charge in the bill of com-

plaint is that Warner Bros, and
Loew's have 'a silent but financial
interest' in the State arid Embassy,
Reading, and Loew'g has a similar
interest in the Penn Theatre, West
Reading. These houses are nominally
under the operation of Wilmer &
Vincent.

KUHN DROPS WB LIBEL

SUIT OVER UAH SPY'

.Fritz J. Kuhn, ex-president of the
German-American Bund, now serv-
ing a prison term for stealing the
Bund's funds, dropped his $5,000,000
libel action against Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., Milton Krims, John
Wexley and Leon G. Turrpu In the
£• Y. federal court Friday (22).
Kuhn had been given until Dec. 15
to decide whether to prosecute or
drop the action, the Bund having
dropped its share of the suit a month
ago.

Action claimed libel to Kuhn and
the Bund in Warner Bros.' 'Confes-
sions of a Nazi Spy.'

Chas. J. Celia')

St. Louis, Nov. 26.
The will of Charles J. Cella, mil-

lionaire theatre owner • and real
estate dealer who died Oct. 29, was
filed last week for probate in Clay-

.ton, St. Louis County, stipulating
That the estate is to be held in trust
lor

;
21 years, with 60% of the income

going to his widow, and 40% to be
divided among two daughters.
A son did not share in the will as

Lella observed he had been amply
provided for by the testator's

K?i
her

. Louis A. Cella, who died in
Wlo- No- value of the estate was
given.

'ROAD* STAYS PUT
-V- Hollywood, Nov. 26.

zoth-Fox called off its plan to send
a Tobacco Road' troupe to Georgia
?or location shooting. Studio execs
decided not to teke any chances on
winter weather in the southeast.
Filming will be done in California,

where sound stages can be utilized
in case of rains.

Mdaglen in 'B'way Ltd.'

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
•Victor McLagleri was signed by

Hal Roach, for one of the top spots
in 'Broadway Limited,' a railroad
yarn, slated to roll Dec. 2.

Hal Roach, Jr., recently shot back-

.

ground footage aboard a work train
on the Pennsylvania road.

NW Indies Mull Some

Sort of State Lm^
To Hamstring Decree

Minneapolis, Nov. 26.

Foreseeing hipher filn cjsH as one
ot. the results of the poosent decree,
and declaring there'll be no offset-

ting benefits for them, independent
exhibitors here are studying the
matter to determine if any state

legislation can be enacted to ham-
string some Of the provisions of the
decree.. . \- . <

.

•'

.
At a Northwest Allied meeting . at'

which the decree was discussed and
cussed, a committee was appointed
to look into the : proposition of pro-
posed state legislation that would
'protect' the ' independent

. exhibitor
and give him 'relief.' It was asserted
that the decree brings 'ruin' closer
for a large number of independents
who; 'urgently need' lower film costs

and who now are 'practically certain'

of advanced costs. .

.The organization sent its own at-

torney. L. B; Schwartz, to New York
to represent it and argue against the
decree's approval by the court.

2d Plagiarism Action
v

On WB's 'Mayor of Heir
. . Thomas Carlton. Upham, author,
filed suit in N. Y

r
; federal court Mori-

day (25), against Warner Bros. Pic-
tures Inc. seeking an injunction, ac-
counting of profits and damages for
the alleged plagiarism of his play,
'Lost. Boy,' in Warner Bros.' 'Mayor
of Hell.' Plaintiffs' play, originally
entitled 'Compulsion,' was produced
in Jan., 1932, at the •Mansfield thea-
tre, N. Y.

: -Mayor of Hell' was made the same
year, 1932, and this is the second suit

charging infringment against War-
ners, on the same picture, Albert
Bein having filed one some years ago.
that action was dismissed.

Film-Makers Told to Carry
Out Orders or Make Way
for Those Who Will—Con-
sent Decree Puts Big Five

on Their Mettle

PLENTY OF B'S

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

How to readjust the talker pro-
duction machine so that it will be
able to annually turn out between
400 and ; 500 features, each of which
will have sufficient strength to sell

on its own merits, is. the. problem
momentarily harassing Hollywood
studio heads. And that's hot all. .-

They've been ordered ; by their
home offices to immediately find
ways and means of imanufacturing
these pictures at costs considerably
below the 1940-41 season's outlay.

. Behind this new trend in film
making are two factors: (1) The re-
vised conditions imposed upon the
industry by the signaturing of the
consent decree, and (2) a fuller re-
alization by eastern execs that : fu-
ture production outgo must be kept
strictly within the income possibili-

ties of the
:
domestic ' market. Be-

sides, they are not overlooking the
fact that distribution expenses are
going to soar to new highs as re-
sult of the agreement that ended
the Government's anti-trust suit
against Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO,
Warners and /Metro^—increases that
rnust also be taken out of those
strictly U. S.-Canada grosses before
there can be anything in the way
of profits.

'

Even more Indelibly impressed
upon the production charges d'af-

faires by the visiting moguls, how-
ever, was the fact that Paramount
intends to lean-backwards in its ef-
forts to prevent exhibitor squawks
as provided for under the wordage
of the decree. Par's home office* of-
ficials will countenance no sloughing
of product, the Hollywoodians were
warned, which means that each pic-
ture offered by the company in Its

groups of five or less must stand or
fall by itself. '

'
,

Other Majors Fall in Line
Similar messages will be deliv-

ered by the eastern moguls of 20th-
Fox, RKO, Warners and Metro when

. (Continued on page 25)

Producf Shortage?

Minneapolis, Nov. 26. .-.

Because of . curtailed produc-
tion arid numerous extended
runs, subsequent-run and neigh-
borhood exhibitors are more se-
riously threatened with a prod-
uct shortage than at any time
in, recent years,

. independent ",

.leaders here assert.

The; curtailed production and :

..

the necessity of milking every-
thing possible out of every pic-
ture, that demonstrates boxoffice

:
strength make the . extended-run
policy essential as far as the
loop first-runs are concerned. 1

Distributors of... independent
product already claim the larg-
est demand for their releases-in
many years and, theV assert; the

• fear of •« product shortage Is

motivating the increased buying;

Additional Arguments

From Three Firms Due

On RKO's Rcorg Fees

RKO comes to life again in its most
familiar home, the N. Y. federal
court, when on Dec. 5 Judge William
Boridy will re-hear applications for
allowances by three firms which feel
they were not allowed enough in re-
organization fees.—The court has nor
titled Irving Trust, former trustee,

and RKO Corp. to be present and
either attack or defend the request
for allowances.

Those to be heard are George L.
Schein, attorney for the Protective
Committee for Common Stockhold-
ers, allowed $8,000 out of a request
for $100,000; Abel Gottheimer and
Bernard Bercu, accountants for the
stockholders, allowed $2,000 put of

$30,000 asked, and David Stock, at-

torney for H, Cassel & Co., bond-
holders, whose claim for $15,000 was
disallowed.

TEACY'S BUALER
Hollywood, Nov 26.

Metro is reviving 'Jekyll-Hyde' for
Spencer Tracy;
John . v-Barrymore, and Fredrlc

March made it previously.

Of
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In addition to contemplating the
virtual certainty that new • taxation
will be levied to: meet increased de-
fense costs and the raising

; of the
Government's debt limit, theatre
operators meantime have learned
that they cannot accept cut-rate ad-
missions without paying tax thereon
in accordance with the established
price at the boxofTice.

A vast number of picture: houses
permit students and others past the
/gate at a , special admission which
is less than, that charged fot others.
Soldiers, and . sailors are also given
a cut-rate benefit by many . opera-
tors, but this special privilege is

technically doubtful, in view of a rul-
ing .handed down on the matter
which 'refuses to exempt : such pa-
tronage from tax which applies to
others paying the full b.o. levy.

.
Theatres drawing from students,

teachers, soldiers-sailors, etc. have
been selling seats to this slice of
trade at a discount on the ground
that their amusement budgets are
considerably restricted.

Following the lowering of the tax
ceiling from 40c to 20c last July 1,

the question of cut-rate admissions
finally came up and the Treasury
Dept. at Washingtori .was consulted.
Its ruling is that if a theatre charges
35c, wjiich is taxable, : but cut-rates
students or soldiers at 20c (not tax-
able), the tax must still be collected
based on a : 35c admission. Thus, a
theatre selling a 35c seat for 20c,
must either collect a tax of 4c or
bear that load itself, which would
bring the net from a student to 16c.

The Law
Treasury Department has ruled as

follows:

'Section 1700 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code provides that in the case
of persons (except bona '

fide em-
ployees, municipal officers on offi-
cial business and children under 12
years of age) admitted free or at
reduced rates to any place at a trine
when and under circumstances un-
der which

. an admission charge is

made to other persons, an equiva-
lent tax shall, be collected, based on
the price so charged to such other
persons for the sariie or similar ac-
commodations.'

.

Reported that some colleges and
schools have been admitting soldiers
and sailors to football games free of
charge. Under ,the strict ruling of
the Treasury Dept. they are subject

(Continued on page 26)

SPOKANE PROS AND CONS

Decree's Effects Have ' Divergent
Views Among* Indies

'

m
Spokane, Nov. 26.

Opinions vary among Independent
theatre owners of Spokane, as to the

'

consent decree. Says H. D. McBride,
owner of the Granda and Dlshman
theatres, and president of the local
independent owners, 'The decree is

a great victory for the producers: and
a defeat for the independents. The
fiye-picture selling is a hardship on
the little fellow that will probably
cost him his theatre over a .short
period of lime. The ideal arrange-
ment would be blockbooking, :

wit' *

.

20% unrestricted cancellation.'

Cecil Miller, of the Ritz: 'Believe
it will work put ;tb advantage for the
theatres using subsequent runs.' :

WE. Lindsay, of the Bandbox:
'Can't see where it

. will effect us
;

much, except in the niatter of: price.'

/., Harry Black, of the Empress: -'We

were satisfied wjth the 20% elimina-
tion, why change it?'

Harry Luft; ...of the Rainbow:
• 'Should make no difference in a one-
to six run house.' '

.
Allen ZelC New Rex: 'We buy

selective deals, so it should not ef-

fect us.'

Walter Seal, Rialto:.. 'As we make
six changes, there is no question but
what it will work a hardship oh us,

and am in favor of blockbooking,
with a' 20% unrestricted cancella-
tion.'

*

it.:
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Dave Hum of M-G

Campaign to get .the film industry

to pay for shortwave broadcasts to

the .I*tin :Americas produced two

developments during the last 10 days.

First Is that Metro's foreign publicity

chief, Dave Blum, has submitted an
alternative longwave program idea

to Metro home office officials and to

the Hays office. The second is that

L. P. Yandeli; National Broadcasting

Co. shortwave sales executive, has

submited a new proposal to all major
company foreign chiefs, and. has of-

fered these officials a sample disc

of the intended shortwave programs.

Checkup on the status of the Latin-

American shortwave goodwill pro-

gram revealed this week that only

RKO had approved the NBC pro-

posal. Metro, Paramount, United
Artists and Warner Bros, rejected the

proposal. UA turned down the NBC
shortwave plan on Nov. 18, but Wai-

1

ter Gould; new foreign manager; ex-
pressed himself as willing to listen

to any new proposition. Universal,

via J. H. Seidelman, foreign chief, is

marking time to see what develops
on the new NBC proposal. Colum-
bia reported the situation as status

quo but had not approved any short-

;

wave proposition. 20th-Fox^ which
previously had shown no interest in

: the NBC : proposal, agreed to pass ph
Yandell'S new proposition afterhear-
ing a sample recording of a typical

Latin-American : shortwave program.
':

. Better Reception

, The idea submitted by Metro ;is for

. - major -film companies to get together

in a concerted industry effort . via

radio by making transcription pro-
grams in Spanish and Portuguese on
the Coast and then distributing these

to Latin-American stations. Outlined
plan would be for the discs ,to be
released on key dates by film indus-

try committees in principal South
and Central American cities. These

. programs would not plug any prod-
uct or any picture ,but wpuld consti-

tute a friendly message to.the Latin-
' Americas plus general American film

news notes.

Spokesman "' for Metro pointed out
that . Latin-American stations use
electrical transcriptions quite~freely,

there not being the aversion to their

use that prevails generally in. this

country; He claimed this method of
building a good-neighbor

.
policy

would reach more listeners than a
shortwave broadcast, contending that

the lack, of clear reception of U. S.

programs by shortwave and the
small number, of shortwave sets

would not give film companies the
coverage the Metro plan would. .•

Regarding the coverage by short-
wave, a spokesman for. United Art-
ists stated that distributor represen-
tatives in the Latin-Americas defi-

nitely were not sold on even the
limited coverage, possible through the
shortwave setup. In contrast, he said
that tie-ins with local stations were
much more satisfactory, citing, the

. excellent results obtained by this

method recently on 'Rebecca' in
Brazil. ' Also he' claimed that shoul<3

the company wan^ to spend money
for radio coverage in the Latin
American territory, greater benefits

. would accrue if programs were tied

in locally,'in different key- cities.

PITT KOAD SHOW DATE

TO CUE SELLING POLICY

Exhib Wins P-TA Aid

On Building Kid Biz
Sari Francisco, Nov. 26.

,Ty Winkel, manager of the Piedr

moht, riabe fllmer, is investing con-

siderable time, effort and cash in

cooperation with ' Parent - Teacher

Association groups to see just what
happens . when the well-intentioned

mothers get their*way.

Picking his product from a list

approved by the ladies and building

a two-hour show under their direc-

tion, Winkel has started .
series of

Saturday kid mats. In return, he has

been promised full cooperation, arid

this is urged in a letter, now being

circulated; signed:by several churches

and P-TA units.

H'wood't 'Alley
9

Hollywood, Nov. 16.

Vine street and Hollywood
blvd. became Tin Pan Alley for

one day by official edict of

Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los
Angeles. Gesture was made to

plug the 20th-Fox picture open-
ing in the vicinity. Kate Smith
lent her hand and voice in the
dedication ceremonies.
The boys on the curb, veterans

of the old Palace sidewalk, ap-
preciated the atmosphere .

even :'

though it wasn't the. same
climate.

The drive* for increased grosses by

all of the Paramount: theatres

throughout the country, located in

all but a few states* as a salute to'

Barney Balaban on his fifth year as

president of the company, started

Thursday (21) and will erid Christ-

mas. This * the period which
generally affects theatre business

vitally due to Xmas shopping arid

planning.
Prizes iri every unit of . the Par

chain Will be awarded, according to

Leonard Goldenson, home' office the-

,

atre department executive. These
will be trips to Chicago and attend-

ance at a banquet to be given Bala-

ban Jan. 23. Each of the Par circuits,

including all the partnerships, will

determine the-number of prizes to.be

given, based on business shown.
.• Goldenson, who was on the Coast
for the recent . studio huddles, re-

turned to his office Monday (25 ).

after stopbffs in Dallas, Kansas City

and Des Moines. He confabbed with
Karl Hoblitzelle and Bob O'Donriell

n Dallas on Interstate matters- and
reports that grosses in Texas have
improved. ;•.

In Kansas City, where Par ope-

rates the Newman
:
itself, the com-

pany, is spending some money to pep
the old house up, including a new
front. Goldenson discussed matters

affecting the midwest with A. H.

Blank while in Des Moines.

Sam Dembow, Jr. had gone with

Goldenson as far as Tucson, Ariz.,

where they attended the 'Arizona*

preem, then flew to Cincinnati to see

Tracy Barham, Ohio-rKentucky ope-

rator, . before returning to rT. Y.

Thanksgiving.

UNIVERSAL SETTING UP

ANOTHER SCULLY DRIVE

Pending certification by the Na-

tional Labor. Relations Board of the

Screen Publicists Guild as bargain-

ing, agency for eastern publicists arid

advertising department employees;
the SPG is preparing and discussing

data with the NLHB in New York to

show that it has the necessary ma-
jority to qualify for certification.

\ Hyman Glickstein of the law firm
of Boudin, Cohen & Glickstein, coun-
sel for the SPG, states that a sizeable

majority membership • has been ob-^

tained in all of the major film com-
panies. Universal, which has a

;

very
small publicity department at - the
h.o.,

. was not included at first in the
SPG membership but now has been
brought in. No efforts have been
made to organize the small force at
Republic's; New : York, office headed
by Dave Whalen. Monograiri recently
moved its entire staff to the Coast;

:

N. Y; riieinbership
. voted final

approval last night (Tuesday) of
terms of the contract it will seek
with film companies. General meet-
ing was attended by better than 175
of the approximately 250 members.
Stipulations in the pact were not re-
leased pending their deliverance to
employers. ;•

Principal contest in bargaining
certification is expected to be the
eligibility of staff - advertising art-
ists, the Guild taking them in under
a constitution which opens member-
ship to 'all who create, prepare or
dissemiriate advertising, publicity or
exploitation matter.' SPG interpret
tation is that it: includes all pub-
licity department employees. except
secretaries and office boys. Execs
with power of hiring and firing are
also not acceptable.' •

Statistics gathered by the Guild
show 207 eligibles in the seven
major offices, excluding U. Warner
Bros, has 48, Columbia 33, RKO and
Fox 29 each, Metro

. 27, Par 23. and
ua is. -

For purposes of the contract,'
Guild is dividing all employees into
seven classifications. These include
three apprentice categories, three
junior groups and one senior
bracket. Each company unit will
determine classification of its mem-
bers on basis of length of service,
job done and dispensability.

Disl; News of IlieatresrExdianges

Increasing its executive field forces

for better coverage, Warner Bros,

has set up another district which will

make a total of eight for the com-
pany. Last • summer, when it had
only six, it created the so-called

'prairie district' in the middle west.

New southeastern group will em-
brace the territory covered by the
Atlanta, Charlotte and Memphis ex-
changes which foriherly have beeri

tied in with the rest of the south.

Ralph McCoy, Warner branch
Head at Atlanta, took charge of the
newly created district Monday (25 ),

while Tom Gilliarii, Chicago branch
manager, stepped into McCoy's for*

mer shoes on the same date.

At; the same time: other shifts are
made in the Warner sales forces.
Sidney Rose, Omaha branch head,
succeeds Gilliam in Chicago, and C.
K. Olson is transferred from the
Minneapolis to the Omaha exchange
to take charge there.

. Art Anderson, exchange chief at
Des Moiries, is promoted to the Min-
neapolis .' office, succeeding Olson
there, and Elmer Tilton, forriier Des
Moines branch mgr., returns to WB
in . cdmmand of that exchange. An-
other promotion is that of R. H. Dun-
bar^ Pittsburgh salesman for War-
ners, who takes over the Cincinnati
exchange replacing Ralph Kinsler
who is going into the exhibition
field on his own. Harry Goldman,
salesman out of Chicago, is promoted
to handle city sales in that key arid
Haddy Maridell, Chicago booker, suc-
ceeds Goldman on the road.

will m.Cr the affair: Guest oj! hoher
will be .Postmaster General Frank
C. Walker.' '- '

With the city celebrating two
Thanksgiving! because of dispute
between dates get by Gov. James and
F. D.R., film houses are cashing fa
double.

'

Jack Engel, formerly of Universal
has joined the sales staff o!f RKO*
replacing Harry Tyson. , . •;.

Bill Quinlevan, - Vitagraph office
manager, back after a long illness.

The film and radio division of the
Allied Jewish Appeal started off in
high gear raising $26,000 at lis open-
ing: dinner. Chairman is Dr. Leon
Levy, WCAU prexy. Main speaker
was Ambassador William C. Bullitt.

The committee Includes William
Goldman, Jay Eirianuel. Ben Amster-
dam, Abe Sablosky, Jack Beresin,
Dave Barrlsti Al Blofson, Dave Mil-
gram, Sam Gross, "Ben Fertel Sid
Samuelson, Morris Wax, Lewei Pi-

zon /David Weshner, Harry Ball. Lou
Krouse, Sam Schwartz, Edgar Moss
and Jacob Fox. ;•'

Blanks' Ambulance Gift
Des Moines, Nov. 26,

; Mr. and Mrs1

: A.M. Blank gave the
local chapter of the Red Cross a
check for $1,150 this week for the
purchase of an ambulance for
Britain. •

-
.

>

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

World preem of Hal Roach's 'Road
Show' has been set for Stanley the-
atre here week of IJec. 6, but won't
be surrounded by , usual ballyhoo.
Frank Seltzer, publicity director for"

Roach, has been in town for week
setting up campaign but prefers to
call it a test engagement rather than
the usual hoopla thing.

No stars will be brought in, but
studio is Shelling out close to $10,000

for special newspaper campaign in

all three dailies, details of which are
to be announced in a few days. For
those in the press box who .want

concrete reason for picking Pitts-,

burgh, Seltzer is saying it's Adolphe
;
Menjou's home town.

. .
Menjou is

featured in the picture.

'Road Show* doesn't have any def-

inite release date yet, and nliri's

showing here will determine selling

policy, classification arid other de
tails, ....

'•
... .

.'

Universal district managers: meet-
ing, in New York last Saturday and
Sunday elected to. stage another Wil-
liam A. Scully sales drive to start

Dec. 8 . and extend until May 10 next
year. -Drive will be sponsored by U
in recognition of the part, played by
Scully in

;
developing the. improved

relationship . between the company
and exhibitors. Matty Fox and Mil-

ton Feld: wijj act as honorary cap-
tains,in the western and eastern di-

visions, respectively.
:

;

Largest amount of prize coin Since

Nate Blumberg and Cliff Work took
oyer has beeri .set aside for the
Scully drive. Iri • addition;

.
Jules

Level, producer of 'Boys From Syra-
cuse,' also has offered prizes for best

work in selling that picture. Prizes
will be awarded on basis of best all-

around sales and liquidation of ac-.

COUntS. •

:'
.

''; : .'.;' '.;.!'
' V7.

: District managers' . meeting was
presided over by Scully, with J.

Cheever Cowdin< board chairman;
Nate : Blumberg, . F.J.A. McCarthy,
William J. Heineman, Joseph H. Sei-.

delman, Jules Lapidus, Dave Miller,

Harry D. Graham, E. T. Gomersall,

J. E. Garrison and A. J. p'Keefe at-

tending. From the N. Y. office were
Tom Mead, newsreel editor; Davy
Levy, B. B. -Kreisler, F. T. Murray,

I

J. J. Jordan, Morris Alin, Louis Pol-

j
loch; and Hank Linet.

Par Cancels Plan to Preem
AUen Pic in Miami

Sohine May Add in Syracuse V

Syracuse, Nov. 26.
• Though lacking confirmation; re-
ported' Schirie is planning to take
over the New Empire, dark since
last

.
spring when -Charles Martino

made an ill-fated stab at bringing
vaude back to town. Some $25,000
was expended iri the layout. Owners
of the house have been insisting that
lessee shoulder much of this burden,
thus discouraging several individuals
who have shown interest. .

'.-."•

Schine. may be able to swing the
deal for j house which is perfectly
laid out tor stage show. Report is

that "nV would then become available
for. roadshows, concerts, lectures, etc.

It would tie'--' up every .downtown
house, but Loew's, under the Schine.
banner. ; :^,v."

Miami, Nov. 26.

.

Scheduled world premiere of 'Love
Thy Neighbor' in Miami Beach has
been cancelled. Change of plans
came as surprise to local Paramount
representatives, who had. just com-
pleted arrangements for first show-
ing of the Jack Benny-Fred Allen
opus on Dec. 20.

Reported that .:expenditure:, in-
volved in bringing both Benny arid
Allen's entire radio :cornpanies here,
arid, necessity of 'arranging'' t\yo
broadcasts, influenced decision.

;

New Circuit's 11th House

' Detroit, Nov! 26.
Having formed

, new operating
company,. Associated Theatres here
has just taken over the lith house
for its circuit, the. Nbrwopd,

: . forr
merly operated by Ben and: Lou
Cohen. The theatre will be operated
directly by the new Standard com-
pany, created by Associated. It is

located directly across the street
from Associated's central office.

~

Joe Klein, who formerly man-
aged the Loop, will take over the
Norwood with Fred Walton riiovirig

in as chief of the Loop. \

Bob ; Dunbar Promoted
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

Bob Dunbar; office, manager for
WB-FN here, has just beeri proriioted
to the managership of the company's
exchange iri Cincinnati. He will take
up- his new

.
duties . in a couple of

.weeks. W. F. (Dinty) Moore. Main
Line salesman, will succeed Dunbar
in the local office.. No replacement
for Moore is

. to be. made for a few
months, inasmuch as his territory is

sold solid for some time and won't
need servicing until later.
With Alvin out of commission due

to recent collapse of. roof, Bill Zeilbr,
manager, of that house, has been
transferred to the Seriator. which
has become Harris circuit's only
downtown flrstrrun. . . Jack Hooley
moves from the Senator to Gardens,
sports arena controlled by Harris
cornpany; as morning manager arid
assistant to Howard Adelsberger.
Two new up-to-the-minute nabe

houses opened here last week with
appropriate ceremonies. They were
the Temple iri Sheraden . and Park
in Murihal. . Former is an 800-seater
owed; by Mike Shapiro arid Archie
Fineman,: who ,now have a string of
seven spots in this district, and latter
is a 650-seater built by John E .Stahl.
who has . two other theatres in
Homestead district.

Briefies; Mother of Harold Cohen.
Lewistowh exhib. died last week .

:

Si Feld. who recently resigned U
sales.post here, has ioiried RKO in
Cleveland. . . A. J. Wyant. manager
of. Kennywood Park since 1926. re-
signed and replaced by his assistant,
Earl

.,
E, Hehniriger .V.Sam Neamari.

Natrona exhib, convalescing In
Miami Beach froiri a serious illness . ;

.

George Wheeler, former Film Rower
and how booker for Lichtman chain
in Washington, a visitor here for few
days last week. :

Seally's ExehaBse S^iiig
William A. Scully, Universal gen-

eral sales manager, left Sunday night

(24) for Detroit on the first lap of

his swing through the middlewest
exchanges. Plans to be awuy until

Dec. 2; and then will stay in New
York until Dec. 13.

Scully and other home otllce of ft-,

cials plan to head for the Coast about
that time for confabs on new-season
product at the Universal plant.

; AnderMit Heads tiVB Mpls.
Minneapolis, Nov. 26.

Warner Brothers' changes here
bring in Art Anderson, manager of

the Des Moines branch. ;as local .

branch manager. He succeeds C. K.

'

Olson, transferred to -Des Moiries.

Anderson was a member of the War-
ner sales staff here before b*;inp pro-

moted: to the Des . Moines b»;uich

manager ' post.
^

2tth's Tax Salt
; Atlanta, Nov. 26.

Suit for an injunction to restrain

Fulton county from assessing . 20th-

Century-Fox Film Co. $93,C00 taxes

for 1940 was filed last week in su-

perior court Petition riahied Guy
A. Moore, tax receiver, and T. Ban.
Suttles, tax collector, claiming $83,-

W'i) assessment on company's motion
picture films had been arbitrarily

fixed by tax assessors.
Assessors had assessed film at 60%

of their market , value when com-
pany declined to rriakc a tcx Teturn

upon demand. Company claimed
assessment was too high and *udge
A. L. Etherldge signed an order tem-
porarily restraining Suttles from
collecting taxes. Date for heunrig
on petition has not been set.

. Kail Joins TWA
Kansas City. Nov. 26..

Robert Kail left post as assistant

manager of Loew's Midland to Join

Transcontinental & Western JAr in

sales department. Manager John Mc-
Marius made Joseph. P. Holloran the

new assistant. He comes in frtm In-

dianapolis, also was under the Loew
banner.

Doc Levy Heads Phllly Variety
.

.:
v Philadelphia. Nov. 26.

Dr. Leon Levy, president of
WCAU, elected chief barker of the
Variety Club. Other officers in-
clude: Earle W. Sweigert. Hillary
Brown, assistant, barkers; John Mon-
roe, /-secretary; William McAvoy,
treasurer; Harry Ball, 'fixer!'

New members of the board of
'canvassmen' are: . Dr. Levy, Sam
Stiefel, Monroe. Sweigert. Sam
Schwartz. Charles Goodwin. Ted
Schlaneer, Henry : Friedman, David
Supowitz arid Brown. The new offi
cers . will be inducted at the club's
annual banquet* Dec. 12. Ben Berriie

John Allen CIncy Variety Tres
Cincinnati. Nov. 26.

Officers of Tent No. 3. Variety

club, elected Monday <7SV. John
Allen, salesman. Metro, chief barker;

William Onie, Monogram, arid .Wil-

liam Koegel, Goldsmith sporting

goods, assistant chief bartiers: Saul

Greenberg. indie exhib. property

master; Ralph Kinsler. W'8. branch

(Continued on page 18)

MORROS, MISS

TO PLUG '2D CHORUS'

Paramount has-^ccomnii'ndeci that

Paillette Goddard accompany Boris

Morros on a countrywide trip
;

in

cdnnec^on with Mbirros' pcture,

'Second Chorus.' which the pro-

ducer will screen specially for ex-

hibitor-buyers in a hutnlMMr of lead-?

ing keys within the next three

weeks. Miss Goddard is. leatured in

the film.: :^:-

First stop is Dallas, others being

New Orleans, Memphis, New York,

Boston, Montreal, Toronto. Boston,

Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, Des

Moines arid Salt Lake City. A pub-

licity represeritative from the studio

will be assigned to accompany Mor-

ros and, if she goes along, MU* Goo-

dard, for interviews, exhib lunch-

cons • etc*--

Thought on the part oj
1 M(>rros is

.

to cover the country on his picture

much iri the same mariner thi.: Jules

Levey did for 'Boys From Syrocu.-e.

in the sale of which lie played a xt™
part. Various pre-relea£is ilati* »ie

being set up on 'Second Chorui-V b»t

gengral release is hot unt;l N*?>v

Year's week.
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Cfafpaflt, Nev. 38.

BusineM is heWaaw UP well
throughout the loaf) aecaer currently,

with the picture* all inetfcetlns; the
annroval of the bulk of the Mat fans.

noosevelt, the last home of The
Dictator/ has gone back to its stand-

ard policy with 'Howards of Vir-

glhia
r
after the Charlie Chaplin HUm

tailed to hold. Picture, which had
been vanked after two weeks of

two-a-day in the Apollo, ,wm pulled

out of the Roosevelt after three

weeks of grind at $1.10 lop. It was
generally the moat disappointing

sHde-off in recent picture history,

particularly after the powerful first

week.
'Two hold-over pictures in the loop

which are doing excellently are
'Long Voyage Home' and 'Third

Finger; Left Hand.' Both are in

their second weeks
;
and look for.

s)Md runs. ••'

But the lop run picture of recent
we*ks is 'North West Mounted Po-
lice.' which is currently pounding
out its fifth week in the loop. With
t'i.e pre-opening ballyhoo sending
t'ie picture away happily, the action

flicker has held to high profits since
its- get-away.

.

Of the new items in town the best
1 loks to be the new Kay Kyser
flicker, 'You'll Find Out,' which is

diublihs in the Palace with 'Queen
of Destiny/
Of tin* stage show houses, the

State-Lake indicates the best poten-
tial on the personal of Billy Gilbert.

'

. Krtlaaavte* far • Thk Week
Apello (B8cK) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Long Voyage' (UA) (2d wk).
Heading for fine $8,500 currently,
after turning in a rousing $8,000 last

Chioago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)—
'Zorro' (30th). plus Xavier Cugat or-
chestra and Ray. Bolger on stage.
Combination lias considers b I

e

strength, and looks for $33,000. satis-

fying. Last week, 'City Conquest'
(WB) arid Abbott & Costello on
stage slipped after strong start, but
still came through with bright
$33,300.

Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Northwest Mounted* (Par) ($th
wk). Still finding customers, an*} a
big winner at $6,000 after taking
brilliant $6,500 last week.

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 28-44)—
•Dance Girl' (RKO) and vaude
headed by Woody Herman orchestra.
Business all right and wlfi, manage
$16,000 good. Last week was a sta-
ler at $20,800 for 'Nobody's Sweet-
heart' (U) and George White's 'Scan-
dals' on the stage.
ralace (RKO) (2.500: 33-44-86)—

•You'll Find Out' (RKO) and 'Queen
of Destiny* (RKO). Kay Kyser pic
Is the big item on the bill and will
rouae the wicket to $14,000. splendid.
Last week. 'Bit of Heaven* (U) and
'Night Tropics' (U), fair enough at
$10,100.

BeeeeveR (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-flB-
75)—'Howards' (Col), Back at the
old-time policy, house i« garnering
substantial $12,000. Last weak, 'Dic-
tator' (UA) finished three weeks at
75c-$M0 grind. After Initial fat
weak, slumped quickly and faded
laat week to $11,000.
Male-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 28-44)—

Angela Broadway* (Col) and vaude,
Jan Garner orchestra and Billy Gil-
bert headlining. Strong combination
that is zooming to $18,000. Last
weak, 'Cherokee' (Par) and Major
Bowes unit on stage, bright $16,700.
U»Hei ArUate (B&K-M-G) (1.700;

35-55-65-75)—"Third Finger' (M-G)
(2d wk). To $11.0*0 this week after
smacking througV with excellent
$15,808 last week,

' GEf

OMAHA

(Boit Exploitation; daaaka)
_ , ,

Omaha, Nov. 26.
Led by 'Northwest Mounted Po-

.£**• .which is a terrific smash at the
Omaha with at least a $14,500 week,
aowntown business zoomed away
oeyond anything in aome weeks
starting with Thanksgiving Day (21).
.Haunted' is being single-featured at

pnecs and' the minute the

uR. °Pened there were long lines
wnch.have persisted. Exploitation
nere deserves recognition. News-&m was doubled and station
t>~wH ca/ned persistent periods of

u,«?
m,

5g tor the picture. MountiesSd
•
aboUt the greets in pairsS ,n

in2 the picture to people in

'inn
and on corners; The front;

w L
W
?.t* complete conversion of

: ^fP! to a gaudy and flash-.
l« display,

;
I

"
.

o£ Zorro,' at the Orphcunv

will have at least a $12,008 week
with its companion picture The
Quarterback.' The Brandeis, too,
had long lines and is good for a big
$8,088 with 'You'll Find Out' and
Tm Still Alive/

'Northwest Mounted Police' is a
certain second-weeker while the
Kyser opus at the Brandeis looks as
if it might also hold over.

stiaiates for This Week
Osaeha (Tristates) (2.000; 10-40-55)

—'Northwest Mounted* (Par) and
shorts; Big $14,500, almost house
record. Last week, 'Escape' (M-G)
and 'Sky Murder' tM-G ), okay $8»-
800 at 10-30-40.
Orpheus* (Tristates) (3,000; 10-flt-

40)—'Zorro' (20th) and 'Quarter-
back' (20th). Good $12,000. Last
week, at 15-40-55, 'Burma' (Par)
plus Harry. James band and Four
Inkspots on stage, very good $15,000.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'You'll Find Out' (RKO)
and 'Still Alive' (RKO), Extra good
$8,000, Last week. 'Too Many Girls'

(RKO) ahd 'Lady in Question' (Col),
fair $6,500.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
'Married Adventure' (Col) and 'Wy-
oming' '(MfG) split with '5 Peppers
Trouble; (Col). 'Devil's Pipe Line'
(U), 'Lion Has Wings' (UA). Pretty
fair $900. Last week. 'Boom Town'
(M-G), single-featurod, spa* with
'Girl Havana' (Rep) and 'Dalton's
Rode' (U). fair $800. *

Town (Goldberg) (1.500; 10-20-25)
—'Law and Order' (U), 'Girl God's
Country' (Midwest), 'Not So Tough'
(U), triple, split with 'Stranger 3rd
Floor' (RKO). 'Kid Texas' (M-G)
and 'Young America Flies' (WB),
•Dodge City' (WB), 'Golden Fleec-
ing' (M-G) . Only fair $700. Last
week. 'Triple Justice' (RKO), 'De-
mon Barber' (Select) and 'Return
Frog' (Select), triple, split with 'Man
Dakota' (M-G). 'Phantom Ranger'
(Cap) and 'Singing Dude' (WB), and
'Sea Hawk' (WB), 'Blackmail' (M-G)
and 'Singing Dude' (WB), slow $700.
Avenue - Military - Dundee (Gold-

berg) (950; 300; 800; 25)—'Married
Adventure' (CtoJ), 'Wyoming' (M-G),
split with 'Golden Fleecing' (M-G),
•Not So Tough' (TJ) and 'Ride Ten-
derfoot' (Rep) . Fair $1,080. Last
week, 'Boom Town* <M-GJ, single-
featured, split with 'Dalton'a Rode*
(U) and 'Sailor's Lady' (20th), very
nice $1,000.

BIG $21.5««

(V'A* IM)
Sweet* <]

G) (3d wk,).

-'Korth We:
Mounted Polka' l Par) /4£h _
EleMe—The Apy <Moni? » (38),
(Reviewed in VAHtnr. Hoi;. «t
fttveet—'Seven Sinners' (U)

(3d wk.).

aWay—Tin Pan Alley' i.20th>
" (2d wk.).

aHraM—The Let'fi* (WB) (2d
wk.). ;-

Weefcef ftee. s
Aatat—'Great Dictator' (UA)

Ith wk ).

BTaaJway—'rantaiia* (Disney)
(4th wk.). .

.

CapIieJ—Third Ifnigor. Left
Hand' (4).

(Reviewed fn Vm/iv*. OH'. Hi ;

Criteria*—'Hit Faia.le of ISIl*
(Rep) (4).

(Revkneed in V»m*tY. O.vt. M»
Glebe—'Night Vra:n' (20th)

(7).

(fttrteieed in Vur.ttr, OH. MI
.. Maale Hatt-Thief

'

M Bag-
dad' (UA) 0

(Retrfetted In V*rvnv, C^t It)
Paraiawal—'NArt h We s t

- MMMte maeaurably ...

r^npirting «h« boxofflce statementa.
Wes her has been a bH gloemy

an* on the cald aide, bait ttwt •eem-
«n^.y has not had any appreciable
effect at the ticket windew*. al-
tho:igh it may have figured to aome
extent on Sunday (24) when night
bits.new was off somewhat. On that

;
night 11 legits gave shows, 16 of
t:ipm for the first time, aorf that may
have 'aken some custo»ners away
from ihe film theatres. Some were
W', Writer oi the: matinee Sunday

< <2! K but that very often happens
: anyway, so the teeoff of legits can-
rot be definitely regarded as the
car. Later on a study of the sit-
uation will give a moire conclusive
line on the opposition from the
baits. if more than perfunctory. This
wilt Jbft esoecially true when all

.

a BraMway shows are giving Sunday
] perforj;:ances an4 the public gets
» time a-quairtted with the policy

Tin Pan Alley' is this week's
Mounted Police' O'ar) <!ith wk.),: leatler. It hwi a very strong open-
Ktotta—^Dark Sheets o( Cairo*

(U) (3).

RHreH^-'Seven Sihne:^' (IT)
(4th wk.). :.

Baxy—'One N:jgh» In the
Tropict1 (U> (•>.

(R*vt0w*4 in Vm*v, Hn>, i)

«4raai«—The LeJtt.-' (UrB) (3d
wk.).

wfv
at the Roxy Thanksgiving day

j 121) and is maintaining fa«t pace for
iffjam of around $5M00, the highest
J the theatre' will have groaaad in
about fwo years. Picture begin* it«
second week; tomorrow (Thurs. ).

; Anrother new film that is drawing
'heavily is The Letter/ which naa
, Onie Nelson and Harriet HiUiard te
pmoti with it at the Straod. Net

' £2<*l,n* the Thankagiving grost of
M.fOO vvhen the picture waa thrown
jilt on four preview performaoces,
the fine week will be around $4t,000,
aock takings. The second weak starts
hereon Friday (2t) instead of
Thursday, Strand being the only

« house which adheres to a regular
Friday opening.

The Musk Hall Is doinf a line
business with 'Bitter Sweet/ but
eountirx the Tbanksgivlng break
froan thejbarrler which waa potent,

sticking. Iwwavee, bw»iwe oT atattt

how (LooiOm Pmvh«) lkteklnc
nriday <3t). Ac itM, aUni will nwi*e
to Warner fat fc*

•Bitter Sweat' la d>kf{ good
^sW^^ r ^RQ^jl^h ^t^^at^S^s^ ^s\^ a^^(He^| sj^^i^ a^as^,

over to sUt« tec atvypd downtowa
week, with- TUtoft rankinc «M«iit
of Zorro* BoalflM Jf> nreTuctan^y
for 'Sevan atMm< vtj), 'Zorro' ii*

third weak alM iU\t?

tJtl m* l*«^h«i expected atm,m
i on^

the flrst week. Inienae
< '•• oppoa/t on from farther weat IsTthe

wti*L**h v^v aa
Br<*<i*»y ««« i« to be conaWarad.

>^&&*£& f
' ^ KiUl;

Nl
1
«r!nd 5Sws?thfi inc^deetS hoW?

the bulk a« a^^kdayjrade I t overs. On top among these is the
town. Battp ptmtt. aiirter iaiiit Paranviunt show 'North Weat

*— ^nted* and 'Dictator'w^ today
hagfn* fta seventh (final) grind weak
at the Capitol. 'Dictator' waa %o
f«rmldable a budness-fatter on
Jhwik^inf and the paeT>reekeod,
tt waa d^kled to retain ft anothair
ataawi. The sixth week through last

PJS* i7̂ ! w" H7.06t. On the
twice-daily $3 top run at the Aator

—. -
~.<i

- which sjaes on Indefinitely, tbe buai*
i- aW arid ineaa also was firm, the six daysmiMMNM MM t*,>ttve It foo<J- thraijgh Monday (25) being $13JM0.

b^^•i,?L?i**^l^^,
»J!»• t *Moaw»ed' haa

^
Gleh^ray, Red

«. ^'"y^JT ^L>W<g?^ y*»t<>n ^ Connie Rusiell'oB tB
FaMeai (ihea) U.750; ^25-4a)«» Par stage with tt and for thethird

'Zorro' (2fith) (3d nk >. Will gift
5 weak, included list ni^ (Tuaa*

only four^ days, <Jwt to previo\ii the treasurer's -office badced another
booklnsi ot *Scve* Shiwts' <U) for

I $47,000 On the strengST ofjJSch
Thanksgiving (3t> WMi in that ab-^ remarkable

^ stamina, the show is be-
breviated time v i?X knock down ing hr!d for two additional weeks a
$3,0$0 anyway, lem <*nn\t got awe;l total of -.five. This will be the first
$5,700 on top of $« 5.0*0 opener. , time in the 14 years' operation of the

Peaai (LoewWA- (S.300; 25-311- " theatre that any ftlm^as gone be-50)—'Bitter Sweep- Drew a vond four. 'Mounted' also^hit the
panning from the eri:x but

.
thitt hU'hen gross. $70,000, scored on Its

makes littlejjr n^. 'i'ffei ence to tl;,« first ^cven days, that the Par has

Washington, Nov. 3$. ,

Boys hit with all they had Thanks-
giving Day. five new pics opening
simultaneously. With holiday prices

for one day, all will ;;wind up in the

money and the /three big guns are
scoring direct hits. 'Bitter Sweet/
at the Capitol, and 'The Letter/ at

the Earle, are keeping two vaude
spots neck 'n' neck for top honors.

'Escape' is solid runner-up at Palace,

ace Loew's straight pic house.
4
You'll Find Out.' at Keith's, and

'Tugboat Annta Sails Again,' at Met,
are comparative small fry. but cook-
ing tastily. Only holdover is 'Great
Dictator,' moved from Palace to Co-
lumbia at same roadshow scale and
getting double house average for

regular prices.

7

Estimates for This Week
Capital (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-

G6)—'Bitter Sweet' (M-G) and vaude.:

MacDonald & Eddy wowing 'em in

big house for good $21,500. Last week
•Zorro' (20th) and vaude. $17,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1.234; 75-$l.10)—
'Dictator' (UA) (2d run), Moved in

cold after two biff weeks at Palace
and will pull strong $11,000. double
what spot averages at regular scale.

Last week 'Argentine Way' (20(h) (2d
run) (24-44). solid $5,500.

Earle . (WB) (2,216; 28-30-44-66)—
'Letter' (WB)^ arid vaude. Bette
Davis as a murderess earning big
$21,500. Last week 'Moon Burma'
(Par ) and vaude, oke $12,000 for six

Keith's (RKO) (li830; 39-55)—
'You'll Find Out* (RKO ).. Kay Kyser
will see oke $8,000, Last week 'Bit

Heaven' (U), agonizinR $3,500 in six

dfiVS. ..- -a-*o«4 vj "
- Altai vs t uiui . «ai*ut i/uu yt ... r- ------ p,-

.

Met (WB) (l.fiOO: 28-44)-^^•Tugboat (M-G). pretty ^-oi %
v
17.500. " ''-'mJ^^S9 :<^f%»-M*'5'W- 1.W>*

Annie' (WB). House trying a first ; Warner (WB» v'^O'-O; 25-4fli -Tcj v «2-2»l - Fantasia' (Disney) (2d
' boat Annie' iWJi and 'Dai;ci: A coniplote sellout, includ-
Dime' (Par). A* tb.»r diublo-foi.: J-.c 31 seals that Were added

a-.trUy. t':e prjst week. Capacity now
' first five days

as $21,700. In-

Flames' (Par) «,:« .-.unw ••<•-• p»»i «vitck . >>i .seaxs were
(WB). JBeviewrr;. veil to town .

adde<2 to the 1.8f4 the hou«»e pre-
'Flames.* Which J'iJ lfeeii bannorJ vioufiv. had. which nt capacity will
temporarily by J»»T.'e cena>rs. h i* brin" f :»e «econd week tip Ja» around
public has heard ft.a; cry before vvstn 80? ending toniiht. (#tfd.). : The
'Ramparts' (RKO.- Hwult is they've first i»ve days on "this week (3d),
a bit wary of one aiid '.aren't' tlaoti.-h Monday (M) was $30 700
buying. Not move than $1,300. with Walt W .iiey organsj^tion ha*

'

the
the holiday. Last s-«;to. *Li'l Abncr' Broa'ilvay for i>s long as it nays the
(RKO) and 'Che^ei; StrVp' (Par i; {> vwri »ed rent.

.

* T
awful $1,400. Warrer Bros, and the Strand did

Senator (Harris* (l/fOO; 25-35-5!! > * bar.<»r:>m»b in exploitation of The
—'Won't Talk' (Ct»l) and. 'Bcfotu Utter/- while aim the campaign on
Hang- (Col).:;-.:.0?ri:.)le-':-Df..-.--weakio.ii *Ti:* .I'jn Alley' by 20tli-Fox and the
ftllinp in for or\-r four days un5 II rl >xy v.as mrj itoarious._

•

, ^"'
K>tiw«*sa far Tkk» wiafc-:-

:

"

•Dilator* MA) (7th week); Begina
cl.e .seventh lap today (Wed.) aasl
stays', for an unscheduled run. The
six drjys on the sixth v:ec*VInclusive

Tin Pan Alley' 0),h) gets r.nikt
way tomorrow (V^J. Fair $I.8(i:ih

Last week. 'Njfbl '/'opicV (U», s it

days, around $f,50(; l-adi':.

Sfauiley (WB)' i)m± :
- 23-83..pi0.'» •

'Letter' (WB). Bflte DWris stair«'!!f

kicking in with Vie of the .

:

i>t ,
;'t • -JV'-ViV- * YiZ • *'*.V5L£l'

,i
'-*T55*

grosses of aea*>i^ heir*, Gcabbn.*
.&M."n

- ^Y/ ^J'
1

*"*J}?#*\ wh^
in . _ .. .

Laurel - Hardy .

(M-G), pretty fe'xi %
v
17.500

statna'a grc
^ * ... .

.

tsTSISClOtl

Many Girls'
though comir
lentTujJfte ot\

ahaed, my Mw^l
derad. $i8W. 'Dutcr _.
i-vtedey (Wed.) on a o»vvT!w7
OJe*« (I.IH; _8-3§-»> -~ 'An^'a

Over Broadway* (Cot) (3ji4hasi
week). Good little buain 11 1 paaJii,
a likely $7,000 being Indicated sllar a
first round of $8,500. 'Blackout' <UA)
comes in Ssturdav (30).
Wwe (1.780; 28-35-r,5) — 'ZorrV

(20th r and 'Tugboat .. Annie' (Wl),
both 2d run, dueled, opened her*
yesterday (Tues). 'Rockne* (WB)
(2d run) and 'Always Bride* (WB)'
(lst run) only six days to disappoint-
i.ng Behind th-i*. f*>r six
davs, were 'Argentine Way' (38th)
(2d run) aWi *Ybitth Will Be Served*
(2©th) (lst»a); which rl»o g>t o»ry

ruTUwoMut W,884: 35-56-86-88)—
'North West' Wir) arirl. in nernort.
Glen Gray, Red Skeltori, Comnie Rus-
sell, others (4th week). Still m tiieh
Rear, show will be held fifth week,
first time ever at this house over
per'od of 14 years. Third week fin-
ished powerfully last nitht (Tues.)
at $47,888, second bein " $88,888 and
flrst very close to $78,888;
«_4to City Mm** lla4l (5J88: 44-

55-te-88-$1.8B)__W«er Sweet' (M-G)
and stage show. Operetta gwttin*
nice ptey k^t little under ho«iia at
$80,088 since omenta* waa on Thanka-
giving day. Still very aatWactfflry
proftt and hold*. Laat week, thioi
for lacapeV (M-G) mederate $7ijial.
asMae (758; 38-44-5S )—'Give U*

Winajs- (V). Doinr oxitta hicely^
about $7,888. Last week 'Great Plane
Robbery' (Col) and 'Billy the Kid?
(PRC), featurette running 48 min-
utes, lt.888, o.k.

Jt*ve*l (2.088; 38-»*75-8t)—'Sevaa
Sinners' (U) (3d week). Conweti-
tion sharp againet thh sUraicht-lUm-
er. but picture still isn't aieataag what
was antidpated: this weak (3d)
probably leas than^$88,888. Fftat
rowid 'jltS, ssiiiaCaC"waa belew
tory, thovaili uoaVr hopes
»exy(sj$8;3ts-35-88-75-81)—Tin

Pan Alley' (38th) and atef* sbow.
B.o. amaah, probably $0i,88f or
thereabouts, beet in about two years
here. Starts second week teller-
row (Thurs.) and uodeitbtadjy wiH
go a ttUrd. Last week Teim Fted
Out* (RKOV and- Kay Kyser ©a the
stage. $50J88. very umi.Me (3,498: 2*-44^6-7«-88-$J.18)
—'Arise, Mv Love' (Par) (3d run),
with Jack Teeajerden, Frances Faye
and Paul Gerrits on the rostrum.
A click show, looking 835.888 or fa
that vicinity, very pice. Apat week
«KH Carson' (UA> (lstCijCn) »nd
Morton Downey, Johnny Maaanir
orch. others, teas than $30,088, dlaap-
pointing.
aHraMd (2,787: 38^75-88-88

W

'Letter' (WB) and Ozxie Neleon. aeifc

Harriet HiUiard on attaje. Th»R#s
humming here, with the compara-
tively atmall-seater deluxer piling
'em in far likely $48,088, big; holds.
Laat week, second forTngboat Annie'
(WB) and Jack Haley. frWlla
Lane. Teddy Powell, $31.388\ttv^k
Lift was provided by TbsmkagJvlhig
(21) when 'Letter' was tfcrcjnjai in
for four performances tha€^i*ere
heavily advertjaed. The day brought
$6,008 as a result.

DffTWCH, $4^81, B
«

Santa Glaus.
Mein
Jupe

Nov. 38.
viua and

rouses 01 seaaoi^ »»aw.- uvurmu g ^7,;' , s, V2'*?\ Wfl'K
xcellent word-M hviuth ani ShoVl- iii?

fulLmh the take waa
id for at least $^C,(i0(). La * vaco.v. $W,WV .?:;shaw .drop .from the prior
iaurel - Hardy unit and ?Duk*:^ V" 1 ^>n hire profit.

run again and will collect nice $6,000.

Last wcrlc 'Rhythm River' (Par) (2d
runV satisfactory $5,000 for six days.
Palace (Loew) (2.242; 39-55)—

'Escape' (M-G ). Taylor and Shearer
takint "nod $li< 000. I;ast week 'Dic-
tator' (ITA.)' 1 2d v.-k.V (75-51.10 1.

slnMi:< $18,000. '
•

:

Din-.eV (Par). A* tb.»r diublo-foi. i«« l.'.o J I. seals tha

•'tu're stagewait, erJ::'j noth-;;s i:v sn\ 6 d?uin-c ?»:e past week.
' but droopy $4,005 Even t^:at a««- -.t>?i»fi around $29,000.
. iV prodicrted 0* cv t-elter t!^:; avoc;. ip to tbtljy ( Weil.) \v

ajj'? holiday. lA<t T/oelu' *I« i'iaJ .-.'ww days, 1.884
(RKO). and 'QM rU'ji^ck* ePas •

:" r» ,; -» f™*»i**'

around $?}.3O0,

x>n days, 1.884 Keats! then be-
hr: capacity., take was $27,300,

o s"at:- not bein e offered for

footballjsariged up "on show, sea this
weat. Everybody on Main street is

•inaawt t$£iChtfSstmas Blues, .

•Lime etailie Kelly/ at LjaeVa
.
Palace, a^ 'S«v*n SiiC^TS,.' 4* K*w

! Malco, are runukig neck.wn*iisck,
. Neither will do bettet-.mm avaraaie.
Balance of the town JiTaSid.

i
lulkeiaeas far TW« Weak

i Laew's State (Loew) (2.888; 18-33-

i
44)—'Gallant Sons' (M-G), four

J
days; 'Yeeterday's Herees' (38th ),

5 three -«s]a«i> Combined gross ew the
. pair ui+ht reach $2,400. but fkwW-
; ful. Last week '£01*0' (20th ), $0,880,
goo<l.

Wtorner (Warner) (2.300; 10-24M4)
I -'South Sue?/ ( WB). Lukewarm
v respond, but niisjht nush up to fair-

ish KOflO. Last \vet>k 'Hit Parade"
(Rep). 13.700, n.u.

I
New Malro (Li;'.ht?*':iti> < 2.800: 10-

V3%41>—'Seven Sinner;' «17>. Diet-
. / ICohtinii" J o.< ww



w. -

' t»s»«, :a»

w.m.
.

•

W*T *tK- Jin •M*Si5«L5fi*
c -n^dc;-nw ;<*ndHien*. 'tanrafg*.
«T.:.rd tM-G), okay fcitO
t(c H^ond x».'Jt of second run

iV 12.758; 35-46-57^
.

n'^HW^ t .
«M-G) (2d wk) t ^*tg

^MitWljr UihjKd $10,000 fot\round
^STJ Qwxrxfgti $17,500.

Baric i"B)"iWM: 35-4*V5£4$)
*i»#rt<y "! s ot' iSOth) with

H«« in u on itage. Will

|»;o«t wfe- if '822,500. Not in

: :. E»*--:*ver.v ...with- last

Mcko M*'48f for QDtnbo of tart
'
JTve^>Wl#tf»n4fii* Calloway orch.

Fa* »UB> if.443: 35-40r57

VZorwf- « CM) <2d wk). Keen
pscc ; cU/*n'ward ; trend: with

asw il.efiO. Opener zingy; $17,000.

BarUan tA\B) 1 1.086: 35-48-57-68)

< M«G) (2d .run ). Weather-
Jigs', the - forth with-hefty $7,000.

tV^ v.c 'Mlofei Burma' (Par)
ojjlled ai>f • Civ* artev s«wr «

<, low liaise record with wrrftie

fl JWVV
(1,970: 35^«-57-€i|)—

•*r7k— (Wpar) (2d run ) (2d tw ).

fP-A ?!

JUGE2IG.
; the 6\* ; dQitrnteWfttn . teelisg «#.

special WaJniaday xighl. mUMMM^
shows, and U^vtlfciw yi'iifiin*Ml

J openiu* detee It get «i rtart «nl
:

.-

'

.,
. !Thiire*«jr# blx taek'a ft> ng ?eapan4

'

Boaton. Nov. 24.
t
built aolldljr thresh the tuult<»Mt

j

"The Letter' Is the ticket here, weekend.
. ^ ; .v=, . |:

Leading the toww^sily, -ylth 'E«-i. Ideally apo Ud lr the doUtxe SUiv «

iape' arid 'Zorro' taatfling over at tW^ . *The Letter* la atttacUjBf one of
i

Orpheum-State and Keith JfcmoriaWl* be>t tafce* heft in wtc^^J. wtil*.

respectively. > Ing howaela •air* -ar^e .wtartFl*
^iuamtM far fete Week ! good tfcad. Alt* food 9m *

In(m (BRP) (3.200; 28-44-tW^ \ Alley.' at the New and Toall '

•Swimmin floTe' (Mono) and 'Still Out.' tied tejtr«# v»»# *t

Aliva' (RKO), AWjh stage show, four
j the c*ftbe^Itpp.^ I-*»t*r

r
lwua# f* !

days: aM^Gla*Rur Sale' JCpl) a?j^ sttftlng to Thutijlay eimM «r »
;

'SandylOft Mqn' (UWboWTJd niW, permanent polkjA i

""ended for average { . lutlwlM 9m tfcfc Wai*

Orrin

.000.' LasOlreck 'SU|Bhjer Third
J

Cetftarv tfcptwV.l!A> fSI» 1*=

FloOrV^iRKOl and 'Phiftfcni China- ,28-44 )-

for average

SSSn* Chili- ; 28-44)-'Bitter «wr ef » r-C): Urtt
^tfwn* "(Mono), with stage show, foitv ' ed with mWnUrtrt iRhow laid Wei
akvs;"and 'Met Murderer' (Cliugfc) ; <20) and attmolln^ ver? fUfdy a*-

nnd 'Wagon /TfrainV (RKO), three Ition to good fit 000; : W«k,
days. $7,300. v 'Wvomlng* <St-G). not la frtrtc al

Fa«way lit&P) a.332; 28-SM4- . $5,200. ^W
55fc*.*Arise Love* (Par) and 'Dane- j laaadratae «R:wnar«rt^ <l 5W:
ing Dime' < Par) (both 2tl run). Aim- t lfl-Jt-3«.44-55-il)—'You'll !• ind Out*
ing at big $7,000. Lasfc^cekjphrixt- /RKO) plus w'tll'Vnjt vaiWle (»tmtt,

rth wPJc in downtown sector too

much ;ind -«iro»i is down to $3,aCt for (Par)

thi* seilv Owning round of second KeltJi Memerlal (RKO) (2.907.M

run last.-otcek netted slightly bet- 1 30-44-55 )-;zorro' (20ih) and 'La*iie

U SSmO- '

1 iRKOX j#dover for .ftp^daj

<4a*i1e%- «WB) «2.01«: 35-48-57-68)4 Around ; $10,p00._ aa.expecU*/ Tin

—Nellie iCclly' (M-G). Onjy pix Ut* J"
biVvv in tl-.s week and way below pat'J 1"

With illdOO. Last *etk's take for* «i

•ecoAd yt eek of •RacapeVM-G) okny
$1?W-
MMt«t 1WB) (1.437: 34,48-57)--^

•Ranipar!. Watch' (RKO) <2d wk).
Poor word of mouth dropping this

doeurr.ertary to weak $3,«00 tor^soc-

«»d trip Opener hu*ky $7,100 on
atrength of cenior ban bally.

Buffate. Koy. M.
; *M*tihmm MiHi FaHee/ at
G»Mt. iJiMf - tidl«C akog to the
luikaai **• tally thie frame. Tin

A?*?,* «weied M the - Buffalo,-
-B . 1 w ^^^W^P^^y l^^^^sM^V*

T«gar«a at die other wkkete are
" <f

-

Mee# tjv 'ffM$HB'eek

.

:

— . - _ ^.^(iajs$^^^L4(I^P» B$*4s^^^—*1/Ss^-
Pii'i -Atte**

:

»J$«ijyi5< Gallant Bona'
M (;« Hefty Bgwre 4»dkste4 for

h'ttfur, rnturh sheukl Umh -m?
beftee ri^aiit MMr show
heita, S««tt ;Mm. Laet
"Miiul B-wwva* i. Bay Boiarr and
Xafifrr 4

r
«i«t «:rH. «air $IMtiC

ikmm Ufta* «She»> (MN; JS-56)
;1»fa»tH Was* Mounted* (Par).
MmmiM tra* tiiraugH with wallodsng

1*1 w«ric .'Zorro* iJBth)

<VftM) <1440; 35-44-M)
iMr' (U) and 'Angels

, iOt4); Phisjged a5 12

atari In two A pix for tt.000. La»t

week 'Seven Sinners' «U)_gnd
^Eoodie Cupkf (Col), fair $9,000.

(F-WC) (2.740: 35-4*V

IfWBitter Sweat' (M-C) and •Char-

ItnStt* (ttth). Got mixwl reMew.«.

butSSeuld do s^od ^W.OOO. Lart

(Sd flnal) week of 'E*peap*r (M-G)

and *HuHabaloo' <M-G ). all right at

St^TraMss (F-WC ) (1.475: 3540-
50)—'Letter' (WB) and 'Hit Parade'

(Rep) moveover. Bettpr-than-aver.

age $4,000. L«et week, 'Zorro' (20th)

and 'Danctnf Dime' (Por ). average

^vSied ArMela (Cohen) 1 1.200; 75c-

i.tO-lJSW'IHctatbr' (UA) <2d wk).

Kvenlnga aren't as strong, a* antici-

pated, although mat* are- holding tip

with special plugging. ^^JL, ;if
$15,000. Last week, okar at

j
WarfteM (F-WC) ( 2.6W: jW-Kr-65

)

-North West Mounted' |f«>-«™l
'Eyes of Navy' (M-G) f3d wk).

Holding up nicely for $8,000.^ Last

(2d wk ) above expectations at $1 3.-

days.
_ T ta expecU*/
big $18,300. New show c.
irffday (2$), the oJUcial

r djd;in this elfflErYotni Find |^ (^ and Taater Hall' (UA); : in
• (M&P,) (4,367: 28-38-

tter' (WB) an* 'Tugboat 44

W

'aiqona' mm AT

OffED AMBSSION, IL C.

tain
inldn 1

nnk^ (WB). Doing soeUo biz day
and nigbt. whamtning in around $20.-

000. Laat week 'City Conquest' (WB)
and 'Hit Parade' (Rep), big tld.eOO.
Orpkeasa (Loew) (2.000: H-3f-44-

55V—'Escape' (M-G) and 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G). Second week looks like $H>-
000. very good. First stanza, socko,
$25,090. . ,

:v '
.

v
ParasaaiMi (M&P) (|.?»7: 28-3#- ^5V_T^tt•T,

*Wl ). Vr ry aoeko do
44-55)—'Arise Love* (Par) e*d jntf5 eince rr.idnJeht «ki;v nh fire

* df *Si»;tin ? (RKO i plus p*.
Hfurrer, 9f> $S.4O0.

> (Sehacaxfgt r» (J.40$; IS*

44)— 'Bayers !T«t t « re'

,

Openlnf *omorn>w <We«.> !

after two Mahlv iuiti«f»rV>ry i
,Ark^eIrflve, (Pari \n pteaa* .

of $11J* for th* biaer _
iMechanlci <1 f4l|- li-St lf-

Pan Allry' <mih Miin- lj

»d B^o since nenln« «*;
;

luat Wei (20) ir1 pointing

to strong $44t$. an excentlowdlr i

good flcur* fee this houw* cf liiriled

capacity salt «»»V daytime ttmm*
trade. Laet wee* ihlril of *Zw»t

(2«thV. added okay $3.t*l to previous
total of $«.$$. '

Manleir (WB) ! 3,280' 15-$t>$$-44

^21$fr $$-4f)—<Kit
»I

,A* aiitf ratber Prince*

*M-Or and panc-
t>r* * »i»a>. dandy

«Haymaii> ($,$•$; 24M0)
Ckey* «C«I) and *Won't

Oyer $?J5$tv neat. Last
KaptT

«CoJ> and THoc-
mf *Co?K ao-ae $8j$t$.

T#u1l Find OSrjKO) and
(Vhumi W«mM' «iCO). Hit-

ting a«ttr < i*|i. artWkJr Jcir $BJ$$v
Lart week Knew ' What' .'Wasfted*
iBXO* and *14t7uraii Sf.tfire' «BXO>
*ai ^a-. ^.-. i *«.$$•,

Kansas City, Nov. 28.

Thank g'ving holiday brought in

ftock oi good fllms and started
everv h iise off toward strong week.
SturdieS! o# the attractions is prov-
ing to he *You'll Find Out' at the
Orphen i which is turning them in

and out steadily all week. It's a

cinch ft jldover. Fox Miditst houses, , r.>nnpc <m-uv bj
Uptow: and Esquire, are alpo sail- (M«6). Holdovera*/
Ing alcng with a musical. 'Tin Pan okajf Sll.OOO. Initial

Alley,' which is likewise certain of
J

^— —
plavlnT a second Week. Film turned- . .

In hv iV best day Uptown ever had , ^H/yniiTlli^' UAI IUVT
oh T u-sday, and weeM combo in j, JflVUn illiiJ IIvLllinU
b rth iiousea will be. one of 'octtt'f

fi^ur« j' of Ceason.

'Dancing Dime* (Par) (both 2d run):
Should hit around $$,090, very good.
Last week 'Cherokee' (Par) and
•Christmas .Tulv' (Par). $8,000,

Scollav (M&P) (2,538; 28-39-44-50)
—'No Time Comedy' (WB) and
'Westerner' (UA) (both 2d run).
Good for atyut $4,500. Last week
'Buvma' (Par) and *«a*'t of. River'
(WB) (both 2d run). $3,500.
State (Loew) (3.800: 28-39-44-55)—

'Escnne' (M-G) and 'Hullabaloo'
are headed for
week. $18,09$.

holiday Wed. (»). nnd |nd:caS :ng
verv rosv $lf.99V. Last week, five n

days of Tugboat A^nfe' «W1I», vtry
poor JI2.909. I

VUbt tiMiw9
Isiv iXC

Mjmc $8y50wy Jbdpls*

$^.K«TLA»,0M.
Portland, Ore., Nov. 2$.

•Bitter SweetV opened at^the. UA
Thanksgiving Day (21) «nd 'YouTl

Find Out' also caught the holiday

crowd at the Pararnount. ^Both pic-

tures doing well, with 'Bitter Sweet'

in line to bold. .

BaHaaa4ea $ae 'TMa Weak
BreaWrwar (Parker) (2,C4m 35-40-

5$>—'No Time Comedy' (WB) and

•Flowing Gold' (WB). Looks like

good $4500. Last wag*. 'Seven S»n-

ners' (U) and 'Atyentine Nights'

(U). about par. $4,800. « „ s
Maytair (Parke r - Evergreen)

JMM0) -.^
and

and 'Slightly Tern
| oyer from U.A for'a Jhird weel

, ;e PJtsMentV Thanksgiving? fDurth wwk foT nice $j,ooo. •

•3d:rXyi.c'&*r*et8-£d His state aad out f OrsAeitaij". (Hamrick -EvcrgreenV

^Si7J»#S-WiesliiB
:^^

••^ - f™^ fi::: t?n*s »re *3ta for the family. ' sho'.y-ng a MtiafMt.ofy'.$4,000. Fim

LINCOLN LEAD, $7,000

Lincoln, Nov. 28.
•North West Mounted* is not 'only

getting men, but women and kids,

Ai .fcona* at the Midlldd. with a
dual oartner, is carrying alonfi to a
nice 'jgiire .-«ljth a raised admission
siflg co heljMhe total. Some ques-
tion ait to whether film merits the

ra ! * e< r;ff, but t*ke will put this "up i too, here at the Stuart, a cinch for
'•ctnbfji bigger Alms of the year, l a sensational $7,000 on the first week,
thOJi^i not -in the class with 'Boom- .- and if hitting that figure, will stretch
town* or 'Wind.' other raised fee at- ;OUt to 10 days. Opened Thanksgiv-

ing day, and clicked off $1,650 for the
initial count.

•You'll Find Out' also cut a few b.o.
capers, but 'Nellie Kelly' found

tractj.ns. -.:'-

LiiJ:i and Abner! are showinc that

a vtir.x act can headline the Tower
vais'Ie bill to some unusual money, , , .. , . ,. „ . . , .

this one a Friday opener without t.tiker* not so ^many^ Vaegsh at the

benefit of the holiday take. Film is |
University of Nebraska cut down the

•Sardv Gets Her Man.' wcekeiid population a bit. but it wn!?
no big hurt in the financial windfall.

Esiisaatoa f*r TMa Weak
'

Celanial (Monroe-iloble-Fcdrrcr)

E«*tim«tcs fw TWfi Week
Csauire aad Uptawa (Fox Mid

wk!) (820 and 2.043; 10r28-44)—Tin (750; 10-15)—'Ride. Tenderfoot' (Ren)
Pan Alley' (20th), day and date in - and 'Career' (RKO). split with
botJi^pots. Opened Wednesday to 'Beauty Asking' (RKO) and 'West
get of .pre-hoiiday^pla^ $900, LrsI
f?t «Kde>'way m high speed. Combo

, week 'Frontier: Vengeance' (Rep)
$10,500 is «trongV Last week, was Und ^Trapped Sky' (Col), split with
aecojjd, for 'Zorro' (20th). but was «0ut West Pcppei-s' (Col) and 'Roar-

i'^jdtkf, Nov. 2$,

•'-•Slightly..' i'^jjeo s=lniij!> isn't hurt-
ing 'North"W»est>tf utitoj' any nt Ww
Paramount, while- ^»arjr ': Cooper is

ptaxving onpositk- to himself at tin?

Liberty as The Westornur' saib in to

Jits fourth week at the Jcnsc 3-yon

J
Hpi berg ace house.
Blue Mouse thi i ueek g(M\- fiitt-

run for exiendetl 'lowing of ^ uro.-

moveil over froni 'wo It-ig v„:ock<va!

the Paramount,
E^'iMaiee f**r ta*! Week ;

Blae Meaee. ( Kr.wrich-Evenaeen ^

(850; 30-40-50)—'Z«.rro' (20th ? ar.a
•Young People' (?0th) Moveovier
from Paramount antic!nates good
$3,000 in nine diys. I*ist week,
subsequent run.
CaliseaM iHarnrick - Evrrcreen)

(1.900: 21-35l^'Sw-ike Up Bt**'
(M-G) and 'Goidt.< Flw ^ing' -M-Gt
(2d run). Indicate! fine $4,800. Laat
week 'Sea Hawk* WB» and llited
Wife' lU) (2nd run). $4 500. great.
Ffrlh Atenae ( Hamrlcsc-Evergreeh *

(2.349: 30-40-50) -'Arise Lnve' (P.*r(
and 'Chitistmas July' «P;>rh . ' Expert
big $7,000. Last v;.fk 'Witter Sweel'
(M-G ) and 'Street 'Mer^riciV *2tWi I

sorko $7,800.

t?n*s i*re *3ta for the family,
atit *t 9' tn^itztlon- that. things-

tv ' g Co be tlull for the theatres i

c:.-i;.i .r* evtrjiiKK spree - is of«r.
-

Tiiv m*k, f rnstiles .are- mortng :

»li!!*;v v. * *!»ad:iy with none of the >

lit>#t* the higher brackets.
: -'tou:Vt f

j^«^e-'ifet;. dualing *Bitter
:

Sviet?: .ar/j, IDanoit- Playa Cupkl.'] ^ m ...
In.,:*r.a .5 a c?(»e tetond with nke : 40-50)—'Bitter.Sweet* (M-G). Singw-

$4,300. Will

week, strong $9,500.

TiiaaiSBl (Hamrkk-Evcrfrrcen)
(3.000: 38-40-50)—'YouH Find Out'

1 RKO ) a»d 'Lady In Question' (Col).

Doing a good $5,000. Last week.

•Zorro' (Soth) and 'Still Alive'

(RKO) held 10 days to better than

average $7,090. v .^ „
UnHed Artlsta (Parker) '1.000; 35-

(}mr r:.^r>4
~*r*G fcv 'Yotni Find billed and gett
*Hh 'Charter Pilot/ 1 hold. Last„ „ 'Escape' <M-G)

^ii^V « ) «.:T**mk of ^Worth West } ind *Slightiy Tempted' (U>.
;

Second
Me Tlffi P^ice* fi raarrnr the end . week saturfactory $4,000. and moved
of ?Se *ra a »tr<m* ffm. Lyric, - to the Mayfair.
torArf, to Dj^mXth from Beut- f

>in,«: Dan' (UK usual $900.
Lhicaln (J. H. Coooer-Paramount)

(1.503: 10-25-40) — 'Nellie Kelly'
(M-G).. Moderate in face of cons-
petisli, $3,300. Last week 'Zorro'

er»* m-A **w:g enough to pull the
hc*; -e fijcri'.* t::~r.p. , :- '.

, rirHe oKa*z-Dol» <2.9$$: $5-44-
m^-Sor.b West . Mounted* (Par)
*U *k* Okay $4j$9$. Last week,
|}^v$»39$.'' .

:-
r

' \ liPm ^Kalr-Doltel 13.19$: 29-30-
*1 Out* <BKO) and
'(-"harter P.V.i* *$9thK Kay Kyaer pic
a/r'«**;->g fcr. a P^a'thy $ti$4. Last;

*D^fST.'"
'

4
r:>o: «a:.y

I^es»'< /Frew's) i2.449; 28-30-40)

W, $14,000,

'

Denver. Nov. 28.

With all first-runs above average.

'Mark of Zorro' artd 'Sandy .Get* Hi"

?dan,' at Denver, are leading t-ie

town. Dual of 'You'll Find Out' and

,• <; ,v irkov h't th* second. 'Arise My Love, atw

shortened to afst days, $4,500, fair

enough •

MSdkmd (Loew's; 15-31-34-54)-^-

'Ari;:o;ia' (Col) and 'Nobody's Chil-
dren' (Col).: Prices upped, though
film hasn't the push of others on • (20th) got out with $3,700, oke. J

v/hich fees have been tilted locally : Nebraska (J. IL Cooper-Para- ' „. .,

recently. Getting good play, though mount ) ( 1.236: 10-20-25)—'Cherokee* 1 five days, flood. $1 >0O.
not strong, arid week of $14,000 ac-.j (Par) and 'Dancibg

. Dime* (Par). I Ornheam: (Harr.rick
coumed for by the holiday help and Okay.$1,800 in five days. Last week '2.(X)0: 30r40-50)-r-7>ettpr' <WP> and
the extra cents. Last week 'Bitter 'Golden Gloves' (Par) pnd 'Puhh> 'CrlHng Hyrimtii? (WFD (2d v.*.)

(Cockril!) < 1.7r,o-
B T?.o Pei $7,500. Laat:*3^2?v

Evergreen* .itwl^^^
: rn Ix*Ke° <n stage, weak 140)—'Arise Love' (P.v\ h f

$«J«/(0y j (Continued on prv/
\ e. i't'/A

2C)



*T 4I> l*»veri'phlsttM
1 awhestra, ti*a ™ _

_ aad ether (irwaadn* the

Ml iwk> th« niage. T«* Wli *
•howing h«riul«ft pulliiag «wttv
Fe&ewiag « valiant 10'week try at

modi*ed buritfeque at th* atrtaet and
vaudeville a* the finish,, *t«M ir>d»e

feetwe^lllra, Harry Mamh .

Herri Katt have bowed ©wt af tha
Alvin and the houiw i* tkMiAw
far ax stage shows are concerned, for

the present a* least.^ ;

= , -

tatlaaafss far Tide Week • :

Alvta (Hirsch-Katz) (1.400: 3t 44-

55). Currently, da,Tk. Laet week
'Wagea* Westward' (Rep) and
George McCaU and his *M*n Awsit

Detroit, Nov. 18.

(Seat IxptoltattoH: MJeklgan)

There doesn't seem to be anything
wrong with the picture situation here,

holdover* being plentiful and the
new bills elbowTnc upward to strong
Bwinaw, Christmas shoppint season

haa arrived ..officially, but with no
discernible effect on the boxoffices.
If anything, the grosses are showing
far above average, unusual for the
season.- r'.'

There seems to be a little_ edging

to light $3,000. . .

Aster < Par-Singer)
v

•Devil's Pipe Line' (U) iind 'Spitfiref
«

reea- V* <»*\-_ feral weeks ago the Adams, which has
X9m

! A?**"'*-: - been chiefly taking over secondover
lip into theV" r«l

n
.^^'J.T.^f i-S waafc*. boosted itself

$*2*i~J&j£-'^r^it^ii^i*^^*^^* as the other houses

-SWrtf S ^ aRJv (Kmv So downtown. Now the Michigan is

and 'I m Sts.l Alive JWH)>, ..«Sp ueiiHr holidav price* on the run of

ftg^ Â^^^i^A^' yf^ Mou»t^ i
continuing]^"

:^2&.^^v - ffi* th*m from the picture's opening at wWVift
••T
«2i

,rI&£ Rcp)
'

t0t- U mkWfht show on Thanksgiving.
,

week, okay
..

. . . w 3 'North West' looks to taking the

^S^^/ Parc?.S? but the

(Continued on pa<{e *>
| haYt been alternating with stage

and YUbar Mif (WB>.
meat appaf price*

t
oa|y tor qaa na*.

Last week 'Aria* Love' (Par) and
Pepper Trouble' (Col) (Sd wk),
okay $13 000

ttrani' (2,070; 38-38.40)—'Queen
Yukon' (Mono) and 'Won't Talk'
(Col). So-so $4,500. Last week
'Leather Pushers' (U) arid 'Ride Ten-
derfoot' (Rep), quiet $4000.

ESCAPE' 14C, IETTE

$10,009, rtffflDENCE

.
Providence, Nov. 20.

All stands with one exception are
stepping along to moderately higher
greases. 'Escape' at Loew's state
and The Letter' at Majestic doing
nicely in the lead. 'Kit Carson' at
RKO Albee is only fairly good while
•Hit Parade of '41' at the Strand ia

so-so. Thanksgiving holiday
catch hew shows all around

Thursday (28)
;

Estlaaatee for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200: 28-39-50)—

'Kit Carson* OJA) and 'Slightly
Tempted* (U). Not bad $6,700 tabbed
for this One. Last week. "Tropics* (U)

Shows, the"FoTcomes up with two in'I and 'Still Alive* (RKO), so-so $5,000.

sequence- starting next week with Carltep (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 28-39-

Wowlv Herman orchestra and fol- 501—'Zorro' (20th) and 'Always
-'•

" * -
• Bride' IWB) (2d run). Fairly active

' Last
and

doing pVcntv of sheeting snd having j
'Father Prince' (WB ) (2d run), meek

-'"T^' ;
..-1.

'-."=•" Jushers in all the u; D: chain wearing |$2,W. v
.

,

N o Aa/
.

>

••.•.•Louisville Nov. 2eV [mounted police uniforms. Press ! Fay's (Indie) (2^; .15-28)-

Biz Is geresally pretty ^gpod a!f>ng >ven'startled editors around rWapon _Train' (RKO ) _ and .'Sky

the downtown sector, aiwI i^itU slow t*-?e town bv dropping in on them : Devils* (Indier(reissue), Strongjuve I

Xmas shopping anifl iniW ,weaiher.j: w?th an escort of six-foot ushers in pair headme--for nice^•HOOO.; Last
flrst-runs are not compiiiuting. All Scarlet coats week. 'Youth Served' (20lh) and

lowing with 'Streets of Paris.' ... .... ......

mam | hltlieifll t r The Mirhigan launched its exploi- ; and chalking up nice $3,000..

TIIrN LUliDfiLLt i
tation on 'North West Mounted* early, week, 'Seven Sinners' (U)

r WvMrtc

_ ., _ . - .aaMl Qrauiaan**•Aw a*t +m)*** tat itM
IMWIJ!**. Tia^PafT AO^' aa t$*
!#P!<»" rt *o% JHTaoaar day-daaart,
Dmaawai and Hollywood, arc ex-

!faa%MI \m AaMi *r»t weak of The
tatter* with cloat to $04,000, which
iMwraa hoMovtr, and Hawaii, with
continued Arst Tun of the Deanna

.
v" Dutbin opus, .'»pring Farade,* on

•. :
• batl* of a $1,000 Oponlng day, should

Clnclnmitt, Kcv. 36. 5"i^rifl^i^W-^wig new houaa

Pic tradeUWJiig ^a higif leyeli **??*ik ^ l , ,
••,_•-

Jt ^>
reflecting Cine/s general bit Im- "Oraat DJctator' is holding Htm on
provement duo to bum ut ti many *SSP£&VWitfc attar, cetml^g cloae to

machinery plants and other Indus* ftfJOf mwkoB initial atanaa. Pan-
tries which are coiitritml ing to the tajea and RKO. ara fairly.weak with
national defense oroffratn, ^^IffnyGirU'jwd will be lucky

Cinema center* ea« figures cur. l?-^li^S^S&Vi^ tinw i.
rentlv. are only a ahada u..d«tr last .u^^^^^ Si^.^^HS
week's, whkh had advantage,,, of J^^1!'0 S522L

4

w2?*-«%t«2
Thanksgiving -tiuWni- nfou'll Find i^^J^^JSll^tii^^^LiSS
Out' at the I»aJace has a s vght edge J*JJt, Jffi#i mlELjft n^SmJ
over 'Letter' In the Altx^ for top S^^^^^^^^J*^
coin. Both are winner*. 'Night n SSr^l aJ2Ek wRhV w^iivSSl
Tropics* is n.s.h. for the Grand and ri?^ kYuJv

Hollywood

Uhe Lyric la flndihjt 'Drcirning Out ¥^Ji22£*SJk& w-t
Loud' a no-dicaf.

, , . r^SmTruJu: J5w^ -n
.
Three holdover', are on thl, right ^X^i.^D^%^:®

r • i, i V «ii wk.). Chaplin olo likely to garne*
Istlataias far Tfclii Week Jucrativa^SoTon se«*nd itawxa,

Albee (RKO) (3,300: 3h 40-50)^ after hitting big $14,000 on flrat

•Letter' (WB). Nice $11,030. Last wotk^i
week, 'Escape'; (M-G). very good ' Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2.0S4;

$13,000.
' ;30.44-53-75)—Tin Pan Alley* (JOth)

Capitol (RkOV (2,000: •42!-M)-.V.['«na
:

\;«oy' -fCa^llaro:-; v(30th)
;

-

:

duat;
'Northwest Mounted' (Par) (2d wk). .Opening on Thawksgiving Eve, rattj

Family (RKO) d,0W): ia^B)-- '

^^tJff^^ooi*^^
^1**^ thavai

•Phantom Chinatown' (Mbro) and | JJ
e
£2JL»*m5> n aaa- m 44.tti

'Ride Tenderfpot*^(Rep\ r;p«^^

hdnaas showing new . product are
paring for satisfactory rtrturns.
Loew's State with 'Bitter Sweet'

and Rialto with *M*rk of Zorro* are
running about even on th^ week,
while Mary Andersen with The Let

Trouble' (Mono),
Estimates far Thla Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 30-40-55)

•'Zlorro' J20th) and 'Young-. People' •tetter' (WB)"" ahd " 'Charter Pilot'

'Trailing Double
fair $3,000.

\ Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

L ... ^ IT^ttcr' (WB); ahd 'Charter Pilot'
(20th). This house Is holding over

; ,20th).. Doing a nice 1ob for swell

„„„ lor .« .-atcond-
: Week, -oh ^.ZOrro'; after

| $10.000. • -.-Ijast week. 'Zorrd* (20th

)

ler' Is making an ^ok*.y fhowing:Ithc^ fllm had originally started '«tvthe.;::and . 'Always ^fcide' (WB), nice
*26rro* may'-.Wind uv^the :Wt*k .withJ.Fox;.v«0weye.r,

1
it;l«t ;»**J»*t^Ye«!j.*-'j $7,500.-

Tr

a slight edge, but on tho whole biz .second feature^ 'Bit. of Heaven' (U), sute (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
Is pretty evenly distributed. 'Moon fgo to take over last weeks picture 'Escape' (M-G) and •Hullabaloo'
Over Bur:na' looks good at thaifrom the Fox. looking for o.k. $6,000 (M-G). Getting hefty play and
Strand. / I after a choice $7,200. ^ 'should rin<? up good $14,000. Last
Biz In downtown hollas received Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40-

j week. 'Nellie Kelly* (M-G) and
a hypo FridayCI2) when local'551—Tin Pajv Alley* ;_j(20th) ami •passport Alcatraz' (Col); strong $13^
Junior Board of Trad* starei gl'BlondieCupa^
ChristMaat parade. Brought tfenty ing plenty of strength and expecta-

', gtrnnd (Indie) (2,000: 33-39-50)—
of shippers downtown from Louis-^tions are for a big $19,000. Lsst • «Hit Parade* (Rep) and 'South Ka-

eek. 'Young People* (20th) and ! ransa' (U). On the slower side for

Leuella Parsons troupe on stage, a
i
fairish $5,000. Last week. 'Arise

healthy $23,000. I.ovC (Par) and 'Melody Moonlight*
Mkhlxan (United Detroit) (4.000: , (Rep ) (2d wk), good $5,500.

44-50.-65 >-- 'North West Mounted'
(Par) and 'Night at Carroll's* (par).

yilTe. as well as surrounding icwng
In Indiana.

Eatimatrs fer this Week
Brew* (Loew's-Fourih Avenue)—

(1.400: 15*30-40) -» 'Nellie Kelly*
(M-G) and 'Haunted Haneynoon'

week). Satisfaetofy $3300 in sight,

after second week helped by: holiday
Grand (RKO) d.4?.0; 22-40-50)-

'Night Tropics' «U). Slow $5.'»O0. T.ast

week, 'Voyage Home' 1UA) 2d wk>.d brought okay $3,300,
fair $4,000. , „ rrtn ,n rnx Hawaii (GkS) (1,100; 30-44-56-7»S
Keith's (Llbson) (1.500; 3^40-50)— ..'Spring Parade* (U) and ^DlwaoaW'

•Escape* (M-G). Moveover Vom Ah
: frontier" (U) dual. Houae aprun* *

bee for second . week. > a
;

$3,500. booking coup by grabbing -

Last week. ;Arlsa> Love" <l ar) (2d
, i>(?innt Durbin muakal lasmaadlately

run), all right $4.000.
. ! following 10-day day-data Am run

Lyrk (RKO) O400: 33 40>501— RKO and Pantafoa a«d on baafc*
'Dreaming Loud' (RKO). N*>; for the (TJtanicrgivind),

$11,500.
4
A*st week,

(M-G). okay $0,000. _ .

gkabert (RKO) (2.150; 33 40.50)--

•Bitter Sweet' (M-G). Tnm'.llerred
x

from Palace for second wr< k. Good

:

$4,080. Last week. 'Zf-rrc* (20th).

second week of second ran, mild
$2,500,

(M-G).' On moveover. jkMog aiong j Headed for a whopping $26,000. Last
at fair clip. Probably »l.m Tjistjweek. 'Arise I^ve' (Par) and 'Flow-
week. 'Sprin* Patadie' tIJ* ani 'No- | ing Gold' (WB), fell off rapidly and
body's Sweetheart' (IT), fair $1.M0. | didn't count up more than $14,000.
KeatMcky ( S'wiidW') (latO: Jf;-35 ). | Palaas-State 1 United Detroit) (.3.-

~Xor,?i<n Correspondent' (UA) and OOO; 30-40-551—'Arise Love' (Par)
•^•"iltfyo??*'- (Pair). Heading for

« and 'Flowing ;Goldr (WB )'.. This bill

vSfS**
1
**S°.v -V*1 ' Uf?ck

«

'a«* Hawk'
;
j was transferred intact from the

(WB) and ''Ifdi.es Must I.iv«* (WB), Michigan and for some odd reason fa
satisfactory $1,500. :: y ^ moving briskly in its new setting for

J*»;'fn!*te XLcMfw'sW3J0l; 15- ^ood ganod. Last week.: 'Escape'

nffiu n .

te
M.^e

?} 4*fc5*> +m (M-G) and 'Christmas July' (Par), a
JHondie Ctipid' (Col). TW* pjlr Js combination of the best from the pre-

vious bills at Michigan and United
Artists, nice $8,000.

. ,;
...

trailed Arttata (United Detroit)

:

(2.000; 30-40-55 V-'Bitter Sweet' (M-;
G) and 'Sky Murder' (M

s

getting pretty nice play, and will
return a little better than rverage

Prchably $7.{i00. Last week.
2fellle Kelly' (M-G ) 'Hju.hted
"•gj-vmopn* (M-G.I, pulled okay

ft&rV ABj,r«.„ iT iu ^Y '

/j ftftii.
Running along all right tow

y. v
.Anaers«n, (Kih'orii (1,000; {

»

n fnirnw a rmnH 412 00015-30-40)—'Letter* (WB>. This or.ft
*° miov> a g00d *u 'vw '

'IS1 J«2° SW(!l1 biz, ainfsing at excrilent

r v00;-^011 h o.- I>ast wi*k. Reut-
ers; (WB) and 'Fatl.er Prince' <WB ),

JjJjjMl in severalmonth*, did okay

'Bitteir Sweet' Suf*ry $15,000-^^*^ Fair 10G—
CHaplin't Four Weeks Tabbed at |63,000

, . . go aw h<*
Hatlyweed (WBX (2.7M; 30-44-5«)—'Laltar* (WB). Eatts DaviV latasl

headed for big $12JM at this boula-
l vard acer, insuring holdover. T^aat

weak, 'Red Hair' (WB) and 'Maggto*
(Rap), so-so $0,400.

Orpkaaaa (B'way) (2,300; 30-44^
55)—'Meet Wildcat* (U> and 'OwY
Crowded Night* (RKO), dual, and
Smear's. Midgets on stage. Fair $•.-

500. I^aat week, aaoond run features.

Paniegea (Pan) (2$12; 30-44-55)—
'Too Many Girls' (RKO) and 'Sai*
Gets Man' (U) dual. Lack of &>
quae names spelling just ordinary
biz and $0,000 will he all* Last weeR,
"Spring Parade' (U) and 'Mew
Against Sky' (RKO), on three-day
second week, slim $3,200. r.\
Pafaa*e*«l (Par) (3,905; 30iH-50-.

78)—'Arise My .Love' (Par) and
vaude. Looks tfke big $21,000 on
the initinl stanza. Jerry Colonna os
stage helping. _Last week, 'Nortlt

^^•!U.X
Foi'rth Avrnue) (3.400: 15-

(20th) ar^il -Charter
Pilot' (20thl. Pairins up to tnnagc

'Escape* 10G Best

Montreal. Nov. 2G.

•Great Dictator* in third week at

k*,vv« ' :•• »*»««rt .« tnnagc i.Orpheum -is fading and is slated to

Su-^fMf0^ 11 town, probably be yanked at end of current week*

^f- ft?^ bv Ihe crowds in t iwn : Line-up biz ended first week and

«wi"B Parade, inaray of - ;hom LshOw has bc^n pla.ving to three-tiuar-
anoeroa the brief profusion and ter and half-houses since. 'Escape

"ien mad< a bocrlino for ihe wicket.

•iS
5* v '

. 'Nortljwpst Mov.nted'
\r™\ ann March of Time, on h o.
Krabbed splendid $8,000.
_straa<l (Fourth Avenue) <!,400;

Cleveland. Nov, 28, .te^ s lle^ mip>nW,-.'w
July temperature.on Thanksgiving (RKO). fo-sa$l.m--

day which lured recordU crowds
:

weekjs di«o. ^f ^'^1"; FS;S
< (3rd wk.), excellentAo.OW. .

downtown and hiked price* helped , ( Par) and 'Cherokef\ (Par). I»*P.ir- v .RKO (RKO) (2^IW; 30-44-55)-.

to up every^ house having a holiday |
ing fresh / rumors about i npending . <too Many Girls' (RKO) and •Satidy*

1 opening. Not even Plain Deakr's
j
shut-down of house. I (U) dual. Only weak spot down-

charity football •ga•I^^;.
: wh.ich^'pWl.ed•|•:

; .^c^-'VrkoV {3.200; 30 35-^12-55) «!l
d I0**8 Uk« fa.lr;Mm:-X*at

iaway;^0.W» pig^ia followers SaUu-^

., /S,'^^^a^i^^
- .: 'Biittei;. :Sweet». :•• also.^swings-

.

.,State|
; :;:li

.

t^jtW's Y- Viaai)'< '^r -M*«t.Qii

tal $C3.0M for entire^rua^
. }Lst week. 'Ariw Lovp* (pir) was in wk.)... Gnnd POhcy doing^ok

Estimates for This 'week j

"""
looks best with three repeats at

• other first-runs. •..

j
. Estimates far This Week

I Palace (CT) i2.700p 25-45-55)--— " -- ---
(2d wk)

'Cabellero' (30th) dual. Should
garner sweet $17,000 on basis o<
aarly returns. Last week. 'Bitter

" Ghan MuseunV

United Art lata (UA-F-WC) (2,13t|
" lUA) (3d

j Allen (RKO) (3.000; 30-35-42-55)

| 'Sprindi Parade' (U). Nice $3,000 for

a moveover. Last week; 'Seven Sin-

(U). fair $2,200.

i reverse English, rave
only $10,000.

Stlllman (Loew's)

n ( ticen but Chaplin Aim and another .ntit%n
-

, 500 in sight. First week :ended wttk
,big $14,800, of which over $4.30|: wati

(1,972; 75-$1.10)
1

jarncVed
T
on final day of pfci

Windii g ujii four
j iThankfigiviiiS).
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British Partly Ease Jobless Problem
BRITISH 'GONE' RECORD

Manchester Stay Longest for • Film
At a Single Theatre

4«-

London, Nov. ii. Harley, 20th*Fox Chief In
Aftermath to cooperative efforts of

stage unions and managers, in a com
bined depTitation to government on
practical relief measures, has seen

the organization by latter of an En-
tertainments Board which is to func-

tion for troop shows only. No deal

has been worked out. for the West
End, Under possible chairmanship
of Viscount Esher, new Board will

Include reps from Equity, Variety

Artists Federation, Theatrical Man-
agers Assn. and kindred interests,

with instructions from government

Britain, Plans U. S. Trip

F. L, Harley, 20th-Fox distribution.

Chief in Great Britain, plans to sail
j

for U. S. within the next couple of

weeks. He is coming over to spend

the year-end holidays with his fam-

ily, who arrived in New York sev-

eral weeks ago.

The 2Qth-Fox home office has been

urging him to .come to U. S. for a
to aim. through medium of: military

; rcst from tne ^nock <,f incessant
camp concerts, at reduction of «'s- w , _ .

-

tress in performer employment [bombing of London,

ranks.

Drive for Sunday opening for le-

git will be continued by stage fra-

ternity k hammering away at one-

sided and antique act which rulgs

out theatre but permits pictures.

Teed off by West End group, demand
for Sunday stage is spreading to key
cities, with Manchester, once leading'

tryout spot of the heyday, now in

process of wrangling with local jus-

tices. Birmingham's effort in the

same direction was nixed for play
performances but drew an o.k. to open

Us houses for orchestral concerts^

Manchester managers will, also ladle

this gravy in event their stage bid

hits a snag.

London, Nov. 11.

•Gont With the Wind' (M-G)
folded its Gaiety theatre, Manches-
ter, run Nov. 2 after the longest stay

at a single theatre in that city for

any pic. Gross figures are unavail-

able, but big. Ran 29 weeks, longest

run of film in foreign, field.

'Gone' continues its London hold-

out at the Ritz, smallrcapacity house,

where understanding is it takes a
comfortable $1,200 a week despite air

blitz day by day.

YANK METHODS'

ON QUOTA

In Decree Beef

London, Nov. l'l.

Nicked on five counts in failure

to meet exhib obligation under the
Membership of Equity is split on ! qUOta, Emery circuit, North Country

Sunday opening idea, despite active ;

]00Pt successfully dodged the rap,
participation of thesp union in. the • earning dismissal of all charges,
drive. Old come-on proffered to au-

j judicial proceedings uncovored
thorities and players, closing Monday ! some pertinent comments by counsel,
in return for Sabbath plum, fails to

, Emery himself and the magistrate
rate now as all stage must operate

! tryint, tne case, with former chmrg-
on a matinee basis only, unless air

. ing the industry was in handsl of
blitz lessens appreciably. Afternoon

| Americans using 'American methods'
experiment with 'Diversion,' now of-

. to strangle small exhibs. Broad .idc
fering at Wyndhams, is being . grew out of deposition by Emery he
watched carefully by managers.

; was unaDle to obtain sufficient Brit-

Exodus. of players to hinterland
\ ish product, after majors had tsikon

j

on pantomime bookings is revealed their pick, to meet quota obligation
|

In deals embracing names like Sonnie J leveled against each of the 'Ave!
Hale and Jessie Matthews for Birm-

] houses. On the average for his llotal
j

Ingham's 'Aladdin,' Leslie Henson to
; chain he had managed to get ui:ider I

American distributors in Cuba have
agreed to give no further spot book-
ings to exhibitors in that country.
They will carry out -existing con-
tracts, however, some of which ex-
tend until January next year. .

This action was taken jointly by
all major: American, distributors be-
cause of the anti-blockbooking de-
cree there.

Failure of either the Cuban gov-
ernment or exhibitors to take any
action to remedy the' anti-block
booking regulation prompted the.

distrib step. Cuban officials granted
American distrlbs a 30-day extension
from Oct. 18 to Nov, 17 before plac-
ing: the decree in operation. When
it was declared operative this week,
the U. S. distribution representatives
agreed to the curtailment.

Schless Starts Tour Of

Latin America for WB

Manchester in 'Robinson Crusoe,'

Jack Buchanan to Birmingham for

Cinderella.'

BergRer Bow-Oif Leases

British Propaganda Fib

At Loose Ends on Wimkp

London, Nov. 11.

Bow-out of Elizabeth Bergner
from *49th Parallel' leaves the Gov-
ernment-backed propaganda pic

either having to cut her footage,

shot in Canada, or dub a film like-

ness on this Side to Complete.
Amount of time spent in front of

Canadian cameras isn't enough to

warrant billing actress as star, so
they may try to ring in a sister part

the wire. Magistrate took this Into

account when dismissing action
brought by Board of Trade. Circuit,
also referred to poor quality of iiome
of the available British product,
stating audiences had occasionally
demonstrated' against showings
which not long before had played
adjacent competitive houses.

Insufficiency and shortage jingle

was played up by exhibs as long ago
as last March with the eamiiaign
against the no-provision, for reduc-
tion in their obligations. Ruling in
the Emery action is thus likeky to

be seized upon as a big stick to

wield in parleys.

Robert Schless, Warner Bros.'
new .foreign chief, left on the first

step of his Latin-American survey
Sunday (24). He headed immediately
for Mexico City.

Schless plans visiting key spots
in the Central and South American
territory, it being his first swing
through this market since he was
named foreign manager. He'll be
absent about, four months.

Odeon's $369,776 Net

London, Nov. 11,

. . . . , , Financial report of Odeon Thea-

*P th^»cript someone who looks tres indicates 7 gross profit of $1,-

52af£JS?--lSf Mufll;ffni" ŝ
893'924'

aft<fr allowing for directorswood report says Miss Bergner is fecS( admin jatration( depreciation andM 1 reserves. Figure compares with lastGovernment sank $100,000 in .

MAth " convovine cast *r\A mow to i?."*
**.,w«o,ouu, urwp oi ?jl?d,imd.

*r *
convoying casj and crew to Directors voted to pass up ordinaryCanada In face of hot criticism here 4:„„v ,n ,ir!flr ^,"v

pri matter of 'waste/ AU but the.iJjS^Stio!T
?

star seem to have returned. i rwiiwin*,. *u - *

Feature is set to roll at Denham I^^and*Z>Jte'Sgre*M^^^SJ^Z^^ ' *ir"raid Precaution measures 23with Leslie Howard completing his profit and income tax, and preferred
contracted chore Raymond Massey, , divvy lt at $369,776?

pre,<*rea

co-starred, did his stuff during the 1

Canuck shooting period. From the

outset, and as part answer to trade
criticism, it had been always main-
tained major part of '49th' would be
cameraed here; trans-atlantic trip

was for no more than background.

Royer's Latin-America

Educational F i Im s

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Fanchon Royer returned from a

three-month tour of Mexico and
Central America with 50,000 feet of

educetional and commercial film,

covering native life and industry.

Producer is slated for similar

trips to South America.

UA Names Andrews
Sydney, Nov. 26.

Hal Andrews has been appointed
United Artists manager for New Zea-
land, taking the place held by Bernie
Allen, who died recently.
Andrews has been with UA for the

last. 13 years. He ' formerly had
charge of the Melbourne branch,
controlling Victoria, South Australia
and Tasmania.

They Drive by Night' (WB) re-
leased ih Australia as 'Road to
Frisco/

NEW ZEALAND WONT
OK COIN WITHDRAWAL

Bnfeh Govts SI,

• 9

London, Nov. 11.

j
Heavy spending urged by the—

.

j
treasury is awakening voice cir two

Wellington, N. Z., Nov. 7. [here inquiring for film biz why
It's believed that government will some of it isn't coming that way.

not grant an okay to coin takeaway
j
Latest cash outlay is a reported

from this zone by any visiting artist, $1,600,000 on 300 mobile projector
either from U. England or even . units for War Office's use at troop
Australia.

1

camps. It's some plum, and sticking

Government is keen to conserve ' right in throats of exhibs who see
coin as far as possible for wartime [ these ambling screens as competish
needs, henca the proposed continu-! to already heavily hit b.o.'s. One
ance of ban. This territory, pres- ' hundred and fifty of the latter units

•fitly, is devoid of stage shows and are geared for 35 mm. stuff, and the
looks like it'll remain so indefinitely. [War Office purchase is distinct from

Australia, however, Is taking steps already floated Ministry of Informa-
to permit withdrawal of some money , tion fleet of vans and projectors for

by foradjn players. | local halls.
|

Exhibs. claim no military camp is

more than five miles from a town
Where luxury houses are" waiting
and ready to adjust screentime to

suit troop, attendance. But War
Office seemingly prefers to handle
this biz itself. It's over such an at-
titude exhibs and renters are cur-
rently standing off the military
gents who seek to establish their

.

own purchase setup for films,, a biz
now handled through

.
Navy, Army

and Airforce Institute.

Some form of plea is likely from
the trade,, pointed at serious over-
lapping of investment and practice
in this troop entertainment bonanza.

Mexican Film Business Looks Up

As Gov't Gives Assurances of Aid

Firth Shepherd Revue

Tours in Provinces
London, Nov. 11.

Firth Shepherd's musical, 'Up and
Doing,' a hit in the West End, but

which had to fold due to the blitz,

goes on provincial tour, opening in

Glasgow today dl) for three weeks,

followed by one week in Blackpool.

Entire company, headed by Leslie

Henson, Binnie Hale, Stanley Hallo-

way and Cyril Ritchard, then goes

into pantomime for Tom Arnold at

Manchester.
Shepherd intends to bring 'Up and

Doing' to London -next year if the

Government is prepared to concede

to the demand by West End man-
agers to permit Sunday afternoon

shows in London. Otherwise, show
resumes provincial tour.

RENTAL HIKE

Sydney, Nov. 7.

New year looms as a* headachey

one for distributors because exhibit-

ors are fighting shy of deals on new
season product, with pressure under

way to bring down Yankee film com-

pany, rentals. Government even has

been approached "to prevent a repe-

tition of Metro's, ideas on 'Gone With

the Wind' and Charles Chaplin's on

'The Dictator' via; United Artists.

. A government spokesman hinted

that increased theatre admissions to

offset high rentals will be made ta-

boo during the war period. There
also is a possibility that exhibitors
will form their own buying pool to

erase the current bid to up rentals.

No chance is given any attempt of
distributors to go into the exhibition
field locally in opposition to estab-
lished, exhibitors.

Bitterness is continuing to be felt

over Metro's operation of six thea-
tres in principal Anzac cities plus
interests in Melbourne suburbs.

DAVE ROSE DUE THURS.

FOR PAR H. 0. PARLEYS

David E. Rose, Paramount's man-
aging director In Great Britain, is

due to arrive in N. Y, tomorrow
(Thursday) by steamship. Originally,
he planned coming across from Lon-
don by Clipper, but schedules and
reservations were jammed - by the
press of mail shipments.

Rose plans spending the holidays
with his family in the U. S. He also
will report to John W. Hicks, Jr.,

foreign manager, on latest develop-
ments on the British Isles.

Cervantes Loses

Strike to Employees
Mexico City, Nov. 26.

Employees of the local Cervantes
circuit of five nabe cinemas scored
a Victory when the federal labor de-
partment Intervened to end their
strike, which lasted six weeks.. De-
tails are not revealed.
Workers got pretty much what

they asked, including a big boost in
pay, according to reports.

Bombs Shut Theatre

Leicester Square theatre, London,
struck by big bombs recently, is so
badly, damaged that it probably will
remain shuttered until the end ° of
the war, according to word received
in New York by film company offi-
cials.

Recent word is that the Ritz,
Odeon and Empire also were hit by
Nazi bombs, with the Ritz and Em-
pire being only slightly damaged and
reopened in a few days.. ; Ritz is
where 'Gone With the Wind' is play-
ing and the run of the picture is con-
tinuing, according to. information at
the Metro homeofflee;

Mexico City, Nov. 26.

Pic biz has again recovered a de-

gree of optimism with the assurance

given by Congress that it will take

care of various measures intended to

hypo the industry with government

aid before the New Year. These
bills, presented by the industry and
sponsored by various solons, include
the one that has been in the offing
for the past two years, the establish-
ment here of a state-controlled bank
to finance the trade for more and
better production and wider market-
ing, and the resolution adopted at
the ,pic Workers convention here
awhile ago urging federalization of
the industry.

The bank plan calls for an ultimate
capital of $20,000,000 (Mex.) ($4,000,-

000, U.S.) to be supplied pro rata by
the government to the industry.
There is some difference of opinion
about the nature of this bank. Some -

want it to. be a separate institution,

like the sugar and agrarian banks, -

Others figure it would be better ' to
have it a department of the National
Workers and Industrial Bank because
that institution during the two years
it has functioned has helped several
industries along considerably.
The workers ..think that federaliz-

ing the industry is the only medicine
for H. But some quarters consider
that the government is. already too
much in business and that the more
it sticks to national administration
the better.

Another proposition for Congress
is the request that , a law be passed
compelling the American distributors

to devote 25% of their annual rev-
enues to cash stimulating the Mexi-
can industry. This plan gives the
distributors the choice of buyin?
Mexican pix outright, making pix.in
Mexico or Investing in production.
The distributors rather laugh at

the contention the union made when
it presented this proposition that

their annual revenue is between
$8,000,000 and $10,000,000 (Mex.)
($1,600,000-$2,000,000 U.S.). They say
that after paying off in Mexico-
taxes, rent, wages, etc., and settling

with their home offices—all that is

left them is a fair living.

There is an opinion that this plan
will not prosper because of present
conditions, the fervent desire to co-
operate with the U.S., the intention
not to annoy Hollywood and the
scarcity of pix, both from abroad,
Owing to the war, and in Mexico,
due to slim output.
Some producers have taken kindly

again to the proposition that cropped
up in Mexico some £ime ago to

make deals with American producers
for the making of Spanish pix in this

country. These producers .figure that
this is the best bet of all to push the
home industry Into good coin run-
ning, for, they hold, it can be worked
without harming the prestige of the
Mexican industry.

British Picture Workers

Push Membership Drive

As Prelude to Studio Deal

London, Nov. 11.

As a forerunner to a deal now
pending between labor and studio

tops, Film Industry Employees Coun-
cil is underway with a membership
drive embracing all technicians, de-
signers and straight workers in pro-
duction field. General membership
in union is high but doesn't reach
100% = status now. sought by FIEC.
Leaflets and. mail-pieces are being
sent out as a primer, with heavier
program planned as follow-up.
Opening confab recently between

Maurice Ostrer, for producers, arid

FIEC reps saw tabling of labor's de-

mand for standard contract, for stu-

dio workers. Document is now be-

ing scanned by individual producers

concerned in the agreement. FIEC
-recently snared new wage agreement
for studio workers, with uppings all

along the line.

Back Again
J. A. McConville, Columbia for-

eign sales manager, and Jack Segal,

manager of foreign branch opera-

tions, arrived , in New York last

week from an extended swing

through the Latin-American terri-

tory.

Both had been away .
about two

months.
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The Philadelphia Story
Metro release of Joseph I*. Muhklowicjs.

production. Stars Katharine Hepburn,
Cary Grant; James Stewart; features Ruth
Hussey, John Howard,' Roland Young, John
Hulliday, Mury ; Nash, Virginia Weldler.:

Directed by .'George' Cukor. Screenplay .
by.

Donald Ogden Stewart : from the; piny by

Philip Barry; camera, J6seph Ru.ttenberg;

editor, Frank Sullivan. previewed In Pro-
jection Boom. 'Nr Y., Nov. 25, '40 r nun-
nine time, Jit MIN.V
C. K Dexter Haven

,

Tracy Lord,.......,..'.
Maciiulay. Connor..;..;
Elizabeth. Iml>iic'. ......

George" Klttredge.-. .

.

, TJncle Wllllev;
Beth 'Lord . . .

Margaret t.ord. .
.' •'.

.

Dinah Lord. ... ,

.

.Sidney : Kldd, . .. ,

,

Edward. . .. . . .. . . .
.. ..

Thomas. .'. .'.'.' > .;..V.

highly abstract and, the film slows to

a toddle. Discussion of Miss Hep-
burn's virginity despite her. mar-

riage to Grant should season the

talk', somewhat;, but it doesn't. .

Picture is dressed - like only '.Metro

can do it. Sets will get no squawks
from Philadelphians, catching not

only the appearance but the spirit

of the Main Line in sufficient quan-

tity to make a native homesick.

Franz W.axman has provided a

sparse
; score nicely filling the gaps

to sharpen the dialog. -.

. Film will play a few dates m De-

cember, but will be held for, general

release until Janl 10, as
:
the agree-

«..,v , ment with the Theatre Guild, which

•^^r
1"'^'^^^ produced the ^egiterf

,iorhid$. distri-—."^P'Si?"- r-gution before then. .
That's to pre-

..Cary Grant
. . 'i Katharine Hepbu.m..
, . . .-.>; . .James. Stewart
;.'*.«.

v. '.-Ruth- Hussey
,'. i.-.i

'.

,

. .John : Howard:
... .. . ...Roland Young.

John Halllday-
.Mary N';i sir

..Lionel Pa'pe

.' Rex. Evans vent "conflict with the show, which
.

,.. . is on the road again after a summer

- Determined to be faithful '^^^^^Uf^^-Y^^

camera on 'The Philadelphia Story'

and let go. Result—up to a certain

point—is a' slick picture/, v At, the

point itself, ' which ,, covers roughly
reels four to six inclusive, :

there's a

bog of abstractions. Gait, : however,
is soon recaptured ; and the film

romps home a winner.

Herb.

TIN PAN ALLEY
'

: ; (MUSICAL)
"

Hollywood, Noy. 20.

"Otlv-Fox release of Kenneth Macgowori
.jirTiUui'ttoh:.': Stars Alice Faye./ Betty, Gra-

J '•'••- • • ' John Payne; features
It's definitely ;ndt . a eelluldid

.
ad- -m*;.;-- Ja<*V 9^e,

w- UA6 *r>A lac'c pc anri A llen Jenkins, Nicholas Brqs.._ kllsha cook
venture! for .Wee lads and lassies and
no doubt some of the faithful watch-
ers-out for other people's souls are

going to KaVe a. word about :
that.

Even the famed ; swimming .pool epi-

Ji\," Bill v." Gilbert. Directed by Walter

Xiangv Screenplay .by Robert. .15111s and
Helen Logan, ba6ed on story by Pamela.

Harris; 1
.. camera, x Leon. ,.Sha.mroy ; editor,

.Walter Thompson; songs by divers sources;

v.- . .... • • i^^-isi, t'-usvi* musical director, Alfred .Newman^ dances,"

sode, which caused some tsk-tsking
t Seymour Fell*.. Previewed, at Westwood

and brow-hiking on Broadway, has
been boldly reproduced in Donal

d

Ogdeni Stewart's screenplay .. of

Philip Barry's legit hit. So has Uhr
cle Willie's wolf.v habit of pinching
pretty young ladies* derrieres. :

All of which, in addition to a gen

Yl:l"j-e, ; No.v;
WINS..'' •

K.itle Blahe. .. . ..... . .

.

:l.ily "Blahe. .

.

\ . . . .-.

.

Marry. Calhoufi ..... .

Sheets" HarW^n.. . .'i
.'.

.
'Casey .... .;'• . . ... '.

j 'Nora Bayes . .'.'•»..> .

Boy

19, '40. Running time: ?S

Sheik.,
Telephone Operator.
Bert Melville.....,:.
Hotel Clerk.....;.'..
Hotel Manager. .. .

.

Lord Stanley:.- ;'

.

.

Stage Doorman. .

,

Dumb Guy,

erous taste of socialite quaffing., to Reggie Carstair

excess and 'talk of virtue, easy, and
j

joe Codd...^.,..,

uneasy, makes .The Philadelphia .Harvey Raymond

Story' ; a ' picture every suburban
mamma and poppa; must see^-after

Junior and little Elsie Dinsmdre are
tucked away. Producer Joe Man

-

kiewicz .has tossed in the' works, to

turn out as sophisticated a picture

as Mr. arid Mrs. Know-what-it's-all-
about are likely to see.

The smarties are going to relish:

'Philadelphia Story' a lot more than
the two-bit trade; they're going to

get a boot out of catching on to such
subtleties as phptog Ruth Hussey's
crack to • reporter Jimmy Stewart
after he's been neatly put in his

place by Cary Grant: 'Here's a hand-
kerchief.

.1 Alice Faye
Retty. Grable

. . . . i
.'.'

. . . Jack .
Oakie

......... i John PaVne
........Allen Jenkins
. ... ... . Esther Ralston

. , ..Ben Carter
.... . ... .:.>; -John' Loder'
.;. . . . Ellsha Cook, Jr;

... ...Fred Keating

...... Billy GUhert
. . .Lillian Porter

, . . . : .Tyler Brooke
..... .Hal K. Dawson
William B. Davidson
i\ . . . . .;.'.. Lionel Pape
....... ...Billy Bevan

Dewey Robinson

P^rieTy

Miniature Reviews

'The Philadelphia Story* (MG).

;
Hepburn re-creates last season's

' stage success, with gfade-A cast
' and pTOduciioh,-
J

, 'Tin Pan Alley' (20th). Solid
.

filmusical entertainment for wide

audience appeal. : •

'Always a Bride^ (WB). Light-

weight prograrn comedy sub?
merging Rosemary Lane.:

'Charter Pilot' (20th). Minor
league entertainment for the dual

fillers. *
;

; ..
~:' ";

.
.-.

'taw and Order' (U). Good
Johnny Mack Brown ^vestern,

crammed with, action. :
'

The Border Legion' (Rep).

Mediocre westerner starring Roy .

Rogers and 'Gabby' Hayes. V
^Amonff Human Wolves' (FA).

Very poorly • made . English
,

meller about spieis.

. 'Man of 'the Hour'
;
(French).

Chevalier clicks with his songs

in a /madcap
.
French-made pic,-

not his best '

'
;'.V-.

:''

'The Great Beginning' (Rus-
sian). First Soviet pic .since the

. Finnish invasion is overlong, but
absorbing propaganda drama. .

•

Wednesday, November 27, 1940

Manager . . . . ..> ..... . . Robert Emmett Keane
.Announcer.' .

•'•'• .John'. Sheehan.
M-ike Buckner: .' .......... ... . .George : Watts
Specialties:: '.'Princess:

.

' Vanesf a.' Ammo'n,
Brian Sisters, and Roberts Bros.', Nlch-

:. olaa Bros.

:

, 'Tin Pan Alley.' primed .as a suc-
cessor to 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
an extremely profitable grosser of
two seasons back, is substantial eh-

There's spit" in your eye ! tertainment for wide audience appeal

and it shows.' A number of such ; and will click a merry tune at the

are, no ddubt, going to pass 'em by. ; boxofflees. Not likely
: ; to- reach

It's Katharine Hepburn's picture , 'Alexander' as a grosser, it is due for

Just ,as it was her show, but with as

fetching a lineup of thesp talent as
Is to be found, she' got to fight every
clever line of dialog all of the way
to hold her lead. Pushing hard is

little Virginia Weidler, the kid sis-

ter, who has as twinkly an eye with
a fast quip as :a blinker light. Ruth
Hussel is another from whom direc-
tor George Cukor ; has milked maki

. _ « . _,

mum results to get a neat blend of i

Tyrone Power and
sympathy-winning softness under a

1 were originally set

solid : takes and extended runs in the
keys generally.

,

Brimful of fundamental hoke. In-
cluding broad comedy, romance, a
touch of patriotic flavor, and repeti-'

tion of several old song favorites of
the golden years .of songwritu>£, pic-
ture is ideally set. up for general
audience interest. -Studio encoun-
tered some headaches along , the line.

Don Ameche
for the top

python-tongued smart-aleckness. As '
honors with Alice Faye, but casting

for Cary Grant, James Stewart and assignments necessitated shifts of

Roland Young there's littie to be Jack Oakie and John Payne into the

said that past reputation hasn't estab-
lished. John Howard, John Halliday
and Mary Nash, in lesser roles, more

Power-Ameche slots, and addition of

Betty Grable. Switch strengthened,
rather than weakened, the starring

thair ad^quately fill, in .what^Barry ! ^2,a^^^^^^
must have dreamt of when he wrote
the play. '"• •'

For Miss Hepburn this is some-
thing of a screen comeback. Whether
It meaiis she has reestablished her-
self in pictures is something that
can't be said from this viewing for
she doesn't play in The Philadel-
phia Story'; 'she is The Philadelphia
Story.' The perfect conception of
all. flighty but characterful Main
Line ' - socialite

;
gals ; rolled into one,

the story without her is almost in-

conceivable. Just the right, amount
of beauty, just the right amount of
disarray in Wearing clothes, just 'the,

right: amount of culture in her voice
—it's ho one but Hepburn.' '

Story is localed in the very social

stepped . in and required extended
cutting of the harem number* nixing
what was claimed a too vivid display
of showgirls' torsos. Particularly ef
flcient job of cutting in this sequence
retains all of the entertainment, and
soeeds things up in what might have
developed into a slowdown spot.

Story carries : background of the
noisy but colorful stretch of 46th
street and 8th avenue, headquarter-
ing successful and shoestring, song
publishers in 1915. Oakie is a typica"
breezy ex-vaudeyillian, teamed ;with
tunesmith-ambitidus Payne in a pub
iishing venture that, requires Payne

:to tab the rent coin with frequen'.
ring battles. The impecunious pair
hit the jackpot with .a pop tune, and

er lyric to 'K-K-Katy,* with sundry
patter choruses giving .that oldie a;

strong plug. Miss Faye is highlight-

ed as the senior member of the sister

act, and carries most of the singing
jurden to topmost effect. , Miss Gra-
ble displays, her shapeliness in a

series of abbreviated and eyeful
costumes, although the camera in

other respects is sometimes none too
flattering; and Payne catches atten-

tion with his serious-minded por-
rayal of the ambitious song publish-

:

er and suitor in the romantic
seauences;
The Nicholas Bros. . reappear for

another of their fast-routined dance
specialties, and score another hit in

the 'Sheik of Araby' production num-
ber. Billy Gilbert is briefly promi-
nent but effective in this part, while
frozen-faced Allen Jenkins catches

plenty of laughs as the building jani-

or who winds up as top sergeant of

the boys in the army. Esther Ralston
portrays Nora Bayes impressively:

John Loder is an English officer, and
Elisha Cook, Jr., an ambitious song-
writer.- -

,!

Picture unfolds at a consistently

fast clip throughout, and is provided
with top A production mounting,
PhotojeraDhy bv Leon Shamrov is of

highest standard. Walt.

ALWAYS A BRIDE
Warner Bros, release of First National

production. Features .
Rosemary .

Lime,

George. Reeves, John Eldredge. VlrRlnla.

Brlsaac, Francla Plei lot, Directed /by ,Noel

M. SmlthT .
Screenplay by Robert E. Kent

from play by Barry Connera; camera^

Charles Schbenbnum ; editor. Franlt Mag*6
,:

dialog director, Hiigh MacMullon. At Pal
:

ace, N: Y., week Nov.; aO. 'Wi dual. : Bun-
Ing time, 58 MINS. . ' .

Alice Bond....:.,.....4;..iHosemary Lane
Michael Stevens. ...... '.I. '.j. .George. Reeves
Marshall Winkler. '.-,,'. . . , ; . . .John Eldredge

Iaucy Bond; .

,

Pete Bond . . . . . . .
.

". v
Diin Jaryls. ...... . :

.

Mayor IjoOm Is. .. ...

.

Franlclyn ..... . . . > .

»

Mary Ann Coleridge.
Receptionist; • Ty •'• .. •

.

Martin . . .... . ;

.

i .' •
•'•'

Charlie.

supporter in the secondary houses.

Story makes ineffectual attempts^ to

generate dramatic suspense, but

never achieves that aim.
Lloyd Nolan, ace

,

pilot of a char-

tering plane outfit, is the hero of

radio series written by Lynn Ban—
and naturally the pair are in love.

Gal persuades Nolan to get a desk
job in his outfit for settling-down
process before marriage, but when
tough job. involving contract conies

up in Honduras, : Nolan, takes .
off.

Miss Bari follows , with sQund crew
to broadcast from the spot. There's

the obvious romantic, interludes., a
German-tinged competitor seeking,

to gain the flying contract, and skull-

duggery with Nolan's plane. Climax
comes " with Nolan and Miss Bari
aloft with the German in latter's

plane, with radio broadcast describ-

ing, the battle inside the plane- from
the source. Story .

fails to point
dramatic - content sufficiently to

create much interest in the proceed-?
ings,. and ending fails to jell.

Cast goes through the motions, and
director Eugene Forde does the best
he can with an inadequate script.

Walt.

LAW AND ORDER
(WITH SONGS)

'

;

\

jt'nlverso

l

;

.
production-, and Te'lease. - vStars

Jinhuny Mnck Brown: features .. Futzy
Knight, James Craig, Nell O'Day, IJarry!
Cording. William Worthlngton. Directed
by . Ray Triylor.

:

' Based : on novel -of same -

name.by W,. B.'-Burnetli ednbtnlion, . Sher-
man Lowe . . and - Vint or -- McLe'od

;

' songs,-
Milton Rosen, Everett-' Cnrlev'; arid Jamee
D'odd-; ; photog. . Jerome Ash; At Central,^
N. Y., dual, Nov. W, '40, Running time:
87 M1NS. "•; '

.

'.;;.'

...Johnny Mack. Brown
. . . ... . i ; Fu^j!.v. 'Khlght

'

Nell O'Day

frustration by Rogers of the outlaw •

fang that's bee;* plundering the
daho territory to which he takes
refuge after his eastern m ix up. And
for one who t supposedly ah east-
erner, Rogers sure totes his gun arid
cocks his fists in a manner that
he never learned, in east, dude
ranches or ho.
Rogers is reasonably okay, though

being best when tenoring a couple of
tunes, self•ac*companied on the
guitar in one, while Hayes gives

:;

his usually creditable performance
to supply the film's only comedy ;

Carol Hughes is fairly pleasant to
look at, but lacks acting ability.

She's . the romantic interest.. Maude
Eburne, as a tough old dame; Joseph
Sawyer, the outlaw chief, and Jay
Novello, as Sawyer's aide, do well
enough. . - Kan.

Among Human Wolves
: (BRITISH-MADE)

Film Alliance release of AnKlo-Amerlcan
Film C0ri». ' production. DlreOteil l>y . John
Baxter. Baaed on atory, 'I.one Wolves;' by
Charles Robert Dumas. : At Ccnlml,. $. \'., •

dual, week Nov. 20, '-10.. Running time,
61 HUNS.
John Richardson. v..
Helen Richardson > .,

Max Von Relmbr. ...

General Von Relhier
Captain nenolt . . ...

Colonel Blondln ... . .

.

inspector Walter. .-.

.

Kiwi ............ ....

Bill Ralston; . .

.

Dead-Wood. ......
Sally Dixon.....
Brant ..-...';'. ;> ..

Foe Daggett..,;
B^ldef1

. ; . . » . •

Deal. . . ... ... •'•
'.

Jlmniy. ...

Judge Wllilamsv

..'.-. v . . James. Craig

... .VHarry- Cording
, . . . .1?a'rle Hodglna
i . .;. . .. Robert Flske.

Jn'mes Dodd
. Wm. .-.Worthlngton

...Virglnld Brlssac
; .. .Francis Pierlot
.I.,..Oscar O' Shea
../...Ferris Taylor
,-. .....Joseph King
.......Phyllis Ruth
,

:

; .'....'Lucia Carroll
.. ;'.'. . .Jack Mower
.......Tom Wilson

and comparatively hew. (for Philly. I

swing .into; swank offices, with main
1860) Main Line sector in the su
burbs of Quakertown. Miss Hep-
burn, divorced from Grant, a bit of
rather useless uppercrust like her-
self, is about to marry a Stuffed-
bosom man of the people* John.
Howard. Grant, to keep Henry
Daniell, .publisher of the mags Dime
and Spy (Time arid Life, get it?

)

from running- a scandalous piece
about Miss Hepburn's father, Halli-
day, agrees to get a reporter and
photog into the Hepburn household
preceding and during the . wedding.
Stewart and. Miss Hussey . are as->

signed and Grant, whose position as

ex-husband is rather unique in the.
mansion, manages to get them in un-
der a.pretext.'.'- ^

'

Everyone, nevertheless,; knows
why Stewart and Miss Hussey are
there and the repartee is swift. Night,
before the wedding, everyone gets

song-plugging end handled by Alice
Faye, half of..a sister ;act who warms
up to Payne. But. there's the inevi-
table romantic split. Miss.Faye hops
to London to become a music hall
sensation with Betty Grable; the- two
boys drop back . into oblivion as song
publishers: : war comes; they pass up
'America- 1 Love You' eqlist in the
army, and

.
Payne revives his ro-

mance with Miss Faye in London be-
fore' taking off for France. After the
armistice there's the inevitable em-
brace. .

::-"' :

:

: '

'.

; Ih addition to Infectious and solid
entertaimerit factors, Tin Pan Alley'
focuses- attention . on the Edgar
Leslie-Archie Cottier hit of 1917,
'America T Love You.' The tune: gets
plenty/ pf .intensive plugging, and: is

particularly timely for pop. revival.
Other old favorites brought back for
renewed interest Include 'Goodbye

well steeped in champagne arid a ;,
Broadway. Hello France,* ^K-K-Katy..*

nuriiber: of things happen. Ambhg , 'Moonlight Bay/ .'Honeysuckle Rose'
them Miss Hepburn and Stewart I. arid 'Sheik''•of .

Araby.': New tune
raise an infatuation and somewhere
around 5 a.m. go swimming in the
family . pool. They come back to

meet fiance Howard, who will

scarcely believe it was just a dunk
they were after and. the marriage is

washed up,; leading to a ;
hilarious

finale. .

•'"..'•••
.

.•

When the acid tongues are turned
on at beginning and end of the film

ltfs a laugh-proVoker from way
down. When the discussion gets

deep and serious, however, on the

extent of Miss Hepburn's stone-like:

Character; the verbiage is necessarily

'You Say the Sweetest Things
(Baby),' by Matk Gordon and Harry
Warren, is enhanced by extended
Droduction montage, and has chance
to click among current pop numbers.
Oakie provides a standout charac-

terization as the free-arid-easy'vaude-
villian. generating plenty of laughs
with his mugging, lines and situations
that highlight his abilities. He puts
over

.
'Goodbye Broadway, Hello

France' in strong fashion, depending
on his personality in delivery rather
than vocal perfection, while a good
running gag Is the search for a prop-

'Always a Bride' is a weakie for

the. duals. It wastes Rosemary Lane
and introduces George Reeves, an
unknown, who might do better with
a plausible

.
yarn and adequate direc-

tion. It also is virtually a screentest
for Virginia Brissac and Francis
Pierlot, from legit. :

. Both come
through despite what's handed, them
in supporting roles.

First 35 minutes of screen time Is

devoted to endless words as Michael
Stevens, the town's laziest, happy-
go-lucky Irisher, soft-soaps his .rival,

Marshall Winkler, the young success-
ful business man. In between. Alice
(Rosemary Lane) argues with her
parents, squabbles With -her . husband-
tp-be, Marshall, and glows whenever
Michael . is around. She's about to
bid Mike farewell in a . fit of anger
when she suddenly decides, elope-
ment Is' the only solution of the prob-
lem. Plot is just that implausible
without the saving grace of ..strong
lines.or performances.

Miss Lane struggles without, too
much success ; with silly -lines.
George Reeves, as Mike, doesn't
appear :. nearly - ready., for fea-
tured roles. John Eldredge, in the
Marshall Winkler character,

. fails to
impress. Weor.

CHARTER PILOT
:

: Hollywood, Nov. 23.
20th C.entiiry-Fo.x release, of Sql. M. WurN

zel .production.' ;" Stars Lloyd" .-Nolan.; . fen-
iureH Lynn: .-Bari. Arleen Wlielan,-- <3e6rge.
MdntBohiery. Directed by Eugene- Forde;
Screenplay, by ' Stanley. Raiih. : end Lester
Zlffren, based on story by 'J. Robert Breir
and Norman Houston r- camera-, -Lucien An-
drlot. Prevleyved at Fox Uptown; Nov; i'2,

'•10. Running time, 68 M1XS.
King .Morgan.... ,

..•.-'.'<».»'
. . ; .Lloyd .Nolan

Marge Duncan . . ;

.

'.' .,..'..-........ .'L,yn'n Bari
Raquel Andrews . .... . . . . . . . Arleen Whelah
Charlie Crane. . , . .

.

;

.

George Montgomery
Horace. Sturgeon. ... . . . . .Uobart CaVanaugh
Faber. .-. ..';.'. Henty. Victor
Ophle. ..... ... . . , . . ..'.,.. , ,Ktta McDanlel
Brady ................. M . . , Androw Tombes
Owen < .... i ............. ,Cha rles Wl Isoh
Fred Adams...;... ... .. . . ..Chick Chandler

A generous amount of guriplay,
hard riding, skullduggery and. plot
suspense, plus one excellent .fist

fight, make . this latest Johnny Mack
Brown saga of the sagebrush a
wbrthwh ile booking for accounts
playing to westerns trade. It is no
more believable tlian most frontier
dramas, but that doesn't matter; the
production value is there, together
with plenty of' action.
Brown, former Alabama U. foot-

ball star and still retaining that Dixie
accent, continues; to have

.
Fuzzy

Knight with him for laughs. Latter
is funnier -in this instance than in
some prior cases, and for a twist the
Aim ends on Knight still trying to
knock off a slot-machine for the jack
pot while Brown and Nell O'Day
look on without going into the pro
verbial clinch.

. A : former U. S. marshal, Brown
and his two pals, Knight and James
Craig, wander into, a; tough town.;of
early six-shooting

,
days and clean

out the Daggett gang of miurderers
The girl . (Miss: O'Day) is the
daughter of one of the Daggett vie
tims, and, as usual) . she is . always
around when things are looking dart
gerous. Miss O'Day, a refreshing
type, also packs a gun and in one
sequence uses it to knock off two
of the heavies. ' ... •

Film includes three numbers, one,
'Those Happy Old Days,' being sung
by /Knight, who accompanies him
self at the piano. Another is 'Okla-
homa's Oks with Me,' by James
Dodd of the cast, a Miss : O'Day
vocal.

In addition to the top members of
the cast. Harry Cording makes an
excellent villain. His. fistic en-
counter with Brown is a pip.' Lessers
include Cording, . henchman, and
William Worthington, latter playing
a judge who holds court under
comical circuriistances in the town
saloon with drinking

. suspended
while it is in .'session.: Char.

This is ' a minor league program
mer that will find its spot as dual

..... v.Hasll Rydrord
. . ..-.-'? I Iviu- St.'Olhlre
. .. .Tboi'lc'y. WiiltiM-s .

. . . A'oter. -fiawHIiOrne:.
,

'. ; . :.; .Ton) 1 lelm
. ; .lpsvph .' Ambler.
. . .

.

'.'-...George "-Hazes'

• • . . . Himself

There's ;a :
little of a story, behind :

'Among Huniah Wolves' but .if : it
-'

hadn't gotten across from England, .

the loss would have been ihcpnsei
queritial. ' Print came over by Clip*^-

;
per but .all stills, production data, de-
tailed credits, etc., were lost; Result '.

is Film. Alliance^ American distribu-
tor of the picture, does not have data
concerning, adaptor, film editor, cam-
eraman, :

etc.. A story- of; espionage,
.

arid, country-spying, the import from
Britain is among the poorest to be

.

brought in.

The cast isn't so bad-^.thpiigh It ,

far fromi outstanding—fbut the pro-.-.

ducing is amateurish, the continuity
jumpy,; . photography

.
poor and the

recording away under standard.. .Be-
cause of the sloppy direction, cred-
ited to John Baxter^ plus the; poor
sound, it is sometimes difficult to

follow the story. Pronounced Eng- -

:

lish accents in certain cases also dp -

not help. ,:

Action ; opens In Paris where a

German spy has ' stolen,
.

Secret
cartridge, then shifts to Berlin where
espionage agents of the Allies seek
to regain it, at the same time collect-

ing important military information.
Through a romance .between an. Eng-
lish girl, acting as a spy, and the son
of a German general engaged in In-

telligence, which reaches, a serious
stage, the cartridge is retrieved be-
fore chemists can figure it. out and a
hairbreadth escape is made over the
border. .

Basil Radford, best: among the
players, is an English spy working
with his sister, Silvia: St. Claire, who
is an attractive type but suffers from
bad makeup. . The young German
lad, lovesick over .Miss St. Claire, is

played by Thorley Walters. He's
not impressive. . especially in . a .

ro-
mantic way. Others include Peter
Gawthorne, Tom Helni, Joseph Am-
bler and GeOrge Hazes. . Char.

MAN OF THE HOUR
('L'Homme Du Jour')

'

(FRENCH-MADE)
> (With Songs)
. TrloTFllme release of Lea Films Mafqiils
production. Stars Maurice Chevalier: fen-,

tures Elvlre Popesco. Alerme. Josette Day.\
Directed by Jullen Duvlvler. Story and
script • by Charles Spaak. and Duvlvler;
music,- Jean Wiener, Boi-el-Clerc, Michel-
Emer, Vincent. Scotto.: camera. Hubert. - At
5fh St. Playhouse, N. Y,. Week Nov. 22,

'40. Running time, 93 M1NS.
Alfred Boulard )

THE BORDER LEGION
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Joseph Kane produc-
tion;. ;' Stars Roy' Rogers - and - GeOrge
'Gabby* Hayes,. Directed by Joseph Knne;
Screenplay, OHVe Cooper and Louis Stevens;
additional treatment. George Carleton
Brown;, based on • novel by. Zane • Grey;
camera, Jack Maria; editor, .Edward Mann;
musical- director. Cy Feuer. Previewed in
Projection Room, NV T., Nov : 22, '10. Run-
ning time::. B8 MIKS. .-

Afaurlce Chevalier y . .

.

Mona. Talla. . . . .
;':.

. . .

;

Corm er de la Creuse.-
Suzanne Petit. . . ; . , . .

.

Mother Boulard ... . .....

Mllo......
Suzanne's Sister.

.

The Grand Old Lady.

.

The Poet... ...
The Painter.. . ....
The Flower Girl.-.

.

An Old. Actor. ....... .'.

Steve ,Kells. ...Roy Rogers
'Honest John WhIUiiker';:.; 'Gabby' Hayes
A lice . . ... . . ;

.

'-. .... . . i . ; i .JCarol "Hughes
Gulden. .-. ..... ;.. ... . » v .., ,. .Joseph Kawyer
Hiirj;lcahe. Hatt^e, . . , . . MaUde Bburrte
Santos. . . ; . . ; . ... . . ;.. .

.

; . . . . ... . , jay Novello
The Sheriff. ..>. . .... .... .... . .Hal Taliaferro
Red .-..,».,. , .:. , . ... Dick Weasel
Tony. ... . ..... ;.. .... . y ,.,-v. .-. rPaiil' Porcasl
Officer Wlllets ...... Robert Emmett Keane

The same old story. The fugitive
shields someone else, the girl - still
believes in hirnV the' fugitive - Join's
the outlaws to get the goods on them
—and so -pni- Just so much triteness
that a more or {less fair cast can't
lift from the : slough to which' the
stereotyped dialotj and situations
relegate 'The Border Legion,' ; For
the lower, half of the duals, of
course. .':.-

v
-

:

-
- '.'. '-.'-...

This adaptation of a Zane Grey
novel is generally okay on the pro;
dtictipn .end, but the pace is draggy
and. the acting in a couple of spots
so . poor that ,'the film assumes an
unwitting, comedic proportion dur-
ing a couple of the interludes. Roy
Rogers and George 'Gabby' Hayes
are co-starred, with the former play-
ing the medico-fugitive from New
York State and Hayes his grizzled
old sidekick.
Yarn deals primarily with tha

. . Maurice Chevalier
; . ...Klvlre Topesco
;....i.;.-...V.Al*rro«.

.....Josette D.ay..-

.'.
. ;Maroelle Genliit

. . . Robert Lynen
. .r;iu!ette'Klambert,.
...Marguerite Deyal

.Pl*n,nl

... . . . Fernand -Fabre
... . . . Renee Devllleis

; ;V
;

. i... Almos

(In French; with English Titles) .

.
Maurice Chevalier's latest French

film may do tolerably well in arty
theatres, but 'The Man of the- Hour'
will not. build from: word-of-moiith
because it's a rambling, ' disjointed
affair. Not only is it *-*r from Che-
valier's best, but it also fails to meas-
ure up to Julien Duvivier's stronger
screen productions/ and patently it

is .below - Charles Spaak's scripting,

standard. Film is about three years
old; but iust released in U. S. ,

'.

There are several contributory fac-

tors to the uneven story-telling. The
passages early in the fable wherein
a stage

;.electriciari, Alfred Boulard,
is represented climbing the popular-
ity scale as art idol of Paris because
he has been blood donor to, save: a

noted actress' life, is bright and
witty Broad farcical strokes given

the life of the actress' ,
troupe, and^ the

conceit aroused by the dumb stage

worker are in the best French cine-

ma tradition. But it is when Duvi-
.vier attempts to show the. artgry ac-

tress, the disgruntled boarding house

people where the electrician lives,

and searches for a plausible ending,

that the story flounders.
,

-.
'-'. ;.'

r Even when the electrician tries his

singing alongside that of the music

hall favorite, Maurice Chevalier, the

story is ierky and builds to an inane

(Continued on. page 18)
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Pix Is TechmcaHy Much Improved

He« Hitler's film-makers . ap^

patently pick up tricks as speedily as

his army. Just as the technique of

blitzkrieg " Holland, Belgium, and

France improved . over that of the

earlier warfare in Poland, so the

film technique in the: phase of Der
Fuehrer's second conquest of Europe

has improved.'. ':

.

> 'Blitzkrieg im Westen,' the Ger-

man propaganda .ministry's last word:

on the fall of France' and the Low
countries, " currently, playing to

- hordes- of 'Hitler'- faithful at the

96th St. theatre in the Nazified York-

ville sector of , ew York. It's the

same house that played 'Feldzug im.

Polen* ('Campaign in Poland') and
for its next bill promises a real hum-
dii.ger of Nazi propaganda, 'Blu'ten-

des Deutschland,* which" holds • out

the promise: 'Adolf Hitler Speaks—
Dr. Goebbels Speaks.'. .

.:.'.:.•

, While the picturization of the. de-

mise of Poland was pretty dull stuff,

the taking of the western countries

can
.
hardly be placed in the same

category. Diluted' with sufficient

quantities of aalt to compensate for

the Nazi commentary and the por-

tions of the film which have ob-

viously been left out, .'Blitzkrieg im
Westen* is an interesting—albeit ter-

rifying—documentary. '

. .
.•

, Somewhere between • Poland and.

France Dr;
;,

Go.ebbjBls'\'rfable'''pf hoke
artists seems to; have picked • up a

capable film editor. He shows even

;

a sign of a sense
,
of humor. While

the Polish picture—which reputedly
hastened the downfall of Norway
when shown to its officers to demons
strate the might of the German war
machine—is

;

deadly repetitious with
lengthy sequences of marching:men,
rumpiing' tanks, mo^e men and more
tanks, the- second edition of 'Blitz-

krieg' is breath-taking.

.
This is a picture purely of mech-

anized might '-> Marching- men
.

... are
held to ; minimum, while the .'.va-<

riety of gasoline-powered equipment
is not only frightening, but at one
point becomes actually humorous in

its terrible way. That's, when! a Ger-
man soldier, comes along on a gas-
driven

, scobter similar to those en-
- Joyed by

;
American kids: It's a not-

too-subtle contrast
. to giant '.. 12-

wheeled transport trucks and the
greatest.assemblage of tanks, armored
cars and other devastatingly power-

.-; ful motorized equipment the world
has ever seen.

All this is skilfully edited in the
film to keep down length of 'se-

quences and give shots from all an-
gles in rapid succession. Woven in
are .jexciting -scenes of the Reich
army cleaning up Belgian and
French towns by ducking from door-
way v to" doorway as the • unseen
enemy

, machine-guns themV From a
Hollywood viewpoint these sequences
aren't very

. satisfactory, because the
enemy is so well hidden. It's quite
understandable; however, that no
cameraman was. intrepid enough to
expose himself, no matter what the
possibilities for a thrilling shot.

Grim Humor Even Too
Grim for Yorkville

Dash of
: grim .humpr is injected

In pictures of long lines of refugees
dejectedly trekking back to. homes

devastated one wonders why
; these poor people ,even bother to re-
turn—except that they're the only
homes they have: Being : pushed
along are babies

;

in. carriages and
:

hanging oh .the'carriages is a utensil
for which even Hitler can't eliminate
the necessity, A closeup .evokes a
sad kind of laugh from the audience.
TInderlying - everything,, of . course,

are scenes of the terrible destruction
of war. One after the other erst-

while beautiful Belgian and Frertch
towns—Antwerp, Tournay, Ostend,

;.
Sedan, Cambrai, Arras, Boulogne,
Calais—are pictured i in ruins. : Some
are shown dropping apart under the
pounding of heavy guns, others were
still smoking when Hitler's official

photographer of death arrived and
still others are nothing, but silent

deyjastjation;. The dead have all been
removed, but it takes little imagina-
tion to picture the twisted .bodies of
screaming 'fchildreh.in that -carnage.

. Even on the most Nazified of York-

meant Yorkville has lost some of its

enthusiasm for Der Fuehrer after

digesting an hour of war, or could

Spielers, in English,

Underplay Narration
Narration in* 'Blitzkrieg im/Wes--

ten,' as in the reels on the Polish

campaign,' is in English. And even
the commentators (there are two;

they switch in the middle ) seem to

lack enthusiasm. ' Voices 'are dull and
flat, the, narrative, not in the boast-

ful manner of the earlier picture^—

which makes it .'more, impressive ';'if

anything, but perhaps accounted for

some of the lack of: enthusiasm in

;

the Nazi -audience.

Shots of Hitler and the French-
general, Huntzinger, signing the

Armistice in the railway car are ex-
cellent and rib doubt an important
contribution to the history of our
times; if .anyone in the future^cares.
Evacuation of Dunkirk, on the other
hand, is i rather poorly covered by
the German lens crew. Maybe they
considered it too definitely a British

victory or- maybe the RAF was too

active for them. At any rate, only
some of the tons bf equipment the
English left behind On the beach are
shown.; .

' .•';'•'.'
',.

/•'

: Next episode in producer Goebbels'
film serial would naturally be '.The

Fall of England.' Production, how-
ever, seems . to have been delayed.

'Bleeding Germany' Next,

With TraUer to Match
(With ho onfr—the Dies committee

included—- apparently, making any
effort to halt the stream of Nazi
propaganda pictures pouring into the
United States, German film forces

appear tq be growing bolder. Most
blatant Hitler propaganda picture

yet to be shown in this country is

now scheduled for the 96th St. thea-
tre in Manhattan's little Germany,
Yorkville.

Film : .'Blutehdes Deutschland.'.
Its opening date is still indefinite,

depending on the run of
.
'Blitzkrieg

Westen,' another propaganda

in his familiar style. It is when he
tries to act that he overdoes. Even
so, his performance would have been
far smoother if the initial tempo had
been maintained. Instead, there's «
long string of trivial, uninteresting
mugging which even, his concluding
song fails to overcome.,

Elvire Popesco, as Mona Talia. the
great French actress, is vivid, but
hot exactly the type for American
screen. Alerme, vet French actor,

is superb as the actress' manager and
husband. Josette Day makes the role

of Chevalier's sweetheart, intriguing
and more effectual than the time
allotted.it on the screen. The affair

between this girl - as the aspiring
youthful actress and the manager is

shunted to one side in order .to keep
interest' focused on Chevalier. Or
maybe the .censors stepped in. The
most .likely members, in the sup-
porting cast,, are Marcelle Genia,
Paulette Elambert, Pizarii and Renee
Devillers. Photography and lighting
not up to recent French film stand-
ards, explained, of course. • by the
film's age. Recording also is uneven.
-'.'', •,- ' Wear:

THE KISS OF FIRE
''.''

(With Songs) •
.

' (FRENCH-MADE) :

.Hakim . Bron! release (Juno
.
Films) . of

Farm Fllrn. ':proiluotloiu ' Stars .Vlvlnnj» Tto-

rrihncfc; . features^ Tlrio -RosM.- •'Mirellle TJhlin.

Michel Simon, Dnllo. I'Dlfcffd'.
1

by. AURUHt
Genlne. Story, Auguste Ballley.' raiwrnV
I/eFovrp: .muslr. Vincent 'Scotto. At- Hitle
enrnejrfp. N. Y.. m«ek Noyv- 20, '40. Ruji-
nlnr? tlriie. J»3

T'.oll.ta. : ... . . Vlvlatie nomnnpe
Mrirln. . . . .'•.i-i ...... . '.Tlrio TIoMkI

MlrhH . . . ... . .V.rh>'\ Simon
Apsiintri. ....... ,\ ...:;,•... . ( ..Mii,el.lle Hnlln
The - Photoprnphor, . J . . .. . . ; D:illo

Aunt'Therese. . .
.-. ..Torvrme -Loury

im
special, now packing Nazi crowds,
into the house. Title means 'Bleed-
ing Germany,' and the trailer in the
theatre's program, -more . or less lit-

erally translated, perhaps best tells

the story.
*•'••'*

This factual film,' it reads, .'is laid

in the year 1933, shortly after . the
trahsformatioh; to National Socialism
took place. And, seen with the eyes
of today, it is as interesting and real

as then. Every day the papers are
full .of war correspondence and full

of unfriendly comment. People over
here don't understand much, one
can't grasp what's behind Germany's
moves. :

'Here you see Versailles,' the trailer

continues in larger type. 'Germany
there was gagged, strangled. Occu-
pation of the Ruhr by France made
6,000,000 G e r m a n s unemployed.
Forty-six political parties—hppeless-
ness^bewilderment.
Then into Germany's f u tur e

marched youth,' the program pro-
claims. 'Adolf Hitler Speaks—Dr.
Geobbels Speaks. These . speeches
are perhaps the .most interesting
because they are from the men who
created the new Germany. They were
delivered long before the National
Socialists

;
came

. into power.. And
they are today as fresh as then, yes
even more interesting, since we. can
see by what has; happened between
then and now, how earnest and
truthful were their words. The last
mass meeting before taking over—

:

The
. ascension '. of Hitler to Chan-

cellor.
'

:

v-
*•

;
^'Bleeding. Germariy ,

'

is an
;
- impor-

tant documentary in the truest sense'
of. the word; No German jcari afford
to- miss

; it. Don't fail ; to see: i
a
t;

'Bleeding Germany'!
,
The. film of the

national
.
resurgence^ An "interesting

picture-documeht
,
of - our troubled

times.' . .

'/:' ;
.'

ViUe's .
louts, scenes have a

(In French; .with English Titles)

"the Kiss of Fire' CUnVBaiser .de
Feu') is. an amusing French comedy,

<

offering, plenty of exploitation oppor-.
tunitles. (up to the point where local
police Object); and shbuld do com-
paratively strong biz in the right
houses as soon as proner word-of-
mouth gets around. It's by no means
another 'Baker's Wife' (now? almost
rounding out a year's stay ih New
York).; but it Dossesses some of the
same unique Gallic humor.

Title gives a tipoff to larger quan-
tities of sex than the pic actually
boasts. Not that Viviane Romance-
doesn't toss a mean gam. but—for
U; S. consumption at least—the scis-.

sdrs' has been sharp and accurate
when the possibilities become ' men-
acing.'

It's not that kind of picture, any-
way, although the audience is- led to
believe it might be from the early,
footage. Soon apparent, however, is

that it's French satire and good, clean
fun. desDite the ready manner in
which Miss Romance hurls herself at
any male in sight. The temptress is

shapely and seductive, but so obvi-
ously . so ' she's more laughable

. than :

wicked.
'

Story finds her picking- up Michel
Simon in a church. . He innocently
takes her to his apartment when she
says she's a boor orohan with no
place else to sleep; He falls in love
with her with expected speed,
whereupon she starts working on his'
roommate, Tino Rossi. Rossi, is about,
to marry Mireille Balin, but leaves
her waiting at the chiirch to scram
with Miss Romance. The hew affair
is hardly under way before the
femme fatale has discovered In the
next room in the inn . where she is

staving with Rossi a photographer,
Dalio. who wants to do more than
take pictures. Simon and Rossi un-
cover Miss* Romance for the vixen
she' is and resume their friendship..
Miss Balin takes Rossi back and, it

may- be assumed, everyone
. lives, hap-

pilv thereafter.
Cast is toonotch. Miss Romance is

overwhelmingly a . bad woman, Miss
Balin a good one. . Simon

, is an ugly
but likably humorous lover., and
Tino Rossi a pleasant lady-killer.
Rossi sings a number, of tunes to his
own guitar accompaniment for nice
effect. ;

Mechanically, the oicture Is a kil-
ler. Abruptness of the cutting is be-
wildering in many spots, while other
sequences are allowed to roam on
forever. Director August Genine has
overworked, to its death the trick of
focusing his lens on -innumerable
objects before petting on the central
one in introducing; a scene. In addi-
tion, the camera occasionally appears
t£ have

!. a vibrator attachment and
the English titles were ho doubt com-
posed from a. French-Enf»lish diciion-
arv. to mention iust a few defects-
;
-The picture triUmbhs. nevertheless,

via its pleasantly French satire. It
was made about three years ago and
was highly successful in Eurone.

v.*' J: .. - .„ Herb.

piece, although a trifle more subtle
than some previous Soviet pictures
and certainly less blatant than many
of the recent Nazi films.

As usual with Russian pictures,

The Great Beginning' is over-delib-
erate, attenuated and has all the
technical flaws common to foreign
product. Its story is genuine, how-
ever; its situations and characters
are plausible, and, except for its

frankly proselytizing finale, it offers

a revealing and often touching pic-
ture of peasant life on . the collectiv-
ist farms.
Yarn . deals . with a courageous

wonnan who, when her husband de-
serts her, rallies her laggard neigh-
bors to work the; farmlands. She
has to deal not on!., with their lazi-

ness, but with the ahti-feminine
prejudice of some of the farmers
and several corrupt minor officials.

Against this broad background is

shown the heroine's persona) story,
of .her handling of. the farm young
people; of her evading the amorous
advances of various, men around the
place, of her joy and wisdom at her
husband's eventual return. She
finally triumphs -. over the crooked
local; politicians, is -sent as a delegate
to the Kremlin and, at the fadeout,
is shown making .

1

triumphant-
speech about and joining in a tribute
to Stalin.

;

..
*;

Although Vera. ; Maretskaya Is

hardly the glamor girl, to U. S. film-
goers that she seems to be' to the
Soviet comrades, she is a sensitive'
and eloquent actress who. makes the
heroine believable and .sympathetic.'
V. Vanin gives a deft?y-shaded, ex-
pressive portrayal of her riot too
bright husband; and most of the sup-
porting parts are played with un-
affected sincerity.

. Direction is slow;
photography, lighting and sound are
all inferior, but there are a number
of vivid shots, of Russian landscapes.

; The ideology of any foreign pic-
ture, is probably of more interest to
the Dies Committee or J. Edgar
Hoover than io Variety, yet the
final moments of The' Great Begin-
ning,' in; which Stalin is hailed as
the: exponent of liberty, is apt to
seem rather ludicrous to' anyone but
the most intense Party zealot.
Nevertheless, sizable portion of
last Wednesday's (20 ) audience at
the Miami theatre, . N; Y.,- put on a
determined demonstration wh^n the
Soviet dictator appeared on the
screen. Hobe.

Airlines
.Continued from page 2.

sobering effect. In contrast with the

enthusiastic applause and cheers that

greeted each German victory and
the appearance of Hitler in past pic-

tures there is now a great silence,

occasionally some scattered hand-
clapping. Even Herr Adolf entering

the lamed railway car for the - Altai

armistice evoked no whole-hearted
response. It could hardly have

(Continued from page 16)
climax. The stage mechanic is played
by Chevalier, who, of course, appears
as himself,

. making it a dual role
combo for the signoff. -This singing
episode, with the two Chevalier
voices dubbed on the same sound
track along -with the vocalizing of
the same man via a phonograph rec-
ord, probably seemed 'a smart idea
oh paper, but itis anything but en-
tertaining; on the screen.
Chevalier is happiest when he is

mimicking and putting over a song

Greai^Begihnihg
;

;

: (RUSSiAN-MADE)
Artklno releane of Lennim production T)l-

Hflfltz.. Story;
.
Rkat^rlna- - VlnoKrndfllinva:

music,
-. N. Tlmofe.veV;'.,ramei'n, :A . fil'nii-

burflr; At Miami; N. Y„ N'^v. .20, M0, Run-
ning time,' 76. MI>'S. •

••
•.

•

Ale.rflitdra Sokptova. ...

.

; , . Vera Maretsknva
Tenm, . . . ...: ; .-. . . .-. , . . . ..... . , v.

.
Vnn'm

.Secretary of Commerce. B. fcllnoV
TfleBlin . . . .v. . .... , , v. . . P. Roiokln
Teloflfl na. ..... . . . . ... . . ; ...V, nviefcinn
Ait:lculturlst ..... ... . .N.. -Nazarov

(.In Rtwsidn, toith English Titles?
For the first time since the Soviet

invasion of Finland made Russian
pictures, boxbffice . poison in the
U. S.» Artkino has Imported another
Letifllm production, which should do
moderate business for a foreign-
made. It's an outright propaganda

stdmach-rhalfway down his 6-foot,
four-inch bulk—and estimated that
he weighed about 250 pounds.

'But that is nothing,' he guffawed..
-My bear, she was 12 feet tall and
weighed 2,000 pounds. His paw was
nine inches wide and. 13 inches long
^hice little glove, 'isn't it?'

.

Mrs. Melchior,; the petite Klein-
chen who was a Danish film star un-
der her maiden name, Marie .Hacker,;

gave Melchior, a warm kiss and then
rushed

: him ;.away for his holiday
dinner at. horhe--on the ducks
shipped home from British Colum-
bia, where they were victims of
Melchior's marksmanship.

: Reporters
.Scott Moore, who has a new show

coming up soon Under John Golden,
and who is forever being mistaken
for (a) Warren William, (b) Adolphe
Menjbu, or (c) John Barrymore,
whiled away a dull Thanksgiving
morning at the airport. Over a beer
in the Kitty Hawk Room he chatted
with airport reporters and . re-
minisced. Moore recalled doing a
turn with Hugh O'Connell in The
Racket' in which he and O'Connell
did; the 'first realistic portrayalV of
newspaper reporters.

'Before that; play,' he said, 're-
porters were

. young dudes straight
out of college, wearing horn-rimmed
spectacles and always ready with
pencil and notebook and a stupid
look on their faces. We did the job
right.

.
We depicted regular guys

who got drunk once in a while be-
cause ..the people' -we had to inter-
view were so doggone dumb.' ;

Romance
Maybe there is a romance between

Lucille Ball
. and Desi Arnaz, but

professional probers at the airport
were unable to confirm it when Miss
Ball flew in. from.Hollywood on the
Mercury last week.
Richard Barenson, of Miami's Le

Fronton; blew in on an Eastern Sil-
verliner to look over talent for the
winter season of his club, and
bumped into Arnaz for a: warm
greeting.

;
Barenson gave Arnaz -his

first job in show biisihess, back in
1936, fronting for a rhumba band.
Fritz Kreisler, off to Denver for

a concert, was one of the 16 pas-
sengers on the sTWAoliner when it,

was converted into a flying art gal-
lery last week.

.
Constance, Barbara and Joan Ben-

nett flew in Friday (22) for the
funeral of their mother, Adrienne
Morrison. On the Mercury with
them was Walter Wanger to whom
Joan is married, and Virginia Cher-
rill, the Countess of Jersey. -

Exchanges
.Continued from page ».

manager, dough guy, Canvasmen
are Pete Niland, William Devanev
James J. Grady, Nat Kaplan, Andv
Niedenthal and Frank W, Huss, Jr
Retiring chief ; barker Arthur

Frudenfeld and Kinsler were elected
delegates to the 1941 Variety Clubs'
convention, in Atlantic City. Past
chief barker Allan S. Moritz was
elected, national committeeman. .';

-

Roy Crebs to Rochester
'

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 26.
Roy Crebs comes from Glens Falls

as new manager of Schine's West
End theatre. •

George Lurie takes charge of Lin-
coln as brother Howard Lurie opens
OrpheUm, bOO-seat nabe. which • he
has just acquired in Buffalo.

Two Cbanfe Ownership
, Spartanburg;. S. C, Nov, 26..

State, and Lincoln, Florence. S. C.,
acquired by B. & B. Theatres Corp.
Dixie construction. Which hit new

high starting early fall,: continues;
Contract for new Criterion, Spartan-
burg, set for December. J. F, Car-
nahan and M. C. Beattyvills, owners
of three houses, building new Sand
Gap, Ky, layout. New Charles' the-
atre, 1,000-seater, opened in Mont-
gomery, Ala., by C. T. Rood, hew
owner-manager. : ;Victory, Charles-
ton, S'. C; hurricane-damaged, nnd
Carolina; Hendersonville, N;;'C., dam-
aged : in $5,000 fire, renovated, 'mod-
ernized, ;

.' •;'.'
• , ;

.

J. C. Gartledge has assumed duties;
as manager State, Spartanburg.
Formerly , with Wilby-Kincey, North
Carolina.. .'•'-;;

.
Cherokee's Marshall, "N; C. house,

repaired, reopened, following flood
damage. .- !';..•-:

Other Dixie developments include
chartering of Gulf Drive-In Thea-
tres, Lakeland. Fla., by J. .M. McNatt
and. others: - Austin Moon - shifted
from Miami's Colony to Sheridan as,
manager, with William Pratt of .'At-
lanta succeeding; reoDenin«i of reno-
vated Surf theatre. Miami Beach, and
naming of .H..W. Pettengill, formerly
with Schine Circuit, as''publicity^,
advertising , rrianager. Paramount En-
terprises; Miami, succeeding Karl
Roller, resigned. ;

.

New Oroheuni, North Wilkpsboro.
N. Q, sold to J. W. Alien, who has
reopened and vvili manage. Purchase
price $11,000,

Film. Salesmen's $5.fl0,0 nance
A ;net of around $5,000 will be

shown on the dinner-dance of the
Motion Picture : Associates, embrac-
ing film salesmen in the New York-
Brooklyn-Jersey ;. . exchanges. -: held
Wednesday night 20). it is estimated
by Jack Ellis, president of the or-
ganization. This will be the largest
profit ever shown by the M-P A. in
its. 21' years' of existence.

Ellis, salesman for RKO has been
president of the M.P'.A. for three
years and says that he will decline
another term When; nomination of
officers for 1941 takes place somer
time in December. .

Lon Fidler 111

Denver. Nov. 26. ;

Lon. T. Fidler, owner of the Mono-
gram

; exchange . franchise here and
Salt Lake City, ill in St. Luke's hos-
pital. . V

. William Ostenberg, Jr.. manager of
the Bluffs theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb.,
and Miriam Briggs of Denver,
married in Denver, and after a Cali-
fornia honeymoon, will make their
home in Scottsbluff. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. P,
(Buzz) Briggs of Denver, where he
manages the State. The groom's,
father owns several theatres in arid
arOund Scottsbluff.
Five hundred dollars was the loss

when yeggs cut the bottom out , of
the safe at the Gothis theatre.
.
The Old Victory, built 30 years ago,

operated by J. B. Melton, will be
demolished to make way for a seven- :

story addition to the May Co. depart-
ment store. The house, at one time
known as the Princess, was formerly
a publix house, but renamed the Vic-
tory after the World War.. The house
has 1,200 seats.
The ladies of the- Rocky Mountain

Screen Club, as their share of the
charity work being done by that or-
ganization, have adopted three girls,

and will see to it they, are .'sent-

through school, along with incidentals
such as food and clothing.
George Allah,- Sr; and Jr., have,

bought, the State - theatre. : North
Platte, Neb., from John Mattern.
C. A.,;Mulbck, manager Of the Pair,

ace, back on the job after an opera-
tion and 31 days in Fitzsimmons
army hospital. ; ; \

Meyer's Tivbll, Frisco.

Sari Francisco; Nov. 26.

Tivpli, recently overhauled Vlegiter

converted to sporadic flick opera--

tion, has been leased by Joseph
Meyer : who opens Christmas Day.
with 'Hell's Angels.' Lease is in-

definite and contingent upon whether
Or not grind policy clicks. Interven-
ing weekends have been pegged by
Mario Parisi for Italian films, with,

exception of Dec. 14-15, secured by
J. Waldow of KSAN's Jewish Art
Hour for screening of 'Land or

Promise.' Russian and Italian flicks

recently did big weekend biz fol-

lowing flop of legit try. ',

Joe Blumenfeld'* Esquire theatre,

formerly Davies, reopens Thursday
(28). - '...' '• V

,.
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"SMASH HIT! -Boxof fic« Digest
"SOCK! IT WILL JAM HOUSES EVERY-
WHERE!' ^Hollywood Reporter.

"ONE Or THE TOP BOXOFFICE PIC-

TURES Or THE YEAR!"-Showmen'i
Trade Review. "

' ALEXANDER'S

RAGTIME B AND' HAS BEEN
MATCHED, IF NOT EXCElLED!'
-M. P. Daily."SECURELY AMONG
THE SEASON'S BEST GROSSERS!"
-Daily Variety. "SURE TO KEEP
THE THEATRES' CASH REGISTERS
RINGING LONG AND LOUD!"
—Boxoffice

(Summing up a- million agate
lines of the greatest reviews

ever given a picture!)

9h9
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Army
gross pages do

:
much in

selections. Martell declared.

"
; Bookers for the soldier theatres

have an ideal arrangement for; get-

ting, top piXi one that any exhib

would smack his lips at. Army has

Continued front page 1

guiding are in ' New York, ,

; Washington;

Dallas, Seattle and St. Louis. District

directors, who are in charge of book-

ing, as well as general operation, are

civilian employes. ' Only . other

civilians are machinists in the equip-

ment shop in St. Louis. They visit
iv arrangement wjth . all .

compan.es
I eacn camp once every . -three months

whereby it can choose any pictui e^.'^°§^proiecU(£ and sound. "7
wants after seeing at and buy )t on .^^S^^; service has been-
flat rental. Rentals run from $10 to.

$25. veiy occasionally a little higher.

They are determined, by the per-

centage bracket the film is in for sale,

to ordinary exhibsV Forty percenters,

for instance, bring $25, while a 20%
pic might bring $10. ;

U. S. ' Army posts throughout the

world pay the same rental for the

same picture, those theatres which

regularly . lose money at the smaller

Jcnmps being aided 'by the ones that

show a profit. Soldiers pay 20c

admish for . a single ticket or can buy

a coupon book of 10 tickets for $1.40.

They may give cash or have the cost

of the book taken out of their pay

at the end of the month.
;

7-V

A soldier bringing his- gal. to the

camp film theatre \miist pay for her

operating since tl.s last war. It falls

under the Adjutant-Geherai's -de.-.-

partmerit in the Army, with Major

T. J. . Davis currently the topper. :
.

14-25c Vaudlilm for

Dix, N.J.; Acts on the Cuff

Camp Dix, New Jersey, which will

eventually house 40,000 soldiers, is

building 10 picture and . stage thea-

tres to take care of the trainees'

recreation wants; They; will charge

admissions, - 14c for pictures and
probably 25c for stage entertainment:

Phil Morris, vaude producer, is set

to furnish the camp with : variety

unitk in. an agreement with Major
J. C. Donoghue, in charge of recrea-

tion. First show will go in Dec, 1,

but this will be a gratis affair for

Follow-
the:; same adihis^ion as is charged

by nearby outside houses for an or-
j ^e Bcts and soldiers

chestra seat at night. This .applied

to all 'non residents' of the posts as

a- ptotection to civilian exhdbs.

22 New Theatres On

ing that, acts will be paid and ad
missions charged.

.
Morris sees an

eventual circuit of U. S. Army camps
arid a resultant upbeat in employ-
ment of vaude . performers?
Most Of Camp Dixv

s musical equip
ment is being donated, for

Draftees and National Guardsmen stance Knabe's donation of five

pouring into the Army camps Under
|
pianos last week,

.the new- defense program1 hay
suited in 22 new theatres being . ... tm *
added' to . the 85 ordinarily operated

|
Entertainment Fleilty,

An undetermined addi-

Top of 85 Ordinarily

for soldiers;

tion'al number is in prospect as re-

cruits toll :;" ", reaching a peak next

June. Each post will have at least

one house and the larger ones will

have' two.

Building of a theatre in each camp
takes precedence over all other con-

struction as soon as barracks build-

ings themselves are completed.
,
In

Put
Fort Dix, N.: J^ Nov. 26;

That radio continues to play an
ever-increasing role in national de-
fense, particularly , in. instilling a

spirit of 'draft consciousness' in the

youth
.
of the nation.was again

demonstrated here when Major Gen-
eral Clifford R. Powell; Tcommander

Beauregard, in Louisiana, where •

large portion of Michigan'! 32nd Di*

vision was sent for training, that

crooked games' of all types have

sprung up and the soldier? are be-

ing plucked of everything but their

eyebrows. Most of the operations

are out of bounds and in quickie

spots which is more than a problem

for the few local police in the

lightly populated areas near most

army camps."

With cashless soldiers plentiful in

the camps, high ranking officers have

laid down rulings that the gambling
joints were; 'out. of bounds' for the

military, but . without much success.

While the soldiers' pay isn't much
indivj dually, in mass it counts up
plentifully. For .'. instance/ the ini-

tial payroll for the first 15 days for

the National Guardsmen of the 32nd
division alone, totaled $350,000. It

stacks.into the millions monthly;

As brie measure to keep the : sol-

diers from falling prey to blitzkrieg

dice, the officials are hurrying along

the construction .of picture .
theatres

and other amusement centers', hipp-

ing to keep the boys at home.

Lucky Strike's Free Camp Shown

;
Lucky Strike is organizing,

through the Lojrd & Thomas
.
agency,

a: dance band ;
Unit, with m .c. at-

tached, for a tour of soldiers camps.
Neither the /m. nor the batonist

had been set - by press time yester-

day (.Tuesday ), It'll be a free show

Traveling combination will carry a
tag . associating it with the product
and the broadcasting flavor will de-
rive from the circumstance that, the^

band will be cut into Lucky's Sat-
urday night Hit Parade on CBS for

two numbers.

After putting On. several show
numbers the . touring aggregation
will provide an hour or tw,o of danc
ing for the soldiers.
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FILM BOOKING CHART
i For information of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety present*

a complete chart of feature releases of all the American dwtribiAtiiio COni-

ponies for the ' current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given in

yk^mv and the rtinning time of print's art included.;

. COPTKiGIIT, 1940. HV VA RIETV, IMC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

'

Cey to Type Abbreviations: M—Melodrama; C-~Comedy; CD—Comedy
Drama; W—Western; D—rDrama; RD—Romantic Drama; MU—Musical,

Figures herewith indicates date of Variety's review and running time.

Borne places, where the trainees have 0f the 44th Division, New Jersey
poured .ih faster than and Fort Dix com
mechanics can work—as : at. Ft. Dix,

N'. J—the Army Motion Picture

Service has erected large tents. Dix
canvas top is a 2,200-seater.

All posts have a similar booking

mandant, 'took' to the air waves to

warn the vanguard of selective ser-

vice trainees that 'life at Foirt Dix
will be anything but a picnic.'

In a broadcast probably without

Lambs 9
(krihbol

. Continued from pace 2.

WEEK OF RELEASE---10/11/46

third Finger, Left Hand (AI-G> XO/W CD W
Trailing Double Trouble (Mono} W 9«
Cherokee Stria (Par) 10/2 . W M
Villain Still Pursued Her (RKO) 7/24 C 66
Melody and Moonlight (Rep) 16/16. CD. 73
Frontier Vengeance (Rep) 10/9 W .

:
97

Down Argentine Way (20th) 10/9 Ml) 92
Father Is a Prince (WB) 11/6 ' « 99
Little Bit of Heaven (U) 10/16 CD »9

M. Loy-M. Douglas
C. CorrlganW.King
R.DIX-V. Jory
A. Loulse-B. Cromwell

.
jr. Downs-J. Frazee ':''

D. Barry-B. Moran
D. Ameche-B. Grable
G.MItchell-L. Patrick
G. Jean-H. Herbert

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/18/40

Nobody'* Children (Col) D
West of. Abilene rCol) . W
Moon Over Burma (Par) 10/10 : D 7«
Night Train (20th) 10/30 . M Vt
Laddie (RKO) 9/18 D »
SUghUy Tempted (U) .10/30 V C 00
Dispatch from Reuters (WB) 9/29 I> »9

E. Fellowi-L. Wilson
C. Starrett-M. Codley : v

D. Lamour-P. Foster -

M. Lockwood-R. Harrison
T. HoIt^S. Byington
H. Herbert-P. Moran ..

. E. Rbblnion-E. Best :

WEEK OF RELEASE—lt/26/40

Girls Under 21 (Col) 11/13
Hullabaloo- (M-G) 10/30
Christmas in July (Par) 9/18
Knew What lliey Wanted (RKO)
Young Bill Hlckok (Rep) 10/2
Great Profile (20th) 8/21
Tugboat Annie Sails Again (WB)
Seven Sinners. (U) , 10/30

D 64 P. Kelly-R. Hudson
MU 77 F. Morgan-B. Burke
CD 60 D. PoweU-E. Drew .

10/9 CD 9V C. Laughton-C. LombardW .
59 R. Rogers-G. Hayes

D 79 J. Barrymore-M. B. Hughes
10/23 C 75 M. Rambeau-A. Hale

, RD »5 M. Dietrich-J. Wayne

WEEK OF RELEASEr-11/1/40

Escaoe (M-G) 10/30 D 105
Blondle Plays Cupid (Col) 10/30 C 67
Dancing, on a Dime (P,ir) 10/16 D 73
Too Many Girls (RKO) 10/* MV .

84
Li'l Abner (RKO) C 77
Who Killed Aunt Maggie? (Rep) 11/6 :M 70
I'm Nobodyfs Sweetheart Now (U) 8/7 C 6«.

Devil's Pipeline (U) 11/13 : M 65
Always<>-a Bride (WB) 11/27 C 58

Hi Shearer-R. Taylor
P. Singleton-A. Lake
G. McDonald-R. Paige
L. Hall-R. Carlson \

- G. Owcn-M. Ray.
J. Hubbard-W. Barrl*
D. Q'Keefe-C. Moore
R.Arleh-A. Devine
R. Lane-G. Reeves

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/8/40

policy, based on. Marten's studied parallel, General Powell, speaking
opinion that 'there ,is an average of from a microphone set up, at the

. 3% . good pictures . produced ' each rifle range on the military reserva-

week.' Top pix are played Sunday tion, addressed the conscripted youth
and Monday, next best Wednesday 0f the country oh a coast-to-coast j
arid Thursday, ; third best Tuesday, hookup (Mutual), warning them just

fourth best Friday. Saturday ..is.'.re- what to expect when they arrive at

served
<

for , double features Of action Dix or any other military post where
arid family type, a great .

portion of they will spend a year as members
the patronage being wives and kids 0f the Regular Army.
rOf Officersxl IV ing .at the post. General .Powell stressed the
Matinees are generally held on brighter aspects of the picture, too.

v Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.. He told them 'everything will be,

Shows are a minimum of 105 done to receive the trainees, house,
minutes, including shorts. equip them, and keep them well fed

Clearance is not a worry of the and entertained.' As for entertain-

Army M. P. Service, although' book- ment, he said that every effort Is

ers' instructions are to grab pix as being made by the command and by
rapidly as possible. How quickly neighbors to see that the men have
they ,

get 'em depends on. how close a good time to compensate for the

to a town they are. If the camp is 'tough assignments' in store for them,

far away, it makes no difference, of *The men work hard during the

course. If it's olose by a regular the- day and play comparatively hard
atre, latter is allowed a., 'reasonable' over the week-end,' he said. 'Prince-

clearance^—anywhere from - one to ton and Rutgers Universities each

three weeks, or more.

No Censorship

Only censorship Army pix are sub-

ject to is that of individual post

corhmandants — and they, usually

leave it to the officer in charge of

the house. There's virtually no scis-

soring, Martell said, Hollywood's.

;
production code being held sufficient.

All pix are billed in ads ! as either F
(family) or M (mature).

:

'

House' ^manager; projectionist,

ushers and all other operating em-
ployes are soldiers.: All: get extra-

dUly pay, Houses go in lor various

shades of'., showmanship,, depending
on the interest and ingenuity of the

'manager.' No ads are allowed off

U. S. Government property, as a pro-

tection to commercial exhibs,.
.
but

camps are well-posted, mimeo-
•gyaphed heralds are passed out,, no-
tices are. placed bh bulletin boards^
announcements are made when regi-.

mentis are assembled at retreat, and
there are: trailers. .

Each hotise ijs encouraged to make
a good financial showing because a

.
percentage of the prdfit from each
operation goes back to the com-
manding officer for the recreation

fund; To perk up the 'managers,'

district directors of the m.p. service

make regular visits to the posts in

their territory.

Country is divided into six dis-

tricts, one having just been added in

Atlanta to handle the rush of hew
business in the south, where many
recruits are now being sent. Others

provide nearly' . 1,000 free seats for

enlisted men at home football games,
The entertainment,- films and danc-
ing at the Hostess House provide ad-
ditional recreation and passes are
Issued generously for holidays.
Ample provisions have been made to
enable men to receive : visiting

families. and friends during off-duty
hours.': •77

More Theatre Bldg.

- Detroit, Nov. 26. "[

Nearby Camp Custer, its popula
tion increasing rapidly ' these days
as army - units pour in, has set . off

a theatre building boom . in Battle

Creek, Mich.
;

; Two weeks ago the
W. S. .Butterfield Circuit, announced
its new. house hear' the Post Tavern
and directly across street from its

Regent 7'7 '..';' r", -.^ ..

:

.
Now the Life Amusement Corp..

which operates the Orpheum, . has
announced that it is starting work
shortly on a^ new 800-iseater.

. Jack
RossJ of Lansing,

.
president of - the

company, said deals have>beeri made
with eight - major companies for

second runs.
Uncle Sam Is getting ready to

crack . . down on professional and
crooked gamblers who have been
making a beeline for the heavy con-
centration of troops at the expanding
camps. ;

.

t
:

Advices have reached here both
from nearby Camp Custer and Camp
-'••' 7.. ,

' 7 VVJr:

chestrated by Max Hoffman and it

got. them both an ovation; James
Sterling Moran gave a funny lecture

on sound recordings. S. J. Kauf-
man's sketch, 'God's Country,' had
a big cast and went Over "very well.

Jimmy Savo was forced to do three
encores, and 'Love's Old Sweet Time
Of Your Life,' a satire on all Saroyan
playi, done by Fred Waring's Glee
Club, was as screwy as Saroyan
himself, but- got laughs.

. The Kids Take Over
'

One of the outstanding acts of
the night was 'Chippies Grt ThVOld
Block,' Written by Ernest Truex and
Fred Howard, in which all the sons
of noted fathers appeared as dames..
They sang about how their old men
did 'dames' in the old Gambols and
now they're carrying oh. Sons of
Frank Craven, William Courtleigh,
Lawrence Tibbett, Jack Devereaux,
Harry Tyler, William Faversham,
Dennis King, Henry .Hull, Ernest
Truex and Alexander Clark

.
ap-

peared and gave a swell touch to. a
swell show. .

''Two Old Men,' by Hale Hamilr
ton and with. Raymond Massey,
William Burress and Spencer Bent-
ley; was a skit of the Civil War and
the only dramatic touch of the. eve
ning. Another high spot was The
Barrendp: . .a dance act written by
Frederick Loewe and James Tranter,
with John Wray as a senor and Ches-
ter Stratton as a senorita. Alex-
ander Gray next gave -the program

:

a 'war. touch' with a song 'Right Lit-
tle Tight Little Isle,' a salute to
England.

The closing act was the Lambs
Glee Club of over 75. voices and di-
rected by Bob Shaw; They sang a
Lambs song, followed by a spiritual
and,: finishing up with -This Is My
Country,' brought the members to
their feet, .

'

_. , / - •

r
,.

Fred Waring was installed for his
second term as Shepherd with, the
usual ceremonies. He made an im-
promptu7 speech thanking every-
body and spoke

,
about '

letting 5 the
younger Lambs and Lambkins take
an active part in the running of the
Club and its Gambols.. He pointed
up the; fact-ihat this particular. Gam-
bol was. composed of over 80% of
the younger Lambs.

Lambs Gambol to be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Dec. 31 (New Year's
eve) is. scaled at- $25 top. That rate
applies" for §>ats in the. boxes, eler
vat'ed. over the : sides and rear of the
grand ballroom. Tickets for tables
on the floor are $15, regardless. Of
location. At previous Gambols there
was a $5 adm ission after dinner and
the show, but that has been elimi-
nated. '

. 7 7
.

Show which, will bei puBlicly pre-
sented at. the Gambol was that, given
in the clubhouse Sunday (24).

Bitter Sweet (M-G) 11/20 MU »2
Take Me Back to Oklahoma (Mono) W
Arise My Love (Par) 1V/23 D lttO

Friendly Neighbors (Rep) 11/13 C 67
Mexican Spitfire Out West (RKO) 10/30. C 7«
TraU BUzers (Ren) 10/30 W . 58
The Mark of Zorro (20th) 11/6 D 93
Sandy Gets Her Man (U) . 11/13 C 65
Pony Post (U) W •

East of the River (WB) 10/30 RD 73

J. .MacDonald-N. Eddy
T. Ritter-S. Anderson
C. Colbert-R. MiUahd
Weaver Bros, and Ellvlry
L. Velez-L. Errol
R. Livingston-R. SteeU
T. Power-L. Darnell
S. . Erwin-U: Merkel .

J; M. Brown-F. Knight '

J. GarBeld-B. Marshall

WEEK. OF RELEASE—11/15/40

Beyond the Sacramento (Col)
Gallant Sons (M-G) 11/13
Phantom of Chinatown (Mono)
Three Men froih Texas (Par)
Remedy for Riches (RKO) :

Melody - Ranch (Rep) .

Street of Memories (20th) 7/S
One Night In the Tropics (U)
South of Suez (WB)

11/6

W, B. Elllott-E. Keyes
:
D 75 J. Cooper-/. Preisse?
D 62 K. Luke- L. Long ;W . :.

,' B. Boyd-R. Hayden
CD 67 J. Hersholt-D. Lovett

; W '
. Xf. Autry-J: Durante .

p 6» L. Roberts-G. Klbbea
MU 62 A. Jones-V. Bruce
D G. Bfent-G. Fitzgerald

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/22/40

Slone Wolf Keeps a Date (Col)
scape to Glory (Col) 11/20 .

Little Nelly Kelly (M-G) 11/20
West of Pinto Basin (Mono)
North West Mounted Police (Par)
The Fargo Kid (RKO)
You'll Find Out (RKO) 11/20
Texas Terrors (Rep) 11/20
Youth Will Be Served (20th)
Meet the Wildcat (U ) 10 /.30

.

The Long Voyage Home (UA)
The Letter (WB) 11/20

M W. WiUiam-F. Roblnsos
M 70 p. O'Brlen-C. BenneU
MU 96 j. Garland-G. Murphy
W ' R. Corrlgan-J. King

10/23 M 125 G. Coopcr-M. Carroll
W 63 T. Holt-J. DiummoDd

Mtl 85 K. Kyser-B. Karloft
';' W .57 D. Barry-J. Duncan •

11/20 C 68 J. Wlthers-R. Conway
D 61 M. Lindsay-R. Bellamy

10/30 D 103 Jf. Waync-rT. Mitchell
D 95 B. Davis-H. Marshall

WEEK OF RELEASE—11/29/40

EUery Queen—Master Detective (Col). D
Dr. Kildare's Crisis (M-G) - D
Little Men (RKO) D
Meet the Missus (Rep) c
Tin Pan"-Alley-. '.(20th) MU
The Bank Dick (U) C
Blackout (UA) D
Lady with the Red Hair (WB) 11/13 D 78

R. Bcllamy-M. Lindsay •

'it. Barryinore-L. Ayrea
K. Francis-J. Oakle
R. Karns-R. Donnelly
A. Fuyc-J. Oakle
W. C. Fields- F. Pangborn
C. Veldt-V. Hobson
M. Hopkins-C. Rains

WEEK OF RELEASE-^12/6/40

Great Plane Robbery (Col) 11/20 , M 55
Thundering: Frontier (Col) 9/18 W 55
Go West (M-G) c-

--'

Chamber of Horrors (Mono) .

' '-.. M
A Night at Earl Carroll's (Par) 11/20 MU 62
Border Legion (Rep) 11/27 W 58
Charter Pilot (20th) CD
Margie (U) 9/18 :•",.-. c" 58
She Couldn't Say No (WB) : C

J. Holt-V. Lester 7,
C. Starrctt-I. Meredith

' Marx Bros.-J. Carroll
G. Malo-L; Banks ' V .

K. Murray-R. Hbbart ,

R. Rogcrs-G. Hayes
L. Barl-L. Nolan
T. Brown-N. Grey .

R. Pryor-E. Ardcn

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/13/40

Here We Go Again (Mono) b
/Comrade X (M-G) M
Texas Rangers Ride Again (Par) 11/6 WD
Mysterious Dr. Satan (Rep)-.- 11/20 M
Murder Over New York : (20th) ' M
Trail of the Vigilantes (U) 7 W
Invitation to a Murder (WB) -

= D

L, Gorcey-B. Jordan
C. GAble-H.. Lamarr

67 J. Howard-E. Drew
E. Cianneili-R. Wilcox

: . S, Toler-M. Weaver
: ;

:' F. Tone-B. Crawford
T. Mitchell-J. Lynn 7

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/20/40

Phantom Submarine (Col) •

'"
- M'

Keeping Company (M-G) c
Her Father's Daughter (Mono) D
Behind the News (Rep) d
Lone Star Raider (Rep) . W
Jennie (20th) CD
Give Us Wings (U) 11/13 M
Here Comes Navy (WB) (reissue) 'T/24/34 D

- A. Louise-B. Brand v
A, Rutherford-J.Shelton
E. Fellows-W. Evans

\ L. Nolan-D. Davenport
/ B. Llvihgston-B. Steele

V. Mille,r-D. Bowdori .

60 W. Fdrd-V.' Jory
88 J. Cagney-p: O'Brien

WEEK OF RELEASE-—:12/2;7/40- ,

This Thing Called Love (Col)
The Wildcat of Tucson (Col)
Flight Command (M-G)
Under Tcxas'Stars (Mono)
Love Thy Neighbor (Par)
Bowery Boy (Rep)
Chad Hanna (20th)
The Invisible Woman ( U)
Thief of Bagdad (UA) 10/16 .

Santa Fe Trail (WB)
. ^ ;u tip. v •

:- c
ww

7W."
" ; C.
D

":'D-

M
W

105

R. Russell-M. Douglai
B. EIUott-E. Youilg
R. Tayibr-R. Hussey

. T. Ritter ;
J. Benny-M. Martin
D., O'Keefe-L. CampbeU
H, Fonda-L. Darnell ;

Barryriiore-J; Howard
C, Veidt-J. Duprez

E. Flynn-b. de Havilland
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. Points toW and Doom

-HurtB.0.

Minneapolis, Nov: 26.

The policy of boosted admissions

for special pictures has been justi-

fied by boxoffice results at the State

here in the first two Instances mark-

ing its inauguration. Within a month

the ante was tilted from 44 to 55c

top for both 'Boom Town' ahd 'North-

west Mounted Police' and ia- each

case grosses skyrocketed,

•Northwest,' now in Its second week

at the State and still pulling heavily,

did $15,500 in seven arid a half days,

whereas $9,000 ordinarily is a. good

week at this . house. Last month

'Boom Town' Went over the top to

'''$14,900 in its first and $9,900 in its

second week at the State and - then

rah two additional weeks at the Cenr

tury, getting $5,100 and. $4,000 in its

third and fourth weeks, respectively.

No resentment whatsoever or

harmful reaction resulted, as far as

the public is concerned, the theatre

management states. Customers are

satisfied to pay higher prices for ex-

ceptional films and leave the theatre

pleased, it's asserted. -.'^

Over 400 'Mounted' Dates

Indications that exhibitors face no

jeopardy- when kiting prices for pic-

tures that deserve a lift in scales

arid that, also, the public is willing

to pay more for such ,films, 'are- re-

flected by the fact that to date there

have been no complaints to Para-

inourit where prices have been in-

creased for 'Northwest Mounted,

this is true also on Broadway, the

local Par having shifted prices up-

ward for the first time under Its set

policy.

According to a Par checkup, over

400 dates at advanced admissions

have been set on 'Mounted'. De-

clared that theqe ; has been a sub-

stantial swing toward the higher

prices among Par accounts since the

company decided to set the release

date back to the Christmas holi-

days and,, as a protection to accounts

playing the film how on pre-release,

to take It out of circulation for the

two weeks prior to Christmas.

Metro's experience with 'Boom
Town,' playing at advanced prices,

also was that the publlo was gen-

erally willing to stand the extra

cost at the b.o.

TO EXAMINE EASTMAN,

ERPI IN POSEN-U SUIT

'Smellies' Back in 1916?

Electrical iResearch Products, Inc.,

•nd Eastman Kodak Corp. were or-

dered to appear.for examination be-

fore trial in N. Y. supreme court yes-

terday (Tues.) by Justice Isidor

Wasservogel. Examination is in con-

nection with a stockholder suit of

Samuel I. Posen, Universal director,

against, the film company, and ERPI
and Eastman were ordered to produce
"all necessary books and material at

the examination, time of which has
not yet been set.

'; Poseh is suing* the film company,
Its officers and directors, and'numer-
ous'' subsidiaries, claiming waste and
mismanagement,' and a loss of several

millions of dollars. Cancellation of

^certain licensing deals, :
ousting of

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of Uni-
versal'^ board; elimination of certain

employment contracts, etc;, arc
ought in the action.

' Detroit, Nov. 26. ";'

Joe La Rose, now a theatre
manager here, points to an in-
teresting fact in view of the new
interest in smelleroo plx induced
by the introduction in this

country of recent Swiss experi-
ments and : the work done here
in the same field by the local .-.

- Aromatic Company. It's old
;

stuff and if they want to i° to

the bother of searching through
the house they'll find scent

equipment installed in the Rivoll

on Broadway.

.

.... La Rose, then in New York,
recalled that in 1916 the equip-

ment for pouring out scents to

an audience was built right into

the Rivoli and he's sure it it

still there if anybody^4trarits to

make the search. It was used
to spray out floral scents in con-

nection with a short, -Story of

the Flowers,' and never used
after that. .

20 OF 48

Exhibs B ackiif g k New
Pennay Bill as Result of

'Ramparts' and 'World In

^lamet' Bans Chicago's
r Under 21 Proposal, How-

ever, Opposed by AH •

POLITICS

"Pathe -Fiini Corp. will have its

three-quarter financial statement
ready, for distribution following the
quarterly directors' meeting sched-
uled for Friday (29) at the com-
pany's new headquarters on West
45th Street.

Pathe report for the nine months
ending last Sept. 30 will not include
«ny special dividend from D.uPoht
Film Mfg. Co., this year-end divvy
Pe«lg declared in December when
any special melon-cutting is done.

,

company got a hefty dividend from
ouPont in December last year.

Reported 20 unions have, been

lined up and discussions are going

forward on rounding up 28 more,

either direotly or Indirectly involved

in show business, for the recently

organized alliance of unions known

as Combined Theatrical Amusement

Crafts, which has as Its president

Vincent Jacbbl, business .agent of No.

1, New York stagehands. The coun-

cil will include only N. Y. unions.

George Browne* president of the

International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees, now in New Or-

leans with his vice-presidents, is be-

lieved to be a prime mover in the

organization of the alliance, but. it

does not necessarily mean particu-

lar powers to the IATSE except

through representation of IA locals

such as operators, stagehands, scenic

artists, etc. ^ .

One of the principal purposes of

the alliances is to consolidate co-

operation among unions in and riear

to show business when help is re-

quired arid possible, only means in

the past toward that end having

been so-called working agreements

such as practiced between the IA

and the musicians.
_

•'. Explained . by a reliable union

source that there are times when
cooperation of -many ' unions is.der.

sirable and that for a long time steps

have been considered to provide a

place of organization where common
problems can be discussed. : Calling

the Combined Theatrical Amuse-
ment Crafts a sort of Central Trades

of the business, it is added that no

one will have any real
.
power but

that through it there always will be

a forum where matters can be hud-

dled over which may affect several

outfits that are. members. The print-

ing trade has such a council, as do :

other crafts. .
Heretofore, when

trouble arose or strikes were called,

unions would have, to round up oth-

ers in sympathetic walkouts or for

aid under conditions that were dif7

flcult. while through an organization

the procedure : should be greatly

simplified.

A Family 'Goodbye'
"' Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Joan . Fontaine, borrowed from

David O. Selznick, is siated to co-

star with her husband, Brian Aherrie,

in 'And Now Goodbye* at Columbia.

Picture, based on James Hilton's

tale, goes into production early in

January.

Philadelphia, ,NoV; 26. ;

Public resentment over the barring
by the Pennsylvania Board -of

Censors and subsequent mysterious
release of 'Ramparts. We Watch' and
'World in Flames' is expected to

come to a head; at: the next- session of

the State Legislature. One of the

newly elected Democratic , repre-:

sentatiyes. has disclosed he is pre-

paring a bill to force the censors to

make
.
public all deletions. The : bill

is said to have the blessing of exhibs
in the State.

.

. Up to now deletions have bfeeri

made secretly and there was little

redress on the part of: the distributor.

Presentation of the bill was seen as

an action to further' embarrass Edna
Carroll, board censor, who has been
the. target of newspaper and public

criticism since the 'Ramparts' ban
Mrs. Carroll is vice-chairman of the

GAP. City Committee. .= The State

t

House of Representatives :

is . now
under the control of the Democrats
thanks ;to the Roosevelt landslide and
the bill is sure of passage there.

Although the G.O.P. has a bare
majority in .the State Senate, backers
of the bill feel they wiil be able to

pick up enough votes to get the bill

passed there also.

Last week the Philly Motion Pic

ture Forum joined the list of censor

board critics by passing unanimously
a resolution condemning the sup-

pression
;

of. 'Ramparts.'

Pic Biz Opposes Chicago

Proposal on (fensoring

Change In Chicago's motion pic-

ture censorship setup, proposed by
Earl B. Dickerson, city alderman, is

being opposed by the film business

as an additional expense and a blow
to present theatre revenue In the

Illinois metropolis. Far-reaching
consequences of - the censorship

amendment of Dickerson are so

serious that Charles C. Pettijohn,

general counsel for the Hays office,

went to Chicago over the weekend
to represent the induslry at proposed
public hearings' this week. ;

.

Dickerson amendment would place

censoring in the hands of a special

committee, instead of the police. It

would regulate and pass on all films

to ascertain if fit entertainment for

persons under 21. As this proposed
legislation now reads, distributors

would have to pay $3 per 1,000 feet

of film released in Chicago, both on
the , original print viewed by the

censors and on
.

duplicate . prints. .

Presently, the rate is $3 for the

original and $1 for all additional

prints of a subject, on the 1,000-foot

scale. As interpreted by filrn offi-

cials, the new censorship setup also

would vieW all newsreels and assess

them the $3 fee. One estimate, is

that this would mean nearly $200,000

additional outlay for the newsreels
annually ;' Chicago* -'

Censorship change is reported as

being backed by the American Civil

Liperties /League, : and according to

reports received, by film companies
in N. • •¥.-,. is being pushed under
the.;. guise that it; liberalizes censor-

ship by. applying only to child riib-

tibn pictures. Check: by- distributors

shows that the new censors would
look at every subject and. allow pa-

trons under 21 to view only the films

they deem fit for juvenile consump-
tion, with the film business carry-

ing the additional ^censorship fee

burden. ' Besides cutting into all

cinema patrons under 21, the ad-

ditional fees forced on the -d.ii.vib-

utori in Chicago presents a real

,• (Continued on page 26)

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Producers today '• (Tuesday)
got. International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees - de-
mands for non-exemption of

10,000 film workers from pro-
.
visions of the ware-hoar law
with overtime pay retroactive to

:

October, ..' 11938,; and time-and-a-
half after 40 hours.: Union reps,

headed by Harold V. Smith,
chairman of the IA business
agents committee, opened nego-

;

tiatlons . this morning: with Pat
.

Casey, producer labor contact,

looking- to revision of current
agreements.

;
Two of IB IA ; lo-

cals, the Laboratory Technicians
and international Photographers,
are hot participating, preferring

; to negotiate Individually.

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Demands . for higher Wages for
actors, particularly free lance and
day players, ; Will be mulled ' by the
Producers the first of next week
when they go into a huddle with
Screen Actors ; Guild tops.

:
The

drastic economic condition of extras,

caused by a shrinkage in job place-
ments, also will be considered. .

The major companies will be rep-
resented by a cqirimittee composed
of E. J. Mannix, Herbert Frestori, Y.
Frank Freeman and Mendel S. Sil-

berberg. /'
••

With earnings of film extras run-
ning more than $700,000 behind last

year, both the Producers and Guild
realize that some revision in wages,
classification, etc. will have to be
made in order to hold the Class B
membership together.

. It is probable
that the first; move will be to drop
all occasional players in an effort to

create more . work : for the regular

extras, who have no income outside

the: industry. .:.' V
A new call system for extras has

been . installed at Central Casting
Corp. in an effort to relieve the con-
gestion on the call boards. Each
player will be given a certain num-
ber to call, and when casting is be-

ing done his name will be broadcast

to all casting directors instead of

just one as was done in the past.

Casey Advises
.

Pat Casey, producer labor contact,

has advised the studio locals of the

Los Angeles, Nov. 26.

Fox-West Coast, through its prexy,'

Charles P; Skouras, has put an erii

bargo on Universal's latest Deanria

Durbin picture; 'Spring Parade,' ahd
will not play the musical . in any of

its houses in this area = because of a

'continued first-run booking' with
the Hawaii theatre in Hollywood
immediately following, the 10 - day.;

flrstrTun
,
at the RKO arid Pantages

theatres in downtown L. A'...-"-

•Skouras' •: position is thai . F-WC
holds a subsequent run product con-

tract with U, and that it should

have been given first chance at a
continued first-run of the opus: In-

stead, U exchange execs . closed a

booking deal with Albert . .Galston,

operator ;bf the independent Hawaii,

with the film opening on Thanks-
giving day to record-breaking biz.

: Main contention of F-WC head is

that- there is r-V ownership connec-

tion between the Hawaii and the

RKO and Pantages, and that U's -'ac-

tion, in releasing the- picture to. the

indie house violates a contract en-

tered into good faith by the circuit.

Further repercussions are looked

for..

International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees that the Producers
will be glad to open negotiations \

with them at any time. : He sug-
gested, however,, that demands of all

:

unions first be submitted so. that
these could be : analyzed by execu-
tives; m advance of the negotiations
meetings. "

v-;':.'

The- demands probably will be -.

submitted by Harold V. Smith, chair,
man of the; IATSE business agents'
comrriittee,' soon as he has had
time to

. confer with the various
union heads. Many of them includ-

'

irife Zeal Fairbanks and Herbert
Aller, are now in New Orleans for '

the American Federation of 'Labor
convention. A meeting of agents will
be called as soon as they return to
the Coast. " ;• -

-

Photogs* Position

International Photographers Local
G59 IATSE initiated move to encom-
pass all lensers in industry, Dis-
closed IA will not issue separate
charter to American Society of
Cinematographers . which holds a
five-year contract with producers
covering chief photographers.

Frederick Kley, ASC exec v.p.,

issued the following statement:
Notwithstanding statements made,
the facts are that the ASC has the
only agreement with producers cov-
ering " directors of photography.
This covenant provides that the pro-
ducer agrees to engage as directors
of photography only persons who are
members of the ASC; that producers
will recognize the ASC as the sole
and exclusive collective bargaining
agent for all directors of photogra-
phy employed or used by therii in

the United States; This agreement
is in full force arid effect and 'has a
number of years' to run. Both par-
ties to. this agreement have- arid pro-
pose to continue to live up to; its

obligations.'

Basil . Casabona has
I

been elected
president of Motion Picture Laborers
Utility Workers Local 727 of the
IAT6E. Orville W. Connor was
elected -recording secretary. C. E;
Bailey, Lynn Batchelder and Travis
H. Richards were named to the
board of trustees, and John Kunkel,
Herb Koerlin and Earl Williams to

the executive board. All successful

candidates were on the administra- :

tion ticket.

, Superior Court Judge Emmett
Wilson has handed down a decision

busting Ray Finnell as business and
international representative of the
Building Service Employees Interna-

tional Union. . The International

claimed Finnell was appointed ..by

George Scalise, recently convicted of

looting the union treasury while
president. •"•

v
Flack's 'Agreement. Up

;

'

;/.-'. ...

. The Producers, have taken under
consideration request of the Screen
Publicists Guild for revision of its

present basic agreement. The flacks

are asking for two weeks vacation

with pay, preferential hiring, job

protection for those who. enter the

military service, and straight sever-

ance pay instead of notice when dis-

charged. Attorney George E. Bqdle,

prexy Lesley Mason, Don King, Bill

Edwards, Ted Taylor and. Jerry

Breitigam are handlirig the negotia-

tions for the. flacks.

; The Screen Cartoonists Guild has
set Dec. 9 as the date for the annual
election of Officers;. William Little-,

jbhn will be unopposed for re-elec-

tion as president;

Paul Cook and Harry Evans, two
members of the Screen Actors Guild
Council,; have been cited to trial be-

fore a Guild * trial board. Cook is

charged with being abusive to rriem-.

bers of the violations of rules com-
mittee and with having questioned

authority of the committee to func-

tion. He- is: no^ confined in Saw-
telle hospital, and his trial will be
deferred until he

;
recovers. Evans

is . accused of having kicked back
part of his earnings as an extra to

an independent casting director ill

return for jobs.
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Hollywood, Nov. 26. -;

Use of Kodachrome in the regular

run of shorts, travelogs and bther

scenic types is assured by experi-

ments carried on by Technicolor and
Warners. New process cuts down
production costs by permitting the

use of a single negative in regula-

tion cameras. Technicolor filming

requires three negatives and heavy
lensing equipment
Kodachrome is jointly controlled

by Eastman Kodak and Technicolor,

through a combination of patents.

In its present estate it has limita-

tions that prevent its adoption for

general feature production, but it has

been improved to a stage where it

can be used for outdoor work with

an important reduction of labor! and

cost. The lighter equipment is more
portable and the price per loot . for

.negative, and release prints is much
less than that for Technicolor.

Technicolor, . through an agree-

ment' with Eastman,; is :the sole agent

for Kodachrome . as applied to mo-
tion pictures. Meanwhile Warners,

with the consent of Technicolor, is

undertaking: extensive snooting and
laboratory tests by its own camera-

men and lab technicians. \

Kodachrome has been in use for

several years by amateur camera
fans, in the form of 16 mm. films:

the amateurs; have been willing to

overlook slight faults in quality of

• color as long as they, can turn out

tinters for their own amusement at

a low cost; . Eastman's . income from
:
amateur sales was turned into im-

: provements. Technicolor moved in.

the process through its patents

needed for the development of the

Eastman process:.

Another type of film, designed to

overcome : di fficulties : of lowrkey
lighting in ' still photography; has
been . tested successfully at Para-
mount under direction of Harry Got-

trell, chief of the still department.
Developed by Eastman, the film

works - several . degrees faster than
formerly used on dimly lighted sets.

Theatre Wins Important

Test Suit vs. Landlord
Three-judge court in the N. Y.

...
Appellate Division last week handed
down a ruling which holds substan-
tial interest for all exhibitors, be-
cause , establishing certain property
rights jwheh ah. exhib disagrees with
his landlords Appellate division re-.

; versed the. decision of the! lower
court, which previously had upheld
the plaintiff landlord in the action
of ' the Avanti Realty Corp., against
the Court Theatre Corp., in Brook-
lyn. ;''.' ';.;'•

Defendant claimed that the realty,

company
, had rented a? dance hall

above the theatre, resulting in so
much noise that patrons could not
enjoy the theatre screen perform-
ance. Court group moved but and
Teopened their theatre in another
house across the street. The land-
lord obtained . an injunction against
removing the letters in the marquee
of the former cinema site; two. inter-
mittants in the projection booth and
150 seats. Original court punished
the tenant for, removing this prop-
erty; with an appeal being taken by
the Court Theatre group. <

In arguing .' before the - Appellate
term, attorney Louis Nizer, for the
tenant, claimed that the property
removed could not be considered the
landlord's, because not attached to
the

.real estate, as so designated. He
contended that; the letters on the
marquee only were hung on a rod,
that the intermittants used in pro-
jection could be removed and that
he

u:

theatre seats , were removable
without defacing the property, be-
sides which the last belonged to the
exhibitor group. Appellate term held
jnat the exhibitors had a right to
take the property and should not
be punished.

Continued from pag• i '•- ' ';

America, are getting special atten-
tion from the heiling loudmouths. .

Using the general track of appear-
ing as super-patriots, Nazi 'news'
sheets haye come put with variations
on the theme that the national in-
dustry,, particularly in Argentina,
must be developed to the hilt—but
that attempts were being made to
wreck the South American films by
•foreigners.' \,\ \\ .

\-

''"''' 'Foreigners'

These 'foreigners' aren't left in

doubt. They are. identified in such
Nazi sheets as El Pampero, leading
Hitlerite newspaper in S. A , as 'in-

ternational capitalists with a - seat - in.

Yankeeland.'
Idea of a U. S.-S. A. combine for

manufacturing or
.
distribution of pix,

which has been spoken of with in-

creasing interest by, forward ' lookers
in the.Industry herei. Is looked Upon
with horror" ;by the Nazi •' propa-
gandists. .

!

. Nazi sheets contain warnings that
the U. S. is here how,; working? dis-

creetly, !but that tomorrow they will

collar .our thriving industry.' .Thou-
sands, the tirade cpntinuesi ;.will;.iose

their jobs. '.

. Program advocated by /Nazis in-

cludes: .

Setting up of a strict censorship

board to 'protect our country from
being insulted or becoming involved

in foreign affairs,' Although .
not

mentioned by name, film- men here
assert this is meant to support the

Nazi protests against . such anti-

German films as . 'Four . Sons' and
'Mortal Storm/ both of'which were
unofficially protested by German

German* Not Fares

sources

:
Anticipate Stickups

V .
Detroit, Nov. 26. .

Police are getting so efficient they
now anticipate, theatre refcberies.
Fred Makin, 21,; and Ed Baker, 22,

were arrested by Flint, Mich., police
a"er William jay, 21, arrested here,
gave the tipoff that a series of pic-
ture house robberies had been plot-
ted by them, .

.

New Houston Nabe

T, .
Houston, Nov. 26.

-
A "e P)a2a Houston's newest ihde-SCnt suburban- theatre, opened

^aer management of Lou ~Baxle> .

Seats 1,000.

Law limiting the percentage of

foreign, films admitted
,
to; any South

American country. Since U S; pix.

dominate the market and the num-
ber of German films, is limited, - both

from .production and: popularity

points of view, this is intended

mainly to hit at Hollywood reels, /

>,.' increase on-- Taxeg ..

.
Incfea.se " taxes. Nazis insist

that the tax imported finished

pictures (now. taxed by weight only

in most South American countries),

should be sharply tipped. Point out

that, the; tax "on unexposed film is

greater' than that on exposed. Be-

fore the war Germany shipped much
film here; but 'since the; blitz be-

gan, it's all used upland U. S. com-
panies are the only ones able to take

any orders. .•'.-•">''-'.''

General patriotic track is an Old

stunt of the Nazis, especially in S. A.

sheets like Pampero, Deutches La
Plata Zeitung, Clarinada and others,

each attacking different aspects, Re-

views of U. S. product vary in dif-

ferent papers. Some; like Pampero,

dislike almost .
everything.'. Others,

like Zeitung, which Is a" German-
1anguage, old-established newspaper,-

is more objective, usually 'hitting

only if it gets half a chance. Pam-
pero .doesn't heed any . basis—like

other similar Nazi, sheets it hits just

because it insists anything U. S. is

anttfSouth America, and therefore

must.be stopped.

HARMON WESfflN PIX'S

IL S. DEFENSE PLANS

-Francis Harmon,', executive, assist-:

ant! to Will Hays and industry Co-

prdiriatpr bh . national ^defense, planed

to the -Coast Monday (25) night for

confabs ! with ' Y. Frank'; Freeman,

chairman of the Studio. Production

committee on U. S. defense program.

Harmon is acting as Coordinator for

the industry's eastern ..committee 'on

the! defense. National defense
agencies have madel numerous sug-

gestions- to him and these will be

transmitted to the Coast
,
group.

Harmon also will talk with Jbhn Hay
?Jock'

: Whitney regarding the good-

will film program in the
;
Latin-

Americas. '

.J;,!':.,.

': Before returning, to N. Y. Harmon
will confer with Cecil B. DeMille on

the few, remaining . changes, tP be

made, in 'Land of Liberty,' industry

film that ran two' years .at the N. Y,

Worid's Fair, before the picture goes

out on general release, Metro,;which

is ' distributing, has shown the film

in one spot and will test preview
'

it at a couple of other^communities

before : the. picture -gets' general dis-
1

tribution.

Chicago, Nov. 29..

Indicative of the public feel-

ing about anything Teutonic is

this imperative program correc-
tion sent by WIND: 'Effective

immediately: Please eliminate
'Herr* from Old Heidelberg's
Louie St Weazel listings.'.

Herr Louie and the Weazel
have been popular around this

territory for many years and are
now doing a regular act in the
-Heidelberg, cafe; -

WB NET PROFIT

AT $2,747,472

Warner Bros, -operating; profit for
the fiscal year ending Aug. 31 last

totalled $2,747,472, after all; charges
and provision for Federal income
taxes; , or ah improvement of more
than $1,000,000 over the previous
year,, ending in August 1939; When
the company showed $1,740,907, oper-
ating profit. Earnings are equal; to

63c oh the common as against 36c
last year.

Vast pickup; in earnings; was made
possible even in th6 face of a dip in

gross income from $102,083,131 for
the fiscal year ending Aug. 26, 1939,

to $100,337,092 for the recently com-
pleted fiscal yean -Earned surplus of

the corporation of Aug. 31, this

year, totalled $4,445,330.
•' Warner statement noted /that the
company has revised its. amortization
rates on the basis of 80% for domes-

;

tic income and '20% /for foreign in-

come, Prior to the year ended Aug.
26, 1939, the company used 30% as;

the' ratio ,of foreign income to total

kincome.- New: revision maltes the sec-

,.ond change from the old 30% setup,

!

having been slashed to 25% to cover
the . fiscal year ending August. 1 939.

Application of new 80-20 rates re-

sulted; in additional amortization
charges in past .fiscal year of $727,-

724.
'

Harry M.
;
Warner, president; a

statement to. stockholders accom-
panying the financial report, pointed:;

out that the European: War not only
affected the . gross income but also

served to reduce the . film rental in-

come in later periods of release

which necessitated the acceleration
of: the: writeoff of film production
cpsts in the earlier periods. Even in

the preceding year, he stated, that
outbreak of the war in Europe had
resulted In a reduction in income
through a decline in film rentals and
foreign exchange rates. He also

stated: 'With the invasion of Norway,
Denmark; Holland and Belgium, the
military collapse of France, and the
intensified attack on Great Britain;

the available foreign market for our
"films was further curtailed.'

.' Company noted, that prior to the
close of the fiscal year, the company
retired $600,000 principal amount of

6% debentures,. Series due 1948; in

satisfaction, of the Sinking Fund due.

on or before Dec.
.
15, 1940: At the

present, $2,178,000 principal amount,
of these debentures is held, in the
company's treasury, which is suffi-

cient to meet the sinking fund re-

quirements through Dec; 15, 1943.

: Statement showed that no .
divi-

dends have been paid on the pre-
ferred stock since March, 1932, with
unpaid dividends amounting to $3,-

.259,966 or $32.72 per share as of Sept.

1 last on 99,617 share of. the prefer-

ence issue. •'':;-' ;>' :

PICTURES

kt 4 m St

.Continued from page 1.

Nazi troops behaved better in that
country than did some invaders In
other .times.' •- :.; •• ; /
'-.' Toller is scored for gross exagger-
ations and German-hatred,' provoked
by his Jewish, origin; in the ad which
comments: -'.

'It may seem strange to you- that
this poisonous " ."' defamation and
calumny/ issues forth from Holly-
wood* week by week. But it is no
secret that the gentlemen who own
United Artists,

. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, 20th ' Century-Fox, etc., and
the directors, who make their pic-
tures are Jews. Have -these

4txr
ponents of

;
cdltUre; forgotten that

Germany expelled their 'brothers'
when she found out that it was cer-
tain that they- would definitely con-
trol German economy, industry,;
newspapers arid theatres?'

The hottest' time local .film circles-

have
;known of late has been vstirred

up'-, by 'The Martyr.' The Cine
Chino . Palacip, . a new . swanky
Cinema here where the pic is : on ex-
hibition, is being guarded by

;
a corps

of cops^Uhifbrmed, plain .clothes

and- tear-gassers. This -guard was
provided when the .exhibitor told
Gen. .- Jose:, Manuel ' Nunez, chief of
police, that he had received numer-:
pus telephone, threats from folk who
speak with a strong Teutonic accent
and even from some who are ob-
viously Mexicans that the cinema
would be bombed if the pic is con-
tinued.

; .

.
There have beeh various disturb-*

ahces during exhibitions;, -inciudihg
the bursting of stink bombs, but no
arrests have been made thus far, and
the Nazi legation , has- not com-
plained. The cops have orders to
spray tear. . gas at all points where
the stink bombs burst.

This is the first time in years here
that a cinema has had to have a po-
lice guard because of^a picture.

'

Mystery Veils Importing

Of Nazi Reels in Mexico
Mystery cloaks the arrival here

of 10 .. UFA newsies,- painting ' the
Reich side of the war! How these
pix, the first of.the kind , to reach
here: in moons, got into Mexico , is

hot quite clear.' Mere mystery sur-

rounds what the .importer intends to

do with them, in view of the ban the
Confederation of Mexican Workers,
arch-Nazi and fascist :foe, started

before the war and made ironclad

When the conflict started. .

Though there .is no official govern-
ment prohibition of Nazi or fascist

pix, the administration's trend to-

wards anti-Hitlerism and the Con-
federation's .stand ' make . public

screening of these .films next to im-
possible. And exhibitors know their

public and their tastes. In ,Mexico
Nazism

,
and Fascism are highly un-

popular^ despite '' the above-detailed
pro-German incident.

S0EG OKAYED BY NLRB

TO REP 7 PIX STUDIOS

Bros, in Dicker

For Minnesota, s.

• ;Minheapblis, N6v v 26.
;

j
Benz brothers, millionaire realty

..and liquor dealers,
.
are : reported

i dickeririg with, trustees for the 4,000-
'
seat; Minnesota - theatre, how in

bankruptcy; The $2,000,000 de luxe,

showhouse has been dark most of the

time (luring -recent^years. .
..

The Benzs operated it for several

months last , year, for the owners;
with a vaudfilm policy

,
which proved

a
;

losing venture; After this venture
the bwnersV unable to find . a- tenant,

tossed the theatre into
.

bankruptcy.

;

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

'Father and Son' became 'Father's
Son' at Warners. ':

;
.

'
:

;

Loew-Lewin Productions' switched
from . 'Flotsam' to 'So Ends Our.
NiKht.' , :

. 'Tonight Is Ours' is release tag on
i
'Ballerina' at Paramount.

;. 'The Hardboiled Canary' is re-

, lease, handle for Para'mount's .'There's

'M»e\6 ••'i.nV'M'-iisiV.'"
.'•

Washington, Nov. 28.

Exclusive bargaining rights at

seven Hollywood studios have been
won by : the independent Screen
Office Employees Guild, which
shouldered ;aside before^. the. balloting

the, rival American Federation of

Labor White-collar crowd, while the

20th Century-Fox Studio Office Em-
ployees Guild, also unconhected with

any national outfit, .scored in recent

elections ordered by the. National

! Labor Relations Board.

I Official results certified Monday
|

(25) showed the SOEG mopped up
!

; 95 ;6% of all votes - cast- at Colum-
bia, RKO, Universal,; Republic, Met-
ro,. Wanger and : Roach plants,: : but
tallied ' only.. 38.8% ' at the .

20th-Fox
establishment, .

:Former woii' unani-

mously at Roach- and Republic lots.

Out of 1,212 front offlee,workers
eligible, 83% or 1,016 voted at the

.seven studios where only one choice

was presented, but'' only 950 of the

ballots were counted as all those

challenged were thrown- but arid the

one-sidedness of the tally : made it

unnecessary to, rule on the , chal-

lenges. . At 20th-Fox, 418 of 459 eligi-

bies were recorded, With the SOEG
polling ^nly 156,/ four voting for

! neither, outfit, -.and remaining 242
' ballots favoring the separate .20th-

Fox union.
•'

'•:- St. Louis, Nov. 28.
Indictments charging four St. Lou-

isans with violations of the postal
laws by shipping and' receiving in-
decent films and using the mails to
further such transactions were re-
turned last week by the local U. S.
grand jury. Post Office Inspector
O. C. H. Willard, who is in charge
of the investigation, said several per-
sons in Chicago, Peoria; and EVans-
ville, Ind., are soon to be. indicted
on similar charges/ The trail of un-
covering the traffic of these out-
lawed films is leading, to many points
in the U. S. Willard confirmed lo-
cal -rumors that many persons, outr
side of Missouri and ' those in. the
three' cities mentioned, also: Will be
arrested before the case is closed.
Willard said his investigation thus

far has disclosed that at least one of
the lascivious pix was made in St.
Louis arid h^ has reasons to believe
many others also were filmed here.
He also unearthed plans to add
sound tracks for some of the films.
The Government is

;

tracking down
the makers of the films in addition
td the 'distributors and exhibitors.
Lloyd C. Huttoh. a shoeworker by

day and operator of a miniature the-
atre where indecent films were
shown in the basement of his home
ait. higlit, is charged on two counts
arid the others: indicted . are Carroll
C; Vail, Thomas J; Brown and Wil-
liam McKinnon.. 'Willard declares .

that Carroll has been engaged in the
illegal traffic .for more than five
years and that films haye been sent
from St. Louis to rriany ^points in the
country. ,- In addition 4p .the seizure
of 51 reels, of : films, 'pronounced by
postal inspectors to come under the
category

;
of indecency/ bundles of

correspondence have been grabbed ,

that involve persons in other- cities.
.

Produced Strip Acta
Willard asserted the four under in-

dictment constitute the local ring
and he has learned that in addition
to exhibiting the 16 mm. celluloid
they also produced strip-tease acts;
One of the men under arrest has
told Willard he made copies' of films..

received from points outside of Mis-
souri and this enabled Hutton to
build up a library of 173 reels. Fur-
tHer info obtained by Willard re-
vealed that the rental asked for sev-

.

era! 'select' reels ranged from $73
to $125 per day while others brought
only $2.50 per feel.

Postal authorities have been work-
ing on the situation for several years
but; the 'break' did not come; until
last September when a local gen-
darme received a tip that 'something
funny' was going at Hutton's
home in North St. Louis as he was
receiving numerous express pack-
ages. The nosey cop called in the

;

postal inspectors, who. after making
a survey of express shipments here,
obtained' a sear.ch warrant, raided
Huttori's house, nailed him and
seized films, and correspondence.

:

.
Hutton has been in . the local cal- .

aboose since Sept. 26. in default of

$15,000 bonds. McKinnon likewise
is in the jug. Vail is at liberty on
$15,000 bonds while Brown has been
able to furnish $10,000 bonds. The

.

penalty for: trafficking in : indecent
films, via common carrier,, is five

years in. a federal hoosegow or a
$5,000 fine or both, on each count. :

IATSE, Local No. 143; has taken
cognizance of the situation by is-

suing, an edict that any ; member
caught

,

aiding or abutting in the dis-

play, etc:, of indecent films will be
heavily fined or expelled from

:

the

organization. .

Receivership for Miami

Theatre, N* Y , Is Denied
. Denial of ah application of Joseph
Balaber for the appointment of a re-

ceiver
.
for Ben-Mir Amusement

Corp., by N. Y. supreme court Jus-
tice William T. {Collins, revealed the
suit agamst - the .cprporation, which
owns the lease on the Miami thea-^

tre, N.. YT ahd Lou -Klein.; The court

ruled, that no adequate reason had
been advanced, for the drastic action

sought,: nor had any proof been ad-
vanced to prove that .the defendants

Would/ -dissipate the..funds .
pending

trial. The Miami is on 6th avenue
and 46th street.

Action claims the plaintiff arid de-

'fendarits: were partners; in the thea-

tre venture which revived bid silent-

pictures.- Since May of this year the

defendants have refused to pay. him
any money, . hidden the accounts,

and won't give him the list, of. 5.400

subscribers, plaintiff claims", in seek-

ing, to break the pa.rtrie.rship agree-

ment. •;

'•'/. ;
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Decree Crimps Prod. Coin
..Continued from page 7.

thev come west for semir
yearly pow-

,
the entertainment standpoint. Pro-

wows with their respective studio

commanders during ..the next six

weeks. Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox

sales chief, tipped the Westwood

crowd as to what waits ahead dur-

ing his stay here last week, while

George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, is

right now spreading the news around

his Gower street plant. Metro's

Nicholas M. Schenck is due here

late in December. The Warners

group will get together at Burbank

about the same time.

While United Artists, Universal

and Columbia are unaffected right

now by the provisions of the decree,

due to their decision: to go through

with a court battle, they are taking

no chances on lagging behind In

the race to improve their output.

Murray Silverstone, UA operating

head, is now in Hollywood to attune

his producers to the new deal; Uni-

versale easterners will be here

about mid-December to do likewise,

.while the Columbia east-west bigs

have already discussed tentative

plans for the change-over and have

slated additional confabs for late De-

cember. .

One thing is certain to come out

of the meetings still to be held,just

as it emerged from the Par hud-

dles/the B picture is with us to

stay despite all talk to the contrary

a year ago. Par set the pace when

it voted to split its next season's

docket into three classifications com-

prising 24 A*s to be allotted appro-

priations of $500,000 cash each; 16

B's to be filmed for betv^en $125r

000 and $150,000, and eight Harry

Sherman-produced westerns to be

brought in -for around $1,000,000 for

the batch.

There remains outside the group

classifications half a dozen super-

films, cost of which will be limited

only to the requirements of best

quality and showmanship. Included

In this list are two Cecil B. DeMille

productions, comparable to 'North

West Mounted Police* and the Ernest

Hemingway story, 'For Whom the

Bell Tolls.* Film rights of the latter

were $100,000, with additional royal-

ties predicated on the number of

book copies sold. Gary Cooper

($125;000 per pic) may star in it.

Yet, although the Par cost bounds
on B's are considerably below what
It has spent on the majority of that

type of film in the past, studio czars

are expected' to make them bigger

and better in the months to come.

To accomplish this they must have
more intriguing plots, more compe-
tent directors and more experienced
thesps.

Bring: In Those Who Can

Y. Frank Freeman, Par studio

topper, believes It. can Be accom-
plished, and has instructed his aide,

Henry Ginsberg, to remould the Par
organization to fl.t. the situation.

20th-Fox's executive personnel,

which has already, undergone many
changes in recent months, .. is un-
derstood to be facing still further re-

alignment. Schaefer is said to plan
a far-reaching shakeup at RKO be-
fore he again returns to his home
office desk.

In other words, nothing is to be
left undone in the Big Five's drive
to increase present earnings, the
while living up to the fullest mean-
ing of both the letter and spirit of
the decree. The present crop of

producers, directors and writers
has been informed that; it must
come through with saleable fare or
make room for those who can.

While there will be plenty of con-
versation anent $1,000,000 produc-
tions between now and the advent
of the next selling stanza, exhibs
must take it with a grain of salt.

Even Metro, where" overhead is stiff-

est, is moving cagily in considering
1941-42 feature appropriations. Like

.

Par, the Culver City plant will re-
sort to a number of B's which it can
send put on a* flat, rental basis with
a certainty of getting its investment
back.

Meanwhile, all lots, Whether ma-
jor or indie, will switch over to the
flexible program idea as the kind of
stories to be used. There will be no
complete, listing of product by the
separate lots at their, sales conven-
tions, which get under way in March
and April, for both distribution and

. Production leaders are aware of the
importance of being able to quickly
switch, not only stories but the for-
mulas for their treatment on short
notice. They'll make the kind of
vehicles in demand at the

.

moment,
and steer clear of any attempts to
pile up heavy product backlogs.
In fact, every indication points

.
toward better things to come, from

duction chiefs have made high
promises to the boys back east,

promises on which they've got to

make good or else.

Kidding the home office, has. sud-
denly become a perilous pastime
for the West Coasters.

MGRS.' PAR

EDWARDS' $6,200 SUIT

VERSUS FILM ALLIANCE

Toronto, Nov. 26.

J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-president in

charge of theatre operations for Fa

mous Players (Canadian) - is in Hoi

lywood for a series . of story confer-
ences with Paramount heads as an
outcome of a novel film-ideas con-
test in which all FP-Can! employees
participated. Fitzgibbons' idea was
to get ideas from his staff on what
film subjects would make better

boxoffice attractions. Cash-Winners,
ranged from theatre managers to

ushers to cleaners.

.'Not all details are being disclosed

but first prize went to Slingsby Nor-
man, manager of the Broadway, Van-
couver,- who suggested a film using
such Paramount musical talent as

Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Allan
Jones, Bob. Hope,; etc., and have
them . enact a screwball musical
household (a la. 'The Royal Family')

with one. member in opera, another
on the radio, one in musical comedy;
etc. Jimmy Lynch, manager of the

Ruriney.mede, Toronto; came in sec

ond with the suggestion of making
Bob Hope a foreign correspondent

and tieing him in with current head
lines, but in a breezy manner (if

such is possible in these times)

George Forham of the' Bell theatre,

Belleville, Ontario, came in third

with an idea for a series of railroad

background films on the premise that

men would go for this type of. pic

ture. Several other ideas cropped

lip "and will come in for further dis

cussion.

An application by Sol Edwards to

examine Nat Wachsberger, vice-

president of the Film Alliance of the

U. S., Inc., revealed a $6,200 action

against the corporation in N. Y. su-

preme court. Suit charges breach of

contract entered into July 29, 1940,

whereby Edwards was hired as east-

ern sales manager of Film Alliance
for four months at $125 weekly plus
2%% of the gross after, deducting
$17,000 from the gross of each pic-

ture released by Film Alliance dur-
ing the 1940-41 season.

Edwards claims he was discharged
'without cause on Sept. 21, and seeks
$1,200 additional salary

,
plus $5,000,

which is claimed to be the percent-
age due under an estimated gross
of $200,000. The defendant claims
as a defense that Edwards violated
his. employment contract by failure

Schines Drop $1900 Into Rochester

Bingo Pot; Public Reaction Feared

.
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 26.

Schines dropped a $1,900 bomb
into the local bingo pot last week

and theatre men are wondering if

public reaction will force D. A. to

clamp down! All agree that bingo

halls, breaking out like a rash in all

parts of the city, are socking the-

atre business.

Beginning today (26) Schines of-

fering. $250 or more in prizes in

each of six houses and a film at 55c,

twice the usual film tariff. Three

largest Schihe houses, Madison, Mon-
roe" and Riviera put up $300" each.

Schines started the fall season with-

to devote the major part of his time out bingo, aiming to sell mainly en-

,to visiting exchanges, in failing to tertainment, so current shift ranks

secure exhibition contracts and con- as dramatic.

tacts with, theatres, and refusal to Most small riabes have been offer-
obey orders in soliciting exhibition ing bingo at small stakes and one
contracts. A dismissal of the suit is theatre man is operating two bingo
asked.

|
halls as well as the. money game in
his theatre. Howard G. Carroll,

,
Strand, offers $1,000- in prizes Friday

$35,000 Damage by Fire nights, advertising 'free' bingo at

Oakland, Cal., Nov. 26. I

Mc
\

Another balcony fire caused by a District. Attorney Daniel J,

cigarette damaged the Enean theatre
°'Mara banned bingo two years ago,

in Pittsburgh, a suburb of Oakland, but the largest outfit in county used

to the extent of $35,000 this week. *he free dodSe and 6ot aWaV wi*h

The fire broke out after the final I

11
'
s0 the games gradually returned

until more than a score of halls are

gets by, however, and . carried same
meaning to the players.

Banko Pinch

Akron, O., Nov. 26.

Larry O'Neill, manager of th«
Schine, Beliefontaine, has been
bound over to the Logan county
grand Jury after entering a not
guilty plea to a . charge of operat-
ing a bank night. Bond of $300 was
charged. •

A similar banko case is how pend-
ing, in Miami county involving the
Mayflower, Troy, and is now before
the Ohio supreme court.

Det. 'SmeIlies
9

: .Continued from page i

screening.

The Enean, managed by Frank
Lucido, was built five years ago at a
cost of $150,000. It will be closed a
month ^for reconstruction;

operating,

week.
some several nights a

Indies* Suite
Continued front page 6_

Schines announced their/games
with full-page ad in the Sun, as the
word bingo is banned in. the Gan-
nett papers. Expression 'Big Party'

with prairie smells and then turning

to the' oil odors when the gushers

in the fields were tapped. For more
variety they scented up' such scenes

as those at the races, in the tropics,

Hedy Lamarr's boudoir, oil refineries

and business offices.

.

. The company boasts that the min-

gling of odor with action lends •
'new dimension to the screen' and
comment cards handed, out by the
theatres found better than 80% of
audiences okaying the innovation
which led to the first run of a full

week and a hookup with a major
picture. Wisecrackers still come
through with their comments, one
being, 'Next time have Hedy in pep-
permint.' ;

Griffis' Talk

Under the educational program in-

stituted by Paramount at Its home of-

fice for the purpose of acquainting

all employees with the mechanics of

the business, background, etc., Stan-

ton Griffis appeared last night

(Tues.) in the third of a series of

gatherings to discuss banking in

show business. He outlined the

building of the financial structure of

a large corporation In his address.

Richard Mealand, also on the pro-

gram, is eastern story editor of Par

and discussed how a .
story is con-

ceived and formulated, plus proced-

ure in writing a play or script. His

talk was billed as 'How Stories Be-

come Films.'

Walter B. Cokell, treasurer of the

company, presided at last night's ses-

sion.

Pitt Theatre's Collapse

Resulted From Dry Rot;

New Structure Sought

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

Dry rot caused collapse of Alvin

theatre roof Nov. 14, E. U. Snaman,

agent for Harvard University, which

owns the 50-year-old building,

claimed, last week after examining

the debris. More than 100 patrons

in the house at time miraculously

escaped death when the top of the

house caved in, resulting in only

slight injuries to four.

Although Snaman said. Alvin

Would be re-roofed and in operation

again in 60 days, Harris Amus. Co.,

which leases Alvin, was understood

to be holding out for an entirely new
structure, . claiming public might
lose confidence if house was only re

paired. . Pending official action by

Harvard trustees, Harrises will, re-

route A product into their other

downtown first-run house, the Sena

tor.

Conclusion that dry rot caused col-

lapse was supported by fact that

several pieces ' of shattered white

pine boards, although outwardly

sound, were soft and powdery in-

side, according to Snaman.

Judge Gpddard's ruling before the
higher court.

William E. Sims, representing the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of.

America, also feels as does Weisman
that the independents' cause is a lost

one as far as actual relief from the
court at the moment is concerned
Sims, has a novel view in that he
feels independents may be able to

bring actions against the five major
film companies which signed the de-

cree, under the Sherman act, to do
two things:

First, Sims says he will charge vio

lation of the Sherman laws against

the five signers; and secondly he will

charge that the Government has not

gone sufficiently far in the decree to

stop violations of the Sherman, act,

but by the decree itself, has strength

ened unwittingly the position of the

major film company 'violators,'

thereby creating and continuing a

monopoly.
Such an action would in effect ask

that the decree be dismissed as un
constitutional, as furthering a mo
nopoly.

Columbia, UA and V
^Such possible suits make inter

eating reading from an attorney's

viewpoint, but their practicability

from the standpoint of effecting re

lief for independents would seem
vague. The only possible blockage

to the decree at the moment would
probably have to come from any of

the three non -signers of the docu
meht, Columbia, United Artists and
Universal. These companies were
defendants in the original suit, and
the decree specifically provides that

a further decree must be secured

against them by June 1, 1942, or the

five producer-exhibitors may take

advantage" of /.the escape' clause/

Hence the three smaller companies

are vitally affected by. , the decree.

Attorneys for United Artists and
Universal some time ago announced
they would not make any attempt to

block the signing of the decree or

appeal its signing.

Columbia's position is not so well
i

known. The company opposed the

signing as vigorously, if not more so,

than the independents at the formal i

hearing before Judge Gbddard, and I

it is rumored may do something
|

drastic to prevent consummation,
j

Attorneys for the company refused i

to disclose what the next move .
will ;

be, but. it is believed it will hinge

on' the next session before the court

on Dec. 5. .

j

In' the meantime, the Department I

of Justice, well satisfied with the re-

sults of its efforts, is preparing its

case against Columbia, Universal and

United Artists; and Department men
declare that they are ready at a

moment's notice to .start trial. The
necessary legal steps for the com-

mencement of the trial will probabl

delay its start before the spring ov

early summer of 1941.

To the following distinguished

artists who have generously

volunteered their services for

WEDNESDAY EYE., NOV. 27th

AT MADISON SQ. GARDEN

We extend our deepest gratitude

1 ANDREW SISTERS

ANTONIO and ROBARIO

DESl ARNtX

DAVI AP0LL0N

MAX BAER

BALLET RUSSE

JAMES BARTON

ANDRE BARUCH

IRVING BERLIN

BERRY BROTHERS

BLOCK and SULLY

BOOGIE-WOOGIE BOYS

CAROL BRUCE

BRUCE CABOT.

EDDIE CANTOR

BILLY CONN

GEORGE HAMILTON

COOMBS, JR.

CROSS and DUNN;

JAMES CROWLEY

ELMER DAVIS

ALAN DINEHART

EDDY DUCHIN

)

KATHERINE DUNHAM

and HER DANCERS

BENNY FIELDS

DICK FISHELL .

COU JAY 0, FLIPPEN

GAE FOSTER GIRLS

JANE FROMAN

WILLIAM QAXT0N

QEORQES and JALNA

•LEN ORAY and CASA

LOMA ORCHESTRA

HANK QREENBERO

JACK HALEY

HARRY HER8H FIELD

HARRISON and FISHER

THE HARTMANS

MEL HEIN

ELEANOR HOLM

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
GEORGE JES8EL

AL JOLSON '

DAVIE KERR

;

TUFFY LEEMAN8

LaVARR BROTHERS

ELLA LOGAN

GUY LOMBARDO and

•
. ORCHESTRA

.

LUCKY STRIKE ORCH.

ABE LYMAN and ORCH.

MARIO and FLORIO

EVERETT MARSHALL

FRANK McCORMACK

MERRY MACS

JOAN MERRILL

MILLS BROTHERS

GLENN MILLER and

ORCHESTRA

LUCY MONROE

VICTOR MOORE

LYN MURRAY'S SINGERS

MUBIO HALL

ROCKETTES

0LSEN and JOHNSON

ACE PARKER

FRANK PARKER

JAN PEERCE

JANE PICKENS

HARRY RICHMAN

BILLY ROSE

LAN NY ROBS

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

CONNIE RUSSELL

DINAH. SHORE

AL 8IEGEL

SID SILVERS.

RED 8KELT0N

MARY SMALL .

RAYMOND .ORAM SWING

JOHANNES STEEL

LYLE TALBOT

LOWELL THOMAS

ARTHUR TREACHER

ROMO VINCENT

BEA WAIN

MARK WARNOW '

ETHEL WATER8

ED WYNN

HEN NY YOUNGMAN

YVETTE

VERA ZdRINA

NATHAN STIIAIS, Cliulrnmn

MARVIN H. SCIIKNTK, LOVM K. SIONKV,

Chairmen, Producing: Committee

SAMUKL liMT/, Executive Director.
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My StiD Gets Ikse Rre^

ouse

MINNEAPOLIS

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

C.oblacres, Cal., Nov. .26.

sOear Aggie.* ':

1 wish you'd stop your long, distance Worrying about things here at home
and let me take care of all the local worrying.' Business is semi-lousy.

They've been sending me fire-drill pictures, the kind that empty houses

iii five, minutes—if they had anybody in 'em. ; It seems these days the word
guaranteed when given by a picture producer . means certain loss. What
the picture people need more customers that can't hear; the photog-.

raphy is usually good;" It's nothing nowadays to see five stars in one pic-

ture and most of the times it means the. same thing; But like my Uncle

Mike used', to say; 'When you've had real cream and get condensed milk,

you know the difference, but when there's no cream to get you're glad to

take condensed milk,' That goes for the pic business top.:

I'm sure, glad the election is oyer. I won a few bucks but-had to spend

It on the guys I won it frorii to get back their friendship. The day after

election Flint, the banker", looked like ah eagle that'; slept, in a swamp. I

couldn't kid him much .because one of my notes is due next month. It's

tough when a • guy takes his' politics .

' My Uncle Mike had the

right idea; he was a Democrat in the 'summertime and, a Republican in

the wintertime . , . the Republicans had a stove. As for me I'd rather be a

riot than President.

V'; -;- Fan Mall M '

;
: .

I got a lotta mail I gotta answer. Received a ietter from
,
Jimmy Conlin

(Conlin, Steele & Carr) who has a walnut ranch in Hollywood and also

is making faces for the pictures; be. sure and drop in to see him and Myrtle,

they're regulars. -Fred Hillebrand sent,me a copy of his. new sorig; 'Window
Wishing on Fifth Ave.', it sounds great even the way Flo plays it.-- Jake
Bernstein, who used to be props at the Temple, Rochester, sent me some
swell old pictures of Hoey &. Evans and Billy. Barry for my collection.

He writes me that Frank Powderly, who very few people know, was the

first arid only partner of W. C. Fields when he first started, is now. living

in. Rochester. . . Happy Bertway; who gives me all the news about the boys
and gals at Saranac. wrote me a funny letter on a funny letterhead of his.

He tells me that Tudor Cameron (Cameron & Flanagan) is all set for a
comeback to show biz. Well, Tudor was always .a topnotch guy and plerity

clever; he would be a cinch for a show now. I also received a letter from
Jack Norworth on stationery from a Cincinnati hotel, in an envelope from
a Chicago department store and postmarked Denver. Some route. Henry
Bergman (Clark & Bergman) wrote me that he is very happy now man-
aging the Texas theatre in San Antonio for Interstate .Circuit. Of course

a manager of a circuit house only uses half the bicarbonate that an indie

owner like myself has to use. Tom Waters owns a bar and grill in Shamb-
kin, Pa., and still tickles the ivories for the customers; Harry Hershfield,
the ; swell columnist and cartoonist, writes me that Henny Youngman is

putting putty on his nose, so nobody will take him for Milton Berle;

That's about all I can tell you. Take care of Junior and don't worry
about him hanging around Mr. B, the producer. Anything he can learn
about him and what's going on in his office will come in handy when
option time comes arouhd. In Hollywood it isn't what you do, it's what
you know about the big guy that he shouldn't do. I don't believe anything
anyone writes me about you and in case anybody should .. write you from
this end about me don't believe it either. You know I gotta be nice to
the lady customers, it's just a case of business. Love arid kisses, to you
arid; Junior. I sure miss the kid. Sez, "'•,';

YoUrs until vaudeville comes back,

.
Lefty.

. Roger Brower sez: 'Perfume: will never replace the old-fashioned bath-
tub.' '

' :/-,.>,-: •;•;
:

(Continued from page 11)

good $3,200. Last week 'Third Fin-
ger' (M-G) (2d Wk), $4,000 for six

days, good, after big $7,800 in eight

days at State.
Esquire (Gillman) . (290; 28)—

'Queen Yukon' (Mono) . Satisfactory |s

$900 indicated. Last week 'Bat Whis-
pers' (Indie ), . five days, mild $400,

and 'Secrets of Model' (Indie) (2d
wk), fair $500 in four days.

; Gopher (Par-Siriger) (998; 28)—
'Too Many Girls' (RKO). Should
garner fair • $2,500, with aid of
Thanksgiving day takings. Last
week 'Men Against Sky' (RKO ),

$2,100, light. ;

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 39-

44-55)-r-*Bit of
:
Hef.v.n'V (U) - and

stage , show; ,
including Harry James'

hand and -'Fmir Tnlr . Snnts ' etc forband and 'Four Ink Spots,' etc., . for
full week,- and Gloria Jean in person
first, three days. Tremendous box-
office here. On opening day, Fri-
day, with no school, sold- 3,600 tick-
ets before start of first show, 12:50

(trim
Continued from page 41.

p.m.i, house being packed to capac-
;of miribrs and looking after their

lty and overflow filling big lobby ,„w1fo • , ri

*
tTa j - iha

*nA Pv^nHin* hWir b«H hlif «»t. mental welfare if -viewed theand extending block and half out
side. Picture also favorably re-side. Picture also favorably re- w«uc- a^,.uim« «iv™i«ii .vi. V"."

ceived. In number, of people played munity censorship. Change m the

to, house broke record Friday to Chicago ordinance, in use for about
Suriday,_ inclusive.' May reach very 26 years, would place censorship in
big. $16,000. Last week 'Spring Pa
rad'e' (U), $6,500, pretty good.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 35-44-
55.)—'North West Mounted' (Par) (2d
wk). . This one going great guns.
Far. above original estimate - and
meeting all expectations, initial fast
pace having been exceeded as first saiior, under 21, just what type of
week progressed. Original momen
turn; should keep it rolling to big
$9,000. First week, stupendous $15,-
500 for seven and half days. Boosted
admissions no deterrent. ;

Uptown «Par) (1,200; 28-39)—
'Howards' (Col). First neighborhood
showing. En route to pretty good
$2,200. Last week 'Strike Up Band'
(M-G), $2,800, fine.

World (Par-Singer-Steffes) (350;
28-39-44-55)—'Spring Parade* (U)
(2d wk ). Well spotted at this house.
Should click to good $2,000. •. Last
week 'City Conquest* (WB) (2d wk),
$1,800, pretty good.

MONTREAL

Kennedy Vice Morris
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Arthur Kennedy replaced Wayne
Morris in the' male lead in 'Knock-
put* at Warners, opposite Olympe
Bradna. Y'

Filming started yesterday with
William Clemens directing;

MIKE MAECHES ON
Hollywood, Nov. 26.

20th-Fbx is continuing the: char-
acter of Michael Shanye in its cur-
rent production, 'Sleepers West,' with
a new series in view.
Role was created by Lloyd Nolan

in .'Michael Shayne, Private Detec-
tive.' ' •
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PARAMOUNT
4TH WEEK

"NORTHWEST
MOUNTED
POLllJE"

with GARY-
COOPER

MADELEINE
CARROLIi

Mldnlte Screen Snow*

In Person

GLEN GRAY

|

CuaLoma Ore.

BED
BKELT0N

B'WA Y &
47lh St.

"7 SINNERS"
With MARLENE DIETRICH

and JOHN WATNE '

"

xr
,TED

RTISTS WVOU
Omt« Op*n 9 JO A.M.

Broadway
. at 4§th St.

MIDNITE SHOWS

2ND WEEK
BETTE DAVIS

in *THE LETTER'
A Warner Broa. picture

, IN PERSON '

.

'

OZZIE NELSON^
and hit orchentrft; with
HARRIET MILLIARD

STRAND BVay & 47 St.

SSff? MUSIC HALL
HELD OVER

"BITTER
SWEET"

Spectacular 8taga Productions

RKO PALACE
Week BeslnniDB Toes., Not. «6

TYRONE POWER
Linda Darnell -Basil Rathbohe

MARK OF ZORRO'
—AND—

^Tuaboat Annie Sails Again"
Marjorle Rambeau • Alan Hale

**MAKES HISTORY"—iV. Y. Tunes

Tha DISNEY-
STOKOWSKI Triumpk

FANTASIA
KsTechnicolor*RCA Fantasoond
TWICE DAILY—ALL SEATS RESERVED

BROADWAY THEATRE
53rd a BVay-Ci 6-5353

tail riCTUMB Witt NOT BB (HOWN IN ANY
OTHEB TBBATBB WITHIN IOO MILS* OF W. V.

Lsjt Times Wed,
. Ray Mlllcuid
|"ARISE MY LOVE"

' In Person
Jack Tea«ranlen
Francen FAtfe
Paul OERRIXS

Start! Thur.,Nev. 26

Clary Cooper
'THE WESTERNER'

In Person
CROSS ft DU^N
The HARTMAN8
VAN ALEXANDER
and ORCHESTRA

(Continued from page 11)

$6,500; Last week; 'Too Many Girls'
(RKO) arid

7

'Men Against Sky'
(RKO). weak $5,000.
toew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—

'Escape' (M-G). High spot of week
with flrie $10,000. Last week. 'North
West Mounted' , (Par) (4th wk),
faded to poor $4,500.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

'Ramparts' (RKO) and 'Spitfire'
(RKO) (2d wk). Pacing for fair
$4,000 after smash $6,800 last week.
Orpheum . (Ind ) (1,100; 75-$i;i0)—

'Dictator* (UA) (3d wk). Price kill-
ing it after first week and $6,000 best
in sight after good $8,000 last week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 25-50)—'Battements de Coeur'
(5th wk). Likely $900 ; good enough
after fair $1,200 last week.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 25-
34)—'Pieges* and 'Coup de Bourse.'
Good $6,000. : Last week, 'Maitre dies

Forges' and 'M'sieu Saris Gene,' good
$5,600. \ .

MEMPHIS

DENVER
(Continued from page 10) .

swell $8,000 and holds. Last week.
'North West Mounted' (Par), fourth
week, fine $9,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; . 25-35-40)—

'Mark Zprro* (20th) and 'Sandy Man'
(U). Excellent $14,000. . Last week,
City Conquest' (WB) . and 'Blondie
Cupid' (Col), good $9,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)— You'll Find Out' (RKO) and

'Remedy Riches' (RKO). Nice $li;-
000.

.
Last week, 'Bitter Sweet'

(M-G) and 'Stranger Third Floor'
(RKO), strong $10,200.
Paramount (Fox ) (2,200; 25-40 )^-

'Tugboat Annie' (WB) and 'Melody
Moonlight* (Rep). Good $5,500. Last
week, 'Dispatch Reuters' (WB) and
Tather Prince* (WB), nice $4,500.

Riftlto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Spring
Parade' (U), after week at each the
Denver and; Aladdin, and 'Fugitive
Prison Camp' (Col). Okay $2,500.
Last week, 'Knute Rockne* (WB)

Aladdin, and 'Five Peppers* (Col)
jjood;$2,250t ; ; ... ... , . :;

threat to profltapls operations, film

officials aver. '/.

Exhibitors would be forced to dis-

play a sign some place prominently

in the theatre lobby reading 'The

motion picture herein being shown
is not licensed for exhibition to per-

sons under 21 years of age.' Indus-

try spokesmen expressed themselves,

as opposed to this meddling in dis-

tributipnj pointing out that some
similar system is used in England,

where - a general distribution certiflr

cate- is given on some subjects while

on others a different certificate bars

the exhibition of a picture to minors.

But in England, the film industry

has some, say in the makeup of the
censoring board.-

. Idea of safeguarding the morals

trade as further extension of com-

v F '— m — —
.
— —

:
t

the hands of a board picked by the
mayor and approved by the city

council.
/

;.

:

;>

:

:

\} \

If the change is made, this would
mean that the Chicago censors
would -be able to tell ariy soldier or

screen fare he. should sie or riot

view.
"

OK After 6 Years In Chi

Chicago, Nov. 26.

After six years the censor board
has finally . okayed 'Scarface' ' for
Chicago.

. United Artists tried for
years to put this picture on local

screens, but the cerisors. wouldn't
consider it, . even refusing to okay
it with deletions.

Picture is now states-righted, ^^with
the Illinois fights having been ob-
tained by Henri Elman, of the Capi,-
tal Film Exchange.

sors here removed the scene where
Mussolini is seen doing a serio-;Cpmic
strut before the assembled Italian
people.

Feature was re-edited and addi-
tional

. .
Latin^Airierican :

. material
added for the :South American mar-
ket. Narrator speaking in Spanish
and another talking Portugese • was
added to the sound track. /'

Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) censors
rejected the film but ..reported here
that it may be passed after suggested
changes are made. :

Theatres' Toxei
_^ Continued from page i

'

. .(Continued, from page 9)
rich never great draw here, but good
notices plus Milton Slosser's swing
organ session with Jack Morgan and
Berl Olswanger might edge it up to
modest $4,500. Last week 'Arise
Love*

. (Par), $6,700, very nice.
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-

33-44)—'Little Nellie Kelly* (M-G).
Garland draw, prodding Irish musical
to mebbe $4,500. Last week 'Escape'
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,000, okay. ;

Strand (Lightman) (1,000;. 10-22-
33)—'Rangers Fortune* (Par), (2d
run), three days; *Quarterback*
(Par), two days; 'Nobody's Sweets
heart' (U), two days. Normal week
for about $1,700. Last week 'Grand
pie Opry* (Rep) , three days; 'Be-

all right. :
* N ,ully .

exhibited at any place of

$311,800 Collected

By N.Y, Film Censors
Albany, Nov. 26.

An increase. In net revenue .of

more than $17,000, giving the State
Of New York a 'profit*; of $247,922.24
for the fiscal year snding June 30,

from licensing of films, Is reported
by Irwin Esmond, director of motion
picture division, State Education De-
partment, in his annual, summary
filed with Commissioner, of Educa-
tion Ernest E. Cole. • Esmond's fig-

ures show receipts were greater and
expenditures less than In the pre-
ceding year. Total income was- $311,-
800 and outgo was $63,877; the pre-
vious year they were $298,023 arid

$67,296, respectively. Incidentally,
the fact licensing of films has been
a source of revenue to the State for
many . years is one, though nbt the
only reason, why' attempts to repeal
so-called censorship law failed.

The mpd during the last fiscal

y^ar. reviewed 1;762 motion pictures,
of which nine were rejected in toto.

However, of the latter three were
revised : to the point where subse-
quent official approval was granted.
The division made eliminations of
926 scenes, subtitles and dialog in
111 films, upon statutory grounds.
Despite the war, there was an in-
crease of three, to 488, in number
of foreign-made fllriis submitted for
inspection (curtailmerit of produc-
tion overseas is expected to be re-
flected in the present fiscal year ).

Esmond calls attention to 'a con-
siderable increase' In the use of 16
mm films. He emphasizes that these
pictures, except siewsreels, must be
licensed before they may be 'law-

amusemerit for pay or in connection
with any business In the State of
New York.'

:

: Of the 926 eliminations, 245 were
ordered because they were 'inde-
cent'; 501, 'immoral or tending to
corrupt morals'; 89, 'sacrilegious'; 60,
'tending to Incite to crime,' and 3l,
'inhuman.'
' The mpd, In addition to reviewing
pictures for licensing, inspects pic-
ture theatres or any place where
1 ".iris are exhibited, stored, etc., to
determine whether they have been
licensed, also, whether the license
leader is displayed on the screen
according to law, and whether elim-
inations have been made pursuant
to division mstructlons.

'

in

' -Cleaning Vp the Duce
Bogota, Colombia, Nov. 26.

While Paramount's "World „
Flames' is creating a sensational im
pression here arid other South Amer

xjasi wcck, rvnuie itocKne- iwu), lcan countries, it Is running into
after week at each the Denver and censorship difficulties despite the

fact that virtually all material was
gteanedt from newsreal; tootace. Cen*

to tax based 6n the price of . the
seats given .awayt

In the event new taxation under

'

consideration by Washington makes,
all theatre tickets taxable, regard-
less of price, tax on a 35c ducat
would still have to be paid by the
exhibitor everi if

. a student or soldier

was admitted to a 35c seat for 10c.

, No 20c jCellirig \

it is believed within the film 5nV
dustry that new taxation. required by
the Government; will remove the"

present ceilirig of 20c and also the
rate of tax on all' admissions . may

'

be stepp'ed; jup in treasury, hopes of
"

a much higher yield of revenue from"

.

theatres ' as well other, amuse,
merits, including sports, night clubs,
etc. Tax rate is! now. 10?'

Up to last July 1 a ceilirig of 40c
existed^ with the tax starting at 41c.
Only between 600 and 700 theatres,
were charging, more than 40c, thus
paying a tax, whereas when the
exemption on July 1 was dropped .

to 20c many times this number were
added to • the -taxation rolls.

. How-
ever, the number of admissions now
ranging up to 20c are belieyed to be
in". the majority. This includes thea-'.

tres whose' top price is not over 20c
as well ai those that have morning,
matihee'.or kid scales that do not go
over, though at. night Or on holidays
taxable admissions may be. charged.

Added
. defense costs for the Gov.- \.

ernment are placed at between $13,-

000,000,000 and $14,000,000,000, while
the proposal on increasing the na-
tional limit is to jump it from $49,-

.000,000,000 to $65,000,000,000. ,

• Not orily will the exhibitor or the
theatre controlled by a producer-
distributor have to face the added
taxation expected through collecting
it. at the boxpffice from patrons, if

the burden isn't carried by the thea-
tre, but additional Inroads on profits
will be made through Income tax,

'

excess, profits taxes, etc.

The probability is that the major :

part of the load , will be passed on
to the public. In. the event all tick-
ets -become taxable, down To the lOc
admissions, it is also likely ;that there
may be a general lifting of scales:

o

This would be especially true of
theatres which, dropped to ,20c from
higher b.o. levies when the ceiling
was lowered to that figure on July
1 in order to escape, collection of
tax. .-.

Should exhibs now getting 15c . or
20c decide to raise to 25c this, in
turn, would automatically carry 25c
and 30c houses . higher, others up
the scale also pushing upward. Else
the whole structure of clearance
would be an interfering factor, not'
to mention runs and the standard of
rentals established in conformance .

with price and run classification.
:

Under distributor contracts no
exhibitor may charge less than 10c.

This has been a part of licensing

agreements for many years but now
and

: then some accounts got. around

.

that through cut-rate schemes which
make the net admission only 6c.

I i l i.i -B

NEW YORK'S ".

.Most Cohvenlent Address

Central Park, with its many
. opportunities for recreation, 1"

at your doorstep . . .. and all

mldtown 1» within ea»y walk-
ing distance. Bates from 98.60.
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Under Present Two Network (And Repeats) Setup

Radio Actors Earn $57 a Day Each

'By Kathleen Norria* has been

renewed by ; General Mills to con-

tinue after Jan. 1 oh 41 Columbia
stations. It will drop off the NBC
red hookup at that time. Plugging

different products at different hours

and without coverage duplication,

the two-network arrangement bi the

present time is notable in that the

C; A. B. fating, in both cases is prac-

tically identical.
.

: Under the new CBS arrangement,

strip will be heard at 10 a.m. with a

11:45 a.m. repeat. Under the present

, arrarigernerit,. whereby the actors do
broadcasts on CBS and also the Red,,

pjus a repeat, the AFRA scale works
out as $57 daily per performer. And
for the organist supplying the musi-

cal bridges its delicious.

General Mills is reported to have
bluntly said that whichever network

first cleared the most desirable time

slot would get the program, Accord-

ing to this account, CBS moved with

greater swiftness.

Beechnut is returning to network

radio with a schedule of three quar-

ter-hours a week on the NBC-fed.

Starts Jan. 1. Deal Involves around
$900,000 for time. Contracts not
closed for the program.
Absorbine, Jr., through J. Walter

Thompson, is also priming a series

for the NBC-red. :

AUN.W.AYER

RADIO IN N. Y.

N. W. Ayer is moving its time buy-
ing staff from Philadelphia to the
New York office, which means that
its radio divjsion will be exclusively
headquartered In this city.

Station reps are greeting the slated
shift as a boon to- their operations.
Availabilities and orders will now be
cleared with considerably more con-
venience and dispatch. '

225 WBS

Xmas (Free),

Gaines Produces

Two special' Christmas programs,
one a 45-minute. dramatic piece by
Merrill Dennison and the other a
15-mlnute stanza of carols by a
mixed chorus, have been waxed by
World Broadcasting as its annual
Christmas present to the 225 stations
subscribing to its platter

'

library
service. Dramatic - portion is called
A New Wish for Santa Glaus' and is
directed by Martha Atwell, under
the supervision of Charles Gaines.
Musical part is tabbed The Spirit of
Christmas' and has Bill Adams as
narrator.

'

Stations receiving the platters will
presumably air them as special
Uinstmas Eve or Christmas day
shows.

Reglna, Sask. — New announcer

Xth CKCK, Regina* is Howard
Anompson, who handled remote con-

broadcasts from North Battle-,
lord for CFQC, Saskatoon. He re-
places George Lawrence • who has
«one to CJAT, Trail.

Harry McWilliams Tours

For Ted Bates Agency
Harry K. McWilliams has been as-

signed by the hew Ted Bates agency
and Continental Baking as the trav-
eling manager of the Haven Mac-
Quarrie show, 'The Marriage Club.'
While the program tours the coun-
try McWilliams will handle, the dis-

trict distributor contacts, arrange for
the broadcasting

;
auditorium, co-op-

erate on local exploitation, etc.

McWilliams was formerly* with
Major Bowes.

WCSH Hillbillies

From 'Old Homestead'

(Stage) by J. C. Petrillo

Portland, Me.; Nov. 26.

•Area's non-union hillbilly troupes,
which have enjoyed charmed lives

while garnering most of what there
is of Maine radio and dance-hall
money, were'dealt a resounding set-

back last week by AFM and IATSE
locals, aided by James C. Petrillo,

national head of former, who person-
ally intervened to shoo them off

stage of Civic theatre here.

GUy Palmerton, manager-director
of legit stock outfit occupying Civic,
engaged Downeasters, WCSH sod-
busters, to freight with additional
hoke his company's production of
'The Old Homestead.' Billies had
rehearsed a week and appeared in

two evening performances before
combined wrath V of. dues-paying
musicians and stagehands, mouth-
pieced by Petrillo via a long-distance
phone, effected a yanking..
Palmerton afterwards asserted that

he engaged Downeasters with under-
standing that they weren't musicians
but 'entertainers.'

; An offer to hire
their weight in. union 'standby's' was
rejected by the unions concerned, he
further stated.

'Homestead' finished but the week
hoked only as written.

Wilfred King a V.P.
Wilfred S. King, In charge of the

radio and motion picture depart-
ment of the J. M. Mathes agency,
has been appointed a v.p.

Charles R. Marshall, a v.p., was
elected to the board of directors:

Caldwell Figures Sug ge a

t

Big Increase In Total Size

of Audience — Estimates

; See Nearly 50,000,000 Sets

In United States

CBSV CONCLUSIONS

If the present rate of set sales con-
tinues for the balance of 1940 the
year will be 25% ahead of 1939. This
is all part, of the amazing story of
the

i most'amazing industrial, develop-
ment since World War. I. Like the
horizon which is never reached the
dimensions of radio's audience seems
to expand; constantly in the direc-
tion of previously incredible totals.

Each year the gross figures of total

advertising ' income
.
shoot

:
upward.

Each year similarly the manufactur-
ing end of radio . presents

; equally
bullish statistics. Thus sales of sets
produce an ever-widening audience
which in turn attracts a seemingly
illimitable: prosperity- to the medium.

. These telltale comparative figures
are supplied by Orestes Caldwell;
editor of Radio Today:

Radio Sets Sold at Retail

1939—9,000,000
'

;
1940—11,200,000*

Total Sets in Use
. 1939—45,200,000
1940—50,000,000*

Auto Radios in Use
1939—6,500,000 /

1940—7,500,000*
Battery Portables

1939—900,000
1940—1,800,000*

;
Sale of Radio Time

1939—$170,000,000 '
-

'

1940—$212,500,000*
''

• • Estimated.

.
Proceeding from these formidable

figures the slide-rule experts at the
Columbia Broadcasting System in

New York have arrived at these
provocative conclusions:

Today the cost of reaching a radio
listener is:

Smaller because radio sales are
now running 25% ahead, of a year
ago, which was then an all-time

high. (Sale of time by broadcasters
in 1939 was $170,000,000.) ,

Smaller because during 1940, 11,-

on Air m

Steel Show, R. H. Grants Idea

Kenny Baker's 'Ave Maria'

With Rochester Symphony
, Kenny Baker,, now singing with;
Fred Allen's Texaco program, has
been .booked; for a night of vocalling.

with the Rochester Symphony Or-
chestra Dec. 8. He'll sing several
numbers only which one,. 'Ave Maria-
has been Settled on.

Baker has been making a series of

concert
.
appearances this year be-

tween broadcasts.
.
He uses only .

piano accompaniment as a rule.

Dr. Charles Courboin On

NBG Red Web Sundays

From Exclusive Academy

,

'.-A' prestige organist, Dr. Charles
M Courboin, began last Sunday (24)

broadcasting over the NBC red net-
work. He is the . first concert or-
ganist . to be regularly heard in some
time. The programs,' a half hour in

leneth, are picked up at 10:30 p.m.
in New York from the Academy.,of
Arts and Letters, than which noth-
ing is more culturally exclusive. Its

organ is one of the finest in Amer-
ica and the ; concert organist has the
privilege of playing it.

;
Courboin, a much-decorated Bel-

gian, has recently been prominent
in the albums of the Victor classicals

in which he sells well. This Victor,

tie-up was one of the points of ap-
peal to NBC.
Courboin was on Mutual for some

five years.

200^000 radio sets will be sold, (dou-
ble the sales of 1929!—in 1939, 9,000,-

000 sets were sold). ^ . .

Smaller because right now the

number of radios in use in the U.S.

is at least 50,000,000. (In 1939, 45,-

200,000 sets were in use.)

Smaller because 7,500,000 auto
radios will be in use by : the end of

this year. (In . 1939, $500,000 %uto
radios were in use.)

Smaller because 1,800,000 battery
portables are now keeping listeners

in constant touch with radio 'wher-
ever they are.* (In 1939, 900,000 bat-

tery portables were in use.

)

Though the network is yet to b«
set, General Motors has accepted for

institutional purposes a half hour
program .which would recruit its en-
tertainers from among ' the motor
;combine!s personnel; The show was

,

sold directly to R. H. Grant, v.p. in
charge of sales for General Motors,
by H. T. Ewald, president of Camp-

:

bell-Ewald agency.

.
Idea of this program- is' closeiy re-

lated .to the one contained in the
Wheeling Steelmakers' stanza; which ,

has been aired over
;
Mutual hook-

up for the past three seasons. Tal-
ent in the Wheeling show comes ex-
clusively from the. employes in. the
Wheeling Steel Co.'s factory and of-
fice. :

'
'

* General Motors is also considering
shows submitted by the Arthur Kud-
ner agency and Henry Souvain, but
these are intended for

; particular

.

auto brands.

of
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Jack. Benny Is coming Into New
York to try to sell Young.& Rubicam
agency oh advantage of doing the re-

peat (west coast) Jello program via
transcription. In other words, Benny
wants the Pacific to hear his first

broadcast as the rest of the country,

does. 'Information, Please' Is his

precedent. .

Benny is irked at what he consid-

ers a sloppy performance by his

company on the re-broadcast. The
better the early broadcast the more
self-satisfied everybody seems to be,

he finds.
.

Whole Jello gang will be east lor

three .broadcasts and to give writers

and Benny a chance to recharge the

batteries of.inspiration.'

NBC-blue will announce three
more new affiliates in the southern
area as soon as it has cleared up cer-

tain angles in the c6ntracts. : For one
thing the network wants to be in a
position to offer the threesome at a
package rate.

. Addition of the above will make it

13 southern newcomers for the blue,

10 having been announced the previ-
ous week,

New Network Links

Spartanburg, S; C, Nov. 26.

With WSPA, Spartanburg, slated

for' early network connection, and
WORD here already .signed with
CBS, 10 Georgia, Carolinas, Ten-
nessee and West Virginia stations

will join NBC pecember 15, W. S.

Hedges, vice-president in charge of

stations, has announced.
;

> The nevir affiliates ' are WJHL,
Johnson City, ; Tenn.; WHIS, . Blue-
field. W. Va.; WGAC, Augusta, Ga.;..

WCBT, Roanoke . Rapids; N. C,;,

WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C.; WMFD,
Wilmington, N- C; WMFR, High
Point, N. C;j WGNC, Gastonia, N;C;
WCOS, Columbia. S. C; and WHKY, '.

Hickory, N. C. These go on south-
eastern group blue network.

WIS, Columbia, S. C, joins NBC
red network in December.

. WIS also

starts 5,000 watts night schedule
soon.. ; . . .. . .....

U
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Hampers

in Anneals

-\. Washington, Nov. 26.

/ Vital legal : point that has blocked

final action on a host of ' station

sales and leases because of contro-

versy over . what .Congress meant in

the Federal Communications Act was

clarified Monday (25) by United

States Supreme Court opinion hold-

ing that refusal of the Federal Com-,

munications Commission '-lb;; approve:'

license transfers cannot .' be re-

viewed by the District , of Columbia

Court of Appeals. >

;

.

:

' - -o ;-/'•'

The effect of the long-awaited

ruling, handed "down in the case in-

volving Columbia- Broadcasting

System's attempt to lease KSFO,
San Francisco, . is to tell disap-

• pointe'd parties, to- sale or lease

transactions they can get relief -from

Commission hard-heartedness. only

.

through round-about methods tinged

with uncertainty. •'- Judicial review of

such orders may be. obtained via

special three-judge Federal courts

having . j urisdiction Where aggrieved

Individuals reside or conduct busi-

ness. '

...

The implication of the opinion,

read by: Associate Justice :„ Felix

Frankfurter, also is that any FCC
license. > revocation cannot be ap-

pealed to the D. G. tribunal but must
be handled in the same way as re-

fusal to consent to a transfer of con- •

trol or assignment of license.. .-.'

Decision was. a victory for the

Dempsey-Koplowitz clique which
. had insisted the District of Colum-
bia jurists had no right to enter-

tain an appeal in
,
such . : matters-

Their appeal was upheld, . on the

ground that only the orders spe-

cifically listed in the Communica-
tions Act (application for construc-

tion permit,, station license, license

renewal, modification of license, or.

suspension of operator's ticket) can
be carried to the D. C/ Appeals
'.Court. ';-.. \'.7

The KSFO case is a cause celebre
among the radio barristers, for it

presented the issue whether the FGC
can rule that the vague public in-..

terest clause of the act enables the.
regulatory body to compel an ex-
isting station owner to either conr
tinue operating or to surrender his
license. In other words, the crucial
matter is the authority of the Com-
mish to held that, even . though a
buyer and seller or an owner and
lessee reach an agreement which in-
volves shifting of operating control,

•

.
the Government body is , potent
enough

.
to forbid consummation of

the deal because it fears that public
Interest might suffer.

•'

Merits of the denial of consent for
the KSFO-CBS deal were hot at
stake in the proceeding terminated
by the Supreme Court, decision, Al-
though two years have been con-
sumed in getting an answer to the
question of how a dissatisfied appli-
cant goes about obtaining judicial
review, the parties are as far away
as ever from finding out whether the
Commish judged the evidence rightly
and had ample legal backing for its

refusal to approve the San Francisco
station lease.

Importance of the case results from
the. number of. subsequent actions
which generally were based on the
KSFO concept ot 'public interest,
convenience, and necessity/ In this
matter, ' the .Commish held the pub-
lic would suffer primarily because

.
the agreement carried a recapture
clause. Minor motives behind the

.
denial were the .avowed intention, of
the chain to virtually make over the
entire business, of the San Francisco
transmitter and the fact that the
transaction covered a. period of time-

far longer than ^he license term^ .In-
stead

.
of leasing or buying a going

concern in this way, CBS ought to

haver' comeVto :witK. an application
for a new outlet, the Commish im-
plied. Disapproval of the KSFO
transaction: was voiced at the height
of. futbr over alleged profiteering in

:
the disposal of station properties and
of complaints that frequencies be-
longing specifically to the public
were" being traded: through private
negotiations. .

,' :

;

.''. Legal Points ;'

The Supreme Court acknowledged
there is some room .'. for debate
whether FCC actions of. this sort

should be reviewed by the. D. C.

Court of Appeals but Justice Frank-
furter concluded that 4 a sensible

reading of the jurisdictional, pro-
visions (of the Communications Act):

\^ ,Jves no warrant for denying sig-

nificance to the classification made
by Congress between those orders

for which review can only come be-

fore the locar district courts and
those five types of orders, explicitly

characterized, which -alone can; come
before the Court of Appeals for the

District.'

Whether KSFO or CBS will make
further attempts to carry put the

transaction originally submitted to

the Commish " 1938 remains un-

settled; Long time consumed so far

in settling only one; technical point

—

ho matter how vital that issue is-r-

may have- thrown cold water on the

entire idea. As it is, nearly four

years 7 Of ; the original five-year pe-

riod covered by the proposed agree-

ment have expired, with the Com-
mish not deciding the matter until

Octi 18, 1938. and Cw.o years being

needed to dispose of the controversy

about the "appropriate way to seek

relief from the regulators' turn-

down, v*' . /.:.,"
''''

The KSFO-CBS pact called for

rental of . $25,000 annually
,
plus one-

seventh of the gross, exceeding $175,-

000 and carried options permiting

the chain to renew the lease up to 10

years after the original ' expiration

date, Jan. 1, 1942.

Niles Trammell of NBC yesterday

(Tuesday )' denied there was any dis-

agreement between Arturo Toscanini

and the network. This report spread
around New York when the maestro's

concert this Saturday (30) passed to

the baton of Hans Steinberg. Illness

and illness alone was ascribed as the

cause for a one-week absence by
Toscanini.

NBC is delighted and honored to

have Toscanini and hopes to, nego-
tiates renewal of contract with him
after the present season, Trammell
declared. •"•

r Herman Steinbmch
Manager of WKNE, Keene, N. H.

Formerly WNBX, Springfield, Vt,

WKNE} makes its Keen© debut, this

week with power boosted to 6,000

watts In a brand new colonial style

building.
'

!
-'

-

WKNE now makes complete New
England Coverage easy for all ad-
vertisers . — Steinbruch and staff

Tiake programs that pull.

at W0R Halts

For a Week to Satisfy Cal Tinner

on

Maury Lowell, program producer

for Benton & Bowles, has resigned to

set up an Independent production of-

fice to handle package shows. Al-

ready putting together a 30-minute

evening series for agency audition. •

=fk-While with Benton &t Bowles^

LOwell directed 'When a Girl Mar-
ries,' 'Strange As It Seems' and

'Lincoln Highway.'

Supreme

On Disc Broadcasting

Murray Grabhorn has ; resigned

from the station representation divi-

sion . of Transamericart Broadcasting

& Television Corp. to become as-

sistant advertising manager of the

Philco Radio &. Television Corp. in

charge of radio. Grabhorn has been
with Trahsamerican .

for the ': past

two years and before that he was
national sales manager of WFIL,
Philadelphia, and New York v.p. of

John Blair & Co.
Grabhorn will' on his new job do

much traveling sb' as to line up local

programs that can be tied in On
special campaigns by local

:

Philco
dealers.

Vic Ratner

,A combined attack of exhaustion
and an infected throat has Vic Rat-
ner, CBS sales promotion director,

in the hospital this week.
Hospital rather than home because

latter -.is in throes of redecoratlon.

St. Louis, Nov. 26.

John W, Bohn^ St. Louis represen-
tative for Radio Sales, a division of

CBS, collapsed and died Friday (22)

after he suffered , a heart attack
while bowling on downtown alleys

With Joel W. Stdvall, musical ar-
ranger for KMOX, and Arthur J.

Casey, head Of the public . relations

department of the same station,

Bohn, . who maintained offices In

KMOX complained of illness and
asked his companions to drive him
to the Deaconess Hospital. Enrpute
he again complained, of being ill and
by the time the hospital was reached
he had died.

Bohn was 62.

.'•'•;.' Washington, Nov. 28.

Namerband leaders and rank-and-
file tunesters failed to get into: the

controversy over broadcasting . of

ordinary phonograph records when
the United States Supreme Court
Monday (25) refused to receive ad-;

ditional briefs in connection with
review petitions filed by Paul White-
man -and RCA Manufacturing Co.
Both

:
parties to the significant argu-

ment have requested the highest

tribunal ' to clear up uncertainties

about proprietory rights in waxed
music and the effectiveness of re-

stricted use notices attached to discs.

Requests for leave to. intervene
as friend of the court -were filed—'

and promptly- denied^—on behalf of

American Federation of Musicians
and National / Association of Per-
forming Artists. Both want to see
restrictions against broadcasting of
run-of-mine records upheld, but for
different reasons and to varying de-
grees, with NAPA taking . the same
view as Whiteman concerning the
right of the interpreter to collect a
royalty from ; any stations • licensed

to play canned music. '.-;

Following Whitenian's petition on
the ground^ he has a stake :in the
discs, RCA also begged for a de-
cisive ruling,, differing with White-
man; and maintaining that restric-

tions, on stations' use ' of recordings
are definitely in the public Interest.

WQR, Newark, put off the debut of
Its gagster program, 'Can You Top
This?' until the coming Monday (2)
because of the interruption in the'
show's preparation which had been
caused by a mistaken claim of Cal
Tinney. The original starting , date
for the stanza, with Senator Ford,
Harry Hershfield and Joe Laurie, Jf,j

was due the past Monday (25).
'

When Tinney read about WOR's
proposed comedy session he had his
lawyer register a warning 1 to desist
with the station. Tinney contended
that on paper the WOR show looked
like a takeoff of one he had running
on NBC last season under the Quaker
Oats tag. Latter was titled, 'Stop
Me If YouVe Heard This One,' and
used the services of Miiton Berle,
Hershfield and Ford. . It also de-
pended on gag ' contributions from
listeners.

Oh later examination Tinney found
that the WOR gagfest- was nothing
like his; and by the time he had
made the ; admission WOR had de-
cided to substitute another -program
in, the.Monday night spot.

Basic idea of Senator Ford's of-

fering makes It strictly an inside af-

fair. Pete Donald reads off a- gag
and then puts it up to the Ford-
Hershfield-Laurie combination , to re-
call stories predicated on the same
theme. Alois :HavriUtf will also be on
the show in the role of arbiter;

Too Many People Afraid of the Public

Says Mrs. F.D.R. on Show Biz Forum

The theatre, entertainers, motion

pictures, radio and . music were
among the things discussed, and In

varying degrees ch'ampipried, ,by Mrs..

Franklin D. Ropseveit, Clifton Fadi-
.man and Archibald MacLeisch on a
University of Chicago Round Table
on .

the NBC red . network marking
opening of National Art Week. Mrs.
Roosevelt, early in the half hour, in-

terjected 'the theatre', among the art

forms which have contributed ma-
terially to American life in recent
years. .

.

"

Fadiman took up the cue. He
mentioned Federal Theatre Project,

which he said had given 'millions' an
; opportunity which they : probably
never .otherwise have enjoyed to at-

tend theatrical performances. A little

later^ however,.The New Yorker lit-

erary critic in speaking of enter-
tainers referred to a 'curious sort of :

art' Mrs. Ropseveit laughlingly .'re-

proved' him. First Lady said she
emphatically dissented from opinion
'entertainers are an inferior kind of
art. . ithey supply a want we need
more than anything else, at this time.'

Fadiman accepted 'correction.'

MacLeish made the point that

'Motion pictures are a native Ameri-
can art that has really encircled the
globe/ Which, Fadiman observed,

'Is also true, of radio. It Is not
indigenous to this country but We
have developed it to a point beyond
that in any other country.' One of
round-tablers-r-apparently MacLeish
—then advanced the. idea artists in
motion pictures are held back; that
they can not break new ground.
Fadiman retorted this was the fault
of the 'entrepeneurs.' Mrs. Roose-
velt joined in to say too many people
—apparently she meant in fllmdbm
too—and even artists— are afraid of
the public.' The public, she insisted,
is much further advanced than it is

given credit for being; Intelligence
of public is not lower, than that of
other groups. Fadiman agreeing de-
clared the 'i2-year-oid> level theory
is advanced by those with 'a .13-yiear-
old mentality.' "The. public is more
advanced than the entrepeneurs/

Critic also underlined the unifying
force of music; even of a simple sprig.

He and Mrs. Roosevelt mentioned
that, songs, such as 'The Ballads of
aii American about which MacLeish
had much to say as a Federal Arts
Project would be very apropos for
the boys in army camps.' MacLeish
spoke, too, about the Negro Version
Of 'Macbeth' (Federal Theatre Pro-
ject). !

'.'
" ;

-'.'. /.•.'.': "....'

Repeatedly, Fadiman used; the
phrase 'the democratization of art/

RADIO RUNS UP THE

GROSS FOR FADIMAN

•" Portland, Me.,- Nov.. 26.

Clifton; Fadiman paid his third lec-
ture-call here in five years last week,
but his first since employment oh
'Information, Please.' Former ap-
pearances were at 300-seater Frye
Hall, but this time ft was the
Municipal Auditorium, /.with tickets
proving hard to procure at $1.25 per.
And whereas previous topics were
out of literary top-drawer, this year
It was a gagged-up routine called
'Inside Radio/

.

Discburse listened unsensationally,
and, aside from passing deprecation
of fact that bulk of web broadcasting
originates in New York and Holly-
wood, reflected a complacent un-
critical attitude toward industry.
Willkie mourners in attendance were
interested to hear that their candi-
date was at the height of his powers
and talents the night of his going to
bat for Canada Dry, and. that his
subsequent slump could be attribu-
ted to a Joss in naturalness effected
by campaign pressure and inept
tutelage of advisers who either ig-
nored or misinterpreted lesson of
aspirant's IP click.

Women in audience-^and they con-
stituted 75% of the payees—were
told that their sex provides but
dubious talent for serious quiz shows.
The ladies don't play the game/
Fadiman remarked.

; ;

CLEVELAND'S BIG FUND SHOW
Cleveland, Nov. 26. •

WGAR broadcast Saturday night
(23) a threerhour show plugging the
Cleveland Community'; Fund. Pro-
gram included WGAR's orchestra
with Walberg Brown . directing, Jose
Morand's band, Dick Stabile's band,
Paul Pendarvis' band, song team of
Duke and Sloan, Yost Varsity Octet,
Emerson Gill's band, .Cambrian
Choir, Waikiki HaWaiians, Gene
Austin's band and the entire troupe
from the Alpine Village.

Sid Andorn, WGAR special events
director, etffceed the show.

ON MUSICIANS

Cincinnati, Nov. .26.

Squabble between ; L. B. Wilson
and Local No. 1, A.F.M., over the

number of musicians to be employed
by WCKY, ended last week in a
compromise settlement. The CBS
affiliate agreed to engage 13 . mu^
sicianSj three under the local's orig-

inal demand : and eight more than

had been working last spring, When
the difference arose.

. A novelty quintet headed by Bob
Baker resumed work oh the station,

and . three: more Cincy musicians

will soon be added to the staff. Wil-

son also . imported Al Clauser and
his Oklahoma Outlaws, five-man

combo, to start on the station Mon-
day (25). The Outlaws have ap-

peared in pictures with Gene Autry.

WCKY has. renewed orchestra re-

motes from the sidewalk cafe and
rathskeller of the Hotel Gibson, in

which its offices and studios are lor-

cated, for solo airings. ; The station's

men also are handling pick-ups of

the Saturday morning 55-minute
broadcasts by CBS of programs by
the Cincinnati Conservatory of Mu-
sic* Symphony Orchestra. During the

period of disagreement between the

station and Local No. 1 the network
sent down engineers and an an-

nouncer . from Chicago to handle this;

series. •

; After the settlement, Wilson and
his wife entrained for Miami for a

breather at their winter home.

GEORGE 0LSEN PRESIDES

OVER HOUSTON

.
Houston, Nov. 26.

'Sing for Dough,' a neW radio show
sponsored by the Houston Milling

Co., will make its debut over KTRH
Friday night from the stage of the

Metropolitan theatre. George Olsen,

who is managing the^floor shows at

the Rice Hotel Empire Room for the

season, will act as master of cere-

monies. ' :. -'
•'.' ;-.;;;.'

Members of the theatre audience

Will be given an opportunity to 'sing-

for dough/ Prizes in cash and
merchandise will be awarded by the

sponsors. Ten microphones will be

used to keep the show going at quick

tempo, and in between audience try-

outs, Olsen will present specialties

oh the stage. .;'/
.

DIEFENDEBFER JOINS NB0
--; Chicago, Nov. 26.

George Diefenderfer comes into;

the NBC Red network sales organi-

zation here starting next week.
Diefenderfer moves over from the

Paul Raymer station rep outfit with

which he has ;. been associated :

ior

several y'e&ri. "

'

"
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IN NEW YORK CITY
Abe Lyman made his debut as a singer Friday (22) on Harry Kramer's

Notes to You' program over WINS.... Dr. A. S. W, Rosenbach, the art

dealer, to guest on Isabel Manning Hewsori's housewife program over NBC
red (WEAF) within next couple of weeks....Jay Bennett author of a
coming script on 'Grand Central Station'. .. .Mutual already trying to clear

network time for 'Where Are You From?' now that General Electric is the

sponsor, . . .Nat Abramsoh, WOR artist bureau head/ given dinner Saturday
night (23 ) at the Biltmore on his 25th anniversary as a Mason.

Sally Llnd, Interviewer on; Gallup polls, started a hew. series of programs,
•Town Trotter,' over WBNX, N. Y., last Monday (25). . . .Spencer Beritley

playing the new 'heavy' role in 'Our Gal Sunday,' daytime serial.

Gloria Jean to guest' on 'Musical Americana' Dec. 19 . . . .deal set by Sam
Weisbord, of William Morris office. . . .Stan Shaw now starts his 'Milkman's
Matinee' at 1 a.m., instead Qf an hour later. . . .WOR-Mutual to air races

from Hialeah Park this winter, with Bryan Fields spieling. .. .Capt. Walt
Willis, oft the air briefly, is back on WHN with a hew spot;.. .Alfred

Eisner, ,
newcomer to the CBS program-production staff, has written an

original script,; 'A Child Is Born,' to be produced on the Columbia Work-
shop program Dec; 15. Author was brought from the Coast just a few
days ago. .

;

;He';Tes.igned--from. a writing job at Metro to take the CBS spot
.'.; . .He's adapting stories for future Workshop shows/. » .Nate Tufts of J
Ruthrauff & Ryan getting a Jogging about in charge of the 'Vox Pop' show
..i near Tucson one week-^then Hollywood—then Toronto; ;

Berriice Judis, managing director of WNEW, N. Y-i to Chicago Monday
(25). . . .Wally Duncan, WNEW vice-president in charge of sales, is tickled

oyer the showing made by his 1lVyear-old daughter, Ann'. '..
. . she won first

prize given by the 4-H Clubs for outstanding dairy work at a Dutchess
: County public school.;

.

' •'• / '
•

Robert Casadesus, French concert pianist, will be /commentator for a
program of his own recordings next Wednesday (4) over WQXR . . . .Frank
P. Schreiber, general manager of WGN, Chicago, in town for. brief visit

• early this week, .:. .Ray : Jones, of Compton agency radio department, spend-
ing his vacation at his Montclair. (N. J.) home, just getting a rest from
commuting. . . .Henry W.' :

Lowe; executive on the Wheatena account for

-Comptoh, on a trip to Chicago, Milwaukee, Grand ' Rapids, Detroit

Cleveland ....The. Munros to make their
:
first Newl York radio appearance

Jan; 26 on 'Show of the Week' , after five years on a
;

local program In

Kansas City. ,'•• '
'•';"•*.

Hugh..Martin doing the vocal arrangements for 'Hi-Ya, Gentlemen'. . ;

.

now that his. quartet. i$ a regular on the .Fred Allen program it has withV
drawn from 'Louisiana Purchase*. . . .'Honest Abe,' Saturday morning

. sustained over CBS, may be shifted to an evening spot after Jan. 1, Wheii
' the ; ASCAP situation removes a few commercials from the board. . . .Bob
Convey of: KWK, St. Louis, in town for. short stay this Week on way home
from Washington, . . .Mutual will broadcast the East-West football game
Jan. 1 from San Francisco.

Tenth Most Popular Show;

On Coast Said to Have
Only $250 Talent Charge

.. -—Kemp, McCabe, Rhodes
. Bombard Advertising Men
With Success Stories

HOOPER RATINGS

IN HOLLYWOOD
Richard Brooks, recently of WNEW, New York; joined NBC's staff of

commentators; . . .At testimonial lunch tossed for Kate Smith and Ted
Collins by. 20th-Fox to plug 'Tin Pan Alley/ singer accoladed songwriters

present by niftying 'without you there would be ho roe', i . .Tony Stanford

back from six-week: tour with. Gene Autry's 'Melody Ranch*. . . .Charlie

Vanda went for a soapbox and lectured Pasadena collegians on radio pro-

duction. ... .Jack Sayers got in the way of Bob
.
Garred-s golf swing and had

several stitches taken In his smeller. . . .Don Gilmanoh to New York after

stopover, in Phoenix. ;.. . Fulton Lewis, Jr., around on a lecture tour/...

After two weeks' training; NBC's Marvin Young was-raised from- a captain

to major . in the. reserves.
. , .Arthur Q. Bryan now a regular on 'Blpndie'

. ;.,Halsey Barrett, WNEW sales promotion chief,; gave the town a quickie

before hiking east after an Arizona siesta . . . .Parks Johnson, Wally But-
terworth arid Producer Nate Tufts headed for Camp Borden, Toronto, after

solo broadcast here. . . .Renewal came through- for Burns and Allen. Ditto

Gene Autry and 'Blondie'. . . .Bill Robson tangled With NBC monitors but
came off second best when chain made him substitute for 'Burma Road' bn<>

Woodbury Playhqusei Too. much war stuff, ruled the chain's blue-pen-
cilerV. . .Jimmie Fidler says his radio deal is blowing hot again, Jimmy
Saphier Is doing the selling.

IN CHICAGO
.,

J. M. Greene, circulation manager of NBC, comes to Chi next week to

address the Chi chapter of the American Marketing Ass'n on 'Radio Net-
work Circulation and How to Market It' Roy Witmer and Keith Kiggins
of NBC were in for confabs. .Charles Urquart, NBC production director,

in hosp for check-up....Frank Behrens added to 'Jack Armstrong' cast,

Norman Gottschalk, Jane Green arid Henry Hunter to 'Bud Barton,* Mary
Patton to 'Arnold Grimm's Daughter'.

.

?
.Pat O'Malley readying a new

book of stories. . . .Mary Tolen with 'Right to Happiness' show, June Juve-
lier to 'Romance of Helen Trent/ Dorothy Francis and Donelda Currie to

'Stepmother' cast. . . .Radio players iri Radio-Theatre production of 'Protec-

tive Custody/ legit play, at the Civic on Dec. 13-14 include Ilka Diehl
Keegan, Arthur Peterson, William Green, Grace Lbckwood, Karl Weber,
Murial Bremner,; Norma Ransori, James Bremner, Glenn, Ranspn^Dolph
Nelson, Eddie Armstrong, Al Tiffany; -•

Mel Galliart, formerly of WKHB, Dubuque, has Joined WLS here for

general announcing and production work....Will O'Neil added to WGN
Taient Division staff by chief Noel Gerspn.,. . .Julian Bentley, WLS news
editor, lectured at University of Illinois ori 'Journalism for the Ear*. ...

WIND, the Ralph Atlass station, will be the early evening outlet for bands
in the swank Camellia House of the Drake Hotel arid .the Balinese Room
of the Blackstone Hotel in a deal set last week, which will give WIND one
of the top remote_set-ups in the country.

IN SAN FRANCISCO
Charles Moriri, CBS sales exec, in a cast as a result of a sprained back

incurred while duck hunting. . . ,accident happened day after his wife

sprained an ankle... .Dave Sutton of Chicago, Radio Sales office a Frisco

visitor; ...Marie Houlihan has received two more pipes since word - got

roitod she's learning to puff one.

KFRC sales staff going outdoors in big way, despite approach of what
California calls winter. Ward Ingram is golf mad, Merwyri McCabe can

hardly wait to get' on a horse,' Fred Crawshaw scoots around in his own
PlSrie, Jack Hall is ' a gentleman farmer and Ray Baker climbs mountains
> .. .boss-irian William Piabst also has a he-man yen—for skiis; . .

.Reiland

Quinn, deposed as manager df KYA by Harold. Meyer, .has been jiamed

program director of the Hearst outlet. .'..Liiian Holmes, formerly with

agencies, has joined KYA's commercial staff, while off the payroll are

Richard Ellers, former program director, Frances Pike, traffic manager,
and Louise Clark, night receptionist. . . .Al Nelson host to 'Dainty Dozen,

NBC gals who acted as hostesses at NBC'g ground-breaking.

. ',
• San Francisco, Nov. 26.

;How a regional commercial with a

total, talent, charge of $250 against
high-priced : .network shows earned
a Hooper summer rating of 10 and
became the 1.0th most popular show
on the Western air was ope' of the.

case-history success-stories churned
out for benefit of advertising agency
men and others attending a radio de-
partmental .here last week - on subr

ject of whether or not . Coast pro-
gramming means anything; Speakers
included Arthur Kemp, CBS Pacific

Division sales manager; Merwyn
McCabe, KFRC • account executive
arid Ray Rhodes, of NBC sales staff.

Chairman . was Ralph Bruriton,

KJBS-KQW.
:

Session was geared, to prove that

the. area west of the Rockies is the

'new horizon' . rather than the 'lost,

horizon' of broadcasting, .with the

boys producing names,, dates and
figures to back claims. Kemp led off

by handing all attendees a bulky
sheaf of mimeographed statistics

gathered from many sources to show
that , the five western .states are . 47%
wealthier, per capita then the rest of

the country, eating 33% more food,

buying ' 66% .more' cars, 60% more
furniture and 56% more drugs. .

; They argued that; radio is now .the"

nation's; No; 1 media . for
,
reaching

this potential market, citing figures

to, effect that iri 1029 leading food
mariufacturers allotted 46.8% of bud-
gets to network radio; while news
papers

.
got 28.6% and magazines

23%. Similar ratio for drug adver-
tisers, was listed by Kemp as 42%
for radio,; 37.2% for magazines, 19.1%
for newspapers.

Case of National Lead

CBS exec then turned ' rostrum
over to McCabe and Rhodes to show
what Coast radio is doing in . the

light of above facts. Typical ex-

ample used was the .National Lead
Co.'s 'Answer Auction' on the CBS
coast Ipppi .

which is the show which
had a $250 talent charge and a sum-
mer rating of 10. Another Was the

Mennen Co.'
:

two-year-old _tri

weekly newscast which sets them
back about $150 a week for talent

and is doing such a job on the Coast

that the firm let. it ride instead of

extending its Eastern Quixiedoodle

show west of Salt Lake.

; McCabe led into subject by posing

the question, 'What can. the regional

advertiser .do?' arid ,
gave . four

answers:
(1) Use spots; as far as costs are

concerned, the regional .\is on equal

footing with national advertisers. (2)

Sponsor sports or special events, hut

that -field is limited. (3) . Buy por

ticipationSi as Tea Garden under
writes '1 Want a Divorce' on the

Coast, but there, aren't enough of

these syndicated shows to go around

(4) Use regionally built programs.

McCabe cited the ratings Of the

Mennen Company's 7:3.0 a.m. news
arid the Richfield Reporter's 10 p.m
news (9.1) to show what can be,done
at hours when there is no; riational

network, competition. 'But now/ he

contihued,; 'let's, see what happens
-when a. Coast regional ;adver.tiser

fights the national programs for list

eriing audience. Here are some case

histories: .-.

'(1 )—The Cardinet Candy Co! has

for •some" years used the NBC Red
Coast link for 'Night Editor,' a 15-

minute narrative dramatic broadcast

Sunday nights.' The- company re-

cently introduced a new bar and this

program practically forced Immedi-
ate recognition and distribution. This

feature has a program rating- of 8.9,

(Continued on page 36)
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We Alw&ys Smoke

' First thing that ; makes itself

evident when an agency acquires
a cigaret account is ; the wave
of changed, tastes that sweeps
through the organization. Over-
night the; various brands that
have been the personnel's fa-

vorites .are, dropped and con-

:

spicuously displayed by the: col-

lective smokers,are packages of

.

the brand that has just come
into the house. ':;..;. .'.'•.

The honeymoon may : wear,
thin as time' goes on,

; with .the.

boys slipping
; back to: , the old

;

preference/ but during; the first,

month" qt two the . boys , act as
though they've suddenly . dis-

carded the nirvana of smoking
pleasures. :

:

; ; ;;

IBEMEAST

F. W. Woolworth will use a spe-

cial Christinas campaign on around
75

'' stations in the east and middle-

west. It will be -minute an-

nouncements as transcribed froiri

plugs delivered for the same account

ori. WJZ, N. Y., by Ed East: on his

'Breakfast in Bedlam' program.
Lynn Baker Co. is the agency.

Minneapolis, Nov. 28.'

The St. Paul Pioneer JPress-Dis-
patch is launching a new; uniquo \:

program,' 'Stop That Story,' . over
WCCO, built around stories which

,

the newspaper, for some reason or~i
other, was asked riot to print: Cir-
cumstances behind the story . are
dramatized. I

;
Following the dramatizatiori there's

;

a round-table discussions by three or
four, average citizens . as to whether
or not the story should be published/
Each week three local civic leaders
from* various towris in the North-
west will comprise . the 'laymen's
jury/ helping to build interest out- : .

side of th« Twir Cities.

Idea for the program was
:

that of
Russell Wiggins, editor of the daily.

., Payoff on the show is an explana-
tion by Bernard Ridder, the pub-
Usher, as to. why the papers did not .

;

publish the story.
.
Broadcasts Wilt .'

deal with.stories of drunken driving, ;

.

coirimon law and secret marriages,-
unmarried . mothers, 'prominent citi-

zens involved Jn scandals, business. -

.

failures, thefts in banks, etc.,; sui-

cides arid accidents. :

Programs go over "WCCO, every
Friday at 9:15 p.m. for 15 minutes.
It's an exchange deal, with WCCO, a
CBS station, getting in return three
nine-inch by two .column ads a Week,
in the newspapers.

TypicalM
AH Expenses Paid, To

Speak on WSMrN^

Nashville, Tenn., Nov, 26.

. Radio: Station' WSM is presenting

a. new type program bankrolled by
its parent, the National Life. & Ac-
cident Insurance Co. Broadcast each

Friday -night at 9:30. Called 'The
Family Forum/ the sponsor brings

to the : Nashville studios of WSM
each week tome 'typical American
family' from bhe of the cities' in the

22 states where the insurance com-
pany operates.

The selected family is given an all-

expense trip and some fancy enter-

taining on the side In return for

their appearance as guest artists on
the show.'

On the show they ask questions of

WSM's foreign analysts, D, F. Flem-
ing and Will R. Manlerj Jr. Typical

family asks questions which puzzle

them—and by inference other typical

American ^families. Thus, the ex-

perts do not make speeches but give

answers;
To date, families have come to

Nashville from New Orleans, St.

Louis, Akron and Evansville.

PRIVATELY SETTLE

ELMAN LIBEL ACTION

Radio Services Dallies
, ;

Oriiaha^ Nov. 28.

It's news when the radio starts

feeding the newspapers the stuff they
print, thereby" reversing the plays. .

' \
During the- stPrrn emergency in th*

"

midwest area, KOWH, the World
Herald's station "

. Omaha, broad-
cast news for use by newspapers arid

'

other radio stations which- were ' cut
off; ! Manager V. H. 'Bing' Smith: of

KOWH made an early morning an-
nourice'ment that ali newspapers and
radio stations were free to use the
facilities of KOWH which broadcasts
United Press bulletins.

.

. Stenographers at a number of
places took . down the flashes and
printed ;br

.
rebroadcast them. : A*

12:15 p.m. a special broadcast of As-
sociated Press . dispatch.es w'as mad*
fpr :

member A.P. sheets putstate*

Among the newspapers benefitted

was the Norfolk (Neb. ) Daily News ;

while radio stationsvpicking up the
broadcast included' WJAG, Norfolk!

KORN, Fremont; and KHAS, Hast- :

lngs: Because of the emergency,
there was a period of intercommuni-
cation between radio stations.

IN CAPSULE

A $10,000 libel action by Chiquita
Corrales, .professional dancer, against

Dave . Elrrian and. Macfadden Publi-

cations, Inc., was discontinued and
settled put of the . N. Y* supreme
court Monday (25). .

'-•:"•.'

Plaintiff charged that an article

by Elman in the April, 1940, issue of

True Story, claimed that- after^ ;
seri-

ous .injuries the plaintiff coritem

plated suicide, etc. She charged loss

of engagements through the printing

of the story.

Mary Cecil, whose last radio

chore was; iri 'The Life and Loves
of Dr. Susan/ is back In New York
after a spell In Hollywood making
pictures.

O. H. Caldwell, radio historian arid

editor of the manufacturers' trad*
publication, Radio Today, has item-
ized ' what he considers the impor-
tant technical milestones in the 20-

year history of the broadcastirig in- ;

dustry: -.;;/,

1920—Broadcasting begins.
1921—Six stations operating.
1922—First commercial program.
1923—Superhets, neutrodynes.

.

1924—First shortwaye broadcast.
1925—Socket power units/ :

1026—Year of wave-jumping and
chaos. - :.-'' '" V ,

'

1927—Federal Radio Commission
clears air.

1928—Broadcast re-allocation.

1929—Screen grid tubes. Dynamic
speakers.: .

."- -

1930—Midget arid table models.

; 1931—Automatic volume controls.

Auto sets. ;;.
' ,. "•.

'

1932—Shortwave receivers- popu-
larized,-

1933—Television iconoscope.
.

1934—FCC replaces FRC.
1935—Metal tubes. Noise-reduc-

ing antennas.
1936—Record radio grosses.

1937—^-Push-buttbri tuning. , ;

. 1938—Wireless controls and play-

ers/-

1939—FM, .
Portables.

1940—Camera portables.

. t
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Weber's Wire to Mutual Stations

Following IRNA Communication

Fred Weber (
general manager of

the Mutual Network, sent the fol-

lowing wire Wednesday (20) to Mu-
tual affiliates in connection with the

report filed by the executive com-
mittee of the Independent Radio Netr

work Affiliates with the Federal
Communications Commission In con-

nection with its forthcoming mo-
nopoly hearing:

'Assume you have received tele-

gram sent by Rosenbaum to all net-

work affiliates.. We urge you read

Segal brief carefully in light of your

own best interests before placing

yourself on record as endorsing .itr

1 either with FCC or IRNA. IRNA
action at San Francisco was hot

unanimous and cannot be construed

as blanket authorization to IRNA of-

ficers and attorney to file brief

favoring NBC and CBS on all issues

regardless of affiliates' best interests,,

not. to mention intemperate language

and, references to- Commission's Mo-

.

nopoly Committeer
'In many important respects.

Segal's brief is contrary to or ignores,

testimony introduced at hearing by
IRNA's own representatives, partic-

ularly ; its chairman, for example,

with 'reference to Blue Network sit-

uation arid his. Network contract ar?

fan'gerrients as developed in his sec-

ond appearance before Committee.

Wire from Commission Secretary ob-

viously intended to secure more in-

formation than Rosenbaum states.

Among other things it asks 'whether,

brief reflects position your station'.'

34 Days Until—

It is 34 days before the end
of the present licensing agree-

ment between the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, and the broadcasting

Industry..

Only 28 Days Until Christmas.

ASCAP 'ESCAPE'

HIRE JACK LATHAM

FOR F-M L00K-INT0

Jack Latham has been retained by
a group calling itself the F-M Pro-
gram Research Committee to make a
survey on the outlook of simultane-
ous, or network, broadcasting for.

this medium and submit a report.

Latham will also Inquire into co-

operative programing possibilities

and the commercial directions that

the medium might take.

The committee includes John
Shepard;. 3rd, Walter Damm and
Ezey Roberts,: of KCMO, Kansas City.

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Tony Martin and . his band have
been signatured as replacement tal-

ent for the Woodbury half-hour on
the NBC-red Wednesday nights,

when the dramatic show with Jim
Ameche and Gale Page wind up
around the first of the year.

There is a reported clause inserted
in the contract to cancel in the event
there is no deal between NBC and
ASCAP.

Fred Temple Off WFIL
Philadelphia* Nov. 26.

Fred Temple, WFIL spieler, re-

signed last week, because of ill

health, . i

He came to the station early last

year from WBAL, Baltimore.

VARIETY

Caesar, ASGAP Director,

Gets Notice from WOR
WOR, Newark, has taken another

step toward the anticipation of a

break with ASCAP by giving Irving

Caesar notice that his program,

'Songs of Safety,' is to wash up on

the station Dec. 8.

Caesar is riot only an ASCAP di-

rector* but is a member of the. com-

mittee delegated to deal with radio

on "th'e new licensing agreement.

MARTIN GANG IN N.Y.

FOR AFRA-ANG TALKS

With Martin Gang, attorney for

the Artists Managers Guild, in from
Hollywood to participate in the

huddles, final details of the American
Federation of Radio Artists agency
code are being settled. Completed
contract, will probably be signed to-

morrow (Thursday).. Signatories

will include the networks and sta-

tion WOR) which had already ap-

plied for licenses under the proposed
AFRA- code and therefore had to

agree, to the revisions.

Coast agents, represented by the

AMG, and the New York percenters,

including members of the Artists

Representatives Assn., will likewise
sign the code and apply for fran-

chises.
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Santa Weis Returns
St. Louis, Nov! 26.

Matthias 'Jack' Weis has begun his
stint as Santa Claus for WIL for the
sixth consecutive year. Starting
Thanksgiving; evening Weis will be
on the air every p.m. until Xmas
eve. He has received ah average of

12,000 letters from moppets each
year.

The program is presented as a
station service feature on a sustain-

ing basis with commercial spots be-
fore and after. •

Never Before On the Air-
(A Department jot Recording the Unusual, the Remarkable and thm

Bizarre)

Hat Check Girl As National Personage

Renee Carroll, hat checker at Sardi's restaurant, N. Y., is to be hostess-
m.c. of a hew recorded scries, being readied by 'Kermit-Raymond Corp"
program production agency. It's called 'Hat Check Girl- and will offer
dramatized stories of events in the lives of show business names. Idea is to
have the actual characters play themselves where possible. Miss Carroll
who in her chapeau-parking activity is acquainted with many of the top
names'. of show business, will line up ,the guests.

Julie Burns and Walter Hart will script the series, which is to be sold
for co-operative sponsorship and placed on stations on a spot basis. Kermit-
Raymond agency handles the 'Famous American Fathers' series, with
Howard Lindsay (co-author and co-star of 'Life With Father*) on a similar
policy.

Mobile Unit Calls For Breakfast

Beaumont, Tex.
KRIC now takes Its audience participation right Into the home even

before the family has had a chance to get. rid of the early morn cobwebs.
An announcer traveling with a mobile unit has coffee with listeners at
their breakfast tables,

It's part of a daily program, 'Morning Papers and Coffee,* and' the paper
read and discussed is the. one connected with the station, the. Beaumont
Enterprise and Journal

SUES CBS ON TITLE

Epoch Producing Says It Used 'Birth

of Nation' Illegally

Suit of Epoch Producing Corp.,

against Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Inc., was revealed in the N. Y.

supreme court yesterday (Tines.)

when the plaintiff filed a note of

issue seeking trial. Action involves

alleged unauthorized use by the de-

fendant of the title "The Birth of a

Nation.'

Plaintiff owns both the rights to

the title and the picture and claims

on Sept. 2, 1940/ over WABC, CBS
started a series of historical pro-
grams using the title of 'Birth of a

Nation.' An accounting of profits,

an injunction, and damages are
sought.

Showmanagement PIaques
Will Be Announced Next Week

Sues Pictorial Review, Inc.,

For Incomplete Series
. Broadcast Producers of N. Y., Inc.,

has applied to the N. Y» supreme
court for permission to examine
Daniel Henderson, R. Davidson, and
Fred Lewis, officers of Pictorial Re-
view Co., Inc. Suit for $8,290 breach
of contract pends against Pictorial.

Suit claims that in June, 1936, a
contract was' made whereby the
plaintiff agreed to make 26 15-min-
ute radio transcriptions for the de-
fendant for a program called, 'Your
Child's Welfare Court.* The de-
fendant paid for the first eight and
has refused to pay for any more,
plaintiff claims. Other parts of the
action claim the defendant failed to
pay for the scripts at $50 each,
and the last charge seeks $1,000 for

v
literary material given the defend-
ant for publication in its magazine.

LIKELY PLACES FEW
Hard to Find Town Without a Radio

And Station Worth One

Detroit, Nov. 26.

Five Detroiters, after diligent re-
search/finally found a likely town
for a 250-watt station. It'a Kokomo,
Ind.

The Detroiters, who wanted a sta-

tion and just obtained their license
from the FCC, are Dr. Charles K.
Boyajian, his son, Charles, Jr., an-
nouncer, formerly of WJBX, Detroit,
and WSAM, Saginaw; Dr. R. S. Tay-
lor, Albert Kaufman and David Pot-
ter, Jr.

'After our general survey,* the
Senior Boyajian said, 'we found that
Kokomo. is the only up and coming
town in. the entire Middle. West
without a local station.'

The group has capitalized for

$25,000 and acquired acreage for
its station near the town and of-

fices in Kokomo.

SAM BAXTER W PHUXY
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.

Sam Baiter began airing his 'Inside

of Sports' program from WFIL yes-,

terday after a sojourn on the Coast
for the past year.

The program, heard on the Mutual
chain, is bankrolled by Bayuk-
Phillies cigars. , ,

*'

Crown Cola may. turn exclusively

to spot broadcasting pending a de-

cision or settlement on the litigation

brought by Coca Cola against all

beverage companies using the .'Cola'

tag. The -campaign might be a chain-

break announcement package. Im-
pression gathered by the trade is

that Crown doesn't want to be
trapped with 'heavy network time

and program commitments in the

event the decision should go against

it.

Robert Ripley's 'Believe-It-Or-Not'

show washes up for Crown Dec. 6.

BILLY JONES DIES AT 51

WALKING ON BROADWAY

Billy Jones, .51, of the pioneer

radio comedy team of Jones and
(Ernie) Hare, died of a heart attack

Saturday (23) while walking on
Broadway near WMCA where for

the past several years he had a Sun-
day matinee stan2a. A script for the

Three Little Sachs program in his

pocket helped reveal his identity.

Moved to a nearby restaurant, he
was pronounced dead upon the ar-

rival of an ambulance Interne.

With his partner Hare* who died

on March 9, 1939, the pair were gen-

erally recognized as the first singing

and patter act to achieve national

radio fame. They dated from 1921.

Born in New York, Jones was suc-

cessively in the banking, mining,

communication and blacksmithing

trades before Lew Fields discovered

his tenor voice and set him for a 39-

week run in the musical comedy
'Midnight Sons,'

Jones and Hare asserted they were
the first entertaining combination to

be sponsored by an advertiser and
were also the first to incorporate the

sponsor's product into their mike
billing. The tieup was the Happi-
ness Candy Stores Of New York and
the tag was the 'Happiness Boys.'

Starting on WEAF, now the NBC red

key station, for five weeks, their

contract expanded into a five and a

half year run. Later, they were
known as the Interwoven Pair for

the hosiery company and also did a

stint for Standard Oil as the Flit

Soldiers. Among their other spon-

sors were Taystee Bread, Gillette

.Razor and for a time they led a

community sing on CBS.
Marilyn Hare, the comedian's 16-

year-old daughter, replaced her

father oh the Sachs Furniture pro-

gram; -Teaming with. Jones in the

same routine her father was famous
for, she won a contract with Repub-
lic Pictures on the basis of her radio

work. When joining Jones she had
no previous radio experience.
Jones leaves a widows a sister-in-

law. Funeral^services -'were held in

New York yesterday. (Tuesday) and
burial will take place today at Wood-
lawn Cemetery, N. Y.

Ron Gamble, WJR, Detroit,, an-

nouncer who handles Ford Sym-
phony shows, just got his pilot's li-

cense', He has been flying for more
than a, year..
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ROYAL'S PAN-AMERICA IDEA
Banning of Transradio in Canada

to Dies Charges

Toronto, Nov, 26.

Sequel to charges of the Dies

Committee that Transradio News re-

ceived .and transmitted news from

Trans-Ocean News Service which

handled German propaganda, board

of governors of the Canadian Broad-

casting Corp. will .
meet with Ca-

nadian Cabinet members this week
to consider a ban on Transradio. Un-
til the decision of the meeting is

made,; the 40-odd stations in this

country using the service will, face

the difficult problem in deciding

whether or not to continue using

such a news source. When the Fed-

eral Government banned Transradio

here in the summer, the Canadian

stations using ,
this service made a

concerted protest.

At that time, the ban, effective

June 1 was lifted by the Govern-

ment which, behind the scenes, was
completing plans via the CBC facili-

ties for its own news service for Ca-

nadian stations. This will be avail-

able to all outlets in Canada, whether
on CBC network or independents.

Meanwhile, according to . R. P.

Landry, chief , radio press censor, a

close watch has been kept on all

hews broadcasts and there has been
no reason for any complaint.

Gladstone Murray, . CBC g.m.
F
be-

lieves that the Dies Committee dis-

closures of German propaganda out-

lets in .this country are particularly

serious and is assembling all docu-

ments in the matter in preparation
for the forthcoming meeting be-

tween CBC officials and Govern-
ment heads. Copies of the Dies
Committee report are being rushed
up from Washington. Murray, it is

learned, will recommend that Trans-
radio Press be banned In Canada.
Meanwhile, as mentioned, action to

exclude Transradio from Canada has
been contemplated for some months
by means of that squeeze-play
whereby, when the CBC sends out
all radio-news releases commencing
Jan. 1, this service will be accepted
by all stations in Canada.

GIVE STREET SHOWS

Ark Valley Boys Brought in By
Local Merchants

Wichita, Kas., Nov. 26.

Ark Valley Boys, barn dance band
of radio station KFH, will be in

Arkansas City, Kas., Dec. 5, 6, and 7

to give street programs both morn-
ings arid afternoons.

Entertainment, sponsored by Retail

Merchants' Association to bring citi-

zens to stores for early Christmas
shopping..

RADIO SETS

IN CANADA

Moore's Actions

Montreal, Nov. 26.

Herbert Moore, head of Transra-
dio, has sent a complete, categorical
denial of any association with Trans-
ocean News for subversive propa-
ganda purposes. This communica-
tion is now being carefully studied.
Moore, following the blast by the

Dies Committee, immediately wired
all Canadian stations using Trans-
radio. not to be rushed into any
hasty decision leading to cancella-

tion of contracts pending clarifica-

tion of the entire affair. He also
asked station men to report instances
where opposition services or others
might seek to take advantage of
temporary confusion and unfavorable
publicity to prevail upon broadcast-
ers to cancel Transradio service.

2D CBC LINK

FOR TORONTO

On Present Trip to Mexico
NBC Vice-President Will

Seek to Stir Interest for

Eventual Formation of
Hemisphere Broadcast
Union Similar to Switzer-

land Organization

FRANCISCO TO S. A.

Toronto, Nov. 26.

Government decision to 'freeze'

present radio-set designs for the du-
ration of the war in order to con-

serve machinery and energies of

skilled craftsmen has met with the

commendation of makers and users

alike, according to joint statement

of Hon. C D. Howe, Minister of

Munitions and Supplies, and Thom-
as Arnold, Machine Tool Controller.

Arnold said that the new govern-

mental measure will effect savings"

for the Canadian consumer who, in

a time of crisis, should not be

called on to bear substantial costs

arising from constant .
changes in

design, particularly when these are

caused solely by fashion trends.

.

Government 'freeze' on designs

will tremendously expand the ca-

pacity of Canada to pfpduce machine
tools and dies for war purposes; ac-

cording to Hon. C. D. Howe, and the

Dominion will thus avoid that .'eco-

nomic wastage of machines and men
which mere whims, fads and fancies

of fashion often produce.'

Montreal, Nov. 26.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is

planning to increase power of station
CBY, Toronto, and .otherwise extend
service on this transmitter in order
to have a secondary outlet In the
Toronto area.
CBL, the 50,000-watt CBC station,

now blankets the Toronto area, but
corporation executives have decided
to have a supplementary station
available. CBY, a basic CBC station,
is currently a 100-waiter. Under-
standing is that a CBC transmitter
of greater power,, formerly used in
Wmdsbf, Ont., will be sent to To-
ronto to be Installed at the CBY.
premises. •

STEUBENVILLE ON MUTUAL
Station WSTV, Steuberiville, O.,

Joined, the Mutual network last
week, bringing the number of affili-
ates to 162.

Station began operation- Nov.

Crosley DXer Seeks A

One-Sided File Disc

For Hour Programs

Cincinnati, Nov. 26.

Crosley's international station

WLWO, which recently received

FCC authority for temporary upping

of power from 50,000 to 75,000 watts,

has a series of exclusive airings of

the Cincinnati Symphony Orches-

tra's concerts. Wilfred Guenther,

general manager, assigned Henley

Hill, Portuguese and Spanish an-

nouncer, to announce the numbers
and . Concha Gandia to do the com
ment in those languages.

. Complying with the FCC ruling

which requires international stations

to make transcriptions of each pro-

gram for the next two years, Cros-

ley- engineers, under Robert J. Rock-

well, are experimenting with a

platter that will tarry an hour's

broadcasting oh a single side. Revo-

lutions are slowed down from 33 1-3

to 10 per minute.

FRED BATE HERE

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Organization of a Pan-American
Broadcast Union will be proposed by
John F. Royal, NBC y.p. in charge Of
shortwave and television, during his
coming week's visit to Mexico City.

The project will be suggested to

Emilio Azcarraga, of XEW, Mexico
City, and other, leading Mexican
broadcasters. Royal, leaves, today
(Wednesday) to attend the inaugura-
tion of Mexico's new president.

For years, there has been in ex-
istence an International Broadcast-
ing Union, with headquarters in

Geneva, Switzerland; Royal believes
that the time is ripe for the setting

up of a similar, bureau which would
be confined to the exchange of in-

formation; etc., on North American
and South American broadcasting
activities., Havana is figured as the
logical spot for the headquarters of

the Pan-American version.

.

Sudden surge of interest in South
America has produced some humor-
ous sidelights. Persons whose knowl-
edge of Spanish is limited to the
words, 'Si, Si, Senor,' have suddenly
got the idea . that they are experts
on South America, and they are be-
sieging the American networks with
suggestions on how the inter-hemi-
sphere broadcast alliance should be
conducted. With the suggestions are
corollary suggestions as to how
these 'experts' can fit into such
propositions.

Don Francisco, who recently quit
the presidency of the Lord &
Thomas agency to become head of
the communications division of Nel-
son A. Rockefeller's Latin-American
cultural setup, will leave shortly for

a tour of South America; Indications
are that he will make the trip, ex-
clusively by plane, accompanied by
Jock Whitney, who is director of the
project's film division.

Since U.S.A. Became Pro-British,

Sponsor Identification

Regina, Cask., Nov. 26.

It actually happened the other
day on Don MacMillan's 'Man on
the Street' broadcast for CKCK.
Queried as to who John Bull

—
»was a /woman said she 'thought
he was English.' She had never
heard of Jack Canuck. Then she
was asked about Uncle Sam.
v 'He's a prominent American,'
was the reply.

XEW-XEQ DISCS

FOR

Mexico . City, Nov. 26.

"What looks likely to become a

profitable by-product, discs of the

best songs of the best singers at radio

stations XEW and XEQ is in process

of organization. Idea is to market
these discs to small Mexican stations

in the provinces that have become
program conscious yet cannot afford

flesh for full programs.
The XEW-XEQ plan, first of the

kind down here, Involves the estab-

lishment in or about this city of a

recording plant. The start of the

proposition is looked for early in

1941.

Pan-America's XERH Plug:

Mexico City, Nov. 26.

XEHR, newest local radio station,

owned and operated by the mag
Hoy, has a Pan-American Hour every
Tuesday night. Programs include
music, songs, talks on all-American
get-together in these times and plugs
for American trippers to visit Mex-
ico and other Latin-American coun-
tries.'

These- programs are conducted by
the federal tourist department and
Roland Waterman, an exec of the

local YMCA.

Fred Bate, who is in charge of

NBC's London office and who has

carried the brunt of the network's

war- coverage from- England, is com-

ing over for a vacation shortly be-

fore Christmas. He hasn'* been in

the States for over four years.

Bate would prefer to stay on the

job, but his homepffice figures that

he's more than entitled to the vaca-

tion and that the change in scene

wilttttOWiirt Wts'xtfigdofli wt-v.-v *

Washington Reactions

Washington, Nov. 26.

Realistic approach is being made
to - the idea of. improving inter-

American, relations via. radio. Ideal-

istic, impractical schemes proposed
three or more years ago have been
put on the shelf, while hard-headed
broadcasters are turning their at-

tention to the formulation, of. ar-

rangements by which the airwaves
can be exploited to bring the

Western Hemisphere republics closer

together.

Some scheme of exchange pro-

grams—just as- educational institu-

tions swap professors and students

—looks like the first move in this

direction. The, idea definitely has

aroused interest, and concrete steps

already are being taken to perfect

a system that will be built around
recordings.

With the Federal authorities at

last getting serious and practical,,

enterprising industry people have
started, moving- on their own. The
National Association of Broadcasters

is
' receiving , inquiries and hearing

J,- i : <C<Wti*iie\r*n*p^*0)' « •
•

Local Citizens See Hand

Of Ottawa Domination

In University Situation

Edmonton, Alta., Nov ; 26.

Independent members of the

Alberta legislature have passed a

resolution declaring the reported
provincial government loan of $30,-

000 to the University of Alberta for

extension of its radio facilities was
intended to provide the government
'with a, means of disseminating po-

litical propaganda.' The resolution

said in part: 'We are of the opinion

that at this time when the nation Is

faced with the problem of financing

the war and trying by every means
in its power to secure funds to prose-

cute its war effort more effectively,

the government should not spend
such a large sum of money on some-
thing which may very well be dis-

pensed with. :

'We are also of the opinion the

purpose behind the government's
action is for no other reason than to

provide the government with a
means for disseminating political

propaganda at no cost to itself under
cover of giving departmental inforr

mation to the public.

'It is reported that the government
has already pre-empted all unused
time on the radio.. This is obviously

an attempt to introduce flitter

methods into Alberta. We are

strongly of the opinion that the gov-

ernment should be prevented from
inaugurating any such tactics in this

province. .

'Only widespread publicity can
forestall the government's action,

and the members of the Independent
group are therefor determined to

give this matter 'the publicity', it de-

serves in the hope . that public

opinion will be aroused to such a

degree as may strengthen the' hands
of the board of governors of the uni-

versity in refusing the facilities of

the university radio station to the

Alberta government for the purpose
of political propaganda.'
Acting Premier Manning issued a

statement denying the charge that

the radio station was being improved
to provide a medium for Social

'fCt-edit pre^Etgandt/ ;»»»«»* *:*

»

Princeton, Nov. 26.

Anti-American propaganda as di-

rected at the United States by Ger-
man shortwave . sending stations is

growing more intense daily, it is re-

ported by the Princeton Listening
Center, now completing its first year
of activity under direction of th-.

School of Public and International
Affairs., A comparison of broadcast-
of August and September with those
early, in the year shows that the
average number of anti-American,
statements, which bears a close rela-
tionship to political events, has ;

jumped from 25 or 30 a day to 175;

Condemnation of American life;

and policy by the German radio,
has reached the highest point in the
history of these . broadcasts, and is

still going up, the report adds.
.When

pro-British sentiment in the United
States was. latent, early in the year,
Nazi speakers spent little time at-

tacking this country.
But when Anglophile sentiment

received great impetus in, April, May
and June, due to the German inva-
sion of Scandinavia arid the low
countries and finally France, anti-

American talks began to dominate
the broadcasts to America. Since,
that time the short waves have been
loaded with bitter attacks on wide
sections of American life.

.. Study Propaganda

The chief purpose of the listening,

center, established last year under
the direction of the School of Public
and International Affairs, is to study -.

the technique of propaganda, in

which the Germans are hard work-
ers. Nine definite rules pf German
speakers have been formulated by
the center.

The. basic principles of German
broadcasts has been to paralyze any
action unfavorable to Germany and
to promote those attitudes which
might be put to use by the Nazis.

In their broadcasts to this country,
German commentators have praised
Henry Ford, Colonel, Lindbergh and

.

ex-President Hoover, all, of whom
have expressed isolationist feelings.

Another technique of the Nazi
radio has been to direct broadcasts
principally by the masses. Pro-
grams which deal with history or lit-

erature have been relegated to un-
favorable hours, and., in this appeal
to the workers, even faulty grammar
is part of the technique.

The effectiveness, if any, of Nazi
hokum is supposedly based on mak-
ing audiences feel at home and in

a receptive mood. For^ this purpose
speakers who. have lived in the .

U.S.A. are used to exploit customs
and hates.

'Feeling at Home'
Fred W. Kaltenback, reputedly In

charge of broadcasts to this coun-
ty is a native of Iowa, and served
in the first world war as a lieuten-

ant in the United States Coast Artil-

lery. E. D. Ward, whose real name
is Edward Leopold Delaney, was an
Irish-American actor and author of

cheap fiction before hie went to Ger-
many to work for the Nazis. Dr.
Otto Koischwitz, alias 'Dr. Anders
or Dr. Otherwise' or 'okay,' is a for-

mer member of the faculty of Hun-
ter college in New York City. The:
feminine roles in broadcasts to the
United States are handled by Ger-
trude Hahn and Constance Drexel,
both of whom speak English per-
fectly.

In almost every case, German ap-
peals are based on the self-interest

of each audience and attempts to

create an 'illusion of reason , and
logic' Motives Which were known
to be close to the American heart,

such as the economic motive, are

played on to a . great extent..; For
example, listeners are told that neu-
trality,

:
-would . mean post-war Ger-

man, friendship and a consequent in-

crease in U. S. trade and profits.

;
Nazis attempt to concentrate the

eyes of Americans on domestic prob-

lems. Attacks on the Jews and nu-

merous references to the unem-
ployed are examples of their tech-

nique.

•:-\
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Students as FiD-In

Must Be Paid

College students working as 'fill-

In' must be paid . for

their time, regardless of whether

they intend to follow it as a voca- :

tlon, according td an Interpretation

on the question which has been ob-

tained by : the National Association

of Broadcasters from the Wage and

Hour administration^ Joe Miller, the

N.A.B.'s labor relations man, had

asked for the information:

Following is a copy of correspond-

ence exchange oh the subject which

tthe N.A.B'. has relayed to its mem-
bership:

(Copy)

Mr. Joseph L. Miller- •

Director of Labor Relations

rational Association of Broadcasters
^ ^hin^toh; D. C.

.

D :tr Mr. Millar: \;'

during the summer vacation pe-

ri >d we employed a ; . . . . . ; . . . Col-

let student as a fill-in announcer,

paying him in accordance with the

wage and hour schedule. This young
man plans' to return to college this

fall, but during his off hours would
like to further/ benefit his announc-

ing technique by filling in at odd
times. We do not plan to pay him
for his time on duty, although we
will from time to time give him
small gratitudes in the way of cigar-

et money and pocket change. This

boy might occasionally take a shift,

but only very occasionally. He is

anxious to continue in the announc-
ing field in the hope that after grad-

uation he may. find permanent em-
ployment, ither here or at some
other radio station.

.

We cannot afford to pay him the

minimum wage because we have a

full staff. Actually his employment
i.; to the advantage, although it gives

us a change of voice at various in-

tervals, which is desirable. So far

as the boy is concerned he is de-

lighted with the arrangement that

we contemplate,. On the other hand,
some of these days he may be un-

happy with it. Naturally we do not;

want a claim for back wages.

I'd like to have your- opinion, and

if you.think it advisable, I would ap-

preciate your submitting the case to

the Wage and Hour Administration

for ruling.
'

Very truly yours, ,

RADIO STATION. . . . ....

Reply

.

.
This, letter was forwarded to the

Wage and Hour Division. The fol-

lowing opinion was received:

(Copy)
,

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Office of the Solicitor

v - Washington ',:
,

... Nov. 2, 1940.

Dear Mr. Miller:

Colonel Fleming has asked me to

reply to your letter of Sept. 18,

1940, enclosing .;, a communication
from a broadcaster member of your
association inquiring if a student of

a southern college may
,
perform

work as "fill-in announcer;' ;with-

out being subject to the Fair Labor
Standards Act," I regret that an
earlier reply was not possible. You
refer to a letter quoted iir the Wage
and Hour Reporter, Volume 3, Page
385, of Sept. 9, 1940, to ; the, effect

that certain students of schools of

journalism are not," under certain

conditions, considered to be em :

ployees of the newspapers which are
cooperating with the schools of jour-

nalism, in giving practical experi-
ence to the students.

It appears from the information
contained in the communication at-

tached to your letter that the "fill-in

announcer" " taking general aca-
demic training at the southern col-

lege and is not a member of a school
which "is preparing him to be a radio
announcer; It is therefore, our opin-
ion that the letter quoted in the
Wage and Hour Reporter, to which
you refer would not be applicable in

the situation presented to you. If

the 'fill-in announcer' engages In

performing actual work for the

broadcasting company, it Is our

opinion that he is an employee un-

der the broad definition of the em-
ployer-employee relationship in sec-

tion 3 (d), (e) and (g) of the act.

Very truly yours,

j
. For the Solicitor,

I

Assistant Solicitor,

; In Charge of Opinions and Review.

CBS' Soldier Policy

The Columbia Broadcasting System
last- week issued a statement of its

policy governing employees who may
be called up for compulsory military

training. Statement reads,. part,

as follows: ,-. -

'The CBS plan provides for the

payment of from one month's to six

months' salary for all regular full-

time employees, based upon the term
of their employment by the company
prior to the date of entering the

armed services of the United States,

according to the following scale:

Less than one year's employment-
one month's salary.

One-three years—two month's salr

ary. ;
. .

.

Three-four years—three months'
salary. -

:

. .

:••
.

Four-five years^-four months' sal-

ary, •v
:

,
.

Five-six years—five months salary.

More than six years' .employment-
six months' salary.

In addition to these salary pay-
ments, the company will assume the

cost of premiums payable by em-
ployees under its cooperative insur-

ance program during the required
year of military training.

'
. The benefits of the entire

plan will apply not only; to env
ployees of the Columbia Broadcasting
System itself, but likewise

.
to its

wholly owned subsidiary companies,
Columbia Artists, Inc., and the Co-
lumbia Recording Corp.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Indications have already been given of a realignment of authority
in

the NBC Artists Service. George Engles will continue to run the concerts
division but the staff in the popular end of the bureau will report to
Sidney Strotz, who recently came oh from Chicago to head the program

. department. ,

Engles has in recent years been in bad health and the move will relieve
him of no little burden. Engles has also been handicapped by the cir-
cumstances that his right hand man on concerts, Marks Levine, has him-
self been ailing for some time. '.

:
-

\

:

v.

Martin Gosch has an account interested in his latest program, 'Uncle
Sam Gets Around,' and what's holding up the deal is the current tangle
between the networks and the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers. The show proposes to use as its themer the song of the
same title by Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger, and the two are members of
ascAp. "

-

" .

:

-

-'

; 7 ;• :

••

Tune was introduced on the 'Hollywood Salutes Roosevelt* program dur-
ing the recent presidential campaign.

Exclusive deal for five years between NBC arid the Pasadena Rose Bowl
for the broadcasting of the annual football game is causing a lot- of grief
among the Southern California air stations, with threats of boycotting th«
New Year's day events, including the Tournament of Roses. Original
report was that the .

deal called for one year, but when it turned out to be"
five, the NBC rivals developed a real peeve". Understood spme forms of
^concerted action will be taken to snub the social festivities preceding the
gridiron battle.

WTIC STRINGS ON NBC
Hartford, Nov. 26.

The Travelers String Ensemble of

WTIC will be on Red network start-

ing Saturday, Dec. 7. A half hour
show. Will be directed by Moshe
Paronov. Larry Huard will vocal.

Series will continue for winter.
Ensemble has been a regular

WTIC feature for three years. Con-
sists of 13 pieces.. Show will be
tagged 'Music For Everyone,'

Procter & Gamble (and NBC) which were jumpy . over the Arch Oboler
'This Precious Freedom' broadcast some weeks ago on the Everyman's
Theatre program have been pleasantly surprised by the public approval
of the anti-Nazi script. Topped mail for the

;
series, with the result that

P. & G. is' now reconciled to 'red meat' in future scripts. This is pointed
particularly in scripts set for near-future production, including 'American
Is Born,' which will star Elisabeth Bergner and a script tagged 'Mr.'

Whiskers'.
. Y ..

f-

Walter Rosemont has settled his contract with Manfred B. Lee and
Frederick Dannay, radio writers, for $1,100 at the advic- of his lawyer.
Rosemont, who claimed that he got the twosome the assignment of script-

ing The Adventures of Ellery Queen* series on CBS; sued them for $20,000
in commissions, while Lee and Dannay also brought an action, seeking
the court's approval for breaking of their contract.

George Storer has advised Mutual that he was in process of closing a
contract for WWVA, Wheeling, with the NBC-blue but that provision had
been made in the agreement for. the station to handle Mutual programs if

the latter network wanted to do business with it.

George Henry Payne, FCC member, included in his address at formal
opening of GE's new FM station, \y2XOY,,this sentence: 'Incidentally, may
I congratulate the General. Electric Company for once again, resuming in-

dependent control over-this pioneering statiohy WGY.'

.

CBS' gross billings for October was $4,010,080 instead of $4,023,617 as
previously given by the network. This makes the accumulative total for
1940 $33,524,370.

KRLD
DALLAS, TEXA:

0,000 WATT

CBS r
¥ The Columbia

Fohmo**^ about KRLD, one of the sixteen CBS 50,000 watt stations, Inquire of The Branham Company.
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WCAlTs 'Correction A La Cornell Is

Philadelphia, Nov. 26,

A feud, hot and heavy, Is being

waged here between WCAU and.

WFIL. Bone of contention is a pro-

motion mail' piece sent out after elec-

tion by WCAU in which the station

rhade^ claims of being 'the people's

choice' as a listening medium. Au-

thority for the claim was a survey

made by the Reuben H. Donnelly

Corporation, a distributing outfit

here The checkup was made in the

metropolitan Philly area, including

towns within a 30-mile area. Among

the questions asked were:

li 'What Philadelphia stations do

you listen to regularly?':, i
. . v.:

2. 'What stations dp you listen to

between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m.?'

Answers to both questions, .
accord-

ing to. the Donnelly .report, showed

an overwhelming majority for

WCAU. Copies of the •report were

Bent to advertising agencies and po-

tential sponsors, ,\ .

But an eagle-eyed member of the

WFIL staff spotted a suspected error.

The report said that 9,462 votes were

cast but addition of the votes tabu-

lated : showed only 2,493 were

counted. 'William B. Caskey, promo-

tion manager of WFIL, sent a letter

: to the Donnelly outfit demanding a

recount. Y '

"

v : „ ,

'As I understand it,' wrote Caskey,

•ballot-stuffing and voting of dead

man is taboo. If that is so, what

happened to 73.6% or nearly three-

fourths of the votes cast. Were the

other three-fourths of the electorate

disfranchised because:, they didn't

vote 'Ja?' V

. Another discrepancy noted by

Caskey -was a notation that . seven

persons voted that WHAT their,

faye station between the hours of 7

and 9 a.m. "
...

'Perhaps you have some explana-

tion for this/ wrote Caskey. 'I'd like

to point out that; WHAT doesn't

broadcast between 7 and 9 o'clock in

the morning.' :

WCAU and Cornell

. Caskey said.he received no answer
from Donneliy. But a few days later

WCAU sent a circular to its adver-

tisers, ad agencies,, etc., slugged

'Move Over Cornell,' admitting that

its mail piece was slightly 'wacky.'.

Referring to Cornell's recent fifth

down 'recount' that gave Dartmouth
the game after Cornell had osten-

sibly won, WCAU said:

'We, too, know how it feels to wake
up and find the score isn't what it

was. We haven'-t the slightest idea

how it all happened. The mistakes
might : have been

,
mechanical, typo-

graphical or just plain human.
'We'd like to apologize. After Cor-

nell's superb,example of sportsman-
ship it becomes rather easy to take
the initiative, swallow and; say: 'we
were wrong/ Y
Then the circular proceeded to

give the alleged corrected claims
,: comparing . them with that printed
originally. The . 'corrected' report
shows only a slight variation.' The
apology and correction hasn't satis-

fled WFIL officials. They claimed
that the basic error wasn't corrected
and still charged 'ballot-stuffing.'

Copies of the letter sent to Donnelly
and the fact their protests were ig-
nored were sent out Saturday (23 •

:
by. Caskey to ad agencies and adver-
tisers. ".

Now radio row is waiting for
WCAU's next move. ":

e Research Makes

ram

Austin; Tex., Nov. 29.

Station KNOW here is originating
a series of profcrams to be aired
through the Texas State Network
each Thursday titled 'The American
Campus Speaks.' Series will consist
of a dramatization each week a
poll of student opinion created and
conducted by a student of the Urii-

.

versity of Texas here, Joe Belton'. . .

Belton is also .originator 61, 'Stu-
dent 'Opinion Surveys of America,'
which is. syndicated in 150 college

newspapers and which keeps a con-
stant touch on the campus pulse.

Surveys are concerned . with non-
political and non-religious questions.

A Frisco Welcome

San Francisco, Nov. 26. .,

Thomas H. Phelan, NBC audio
engineer, got a surprise when he
stepped Jr

l the train at the Oak-
land mole at 7:45 a.m. and found

:

• a inike, Al Nelson and songs of

greeting led by Will Aubrey.

Y..: With the . gear mounted On a
baggage truck and engines puff- V

ing back and forth a few feet .

away, quarter-hour. . interview
show for evening playback on
KPO and : KGO was waxed be-
fore engineer . was .

whisked -to .

; Frisco for b eakfast. '. Phelan, ar-

. rived Wednesday (20) to super-
vise electrical installations ' in

new NBC headquarters here.

FRASETTO STAYS AT WIP
Philadelphia. Nov. 26.

Joe Frasetlo's WIP studio house
band signed for an 'additional

two year's contract last week scotch-
ing rumoi-s that the crew was leav-

ing fov a spot at another station!

Frasetto first came to WIP. -ten

month's ago- after, a six month
journ at Jack Lynch's riitery.

rns Info. Please

;

Palmoiive Soap Prize;

.. Pitching fo. the" Palmoiive Soap
account has become more intense

Schenectady, N. V.. Nov. 26.

'Information Please,' originating

on WEAF rather than WJZ under its

new sponsor, Lucky Strikes,, is; not

outletted by 50,000-watt WGY,
Schenectady. : Reason: The particu-

lar half hour (Friday, 8:30.-9) is one
ot tWo evening; blocks which General
Electric has for years reserved

,
for

than ever. Competition: has .swelled, farm Over «.

to five agencies. They are McCann-
| long stretch, the. second half of the

Erickson, F. Ward Wheelpck, J.
j
Cities Service Hour on Friday via

Sterling Getchell, Arthur Kudner , NBC red was dropped, to permit air-
ahd Maxon, Inc. v. .w'\. : ing by WGY of GE Farm Forum.

Product, is now With Benton \& 'Science Forum' also has, time re-

Bowles but like the other Palmoiive I
served: Now 7:30-8 p.m;. Tuesday, and

artd Colgate brands it is due to leave
j

for several years same period on
that agency at the end of this year.

|

Thursday. >
;

•All the other Colgate-Palmolive-
j

/Information Please' is being broad-.

Peet products have' been split ber
j

cast in this district by WABY, Al-
tween Ted Bates and the Sherman I bany, .-which ; has 100-watt power
& Marquette. agency of Chicago.

|
after dark.

. 'iYY >

WTIC HAS SIX STAFF

CHECKERS OF MUSIC

Hartford, Nov. 26.

- In an endeavor to keep" itself free
of any legal entanglements with
ASCAP, WTIC has set up a six-man
Music Clearance Department. All
music must be checked through this
department and okehed by same be-
fore it will be allowed ph air. Ap-
plies to e. t.'s as well as sheet music.
Within iVs program .

department,
station has always had a music clear-
ance set-up. 'j

:

Lyn Murray Occupied
.Lyn , Murray composing original

background music and bridges and
conducting the orchestra on 'Camp-
Pell Playhouse' series starting Fri-
day bight (29). Also doing a series
of one-minute recorded jingles with
his chorus, for Kelvinator.

. Chorus
; likewise continues on the

Lucky strike 'Hit Parade' and his
*<mr Clubmen' remain as a CBS
sustamer.

WLW is a irtpsf ppwerf territory. VvV

noticed that the demand for a product wHI increase very substantiaU

as soon as it is broadcast over WLW. Consequently/ whenever we

receive notice that a product will be advertised over WLW, we make

it a point to increase our supply of it aw

that the retailer is Well-stocked.

Geo. H. Kauffman, Pres. 6 Safes Manager,

KauflFman-Lattimer Co., Wholesale Druggists.

Columbus, Ohio

torn fronctico— WtmoHonn! ladle -Mat.

THE NATION'S

STATION
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<TIPE SMOKING TIME'
With Arthur Fields, Fred Hall,

Woody Guthrie, Edward C, Roeck-
er, Bay Bloch Orchestra

Music, Song, Jokes
85 Mins.
Monday, 8:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Rudner) .

It may seem* old-fashioned, but
this program is not a quiz. It does
not make anybody rich oyer the

telephone. It does not compel .any-

body but its hired talent to . do any
work. The program simply under-
takes by the use of Ray Bloch-di-
xected music. Fields and Hall humor,
a hot, moaning guitar twanged by
Woody Guthrie and the nostalgic
bax-itone of Edward Roecker to en-
tertain people. It's hbt a return to

entertainment, but a continuing
loyalty to. it on the. part of pro-,
ducer Frank McMahon. impresario
of a series of radio shows for Model
tobacco. All of them were in the
minstrel — small time vaude tradi-

tion, but none of them ever ran'

away from showmanship and took
refuge in the corrugated bomb
shelter of giveaways and spinning
wheels. And so, the top of the
morning (press day morning) to Mr.
McMahon. Sure and: he has the
heart of a showman. Bad cess to

the you-too-can-win crowd.
The program invites mien listeners

to light up and . lean back and just
lend an ear. They don't need a pad
and pencil to listen. No addresses
to remember, no rules. Just lend an
ear. If they turn, their head they
won't miss any clues. Maybe one
of Fields and Hall's gags, but you
:can miss one because it's all in a
jovial spirit, not intended to be in
rivalry to Bob Hope or Jack Benny,
and frankly satisfied to be, as it is,

a nice, enjoyable, small-time family
divertissement.

It all moves pleasantly and unpre-
tentiously forward. But always in
there pitching. The fun is simple,
but not without its. brightness.
There is a touch or two of ballad-
recitation; familiar tunes are bari-
toned. One chanson in the vernacu-
lar of the share croppers' even
packed a hint of earthly realism
tinged with native irony. .

They have to apologize for some
.of the quiz shows. Everybody, con-
nected with them is a little ashamed.
But the personnel of this troupe can
retain its professional self-respect.
They haven't admitted failure as. en-
tertainers by resort to gimmicks and
carnival stunts. They have stuck to
their, jobs and they discharge them
with considerable spirit and success.

Land.

C.I.O. WINS OVER WOV
Court Sustains Order That Four Re

turn to Payroll

The American Communications As
lociation, affiliate of the

1

CIO, was
returned a complete victor in the
N. Y. supreme court over the Greater
N. Y. Broadcasting Corp., operators
of WOV, Wed. (20), when Justice
Aron Steuer confirmed an arbitra
tion award by the American Arbi
tration Association ordering WOV to
put four employees back to work.
:

Plaintiff had signed 'an agreement
with WOV in 1939 which it alleged
was breached in May, 1940, when the
station fired two announcers and two
technicians. George H. Engleharc
of the AAA ruled for, the plaintiff

following hearings, and the supreme
court has now confirmed the ruling
granting costs to the plaintiff.

DR. CHARLES COURBOIN
Concert Organist
American Academy of Arts and

Letters
30 Mins.
Sunday, 10:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York
Playing in the hall of the .Ameri-

can Academy of Arts and Letters,

one of the general headquarters of

culture in this country, the Belgian
concert organist. Charles Courboin,
began last Sunday (24) a series for

the NBC red network. The artist and
his point of origin are both matters
of prestige to the network, the series

certain to delight that considerable
army of those who love organ music
in particular as well as those who
mark the daily radio schedules eag-

erly for good mtisic of any sort. And
Courboin gives the NBC red good
music of the distinguished kind.

Courboin's appearance on the NBC
red makes particular sense just now
because in the past year his albums
of Franck, Bach, etc., have been
prominent items on the lists of

NBC's cousin-in-RCA. Victor. Charles
O'Connell of Victor; has also used the
Belgian for combinations with vari-

ous symbhonies and singers.

Bach. Shubert, Franck and Mozart
were on the first program. Good
names, too. Shubert's Ave Maria (in

the player's own arrangement) was
the most familiar to the average ear.

After that, was Frahck's 'Pastorale.'

The virtuosity of the organist and
the organ were well suggested in the
Fugue in D Minor' by Bach, and the

sign-off by Mozart was culled from
Catholic musical literature.

Courboin's presence restores organ
music to the NBC red, adds another
orestige item to the public interest

catalog. A strange neglect of an im-
portant phase of fine music by the

radio industry, as such, is rectified.

Gilbert ^ Martin handles the an-

nouncements. Land..

GOLDEN WEST COWBOYS'
With Milton Estes, Eddie Arnold,
Texas Daisy, Speedy McDay, Cow-
boy Joe, Zinkas, Hardy Adams

Hillbilly Band, Songs
15 Mins.—Local
DR. CALDWELL
M-W-F, 9 a.m.
WHAS, Louisville

(Sherman & Marquetts)
Hillbilly aggregation which boasts

of having had Gene Autry as a mem-
ber some years back. In fact, Autry
is partially responsible for the whole
idea of the Golden West Cowboys,
and they appeared in 'Gold Mine in

the Sky' with him. J. L. Frank, who
has been piloting the troupe since the

Autry days, is at the helm now, and
he's corralled a talented bunch of

hoe-down performers. Outfit car-

ries one girl, Texas Daisy, who sings,

yodels and plays guitar.

Grouo has a smooth arrangement
of numbers, backgrounded by some
hot accordion playing by .

Pewee
King. Milton Estes paces the ;

show
as m.c.. as well as plays the guitar

and sings. Outfit plays in a sweet
groove, but on occasion swing out
with some real hot stuff, sparked by
the hot guitar of Harry Adams, new
member. '•

.

Commercials are handled in a

breezy style by Milton Estes, and the

homey, plain talking stuff is made to

order for the product plugged. Of-
fers free bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
laxative to anyone writing in, and
from reports mail response is plenty
heavy. A good example of the hill-

billy type of program. Hold.

KFBI, oldest radio station in Kan-
sas, plans to go on unlimited time
for the first time in its 17-yea$ ex-
istence about -Dec. 15.

•YOUR HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
With Frank Parker, Mary Small,
Four Modernalres, Harry Salter,

Pic and Pat
Lottery, Songs, Band
25 Mins.
Sustaining:
Friday, 9:35 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Twenty Grand cigarets has bought

this package, but if doesn't have to

take over until the first week in Jan-
uary. Meanwhile the NBC-blue is

giving the show a warm-up on the
cuff. Ed Wolf, indie producer, who
did the selling through the Weiss &
Geller agency, had originally tagged
this 'Happy Birthday to You,' but
things being what they are between
the networks and ASCAP the pro-
gram was barred by NBC from using
the song of the same name, and since
it would sound silly to .

listeners if

the song didn't, go with the program
title, Wolf's package became -Your
Haoov Birthday.'

•Thing that will .need fixing on
'Your Happy Birthday' is the inaur
gural complexity of its lottery ma-
chinery. With the .

'Pot o' Gold*
there's a lot of juggling of telephone
books in the. studio and then a tele-

phone call is. made. If the subscrib-
er is home he gets the pot. and if he
doesn't answer the call he gets $100
anyway. In the case of 'Happy
Birthday' the listener, needs to find

out or know in which Congressional
district he or. she was born. -In this
lottery anybody living within the
Congressional district, who is born on
the stated date becomes eligible ,

for
all or a/, piece of the $500 .

weekly
giveaway.
Three different dates are mentioned

on each program, and much history
cal, musical and fashion data is dram-
atized. All this well before: the ac-
tual drawing of the lucky date at the
end. in which a birthday cake in the
radio studio and three candles play a

part. On the initial show Jean Mnir
functioned as the drawer of the
lucky r"afp ?>nd the lucky Congres-
sional district.

As for the entertainment content
of the program, the talent for the most
part was good; Frank Parker and
Mary Small, with the Four Modern-
aires hackine her no. all made swell
vocal interludes. Pic and Pat. black-
face comedians, were brought ;n for
a hot harmonica bit. Harry Salter
covered the orchestral moments
with lots expert treatment. ; .

Tiny ftuffner gets back to radio ns
the m.c. of this stanza. His sole He
vice for hypoing enthusiasm in the
oroceedincs is to keep that reedy
tenor of his at a high pitch and
plenty forte. Odec.

Dick Fishell who, with Bert Lee
(Lebhar), winds up the N.Y. Giants
pro football broadcasts; pulled a self-

apology Sunday (24) for getting 'too

excited' during the Washington Red-
skins broadcast. Whereupon Lee,
who is Lebhar when v.p. and gen
eral sales .

manager of WHN, told

Fishell not to apologize for a nat
ural enthusiasm.
- Incidentally, broadcasting only lo

cally for the N.Y. Giants, both have
been not as studiously dispassionate
as is the college custom of strict

neutrality. Sponsored by Schick In
jector Razor for strictly metropoli
tan N.Y. consumption, the station
and the bankroller both don't object
to a little natural partiality in favor
of the home team, especially if

they're the underdog as was the case
in the Giants-Redskins game, where
the D.C. gridders were 3-1 faves.

'Fibber McGee and Molly,' as well
as the 'characters' in their show, did

a 'Vox Pop* from their Hollywood
home, Wistful Vista, over CBS. Top
ping the gagging and kidding (part
of it prepared) was failure of An
nouncer Harlow Wilcox to identify
the letters which stand for the Glo
Coat- product his sponsor (Johnson's
Wax) sells. He had . 'solved' the
meaning of ASPCA—American So
ciety for Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.

reliable dispatcher

never signals "all clear" until the track is

open. WKen we flash tKe green light for

action in any of our markets, we feel certain

that conditions justify the advertiser in fol-

lowing our recommendations.

John Blair & Company
National Representatives of Radio Stations

NrcwYoRK « Chicago • Petroit St. Louis •' LosAngcles • San Francisco

David Boss' commercials for Ever
sharp on the Sunday night Take-It
or-Leave-It are among the record
length contemporary blah-blah. Eru-
dite and polished in phraseology to
the point of boredom, not even Ross"
velvet-smooth diction can offset it.

Coming on the heels, and in between
a show that's essentially a gabfest.
being a quiz proposition, relieved
only by undependable comedy
emcee Bob Hawk, it's too much.

of

Helen Hayes, was a lifelike Eliza
beth in 'Pride and Prejudice' on her
Lipton's. program Sunday night (24 ).

but the story itself proved ill suited
to radio. Adaptation omitted so
much of the original novel to crowc
it into the half-hour available that
what remained must have been vir-
tually incomprehensible to many not
familiar with the original—and 'un-
satisfactory to those who remember
the novel, play, or even the picture
Script was so sketchy that the char-
acters iyere vague outlines and the
situations therefore meaningless.
MosJ of the supporting performances
were overdrawn. Novel itself is a
satire on early Victorian manners
and, to be effective, must be finely
drawn. Given exaggerated perform-
ance, the yarn loses its edge in broad
burlesque.

Having Fun on the Forums
By ROBERT J, LANDRY

Radio forums attracted attention last week. The NBC Blue's 'Town
Hall of the Air,' which will make various experimental changes this

season in the direction of seeking an improved production formula,
injected H. V. Kaltenborn into a discussion of Pan-American ism. (This
was Thursday night. Wednesday's Variety had editorially suggested
either Kaltenborn or Elmer Davis or some equally glib person be
included.) The Town Hall session was veering toward dullness as in

the previous week's session, which was marked by shadow-boxing and
by a couple of lightweight shadowists at that. For the second week of

the new season, Kaltenborn, in the middle of the question period, was
invited by George Denny to 'sum up' what the two Pan-American
speakers had said. Arid he did this with refreshing, tingle-producing,
fog-clearing directness. He seemed to justify" the value of a 'summer-
upper' as such, in holding the program to the rails of realism,

Kaltenborn may have irritated A. A. Berle. assistant secretary of :

State, but to Berle's advantage for it inspired him to his best—and
final—definition of attitude. However fine a person and speaker he is

(Berle is obviously both), anybody from the State Department is quite
handicapped on a public lorum since pojjcy. diplomacy, tact,' caution
are his necessary first thoughts. Forums thrive best on maximum:
candor. '

' ..

Maximum candor was what the public got on' Mutual Sunday night
when Ted Granik's little rally from' WOL, Washington, took the ozone.
Ralph Ingersoll and Rex Stout,- 'an editor and a novelist, were pitted
against Senator Rush Holt and Congressman Maas. Maas held his own,
but Holt took a bad kicking around, particularly from Editor Ingersoll.

The subject was more aid to Britain and the forum was notable for
the harpooning of Holt, who kept giving oratorically evasive replies
to direct questions; Ingersoll repeatedly swept aside Holt's evasions
to repeat the question, finally accusing the Senator of refusal to answer.
The excitement in Washington could be felt through the loudspeaker!
It was a spirited occasion and it must have been a tough experience
for Holt, who palpably was well aware of the microphones and
squirmed too arduously to extricate himself. But he used political plat-
form hethods that radio always makes seem pretty vapid.

WHAT'S THE ANSWER?'
With Ken O'Neal
Give-away Program
15 Mins.-MLocal
McCREERY'S DEPT. STORE
''niiv. 10:45 p.m.
WINS, New York

This stanza is one oi those rare in-

stances where a New York .depart-
ment store has' taken to the ether
for% general plugging. Convenience
and smartness of the . store are
emphasized (that is, there is quite
an attempt to 'personalize' the
store), and a few extra blurbs are
tossed in for the usual Xmas circus.

So far so sbed. The sales olan. at
least, has. been formulated on thor-
oughly sensible and reasonable
grounds.
Content of the

.
program is also in

keeping with the latest deoartment
store radio efforts. Which means
something is given away free. In
this instance Ken O'Neal dials a
number and asks the person on the
other end of the phone to answer
a auestion just asked oyer the ether.
If the person was listening, and has
the rifht answer, he or she gets
about $40 in McCreery merchandise.
If the interviewee was not listening,
but knows the answer anyhow, he
gets a dollar consolation prize with
an admonition to tune in the pro-
gram in the future. Necessarily
(radio regulations) only O'Neal's
end of the. phone conversation is

etherized;
On the whole, this setup Is fairly

interesting and handled In similar
caliber. O'Neal has a blackface
stooge (a la Stepin Fetchit) who
helps him essay some comedy re-
lief. It comes off without much dis-
tinction, but also without any irrita-
tion. Here and there recordings are
tossed in to fill up the time. The
questions themselves are so easy
that the- show is almost an outright
Pot o' Gold. Samples: 'What is the
national bird of the U. S.?' 'Who is

the proud uncle of 130,000,000 nieces
and nephews?'
Main criticism which can be di-

rected against this program is that it

lacks subsidiary build-up. After
all, New York has over 20 stations
of which four command the bulk oi
the newspaper radio comment.
Hence, either McCreery's or WINS,
or both, could well give this series
some kind of outside boost—to pyra-
mid listening. Otherwise, 'What's
the Answer?' has enough on the ball
—and in the cash box—to hold its

own arid produce results.^ Edga.

'BOOK OF THE WEEK'
With Gren Rand, Dick Lewis
Roundtable
30 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Tuesday, 8:30 P.M.
WABY, Albany
New educational- rates credit for

ploughing ground heretofore un-

touched in local radio field. St'U
groping fir most effective format, it

is ouestionable whether show, even
with, changes and imorovempnt? will .

ever have great mass aopoal. How-
ever, for book readers half hour
ought to carry interest. And might
be exploited.

:

Rand, former school teacher and
present announcer-quizzer-ballcasterj
undertakes a role something Mice
that of Lyman Brysori oh 'The Peo-
ple's Platform.'
He has two regulars; *R. J. L.'

(Dick Lewis), literary critic of

Hearst's Times Union and ex-re-
porter now on staff of Court of Ap-
peals, and Marty Goldsmith, erst-

while book reviewer for Yale Law
Journal, (lodsmith is 'the constant
reader.* Two guests join them
weekly. First shot had a veteran
Court of Appeals attache and a
young /Fordjiam graduate. . Second
stronger on names and with a more
topical tone under discussion was to
bring Walter T. Brown, secretary to
Governor Lehman and one-time AP
chief here, and Henry Eostein solici-

tor general of N. "Sf State. Claire
Booth's 'Europe in the Spring' was
slated for analysis-comment. Sur-
prising that a woman is not Included
in banel.
Choice of book for Inaugural,

'How Green Was My Valley.' was
probably not the best. Difficult
even to outline. Broadcast dragged
In spots; integration, voice differen-
tiation and technical side all left

something to be desired. Rand, who
has a fine command of English, even
if a bit on the pollysyllabic for ordi-
nary aircasting, should have taken a
firmer hold early in the proceedings.
Goldsmith is a fluent talker, although
too loud as he came through. Lewis,
who should drop the whiskers, also

knows books and writers. Two
copies of Miss Booth's were offered
for best review of 'How Green' or a

letter on whether broadcast en-
couraged listeners to read Llwellyn's
best seller, and on program sugges-
tions. Jaco.
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Sorry, Sultan...Today,

they're all part of the

largest woman audience

ever assembled in this

country. . . the women who
listen by preference to

NBC RED Network!

What man doesn't love a female audi-

ence? But when that man ie a Time-

Buyer, it's more than a matter of ego

to him; it's a matter 6f Repeat Busi-

ness. And when that man is the

Client, it's the Life-Blood in the

sales and success of his industry.

For women, as provable research

shows, control 80 to 90 percent of all

the purchases made in America \ . .

either untie rite purse-strings them-

selves, or control the choice of the

product. Under their madcap hats

lies a brain so shrewd and practical

it's the calculating machine of the

nation ... as exact as any stream-

lined cash register.

Tell your story to. more women

• , . and up, up go your .sales . . .

NBC RED gives you more women

listeners than any other network

, . . More women . . . more sales.

Just take a look at the figures. NBC
RED has the first seven peak-popu-

lar daytime programs ... . . the pro-

grams women all across the country

listen to most. And women don't

forget the network that brings them

such pleasing programs. They keep

listening right on through the day ...

keep turning back to RED stations.

Yes, it's a fact ... . for the recent

"All County Census of Radio Lis-

tening Habits" reveals that during

the day the RED Network is listened

to most by 36.9% more families than

any other network. What's more, at

night 41.7% more : families "listen

most" to the RED ...and that shows

an overwhelming preference.

So, it's easy to see that anytime

—morning, noon or night—is profit-

able time . .... on the RED! National

Broadcasting Company. A Radio

Corporation of America Service.

Here is a find for any business sultan! MORE women • . . MORE sales...

MORE profits for the man who puts his radio dollars on NBC RED!
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Washington.—Changes in person-
nel at. WOL include Harold Reed,
former chief control - operator,
boosted , to the post of assistant chief
engineer, with tarry Geraghty, ..-for.

mer. announcer, becoming assistant

music librarian, ".

• Newcomers:. ^Robert Diehl, -

nouncer, forrnerly with WHP, Har-
risburg, Pa.; Robert Brooks, announ-
cer, from WKRC, Cncinnati; Ray
Kaplan, control operator, of WNBP;
Binghamton, N! Y„; . Robert. . Dal ton,
control operator, formerly in New
York and Chicago; Carl Hess, assist-

ant to Walter Comptbn; David'- Stick
and Bernard Johnson, page boys.

Ann
.
Campbell, secretary to com-

mercial .manager James Fishback,
who

(

.quits to marry Henry Seay. 6f
the commercial department late; this

month, is replaced by Margaret Wy-
man. '•:

Saskatoon, Sask;—Allan Young,
for 14 years ". a radio operator at
CFQC, Saskatoon, has joined the
Royal- Canadian Air Force as a radio:
man; .

1 ;'
;

Schenectady.—Mrs. Betty Donahue
retired' for time from handling traf-

fic at WGY, Schenectady, and Jimmy
Connelly, took over her duties.,

San Antonio — Wayman
;
Whitley

has been added, to the announcers'
staff at KABC, Other additions in-

clude Barney Wedock and Dave
Young on the sales staff.

New ' York.—Bill f Harding ap-
pointed assistant production manager
of WINS; New York.. Formerly chief

announcer.

Spartanburg, S. C—Richard Pat-
tison, former WSPA newscaster, has
joined Indianapolis aviation appli-

ances plant. Cliff. 'Gray handling
WSPA-WORD; sportscast.

Fort Worth.—Hal Thompson ap-
pointed director of special , events' at

WFAA. ^Dallas and KGKO here.

Cecil Hale appointed educational di-.

rector of both- stations.

New York.^-John Cole, . formerly
with Garner agency, St. Louis, has
Joined, .the Compton agency, New
York, as a radio" copy writer,

. St. Louis—Lloyd. Anderson, has
joined gabbing staff of KMOX.
Comes from WHIO, Dayton, O. Suc-
ceeds Sid Saunders who resigned to

go to Chicago.

Bob Hite, a' gabber formerly with
WXYZ. Detroit, and WEXL, Royal
Oak, Mich,, newest addition to gab-
bing staff at KWK.

Louisville.—Jim Lewis, . who has
dona some free-lance work with
local stations, left Friday . (8) to join

WGOV, Valdosta, Georgia, in ah an-

111 OILY 1st*

TrMpMtf.iftKs

•rirtih* h«'

nouncing post. Dick Noble, formerly
with

.
WIBC, -Indianapolis, is a hew

addition to- the WAVE announcing
s-ta'ff. Russell Pirkey, WAVE contin-

uity, has been upped to post of news,

department head; and Bill Sherman
has been named his assistant.

New to the - WGRC: announcing
staff are. Jack Sheldon, from WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va. and Roy Vogel-
man, lately of WIBA, Madison and
WRJN, Racine, Wise, respectively. . :

Friday/ Nov. 29

Campbell Soup Co., WABC-
CBS, 9:30-10 p.m. 'Campbell
Playhouse' with Miriam Hopkins
and Humphrey Bogart. Ward
Wheelock agency. Director,

; Diana Bourbon. Script Avriters,H

Jdhh Houseman and Red Cooper.

Originates from New York.
Hookup, 63 stations.

Columbus—Al Manring, assistant

manager WHKC,. has resigned to

enter another field. His duties taken,

over by Edria Morland..

Regina, Sask. — Jack.- fjill. ; an-

nouncer with CJRM, Regina, has
joined . the Royal Canadian Air
Force, He is in training in eastern
Canada. "

:

Sunday. Dec. 1

Coca-Cola Co., WABC-CBS,
4:30-5 p.m. 'Music that Re-
freshes' with Andre Kostelarietz

and his Orchestra,' Albert Spald-

. ing, and guest soloist, John
Charles Thomas. D'Arcy Adyer-

' tisirtg. Producer, George Zach-
ary. ' Announcer, John Allen

1

Wolf. Originates from New York.
Hookup, 95 stations.

Des Moines.—Mary ; Ingram has
been named; head of KRNT-KSO
traffic department. Eddie Truman
has been named head of. the music
and transcription departments of the
two Des Moines stations.

; Spartanburg, S. C—Will H, Clews,
Greenville (S. C.) • News-Piedmont
classified advertising, manager, has
joined WFBC, Greenville, as: com-
mercial manager.'

Kansas City.—New member of the
continuity department at KCKN is

Philup Hahnum. Comes from WMBH,
Joplin. Mo., and will work in local

department under Ruth Kendall.
'

Denver.-r-James Bevmgtbh is the
new transmitter engineer at : KFEL.
Bill Kilmer, announcer, moved in
from KLO, Ogden, Utah, to KFEL.
Edward Sproul upped from mail

desk to assistant traffic manager at
KOA. .: "

Longvlew, Texas—Lynn : Williams,
former announcer and program, di-

rector of the -Marshall (Texas) stu-
dios of KFRO here, has resigned to

go with KELT); El Dorado, Arkansas.
J. G. Turner, formerly of KFYO at

Lubbock, Texas, will replace hirm

Greenville, S. C—Dan Croslahd
joins WMRC; .Greenville, S: C , as

manager. W- H. Clews; classified ad-
vertising manager, News-Piedmont
newspapers, - replaces him as com-
mercial

,
manager of WFBC, Green-

ville.

9

Washington, Nov. 2C.

Technical standards for high fre-

quency station equipment will be

tackled at an informal engineering

conference scheduled by the. Federal

Communications Commission for Dec.

9. Manufacturers have been invited

to discuss performance requirements

as means of expediting development

of frequency modulation. . .

Two principal
;
subjects are down

for. consideration. Maximum power
rating and operating power range;

and performance characteristics of

audio amplifying equipment. Com-
mish in : asking equipment : makers to

huddle with its experts explained the

desirability of standardizing power
ratings even though this is not
strictly within its jurisdiction, feel-

ing agreement will expedite manu-
facture.

This matter is of unusual impor-
tance in FM because the upper
bracket plants are not rated by the

regulators on basis of power out-

put, as are the standard transmitters.

Service area and coverage are the

yardstick in determining the wattage
needed by FM operators.

Royal'sPan~AmericaIdea
. Continued from page 31.

comments that demonstrate some of

the station .managers want to dive

in. Part of the interest is dua to a

self-defense motive, it seems, with
the" feelers prompted by a fear that

unless private enterprise tackles the

Job voluntarily the Federal Govern-
ment may revive those ' dusty
thoughts about a publicly-owned
transmitter or apply compulsion to

the commercial; operators.
One specific attempt to bridge the

gap is being made by WGAR, Cleve-
land. As a starter, an.announcer for
the Ohio plant is to ramble around
South America making . recordings
that will reflect the culture and
civilization, sending, them back to

the U. S. for reproduction as part of

a series of goodwill programs. Sort
of aural travelog that will fill the
same spot in radio program-build-
ing as film shorts do in motion pic-
ture; exhibition.

•The South American look-see of

THC O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MOR[-

jAUGHTER JeAKS and EART-TMROBIj

p 1
1 1

1 ni cd b >/ Ivory So,op 99 "' run-

WABC—5: 15-5:30—CB3
COAST TO COAST

Dir. OdimON ADTXETIBINO AOKNCT
MOT* ID WOLF—RKO BLOG„ NEW YORK CITY

William S. Paley, president of Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System, may. be
only the. fore-runner of a radio in-

dustry-, pilgrimage. Don , Francisco,
resigned, head of . Lord *& Thomas
and director of the Roosevelt Ad-
ministration's international radio ac-
tivity, will trail him, spending three
month^JbWdjying-,with. South and
Central American broadcasters; U; S:
diplomatic, representatives, and for-

eign government officials. He's in-

trested in finding out what kind of
cooperation can be given the Latin
Americans. 0 '.:

;

While it of course will take a gen-
eration or two, the suggestion . made
recently by the Chilean. Ambassador
on the Town Hall program — that
the Western Hemisphere countries
should place more educational em-
phasis on the desirability of know-
ing all the principal languages Used
in this part of the world—is at-

tracting attention from some leaders
in the radio field. His observation
that . tri-linguar people would have
more

.
intimate relations and ;better

understanding islhtriguingi
: and may

have some immediate effect- in the
way of encouraging stations to' ex-
periment with radio -instruction in
Spanish and Portuguese, it has been
rioted. This is a. field in which the
educators . definitely could fender
seryice.

.

No visible arrangements have
been attempted by which U. ... S.
broadcasters would expand their
program service to Latin America.
For the present, the international
DX plants will carry the burden, but
thought is being given the possibility
of waxing programs in Spanish and
Portuguese; Similar to the film in-
dustry practice , of dubbing English-
language screen ' entertainment for
the export trade. Probably the first

moves in this direction in radio
would be. a government project, but
persons toying with the idea think
commercial advertisers could ' be en-
listed once practical matters such as
distribution were worked out.

ic's st
. Continued from page 29.

topping such expensive national

shows as Ivory's 'Truth or Conse-
querices,' Palmolive's 'Strange As It

Seems,' Camel's 'Al Pearce Gang/
Phillip Morris' 'Johnny Presents' and
Chesterfield's Glenn Miller. (Talent

cost, about $150). .O '.O

'(2)r-Gallenkamp Shoes -has been

sponsoring. Prof. Puzzlewit for the

past four years on the Coast Red
Sunday afternoons. In the last three

months this program has ranked

third, fourth or fifth -on Sunday
afternoons and in the last Hooper
survey, it was fourth in S.F., falling

only behind Charlie McCarthy, 'One

Man's / Family' and Fitch Band
Wagon.

'(3)—Four months ago, Langendbrf
Bakei'ies introduced 'News by John
B. Hughes' at 10 a.m. on the Don Lee
Coast network. It's Hooper rating is

4.1 and it is tied with 'The Gold-
bergs' and is ahead of such daytime
strips as .'Against the Storm* (2.7 ),

'When a Girl»Marries' (3.4), 'Women
in White' (3.4 )i 'By Kathleen Norris';

(3.2), 'Arnold Grimm's Daughter'

(3.7), 'Stella Dallas* (4.), 'Guidini

Light' (3.9) and 'Scatergood Baines*

(3.7). v

'

: :'00-
:
"'

:

..,.,'' O-.- :

'(4)—Here is an instance of a pro-

gram used only in the California

market— Pull Over Neighbor* spon-
sored Monday evenings by Wilshire

Oil until recently. The talent cost

was less than the time cost but it

rated 9.3, higher than Kraft Music
Hall, Goodwill Hour, Prof. . Quiz,

Ford, Ripley,^ etc.
;

'These are not exceptions to the

rule. The Standard Symphony at

4.9 is above Ford Symphony Hour
at 4.4. The Union Oil Co., with a
rating of 5.7, Associated Oil, Hughes,
Roma Wine, ail have ratings -which
on the whole will be aboyasthe na-
tional average.'

'

.
What They Pay—And Get

NBC's Rhodes, delving into the
strictly local field, itemized choice
examples of what spbnsors

>
are pay-

ing and receiymg. . Among cases
analyzed were:

.

Marin Dell Milk. With Saturday
night am hour against Prpf. Quiz,
National Barn Dance and Hit Parade,
it holds top rating for all Frisco pro-
grams; at 13.3, compared to 7.4 for

Major Bowes. Cost to sponsor, $2,000
month, on KFRC.

''

Regal Amber . Beer. Using Herb
Caen, local columnist, on KPO Mon-
day nights at approximate cost of

$300, it rates 12.9, with agency credit-

ing show for 60 per cent increase In
sales for 1940.

: Langendprf Bakeries. Using Mon-
day night amateur, show on KGO at
cost of $2,000 month for 8.1 rating,

this opposes Carnation . Contented
hour (5.7), Lady Esther (8) and
Major Bowes (7.4). Show pulled 90,-

000 votes In one month and on per-
sonal trip to Napa sold every loaf of
Homestead bread in the city,

Folfer's Coffee. Using news and
Alarm Klock Klub participation on
KJBS costing $700, sold 8,806 pounds
of coffee in three months and coir
lected $880 in dimes.

Borden's Dairy. Spending $3,000
month on KFRC for three 10-minute
news periods daily, increased Choco-
late milk ales 18%, buttermilk : sales
39%, and all sales 10%.

Pacific Gas <fc Electric. Using two-
hour evening concert seven days
weekly on KYA with a Facts Con-
solidated rating of 12.3, disposed of
12,000 booklets listing month's pro-
gram in first 12 days of October.

.

Cook Products. Plugging Girard's
Salad Dressing on Ann Holdert's
KGO Home Forum at $36 a week,
checked number of^ cases, removed
from warehouse of large grocery
chain; in five weeks, chain had dou-
bled its orders and Cook renewed
its air contract.
John G. Rapp. Plugging motor

boats with Saturday morning news
on KPO at cost of $70 reported sales
following initial broadcast.
Columbia Outfitting. Small depart-

ment store using two quarter-hour
Sunday newscasts on KJBS, peddlert
$2,700 in radios

. In three weeks at
radio advertising cost of $135: $900
in towels and linen in 10 days at tlQ
for radio: $600 blankets in 8 days for
$56 worth of air. '

or

WHEELING

S

—on a Seal ofServ-

ice that co unts
you want to

Above U the Seal of Service
of John Blair ft Co., our Na-
tional Representatives In all
markets. It la • selllnc code
without which the talesman
eventually dies a limpid lump
of fat.

'

Standard WWVA faeta of
service on file in all Blair of-
fices are RELIABLE and true
to performance. When special
information for a specialised
Job is requested It goes to
Blair, or advertiser, void «f
all artificial glitter. Not Just
anything to iet the order but
RELIABLE information that
must stand or fall on its true
merit.

Thai have we grown to
stand alongside of those who
say what they mean and mean
what thejr say.

BLAIR Represents Us
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HUGH — PHYLIS— RALPH —- JO-JEAN

Featured on i6TEXACO STAR THEATRE"
V CBS, Wednesdays ~ 9 to 10 P.M., ESHT

Vocal Arrangements and Direction by HUGH MARTIN

Personal Managenienti FRED STEELE
9 Bockefsllet' Plaia, New York Clt? Suite 604 COlumbus 0-214ff
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NO SPEECHES AT

Washington, Nby. 26.

Pace-setting celebration of com-

mercial broadcasting's 20th birthday

drew Federal officials, members of

Congress, and leaders in radio, ad-

vertising, civic^ religious and educa-

tional circles to a big anniversary

dinner tonight (Tuesday ). Sponsors

bv local transmitters, the three net-

works, the National Association of

Broadcasters, the Radio Manufactur-

Radio Prominently To

Fore at Speech Meeting;

Blevins Davis Presides

\
For the first time, the subject of

radio will be on the agenda for

study' and discussion at the annual
convention of the American Educa-
tion Theatre Assn. and National
Teachers of Speech, to be held in

Washington. Radio session will take
place Dec. 31, with Blevins Davis, of
NBC, as chairman. Convention will
last four days , and is expected to
draw 750 delegates.

Speakers at the radio forum will
be Dr. Franklin Dunham, June Hynd
and Anita Barnard, all of NBC; Ted
Malone, who conducts the 'Between
Book-Ends' and 'American Pilgrim

ers
r
^s^ociatioh and the Electric In- I age' programs, and John Latouche

stitute. Soiree attended by several
|

scripter and playwright,

hundred at the Willard.
.

With radio and night club per-

formers providing entertainment,

MAG IS .

'Brush. Creek Follies' of KMBC,

Teechless -
festivities ^

Sevents prbgram arranged by as a sustamer • beginning Dec 7

network program directors and ah Show .is year round but cut during

extra American Forum of the Air football season. It resumes its reg-

stunt at which radio's accomplish--Nar spot on Saturday afternoons at

ments and place in the economic 1,1:30,

and social life were debated.

Brief remarks on the
.
significance

of the celebration, by Neville Miller,

and reading of President Roosevelt's

message congratulating the industry

- were the only typical banquet touch-

es. The Forum arranged by Theo-

dore Granik and carried by Mutual,

was technically separate from the

celebration, although participants

were all at the head table/ They in

eluded Miller, FCC chairman James
L. Fly, Dr. Samuel M. Cabot, secre-

tary of the Federal. Council of

Churches; Rev. Michael J. Ready,
secretary of the National Catholic

Welfare Council, and Rabbi Edward
Israel; Mrs. Harold V..Milligan of the

Federation of Women's Clubs, arid

Quincy Howe of the American Civil

Liberties Union.

.
Entertainment, emceed by Jay C

Flippen, included John Charles
Thomas, .

Metropolitan
,

Opera bari

tone;. Ramona; Howard and. Shelton,

and Johnny Messner's orchestra; Big
birthday- cake was wheeled in before
the show and . dancing started, while
ice cream was served up in radio set

moulds,

'

Time Magazine is thinking about

going after the Latin-American mar-

ket in regard to circulation and ad-
vertising and there has beep talk in

that organization about using short-

wave broadcasting for exploitation

purposes in that direction.

The whole thing is merely in the

exploring stage. If the project goes
through it will be "the . first time that

a publication has tied in with Amer-
ican • shortwave on a commercial
basis.

. In' its early years Time was
a fairly, consistent user of network
radio. •

June Hynd joins the NBC dele-,

gation attending the network afr

filiate educational meeting. Friday
(.29) in New Orleans.

Radio Daffodils
New York—In connection with National Art Week (Nov. 25-29), WOR

had even landscape artists at the station's transmitter at Carteret, N. J.,

to do paintings; of the surrounding scenes. Description of the event and
interview with the daubers was broadcast Monday (25).

Brooklyn—Walter 'Red' Barber, who announced the Brooklyn Dodgers'
baseball games over WOR last summer, was given the Brooklyn Young
Men's Chamber of Commerce award as 'the young man who has made tht
largest civic contribution for the betterment, of Brooklyn .' Presentation
was made Ion Barber's 'Battle of the Boroughs' program Sunday (24) over
WOR. Somehow, the station's publicity department found out about it.

;
Until two months ago' WGY was program-managed by NBC. WGY'g

relationship to NBC now is merely that of an affiliate.

, San Francisco—Art Linkletter asked woman on his Mutual network
quizzer here if she believed half of what she read in the papers! Stopped
the show for 30 seconds by quipping, 'I don't read that much.'

.Minneapolis---When George Jacobson and Alfred Lennon, engineers, wer«
cold and hungry at the WDGY transmitter, snowed in during the worst
blizzard to hit these parts in years, WCCO, an Opposition station, waf
asked to broadcast a plea for help; In response to the WCCO appeal^ Jack
Carroll of St. Louis Park rushed to the rescue, fighting his way through
snowdrifts .to take coffee, food and^wihter underwear to the pair. Th«
next day a letter arrived at WCCO addressed 'WDGY, care of WCCO,
Minneapolis, Minn.' ':'

-.

•

Set New Orleans> Chi

Meetings of NBC Execs

And Station Directors

First two meetings of a total of

:
; six to be held during the season are
scheduled on behalf of the Public
Interest Program division of the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. First meet-
ing will be this Friday (29) at the
Roosevelt Hotel; New Orleans. A
gathering of local NBC educational
program directors will meet James
Rowland Angell, Walter Preston,

.
Jr., Wilfred Roberts, Judith Waller,
William Kostka arid possibly Ken
Dyke, all of the . New York head-
quarters save Miss Waller.
For a Chicago meeting the follow-

,
ing Tuesday (3) at the Drake Hotel

: other NBC personages now sched-
uled to be. present additionally irtr

.
elude Franklin • Dunham, Jennings

.
Pierce from the Pacific area, Mar-
garet Cuthbert. Lewis Titterton, Bill

Hedges and Bill Webb. .

Subsequent NBC meetings will be
staged , in Los Angeles and Seattle
(probably in February) and in At-
lanta and Boston, the latter at the
time of the National Education As-
sociation convention.

.

NBC began the practice last year
of bringing, station representatives
and network officials together at re-
gional meetings to stimulate public
interest programs and the exchange
of practical data on techniques and
experiences.

Miss Scarborough's Chore
San Antonio, Nov. 26.

.
Frances Scarborough, educational

director of KTSA here, was desig-
nated by CBS in New York : to plug
the importance of radio -in education
when, the Texas State Teachers met
jh convention in

; Fort ;.>Worth from
Nov. 21 to 23. Department of State
at Washington,, D. C, entered the
picture with an address by Henry F.
^rady,. assistant Secretary of State.

Garnett Marks . at WKRC
• Cincinnati, Nov. 26.

Garnett Marks, former sports an-
nouncer on WABC, New York, and
voice, dubber on Paramount news-
reels for. the past year, started Mon-
day (25) as newscaster on WKRC.
the Times-Star station and Mutual
affiliate;

He is spotted at 6 and 10:30 p.m.
daily except Sunday.

To MEN who know tobacco, best, it's a

pipe that where there's smoke, there's sales.

" Here in America's Money Belt, where

each year folks spend more than ninety

million dollars to turn tobacco into smoke,

the air is fairly blue with this money-

making haze.
.

: Well blow some your way with a few

puffs from The Cowles Stations } . . four

voices in the middlewest that cover Amer-

ica's Money Belt like a smoke screen from

the rolling Mississippi to the rangy Black

Hnis. v':
This broad, fertile land is also a rich,

ripe market for you who sell drugs, foods,

beverages, cosmetics, soaps and dozens of

Other things. And, now, with business and

agricultural conditions better than ever.

Money Belt people will be buying more

than ever.

Use the Cowles Stations, in America's

Money Belt, where sales are smoking hot.

cedar rapid 5

waterloo

KBNT KS0
DE5 M0INE5

A$iUud u .1)1 THE REGISTER AND. TRIBUNE, Pes MolitM. low H
Represented Nationally by Thb KATZ AGBNCY

WHICH OF THESE

DO YOU SELL?

. Estimated Annual

Retail Tobacco Sales

in America's Money Belt

:
Cigars > ; ^ . v$13,738,148.93:

Cigarettes
. ,

59,219,534.00

Chewing & Snuff 5,324,353.37

SmokingTob.. 12,691,425.38

total . . . . .$90^73,461.68

.
»t vi 1*'
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Frisco Renewals Bullish; Plenty

rman,

San Francisco,
:
Nov. 26.

Radio's mjor job in ; Frisco at the

moment seems concentrated: on re-

awakening . the; general : public's in-

terest in the subject, with NBC par-

ticularly seizing, every opportunity'

to exploit its; new building via press

and
.
ether, . Stunts this week

.
in,-.

eluded induction of . Frisco's exclusive

Tealhermerchant's ^Ciuii' :members;as

a unit ot the Sidewalk' Superintend-

ent's Club and playbacks of two on

^

the-spot. welcdmes for . NBC engi-

neers; Thomas Phelan and p. B. Ha p-

. recorded at Oakland' mole on

different days. ..'... .-.v.

KYA '

is; making>;its.;^nla]6ir iiier-

chan'd Uing effort in behalf. of 'Super-

man,' placcc! hv Bolsford/CbnsUinliiVe

Si Gardner for Skippy Peanut Bu iter,

with sJides in 15
.

'theatres-, display-arls

in the papers, .stuffing of 40.000

copies of Superman and Action

Comic mags. 'delK'ery .ti'uck/biinh^r^

;

market tieups, etc;
-

'

Renewals, were
:
bullishi Sunnyvale

Packihg .
taking, another year of. -'Begs

Buy* on KFRC for
;
Ronclib Soups'.-.;

Standard Oil extending its. daily NBC
time-spots 52 weeks, and Pacific Gasv

& Electric okaying its 'nightly ,'..two-

hour concert on KYA through 1942.

Sariie'''station''hypping kid interest

by oil'ering a live ; silver :fox pup iii;:

a letter-writing contest closing Sat-

urday <30). KROW has
;
cornered

one portion of the sport-fan audience

with exclusive airings, of ice hockey,

for this area.

KFRC: Pocket Books, Inc., through

Schwab & Beatty, . 30 one-minute
spots:: Sunnyvale Packing ' (Rancho
soups), through Lord & Thomas, 112

five-minute . 'Bess Buy* programs
(live), five days weekly; Transport

Motor (autos)i through Stack-Goble,

14 spots; Denalan (dental clcanseiy),

through'..Riiftis^Rhoa4e'si-' :six- spots.

KSFO: CQmpagnie.Parisienne (per-

fume), through; Northwest Radio,

Seattle; six five-minute spots: Par
Soap, through Tomaschke - Elliott,

Oakland, six participations, 'House-
wives

.
League'; Day-Night Water

. Heater Co:,, through Hi.xson-O'Don-
nell. L. A., six spots weekly, 52

weeks; Bekins Van & Storage,

through Brooks, . L. A.," six spots

weekly, 52 weeks; Moore's Clothing,

through Long Advertising, two , 100-

word spots; J. A. Folger (coffee).

througTi Raymond Morgan. Holly-
wood, quarter-hour weekly. 52 weeks,
•Today's Best Buys' (renewal )..

.

,

:

; .

KPO: Standard Oil of California,

through McCann-Erickson; two spots

daily. 52 weeks (renewal); Mission
Packing (candied fruits), through
Dana Jones, L. A., 14 spots: Pacquin,
Inc. (hand cream), -through William
Esty, N. 190 spots; Potter Drug Si

Chem i cal fCuticura ), through A tfrer-

ton &. '.Currier, -N. Y., 624 soots

through. October, 1941; Wood Bri-
quets. Inc. (Presto Logs), through
Emil Reinha'rdt; Oakland, 156 spots-

John Browning &> Co. (jams, nellies);

through. Emil Rcinhardt, 25 spots;

Purex Corp. (bleacher), through
Lord it Thomas. L. A;, four pnrticir.

pations. 'International Kitchen.* ;

KGO: Austin Studios (photos),
•through Marwood, L, A., ; gix spots;
Washir-iton Co-op Egg <fc Poultry
Assn., through Birchard. Seattle. 26
participations, 'Ann Holden • Home
Forum'; Cook Prpductsl Corn.:, (salad
dressing). -/ through ;Rufus. Rhoades.
lour participations, 'Home Forum.''

I Nov. 23 Compared to Nov.
\

AUTO DEALERS BOOST

K. C. LOCAL UNITS

•:'.'.. • '; Kansas City. Nov. 26.

.Biz on. the incline this week em-
phatically, cohtinuing what has more
or less been the trend since

:

early fall.

Besides 1

.
th^,rcfTul.?r,.treiid

season.
:

is begirini.ng. to make itself

felt, though riot .like it willjn a foil-

night. .' V. ".'.'/. '.;;'
';'' ''

. .... Week of ; intensive 'demons.trafin?

<)n'i.
:nUiggirig by •iautompbile dealers,

in lieu of the 'regular annual -ai'to

•show., has meant fronsiderable to the

radio stations as the air. came in for

Its shnre of the/afl budgets. - ;

In Khnsas City. Kansas, outbreak
of a price war between cleaning and
dyeing companies, has brpp'

i

'^it -bntch
of iv.i-iness directly to KCKN.- '.

.

'. KC-J<N:''..'S.u-rn't^ .ftve-rnin-

uf tv news periods seven times per
v.'c Hc and a dai.iy announcement fr>r

o*> year, i>1'ncrd^'d'ire'c.t;'.-;'C'rpt;hci:s'

Cleaners, daily \ rnnounccment for
on' ^•.ycrir^; :bia'ced direct; ; -Dah>ipR
Gleaners. . two anhoimeements daPy
for one year;, nlaeed di rect: Armac?s't
Mp.lpr Go.,;"52 announcements! during
the week, placed direct. ... .

Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16

Network
Units
G.*17 ."'

—1.3%

:

(.lii.i;luil(»il

:

Local
Units
6.046

5.800
•4.2«?"

jeriv-'V

National Total
Spot Units Units

6;210 18.673
' 6':i65'. . 10,407
-1-1.7^ .• +1.4%

kcmo, icitK. : :i<Sin(X

I Station Clients Get Free

I WFBR Sustainer Ducats
Baltimore, Novi 26.

Puinell Gould, sales director of

WFBR, inaugurated a hew twist for

]
audience participation programs this

.week by turning over all studio t ickr

ets for sustaining Sports Quiz half

hour to personnel ot accounts using

( station. ,: .

'

.

'•. '
.

•

:

'- {;'. •
. v-

;
-.

.

One client .'a week; " ' allotted ;ad-

niissioii tickets for studio shpvv.

which mcludes quiz,, entertainment

and opportunity to >vin cash and
Uiercliandise prizes.;

t)etroii Drcffs In

ft

Total Gains 0.4%

:
;
,

Detroit, Nov:- 26. :

.

Having sh i'ggled; back to . noriiia I.
;

last Week following the political ih-

fliition. this week found Detroit: still

continuing- oh a level, keel. Figures
here' showed nP perceptible, change,
with lictwoik niakins

:
a slight in-

crease and : local and national spot,

business practically . staiidiiig still.

The total unit change here for the
entire Aveek.ptood at only 97. .'':

.
[

V/ith the Cliri^tn^s- buying season
launched ofticially here with the J, L:

Hudson^/.Comprny sijpnspted Santa
Clnus. parage on'Tlin.hk's'giviiig. and
Michigan, observing the earlier date. '.

it will. mean iui extra; week of sliopr

ping buyin" on the rtir . waves,
.

'

\.Nex.t

week should, start , showin" the sea-;

.sonal push from the department
stpr.es. .

'.
:

';;''>; ''

| . Nov. 2:t Compared to Nov. 16 ',

|

Active National Spot Accounts
(According to Report* front VARIETY'S 'Radio

Market Cities')

»•••••«

Aceonat

.

Am«rican Dairy Assn. .....«.#>

.

American Fruit Growers.
Barbasol Sc Bost Toothpast*.

Beaumpnt> Labs; (Four Way
Cold Tablets) . »>;>> .v.V. .

.

Buiova Watch Cp. .. ..........

Campana Sales

Af«ncy ...

Lord 8c Thomas . .
.'

.

Walker is Downing
Erwln, Wasey

Time Turciuse^
r . Station ^Breaks
.AhrtouncenieiUs,
. Announceinenti

• .» t • i

WWL, N. 0., New Biz

'

. New Orleans; Nov. 26.
fJingle Jamboree,' .sponsored . by

Elmer's Candy Co. of this city, has!
been renewed , for 13

.
weeks over

WWL. New contract calls for half
hour Pn Sunday evenings to replace
early afternoon show. Ed '. Hoerncr
replaces

;
Henry ' Dupre, recently

upped to program director, as mas-
ter of ceremonies, with Don Lewis
handling commercials.

Falstaff Brewing Co. will sponsor
ringside broadcasts of boxing shows
at Coliseum arena oyer

. WWL ; on
Monday nights.;

Roosevelt hotel has signed for six
shows a week at 10:45 p. m. over
WWL. Show, entitled 'Take a Letter',
will include George Riley, manager
of hotel.

t • • • • '• • •

I;"**"* • • • •

Network
Units

. 9.313 :

v 9.213 :
•

•^1.1%
;

(Incluileil:

Loral
Units

11.79i

11.810

—0.2%
CKiAy.

National :

Spot Units
' 4.644

"

4.633
xn 9r:. '

'.• "'

Total
units
25.753

25.656

•H-0.4%
W.ir.K. W.i ii, \y mbc.

: \\>\
-

l. W.XY7)

Web Overflow Boon
For Seattle Indies

Seattle, Nov. 26. ,

The picture here Is generally
healthy, with the local figure; gradu-
ally climbing as new accounts board
the band wagon; Independent sta-

tions are cashing in oil turndowns of
majors because of commitments.

'

|
Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16

j

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units -Units
5,625; 10,823 746 17,194
5,590 10,754 748 17.092

+0.6% +0.6%. —0.3% +0.6%
; >. (inolurte'd:

. KI R'Q. KOL. KRSC)

L A. Local Comes a Cropper—

Off 22%; Web Rises

Network

.

Units-
11.225

1,235

Local
Units
3,876

31883

Nation:) I

Spit Units
2.347

2.291 ...

+2!4% ' ;

Total
Units
17.448

17.40.9.

+ 0;2%:

.

* No change.

KSKO)
ic.rns. kpo.

Los Angeles, Nov. ;26.

, Although the five important star

tioris in the LPs Angeles area en-
joyed a boost in network units' dur-
ing the week just closed, local and
national spot units showed a decided
drop. Hardest hit were local units,

which declined 22.2?-'
'

Not ...'frohv 'departments of missing
business/ but from 'departments of

improbable business* came: $>12,000,

worth of traffic, fbi; Columbia's KNX.
Figuring heavily in the amount was
the'vBenspri Shops, practically, hpn-
advertising chaiij of women's specials
ty shops, . which ' makes its . initial

break into radio with the purchase
6f 52; weeks' participations in the 11

p. tn. news, broadcast.
. KFWB made

a good haul, too, when it landed
P^MohrGlo. Co. for. 208 quarter-
hours -with 'Enemy Withih.'-.

'v ';

KNX: Good Humor Co.. 10; five-,

miiuite
.
newscast's, through Western

through Stodel Adv. Agency; Ninth
Church of Christ, Scientist, one-hour
program. ' -

, -
;

KHJ: Fels & Co., 78 quarter-hour
programs, through S. E. Roberts Adv.
Agency; Midnight Mission, eight
quarter-hour programs, through
Glasser Adv. Agency; Radio ; Bible
School, 52 half-hour programs,
through. Myrl M. Cole Adv. Agency;
Broadway Department : Store, six
spot announcements, through Adver-
tising . Arts Agency; John Morrell &
Co.. 39 .' participations in Norma
Young's 'Happy Homes,' through
Henri, Hurst &i McDonald, Inc.;
Good Humor Co., 10 participations,
through Western Advertising Com-
pany, ';..

'.'.'.

.vKFI: Mission
v I

Jackirig
.
Co., : 14 one-

minute- transcriptions, through ' D^ha
Jones, Co.; Serulan Co., 156 quarter-
hour newscaKts. ' through Raymond
Spec tor Agency; Swift & Co;,. 150-

Cudahy Packing
Dill Co. (Espotabs)

J. H. Filbert (Vegetable
,

Margarine) :...;. •

Fleer's Double Bubble,Gum
French Lick Springs Hotel . .

.

W.% Grant Co.-. : ;.
.'.'.

H-B Cough Drops. . . . ,v
.

'. .
.'.

Household Magazine
Little Crow Milling (Coco
Wheats) .......

.Mprtpn Sale Co.. .. ; . . ... . . ,

.

National. Bre^wihg' ; ; ... .

.

North Arri. Accident Insurance
Pacquihs Hand Creain . . . . . \ \

Pill*' SO&p! •«•»;«*.•* «',• • • *» *** '

Postal Telegraph '..'.'. ..... .-. .

.

Reid, Murdoch (Monarch Foods)
Rum St Maple Tpbacco Corp

.

'.'.

.

Safeway Stores ..;:.' .. ..........

Sears, Roebuck . . . . .......

.

Seven-Up Bottling Co. ;.>...... . .

Smith Bros. . . . . ....... . i . .

Southern Pacific Railroad . . . ;,.' ,-

Stanback...CQ. . .> ...^
.'.

....

Sweetheart . Soap ... .-> . . . . , f

U. S. Playing Card Co........
Vick's Cough Drops; . . . . .

.

Wesson Oil & Snowdrift! .. ;

.

H. W. Kastor

.

.:. . . . . .Arinouivcements
BioW Co., ... . .

•'.'
.:. . . . . ... . . Anhpuhccineuts :

Aubrey, Moore. St WallaPe . .

- Cut-in Annoutrccments
Erwin, Wasey . . , .-.;. . ... Participations; ^

Herbert S lifer . . .; .'. .;... . . AnhpunceViierits :

Courtland Ferguson . ; .. . AniioiuiceVhents
ti. .'W, Ayer. Announcements. Spptifi,'

Ruthraun" & Ryan . . . . . ... . .Announcejijents
Max Goldberg . . . .1 . : . ^.Hoius
Hortpn-Noyes ; . ; < Temperature Rjpprt'?
Presba, Fellers 6^ Piesba. . . , ... . .Vi Hours

Rogers & Smith ....... :.\ Hours .

Kiau-Van P,ietersom*Dunlap . .

.

;

. . , . ..5^VIirt.

D. Stuart; Webb. . . . . ... .... . . Boxing Bouts
Franklin Bruck ... .\ ...... : .

;

... , ..
r
)-Min. •

Wm. Esty '
',-. :

v . . ; . . . . ; . Annpunecments

:

Tomaschke-Elliott v> ; . .. ^Ahhouncement: -

Biow Co. .
; '.' .'.'••

........ ...Time Signals. Spots '

•Rogers' & Smith . . .... . . . . . Anhdunceiiien j s

Arthur Rosenberg Hours
J. Walter Thoifipspn. .Participatipiis;

'

':; v :• >,'.• :' ;, Announceiiients

.

Frederic W. -.Ziy - • ... . -. . . . . Announcements ;

Hamblett. Agency . .." . . . . . . , . . . . , • Hours;
J. D. Tarcher,. Time Signals, " Tern perature

v ':'.
:
Reports, Participations

Lord & Thomas. .:. . ... Atiiiouncemfints

Klingei'V Adv
;

, . . , . ; . Aiinpuiiceinerits ''.

Franklin Bruck. .

.

. Vf : HPuri
, J: .W'alt#r.V;Thompsdiv.'.> . ; . . Announcement:!
. Morse Ihternatioriai. . i . . Announcements
, Fitzgerald Adv. . ..;

'.

. . . ...Arinouncehietits

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

':
.• Store. • City Time Purchases

'

Bonmarche Dept. Store ..... . . . . Seattle .............. . . . ..... . ...V* Houid

Broadway Dept. Store . . . . . . ... .Los Angeles. . . .Announcements, V* Hours

Carson, Pirie, Seott.> . ... ;'.'. .. . Chicago . , . ..... .:; . . ... ... .Announcements

Rhodes Dept. Store. . i .... .7; .. Seattle . . . . . . .. . . . . .. Hours

Wolff-Marx Dept. Store. . . San Antonio . . .

.

.,
:
;. . Ahnpunccinentn-

Civic Assn. Phigs

S. DenVer Shopping

Center Via KFEL

oris

at

.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

.
Ne\v' bii reported last weel

WCAE follows: = -

'
•'

'.,i ;
.

'

Pacquin Co., . lOO-wprd announce-
ments, (wipe daily

,
five times weekr

'. ly for 13 weeksVthrough Wm. Esty.

. Bell <Telej3hone Co,, It) an.nPunce-
rrients,' direct. '.

Advertising Agency; .Security-First I, word, participation •
: - Agnes

Natipnal; Bank, .: 11
.
time signals, White and ' four Art .Baker Note-

through , Dana Jones Co;; Washing- books, through J. Walter Thompson
ton State - Apple Advertising Com- . Co
mission,- 24, participations

; ;; the
j KECA: Mission : Packing Co.; 25

Fletcher Wiley combination', through
J; Walter Thompson ; Sear. , Roebuck
Si Co., 52 100-word announcements,
through

.
.The

;

Mayers Co.: : C. H.
Baker. Shoes', 18 participations in

Fletcher' Wiley; through Sidney Gar-
fmkel • Adv. ... Agency ; California
Grown Sugar Group, 156 participa-

tions in : Fletcher Wiley combiriatiPri.

Cluett-Peabody,
;
Morning Express, !• through

.
Botsford, ' Constantine , .&

participation six times weekly for
^jj;,weeks, through Young-Rubicam.
Reid Murdo.ch Co., : : two morning

Express announcements, .daily six

Gairdner; Benson Shops, 156 riartici

'pations in. 11 p. m. .news, . through
Sidney Garfinkel.

IvFV^r Firmbuilt Clothing Co,..: 13
j

pnc-minute
: transcriptions, th rPugli

Dana Jones- Co.: United- States Play-
ing Card Co.,

;
7(i ohc-.minute-. tran-

scriptions, through J. Walter Thomp-
spii Co.; Bimini Baths. 52 50rw6rd
announcements, .' through ''Western
Advertising Agency; ^Hammond In-
strumeht Co., 27 one-miiiute tran-
scriptions, through George H. Hart-
man Co. .

,';
:

:

•. .' .•; .-.;

! . Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16 1

National

times weekly, for 52 weeks, through spots, through The Mayers Co.; Di
Rogers-Smith.

Chryslei' Pgh. Co., Thursday sta-

tion break for four weeks, direct.
.

Mon-Glo
.
Co„v

; 208 quarter-hours,
through Ted Dahi Agency; Central
Chevi'blet Co., 15 one-minute ET's,

Network
Units

'

.12,137 .

11.672

Local
Units

•'• 8,802

. 11,414
\\':',;- —22.2%

k»sx) •

Total
Spot Units Units

' 1,995 : 23,014

2,102 25,268
—8.6^', ; . —8.9%
ICt'l. KKWIi. liiu,.

Denver, Nov. M. :

KLZ topped tat lift of sales this

week with IN
.
quarter-hours to a

furniture store; KOA renewed for 135

qUarter-hours .with a department

store, and KFEL signed the South

DeSiver Clvio ^Association for 26

quarter-hours to be used in a month,:

and boosting thejSouth .Denver shop-

ping section. It's the first time such

an amount of time has been bought

by a shopping center here.
.

KOA: Joslia Dry Goods Co.,

through Raymond Keane; 135 quar-

ter-hours, 'Inquiring Reporter' re-

moted from the store; Red Dot Oil
Co., through Ted Levy, 25 announce-
ments; Standard Motor Co., through
Max Goldberg, 28 announcements.

KFEL: South Denver Civic Asso-
ciation, through Ted Levy, .26 quar-
ter-hours remoted from South Den-
ver, shopping

.
section, using 'Wheel-

O-Kwiz*; Kendrick St Bellamy*
through Walter lha, 12 announce-
ments; Anchor Garage, six announce-
ments; Broadmoor Country Club, two
announcements dally, . one month;
Compagnie Parisienne, through
Northwest Radio,; flye minutes daily
except Sunday, two weeks; Interstate
Radio St Supply, dally announce-
ments, one month; Silver Auto &
Radio Supply Co., through Max
Goldberg, two spots daily, one mon th

;

Rocky Mountain Shopping Guide, 50
anhounceriients; and participating
announcements to Pratt's Boulevard
Stables, It's Eddy's It, J. Durbin Sur-
gical Supply, Busch Jewelry. Co..
Crystal; Laundry, Empire Cleaners
and Dyers. Elk Coal Co.. Hoskiiis-
Beatty Qldsmobile Co., Automatic
Coal Burner Co., B. St E. Market.
Crystal Coal Co.. Hotel Lancaster,
Last Dollar Ihh, Central Filling' Sta-
tion, Gross Finance, Co., W. T. Grant
Co,; Kris Upholstery Co., My Blue
Heaven. Brown Battery St Electrical
Co.. Auditorium Book . Store. ; Ben-
nett's . Coffee Shop, and . Conroy
Realtor. /'.' :.'

'

;
..

|
Nov. 23 Compared to Nbvi 16

|

Network
Units

, 8,240

8,145
' 1.1", .,

(Included:

Local'
Units
4,512

4,517
-0.1%,

National
Spot Units

1,618

1,529

-{-5.8% '
:

Total
Units

14,370

14,191

-rl:3%:

CHI

BUT SKEDS OK

''
.

Chicago, Nov. 2«.

.
Business is slowing down on new.

accounts, but .the time schedules, or

all the stations are in excellent shape

as the peak of radio billings cbntitv-

ues to remain- in the future.

WGN: Jests, one-rhinute anriounc^-

ments, six times, weekly, through

Joseph Katz; Chicago Printed String

Co., 15 minutes three times weekly,

for . weeks,
.
through .Burton

Browne agency; Bond Clothe*, 15

minutes twice . weekly, through Neff-

Rbgow; Williamson Candy Co., one
station break announcement daily

Monday through Friday, through
Aubrey, Moore St Wallace; Turn's

Johnson ' Cigar Co., tiaily announce-
ment six times weekly, through Spec-
tor-Gpodman' agency.

'"•

.
WMAQ: Olson Rug Co.; 15-niimifo

news periods three times weekly,

through Presba, Fellers St Prcsba,. :

•

'. WIND:. Kass Clothier. 15-minuli v

news period on
'..
Sundays. throin,,!i

Weiss agency; National Reinedy Co..

five one - minute aniiounreincnls

weekly. ' through the Khrppncr
agency ; Gruen - Watch . Co., 21 st

»

tion' brcfik annouhcenierits .
weekly.

through M^Canii-E!ricksoh; Ativei;ira

Lau lid ry . Co.. 312 annpuneomr ty'.i.

.through 'Kaiiii . Asaaciates!

Service Drug: Stores has. boosted

its' time on •WCFL an additional llv_>.

30-mihute periods weekly, throng! 1
.;

•'the ;;acquisitipn- of a p.or trbr. of th 1
'

'Make Believe Dahceland' progran-..

This makes a total of eight and oti\ ..

half hours: weekly on the-
;

stali--"
through Service Drugs,

\; Entire deal is . through t'he-'.'GJ.).^.!-

kind, Jo ice ' & Morgan ag?iicy hi;r
.

which jnveviousiy. signatured; a ,nii;')t-
;

1y full -jioUr ' prbgra hi on th is- s la t i 1

\
i

s

for' Seryice Drugs. This is the 'Mu-

sic
: Lovers' Program-' cpiisisting ;.

classical recordings from. 10::>0' t>>-

11:30 each night. •

; | ;
Nov. '3..t Compared to Nov. 16

,

Network Local National Total

Units Units
9,825 G.050

9.800 6,009
-' 0.3% +0.7%

National
Spot Units U.niiH

. 11,022 2(i.8!>7

ii.234 ,. .
'ir.np.

—1.9':?. .—OS";

KVEls, KLZ, KOA, KVOD)
.(liiclUiU'd: WBMM. AVKiNR,;WG> ' • Wl-N 1

AVJJU, WL.S,- VVAIAQ),



Wednesday, November 27, 1940

Time buyer «fbr ah agency, which makes a, practice of shrouding the
account involved in. deep secrecy, had asked a station rep to''inquire-',

pf a station on his list as to What spots it had available for a chain-

break announcement campaign. The rep explained that . his station

would prefer to know what the product: was so that it could make sure
there wouldn't be any conflict on this angle.;

>' The time buyer went into a telephonic huddle with the head of the

agency's radio department, and then advised the rep that the product
could hot be revealed. When the rep persisted

: in his inquiry, the
buyer remarked, 'Well, all I can tell you is that it is sold in grocery
stores; it's not a breakfast food and it's not soap.'

: 'I,' rejoined the rep, 'ask you for information and you ask me to

play charades.' '.'•.• •'.•'•'•'
'"''r'

••'"•-" ''. ' • •

. P. S.: The rep didn't get. the name of the product.

DES MOINES RALLIES

San Antonio, Nov. 26.

With additional football games
carried over the Thanksgiving week-

end, together with spot announce-

ment campaigns started by several

local stores, biz continues to rise

here. National . spot made best

strides, for a gain of 8.3%.

Walter Zahrt, merchandise ; man-
ager of WOAl; spent the week in

Houston oh station biz. '...'

WOAI: Ed Auge Packing Co,,

through Coulter-Mueller-GrinstedJ 13

100-word .
announcements; Griffin

Manufacturing Go., through , Ber-

minghamv Castleman <k Pierce; one
'year's:renewa^^bf..q^rterrhpur''news-

cast on Mbn., Wed. and Fri;; Pig
Stands, Inc., one additional spot for

13 weeks; Mangels Dress Shop, two
announcements per day; Rev. B. P.

Hill, bne half-hour each Sunday for

'Religious Service.'
.

KABC: The Voice of Liberty' with

Gabriel Heatter for. Macfadden Pub-
lications. Inc., twice .

weekly com-
mentary through Mutual network;
the Beyer 'Co-;,. 190- announcements
for their radio sale; . Home. Supply.

Corp., renewal of spot campaign';. .San

; Antonio Florists: Association, 50; spot
arinouncemerits. used on Moni, Tues.

and Wed.; Singer Sewing Machine
Co.. one

^

year's vspot; campaign; Gen-
eral: Oldsmobile Go., 18 spot an-
nouncements heralding the appear-
ance here of the Death Drivers; Bob

. Clay's Death Drivers, 50 spot -

nduncemerits on their appearance
here; Terpezone Institute, two spot

ahnpuncements daily for 15 weeks;
Mangles • Department; Store, 15 spot

annbuncements 1 during the week;
Owl; Radiator Go., one spot on the

newscasts, daily for 30 days; Seekatz
Drive-in, 10 announcements; San
Pedro Iceland, 30 spot announce-
ments; Toudouze Furniture Co., one
spot announcement per day for one
month; Joske ' Bros. Store,, 30 addi-
tional announcements; La Da Meer
Beauty Salon, quarter-hour studio
program for 17 weeks with Juanita
Good, 'Society Editoress of the Air.'.

I
Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16

|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
7,775 9.292 1,195 . 18,262

7,635 9,109 1,103 . 17,847

+ 1.8% +2% Vf8.3% ; +2.3%

w
0ndude<l! KAB€, KMAC, KONO, KTSA,

MILWAUKEE PURRS AS

MARKET PRESTIGE UP

Milwaukee, Nov. 26.

With; WISN granted' a power in-
crease by the Federal Communica-.
hons Commission to 5,008 watts day
and night (it previously was allowed
1,000 watts by day and 250 at night),
WTMJ increasing its plant facilities
w the extent that its claimed invest-
ment, in radio exceeds $500,000, and
WEMP signed up as an outlet for
the NBC Blue network, execs of all
thrte local kilocycle, cabins, are in
•Jubilant mood.

. All three agree 1940
has been the biggest year they ever
had and look forward optimistically
to 1941. - -

w^ei
! Waiting a year and a half,
this past week, received the

*CC go-ahead On its plans for,
stronger coverage of its area, and
's proceeding at once with a big ex-
pansion plan embracing the construc-
«oiv of four huge towers for a^di-

j^,0nal antenna, system and build-
ings to house transmission equipment
on a 40-acre site Just acquired. Op-
tion on a frequency of 1150 in-

of 1120 is expected to start by
«»«y spring;

Local In Strong Comeback After
i> Drop—Others Ditto;

'

: '

.;';":;-, V Des Moines, Nov. 26.
'"

pes Moines made a comeback this

week, punching out gains in all cate-

gories. Most spectacular recovery
Was local biz, which .'after skidding
to a /26% loss last

;
time, rallied

strongly and hopped the hurdle for.

a 6.8% gain. .

•..'' "

Nov. 23 Compared to Novi 16

Network Local National . Total
Units Units Spot Units : Units

7,910 3,256 3,410 .' 14,576

7,950 3,047 3,324 ^ 14,321

—0,5% +-6.8% .' +2.0% : +1;8%
(Included:. KRNT, KSO, W1IO)

SALT LAKE COASTS

Small Web and Local Gains—Nat'l
Spot Drops

• '
. " Baltimore, Nov. ,26.

Figures are down here, but indi-

cations of better doings by all sta-

tions. National spot contracts coming
in fpr subsequent.airihgs, and healthy
rise looked for in that classification;

Some effort being made also to line

up department store business for

holiday trade, with deals, figured to

be closed during coming week.

;

WBAL plugging away at new 50,-

000 watt setup due to be ready in

March. Sales department already

negotiating, contracts for added
power. WFBR, acting for stations in

Frederick, . HagerstPwn and ; Salis-

bury, as, the'.'Maryland Coverage Net-,

work, sold a solid hour pn Christ^

mas Day for carol singing to Sher-
w.bpd Bros, (Richfield Gas) .

through
Van Saht-Dugdale Agency.

WFBR: Smith Bros, (cough drops

and cough syrup) , . through J. D;

Tarcher, day and night chain breaks;

Lever Bros, (Spry) took some added
announcements through Ruthrauff

& Ryan; Fels Naptha renewed strips

of quarter-hour programs via S. E.

Roberts; Stewart's Department Store

bought four half-hour shows; .Me'tpr-

Goldwyn-Mayer. ('Escape'), 13- spots

via Donahue. & Coe.

WCBM: Stewart's Department
Store, bought participation on Jean
Abbey (Crbwell-Collier) a.m. show.
WBAL: Trimont Clothing Co.

(Clipper Clasp Clothing) , through
Eniil Mogul Co., 60 one-minute ; ah-
nounebments; Bulova Watch, through
Biow, : 1 ,248 five-word spots; D- L.

:

Clark (candy bars), through Albert
P. Hill, 10 pne-mihiite announce-
ments; . Penick - & Ford (My-T-Fine
Desserts) , via ' BBD&O, 101 spots;

Peter Paul, InCi' (Ten Crown Gum
and - Mounds) , through Platt-Forbes.

301. transcribed spotsiLydia Pinkham,
through • Erwin, Wasey, 500 tran-

scribed spots; Vick's, .through Morse
International, 60 thirty -five-word

spots; M e t r p>.G o id w y n-Mayer
('Escape') , through Donahue & Coe,
13 spots; Arrow Beer lined up 217

half-hour shows through Jos; Katz
to start in March, 1941, Kirkman &
Sons (soap) , through : N. W. Ayer,

101 spots. V ' ;•
',.

•:'.'
:

|
Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16 '•.

|

Salt Lake City, Nov. 26.
Nothing much new here this week,

but indications are that expected
Christmas biz will up totals next
time.

.

KDYL: HiLahd Dairy,. 16 quarter-
hour .programs; Shapiro Travel
Goods, 13 five-minute programs; Hall
Rogers Restaurant; 13 fifty-word an-
nouncements; Sherwin -. Williams
Paint Store, four 25-word tie-in

; an-
nouncements; Wolfe's Dept. Store,
17 Gift Selector participations; Pe-
terson's Appliance Store, 28 one-
minute announcements; Radio '. Stu-
dios, 16 Gift Selector participations;
Ecker Studios, eight Gift Selector
participations; J. Rex Hamilton Ins.,

26 tie-iri ' announcements to' Murray
City program36ad

.
Service Garajge,

13 Inquiring Reporter participations;
Pingrees, twenty-six 25-word
nouncements; Peter Pan Cafe, twen-
ty-six 25-word announcements.
KSL: Arthur Frank • Company

(men's clothiers.),
,
series of 100. fifty-

word announcements; W. H. Bintz
Company,

.
series, of 13 fifty-word

spots;
: ;

Auerbach Dept. Store, series
of 50-word spots, . five per day;
Latches Cafe, series of .26 fiftybword
spots; Smith Bros. . Cough Drops;
through J. D. Tarcher Co.,- series of
76 twenty-five word spots; Philadel-
phia News,

,

through Albert Kercher
Company , ..series of five1Vflve-minute
spots; Metro -. Gbldwyn Mayer,
through Donahue & Coe, five day-
time arid two nightime fifty-word
spots for film, 'Escape'; Railway Ex-
press^ through Caples Co.; series of
35 one-minute spots.

• KUTA: Peoples Finance, through
Gillham Advertising Agency, 300
Class A . spot contract; Colonial
Flower Company, direct, 26 an-,
nouncements; " All-:Appliahce , :Com-
pany, direct, 52 spots; The Nut
House,

. direct, 13
.
announcements;

Thompson Shoe Company, direct, 52
spots; The Fred Nye China Store,

,

direct, 26 announcements; J. B. Burn-
ham.Company (jewelers), State High
School Championship Football game.-.

|
Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16 I

RADIO MARKETS

WHN Lands 12 Weekly Newscasts

For Pkragb; All N.Y. Unfts Good

Network / Local National . Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
7,697 2,449 : 628 10,774
7,571 2,401 651 10,623

+ 1:7% •. • +2% : .—3.5% / +1.4%
; (Included: KfiYL. KSL,

.
KUTA)

KVOD Carries for K0A

....• .;. ;; .'. Denver, Nov. 26. :

Because of other commercial com-
mitments, KOA arranged for KVOD
to carry the broadcast of the Denver
University-Colorado University ganie
last Thursday (2-1). KOA had sold
the event to the local Ford-Mercury
dealers, It wr.s the first time that a
switch of this sort has occurred lo-

cally. ' \ '''..'.• " ':':

. Broadcast was handled by KOA
announcers. .

"'-
-''•

:

'

;

'•

Network Local National Total

Units Units Spot Units Units

. 8,860 4,835 . 1.767 15,461

8,910 4,841 1,903 • 15.654

—0.6% —0.1% . —7.1% —1.2%.
(Inolmled: WBAL.' \VGAO.: WCBM.

wfbr)
.

;

-. "..:;•'.'

^ Butted for the Bread
Sunshine Girls, , .$ingi,rig duo on

WBNX, Bronx, Ne.w York, have been
airing once a week, for past several

months sponsored by t,he Manes-
chevitz Bread Co.

Last week, they we're bought for

two . shots a week by the Fairmount
Butter Co.

KFBf Full 'Dinner Bell'
'

Wichita, Kan., Nov. 26.
.

Dinner Beli' /program, ari hour's
audience partitcipatirig jamboree
held each noon at radio station

KFBI, how has all time sold.. Le,s

Jarvie, formerly of WHB, Kansas
City, was brought here to organize
show May 1.

'

Now plays' to minimum of ' 1,500

in studio audience each week with
third of audience from outside of

Wichita;
'

Blackstoiie Aspirin

Sponsors KMBCT Follies

; :
Kansas City.^Nov. 26.

KMBC resumed its annual series of
visual broadcasts of its Brush Creek
Follies recently., the show .which
is a year round CBS Saturday
afternoon sustainer is staged. r.t night
during the winter for local audiences.
Admission this year will be straight
30c, including taxes,, for adults with
the usual dime for . kids, against last
year's scale of 10-25-40. Staged in
the ii800-seat; Ivarihbe Temple, as in
previous years, v ',;:/',

:

Show is produced by Felix Adams,
program directpV, using almpst en-
tire roster- of artist's bureau. New
acts recently added to the bureau
roster made their initial appfeararice,
on the Follies. These .included Judy
Allenv songstress; Rocky and Rusty,
harmony team; Lou Black arid His
Harvest Hands, hillbilly band, Ok-
lahoma Wranglers, western 4-piece
band, arid Kenneth Carlson, , ven-
triloquist wi tti his-.dummy Scrappy
O'Brien. .:

-'

For the first time.Brush Creek has
^Pne commercial With Blackstone
Aspirin ;and / Aspirtain backing

: the
first half, of the hourly broadcast. .

••

1N0NCY

. Cincinnati, Nov. 26.

Santa's approach is jingling spot
and local time sales apienty. Net-
work accounts alsb leaped , last week.
'WSAI's spot announcement addi-

tions: Dunlap Clothes Shop, five

weekly, and: Stille and Dtihlmeier
Fui-niture

.. Ca, same, both through
William Holland; Pepsi-Cola, nine
weekly, via Walter . Haehnle; Peter
;paul candy bars, five weekly, placed
by International Radio Sales, NYC;
Sloan Furrier, four, weekly.- V

'

: WKRC initiated a series pf week-
day 15-minute Johnson Faniily stints

by Jimmy Scribner for the Luegers
FuVniture Co.

.
Scribner originates

the same stanzas here for Mutual
.webbing at an earlier, time. Same
station is doing two quarter-hour
musical programs weekly for Loring
Andrews Co.,; local jewels; abebunt

.
thrpugh Strauchbn :and McKim. Also
these' new spots accounts: Cincy;

Dodge Dealers; seven weekly; Burk-
hardt's, men's clothes, eight weekly;
Sears, Roebuck, three weekly,
through Frederic W. Ziv; Roy Tail-

ors, ; two weekly, thrpugh Walter
Haehnle; Hosack Gift Shop, Oxford,
O.y three weekly; Heidelberg Brew-
ing Co., two weekly, placed by Rob-
ert Acomb. .

;' "..':; .'

'

| ;
Nov. . 23 Compared to Nov, 16

|

Network Local National;: Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
6,720 10,086 6,996 23,802

6,535 9,826 6,898 23,259

+ 2.8% ' +2.6% +1.4%' ":' +2.3%
(Included: WCPO, WKRC, WLW, WSAI)

Biz about Gotham was generally v

healthy the past week, with local
units on the right side of the ledger
and network continuing its run of :

'no change.' National spot pulled
itself out of the hole it dropped into
last week and made ari advance of
three per cent. . .

-' ';

Plough, Inc., signed up to
sponsor. UP news '12 times weekly
via, WHN. Penetro Inhaler gets the
"spiels Monday through Saturday,
2:15 to 2:30 p.m.; Penetro Nose Drops,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 5:45
to .6 p.m.; and St. Joseph Aspirin,
Tuesday and Thursday, 5:45 to 6 p.m.
Complete merchandising has been
worked out with New York retailers
and 'flash type' window banners give
times of the various broadcasts.
WHN:

.

Plough, Inc. (Penetro In-
•

naler, Penetro . Nose Drops; St
Joseph Aspirin), yi Lake-Spiro- /

Shurmari, 12 quarter-hour' newscasts
weekly, at various times; Restlahd
Memorial Park and Graceland Memo- 1

rial Park and Graceland Memorial '..'.

Park, through Green-Brodie, Inc;,
'Bowery Mission,' 39-week: contract,
half-hPur weekly program, and
series, of Biblical plays,: 39. Weeks;
Local... Loan Company of Chicago,
through George H: Hartman. quar- ~,
ter-hour program, Monday through
Saturday; .... The Newspaper PM,
through Compton

. Advertising, , spot
announcements for four days;; King
David Memorial Park, through Ray-
mbnd Spector, four 15-minute news
periods weekly, 52-week contract; .

Morris Plan Industrial Bank of
New York, through Gotham Adver- :

"'

tising Agency, daily statioh^break

,

announcements, 10-week contract;
F. H. Vahlsihg (Pink Grapefruit), six
quarter-hour . UP : News periods,
weekly, 13-week contract: Bond
Stores, Inc., through Neff-RogoW,
Inc., three ^tation-break announce-
ments weekly; Chain ^Furniture.
Shops, Inc., eight spots during' week
of November 25.

WMCA: Foster-Milburn
. (Doan's

Pills), through Spot .' Broadcasting,
announcements, ; 52-week contract;
Morris Plan Industrial Bank of New
York, through GPtham Advertising, , :

contract for 50 announcements; Roxy
theatre, through Kaytoh-Spiero Co;;
for the picture 'Tiri Pan Alley/ 12
announcements. .

WNEW: Wiss.
;
Store;:: thrpugh

.

Scheck Advertising Agency, half-
minute announcements, five weeks;

:

.

The: Newspaper PM, through Comp-
ton Advertising, 18 annouhcemerits,
three days. ;>
WQXR: Morris Plan Industrial

Bank, through Gotham Adyertising
Agency, six spot announcements

.

Weekly, 10 weeks.

I
Nov. 23 Compared to Nov. 16

Network Local
Units Units

195 11,491

195 11.431
" '.. ' +0.5%

National
Spot Units

7,914

7,684
'
; +3%

: Tctal

Units

19,600

19,310

+ 15%

* No change.
:

.

(Included: . WHN, WMCA, WNEIW,
WQXR)

Tdwn Booming Under War' Order^ ;Hypo Radio

Salejsriieh Reap a Harvest Wi^ Little EfEorV

,

By HARRY T. SMITH
Seattle, Nov. 26.

If Seattle don't get off balance with

too much optimism account of
.
pres-

:

ent heavy payroll and assured 'in-

'

crease, which is bringing into radio

media ah abundance of dollars it

never got. before or expected to get,

outlets' books for this, year will show
an increase: in billing of .hot less than

20%. Most of ; this increase was
grabbed without effort—if the sta-

tions had the open time, the mer-
chants

.
jtierely called up and asked

when and how much. ; • There was
little selling. v

:
;

-".
:,

-.'•

Most of the . new accounts were
turned over to the salesmen handling

the particular kind of account and
duly :

credited to ,
their string for

their monthly bonus. One of the top

salesmen mentioned the past 30 days

was the easiest going for him in his'

history pf radio of over 10 years. He
has promised his wife an electric

washer. /.'.-/

With Boeing big •
.airplane outfit

working three shifts, shipyards V zz-

ing, nearby. Bremerton^ •navy : yard, on'

two • shifts- and only last week
promise of huge electro-pig iron in-

dustry contemplated being
:
opened

by Norwegian Electrochemistry In-

dustry Corp. the dollars are
:
being

circulated so fast, it looks a little

scary. Some of the industrial lead-
ers as 'well as;banks. .remark, that it

reminds them of the iast
:

war heavy
spending, when the silk shirts were
the rage with the ship workers and
many went beserk with too much
folding money; Already hew night
spots are .gettingv ready • to gloni

some of the extra- money and the-

atres are happy in thought that

grosses might jump during the usual
holiday slump.

IN ST. LOUIS THIS WEEK'

FORMULA FOR BEER

St. Louis, Nov; 26.

Ruthrauff & Ryan's local agency,
for its suds concocter,- the .Hyde
Park Breweries, has cooked up
new weekly 30 jminute program thai

was preemed over KSD Sunday
(24); The program, tagged 'In . St:

Louis This Week,*. Uses entertainers

from, nite clubs, theatres, . sports
arenas, hotels, etc., ^bringing theni .

together in a midcity office building: •

where the sponsor has installed own
radio theatre.

.

On the
:

. initialer the headliners
were Elliot : Nugent '. and. Julie C

"

Stevens, the latter a localite, from :'

'The Male . Animal' current' , at . the ,
~-y

American, theatre; Alan Carney,' im-:
'

persbnatbr and. dialectician ' frbm the
Crystal; Terrace, and Christina Car-
roll, songbird, from Edward Bowes'
talent unit current at the Fox thea-

tre. ; In addition to thb specialties of ;

'

the guesters the program dishes, out; .

:

dope on what may be seen in the ..

deluxer talker houses, nite clubs,

hotels, .sports arenas, etc.; and is de- ...

"

signed as a guidance for visitors in;

the- city and those 'contemplating a
;

''

;
.

trek to this Missouri metropolis.

Regina, Sask.—New control room
operator at CJRM, Regina, is Clifford

Manny ' He replaces Harry Dane, who
has taken. over the job of traffic rrtan-

ager.
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BHD's Assist to

- Southern Music (Ralph Peer), like the Greeks, had outside aid this

week when their Spanish number, 'Frenesi,' leaped into second place in

Variety's listing of the network plugs. Tune, .with 31 performances,

was but three below BMI's perennial leader, 'There I Go'.

As a result of splitting its catalog—the Spanish and Mexican hold-

ings going to BMI-^Southern has been in a favored position as far as

network time for its songs has been • concerned. Sale of the Latin

numbers does not become effective until the first of the year. How-
ever, this hasn't prevented show of partiality on BMI's part to

•Frenesi' and another Southern tune, 'Tonight' . OPerAdia'). ,

Southern minimizes the cooperation and characterizes the situation

as merely.-'a 'working';
agreement' between itself and BMI. Firm added

the clearance regulation still applied to them, as its staff had to get

out and hustle just like anybody else. ',:•
.

, As far as the balance of the list goes BMI is exercising a bagger

monopoly than ever. Out of its 10 tunes in the Whole; tabulation they

placed three among the, first four. Last week was even more with 11

tunes and a copyrighted arrangement of the public-domainer, 'Turkey

in. the Straw'. Also noticeable is an. apparent lack of air time for

'music. This reduces the amount of plugs and forced Variety to drop

its tabulation . downwards, to include all songs with eight or more

plugs, instead of the former; 10, in order to insure a better picture of

what|s on the air. .
':•,,':..''' •/ •

Gene Erwin's ; new. rhuiriba outfit

now -doing, a break-in job and also

baptizing Fenway Hall's Hawaiian
Coral Room, Cleveland.

-

;J

Harry . James may swing it for

coming-out party of Dorerin A ugus?

tus, daughter of vealthy. Willoughby
nabob, ' Cleveland : if MCA deal

goes through. "ames asking for

$2;750, making it the costliest debu-
tante shindig for music heard' in

'those parts ; : since ':, pre-depression

days; .

'"'-''.

..

RIAL HALLETT OBCH (12) -

i lenge to the listeners, it being rather

With Madeleine Gray, Jerry Perkins ' odd to see. such a big guy singing.

Hotel Edison, N..Y. The girl is Peggy Burns, on the voir

Mai Hallett, veteran . of the wars, uptuous, finger-snapping side, and
;

how in a key Broadway hotel spot, she: has a credible voice.
,

with^ three and sboh to be foiar radio Joy depends on two . of his brass
shots on the air that should add men - for all the arrangements,
plenty, to his. stature: Competitor .in Wayne Robinson arid Bill McRae.

,
many a battle-of-music, as they llke

. They've stuffed his library with
to call 'ehV in the New England snd . pleasant, danceable tunes, and the
Pennsy -ballroom belt, it s w.k> known buntfn treatment of each number,
in the trade that the incoming 'name
attraction, When opposed to the Hal-

lettites, have had to take place money
'; these . darisation battles. Which
obout sums up his performance; for

.he hoof.
•'. "' •

Away from the one-nighters, and

whether suave or violent, is always
with instrumental finesse.

.

Manpower is split up with Larry
Brooks, the other brass; Bunny
Peterson, Ernie. Gollner, Al Fergus-
son, and Norman Schrbeder, saxes;

drums; and Fred Gollner, piano;
' '.-.

• • Art;

in a' metropolitan hotel spot, Hallett Gene O'Brien, bass; Tom Summers,
rs takingV advantage of the situation n«n«^
i.>y

• having changed his style into a

moderated rhythmic combination,

equally divided- among reeds, brass orch Hay
and rhythm, plus the personable CHARLEY SPIVAK S ORCH (14)

Madeleine Gray and Jerry .- Perkins Glen Island Casino, New York

oh solo and duet' vocals. v - ':.-.. In here for 13 weeks for the bene-
The stylization includes some ex-

; fit of the air. shots it gets on NBC
pert rhythmic arrangements of clas- and local WNEW, Charley Spivak's
sics, which is now a bit of a vogue, band rates attention: as a prospect
with ah eye to a possible shift-away
from ASCAP music and the neces-

sity to mix up BMI tunes with sun-
dry other efforts to keynote the
band's, individual flair. But domi

for a prominent spot in the band
lists.' Though not quite settled in
complement and " with a few minor
faults that can easily be corrected,
Spivak's young outfit makes a strong

riantly Hallett is more melodic in his • impression; It's seemingly well liked
fhythmpatiori, although for the sup- , by the frequenters of this waterside
per session he's back into the git-off . Westchester stand.

'

vStv
h^ kidS faV°r th

Ih
m
?
re

l Ban* has^ no immediate style ex-
heated variety. Abel.

, cept £or the distinction lent by Spl-
.

I vak's always sock trumpet, but the
WILL BRADLEY ORCHESTRA (13) I group stacks up as, clean playing
With Ray McKinley, Freddy Slack,

| smooth toned setup of three trum-
Jimmy Valentine, Phyllis Myles

, I pets, two trombones, four saxes, four
Hotel Biltmore, N. Y. Irhythm. Spivak's trumpet work is

Will Bradley has been on his own
a little over a year and making good
Progress ;with a strong bounce/band
that's riot too heated, : although for

the Hotel Biltmore's Bowman Room
it's a bit of a departure. It's mpre
brisk than is usually the Biltmore's
penchant, but Bradley keeps his

team. under proper wraps for. the
dinner sessions, and seemingly- is

getting better than thenisual run of
business. ;';•*•

.

He's an alumnus of Jimriiy Dor-
sey's organization, as are the fea-
tured Rav McKinley, whom the hos-
telry ; bills as 'America's greatest
musical drummer,' and Freddy Slack
at the black-and-whites. -

:

.
McKinley

is quite a kid with the" brushes, and
in a rhythm trio specialty, up front
(with Slack and Dqc Goldberg on
bass) they generally are forced to

• aTr extra- session. -
;

.-Bradley, prominenting . himself
with the trombone, has. five other
brasses to back him up, along with
four reeds and a rhythm section of
four.; Jimmy Valentine, sympa-
thetically voiced .young tenor, and
Phyllis Myles, personable rhythm

.
a igstress. specialize on the inter-
ludes exclusively.
For dinner Bradley goes in for

. such special arrangements as Shu-
bert's Serenade, but also gets off
with their crack version of 'Beat Me
Daddy Eight tb the Bar.'; easily the
best interoretatiori >f this number.
The McKinley - Goldberg - Slack

trio is partial to Youmans* 'Tea for
Two' and the old standby, 'Honey-
suckle Rose,' for their git-off spe-
cialties. Good relief trio is Joska.
de Babary with his gypsy-type
music.
The Biltmore is. making a bid for

the kids with this barid at $1. and
$1.50 couvert basis (cover charge

. waived to diners staying late) and
has been doing quite well on Brad?
ley's 'first two laps. He's in for six
weeks with the usual options. ;,

Claire Tapper Nunn, who just re-

cently left the Shep Fields orchestra,

returned as pianist and singer at 500

Club, New Orleans* where she first

attracted attention. Didi Wpolfoik,

New Orleans socialite, has joined the

Hal Kemp orchestra as vocalist.
,

Don Pablo's crew, which played a

month earlier this season at Monaco's

Cafe, Cleveland, returning to it Dec.

12 for longer stay. Replacing King's

Jesters, who, go ; back to Chicago's

LaSalle Hotel abs>ut Dec. 13; ,
:

. Herbie Kay's band playing for the

annual Kansas City
,

charity ' bali of

the - Variety Club at < the Pla-Mor
ballroom last Friday (22 ) night drew
some 2,000 custorriers at $1 per head.

This crowd surpasses anything the

Variety club has ever played to in

recent years. First .' time Cltib- has

gone in for. a name band, but likely

to be the policy henceforth as gate

take was about foiir times the usual;

receipts.

Rlcliard Himber arid orchestra

close tonight (Wed.) at the Chatter?
box,. Plainfield, . N. J.,' arid open at.

the New. Kerirhpre ; hotel; Albany,
Friday (29) for 10 days, to be fol-

lowed by .'a week at Loew's State,

on Broadway. •.

,
Band then is set for four weeks at

the Edgewater Beach hotel, Chicago.

CRA did most of the bookings.

George Hall succeeds him into the

Chatterbox^

June Gardner and her. Gentlemen
of. Swing opened indefinite engage-
ment Monday. (25) at New Penn,
Pittsburgh, replacing . Herbert Frits-

chie outfit. •

JIMMY JOY ORCHESTRA (13)
King's Ballroom, Lincoln, Neb.: :

Jimmy Joy present group is good
enough for the job whether it be ..

room, hotel, ballroom, or private ' doublers, are Jerry Frame and Eton
party. It's a well rounded assembly ' Larson

something which no listener, hep or
not, could never tire of yet his ap-
parent intention is to avoid dishing
up too much of it at a time. He
plays' often, but. most of the time
with the three other trumpets. That
makes them four, of course, but they
tone down when he's along and in-
stead of hitting an uncomfortable
pitch, are rounded out to a fuller
tone that makes jive stuff listenable
without ear muffs. V

Spivak's effortless horn • work,
muted, leads the .fine sax section on
top of the sweet tunes. Melodic
stuff is jtfst as satisfying. In that
style the rhythm's surer than in the
hot stuff where the druming occa-
sionally becomes erratic. Arrange-
ments of both styles at the moment
are good, but minus the necessary
tingling touch that sparks a band
to favor.

Frank Howard vocals ballads and
semi-hop stuff In clear, likeable
manner. Wood.

FREDDIE EBENER'S ORCH (12)
King's Ballroom, Lincoln, Neb.

Strictly territorial is Freddie Ebe-
ner's outfit, made so by every day
calls for duty at WOW, the Omaha
5,000-watter, where the 12-man
group is a studio fixture and has
been for several years.

Couple of sax men, Harold Black
and Kenny Turner; a pair of brasses,
George Strobel and. Billy Hill; arid
a string swap of Jimmy Burson,
from his regular guitar berth are
examples of the doubling indulged
in. " '' •-;:

Orchestra is no terpist's treat,
hius.ical . stock having been, bent to
the demands of radio. . Ebener feels
uncomfortable when playing the
more clearly rhythmic beat of the
ballrooms; and :is at his best with
straight melody arid the ballad types.
; His rhythm section is populated
by Marvin Wright, piano; Ernest
Bergman, bass; Ebener, oh druriis;
arid Burson, guitar. Third man in
the sax group is Ken Garnet, and
the other two brasses; besides the

Al Kavelin bind booked to play
swank Cinderella Ball, annual event,

at William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,
tonight (27). ;

.

:-'•"•';.'

. .ftlilt Herth Trio goes into the Nep-
tune Rooms, Washington, D.d Dec.
7, for 13 weeks with network wires.

Group is set until late next sum-
mer, already having been booked
for a stretch at the Syracuse Hotel,
Syracuse, N. Y., beginning June 4.".

Gray Gordon plays, the Gerieral
Motprs annual ball at Detroit Dec. 4.

.' Red : Allen, ace trumpeter, took a.

new barid of all-stars into the down-
town Cafe Society,. New York, last

night (Tuesday). Six-piece outfit

consists of Allen,
; J. C. Higgenboth-

am, trombone; Sidney Catlett, drums;
Billy Taylor, bass; Edmund Hall,
clarinet, and Ken Kersey, piano.
Floor show consists of Willie Bry-
ant, m.c; Ida Cox, blues singer, and
the boogie woogies pianists. :.

Four Inkspots go into the Para-
mount theatre, N. Y., Dec. 4.

Glenn Miller Fan Club of 175 ran
an annual hop at Glen Island Ca-
sino; Y N. Y., last week to Charley
Spivak's band. Miller is at the Penn-
sylvania hotel, . N. Y. '

.

{Week, ending Nov. 23, 1940)

•Only Forever ("Rhythm on the River').;. ..

God Bless America . . ... . . .. « . . . ... . . . . i .> . » . ; . . . ...
.'.

:

AV*e; Three • * . .. » * , .»» •• . . . . v.. , v.. , . . ..... . .. i-.. , • *

Ferryboat Serenade . . .> . ... . . ; . . ......

- Miaybe.' '..i-, . ..... ^ .. • • ;•• • • '

* Blueberry. H*ill .'.>*.... v .*..-». • «. . j, . . >~ * • «..'.. *~--. . . . . >

He's My Uncle . . . . . . . .V. .i .-'.-^
' ,

.

Our Love Affair ('Strike Up the Band'). . . . . . . . . . . .

. Trsdc ^Vinds •

«

• • *. * • • • > • • * • < • •.• .» > .».* • ^> .•

Two Dreams Met O'Down Argentine Way'). ! . '....•... .•.

Down Argentina Way ;
('Down Argentine Way' ) ... . ...

Shout. 1 Am f Americah . ; . > . . . . . . .
.

,

: . •;....> • .-. .
.',

.

There I Go ;.. . . . ... ; . . . . ; . , . .
."

':' '
;
" ';.'

'

. Drearii Valley -,-
.

; . . : .

.

";\

.

•. . . i..' .

.

. Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Sq.. ....... .v. . . V. . .

.

. . . .Santly

..i. Berlin

...-.M-M
'

>. ..Robbihs
. .

. . Robbins
. ., i i Chappeir
v. v.BVC V

I . ..Feist
.'

Harriis

....Miller.

(
V.;V;.Miller '';.'

i....M-M
\

....BMI
/..'-.-.Feist

/"''

•'• • • S*B

Filmusiccil.

.
Unusual title credits by 20th-Fox to the authors of the song excerpts in

Tin Pan Alley' are a .departure frbm/the ordinary, in thatHhe -songsmith
screen characters played by Jack

:

Oakie and John 'P^yne',
:-are' supposed to

have authored 'You Say the Sweetest Things (Baby.)* by Mack Gordon and
Harry Warren; 'America I Love You' by Edgar Leslie and Archie Gottler;

'Goodbye Broadway/ Hello France' ; by C. Francis (better known as Chuck)
Reisrier, Benny Davis arid Billy Baskette; 'K-K-K-Katy' by Geoffrey '.

O'Hara; 'Mbohlight Bay^^

by EdwardVMadden and Percy.vWehrich;
;
'H6neyi

.

suckle Rose' (by Thomas 'Fats' Waller and Andy Razaf ). 'The Sheik, of
Araby' by' Ted Snyder, Harry B. Smith arid. Francis Wheller, is also part of

.

;

the; plot.
.
Billed,; but on the cuttirig room floor apparently, is 'When You

Wore a Tulip and I Wore , a Big Red Rps^' written by Jack Mahoriey and
Percy Wenrich. '

-. , \ ' >';;.
. ;

-

;
-

. Several of the writers: balked at the idea of; a screen plot giving the mis-,
impression-^flctitipus as it may apparently be to some^-that- the songs, were
the works of the film characters. There was. a fine legal point technically
irivolved, heriCe the concluding credits elaborately bill each song by title,,

authors and .copyright owner (publisher ), plus a fbotn

of the plot only was it made to appear that the; Oakie-Payne characters v

created the songs in question.

Irvirig
;
Berlin, Inc., remains the orily publishing firm that has failed to

come to. a settlement with the old American Record Co. regime oyer faulty,

royalty-counts', etc. Sa^ul; Bprnsteinj Berlin v.p; r has refused to accept the -

settlement amount submitted by the Herbert Yates interests through Harry
Fox, agent and trustee, on the ground that he hadn't authorized the repre?

:

scntation, arid that anyway he should have been paid off on the basis of 2c

per riuriiber instead of l%c because ARC\ had beeri recording; the Berlin

numbers under the compulsory provisions of the copyright law. /

:
Nothing legally is being done about the matter for the! present by the

Berlin firm. After the settlement deal had beeri set it was found that

BOrnstein had not signatured the authorization Fox had sent him.

Latest, recording of a revival which has stimulated a marked call for

Sheet music copies and :dance arrangements is Tiny Hill's Columbia ver-

sion of 'Two-Ton TesBie From Tennessee' Mills Music, Inc., is the pub-
lisher. The late Roy Turk place the tune with Mills 18 years ago..';

Ben Pollack ;moves into the Casa
Manana, Culver City, Thursday, (28)
for four weeks, tq be followed by
Duke Ellington and his Ink Spots for
six weeks.

George Hall band and Dolly Dawn
follow Richard Himber into the
Chatterbox, Mountainside, N. J., to-
morrow night (28). ;

Buddy^ Brehnan, pianist with Bob
Chester, operated on Saturday (23)
in New York for appendix removal.
At Murray Hill hospital, vMilt Coeri
replaces. .

•

of talent, arid . besides the playing
crew, has a pair of good vocalists.

With a football player stature, Art
London puts ooniph into his roman
tic vocals. He appears as a chal- 1 Ustenxng.

For words to . the music, Jimmy
Bunn, a. slender redhead gets, the
call. ..

Not much for the feet, but nice
ArU

Sam Donahue band (exiSonriy
Burke ) began life under its new
leader with a week at the New Ken

-

more hotel, Albany, Friday (22>. [

Mitchell Ayres follows the cur-
rent Johnny McGee into the St.

George hotel, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Dec. 4.

Jack Hartigan, formerly with Dick
Barrie, hajs joined Leightpn i Noble

Sait Francisco Bookings

San Francisco, Nov. 26. .

With Artie Shaw bowing out and

Russ Morgan bowing in, Palace hotel

will have two name bands big-game

night, Nov. 30. Morgari is in for six

weeks with options, with Leo Reis-
mah following. ^Either. Casa Loma pr
Horace Heidt trails Reisrrian.

Bob Crosby .winds up at the Mark
Hopkins Dec. 5, with Hal Kemp in

Dec. 20. Gap will be bridged by
Ernie Hecksher's band.

St. Francis hotel gets Bernig Cum-
mins Dec. 10. Freddie Martin, cur-
rent, terminates a three-month

.
stay

at the hostelry to open at the Cocoa-
nut Grove in L. A. Dec. 16. St.

Francis wanted him for a fourth
month, but other date interfered.

Don Mulford's band dated into the
Fairmount for big-game dinner dance
night of Nov. 30.

Morgan,
,
Kemp and . Cummins

handled by MCA. Another MCA
band, Orrin Tucker, on Golden Gate
stage this week, drawing $10,000 and
split. .'.;..

'•
,

,

.

DeLange Heads Band
Eddie DeLange has formed a new

band after a year's layoff during
which he collaborated ;in song writ-
ing with Carmen Lombardo. :

. Re-
hearsed by Hank Biagini, the new
group plays a one-nighter at Yale in

New Haven, Friday (29 ). His book-
ings are being arranged by a* new
date-settirig outfit tagged Amuse-
merit Booking Corp.
\ Outfit is supposed to be using, a
style different from the ordinary. It

plays most of its stuff hi two beat
ragtime. It's manned by 14 men
and DeLange. Elissa : Cooper, who.
vocalled with DeLariges last band,
handles the lyricingi ;. .Group is- ne-
gotiating for a long buildup, stay at a
^Connecticut roadside spot beginning
Jan. 7.

band at; William Penn Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, replacing drummer Johnny
Moore, who is quitting, music to go
into ice cream biz with his father
in New Jersey.

BON BON, MALE SINGER,

MAY LEAD DUNHAMITES

Boh Borij colored singer who was
much in demand while a member of

Jan Savitt's orchestra, is currently

negotiating to take over leadership

of the Eddie Dunham band! Dun-
ham is a colored arranger for many
of the present big-time outfits and
for the last half year or .so has

been leading his own bunch in the

New York area; If the two can get

together the baric will be called Bon
Bon and his Orchestra featuring

Eddie Dunham;
Complications that have to be.

ironed before the merger are all on

Bon Bon's side amounting to legal

tangles he had got himself into via

incorporating himself. .

ORMANDY'S VOTE

Confidence In Phllly Leader by
Orchestra Directorate

: Philadelphia; Nov. 26.

Eugepe Ormandy has been given a

five-year contract as No. 1 conductor

of the Philadelphia orchestra. For

the past three years he was second

man to Leopold Stokowski. ,
Latter

now rates as guest batonist.

Ormandy's new contract is con-

strued as a vote of confidence in

hirii
^
;by : the symph's. directorate,

following last spring's rumpus' when
eight : merribers of . the orchestra

were fired and the union's protest

resulted in four pf them being re-

hired. ' .'.-.".' ':

EUingtoh to Culver City
Diike Ellington heads for the Coast

the first of the year to begin a six-

week stand at the. Casa Manaha,

Culver City, Calif. Jan. 2. Barid is

working the midwest at the moment,

this week ' playing the Regal thea-

tre, Chicago,
Before working westward. vhe

group fills theatre dates at the Flat-

bush, Brooklyn, week Nov. 26, Wind-

sor stanza following and the Apollo

the third week, both of the latter

being in N, Y.
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Current tangle between the broadcasting industry and the American
Society of Composers, Authors arid Publishers has produced at least

one gag for air. comics, and . the networks so far haven't been disposed

to censor it. It's the reference to the tune, 'Jeanriie With the Light
Brown. Hair'.

:

-

•'

Number is in the public domain and band leaders to, conform with
the networks' requirement that they play so many non-ASCAP tunes
have been inclined to favor this

. revival from Stephen . C. Foster's

repertoire. :•'
• \

'

: ..v\"".

Frequency .With Which band . leader and singers are performing
Foster tunes on the air has its ironical side also, .ASCAP in defending
its function has for. many years cited the life-story of Fdster, who, as

the writer of America's earlier folksongs, Was deprived of just returns

from his .works and whose family, after bis death, was unable to pro-
tect his works from piracy and thereby gain a livelihood.

Each Side Withdraws Allegations in General Erasure

of Whole Glenn Miller Situation

Three separate suits Involving

Glenn Miller, ..RCA . Manufacturing.

Co. and Eli Obersteiri, head of U. S.

Records, were discontinued last week
after attorneys for both sides had
filed stipulations of discontinuance;

The trib of actions apparently were
erased by agreement between the

parties that both, sides firing;

''Actiohs'had''.b^eh\;pehding;'isince/last'

summer and were supposed to have
. come to trial a week ago Monday
(18), but a postponement was granted

when attorneys for each explained
a settlement was imminent. :

. Obersteln's suit against Miller was,

for $150,000 claiming that Miller, re-

fused to honor a contract, made be-

tween them calling for Miiler's band
to leave RCA (Victor) and record for

U. S. Records. Another for $250,000

against RCA by Oberstein claimed
that RCA interfered with the com-
pletion of the Miller-U.S. pact by
persuading him (Miller) to disre-

gard it- Third, was instituted by RCA
against Oberstein accusing Obersteiri

of fraud and asked $173,172 of which
$50,000 was damages and the rest

monies Oberstein paid out for music
while he was with Victor. Latter
alleged Oberstein bought rights to

, music from firms he controlled, with
its money, then collected royalties on
it under assumed names.

.

When the settlement of all three
suits

;
was arrived' at . parties con-

cerned agreed that a short formal
stateriient and no more was • to be
issued. . It : indicates that both suits

were discontinued at the same time
but refers to neither specifically. It

• follows:
'

'David McKay as attorney for RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc., and Glenn
Miller, and . Wm. R. Berkson as at-

torney for Eli Oberstein today an-
nounced that : the litigation pending
in—the Supreme Court, New York

: County, between these, parties has
been

;
settled and a stip.irtation of disr

continuance has been filed.'

in

Maine: has been added to the states

jn which the American Society of

Composers; Authors and Publishers
has scored litigation victories; The
State supreme court of Maine last

week' dismissed a monopoly suit

brought against ASCAP in 1937.

Action was based on the state's

artti-mohopoly statute. -

Advertising Agencies Stick

With Network Unless and
Until It Looks Like They
(Agencies) May Suffer

Financial Losses -— Many-
Sided Issue Up Next Week
at N.A.B. Board

Of Programs

Retaliations

TACT NEEDED

^

Seattle, Nov. 26. ...
,

:

The first time In Seattle's history

and on the Pacific Coast, the 46th

annual convention of the American

Federation of Musicians, will be held

here for the week beginning June 8

next. Carbon Weber is secretary of

Local 76.

Sortie 600 delegates are expected
with a total of 1,200 visitors. Already
Weber-arid his membership lining up
arrangements for « the conclave.
Cooler summer weather in Seattle is

responsible for .
selection of cltyi

Weber said, explaining the last four
or five meeting^ of the swing and
symphony, men were in 'hot' cities.

By BEN BODEC =•

Confidence apparently prevails
within-the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers that
even should the networks go over
into Jan. 1 Without signaturing new

.

licensing agreements the break will

be a short-lived one. The feeling in

ASCAP that,, despite the hectic
goings of Broadcast Music, Inc., the
networks are beginning to wonder
how they can get around to the ne-
gotiating stage without seeming to

have backed down from the militant
stand that

.
they -have been voicing

among their station: affiliates for the
past six months. •

.
Intimations have already^ been

given as to the direction"from Which
the bearer of the palm, branch will

come. The current drive to achieve
national unity will play no small, part
in peace machinery. This is no time,
it will be pointed out, for the Amer-
ican people to be deprived of their

folk-music ' and. masterworks,. -arid

into the spotlight, it is expected, will

step a mediator with a national rep-
utation.

Meanwhile the most important ad-
vertising agencies using music In

.their' programs, are still optimistic of

an llth-hour rush to settlement of

the controversy. General impression
given by these 'agencies is that they
will; refrain from doing anything to

Weaken the networks' position until

they become convinced that the webs
will not make a last-minute move
toward negotiations,. Several agen-
cies, while expressing themselves as

.anxious not to make: ahy move, that

would take control of the music sit-

uation away from the networks, have
already felt out ASCAP about the
possibility, of obtaining rights direct.

The networks have also advised these

... (Continued on page 42)

As the licensing deadline ap-
proaches, the inclination to en-
gage in petty antics and retali-

ations becomes more, irisentifled;

ASCAP publishers charge the
networks with co-operating with:
BMI to keep ASCAP tunes from
reaching top place on the 'most
played' list, while BMI cites the
treatment given one of its num-
bers while Teddy Powell played
Warner Bros.' Strand theatre,

N. Y., the'week. before last.

Powell included a BMI num- •

ber in his initial performance,
but: at the: next show the tune
was out of his books at the ex-
press orders of the house booker.

-IT'S A

Cubamerica Music Corp., which

Was formed to handle some 500 Cu-

ban bands which have started in

U. S. since 1933, opened offices last

week in RKO building, N. Y., with
Eliseo Grenet, Cuban composer, head-
ing outfit. Robert A. Martyn and Os-
car Roche, founders of the original

La Conga, N. Y„ will handle book-
ings and orchestras. Lillian V. Cors-
ov.er is secretary-treasurer, and Che-
moley Banos, artists representative.

Fred White' is p.a.
.

. Roche is, credited with introducing

the first typical Cuban band when he
booked one into his night club, Cu-
bans Can. Organization in first week
booked Socarras and his band into

the Hotel Plaza, first time Cuban
outfit played there. Also has Si-

boney orchestra at Club Cuba and
Johnny Lopez at Royal Palms, Mi-
ami.

PAINE ADDRESSES RADIO CLUB
Radio Executive Club, group of

time buyers, will hear John G, Paine
present AsCAP's side of the music
controversy at the club's weekly
luncheon-meeting today (Wednes-
day).

.

Sidney Kaye, Broadcast Music v.p.,

talked to the club last August.

NO PETRILL0 ACTION

ON JASCHA HEIFETZ

Detroit, Nov. 26.
Trouble expected to flare up here

in the budding row between the
American Guild of Musical Artists
and

. Arrierican Federation of Mu-
sicians failed to materialize during
the appearance of Jascha Heifetz on
Nov. 2(j with the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra in the Masonic Temple.
Word had got around* that James
Petrillo,

. who had singled out Heifetz
jn. particular for his. attack, 'who is
that guy anyway, he's just another
fiddle player,' would order the De-
troit orchestra to walk out on the
appearance. However, while the
musicians 'may have been expecting
it., no word came through and they
Played the engagement.

^
While the action didn't come here

the musicians say that -it won't be
long before the Federation musicians
get flagged down on; providing the
accompaniment to concert artists
who belong to the A.G.M A;

Mlklog Rozsa doing.: the musical
score for the Dr. William Sekely
Production, 'New Wine.'

of

To Be Published Late in December

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to

ce

NEW YORK HOLLYWObp CHICAGO LONDON

154 W. 46th St. 1708 No. Vine St 54 W. Randolph St 8 St. Martin's PL

Chicago, Nov. 26.

.

Theme songs of 20 NBC programs
originating in Chicago have been

made nonrASCAP. Changes bring

in. the following new themes bri thes*

shows: •

Cadets will use 'Bendemeer's

.

:

Stream' to replace 'Something About
;

a Soldier.' . Edward Davies Will dis-

pense with 'Sing My Heart' and use

the
. first program number as , the

opening. Doug Craig has .written an
original for the Escorts & Betty to

replace 'Mindin' My Business.' Joe ";

Gallichio's orchestra replaces 'In-

termezzo' by Provost with new
'Recuerdo.' Harry Kogen's orches-
tra gets an original by Roy Shield to

replace 'Romance in the Air.' Larry
Larsen kills 'Waters of .Perkiomen'
and will use the first . program num-
ber as the opener, and Ruth Lyons
will do likewise when she eliminates
'You Are Love* as her program
theme. 'Stars and

.
Stripes Forever?

goes off as theme for the National

.

Farm and Home Hour, with Roy
Shield having written

, a new .them*
tagged 'Farm and Home March,' Ar-
rangement of the closing 'Star

Spangled Banner' has been revised.

Mbrin Sisters eliminate 'Blue Skies'

and will use their first program num-
ber as opening. Dinning Sisters kill

their
.
'One, Two, . Three' theme and

will use a new. theme tagged 'So

Long Ago' which has been, written
especially for them by their: ar-

ranger and accompanist. Jack Fas-
cinate. . Happy Jack Turner hag .

written his own new theme, 'Happy
Good Morning' to replace 'Plant the
Little Smile.' Vagabonds kill 'St. :

Louis Blues' and replace with orig-

inal 'Vagabond Drag.' Wayne Van
Dyne has vriiten 'Lot's Build a
Dream' to • replace his former 'My
Humble Serenade.'

FRISCO'S BAL TABARIN

SKEDS TED LEWIS ORCH

San Francisco, Nov. .28,

Ted Lewis is skedded to open at

the Bal Tabarin here Jan. 3. Cur-

rent long-run clicko at ..the Bal,

'Grandfather's Follies,' will clos6

soon, though Gary Nottingham's

orch will stay on until Lewis comes
,'

in. Nitery will use variety show
during interval.

'Grandfather's Follies' will play

four days at the Downtown in Oak-
land, house now being fed acts by
Music Corp. of America, chore until'

recently handled by Bert Levey.

NO REPLY FROM BMI

Bob Miller Awaits .Response on Con-
tact U

• Bob Miller, president of the music
publishers' contactmen's union, had
not up to .yesterday (Tuesday 3.) re-

;

ceived a reply from Broadcast Music,
Inc., to; his letter asking it to state

its position on a complaint of unfair
trade practices, a When Miller gets

his answer he will turn over . this

"letter along with his evidence to the
union's council and executive board
for, :

disposition. The complaint
charges that BMI violated its agree-
ment with the union by paying for
the disking , of

:
transcriptions con-

taining BMI plug turies.

It is also alleged, that BMI paid

for the "special arrangements and the

musicians used for these recordings..

ASCAP Board Meets

Board of directors of the. Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers held its regular meet-
ing yesterday (Tuesday) instead of

the usual Thursday because some .

of . these boardmen live in Connecti-

cut and that state celebrates Thanks-
giving tomorrow (28);

Meeting will be devoted mostly to

routine matters. -



Book Casino, Detroit

(HOTEL BOOK-CADILLAC)

. Detroit, Nov. 23.

Faith Hope and. Zingo, Mickey
j

King,: ' Richards. Adrienne Dancers^
§o6-^apacity room almost . filled at

\3), Casinotes m. Car} Bower Orch
,^ ^ ^ught; Carney starts session

have about everything, his dialectic

and mimicry, routines clicking solid-

ly with a mature and sedate mob
that, was pretty tough to thaw. ,

Doubling as m.c, he also dishes out

showmanship and -personality, and
gives each act a strong build up. The

(10) , Dick Rock Esquires (4).

Under the catchy, title of 'Book

Revues,'
:

the. Hotel Book-Cadillac

has run off a series of floor shows

around a theme idea. .
The current

offering is . 'Circus Days;'., in, a series

of productions which has already

seen 'Indian Summer,' 'Show Boat

and 'Night in Spain.' :
While the peg

for each revue may be thin enough,

the continuity of the production idea,

is helping to create a steady follow-

.

•> ing for this neat downtown hotel

SP
With a circus set behind the Carl

Bonner! orchestra,! this floor- show
has a genuine circus act, -Mickey

King, and an amusing approximation
of sawdust entertainment. The
earlier editions had a commentator,
threaded through, but this one
moves briskly and blithely without

asides . and explanations. The.

Casinotes, tastefully dressed in ac-

cordion pleats which give- them a

clown quality, aided by trick light-;

ing, ' convey the idea of acrobats in

a number full of pinwheels, hand-
turns, etc. •

.

•

To 'Intermezzo,' the Richards
Adrienne trio' cOmes on and the idea

of this flying trapeze is given in their

adagio turn. . Their turn keeps
Adrienne. sailing through trie air in

an act inconsistent with the circus

idea but helped by - the show's en-
tire mood. " V-

For an animal act,, there's Faith
Hope and. Zirigo. This, too, is cir-

cusy.with the gal as the trainer and
Zingo, a

,
gOrgeOus, . gaudy, plush

•horse,' full of comic antics. This is

carried right into the audience at

the supper, show where youngsters
in the - room—yes, they're bringing
the kids out to this show—get' out
for a ride on the 'horse.' 'Pony Boy'
is a handy musical themei :

The Richards . trio comes back
with another, 'animal' turn, the girl

in leopard skin, the males as animal
trainers. There's versatility in their
Work. While it may not be in strict

keeping with ' the main, theme, the
• Casinotes get plenty of attention
With a . 'Whistler and Dog* number,
the dog being a black Scottie sewed
on their white costumes, leading to
amusing dance devices, and winding
up with costumes reversed, and the
trick lighting, again in play.

The real circus flourish comes
with Miss .

King's work on the rope.
'.She does Variety of muscle stunts.

Orchestra plays a slick, unob-
trusive show style. The jiyier Es-
quires take care of the intermission
music. .

'
:

-

George. Snyder, hotel executive, is

in charge of the shows and where
earlier ones were contrived around
a central idea, he's now taking a
group of acts and working out the
production idea, around them. Ger-
trude. Warner! handles dancing for
the revues. Pool. :

Crystal Terrace, St. L.

(PARK PLAZA HOTEL)

by bringing on Beverly Clark,

petite brunet wearing a shimmering
white gown liberally plastered

;

with

sequins, who socks over 'Donkey
Serenade,' 'Why Do I Love. You,'

'I Am An American' and for an en-

core 'Nightingale ' Sang. * Berkeley
Square.' For one So. tiny the Clark
gal possesses not only quality but
power in her pipes.

'

Carney starts his act with ah im- ;

personation of Charles Laughton and
follows, with those of Lionel Barry-
more. Wallace Beery and Edward G.

Robinson; Tops these with, a comedy
skit, 'A Night /at Union.;Square,'- in

which he clicks with his imitation: of

a. Russian. Italian, Irishman and a
male social worker making soapbox
orations. For an encore he does a

conversation between a stuttering

boy and girl on a golf, course.

The Leaches, both redheads,-ex-
ponents of ballroomology, are a very
agile pair and one of the best of their

four routines ' is a Hawaiian one in

which Nancy. Evans warbles.'. 'Ha-
waiian Chant' as a background. The
Pair also scores with a swing-ball-
room number, for a finale. The Evans
songbird puts over a couple of pops
with eclat. JV W. McDonald, magi-:
ciari, works in an adjoining room be-
fore and after the . floor shows and
displays some novel tricks. Sahu.

. Joe Reichman has a brisk melody
dance

;
team at the Essex .House,

N; Y., his combo comprising four
reeds, three brass and five .rhythm
(accordion, piano, bass, guitar and
himself at the piano). It's sprightly
and brisk without being longhair:
nor Mirty.V a».-,ideal combo for an
intimate hotel room like the Casino-
on-the-Park of the Essex. Reich-
man breaks" it up with plenty of
Latin flavor these days, in keeping
with. the':, growing congarhumba
vogue, but

;
dominantly he- keynotes

the band from his Steinway. Imo-
gen Carpenter is relief pianologist
in. between dance sessions.

Band Bookings

Jimmie Lunceford, Dec. 1, Renais-

sance Casino, New York; 2, Aud.,

Springfield, Mans.; 3, Armory, Bos-,

ton; 5, week, Loew's State, New
York; 12-15, Boston theatre, Boston;

20-22, Met theatre, Providence; 24,

Renaissance - Casino, New York; 25,

Mercantile Hall, Philadelphia; 26,

People's . Center,! Jersey City; 27,

week, P^oyal theatre, Baltimore ; Jan.

3, Week" Howard theatre, Washing-
ton, D. C. .

Henry. Busse, Jan. 23, Capitol the-

atre, Washington, D. C;

Del Courtney, Dec. 20,; Capitol B./

Austin Tex! ; 21, fortnight, Shadow-
lahd, San Antonio; Feb. 1, .U. of

IOwa, Ames, la.

Ella Fitzgerald, Nov. 30-Dec

New Casino theatre, Bronx, N. Y;

Tiny Bradshaw. Nov«_29,
theatre, New York. v

.Blue Barron, Jan. 1, Adams the-

atre, Newark; Jan. 9-12, State ffiea-

tre, Hartford, Conn.
Don Bestor, Dec. 10, index., Tune

Town B., St. Louis,

Will Hudson, Dec. 14, indef., Syra-

cuse hotel, Syracuse, N. Y. •

Richard Himber, Dec. 12, Loew's

State, New York.
Gray Gordon; Dec, 20, : week, Pal-

ace theatre, Cleveland. . /
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on

Tucker

.
Indianapolis, Nov. 26.

Ted Nicholas, personal manager of

Orrin Ticker's qrch, will rekirn here

in December on a leave of absence

from his management duties in order

to open up his own advertising agen-

cy in this city. Nicholas, former
manager of the vaudfilm Lyric here,

left last year in order to , take oyer

the business reins of the Tucker-
Bonnie Baker combo. He was a dra-

matic critic and later an advertising

.

mjan'...b.efo.r,e^ jnqnaging.. the, Lyiricjs

.

vaude policy, for seven years.

He will be in this city for several

weeks to . get his. ad agency, estab-

lished before rejoining Tucker's band
in Chicago. .' '••..•.; \

:

-:\

.M.to 1A.M.

Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on
NBC (WEAF and WJZ) and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
Mon'&ay through Sunday (.Nov. 18-24) . Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol *

denotes film song, t stage musicals; all others are pop. Parenthetic numeral
after the; title indicate* how

,
many weeks the song has shown up in these

listings^ /."'. '

'.\:- :'r. "::\ .'•/
'

'
'''''.'.'; :

- . •:',
.

''''

•GRAND
.
TITLE.' \ : PUBLISHER TOTAt

There I - .Go .. (17) , • • • • • ..•>.• • • .. . ^ ... .» » ... • • » . . .... » . » « B^^I • . 9 \.-m , , 1

. Frenesl-. (3), . ..... ...... ..... . . . .... ...... .... . \ .

.

.... Southern ,. , . ,

,

So You^re the One, (5). . . ....... ........ .
'.\ . ..

.

..... . . BMI .... ,.•'.':''.'!

I Give You My Word (9) . i. . .... .... . .. ,. ., . . . ; .. BMI
Nightingale.. Sang in Berkeley Square (6), . . . ...... .. . S-B v . . i . .

.

We Three (10) . ; . . . . . ... . . ; . . . . . * M-M . . . . .... ...
Practice Makes Perfect (17). ...... . ; . . . . ; .

.
•;'. BMI * , . , . . . . . \

Ferryboat Serenade (12) ...

.

; .

.

; . . . . .

.

..... .. . ..Robbins , . ..

.

Do You Know Why (1) . . . *Love Thy Neighbor. . . vi . . Famous
Let's Be Buddies (3) . . .tPanama Hattie. .. . . . . * . Chappell .

,

. .

Same Old Story (17). ....... . .
.,.-'. .BMI .

.

You've-Got:Me This Way (4). ..You'll 'Find Out. ..... BVC . . .

.

Dream .Valley (5) . . . , . . , . ; . . . . . .: . . , . . . . . . .... ., . . . i . . . Feist
I'd Know You Anywhere. (3). •You'll Find Out...;. .BVC
A Million Dreams Ago. (12). ;.. i. ............

.

......... ABC
Along the Santa Fe Trail (3) . ,;*Santa Fe TraiL o> . .> Witmark
^^siybe "(17") •' • *

t
• • • * : *.« • ».» • • • • • • • •.•••» •. • • • • « • • » .« » ^HolDbins

Yesterthoughts (4 )........

.

. . . ............... . . . ... .5* . . Witmark
oil AVslk .By (2) *. » • # • « • * «-*« * • •.• • •• » • • • • • • • • • «•••'* «

-«

»

Down Argentina Way (2) . i .*Down Argentine Way, ... Miller
Only Forever (13). .^Rhythm on the River. .. .;. . . . . . Santly v. .. ,, ..
Trade Winds (16). . . . . . . . , .... ...... . ; ...... . . . . . ...... Harms ', . , , ,-. .

,',

Turkey in the .Straw (2 ) .;.'.
•• . .. i. ... .;BMI . . . . . . ..

MoOn Over Burma (4) . ^ . Moon Over Burma . , , ..... Paramount . . .

,

Now I Lay Me Down to Dream; (11). ; . . .; .
Remick , . ,i ...

Tonight (18) . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . »> . .... . . . .> . . . . . . Southern .

*

Shadows bri the Sand (1). . .
.,'. .... ......... ; .,' ... ... \ ..Remick

Old, Old Castle in Scotland (3) . . . ; . . Berlin . . . . . . . ..

Bad Humor Mart (2). .. You'll Find Out. ... . ., .......BVC
Rhumboogie (12) . . .Argentine Nights . , ... . ... .v. ... . Leeds 9
I Hear a Rhapsody (4)..... .............. . ..... ,f.....BMI . 8
May I Never Love Again (4).. . ; . . ... . ;.. .-. ; . .'.

. . .... .. BMI . . , . . X . ; 8
Two Dreams Met (5) . . .Down Argentine Way . .... . . . Miller .. . . . . . .. 8
We Could Make Such Beautiful Music (18) BMI 8

i ••*».• k i « *

'* • » • • •

"

34
31
28
24
24'

22
19
18
18
17
17
18:

15
14
.13

'

13
13

13
13
12
12
12

il-
ia
It-
'll

10
9

Sonny Kendls is back at the Stork
Club, ever a surefire home-base, con-
sidering his long past associations
with the Sherman Billingsley high
spot iri New York/ Keridis had;been
farmed but to Monte Proser's N. Y.
Beachcomber for quite a spell until

summoned back to blighty by the
Stork's b.oniface, who has him under
long-term contract, . presumably to

coincide, with the s.oon-to-be-ppened
annex, a . ;

sizable overflow room-
Also vivid on the darisapation end is

Frank Ramoni's expert congarhumba
combo, notable' for, . a personality
maracas. songstress; Juanita Rios.
Universal filmtested a previous Latin
chantootsie here, and Miss RiOs sug-
gests

,
similar .

photogenic future,
especially if the films continue; their
South American way. Abel.

Ray Paige'sRecords

Victor - Records will shortly , issue,

an album of records cut by Raymond
Paige arid his. 61.-pie"ce radio orches-

tra; the first records made by that

conductor in about 10 years. Album
is to be issued under the title 'Mu-
sical Americana' and consist of cut-

tings of popular and light classical

tunes that have become standard;

.

He has waxed:. 12 ides ranging
:'rom George Gershwin's 'Rhapsody
in Blue', through 'Mood Indigo,'

Beautiful Ohio,'
:
'La Cumparsita' to

'Night and- Day." ";
;,

. St. Louis, Nov. 22
Alan Carney, Beverly Clark, Earl

and Josephine Leach, Nancy Evans,
J. W. McDonald, Biltniore Boys (6)

With .stiff opposish offered by the
Chase Club, less than 100 yards
away, management of this swank
roonv which boasts the only mir-
rored ceiling in this burg, currently

. , is countering with one of the best
shows of the season and one which
boasts all new faces.' Alan Carney,
who served a seven-month stint

: with Rudy Vallee on the air and has
had roles in several talkers, tops the
40-minute bill. Carney appears to

Auburndale Dance Date
Totem Pole ballroom, Auburndale,

Mass., is scheduling its first winter
season operation this year. Spot has
installed a heating system and will
continue doing business, as long, as
reaction is good.
Spot is currently running only

Friday and Saturdays, but expects
to stretch that 'to four days a week.

:: Bill Darnel, last with Al Kavelin,
added as vocalist to the Bob Chester
band.

.

lete Facilities

. - . for:.: ,' :

Processing and Manufacturing Records

.';.V .'-':: for- ;

' \
Commercial, Educational and Broadcast Use

SALES QFFICEi 1776 BROADWAY, NEW. YORK

ASCAP Peace
.Continued from page 41.

agencies that any such direct licenses

would not be recognized. The agen
cies . concerned point out that both
approaches were of an unofficial cal
ibre arid that there will not be any
attempt to get. official, expressions of

policy on these points from ASCAP
or the networks until December has
long been under way^

Full board of directors of the Na
tional Association of Broadcasters
meets in New York Monday (2), arid

is due to stay in sessions' for three
days. The ASCAP situation will fig-

ure: importantly in these proceedings
The committee of. band leaders,

which has been laboring to bring the
radio .and music factions to a nego
tiatlng table, will meet : today
(Wednesday ) to review the progress,
if any, made to date arid consider: the
latest message from Nevile Miller,
NAB prez, in answer to the commit
tee's bid that he^go through with an
alleged promise* to meet ASCAP
spokesmen if the latter agreed to
discuss a contract on a per-program
basis. '; '.

Week of Nov. 22

Present whereabouts, or fixed addresses, of dance orchestral art
given below, alphabetically arranged. Every effort will be made to

keep the list as complete and correct as possible. Band leaders and
their managers are invited to cooperate by notifying Variety of
changes and corrections.' There Is no charge for listing.

Abbreviations used are as follows: B—-ballroom; C—«afe; CC—
country club; H—hotel; NC—nlgllt : club; R—restaurant; T—theatre.
Booking office abbreviations are: MCA, Music Corp. of America; GAC,
General Amusement Corp.; CRA, Consolidated Radio Artists; F.

Frederick Bros. 'Wm. Morris Is spelled out.

Agullar. Edward, Earl CarroII'«, H'wood.

AUxaaaer, Vain, Loew'« Stat* T..NTC.
Andrews, Gordon, Club 18. N„ NTC.

' Armstrong-, Xoul». joe G laser. RCA Bldf ..

nyg. :,
.

'

....'':

: Arnhelm. Gus, WlUhlre Bowl, 1* A.
Ash, Paul. Roxy T„ NYC.
Ayres. , Mitchell,. MCA. N YO.

v.:;v
;

b
;

X'
Bammell, Earl/ Club Mofocco. N.. Detroit.

Bardo, Bill. Flatbush T.. NYO.
Barnet, Charlie. MCA. NYC.
Barrle, Dick, MCA. NYC.
Barron, Blue, CRA, Chicago.
Bartal, Jeno. MCA. NYC.
Bartha, Alex, MCA; NYG.'
Basle, Count, MCA, NYC. , .

Baurri, diaries,. Statler HoCel. Buffalb.
Becker, Howard, Delwood Gardens, Buff;
Beelby. Malcolm; MCA. NYC.
Bornle, Ben, MCA, NYC. .

Bestor, Don, Joe Glaser. RCA' Bids;. NYC.
Blanco, Pedro, Embassy. N., Phlla.
Bolognlnl, Ennlo. L/Alglon, R„ Chicago.
Borr, Mlsha, Waldorf Hotel, N. Y.
Bradley. Will. Blltmore H.. NYC.

. Brandt, Eddy, CRAt NYC.
Brandwyrine ,Nat, MCA. NYC.
Braslow, Irving, Dutkln'e Rathskeller;

Phlla.
Brecse, Lou, GAC, NYC.
Brlgode, Ace, Marigold B., Chi.
Brown, Les. Arcadia B.. NYO.:
Bundy. Rudy, F.B... NYC.
Bush, Eddie. Hurricane, N. T.

; Busse, Henry, Caaa Manana, Culver City,
.Cal. .

Byrne. Bobby, GAC, N.YC

CAHoway. Cab, Apollo T., NYO.
Carl8en,.Bill, Wm. Morris, NYC. •

Cherhlavsky, Josef. WLW,.Cincinnati.
Chester,- Bob, MCA, NYCi -

: Child*. Reggie, Windior T., Biihoz. N.T.
Clarke, Buddy; Park Central Hotel, NYC.
Clinton,, Larry. GAC. NYC.
Coffey. Jack, Letghton's Halfway House,

Darlen, Conn. . .

'

Coleman. Emll, Ches Paree. Chi;:
Courtney, Dal, Baker H.. Dallas.
Craig, Francis, Hermitage, Nashville. .

Crosby, Bob, MCA, NYC.
Cugat, Xavler, Chicago T.. Chi.

- Cummins, Bernle, MCA, NYC.
: Curbello, FaustbV MCA, NYC.
Cutler, Ben, Edgewater Beach C. Chi.

Daly, Duke, ProVldence-BUtmor* ' H.
Providence, R.I. .

Dameral, George, Cass, Loma, Charleston.
W... Va. ; ;.

Danders, Jr., Bob, Gay 80s, Chicago.
Davidson, Mitchell, Cinderella, N., NYC
Davis, Eddie, LaRue, R„ NYC.
Denny, Jack, F.B.. NYC.
Deutsch. Emery. Wm, Morris, NYC.
Dixon, Lee, F.B., NYC.
Donahue, Al, Wm.- Morris. NYC.
Donahue, Bam, New Kenmore H„ Albany,

N. T.. .
: ':

Dorsey, Jimmy, Meadowbrook, Cedar
Grove, N. J.
Dorsey, Tommy. Palladium B., H'wobd.
Dowell, Saxle, MCA. NYC. •.

.
Duchln, Eddy, Waldorf Hotel. N. T.

.
Duffy, George^ Neil House, Columbus, O.

Eldrtdgs, Roy, Jbs GlaBer, RCA Bldg:,
NYC.-'
Ellington, Dlike. Wm, MorrtA. NYC.
Sills, Jos, Queen Mary, NTC.

Ellis. Soger. Ti O.. NYC. .

Ennls, Sklhiw, MCA, H'wood.
Ernie, Vatl, :C6q Rouge, NYO.

Pelton, Happy. MCA, NYC. ;

Fields, Shep. Riverside T.. Milwaukee.
Flo Rito. Ted. Adolphus H.. .Dallas.
Flaher, Freddie. -GAC,. NYC.
FfTageiftld, Ella; : M6e Gale,". M W*.. 4$ta

St. ' NYC •

"'.'•

Foster,
r

Chuck, ..GAC, NYC.
Frasetto, Joe. WIP. Phlla.
Fredrics, Jan, Boulevard Tavern, B|m-

hurst, N. Y. ', v."..
Freeman, Jay, Gay New . Orleans, World!*

Fair' NfYG "

Fulton,- Jack, 0/0 MCA. NYO.
Funk, Larry, F, B. N YC.

^ '

:

'

' G- V
Gagen, Frank, Bordewlck's, Tuckahoe,

N. Y. -;'..,:;'".

Go rber, Jan, . State-Lake T., Chicago.
Gardner/June, New Penn,' Pitts.
Garr. Glen, Joe Glaser, RCA BIdjr, NYC.
Gaidar™. Dick, Plaza H„ NYC.
Golly, Cecil, F. B., NYC.
Goodman, Benny, MCA, NYC;
Gordon, Gray, . Adams T;, Newark.
Grunt, Bob, Savby-Plaza H.. NYO. ^>
:C}rriy, Glen. Paramount Ti. NYC '

Green, Johnny. MCA. NYU
^ 'h^'

;
:

Hamilton, George, MCa; NYC.. :

Hall, Geo., Chatterbox,: Mountainside, N.J.
Hall. Sleepy, Homestead, Kew Gardens,

L.I.. N. Y. ' ' : ' .'

: Hallct, Mai. Edison H.. NYC. :

Harris. Jack, Versailles, NYC.
Harris, Phil, Wllshlre Bowl, L.A.
H.lrt. Jos., F.B., NYC, i
Hawkins, Coleman, Kelly's Stables, NYC.
Heatherton, Ray. MCA. NYC.
Heidt. Horace. MCA. NYC.
Henry., Chuck, GAC. NYC. ; . . .

Herbeck, Ray. F.B.. NYC.
.
Herman;. Woody, Chicago T... Chicago.
Hlnes, Earl, CRA, NYC.
Hoagland. Everett, Statler H.. Boston;

.

Hill. Tiny; . Donohue's. Mountalnvlew,
X. J. '•:';.''.

Hohengarten, Carl, CBS, Chicago. •
. ;_

Holmeu. Herblo. Log Cabin, Armcnik. N.T.
Hoist. Ernie,, Beachcomber, NYC. .

Hudson, Dean. Blue Gardens. Armonk,
N. Y. ':•:'..' -:•" •

: Huttori, Ini Ray. MCA; NYC. \

Jacobs, Howard, c/o Wm; Morris Agency

.

NYC. .

'
'

' :
- "• •

Jahns, Al,. P.B., NYC. ." ;" ."„".

James, Harry, Orpheum T., Mlnneaiioils-
;

James"Soriny. Wardman:Park^H.. .
Waal'-

d,c,. ;,',.",-•... •
• >-..v

: Jarrett, Art, GAC. NYC
Jones. Ishnm. Mc'Alpln H., NYC.

' Joy,-. Jimmy; Casino Gardens, Los. A'v

Jurgens, Dick, Aragon B., Chi.

ICnssei, : Art,' 'Bismarck H..' ChlcDKfv .-.

Kaye. Surhmy.. Commodore H,> >iC.
Kavelin,: Al,. MCA. NTC.
Kearns, Joey, WCAU, Phlla. "

.

Keller, Leonard, Book-Cadillac It.; ve
troit. :.

:.-: :".' '

: .

: Kprtin,- Hai... Ambassador IT.. L03 A.
' Kendls. Sonny, Stork, NYC. •.... .,:

Kept, Larry, Blltmore II., L'. A. '

.

King, Geo., Mansion. Youn»cs(own. Oiuo

King,- Henry. Penbody. H.. Meniphls.
Klng. VVnyne. MCA, NTC
Klrby. John, MCA. NYC. ^_

' Kinney, Ray, Lexington H., NTC.
Kirk, Andy, CRA, NYC.

(Continued onr page 55)

The New MACK GORDON • HARRY WARREN Over-Night Song Smash/

YOU SAY THE SWEETEST THINGS
(BABY)
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Wednesday, November 27, 1940

Bands at the Boxoffice
(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover

charge business being done by name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (1rip P.M.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.) '

.

P&RIETY
Too Smart?

Band. . Ilotel

Will Bradley. . .. . Biltmore (300; $1-$1,50).. . ... .

.

Eddy Duchin* .... Waldorf. (500; $1-$1.50). ...........

.

Sammy Kaye* . . . .Cpmmodbre (650; 75c-$1.50) .

.

Ray Kinney*. . ... .Lexington' (300; 75c-$1.50 ).. . . . .

.

,Kay Kyser . ...... Waldorf (400; $1-$1.50).

.

Guy Lombardo. . > Roosevelt (500; $1-$1.50). . , . .

.

Abe Lyman* . . . . . New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50),

Glenn Miller ... . .' Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l,50

)

.

Toriy Pastor.. Lincoln (225; 75c-$L50),

\ : Covert : Total
wmIci Past Coven
Played Week On Date

'9 .9. • #.

2

11

5
28
' 4
7

6

7
8,

900
700

1,275

1,350

625
1,250

1,250

1,373

250

1,600

11,420

8,650

36,550

4,025

8,250

9,924

11,375

3,425

* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the
major draw. '• '-;,'-:';.

.

'

., - '

'' r "^ London, Nov. 12.

(Monday through Sunday, 8. a. m. to 12 p. m. Parenthetic numeral after
title indicates number of months song has appeared' in the listing.).

'Can't Love You Any More' (2) .. . . . ..... ; . . . ... . . . . . . . .FDH
*BrCCZC HTld .

.1-
. (2 • • • » • • • • * • -« • • • • * » «•'• • • .••'« • • • .# , iFDH'

'Until You Fall in Love' (1) ...... . . . .Maurice j
...... .Chappell

. .Chappell
'Love is AH* (2 ) ............. . .Suri
'Too Romantic* (2) . . ... .... ........ .... ....... ......... .Victoria ,

•All Over the Place* (1) . • ;T.Gay .

'Nobody's Baby' (1) . . . . . .• ... ..... ....... ^'i .•'•> ..... .. .

.

; .FDH
•Riding on a Rainbow* (1 ) . .. . .....

.

-

:. ;

,

;; .> . .. . .

.

; .FDH

'Begin the Beguine* (2).

'Imagination' (2)

10
10

10

9
• • • e .• e • • i

> • • • • • 9 9 9 • • 9 • • •

> *».••• •

'Six Lessons From Madame La Zonga' (2)......
•I'll Never Smile. Again' (2) . .

-

'Remember September' (2) , ; <

.

'Sleepy Lagoon' (2) . . . .
'.<.

•Save a Little Sunshine' (1 ) :. . .

.

".

. .. .. ,

.

•Don't You Ever Cry' (2 ) . . ... . .

.

•Devil May Care' (1) ..

'Go Smiling Along' (2) .

•In a Moonboat' (1) ..... .... ; X . ...

.

'Make Love With a Guitar' (2) . . . ... .. .

:

'Tuxedo Junction' (2)

'Tiggety Boo' (2) wv.
•Watching a Man Paint a .

Fence'
. (2),

'Blackbird Says Bye-Bye' (!)

'Indian Summer' (2) . ... ; , v .

.

•Meet Sun Halfway' (2) .................
'Memories .Live Longer Than Drean^s' (2)
'Makebelieve Island' (2) ; . . . . . . ; . .

'Rhumboogie' (1) .... .V. ...... ..

'Turn Your Money' (2). .. ... .
:

, . . ......

'Who's Little. Whatsit' (2) ........ ; .v. . .

;

•All the Things You Are' (1)

• • * • i

.... .Lafleur

. . .Cinephonlc
.. .Chappell

. . .Lafleur

...Wood
.Feldman

. . . Chappell ,.

...Victoria

. . .Feldman

. ". .Lafleur
.Maurice

. . .Keith

. . .Gay
; . .Chappell
...CC
... .Gay
. . . Sun
.. .Maurice
.. .Keith
. .;Gay
... .Chappell •

.

FORMALITY POLICY

CAN'T SUPPORT NAME

Because there, wasn't enough
;
dansapation business the entire ^week
for both rooms, : and also because of
a trend away from -formal' dancing,
Eddy Duchin , is shifting into ,the
Empire Room of the Waldorf-As-
toria, Ni. Y., leaving the Sert Room
to its. dress-obligatory policy, but
with no name band officiating, in-
stead, Mischa Borr's string combo
will give out.
Kay Kyser closes tonight (Wed.)

ai the Empire, and Duchin takes
over the next day, along with his
regular support, Rosario and An-
tonio, dancers.
Retakes on ^the picture Orrin

Tucker, and Bonnie Baker are cur-
rently making for Universal is keep-
ing Tucker's band on the Coast
longer than expected and is the ma-
jor reason why Tucker's replacing
Kay Kyser at the Empire Room of
the Waldorf hotel, New York; was
called off.

illy Stein Rallies

Billy Stein . is tfery much on the
mend again/ after what looked like
a dark spell.

v The MCA v.p., confined to a New
York hospital for weeks following a
leg amputation; induced by a heart
condition, may be able to leave in
three weeks.

Tony Almerico Overcomes

Jinx on New Orleans Spot
New Orleans,' Nov. 26.

Casino ballroom, heretofore a
white elephant for its operators, has
been turned into a paying proposi-
tion, since Tony Almerico and his
iO-piece band took over the music

:

chore. Spot is city's only fixed ad-

mission dance hali and Almerico and
his boys have done what several
previous bands have failed to ac-^

complish.
Almerico is veteran Orleans trump-

eter who plays and sings in . the
Armstrong tradition. He recently

altered his ensemble to include some
veteran local jazz men. Julian Laine,
who was formerly leader of band at

Marty Burk's nitery, is on trombone;
Shorty Reese, Roy Posey, Irving
Fazzola and Johnny Gregory; reeds;

Freddie- Loyacano, guitar; Ffank
Netto, bass; Charles Duke, drums,
and Armand Hugg,\pianol

, Casino is swank spot with huge
dance floor and operates five nights a
week. Band leans to swing style as

clientele is more or less given to
more energetic style of terping.

Fazzola, who left Bob Crosby band:
some time ago, joined Almerico out-

fit Wednesday (20). He had been
working, with; Jimmy McPartland
crew in Chicago since leaving Crosby
and came here for a visit with rela-

tives and decided to stay. .

Rod Ogle, former Gene Krupa
trombonist, and : his orchestra have
gone into Club Ball, new French
Quarter, nitery in New Orleans.

Name maestro who demands
that he record all the hits, be-
cause he wants to maintain hig
batting average with . the coin-
jnachines, now has. the jukebox
operators squawking that there,
are too many waxings by that
'particular bariciman,.a conclusion
born of the fact that the ma-
chines also load up on the hit
tunes, as well, as being influx

enced by who interprets them. \
Thus,

\ it's
.
proving a boom-,

erang, and is chasing^the jiikers.
into easing off on this- maestro
and stocking the same hit tunes,
but waxed by another maestro.

DAMCE ENRICHES 802

?6,950 In Medical Fund Thanks To
"'• ;

--
. New "York Affair'-''

.
Mitchell Ayres benefited to the

extent of $250 for a date he didn't
play last week , because the people
that hired his band forgot what night
they wanted him when the contract
was Written. According to his agree-
ment Ayres 'was due at Vernon Hall,
Yale University, New .Haven, Conn.,
Saturday night (23); for a house
party following

. the Yale-Harvard
football, game. ' .Hop was . actually
scheduled for Friday; the night be-
fore, but in buying/the band the com-
mittee stipulated Saturday the 1

date.:-.
**

'Mistake cost the buyers of the band
the $250 deposit they had placed with
Harry Moss, Music Corp. of; America
ohe-hight boss. Its return was'waived
and it was accepted by the band be-
cause the mistake forced them into
taking a night off and. Saturday
night at that. Committee in addition
was forced to round up a small com-
bination of local New Haven musK
cians at the last jninute to play the
job. •

;

Ayres flies to Pittsburgh Saturday
(30) morning to lead the college out-
fit of Duquesne U. . drum major
during the TDuquesne-Carnegie Tech
football game. 'His band trains out to
arrive in time to play a post-game
hop that night.

;
It plays a party at

the Waldorf hotel, New' York, the
night before (29). .

P.A. Turns Lyricist
•' Sah .Francisco, Nov. : 26.

Jim Pool of KGO-KPO press. de-
partment has turned lyrical with re-
sult that Paul Martin's orchestra will
give a network ride to 'Blue Sea,
Blue Sky' with words and. musio .by

pool. .

: -

;

Debut takes place on the Red

Medical Fund of the New York
local 802 of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians benefited to the
extent of $6,950 last week after the
smoke of its annual all-night hop at
Manhattan Center, N. Y., Monday
(18) had cleared away. About 8,800
paid a $1 a head to listen or dance
to< the bands that happened to be in
the N. Y. area,- in two separate, ball-
rooms. The take was approximately
$6,000 less than the result of the pre-
vious annual shindig

. : at Madison
Square Garden, but no journal was
gotten up this year.

'

Hop lasted from 9 p.m. to 4:30
a.m. the next, morning and "was.
broadcast most of the time by
WNEW, m ; .'d by the station's Mar-
tin Block. In

. . one . room bands
changed places ] every; 15 minutes
arid In the other every half hour;.
Thirty-four bands in all showed up,

Jiiiimie Lunceford Shifts

To Decca Despite Sale

Of 448,000 Discs bvCR
? " ' '

'

*

Jimmie Lunceford's band shifts
from its present recording spot on
the 50e Columbia sides to Decca Rec-
ords after Jan. 1. New agreement
with Decca is for three years and
calls for 48 sides per. He was with
Decca before shifting to his current
Columbia spot two years ago.
Reason for . changing

, back to
Decca is unusual. Columbia admits
that Lunceford did a good job in
selling sides for them; but explains
that the price he was getting wasn't,
compensated for by the sales. Hair-
old

; Oxley. Lunceford's manager,
says that the band sold 448,000 plat-
ters for

.
Columbia . during its two-

year tenure, at that con"- :.ny. V.

Lunceford plays his eighth strai/iht

Xnias Eve dance at Renaissance Ca-
sino, N;Y., this year. Leader always
reserves that evening for that spot as
a token of appreciation for- having
been given dates there in the band's
early: days. Outfit plays 3 a.m. to
6 a.m. '' . ''.

'

Benny Goodman's one-night stand
a week ago Saturday (18) at Arcadia
Hall, Brooklyn, gave the Arcadia
Ballroom, New York, a push that
resulted in the latter's registering
the largest, single night's crowd in
its existence. All , due to the fact
that the sponsors of Goodman's data
in, Brooklyn ran large adds in daily
papers spelling out the . name of tha
ballroom -in large letters arid its lo-
cation in .small type.

/ New York, spot; drew approxi-
mately 3,000 people, the sairie eve-
ning, many of whom asked .for and
received ^ their money back when
they found out that Goodman was
riot playing there, but was roosting
across the; river. Others expressed
surprise at the mistake they had
made, but. remained. Go'odman had
a crowd of 4,800 to play to.

:

-

SHADOW OF PEfRILLO

It Brings Basie-MCA Pact on Com-
promise Commission Arrangement

John Kirby small combo booked
for- Brunswick . hotel, Boston, start-
ing-Dec. 9. Stay for week then go
into Loe.w's, State, N.- Y., Dec. 16,

then go back to the Brunswick for
two more stanzas. He's now on 50c
label for Columbia.

Leader Resumes Next Monday— Johnny O'Connor
Now Advises Him—-Free to Go With MCA

American Federation of Musicians
will hand back to Charlie Barnet his

right to work as a union member
next week; Leader' will rejoin his

band officially in New York at the.

Faihous Door Monday (2) on . a one-
nighter, and starts, a ,

week, at the
Apollo theatre, N. Y., Dec. 6. Bafriet

is vacationing in Florida at the mo-
ment, having left Sunday (24). He'll

be gone a week.
Free to negotiate with any other

agency since his troublesome con-
tract with Consolidated Radio: AHr-'

ists was bought up last week, Barr.

net has been: negotiating, through
,
his

new personal manager Johnny:
O'Connor, manager of Fred Waring,

for a deal with Music Corp. of
America. It's expected to be closed
some time this week. Barnet is sup-
posed to have paid $17,500 for his

release from CRA, which included
the $8,500 odd he owed the agency
in back commissions. However, that
figure is unconfirmed.

;
O'Connor denies that he has as-

sumed a personal manager .
relation-

ship with Barnet, but admits that in

the future -he will 'advise and: di-

rect' him,, which is: the usual, duty,

"of a p. m. Position of Charlie Weiri-
traub, who has guided. Barnet
through the - past year - or more, is

riot clear in view of O'Connor's in-

terest.
'

"Count Basie and Music Corp. of
America , have,

. terriporarily settled =

the differences between them Which
almost: carried Basie's complaint to
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians. Basie has been seeking, for

:the past month or so, a rearrange-
ment of the commission ' amounts
MCA has been exacting

,
from his

dates; claiming that his high oper-
ating nut. arid :MCA's ; commission
slice have been shoving his band
into the; red.

, It was settled by.
MCA's : agreeing to a 30-day trial of
a sliding scale of commissions based
on the band's earnings.

Arrangement unusual. Ac-
cepted; take of agency's on one-
nighters is 20%, but all make con-
tessions which bring the average

,

cut to perhaps 12%. Basie's arrange-
ment calls for 10% on a gross, up to.

$500; 15% up to $750 and 20% be-
yond that figure. \

Before the confabs which brought
about the settlement, however, meet-
ings with James C. Petrillo, AFM
chief, had been scheduled and called
off . for various reasons by both
sides... Last had been set for Friday
(22), but cancelled when both sides,

got together and ironed, things: but.
MCA had been taking a straight 20%
on- one-nighters, the usual amount
on those dates, but. Basie claimed
that long jumps between stops and
Other necessary expenses were eat-
ing into his end too heavily.

Basie has been working onC-night-
ers and record dates as a temporary
member of Beriny Goodman's new
band while his band laid off. The
Basie outfit now may go into the .

new uptown Cafe Society, N. Y.

;
.

and: Hie Orchestra

SIGNED
Associated Transcriptions
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Minneapolis, Nov. 26.

Closing of Alvin marked second

unsuccessful attempt • here in two
years to put over vaudeville plus

Independent first-run films, the

4,000-seat Minnesota previously hav-

ing flopped with similar; policy.

Harry Hirsch and Harry Katz, long

associated with burlesque locally,

quit at Alvin after a try of 10 weeks, i

not one of which .Was profitable. I

Conclusion among trade, here is

that local public just doesn't want
vaudfiim, especially when screen

en ;' constitutes non-major product.

Judging by Orpheum's experience,

only stage policy having chance in

Minneapolis occasional name
band name personality.

Alvin was ; handicapped by. small

;

1,400-seat capacity, stopping it from
going after important, names. .

It be-

gan with modified burlesque, but

after three weeks switched to vaude-
ville booked out of the William Mor-
ris Chicago

.
office, house retaining

line of girls for flash production

numbers; -Unlike.: Minnesota, Aivin

didn't use band-, on stage. Another,

obstacle was stiff 55c admission, scale;

required under lease- terms and
probably necessitated, too, by small

seating capacity;

Present plans call for Bill Elsori.

to move his 15c 'subsequent-run film

policy from the Palace in lower loop

to Alvin, which is only short dis-

tance from : the former -Seventh
Street : theatre, where Elson • found
the : going good. Both Alvin and
Palace are under Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Paramount) control.

Dope has it that Irving Gillman
is about to relinquish his 290-seat

Esquire in heart of loop. He has

had difficulty in obtaining product
ami now is suing eight major film

distributors . and the Minnesota
Amus. Co. for $25,000 damages, al-

leging that ' they're responsible for

his inability to get pictures and that

the value of his lease has been in-

jured accordingly. ;

.

Whether; Hirsch and Katz will

return to burlesque is not certain.

The Gayety, where they held forth

for around 20 years, has been taken
over by Gillman for 15c subseqtient-

*un double features.
K

.
.

WEST END, HARLEM,

FOLDS 10G IN THE RED

West End theatre, Harlem, N. .
Y.,

opposition to the Apollo.. theatre, has

folded after six. weeks of operation.

It is estimated, to have dropped
:

$10,000 during that stretch. Harry

Brock, owner of the property and
once associated . with the operation

of the Triboi-o burlesquery in the

same area, backed . the ' venture. \
:

Bucking, the Apollo, which is near-

by and solidly
1 established as a col-

ored name stand,^proved too tough

for the West End. It , couldn't ob-

tain the talent that the Apollo could

call oh because of a smaller budget
and talent managers were reportedly

afraid to deal with it for fear of

antagonizing the Apollo operators

and jeopardizing future bookings at

the latter house: ;•-
'-,

[
West End folded, after completing

its
; sixth week with Teddy Hill's

band and a long; show. All talent

was pa,id off. .
:

•'

(From Variety)

. Famous Players-Lasky was raiding

the vaudeville theatres in adding to

their theatre operations. Now
negotiating for the Jake Wells cir-

cuit, among other deals.

Gertrude Lawrence^ who came to

New York with 'Chariot's Revue'
from London, V- was remaining iti

•Gotham. : The British actress signed

with Charles. B Dillingham for a

starring vehicle.

Radio broadcasting was too poor
to be self-supporting. . Its future was
uncertain. ;

Charlie Chaplin was blocking :the

merger between United Artists and
Metro. The UA stockholder was op-
posed to what he called a 'trust.'

Queena Mario, the Met opera so-

prano, and Wilfred Pelletier, the

Met conductor, were married, •

The Theatre Guild revived Shaw's
'Androcles and the ; Lion' at the

Klaw theatre on Broadway. In the
cast were Romney Brent,' Edward
G. Robinson (as Caesar), Henry
Travers and Tom Powers, among
others.

"

McCali Nixes 'Abnormal'

Demands of Chi Agency

Agents' abnormal demands is the
reason given by George McCali, ex-
Variety mugg now heading his own
film-radio unit, 'Man About Holly-

wood,', for a. possible breakaway
from Al'Borde-Max Halperin repre-
sentation.

McCali is currently talking to the
William Morris agency, although he
has some midwest dates lined up in

the interim.

Grantland Rice, the sports writer,

and Frank Craven collaborated on
a stage football comedy which had
its Pittsburgh debut. A couple of

fu.nbles had to. be . ironed out, but
after that the show, looked like a

touchdown by the time it reached
Broadway.

$1,800 NITEEY STICKUP
.
San- Francisco, Nov. 26.

Police searching for safe crackers
who lifted $1,800 in weekend re

ceipts from Royal Hawaiian Club, lo

cal nitery.

Bob Chester gets four weeks at the
Raymor Ballroom, Boston, opening
Christmas Eve.

The.THEATRE of the STARS

New Acts

JACK NORWORTH
Miniature Collection •

All Day in Full Stage
Sachs Furniture Co., N. Y.
Some actors saved their money,

.

some saved their programs, some
saved their writeups, but this

guy saved a load of tiny minia-
tures that looks like it will add
a. lot of Jack to this Norworth
guy.

His dad started the hobby of
collecting miniatures over 50;.

years ago and handed it. over to
Norworth, who has kept on add-
ing to the collection until how
he has over 50,000 items in this
Tom Thumb knick-knack aggre-
gation. Porti*aits of noted aor
tqrs, painted -with:-;a hair on the
heads of pins, a two-inch can-
non that really shoots, 100 novels
and biographies bound , in real
leather the size of a. fingernail,'

the smallest practical typewriter
in the world, the smallest set of
firearms and swords, smallest
practical

: electric razor, an elec-
tric bulb that you have to use a
magnifying glass to see, besides :

a complete set of sheet; music of
.

all the songs Jack has written,
including 'Shine On. Harvest
Moon' and 'Take Me Out to the •

Ball Game.' words and music on
sheets less than a quarter an inch
long. Thousands of other inter- .

esting. .. trivia. This reviewer,
would suggest he add two items'
to make th is c^Mert'on of 'Tiniest
Things in the World' complete—

a

'VaudevilVian's Salary' and 'An
Agent's Heart.*

•

';': Norworth is 'showihg' at Sachs*
Furniture Co. on 8th avenue and

, 35th street. Admission free and'
getting a terrific play from old- •

sters as well as youngsters. He ='

makes a nice appearance in . a
blue, serge suit newly . shined,
and a heavy crop of white hair.
During the Christmas holidays

all he has to do is add a white
beard and he can double as

:

Santa. He stands around giving ;

lecture and his autograph to
anybody that asks for them. On

. the 'supper show' he chews to-
.
bacco. He expects to get a route
of department and furniture
stores. I guess he is booked by.
a floor-walker.
By the looks of his showing at

Sachs.
. Norworth is a cinch for

.
the Big Time. With his back-
ground of nearly half a century
in show business covering vaude-
ville,, legit, musical comedy, pic-
tures and radio he will pack 'em
in any place he shows his tinies.

And that's the gimick. He draws '

crowds—either on the way out
or in to see the store's bargains,
and buy, or at least look. That's
the payoff for any storekeeper.

If Jack Norworth would add a
tiny oiano and

:
his not-so-big

wife Emma to play it while he
.
sings some songs as he alone can
sing 'em; he would have the
crowds standing on the beds In
every furniture store In the
country. It's a great act put on
bv a great showman. The people
like it. I like it and even he likes
it. The only thing I ever saw
that was smaller than anything
in his collection was the audi-
ence at a matinee of 'On Loca-
tion,' a show Jack Norworth
wishes to forget.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

GENE and GLENN
Comedy
33 Min's.
State, Hartford

Radio pair, known to ether tuners
(currently on WTIC and the Rec
net), have plenty of corn to offer anc
the customers eat it up. It's all cross-
fire patter between the two, with
one of them (Glenn) seated at
piano. Gene takes the role of „
couple of hick characters. Jake anc
Lena, which have been ether trade
marked.

Rapid-fire changes of character
and attire good for strong doses of
laughter. Piano thumping by Glenn
aha duo vocaling by both intersperse
the patter. '.;.

. .-V-. .

: , Act;

runs'''much too long and shoulc
be heavily planed down for theatre
dates. Boys have tendency to milk

Eck,

TA, TALENT UNIONS NIX

CHI M.P. XMAS FUND

Chicago, Nov. 26.
Theatre Authority, and the various

talent unions and guilds here have
refused to give any assistance to the
motion

!
picture industry's6 annua

Christmas Basket Fund shows this
year. This is due to complaint by
these unions and TA that last year
they supplied the Fund officials with
a list of some 20 needy theatrica
families, but were unable to obtain
baskets for these persons.
In order to get food baskets for

these families TA and the unions
wer« forced to go to the Mayor'
Christmas Party fund and the Good
fellows group.

ANN C0RI0 STRIPS OWN

PITT RECORD AT 11C

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

Ann Corio in Casino engagement
ast. week broke all house records

for town's only burlesk site, running
up- a, gross of over. $11,000, at four-

ait top in 1,400 se.ater. Figure in-

cludes Sunday midnight show. There
lasn't been a gross; like that, around
lere on the peel wheel sirice'vthe Old

Columbia, days at the Gayety.
Stripper broke her own mark at

Casino, which she established last

year with close to $8,000.

; Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.

'Girls In Blue' with [ Ann Corio,

Charlie XKewpie) Kemper, George
Haggerty, Harry (Shuffles) LeVan,
Dawn DeLees, Kay Austin; Beth.

Calvert, Charlie Kaye, Ann Smith,
Jack Curtis, Line (14)

.

CASINO, PITT

Class begets class, so it's only
natural to find the No. 1 stripper on
the peel wheel, Ann: Corio, heading
one of the best .shows making the
Izzy Hirst rounds this season. 'Girls

[ri: Blue' \ has:: first-rate comedy, a

moderately good production, a line

that can . actually dance and, of

course, in La 01 Was A- Hit In
Legit*) Corio a peeler who lends; dis-

tinction to the craft. . Arid a boxof-
fice wow to boot.

Casino turned 600 .'• away at the
opening Sunday midnight show, and
it was SRC* at every performance
during the week. . That's strictly

Corio, not. only because gal is really
something to look at up there almost
a natural, but also because she's one
of the

:
best-publicixed gals in show

>iz today, and that includes the
flicker and legit top-flighters, .'too:.-

This
.
season, she's preceding her

undressing with a little ditty called
I Was A. Hit in Legit,' referring, to*

summer stock last season and to her
Cornell-Fontanne ambitions. Like-
wise kids her piece de resistance, ex
plaining, when the audience sagged,
the clothes came off arid she was
over. Then gal goes into the pre-
deshabille. parade and she has that
down to an artistic science, with
body to match, and leaves 'em cutely
and coyly with T can't take that off,

I'll catch cold* when an offstage
voice clamors for. the G -string to dis-
appear, too. She's, burlesk's one re-
maining natural today. ; ;

Comedy's, unusually good for a
touring wheel . attraction. That's
chiefly due to Charlie (Kewpie)
Kemper, who was last here few sea-
sons ago with Lupe Velez. Clifton
Webb and Libby Holman (at Nixon)
iiV 'You Never Know.* Big fellow is

funny and, believe it or not, clean
and way_ he gets across here demon-
strates pretty conclusively that the
sewer isn't necesary for the strip
clientele. Kemper's assisted by
George Haggerty and difference in
their sizes helps a lot. Harry LeVan
is around, too, for the typical wheel
stuff but doesn's overdo it and clicks
securely for himself with his slide
shuffle dance.
Line for a change looks like a line

and gals have a flock of nicely-rou-
tined numbers; 'Girls In

. Blue* also
has a couple of pretty good voices
in Jack Curtis and Beth Cslvart, who
work individually and together;
Dawn DeLees is a secondary stripper
who looks okay, but will do better
when she gets the idea that parading
isn't walking on eggs; Charlie Kaye's
an okay straight man and Kay Aus-
tin does some fair hoofing in pro-
duction spots. Show carries another
stripper, Ann Smith, but Casino's
gone semi-pure and, in addition, ex -

pected big femme trade of Corio, so
Smith gal's number, a grinder, was
cut after opening. Cohen:

SNARL N. Y.

Accidents and switches ;ln cast and

routines give 'It Happens On Ice,'

blades show at the Center, N. Y., the,
unique distinction 6f never haying
given identical performances In the
first seven weeks, ended last Wednes-
day. Three performers have suffered
serious injuries, two others have
been replaced, three, have* been
added and virtually the entire show
has . been revamped since opening
night. With departure from the pay-,

roll on Saturday (23) of ballet direc-
tor Catherine Littlefleld, / show is

expected- to remain in its current
form—barring further accidents.

Most serious casualty was Hazel ,

Caley,' who does ;several trick -rou-

tines with . her sister Dorothy. She
suffered a concussion of the brain
that kept her .

in Roosevelt hospital

for a week, returning to the show 10

.

days ago. Accident left here flattened

bii the ice at . the finale after her
skate caught on her sister's dress as

she swung between her ' legs. Joe
Cook, star of the show, did a quick
cover-up and curtain was brought
down with the house scarcely aware
that anything happened.
Couple days later, LeVerne, who

does a jitterbug routine on runners,

slashed herself so severely with her
skates she was out for a week. She
sliced; a vein, causing her to lose so

much blood she was too weak to

continue in the show. Less serious

casualty was Marty Stott, one of the
Four Bruises

;
act, who sprained

'

knee,- keeping him out four days.
.;

Newcomers to the production are
Phyllis Colt arid Gilbert Russell,

vocalists, who replace Joan; Edwards
and Felix Knight. Also added were

.

Ronnie Roberts and Jerry Farley,

skating acrobats. Joe Cook has taken
on a new foil, Lillian. Oldham. En-
tire show, despite the additions and
two appearances instead of the for-

mer one 'for the Bruises, has been
cut 20 minutes, mainly .by slicing the
long ballets and spec numbers.
Biz consists : mainly ; of family \

trade, accounting for big weekends.
Tuesdays and..Wednesdays have been
a series of benefits.

. .Two extra mats
will be given Christmas week and a

midnight performance New Year's
eve. ; ::.:". .

/

GLENN
INTERNATIONAL COMEDIENNE

tOTH WEEK
COPACABANA CASINO

RIO DE JANEIRO
BRAZIL

Best Coffee in England

Leicester. Square
*

LONDON. WEST-END

NOW DANCING

CHICAGO THEATRE CHICAGO
( opening ;

•

December 11, Park Plara Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.

Direction : Wl LLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

THE NEWEST BOX-OFFICE NOVELTY ATTRACTION

AND HIS

HOLLYWOOD REVIEW OF MOTION PICTURE DOGS
Week Nov. 29, CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago

Per. Mgt. MADGE PFAIT KELIiT — 0700 Franklin Place, Hollywood, Co1*
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Ph3ly Nitery Ops Throwing Selves

VAUDEVILLE 45

Dinner In Battle AgainstMew
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.

phiUy nitery operators will hold

their first annual banquet at the

Brdadwood hotel Dec. 15-but it

won't be just another dinner. An ad

gotten up for the occa-

ff?aSc toward a $50,000 war chest to

Sleglslation that Vis stifling the

nitery biz all over the state. ..-:..;.;

' S objective; vis repeal of the

Saturday night curlew, now being

Singently enforced and killing what

used^o be the only lucrative night

to7he week. The damage done hy

Ihi. law was highlighted over, the

weekend; when thousands ,
of visitors

Severe for-the annual, Penn;Cor:S football game and -later went

into the nitery sector But their cele-

orating, had . hardly, begu^when the

SSfoot boys with the badges^came

S at midnight sharp;: and; declared

that school was out. ... :,

The early closing dose will be

doubly hard to swallow next .^tur.

day (30), when the .

town will be

overrun with football fanatics for

the annual Army-Navy game. .The

service grid classic^ brings tl^ free-

est spending crowd of all—but the

powers-that-be at .
City Hall say. it

will be just another Saturday night

and the lid will be on at midnight as

usual.
;

-
'

.
'-

• Another law that the nitery. boys

will try to break is the regular cur-

lew of 2 a.m. on weekdays. They

seek to. extend this at least one hour.

To add to their headaches, the

cabaret nabobs have what looks like

the beginning of a restaurant strong

arm racket brewing here. It first

came • to light two weeks ago when

two guys were arrested for throw-

ing stench bombs at Jack, Lynch- s.

Last week someone threw a bomb
into Stouffer's, midtown eatery.

Detectives say there have been

rumors of an influx of New York

and midwest baddies in the past few

weeks and blame the dirty work on

them. There
1

are reports that other

restaurant and cabaret owners have

been threatened with trouble unless

they Joined a protective association.

'

:

'

;
Charlotte, N, C, Nov. 26.

;

A note of mystery was .
injected

into the death of Mrs. Jennie P
Whippier, retired, vaude ; actress,

found dead at her home oh the Caro-

lina Beach road near Wilmington on

Nov. 4, as a coroner's Jury probed

the cause of her death.

At the conclusion of the inquest,

the jury found- that:, the woman
came to her death from a cause or
causes unknown under what appear
to be suspicious .circumstances.

. She was found dead on "the floor

of her home, clothed only in her.

nightgown, by sheriff's deputies after

they had been notified, by neighbors
that they had not seen the elderly
woman for more than .72 hours. At

. the time, according to Sheriff C.
David Jones, all of the doors of the
house were locked from the inside
and nothing in the: house appeared
to have been disturbed.

Nitery Op in Clink

New Orleans, Nov. 26.

Felix Maggibre, co-owner V of the
'Frank and

:
Bob' nitery of; Lake

Charles, La., who was convicted Nov.
15 oh two. counts . of an - indictment
charging conspiracy to violate the
income .tax. latos, was.sehtericed Fri-

day (22) in federal court here to

serVe 18 months in the, federal peni-
tentiary and- pay a fine of $1;000 and
costs.

;
Also charged

; in. the alleged
conspiracy, but acquitted, were Rob-
ert Dalovisio, the other partner in

the night club, and George W. Wood--
ward. Lake Charles tax consultant.

.

Maggiore was charged with eva-
sion- of $6,432.68 in taxes on the in-

come of himself and his wife, in 1937.

Sentence was imposed on the first of

two counts, Judge Borah suspending
sentence on the; second .count and
placing Maggibre on probation : for

flye
.
years to begin at the expiration

of his sentence.

WooVolk Quits Sun

Chicago, Nov. 26.

Boyle Woolfolk has severed his

connection and partnership with the

Gus Sun office here. Woolfplk,
however, will continue to operate a

fair booking office on his own.
He will also continue as booking

representative for the Butterfield
circuit and other theatres-

Hollywood, Nov. 26.

Rehearsals of Sonja .
Henie's ice

troupe resumed, following settlement

of a strike over the past weekend
and skaters leave next Tuesday (3)

for Houston, Texas. Eight line girls

who do specialty bits were, awarded
salary increase; from- $60 to $75
weekly. . ..

•;

Others returned at basic .agree-

ment wage, of $60 weekly, but re-

ceive adjustment in rehearsal pay
and transportatibn. .in lieu their der
mand for pay hike to $75. Scale for

rehearsals was fixed at $30 weekly.
. Settlement was. engineered by
Kenneth Howard, of the American
Guild of Variety Artists interna-

tional rep, and Arthur Wirtz, pro-

moter of the ice show.

Sims, Bailey to S. A.
St. Louis, Nov. 26.

' Lee Sims and Iloniay Bailey, cur-

rently at the. Chase Club, west, end
nitery, are prepping for South
American tour that will begin in Rio
de Janeiro next month. As soon as

they finish the local engagement, the

second two-week stand, this season,

they will return to New York and
then sail . for below, the equator.

The preem of Sims' 'first sym-
phonic composition, tagged 'Blythe-

wood,' skedded for February in N. Y,,

will be postponed unless Sims Is

back in this country by that time.

; Detroit, Nov. 26.

It didn't take the newly formed
American Guild of Variety Artists
local here long to win its first strike
and to sign up its first contract. It

was just 45 minutes from the time
pickets swung in line in front of Ted
Cox's Cafe until the ink was drying
on the dotted line and the new union
was ready to start moving in on the
other estimated: 1,200 spots in the
state using entertainers.

The first strike and contract ma-
terialized unexpectedly; Cox's Cafe
signed up Ted LaRue, a one-man
band who is accused by the union
of - doing tut-rate work. Golden inV
structed Al Frazer, m.c. of the show,
not to introduce LaRue. An argu-
ment developed and Cox discharged
Frazer. With the exception of
LaRue, the other :' two acts; in the
show, Halaihe Ricardi. dancer, and
Mark Evans, comedy skatery hit the
street; with him. The picket ;lihe was
swelled by a pair of lookers, Elaine
Marko and Joy S.+. Clair, dancers.
Auto workers here; whose union

numbers well oyer .200,000, refused to
cross the line and Cox said he was
willing to come to terms; It was 45-

minutes from" the -time Frazer; went
but until the contract was made.
Everything ended peacefully enough,
although: Frazer didn't go back in,

the. union booking him .elsewhere
and assuring him his wage. Neither
did LaRue. continue in the show and
he was ordered to face hearings on
the cut rate charges.

Edwards Radio Show

Part of Palace,

on

.. Ralph Edwards will do his 'Truth
or Consequence' program from the
stage of'-'the Palace, Cleveland, as
part of the stageshow for the week
beginning Friday (29). He'll also

do his regular ; Procter' &
:
Gamble

broadcast from there Saturday night

(30), with Mel Allen making the
trip from New York for the. single

day. Program will be the same for
all shows as that done oyer; the air,

with people, from, the audience par-
ticipating and the usual prizes every
performance.
. Gloria Jean and the. Merry Macs
are also on the vaude bill.

San Francisco, Nov. 26. .

Reports that he is angling for post
of national executive secretary , of
the American Guild Variety Artists
came as a 'complete surprise' to Vic
Connors, local executive secretary.
First he had heard of such a move
was when he read it In Variety,
Connors said. He declined to cqnv-
ment further,

Connors Is, believed to have sup-
port of Kenneth Thomson, Screen
Actors GuiW executive secretary,

and :I. B. KornblunvL. A. counsel
and executive secretary: of American
Federation of Radio Artists*

Connors . has spent considerable
time of late at sessions in Los An-
geles. •;,- -v -.;.:'; : -•;

AGVA'S NEW BD.

PLANS MORE

First meeting of the new executive
board of the American Guild Of Va-
riety Artists reached:no definite con-
clusions Monday (25) and was ad-
journed till

.
today (Wednesday).

Several more; changes are expected
to. be made by this . all-powerful

board in the union's 6etup, with pos-

sibly further shifts, in national per-
sonnel eventuating. :

Further meetings were held late

last week by Hoyt Haddock, execu-
tive secretary, and Dewey Barto,

president of AGVA. with Major L. E.

Thompson, of RKO, regarding the

AGVA agreement with all vaudfilm
theatres in N. Y. Thompson's re-

cent illness held up the sighing of

this pact* later further postponed
until AGVA cleaned house, but now
the contract is said to be in accord

with all the; views of both sides. It

will run for five; years and should

be signed this week.
In view of the theatre deal, AGVA

met .-' late last week with an official

committee of; the Artists Representa-

tives Assn., franchised by AGVA,
With . the view of getting; closer co-

operation between the agents' and
actors' grpups,

New Meller Spot
Houston,. Nov. 26.

The; Old Opry House, nitery fea-

turing burlesque melodrama, opened
Thursday night (21). Teh Nights in

a Barroom- Is the opening show.
Bert. Sloan, ..Houston musician, is

operating the club. A chorus of

Houston girls trained by Margie
Sloan, and Houston Little Theatre
players, provide the talent. :

Due

For Straight Films

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26*

,- Looks as if Stanley,' WB detuxer,

'Which has been shuttling in and out
of a vaude policy since late .sum-
rher, is Jdue ; for a stretch of straight

Pix. No vaude bookings following
Lpuella Parsons unit, which opens
Friday • (29), and with holidays ap-
proaching, it's doubtful if manage-
ment will make an effort to grab off
additional name bookings until
Xmas at least. :;• ., ;

;.-:-, <

Stanley had - Laurel-Hardy / last
Week, is playing Bette Davis pic-
ture^ «The Letter,' on its own and
will follow Parsons troupe with an-
other straight

; pix session,* world.
Preem of Hal- Roach's 'Road Show/
Nothing definitely set to.fojlow, and;
although: contracts have been inked
With Kay Kyseri Glenn Miller, Gene;
Krupa and couple of other bands,

' ~?te? haven't been filled in yet and
woai.ba untu .fir«t 4>fo*ewy -

of

To Be Published Late in

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and Copy May Be Sent to

'

Variety Office

NEW YORK
154 W. 46th:St
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1708 No. Vine St 54 W. Randolph St. 8 St Martin's PI.

; May Go toDA
Bouncing ..checks - are leaving a

trail behind the folderoo early last
week (17) of the abortive vaudeville
attempt at the Majestic, Brooklyn.
Meanwhile, nobody has been able to
reach Evans & Lee, Strand Theatre
building agents, who: booked the
house, and there's a movement un-
der way to take the. matter to the
district attorney's Office. .

: Checks for $250 and $350, given
the Three Sailors; and Hehny .Young-
man, respectively, who worked the
first week's showj made V as . quick

,

trips coming back as they did going
to the banks. The

.
paper was signed

by William Levine, president, and
Henry Schwartz, treasurer; of; the'
Dell Corp., which had leased the
theatre for five years but only oper-
ated it nine days.

;

'

There's also a claim on file with"
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists for $2,000. due The Three Stooges,
who headlined the - second week's
show. Latter played only two days
when the : musicians', union yanked
Jack Denny's orch and the house
closed.- Musicians .Were supposed to
have been paid nightly, but weren't
and the union cracked down.

;

All efforts by AGVA, actors and
their agents to reach; Evans & Lee
have thus far failed. They just ain't
answering the telephone nor has
anybody detected them

:
coming to

their office in the building. Harry
Bestry was; also concerned in the
booking of the; house, but nobodyhas
held him accountable. He was sup-
posedly in the position: of a con-
sultant. Arthur Lee. signed, the con-
tracts for the .acts.

AGVA meanwhile denies that it

had given anybody the impression:
that the house had put up a full
bond in escrow before the theatre
opened. Mildred Roth, counsel for
AGVA, states that only sufficient,

money to guarantee part of Hehny
Youngman's salary, plus an addi-
tional $400, was banked with the
union. However, she states the
bookers gave

. agents to understand
that one-third security had been filed ':

with the union, with this even; in-

cluded; in, the Three Stooges' con-
tract, but hone of the agents both-
ered; to check up whether that was
true. . .

AGVA, WHITEHEAD BOTH

SEEK OUTDOOR DEALS

7.Y. :

:

'-K -Chicago, Nov. 26.

American Guild of Variety Artists
and the Ralph Whitehead union will

both be represented at the annual
convention of the' Internatiohal Fair
Secretaries .here :next month. White-
head . is sending Guy. Magley, who
was head of the American Federa-
tion of Actors here.

AGVA particularly is: readying for

a drive to obtain 100% contracts

with carnivals arid fairs in line with
its recent campaign to organize all

performers in the outdoors field.

Beaten, Nitery Closed

/ San Antonio, Nov. 26.

;
Two local Army officers were

found slashed and both badly beaten
in front of the Nite Spot here Satur-
day ,:' morning (23 ). • by local police
officers. Ten of the Nite Spot cus-
tomers and employes .were held for
questioning, but. were, released later

on in the day.
The night club was ordered closed

by local police. Army officials are
also investigating. ^ / '

-

Treasure Island, New N.Y.

Nitery, Files to Reorganize
A voluntary petition . for reorgani-

zation under Chapter X of the bank-
ruptcy act was filed by the Treasufe.

Island Restaurant Corp: in N. Y. '•

federal - court;
,
yesterday (Tuesday).

Assets are approximately $8,000, and
;

106 .creditors are listed, but not the

amounts owed. ; . . f-'

The . bankrupt filed through .-Its

president* Walti Walti, and is en-

gaged- in, conducting a; cabaret • and
restaurant at Broadway and 53d
street. It opened about; three weeks
ago. . It proposes to pay: 50% to un-
secured creditors whose claims are

$50 or less, and 15% to other un-
secured creditors. The weekly pay-
roll is $1,000, and $10,000 will be
needed

t
tp ,cpnjinue

t
ope^t;qns for an

additional month.
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MUSIC HALL, N Y.

Rosemarie Brancato, Jack Powell*

Weal Kennedy, Andrew Grieve,

Mauricette Melbourne, Kathenne
Harris, Rockettes, Music Hall Glee

Club, Music Hall Corps de Ballet,

Music Hall Symphony Orch under
direction of Etho Rapee^ Richard
Leiberi at the organ; fBitter Sweet'

(M-G), reviewed in Variety, -Nov.

20. '

'
'.'-.

'

:

Relieving ;:, Russell Markert,; who
has put an several recent shows in

a row here, the house's ballet mis-

tress, Florence Rogge, steps forth to

try her hand : price again at beinga
producer. She has turned out a few
shbWs . in the past and usually she.

sees to it that her ballet babies are

not as overlooked as they sometimes
are at the , hands of producing
brethren over here. '..'''

•-

Miss Rogge's unit is in. five parts

arid reflects a daintiness, or what
might be - regarded as a. woman's
touch, in the settings, background
arid performance. The costum-
ing and lighting are excellent, while
Bruno Maine's sets are highly color-

ful; Since the show is billed 'In

the Blue.* that tint 'dominates
throughout; leading up to 'The Blue
Danube,' which is somewhat in the

nature of establishing a flavor in

keeping with the - picture that 'fol-

lows, also in the Vierinois mood. '",-/'

: Mi.ss; Rogge's 'Danube* number, .her

most ambitious on the program, is

also the outstander. The full, stage
is ; used and featured are the ballet

girls.: Who do ah ingeniously conr
ceived number manipulating, a
large. - blue silken sheet to simulate
Danubian waves in. a general sort of
way..-' '.. '-.-.'

. The • glee club . and Rosemarie
Brahcatb, latter making her first ap
Eearance here', .provide the. : ybcal
ackground.. arid along the sides of

the auditorium are supernumeraries
seated in chairs as though in theatre
boxes watching a performance. ...

The
whole effect is impressive, Toward
the close of the number, a scrim
reveals couples waltzing on a raised

Jtlatform Upstage. Miss Brancato
.
eads. off the singing solo, glee club
coming in' later , on. She has a voice
of particularly, ingratiating qualities.

Ballet group also opens the show
In; 'Blue China,' a brittle portion in
which the toe thesps represent Cups)
sugar bowl, cream pitcher, etc; 'Be-
hind them,, its face toward the audi-
ence, is ia blue plate centered by two
living figure's, - one of whom,

;;. Katherine Harris, steps downstage to
• do a very clever toe tap specialty,
Including some fine, wo,rk oh a set of

vstairs.;;.;..

The composition, • 'Intermezzo/
which was. heard on the screen here
last season in -.' the picture . of. the
same name, is employed for the glee

; club and Mauricette ' Melbourne,
whistler.. An okay interlude. ••;.'•

The Rockettes are in kilts this
week, performing a fast arid; slick

/routine. A very impressive Scot-
tish.": landscape set, • a backdrop for

" which gives remarkable semblance
of depth, lends nice scenic atmos-
phere. Girls are led on by two bag-
pipe players, Neal Kennedy arid An
drew. Grieve.
Here before. Jack Powell is given

a kitchen setting in blue arid his
chair has been dabbed in part by
that same color. The lad with the
drumsticks, whose timing anc
rhythm are perfect, is doing sub
stantially the same routine as in the
past. He might develop some new
variations to . . advantage. Also,
Powell, was on pretty long Friday
evening, wheri caught.

In addition to feature and stage
.
show, layout includes a .brief session
with Richard Leibert at the organ;
usual newsreel. clips and fresh issue
of March of Time dealing with
Mexico. Char.

which she features; Miss Bowan
opens with a Carmen Miranda im-.

personation that got light attention,

probably because this type of audi-

ence has never seen the original;

Same might go for her Beatrice Ltf-

Ifc number which follows, but the

material is so . breezy; that this one

clicks
Toy and Wing, in the trey, were

Well received in their exciting ball-

room routines, arid When cauuht had
to beg off. Oriental ... couple are

young, fresh and swingy, and .their

dancing is refreshingly,, varied and
:

tricky throughout., Girl clicks in a

short toe solo* in fast tempo, and the

bbv'got applause for his fast splits.

Paul" Nolan, .-'. juggler, . shows off

some smart stuff in the deuce. He's

a clever tosser of hats arid balls, but

his manner of . presenting is some-
what corny in spots. But he gets

good laughs through the comedy biz;

Encore .is : of the type to- make the.

customers remember .him: tossing

from toe to head a saucer, cup. sugar
cube, and a spoon, in that order..

The Balabariow Five, mixed.; offer

ensemble accordion playing arid some
incidental dancing as a satisfactory

opening act. -.-.•..'• Fox,

STATE, N Y.

Frances Faye, Paul Gerrits, The
Herzogs (5), Jack Teagarden's Orch

frith Burton Pierce, David Allen. and

Butch Stone; 'Arise My Love' (Par)

.

ORPHEUM; MPLS.

. Minneapolis, Nov. 23.

; Harry Javies Orch (15), Dick
Haymes, Rita and Ed Oehvian, Dick,

Don and-Dinah, Gloria Jean, Four
Ink Spots {5) i 'Lititle Bit of Heaven'
(U). ^ r "'.'!

- ;.

With Gloria Jean in person : for

three days along, with . her newest
picture. 'Little Bit of Heaven.' and
with the. rest of the show spotted for,

a full Week; this array had what it

took to pull the biggest three days*
attendance in the theatre's history.

Entertainment. itself comprises al-

most entirely swing music, singing
and dancing; there : being a minimum
of comedy and Variety. While show
itself :is far from ;; being among the
best at this house, it likely affords
full satisfaction for the younger ele-

ment, including' the jitterbues. of
course; .. James, the former -Benny
Goodman trumpeter,, has. a first-rate

hot band calculated to send the;
sw.irigarbos into sevehth heaven. Arid
the Ink Spots' fans—they apparently
are legion—delivered a full; measure
of what's expected of them; As for
Gloria Jean; the young singing star
did nothing ' the way of perform-
ance, but gave her followers a . peek
at her in the flesh. . ;.

The James outfit's.'''.arrangements

and teriiptp leave the hep cats noth-
ing to be desired. Same goes for se-
lection of numbers; James, himself,

the emcee,. ' very much in evidence
with his trumpet, '.soloing -frequently'
to the customers' delight. There's a
trip

: of'trumpeters and: it loins up
with James on one occasion for a ses
siori in front of the mike.
James doesn't Wait, .long to. intro

duce his! only vocalist. Dick Haymes;
personable, pleasing baritone; who's
featured in the initial number,
'Only Forever/ Rita and Ed Oehmari,
one of the three acts (riot : cairnting
Gloria Jean), are at their best . in
rhythmic, arid precision taps. . ; The
girl's screwy corn^dy introductions to
her vocals. ' including. 'When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling,'. 'The Little Red
Fox' and 'Freddy the: Freshman.' are
too drawn out and considerably over
done. More dancing and. less com
edy and singing might improve the
act but 'Freddy the Freshman' is

oke, and the male's tapping on one
foot and tapping through various
body gyrations are even more than
that. :->'''

The band lands solidly with *Oh
for Nothing at All,' Haymes' vocaliz
ing scoring In this number and in a
swing arrangement

.
of 'Old Man

River.' James arid his trumnet are
in the spotlight for 'My Last Good-
bye.' which -.precedes another of the

All of the strength at the State

this week is on the screen, the stage

end being; decidedly featherweight.

Business depends on just bow much
•Arise My Love' -milked the Broad-

way trade in its sockd three-week

run at the nearby Paramount.

One turn currently is sorely dis-

appointing. Paul Gerrits a couple ;

of years ago looked like a coming
Edgar Bergen on skates. '. He had
a swell comedy style and a refresh-

ing manner of telling pointless gags

arid yet make them very laughable..

But it seems as though he either

can't think of new jokes, or else

hasn't taken the trouble to buy any.

Also, a couple of his gags are too

far over the borderline, especially

that regarding the fat lady arid the.

talcum powder. On his
;

skating

ability, however, he's plenty clicko,

but skating acts aren't . topnptch
hext-to-closers. -.

. 'V.'/'.;/,

.Frahces;FayeV preceding hirhi like-

wise shows diminishing strerigth..

At the last show Thursday night
(opening), she missed by a mile
previous impressions here. Either

the . jive, scat -singing fad is dying
off, or she should switch her mater-

nal. That long ibutine about the
numbers she Wrote : with , Ruby
Zwerlirig, though . strictly a gag,
makes the paid audience .

feel aw-
. fully lonesome.

Closing the show is Jack Teagarr
den's band, . Which is distinguished
Via' having the. three-rhythm section

on the audience's right, hand, with
the ; reeds and brasses on the left.

This makes it a little tough for those
who, through years of witnessing
popular bands, have become strictly

left-handed rhythm listeners. Tea-
garden also follows the modern
idiom of playing .arrangements that
only a Signiund; Spaeth ; can asso-
ciate with the original melody. For
instance, ' he announces a

,
special ar-

rangement of 'Dark ; Eyes' and it

comes out like ,' 'Bei Mir' Bist du
Schoen.' -.;

There are Iwo vocalists with the
bandj, David • Allen, who. actually
looks as though; he's squeezing but.
two tunes, and Butch Stone, one of
the sax players, who gets a little

tiresome with 'My Feets Too Big'
and an over and over-again . reprise
of one eccentric dance step. On the
punchier

. side is Burton Pierce, a
familiar, youngs hoofer along Fred
Astaire lines.
Show's lone socks are the opening

Herzogs, five femrrie aerialists. brie
of the girls comes up as an amdience
stooge for the finale ; and delivers
some swell v tricks on the trapeze,
which she. swings high over the pit
It's a nice-looking and nicely rou •

tined novelty.
Business was fair arid the layout

ran 63 minutes when caught, but it

appeared as though the; clock had
stopped for at least a half hour.

. .

•-.
''.'

-. Scho.

dresses. Her vocalizing ot There
I Go' is below par. .... Uu
Adrian Rbllirii Trio close bill with

14 minutes of ; torrid tunes played. in

swing style on guitar, bass and vibra-
phone.- *Rollini is the kingpin, of

course, and his handling of thetiam-
mers is plenty dextrous. Evidently

had a following, for enthusiastic mitt

slaps demanded an encore and big-

off. Act probably costs plenty but

isn't strong enough to carry rest of

bilj. A couple of comedy acts to re-

place two of the dancing and aero

turns would have rounded out the

bil into more acceptable fare, v ..

Biz light at third show Friday

(28), opening day. Kiley.
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STRAND, N Y.

ADAMS, NEWARK
' Newark, Nov. 23.

Gray Gordon Orch uTith Art Perry
and Meredith Blake; Toririmy Wonder
and Betty, Emerald Sisters (2).,

Charles 'Slim' Timblin Co. (3), Joe
Fecher'* House Orch; 'Melody Ranch'

).;>. '-:
-

.-. -^x.
'

'

.

The usual Adams ; entertainment
formula of an onstage band; plus

some hoofing and comedy, doesn't

seem to jell this, week, although acts

individually are o.k.

Gray Gordon's band shoulders most
of burden, swinging out with its

plentiful brass to good account
Novelties include brass choir , ar-

rangement of 'When the Swallows
Come Back to Capistrano,', one of the
longest and dizziest drum solps on
record, / and ^ medley of 'sign-offs'

used by various orchs. " -

Of band's two vocalists; Art Perry,
heavy-voiced arid assured, does most
of the work, and Meredith Blake ap-
parently goes along for the ride,

Miss Blake is long on looks, but her
voice is on ,the microscopic . side

After singling through show, pair
combine efforts on 'I Am An Ameri-
can' finish, song introduced by this

outfit. Number turns out to be super
flag-waver, with film shots of sol
diers marching, Red Cross nurses,
White House, Statue of Liberty, :etc,

thrown on opaque screen dropped in
front of orch.
Tommy Wonder and Betty do al

right, selling some free . and easy
dance routines, and Betty helps out
with a bit of comic chirping. Male
partner clicks with a tophat strut,

and also' ;hooflng; it: with life-size

dummy. .';.'-'

The Emerald Sisters (2) pick up
several laughs and a decent hanc
with their knockdown comedy, aero
batics. Variegated pratfalls -seem to
be their specialty.
Charles 'Slim' Timblin, in black

face.; delivers " his standard hokum
sermon that could be funnier but not
much more raw. Then he brings; on
blackface couple for phoney wedding
ceremony --and some run-of-the-mill
gags about matrimony. Act got
polite hand, but ',} r\o encore, en-
couragement. .

• B.o. fairly good at noon show
Saturday (23). \ ^ ' Kent.

LYRIC, INPPLS.

• Indianapolis, Nov. 22
Adrian! Rpllini Trio, Six Grays

Timmy and Freddy, The, Freddysotis
(7), Adriana and Charley, Bunnie
Ptefce; 'Dispatch from Reuter's
(WB).

KEITH'S BOSTON
Boston,. Nov. 21.

Balabanow Five; Paul Nolan, Toy
and Wing; Sibyl Bpman, Milt Herth
Trio, Larry Flint House Orch; 'I'm
Still Alive' . (RKO) and 'Old Swim
thin' Hole' (Mono). -

. .'A good all around variety bill imr
proves steadily as it moves through
the hour's running tithe. New to
Boston is the Milt Herth Trio, arid
they're taking extra bows here on

' every show. ,

Combo of . electric organ, ; drums
". and piano as a. swing band

,
is; a swei

novelty, and the boys know how to

:
send it. Act is nicely : staged, with
Herth at the organ and Jack Conner,
drums, both perched on a portable
platform. Wilson McGrath, piano, is

set close to the platform so they can
'. huddle for their stirring jive; : A

;

' show caught, they turned out 'After
'\; You're Gone,' with Conner taking a

.. solo on the marirnbapbone; 'Whistler
; and His Dog,* a: slick swing stunt

'Sheik of Araby' and 'Loch Lomond,
, Just a- matter of opinion as to which

,
nuriiber is standout. They're all goot
and hot. '.-.-'

''': Sibyl BowaiL domic; impersonator
Is a pererittial here, but always' wel-
come. Hard-^wbrking and ,projectipg

- vitality all the way, she gives out
plenty of laughs in* her few; cleverly
'corlceiVed impressions. The carica-

ture of IJleanor Roosevelt is still the
'''• highlight/and the hokum version of

r
Gloria Swanson is, as usual, a laugh-

froducer because, Ridiculous
Urlesque" of ft- Vimpy dance solo

Ray and Trent, Roy Davis, Harris
and Shore, Roseanne Stevens, Har
tiet Hilltard, Ozzie Nelson Orch-
The Letter* (WB), reuieuied in
Variety. Nov., 20.

,n

Bette Davis and 'The Letter' are
pn the scfeen to guaran tee solid
)Oxoffice, So the Strand is short-
changing, a bit on the current stagt
bill. Qzzie Nelson's, band, with Har-
riet Hilliard and several acts, are
reasonably diverting, but hardly a
potent draw. ».

Entire stageshbw is familiar. Nel-
son's band is agreeable, if unretriark-
able. His style, is a corriprbmise be-
tween sweet and hot, while the ar-
rangements are pretty much stand-
ard. Leader himself has a pleasant
rather opaque personality, with art
unobtrusively modest manner. At
always, he uses the Mr. and Mrs. do-
mesticity formula- for one number
with Miss Hilliard. She's togged to
enhance her looks and makes the
most of her slim voice arid somewhat
chilly personality. ^ Does three num-
bers, clickirig emphatically with a
flock of special choruses of 'I Ain't
Got Nobody' (divide that last word
in two and she Visibly ain't telling

the . truth)

Of the other acts, Ray and Trent
score as always with: their stunning

.

hand-balancing . acrobatics. ' Roy
Davis, another familiar turn, does
punchy pantomirinc acepmpanirnent .

of recordings played on a special

amplifying phonographic gadget .on-
,

stage.' It's :uricanpily ; skilful arid V
suggests : he may; expand his • pan-
tomime to include various other

'

kinds of comedy. .

.. Harris and Shore, dance, buffoons,

.

offer several routines burlesquing
terp teams.. It's obvibus, but fairly;

good. Roseanne Stevens, apparently
a Vocalist with Nelson's band, Works'
the 'cute persbnality' angle. She's a
pert youngster, of the sort who. may
presently acquire, skill and poise

with experience, or may hop about
in front of a band for a couple of

seasons arid then disappear from no-
tice; -. Hobe. --'

STATE-LAKE, GHI

Chicago, N6v\ 24.
'

Jan Garber Orch - with Lee Beri-

nett, Fritz Heilbron, Dorothy Cord-

;

ray, Billy Gilbert and Co. (2) , Carter

and Holmes, Marjofie Daye; 'Angela

.Over Broadway' (Col).
.

APOLLO, N. Y.

. Cab Calloway Orch (16) , Avis An-
drews, Cotton' Club Boys (6) , Moke
and Poke, Anise and Aland, Cozy
Cole, House Line (16); 'Mystery
Raider' (Par).

It looks like somebody got crossed
up in the booking of this week's bill
at the Lyric for the showing of two
dancing acts, two acrobatic acts, arid
the- Rollini Trio is proving' that
silence isn't golden at the boxoffice.
Five acts,

u.^ irr,,
plus winner of WFBM

acts.. Dick. Don and Dinah. .comedy fTaradejContest, are billed "as

acrobats and balancers, who include I

15
?
41 s New Idea Revue,' a certain

some, difficult feats; For novelty th^y
bounce around on a two-foot rub
ber ball which also Is utilized in a
number of stunts. helDihg "to provide
unusual angles for the latter.
: A concerto. for the. trumpet section. , . ..... .- , - -- - —
including James; is .flashy and showy hoofers whovwould have been better

misnomer as 'the customer learns
when he see 59 minutes of regula-
tion,vaude fare. -

.There isn't a talking act on the
bill with the exception of : Timmy
and Freddy,.; a team of colored

hot - musical stuff... with. ;.'the'-.'leade>;
--received, had they been : muzzled

t;—'-" 1
'
'*"" J

- 'This town is close
.
enough to the

south to resent profanity from col-
ored, performers oh the stage.
Libelous fun-poking at 'We the
People' program is also in very poor
taste. They do a forced encore,
some difficult acrobatic r dancing,'
actually delivering. abdu two minutes
of enterteinmerit/in their 13 minutes
on the stage.

.

;

Six Grays are okay deuce act.
Five girls arid one man do a series of
tap^ routines, breaking up. into duos
and trios.; Have some nice changes
Of costume and are expert with the
tootsies, Freddysons open with
teeterboard work.

; Seven men do
the usual flip-flop tricks but top off
Ptner. similar acts with a four-high
shoulder-stand; from the board, also
a triple somersault into a chair -held
pn the shoulders of the anchor man.
More acrftbatics are provided by

Adriana and Charley; who perform
nicely on the trampoline. Also, a
good number two act if there had
been enough deuce spots to go
around this week. Unusual angle of
this act is the muscle work of the
woman, who does all the; ground
work for her bouncing partner.
Radio's contribution to the stage this
week is Burinie Pierce, WFBM ama-
teur winner, who must have been
chosen because she had two evening

himself ; demonstrating exceptional
skill and .proficiency in his instru-
mental work. The .'Two o'clock
Jump* 'by the band also is- torrid,
with the musicians, and eventually:
the audience, clapping

. hands in
rhvthm with the music.
-

.
Miss- Jean was interviewed by

James, who; at the operiiri? show,
appeared to be ill at ease in his radio
reportdrial

. role, and had to refer ; to
a- paper for his questions. At times
he was almost Inaudible, even over
the mike. She tells of herself, her
work and Hollywood In resnons'5 to
James' queries, and that's all. . The
audience insisted on her coming back
'..imt.il; James informed that a sore'
throat nrevehted her slngirig. V
The Four ; Ink 'Spots, voVerflowing

With energy; wow 'em With their disr
tirictlve singing, humming and in-
strumentalizing. . and add a bit of
clowning and iibbihg for good meas-
ure. They ; do the numbers which'
have won them popularity on the
'discs, "and- they go overboard plug-
eine these, records.. Selection? in-
clude. 'Jim Jam JumD.' :'Ja«a ; Jives.'

'We .Three?,' 'Who?,' 'Maybe? and if
I Didn't. Care.' They make the day
complete for the Jiverops. ..

Capacity and many outside waiting
to eet in for the first performance at

12:30 p.m. Friday (22). - : Rees.

: Cab Calloway, his band and
specialty artists, plus Moke and
Poke and Anise and Aland, are; giv-
ing this house the slickest assortment
of entertainment on tap in weeks.
May be a bit tppheavy qh dancing,
but makes up for that through yeo
man Work of veteran talent and full
elimination of usual skits at this,

house. .

'"'-.'

:
. .

;'

Despite superlative stage show
value for. the Apollo, audience selr
dom warmed up to Calloway's crew
when caught Monday night. Lineup
and routining of Calloway aggrega
tion Vary little from its show given
last month at the Flatbush, Brook
lyri. Moke ; and Poke, snappy tap
and ecc.entric-steppiri'g, male, team,
are spotted in place .of the Three
Chocolateers. -

-•

Also, the barid is using more jive
tunes. 'Come On With the Come-
On;' *Are You Hep to the Jive' and
St.. James Infirmary' are those in
this ; category, last being done up
plenty brown. 'Organization also is

using 'Only Forever,' 'Papa's in Bed,
and 'Hour of Parting' for contrast
Calloway contributes a vocal to
nearly every; turie;,the aud

:
up here

apparently not caring if he warbled
or riot. .•'

;
' ' ,

'.

: Cozy Cole; drummer, with the crew,
.continues to be spotlighted with his
endurance solo while the conga
novelty, finish still sends 'em away
happy. Avis Andrews, topflight
soprano, is a . cleanup with 'Handful
of Stars' and 'Night and Day.'
Moke and Poke offer the comedy

lift with their crazy tapstering and,
near acropatics. Boys' imitation . of-

a Harlem jitterbug dancing couple
is neat clowning; Anise find Aland,
fast-stepping ; dance combo, con-
tribute three terp,., conceits with
grace. . -

- :

- . ,\
'".;;.;

Clarence Robinson, house stager,
employs: the house line in a mili-
tary drill ;to open and segue intp the
Cotton Club Boys', slick tapping.
Chorines sport party dresses for . a
soft, shbe production, number and
Latinesques garb for the finale. They
have little enough to do in this show
-^-so there's little excuse for some
of the slipshod work. Wear;

Snappy show, full of entertain-

ment and topped by boxoffice items

that indicate one of the best money
sessions this house has had. Show
zips along -. great fashion without

a letdown and with'-'.'a\coritlnubus

parade, bf variety entertairiment; ..

Jan Garber orchestra is a Chicago
favorite; . Started here' ori; its way to

.

big-time, the Garber band comes
back after a lapse of a couple of •

years to find that It still has : its

strong following... Garber himself

makes a smooth and easy m.c. for

the show, calling the acts pleasantly

and handling some crossfire, with

.

Billy Gilbert in excellent style. His

band remains a sweet-sounding out-

fit and built of all-around popular

appeal.
Lee • Bennett is the - specialty

crooner and he turns in a capable

job on three numbers. Could do

more, but business demands that the

show length be kept down in order

to get the turnover. ;
Fritz Heilbron

steDs down from his cornet duties to

deliver a good baritone number and ,

then surprise with some excellent

falsetto mimicking of • Bonnie Baker -

and Mary Martin. '
.

: '

'.-.

'

'

Other vocalist on the show - Is

Dorothy Cordrav,. who manages to

put over a genuine click despite the

confliction of singing by Bennett and

Heilbron; Miss Cordrav has the ,

basis of a real name with her smootn

sweet warbling arid pleasing ..han-

dling of pop tunes'. '
-

. .
-

-\
Carter and Holmes are a standard

knockabout team, that has been

around for some time.' Have, a mix-

ture of clowning and knockabout

acrobatics which add up to enter-

tainment anywhere. Bright dancing

spot is Marjor-ie Daye; Who has ^an

outstanding control routine. BacKeq

with great apDeararice oh figure^ .

youth. Miss Daye uplimbers a.hign-v'

ly skilled turn of. control acrobatics

which must score anywhere,, airy;

time. She: is a cinch for:
;the best

there is in musical shows ,or the top

riite spots. .

It's a pleasure to watch .
Billy G»-

bert make ; a personal; appenrance.*.

With his vaude background. Gilbert

returns from pictures .with\ a

and a sure sense of showmansnir>

that comes from yearsi of vauae

trbuDing. - Greeted by a bang^'O re-

ception from this audience, Gilo?"

proceeded to tear things., apart w n
:

hL two dialect .sessions., once witn

his femme partner in .which h^ aoef-

a chef arid the other with Garber in

which he is a tailor; Two comedy

sessions which are played to the nin

for howls by Gilbert. A comedian

who can handle any audience,

,ber.t was a roar from start to .nnisn..

He turns on the sneezing, routine to

good effect; and wisely keeps

down to a short sequence merely

establish his film: specialty- • c t.

Business fine at the first show &av

urday (23). Go1 -

" r
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ROXY, N. Y.

Desi Arnaz, Walter 'Dare' Wahl,

Vincenfe Gomet, Ben Yost's Singing

hduchos . (8)* .
Galvan and his San

c„uci Dancers (8), Gae Foster Boys
Girls (24) , Paul Ash Orch; 'Tin

Pan Alley' (20th), reviewed in this

Issue of Variety.

The Roxy again recourses to the

South American way for its stage

oresentatioh motif and, per usual,

under the skillful Jack Partington-

Gae Foster mounting, it's a gay and
colorful variety entertainment, com-
pactly paced in 40 minutes; which is

a marked contrast, incidentally, to

Kay Kyser's overly generous, more-
than-an-hour stage frolic the week
before. With, Tin Pan Alley' on the
'Vc'reen; the Latin-motlfed stage show
iV good contrast, although uniformly

the general, tempo ./ with emphasis
On song.
Desi Arnaz's booking, this week

was smart. It coincides with his

first picture showing at the competi-
tive Criterion on Broadway, RKO's
fllmization of 'Too Many Girls.' This
was the: stage musical wherein' the

Cuban nitery • 6tar first came to im~:

pprtarit . stage-screen attention, on
the : heels of a signal click at La
Conga, N. Y. nitery, The presenta-

tion, in toto, is quite in the cafe

Idiom, With its generous coriga-

rhumba .
atmospherics, including

Galvan and his San Soucl Dancers,
mixed sextet of Habaneras', who like-

wise have been at La Conga.
Y Despite the general . sduth-oMhe-
border glamor, it remains for Walter
'Dare* Wahl" (2), to. come away with
the- hit of . the show. . The acro-
cbmediaris are still among the best in
tliis sphere' Of - nonsense harid-tb-

hand routining, topped by some legit

gymnastics just to prove that -they

can really do it; It?s like The Hart-
mans who, for all their ballroomani-
acal hoke, give the impression they:
could get off a legit terp routine, and
Wahl and his able aide likewise
manage, to underplay their nonsense
with sufficient conviction to impress.
Ben Yost's Singing Gauchos, male

;
octet, . are wisely geared for comedy
and . novelty in addition to the con-
ventional 'Flying Down to Rio,'

. 'Amapbla' and 'Ay* Ay, Ay' erisem-
: ble harmony. However, -they ; overdo
on some of their hoke comedy such
as that pseudo-broadcast which, basic-
ally, is of familiar pattern;: and
doesn't quite come off.

: The Gae Y Fosterites are . quite
carloca . and rhumbaesque, with mild
Havana flavoring to their .

terpsi-

chorean bumps. The costuming is

neat -and permits ah eyeful of the
shapely kids. . Galvan and his San
Souci Dancers—a name borrowed
from the Havana nitery—is prin-
cipally a conga line ensemble, and
good flash filler. Vlncente. Gomez,
long given an NBC buildup, is . a
classical guitarist with ah obviously
studious and skillful flair.

:
Desi Arnaz, for .his part, is given

a glamor-boy presentation, -all the
. femme stage pictures focusing on the

. juvenile, and: deservedly. . He's, an
engaging Latin personality, although
after a bit he borders, a shade on

/ emulating that Chinese philosopher
—On Too Long. However, in im-
peccable white suit he runs" the
gamut from 'Splc and Spanish' (but
of Too Many Girls') to Tabu' and,
after a> costume change, into the
congabanging finale; where he totes
the. elongated, cone-shaped drum
around the " rostrum for the Cuban
rhythm. Arnaz,. of course, in the
book musical had the advantage of
clot and continuity. At La Conga
he always had Diosa Costello as a

.
paprika vls-a-vis. As a soloist lie

has a bit of a. rep how, particularly
in the metropolitan New York sec-
tor, plus ah undeniable personal
charm and quite a bit of talent. It's

merely that he'll have to extend his
scope if he's to assume? substance and :

;
stature for rostrum work where the
variety chore calls for anything be-
yond an eight or 10 minute . stint.
" Business big opening day. Abel.

GOLDEN GATE, S.F

topping anything this town has seen
in months. All he needs is a mike
and he can Work anywhere.
: Smacking- of the bygone two-a-day
are Ulis and Clark, she the laughing
lady, he the Irish tenor, in an old-
time crossfire act with songs. Also
billed as from the days of vaude-
ville is Phil Rich, with his old-
soldier getup, cane, rhumatiz and
Whiskers, who gets over particularly
well with his ditty '60 But Feel Like
>1 6. •

: Adair . < Mrs. Rich) ; works in
and out as foil for his humorous
philosophy and he walks off with a
patriotic, if creaky, march in ah
imaginary, parade.
Rounding out the contingent are

Pops ^and ; Louie, , sepia steppers who
mix heat .control taps with spins,
flops and trick steps to land solidly.

Linegirls are featured in a Thanks -

giving production number, garbed as
huge, .pumpkins. The; pumpkin
heads fold down ..id. become full
skirts, effecting ..complete and in-r
stantaneous change of costume that
drew a big response. , Wern.

STATE, HARTfORD
. Hartford, Nov. 21,

.-. Dave Schooler and 21 Swinghearis,
Edmund Lowe arid Ann Dvorak,
Fredericks and Lane, Midge . Fel-
lotos,,.Gene and Glenn, Sam Kaplan
pit band; - ^Friendly Neighbors*
(Rep);: ;

EARLE, WASH.
Washington, Nov. 22.

Park and Clifford, Wynn Murray,
Betty Atkinson, Ken Murray, Six-
teen Gae Foster Girls; 'The Letter'
(WB). .

-'

. Y. . Sdn. Francisco, Nov. 20.
^Kh and Adair, Maxine Brothers

. (2) and Bobby. Frank Payne, Pops
and Louie, Ulis and : Clark, Cres-
sonians (6) , Peggy O'Neill House
bine (12), Charley Kaley's House
Orch (12); 'You'll find Out' (RKO).

-Six Cressonians, closers oh the
Gate

:
bill, gave first-show attendees

unexpected acrobatic jolt when one

Sii It
tumblers missed a barrel and

nit the floor. Chap was stunned but
members of troupe gave him a quick
work-over and he completed the:
performance, drawing big ovation
rrom crowd. Working twin teeter •

ooards, doing double loops into bar-
rels atop tables and tricky relay
tosses, act keeps customers on edge
throughout. 1

- : :

,
i. Opening aero this week is a, pooch
earned Bobby, top-mounter in three-:
^jiighs with .the- Maxine: Brothers,
uets oyer nicely. Deucef is Frank
OTffir who, iises little else besides' a

j^ l?le.
larynx,

. There are imitators
5
n?^t

mitator?i but Payne is uncanny,
dubbing s li familiar voices plus

™ n& *ffects with the accuracy of

rri. i

"

Vte&ix transcription. .Mimics
.Ezra. Fred: Allen. Joe E.

pW- Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna,
.McCarthy, Edgar Bergen

•r
™ Mortimer Snerd. Donald Duck,
-*w- Lehr and F.D.R in a manner

: Current show has an all-around
appeal., Result is steady -clicking of
the turnstiles, Pair; of prominent
radio names; two film-.names, a duo
of hoofers,, ah all-girl's band arid :a-

vocalist comprise a> ; fair entertain-
ment .-dish.'"-

;

:. ; : .•:; v.
'

Date marks the fourth theatre' ap-
pearance for Dave Schooler's new
gal bartd (recently organized). Out-
fit, consisting of four fiddles, five sax,
three trumpet; three trombone,
harp, ' bass, guitar, piano ana
drums, needs -polishing. Majority of
members are: new ..to theatre! work,
having recently become graduates, of
schools of music, etc. AH young, too.

.

:
. Band leans to semi-classical music,

which it PJ.ays with distinction. One
number, which has three of the giris

stepping down to the mike for some
vocaling of 'I Love You Truly,' while
the rest back them up with choral
effects, is. ineffective. Group of six
gals steps down for some jamming;
Several.-of the instrumentalists get a
chance to , solo. At one point, the
maestro, who . : is an . .accomplished
pianist, leaves baton-waving for
finger-weaving on. the ivories of 'Sec-

ond Hungarian Rhapsody.'
Fredericks and Lane, boy and gal

hoofing team, are spotted briefly for

some okay iitterbuggihg. Midge Fel-
lows,, with plenty of energy behind
her, does neatly with 'Old Man
River' and 'Maybe,' although ar-
rangements aren't quite suited to her
style. Gal is a last-minute . attach-

ment to the band, -v •

Film players Edmund Lowe and
Ann Dvorak work together-irra skit

on the technique of 'How to Make
Love and Influence Men (Women),'
each one demonstrating the proper
approaches to the other sex. Bit is

effective but: .should have been
cleaned up for. this house, which has

its appeal strictly directed at the

family- trade. '-. •/."'. :••
;'•''

Pair qf radio comedians. Gene and
Glenn (New Acts), are in" the last

slot with some corny but effective

crossfire patter. At supper show
caught todav (Thursday) they were
on the boards 33 minutes, stretching

the - show into an hour and 45

minute.v ... ;

Biz okay. tcfe.

EMBASSY, N Y.
'. (NEWSREELS) '.

The United States in the prepared-

ness swing, with ,the draft as the

fOcal point, paces the newsreels here

this week in a generally motley col-

lection of clips that for, the most
part are pretty run-of-the-mill.

Fox, Metro, Pathe and Paramount
set the pace on clips of the dough-
boys, enrollees or draftees,, and the

reels are all the more significant in

their run-off on the same bill that

: includes scenes of England reduced
. to a state- of ruins. New sleek

[ bombers shown, being turned but in

Santa Monica, Cal. (Universal) .are

among,other defense cli|)S.

Rest of the bil is routine. Of course,

for somewhat of a change there

are scenes of the Far Eastern situa-

tion, with Japanese bombers drop-

ping 'eggs' on the Burma road in

order to frustrate British shipment
of supplies to the Chinese (Pathe).

Tanks scooting along the sand dunes
of Egypt, where once only a camel
trod (Fox), give a dull picture.

Again the -question pf a lack of

actual newsworthy reels is apparent,

with, the result that no less than 10
1 football games have -been caught for

| this Week's - program. And. they're
i given quite extensive treatment,; top,
• Particularly prominent are ;the .'five

downs, caught by Par in' slow motion
of the Cornell-Dartmouth contest in

Hanover, N. H. The reds show all

too clearly that 1 the game's arbiter

was in error in awarding, the Indians

that extra down. Par. also had .the

good fortune of being present at the

game of the week, that -between.

Boston Coil'efje and Georgetown; in

: Boston; in which the former emerged
,on the long end of a 1H'1» score/

' Pathe and Fox also contributed to
' the football layout. Kov.

'

Three line numbers, three acts art
Ken Murray mixing mightily into all
..six is the

. formula for this : one. It's
not bad as stage shows go, but . it's
riot quite the type to wow the car-
riage trade being drawn by the Bette
Davis film.

.

House pit band is on stage, wheel-
ing back /and -'forth on . platform for
down arid: full stage goingsron. Line
opens, in fast strut in white satin pa-
jamas ;ahd top hats* led by Roxyette
Eileeri : Ritter.. Who warbles 'Tuxedo
Junction/' aided by accordionist and
guitarist .from

, the orch.f and -hold
center spot with oke sdlb hooflhgr
Ken Murray; busts through gals'
finale 4b ": chatter about his aunt's
chicken farrn. steer the late-comers
to their seats arid lead the band
through 'Tigier Rag* in an . 'imitation

'

of all.thie best known orchestra lead-
ers at once.' Park and Clifford fol-
low for ^straight muscle workout.
Registers

.
sol idly ;

. ; Murray interrupts
acts in gray bathing trunks arid cigary
really, holding one of pair aloft a

:
couple of times during slapstick tom-
foolery. He ; gets, more laughs than
moist emcees who think such an idea
ought to be riotous.;

Next lt*s .Wynn Murray (not relat-.
ed to the comedian), attractive plati-
num blonde in black skirt and, red
jacket,' who drops cleverly into a low
register now and' then to put 'Million
Dreams Ago,' .'Night and Day' arid
'Great Day- across effectively. Line
reappears in gowns, with sequin arms,
and rope scarfs for pretty formation:
and. rhythm 'swaying. Murray takes
it again to introduce Betty Atkinson
as 'world's champion drum major-
ette.', Cute blonde in abbreviated
drum major costume does neat bit of
patter re Murray's 'powers over
women.' and then wins top hand of
show with her baton twirlingj espe-
cially, the biz of. keeping stick spin-
ning while doing one-handed walk-
overs and finishing, by snappy. Heav-
ing of five-foot; 12-pound baton.; '

;

Murray gets final spot, cente,ring
attention on stooge Milton Chrles-
ton, who comes up from audience to
do his falsetto chatter. Everybody
is on for the finale,. Miss Murray
leading with

:
vocalizing of 'Sweet-

hearts - on : . Parade' as line stands
around, holding, red velvet .hearts.
Finale applause was embarrassingly
light at, this catching.'

Biz. good. ... Craifif.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

card the opening musical monstrosity
it bills as 'Stompirig at the Flatbush/
Shifting; its later arrangement of
'Blue. Skies' to the front would tee
the group off clickily. The stuff that
follows is easily capable of keeping
things hurnmirig. The initialer is a
stumble that takes , the. next couple
of offerings to overcome.

:

' Made, up of three trumpets, one
trombone, four sax and four rhythm,
the band sums up as an exceptionally
good st.acje outfit, geared for both iriu-

sical and laugh sequences that stack
up orii the right side of the- ledger.
'Nobody's Baby' arid 'WPAV give the
band members (one of the sax.es,
.trumpets arid the

:

guitarist) an .op-
portunity to : wbrk for laughs, each:
try getting .over , with little trouble'.
On the first the guitarist is the butt
of; the proceedings as a 'baby face-;
secorid uses the' trio with toy. shov-
els. 'Another' pr6dvictjon

:
\ bit is .a :

gle'e cub arrangement of
|

^Sylvia.' . It's
'

well , done but .overrarahged. Made:
.'simpler and more along straight en-
semble lines Would help' immensely.;
It' was

.
strong with - this axidience, ;

however. .

-.,

'

Bardo handles the introes. a violin
in solos arid a song or' two neatly, i

He Works best in a medley of George
|

Gershwin's 'Summertime- *and 'I Got
Plenty '- of Nothih', a oair of crack

j

arrangements. Ester ,Todd is. femme ,

Vocilist She P.ets, in one unreveal-
ing solo-inning on a Latin tempo.

''..?•
;-. v •>-... wood. ,

STRAND, SYRACUSE

,
Syracuse, Nov. 23.

Phil Spitalny 'Hour of Charm'
Orch with John Coye, Three Littl*
Words, Maxine, Vivian, Glee Club,
June Lorraine, Evelyn, Mary McLen*
naUan; 'Youth Will Be Served'
(20th).. .

-

-

HIPP, BALTO
' Baltimore, Nov.. 24,

Betty. Bruce, Mary O'Brien, Bob
Evans, Gdudsmith >Bros. <2)

,

. Lent
Lj/nu, 'Helene Denizon, Roxyeiies
(16), Phil Lampkin House Orch (12);
'You'll Find-Gut' (RKO). •

George jesseli
r
;with Lois Andrews,

Isabel Jewell, Lyd Lys, Jean. Gary;
Mary Joyce Walsh,; Freda Sullivan;
Bill Bardo Orch (13) with Ester
Todd; Shorts and Newsreels.

'

George Jessel and his bunch of
lookers, some of whom, have been
changed - in the past several weeks,
make the Flatbush. week a pleasant
brie,- though

:
the entire routine de-

pends mostly on Jessel himself. His
string of s.a. dispensers contributes
little outside of an unheralded fash-
Ion show for the

. local housewives.
This coterie hits the. parting of the;
ways after riext week's stand at the
Brandts' Windsor, Bronx, sister spot
to the Flatbush.
Most surprising inning on the bill

is the work turned in- by the com-
paratively unknown. Bill Bardo band,
which comes up with entertainment
qualities and musicability that ranks
it equal in value to Jessel's segment.
Bardo's crew earned, genuine re-
sponse to its various straight and
gagged-up, innings.: It rates the open-,
ing half-hour alone, .preceding Jes-
sel's act. . Latter carries his own
leader to conduct for the unit's stuff.

Jessel starts the second, half talk-
ing about /anything and everything;
namely, the: difference, between pld-
time and present-day vaudeville, his
Wife .(Lois Andrews) and hirnself.

then starts bringing on the gals, each
irttro linked with a running g^ag

about, the girls' fave male filmite,

Clark Gable. First on is Lya.-Lys.-
She gives a short biography of her-
self. \vith Jessel's helping queries,
arid does little tut dress up the stage.
Jean Gary is. next as -Ophelia Foot,'

a Brownsville amateur.. . Billed :by:
:

jessel as an embryo screen, emoter,
.she does an acceptable, fast and'un-
intelligible vocal' and tap.' Isabel
Jewell dishes lip a silly, piece of solo
stuff re a roadside-joint waitress who
loses her guy. She fails to Interest

.

her audience until the - tear fadeout.
Miss Andrews was' a curiosity to

this aufliencei . judged, by the: com-:
merit. Smartly gowned, she does two
obviously forced arid overdone tunes
in deep, untrained, voice. 'Madame
La Zortga- and .'Ferryboat Serenade'
get: her attention; Mary Joyce Walsh

.

:

billed as on loan frorn 20tb-Fox for

stage
:
.experience. does

:

: a bit . w ith

Jessel -that, was originally done" by
Jean Parker before latter left -the;

cast. Skit .oori'sists' of troubles of a;

couple on their w>ddinB'-a.hhiversa.ry:'
i

It's
' unstable. .: Freda Sullivan, a

rlaheer, i«r on last for an odd routine.

•She ruri«! through a series of adl.i.bbcd-

step?, so it secmS.'.' It's hard to label,

•being'* '"mixture' '«/ fa'mili«r steps'ard
. lirifapi'li'sr coritoi'tion.'!;- ; Jessel winds
Ym \vMr hifi telephone bit. an--expect--

er1 en<ry.': '

-

.. 'BarrloV band wnj^rt avoid tretti rt.tr

••.'•..<*
•

' ih* i'TQi- » f'-'nt v^rp . it fji jd'.c"

.; All' hands have combined to round
out a . very fulsome and entertaining
layout which borders on a real pro-
duction in staging, pace and general
investiture; House line of 16 Roxy-
ettes.is utilized to good advantage by
Beth Mitchell, and general routining
arid stage dressing by. Bernie Seaman
is highly polished. Plenty of support
from Phil Lampkin and his pit
combo, which capably takes on a
varied: and extra-heavy, musical as-
signment. Stubholders reacted most
favorably to it . all when caught.

Colorful opening to offstage vocal
of 'Lady of the Evening,' by . Mary
O'Brien, has line in flashy Spanish
costumes selling an intricate routine
nicely pointed up by precision use of
large shawls. Girls look well and sell
number to the hilt. Serves to bring
on Betty Bruce for brace of alick tap
sessions, the first in the conga mbtS
and the closer, a rhythm hoof, solid
from start to .finish arid a rousing
hand-getter.

Bob Evans follows with aonie good
ventriloquism. Material ia just fair,
but closing vocal and duet are
adroitly handled, especially the busi-
ness of the dummy talking in spite

. of hand clasped over =' its .puss. Makes
good spot fpr line to follow with
radium-lit hoops In blackout for
swell flash. :

Lerii Lynn, youthful coloratura
from pix, handles a session of legit
vocalizing 1

to good effect: Does the
W.k. 'Voices of Spring,' a special
lyric wrapped around 'You Made Me
Love You' (meaning Clark Gable)
which includes rather questionable
tag about 'Tracy and Taylors should
stick to. making trailers,' not very
smart ' considenrig . M-G tleiip of
moppet. Closes with, aria from 'La
Traviata,'\which utilizes all the vocal
tricks and upper notes' typical to the
craft, but a surefire clincher.

Perfect spot here for the standard
Gaudsmith . Bros, arid their soCko
French poodles, a smash on any lay-
out and made to order for the. holi-
day trade on tap currently. Eke out
a barrelful of laughs and earn a beg-
off, with the two-high stuff, which
brings one of the hounds on top for
a neat finishing stand. —

. Robin Hood number,. With line
utilizing bows and arrows to point up
nifty costumes, serves to bring on
Helene Denizon, for smart, toe stuff:

Billed, as the 'Fire Bird Dance,' num-
ber doses with colorful maneuvering
of folds of silk on varicolored, floor-
lit platform. good- for a series of
hiehly audible curtains.

''".

•' BizYbkay.;.; ;.; ";\ ' Bur/ni,

Milw. Daily Raps

Strippers, Niteries

Milwaukee, Nov. 26.

. .Putting. -law enforcement officials

oh the pan for giving official appro

val to. the .art of iiridressihg before

the public and giving up their guar

dianship of the code Of public, de

cency, The Milwa^ikeie Evening Pqsi
is . crusading ragainst ' the lone local

bUrlcy house and the nite spots, in,

both 'city arid county. ' • •..

Rapping; the Empress for adyertis

irig a 'cast of 25',"arid showing three

,; strippers, a severi-girl; line, a heavy,
' straight, coriiic !and a crooner, The.

•..Post says: •'
•

I-: 'The. strip . teasers'! arc : ordinary

.

• They don't .go all the. way but far

eri'ou'gh'.- They are neither , pretty ..hoi

: alluring, bat
:

fat,', flabby, arid • apu-

fhctic.'
'• ,,'Y

'- ':,.,'.."' -Y, Y-'
;

, For sheer class, Phil Spitalny arid
his all -girl orchestra iriove to the
head of the. class - with ^Syracuse
audiences this week on the strength
of his. offering at the. Strand.- '•

,

: Other name
.
bands . that: Y have

rplayed this house recently may have
.

more , verve, may 'register bolter in
'

their specialized style, but theYSpi-
talriy.

: unit definitely offers a :well-
roiinded -program ^by . it ^usually tal-^

erit.ed musicians who:, wisely avoid
imitation, of ; other- unit? and' capi- ,

talize-. .charmingly : , on V theifY-.'-fern-.' •

inity. Y.Y-- '
.

•'.. .'

Y-."
',.'"'•-- .''.

^A iiv'e version of 'In the Mood'
setsYthe ; stage for the ,unitY but just
as. the .customers get ready for a; hot
prograrri after • hearing . druminer
Mriry McLennahan pound out a blis-
tering concerto bri the tom-toms, tb«
leader brings on Maxirie. Krr haunt-
ing version of '.Tenness,ee FishYFry;*
assistied by the Three Little Words,
vocal . trip, .and : the -Spitalny. Glee
Club .completely Changes; the mood
of .'the program. : Y -

The same combination offers an
Impressive choral of Schubert's 'Ave
Maria.' with Maxine sharing the
limelight ;with -Evelyn and her vio-
lin. The latter returns later to scor*
with 'The Breeze arid I' and a strings

'

ensemble rendition of Til Never
Smile Again.'

; Comedy is provided ,by . the. Three
Little Words,- who offer 'Taverri in
the Towri' arid .'Old Oaken Bucket,'
both solid deliveries.' June Lorraine,
pianist, .doesi a heat bit -of mimicry
of Edward G. Robinson, Gracie Al-
len. Charles Laughton. Katharine
Hebburn arid - Schnpzzle' Durante.
.... It reinains for V?vlan;. a newcomer
to . the troupe,' to provide . the top
note of the

.

program. A nifty-look-
ing blonde, she lias a neat colora-
tura with which she does the bell
song from 'Lakme* and then, leads
the choral finale in 'God Bless
America.' .

-

•-

As an interlude In the parade of
girl talent, Jehn Coye demonstrates
a capable tap routine.
AH in all, it's far above the daric*

band efforts ol offering a stage show.'
Arid despite its class-design; th«
whole program . registered solidly
with. a varied audience. '.

Business sbeko..
. " Soff.

TOWER, K C.

Kansas City, Nov. 23.

Lum' and Abner, Four Si/dnsys,
Gregory and Raymond with Cherie,

'

Lester. Harding, House Line, Herb.
Six House Orch; 'SandyrQtts Her
Man' iU). Y -

.•

:

'\
'

The vaude bill this week has «
name act in Lum and Abner; con-
siderably more prominent than the
usual run of acts here, arid the ef-

forts of the. producer and the house
force were extended to step up a
show in keeping with them. Result
isy.a. unit well packed into 50 min-
utes. .

Turn by Lum and Abner has to be
chalked up strictly- as a personal
appeararice for- the team doesn't
maintain a vaudeville pace. Pair
take up some 23 minutes showirig the
customers how. and what they ido on
the air and finish straight, front
stage, by reeling off the cast of their

air serial. It's-the proprietors of the
Jot-it-down' store that the custom-
ers come to see, however, and in this

respect Chester Lauck (Lum) . and
Norris Goft* (Abner) are doing
justice to their billing. Biz is up for

the week.
A stage speech by the manager of

the! team;, while they are changing
from 'store clothes- to civies, is :

poorly handled and but of place
with plugging pf their recent picture
arid a. near-future (though :indeft-

riite) return to the air.

The imported supporting acts of
the Four Sydneys and Gregory arid
Rayrnond keep the pace up on the
first half of the show. The former
group of three gals and. an anchor
man execute a, stiff routine of aero-,
batics and juggling on a single bicy-
cle arid girls take a turn at second-
story .monocycles. The other pair
with femme partner, Cherie, get
tunes out of harmonicas, vacuum
sweepers, saws - bicycle pump, rubber
glove and a bagpipe,, mixing in comr
edy dancing, patter .and other an-
tics. .-;':'

- The house force is
;
on With some

extra team as the: line tackles three
unusual numbers, a modernistic
routine on opening, a .

terp to 'Second
Hungarian Rhapsody' midway, and a
fast modern tap on closing. Besides
his moving Lester. Harding takes
a singing inning halfway to warble
'Trade Winds'v and ;'A YMilliori;

Dreams Ago' to his .
regular, ready

'-.; Although : biz is cp'risiderably

stronger, this week the house budget
I is also up, calling for no morq black

|
ink than usual. It's a good move
:b'y the management, however/as it is

|. not only bringing in more people but
, also many who don't, usually make
1 the Tqwer.' A show with both name
i value - and entcrtairirhent. ;such as

(his, orie, is also a shot in the arm to

the. ).v>i.""' Policy..
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- THIS WEEK (Nov. 22)
'

NEXT WEEK (Nov. 29)
Numerals in connection with bilii : below indicate opening day of

show, whether f u.1 1 or sp I it week :

-NEW* YOB K. CITV
stut« <•;«)

Van . AleXah<>r Ore
.CYoss Dunn
Tlie .ifa'rtniatifi

•

3 .'IVojaris

, Edri'i Jnnls

PlftSH'P'.Ml -

;

Stanley (Sf>)

Louolln Persons On

W.ySM'NGTON
CuplYnj ('»»)

;.;

rcd. su-fee,
'

Peter Llnd:lifiTy . .

Emerald- His- .

Ssymbnr & ^Picture-
tyn tfterine 'Vent 'U>1J

. Wilbur Hall
! Rhythm Po«i;

PicK*ns '
$1 ihirioioi

•.\
v
uHti> Troupe'

PITMAN
Itrwiilwny (:(©)

:
.

.Th.i>
;

.
Jackis

'' -."'/'
:.

Joe Tern-|inr-:Co;
,

;

,

.

Senator Murphy.
'

i:itovu>Kxc'E

.

Metropolitan (28-1)
..iulinny Rarnes. .'-:

•Rni'e r>n;v"i?> -.

'.CtfHn-ry-ylJros' '-.

Mildred Biillev .

Clyde McCoy. Qrc

WORCESTER
Plymouth (2-4) '-.

Bi-o. Wnin
Blue Hafoh Ore '• •

(3 acts to nil)
FREEPORT

FreepOrt (28-30)
;

Coriwny':.A Parks •-'

'i Lei Brun Sis .

Mit7.l .Mnyfnlr
Elaine Arden
demons Belling Co

; fall river
Empire ($-4)

Funznflre. V. :

Paramount

new YORK city
Paramount.'..( :»J

Glen Gray nil .

"

Red Skelum .

Knight "SI* '-.-

Connie' !V-i-!«eli.

urFr.vi.e-
.;

'

;' Buffalo ,
(••«)

Geh'e Krupn: Bd.
•Allen's V.

Ames A Amo /
'

Paul c:«»rritz

CHICAGO
ClllengO (."»)

Ltuigford A- Hall
Chick & Lee

Bob Evnna ''

-

:

Consuein.-.A. Melba
S" It"' Dogs.. -''

' ^.'Shite *4iUe-'.
:

:

Hurry ..J'urne.iv Pre .

Wessons:
OMA4IA

Orpheum (211)

.Tan Garner Bd .

Billy.' Gilbert: .-."-.'

Marjorle Daye
Bun Tlircjiea-:*-': Pals

Apollo (50)
Tlnv 'Rr-M'shaw Ort
.eoii: wd;
4 Step Bros ';';'.

NEW YORK CITY

BOSTON
Keltli'ft (28-1)

AK Lcyal's: Dogs;
D Dunbar . & Boys.
"Wally - Vernon '

,

'

.
Patricia-. Bills .Z

: P ' EemoH' .Midget's-
•Arren ft* Broderlck-

(21-24)
Toy & Wing -.".'

' Paul Kolan -

Balnbanow 5
-Sybil Bowah
SHU Herth 3

CLEVELANB
Palace (2»),

•Toy jt 'WliiiB

t Pitchmen
Gloria Jean
Lorraine &, Rognan

Jlerry Macs':
Tfuth or' Coris^fine'n

(22)- -

-.

Louella Parsons Co
June Prclsser- '.

.

Bi-hnle - Barnes ".

Brienda,- Joyce
Pabu %

Robert Cunimlngf
William Orr
Mike Frankovltoh
Virginia O'Brien

,

. UAXTOS
. Colonial (SB)

Sally. Rajid V
'

Geo TVHIte Scandals.
STBACUSK '•:

Strand (20rt)
H" wood on Liooee

(21-24).-
Phil Spltnlny Ore

mxw York erra
Strand (iff)

• Ozzte Nelson Ore'
Harriet Hllllard
HoyTDavIa

.

Kay Trent -'

Harris & Shore
PHILADELPHIA

Etirle (29):

'.GrfLy: Gordon Ore
Beveirly 'Roberts 1

'.

. Condoa Bros .

Trod Sanbotn •.

(2a>
Laurel & Hardy U
Cass; OW^ii & To'sy
Lew' Parker Co

.

'.

Ulaxlne Co.nrn'd
10 Danny Dare GIs
Darlehe Gardner'
Gonzales & Christ'e

READING
Astof (28-30)

Johnny Messner Ore-
- (22-23)

Don Bestbr Ore.

: WASHINGTON
Karle (28) •

The Brlants
Gae Fostel- Gle
Jean' Travers' •

Davidson & Fprgle
Evelyn Farney •

(21)
Ken. Murray
Milton Charleston:
Park & CHRord
Betty Atkinson'.
Wyhn Murray -

Gae Foster GIs •

KKW' VORK CITV
MUdl«: Hull (28) .

Katlier.ine .I-iarrls

.

Waui'lc'e MeUvourne -

Nenl Kennp«ly
Andrew Grieve. •

JH.ck Powell -.

RosiemaTle Biancato
Corp de Ballet

•i'KooUetteH
Glee. Club
Eriio lVa.ile'e'.' Symph

: Rtixy. (2U)
.

Desl A'nraz
.

' Tlncente GoitieV.
' IGalvan & Co

Bert ' Yost Co
XEW YORKen %

Hinder
Geo • J'esseJ Sh ow .

iBiU' Bfirdn Bd
Lois -A nil re\< a' . ;

' Lya' Lys
'

.
Preda '.S.ul litvn n -,

' Jch n Gary
.

?

Isabel Je>'eU<
Prosnert (30-1)

fOne, to fillV;

Rosalind d
.

Bol» Howard' . .

Teddy Powell Ore. :

Riviera <l) ••

A|l faulfipn .Orc
Morey Am's t eri'ln tn v

-Alahcl Todd
(Oiic.tr. fill)

KliitlMtnfi (28)
DuJce.EllfnptoH On-
Ivy : .Anderro.n >
£>ti)mp * Stunipv- •

BUI, Bailey ;. .; .

.'

Mrtrte-Jlrynni'-'
HALTIMORK .

- H||»DOdrowe (?8»
RUymond WJIbcrt
Murk Dawson
Bi'own & Arties
;Ponirwrtters Parnd"
,J6- Gae KoHter f?ln

: State (S8-30)
Burrr Vny'
.Walsh & :' Rpn.ee-
Dave tin J'.fl« fa

•

'.

Roynl Clfi)

Jolin KirV. Oi-c
'

Marine Sullivan •

CMMndtt Lee

Cook & Brpwii
LaMarr & Lopez
Viola Kemp ' ^

.

"David & Witty

e

CA>II»)N ^
• Towers. (29-1)
i'Unzaflio U

.

ELlZAlriiTH,:
Liberty (28-1)

.Ll'shtning 1 2—.-

(One to nil)
3 Revelers
Grandma Perkins
Ross Bros &. liosn

HARTPORI) •

State (38) .

Ken Murray
Park. & Cllfiord

1

Mlltori Chhrleston-
Betty Atkinson
Rosemary Lane 1

To'tTimy TticJ-.er Ore
- ^EW-Akti
Aflnnih (20)

Laiirel Hardy Sho
Lev. Pjir.fter Co
CnaR, Owen & Top'y
16 Danny Dare G1h
Mnxlne Cnnind .

J_an.es C. Movton
Carlton Kclsey

'"'

.'•.;-.pAt«r',son
• 3»l»j«tlc (Sr»)

f>uve .Harris Co
^en*tor.Mun*y
:G Marvels

(.23-2)
aildn'ht In M'aml ll

PiiiLAjikrviiiA

T ,
,rv»y« <2«)

,Linda Moody ; -

3 .Marie K:-6s .

Charmaine
June.. Lorraine. '

'

Frfinltf Con vl lie fir
Dolores Dane ' .

16 Roxyettes
' Oinhnn (20) -

Wyrin, Bvncly & A
'

PiUiil TTJnchell
DcnlllH Sl«:
Clyde linger
6 MarvelM

'

(3-C)
i Guefisen

'. A ^iit'undb's

'.Krn.n U. MnndHla '6i-;

Podilto Ore'
Adelii'i'de Moffelt. .

ItpixlU'omber '-

Evn: Hoist Ore
Oloila W;»ke -

Annette " '.' ?'
'.-;, '..

.

>13a;rrys :,

.:'''. .' ['.

; . itill IVertolntti'a

l")6)i .Ky.lv.'io- Ore ':.'

A.i,t;ei(. \t>fc .

"
:Mp.U Giilurd

.

Joan Beno.lt
•Cyn t

U
•: a Cava na Ugh'

.

Iiorctta Lane
Blue brake ".

: IHIPk
:
Guy >0>

Cluiri.i's ..Strlclsland
I.uhi .Dntc*-
•Fied -Bishop ,

SplUei -Harrison'. :

Hiuold Wlllard •

'Harry Donnelly : .:

Uernle-.:Grauer -

1

.' Cafe llruno

Xlclc D'Anilco Ore
Ennio" Romano : Ore.
Uetty- Bryant-- \ .

(nfe Continental
J2li Splvai; .

Yasclm.' batsko; ' :

Nordstrom. Sla-
Alex Makofka .

•; Cafe/PIerro

Bob knight Ore ..

Eleanor French
Cafe Society . .

(Hldtown)
Teddy Wilson 6ro.
Hazel Scoit
'Golden '.Gate 4
Ammons & Johnson'
James Copp ill

V. Citfe Society
(VllUce)

Henry Alien Ore
Willie Bryant ,

Ida Cox .

Josh
: White Co :

Meade Lux. Lewis -'
'

Art Tatiim
Chateau Moderns

Maurice Shaw Ore
Gabriel "

.

Ton i Wood
Ruth Coburh ''.

Ginger Wayne
'

Mm? illlana
Sain

; Grnssls'

;

Club Cubs
Charlie Wright Ore.
Machlto Ore
Sigrid Lassen
Eunice Healy
Nick Long, Jr .'

(ilib 18

G Andrews Ore .'

Peter Brent Or«
Jack White
Maxlne Loomls
LUyan Dell
Pat Hurrlngton
•Frankle

. Hyer»
Jack

. Gleason
Leila Gaynes

N

'
:

: Club <inucho /

Don Migueli Ore
.La' Oiluiillla . .

Currfto; & "CoraL
Joe C'orderO
Lupltn
Yaylto Maldonado
Xy» Trio..

( luh Ualkikl ,

Andy ionai Oic
NH-l'Uil
T.uiiama • ..'.

- Copueubuiia ;.

I'auclio. Ore
Fftuslo Curiieilo Or
Jackl - Gately.
Rain or.-.- <* 'Reii'ita.
JtianKt. ,Juarez;
t'erniuido 1 AlAare/.

C'.ultiin Casino.
.«:oiis'ie|o Mbreiio
l>orv .('as-ahova
D:ni(ts & lieien
ISfTi Uorre .

Diamond IlorstidiW
Noble SliTsle Ore
Blanche ITIng.
GU'l:. Or.'.y
Eddie Leonard :

.Julian.; iris*'.'."

Harland DtxOn ..

1'i-of Lfimberil
Wlnl Shaw ;

:
'Hortun '.spii'rr ;

Dave.Mall en - -.

Hermon Hyde ; ,

: Rally. Durrell

1/ori Albei'to Ore
JOViCi '& Mrtni villa.
Mai ilney. & Anion! in
Juan fiHro •

-.

N[Oi m:i Liicero ' •' ;'

Kl Moroct-o
,

iladv Towne Orir ':.

,

' I'ninoim Diinr

Gen. Hall Ore
] Dolly Daw ri

I Marlon Towers •
'.

! Tlielnin Nally
1 Gr nnVli Vllluge Inn
;Ariihnhj- T.rlni Ore'

Alleen Cpok;--'
Eddie. .Baron
Ginger.' T^ane;

'

Lliida \Mivrclv> .

Grace- Pitttewon. v
llnvana-Miidrid

Q De'-' La' -'Rosa. Ore
Juanlto Sanabvla Oi
KHiela Vt Papo •

Axtiiro'Corlez '

Podrito & China
:

A'lrglrila Rama^ ,

Z de la Conde
: Hickory ifaniie

Joe Marakla Orr.
4 Spirits Rhythm

'.'. Hotel Algonquin -

Greta ;Keller •

.Cy.: Walter. ,

~ '

iCharles Dicker
Hotel Ambhssndor
J-.arry Siry Ore
Jane 'Wl'n'to.n ~

.

.
Hotel AHtor

.

Sande Williams Ore
Hotel Itlltmore ,

'.

Will Bradley Oro :

Ray.McKlhley: :

Phyllis Miles

; Hotel UoiMert •

(Brooklyn)

Eddie Lane. Ore .

Hotel Brevoort :

,

Eddie Mayeholt .

'

Morley & Georheari
Norbert Facbnl .

Hotel Commodore
Sammy kaye Oro
3 Kadets
Tommy Ryan '

.Jimmy Brown
Charlie Wilson
Grayce & Graham
Art Barker 3

Hotel Edison .

Ma.l,HaUett; Ore", ^

Holer Essei House
Joe Retchnian Orb,
Penny - Parker

. .

'

Hotel Lexington
Ray McKlnney .Ore
Honolulu Maids -

Hotel Lincoln
Tony Pastor. Ore ...

Hotel McAlpIn
Isham Jones Ore '

Hotel New -Yorker .

Abe-. Lyman. Ore.
Mark Plant
Hotel Park Central
(Cocoanni Grove)

:

Buddy Clarko Ore
Jack Waldron:
Barry; Prince & C
Pastins & Fanchon -

3 Nightingales
'Sca,t' Powell
Elenore Wood
Robertl Roberts

°

Hotel.
.

.
Pennsylvania

Glenn Miller Ore
Ray Eberle
Marian. Hutto'n .

.'

Clro Ulmac- Ore ,

Hotel Pluzn .

Dick' Gasparre. Ore.'
Gerry- Morton Ore
Paul Haakon
Josephine Houston
Di>-' Marcos

Hotel Rootievelt .

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel : Sayoy-PIaza
Em lie Petti Ore
Dwlght:FlsKe-'-

Hbtel Shelton .

Johnny. Johnson Or,

Hotel St. George
(Brooklyn)

•Joh'h'ny . McGee Ore-
J line Ward
Alan -Gerard '

Worral Sis •

Bud .Lawrence:
Hotei St. Mnrltx

Eddie ' VarzQS Orr
-Glover: & LaMae
Rlcb de-'Slerr*'
Vivian Blaine -

Hotel St. Regis.:

Hal. Saunders Ore
Gus'.Martol Or? :

Dorothy LeVvia
'

Heasley Twins
Hazel Pranltlin .

Hotel Tuft
Franiile: .Masters f)r

Hotel iValdo'rfl
• Asiorln

.. Empire Room
Eddy Uiichlri Ore
June Robbins
Lew Sherwood'
Tony Leonard'
Johnny T»ral:e :

La.nny Ross '
.

•

RbHarlo & Antonlii
Bi;b Keller

Hotel Warwick
Ray 'Behso'ri Ore'
Covert & Reed

;'• '. Hurricane''. '.

Eddie' B<»sh '

Or«'

Maurice & Cordoba.
Carolyn Marsh

'

; Jore Mac'Ma'hon
Henny . Voungman.

. Deano JnnlB .

'

Carole & Xherod
Enrico A Novell©

.Mromy Kelly'*

Winnie Duncan"
. tiarter & Schaub
Ingra Bbrg -

Hetty Carter- ..

Tnngln . •..

Helen Hoiinea.v
. Marci> Ac Komola .

.'

Joe ; Ca pel 16 pro
Ln Conga •

' Carmen -Cu.vallaro ;Q
Noro Morales- Ore .

Dlosn Costeilo
Marco Rosalee
Harris, Claire -tk 8
Rosltn Itios .

Gloria Belmonte
Riimoii Serrano
Johnny Rodrlguea,,
G'al.van pane ' ;'

•

'. ..!« Martinique^

Viir Olinah .Ore.

Herbert Curbel)o Or
Carlos Ramirez '.

•

Igor & Orftce Poggl

. Lnrue
Eddie Davjs, Ore . .

Joseph. '. SniUh. Ore
.

Xe 06i| . Rpnge .

VrI : Ernie Ore ','

Johnny Oliver Ore
Mnrtha Burnett
Rll.ly Mure

Leon & Edrtle>

'.Lbu Martin- ; Oro

-

Eddie DaVle .

..Tiidy.'Ellfngloh..

Walter Donohue
Dbnriette deLya ';

Letltla • :

Rb>ei!ty Sc AldUa
. .Mori Puri|»

.

Dick Wilson Ore
Luka\yella.Orc •.

Jerry -* Blnnchard
Rutherford £ Sabln

• Sloate Carlo

Ted Stroator -Orb.',-

Velero Sis

Old Roumanlun '

\

Joe La Porte.' Ore
Johiiny Howard -

Denlse -.'

Ethel. Bennett
Sndle ' lianka
Jeiiiiette Garrette
Jon In

: Poliedlnlrt

Pngo Pago ' Cldb: .

Joe- Ricnrdel . Ore
'

Yvonne' Bouvler
Johnny Hauser :

.

Place. Elegunte
Ernest .Frnhz .()rb

; ;

Bernlce Manning
,

Bill Parrel I :

Joe ttavazo ;
.

Vincent, de Costa *

Art Tubertlnl
Tlno ponelll

Queen Miry

'

Joe Eliis Ore v '

Louisa Bryden
'

Jean Walters
Roberta Welch,
Baron Gyldenkron
Lou Williams

Kiilnbow Grill

Bai'ry Wiiuon Orb
Julian. & ' MarjOri. :

Jean' Murray
Karen Cooper, .

-.

; KninbiMv nbbm
-Eddie;' Le Baron Or
dale Houston
'Morris-. King '..

Jacqueline Salter'
lilli Karr ".;

Jack Cole Co
Austin & LaHsing \

Vicente .Gpmee, '.
.

Rubun Bleu

Cuspar Reordon
Paula Lawrence ....

Vera Sanoff.
Herman Chlttlson

Ruftfdan Kretclimn
Nicolas Matthei; Or
reter Nemlrolfv Ore
Xastla Pollakova !

Marusln. Sa'vB' ."

Ad In KuznetzofT
Scnla KaraVaelT
Michel -Mlchon ..

Mlslil U^.danonT
Ai'js!ft.k ArafelDva

;'. \Splvyv
« Root

TOokie'Hunt'er '

Rex-Owen - ;

.lit hel: Colt •;

Frahk .Sinimann
'

.Splvy. ..;"
.

'

Stork Club
Sonny Kendis' Ore :

-..

Toreb i'lub .

Terry .King ..Ore.-

; Louise '(.'handler'.

Olive Foy
;Tlc-Toc Gl3 ••-;

Bee Kalinus -
.

•

Treasure I.iland
Nano Rodrlgo Ore .

Ruth Clayton
'

.Karen -Knight :

Carlos. •& .'Carita
,

Bud : 'Sweeue'y . .•

: Versiiillea '-.

M . Bergere Ore.- ;

Panchlt'o pre
Jane, Frbinah'.
John B.ueUniaster'..

VUluge BHrn
Bobby: Parks .Pre

:

Van de Marks' .- .-

'

Rossillahos;. '

.

Virginia Atistl.n •

Radio Rub^s .,
.'

Whirling Top
Russell Rhodes
GeO' Morris Oro
Iren'cj Stanley ' .;'

Howard A Lee .'

Marcella Glair

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Musle .

.

Anne Hlrrlet
Bill Jordon ;'

George Kent.-
Michael Doyle .w '

Dick WlnSIpw Pre "

Itlltmore likrtil

Jbaciuin Garay
Hurley & Rodford
Rita' & Rubins
Moore & Revel-.
Glen Pope: ..; .'. ..

•'

Jimmy -Castle
Dorothy: - Brandon ; .-'.

3; Dee's : '

Chuck Foster Pro
.

. ciu» nan
Bill Horowitz ,

Lotl Lengyel
David Bail

Cocoanut Grove
Dr Giovanni
Goorge Tapps

.
.]..

Hal Kemp Orb:
; ,

Earl Carroll

Joaquin Garay-. •

Eddie Skinner Co
Mary' Peter'back. .

••

FrahciP. & Gray
Slate Bros
Fay Carroll
Frakson

.

Boh Williams
Red Dust
Bill Brady
Lolita & Ardo
Jean ' Tlghe:
Fred Skinner Pre
Manny Stra"nd Pre
Florentine Garden
NTG & Cat Frolics
Rio Bros . .

Bob; Oliver
Day 1d 'Marsha 1 1 Ore

Forty-One Club -

Walter 'Dyson
Peggy Lee Johnson
Enriquett's Rumba
Pan I Kendel .

Ben* Frommer .

Graee Hayes Lodge
Pat Dwyer
Bobby. Evuns
Grace Hayes
Caroll & Howe
Marlyn Minims
Rebccoa Hayes
LeotiArd Suess Ore

House ofMurphy
.

Heierie Bertelle
Beth Reynolds ...

Frankie Gallaghei
Gordon Bishop \ •

Bob Murphy

It Cafe
'

Daryl Harpa: Pre .

.. : Ln t'ongu

Medina & -Memosa-
Chl<iulta ':

Lbu Botah'c'Oirrt
Paul . Neighliors Ore -

:

Martinuue Rli'.ba Bd
Pullodiiim.

Totnniy '. Dorsey ' Pre
'"; Paris . Inn ,.

Kenny Henryaon
Dominic •'

Marg'.rlte'& M'r'tlr.ez
Henry Monet

.

Petbr Lourgaa .

Helen .Golden'
Dorothy Heller
Paul Burkette
Helen- Harrison

'

Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Ore

Plratett. Ben
Pegleg Happeney
LoVey Lane
Thea. Garbo
Happy Hemlngwav
Tubby Mahr
Piper Manning
Shadrack Boys :

Max'Fidler Ore ..

Eddie Albany
--. " Seven Sen*
Lllla Kiplkona
Puanani Mathews
Jane Avelar '

Jphhle Bright Ore
Slapsy Maxte'a

Lbwis & -Moore
Margie Gerretson
Louis, de Pron
Joe: Frisco. ;.::.'

Lewis & Moore .

Rita Carroll
'

Margie. Dee \
'

-Maxie Rp'.Men bloom
.

Cully Richards "

Louis Da Pron :

Tommy; Riley OrcV .

Somerset House .'.

Harry Ringlnnd-
Hl Halters
Lorraine Elliot
Lou Sa l lee Oi c ;

, v.-'Top'sy!(;.;'

T,opsy*9 Girlesque
;Russ' Brown •

•

'

Mai'Vin'^DnJe Ore-' '.-

Victor Hugo
Rudy Vallee .

Charles Mariaw ( »r<-
1

Wlishlre. Umi i

:

Don & Beverly
Phil.:.Harr.|.H

Leah R*7
Kthel Brown.

.

I'lHinore Shermnn
Art Fischers Ore
Del Ester ;

.

: Colonj. Club
Sacasas Ore
Monchlla Ore . .

Coloslmoa ;

Tronic Farnum
;

Franelne y .'-.

Janice Davenport '

Yvette Uugel .

Jack . Prince •

F Quartet) Oro
Proniiph' (lis.- . .

Club Oeilss) -

Billy Mitchell
Cyclone Morgan ':•

•BHUe Eckstein .

De Al«rund«r -

Chippie Hiu :

.

t> Jitterbugs^
Rhythm Willie :

Charles isoin .

".
.

•

,

Parte.lio: GIs..
.

Red Saurtdera Orb -

' Cbiigrriis- 'Hotel
(Gliiss Hut Rrit)

johiuiy Bangs.. Ore
. (Peacock Rnj)'-

J'i>*
-'V»ra' -,.

Kdgewaier Bench
'HOtel :

.''.
' -

(Beach AVitlk) -

•!Way ne King Ore
St Clu ir & bay ;.

Iioss ; Sls :

1)or '.Drirhen GIs .:

<•'

'

Herb Foote v
'

;

Frnrtke's CaNlno
liarnct Ehrllck! ,

Lord- rJanis .'•.:
.

;.'

lloc.lc.y Ellsworth.' .'":

NMaina •'"
. .

' '...-'.

Hillie. -Webb... ...-'.
Ann Anderson
Dlik Conrad
Boh Tlhstpy . Ore .

(trueihere' Hotel'
. (tilnss House Rm)
'Lew. Story Ore '. -

Marie Lawler ...

N'ord : Itlo.h.n.rdspfi '

.
Ivanhoe- -.

-•'

•Florence. Schubert '

At Trniie Ore
ll.ot'y \SWanso.n
l'f«i«Mi. Sumner
Al Velrrn' Ore '.

L'ilglon .

limll DbSaivl Pre '

Dorothy- Johnson ".

,

Arsene Slrgel '-.

Isobel do ' Mnri-o .;

Hotel .La Siille
( Ithie .. Front. 'Ro.oni

)

Gloria; Kay
tMeraon Tha i I Ore •

Liberty ' Iiiri

Ted ..Smith

Doree DaUghton
Sunny Lovett
Vivian Stuart
Ruth Jordan

'

;

Earl Wiley Oro '

Morrl«oa Hotel
(Boston Ojster

House) •

Manfred Optthelf

.
.; .-.New- Yorker-

Mao Pepper :'

Harriett. Carr .

Vlnce & Anita
'

Patsy: Dell
Biliy Samuel

.

Aiene Kvuna
Linda Preston "-

Hoveler GIs
Arne Barnett Oro
Al Milton Ore

Old Heldelbert;

Irma Cooper -

Sally Sharriitf. -;'

Hoiddbcrg Octetta
Heidelberg En* . .

•.

:Jo)iy -Franrl .' Ore ;

.

Franzel 'Ore, .

Pitlnier HouMe
; (Eniplre RoonO
Ray Noble Orb

.

Chick & Lee '

Trlxle-' :

;.;-

Dancing- bobonalrs
Dorothv Dale .

Abbott' .Da ncera- '

I'hil poolcy Or .

'

-.
;

Sheniuin .Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Oene.' .iCir'winvPro

.

Jnros Sis
:

',( t'untlier Room) .':

;

;Harry. -Jaihes .Pre .

Cn'r.l ..Marx-' •

•

-Silver Cluttil .,'

Honore A Joy
.

Ajidy Carr;.
. • .- ;

lone O'Donnell
Shirley Gale

.

Babette : GlB '.

-

JCIlnor. Daniel* ..

Hnzfel Znitis '
608 Club

.Marg'ret.'Paber .GIs
.

,
Maxlne de Shun.:;
Boots Burns
Irene Kaye ,

Madeline White'
Jerrf . Vitnce -..

- - :'

Nonna Martin :'

Jackson & Nedra .

Betty Shayne
"

Cecil Von Dell ;;

Mnrgb.
Jeri MoCouley
Jo Ann Carroll .

Sol LAUe Ore .

Tripoli-
;
3 "

.:
'

Thompson's Id Club
Jimmy Byrne*

*

'Gene- Emerald .

-

Mary . LoiiIrO'

Peewee. .•.Gilbert-

Bobby banders Ore

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
Ainbnstutidor Hotel
'. (Pump Room)

Jerry Shol ton Ore
Virginia Hays
Bismarck Uotei •

(Walnut Room)
Art KasBei . Ore
Marlon Holmes
Collette BOrry .

Don Ricardo .

Hndley (Jls

Bliicklinwk

Raymond Scott Ore
Dancing Co-Eds
Don & BeyeVly ,'

BiockKtone Hotel
(Bnllnese Kni.i .

Adrian ' Rollini Trio
/ Brevoort Hotel

(Crystal Kmim)
Mae King.
3 '.Hordes.. :-

Bob Billings : >

: Broitdmont
itlUie Garland.

Lucille Ford '

Jean Andrews '

Dot Carlson" d Is ~

-Herb 1 R'id bl p.ha Of ..''.,

Cliez Puree
Emir Colemani On •

Carmen. Miranda
PaulDraper
Lee'.simti ." ~\ ".

Ilomay Bailey
RoUWon Twin* •

Evans GIs

Club- Alabttin

Charlotte Va-n :

Mai-Ion Moore
Harriet Norrls
Allen CO*. ;:.

;

Bbrnle Adier

.

Jackie-- Allen'
Inez Ganibbl
KfTie llurion
Paullelto I,n Pie. i

' '.

Dftve-.Lin "II Oio - I

Dorothy Dale
Eddie Rcith Ore

Club MInuel
Colleen

/ Club Bull

Detoyd Mackay* :
..'

Florrle' Vesof ..

Sid Taniach
Re is. Bros ;

-..•-'

Alion Fielding'* Ore
.luanlta . Pre
Gome/. Beachcb'berH
Di Gitanos

Ben' irVanklln

Bill McCurte Pro
Enrloa &• Novella
Katherlne Hoyt
Pinky Savltt
Hal A tkinson- ,

-

Goi-.don Robb' •

Benny the Bum'*
Kitty Col* - :

.

Mary .Lee
Ann Laur'enc* -,

Maxlne,York .'

•Wilina Douglas*
:

:;

'Carroll'*

Reds St Curiey
Jackie Mabely
SiinJI'-:

.Larry - Steel
Dick Taylor's; Ore
Jerry- Tapps .;

.;'.'-' Clul. 18

Pa'ulene - Paige Pre
Rose. Venutl .-

Antoinette Sarelle '

.

Du.van & Du'van
Amy

, Organ ..

Barbara. Stone •

Crescent Ixtg 'Cabin
(Gloucester Hghfs,

••;•->:'.. a.)

Margie Drummond
.

Wnisbn Sis- •

Billy Beck :

Glalnour GIs v(3) -

.

Frank Schluth
Barbara Jones
Vloia Klalss Ore

' ' CufUUIQ'* '.

Lou Ferlano
Ginger: Lynn
Mildred Bernard
Kay Trotter .-.:'

Harry Smith.
Andy de Farlo
Jiinniy;Rbgers

C'ndlllac -Til vern
Jblinny Leary .

Margie Snitth .
-

* Coquettes':
Marie Burnell'-.

.Lee-.Vn'.tighn

•Kfy .'Trotter-'
Raljj'h'-' Son her Ore
S( : <Ma(re & Durniid
Gallagher. & Rush '

.3 Musical Riffs :

Harry '• Dobba Ore
llendilque & A ;

; 1)1 Plhtn'a .

Erf.lle King Ore .

Roberta Kornltci -

pave Steiner

'

Gate -vArden
•Mel ' Mason :"

Rftll-y Scoft.
~J.n'e Wayne 1

,

P.mbnsNy
Ginger, Lane
Majorette .Lane :"
Dave -Kelly r-
Eurl Comfort

:

Griicle Rellly ..

.I'lhuily .Parrisli
A dele Noreira • -•"",:

feggy ONplli
Pal O'Hara
Betvy. Forbes :

ICWIne Miller ;

A ra rih de 1 .

( 'arm e i»
1 '-

.

n.lnni'a Terio.'- :

Cai'los i.teyes Pn-
Cynthia llnro * ^

Geo. Clifford
Curt Weiler. Pro
Kvergrecii Casino .

Heth Ohatlls

Dean *: Martin
Kay. Alien -,;'

Eleanor. Parker ..

'

Lillian Chevalier. -

.Vivian Vance '.

Pat Shevllh pro -.

;
":

• 1528 Locuot .'
'

Bubble* Siiflby
Peggy McCloud' •

Betty: Stone
Emily Saunders
Mary' Horner
Elaine. Block
Lorraine Rhode;'.
Mickey Dee *

Keller SI*-

Bea Sach*
Judy Lee
Kay Laiiey
Kings of Swing Ore

;;:•;' '^Heiti**. -.

Andre Sc Frances
Ray O'Day -

Al Blank
Ernie McGee ;

Chas Verne's Ore. .

(H ivatton Boof)
Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Dora Maugham
Roy Benson.
Patricia King
Ch dl Slmone Dane
Helena Heath *

i Bob Russell
Nino: Nani

'

Margb Gavin
Linda Moody
Felicia -" '.

Carlos Campos
Elaine Barrett.
Nell Fontaine Ore.

.

Augusto Sanabla Or
Hotel Philadelphia
(Pbilndelphla Rm)

Buttona Bankey
Dick Wharton Pre
Jack Millard
Maurice & Maryea
Carlotta Dale
Dorothy Blair,
Andrews Sla
Billy Kenny
8; Frotlcettes

.;. Jam Session
Mickey Hoilse-
Freddy. Korrifeld .

.

Billy Kretchmer
Joe- Verrechla
George :i>utz

Ilopk(ns;Rhtli*keller
Ir.vln g.. Braslow's Or
Louise Hamilton
Variety Gls ••'.;•'•

Cosmo ft Anita .

Joe Armstrong

-

.
Ijitinier. Club;

Annniish' .'•

Barbara; Bradley
Jean Rush ;

:
Julie Shfirr '

-

Evel-y-nr.. Hoyt
.

..'

Lttklnglon Casino -

Charlie Gaines Ore
Terry Reed .

.

Mike Jaftree
Rube. Eddie 4 J .;

C*o-Eds
. (6) -

-

Frankie RIctiardMHi
Evelyn Joy
Mtmi Stewart
Jimmy Johnson
Lexington. Trlb

;
Lido Yentee

itohn' Joseph' Ore
Billle Beck
I'e.Kffy" Joyce
.Claire Phillips
June 'Von -

Ethel Mavclr ' .
!5 Glamour Gls
Olilc Mullery .

Jasper. & Roth
Bobby Carr .

MurJorJe.Drummond

:

Little ltntbtikeller

Linda Lief

:

Hilda Simmon* .

Sally\ Keith
Victor Hugo Oro'
Alma Rowland
Buirnhatn, Harris,

. Minstrel Tavern)
Slualo Laftu*
Ed McGoldrlch. 8r
Evon
Karil •& JWhltey
Margie Marsh
.Marriott.:*.- RW Ore

.. . alauoa I nil

M'yra Lbe '

.

Jack Hltchlnson
Lorraine & Dario
3 Blossoms .

Dlanne Rochdle \

Helen Doyle
Edythe Salla de
Frank Cuneo Pro "

Mildred ixftye

Montgomery'*
Phil Fletcher .. .

Rotnalne & CaWt'n
Lolfla .

.'
.

;

Frarnkle RlchardaOn
Pete Hayes .

Eleanor Landy
:

Emma Stonoh
Penn Fay "Ore,

Park Cos:
""' "

Leuora .('b-Eds- "
-.-';

Lei by Miller -.

Karl • Laurence
Cordaho i A Oorl tin*
Kay & Rao
Helen Everett

;

Sully La niarr ,'"

LoU -GresavO::

Open .l»o«r

Sin lies -& Sin I lea
A imee Roberts.
Margie Ma*' . ..

jicrnico.. iteid '::,

Potte .Dciciia
•Coir. Cltn'rloH' •>'-.

Bui h . Martin
Cocktail Gls
Billy Hays Oro
Old Covered Wngbn
Micity F.amiirtiit

pjil Full* Tnvera
.lucli Griffin '

•'

Fred. White
Honey'. Wells .

Peie. Caiherpn
Jack Aton? '-.

A I Kllbrlde-
lioh Uetty

;

•Inelvle
'
Ji'let-clie'r-

'

Dot Mll]er
Chii-kfc
Jack Griffin Oro

Pitlurillm's .

'

5 C'.rackerjacks '

Pete Tralto
,

Kippee. Velez Gls -

Kay Hnmlltiin
Howard- Reynold* b'
'J.nn'e & .Aitlliony •

. H«r I.Ion Inn.

Ed: Cham hers Ore
Peggy Phillips^
C'arlow-Vi-. Gruii.ido
Dot Wilson'
Jeati • V'a.iv;

OOtli St. Ralhskeller

iTo'yelte*

FrankieSchuth
Frank Macaura ...

Dorothy. Bollinger.
'

Nelby Cooke .

Riith MacLeah
;

..

Mary Ann Laird
Lillian & Rockwell
Bobby .Lee- Ore
Helen. Doyle'

Sehool House Iba
Little Jule
Goorglna Le*
Joe Martin. .

Jeanie Vun
I^ollta

'•

J be Catnpo
Jlmmle Venutl Ore
Silver Uk* inn

Geo P'owney- ':'•. ••';':

Les Warren •

Mildred BodJe
Nixon & Andr*
Carnien'cltii
Frank Hessel Ore

.

Rendeivous -'

(Hotel Senator)
Don Crawford Trio
» Clefs '

"°

Mike Pedeclne .-':"

Men. Of Rhythm
Baby Hihes
pave. Appel. .

• SpntOln'* .V

Sufan Lang
Hal Hoffer

" SJainp's •

Leonard Cook 1

.

Wendell Masbn
Grace O'Hara1

Anita James
George Mnrcheftl b
BlIlle.Beck
Hllllel.ee
'Joye'ttes
Stamp's Trio

Stork Club
4

• Mutlornetteii ..-'.

.Teu'hne. Len'ecr-'-..
-'--"

Jerry. Tappa' •

Larry -'.Wyle ..

Burnet Gardner-'
Billy Daniels '

•

Me nr.- i'.-itilck pre -

Wngbn Wheel Cafe
Lillian- Ruhbo,
Ray

. rrtzgerald
Al Wilson •

Lorraine Wiley
.W.-.W Swlngster*' '

-.

Venice Grill* '

Hlidin-' • .'
-

Esther Hcrk'e
Golden (;ate Gls
Ella Gordon.

.

Judy Giii land
Fnv- Wriiy- - >'

.•"-''

r.ddle Thomas •

Norii .Williams
.

Ber t Le.i'n I sell Orb
'

.Warwick Hotel
Ray

:
..Morton .Orc

:

,
WoiiwS llof

: Itnin
'

' Cnmdeii
Jules I'Mafcoi Ore ..

Ciirnirt
.
Hligh

Tla Hilton
Geo H.annefbvd-' ..

'

Jay Doi-n.
'

Stephnle;. y«sey .

Syd i olden;
I>on Frnhflsco Co:.
Al A Knniia Farreil
R at h s'.'r M 1d orn d la ns

WIlHOn**
'

Joe '.Hough
Frances Carroll
Dnn'ny.' Pennls

'

Rhythm 'Maniacs ,

La Fleur & M
Geo Haquet Pro
Gill Johnson '_-.

Yacht Club
Eddie Mnthero*
Esiieile Dupree
Yvonne. '& jvatll

.

Frank Pontl
.Jlinmy' Evan*. :.K
Mnry Nov Is

PITTSBUBOH
.Aniihurtige;

Fib ,Pnvker.
: .

Hugh Morton Ore
Arlington Lodge .

Dile Soi^ers Pre '

Betty Sinlley' .

Baclielors' Club
Al Turner Pre'.
Alice Dawn

"
- Balconade*

Jbe vrilella. Pre
Bill (ireeu ;

*

Layton Bailey :
.Pre

Boogie-Wooglb Club
Bbog Sherman
Buddy.; Walsh
NutHy Fagan
Harry Comorada
Pa city iM' Farla nd

Club Petite

Freddy Castle Ore
.

Mary ' Krleg
Lowry

;
& Russell ,

Cork and Bottle
Jack Davis :

Kl C'hlco
;

Don Armando .Ore.
Di Nora
Jurado. Dane'
George Negrette
Pobpio Campllio
Hotel Fort Pitt

Ken
.
Bailey Ore

Johnny Mitchell
Jessica

.
Wheatley :.'

Hbtol Henry
. (Silver -Grill) :

Billy Merle Ore
June Collins.. •

(Guy ««**)
Dorothy Nesbltt

Hotel iti» Aveniie
Bess Snunder* :

Ida. Tola .

Everett Haydn
"

Belty Dona hoe
Shirley Heller

.Evergreen Guriiei^
Red Clarke Pre
Kbblo Kcbaub
Paula -Harvey
Selma Corliss
Jerry Gordon. :

Sonya- Ladare
nolel Kllii

Eddie Noah
Marie Harmon ..'--'

Jerry. Manhihg •'

Eddie Llndcr
Hotel Itnoseveii

Harold Aloma
Royal liawiilirtna

Holel Srlieiilei
,

Billy Hindu Ore .

Patty :Dlson '.
. :.

'

Buzz, Mayer
Hotel Wm. Penn
; (Chatterbox)

Leigh ton Noble Ore
Chick Floyd
Eddie Metcalf*

(Continental Bar)
Frank Andrlnr 4'

Werry-Go-Round

,

.Bob Sylvester Pre
Lee. Anderson- \
Hamp -Rlc.ha'rdsoa -

New Pens
'

.fun* Gardner. Oro
Leuter Co
Robert Sc Roberta
Myrtle Milton

'.-•'• Nixon Caf*
A I Marlsoo Oro -

Bob Carter ..

Woods -& Bray •

Val Setz .

Rhythtn Gl*
,' Nut Hon**' - -;

Dale Harkhes*
Ray Neville-
Tod Blake

.

.

Jo* Klein .

Joey Reynold*...;.
Hal Bvonson .

Orchard
Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jay Lorlng
Chuck Miller :

•
. Pine* ;...:'

Buzz Aston'. Pro.-.
Tony. '.Rozanc*
Ray -Eng.Iert .'

.'

'

Riviera
.

Marty; Schramm Or
Freda Lazear-

Yacht Club
:

-'

Nelson Maples Ore .

;

Beverly' 'Bennett -.

Jackie Heller
Joan Brandon •:..

.i: Playboy* ..

:

.

t YoemeYiettes,.
"' Sky-Vu*

Bobby Haddon Pre
Helen Young

.

1'iilon Grill

Art Yagello
Frank Natal* . V

Mike ' Sandretto
Villa Madrid ;

Etzl Covato Pre
Curmellta (k Le* . .

'Mark' Lane -•'

Gregory & :.EIbo
Watkiiis Twins. : .j

Betty Nylander
.

' Willow* .

;
''

.'

,E Covato Jr Pro .

CLEVELAND
Alpln* VlllHgb :

.

Dawn ,* burrow
llH'i'-P.ullo* "
Eihil Ai: Evelyn
Boh

, (.'onfrr
'•';•

Carl Mueller'
;

Otib Thiirn Ore. .
'

College Inn
Hy. Uaron Oi(;

(Continued

Eddie. . Sid' St - Val.

Freddie'* Cafe ;

Art Lackey Pre
K'at'oh 2 .

Stubby' Kaye •

M-lldred' A -.-Mnurh ,
r

Vf Manch line .

">

Eddie Barnes
;

on page 55)

.
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Martin Becks Interests to Be Left

In Present Status by His Estate

Theatrical Interests of Martin Beck,

who died in New York Nov. 15, will

be maintained without change by

his estate, principal beneflciarles be-

ing the widow and two married

daughters by a first wife. Mrs. Beck

Will be more active in handling the

showman's affairs, particularly the

operation of the Martin Beck thea-

tre,' N.Y. Deceased showman made

a fortune in vaudeville, but for the

past 15 years confined himself to

lejjit. • /.

:

'/ V/; ;

'

Some years ago Beck set up trust

funds for the widow and daughters,

amount of money involved not being

revealed. Most valuable property

he had was the > theatre, which he
stated cost more than $1,000,000. • Its

market value at this time is indefi-

nite since: theatres rarely change
hands, extent When reverting to

banks which hold first
,
mortgages.

Beck also owned a home on East

63rd street. He disposed of a sum-
mer home at Elberon, N. J., some
time ago.

At various times Beck invested in

productions which played his thea-

; tre. Such interests included a per-

centage of 'Cabin in the Sky,* cur-

rently playing the \ house. Colored
cast musical was produced by Al
Lewis and Vinton' Freedley. Beck
was also a participant in 'Lady in

Waiting,' produced by Brock Pem-
berton, which played the Beck last

spring and is now on tour.;

Mrs. Beck and Marcus Heiman,
latter also a former vaude magnate
now in legit (Erlanger interests), are
said to be the executors of the es-.

:
: tate. Not stated whether the show-
man's will provides for charity be-

quests. Louis Lotito, who manages
he Beck, will continue in that post,

also acting as general : manager.
: Ind'cations are that the Beck

estate will come to a considerable
amount. Reported that at the time

.

his secretary Lillian Saxon Schrein
was tried and convicted of forgery-

that Beck was somewhat, short of
ready cash, which may : explain the
reason he- caused, her arrest. Never
verified was a report that because of

'

the forgery conviction Beck secured
restitution of a considerable portion
of the coin embezzled.

Actor Pinched

London, Ont., Nov!: 26.

, Joseph O'Sullivan, 25, actor of
Toronto, was given a suspended sen-
tence in city police court here when
he pleaded guilty to the theft; of
play manuscripts arid $26 in cash
from Mrs. Richard Smith, of this
city. • • - ;v;

;

-

O'Sullivan : was associated with
Mrs. Smith in the organization of
the London Repertory Theatre,
which did not reach the production
stage. He was arrested in Toronto
and brought back to this city.

Ballets Giving WB's

odd, Seldom in

WOOLLCOn PLANS TO

RESUME 'DINNER' TOUR

Alexander Wopllcott, whose ac-
tivities include authoring, lecturing,

radio and acting, may return to the
footlights.. He plans to reappear in

'The Man Who Came to Dinner' on
tour. Play by George S. Kaufman
arid Moss Hart is based on Wooll-
cott's personality and acid witicisms.

Last . winter the former critic

played himself in the Coast company
which drew big money in Lbs An-
geles and during the first weeks in

San Francisco. He was forced to

leave the stage because of a heart
attack and the company ,

was with-
drawri. Number three 'Dinner' show
was reformed this season with Tay-
lor Holmes playing the lead. Holmes
show closes in St: Paul Saturday
<30), but with Woollcott again in the
lead is scheduled to resume early

J

in February. Tentative bookings start

,

in Philadelphia, with other east-
ern week stands to follow, depend-
ent upon the run of 'Dinner' ori

f

Broadway* Latter show headed by I

Monty Woolley was slated out early :

j

in the fall, but has been faring
so well that it ; may span a second
winter. Clifton Webb heads the
touring 'Chicago'; cohnpany.

'.. First consistent ,big money
:

. draws
that have been housed in Warners
Hollywood, N, Y., renamed the 51st

Street, have been registered by two
ballet outfits.

.
Currently playing is

Coll W. de Basil's Original Ballet
Russe, which has been ranging from
$32,000 to $32,000 weekly at $3.85 top.

Another troupe, the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, out under ' the direc-
tion of Massine, which immediately
preceded the present outfit, was
credited with

. similar business be-
fore going on tour; Theatre origi-.

nally built for films has been a white
elephant. .

Both the Massine and de Basil out-i

fits are presented by S. Hurok. Book-
ing for the present troupe was more
or less limited, but the Broadway
date has been tentatively extended
beyond the first Of the year. Another
dance group during the winter is the
Ballet Theatre, originally billed as

Mordkin's Ballet. It attracted atten-

tion at the Center, Radio City, last

season, but was geared top high to
operate successfully. Outfit is pres-

ently tied up with the Civic Opera
Association in Chicago.

Maibaum's 'MuraF Will

Preem in Cleye. House
Cleveland, Nov. 26.

Frederic McConnell's Play House,
the No. 1 community theatre here, is

doing another new play Friday (29)
when Richard Maibaum's .'Middle-

town Mural' replaces the recently
preemed Voskovec-Werich farce,

'The Ass arid the Shadow.'
Maibaum, whose 'See My Lawyer'

was done here earlier this season,
may fly in if he can get away from
his duties as a Hollywood scenarist.

He gave play manuscript to McCori-
nell when latter lectured last sum-
mer at University of Iowa, the
autor's alma, mater.

Making It Clear
....

The action of Elmer Rice's

'Flight to the West' .takes place

in the five-compartment cabin

of a Transatlantic Clipper.

Jo Mielziner, who designed the

setting, calls the play 'Five

:

Cabins in the Sky, with an All-

White Cast.* V.':

JUDGE CRANE MAY REP

ACMA ON ITS APPEAL

Fbrrher Circuit Court of Appeals

Judge Frederick R. Crane may be

called in by: the American Guild of

musical Artists '. to argue its case

against the American Federation of

Musicians at the hearing Friday (29)

in the Appellate Division. Three
sitting judges are then, expected to

'

take anywhere from : two . weeks to
several months to hand down a de-
cision.

Case involves the threat by Jaines
C. Petrillo, AFM president, to bar
from the concert stage, radio, films
and phonograph

.
recordings , any'

AGMA artist refusing -to join the
rriusiciaris' union: AGMA obtained a
temporary restraining order, but its

application for a temporary : injunc-
tion pending, trial Was refused last

week by Justice Aron Steuer in New
York supreme court. Attorneys for
AGMA and AFM then agreed to

allow the. situation to remain in

abeyance until decision on AGMA's
appeal to the Appellate Court to

Overrule Sieiier's decision.

Princeton Will Get

Three B'way Tryouts

Princeton, N . J.tNov. 26.

With Princeton's tryout . season in

full swing, three new shows will

preem here on successive Saturdays,

starting Nov. 30. On tnat date John
Shubert brings in. as his first solo
producing venture the new comedy
by Parks Levy and Alan Lipscott
called 'Off The Record,' with Bruce
Cabot, Betty Furness, Hugh O'Cori-
nellj Mary Brian and Dennis Moore.

.

Anton Bundsriiann is directing.
.

On Dec. 7, McCarter Theatre will
get Max Gordon's 'Out West, It's

Different,' the Sam and Bella Spe-
wack comedy featuring Sam Levene,
who also directs; Claire

.

Trevor,-
Keenan Wynn, Charles DeSh'eim,
Martin Blaine and Katheririe Board.
The Playwrights' Co. unfolds Elmer

Rice's 'Flight to the West* on Dec.
14. Scene is laid aboard an Atlantic
Clipper. Heading cast are Betty
Field, Arnold Moss, Hugh Marlowe;
Paul Hernried, FJeanora : Mendels-
sohn, James Seeley, Constance Mc-
May, Grandori Rhodes, Aryid Paul-
son, Karl Maiden, Elmer Brown and
John Triggs.

Fold; 21 Shows Playing on B'way

Doctoring Tun'

New Haven, Nov. 26.

Internal strife beset the new
Leonard Sillman revue, 'All in Fun,'
in its four-performance break-in in

New Haven last week. Several prin-
cipals expressed the opinion " that
Silurian should step down as • head
man and turn the final say over to

someone, more experienced in /this

type of production. . Sillman couldn't
see the suggestion, but compromised
by arranging to bring in a couple
of play doctors, names undivulged.:
Show opened in Boston last night
(Monday).

. ShbW; represents an approximate
investrrierit of $90,000, with Phil
Baker co-starring, said to have put
up major part of this.

".'

Rose Makes Accusations

Of His Own In Answer

To Suit on 'Floradora'

Billy Rose filed an answer Satur-
dar (23) in the N. Y. federal court
to the suit of Francis, Day & Hunter,
Ltd., British music . publishers,
against him, . Billy . Rose

;
Diamond

Horseshoe,
.
Inc., .. Jack . Kirkland,

Select Theatres Corp., and April
Productions, Inc., in which the plain-
tiff is seeking a court ruling on the
ownership of /Floradora/ "Rose denies
all; plaintiff's charges . and declares
that/the operetta 'Flbradora' is in.the
public, domain.

.
>\\-

'

Rose declares that Owen Hall com-
posed the book, Ernest . Boyd-Jones
and . Paul Rubens, the lyrics, arid

Leslie Stuart the music, to 'Flbra-
dora/ and copyrighted it in England,
Dec. 2, 1899. The ; plaintiff, Rose"

(Continued on page 52)

Sam Harris, Et Al., Deny
'Stage Door* Plagiarism
Sam Harris filed a .

general denial
in N. Y. federal court last week to
the suit of' Madge Christie/against
him, ' George S. Kaufman, Edna Fer-
ber, poribleday, Dbran & Co., and
the Dramatists /Play Service, Inc.

Harris also applied to examine the
plaintiff before trial on Dec. 3.

Suit Nclairiis the plaintiff . submitted
her play, 'Thru the Looking Glass,'

to Harris, who rejected it, and al-

legedly subsequently' plagiarized it

in 'Stage
- Door'. An . accounting of

profits, an injunction and damages
are sought as well as the profits

from the motion picture sale of the

play.

. Kaufman and Miss Ferber wrote
'Stage Door,' Harris presented it and
Doubleday published the play.

Frohman's Condition

Daniel Frohman, 91ryear-old head
of the Actors Fund, who fractured
hir hip recently, was; reported doing
'as well as could be expected' at the
Lerby Sanitarium, N. Y., early this
week, "

.

•"
..

Robert Campbell, fund's secretary,

.

who had a similar accident, visits his
office daily on crutches.

Equity Meets Dec. 20
Next quarterly membership meet-

ing of
. Actors Equity will be held

pec. 20, probably at the Astor hotel,
•N.. y.. ;•

Date was set yesterday (Tuesday)
by the association's council

of
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With the abrupt closing of. 'Glam-
our Preferred' at the Booth, New
York, Saturday (23), two days after
the exit of 'Quiet Please,' Guild, two
of the three plays about Hollywood
are off the boards. Remaining is

'Beverly Hills,' Fulton, which also
drew thumbs down. Provisional
notice was posted, Monday. '.

Folding of 'Glamour,' 'DuBarry
Was a Lady,' Royale, and 'Suzanna
and The Elders,' Morosco^ latter ' iyvq

having ; also dropped off the list

Saturday, leaves 45th /street curiously
bare of ishoSvs at this time of the
season. Block between Broadway
and Eighth avenue, which was once
referred to as the 'street of hits,' now
has but three houses out of seven
lighted, shoiys being 'Louisiana Pur-
chase,* Imperial, 'The "Man . Who
Cariie to : Dinner/' Mrisic Box,, arid

'Separate Rooms,' Plyrriouth. Moros^
co was to have housed 'Conquest in
April,' but that folded out of town.

Bareness was accentuated Monday
(25) when the block was virtually
dark, only 'Purchase' .operating;. As
'Dinner' and 'Rooms' played Sunday
night, both,shows laid off as required;
Only other shows on the thorough-
fare are 'George Washington Slept
Here/ east of Broadway at the
Lyceum, also dark Monday for the
same reason, arid 'Cabiri in the Sky/
west of Eighth Avenue. Currently,
44th street is -

.
busier, having the.

strong- grossers-r'Hold^bn to Your
Hats,* Shubert, /Boys and Girls To-
gether/ . Brqadhurst, arid 'Twelfth
Night,' St. James.

Season Still Lags

Season continues to run behind last

autumn in the matter of straight

show successes, also some .difference,

in the number of shows. ; Currently
the list has 21 productions as against
24 the same time last November.
There are, however, four revivals
now playing, none being on • last fall.

Two shows . arrive vthis week and
three more will debut starting next
Monday (2).

Two for ones are in evidence more .

this fall than: usuaL At
:
least four

attractions are using the bargain

'

type of ticket, they being 'Johnny
Belinda/ Belasco, 'Separate. Rooms,'
Plymouth, .'Blind Alley/ Windsor,
and 'Horse Fever/ Mansfield, cut-
raters for the latter being distributed

before it opened Saturday (23 ).

'Glamour' and 'Suzanna' also tried

two for ones. Recent rodeo at Madi-
son Square Garden did likewise for

'

specified evenings; .

Due next week: 'Romantic. Mr.
.

Dickens/ Playhouse; 'Delicate Story/
Milled, and 'Miim's the Word'
(Jimmy Savo, solo ), Belmont. Def-
inite closing this week is 'Kind Lady/
which tours froriv the Playhouse.

'QUIET LOSS OVER 506,

SEASON'S TOP FLOP

'Quiet Please' which folded at the

Guild, N. Y., last Thursday (21) deep

in the red, was the costliest straight

show flop of the season. Mounting

outlays are said to have boosted the

loss well over the estimated $50,000

mark. Play was rushed in from the
Coast by Jesse L. Lasky and Henry
Duffy despite the light grosses drawn
there.

'*

After 'Quiet' was given a bad press,

Lasky returned to the Coast; Duffy
remained in New . York, although
also reported going west. Back stage

was not without . its excitemerits,

actors reporting that there were
arguments in which^ Duffy figured,

plus one or two instances of fisticuffs.

However, the cast was paid off and
each player was in possession of re-

turn transportation^ Understood that

some will remain east, one or two
being slated, for other plays. '.-.y

Money to pay off was handled' by
an accountancy firm -and the coin on
deposit with Equity to guarantee
salaries was riot disturbed, being re-

funded, to the management. Salary
guarantee originally given Equity's

Coast office was transferred to the

association's headquarters, amount

.

being $6,000. Studio equipriibnt used
in. the performance was shipped to,

Hollywood, also soriie electrical

equipment, said to have been bought
outright. Settings are slated to be
destroyed. '•

;

.
John Koeni; is designing the cos-

tumes for 'Pal Joey/ Jo Mielziner

doing the sets. :

.1

I



LEGITIMATE

ALL IN
sj ..New,' Haven;:Nov. 21.

Revue In two acts. (3f> scenes).
'' Book by

Virglrilu Kuulkner ianil : Kvcrett Maicy

;

iriuslc arid lytlos by Baldwin BerBerson,

June KUlniari,: John Rox,.: Irwin. .Onihanr,

Will Irwin,: Virginia'" -Faulkner, Pembroke..

D.tveriport. S. Ky liussell:; special- iimterlnl.

Blanche Mcirlll. Kyd. ICulleni- .Boy Golden,

Albert . Lewla',' Glen Bacon, Blanche; l.eij:.

•rer; dances anil ensembles. ..Marjorle.

Fielding; .sketches -.staged, by Rdgnr Mnc-
••tirejrbr;:

•• Beiilngs,. .
Ifidward Gilbert',,. <His-

tumes;- Irene Sharhrt; .
orchestral arrange-

ments, Charles L. Cooke; -co-arranReis.

AiiPtlii, . Kent , Butler. , Moss,.' Salta ; orches-

tra: conducted by Ray Kavanauffh.. Starring

Phil Baker. - Bill Robinson, imogene .
Coca.

je'r'rV . Lester. Pert . Kelton. Production

itaged arid presented by" Leonard Slllinan.

at the Shubet t, New. Haven, Nov. 21, 40;

Xi.'.'.O ton. '-.-'/: •':
.. :

. Oust: Phil Bakor, Bill. Robinson. Imogene
Coca jerry Lester, Pert Kelton,. Roslta

Moreno. Red .Marshill; . David. Morris. Hope.

Manning. Nancy Noel, Ben Lessy, Walter
CaSsel, Bill .lohnson. Anita. Alvarez. Cen-
dldo Bothelo. Flower Hujer, Lyn : T/ogan.

Maurice Kelly,. -William Archibald, Puk
Panrls. -DoriithV,, Dennlsi 'Betzl Beutph; lt>

girls; eight boys. . ... . _

Shows in Rehearsal

If ever there "Was a case of too

many cooks spoiling the broth, this is

iti There are more fingers in the pie

of -this production than there tire qh
the hands of a gross of sideshow
freaks. With a. lineup of some 50

songs, sketches, ensembles; blackouts
and bits, there's enough material here
for two • shows—one possibly/1

., for
Broadway, one definite for the ash-
can. ;

/
:'.''.-

:v."
r

'•'.'.-

Show ran four hours at preem,
with about eight scenes still

;
un-

played, and the performance turned
out to be a nightmare. Poorly rou-
tined, badly rehearsed and displays

ing a lack of good Judgment in selec-

tion of material, opening drew luke-
warm response that improved only
slightly with subsequent perform-

-- ances. Despite numerous setbacks,
however, show. Impresses as* having
possibilities for a good, but not sen-
sational, revue.- Irs entirely a mat-
ter of editorial skill; or a potentially
valuable piece of property will find

•' Itself cremated by critical scorchings.

Apparently Sillmah has bitten off

more than he can masticate . in his

first really big effort. Surrounding
himself

. with a . horde of scriptefs,
composers, lyricists, directors, tech-
nicians and backers, Sillman. finds
himself in the position of catering to

:
thu horde rather than to. his audi-
ence; . Much inferior material is said
to be in this production simply be-
cause the creators have kicked in a
piece of the angeling. That may be
:good financing, but. it's poor show-

* manship from the audience appeal
angle. Numerous pieces of this show
should . never have gone beyond the
rehearsal stage, not being compar-
able with even a good amateur per-
formance. One pointless sketch after
another is meted out while the house

; sits in lethargic silence,' comedy lines
have all the effervescence of a dirge;
arid cast members, whose last four
correspondence school acting lessons
apparently hit the dead-letter office,

. are given prominent places in the
setup. Among these is Betzi Beaton,
given a special spot in the billing for
some unexplained reason. If archae-
ologists are looking for a dinosaur
egg; they need hunt no further. >

Major fault of the show in present
status is in the laugh department.
It's annotmced early in the proceed-
ings thatf nothing suggestive or off
color would be presented. But they
used a sleeping potion instead of just
a dry cleaner. Belly laughs are few
and far between, and belly laughs
are What this revue, needs badly.
They've had to fall back on an an-
cient burlesque script for one of
their funniest skits, a pullman scene
called 'Red Ralls in the Sunset.* An-

.
other survivor of the necessary slash-
ing should be 'Slowly I Turn/ with
Imogene Coca leading the way. Ad-
ditional comedy possibilities include
Manhattan Transfer,' a hotel bed-
room skit that can be built into sub-

. stational chuckles, arid 'Welles of
Orson,* murder mystery satire . that
offers a change of pace novelty.
•L'Heure Bleu* also should score ade-
quately when trimmed down; As is,

it uses up too much,time leading into
•The Macuiriba,' Brazilian production
number that should catch on: Among

.- the sketches that are too weak, for
the time allotted them are 'After
Pins and. Needles.' 'Roll Out the Rec-
ord,' a poke at Dorothy Thompson;
•My. Heart's in the Box Office.' a

r-natire on. 'Time of Your Life'; 'Your
Town,' a travesty on 'Our Town.'
On terps, the show is in the best

shape of any. department. Several
ensembles are standouts, combining
clever footwork with colorful baclV
grounds of lavish costumes arid rich
sets. High on the: hoofing list is a
peppy opening, -AH in Fun'; 'Where
Can I. Go from You?', a tap routine
with Bill Robinson at the helm; 'It's

•a . Big, Wide ".Wonderful World,'
iwhich closes first, stanza with >
punch: 'Lbye and 1/ which opens act
two; The Macumba.' one of the
show's toppers. In the dance spe-
cialty field, highlights are the team-
work of Maurice Kelly and Rosita
Moreno in several routines; .a nov-
elty number, 'Quittin' Time,* by
Anita Alvarez; a torch type ladder-
and-step innovation danced by Miss
Alvarez arid William Archibald; an
eccentric routine, 'Machine Age/
done by Imogene Coca, Kirk Alyn,,
Hugh Ellsworth, David Preston and

jack Whitney; Other dance spe-

cialists are Flower Hujer and Henry
Dick, v'-' -1

'.
".'

Score as; a whole is tuneful arid

rates better appreciation than it got

due to many of the numbers having
to build enthusiasm from scratch,

following some comedy dud. Ditties

that stick in the'" mind are 'Wonder-
ful World,' 'Love and 1/ 'My Memo-
ries Started with You/ . 'Where Can
I Go from You?', 'How Did It. Get
So Late So Early?' and: 'I've Been
Here Before with Love/ Suggested
for elimination are 'I've Grown Up'
(cute, but lightweight), 'Want to Be
a Lady/ 'Lion Tamer/ -Man in the
White House' arrd 'Prettiest Piece in

J

Greece/ Last is given extravagant
production, but appeal is.only visual

and number doesn't warrant promi-
nence it's given.

. Phil Baker and Bill Robinson, cast
toppers, " are ; both disappointing,'
Former • because of a pitiful dearth
of material; latter because he is held
under wraps throughout most of the
show. .

Baker is , essaying stage
comeback after six years away from
footlights. As co-producer,, also, he
has taken on an angle that has pre-
vented him from giving his best ef-

forts to the entertainment tangent.
Result is ;. a paucity of material that
will be a serious drawback in at-

tempting to re-establish himself with
theatre audiences. -It is somewhat
surprising that Baker left himself so
wide open to criticism by stepping,
onstage with so little to offer. . A
hurry •' call to a competent gag m'ari

can remedy this situation, but It 'will-

have to come quickly. As lor Bp-;

I
angles, he wows 'em when he's on,
tut they just don't give him time to
go to town.. "In solo hoofing arid iri

leading the eriseriible he's tops. .
• A

dream sequence titled 'Young Man
with a Reefer,' danced with Theresa
Mason, offers a stair novelty that
should register. 'Lazy Boy' gives an
opportunity for some typical Robin-
son stepping- in one, as also does an
ad-libbing .. scene '. next : to play's
finale. •_

: : Somebody misses a vital trick In a
turn that presents Baker arid Rob-
inson as a team, with Baker in
blackface. Here is a duo that, would
have "been worth a fortune as a
yaude attraction, but as presented
in this particular' scene the act is

worth only ciphers.
.

.-; Poor dialog
kills its chances.
." Others starred in this show are
Itnogene Coca, Jerry Lester and Pert
Kelton. Miss Coca is aces through-
out, being , responsible for welding
the show on several occasions when
It is in danger of disintegrating. Her
big. numbers include 'Niagara Falls'
skit, the 'Machine Age' and 'Ma-
cumba' dances and her familiar
strip tease burlesque. Lester was
Kretty much, at sea opening night,
ut in subsequent performances

inserted considerable of his own
material that registered well. Miss
Kelton is another victim . of the
material shortage situation. A com-
petent comedienne, she pulls her
self up by the

.
bootstraps in a

piano-sitting songstress travesty
which she has carried over from
her last season's effort in 'Nice
Goin'/

'

• Red Marshall registers solidly .for

laughs practically every time he's
on, his ace being the pullman scene.
David Morris makes a competent
straight man and Ben (Oshlns and)
Lessy wrings. a> few laughs out o:'

thin air. Hope 'Manning looks at-
tractive "arid sings melodiously, but
with no power. Nancy Noel im-
presses better as a theso than as a
singer. Walter Cassel, Bill Johnson
and Candido Bothelo uphold the
male; vocalizing erid and Lyri Logan
and Puk Paaris are in for severa"
bits. Production Is beautifully
mounted, with . , costumes .-. blending
flash with originality' of conception,
Same goes for -

s sets which, however,
require lighting revisions to bring
out several scenes... Bone
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son
•Battle of Anjels'—T h e a t r •

Guild. . r-
'Retreat to Pleasare* ^- Group

Theatre. ...

«Cra«y With the Heat*— Kurt

'Flight to the West'— Play-
wrights.. .0. '

•'

.,

':-

"

"f 'The Old Foolishness*— John
Golden.

Out West It's DHIerenf—Max
Gordon. -

"•;>

'Cue for. Passion—Aldrich arid

Myers.- ' V -

•Here Today' (road)— Everett

Wilde.

life of ; Dickens heretofore kept
veiled except to those, who .(like.

Harpers) have read some of his love
letters.: Result is that one becomes
pretty well acquainted with a like-

able guy whose success never cor-

upts his natural instinct to help the
ess fortunate. This. Dickens has
spirit and likes his freedom; He ^s

courageous and thrives on opposl-
:

ion. He has a good sense of humor.
It all rings as true as a bell.

: :6bert Keith attacks the role of

Dickens with verve and relish, build-
ing up the character to something
more than he is in the script. The.
play would be a mess in the uncer-
ain harids of a

:

second-rate . director
•

and cast, but this production gives it

every possible break an: author could
lope for. Sircpm apparently knew
what he wanted, and then worked
t out; and a very good cast on open-
ing night gave a performance that

made it -appear that 'they had been
doing it for riionths. The laugh lines

tad not been audience-tested and
:he ready response overlapped the
ensuing lines in a few instances, but
only such minor details need, fixing.

.
Praise is due all arotirid for a com-

mendable' piece of stage . craftsman-
ship, and the ' bouquets could be
' ossed here arid there all night, but
he estimate of its commercial value
s that it has a 50-50 chance. Either
he: war-like times Will nullify its

potentialities because the, public is

attuned to. more ribald or rugged
stuff—or it will click because it is

so far removed from war, economic
problems and hard-boiled strife.

Also, there is no smash scene In the
play that, will make for after-theatre
' alk; but there is the performance
of Robert Keith that certainly Will.

Diana Barryriiore is rnore than
satisfying in the role of an actress
who erithralls the middle-aged Dick-
ens, and no doubt there is consider-
able interest in her because of pub-
icity given her arid her father
(John). To single out others In the
supporting cast for acting honors is

rather. ' unfair because each and
every player deserves a nod, but
those who are most vivid in retro-
spect because of the relative im-
portance of their roles are: Gertrude
Flynn, as Dickens' first love; Mary
Heberden, as k trouble-maker; Zolya
Talma in the characterization of a
distraugh and nagging Mrs. Dickens,
and Elwyne Harvey playing a sweet,
understanding sister-in-law. ;

-.

Watson Barratt turns out two
good minor sets and a wow of a
library that exudes the opulence of
the Victorian period. Ernest Schraps
compliments . . the scenic designer's
work with costumes . that cleverly
underline the characters of the play-
ers wearing them. He can even rig
out a man In. lavendar, corn yellow
or vivid blue without making hirii

look like a sissy. Fox.

TWELFTH NICiHT T HORSE FEVER
Revival of .-William' Shakespeare' a .com--

edy (In 2 «cta, 15 scenes) by The Theatre
Guild arid Gilbert Miller at the St. James,
N\ Y,; Kov. 1U, '4'0i Star, Helen Hayes
arid Maurice Evans: feature* June WuIItar,

Murk Sm.th, Sophie Stewart and Wesley
-Add v.- Directed by Margaret Webster;. Set-

tings and costumes. Stewart Chuney;
nuislc, Paul Bowie,;, production BUporvlaed

by Tbereaa Helburn and Lawrence I<anR-

ner ; $3.30 top. [
' :

.- V . .

"

Orslno. . . .... .. . . i i . . . . , ..... ; Wesley Addy
Curio. ... . . ......... .Oorne Kearie
Valentine. . ,

. ".'
. . . . . . .V* ... * P-MUv Huston

Viola. . '. . ; .-. . . ; i . , . . . . .. .Helen Hnyoa
Sea Cuptnln. . . .'.-.. ... . .Anthony Hoss
Sir Toby . Belch, i

..Mark Smith
Maria.' . . . . ...i.... . ..Tune Walker
Sir Andrew XKueclieek. .. .. .Wallace Acton
Peste,

.

Olfvln.. ..,
.-,

Malvol, ...

Antonio. .

,

Solwstlun. . ;.
..' . . ...

.

Fablori, .'. ... ;-. .-. .v.

.

Attendant to Olivia.
Offlc.er ..............
Soldier'...^...'........
Sir Topns..;.
A Page. . ....... . . .:.

.

. , .. » . . Donald BUrr-
; . ...Sophie Stewart
.v; . .Marirlce . 'Kv.nns .

....... ..Kill* Irylnjc
.-'.'..Alex. f'Courtnay .

, .Raymond • Johnson
.-. . l\ ,. .June -BMiim-
.

'.

.-. ,Ir.vli»ir-. Morrow,
Anthony Rose.

. . . „Wllllnni Haiisen
; . . . , OBbert Chevera

College Show

Romantic Mr. Dickens
Comedy drama. In .three .acts,'- five 'scenes,

by H..' H.. arid MarBuerlte Harper, presented
.
by John, T.uerk; staged by Arthur: Slrcorii,
rwlth aettlnRs: by Watson Barratt nnd cos-
tumes by Ernest Scraps.. Robert Keith
starred. At Shubert, Boston,. Nov. .23.

.

•4(>:v$2.75 top. ' :
',

Martha. ... ; . ; . . ...... :.•.;.' .:. .F.milv Lorraine
Dora Spenlow (Later Dora Winter). ....

. .•''.: Gertrude Flyrin
Marianne Lelph. , . . . . , . . ,Mnry Iteberden
Henry Kolle . . . . . . v .'. . i-. Lawrence Fletcher
Charles Dickens. Rohert Kolth
Tltnrriy, a Waif Lackland Campbell
Mr. Snonlow... ... ...i. . .Marshall Brndford
Mrs.. Charles Dickens. . , . .... , .Zolya Talma
Goorfflna Hogarth .;. . . . , . .Elwyrie Harvey
Mr, Twllllpflr, the Vicar. .... .Roland Hogue
Baroness Buidett-Coutts.,,.. .Thais Ldwtoh
Girl ..Mnrlta Sylvri.
:Lady-of-the-evenlngr. . : . . . .Caihleen Cordelt
Caroline Bronson . . . . . . Diana Barrymore
Queen's I,acky . . . ,^ . . . i

'. ... . .Tom Bate

Despite, the title; /Dickens* is en-
tertaining arid thoroughly enjoyable.
It Is not just another period-costume
piece jjor a dull, biographical sketch
of the famous novelist, but rather a
constantly interesting dramatization
of the lighter, amorous elements that
he encountered, exploited and en-
joyed in his years of prosperity. The
humble garret angle is brushed off
quickly in an opening scene, arid the
balance of the play carries on in an
environment of success and comfort.
The Harpers present a peep at the

HIGH AS A KITE
; (MASK AND Wlti)

"

.

.'.-" Trenton, N. J„ Nov: 22. K-

XT. of Pa.'s Mask arid W lie Club oresents
."3d annual, production by Louis. d'eV. Day. •

Jr.,. '41; John C. Parrjv '41. and Sidney.
Wertlmer, Jr.; music and lyrics. ,CIay A,
Boland, '2tt, and S. B,ckley

: Reichner;
scenery, and costumes. John .Edward Friend,

'

.'42s. danclnf: directed by Walter F. keeriari;
entire production under supervision of Bo-
lafld. Opened at Memorial building, Tren-
ton, N. J.. Nov, 22.. '40; $i50 top.-
Abigail Dlngleb.ender. ; , . .Louis de Day, Jr.
Ben Franklin. .......Sidney Wertlmer, Jr.
Rollo DlnBleberider.Albert. Fletcher Dawson
Beamish . . .. . .

.

;

. . . . . Allanj'Kessel Shdckleton
Zlta. . . , . . .

.

. . ;.. .George Edward Stock
Minerva Dlriglebender. . .N. C, DoUghty, Jr.
Hepzlbah, Hartley, . .Frederick R. Urlflltha
Priidence..,. ..Frank Miittson Knlaht, Jr.:
Prlscllla...

.

:

. ; . Gordon A Iward Hurdwlek. Jr.'
Mtb. Grundy . . ; , . ... , Robert Henry Martin
Marie; Antoinette, ... .Frederick- R. Grlfllths.
Louis XVI.. . .Gordon Al ward Hardwlck; Jr.

. With the U. of Pa. in the throes of
a bicentennial celebration, the uni-
versity's Mask, and Wig thespian or-
ganization ..has taken a due from the
Red and Blue's powerful football
squad and is treating the public to
one of those 'bigger, anci better than
ever' spectacles. Everything about
this year's show, entitled 'High as a
Kite,', is on a lavish, generous scale
indicative of a heavy outlay in pro-
duction cost and effort. Few col-
legiate theatricals

, could match in
sumptuousness and costuming that
which is put on parade by this year's
Mask and Wiggers/
In keeping with the 200th anni-

versary celebration, Ben Franklin,
founder of U. of P., emerges as a

(Continued on page 52)

. Under . auspices of outstanding
prestige William Shakespeare's com-
edy, 'Twelfth Night,' is revived as
the first production of the -23d sea-'
son of The: Theatre Guild. Gilbert
Miller is associate producer, the stars
are Helen Hayes arid Maurice Evans,
the director is Margaret Webster, the
settings and costumes are by Stewart
Chaney, music by Paul Bowles, and
the -production is supervised by
Theresa Helburn and . Lawrence
Larigner. Such a combination would
seem good for about 10 touchdowns.
As a matter of fact It niever gets
nearer the goal, than midfleld. .

•

There Is no fumbling. The stars
and the supporting players are let-

ter perfect. - So- the , fault must be
with the authbr. . It is somewhat late
in the day to discover- that 'Twelfth
Night', is a. rather dull coitiedy. but
that is exactly what it isV It is re-
plete with familiar lines and coup-
lets, has : some nimble witticisms and
is brightened ;by a few spots of low
comedy. But the plot is one of those
mistaken .identify yarns, with a girl
impersonating a boy. There's a
group of . lesser characters who
play pranks and. practical jokes on
a , harmless old man. Maybe It .Was
funriy in Shakespeare's day, but it is:

tough going now.
Nearly every woman star in the

past 100 years has felt the urge at
some time, to play Viola, and it was
to be expected that Miss Hayes
would take a whirl at the part. It's

a cinch role, demanding* less . from
an actress than any lead in Shake-
speare. . Miss Hayes

.
gets everything

there's to be had from her lines and
business. Her: diction is. a delight,
and she : is an attractive figure
dressed as a page boy in a cute pan-
taloon suit, a gay feathered cap and
a pair of gauntlets. But there is not
a moment in the play that demands
any depth of feeling or any honest
sparkle of spontaneity. ;Each scene
Is tipped off in previous dialog. The
only surprise in the whole evening
is that such distinguished talent is
not put to better purpose.

By reason of his extraordinarily
fine Hamlet and Richard II, not to
mention roles from other of the
Bard's works, Maurice Evans is way
out front as a Shakespearean player.
In contrast to previous contributions
Malvolio is like a vacation. He does
get some fun from the part by play
ing the old steward with a Cockney
accent." The teaming of his and Miss
Hayes' name on the marquee at the
St. James will induce, heavy ticket
buying. But audiences.are to be dis
appointed that the script brings to-
gether the two stars in only a couple
of brief scenes.

Stage decorations and costuming
are very pleasing, and the musical
setting by Paul Bowles has distinct
charm and. interest.
In the supporting cast Sophie

Stewart as Olivia shines brightly.
She is beautiful and succeeds better
than the others in giving some real
ity to ari artificial role. June Walker
is a. lusty Maria, and Donald Burr,
from musical comedy, is amusing as
the clownish Feste.
As has become the custom with

Shakespearean revivals on Broad
way, Margaret Webster handled the
stage directiori. The play is in two
acts. 15 scenes. It is choppy but the
device of moving players from the
larger scenes to the aprori aids in
smoothing over the rough places. A
handicap is that Miss Webster places
the actors in many scenes too far up
stage for their lines to be distinctly
heard in all . parts of the theatre.
Since the action in 'Twelfth Night'
means very little the play needs the
benefit of all the values of the verse.

:"'''

V

'

:

'• Fltn. :.

Comedy In three act* presented at VnW.
rteld, X. Y., N6V.. 23, '40; by Alec YokeV
Written by Eugene Conrad, Zao and Ruli
Gubpl ; Ejsiw Stori featured ; . atatred v-
Mll^n^Stelfel; Betting*, by L^uls KenneU

Mrs. Drum ... >,.;'-, ,i '. , . .Zumah Cunningham
Virgo. , , . ..Marietta Cantv' • •

Frank Drum. ....;....;.... . ;j0seplr PeVnev
Ml.lly

:
Fljmn .. ..i ........ . . ... , , , sH ra -fleeRar

Joe Flynn ..; . , ... ; Millard Mltchull
Janet. Peering, i , ...... .i, . . . .Juij.y. pRrrlsh-
Horatio Drum. v..,. Arthur Allen

'

OrvlllS'.. ...;..>.';.«».<•,-...'«*,, rc^m stoneMurphy. . , . ..... . . ; ; 4 ; . . . . . , Clancy CoooerMr HlUon.,.. . , . . . ........... , ... . .Nell Moore-
Labor Dny Green . . . ... . . , ; xiobby Mitchell'
Trilby . . i , . » , • ... Herself. : ;'

Mrild.... ...... .',
. . . ,'v.„ . . .Kov. I.orliie

'

;Lucky Sam. . . .i,0U Lul( |n
Dr. Terganpff . , ; . . . .... . .... . . .Dnrilel Oclio-
JTotpl Mannger v, ... , .Seldon Bennett
City Marshall..,. .> ..... .John L. Kearney
Photographer. , ... ... ,

... ; .Jack ArnoiS
Race Track Steward, .Peter dtsanolll
.Tncky Lnne. . : . ....... .Leslie Barrett
Messenger Boy . .. . ; . J , .... . Mitchell Kownl .

'.

Broadway has had its flrtgers
crossed hoping for a new laugh- hit
After lamping 'Horse Fever,' first-
nighters are still hoping. A screw-
ball tvpe of comedy, it Isn't funny
enough. '

.
•

'..

':

Alex Yokel brought in 'Three Men
on a Horse' several j^ears ago for a
bull's-eye. Evidently he thought an-
other horse pla^was about due, and.
while the newest one has unusual
ideas and nutty characters, the .

laurths don't register.

There was a reported argument ;

about Trilby, a black horse used in
the show. Nag Is direct from , the
BehHur stables, which has supplied
animals for stage purposes since the

*

days of 'Ben Hur.' According to the
authors. Trilby is a Ally.* entered In
the Belmont -, stakes. ..-' Anyhow she
looks like one of the stiffs so often

'

touted around Times Square as good
thlrigs. but really are bookies' .tips

that Invariably run out of the
money. .

Orville. from W i 1 k e s t B a r r e,

nephew of Horatio and Mrs. Drum,
Is the. : cause of the :' commotion - In
Fever.' He has a flair for Inventing
gadgets on the side, but his real
racket Is phychlatry, he.'thinks.- One
of Orville's . Ideas Is flavoring ham- '•

burgers, with Vodka, and the Drums'
roadside stands dp very well until
John Law. steps iri. So papa Drum -

goes to the clink, but Is bailed out,

now and then.

An uncle bumps off and leaves
the Drums the racehorse Trilby,
which can run, but has an aversion
to breaking from the stall gate with
the other entrants. . Orville gets the
idea that he can cure Trilby. through
psychology, and Dr. Terganoff, a

Dsychoanalyst, agrees that's not a bad .

idea, even though Trilby Is quar-
tered In a hotel , bathroom to duck
attachments on an unpaid feed bill...

Horse shakes his head , yes to all

questions except that he'll break
from the barrier. It Is a comic,
trick. '-

Comes the day of the contest,

scene being outside the stable. It

rains, and that's bad . for Trilby,

which--is announced leading Into' the

stretch; but Is fourth under,the wire.

Things look bad for all hands, but
Joe. son-in-law of the Drums, had
hocked the mortgage and bet It on

.

the long-shot winner, a mudder.

Some of the players have been In

click laugh shows, including "Three

Men' over here and in London. .
Best

known currently is Ezra Stone,

youngster who scored in 'What. r.

Life.* His Orville is the top char-

acter that . Tever' offers, but thero

are others with better lines. Millard

Mitchell, of 'Three Men* alumni,

hasn't as good a part . now. Sara

Seegar. comellest of the cast, as his

stage wife, should attract attention.

Lou Lubin .is okay playing a tout.

Daniel ' Octo, as Doc Terganoff,

sports a dialect and a Van Dyke, re-

mindful of what Jed Harris would
look like if he let his chin piece

blossom. Judy Parrlsh, as ingenue,

and Joseph Pevriey, also with n

small part, deliver. There are two
colored players for luck, Marietta

Canty and a lad billed as 'Labor

Day Green.'

Warners cleaned up with Three
Men.* Firm is not In with Yokel

this time, but among the latter s as-,

sociates in 'Fever' li Jack; Cohn,,,ot

Columbia Pictures. A bookmaker
also is reported having a plate bet

bit of the show. Ibee,

Bernard Hart will stage-manage
'Lady in the Dark.' Gave up a
similar

« job. with 'Man. Who Came
to Dinner' to take the new. show.

Jane Fraser, specialty dancer in
George Abbott's forthdoming 'Pal
Joey,' has always had a phobia about
bird*; the way gome peoplt have

about snakes or insects. Now it turns

out her bit in the show will be --a.

bird dance, with her costume made,

of feathers.

Donald Burr, the Clown m the

Helen Hayes-Maurice Evans 'Twelfth

Night,' was formerly nltery singer

and m.c. Played last, summer at

Leon 8c Eddie's.

Baonl Pene DaBols, resting In At-

lantic City, may do the sets and cos-

tumes for a dramatic show for the

Theatre Guild. It would be his first

straight show.

Walter Wagner will stage-manage

'Arsenic and Old Lace' for Howard
LindsayrRiissel douse*

J'.
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Chicago, Nov. 26.

: There has been a considerable

trend towards strictly week end

•. business in Chicago, Which is pretty

discouraging to the legitimate situa-

tion generally ' Friday arid Saturday
performances are powerful and a

cinch sell out for the better shows,
'':" but the midweek- sessions And; only

the really strong ones able to mus-
ter a congregation."
• Two shows will call it quits Sat-

. urday (30). 'Lady in Waiting' leaves

after three fairish weeks in the Har-

ris, while 'Time of Your Life' leaves

the Erlanger after five excellent ses-

V Vibns The Harris relights, on Mon-
day (2 ) with 'Night of Love* musical.

The Erlanger Will be dark, accord-

in? to present plans, until Dec. 22,

when 'Dubarry Was a Lady.' arrives

for the Christmas season. However,
there is a chance that the house will

: get three weeks of 'Here Today,'
:". with Ruth Gordon. : .v

r. On Monday (25) Ruth Chatterton

in Tygmaliori' came into the Selwyn,
replacing 'The Male Animal' which

v had struggled through / 11 weeks' in

town. Never got into^he big money
• but skimmed: along the rim.between

profit and loss.. '•.:''';'
.'• 7V-V

. Studeb alter, which has been, dark
for ye&rs, may relight for a Christ-

mas try .of 'Pins and. Needles.' ...'/

Estimates for Last Week
•Lady in Waiting,' Harris (2nd

week) (1,000; $2.75); Held to fair

sort of - coin on : second week, but de-:

ciding not to try to force .
the run

here arid will quit town Saturday
' :' (30). Took $8,500.

'Life With Father,' B 1 a c k s t o n e

(38th week) (1,200; $2.75), Continues

to streak along at remarkable near-

capacity pace. Much of the continued
stride of this show is due to the ex-

cellent,publicity through Harry Fqr-

wood and - the cooperation, of- Lillian

Gish. Great $16,200.

'Male Animal,' Selwyn (1 1th arid

final week, . (1,000: $2.75). Held its

own on last-wfeek notice and got

$10,000. Play headed to St. Louis
. for- additional .road time. 'Pyg-.

malion' replaced in the house yes-

terday (Monday). ;
.- '.'<".

'Meet the People;' Grand (8th

. week) (1,200; $2.75). Fought its. Way

.
;
to sufficient public approval after a

weak start arid Will have had a
profitable . run when show leaves
town iri two more Weeks. Managed
another healthy , nick of $12,000 last

•Week.

'Time of Your Life,' Erlanger (4th

week) (1,300"; $2.75). Has been doing
well in town, but will scram Nov.
30. Week ends have been particu-

larly fine : here. Last week snagged
v$Kodo.

'COLUMBUS,' $2,500,

FLOPS BADLY IN L. A.

Ton' 10G in N. H.

New Haven, Nov. 26,

Despite mixed response, preem of

'AIL in Fun,' Leonard Sillman revue
in. for four performances last week-
end, drew an approximate $10,000,

which added up to nice money, Yale-
Harvard Weekend helped 7

.'/ Shubert has break-in of the Gil-

bert Miller-Vinton Freedley produc-
tion of Ferenc Molnar's 'Delicate
Story,' featuring Edna Best, set for
Nov. 28-30. Following week sees
preem of Dwight Deere Wiman's
'Old Acquaintance,' starring Jane'
Cowl arid Peggy Wood (Dec. 6-7).

Hepburn 15G in Indpk.

•
. v Indianapolis, Nov. 26.
Katharine Hepburn, here at the

1,500-seat English last week for three
night performances and Saturday
matinee of

.
'Philadelphia Story' at

$3:30 top, played one of the nicest
tunes heard' on the house's cash
register in several years. /
Starting with heavy advance

.
sale

from mail orders, bii continued ltish

when box office opened, ..and few
seats^were7 left, when- performances
started to account for estimated
60cko $14,800 in four performances; '..'

/.Cleveland. Nov. 26!

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontarine

out-igrdssed anything the Hanna has

offered in the last year with their

'There Shall Be. No Night,' which
also came within four degrees of the

legit house's record last week. Eight
performances at $3 top,' with extra

seats set up in aisles at most shows,'

racked in estimated smash $24i500. ;

Figure was $3,500 better , than
Katharine Cornell, did, in 'No Time
For Comedy' here; arid the same for

Raymond Massey's 'Abe Lincoln,'

•which, was: held down last year by a
five-day run. '.'.

Legit pickings have . been : rather

slim, for Hanna up to nowi but book-
ing sked is. rapidly filling up. 'Morn-
ings at Seven' is in currently, and
Elliott Nugent, an Ohiban, is finally

bringing in his .'Male Animal' Dec.

9i Ruth Chattertori's :
'Pygmalion'

tentatively underlined for latter part

of holidays.

'HELLZ' GETS $24,500

IN TORONTO SELLOUT

Toronto, Nov. 26.

: Playing to, capacity ' biz, a. - com-
plete . sellout in advance, . 'Hellzapop-
pin' grossed estimated $24,500 at the
Royal Alexandra, with 1,461-seater
scaled at $3 top. It Was the biggest
gross of the season here, topping the
smash weeks *>f 'Philadelphia Story'
and 'There Shall Be No Night.* \ 7

In view of current conditions; fact
that Royal Alexandra is dark .until

Xmas '. is drawing concerted squawks
from theatre-rgoers.

Hollywood, Nov. 26/ .

'Fol.ies Bergere' is in final week at

El Capita ri theatre, after attracting

: favorable grosses during local run.

Newcomer of last week, 'Thank You,
Columbus,' flopped badly at the. Hol-
lywood Playhouse, despite lavish

production. 'Folies,' • aided by the York
holiday; ground out close to $18.000.,

while 'Columbus' played to miserable
$2,500 in eight days..
Angeled 'Columbus' folded yester-

. day (Monday). G. . V. Gon,tard. fe-

.
puted scion of the' Anheuser-Busch

i
family, poured $35,000 . into - the Hol-

7 lywood Playhouse venture..
: Another closing ' was 'Zero Hour,'
Theatre Alliance production, which

-. opened short time ago at the 'Music
Box theatre. ' Communistic lines.

.
failed . to intrique the locals. .7

OK $14,000 In Milw.

'['}''' ''.." Milwaukee, Nov7 267

,7- With Thanksgiving ; pay helping

7 the take, Clifton Webb, in' 'The; Man
Who Came to Dinner' finished::i- nice

'• week ait the. Davidson Saturday ( 23

)

-with. ,ari estimated gross of $ 14,000 at r

$2,75 top in spite of fact that critics
.... were none too kind/ House is now
, ;\
/dark until Jan/ 6,. when 'Ladies in
Retirement' (Flora Rohsori) comes
m for a full week. ...

- ' In the meantime, the fieid is left
clear for the Pabst, with Katharine
Hepburn in ^Philadelphia Story'
current; .Eddie Dowling .in 'Time of

' Your 'Life,' week of Dec. 2; the
7 Lunts in 'There Shall Be No Night.'
Dec 16-18, and 'Mornings at Seven,'
Dec; 26-28,. for all of which there is

Lee Tracy Picks Up
In Frisco to $7,000
San Francisco, Nov. 26.

•• Lee. Tracy's 'Every Man For- Him-
self.' at the Geary got estimated
$7,000 in its 'second week, improve-
ment over first week's $6.,500 .mild.

Stays for a third; then jumps to New
Producer Arthur Hutchin-

3

Philadelphia, Nov. 26,

: .
For the first time this season, Philly

has three legit houses open simul-
taneously . With the State Thanks-
giving ; being [celebrated Thursday
(28) and ..the usual mobs expected
in; Friday preparatory to the Army-
Na'vy game Satu rday,

;

it would seem
that there !would be. enough patron-
age to take care of all three houses,
but. on« the disappointing biz last
week which also had a Thanksgiv-
ing 7 Day. arid the Penri-COrnell
game, optiiriism isn't: running high.
:.'. The three claimants for the • riolU.

,dayers\ and ball fans this week are
'Night of Love' (second- week) at
the Forre'st. 'Ladies in Retirement'
(first / week )• at the Locust, • and
High as a Kite,' the 53rd' production
of: the ' Mask arid Wig Club of the
University of Pennsylvania, which is

playing its annual week's engagement
at the Erlanger.

.

' 7 .

:

: 'Ladies ' in .'7 Retirement:' which
opened last night (Monday) is the
second subscription . offering of the
ATS- The advance, outside the sub-
scription.

:

Wasn't any too big but:
favorable wbrd-ofrmbuth is expected
to help a lot. 'High as a Kite,' Which
has a $3 top, was very well received
in two out-of-town break-ins at At-,
lantic City .-.arid. Wilmington.. 7

7 Estimates for Last Week"..-

'Nfeht of Love,' Forrest ( 1st week)
(1.8001 $3 ) Musical' got. adverse nor
tices and generally ' disappointing re-
sponse; $17,000. :

• 'Conquest- in April,' Locust (2rid

week) (.1.500: $2). Never got started
here, Closed. Saturday (23) for re-
vision. . Around $5:500 with aid of
Thursday and Saturday influx.
'Ladies in Retirement' in this week
for fortnight on ATS subsqription.

'CORN' 13& 1ST WASH.

HIT IN FIVE TRY0UTS

..^ Washington, Nov. 26.

It remained for Ethel Barryrinore,

in 'The Corn Is" Green,' to give Capi-

tal its first hit in 'five tryouts so far

this Reason. 7 Critics, who had run
out of deprecatory adjiectives after
four successive broadsides; Went to
town on both the star arid, the show
as first glimpse of real theatre (ex-
cept the post-BrOadway stuff ) town
had seen since spring .Bo. clicked
at $2.75 top for approximately $13,-

500. '7:7\
;

" Current is 'DuBarry Was a Lady,'
beginning its road tour with Bert
Lahr and Frances Williarris. Nex.tson left for Gotham last week.

Cornelia Otis Skinner picked up 1 week bring? John Shubert's first in
approximately $10,000 in her week

. die production,- 'Off.'the Record,'
ending (23) at the neighboring Ciir- ; with Bruce "' £aboO Mary . Brian,
ran. ; 7'... .'

.' Betty Furnes? and; Hugh O'Connell.

'Eyery .Man for Himself,' by Milton..L'azariis; which .is holding over, iri

San Francisco^"'this week -although reported business h;us beeri mild,- is- <iue

bh Broadway about the middle of December. Corrtedy, which. attricted-Lee.

Tj ;acy ..back to the boards, provoked 'excitem'enV':arou'n<i Ho]ly\y'ood studios

when, it was highly, touted after the: premiere at Sarita Barbara'. Presenters

•are Arthur Hutchinson arid Arthur ;Ripley,
: who securedT the. Coast rights, to,

i'Oscar Wilde', last J
"

.' and did- \y ell with it,- their, first managerial

venturer ;Forriie'r.'is a scenic, artist; and the latter a '.stager, r7-'-"

'Himself was nOt immediately 7recogrii?ed
v
on jfir.6adway;w

from the Coast were riecelved. It . 'was originally .called 'Once lUpon a

Night.'- ".. Under that title the . play " : was . tried Out ih the fall -of. 1938 by
,

Laurence .Schwab at Wilmington, Del., shb\y being. 'yanked. after three days.
' Main defect then Was the. Casting, it was, reported. When

;

the •play; was.

'originally done! Schwab" was ere'd-ited collaborating in the. writing;, but

Is not mentioned in the Cpast billing. He has a 40% 'interest ' the

royalties.' ;
;

• .

- :-X-.
1-

'.': 7 -.
.;'; -y., {

B way on Even Keel;

'

'Pyg' $10,000 In St. L.

..-7- St:' Louis, .Nov. 26.
One week

; of ' darkness at i. the
American theatre here,, the second of
the : current '. season, whetted

'

; the
appetite of natives ; for i'PygmaUOn,-'
With Ruth Chatterton: Piece, scaled
to $2.80, copped estimated good
$10,000 for eight performances. : Crix
dished but 100% raves arid all local
rags helped 'the cause by doling out
swell cuffo space via feature, stories,
pix. etc. ' •

House is booked solidly for the
next six weeks, . with 'The Male
Animal' op^riing onerweek: engage-
ment last night .(Moriday.X

:..' .;.;"
. . Detroit- Nov. 19.^

'

First there were three, then two
and now one theatre and Detroit's

extensive drama season
:

: has shrunk

considerably. VA; week.
.
ago the

Messrs.!, Shubert shuttered the Wil-

son and ended their venture here.

Last, week saw the Wee & Leventhal

experiment in pop-priced drarna fold

.

its tent arid quietly steal away^
W. & L.'s final week was with

'Rocket, to. the. Moon,', but: it got off

on the. wrOng foot Opening: night,

when the cast blew lines ail over the
stage and finally^tossed^.the third act
right into the alley. The critics had
nothing left to do but wistfully hope
it might get organized and the show
wound up with the poorest week of

the four-week 'season,' even drop-
ping below the third week of 'See
My

;
Lawyer.' Where the latter

finished up a too-long :run with
$3,200, .'Rocket to the Moon' dipped
to a greater low gietting prtly esti-

mated. $2;900 for 10 performances.

However, it doesn't spell ; finis for

the Lafayette. The hOus^ will close

for . a fnOnth. reopening around
Christmas, it was said, probably with
Ann Corio in 'White Cargo.-' ,

"the Cass is- still, rolling along with
the 'road sha.ws. 'Dark ' last-, week;:

the - house resumed Sunday night

(24) with 'Pins and ; Needles,', at $2.20

tops. 7.'. r

'FATHER'S' 8TH WEEK

FINE $15,200 IN BOSTON

.. . ... Estimates tor Last Week v
.

Key: C. (Comedy) » i> (jiravia) , .R
(Revite) , M (Musical) ,> F. (Farce).
O (Operetta);. '-- ^ ;

"

'Boys and Girls "Together/ Broad-
hurst. (8th week) (CR-1,160; $4.40):
Turned in another good gross, With
capacity ., business, for performances
late in. week; rated over $25,000.;

'Beverly Hills/ Fulton (3d week)
(C-978; $3.30). Soirie improvement
in gross, bat principally because of
theatre party sell-outs; approached
$6,500; provisional notice posted.

'Cabin In the Sky/ Martiri Bedt^StK
week) (M-li214; $3.30). Colored mu-
sical faring very well, with takings
quoted over $17,000 mark; exnected
to stick through winter period.
-, 'Fledgllnr,' Hudson (Drl,094: $3.30),
Presented by Otis Chatfield-Tavlor;

-' written by Eleanor Carroll Chilton
and Philip Lewis; operis tonight (27).

I
.' .'Georee Washington Slept Here/

I Lyceum (5th Week) (C-1.004; $3 30.

!
Went upward and how figured to
make a stay of it^.went to better than
$12,700; goodly profit ,at that level, y
'Glamour Preferred/ Booth. Taken

off Saturday (23) after, week ,and-
two days (11 perfoririafices);: manr
agement decided it could not survive;
bad press.

'Hellsapopplh/ Wiriter Ga r d e n
(114th week) (R-1.671; $3.30). Still

figured to span new season; long
stayer .always gets benefit of : yisit'or

influx; orie of biggest money1 maker?
iri- vears approximated $25,000. . .

. 'Hold On to tour Hat?:' Shubert
(1 1th week) (M- 1,405 ; $4.40 ). Getting
goodly share of attendance among-
the high-scaled- musicals, and looks
set through winte/; rated around the
$25 000 mark.
•Horse Fever/ Mariffield (C-1.000;

$3.30). Opened Saturday (23); drew
mixed notices: chances better, indi-

cate this week.
.. 'It HapncDS On Tee.' Center (7th

week) (R-3.087; $2.75). Novelty
among ^attractions:, revue on ice said
to h° ; turning nrofit both ways; last
week imriroved to $35,000; big Satur-
day and.Sunday;

.

• Mohriny Belinda/ Belasco (10th
Week) (D-1.000; $3.30). . Staying
longer .'than indicated; helped soriie-

what by cut rates, but still in . modest.,
money division; arourid $6j000;. Sun-
day nights may count; due to move
to Lorigacre. with 'Retreat to Pleas-
urr.' corning here.

'Life With Father/ Em Dire (54th
week ) (C-1,005; $3:30) . , Looks like
ho limit .

t^i capacity pace; standees
account for: takings reaching $18,700
la«t week.
'Louisiana Purchase/ Imoerial (26th

week) (M-l,450; $4.40). Remarkable
busir.^rs

,
for musical, Which - has

passed half year's"run mark; topped
$32000. :

,.•-,'-'"'

•Man Who Can<e to Dilnrtftr/.,Mu.«lc

*by <mh Week) (C-1.013; $3.30).

Business sriurted " again, last week,
with: capacity Friday arid Saturday •

sending the erross over S14.600.
•Panam* Hattle/ • 46th St, (4th

week) .(M-1.347; $4.40)7 - E:ftra' Mati-
nees (Armistice Day) sold' out and

: -'.: Boston, Nov. 16.

Two shows-; 'Ladies iri Retirement'

and 'Sim Sala: Bim,; left Saturday
(23) arid two, entered. 'Romantic. Mr.
Dickeris' opened : Saturday and 'All

In Furi;' musical .with Phil Baker", [n - nine nerformna^ps now musical'.hit

arid Bill Robinson/' '.opened' • Monday "i wen't close1 to -M6.000 mark; best
(25). : 'Life With Father' continues i ?rro<>s in town again. .'•".-

. -

in its ninth week: arid- rata, hot pace.
|

•Qiiiet, Please/ Gruild. Yanked Irst

Estimates for Last Week 7 i-Thursday (21); nlayed: two light
- 'Life :^^ With Father,' Repertory. (8th

; w>->ks; heavv loser,

wk) (965; $2,75)^Pacihg .strong with.
i . /Senary te F.oom.s/ Plymouth (35th

good advance sale. Rated $15,200,
\ werk) <C- J. 107: $3,3tnV Mentioned to

very good. ^ tour aftor holidnys, tut jitill. jnaking
'Ladies in Retirement/ Wilbur- moricv;. one o<* Sunday night attrac-

(3d wkf (1.2277 $2,75)—ITiid pleasing
- lion.?;: which, bettered normal .Mon-.

furi' here, tallying about $10,000 for rl,?". hus'ness; $B.500.

' Subscription season of. the- Theatre Guild '

is tak ing - form ,-. w i.th at least

three .'shows, 'already sb: - eapniai-ke'd. . First fpr .\^ubs0ribers '.'.. 7 'Twelfth:

Night,' which opened;
at the St. Jaiiries last-week. .'Second is 'Delicate ; Story/'

which Gilbert Miller, and Vinton .Freedley will open 'at . the Miller next

week. Third will be 'Battle of -Angels,' .which the Guild puts into rehearsal,

this week. Latter play'- may be spotted ' a theatre Oth'fer than .the Guild,

which is mentioned to get 'Every Man for Himself,' due in -from the Coast.

_ :

'•••Deal tor 'Story' is not the- first productibri by another managemerit-.which

-«Te
:

avy"
M
adva^ the G\nid .placed among its subscription shows; Similar arrimgemfent ap-

Plugged- by the sS of AlS :plied to '-'Mornings' At Severi,' which was produced '.by Dyight Deere
Arts.. ,

•.

;. _ . . ,.
'-; • •;...'. : ,

i
Wiman.;; '.'•-. •* ;/' > ,'"- :

-
' :'_/.-

'

•third arid -final . frame.:

•Srm Sa|a7Bim/ Shtibert. :/2d wk)
( 1,590; . $1:65 )—Improved " si i ."htl"

Second .'stanza';, taking' lr.me, :

Block-Sulh^s
<^awyerv

$3,000/ Brodies in

'Pi'/.anna and JElders/ Morosco.
.
wjfb.drawn Saturday 7after nlaving

'

i Virff. we^ks to,takings -around $5 000
, jivA^atfe' house dark;; '•.,"'. •;•

'•»'';

|' Ifhe- C-r.n- tj>-. ''Green/.- National (D-;

I

1 162:.^ ?I0).
.
Prosent^d. by Herman

' Rhi'iri'i^n;. lvrHteji by. Emlyri Williams,
with F.thel ^arryiriore tppning well

.

' regarded .' in o,ut.-of-town. '. tryout;
;

'

,

'-
.

•. '. ..'Cincinnati, Nov.. 26..
: ;

t

^r^ri*^ yesterday (Tuesday).
7'
'See".My"':LaW.Vei',' with .'Block and

[. : 'T-Kiri*«>.:

.'Ff»»'d/-' Forrest (290th
Sully, brodied at around $3,000; last v^eeK) • (C-1.107: $i.l0). Rpportpd
week-,in the ' l,'400rseat7.CQX at .$1,65 drawing can^citY Sunday night:. still

top. Most of t'hat.coln:. came- Opening Announces final weeks: ovOr .$5:000,
:night, ' Sunday (17) .ir'nd Thpnksgiy- low adrriissiop ^riUntihg.'
ing matinee and nieht. Cricks Were .7 7 . Revivals
a bit ^vicious' An :thcii- reviews,
Burg : .has -One7- of its infrequent

<Ri;n^7AH^' Windsor (6th week)
'C-1 0fS4: $2:20). Amorig shows, using.

dou.blphe.nd-er;rQad':'s.h.ow two - for . one<:: staying . becaiuse / of
rently.: 'Rocket to the Moon' has the
full - week.

:
nt7the Cox at/ Sil,65.' top.

'

Lunt and Fbritahri'e/ in 'There. Shall
Be- No Night.' are : in ..the 2:5n0-.<:cat

Taft during 'tbo last half nt ?0 top-

Si '..

1 o\y htif-andliwi-fM riurriber.of .book-:
ih"-c i'n : -*i^h't': .$3,500 estimated. ;

..Ths* r»*»vV \v* * Windsor j-(6.th

wac>) (C^i Q64^$3.30).:.; Steadily irn^

nrnving arid should .r»*« winter *t*vcr-
iirir^.- nri sale irito. .Tanuarv; $13*500
in,st week puts bid farce in success
d'^'siori. '"-"

:
''

'.

.
fVfn* jidv';' Plavhouse (CD-865;

.*3.!?0V. .: Final: and 13th . week: fared

'Dinner* 1QG in

: 7
;

Minneapolis. Nov. 28!

:

. 'Man Who Game to Diririer.' With
Taylor / Holmes. grossed- approxi- ! vcrv well for. revival arid claimed to
mately fair S10.000 ,i.n riirie. perf/^r-; -^p>e -wi^w evptv week: recent Isk-
arices:. including .

two :

matirieei=. at the- '-nfr:. -•--.-c^ <R 000: 'Romantic Mr.
j.2,200-s.pat. Lyceurri.' -Show was.;rcaled T^'-v-

. .
• ^>v^ wpek,- • . 7 "

• •

:'

at $2.75 top and balcony held major ' Ni.^hf/^t.-:Tames (D-1.526;
portion '

of. audiences
.
1h.rou< hout ;

.

<
kn o n>.: WpTycst show in •

- big
week. •-.,..'-/'•

.
j
^>o rt ev r]iv!',

i r tor>n°d ffl.000 in

Uriderlined is Katharine TTe*^burn - «"vun times, aided by $5.50. first

In 'Philadelphia; Story.' Drf. 5-7. '

•- -' ':.' :•,.
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Current Road Shows
y : XWeck; of Nov. 25)

'

osco); 'Separate Rooms' {Plymouth),

'Tire' Man; Who . Canie to Dinner'

iMusicv Box. ;hold6ver : hit v and "To-

bacco Ruad' (Forrest )'. • v

Few Grosses Topped MoMdays

Managers' through .the Lea^uo «x-Y.
( |ieVc v. w^c/mr ::; 0 Y. ^ -

f

ressed;' satisfaction:;^^ :

on local -radio .. slal

u-ndny ": performances,- v
. './

vyjis.
-jfcfeifo

lwere inserted in pn
P
S

• claimed, that some :&hb
:

ws .
;'epH:i]d<n>

: ably bettered the average. Mori-'iay

,.i:<ht iaknSg^, ; . actual • figures being
i •

:
/bn.v'« if comparison, btf. -.it

known that ' oUierV- Uieatres' the.

business'. 'was". dfsapiv»mti'h.t'. /.Staled

that seven shows 'would -
gYi on \t

Sunday \Dec. l >. i\yo others which

played the first Sabbath ducking the

parade, lor a two-week in te'y '. (ule for

sonic reason, iposs.ibly becai.se re-,

ceipts were under expectations. .:

Patronage at the :
bOx'ottices -.pnn.-

: , cipally sought tickets in the baloony.

such gdnils's'bns'VTiinfjin-g.'-' from: $110
to $2 20,: indicating / that measure

Of picture .house, trade .. was being
. drawn; .-Agencies

;
remained /open,,

but. made . few sales, inquiries there

also being for cheap tickets. ;.A lead^

ins agency; failed to sell ;
- single

: ticket for on? of ;-.the -few favorcd

shows on .the-" Sunday list.

Dissatisfied

..-: 'Henzapoppih' got • best money.'

During the. afternoon, . the' ; "Winter

Garden disposed
.
bit all

;
upper "floor

tickets, put was . reported ;thbppin?

. the- price In all parts of the
' house,, same going ... Other 'spotsv

Best money , among straight shows
was drawn by 'The Man Who Came

' to Pinner' and 'George Washington
.Slept Here,' takings being • over
$1,300 for both, but neither are to

play ne-t Sunday. <
: Sarir; 1$. Harris

pi-oduced ' both show.
>

.'. Hi. office

stated . tHat the interval was de-
cided on because of tickets sold for

V the. next two Monday nights.- ./XyTiy

that didn't apply* for Monday .(25.)

thK week, not .explained.
.'. Pertinent that none of the $4.40
.musicals was played. ' managements
bcin/i wary of interfering with the

.
draw, as is and' unwilling to incon-
venience! patrons' who bought tickets:
for Monday (25V

,

night, not played
by shows \yhich gave Sunday per-
formances. Both 'Hellz' and 'Ice'

are $3,30 Jtop. Latter show and
'Road'

, had played Sundays before!
Latter was particularly favored, its

low top ofJl.lQ being indicative that
.

.
patronage on Sunday wants pop. ad-
missions. '..

'
.' Hits Missing V,

Actual possibilities ol Sundays will
probably not be. determined until
more favored shows are . presented.

t— One test of^whether. Sunday could
figure in extending the engagements

' °' moderate draws was unfavorable
last week> when 'Suzanna and the
Elders' got little at the Morosco. Had
that performance been patronized it

would have been a life saver for the
show

;
which closed;'' Saturday (23 ).

'Suzanna* and two other shows which

stopped had boon expected to play

on. the 24th.
''.. There was some question, whether

the- first Sunday .whs promoted en-

ergetically. Three times, moderate-

;:7e;ci\blo.Pk ads. ;^et;e'..iisL!d hi-.'tiali.es,-'

anhouilce-

tions and
•ograms of

Broadway legiters during, the week,

but the triost- important; factor is that

the;'h.i.fs .
were not-offered. Cost of the

advertising was pro-rated each show,

playing Sunday being billed for about

$70. :

; 'v ''
.

;v.' ;'- '-

: -..
" --

:

- :

'

driiiinci idea Was; that all shows
would piay Sundays, but the man-
agerial association (League of New
York Theatres) could not obtain ac-

ceptances by the better shows. Sugr
gestion' that Irjte"afternoon perform-

antes instead i of evenings might be
th>vright idea; wjas

;
set a^ide/but may

be reconsidered. At least one show
which is f:u\ini< well plans a: 4 p.m.

curtain for next Sunday's showing.
League's-- idea;; however, is for uni*.

foi-mi.ty of Sunday performances.
Some managers feel; a matinee cur-

tain of 3 or 3 :30 in ihe • afternoon

would be the best test of the possi-

bilities, to attract picture . house pa-

tronage of the; type- that only visits

Broadway on Sunday afternoon.

- America 's
.
Distinctive; 'Entertainer. .

; ON TOUFt
,-'.' -V " ':}:'''.: in '

.
:;=:.'.;

"H E L L.Z - A PPO P I N, J R."

: V Mgt.i WM. KENT
1776 BVay. New York ,

:--

SAMUEL FRENCH
. SINCE 1630

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE

Playi f«r State. 8era«n and Radi*

\
': 25 Wail 4Sth Straat Na» Vark

•II Wall 7lli Straat. Las Angalea

HIGH AS A KITE
(Continued from page 50

prominent figure iri %.He' with cos-',

tumes. and settings harking back to

the' 1740's! .However, the dialog, and
many of the characters are more per-
tinent to . 1940 than to the Franklin
era'..';/: ;';;

. <;
'-,;

.

:

. /
'

-

•'•''';

. As was -v- to be . expected. -Clay A.
Boland: .'26. Philly dentist, has con-
tributed a scpre that stands but. Al-
though assuming the additional bur-;

den' of supervising, .the entire pror
ductioh. Bblahd; has fouhd '.time to

:

turn out some of his best .tunes,

among them .'My Gal,' 'Not So Long
Ago.' Til Sing - Your Praises- and .

'High as a Kite/ Like' many another
Boland number of past years,' sev-
eral of these look set for- a >un in

popularity, No small credit for this

will also go to his lyric collaborator,
S. Bickley Reichner, Philly news-;
naperman, who has turned in a bril^

liant job. His Cole Porter-ish 'Let's

Get Back to Bach' is as nifty as they
come.. ;- •'•

••

'

•'

'

.
Although the; wardrobe of pre-

revolutionary finery, along with Bdr
land's Score, dwarfs other aspect; of
this 53d annual production,: the. dance
routines and comedy measure up to
other recent Mask and Wig' efforts.;

Disoensed with is the stock-in-trade
of the college musical; the hairy and
muscular chorine, arfd it isn't,missed.
The 26rman chorus handles difficult

assignments with finish and a spon-
taneity that's infectious. The biggest
laughs come from a mimiet-to-jit-
terbtigging. all ip powdered; wigs.and
hoop skirts. .

.-•':

The cbsturhins. is eye-filling, as Is

the scenery.;. There's some profes-
sional

;
.- sDecialty. dancing by R. W;

Troup, Jr.. and art octet that's also
strong. Robert F Dawson handles
the sweet stuff in an appealing tenor,
and there are several other fair
voices. Louis DeV. Day, Jr., a vet
hand, and Sidney Wertimer, Jr.. as|

Franklin, are adequate comics. For-
tunately there's no overdose of shady
gags, although there . are too .many
others that were .probably old in
Frnnklin's day.
The Illustrious Franklin-s principal

business In 'Kite' turns out to be; the
sale of 'Franklin's Famous Pharma-
ceutical Fluid.' and the- show takes
its tohe from that note..

. With the
aid of Marie. Antoinette, he brings
about the happy uhion of. the \1uve-
nile leads atid of Abigail Dingieben-
>der and Majbr-Gerteral Beamish.
There's . the plot. But plot would be
out. of place in a rah-rah-rah ex-
travaganza of this kind .

:

.

•; plenty of rough, snots at preem
here Friday night (22), but these
were minor and should be ironed out
before entourage, embarks on its

longest road tour in history after
bl.ayinf? this week at Erlanger. Philly.
New York will, see "Kite' at a mati-
ness and evening, performance Dec
14 at the' Alvin ; ; Rosen.

'A Niffht of i%ove'—Forrest, Phila-

delphia.

Mbout Tomorrow' ; ( Frank Craven,

Sally Filers. J. M.. Kerrigan^Cur-
i;an, San Francisco: -

.

:
.

•All in Fun* ( Phil Baker. Bill. Rob-
inson >—Shiibert, Boston. ... y

Ballet Kusse de Morile Carlo--

Central High School, Kalamazoo
(26); College Auditorium,. Mt. Pleas-

ant.. Mich. (27); Masonic Temple,
Detroit (28-.S0). . .

. .

•Delicate Story! (Edna BestX^
Shubert, New Haven (28-30).

'DuBarry Was * Lady* (Bert Lahr);.

—National, Washington. . .;'.:..
"

•Folles Berffere' ^- El- Capitan,

Hollywood. : / .'-. ; •- .';'•

'

'

:"'

. 'IlellKapoppbi'—^Erianger, Buffalo.

'HiYa, Gentlemen' (Max Baer)—
E slinell . Auditorium,.: Hartford,

Conm- (29-30).
.;-

;
'

/,
^Ladies In Retirement' (Flora Rob-

soft).—Locust, Philadelphia.

•Lady In Waitliif' (Gladys George)
-^Ha"rris, Chicago; /

S: 'Life with Father' (lyillian Gish)—
Blackst6ne, ; Chicago. .

. 'Life with Father': (Dorothy Gish)

—Civic Repertory, Boston;

; 'LHtle Foxes' (Tallulah Bankhead

)

—Arcadia. Wichita (25 ) ; Auditorium,
Denver (27-28).; Capitol, SWlt Lake
City ^(30). : '-:; '-.,

. 'Male Animal' — American, St.

Louis.

'Man Who Came to Dinner 1
(Clif-

ton- Webb) — Chateau, Rochester,
Minn. (25); Cecil, Mason City (26);
-Auditorium, St. Paul (27-30).

'Meet the People'-—Grand ' Opera
House, Chicago.
. 'Middletown Mural' — Playhouse,
Cleveland (294). .

.- 'Morhjng' . at Seven* — Hanna,
Cleveland.: .' :

•Off the Record' (Hugh O'Connell,
.Bruce Cabot, Mary Brian, -.

:
Betty

Furness )^-McCarter, Princeton (30).

•Philadelphia; Story' (Katharine,
Hepburn)—Pabst, Milwaukee. .

? .'Pins and Needles'--Cass, Detroit.

; •Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)—
Selwyn,. Chicago.
•Romantic . Mrt Dickens' — Ply-

mouth, Boston.
"Thank You, Columbus' — Play-
house, Hollywood:
'There Shall Be No Nljshf (Alfred

Lunt, Lynn : Fontanne)—Hartman,
Columbus, O: (.25-27) ; Taft Audi-
torium, Cincinnati (28-30).

?Time of Your Life' (Eddie Dow-
ling)—Erlanger, Chicago.

' 'Tobacco Road' (John ;Barton)—
Shrine Avditorium, Des Moines (24);

brpheum, Waterloo, la. (25); Grand,
Davenport (26-27); Muniipipal Audi-
torium, Kansas City (28-30).

PITT IN A BURN

agements

Leila Ernst,: 'Pal Joey.' ;
;
-

Isabel Jewell, 'The Hard Way/. ;

:

\ Owen: Martin; Joe. Kirk, «iii-Ya

Gentlemen.' '':':..'/;

Edward Forbes. Theodore Newton.
'Cue. for Passion.'.

;
Milton Neil, Alfred Etcheverry,

Florence Fair,! Leslie Kihg, May Col-
lins, Natalie. Thompson, Jacqueline
Ciark,. 'Delicate. Story/ •

".''

Paul Bowies': to collab with Jose
Martinez on a ballet for the Ballet
Caravan.' He ' composed music . for

the Helen ' Hayes -Maurice Evahs.

j Twelfth Night.'
"

Pittsburgh, Nov. 26.

It's Thanksgiving Week in Penn-
sylvania and Nixon, town's only legit

"

site, is gnashing its. teeth because of
enforced darkness. .Turkey holiday
session has. traditionally been,one of
the biggest of any • season for this
town, dating back to the days when
Ziegfeld 'Folli V would always play
here at this time and take anywhere
from $40,000 to $50,000 out of town.
Drama" critics have been, pointing

out that there's ..never been a .. legit
year Jike this in Pittsburgh's: history
and aren't, very hopeful for things
to come, what with; Nixon ; haying
had only three- attractions ; since
house reopened, 'Ladies in Retire-
ment* started on Oqt. 16, was fol-
lowed by 'Time of Your Life* and
went dark for two weeks until Lunts
arrived in 'There Shall. Be No Night'
Nov 11. Theatre Had . nothing last

.

week, has nothing, this and nothing
'booked until; Dec. 9, when 'New
Pins and .Needles' conies in. Thejn
there'll probably . be another fort-
night's prerXmas darkness. ; . ..

.;'

Allythe more ' pathetic since the
three shows have, done smash 'biz

here, 'Ladies' getting $13,000, 'Time'
$16,500 and ;'N,.ight* a '! record-'breakr
ing $27,200. Harry Brown, manager
of .Nixon, in open .letters- to drama
editors, has assured, them that things
will: definitely look up after;.Jah> 1;

but. most of the boys, are laying that
to wishful thinking.

: :

John; Ifouseman ta stage Philip
Barry's .'Liberty Jones,'

.
which., the'

.Theatre Guild will plit into rehearsal
in about three \veeks. ;: Director has
been a production associate of Orson
Welles on the Mercury Theatre.

Literati

23 Papers Use' Ingersoll Series

Syndication by PM, New York tab,

Of the .series oh. London written by
editor-publisher Ralph Ingersol 1 is

more thani paying for his trip abroad
by clipper, tor the* series, plus an
extensive ad Vcampaigh. put . on by

the sheet: Tvyenty-Uiree papers are

using the series,' including the Lon-
don Daily Express, . to .which the

pieces are cabled . .each ..day. ':';

. Ingersolt, is: still writing . the, yarns,

which . will probably number about
25.- ; First tout days after his . re*

turn to the U. S. he spent dictating at

his Lakeville, N- Y-, farm, getting

60,000 words down in that time,

Harry Baker/ formerly with In-

ternational News Photos and now
picture manager of PM., handled the

job of .selling the articles. Papers
fusing .

them . * include Philadelphia

Bulletin, Kansas City
.
Star, /betrbit

Free Press, Boston Globe,. Washing-
ton Star, : St. Louis Post-Dispatch^

Des
.
Moines Register and Tribune,

Dallas i News, ; Toronto Globe and
Mail,, rialifax Herald aiid Vancouver
Province. : •

:

- ; ';;

Milwaukee Sentinel,' Liebman was
killed by a fall Jan, 31, 1937.

Mrs. Liebman alleges , that Block
promised her that he would pay her
$100 a week as long , as she lived,
that he kept this

:
pr6m'ise

. for, only •

one year, and: that after Jaii. 21, 1938
all payments ceased. ;• ;.'-;; ;

'

Block, owns th«i above cbmpaiiies
and the Milwaukee daily. .

Detroit Press Cares for Its Own
. Families of employes called to;

arms will be ;cared for by the Detroit

Free Press. In a statement from
Publisher John S. Knight, who took
oyer -the .newspaper last spring, it

was said a study of Selective Service

and National Guard Acts had been
made, and it was the intent to. 'pi-b-

vide .ecbnorin'e1 stability for pur em-
ployes called into service and to as-

sist themi in the transition -from'

civilian, to military and back . to

civilian! life again.'

"Tjnder; the provisions, full-time

employes joining lip with Uncle Sam
aii'd' having .dependents' will receive
from the newspaper 50% of the dif-

ference between their salaries from
the Free Press and their Army pay;
The rule applies to both draftees and
volunteers with a top of $i00 month-
ly from the newspaper set. Men
also will be considered as on leaves
of. absence.

$300,000 Libel Suit

A $300,000 suit against Macfadden
Publications, Inc., Fulton ' burster
and Joachim F, Paffrath . was re-

vealed Friday (22) in N. Y. supreme
court when' the defendants applied
to dismiss the action. Suit was filed,

by Richard Roliiris, who claims to

be an authority_-;-ori
^ Nazi: :.andi sub-

versive investigation work, and for-
merly investigator for the McCOr-
mack-Dicksteih Congressional Com-
mittee for the U. S. Congress.

Plaintiff claims libel in an issue
of Liberty, published by Macfadden,
and. written > by Paffrath. Qursler is

editor of Liberty. The articl^ in

Question was called 'I Was a Hitler
Agent in the U. S., ' and claimed, ac-
cording to the complaint, that Rol-
lins was duped by Paffrath, who se-
cured information for the Nazi, gov-
ernment from him. Other charges
are along the same lines. The
plaintiff claims as, a result of the
article he lost employment, a lec-
ture tour, and a book to be pub-
lished based pn plaintiff's life. Dam-
ages of $l60,000 against each of the
defendants are sought.

L. A. Times Drops Mag
.
Los Angeies Times eliminated its

Sunday Times Magazine; to be re-
placed this Week by Home, a new
mag-sized supplement devoted to
home, garden, kitchen and other
articles aimed at women readers,
without ;fictiori. Times continues to
carry This Week, published in New
York arid serviced about the coun-
try.

'

;.. . . .. .; .
.-';:. -v.

..

Home will be written and edited
by the . Times editorial qrcW that
handled the former Siinday maga-
zine. •-'

'

;
'.-

To Take Over. Alabama Journal
Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser, one

of Dixie's oldest,,largest dailies, has
announced agreement to purchase
Alabama Daily: Journal, assuming
control Dec! 1. .

. ;

Journal, 52-year-old
.
afternoon

sheet, will retain its identity, andC M. Stanley,; editor-irtrchief ^ sirice
1927, remains in charge. . President
Nicholas Pcay of Journal company,
reriiains -until Jan. 1,

' Advertiser, is

112 years old. Price not divulged.

Editor's Widow Sues .Block
*:'•

Mrs. Ethel Liebman has started
suit in Milwaukee circuit" /court
against Paul Block, the publisher:
Sentinel ^Pablish.ing Co, and^ the
Milwaukee Publishing^Co. fpr $'13;500

for 'earnings which her husband,
Jules, should have received While
editor and general manager of The

Arniy Pages Oldfteld

.
Quickie call to : active duty. \yas

Served up to Barney Oldfield; Jour-
nal's film scribe in Lincoln, Neb;,
who was ordered to Ft. Crook, Neb.)
ari infantry reception center, Mon-
day <25).: He's a reserve captain.
Move Was fast, notification coining
to him at noon Thursday (21;(.

Journal is niaking
. arrange'incnts

for him to continue his Sunday pie
column, to be knocked out after
taps. His nightly radio broadcast,
819 times old Saturday (23), will be
done by Henrietta ; Dirks for the

.

sponsor, Lincoln Theatres Coi p. His
name will be kept oh it, too.

„'/
;

.
:
LITERATI OBITS /

Sir Hugh Denison, 75, Australian
newspaper, publisher and former
Australian. ..Commissioiier to the
United States, died in Sydney, Nov;
23. '

. , : / •;.

Howard C; Coxe, -42, autlior and
one-time staff, member of the New
York Tribune, died in SriedenS Land*
irig, N.. Y„ Nov. .23.; Surviyirig are

"

a; brother. Judge Alfred C. Coxe; "of .

the New York Federal Court;-
other brother and two sisters.

Manuel Lanz Duret, 62, publisher
of the Mexico City dailies. El Uni-
versal and El Universal. Grafico, died
in Mexico; City Nov.- 21., He was also

a lawyer and writer; ;

,;.;.

-'

George D, 'P.erry.,' 53,' editor of the

Saginaw News,, died Nov, 20 in Sag-
inaw, Mich., after an eight-month ill-

ness. '
-

.

;
;'

''

W. E. W, Yerby. 76, editor of

Greensboro '(Ala. ) Watchman foi- ; 55

years and former Alabama legislator,

died Nov. 15. Was Alabama's oldest

editor in point of continuous service.

CHATTER
Wessell Smitter wound up his

novel, 'Another Morning,' for Har-

pers publication.

Alexander Knox finished his new
book, 'Bride of Quietness,' to be pub-

lished by Macmillari.

'Murder Under Glass,'' mystery
yarn- by , Frances Hyland, being

edited for spring publication.

'Lord Broadway' is the title of

Dayton. . Stoddard's biography, on
Sime Silverman which Wilbur Futik

is bringing out the end of January.

Publisher of Cinema Comics is

planning to launch a hew magazine,

TNTj sometime in January. Will be

a n a t i o n a 1 publication issued

monthly; using cartoon characters.

'Floradora'
.Continued from page 49.

claims, on Dec. 8, 1899, applied for a

copyright in the U. S. and received

one on Dec. 9, 1899, but failed, to tell

the U. S. that 'Floradora' had been

copyrighted a week previoiis in

England. This. - constituted a fraud

and rendered null and. void, the copy-

right for the plaintiff, who thus

coirics into court with unclean hands,

Rose asserts. ..'*•'
.-. .

Furthermore, Rose says, none of

the authors secured .a renewal on the

copyright When it ;'ran out in 1927,

placing: .. .'Floradora' in the public

domain; While it is true that Stuart

in 1927 secured a renewal, that was

for- his; music only arid: not for the

book , of lyrics, Rose claims, and

Stuart's -renewal was for a revised

..version, riot the -original. : Rose con-

cludes by stating that the .
plaintifi

thus
. never had arty rights ^to the

work arid asks a dismisisal of the
action. '".

•

/:'

Suit seeks; an injunction/ account-

ing^; 6f profits and
.

damages for al-

leged infringment through perform-

ance of all of parts of 'Floradora' by

the defendants in different situations;

Monday (25), Select Thcatrcs Corp.,

and April Productions, Inc., filed f»n-
.;

swers in which .it is
' dlaimed .

that

Tom ' B. Davis, acting , as- agent for
'.

Hill and Stuart, sold Lee Shubert:

the rights to produce the operetta i".

the U. S. for $30,000. .
The sale wa.s

for eternity, arid, was made, Feb.. 19.

1919, Other defenses are the same

as Rose's, claiming that 'Floradora'

is - now, in the public dri.niain, that

the copyright of the plaintiff was noi i

secured correctly, etc.
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Broadway

id Finney, western producer, east

'"ion "inVC McGinnls tossed a

West 48th street restaurant.

Pat Finn, cafe man, in Lennox

Hill hospital for two-stage operation.

Jerry Whyte to stage-manage Tal

Joey,' fewest Rodgers and Hart mu-

^Paul Raibourn. Par executive as-

lociated with Dumont Television^ re-

turned from L. A. •; , '
.

Mother of Arthur Israel, Jr., exec

assistant to Barney Balaban, up from

South Carolina for a,visit;
: , ;^ j

Al Jolson toqk his entire cast and

«H backstage employees to Sardi's

for Thanksgiving dinner. .. .
-

Nate Goldstein, Par's Massachu

ietts theatre partner, due in today

(Wed.) for h.o. discussions.

Eddie Ruff, Par's New Haven
branch manager, looked in on home
office

1 sales executives last week.

Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade

passed Tinies Square on schedule,

an hour before matinee curtains. .

Ross HerU, after appearing . in

Lambs', club show /ballet' Sunday
(24), was mbnickered 'half pint of

mi
Myer P. Beck. Russell BirdWell

rep in New York, going into Mt.

; sinai hpsp this week for a schnoz
operation. .

:

;

'

; ."
-»T

Bob Weitman got back to N. Y.

before -some gifts he bought for

friends in California reached their

destination. '-:...'
.

••'

\.

Paul Orange, cutter . of costumes
employed by April Productions
(Shuberts) in voluntary bankruptcy;

owes $14,237. • ; u v '-y

Testimonial dinner-show to Bill

Robinson, honorary prez of Negro
Actors Guild of America, at Mecca,

• Temple Dec. 8. /-:"..' : ;-'

Dorothy Hammerstein. the interior

decorator and wife of Oscar, the

ASCAPerV must undergo an opera-

tion this week. .

- .... :.

Nicholas Nayfack, nephew of Joe
and Nich Schenck and member of,

Metro's Coast legal staff, in New
York for a short visit. ,. .

Ordway Teed, chairman of the

Higher Education Committee of New
York City* seen buying' a copy of

Vamkt* at newsstand!
;

Ruth Schwerin, who".'handled press

in New York for Sol. Lesser on 'Our
Town,' nas rejoined him : to work oh
'That Uncertain Feeling.'
Jeanette MacDOnald makes her

only concert appearance in the New
York area Dec. 4 at the Westbhester
Community Center. White plains.
Aldyth Reichenback, secretary, to

Barney Balaban,. .'Who suffered i.nr..

. juries in: an automobile accident two
weeks ago.: returned to. her office'

- Monday (25). ......

Harry .Weinsteihi , Abe Lyman's
.. manager, left for Miami Monday. (25)

to handle details in connection with
the maestro's Jan. 15 opening at" the
Royal Palms there.

•

Publicity-ad staff of 20th-Fox home
.

office tossing farewell party for Arch
Reeve, retiring advertising chief,

. next Friday (29) at Park Central,
Reeve leaves for California/:

Series of three feature stories,

with art on Barney, Balaban, presi-

dent of Paramount, running in the
'. Chicago Herald-Examiner, captioned 1

.-.' 'Mr. Barney, of the Balabans.' '..'

' Third annual 'Financial Follies,'

given by the N. Y. Financial Writers
Assn., next Friday (29) at Hotel
Astor, produced by George Price, ex-
actor, now on the New York stock
exchange.
. Par's maintenance - construction
chief, Charlie Burton, left Monday
(25 ) for' C incirinati to huddle with
Tracy Barham on some, new theatres

• in that territory and later on . to
Kansas City. '.

v Ed Kuykendall.- in Atlanta attend-
ing a local exhibitor meeting, will

J>e in Charlotte Dee. 1-2 for the
'

:.
MPTO

. convention covering CarO-
lihas. He Will spend Christmas in
Columbus, Miss. .

'
v;-: ' -

.'"

•

,
Jack Mclnerney planning to take

his wife, who has been ill with
rheumatic fever, to Miami around
Christrhas time, spending a couple
weeks there. Mrs. Mclnerney will

'

remain for the winter,
Broadway,.' which has seen many

strange joints, will shortly gander
. something new—a spaghetti bar—

; opened above 46th street bv Buotoni,
spaghet manufacturers, who had a
similar layout at- the Fair.
Harry Sherman; former Par exec-

utive in charge of labor matters and
subsequently president of Local 306,
is now chief of projection for the;
Walt.'- Disney picture., 'Fantasia/
which requires special equipment.
J*e Churchin of RKO's transpor-

tation department on the Coast was
in town the middle of last : week be-
fore returning west after having had
checkup at Johns. HoDkins hospital,

Baltimore, as result of having .been
• gassed in the first World War.

circuses playing Mexico, has opened
its season here to good. biz.

Linda Darnell enjoying a round
of fiestas, including one by the Na-
tional Arts and Science Academy.

Tullio Carrriinati granted a Mexi-
can government okay to visit this
country for six months as a. tourist.

Lupe
i
Velez's p.a., CoL A. Villalo-.

bos, has been promoted garrison
commander at Ciudad Anahuac, on
the U.S. border.

Virginia Zuri, on the strength of
her dramatic work ait the Palace of
Fine Arts (National Theatre) , has
been, signed for Mexican pix. .

Maria: Conesa, veteran Spanish
comedienne, recovered from an op-
eration and to -Los Angeles to play
for Frank Fauce at the California
theatre. ;

.
• :

"•< •

Cartoonist Chuchb Martinez Gil
featuring Picot Fruit Salts programs
from local station, XEW, With; flesh
presentations of his best pen and ink
characters. '.;'•:.

.v
..- '7

'

.
American tourist, biz, which should

be in full swing now, far below par.
However, a pickup is looked for dur-
ing. Yuletide, when the political
situation should be definitely settled.

London
for preem of his $1,000 prize-win -

ning symphony played last week by
local , symph "orch under baton of
Vladimir Golschmann. -

A $22,000 auto trailer left here by
the late Tom Mix when he appeared
in the 'St. Louis Cavalcade* recently
is in the temporary custody of Fire
Chief Cornoyer. : Mix's sec, Eliza

By Le's . Rees

Doris Robbins is returning to show
business and being, handled by >Tom
Kettering.

.

Noel Gerson, AVGN Talent Divis-
ion chief, east for -further confabs oh
hew office setup.

'

: ..Raymond .Scott has written :

:
a

Christmas carol, for the. December
issue of Coronet. .

: Thoda Cqcroft' aiding -Pygmalion'
getaway here though show is, not uh-:,

der her
: American Theatre Society

wing, -but because of Theatre Guild
rights on the play.

- Lloyd Lewis, Daily
;
News drama

and sports :
editor, and ' wife • were

taken for some- $8,500" in furs and
jewelry last: week as they left home
of Robert. Hutchins, U of Chi prexy.

John Argyle. finally set to resume
productions for Associated British at
Welwyn.
. John . Payne, head of Bramlin's
film agency, one of the oldest in the , „ m„„
biz, died . after operation for hernia.

| beth Eason, wrote the Chief, ; ask
Gow's eatery, which has been es- ing him. to hold the trailer

.
upon

tablished over 100 .years- has been .further instructions,

taken over' by the London Coliseum
Syndicate.

Chesney Allen (Flanagan and Al-
len) in hospital with nervous break-
down, team having to cancel several
weeks' work. -.....:• 1

. Robert Morley how. reconsidering
offer to play lead-in Dr. A; J.. Cron-
in's 'Hatter's Castle,' which .

I. Gold-
smith is filming for Paramount , Pic-
tures. •.

.'

; Carole Lyhne, who made hit in

'Black Velvet,' revue at the London
Hippodrome, given feature role by
Maurice (Bill) Ostrer in -'Ghost
Train,' which he is. making for
Cbfrles M. Woolf. ..

'Spring Meeting,' which Associated
British Picture Corp: is doing at Wei-
dwyhi has Walter Mycroft, nroduc-
,tion manager of ABPC, as director,
with Margaret Rutherford., playing
her original stage: role.

'Diversion,' new revue by Herbert
Farjeon, music by Walter Leigh,
made auspicious bow at .Wyndham's
for matinee only. Show gives dra-
matic star. Edith Evans,, first appear-
ance in this .form of entertainment.;

Baltimore
By Howard A. Burman

Variety Club to sponsor Preakness
Ball; this year. *

\

George Browning handling pub-
licity for Albaugh Concert series.

. Bill Saxton hosting . annual Ad
Club Christmas party, at Loew's Cen-
tury. ;-

:
;•/,

"
.

" -

Ted Routson readying new/local
talent revue for Hipp in tieup With
News-Post.:

Eugene Martinet working on pro-
duction oi 'Pinafore,' With .John
Charles Thomas slated for guest star

appearance.
'

Former legit Auditorium being re
modeled into one flpor, subsequent
run film house by Bill Hicks and
planning Christmas week opening.

'Little Egypt 9

, Continued from page 6-

Long Island, will be heard at offices

to be established at the building in

which the AAA Is located. There
will . be a manager for each, plus

clerks, etc. > - .

For the appeals board there will be

three 'arbiters, a chairman at $20,000

yearly and two others at $-17,500 each,

all other costs to be born by those

appealing cases from local boards.

.During the past week ex-Judge

Van Vechten Veeder, widely' known
jurist and attorney, was appointed to

serve as chairman for three , years.

Aged 73. he is a member of the law

firm of Burlingham. Veeder, Clark &
Hupper. and from 1911 to 1917 was a

Federal, ' judge, sitting in Brooklyn

He Was -
appointed to the justiceship

by former President Taft.

Veeder is a member of . the New
York :a7ld' Illinois - bars; is prominent:

in the American Bar Assn., and Was

a former president of the U. S: Mar-

itime Law Assh P

: He is the author of

'Legal Masterpieces.V ; published :
in

1923., and is a collector of rare first

editions.
r

\

The two .members to serve with

Veeder on the appeals board will not

be appointed until January, it is said.

^ By Eric Gorricb

Alf Goulding visiting here.
Aubrey Scptto returned to Holly-

wood. •

Wee Georgie Wood set for Tivoli

loon in vaude and panto.

With merger timed for January
'41 , stocks in Greater. Union-thea>

tfes arid: Hoyts. are rising.

Jack Lester, : formerly producer
with the A. B. Marcus unit, is now
staire-manager at Tivoli, Melbourne.

Charles Munro's scheme , for the

evacuation of children of members
of the British ; film industry is pTOr
ceeding apace.

National. -and commercial radio

stations have banned The Organ
Grinder Grinds All Day.'. Manage-;
merits, say certain lines are . 'rather

sii^ffestive.'

'

B.B.C;; London, is : now transmit-

i;ing daily a special Pacific, edition: of

Radio Newsreel to this center on a
30'-. mihs.' span over national ; , and
commercial; units.

;

:

: ".''.''

: .

:

Levahte, illusionist, . has been
playdated for a season in Melbourne
oy Williamsori-Tait. Gogia Pasha,

Indian magician, has been booked by
Fullers for a local runaround.
Twentieth-FOX Will move to re-

lease 'Blue . Bird' in .
Sydney, this

Yuletide. Pic has been on the ice

for "
art extended term, With exhibs

still fighting shy of this Temple, opus.

Anticipated that . a move will be

made, by indie interests to. import

penny, pic . machines from U. S. In

side, however,, has it that the gov
ernment will be approached by m
dustry. leaders to nix any impor-

tation, bid. .

:

.

-

:
- . : /

Hollywoodian, here on important

pic biz. recently got in touch with

U S. studio officials per radiophone

and was told to get .back homers
quickly as possible following the

new war tempo in the Pacific. Hol-

lywoodian dropped all future plans

and boated back to the U. S.

Katharine Hepburn in 'Phila-
delphia S t o r y underlined, for
Lyceum. • V.; v ' '.

Theodore Hays, vet
,
Minnesota

Amus. , Co. executive, • back on job
after long illness.'

'Man Who Came to. Dinn'eV com-
pany at Lyceum last

: week playing
on week-torWeek basis.'

Taylor1 Holmes .host at Thanksgiv-
ing dinner and party for 'Map Who
Came to Dinner' company here, .

Charlie Weiner, indie film dis-
tributor, back 7 from New York
Where he conhected with .additional
hew product ":. ;/-':

~ With closing of house, entire -,12-

girl Alvih: line and; Bobbie Pegirim,
dance director, left, here for. Mexico
City engagehienl for N. S. Barger,
Chicago impresario. s . / :

Carl. Ravazza orchestra, with
Pedro De Lepn's'Pan-Americans and
Crawford '

arid. Caskey dance team,
into Hotel , Nicollet . Minnesota Ter-
race, -replacing Will Osborne. :

: Bob Friedl, son of Minnesota
Amusi Co, president, John J. Friedl,
starring at halfback for third succes-
sive year at Pembroke Country Day
School, Kansas City, Mo., having
scored 15 of

.
team's 27 touchdowns

during past undefeated season.

By Hal Cohen

St.

By Sam X. Hurst

.
By Douglas L. Grahanie :v

Julian Soler, legit actor, laid up
w"h typhoid.
. Actor Pedro Armeridariz workingm two pix here simultaneously.
_ r
Bobby Jones to be feted by the

Mexico City Country Club when he
•nives here Dec. 7. ^
Circp Argehtino, on« of th« chief

Bob Hope
.Continued from page 1.

hours of pictures and .stage show

before the H^ope turh came on- Fig-

ured ..•by. then they were in no mood

to
"'.

let go from, the waistline;. Tor

the theatre it;
.

proved
.

bonanza,

With: -the house grossing better, than

$1,500 over normal Sunday biz. Hope

may take his troupe to other de-

luxers around town irt the hope of

attaining a barometer of general

audience appeal. Also he would in-

sist that a percentage of the coin

takeii in above normal trade.be ear-

marked for local charities.

Harold Koplar, manager of. the.

Chase Club, to become a benedict.

Larry Clinton orch and the Three

Stooges skedded for one week at

the Fox. starting Friday (29)

.

Fpr the third consecutive year

Fanchon & Marco will produce the

annual circus for the local police re-

lief assn. ' :

•
. . : ' .

Johnny Perkins, has dropped. 42

lbs. in 19 weeks,. or since he opened

his Playdium, across the Mississippi..

Is now toting 240 lbs. '

; ^ 1
Rudolph Ganz^ former conductor

of the St. Louis symph brch, will

make a two-day personal at Webster

College, St. Louis County, Dec. 2-3. J

';' H^ K.' Minsky,: manager, of the

Grand, downtown burlesk hbuse; has

added, wrestling bouts every Thurs-

day night after the regular perform-

ance.
,

• j.
'.-'••-'

: Robert Virovai, violinist, drew ca-

pacity croWd to opera house in the

Municipal Auditorium '
.
recital

Spoil sored by the Civic Music League

of St; Louis.
. :

'

:.' •• -.

. Betty Pentland, locahte and mem-
ber of the

- St Louis Little Theatre,

has joined the Playhouse company:
for a role in 'The Guardsman,' now
^n rehearsal in Erie, Pa. : .-

Ted Straeter, . maestro of .New
York's Monte Carlo .

Club;: ate:

Thanksgiving dinner with mother:

here two days"ahead of sked. Paused
here on plane trip to Hollywood.
Percy Grainger, Australian comr

(pbser and pianist, and. his Wife, are

making their home, in Springfield,

Mo. Discovered town While on a

journey last June and are passing

up New York and Chicago because

of the cold weather.
*

'

Antonio Van der Voort, Santa Bar-
bara, Cal., "former director of the

Federal Symph orch there;,: on deck

.Pitt Players' pre-Xmas show will
be Maxwell Anderson's 'High : Tor.!

\ Dennis King musical: has 1 been
booked into Nixon, for week of Jan.
13. .:

• ;.> :.
.. ...

•

Fran Eichler's band pulls out Dec.
10 for flock of southern college dance
dates. . /..:>
' Dale Harkriess is back at. Nut Cliib
again keyboarding for the screwball
brigade. :; • 'v-. 'v

: '

Dave Parry in town for a couple
of days from east for UA drum-
aeating. ^? ;

'

:

.

Marinie Greenwald is dressing up
the Barry theatre with a brand new
marquee. ,

r "'; •
..•

:

.

Shirlei Heller, Jackie's sister,- has
checked in at.7th Ave; Hotel Lounge
for a run. . .

• :
.

Leighton Noble looking-for a
femme' vocalist and auditioning the
local crop.

. ;

''

. .

". Larry Scrima, Joe Viliella's trum-
pet player, a brother.of Mjke Scrima,
Harry, James' drummer.
Mary McLaughlin making Play-

house debut, in community theatre's
new showj 'Here Today.'

. . G. M. Rose has: opened his own
publicity office since leaving : the
Walker-Downing agency.

.
..

: Herb Magldson back to New York
to finish George White score atfer

attending father's funeral;

Nixon Cafe let. Harris and : Shore
out of their contract ?o they could
take Strand, theatre (N. Y.) date. '..

Mr?; Joie E. Brown due in town
shortly to look over Variety Club's,

hew orphan, with ah eye on adop-
tion. :

::

:

-

''

Father of Art and Mort England,
local exhibs and Bank Night dis-

tributors, died last week in Cleve-
land. - •: '

^ ' '

'Pal Joey' will have one Pitts-

burgher in orch pit and another in

title role—Harry Levant and Genef

Kelly. /:/,<: " =; ..
;
.:-;:;y

Onslow Stevens sued for divorce.

J. P. McEvby back from Manhat-
tan.- •

- .

:

/
'

Adolph Zukor
.

vacationing in
Tucson, Ariz.

""

Betty Grable got her final: from
Jackie- Cobgah.

Nate Krevitz new publicity man
for Victor Hugo's.

^

.'

Richard Green handling radio .for

Nat Goldstone agency.,:

Pattersdn McNutt on the. mend
from minor operation.

.

Mischa Aiier opens a stage tour in

Milwaukee Frida. <29).

Daltpn Trumbo finished rrenova-. ,

tioris. on his valley hacienda.'.

The George Waggners celebrated
their i,7th wedding anniversary.

Frank Fay has an addition to his
household—eight little sheepdogs^

Norman Moray in town for studio
huddles on Warners shorts releases.

Edward Finney to Little . Rock, ;

Ark., to attend' an exhibitors convene
tipri. .', "•.-/;> ;

,
v

-

Alfred N.. Sack in from Dallas to

look over product for his Texas cir- /

cuit. • / : \ ,

Hally Sang just signed for a series

of broadcasts called 'Sat; Morning;
Party/,: • ';::',;- .,-;';::,:•••:-;','.::'

Babe DeForest,: screen : cowgirl^

divorced from Kendall Douglas
Yorba. . .;'. ..

Chester Morris and Lillian Ken-
ton Barker obtained marriage
license.

'

Spencer Tracy makes, a rrieal. of

matzos at lunch time at. M-G com-
missary. r W

Alfred A., Cohn back from Wiash-
ington where he conferred on na-
tional defense. . .

;

John LeRoy Johnston on his fifth

cross-country air trip in 14 weeks, a
total of 45,000 miles.,

Mickey Rooney and Phil : Silvers

pal around together—called the
Cohen and Kelly of M-G.
Charle A. Bond, Jr., y.p. of Biblical

Photoplays/ here from Washington
arid talking . business with Ed
Grigsby, of Cine-Color, Inc.

George Givot and wife have made. ;

property settlement arid she is ap-
plying for her divorce next week*
Givot will sell his ranch and con-
tinue with engagements in middle-
*west. ,

'

Tex Feldman, the Texas oil mil-
lionaire, has a hobby of making
people who are his guests make
records ait his home, and the more
Sophisticated ihey are; the better he
likes it. He has over 1,000 and in-

cludes many from Hollywood's, select
people.

i>y Leola McDonald

NBC's Coocher
,
Continued from page f.

professional barker, Flynri himself;

the whirring of a: wheel of chance,

and; the playing of
; a calliope; The

set on the stage represented the. en-

trance of a side shoWj .with: the hack-

drop containing pictures of ' the
:
fat

woman .'and other freaks. . Assisting

Flynn was a girl clad in a hula skirt

and referred [. to as 'Little' Egypt,'

Whose progenitor was, the ; sensation

of Chicago's 1893 World's FairV The.

studio's. 'Little Egypt' held the bowl
from which the 'bapsuled questions,

were drawn.
The' wheel of chance in this in-

stance - rrihs numerically to 100 and.,

the number at which it stops .repre-

sents the number of seconds that a

contestant may have to answer a

question.;. The program also; ;raises'

the ante on quizzes! of the 'Take It

or Leave It' arid 'Double or Nothing'

calibre by. allowing candidates a

chance: to triple their Winnings. ';

In the event the carnival quiz Is

sold to a commercial, the network
will suggest that the; show be routed

around soldiers* camps. Little Egypt
is expected to please th« draftees.

, Jimniy Walsh and orchestra at El

Patio ballroom, which has been fear

turirig traveling bands.

D W; Griffith and wife vacation-

ing in Reno. Griffith . addressed

Reno Little Theatre group.

Two on an .Isiand,*^y Elmer Rice,

will be next, attraction to be pre-

sented by Reno Little Theatre group
Dec. 5.

•Values In the Rough,' story of

the Nevada prospector, is title of

new book by Rev. Brewster Adams
of Reno. ..;

Merle Snider, program director of

KOH, Nevada's only broadcastirig

station, married to Glenda Talcott,

local.: nurse.':. -

The Taverri, Reno night club; now
headlining Rosita and Dino, dancers,

and Patricia Murray, tapster. Tav-
ern just reopened under manage-
ment of Victor Vitek.. formerly of

Stateline Country Club at Lake
Tahoe. *

.

Constance Bennett came on to

New York following the granting of

her divorce from Mara.uis Henry

:

de la Falaise de la Coudraye. The
$1,500 fur coat she gave away at her
amateur show for British Relief Was
won by a farmer's wife.

.

Rex Bell, husband of Clara Bow,
who quit a career as film cowboy to

become a real one on. his . ranch near
Las Vegas, lost in his first attempt
to rope a political '. job in recent
election.. He wanted to be Clark
County commissioner., He's a Re-
publican, :

By Glenn C. Pnlleri

Austin Wylie reorganized band
arid doing comeback at Arapon.
/Dave Lowey and Sammy BrIn' col^'

labinp on. new Hawaiian njtery,'

'

Merle Jacobs taking over personal

business management, of Eddie Le
Baron's crew, -

• .-

Marilyn Maynard -Grant Wilson;

team breaking up: gal: sin.cer's off to

Mirmi to rejoin her husband. ,,.

Paul Pendarvi". Pronze Room's
maestro, got Thanksgiving :

Day
present—a baby.: boy presented by
his wife.. /.' '-\: :

- ;
; ':

,
.'•

, Louella O. Parsons and Sabu.

Hindu film actor, fluents of Bert

Stearns at Variety Club's Saturday

night (23) shindig.
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OBITUARIES
ADRIENNE MORRISON

Adrienne Morrison, : 67, former

wife of Richard Bennett and mother

of Constance, Joan and Barbara

Bennett, died of a heart attack Nov.

20 at her home in New York. The

one-time actress and partner in the

literary agency firm of Pritchett &
Morrison had been under doctor's

care, for some time because of high

blood pressure. . .Vy
'

'•'.

Her three daughters flew from

Hollywood to attend services,; held

in Old Lyme, Conn:, Saturday (23).

Accompanying them were Joan s

husband,: Walter Wahger, and' '
the

former Lady Ashley, Widow of Dou-

glas Fairbanks; Morton Downey,
husband of Barbara Bennett, was also

present, among many others promi-

nent in. show . biz. Richard Bennett

could not attend, being ill in Holly-
' Wood - •

The daughter of Lewis Morrison

and Rose Wood, Miss Morrison was

the seventh generation of her; fam-

ily to assume a stage career. ;
Mak-

ing her debut at the age of six

months as a babe in her. mothers

arms in 'The Cricket and the

Hearth,' she completed, her school-

ing arid returned to the theatre at

13 as Juliet. - Miss Morrison subse-

quently appeared in The Squaw

Man,' The Servant in the House

and in 1926 was seen as the queen

in Basil Sydney's modern^dress ver-

sion of 'Hamlet.' Thereafter she de*

voted: more time, to her literary

work arid did not take a part again

until last May, when she appeared

at the Hudson theatre, N. Y., in 'Grey

Farm,' her last play.
;

> . v ;

•

In 1925 she divorced Richard

Bennett,; whom she had married in

1903, and two years later wed the

literary agent arid her former part-

ner, Eric S. Pinker, The firm of

Pinker & Morrison was dissolved in

1939 after Pinker pleaded guilty to

first degree larceny on June 7 of

that year in the . theft of $20,637 in

royalties from novelist E, Phillips

Oppenheim, one of his clients. He's

at. present serving two and a half to

five years in prison. Pinker ; ab-

solved his wife of any complicity.

Alfred weiss
Alfred Weiss, 67, pioneer New

York exhibitor and one of the found-

ers of - the original Goldwyn Pic-

tures Corp.; died Nov. 20 at his home
in New York. •: In the early days of

the industry he operated several

houses in Gotham's Yorkville sec-

tion; ; '/
.

.'
•

'
•

•

it

; Weiss was president of the Con-
solidated Theatre Supply Corp. and

the Film Circulation Corp. at the

time of his death. At one time he

served as president and general:

manager of Artclass . Pictures Corp.

Leaves Widow, Helene; two daugh-

ters and two grandchildren.

FRANK (RAGS) MURPHY
'

: Frank (Rags ) Murphy, 54 former

burlesque comedian on the old Co-

lumbia and Mutual wheels, died

Thursday (21) at the J. N. Adam
Memorial hospital, Perxysburg, N.Y.

Born . in Chicago, Murphy bec-inie

an acrobatic dancer, working the old

Western burlesque wheel and later

became featured comic for many
seasons with Tom Sullivan's Monte.

Carlo Girls. He retired about 10

years ago, opening a booking agency

in Buffalo. •:.•'.•-:•'

native city, rites being conducted

from home of his mother, Mrs. H. T.

Hudson. :
•

Hudson toured with Al Jolson In

'Sinbad, the Sailor' and 'Irene.'

L. D. YATES
L. D. Yates, 29, advertising man-

ager, WKFC, Hot Springs, Ark., sui-

cided Nov. .19 by shooting. Note

found in his coat stated he was suf-

fering from ah incurable brain dis-

ease, directed disposal of his posses-

sions, arid requested burial in 'a plain

pine box.'

His widow,, parents and a brother

reside in Fort Scott, Kans.

B'way Films 9

.Continued from page 1.

IDALENE COTTON'
Idalene Cotton, who' for years, was

part of the' vaude arid musical com-
edy team of Long and Cotton, died

suddenly of a heart attack in New
York Monday (25). She was in her

60s. ' ;:
:

.

Miss Cotton's ..
partner ' was Nick

Long, Sr., her husband, arid father of

their son, Nick Long, Jr., musical

comedy, dancer. Long, Sr., died some
years ago. A daughter, Mrs. Gladys

Davis, non-pro, also survives.

Services held today (Wednesday)

in New York. /.

HARRY LUD HAMILTON
Harry Lud Hamilton, 65, in vari-

ous branches of show business for

the past 43 years, ended, his life by

drowning in a Cincinnati reservoir

Nov. 18. His . effects included four

pennies, a suicide note and insurance

policies addressed to Mrs. Edith

Beery Jones, Maysville, Ky.

In the late '90's Hamilton man
aged the Washington Opera House

in his native Maysville. He took

to the road as manager of the Bron

son Stock Company . and .

later be-

came business manager for fighting

Bob Fitzsimlrions. He also did ad-

vance arid' .business agentirig for

Howard Thurston and Harry Black-

stone, magicians, managed theatres

in Canton, Newark and Pbrtsriiouth,

O., that played Gus Sun vaude arid

tab shows, and teamed in vaude with

Nancy Boyer. His last job was as

checker for WB picts in the Cincy

territory.

Body was shipped to Maysville

where services were held Nov, 20.

JOHN OSCAR KING
John Oscar . King, pioneer Cali-

fornia exhibitor in the nickelodeon

days, arid owner of three silent^fllm

houses in Los Angeles until his re-

tirement 20 years ago, died in

Syracuse Friday (22).

;
Body shipped to . Los Angeles for

burial .• ...

CARLOS R1VAS LARRAURt \

: Carlos Rivas Larrauri, 44, poet,

song and revue; writer, whose works
were featured on radio, died Nov. 16

in Mexico City. Burial in Mexico
City. : ,.

Station XEQ presented a memorial
program in his honor,

linda,* 'Separate Rooms,' 'Tobacco i houses, except that the lower-rated

Road,' 'Kind Lady,' 'Beverly Hills/ seats for the legits down to 55c are

and 'Man Who Carne to Dinner.' . in competition with the better loca-

Business done by the 11 legits tlons in
^
the larger film theatres

Sunday night (24) was not especially wh»ch get from 9?c to a top of $i.65

strong but reported that balconies in (latter Music Hall) for lpges: So far

most cases were well filled, and by f?
roadshow pictures are concerned,

a film type of audience. Opinion in there being two at present on Broad-

the film field is that a lot of^
who come into town for weekends or on price and may/ feel the^ Sunday

just Sunday from Westchester, Long P"\clL mo
f
e he*?l

}
y' On Monday,

sla^nl Connecticut, etc., may favor

th* legits Sunday nights and ruli •

rather spend $1 for a reserved seat I

act as a sl,8nt onset -

at one of the shows, than at a picture

house.

: Not many people were drawn to

N. Y. over the past weekend, how-
ever, with the gloomy weather prob-

it
Continued from: page 3

It

HEINZ REICHERT
; Heinz Reichert, 62, playwright,
songwriter, died Nov. 16 in Holly-
wood. A German refugee; he arrived

in California two years ago. He was
a member of the Aiherican Society

of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers. .'"•';

His widow survives.

WALTER WILLIAMS
Walter Williams; 53, former. Lon-

don musical comedy star, was killed

during a daylight air raid in London
Oct. 29. . :

':'".

Williams appeared for years in re-

vues and vaudeville and popularized

the chorus song 'K-K-Katie in 1917.

He was also in many musical comedy
successes. Of. later years , he had
managed the new Imperial theatre,

Brighton, for Jack Buchanan, and at

the tirne of his death was assistant

manager for Queen's Cinema, Bays-

water.

;:;:.-;: BILLY JONES
; Billy Jones, 51, of radio's

,
pioneer-

ing comedy team ; of Jones and Hare,
died of a heart attack while walking
on Broadway Nov. 23.

Further details in the radio sec-

tion. . 'v'r''

JOHN H. KEENAN
John H: Keenari, 47, concessions

constructor and operator at : numer-
ous southern fairs, died recently: in

Oklahorha City.

Two sisters and two brothers sur-

vive. •,

• PRINCE RAJAH
Prince Rajah, 54, native of Bom

bay, India* and
.
magician oh Dixie

vaude, .
circuits for years, died re

cently of heart attack in . Meiridari,

Miss.
'

ably, a deterrant. It Is believed also hounced $14,260 for the night at $4
in some quarters that the Sunday top. Among those participating
night legits might have a tendency Were Sheila Barrett, Everett Mar-
to bring more of ther natives to the shall, Kitty :

Carlisle, Eddie Davis
downtown area and into the film Muriel Angelus, Grace McDonald!
emporiums when they find difficulty Ralph Forbes; Ella Shields/ Tom Teri
getting seats -for shows they want to xs&%, Dolly Haas, Aileen Stanley, John
see. ; . Dudley, Hiram Sherman.
Comparison of gross / figures, for Show was originally skedded for

Sunday (24) with the prior Sunday the Eaton, 1,296-seater, but advance;,

would indicate that the take was sale overflow necessitated taking

down a little generally but factors 1 over of Shea's Victoria, this 1,904-

that must be' taken into account, in seater being donated rent-free by
considering: whether the teepff legits Famous Players (Cariadiaji). ,. For-
hurt or riot, include a.: charige iri mer was also donated by the Eaton,

weather, holdovers on various shows, In' heart-warming performances at

and difference in the draught of pic- both houses, stars played first and
tures that were display Sunday second halves alternately, with each
(17) arid the past Sunday. / audience getting the complete show,
Matinee business Sunday (24) was but in reverse. Conductor alterna t-

strorig, but the night take in .some ing with Joe de' Cpurcy was Ferde
instances was 50% less. The Par Grofe, whose 'On the Trail|' from his

got $1,000 more on the mat than in 'Grand Canyon' suite got an ovation,

the everiing; Riv did a little"..better at at both theatres. Davis and Sher--

night; Strand was close to $2,000 bet- man switched halves as m.c.'s.

ter on : the mat; Capitol's afternoon All' donated their services except

business doubled that at night; Roxy for the musicians' and stagehands'

was ahead on the mat also but by pay-off of over $2,000. Tagged 'Night

less than '$2,000; Hall's afternoon take of Stars,' show, was1 aranged. and
was very strong, while after sun- staged by Eric . Gfeeriwood, former
down the drop was around 50%; . assistant to George Keppie .of the

State was about $1,000 stronger dur- Empire here, and Radie Harris act-

ing daylight than after 6 p.m. ing for^ the^ British War Relief Society

While this would indicate an in- of New York,
road into night business Sunday (24),' Considerable local resentment be- :

similar experiences in a drop after 6 ; cause Norma Shearer, holidaying in

p.m., as compared with the ; matinee, New York, refused t6' come to Tor-

;

have been encountered In the; past , onto on plea that she. was tired; that

and until Sunday legits have prog- if she did it for one. she'd have to do
ressed further, hp positive conclu-

| it for all. She was born in MbntreaL
sions can be drawn.

FRANK WORKMAN
Frank (Huck) Workman, 64, for-

mer technical and construction su

pervisor for D. W. Griffith's films,

died Nov. 19 in Hollywood after be-

ing struck by an automobile. De-
ceased designed and built the sets

for 'Intolerance,' 'Birth of a Nation,'

'Orphans of the Storm,' 'Way Down.
East' and other Griffith productions.

He shifted from films to real estate

in 1925. . Surviving are his widow
and son.

Charles Fiillen, 30, Ronceverte, W.
Va., died Nov. 17 in a Spartanburg,

S. C,, hospital from injuries received

when caught in a riding device while
working at Spartanburg fairgrounds

last Oct. 9 as employee of Dodson
World Fair Shows.

GEORGE WILLIAMS
George Williams, 49, prominent

band leader in the midwest during

the '20's, died Nov. 19 at his home in

Sharon^ Pa. .
In recent years he had

retired from music business, oper-

ating a cafe, and was in ill health

for the last year. •
Williams was first sax in Jean

Goldkette's Detroit orchestra when
Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey were in

it. Moving to Cleveland, he orgari-

ized his own: dance band there in

1924 and for a number of years was
a standby at such Cleveland spots as

the Mifsic Box, New China and Hotel
Winton's Rainbow Room. One of his

musicians was Sammy Kaye. During
the World War Williams led an 80

piece band which entertained the

A.E.F. in France.
Survived by widow arid a daugh

ter. ••..";:;:'.-

JEAN MARKS
Jean Marks, 61, Indianapolis thea-

tre operator, died Nov. 18 In Indian-

apolis of a heart ailmenti He had
beeri ill several years.

Marks was associated with Charles

M. Olsen, operator of the Lyric thea-

tre, Indianapolis, for 20 years. They
had been co-pWriers of the Apollo
theatre building, and also partners
in Olsen. Enterprises which operates

five neighborhood' houses. . Marks is

survived by widow. :

: .

Ray A. Moore, 34, bass fiddle play-
er with leading Cincinriati dance,

theatre and radio orchs in recent
years, died Nov.. 17 in Good Samari-
tan hospital, that city, following a
brief illness from • a stomach ail-

ment. Survived by mother.

While the initial : group of 10
teed off on Sunday evening shows,
others may attempt matinees instead,

the first bunch also possibly switch-

MARRIAGES
Hazel Rodine tp David Innes, in :

Regina, Sask., Nov. 16. Bride is. with

GEORGE SLATER, JR.

George Slater, Jr., 79, who for some
years served as president of Troy,

N. Y., musicians' union, and who had
playied with bands for more than a
half century, was stricken on a

downtown street Nov. 22 and upon
arrival at Troy hospital in a police

carj was pronounced dead. Coroner

said after an autopsy that acute

heart disease was the cause.;

Slater had been In poor health.

In his youth, before becoming a mu-
sician, he held two track ,

and field

records.

A son, two brothers, and two
sisters are among Immediate sur-

vivors.

George (Abe) Martin, 60, carnival
worker, died, of injuries sustained
(18). when two lions clawed and bit

him through the bars of their cage at

winter quarters of the World of

Mirth Shows, Richriiond, Va.

.." FRANK LEO
Frank Leo, 66, writer of 1,400 comic

songs for the past variety generation,

died at his home at . Twickeriham,
England, Oct. 30. He was one of the
most successful of all. contemporary
songwriters, and regularly supplied
such stars as Wilkie Bard, Sam
Mayo, etc., with .material.

'Where Do Fljes Go in the Winter-
time?' was one of his latest and best
known numbers.

Mother, 65, of Lila Lee, silent

screen star, who is currently playing
in a revival of 'Blind Ailey' at the
Windsor theatre, N. Y.; died of a
heart attack. Nov. 23, in their New
York apartment. .

EDWARD SHALE
: Edward Shale, 80, London theatri-

cal manager, died after being
knocked down by a motorcycle near
Arundel, Sussex, Oct. 26.

For 20 years Shale was stage man-
ager in the West End, for 14 of which
he was: associated with. Frank ' Cur-
zon. In his earlier days he Was with
Sir Henry Irving, arid accompanied
him on two of his American tours.

Survived by daughter, Dorothy.

HILLARY T. HUDSON
Hillair Hudson, 48, A.E,Fi, ser-

geant-ihajor, Actors Guild member
and on the stage in minor roles for

several years, died suddently Nov.
16 In New York following heart at-

tack. Funeral at Shelby, N. C, his

Maude Humphrey Bogart, 75, il-

lustrafpr, and mother
:
of Humphrey

Bpgart, screen actor, died Nov. 22 in

Hollywood. Surviving/ in addition
to her son, are a ', sister and a daugh-
ter. -'J:'.-.

v

Kathryne H. Burnside, 59, wife of
Robert H. Burnside, theatrical pro
ducer and director, died Nov. 23 at

her home in Ridgewood, N. J. Her
husband survives.

Joseph B, Hay, 61, director of pub
licity for the Canadian National Ex-
hibition for 15 years, died in Toronto
Saturday :' (23) when he collapsed on
the street after leaving his office.

Mollfe B. Shafer, 68, . former film
actress and later wardrobe mistress,

at 20th-Fox, died Nov. 19 in Holly-
wood. Surviving are two daughters.

Joseph J. Dlckman, 31, radio
singer arid member of Buffalo Light
Opera Co., died Nov; 17 in Buf
falo.

William Bv Phllpott, 79, father of

Madge Bellamy, silent-screen actress,

died Nov. 10, in Hollywood,

ing, but there is no intention to give CjRM' Regina.
two performances on any Sunday. Peggy Kent to Don Wilson, Nov.
Mondays in most cases will be the

jn Van Nuys, Cal. Bride is

off-day, though Tuesday has
;

alsd
^ daughter of Sidney R. Kent, 20th-

bcen selected by some.
; ; Fox prexy; he's the radio announcer.

Matinees Would Be Tougher Lucille Cage, WSIX, Nashville,
The picture theatres are less con- staff member to Edwin G. Mullinax,

cerned with Sunday night legits than program director of WHMA, Annis-
if the shows were given during the . ton ;. Ala,, in Nashville Nov. 23!

afternoon, since very often, the film
. Helen Frank, commentator known

theatres taper off after 8:30 or so on as jerry Lane on KDYL, Salt Lake
Sunday evenings. With the legits city to Wally Sandack, KSL (Salt
now not going on uritil that time or Lake City) announcer,
a little later, patrons may still see a Kay Griffith to Broderick Craw
film show and

. make the legit, as ford in van Nuys,' Cal, Nov; 21.

occurs on other days of the week. Both are screen players.
Matinee business is almost always Mary Barry McCormick to Rich

very, heavy for the film emporiums ard Halstead Best in Wauwatosa,
which have draughty shows. Very Wis. Nov: 2L Bride is stage, screen
often the mat biz is 25 to 50% larger and 'radio actress
than the night take. No appre- LaVita Anderson to Eddie Wade,
ciable kid dent is anticipated by. in Wichita, Kan., Nov. 30. Bride/
the invasion of-Sundays by the legits Linger on station KFBI, Wichita; he's
but there is always the angle that a musician with same station.,
the folks who want to see one of Betty Ann Paynter, freelance ac-
the current stage plays or musicals tress, to James Coy, program direc
on Sunday evening Wilt knock out tor of KCMO, Kansas City.'
kid admissions because the kids will Martha Gellhom to Ernest Hem
Sf :

leg at home or to do something ingwaVf in Cheyenne, Wyo, last

%L**
e
X*

el
l
e
t Matrons a

TS ^>n" week. Both are writers.
taineoV for children under 16, how- Alma Wilby, daughter of Robert

Z L y V
i
r
lu

a ly aU of *h? P»ct"re
t Wilby, Wilby-Kincey theatres chainSf $W may^not lose that prexy married in Atlanta, Ga„ to

1r^Lf 6
^1?

% 3dp-— Se Pt * T. Reid, Kansas City, Mo.
parental angle

, ; , v :
; , .

. Dorothy Krbg to Richard Lape. in

- Picture theatres are not permitted Buffalo, Nov. 21. He's WEBR (Buf
to open until noon on Sunday but fai0 ) actor
sometimes the business has been so

'

heavy on that day that it has ex-
ceeded the Saturday take despite I RIRTHS
shorter turnover. This is very often ' P1IV 1

1

due to less opposition on Sundays Mr, and Mrs, Bret Black, son, .m

from other sources than on the day Los Angeles, Nov. 20. Father is still

ahead, when at various tunes of the Photographer at Columbia,
year there are football games, base- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ermatinger.

ball, racing, golf, beaches and other daughter, Nov. 17 in Los Angeles,

things to consider. >
.. Father is manager of the Biltmore

Film houses have! the same scales theatre, L. A. . .

for Saturdays and Sundays, except Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stewart, son

that in opening at 12 noon on the in Salt Lake City. Father is chiei

latter, the teeoff prices are higher, announcer for KSL, Salt Lake C»y •

Most of the larger downtown thea- Mr. and Mrs. Z, Wayhe Gnfrm
tres hang out an opening price daughter, in Hollywood, Nov. ZZ.

which remains only until 1 o'clock, Father is a radio director and pro-

after which the regular weekend ducer. V
matinee figures are. in force. . Mr. arid Mrs. Lloyd Nolan, son, ir

It . is Impossible to estimate in ad- Hollywood, Nov. 22. Father is screer

yance of studying the situation until player; mother is Mel Elfrid, for-

all legits have sbtten into Sunday merly of New York stage,

performances but doubted that the Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baldwin,

interference will mean more than 5 daughter, Nov. 25, in Hollywood

to 10% In loss. The price of the legits He's film actor; mother the form«
of course, are higher than the picture ' Cecelia Parker* screen actress.
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Favors Waxed Play*
New York.. •

Editor, Variety: •.:•'•'•_"•
; '.r .. ;

;~.

.

i notice with great Interest, that

•There Shall Be No Night' is to be

recorded by Miss Fontanne, Mr.

tunt and company. Distribution of

the records, the article implied, will

be limited to the blind. Think how

the recordings of this
.
poignant

drama would enrich school and com-

munity theatre libraries. Sale price

could be nominal as are the Orson

Welles versions of 'Macbeth' and

•Julius Caesar.' Such records, besides

having a .
tremendous research value,

can easily stir up a new audience,

one from the hinterland;

Why not supplement the meager

list of complete play recordings with

some outstanding opera of Maxwell

Anderson, William Saroyan, more

oi Sherwood and Shakespeare. Pu-

litzer
1

Prize and Critics * Circle

Award winners. If records have a

small market perhaps one or two

sets can be made and through a gen-

eral office loaned to school and in-

terested groups for hearings.'

Valerie Leigh Hunt

7 Ft. Dix Shows
.

'..'"
:

-' •." New/^Yorkj.'^;-;

Editor, Variety: -v •".

•

'• :

It is most important that the

spirits, and .-morale of the drafted

.

boys, when inducted in. the service

a. few days hence, at ': Fort Dix,

should be maintained .

:: This could be made possible by-

haying, some entertainment arranged

from time to time for the boys! re-

laxation. ;
'[- •

: The Smaller Business Association

for N. Y., N..J. and Conn;/ Inc.,

through the cooperation of Major J..

C. Donoghue, is sponsoring this pa-
triotic service as a part of their pro-
gram during the National Unity
Week, Nov. 21 through Nov- 29. The
theatrical world has never failed in
times of national . need ..and it is

hopec :they. Will respond generously
as in the past' An urgent call is

made to yoU for volunteer talent to

appear for the .first performance- at

Fort Dix, Wrightstown, N, J , Wed-
nesday evening, ., Nov. 27,

' between
6:30 and 8:30 p.. mi *.

.
[

.[
^

Thanking you for your kind con-
sideration, I amj '•

Sincerely, yours.
Smaller ' Business Ass'n. ..

Per Henry Modell, Pres. ,

Betty Field's Plaiis

C- . New York.
Editor, Variety: ',.;/'

.A story concerning
: me . in last

week's Variety contains several in-

correct statements and I would ap-
preciate it if you would rectify, therri,

I do not plan "to confine myself
exclusively to. the theatre in the
future, but, hope, to continue on
Broadway during the regular theatre
seasons and to ..work in Hollywood
during the summer. My contract
with/ Paramount is for five years
and I.trust the studio will renew my
option when the proper time comes.

I naturally hope and expect that
Elmer Rice's: Tlight to the West,' in
which' I am currently rehearsing,
will be a success. But in case it is

:rioti ":my subsequent plans are in-

definite; ; Betty Field. :

Band Routes
.Continued from page 42.

Knlgbt, Bob, Cafe Pierre, NYC.
Kogen, Hurry, NBC, Chicago. ;

- Krupa, Gene, MCA. NYC.
Kyser, Kay, MCA. NYC. .

Le Baron, fiddle. Rainbow Roonj^, NYC.
: Leonard, Harlan, College Inn, Kunuua
City. . ;•

;
': ':

Lewis, Ted., Majestic T., Dallas. '•

Light. Enoch, ..Win. Morris.: NYC.
Little. Little Jack, CRA, NYC.
Livingston, Jerry,- Chanticleer, Mlllburn,

N. J.
'

Lombardo, Guy. Roosevelt H„ NYC.
Long, Johnny, Roseland B , NYC.
Lopez. Vincent, New Kenmore H., Al-

bany,. N. Y.
Lorch, Carl, F.B., NYC. ':' -

-. Lucas, Clyde. MCA, NYC.
Luhce/ord. Jimmy, H. Oxley. 17 W. 40th

St., NYC. .

'
'

Lyman, Abe. New Yorker H.. NYC.

Madrlguera, Ehrlc, Statler H.. Detroit. ',

Malneck, Matty, Victor Hugo's. H'wodd.
Marlanl, Hugo, El Chlco, NYC. P

' Marsala, iJoe, MCA, NYC.
Martin, Freddie, St. Francis H.. San. F.-.

.

Martin, Lou, Leon & Eddie's. NYC
Masters, Frankle. Taft II., NYC.

. McCoy, Clyde, MCA ; NYCV- . •
'.

'

McCune, Bill., BenJ. Franklin H.VPhtla.
^McGee, Johnny, St. George H., B'klyn,

. McGrane,' Don, Diamond Horseshoe. NYC.
McFarlan'd- Twins. MCA. NYC.

.
Mclntlra, Lanl, .Q.AC, NYC. .

Meakln, . Jack, Stan Zucker. 601 Madison
Ave.. NYC. .

'

Messner. Johnny, MCA, NYCi.
Miller, Glenn, Pennsylvania H., NYC.

. Mills. Frank, Club Idle Hour. Point
Pleasant. N.J.

.
'Molina, Carlos. Colony Club, St. Louis.
Monroe, Vaughn, Brunswick, H., Boston.
Morgan, Rusa MCA NYC.

'
* V ,'N

Nelson! Ozzle. Strand T., NYC. ':

Noble, Lelghton. MOA, NYC.
Noble, Ray. Palmer House H.. Chi. .

. Norrls , Bob, Pabst. World's Fa Ir, NYC. .

Oman, Val, Belmont Plaza H., NYC.
; OJsen. . Geo.,: "Rice. Hotel, HotJBtop. :

Osborne; Will, Wm. jilorrls. NYC. .

Owens, Harry. Royal Hawaiian Hotel,
Honolulu.

;
Panchltb,

. VfiVsnUie.o .R., NYC.-
Pancho, Copucabana, NYC. .

'

Panico,
' Louie; Faust H,, Rockfbrd, III.

'

ParkB,. Bobby, }ICA, NYC
Pastor. Tony, Lincoln Hotel, NYC. :

Paul, Eddie. F.B.; NYC.
Pendarvls, Paul, Wm. Morris. NYC. v

Petti, Emlle, Xavoy Plaza fl.. NYC.
Pollack. Ben. Trncadero. Henderson. Ky

ffYC '
Teddy

' Pickman, Astor >L.

Prima. LouIs
v MCA. NYC.

Prugor, Col., F.B., NYC.

, gaeburni Boyd,: Win: Morris. NYC.
Ksmos. Rattjon, Drake JT., Chlrneo.
Ravazza. Carl. Nicollet H.. Minn.

N
™v«'. -Don. Greenwich Village ; C».«In.;.

' p?£' A,
X,no

-'Ru8t<c Cabin. Fort Lee.: N,J.
.. Kayijipnd, Nlclcl, Le Coq Rouge. -NYC.«e chman. Joe. Essex Honse. NYC.

.

"e sman. Leo; Wm. Morris. NYC. * '
^v«ejnold8, /Tommy, Rpscland B.. Brooklyn,

v 51??' -Vln«n't, iTack Tiynch's. Phtin.

Cffy^**
,,v P?8*** ' MueHttbac^ Hotel, Kautias

c^ber'».' Bill. Mark. Twain. Bev. HIMs.

''

S?!f*.
rt8

> P^B., NYC.
wSSKP'-Sf??'^ Conga, Nyc:
2Sm r

?' Ed<,Y. Radlsson H., Minn. .

Koiiini, Adrian. Lyric T... Indlttnaiiolls. V

s

!
a
ft

v ' ltVTan. MCA, NYC.
"

wi' i)hn
'

sl"P»y Maxie's, H'wbort,

§Sr«i
RaJ"nond. Blackhawk H;. Chic

rf^
nd

' :?*r*Y.\ Syracuse H.v Syra

ih?fen
Ar

»i!
e

i
P5!*C8 Hotel." San F,

Shield" iP
,Ck

V,5!?(!kh>.wk -
Cafe. ChionieidB, Roy, NBC. ChlcagOw .

'

Bl!l>

Syracusi'

SIry. Larry, Ambassador H., NYC.
Slssle. Noble, Diamond Horseshoe, NYC.
Smith, Stuff, Kelly's Stables, NYC/ :

Sousa, John .Philip, III, c/o. Wmi Morris,NYC ..
: -

Spltalny,, Phil, Variety. NYC.
Splvak. Charles, Glen Island Casino,. New

Rochelle, N. -Y'.
'

Stabile/ Dick, MCA, NYC.
Stearney, George, . MCA, NYC.

.
.

Steck, 'Gu«; Brook Club, Summit, N; J.'

Stevens, Bert. Hotel Gov: Clinton, NYC.
Stoeffler, Wally, F.B.; NYC. . ,

Straeter. Ted, Monte. Carlo, NYC.
Strand, Manny, Earl Carrol's. H'wood. :

Strong, Benny,. Park Plaza. H., St. Louis.
. Sullivan,.' Joe. Famous Door. NYC. -.

Swanson, Billy, c/o CRA; NYC.
Sylvlo, Don,; BUI Bertolottl's, NYC.

Taylor, Sandy, Lants'a Merry-Cho>R6und,
Dayton, O.
Teagardan, Jack, MCA. NYC.
Thels. Henry, c/o OAC. NYC. .

Thompson, Lang, MCA, NYC.
Tliomhlll. Claude, Ale* Holden, MCA,

Tomlln. Pinky. Wm. Morris; NYC.
Travers, Vincent; Wm. .Morris, NYO. .

Tucker. Orrln, MCA, NYC.
Tucker. Tommy. MCA; NYC.
Turner, Al.. Bachelor s Club. Pitts.

from a list above and give it to her.

(Play-A-Tune has only about 100 re-

cordings now, but is increasing that
to several thousand), There's no ob-
jection to a chunk of repartee be^
tween the guy with the jit and the
operator, before she puts the. platter,

on her turntable at the central'.office.
Smart cracks are answered in kind,,

with the plug pulled out if the.boys
get smutty, /tittle trouble that: way
so far. '.''"'."

.Divvy
"'

• • Machines are connected, with the
exchange by': regular leased Bell

Telephone linies, which rent for $23
a. month per mile. .Exchanges are
set up in various vicinities to pre-
vent lines longer than a mile. Divvy
between the owner of the ideation

wherie the box is placed and the
Owner of the jukebox is on a 50-50

basis after the first $10. each week
goes to \ the jukeman. Location
owner also is nicked for the line

charge, but is said to come. out. bet-:

ter in the end than the machine opv
erator." ;

.
. . ;• \ >

.

'.
. / •

For instance, assuming a take of

$60 a ;week for a :
machine: Juker gets

the initial $10 plus half of . the re-

maining $.50, or., a total of $35. Out
of that he must pay $21 to Play-A-
Tune ($60 represents 1,200 plays oh
which he is paying l%c each), leav-
ing, him. $14. Location owner gets

$25 out of the $60 and pays an aver-
age of $5 a week for the line, leaving
him $20; ,. :

Take of $60 is much higher than
average, $25 being more like it in
ordinary locations and $40 in good
spots. So .far, the jitiachines

:

have
been doing about double the business
of - the old-fashioned type.

Line-rental has a joker in the $23
per mile charge. Phone company
maintains that it obviously . can't run
the wires as . the crow flies and
plenty of detours, are; .necessary.

Example is in Sam Shapiro's Roxy
Grill, almost: directly across West
46th street from headquarters in the
Bond Building, on Broadway and
46th. Hundred-yard' : lash sets

Shapiro back $16 a month.
Times Square . office of Play-A-

Tune has three switchboards con-
nected with 25 machines, Which
leaves it five open holes. It

;
employs

eight- gals, who work in shifts, only
one being needed at the 8:30 a.m.

opening . time, but three when the

sbars hit their 11:30 p.m. stride. Get-
ting the right mentally trigger-quick

femm'es Is a weedlng-out. process
through . which manager Charles
Bernoff . Is now passing. Gals are
handed such monikers .. as Trixie

(she's: Esther to her . ma). , Topsy
(that's Riva at home); and Mitzi

(she's Rose to her b.f.).

Brown—Columb^i
The Golumbia Lions are tremen-

dous opportunists, and should close

their campaign with a spectacular
victory.

'

Texas—Texas A. A M.
The Texas Longhorns may cause

some trbuble,' but the Aggies should
pound their way to a triumph and
an undefeated season.

Bqstoli College—Holy Cross
This is always a dogfight with

empers : flaring.
.
Holy . Cross is the

underdog, but BC should not be
stopped as it's on the way to a prob-
able Sugar Bowl bid.

••;
•. DDke-^-Pittsburgh '. ' ''••..

Pitt has. shown surprising strength,

Dut Duke's pOwer on the ground arid

in the air is versatile enough to Win
as it pleases.

Duquesne—CarnegfleJCech :.

Tech is a weak sister and happy

Venutl,
Varzos,

Joe. GAC, NYC. .

Eddie. St; :Vorlte H., NYC.

w
Wald, Jerry. Child's 59th St.. NYC.
Warnow, Mark. CBS,: NYC.
Watklns, Sammy; Hollendon H.. Cleve.
Weber. Henry, WGN, Chicago.
Weber.' Marek, N BC. Chicago.
Weeks, Ranhy. Mayfalr C. Boston.
Weems. Ted.. Beverly Hills C. C. Clnn.
Welk, Lawrence. F.B.. NYC. :

Wilde. Rati. Colony Club. Tulsa, Okla.
Williams. Griff. Stevens H.. Chicago.:
Wilson, Eddie, French Casino, L, A. .

Wilson. Teddy; Cafe Society. N. Y.
Wlntpn. Barry, Rainbow Grill, NYC.

Z'urke.- Bob. . Win; Morrli, NYC.
Zwerllng, Ruby, State T., NYC.

Bills Next We
____ Continued from page 48 _____

jukeboxes
.Continued from page S.

Tune, Inc., organized for the purpose.

It runs the.
.exchange and .

gets i'Ac;

put of each nickel taken in by the

machines it services. ' All the equip-

ment connected with Play-Ar-Turie js

Seeburg. Its only Manhattan com-
petish is from AMI (Automatic

Musical .Instrujnents), which .
has

opened one Tinies Square exchange
after running for. about four months
in Brooklyn. ;

''-' :

,

Jukebox operators associated with

Play-A-Tuhe each own one,
.
two,

three or more 'machines.' for which
they pay .

$400 each. With 10 mar
chines' the central exchange: equip-

ment is tossed' ' The sum spent to

purchase the boxes has no connec-

tion, with- the subscriptiphs.;to Play-

A:TUjhle, .Inc. :
However, only^ stock-

holders' deVices will be serviced, as

the corporation, when costs are

worked but, will bring down the per-

play charge to the point where it

just breaks even.

Seeburg machines work lh- similar

fashion , to the AMI ones described

in Variety a couple months ago.

Stick a . nickel :

* /the slot and a

femme voice asks, 'What' would you

like; to - hear?' You pick a number.

Gourniet Club

E Robinson Oro>
Burns 2 & . Evelyn
Bill Lockman
Ellen Dargo

Hotel Allerton

Karen Torey ;

Louis Clna .;

•

Jack Mlko
' Hotel Carter

Versatlllans
Bob Opltz
Hotel Cleveland

Paul PenOarvls Ore
Hotel Venwaty Hall
Gene ErwIn' Orc ".

Hotel Sterling-
Jimmy Van Osdel l

Quinteros
Leat«r Chafetz .

Hotel Hollenden
Bob Hal)
Gloria Day
Staples & Corney
Marian Arden '

Sorelll .

Sain iny Wat.klns' Or
Hotel Stotlec

Jose. Morand Orb
Josephine DelMar
Catallna Rolon
Jack & Eddie's

Hubert Ino, Roberts
Babe Sherman
Arlene Rico Oro
I* Conga Club

Ramon Arias Ore
Lindsay's Bar

Roy ilaysor

'

J.Udy Preston :.

Pearl DeLucca
Mound's Clob

Vd Prussln Ore
Kegal> Club

.
Ducky. Malvtn Ore
Tlilrty-Seven Clnb
Nsdja .

Billy Carr
Frances Paul.
Sonny Carroll
Rhy.thm Debs .•

DETROIT
Book-CadUiac Hotel

(Book Casino)
'Circus Days'
Mickey King
Rich -Adrlehne Dane
Fa1

! t h , Hope & ZIn'd

.

6 (:>$lnptes ' '

'

Carl Bonner Oro .:

~ <Motor . Bar)
Dick Itock !.

.. Bo»verjr
Sophie' Tucker .

Great . Ballantine ;

Ariuro & Bvelyn.

'

Birch' A/ Courthey
.

Don Arden Dane
8 Jitterbugs •'•'•

.

;

Johnny .King
Chus Carlisle :

Benny ' Res.h. Or« ...
.

IMue lantern
Pint" *. 'A;d'r)an

..DuUai ry. .'C'oclfatoo.s

Ue(ty Lane ;

.

;

•La-- Comprasltia '

•'•

Glamour Gls (.6)

Lee. Walter Ore
Corktown Tavern

.

Hal Bi-qnsoh
101 lea Kaye ':

6 Vesters , ." \

Eddie Brattoh Ore.
Coia "&

'••.Cor'te. •

Neville & Day ' ,'

'Ann •jJe'e ;

•Doii Andre Ore/
HumVs

S-Old.Tliriers
Sun Valley '•

Se'renaders .:.

Ixtndoh Chop' lItiiiNf

Tonla
Ruby Ore

'"''.- sMoroccO;
Jay . .TH«on •..

' .

Irene Ivessler .

Burhettes '

'.

'

..Mhrt'ta Wayne .

Will 'Henderson Ore

By Dick Fishell
V^HN, W. y„ Sports Commentator

i

Oregon State—Oregon
A traditional rivalry with thV

form charts shov/ing Oregon State
a tremendous favorite. State should
win. , . / ''..'^

.

Rice—Baylor
.Baylor is not a scoring outfit while

Rice can rise to the. occasion. Rice
on the long end.

. Santa Clara^Oklahoma
.
Oklahoma- just : breezed- in . oyer

Temple, but the going wiil
- be tough-

.

er. against Clara playing on' the Pa-

.

cine Coast; .. The Br'onc6s..;.of Santa .
.

Clara get the edge.
i , use—ucla

USC is too potent- to be stopped
,

by the Uclans.
SMU—Texas '' Christian \

.

;

This is all Southern Methodist.
' Army—Navy.' :

Tradition means, a great deal here,

but the •.: Navy's material will mean
'

(And Proper Odds)

Thursday (Nov. 28)
. ;
OAMES

Brown-Columbia . .. .. . . . .

Texas-Texaa A, Si M..'. . ....... .

.

WINNERS
Colombia . .

.Texas. A&M
, * • • • • • • • »

oops

4-1

Saturday (Nov. 30)

Boston College-Holy Cross. ........ Boston College

Duke-PiUsbnrfh .;.'. . . . . . ...... . . . . Doke '.

.;.

Duqaesne-Carhegle Tech . . . Duquesne ....

Fordham-NTU . .••'.'.;.. .;. . . . ; . . . . Fordham . . .

.

Florida-Auburn .......... . ........ Florida ... . .
.'.

Georgla-Gebrfla Tech .... .... . . . . . Georgia . ....

I^SU-TuIane i> ..; ; .. .... Tulane
Oregon State-Oregon . . .

'.

.

.

''. Oregon State

Rice-Baylor . . . ..; . i ... . . • . .... ..Rice. .• ... ... ; . . . .

.

Santa Clara-Oklahoma . . . .. ..k.:.... Santa Clara .......

USC-UCLA . . . .... . . ... . . ; . . . .... . USC .

Soathern Methbdist-Tex. Christian. SMU
Army-Navy . ... ... . . .V. . .... . . . . ; . Navy ; . ... . ..... '.

. .

.

Vanderbilt-Tennessee . . . .. . . . . .... . Tennessee . .

Washington-Washington State '.., .

.

'. Washington .,. . ...

Alabama-Mississippi State Mississippi State . ..,

Stanford-California . . i . . .'. Stanford ..... ...

Roxscore to Date:

Right, 159; Wrong, 59; Ties, 12; Pet., 729.

(Ties not .
counted)

• • • • *.•»• • * * » »,

*.«»••• i

*' • 4 * • « • •

3-1

11-5
3-1

3-1

Even
.7-5

3-1

3-1

2-1

12-5

? 3-1

3-1

12-5

«-l
4-1

3ven
3-1

in the thought that the season closes.

Duquesne is too deep in reserves to

be thwarted;

Fordham—N.T.U.
This has been a sad year for the

Violets. The Rams need a decisive

victory to keep them in line for a

bowl hid. They'll pour it on.

Florida—Auburn
Auburn was badly battered by Bos-

ton College last Saturday and may
not have too much left. Florida has

done everything asked of it this fall

and before a home crowd should

complete a highly successful season

on the long end of the score.

.' Georgia—Ga. Tech '..

Tech has been a disappointment,

while Georgia is on the upbeat With

their sophomore now well-seasoned

and on their home lot, the Georgia

Bulldogs should cop".

LSU—Tulane

.

Louisiana's had many headaches

and Tulane should add to them.

much more. The Soldiers haven't

had a major victory all fall because
.

';.

they j list don't have the stuff. In

dry or wet weather, it's still the

Sailors on top.

Vanderbllt-rTennessee
Vandy has ivy, but Tennessee has

.

first-class iholeskinners. The poison-

ivy of Tennessee makes it a one-

sided game.
Washington—Washington State

State is a stubborn, defensive ag-

gregation. The Washington Huskies

have a highly-geared offense that

should spell the difference.

Alabama—Mississippi State

'Barria can be scored on easily.

Mississippi State, the dark horse

early in the season, should outscore

the Crimson Tide.
Stanford—California

This game was scheduled original-

ly for last weekend, but the delay

doesn't alter the prediction. Stan-

ford continues on its merry way to

the Rose Bowl.
:

-,

Neblolo's
Dl Giovanni ;

Carmen

"

Carlos A Chita .'

Guy Glbby
.

Leonard Seel Ore.

.. Sortliwood Inn
Fred Strltt
Paul-.D>hrn

;

June Brooks
Saininy Dlbert Ore

: Pulni Beach'.
Bert Gilbert
Elaine Castle

.

Babarlha &. Poms
6 Tip-Top Dane
M ichael Paige'..'Ore

Buck's Bedford I ntr

Mac M c.Ur'aw • Ore'
- Club Hoyale

RUKttell Svyann
.) Iriiiny Rae .

-

•The. Burnells
Mary Dooley
Carl Ilee
Danny Demetry .Ori'

: noyaleltes

Statler Bbtei
B MadrlKUora :(>! c

"Pn'trlcia -.Gllmcro :

'

George - Nfeurette
Sim Diego

Bill . & Ida Shaw
.luno. Dayles
<>eOrge I'resnelf

: 'Al ..Alexander Qn. •

Verne's
George Stello .

'

Golden Gate Trio
Boyd Senter
Toby Lee
Harry Collet Ore •

• Whtttler Hotel
(iloUX Cop Rom.. .

• Vocallons, (4)
Wonder Bar

n^lpli Rotifers On-
3 Lnpfdps

Dot Stone Loses
Continued from page. :^ _____

RIPLEY VENTURE IN

ENCORE BANKRUPTCY

erally applicable to similar actions

in the film business-.: Appellate Di-

vision agreed, with the contention of

Louis Nizer, lawyer appearing for

Liggett & Myers and Newell-Em-

mett, that her idea was not .
exclu-

sive and that all she Was entitled

to was protection of a specific script

or any work under contract.

,
Plaintiff claimed that her sub-

mitted idea was to one certain shorts

comprising old film shots, coupled

\vith humorous dialog and appended

.

mention of Chesterfield cigarettes .at

, the end. . - Lower court upheld the

complaint. .
. . ^ ,A \

Attorney Nizer,: representing the

defendants' , in
:

the appeal, argued

that ;it
^'

" w^uld;stOp all progress if

ideas could be given a monopoly.
' For example, he cited that if some

j
one thought of a World's Fair, it

' woiiid, mean ' that no. one else could

j
build one. If someone conceived an

. underground railroad, it Would mean
that no one: else could build a sub-

way. If someone conceived a car-

i toon feature picture, .no one else

I could turn out a cartoon, :

:

An involuntary petition of bank-

ruptcy was filed in N. Y. ; federal

court Monday (25) against Interna-

tion al .Oddities, Inc., formerly of

;

1600 Broadway, N. .Three credi-

tors, George W^eda, for $600, Doug-

las Ripley, $1,950,- and Robert J. Hy-

land, $2,000, all for monies loaned,

filed the petition claiming that while

insolvent^ international Oddities al-

lowed the N. Y. Theatre Program
Co., Inc., to secure a . judgment

against it for $5,609.''

: The bankrupt had filed a voluntary

petition of bankruptcy on July 1 in

the Federal cOurt listing assets of

$4,006 and , liabilities ,
of $122,231, ; of

which $94,250 was owed Robert L.

Ripley, and $4,000 to Douglas Ripley.

Judge William Bondy suhsequently

appointed Frank W. Ford as receiver,

but the bankruptcy petition was later

dismissed by referee Oscar , W; Ehr-

horn, who found that the proper

number of . directors
:

had failed to

authorize the filing of the bankruptcy

petition/:
. ;

,.'

i
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